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Summary
The Bell 212 helicopter (registration C-GEEC, serial number 30931) was being used in heli-ski
operations near Whistler, British Columbia. After operations on one glacier with two groups of
skiers, the guides and the pilot agreed to move to the Spearhead Glacier. The skiers and guides
were dropped off at the top of the glacier, and the pilot chose to pick up the skiers near the toe
of the glacier.
The first group down the glacier comprised 11 skiers. During take-off from the toe of the glacier
with this group, the helicopter began to settle as it turned downwind. The pilot turned it back
toward the take-off area, but the helicopter continued to settle with full power applied. The
helicopter struck the snow in a level attitude, turned over, and came to rest on its right side. The
helicopter was substantially damaged. The main rotor chopped the tail off, the nose was
crushed, and the battery was ejected. There was no fire. The passengers and pilot escaped with
only minor injuries.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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Other Factual Information
The Spearhead Glacier is located to the east of the Blackcomb Peak near Whistler, and the
accident was near the bottom of the glacier at about 6300 feet above sea level (50°02'30" N /
122°51'45" W). The glacier rests on the northwest side of the upper ridge flowing down about
80 per cent of a cirque.1 The toe of the glacier had ablated and receded over recent years, and
skiing to the usual pickup area was more difficult.
The pilot used the pickup area at the toe of the glacier to make it easier for the skiers to get to the
helicopter and complete an extra run before lunch. The take-off was into wind facing up the
glacier. The helicopter attained a positive rate of climb, and the pilot then turned the helicopter
downwind. It began to descend and it was evident that the helicopter would not clear the lower
ridge, so the pilot turned the helicopter toward a somewhat level area. As it contacted the snow,
the helicopter bounced, struck a snow drift, dug in, stood on its nose, pirouetted, and came to
rest on its right side and top corner. There was no loss of power at any time during the flight.
The rotor and engine rpm stayed within their governed range and there were no caution lights
or horns evident, even though the pilot pulled the collective up as far as possible.
The weather was clear with good visibility, and the prevailing winds were from the southeast at
25 to 30 knots, and gusting. There was good visual reference for ground proximity, even over
the glacier. The glacier was on the lee side of the ridge and the winds were flowing over the
glacier. A temperature inversion existed at the time.
Localized, shallow, glacier winds are katabatic winds, and under extreme cooling conditions,
such as underlying ice cover, they can develop to hazardous proportions. As the ice provides
relative cooling, a strong shallow wind will persist. In some locations, katabatic flow pulsates
with cold air building up to some critical value before being released to rush downslope.
Actual weights of persons, equipment, lunches, etc. were used to calculate the gross take-off
weight of the helicopter before its departure that morning. The weight was 10 250 pounds,
which is about 92 per cent of the maximum allowable weight of 11 200 pounds. The performance
charts showed that, on that day and at that weight, the Bell 212 should hover out-of-ground
effect at a pressure altitude of 7500 feet. The location of the persons and equipment on board
caused the centre of gravity to be well within the operating limits.
In the morning before the first flight, the passengers/skiers were given interactive training on
emergencies and helicopter operations. The accident occurred about two and a half hours after
the training. The passengers/skiers remembered the instructions, and the evacuation from the
wrecked helicopter was carried out in a calm manner.
The pilot was licensed, trained, and certified as required by regulations. He had several years of
experience flying the Bell 212 helicopter and in heli-ski operations with this type. The pilot had
operated in and out of the Spearhead Glacier many times during his years of flying out of
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A cirque is a crater created by a glacier that forms a natural amphitheatre (like a bowl
tilted to the diagonal).
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of the cirque. This location became more difficult to ski to as the glacier ablated over recent
years.
The occurrence helicopter had been modified from the original type. Based on Airworthiness
Directive CF 97-04, the helicopter was equipped with stainless steel elbow fittings for the engine
fuel lines. Before 1990, Bell 212 helicopter engines were equipped with aluminium fittings. That
year, a Bell 212 with aluminium lines was involved in a similar accident (TSB report A90P0121),
but it caught fire when one of the fittings broke. Three lives were lost and many persons were
seriously hurt from burns. In this accident, the stainless steel fittings remained intact even
though the area was crushed. There was no fire.
The fact that the helicopter was equipped with stainless steel fuel line fittings and that passenger
briefings were enhanced as a result of the findings of the 1990 heli-skiing accident investigation
helped to minimize injuries from this occurrence.
On 13 January 2003, Transport Canada published Commercial and Business Aviation Advisory
Circular (CBAAC) 0214 to inform air operators about guidelines for the conduct of heli-skiing in
Canada.

Analysis
There were no reported problems with the helicopter’s performance and there were no caution
horns during the accident flight, which led the investigation and this analysis to focus on
operational issues only.
It is quite likely that, during the day, as a temperature inversion existed, katabatic winds formed
over the glacier and they were pulsing downhill. Given the gross weight of the helicopter at
take-off, the close proximity to the glacier and the strong downflowing winds, the helicopter
was not able to climb high enough to clear the surrounding terrain. When the pilot turned away
from the lower ridge, the helicopter was settling with power in downflowing wind, and the
pilot could not arrest its descent. When the helicopter settled onto the snow, still moving
forward, it struck a snow drift, dug in, and rolled over.

Finding as to Causes and Contributing Factors
1.

Given the helicopter’s gross weight, its close proximity to the glacier, and the strong
downflowing winds, the helicopter was not able to climb high enough to clear the
surrounding terrain. When the pilot aborted the departure, the helicopter settled with
power onto the snow, dug in, and rolled over.

Other Finding
1.

The fact that the helicopter was equipped with stainless steel fuel line fittings and that
passenger briefings were enhanced helped to minimize injuries from this occurrence.

-4This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board’s investigation into this occurrence. Consequently,
the Board authorized the release of this report on 21 April 2005.
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Appendix A – Accident Flight Diagram

The photograph was taken soon after the accident. It shows the Spearhead Glacier and the
conditions.

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose
of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or
determine civil or criminal liability.

Aviation Investigation Report
In-Flight Fire Leading to Collision with Water
Swissair Transport Limited
McDonnell Douglas MD-11 HB-IWF
Peggy’s Cove, Nova Scotia 5 nm SW
2 September 1998
Report Number A98H0003
Synopsis
On 2 September 1998, Swissair Flight 111 departed New York, United States of America, at
2018 eastern daylight savings time on a scheduled flight to Geneva, Switzerland, with 215
passengers and 14 crew members on board. About 53 minutes after departure, while cruising at
flight level 330, the flight crew smelled an abnormal odour in the cockpit. Their attention was
then drawn to an unspecified area behind and above them and they began to investigate the
source. Whatever they saw initially was shortly thereafter no longer perceived to be visible.
They agreed that the origin of the anomaly was the air conditioning system. When they assessed
that what they had seen or were now seeing was definitely smoke, they decided to divert. They
initially began a turn toward Boston; however, when air traffic services mentioned Halifax,
Nova Scotia, as an alternative airport, they changed the destination to the Halifax International
Airport. While the flight crew was preparing for the landing in Halifax, they were unaware that
a fire was spreading above the ceiling in the front area of the aircraft. About 13 minutes after the
abnormal odour was detected, the aircraft’s flight data recorder began to record a rapid
succession of aircraft systems-related failures. The flight crew declared an emergency and
indicated a need to land immediately. About one minute later, radio communications and
secondary radar contact with the aircraft were lost, and the flight recorders stopped functioning.
About five and one-half minutes later, the aircraft crashed into the ocean about five nautical
miles southwest of Peggy’s Cove, Nova Scotia, Canada. The aircraft was destroyed and there
were no survivors.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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How This Report Is Organized
This report was prepared in accordance with International Civil Aviation Organization
standards and recommended practices,* and with Transportation Safety Board (TSB) standards
for investigation reports. In keeping with these standards, the report is organized into the
following main parts:
•

Part 1, Factual Information: Provides objective information that is pertinent to the
understanding of the circumstances surrounding the occurrence.

•

Part 2, Analysis: Discusses and evaluates the factual information presented in Part 1
that the Board considered when formulating its conclusions and safety actions.

•

Part 3, Conclusions: Based on the analyses of the factual information, presents three
categories of findings: findings as to causes and contributing factors to the occurrence;
findings that expose risks that have the potential to degrade aviation safety, but that
could not be shown to have played a direct role in the occurrence; and “other”
findings that have the potential to enhance safety, or clarify issues of unresolved
ambiguity or controversy.

•

Part 4, Safety Action: Based on the findings of the investigation, recommends safety
actions required to be taken to eliminate or mitigate safety deficiencies, and records
the main actions already taken or being taken by the stakeholders involved.

Note: Owing to the scope of the Swissair 111 investigation, various supporting technical
information (STI) materials are referenced throughout the report. STI materials are peripheral to
the report and are not required to develop a complete understanding of the facts, analyses,
conclusions, or recommended safety actions. Rather, the STI materials expand, in technical
detail, on the information provided in the report. A superscript “STIx-yyy” is inserted into
the report wherever such a reference exists. In the hard-copy version, the number “x” identifies
the part of the report, and “yyy” identifies the reference within the part, as indicated in
Appendix E – List of Supporting Technical Information References. In the electronic version of
the report, such references are hyperlinked directly to the applicable location in the electronic
version of the STI. Appendix E is not included in the electronic version.
The report also consists of the following appendices and background material, which are
referenced in the report:
•

Appendix A – Flight Profile: Selected Events: A chronological depiction of the
intended itinerary, actual flight profile, and selected events during the occurrence,
presented in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

•

Appendix B – Swissair Air Conditioning Smoke Checklist: The checklist used by
Swissair to isolate a source of smoke originating from an aircraft air conditioning
system.

*

For more detailed information on International Civil Aviation Organization standards, refer to
International Standards and Recommended Practices, Annex 13 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation,
Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation, Ninth Edition, July 2001.
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•

Appendix C – Swissair Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist: The checklist
used by Swissair to isolate a source of smoke or fumes originating from an unknown
source.

•

Appendix D – Timeline: A chronological list of events for the duration of the
occurrence, presented in UTC.

•

Appendix E – List of Supporting Technical Information References: A list of all STI
material references for the report.

•

Appendix F – Glossary: An alphabetical list of abbreviations, acronyms, and
initialisms used throughout the report.

Available Formats
The report can be viewed in the following formats:
•
•
•

Paper.
Compact Disc (CD-ROM) attached to the back cover of the paper report (compatible
with Microsoft® Windows 95® or higher).
On the TSB web site at http://www.tsb.gc.ca.

The STI materials can be viewed:
•

On the TSB web site at http://www.tsb.gc.ca.

•

On Compact Disc (CD-ROM) along with the investigation report
(compatible with Microsoft® Windows 95® or higher).

Readers can print copies of the report and STI materials from the CD-ROM or TSB web site.
To obtain additional copies of the report, please contact
TSB Communications Division
Place du Centre
200 Promenade du Portage
4th Floor
Gatineau, Quebec K1A 1K8
Canada
Telephone: (819) 994-3741
Fax:
(819) 997-2239
E-mail:
communications@tsb.gc.ca
For instructions on how to order hard copies of the STI materials from the TSB, see the Order
Form at the end of this report.
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1.0

Factual Information

The investigation of the Swissair Flight 111 (SR 111) occurrence was complex and involved
detailed examination of many operational and technical issues. The information in Part 1 of the
report is organized into the subject areas specified by the International Civil Aviation
Organization investigation report format. While the investigation uncovered many facts with
respect to the flight, the aircraft, maintenance, personnel, and so on, only factual information
that is pertinent to understanding the SR 111 occurrence is provided in this part along with
some preliminary evaluation (first-stage analysis) that serves as a basis for the Analysis,
Conclusions, and Safety Action parts of the report.

1.1

History of the Flight

This section summarizes, in chronological order according to Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC),1 the main events that occurred during the flight and that are directly related to the
SR 111 occurrence ending with the aircraft’s impact with the water near Peggy’s Cove,
Nova Scotia, Canada. Refer to Appendix A – Flight Profile: Selected Events for a graphical
representation of the flight path of the aircraft.
At 0018 UTC (2018 eastern daylight savings time) on 2 September 1998, the McDonnell Douglas2
(MD) MD-11, operating as SR 111, departed John F. Kennedy (JFK) International Airport in
Jamaica, New York, United States of America (USA), on a flight to Geneva, Switzerland. Two
pilots, 12 flight attendants, and 215 passengers were on board. The first officer was the pilot
flying. At 0058, SR 111 contacted Moncton Air Traffic Services (ATS) Area Control Centre (ACC)
and reported that they were at flight level (FL) 330.3
At 0110:38, the pilots detected an unusual odour in the cockpit and began to investigate. They
determined that some smoke was present in the cockpit, but not in the passenger cabin. They
assessed that the odour and smoke were related to the air conditioning system. At 0114:15,
SR 111 made a Pan Pan4 radio transmission to Moncton ACC. The aircraft was about 66 nautical
miles (nm) southwest of Halifax International Airport, Nova Scotia. The pilots reported that

1

All times are Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) unless otherwise noted. In UTC time, the flight
occurred on 3 September 1998. For eastern daylight savings time, subtract four hours; for Atlantic daylight
time, subtract three hours.
2

On 1 August 1997, McDonnell Douglas (MD) merged with The Boeing Company, and Boeing became
responsible for the MD-11 type certificate.
3

Altitudes above 18 000 feet are indicated as flight levels (FL) and are based on a standard altimeter
setting of 29.92 inches of mercury. To derive an approximate altitude from a flight level, add two zeros to
the indicated FL. For example, FL330 is about 33 000 feet above sea level.
4

Pan Pan is an expression, spoken three times in succession, used in the case of an urgency: a condition
concerning the safety of an aircraft or other vehicle, or of some person on board or within sight, but that
does not require immediate assistance (as defined by International Civil Aviation Organization AN10II,
Chapter 5, paragraph 5.3.1.1).
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there was smoke in the cockpit and requested an immediate return to a convenient place. The
pilots named Boston, Massachusetts, which was about 300 nm behind them. The Moncton ACC
controller immediately cleared SR 111 to turn right toward Boston and to descend to FL310. At
0115:06, the controller asked SR 111 whether they preferred to go to Halifax, Nova Scotia. The
pilots expressed a preference for Halifax, which was considerably closer. They immediately
received an ATS clearance to fly directly to Halifax, which was by then about 56 nm to the
northeast. At this time, the pilots donned their oxygen masks.
At 0116:34, the controller cleared SR 111 to descend to 10 000 feet above sea level,5 and asked for
the number of passengers and amount of fuel on board. The pilots asked the controller to stand
by for that information. At 0118:17, the controller instructed SR 111 to contact Moncton ACC on
radio frequency (RF) 119.2 megahertz (MHz). SR 111 immediately made contact with Moncton
ACC on 119.2 MHz and stated that the aircraft was descending out of FL254 on a heading of
050 degrees6 on course to Halifax. The controller cleared SR 111 to 3 000 feet. The pilots
requested an intermediate altitude of 8 000 feet until the cabin was ready for landing.
At 0119:28, the controller instructed SR 111 to turn left to a heading of 030 for a landing on
Runway 06 at the Halifax International Airport, and advised that the aircraft was 30 nm from the
runway threshold. The aircraft was descending through approximately FL210 and the pilots
indicated that they needed more than 30 nm. The controller instructed SR 111 to turn to a
heading of 360 to provide more track distance for the aircraft to lose altitude. At 0120:48, the
flight crew discussed internally the dumping of fuel based on the aircraft’s gross weight, and on
their perception of the cues regarding the aircraft condition, and agreed to dump fuel. At
0121:20, the controller made a second request for the number of persons and amount of fuel on
board. SR 111 did not relay the number of persons on board, but indicated that the aircraft had
230 tonnes (t) of fuel on board (this was actually the current weight of the aircraft, not the
amount of fuel) and specified the need to dump some fuel prior to landing.
At 0121:38, the controller asked the pilots whether they would be able to turn to the south to
dump fuel, or whether they wished to stay closer to the airport. Upon receiving confirmation
from the pilots that a turn to the south was acceptable, the controller instructed SR 111 to turn
left to a heading of 200, and asked the pilots to advise when they were ready to dump fuel. The
controller indicated that SR 111 had 10 nm to go before it would be off the coast, and that the
aircraft was still within 25 nm of the Halifax airport. The pilots indicated that they were turning
and that they were descending to 10 000 feet for the fuel dumping.
At 0122:33, the controller heard, but did not understand, a radio transmission from SR 111 that
was spoken in Swiss–German, and asked SR 111 to repeat the transmission. The pilots indicated
that the radio transmission was meant to be an internal communication only; the transmission
had referred to the Air Conditioning Smoke checklist (see Appendix B – Swissair Air
Conditioning Smoke Checklist).

5

All altitudes below 18 000 feet are indicated as above sea level, unless otherwise noted. Note: Sea level
is equivalent to mean sea level.
6

2

All headings are degrees magnetic unless otherwise noted.
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At 0123:30, the controller instructed SR 111 to turn the aircraft farther left to a heading of 180,
and informed the pilots that they would be off the coast in about 15 nm.7 The pilots
acknowledged the new heading and advised that the aircraft was level at 10 000 feet.
At 0123:53, the controller notified SR 111 that the aircraft would be remaining within about 35 to
40 nm of the airport in case they needed to get to the airport in a hurry. The pilots indicated that
this was fine and asked to be notified when they could start dumping fuel. Twenty seconds
later, the pilots notified the controller that they had to fly the aircraft manually and asked for a
clearance to fly between 11 000 and 9 000 feet. The controller notified SR 111 that they were
cleared to fly at any altitude between 5 000 and 12 000 feet.
At 0124:42, both pilots almost simultaneously declared an emergency on frequency 119.2 MHz;
the controller acknowledged this transmission. At 0124:53, SR 111 indicated that they were
starting to dump fuel and that they had to land immediately. The controller indicated that he
would get back to them in just a couple of miles. SR 111 acknowledged this transmission.
At 0125:02, SR 111 again declared an emergency, which the controller acknowledged. At 0125:16,
the controller cleared SR 111 to dump fuel; there was no response from the pilots. At 0125:40, the
controller repeated the clearance. There was no further communication between SR 111 and the
controller.
At approximately 0130, observers in the area of St. Margaret’s Bay, Nova Scotia, saw a large
aircraft fly overhead at low altitude and heard the sound of its engines. At about 0131, several
observers heard a sound described as a loud clap. Seismographic recorders in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, and in Moncton, New Brunswick, recorded a seismic event at 0131:18, which
coincides with the time the aircraft struck the water. The aircraft was destroyed by impact
forces. There were no survivors.
The accident occurred during the hours of darkness. The centre of the debris field, located on
the ocean floor at a depth of about 55 metres (m) (180 feet), was at the approximate coordinates
of latitude 44°24'33" North and longitude 063°58'25" West.
Table 1 conveys the general time frame of the events between the first detection of an unusual
odour in the cockpit and the time of impact with the water.

7

The controller had indicated earlier to the crew that they would have about 10 nautical miles (nm) to
fly before crossing the coastline. When initially cleared to turn left, the aircraft had been flying at almost
7 nm per minute and had travelled slightly farther north than the controller had originally estimated,
before starting the turn.
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Table 1: Elapsed Time for Key Events
UTC
Time

Elapsed Time
(minutes)

Event

0110:38

00:00

Unusual smell detected in the cockpit

0113:14

02:36

Smoke assessed as visible at some location in the cockpit; no smell
reported in cabin

0114:15

03:37

SR 111 radio call: “Pan Pan Pan”; diversion requested naming
Boston (It is unknown whether visible smoke was still present in
the cockpit)

0115:36

04:58

Decision made to divert to Halifax, Nova Scotia

0120:54

10:16

Decision made to dump fuel

0123:45

13:07

CABIN BUS switch selected to OFF

0124:09

13:31

Autopilot 2 disengages, and the flight data recorder (FDR) begins
to record aircraft system failures

0124:42

14:04

Emergency declared

0125:02

14:24

ATS receives last communication from SR 111

0125:41

15:03

Recorders stop recording

0131:18

20:40

Impact with water

For a more detailed description of the timeline, sequence of events, and flight profile, refer to
sections 1.18.8.3 and 1.18.8.4, and to Appendix A – Flight Profile: Selected Events and
Appendix D – Timeline.

1.2

Injuries to Persons
Table 2: Injuries to Persons
Crew

Passengers

Others

Total

14

215

-

229

Serious

-

-

-

-

Minor/None

-

-

-

-

14

215

-

229

Fatal

Total

Post-accident medical and pathological information that describes the nature of the injuries is
presented in Section 1.13, Medical Information.

4
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1.3

Damage to Aircraft

The aircraft was destroyed by the forces of impact with the water. Most aircraft debris sank to
the ocean floor. Initially, some aircraft debris was found floating in the area where the aircraft
struck the water, while other debris had drifted slightly west of the crash location. Over the next
several weeks, debris from the aircraft was also found floating in shoreline areas and washed up
on various beaches.

1.4

Other Damage

Jet fuel was present on the surface of the water near the impact site for a few hours before
evaporating. There was no apparent damage to the environment from the aircraft debris. The
area surrounding the impact site was closed to marine traffic, including local fishery and tour
boat operations, during salvage operations that lasted for approximately 13 months.

1.5

Personnel Information

1.5.1

General

The SR 111 flight crew consisted of a captain and a first officer. The cabin crew consisted of a
maître de cabine (M/C) and 11 flight attendants.
A flight operations officer provided standard flight preparation support to the flight crew before
their departure from JFK airport.
Two air traffic controllers at Moncton ACC had radio contact with the aircraft: a high-level
controller and a terminal controller.

1.5.2

Flight Crew
Table 3: Flight Crew Information
Captain

First Officer

49

36

Swiss Airline Transport
Pilot Licence

Swiss Airline Transport
Pilot Licence

1 November 1998

1 July 1999

10 800

4 800

Hours on type

900

230

Hours last 90 days

180

125

Hours on type last 90 days

180

125

Hours on duty prior to occurrence

3

3

Hours off duty prior to work period

27

27

Age
Pilot licence
Medical expiration date
Total flying hours
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1.5.2.1

Captain

The pilot-in-command (captain) of SR 111 was described as being in good health, fit, and not
taking any prescribed medication. He was described as someone who created a friendly and
professional atmosphere in the cockpit and was known to work with exactness and precision. It
was reported that there was no tension in the cockpit when flying with this captain.
The captain began flying for recreation in 1966 at the age of 18. In 1967, he joined the Swiss Air
Force and became a fighter pilot. He began his career with Swissair in July 1971 as a first officer
on the McDonnell Douglas DC-9 and later transitioned as a first officer to the McDonnell
Douglas DC-8.
He was upgraded to captain status in April 1983 on the DC-9 and flew the McDonnell Douglas
MD-80 as pilot-in-command from 1986 to 1994. In August 1994, he completed transition training
to fly the Airbus A320, and became an A320 captain and instructor pilot. In June 1997, he
completed transition training on the MD-11. He was qualified and certified in accordance with
Swiss regulations. (STI1-1) He held a valid Swiss airline transport pilot licence (ATPL). His
instrument flight rules (IFR) qualifications for Category I and Category III approaches were valid
until 21 October 1998. His flying time with Swissair totalled 9 294 hours. His last flying
proficiency check was conducted on 23 February 1998.
The captain had never been exposed to a regulatory or administrative inquiry. There is no
record to indicate that he had experienced an actual in-flight emergency at any time during his
flying career.
As well as being a line pilot, the captain was an instructor pilot on the MD-11. He instructed in
the full flight simulator on all exercises, including the pilot qualification training lesson where
the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin checklist is practised (see Appendix C – Swissair
Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist). The captain was known to give detailed briefings
to his students before, during, and after their simulator sessions. To increase his aircraft
knowledge, the captain would question technical specialists in the maintenance department
about the aircraft and its systems. During “smoke in the cockpit” training sessions, the captain
required the students to explain all the steps and consequences of using the “electrical and air
smoke isolation” (SMOKE ELEC/AIR) selector8 prior to conducting the exercise. During these
sessions, it was the captain’s practice to ensure that the pilot reading the checklist would inform
the pilot flying what services he or she was about to lose prior to turning the selector.
During wreckage recovery, a prescription for eyeglasses for the captain was found among the
recovered personal effects. The prescription correction was for distance vision. No glasses
identified as belonging to the captain were recovered. The available information indicates that
the captain did not normally wear eyeglasses except sometimes for distance vision correction.
The captain met the visual standard without glasses on his last aviation medical examination.
The presence or absence of the captain’s glasses would not have affected his ability to deal with
the situations that he encountered in this occurrence.

8

6

The SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector is also known as the SMOKE switch.
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Based on a review of the captain’s medical records, there was no indication of any pre-existing
medical condition or physiological factors that would have adversely affected his performance
during the flight. His last medical examination took place on 29 April 1998; no medical
restrictions applied to his pilot licence.
1.5.2.2

First Officer

The first officer was described as being in good health and as not taking any prescription
medication. He was considered to be experienced, well qualified, focused, and open-minded in
performing the duties of a first officer. His cockpit discipline was described as ideal. He was
described as a partner in the cockpit, with a quiet and calm demeanour; he was assertive when
appropriate.
The first officer started flying in 1979, became a Swiss Air Force pilot in 1982 and completed his
full-time military service in 1990. He joined Swissair in 1991 as a first officer on the MD-80 while
continuing to fly in the air force part-time as a fighter pilot. In December 1995, he transitioned to
the Airbus A320 as a first officer. In May 1998, he successfully completed his training as a first
officer on the MD-11. He held a valid Swiss ATPL, which was issued in August 1996.
The first officer had never been exposed to a regulatory or administrative inquiry. There is
no record to indicate that he had experienced an actual in-flight emergency at any time
during his flying career. He was qualified and had been certified in accordance with Swiss
regulations. (STI1-2) His last proficiency check was on 16 April 1998.
The first officer had been an instructor on the MD-80 and A320, and at the time of the
occurrence, was an instructor on the MD-11 as a simulator and transition instructor. He had
accumulated 230 hours of flying time on the MD-11 and was described as having good
knowledge of the aircraft systems. His flying time with Swissair totalled 2 739 hours.
Based on a review of the first officer’s medical records, there was no indication of any
pre-existing medical condition or physiological factors that would have adversely affected his
performance during the flight. His last medical examination took place on 15 June 1998; no
medical restrictions applied to his licence.

1.5.3

Cabin Crew

The M/C and the other 11 flight attendants were fully qualified and trained in accordance with
the existing Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA) regulatory requirements. (STI1-3)

1.5.4

Seventy-Two-Hour History

A review of the flight and duty times for the flight and cabin crew revealed that they were all in
accordance with the limitations prescribed by Swissair policies and JAA regulations.
The captain was off duty from Saturday, 29 August, up to and including Monday, 31 August,
and was reported to have been well rested prior to departing for the outbound flight from
Zurich to Geneva to New York on Tuesday, 1 September. Normal crew rest time was allocated
to the crew while in New York.
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The first officer was off duty from 30 to 31 August, and was reported to have been well rested
prior to reporting for duty on Tuesday, 1 September.
On 1 September the two members of the flight crew, and 7 of the 12 cabin crew deadheaded9
from Zurich to Geneva on Swissair Flight 920 (SR 920). The aircraft departed the gate in Zurich
at 0643, arriving at the gate in Geneva at 0723. The remaining five flight attendants joined the
rest of the aircraft crew in Geneva. The flight and cabin crews assumed flying duties on Swissair
Flight 110 (SR 110), Geneva to New York. SR 110 departed the gate in Geneva at 1018, arriving
in New York at 1835 on 1 September. The aircraft used for SR 110 was not the accident aircraft.
In accordance with Swissair procedures, on 2 September 1998, the day of the homebound flight
to Geneva, the pilots received at their hotel a pre-flight information package from the Swissair
Flight Operations Centre (FOC) at JFK airport. Included in this package was flight routing,
weather, and aircraft weight information (i.e., weight based on preliminary information).
The aircraft crew checked out of their hotel in New York at 1750 local time (2150 UTC) on
2 September 1998 and arrived at the airport one hour before the scheduled departure time for
SR 111 of 1950 local time (2350 UTC). On arrival at the airport, all aircraft crew members passed
through terminal security and checked their bags at the Swissair check-in area. The cabin crew
proceeded directly to the aircraft. The pilots reported to the FOC where they completed their
flight planning and then proceeded to the aircraft. The flight departed the gate in New York at
1953 local time (2353 UTC).
The aircraft crew’s circadian10 time was likely close to Swiss time (UTC plus two hours) as they
would not have had enough time in New York to significantly adjust their circadian rhythm to
local (New York) time. Their circadian time was not considered to be a factor in the occurrence.

1.5.5

Air Traffic Controllers

All of the Nav Canada air traffic controllers involved with the SR 111 flight were current and
qualified for their positions in accordance with existing Canadian regulations. The controllers
were considered to be suitably experienced (see Table 4) and were being supervised as required.
At the time of the occurrence, the workload of the controllers in the Moncton ACC was assessed
as light. The initial SR 111 radio communications with Moncton ACC were handled by the
high-level controller who, at 0118:11, handed off the ATS function to the terminal radar
controller for the approach and landing at Halifax.

9

Deadheading refers to the travel of aircraft crew as passengers, who are not on active duty on
that flight.
10

8

Circadian refers to a 24-hour biological period or cycle.
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Table 4: Air Traffic Controllers’ Experience
High-Level Controller

Terminal Radar Controller

32

51

Air Traffic Control

Air Traffic Control

Experience as a controller

9 years

26 years

Experience as an IFR controller

9 years

26 years

3.5 years

26 years

Hours on duty before accident

5

8

Hours off duty before work period

72

16.25

Age
Licence

Experience in present unit

1.6

Aircraft Information

This section provides the following information:
•

A general description of the occurrence aircraft; and

•

A description of the operation, airworthiness, and maintenance of specific aircraft
systems (environmental, automatic flight, warnings, communications, electrical, fire
protection, etc.) and equipment deemed relevant to the occurrence investigation.

The systems and equipment described herein are specific to Swissair’s MD-11 configuration and
may not be accurate for other MD-11 configurations.

1.6.1

General
Table 5: General Information about the Occurrence Aircraft (HB-IWF)

Manufacturer

McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Type and Model

MD-11

Year of Manufacture

1991

Serial Number (SN)

48448

Certificate of Airworthiness

Issued 28 July 1991

Total Airframe Time (hours)

36 041

Engine Type (number of)

Pratt & Whitney 4462 (3)

Maximum Take-Off Weight

285 990 kilograms (kg)

Recommended Fuel Types

Jet A, Jet A-1, JP-5, JP-8, Jet B

Fuel Type Used

Jet A
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1.6.1.1

MD-11 Design and Configuration

The McDonnell Douglas MD-11 design project began in 1986. The MD-11 design is structurally
based on the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 design (see Figures 1 and 2). The MD-11 was designed
for more economical and efficient operation than the DC-10, by incorporating modern,
automated systems. The redesign automated most of the functions that were performed by the
flight engineer in the DC-10, thereby allowing for a two-crew cockpit. The first MD-11 flight was
on 10 January 1990 and delivery of the aircraft to the first customer was on 7 December 1990.
The occurrence aircraft was manufactured in 1991 and was put directly into service by Swissair.
As the MD-11 was manufactured and certified in the United States (US) in accordance with
applicable Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR), the regulatory focus of this report is directed
toward the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Many civil aviation authorities (CAA) have
drafted or harmonized their respective certification and continuing airworthiness regulations
based on the FAA model; therefore, the issues in this report may also apply to other regulatory
authorities.
The occurrence aircraft was configured with 241 passenger seats: 12 first class, 49 business class,
and 180 economy class. The first- and business-class seats were equipped with an in-flight
entertainment system,11 certified and installed in accordance with a US FAA Supplemental Type
Certificate (STC).
1.6.1.2

Weight and Balance

Weight and balance calculations completed after the occurrence determined that the actual
take-off weight for SR 111 was approximately 241 100 kg. The centre of gravity (C of G) was
calculated to be 20 per cent mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). Other than very small differences,
the post-occurrence calculations confirmed that the weight and balance calculations used for
dispatch were accurate. (STI1-4) The aircraft’s weight was within limits, and throughout the flight
the C of G was within the normal range (15 to 32 per cent MAC). The maximum allowable
landing weight for the aircraft was 199 580 kg; the maximum overweight landing weight,
allowable under certain conditions, was 218 400 kg. In an emergency, from an aircraft structural
limit perspective, the aircraft can land at any weight; however, operational aspects, such as
required stopping distance versus available runway distance, must be considered.
1.6.1.3

Aircraft Coordinate System

The MD-11 fuselage comprises six major sections and two minor sections (see Figure 2). The
major sections extend from Section B, the nose/cockpit area of the aircraft, to Section G, the
aft fuselage section. The two minor sections, sections 6 and 5, were inserted fore and aft of
Section E to extend the length of the original DC-10 fuselage. Each fuselage section consists
of the external skin, internal circumferential frames, and longitudinal stiffening members
(longerons and intercostals). Figure 2 also shows the locations of numerous manufacturing
stations (STA), fuselage sections, the forward doors, lavatories (LAV), and galleys.

11

The in-flight entertainment system installed in the occurrence aircraft was referred to as the in-flight
entertainment network.

10
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Figure 1: HB-IWF overall dimensions and seat configuration
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Figure 2: MD-11 design and configuration

12
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An X, Y, Z Cartesian coordinate system is used to identify any point within the aircraft.
•

The X-axis extends laterally across the width of the aircraft. Lateral coordinates are
measured in inches left or right of the fuselage longitudinal centre line. From the
centre line toward the left wing, locations are positive coordinates (e.g., X= 80);
locations toward the right wing are negative coordinates (e.g., X= –80).

•

The Y-axis extends longitudinally from the nose to tail, is expressed in STAs, and is
measured in inches aft of a designated point in front of the aircraft. For the MD-11,
the tip of the nose of the aircraft is located at STA 239 and the cockpit door is located
at STA 383.

•

The Z-axis extends vertically through the aircraft. Vertical coordinates are measured
in inches above or below the waterline (Z= 0), which, in the MD-11, is located
18 inches above the cabin floor. The cabin floor is therefore located at Z= –18.

1.6.1.4

Cockpit Attic and Forward Cabin Drop-Ceiling Areas – Description

The following section describes the cockpit attic and forward cabin drop-ceiling areas (see
Figures 2 to 7); the fire damage12 and fire propagation in these areas is discussed in other
sections of this report.
The space above the cockpit ceiling liner and the passenger cabin ceiling is referred to as the
“attic” (see Figure 2). In Swissair MD-11 aircraft, the attic was divided at the cockpit rear wall.
On the right side, the aluminum cockpit wall extended vertically to provide the division. On the
left side, a single vertical smoke barrier was installed. (See Figure 3.)
The smoke barrier assembly above the left half of the cockpit rear wall consisted of a curtain
made of nylon elastomer-coated cloth that was suspended from a curved aluminum alloy
curtain rod. Hook-and-loop fastener13 was used around most of the outer periphery of the cloth
to attach it to the curtain rod, as well as to attach it to the adjacent aircraft structure along the
bottom and right side. Thermal acoustic insulation blanket (insulation blanket) splicing tape was
installed along the entire top edge of the smoke barrier to close gaps between the rod and the
adjacent insulation blankets. The smoke barrier was designed with the following openings:
three near the top of the curtain to permit the engine fire shut-off cables to pass through and
two near the centre of the curtain to accommodate the installation of the cockpit air ducts.
Regulations require the installation of a smoke barrier between the cockpit and the rear of the
aircraft in cargo and combination cargo/passenger configurations. However, there is no
regulatory requirement to install smoke barriers in passenger aircraft, nor is there a requirement
for the smoke barrier to meet a fire rating or fire blocking standard specific to a passenger
aircraft application. Regardless, the barrier was certified to meet general aircraft material
requirements and was installed in the aircraft during manufacture.

12

Fire damage is defined as heat and smoke damage as caused by a fire.

13

Velcro® is a commonly known brand of hook-and-loop fastener.
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Figure 3: Cockpit attic and forward cabin drop-ceiling areas
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Examination of other Swissair MD-11 aircraft in the Swissair fleet disclosed that openings existed
in the smoke barriers, and in areas adjacent to the barrier. Some of these openings were located
at conduit and wire run locations that pass through or above the cockpit rear wall. The top edge
of the rear, right cockpit wall near STA 383 has a cut-out in it to permit the passage of wire
bundles and conduits. (See Figures 4 and 5.)
Three 102-centimetre (cm) (40-inch) long conduits14 and five wire bundles pass over the cockpit
rear wall at this point, and continue aft over the top of Galley 2 between STA 383 and STA 420.
(See Figures 3, 4, 5, and 7.) The ends of the conduits were not required to be sealed and were
found unsealed in other MD-11 aircraft that were examined. These conduits and wire bundles
are attached by straps to a series of wire support brackets located at STA 383, 392, 401, 410, and
420. The wire bracket positioned at STA 383 is at a slight angle relative to the cockpit wall, which
is directly below it. The top edge of this bracket, and attached wire bundles, are in contact with
the metallized polyethylene terephthalate (MPET)–covered insulation blanket. Each of the
conduits protrude forward of the cockpit wall by varying amounts because of the angle of the
wall to the bracket.
Typically, the forward protrusion of the outboard conduit is the shortest of the three and the
forward protrusion of the inboard conduit is the longest. These lengths, as measured from the
bracket, vary from approximately 2.5 to 8 cm (1 to 3 inches) for the outboard and middle
conduits. The inboard conduit was not used for any of the in-flight entertainment network
(IFEN) installations. The cut-out extends downward approximately 8 cm (3 inches) from the top
of the wall and is approximately 48 cm (19 inches) wide. A piece of closed-cell polyethylene
foam containing fire retardant additives (i.e., part number (PN) NBN6718-83; Douglas Material
Specification (DMS) 1954, Class 1, Grade 4101) is installed at this location to act as filler material
for the cut-out.
Between STA 366 and STA 383 there are a number of wire support brackets installed in the
fore-aft direction. These brackets are used to support wire bundles routed from behind the
observer’s station down into the avionics compartment; this area is commonly referred to as the
“ladder area.”15 The aft end of the top bracket in the “ladder” is located near the outboard end of
the cut-out in the cockpit wall (see Figures 3 and 5). The brackets, and many of the wire bundles,
are pressed up against, and closely follow, the curved contour of the fuselage over-frame
MPET-covered insulation blankets.
Just aft of the right side of the cockpit rear wall, above Galley 2, a sound-suppression muff
assembly (muff assembly) was installed around a splice junction of the conditioned air riser duct
assembly (see Figure 6). The muff assembly uses an MPET-covered insulation blanket secured at
both ends by hook-and-loop fasteners.

14

The conduits were identified by part number ABP7646-39 as 1.0 (inside diameter) x .020 (thick)
x 40 inches long. Measurements of similar conduits on other MD-11 aircraft showed they could be as long
as 108 centimetres (cm) (42.5 inches).
15

The wire brackets and the frames to which they are mounted are similar in appearance to a ladder.
This area is commonly referred to as the “ladder area.”
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Figure 4: Area behind cockpit rear wall (Galley 2 and riser duct assembly removed)
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Figure 5: Cockpit attic area and cut-out above cockpit rear wall
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A second type of closed-cell polyethylene foam (PN ABE7049-41) was used around the
windshield defog terminal blocks on the left side of the cockpit. A sample of the second type of
foam (PN ABE7049-41) was removed from a Swissair MD-11 aircraft and tested. When the
sample specimen was exposed to a small flame, the specimen ignited easily and burned.
Both of these foam materials were specified to DMS 1954, Class 1, Grade 4101, which states
that the foam should possess fire-retardant additives and be certified to pass a 12-second
vertical burn test as required in FAR 25.853, Appendix F. Literature indicates that both foams
met FAR 25.853, Appendix F for commercial aircraft interior compartment components.
The manufacturer’s material safety data sheet product code 37076 for the Dow Chemical
Ethafoam® 4101, PN NBN6718-83, dated 23 August 1993, and current product information
indicate that this polyethylene foam is combustible16 and should not be exposed to flame or
other ignition sources.
No foam was identified from the cockpit area of the occurrence aircraft.
In the Swissair MD-11s, the forward end of the muff assembly comes into close proximity to the
lower right edge of the smoke barrier, and to the vent duct assembly for Galley 2. The galley
vent duct, which is designed to exhaust odours and hot air from the galley when in operation,
was not connected to the top of Galley 2, as Galley 2 was not electrically powered and not in
service. A silicone elastomeric end cap was placed over the vent duct to close it off. The cap was
located between the aft side of the cockpit rear wall and the forward side of one of the three
riser ducts (see Figures 4 and 6).
Five wire bundles and three conduits run aft from the cockpit and over the top of the riser duct
assembly. The majority of the wire bundles descend from the wire support bracket at STA 420 to
pass under the R1 door, flapper door ramp deflector. This drop in the wire bundles is generally
referred to as the “waterfall” area (see Figure 7). Two of the wire runs, namely FDC and FBC, are
clamped together and attached to a ceiling support tube located at approximately STA 427. This
clamping arrangement is referred to in this report as a “marriage clamp.” The ramp deflector is
used to minimize the possibility of the forward right passenger door flapper panel from
damaging adjacent wire assemblies if the flapper panel torsion spring should fail. The door
flapper panel moves with the passenger cabin door when the door is raised or lowered.

1.6.2

Environmental (Air) System

1.6.2.1

General (STI1-5)

Outside air is pressurized by each of the three engines. This pressurized air is bled off the
engines to provide a source of heated and pressurized air to operate the various environmental
subsystems, including the air conditioning packs and pressurization systems (see Figure 8). The
three air packs are contained in compartments located to the left and right of the nosewheel well
area. Each air pack supplies conditioned air to a common manifold located below the
cabin floor.

16
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A material that will ignite and burn when sufficient heat is applied to it.
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Figure 6: Muff assembly with MPET-covered insulation blanket
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Figure 7: Forward cabin drop-ceiling area above Galley 2
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Air from the common manifold travels through a self-contained distribution system of lines and
ducts, and enters the cockpit and passenger areas via outlets located throughout the aircraft.
Anomalies, such as leaking engine oil seals, can sometimes introduce contaminants, such as
engine lubricating oil, into the bleed air system. Pyrolysis of these contaminants can give rise to
potential smoke and odours in the conditioned air supply. Incidents where smoke or odours
have entered the cockpit and passenger cabin through the bleed air system of commercial
aircraft as a result of contamination have been reported frequently.
Air from the cockpit, passenger cabin, and the remainder of the pressure vessel17 is vented
overboard through an outflow valve located on the left side of the aircraft slightly ahead of
the wing.
For normal operations, the air conditioning system is automatically controlled by the
environmental system controller (ESC). The air system can also be operated manually by the
pilots using the air systems control panel (ASCP) located in the overhead switch panel in the
cockpit (see Figures 8 and 11).
Insulation blankets are used extensively throughout the aircraft to wrap the air distribution
ducts to provide a thermal barrier. They are also installed between all fuselage frames; in some
areas a second layer is installed over the frames. These insulation blankets provide a barrier
against hot or cold exterior temperatures, and noise that could otherwise enter the passenger
cabin and cockpit.
1.6.2.2

Air Distribution System – Cockpit and Cabin

In the Swissair MD-11 configuration, conditioned air from the common air manifold located
below the cabin floor is distributed to five zones through lines and ducts; Zone 1 is the cockpit
and zones 2 to 5 are areas within the cabin (see Figure 8).
The ducts and lines continuously supply the cockpit with 500 cubic feet per minute (cfm) of
conditioned fresh air regardless of the flow setting selected for the passenger cabin. The air
enters the cockpit from numerous vents, including three outlets from the overhead diffuser
assembly, window diffusers, overhead individual air outlets, and foot-warmer outlets (see
Figures 8, 9, and 10). All of these cockpit vents can be fully closed with the exception of the
centre overhead diffuser, which has a minimum fixed opening. Manually operated controls are
used to regulate the airflow from the overhead diffuser assembly and the window diffusers.
Three rotary controls for the overhead diffuser assembly are located at the rear of the overhead
ceiling liner. The right window diffuser slide control is located in the right ceiling liner, above
the first officer’s position aft of the windscreen. The left window diffuser slide control is located
in the left ceiling liner behind the captain’s position, just inboard of the left aft window.

17

For the purposes of this report, the pressure vessel or pressurized portion of the aircraft includes
cockpit, cabin, avionics compartments, cargo compartments, and the various accessory spaces between the
passenger compartment and the pressure hull.
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Figure 8: MD-11 environmental system – Swissair configuration
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Figure 9: Overhead diffuser assembly
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Air in the cockpit generally flows from the diffusers down and around the flight crew seats, then
forward past the rudder pedals and into the avionics compartment below the cockpit floor. (See
Figure 10.)
Although the incoming conditioned air from all three air packs is mixed in the common
manifold before the air enters the distribution ducts, the proximity within the manifold of the
Air Pack 1 inlet and the cockpit and Zone 5 outlets is such that an odour from Air Pack 1 could
reach the cockpit and Zone 5 before reaching the other zones.
Conditioned air for the passenger cabin areas is ducted to overhead plenums and directed down
toward the floor. This air circulates around the passenger seats, then migrates to airflow vent
boxes located along both sides of the passenger cabin floor. Air from the airflow vent boxes is
directed through under-floor tunnels to the outflow valve. The outflow valve consists of two
small doors located on the lower left side of the fuselage at STA 920. These doors are regulated
open or closed to control cabin pressurization.
1.6.2.3

Passenger Cabin Air System

The passenger cabin air system in the MD-11 is equipped with an economy (ECON) mode18 that
mixes fresh conditioned air with recirculated cabin air and distributes it to the cabin zones (see
Figure 8). The cabin air system consists of four recirculation fans and one individual air fan,
called a “gasper” fan, which are all located above the ceiling in the forward and centre cabin
area. In the ECON mode, the recirculation fans draw air from above the ceiling. This air is then
mixed with the fresh conditioned air supply before being distributed back into the passenger
cabin. Normally, the four recirculation fans operate continuously, but can be manually turned
off by selection in the cockpit of either the ECON switch, the CABIN BUS switch, or the
SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector. The ESC will automatically shut off the recirculation fans when
there is a demand for a lower cabin temperature or when a generator overload occurs.
The gasper fan provides a constant supply of air to the passengers’ individual air outlets, and
operates independently of both the ECON mode and the temperature selection. The gasper
fan is turned off by selecting the CABIN BUS switch to the OFF position, or by selecting the
SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector to the 3/1 OFF position.
There is a thumbwheel PAX LOAD selector on the ASCP to allow the pilots to input the number
of passengers on board to the nearest 10. The ESC schedules the flow of conditioned air to the
cabin based on this input. In the ECON ON configuration, the MD-11 air conditioning schedule
is determined by combining 10 cfm of fresh air for each of the passengers, with 700 cfm from
each of the four recirculation fans. Swissair chose to use a default setting of 260 passengers with
all four recirculation fans operating. This default setting results in a mixed airflow of 5 400 cfm of
fresh and recirculated air to the passenger cabin. In the ECON OFF configuration, the air
conditioning schedule is set to 5 500 cfm to the passenger cabin.

18

The ECON mode is the default mode selected under normal operating conditions as it has an
associated fuel saving.
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Figure 10: Cockpit area airflow – typical
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Each of the recirculation fans and the gasper fan incorporates a high-efficiency particulate air
filter (Donaldson Company PN AB0467286) constructed of pleated microglass fibre media with
aluminum separators to maintain pleat spacing. The filter was life tested to the American Society
of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers19 Standard 52.1, meets military
standard (MIL-STD)-282,20 and is rated by its ability to capture and retain oil particles that are
0.3 micrometres (microns) in size.21
The filter is rated to remove 95 per cent of all 0.3 micron–size particles, and various capture
mechanisms within the filter result in a higher efficiency in removing particles both smaller
than, and larger than, 0.3 microns. For example, most tobacco smoke particulates, which are
typically 0.01 to 1.0 micron in size, would be removed, as would larger particles, such as those
produced when thermal acoustic insulation cover material burns.
During the initial stages of the fire on board the occurrence aircraft, the filter efficiency would
have increased over time as particulates became entrapped in the filter. It would be expected
that the filters would remove most of the smoke22 particulates from the recirculated air during
the initial stages of the in-flight fire. Although this filter is not classified as an odour-removing
type, some odours associated with particulate contaminants would also be expected to be
removed or diminished, while gaseous odours would be expected to pass through the filter.
1.6.2.4

Air Conditioning – Smoke Isolation System

If smoke or fumes are identified as coming from the air conditioning system, the flight crew are
trained to use the Air Conditioning Smoke Checklist (see Appendix B). The checklist directs the
flight crew to isolate the smoke source by selecting ECON OFF. If this does not isolate the smoke
source, the next action on the checklist, after pushing the AIR SYSTEM push button to
MANUAL, is to re-select ECON ON and select one of the air conditioning packs off. If this does
not isolate the smoke source, the pack is selected back on and another pack is selected off. Each
of the three air conditioning packs can be individually shut down to determine which of the
three is the origin of the smoke. Air conditioning packs are shut down by selecting the air

19

An internationally recognized American organization specializing in assessing and recommending air
quality standards in air conditioned and ventilated environments, including those in aircraft.
20

MIL-STD-282 refers to filter units, protective clothing, gas mask components, and related products:
performance test methods.
21

To establish perspective relative to a more familiar item, the size of a human hair is about 70 microns
in diameter.
22

For the purposes of this report, smoke is defined by the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Engineers as small solid or liquid particles, or both, produced by incomplete
combustion of organic substances such as tobacco, wood, coal, oil, and other carbonaceous materials. The
term “smoke” is applied to a mixture of solid, liquid, and gaseous products, although technical literature
distinguishes between such components as soot or carbon particles, fly ash, cinders, tarry matter,
unburned gases, and gaseous combustion products. Smoke particles vary in size, the smallest being
smaller than 1 micron. The average often ranges between 0.1 and 0.3 microns.
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system to MANUAL, and then turning the appropriate air conditioning pack off on the ASCP; in
turn, this closes the respective pack flow control valve. If the smoke decreases, the bleed air
source for the air conditioning pack can be turned off, and the respective isolation valve can
be opened.

1.6.3

Ditching Mode

In the event that an emergency water landing is required, the aircraft can be configured for
ditching by activating a DITCHING push button located to the right of the cabin pressure
control panel on the overhead switch panel. When pushed, the switch provides a signal to the
ESC, which then controls the various systems to prepare the aircraft for ditching. The existing
cabin altitude is maintained during descent until the aircraft pressurization reaches zero
differential, or until the aircraft descends through 2 500 feet, at which point the air packs are
shut down. To maintain a watertight fuselage, the air pack ram air doors, the outflow valve, and
the avionics and aft tunnel venturi valves are closed.
Examination of the SR 111 wreckage revealed that one air pack had been shut down. None of
the other components expected to be closed if the DITCHING mode was selected were found in
the ditching configuration. This would indicate that the DITCHING push button was not
pushed; however, it could not be determined what effects the fire might have had on the
serviceability of the associated systems.

1.6.4

Auto Flight System

The MD-11 is equipped with an auto flight system (AFS) that is an integral part of the
automatic and manual control system of the aircraft. The AFS consists of two, dual-channel
flight control computers (FCC) with two integrated autopilots, flight directors (FD), autothrottle,
and engine trim controls. Manual override of the automatic flight controls and autothrottle is
always available.
The AFS hardware consists of the two FCCs, a dual-channel flight control panel (FCP), an
automatic flight system control panel, a duplex flap limit servo, a duplex elevator load feel servo,
a duplex autothrottle servo, and two control wheel force transducers. The AFS provides
fail-operational Category IIIB auto-land through ground roll-out, and integrated windshear
detection/warning with autopilot, FD, and autothrottle guidance escape capability.
The FCP, located on the glareshield control panel, provides the interface between the flight
crew, the AFS, and the flight management system (FMS). The AFS incorporates airspeed and
flight path protective features that automatically override the selected airspeed or flight path
commands or both to prevent over or under speed.
Each dual-channel FCC has two similar functioning lanes. Each lane has two central processing
units, which continually monitor the health of the other lane. A detected fault in the operating
lane will automatically disconnect that function. For example, an autopilot fault will result in the
autopilot disconnecting. Should this happen, the autopilot disengage warning system would
activate a flashing red “AP OFF” alert on the flight mode annunciator and a cyclic (warbler)
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aural warning tone. The warbler can be reset, after at least one cycle of the tone has been
completed, by pushing either of the autopilot disconnect switches installed on the outboard
horn of both control wheels or by re-engaging the autopilot.
Each FCC receives inputs from the following sources:
•

Inertial reference units 1, 2, 3 (IRU-1, -2, -3);

•

Air data computers 1, 2 (ADC-1, -2);

•

Radio altimeter 1, 2 (RA-1, -2);

•

Both instrument landing systems (ILS), Flight Management Computer 1, 2
(FMC-1, -2);

•

All three full-authority digital electronic control (FADEC) engine control units, flight
control sensor data, selected references from the FCP; and

•

Other information, such as weight on wheels, and gear and flap position.

The FCCs send digital signals to the electronic instrument system (EIS) for display, and control
signals to actuators for control of pitch, roll, yaw, and engine thrust.

1.6.5

Electronic Instrument System

The MD-11 EIS consists of six display units (DU) mounted in the instrument panel. DUs 1, 2,
and 3 are on the left side; DUs 4, 5, and 6 are on the right side (see Figure 11). The captain’s DUs
(DUs 1, 2, and 3) receive display information from display electronic unit (DEU) 1, and the first
officer’s DUs (DUs 4, 5, and 6) receive information from DEU 2. DEU 3 (auxiliary) is
continuously available as a spare and may be selected for use by either pilot through the EIS
source input select panel.
DUs 1 and 6 normally display primary flight information, such as heading, attitude, airspeed,
barometric and radio altitude, vertical speed, vertical and lateral deviation, aircraft operating
limits, configurations, and flight modes.
DUs 2 and 5 are normally navigation displays (ND). The ND has four modes of operation as
follows:

28

•

MAP mode – Displays the active flight plan referenced to the aircraft position and
heading in the form of a pictorial representation; this is the mode normally used with
FMS navigation.

•

PLAN mode – Displays the flight plan only, with the aircraft symbol centred on the
next waypoint.

•

VOR mode – Displays a compass rose, two bearing pointers (for non-directional
beacons (NDB) and very high frequency omni-directional range (VOR)), a course
deviation indicator (for VOR navigation and approaches), headings, ground speed,
true airspeed (TAS), distance measuring equipment, and weather information; this
mode is normally used for conventional (NDB and VOR) navigation and approaches.
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•

APPR mode – Displays the same information as the VOR mode, except that the course
source is an ILS receiver instead of a VOR; this mode is used for ILS front-course and
back-course approaches.

All the modes display wind, clock, and next waypoint information.
DU 3 is normally used to show the engine and alert display (EAD), which includes information
such as engine pressure ratio (EPR), exhaust gas temperature, N1,23 N2,24 fuel flow, and alert
messages. DU 4 is used for the system display (SD), which normally shows either secondary
engine data (i.e., engine oil temperature, pressure and quantity), or aircraft systems synoptic
pages.25 The synoptic pages display the configuration and status of the hydraulic, electric, air,
and fuel systems. They also include a configuration page, miscellaneous page, systems status
page, and a consequence page (see Table 6).
Electrical power is supplied by the left emergency 115 volts (V) alternating current (AC) bus for
DUs 1 and 3; by the right emergency 115 V AC bus26 for DUs 4, 5, and 6; and by the 115 V AC
Bus 1 for DU 2. If all three engine-driven electrical generators were to fail, DU 1 and DU 3 would
automatically receive electrical power from the aircraft battery. When the air-driven generator
(ADG) is deployed and selected to the electric mode, DUs 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 can be powered, and
the aircraft battery charge will be maintained.
lf flight information data to the DU is invalid, that information is removed from the screen and
replaced by either a red or amber “X” symbol covering the area of removed data. A red “X”
requires immediate flight crew action to restore the lost data. If the “X” is amber the flight crew
can decide to delay action to restore the data. A failed DEU is indicated by a red “X” displayed
across the entire black screen of the DU. The loss of electrical power to a DU will result in a
blank screen. The loss of any DU would cause the remaining DUs to reconfigure automatically.
The priority logic used in reconfiguring is to keep a primary flight display (PFD) available at all
times; that is, if only one DU were functioning, it would maintain the PFD. In the failure priority
logic, the second-to-last operating DU would display the EAD.

1.6.6

Flight Management System (STI1-6)

The FMS is used for flight planning, navigation, performance management, aircraft guidance
and flight progress monitoring. The FMS provides a means for the flight crew to select various
flight control modes via the FCP, and the means to enter flight plans and other flight data via
the multifunction control display unit (MCDU) (see Figure 11). Flight progress is monitored
through the MCDU and the EIS.

23

N1 is the rotational speed of the low-pressure compressor and the low-pressure turbine.

24

N2 is the rotational speed of the high-pressure compressor and the high-pressure turbine.

25

A synoptic page contains a detailed summary of the status of a particular aircraft system, showing all
normal or abnormal indications, and is viewed on the system display.
26

The report refers to the left and right emergency 115 volts (V) alternating current buses as the left and
right emergency AC buses respectively.
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After data entry by the flight crew, the FMCs will generate a flight path profile; for example,
from the origin airport to the destination airport. The FMC then guides the aircraft along that
profile by providing roll commands, mode requests, speed and altitude targets, and pitch
commands (while “on path” during descent) to the FCCs.
The FMC navigation database includes most of the information that is available to pilots from
navigation charts and approach charts. The flight plan that was entered into the FMS before
departure from JFK airport in New York did not include the Halifax International Airport.
Therefore, when the pilots decided to divert and land at the Halifax airport, some
reprogramming of the FMS would have been required. Before the pilots could select an
instrument approach from the FMC database, the new destination of Halifax would have to be
programmed into the FMS.
The MD-11 is not certified to conduct back-course approaches using the FMS. The FMS will
prevent the display and selection of back-course approaches from the navigation database.27
Conventional navigation and approach methods are available to the flight crew.

1.6.7

Warnings and Alerts

The MD-11 alerting system incorporates master warning and master caution lights on the
glareshield. Alerts are displayed in the cockpit on the EAD, the SD, or both. Alerts are
categorized into four levels (3, 2, 1, and 0) and are presented in three columns in the lower third
of the EAD.
Level 3 (red) alerts indicate emergency operational conditions that require immediate flight
crew awareness and immediate corrective or compensatory action by the pilots. All Level 3 alerts
have an aural warning. Level 2 (amber) alerts indicate abnormal operational system conditions
that require immediate flight crew awareness and subsequent corrective or compensatory action
by the pilots. Level 1 (amber) alerts may require a maintenance action prior to take-off, a
logbook entry, or confirmation of desired system configuration. A Level 1 (amber) alert in flight
may require flight crew action as prompted, and requires an aircraft logbook entry. Level 0
(cyan) alerts usually indicate operational or aircraft systems status information.
If a system generates an alert or warning, the applicable cue switch on the system display
control panel (SDCP) illuminates, enabling the pilots to identify the system. Activating the
illuminated system cue switch on the SDCP produces the associated system synoptic page on
the SD, and extinguishes the cue light, master warning, and caution lights, if they are on. Table 6
shows available cue switches and their associated systems synoptic page.

27

Back-course localizer instrument approaches are referred to as backbeam approaches in Swissair
manuals and lexicon.
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Table 6: Cue Switches and Associated Systems Synoptic Pages
Cue Switch

Associated Systems Synoptic Page

ENG

engine

HYD

hydraulic system

ELEC

electrical system

AIR

air system

FUEL

fuel system

CONFIG

flight controls and landing gear

MISC

alerts and consequences for various miscellaneous systems

The FDR revealed that the air system synoptic page (Air Page) was selected by the pilots
sometime between 0111:49 and 0112:52, shortly after the unusual odour was first detected in the
cockpit. This page displays environmental system operation of the manifolds, duct
temperatures, zone temperatures, smoke and heat detectors in the cargo compartments,
pressurization readouts, bleed-air readout, and air conditioning pack readouts. Aside from the
flight crew selection of the Air Page, the FDR records only the following potentially related data:
air packs 1, 2, and 3 OFF; aft and forward cargo heat; bleed-airs 1, 2, and 3 OFF; cabin pressure
warning; and cabin altitude warning. The FDR does not record individual duct or zone
temperatures, cabin smoke, lavatory smoke, or any system cues displayed on the SDCP.

1.6.8

Standby Flight Instruments (STI1-7)

Two standby flight instruments (one that displays the aircraft’s attitude, and one that displays
the aircraft’s altitude and airspeed) are located in the centre of the lower instrument panel for
use by the captain or first officer (see Figure 11). There was no provision for a self-contained,
independent electrical power supply for standby communication and electronic navigation
capability, nor was this required by regulation.
The standby attitude indicator (SAI), sometimes referred to as a gyro horizon, provides a
vertical, stabilized reference that makes it possible to visually monitor the aircraft’s attitude, in
pitch and roll, with respect to the horizontal plane. The SR 111 SAI was self-contained and
electrical power was being supplied by the aircraft’s battery bus. A warning flag appears on the
face of the instrument if electrical power to the unit is lost or removed, or if the gyro speed
decays to a predetermined speed below which the gyro has insufficient rotational speed to
provide reliable information.
The standby altimeter and airspeed indicator are combined in one instrument. They are
connected to the auxiliary pitot and alternate static systems, and do not require electrical power
to perform their intended function; electrical power is required for the vibrator that prevents the
pointers from sticking.
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Figure 11: MD-11 cockpit
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Primary power for the two standby instruments’ integral lights (STI1-8) was being supplied by the
115 V AC Bus 1 (phase B) circuit breaker (CB) B-523 (labelled MAIN & PED INSTR PNL LTG)
located on the lower main CB panel at position A-13. The wiring for the primary electrical power
circuit integral lights runs below the cockpit floor and not through any area where heat
damage28 was observed; therefore, there is no reason to suspect that these lights ceased to
function. Back-up electrical power for the integral lights was supplied by the left emergency
AC bus.
A direct-reading, standby magnetic compass (see Figure 11) is installed in the cockpit forward of
the overhead panel on the windshield centre post. The instrument does not require electrical
power to operate. Electrical power for lighting of the compass (STI1-9) was supplied by the
28 V direct current (DC) Bus 1. The switch for the compass light is on the overhead switch panel,
near the compass. The standby compass is normally kept in a stowed position with the light off.
As is the case with all direct-reading magnetic compasses, the accuracy of the instrument in the
MD-11 is degraded when the aircraft is accelerating or decelerating, and when the aircraft is not
in straight and level flight.

1.6.9

Communications Systems

1.6.9.1

General (STI1-10)

For external communications, Swissair MD-11 aircraft are equipped with five separate radios,
plus an emergency hand-held very high-frequency (VHF) radio stored in a bracket mounted on
the cockpit rear wall. The five radios comprise three VHF radios and two high-frequency (HF)
radios, all of which are controlled through communication radio panels installed in the aft
pedestal between the two pilots seats.
Internal voice communication between the pilots is either spoken directly or through boom
microphones attached to headsets. Each flight crew oxygen mask has a built-in microphone that
is activated with a push-to-talk rocker switch. One position of the rocker switch is used for
internal communication, and the other position is used for transmitting over the external VHF
and HF radios. Additional internal communication is provided through a flight interphone
system that connects all cabin attendant stations and the cockpit, and a passenger address (PA)
system that enables the pilots and cabin crew to address passengers throughout the cabin and in
the lavatories.
The ambient noise in the MD-11 during high-altitude cruise flight is low enough so that pilots
typically do not need to use the headsets and boom microphones for internal communications.
Swissair policy requires flight crews to use this equipment for flight below 15 000 feet. There are
regulatory requirements in some jurisdictions that mandate the use of this equipment below
certain altitudes. For example, US FAR part 121.359 (g) mandate their use below 18 000 feet for
aircraft equipped to record the uninterrupted audio signal received by a boom or mask
microphone in accordance with FAR part 25.1457 (c)(5). Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs)
(CAR 625.33 II (5) refers) require their use below 10 000 feet.

28

Heat damage is defined as damage caused by exposure to significantly elevated temperatures. This
includes charring, melting, shrinkage, and discolouration of materials due to heat.
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1.6.9.2

Interphone Call System (STI1-11)

The aircraft was equipped with an interphone call system to facilitate aircraft crew
communication. In Swissair MD-11s, handsets, call buttons, and reset switches are installed at
nine stations throughout the aircraft: one in the cockpit and one at each flight attendant station.
Calls can be initiated from any flight attendant station to the cockpit; from the cockpit to any, or
all, flight attendant stations; and from any flight attendant station to any, or all other, flight
attendant stations.
The interphone call system provides both aural and visual signals to alert crew members to a
station call. A visual alert is provided by the illumination of indicating lights in the reset
switches. In the passenger cabin there is an additional visual alert through the use of pink call
lights. At the associated area master call display, these lights would illuminate to indicate the
initiation of a “pilot-to-flight-attendant” or “flight-attendant-to-flight-attendant” call. When the
call button is pushed, two electro-mechanical chimes, one above the left and one above the right
attendant station emit a single-stroke chime.
All cabin interphone conversations are recorded on a single cockpit voice recorder (CVR)
channel. The CVR recording does not indicate which station is being used.
1.6.9.3

Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System

The occurrence aircraft was equipped with an aircraft communications addressing and
reporting system (ACARS), which is a two-way digital communications link between the aircraft
and the operator’s flight operations centres. Typically, when the aircraft is within VHF radio
range of a ground station the ACARS uses the aircraft’s VHF 3 radio to communicate through a
network system. (STI1-12)
The ACARS switches automatically to communicate through a satellite communications
(SATCOM) system (STI1-13) when the aircraft is out of range of VHF ground stations, VHF
coverage is interrupted through saturation of the system, or the VHF 3 radio in the aircraft
is switched to voice mode. When VHF coverage is available, VHF is the primary path for
data exchange. The SATCOM system also provides satellite telephone service available to all
aircraft occupants.
The ACARS provides a means to automatically report flight information, such as engine
parameters and load data, and to track aircraft movements, such as take-off and landing times.
The pilots can also use the ACARS to obtain information, such as weather reports, and to
exchange free-text messages.
Swissair’s main service provider for the ACARS was Société Internationale de
Télécommunications Aéronautiques (SITA). All communications to and from the aircraft
through SITA were routed through the SITA Swissair host in Zurich. Where SITA was not able
to maintain coverage, they subcontracted to Aeronautical Radio Inc. (ARINC), which is the
main service provider in the USA, and to the International Maritime Satellite Organization
(INMARSAT) for satellite coverage.
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1.6.10

Electrical System

1.6.10.1

General

Normal primary electrical power is generated by three, engine-driven, integrated-drive
generators (IDG). An auxiliary power unit (APU) generator is also available as a back-up source
of electrical power in certain ground or flight phases. The three IDGs supply electrical power to
their respective generator buses,29 which in turn supply electrical power to several sub-buses
located throughout the aircraft. Electrical power distribution is normally automatic; however, if
necessary, the pilots can control the electrical system manually with controls located on the
overhead switch panel. (STI1-14)
The following definitions are used throughout the report. They are based on the Society
of Automotive Engineers’ (SAE) Aerospace Standard AS50881, Rev. A, entitled Wiring,
Aerospace Vehicle:
•

Wire: A single metallic conductor of solid, stranded, or tinsel construction designed to
carry current in an electric circuit, but not having a metallic covering, sheath, or
shield. For the purpose of this report, “wire” refers to “insulated electric conductor.”

•

Cable: Two or more wires contained in a common covering, or two or more wires
twisted or moulded together without a common covering, or one wire with a metallic
covering shield or outer conductor.

•

Wire bundle: Any number of wires or cables routed and supported together along
some distance within the aircraft.

•

American Wire Gauge (AWG): A standard set of non-ferrous wire conductor sizes.
“Gauge” is based on diameter. The higher the gauge number, the smaller the
diameter and the thinner the wire.

1.6.10.2

Air-Driven Generator (STI1-15)

The ADG is an air-powered turbine that drives an electrical generator. The ADG is manually
deployed via a lever in the cockpit; once deployed, it cannot be retracted in flight. The ADG is
located on the lower right-hand side of the fuselage to the right of the nose gear doors.
When deployed, the ADG automatically supplies hydraulic power for the flight controls by
electrically powering auxiliary Hydraulic Pump 1. With a switch on the electrical system control
panel (SCP), the pilots can switch the ADG to an electrical mode of operation. In doing so, the
ADG supplies emergency electrical power that operates instruments and communication
equipment. In this configuration, electrical power is no longer supplied to auxiliary Hydraulic
Pump 1; in the absence of primary power, the pump will cease to operate.

29

An electrical bus is a power distribution point to which a number of circuits may be connected. It can
consist of a solid metal strip in which a number of terminals are installed, or a section of wire.
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On the occurrence aircraft, the ADG was stowed at the time of impact. There would have been
no requirement to deploy the ADG unless electrical or hydraulic power or both were
unavailable from other sources. Information derived from the examination of various system
components indicates that, at the time of impact, electrical and hydraulic power were available
from sources other than the ADG.
1.6.10.3

Emergency Electrical Power Isolation

For the purpose of isolating a source of smoke, electrical power can be shed in sequence from
the electrical buses through the four-position SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector located on the
overhead electrical control switch panel (see Figure 11). This selector allows for the isolation of
electrical or air conditioning systems that could be the source of fumes or smoke.
The selector must be pushed in and rotated clockwise to move it to the next position. The
selector cannot be turned counter-clockwise. As the selector is rotated, electrical power is
returned to the systems associated with the previous position prior to shutting off electrical
power associated with the new selector position. If the selector is rotated through to the NORM
position, all electrical power from the three generator systems is returned, and the three air
systems are restored.
1.6.10.4

Cockpit Circuit Breaker Panels

There are nine separate CB panels in the cockpit; the five most pertinent to this investigation are
the overhead CB panel, the upper and lower avionics CB panels, and the upper and lower main
CB panels (see Figure 12). The remaining four are the captain’s and first officer’s console CB
panels, the centre overhead integral lighting CB panel, and the lower maintenance CB panel.
The overhead CB panel contains wiring from the following six separate buses:
•

28 V DC battery bus;

•

28 V DC battery direct bus;

•

left and right emergency AC buses; and

•

left and right emergency DC buses.30

The upper avionics CB panel contains wiring from the following seven separate buses:
•

115 V AC buses 1 and 3;

•

28 V DC buses 1 and 3; and

•

28 V AC 1, 2, and 3 instrument buses.

The lower avionics CB panel contains wiring from the following two separate buses:
•

28 V DC Bus 2; and

•

28 V DC ground bus system.

30

The report refers to the left and right emergency 28 V direct current (DC) buses as left and right
emergency DC buses respectively.
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Figure 12: Cockpit CB panels
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The 28 V DC ground bus system CBs, installed on the lower avionics CB panel, were all
0.5 ampere (A) CBs used for indication and control of their respective remote control CBs. The
28 V DC Bus 2 consisted of three, 3 A and one, 5 A CBs. A jumper wire from the line side of the
“SLAT CONTROL PWR B” CB, which was a 3 A CB, was used to provide 28 V DC to a 1 A CB
used to power the IFEN control relays. The four, 115 V AC three-phase power supply 15 A CBs
for the IFEN were installed in the lower avionics CB panel.
The upper and lower main CB panels contain wiring from both the 115 V AC and 28 V DC buses
1, 2, and 3.
The standard used by the aircraft manufacturer for CB identification was to identify each row by
a letter, and each column by a number. This methodology was used to identify the location of
individual CBs on the panel.
1.6.10.5

Overhead Circuit Breaker Panel Bus Feed Wires

These bus feed wires were routed through five conduits that were installed along the right side
of the fuselage, from the avionics compartment to approximately halfway up the fuselage side
wall. In the cockpit, outside of the conduits, the bus feed wires were individually clamped to
wire support brackets that were attached to the aircraft structure by nylon standoffs. The
individual wires were bundled together, just prior to entering the right side of the overhead CB
panel. Table 7 describes the bus feeds.
Table 7: Overhead CB Panel Bus Feeds
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Bus Feed

Right
Emergency
AC Bus,
Phases A, B,
and C

28 V DC
Battery
Direct and
Battery
Buses

Left
Emergency
AC Bus

Right
Emergency DC
Bus

Left
Emergency
DC Bus

Wire
harness
number

ABS9208

ABS9206

ABS9205

ABS9206

ABS9205

Wire run
letter

ALB

ALN

ALC

ALP

ALE

Wire size

3 - #8AWG

1 - #8AWG
1 - #6AWG

1 - #10AWG

1 - #6AWG

1 - #6AWG

Function

115 V right
emergency
AC bus,
Phases A, B,
and C

28 V DC
battery
direct and
battery
buses

115 V left
emergency AC
bus

28 V right
emergency DC
bus

28 V left
emergency
DC bus
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1.6.10.6

Upper and Lower Avionics Circuit Breaker Panel Bus Feed Wires

The 115 V AC bus feeds originate in the Centre Accessory Compartment and the 28 V DC bus
feeds originate from the avionics compartment. The three 28 V AC instrument bus feed wires
originate from instrument transformers that are mounted on the aft face of the cockpit wall.
Primary electrical power to these transformers is supplied from the lower main CB panel
115 V AC buses 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
All of the bus feed wires supplying the avionics CB panel are routed from the right aft side of
the cockpit wall, forward through a hole behind Galley 2, and then inboard to the avionics CB
bus bars.
The HF Comm 1 requires a three-phase electrical power source to operate. As a result, two
additional 115 V AC Bus 1 feed wires (phases B and C) are routed to the HF Comm 1 CB.
Similarly, an additional DC Bus 2 feed wire is routed to two CBs: the AFCS MISC PNL LIGHTS
and the PRIMARY HOR STAB TRIM. Table 8 describes the main bus feed wires and their
run letters.
Table 8: Avionics Bus Feed Wires and Run Letters
Function

115 V AC
Bus 1

115 V AC
Bus 3

28 V DC
Bus 1

28 V DC
Bus 3

28 V AC
Instr - 1

28 V AC
Instr - 2

Wire
Number

B110-7-8A

B110-22-8A

B117-3-8

B117-1-8

B108-5-16

B108-7-16 B107-9-16

AEV

ASD

ASE

ASC

ASC

Wire Run AEU
Letter
1.6.10.7

28 V AC
Instr - 3

ASC

Upper and Lower Main CB Panel Bus Feeds

The upper and lower main CB panels receive electrical power from bus feed wires that are
routed from the avionics compartment located below the floor; these bus feed wires were not
routed through any area where heat damage was observed.
1.6.10.8

Wire Identification, Location, and Routing

All McDonnell Douglas–installed wires in the MD-11 are identified by a wire number consisting
of an alpha character followed by a numeric string (e.g., B203-974-24). The alpha character
designates the aircraft section in which the wire is installed (see Section 1.6.1.3). The six digits
that follow identify the individual wire number; the final two digits identify the wire gauge.
Therefore, wire B203-974-24 indicates that the wire is installed in the B section, that its individual
wire number is 203-974, and that it is a 24 AWG wire. An N suffix indicates a ground wire.
Typically, wires that are installed in aircraft are tied together in bundles called wire runs.
Therefore, individual wires can be further referenced by identifying the wire run in which they
are included.
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In the MD-11, every wire run is identified by a three-letter designator, such as “FBC,” which
provides information about where and how the wire run is routed through the aircraft.
•

The first letter indicates the location of the wire run in the aircraft. Letters A, B, C, R,
Q, and S are used for the cockpit and nose area. Letters D, E, and H refer to the
fuselage section below the floor. Letters F, G, and J refer to the cabin above the floor.
The letter K identifies the right wing. The letter L identifies the left wing. Letters T
and V identify the tail location.

•

The second letter indicates whether the wire run is enclosed in a conduit or in an open
wire bundle. The letters V, W, Y, and Z are used if the wire run is in a conduit; all
other letters indicate an open wire bundle. The second letter also indicates the
applicable RF interference category of the wires in the bundle.

•

The third letter identifies the specific run.

Where practical, the wire number is directly marked on the outer insulation of each wire;
otherwise, the wire number is affixed to the wire by tags at both the start and termination
points. A wire may need multiple sets of run letters to completely describe its routing through
the aircraft.
Once a wire number is known, it is possible to use the manufacturer’s wire list to determine
where the wire is installed in the aircraft. The wire list also provides information about the
wire’s composition, length, to-and-from termination points, circuit function, and wire run
affiliation.
1.6.10.9

Wire Description – MD-11 Aircraft

1.6.10.9.1 Selection Criteria for Wires – Douglas Aircraft Company
In accordance with FAR 25.869, the only certification test required for aircraft wires is the
60-degree Bunsen burner test (see Section 1.14.1.2). Aircraft manufacturers typically perform
additional wire tests to meet manufacturing and customer requirements, and select wire types
based on a balance between the characteristics of the wire types available and the required
application.
In 1976, Douglas Aircraft Company (Douglas) was informed by its wire supplier that the general
purpose wire they were providing for the wide body aircraft program was going to be
discontinued. Douglas initiated a wire evaluation program to select a new general purpose wire.
The review included an assessment of various wire insulation types with respect to their
electrical, mechanical, chemical, and thermal properties, along with their inherent flame
resistance and smoke production characteristics. The evaluation resulted in two types of
insulation being selected: a modified cross-linked ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene (XL-ETFE)31 in
accordance with Douglas specification BXS7008 and an aromatic polyimide,32 hereinafter
referred to as polyimide, in accordance with Douglas specification BXS7007.
31

XL-ETFE is produced by first modifying and then irradiating ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene.

32

Polyimide-type insulation is frequently known by the trade name Kapton®, when manufactured by
the DuPont Company; or Apical®, when manufactured by Kaneka High Tech Materials Inc.
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Polyimide insulation was viewed as having favourable weight and volume characteristics. Also,
it offers superior resistance to abrasion, cut-through, and fire. Polyimide does not flame or
support combustion. The limitations of polyimide included less resistance to arc tracking33 and
less flexibility than other insulation types. Polyimide insulation is an amber-coloured film that is
wrapped on the wire. In some cases, a modified aromatic polyimide resin coating was applied
over the polyimide film to provide a suitable topcoat surface to allow the wire identification
number to be directly marked on the wire. This topcoat appears dull yellow in colour.
In 1975, the FAA issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)34 stating that for wire, the
specific optical density35 requirement for smoke emission would be a value of 15 (maximum)
within 20 minutes after the start of the test. Although this NPRM was expected to be adopted, it
was terminated without affecting the existing rules. However, before the NPRM was
terminated, Douglas testing showed that the polyimide insulation would pass the specific
optical density test requirements and that the XL-ETFE would not.
Based on cost and other considerations, Douglas chose XL-ETFE for its BXS7008 general purpose
wire insulation, and used XL-ETFE in the DC-10. At the same time, polyimide insulation in
accordance with BXS7007 was selected for the pressurized passenger section primarily because it
produced less smoke when exposed to heat or flame compared to XL-ETFE. Polyimide could
also be used in special applications, such as in locations where the temperature exceeded 150°C
(302°F), whereas XL-ETFE was not rated for such temperatures.
In the early 1980s, a crimping problem was discovered with wires that had XL-ETFE insulation
and tin-coated copper conductors. Because of this, Douglas decided to switch to nickel-coated
conductors, even though they were more expensive. Subsequently, XL-ETFE lost its cost
advantage, and Douglas switched to polyimide-insulated, nickel-coated conductors for all its
general purpose wire.
In 1991, a US Air Force wire evaluation program identified a suitable general purpose wire
replacement. It was a composite insulation made from polytetrafluoroethylene-polyimidepolytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE-PI-PTFE). That same year, Douglas initiated another wire
evaluation program, using the polyimide general purpose wire as its baseline for comparison
testing of other wire insulations types. The testing showed that the PTFE-PI-PTFE insulation
performed as well as or exceeded the polyimide insulation; Douglas selected the PTFE-PI-PTFE
insulation, in accordance with DMS 2426, for its general purpose wire in 1995.
Table 9 shows the comparative properties of four wire insulations.

33

The Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Advisory Circular (AC) 25-16 Electrical Fault and Fire
Prevention and Protection dated 5 April 1991 defines arc tracking as a phenomenon in which a conductive
carbon path is formed across an insulating surface. This carbon path provides a short-circuit path through
which current can flow. This phenomenon normally occurs as a result of electrical arcing and is known
variously as carbon, wet, or dry arc tracking.
34

Federal Register, Vol. 40, No. 30, 12 February 1975.

35

Specific optical density is a dimensionless measure of the amount of smoke produced per unit area by a
material when burned.
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Table 9: Comparative Properties of Wire Insulation Systems36
Relative Ranking

Most Desirable -------------- to ----------------- Least Desirable
1

Weight

PI

Temperature

2
a

ETFE

3
b

4
c

COMP

PTFEd

PTFE

COMP

PI

ETFE

Abrasion resistance

PI

ETFE

COMP

PTFE

Cut-through resistance

PI

COMP

ETFE

PTFE

Chemical resistance

PTFE

ETFE

COMP

PI

Flammability

PTFE

COMP

PI

ETFE

PI

COMP

PTFE

ETFE

PTFE

ETFE

COMP

PI

PI

COMP

PTFE

ETFE

PTFE

ETFE

COMP

PI

Smoke generation
Flexibility
Creep37 (at temperature)
Arc propagation (arc tracking)
resistance

a) PI – MIL-W-81381/7 (aromatic polyimide)
b) ETFE – MIL-W-22759/16
c) COMP – MIL-W-22759/80-92 (PTFE-PI-PTFE)
d) PTFE – MIL-W-22759/80-92
1.6.10.9.2

MD-11 Wire Specification

Douglas identified the following two general purpose wire specifications for the MD-11:
BXS7007 and BXS7008 (see Figure 13). These wire specifications adopt by reference, unless
otherwise indicated, certain government-furnished documents, including Military Specifications
and Standards and Federal and Industry Standards, as well as certain Douglas Material and
Process Specifications. BXS7007 and BXS7008 also establish performance and test requirements
that the wires must meet in addition to those adopted from the referenced documents,
including, for example, the 60-degree burn test required by FAR 25.869.
BXS7007 specification is entitled “Wire, Electric, Copper & Copper Alloy, Polyimide Tape
Insulated, 600 Volt.” This specification covers wires and cables that must pass all the applicable
performance and test requirements for the specified gauges as defined in MIL-W-81381,
MIL-W-81381/12, and MIL-W-81381/14, as well as MIL-W-27500 and other referenced
documents, unless otherwise indicated in the specification. Douglas started using the BXS7007
wire in production aircraft in 1980.

36

Table originally created by DuPont.

37

Creep occurs over time when a plastic part or object is subjected to a load. High temperature can
accentuate creep.
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Wires that conform to BXS700738 are polyimide insulated with nickel-plated conductors. All
BXS7007 wire conforms to the requirements of MIL-W-81381/12 (in addition to other applicable
requirements), except for 24 AWG wire, which is high-strength alloy that conforms to the
requirements of MIL-W-81381/14 (in addition to other applicable requirements). All BXS7007
wire is rated at 200°C, 600 volts. The temperature rating refers to the maximum temperature in
which the wire may be used, and is derived by combining ambient and wire-generated heating.
BXS7008 specification is entitled “Wire, Electric, General Purpose, Copper & Copper Alloy,
Fluoropolymer Insulated.”39 This specification covers wires and cables that must pass all the
applicable performance and test requirements for the specified gauges as defined in
MIL-W-22759, MIL-W-22759/34, and MIL-W-22759/42, as well as MIL-W-27500 and other
referenced documents, unless otherwise indicated in the specification (see Figure 13). Douglas
started using the BXS7008 wires in production aircraft in 1977.
Wires that conform to BXS7008 are insulated with modified XL-ETFE. BXS7008 requires that the
insulation be applied or extruded on the conductor in two layers of contrasting colour to aid in
the identification of insulation damage. Wires 22-00 gauges are tin-coated copper. These wires
must conform to MIL-W-22759/34 and are rated at 150°C, 600 volts. BXS7008 24 gauge wire is
nickel-coated high-strength copper alloy. This wire must conform to MIL-W-22759/42 and is
rated at 200°C, and 600 volts.
MIL-W-27500, which is one of the documents adopted in both BXS7007 and BXS7008 unless
otherwise indicated, covers requirements for special purpose cables and electrical power cables,
including the basic wire size and type, number of wires, and shield and jacket styles. BXS7007
and BXS7008 also adopt documents requiring identification coding of wires.
In the areas of SR 111 where the fire occurred, it is estimated that more than 95 per cent of
the wiring installed at the time of manufacture was BXS7007 (i.e., polyimide insulated wire).
Douglas also used various other types of wire, in small amounts, where a specific requirement
existed.

1.6.11

In-Flight Entertainment Network

1.6.11.1

Description (STI1-16)

The IFEN system combined computer, video, and audio technologies to allow passengers to
select movies, audio, games, news, gambling, and the moving map display through an
interactive seat video display. The IFEN was to be configured to give all passengers access to a
variety of “on-demand” entertainment and information choices, with touch-screen control. The
original design, for the Swissair MD-11, provided full IFEN access to 257 passenger seats, which

38

In this report, BXS7007 specification wires are referred to as polyimide.

39

The fluoropolymer insulation under MIL-W-22759 suffixes other than “/34” and “/42” may be
polytetrafluoroethylene, fluorinated ethylene-propylene, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF2), unmodified
ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene, or other fluoropolymer resin. The fluoropolymer may be used alone or in
combination with other insulation materials.
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Figure 13: Wire construction
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included all cabin classes; however, only the first two aircraft were configured to have the IFEN
available in all 257 seats. For economic reasons, in April 1997, Swissair decided to reduce the
IFEN configuration to include only first- and business-class seats.
The IFEN system was installed in the first- and business-class passenger sections of HB-IWF
between 21 August and 9 September 1997 (see Figure 14). Although the 49 business-class seats
were installed at that time, because of delivery delays, the 12 IFEN-equipped first-class seats
were not installed until February 1998. The economy-class passenger section was not configured
with the IFEN, even though electrical cabling and equipment rack supports were installed for
that section. HB-IWF was the eighth Swissair MD-11 to be equipped with the IFEN
system. (STI1-17)
1.6.11.2

Wiring Installation

The IFEN system, as configured in HB-IWF, required 4.4 kilovolt-amperes of 115 V AC
three-phase 400 hertz aircraft power according to the Hollingsead International (HI) electrical
load analysis (ELA) 20032 revision (Rev) B. The main power supply cable for the IFEN system
consisted of three 8 AWG, MIL-DTL-16878/5-BNL wires twisted together. This cable originated
at an electrical terminal strip located in the avionics compartment and was terminated at a 15 A
three-phase CB located on the lower avionics CB panel (see Figures 14 and 15). This 15 A CB,
identified as “RACK1 PS1,” provided aircraft power by means of jumper wires40 to three
adjacent 15 A three-phase CBs located on the lower avionics CB panel. Each of these four 15 A
CBs provided aircraft power to one of the four IFEN power supply units (PSU). The PSUs used a
series of capacitors and internal electronics to convert the 115 V AC aircraft system power to
48 V DC output power, used by the IFEN system components.
Each of the four 15 A IFEN CBs was connected to its respective PSU by one of four PSU cable
assemblies, hereinafter referred to as PSU cables; each PSU cable consisted of three 12 AWG,
MIL-W-22759/16/12 wires twisted together.
Additionally, a 1 A CB was installed on the lower avionics CB panel. The CB provided 28 V DC
power, by means of a 16 AWG wire (hereinafter referred to as 16 AWG control wire), to the IFEN
relay assembly located in the ceiling above Galley 8. This 1 A CB, identified as “IFT/VES 28V,”
received 28 V DC aircraft power by means of a jumper wire from the line side of the adjacent
CB, “SLAT CONTROL PWR B,” and was used to control the 48 V DC output of the four PSUs
through the IFEN relay assembly. Pulling this CB removed the 48 V DC output power from the
PSUs; however, pulling the CB would not remove the 115 V AC input power to the PSUs.
The four IFEN PSU cables (PSU 1, 2, 3, 4) and the 16 AWG control wire were routed rearward
along the lower avionics CB panel. In this area, they were attached to the main IFEN power
supply cable with nylon self-locking cable ties. This IFEN wire bundle was then cable tied to the
DC CB ground bus bar at the lower avionics CB panel and, in some installations, held in place
near the rear of the panel by a clamp. The wire bundle was then directed upward until it

40

The jumper wire was a single wire that was installed between common terminals of two circuit
breakers.
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Figure 14: IFEN installation – general
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Figure 15: IFEN (CB and Wiring) installation – cockpit and forward cabin drop-ceiling areas
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separated in two directions. The main power supply cable looped downward, passing through a
conduit along the right side of the fuselage into the avionics compartment. The four PSU cables
and the 16 AWG control wire, now in their own bundle, continued upward as a single bundle
near the avionics disconnect panel.
Following the SR 111 occurrence, the IFEN installation was examined in 15 Swissair MD-11s. It
was noted that the routing of the bundle containing the PSU cables and the 16 AWG control
wire varied among aircraft behind the avionics CB panel. None of these variations were
considered to affect the immediate safety of flight. There were differences in how frequently this
bundle was supported by any of the three horizontally mounted wire support brackets
available, and in the methods used for fastening it to the brackets. Also, some installations had
protective sleeving installed adjacent to the brackets, while others did not.
Near the avionics disconnect panel, the IFEN wire bundle was routed aft into one of the 102-cm
(40-inch) long conduits that were installed above Galley 2 (see Figures 4 and 5). In 11 of the
examined Swissair MD-11s, the wire bundle was routed to pass in front of the avionics
disconnect panel, and in three of those 11 installations, the bundles were then routed through
the outboard conduit. In 4 of the examined aircraft, the bundle was not routed in front of the
avionics disconnect panel; instead, it was routed close to the cockpit wall. In 2 of the 4
installations, the bundle was then routed through the outboard conduit. In total, 5 of the aircraft
had the IFEN wire bundle routed through the outboard conduit, and 10 had the bundle routed
through the middle conduit.
In the occurrence aircraft, it could not be determined from the IFEN installation documentation
how the IFEN wire bundle had been routed in the area of the disconnect panel, or which
conduit had been used in the area above Galley 2. The IFEN installers preferred to use the
middle conduit where possible, but in the five instances noted above, the middle conduit was
not available as it had been used for aircraft wiring. In the sequence of IFEN installations, the
middle conduit had been used in the three aircraft prior to HB-IWF, and also in the seven
aircraft following HB-IWF.
The investigation was not able to establish from the manufacturer’s records which conduit
might have been left unused in HB-IWF (SN 48448). In the aircraft built immediately before
HB-IWF (HB-IWE - SN 48477), the middle conduit was used for the IFEN wire bundle. In the
next Swissair aircraft built after HB-IWF (HB-IWG - SN 48452), the outboard conduit was used
for the IFEN wire bundle.
The conduit material, based on DMS 2024 Revision B, was Type 1, convoluted, thin wall,
fluorinated ethylene-propylene (FEP). The installation of the wire bundle, from where it exited
the aft end of the conduit to approximately STA 515, also varied between aircraft. The wire
bundle was found to be routed either above or below the upper horizontal angle support
bracket for the R1 door ramp deflector, above or below the wire supports, and was clamped to
either the top or bottom of these supports or to existing aircraft wiring. Where the IFEN cables
were attached to existing wire harnesses, spacers were installed to provide separation between
the wire bundles. Additionally, some of the aircraft had protective sleeving installed over the
wire bundle in the area near the R1 door ramp deflector upper support.
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The wire bundle continued rearward until the PSU 1 and 2 cables were separated from the
bundle and terminated at an IFEN electronics rack (E-rack) 1. E-rack 1 was located in first class
above the right aisle, with its forward support located at STA 647.
The 16 AWG control wire continued rearward, then crossed over the aircraft crown at
approximately STA 750, and was terminated at the relay assembly mounted above Galley 8. This
relay assembly received all of the external interfaces to the aircraft system including the
following: the decompression signal, which removed power from the IFEN if the aircraft became
depressurized; the PA system override signal, which was designed to stop all audio and video
on the IFEN system whenever the PA was used; and the 28 V DC power input supplied by the
“IFT/VES 28V” 1 A CB. Removal or loss of this 28 V DC power caused an “On/Off” relay, located
within the relay assembly, to disable the output of all the PSUs.
The PSU 3 and 4 cables continued rearward until crossing over the aircraft crown at STA 1239.
They were then routed rearward along the left side of the fuselage and terminated at E-rack 2.
E-rack 2 was located in economy class above the left aisle, with its forward support located at
STA 1429.
1.6.11.2.1 Wire Description
The primary wire type selected for the IFEN system installation was MIL-W-22759/16, an
extruded ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) copolymer insulation, medium weight, tin-coated
copper conductor, rated at 150°C, 600 volts. (See Figure 13.) Additionally, the wires used for the
main power supply cable were MIL-DTL-16878, an extruded polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
insulation, copper-coated copper conductor, rated at 200°C, 1 000 volts. The MIL-W-22759/16
wire had a maximum temperature rating of 150°C.
The 28 V DC wire, from the 1 A CB in the lower avionics CB panel to the IFEN system relay
assembly, was specified as 16 AWG MIL-W-22759/16.
Each IFEN PSU power cable consisted of three, 12 AWG, MIL-W-22759/16 wires twisted
together. For circuit identification purposes, MIL-C-27500 specification required the wires for
each cable to be coloured white, blue, and orange. The cable was to be labelled using
identification markers as called out in an HI drawing.
The main IFEN power supply cable consisted of three, 8 AWG, MIL-DTL-16878/5-BNL wires
twisted together as called out in an HI drawing. This drawing also stated that the wire will not
be identified by printed marking on the outside of the wire. MIL-DTL-16878/5-BNL specifies an
extruded PTFE, maximum rating of 200°C, 1 000 volts. For circuit identification purposes,
MIL-C-27500 specification required the wires for each cable to be coloured white, blue, and
orange. However, a red wire was substituted for the blue wire in the installation, which had no
affect on the performance of the wire. Samples of each 8 AWG coloured wire were analyzed by
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy and identified as PTFE with a melting point of 323°C;
this was determined by differential scanning calorimetry.
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1.6.11.3

Components (STI1-18)

E-rack 1 contained the following components (see Figure 14):
•

PSUs 1 and 2 that supplied 48 V DC power to CB Unit 1, which distributed 48 V DC
power to the components mounted in E-rack 1;

•

Two electromagnetic interference (EMI) filter boxes, one attached to each PSU. The
filters were connected between the power supply input and the PSU, and were
designed to filter out conducted EMI from the aircraft power supply;

•

Two 32-channel modulators, which converted the baseband video and audio input
signals to broadband RF output signals;

•

A video on demand (VOD), which extracted, selected, and distributed the
movie/music data;

•

A disk array unit, which stored the digitally encoded programming;

•

A 13-channel modulator, which performed the same function as the 32-channel
modulator, as well as distributed common video/audio information, such as the
moving map system, to the entire aircraft;

•

Two head-end distribution units, which combined the separate modulator outputs
then split the output four ways; and

•

Six cluster controllers, which coordinated all the computer network administrative
tasks.

The VOD was also equipped with a removable disc pack to permit maintenance personnel to
upload movies.
E-rack 2 contained the following:
•

PSUs 3 and 4 that supplied 48 V DC power to CB Unit 2, which distributed 48 V DC
power to the components mounted in E-rack 2;

•

EMI filters 3 and 4; and

•

A network switching unit, which provided network links for the IFEN administrative
network.

Each first- and business-class seat was equipped with an interactive video seat display that
included a touch screen and magnetic card reader; a seat electronics box, which processed all
information for the passenger interface; and a dual audio/game-port, which controlled the
games and audio. In addition, each set of first- and business-class seats was equipped with a seat
disconnect unit, which contained the tuner and network repeater.
A cabin file server, located on a rack in Galley 8, controlled the download of movies, stored
flight/casino information, and collected the credit card data transmitted from each seat. Galleys 1
and 8 were fitted with a management video display (MVD). The MVD provided an interface for
cabin crew and maintenance personnel, and served as a point of control for configuring,
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maintaining, and monitoring the IFEN. Each MVD was equipped with a management terminal
electronic box, the primary functional component interface to the IFEN by the flight crew and
maintenance personnel. A printer was also located in Galley 8.

1.6.12

Aircraft Fire Protection System

1.6.12.1

General (STI1-19)

While no zone of an aircraft is immune to in-flight fires, fire protection systems used in transport
category aircraft have evolved based on the probability of fire ignition within particular zones of
the aircraft. These aircraft are equipped with a variety of built-in detectors and, in some cases,
associated suppression systems designed to assist the aircraft crew in identifying and
extinguishing an in-flight fire. In accordance with FAA airworthiness certification requirements,
the occurrence aircraft was equipped with built-in fire detection and suppression capabilities in
the aircraft’s designated fire zones (see Figure 2). FAR 25.1181 states that a designated fire zone
includes engines, APUs, and any fuel-burning heater or combustion equipment. In addition,
specific regions of the aircraft, such as cargo compartments and lavatories, have been identified
as “potential fire zones”41 that require various built-in detection and suppression capabilities.
The fire risk to the remainder of the pressure vessel was such that it did not have, nor was it
required to have, built-in detection and suppression equipment. Therefore, the remaining zones
of the aircraft were solely dependent on human intervention for both detection and suppression
of an in-flight fire. For the purposes of this report, the remaining zones of the aircraft for which
built-in detection and suppression are not specified are referred to as “non-specified fire zones.”
1.6.12.2

Portable Fire Extinguishers

The aircraft was equipped with eight portable fire extinguishers, which were held by brackets
mounted in designated locations and distributed throughout the aircraft. In the passenger cabin
there were five, 2.5-pound (lb) bromochlorodifluoromethane (Halon 1211) fire extinguishers,
and two 5-lb monoammonium phosphate (dry chemical) fire extinguishers. The cockpit
contained one 2.5-lb Halon 1211 fire extinguisher held by a bracket mounted on the cockpit rear
wall (see Figure 17).
Five of the six Halon 1211 extinguishers, and both dry chemical fire extinguishers, were
recovered. (STI1-20) It was not possible to determine where these extinguishers had originally been
located in the aircraft, primarily because each extinguisher was identical in design, and there
were no additional identifying features. Three Halon extinguishers exhibited markings
indicating that they were still in their mounting brackets at the time of impact. Two of the three
extinguishers still contained a charge of fire extinguishing agent. The pre-impact charge state of
the remaining Halon 1211 extinguishers could not be determined, owing to punctures and other
damage incurred at the time of impact.

41

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) defines a “potential fire zone” as a region of the
aircraft in which the identified risk of fire, by the regulatory authority, mandates an appropriate measure
of built-in detection and suppression.
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One of the two dry chemical extinguishers showed marks indicating that it was in its mounting
bracket at the time of impact. Its charge state at the time of impact could not be determined. The
other dry chemical extinguisher was charged at the time of impact, with its locking pin intact;
it could not be determined whether this extinguisher was in its mounting bracket at the time
of impact.
1.6.12.3

Engine/APU/Cargo and Lavatory Fire Extinguisher Bottles (STI1-21)

The aircraft was equipped with nine fire extinguishing bottles, containing
bromotrifluoromethane (Halon 1301) in the engine, the APU, and cargo areas. Eight of the nine
bottles were recovered. Fire handles, which control the activation of the engine fire bottles, were
installed on the overhead panel in the cockpit. (See Figure 11.) When the fire handle is pulled
and turned, electrically activated explosive cartridges rupture a frangible disc and the
extinguishing agent is released from the bottles. The APU bottle is activated automatically when
a fire occurs in the APU compartment. The cargo fire bottles are activated by push buttons in the
cockpit.
There is no indication that any of these engine/APU/cargo fire extinguishing bottles were
discharged by flight crew actions, although some bottles showed signs that they had been
discharged by the explosive cartridges, most likely at the time of impact.
A total of four lavatory fire extinguishers were recovered; none could be identified as to its
installed location. There was no soot or heat damage on any of the extinguishers. From the
recorded information, there was no indication that any of the smoke detectors in the lavatories
activated.

1.6.13

Flight Control System

1.6.13.1

General (STI1-22)

The MD-11 has a conventional flight control column and rudder pedal configuration for the
captain and first officer. The primary flight control system comprises the inboard and outboard
elevators, the inboard and outboard ailerons, and one upper and one lower rudder. The
secondary flight control system comprises the inboard and outboard wing flaps and slats, the
wing spoilers/speed brakes, and a controllable horizontal stabilizer. (STI1-23)
All primary and secondary flight control surfaces are hydraulically powered by two aircraft
hydraulic systems. Flight control positions are displayed, normally by DU 4, on the SD by
selecting the configuration page with the CONFIG cue switch on the SDCP. In addition to
the SD, flap and slat positions are also shown on the PFD. Alerts will appear on the EAD
and the SD.
Other than the slats, which are electrically controlled and hydraulically actuated, the flight
control system is designed with a direct mechanical/hydraulic interface consisting of cables that
run between the cockpit controls and the various hydraulic actuators that move the control
surfaces. Therefore, with the exception of the slats, the movement of the control surfaces does
not depend on the availability of electric power.
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1.6.13.2

Longitudinal Stability Augmentation System

The MD-11 incorporates a longitudinal stability augmentation system (LSAS) that enhances
longitudinal stability through commands to the elevators in a series mode. The LSAS holds the
existing pitch attitude of the aircraft whenever the sum of the captain’s and first officer’s column
forces is less than two pounds. In the software version that was installed in the occurrence
aircraft, below 15 000 feet, there is no LSAS input when the column force is above two pounds.
Above 15 000 feet, the LSAS provides an additional pitch rate damping input when the control
column force is above two pounds. Automatic pitch trim of the horizontal stabilizer is also
operative in the LSAS mode.
The LSAS is inoperative whenever the autopilot is engaged or when the aircraft is below 100 feet
above ground level (agl). With the LSAS inoperative and automatic pitch trim unavailable,
manual pitch trim is available.
As part of the investigation, simulator flights were conducted below 15 000 feet to gain an
appreciation of the flyability of the MD-11 with the LSAS inoperative. There were no noticeable
controllability changes in the pitch control or flyability of the aircraft with the LSAS inoperative.
1.6.13.3

Flaps and Slats (STI1-24)

The flaps and slats are controlled by the FLAP/SLAT lever on the right-hand side of the cockpit
centre pedestal. In normal operation, as part of the climb-out check, the pilots would pre-select
15 degrees of flap on the DIAL-A-FLAP wheel located on the right-hand side of the FLAP/SLAT
lever. When the flaps are selected down they extend to the pre-selected setting (in the case of
SR 111, 15 degrees); the slats normally extend whenever the flaps are extended.
At the time of impact, the flaps were extended to about 15 degrees, and the slats were retracted.
The slat system incorporates overspeed protection, which prevents the slats from extending
whenever the aircraft’s speed is above 280 knots and the flaps are extended less than 10 degrees.
The slat overspeed protection can also be overridden by selecting a flap extension of 10 degrees
or more. The slat-extend function can also be overridden by pushing a SLAT STOW button,
which is used in the event of either a slat disagree alert or the loss of hydraulic systems 1 and 3.
There is no indication that either of these events occurred on the accident flight. The failure of
the slats to extend was most likely the result of fire damage that led to an interruption in the
electrical power supply to the slat control valves.

1.6.14

Fuel System

1.6.14.1

General (STI1-25)

The fuel is stored in three main tanks and two centre auxiliary tanks (upper and lower). The
three main fuel tanks are located in the wings. Tank 1 (in the left wing) and Tank 3 (in the right
wing) are identical, each having a main compartment, and an outboard compartment called the
tip tank. Tank 2 is located in the inboard portion of each wing, and the two halves are
interconnected by a large diameter fuel line to tanks 1 and 3. The two centre auxiliary tanks are
located in the interspar fuselage section and are interconnected to the main tanks via a fuel
manifold. The engines normally receive fuel, under pressure, from their respective main tank;
the APU receives fuel from Tank 2. Because engines 1 and 3 are located below the wings, they
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can draw fuel from the fuel tanks even if the electric fuel pumps become inoperative. Engine 2,
being tail-mounted and higher than the main fuel tanks, needs fuel to be pumped to the engine
to maintain normal engine operation. In the event of a total electrical failure, fuel pressure to
Engine 2 can be maintained by the Tank 2 left aft fuel pump and the tail tank alternate pump,
both of which are powered by the right emergency AC bus following deployment of the ADG.
The MD-11 is also equipped with a tail fuel tank, located in the horizontal stabilizer. During
flight, fuel is automatically transferred in and out of this tank as required to maintain an aircraft
C of G that aerodynamically provides the most economical fuel consumption. Every 30 minutes
while the tail tank temperature is above 2°C, fuel is automatically transferred from the tail tank
to Tank 2 or the upper auxiliary tank. On this particular flight, Tank 2 would have been the tank
receiving the tail fuel.
There are seventeen, 115 V AC motor-driven boost or transfer fuel pumps interspersed among
the various tanks. All of these pumps are electrically powered by one of the three generator
buses; the Tank 2 left aft and the tail alternate pumps are powered from the right emergency AC
bus, which receives power from the ADG if normal generator power is lost. All the pumps are
automatically controlled throughout the flight by the fuel system controller (FSC) depending on
the required fuel schedule, which includes fuel load, fuel distribution, phase of flight, fuel
dumping, water purging, weight and balance control, and engine cross-feed operation
requirements. The FSC checks and maintains the fuel schedule to satisfy structural load
requirements and transfers fuel to the appropriate tanks to ensure proper distribution. The
pumps can also be operated in MANUAL mode or, in certain failure conditions, the FSC may
automatically revert to MANUAL mode. In the MANUAL mode, a selected set of fuel pumps
will automatically turn on and can be controlled individually by a push button selection on the
fuel SCP.
Three cross-feed valves can be used in the event of a fuel system delivery malfunction. In the
event of an engine feed pump failure, the associated cross-feed valve can be opened to direct
fuel to that engine. In the event of a main transfer-pump failure, fuel can be transferred using
the engine feed boost pumps by opening the associated cross-feed valve.
The auxiliary tank fill/isolation valve works in conjunction with the tail tank fill/isolation valve
when fuel is automatically transferred in and out of the tail tank for C of G control. Both valves
are open when fuel is being transferred into the tail tank. When fuel is being transferred out of
the tail tank, the tail tank fill/isolation valve is closed. Depending on flight conditions and the
quantity of fuel in the upper auxiliary tank, the auxiliary tank fill/isolation valve is either open or
closed. An open valve directs fuel to the three main tanks; a closed valve directs fuel to the
upper auxiliary tank.
1.6.14.2

Fuel Status at Departure

After refuelling at JFK airport, the occurrence aircraft had a fuel load of 65 300 kg of Jet A fuel.
The flight plan indicated that SR 111 would use 1 000 kg for taxi, leaving a fuel load at take-off of
64 300 kg.
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1.6.14.3

MD-11 Fuel Dumping System (STI1-26)

The MD-11 has two fuel dump valves for dumping fuel overboard. There is one dump valve on
the trailing edge of each wing, between the outboard aileron and outboard flap. Fuel dumping
is initiated by selecting the DUMP switch on the fuel SCP in the cockpit. Selecting the DUMP
switch activates the boost pumps, transfer pumps, and the cross-feed valves. The fuel dump rate
is approximately 2 600 kg per minute, provided that all of the fuel pumps and both of the dump
valves are functioning normally.
Fuel dumping will cease when the DUMP switch is selected again, when the aircraft gross
weight reaches a weight that was pre-selected by the pilots through the FMS, or at any time the
FUEL DUMP EMERGENCY STOP button is pushed. The FMS fuel dump default is set to the
maximum landing weight of the aircraft: 199 580 kg. If a pre-selected weight is not set by the
crew, fuel will be dumped until the aircraft weight reaches the default weight. Pilots do not
normally pre-select a weight; they use the default setting as the desired dump weight. As a
backup, each main fuel tank has low-level float switches that will stop fuel dumping from that
tank when the fuel load in the tank reaches 5 200 kg.
Fuel dumping flow rates will be reduced if the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector is selected while
dumping is taking place. (STI1-27) Fuel dumping had not started prior to stoppage of the FDR
recording, and fuel dumping was not underway at the time of impact. If the SMOKE ELEC/AIR
selector was selected during the last few minutes of the flight, any associated reduction in fuel
dumping rate would not have been a factor in this occurrence.

1.6.15

Hydraulic System

Hydraulic power for the MD-11 is derived from three parallel, continuously pressurized
systems. Each system is powered by two engine-driven hydraulic pumps. Different
combinations of two of the three systems provide parallel power to each of the primary flight
control actuators. Two back-up electrically driven hydraulic pumps are also available. If
necessary, one of these pumps can be driven by electrical power from the ADG.
In the event of an in-flight engine shutdown, if the aircraft is in a take-off or land configuration
(the flaps, slats, or landing gear are extended), hydraulic power is transferred automatically from
an operating system to a non-operating system by reversible-motor pumps. In the cruise
configuration, hydraulic power is not transferred.
During the investigation, various components of the hydraulic system were examined to
determine whether any anomalies in the hydraulic system could have had an adverse effect on
aircraft controllability. The shut-off valves associated with the reversible-motor pumps were
found to have been closed at the time of impact when it would be expected that, given the
configuration of the aircraft, at least one set of valves would have been open, allowing one of
the reversible-motor pumps to operate. (STI1-28) Although the reason for the valves being in the
closed position could not be determined, it could be attributed to several scenarios associated
with fire-related electrical anomalies. (STI1-29)
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Engine 2 was shut down by the pilots approximately one minute prior to the time of impact
(see Section 1.12.9). The shutdown of Engine 2 and the loss of automatic hydraulic power
transfer through a reversible-motor pump would have resulted in an eventual loss of, or
reduction in, Hydraulic System 2 operating pressure. However, the functions of the primary
flight controls operated by Hydraulic System 2 would have been picked up through a parallel
operating system. Therefore, the anomaly would have had little or no adverse effect on aircraft
controllability. (STI1-30)

1.6.16

Cockpit Windows

The aircraft has six windows in the cockpit, three on each side. The two front windows are
referred to as the left and right windshields. The windows immediately aft of the windshields
are referred to as the left and right clearview windows; these can be manually opened under
certain conditions. The two windows behind the clearview windows are referred to as the left
and right aft windows.
All of the windows have imbedded electrical heating elements that are designed to prevent
fogging on the inside of the window. The two windshields have additional electrical heating
elements to prevent ice from forming on the outside. All of the windows have temperature
sensors that allow the heating elements to be controlled from the windshield anti-ice panel
located in the overhead control panel.
The controllers and sensors maintain the correct temperatures for anti-icing and defogging. The
controllers automatically provide a gradual increase in heating to avoid thermal shock, and will
remove electric power if an overheat condition occurs. An alert will be displayed on the EAD if
any part of the system is not operative or if overheating occurs.

1.6.17

Landing Gear (STI1-31)

The MD-11 has four landing gear assemblies: two main gear, a centre gear, and a nose gear. The
two main landing gear retract inward; the centre main landing gear and the nose landing gear
retract forward. The landing gear is hydraulically operated. Normal gear extension and
retraction is provided by Hydraulic System 3.
All four landing gear assemblies were in the retracted position at the time of impact. The right
main landing gear displayed greater overall damage than did the left main landing gear.

1.6.18

Aircraft Interior Lighting

1.6.18.1

Cockpit and Passenger Cabin Normal Lighting

The MD-11 cockpit lighting includes overhead fluorescent lamps for area lighting, flood lights to
illuminate the instrument panels, and integrally lighted panels. The cockpit also has
supplemental lighting that includes flight crew reading lights (map lights), floor lights, and
briefcase lights. The intensity of most of the lights can be controlled by rotary dimmer switches.
Lighting in the cabin includes overhead and side wall fluorescent light assemblies, as well as
incandescent light assemblies that provide overhead aisle lighting and door entry lights. Cabin
lights can be controlled from the cabin attendant stations.
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1.6.18.2

Emergency Lighting, Battery Packs, and Battery Charging System

The MD-11 has an emergency lighting system that illuminates the cockpit and the cabin. The
system includes ceiling lights in the cockpit, as well as overhead aisle lights, cabin door handle
lights, exit sign lighting, and floor escape path lighting in the cabin.
The emergency lighting system consists of the lighting network and six battery packs, each with
a battery charger and control logic that determines the power source. The system, including
battery charging, is normally powered by the right emergency AC bus. If normal power is
disrupted, the control logic is designed to switch first to the left emergency DC bus, and then if
necessary, to the battery packs.
The batteries are on continuous charge whenever the EMER LT switch located in the cockpit is
in the ARMED position and the EMER LT switch located at the left mid-cabin attendant station
is in the OFF position. This is the normal in-flight switch configuration. Fully charged batteries
will allow for about 15 minutes of emergency lighting.
The emergency lights can be turned on by using either the EMER LT switch in the cockpit, or
the switch at the attendant station. The lights turn on automatically with a loss of power to the
115 V AC ground service bus.
The first item in the Swissair Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist (see Appendix C) calls
for selecting the CABIN BUS switch to the OFF position. Doing so removes the electrical power
from the cabin bus that supplies power to most of the cabin electrical services. If the EMER LT
switch on the cockpit overhead panel is not switched to the ON position before moving the
CABIN BUS switch to OFF, the cabin emergency lights will not automatically illuminate. In such
a case, either the pilots or a cabin attendant would need to turn the EMER LT switch on to
activate the emergency lights.
1.6.18.3

Flight Crew Reading Light (Map Light) (STI1-32)

The MD-11 cockpit has four map lights installed in the overhead ceiling area (see Figure 16).
These lights provide additional illumination for the pilot and first officer positions, and for the
left and right observers’ stations. On the occurrence aircraft, the captain, first officer and right
observer’s station lights (PN 2LA005916-00) were manufactured by Hella KG Hueck & Co.
(Hella). The left observer’s light, PN 10-0113-3, was manufactured by Grimes Aerospace Co., and
was a different design than the Hella light.
The Hella map light is designed to pivot up to 35 degrees from its vertical axis through
360 degrees. The light intensity is adjusted by turning the smaller diameter ring on the light
head, which also serves as an ON/OFF switch. The size of the light beam, or area of illumination,
is adjusted by turning the larger diameter ring on the light head. The map light was equipped
with a 11.5 watt (W), 28 V DC tungsten halogen lamp.
The front of the map light is covered by a plastic ball cup; an insulating protective cap is
installed on the rear of the light fixture. The protective cap is designed to insulate and protect
the metal contact spring, which serves as the positive terminal that applies 28 V DC electrical
power to the lamp base.
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Figure 16: Map light
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The Swissair MD-11 flight crew bunk module lights, PN 2LA 005 916-00 SWRA, were also
manufactured by Hella. This bunk light was a map light that had been modified by removing
the functionality of the ON/OFF switch to meet an FAA certification requirement. Although
the bunk light used a different outer housing than the map light, the internal components
were identical.

1.6.19

Emergency Equipment

1.6.19.1

Cockpit Emergency Equipment

The Swissair configuration of the MD-11 cockpit has four seats, with an oxygen mask dedicated
to each seat position (see Figure 17). A rechargeable flashlight for each pilot is readily available
from the seated position. Additional emergency equipment is stored on the cockpit rear wall
behind the captain’s seat; to retrieve this equipment, pilots have to leave their seats. The
additional equipment includes a Halon 1211 fire extinguisher, fire gloves, two sets of portable
protective breathing equipment (PBE), two additional flashlights, a crash axe, four life vests, and
an emergency VHF radio transceiver. The emergency transceiver, which is normally stowed in
the OFF position, is self-contained, battery operated, and pre-set to the international emergency
frequency 121.5 MHz.
1.6.19.2

Cabin Emergency Equipment

The following emergency equipment is located in the cabin: seven fire extinguishers (five
Halon 1211 and two dry chemical extinguishers) and fire glove sets, eight 310 litre (L) and two
120 L portable first-aid oxygen bottles (STI1-33) with masks, one crash axe, 14 flashlights, 11 sets of
PBE, life vests for each passenger and flight attendant, medical kits, a megaphone, along with
other miscellaneous items. In the skybunk flight crew rest areas there are two additional 120 L
first-aid oxygen bottles, and two flashlights. In the cabin crew rest area there are an additional
four 310 L oxygen bottles, one PBE, one Halon 1211 extinguisher, gloves, and a flashlight. (See
also Section 1.6.12.2.)
1.6.19.3

Flight Crew Oxygen (STI1-34)

The Swissair MD-11 flight crew oxygen is supplied from one aluminum, high-pressure oxygen
cylinder wrapped with a para-aramid fibre. The system delivers regulated oxygen through
stainless steel lines to mask-mounted regulators, and supplies the captain, first officer, and the
two observers’ positions. A “T” fitting is installed in the stainless steel supply line near the crown
of the aircraft, between STA 383 and STA 374, to provide an option for an additional crew mask
in the freighter configuration. The “T” fitting is capped with an AN929-6 aluminum cap that,
when installed, protrudes through the between-frame insulation blankets into the cockpit attic
area (see Figure 5).
Each full-face mask assembly is stowed in a quick-access stowage box at each flight crew station,
with the oxygen supply lines and microphone connections at the base of each stowage box (see
Figure 11). When the oxygen mask stowage box door is opened, the mask microphone is
automatically activated and the boom microphone deactivated.
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Figure 17: Emergency equipment location – cockpit and forward cabin
The crew oxygen masks have a six-foot attachment line. Therefore, with the mask on, the
captain can reach all of the emergency equipment, the cockpit door, and the overhead CB
panels. The first officer would not be able to reach any of the emergency equipment, but can
reach the cockpit door and the overhead CB panels. If conditions permitted, an option for the
first officer would be to don an observer’s oxygen mask; the hose length of either of these two
oxygen masks would allow sufficient range of movement to reach the PBE and flashlights. The
two portable PBEs each have a 15-minute supply of oxygen.
Each flight crew oxygen mask is fitted with a pneumatic harness, which is inflated by
pressurized oxygen by manually actuating a lever on the regulator. When inflated, the harness
allows easy donning and doffing of the mask, and fits easily over glasses and headsets. The
harness deflates on release of the lever, tightening the mask to the wearer’s face. The mask is
equipped with a vent valve to purge any smoke from the goggles.
The mask-mounted regulators can function in one of three positions: normal diluter demand,
100 per cent oxygen, or emergency pressure breathing. The default position is normal diluter
demand; 100 per cent oxygen or emergency pressure must be selected by the pilots. Such a
selection would be made as warranted by the circumstances.
The SR 111 pilots were using oxygen for about 15 minutes. The charge state of the bottle at
take-off was not determined; however, with both pilots using 100 per cent oxygen, the duration
of the supply with a minimum dispatch pressure of 1 000 pounds per square inch (psi) would
be at least 64 minutes. At 1 850 psi, which is a fully charged bottle, the duration would be about
119 minutes.
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The crew oxygen cylinder pressure was last checked and the cylinder was refilled, on
9 August 1998, during an “A check.” The cylinder was last hydrostatically tested on
17 March 1997. An examination of the crew oxygen cylinder showed that it was pressurized
at the time of impact. During the time the CVR was recording, the pilots did not indicate
having any problems with the oxygen system.
1.6.19.4

Passenger Oxygen

The MD-11 is fitted with independently mounted oxygen generators throughout the passenger
and cabin crew areas. These generators supply oxygen masks that drop from compartments in
the overhead panels. The masks are designed to be fitted over the nose and mouth. Once
activated, each generator is capable of supplying a flow of oxygen to the masks that it serves for
a minimum of 15 minutes.
The passenger cabin masks are stored behind module doors above the seats. The doors are held
closed by electrically operated latches. The latches are powered by the 115 V AC buses 1, 2,
and 3. If the cabin pressure decreases below a value equivalent to the standard pressure at
14 400 feet, the latches release and the doors fall open, allowing the masks to drop. The doors
can also be selected open by the pilots through a switch in the cockpit.
The occurrence aircraft was equipped with 148 oxygen generators. (STI1-35) There were three sizes
of oxygen generators installed; each served either two, three, or four masks. A total of 118
oxygen generators were recovered. Of the 83 examined in detail, (STI1-36) 53 were determined to
have activated because of the impact. It was determined that none of the oxygen generators that
were examined contributed to the fire, and that the passenger oxygen masks were not in use
during the flight. (STI1-37)
The Swissair MD-11 Aircraft Operations Manual (AOM) warns that passenger oxygen masks must
not be released below a cabin altitude of 14 000 feet when smoke or an abnormal heat source is
present, as the oxygen may increase the possibility or severity of a cabin fire. As is typical with
passenger oxygen masks in general use in transport category aircraft, the passenger masks in the
MD-11 were designed to provide a mix of oxygen and ambient air. Therefore, the use of the
masks would not have prevented passengers from inhaling smoke if it were present.

1.6.20

Powerplants

1.6.20.1

General (STI1-38)

The occurrence MD-11 aircraft was equipped with three Pratt & Whitney model 4462 engines.
The engines are referred to by number: Engine 1 mounted under the left wing, Engine 2
mounted in the vertical stabilizer (tail), and Engine 3 under the right wing.
The aircraft is also equipped with an APU mounted in the tail section. The APU on the
occurrence aircraft was not used by the pilots before the stoppage of the FDR, and it was not
operating at the time of impact.
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1.6.20.2

Full-Authority Digital Electronic Controls (STI1-39)

The engine thrust for each engine is controlled by a dual-channel (channels A and B) FADEC that
interfaces with the aircraft and engine control systems. Each channel is independently capable of
controlling engine operation. Electrical power to each FADEC is supplied primarily by an
engine-driven permanent magnet alternator. Each FADEC can also be powered, if necessary, by
the aircraft electrical system, through a supplemental control unit (SCU); this was an optional
feature installed on this aircraft. This method of powering the FADEC using the SCU is referred to
as back-up power. The FADEC also receives inputs from the engine throttle resolvers located
below the central pedestal and linked to the throttle levers. There are two throttle resolvers per
throttle lever. One resolver provides throttle resolver angle (TRA) input to Channel A and the
second to Channel B. Electrical excitation for the resolvers is provided by the FADEC.
Each FADEC channel (A and B) also receives information from three digital data buses. Two of
the buses supply data from the ADCs and the other supplies data from the FCCs. FCC-1
provides data to Channel A and FCC-2 provides data to Channel B. The ADCs provide pressure
altitude, fan inlet total pressure (Pt2)42 and total air temperature (Tt2)43 to channels A and B. The
FCCs provide EPR trim, engine bleeds, Weight-On-Wheel (nose gear compressed), and
“flaps/slats retracted” information.
Each FADEC channel includes non-volatile memory (NVM) that records fault information used
for maintenance scheduling and troubleshooting. There are 192 continuously available NVM
fault cells. Each fault is registered only one time per flight leg, but is rewritten to memory when
the engine is shut down with the engine FUEL switch. The contents of the fault memory will
typically span many flights. The information in these memory cells is retained until all 192 NVM
cells have been filled with information, at which time the information begins to be overwritten
from the beginning.
Certain faults will cause the engine to revert from the normal EPR mode to the soft reversionary
N1 mode of operation. This reversion will also cause the autothrottles to disconnect. Autothrottle
cannot be re-engaged if any engine is in the N1 mode. Loss of TRA input will cause the engine to
go to a fixed thrust that cannot be altered through the throttle control levers.

1.6.21

Landing Performance

Landing distances at various aircraft weights were calculated to determine whether the
occurrence aircraft could have stopped safely on Runway 06 at the Halifax International Airport.
Calculations were completed for the occurrence aircraft with all systems operating normally,
and with certain technical malfunctions.

42

Pt2 refers to total pressure at compressor inlet (Station 2).

43

Tt2 refers to total temperature of the air at the compressor inlet (Station 2). Total temperature of a
moving gas is the static temperature plus the temperature rise resulting from ram effect (kinetic energy
caused by air in motion).
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The horizontal distance necessary to land an aircraft and come to a stop on a level, smooth, dry,
hard-surfaced runway is called the landing distance. This distance is based on the aircraft being
in the landing configuration on a stabilized landing approach at a height of 50 feet (15 m) above
the landing surface (usually the runway threshold). For normal operations at destination and
alternate airports, regulations require that this full stop landing be accomplished within
60 per cent of the available runway length,44 with spoilers, and anti-skid operative, but without
use of thrust reversers.
The Swissair MD-11 AOM contains landing graphs that flight crew can use to calculate
anticipated landing distances. These graphs provide landing information for 35-degree and
50-degree flap settings, predicated on aircraft landing weight, airport elevation, wind
component, and runway surface conditions. For unscheduled landings, the regulations do not
require any operational reserve or safety margin as would be included when calculating the
runway length for normal operations (1.67 multiplied by the landing distance).
The atmospheric conditions that existed at the time of the occurrence for a landing on
Runway 06 at the Halifax International Airport were taken into account. For situations where
all aircraft systems are operating normally, the calculated landing distances for various weights
are shown in Table 10.
Table 10: Calculated Landing Distance – All Systems Operating Normally
Aircraft Weight

Flaps 35 Degrees Landing

Flaps 50 Degrees Landing

199 580 kg

4 725 ft.

4 236 ft.

218 400 kg

5 118 ft.

4 725 ft.

230 000 kg

5 316 ft.

4 920 ft.

If certain technical malfunctions occur, additional horizontal stopping distance will be used by
the aircraft; therefore, a correction factor would need to be applied to estimate these increased
landing distances. The Swissair AOM lists correction factors that must be added to the landing
distance for various possible malfunctions. As indicated in Section 1.6.13.3, the wreckage
revealed that the slats were retracted; if the pilots were aware of this anomaly, they would be
required to land the aircraft with 28 degrees of flap, which is the certified landing configuration
with slats retracted. Also, fire damage to the upper avionics CB panel resulted in several systems
failures being recorded before the flight recorders stopped. The ground sensing CB is located in
the area adjacent to the systems that were recorded as faults. If the ground sensing circuit was
compromised because of the fire, the aircraft, once on the runway, would not have auto ground
spoilers or the brake anti-skid feature. These additional factors would need to be added to the
calculated landing distance. The minimum landing distance the SR 111 aircraft would have
required under conditions of no slats, inoperative spoilers, and anti-skid brakes is shown in
Table 11.

44

The remaining 40 per cent of runway length is known as operational reserve or safety margin.
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If the flight crew were unable to select 28 degrees of flap and landed with 15 degrees of flap, the
landing distances would increase by approximately 12 per cent, as shown in Table 11. If the
flight crew were able to get the flaps to 50 degrees and decided to conduct a landing in this
unconventional configuration, then the above landing distances would be reduced by
approximately 10 per cent.
Table 11: Estimated Landing Distance – With Technical Malfunctions45
Aircraft Weight

Flaps 15 Degrees,
Slats Retracted,
Anti-skid System
Inoperative,
Auto Ground Spoilers
Not Available

Flaps 28 Degrees,
Slats Retracted,
Anti-skid System
Inoperative,
Auto Ground Spoilers
Not Available

199 580 kg

10 700 ft.

9 600 ft.

8 700 ft.

218 400 kg

11 800 ft.

10 600 ft.

9 500 ft.

230 000 kg

12 400 ft.

11 100 ft.

10 000 ft.

Flaps 50 Degrees,
Slats Retracted,
Anti-skid System
Inoperative,
Auto Ground Spoilers
Not Available

A caution in the AOM landing graphs states that for every 5 knots above the ideal approach
speed, the landing distance will increase by 1 000 feet. The SR 111 flight crew was dealing with
smoke and fire in the cockpit and failed aircraft systems and displays, and at some point was
flying on standby instruments. Therefore, it is likely that the aircraft would not have been at the
ideal position and speed for landing over the threshold, which could further increase the
landing stopping distance. Thrust reversers, if available, would reduce this distance slightly.
Considering all of the factors, the SR 111 landing would likely have required more runway than
the 8 800 feet available on Runway 06 at the Halifax International Airport.

1.6.22

Aircraft Maintenance Records and Inspection

1.6.22.1

General (STI1-40)

The Maintenance System Approval Statement contained in Swissair’s Air Operator Certificate
(AOC) 1017 stated that Swissair was approved under Joint Aviation Requirements (JAR)-OPS 1,
Subpart M, to manage the maintenance of its MD-11 aircraft. At the time of the occurrence,
Swissair had contracted all aircraft maintenance to SR Technics, and Swissair had no in-house
maintenance capability. As a JAR/FAR 145–approved repair station, SR Technics was contracted
to perform all aircraft maintenance defect rectification, maintenance checks beyond the
pre-flight, maintenance engineering activities, maintenance planning, and spare parts handling
in support of Swissair’s operations.

45

The certified procedure for landing if slats are retracted is to land with flaps at 28 degrees. The
landing distance graphs do not provide correction factors with slats retracted for flap settings of
15 degrees or 50 degrees; therefore, these calculations are approximations and are provided for
illustration only.
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1.6.22.2

Maintenance Records

During the investigation, a review was conducted of Swissair/SR Technics’ maintenance
program, record-keeping procedures, and the occurrence aircraft’s maintenance records. A small
number of discrepancies were discovered regarding engineering orders (EO) and logbook
entries. The discrepancies were considered minor, and the overall method of record-keeping
was considered to be sound. The maintenance records kept for HB-IWF indicate that it was
maintained in a manner commensurate with industry practices.
The review of the aircraft’s maintenance records, which included the technical logbook entries
from 10 September 1997 until 2 September 1998, the last three “A checks,” and the IFEN System
Maintenance Activity Review, did not identify any events that were considered relevant to the
investigation.
1.6.22.3

Maintenance Inspections (STI1-41)

In addition to the maintenance checks carried out before every departure, Swissair MD-11s
underwent a series of scheduled maintenance activities. These were accomplished at various
flight hours (FH) as follows: “A check” every 700 FH; “C check” every 6 000 FH; and first
“D check” at 30 000 FH or 72 months, whichever occurred first. The last scheduled maintenance
activity carried out on the occurrence aircraft was an “A check” completed on 10 August 1998.
A review of HB-IWF’s maintenance history verified that all requirements of the approved
maintenance program were completed either on time, or within the tolerance granted to
Swissair by the Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation (FOCA).
1.6.22.4

MD-11 Service Information

1.6.22.4.1 Service Bulletins (STI1-42)
Aircraft manufacturers and product vendors issue to users of their products, documents that are
designed to improve the level of flight safety, to provide specific advice or instructions, or both.
These documents include, but are not limited to, Service Bulletins (SB), Alert Service Bulletins
(ASB), Service Letters, and All Operator Letters (AOL). The type of document issued depends
upon the issuer’s assessment of the urgency or severity of the information being presented;
ASBs have the highest priority. Compliance with these documents is at the owner’s or operator’s
discretion, as compliance is not mandatory unless an associated Airworthiness Directive (AD) is
promulgated by the applicable regulatory authority.
At the time of the occurrence, there were 822 MD-11 SBs applicable by fuselage number to
HB-IWF of which 51 were ASBs. Of the 51 ASBs, 47 were complied with, 2 were related to
AD 94-10-03 for which an exemption was granted (see Section 1.6.22.4.2), 1 was underway, and 1
was specific to a water heater installation that was not installed in the Swissair fleet of MD-11s.
The SR Technics engineering department reviewed each SB. If it determined that the SB
warranted incorporation, they produced an EO. The determination to accept or reject an
applicable SB was made by the cognizant engineer, and reviewed and approved by the
cognizant engineer’s manager.
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A review of the aircraft manufacturer’s MD-11 SBs issued up to the time of the accident
identified 16 that were considered of interest to the investigation. Included in these were SBs
related to events that could cause chafing, arcing, sparking, or smoke in the cabin or cockpit.
1.6.22.4.2

Airworthiness Directives (STI1-43)

An AD, typically based on either a manufacturer’s or vendor’s SB, is issued when an unsafe
condition exists and that condition is likely to exist or develop in other products of the same
type design. An AD is a regulatory directive mandating an inspection, repair, modification, or
procedure issued either by the state of manufacture or by the CAA of the country in which the
aircraft is registered.
The FOCA adopts and reissues each AD published by a state of manufacture pertaining to
aircraft registered in Switzerland or with products that might be installed on Swiss-registered
aircraft. Within SR Technics, the FOCA AD will only be distributed if it is not covered by an AD
issued by the state of manufacture, or if there are deviations in the content. Swissair complied
with all ADs issued by the state of manufacture, even if they were not legally binding for
Swiss-registered aircraft under Swiss legislation.
At the time of the occurrence, 57 MD-11 ADs were issued by the FAA that were applicable to the
occurrence aircraft. The SR Technics “Status List of Engineering Orders” verified that all
applicable ADs had been accomplished, with the exception of AD 94-10-03, for which an
exemption has been granted to Swissair by the FOCA. AD 94-10-03 addressed a potential
software anomaly involving navigation equipment input to the FMC/FCC, and was therefore
not deemed to be relevant to the circumstances of this occurrence. A review of the MD-11 ADs
issued by the FAA up to the time of the accident identified the following two ADs that were
potentially related to either the area of the fire damage in SR 111 (AD 93-04-01) or other smoke
events in the cockpit (AD 97-10-12).
The subject of AD 93-04-01 was to “prevent display units from going blank, which could lead to
momentary loss of flight critical display information.” This AD took effect on 2 April 1993 and
referred to ASB MD-11 A24-51, which took effect on 11 September 1992. SR Technics
accomplished the AD on 14 January 1993 when the ASB was completed.
The subject of AD 97-10-12 was to “detect and correct chafing of the wire bundles adjacent to the
avionics disconnect panel bracket assembly and consequent in-flight arcing behind the avionics
CB panel, which could result in a fire in the wire bundles and smoke in the cockpit.” This AD
took effect on 16 June 1997 and referred to SB MD11-24-111, which took effect on
3 December 1996. SR Technics had accomplished this AD on HB-IWF on 6 March 1997.
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1.6.22.5

MD-11 Service Difficulty Reports (STI1-44)

A search of the FAA’s Service Difficulty Report (SDR) database for MD-11/11F entries, submitted
until September 1998, revealed a total of 970 SDRs.46 At that time, the MD-11/11F SDRs were
reviewed using the keywords fire, smoke, and smell. Additionally, the same data was searched
using the Air Transport Association (ATA) codes for communications (2300) system, power
distribution (2400), and fire protection (2600) systems. This review revealed some general
statistical information referred to in Section 1.18.10, but did not identify specific discrepancies
relevant to the circumstances of this investigation. Detailed and specific information regarding
wiring discrepancies was not consistently available as it was not required to be captured within
the SDR database. There was no dedicated Joint Aircraft Systems/Components Inspection Code
(enhanced ATA codes) used to collect, compile, and monitor data regarding wiring
discrepancies. However, during the course of this investigation, on the basis of wiring data
issues highlighted by National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) investigations such as
Trans World Airlines 80047 and by industry group deliberations, the FAA requested that the ATA
introduce a new ATA reporting code subchapter (97) to facilitate more accurate tracking of
specific wire-related problems and anomalies.
1.6.22.6

MD-11 Maintenance Management

As with any commercial aircraft, the maintenance management of the MD-11 involved various
companies and regulatory agencies. Beyond Swissair’s maintenance obligations, as outlined in
their AOC, SR Technics, the FOCA, the FAA, and Boeing all had either direct or indirect
maintenance management commitments in support of Swissair’s MD-11 fleet (see Section 1.17).

1.7

Meteorological Information

1.7.1

General (STI1-45)

Two active weather systems were in the area of the SR 111 flight track between New York to
Halifax: a line of thunderstorms moving through the New York area; and Hurricane Danielle,
which was located approximately 300 nm southeast of Halifax. The forecasted effects of both
systems were moving in a predictable manner. Nova Scotia was under the influence of a weak
ridge of high pressure and the distant effects of the hurricane.

46

The FAA’s Service Difficulty Report (SDR) system is designed to collect, analyze, record, and
disseminate data concerning defects and malfunctions that have resulted in, or are likely to result in, a
safety hazard to an aircraft or its occupants. Information contained in SDRs is submitted by the aviation
community and is, for the most part, unverified.
47

See the National Transportation Safety Board report DCA96MA070 concerning the 17 July 1996
accident involving a Trans World Airlines Boeing 747-131 near East Moriches, New York.
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1.7.2

Forecast Weather

The aviation area forecast weather for the region including Peggy’s Cove was as follows: 2 000
to 3 000 feet scattered, occasional broken cloud with the tops at 8 000 feet; 10 000 feet broken
occasional overcast with the tops at 16 000 feet, high broken cloud, visibility greater than
6 statute miles (sm). (STI1-46)
The terminal aerodrome forecast (TAF) for Halifax Shearwater Airport, located between the
Halifax International Airport and the crash site near Peggy’s Cove, was as follows: surface wind
070 degrees True at 10 gusting to 20 knots; visibility greater than 6 sm; a few clouds at 500 feet
agl; scattered clouds at 2 000 feet agl, broken clouds at 24 000 feet agl; temporarily from 2300 to
0200, 5 sm in light rain showers and mist; scattered clouds at 500 feet agl, broken clouds at
2 000 feet agl, and overcast at 10 000 feet agl.
The TAF for Halifax International Airport was as follows: surface wind 090 degrees True at
10 knots; visibility greater than 6 sm; scattered cloud layers at 3 000 feet agl, broken cloud at
8 000 feet agl, and broken cloud at 25 000 feet agl.

1.7.3

Actual Reported Weather

The actual weather at JFK airport just prior to the departure of SR 111, was as follows: surface
winds 170 degrees True at 12 knots; visibility 10 sm in thunderstorms and light rain; broken
cloud at 2 200 feet agl, broken cloud at 4 000 feet agl consisting of cumulonimbus clouds,
overcast layer at 9 000 feet agl; temperature 23°C; dew point 21°C; altimeter setting 29.73 inches
of mercury (in. Hg). Remarks: thunderstorms in vicinity, west to northwest of the airport,
moving eastward; thunderstorm began at 0010, rain began at 0003.
The weather at the Halifax Shearwater Airport at 0100 was as follows: surface winds 060 degrees
True at 9 knots; visibility 15 sm; few clouds at 1 200 feet agl, broken clouds at 7 000 feet agl,
overcast at 25 000 feet agl; temperature 18°C; dew point 15°C; altimeter setting 29.78 in. Hg; and
cloud cover: stratus fractus 1/8, altocumulus 5/8, cirrus 3/8.
The weather at Halifax International Airport at 0100 was as follows: surface winds 100 degrees
True at 10 knots; visibility 15 sm; broken cloud at 13 000 feet agl, overcast at 24 000 feet agl;
temperature 17°C; dew point 13°C; and altimeter setting 29.80 in. Hg; and cloud cover:
altocumulus 6/8, cirrostratus 2/8.
Between 0100 and 0200, the sky in the Peggy’s Cove area was partially covered by clouds, and
there were rain showers in the area. Visibility was recorded as “good” at weather stations on
land; however, it was somewhat reduced in mist over the sea. The winds were blowing at about
10 knots. The air temperature was about 16°C.

1.7.4

Upper Level Wind (STI1-47)

The wind at FL330 was from 210 degrees True at 65 knots, providing a ground speed for SR 111
of about 530 knots or nearly 9 nm per minute. The tailwind decreased during the descent, and
diminished to about 13 knots from 200 degrees True at 10 000 feet.
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1.7.5

Weather Briefing (STI1-48)

Swissair flight operations officers in New York briefed the pilots and the flight planning was
routine, the only exception being the selection of a more northerly track than normal. This
route was chosen to avoid any adverse weather being generated by Hurricane Danielle. The
weather briefing package received by the crew included, in part, forecasts for Boston, Bangor,
and Halifax.

1.7.6

Weather Conditions on Departure from JFK

At the time SR 111 departed from JFK airport, there was lightning associated with
cumulonimbus clouds in the area, northwest and south of the airport. Within two minutes after
take-off, the flight crew requested a heading deviation from the cleared track routing to avoid
the isolated thunderstorms in that area. Cloud-to-ground lightning strike data indicated that the
aircraft was more than 23 nm away from the closest ground strike and much farther away from
the major ground lightning activity. Therefore, it is unlikely that the aircraft sustained a direct
lightning strike from the cloud-to-ground lightning. (STI1-49)
The weather report at JFK airport included occasional lightning in cloud at the time of SR 111’s
departure, with isolated thunderstorms and cumulonimbus clouds in the vicinity. There
was no reported lightning from cloud-to-cloud, only within the cloud. The thunderstorms were
miles apart; therefore, it is unlikely that the aircraft intercepted a cloud-to-cloud lightning
strike. (STI1-50)
The FDR showed no anomalies that might have indicated any unusual electrical disturbance
within the aircraft during this period of time, and there was no recorded ATS communication to
indicate that any lightning strike phenomena affected the aircraft. The available information
indicates that the aircraft was not struck by lightning.

1.7.7

Weather Conditions during Descent

SR 111 would have encountered several layers of cloud during its descent, placing the aircraft in
instrument meteorological conditions. (STI1-51) The first layer of cloud was broken to overcast
based at 24 000 to 25 000 feet. The aircraft would have likely entered a second layer of cloud at
around 16 000 feet. The base of this layer was approximately 12 000 feet over the Halifax
International Airport, sloping down to 7 000 feet over the Halifax Shearwater Airport.
As SR 111 proceeded north of the Peggy’s Cove area at 10 000 feet, it is likely the aircraft was
near the base of a cloud layer and may have temporarily been clear of cloud with good night
flight visibility. As SR 111 headed south toward the ocean and began descending, it is likely that
it would have entered a second layer of cloud. It would have entered a third layer at
approximately 5 000 feet, and exited the layer no lower than 1 500 feet. Below 1 500 feet, the
flight visibility was reported to be good and was likely unobstructed by cloud with the
possibility of some light precipitation and fog over the water. When SR 111 was tracking toward
the ocean, it would likely have been dark over the sea because of the cloud cover, mist, and lack
of surface lights.
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1.8

Aids to Navigation (STI1-45)

All ground-based navigation aids in the Halifax area were recorded as serviceable at the time of
the occurrence.

1.9

Communications

This section provides information on aeronautical mobile and fixed service air-to-ground and
ground-to-air communications, and their effectiveness at the time of the occurrence.

1.9.1

General (STI1-46)

All recorded communications between SR 111 and the various air traffic control (ATC) units
involved with the flight were of good technical quality; that is, all of the recording equipment
functioned normally and the sound quality was up to the normal standard. All ground-based
radio communications facilities related to the SR 111 flight were serviceable. Boston Air Route
Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) experienced a 13-minute communications gap with SR 111,
starting at 0033 and ending at about 0046. Information concerning the 13-minute
communications gap is provided in sections 1.18.8.2.2 and 2.11 of this report. Other than this
anomaly, no communications interruptions or discrepancies were reported by ATS or by any
other aircraft along the route flown by SR 111 during the time of the flight.

1.9.2

Controller Training

Nav Canada provides annual refresher training for controllers on relevant topics using basic
lesson plans based on information in the Air Traffic Control Manual of Operations (ATC MANOPS)
and other sources. The ATC MANOPS information on emergency procedures emphasizes air
traffic separation responsibilities and administrative duties of controllers. In their aircraft
emergencies training, controllers are expected to use their best judgment in handling situations
not specifically covered, because it is impossible to detail procedures for all emergency
situations. Information provided reminds controllers that “when an emergency occurs, time is of
the essence, so all questions must be clear and concise. In order to respond effectively, the
controller must rely on the information that the pilot provides.” Throughout the occurrence, the
controller took his lead from the pilot, believing that the pilot was the one who could best
determine the nature of the situation in the aircraft, the nature of his requirements, and what he
wanted the controller to do. Prior to this occurrence, controllers were provided basic training on
how to respond to aircraft emergencies, but did not receive basic or continuation training on the
flight and general operating requirements of aircraft in abnormal or emergency situations. In
particular, controllers did not receive training on aircraft general operating procedures for fuel
dumping and on basic indications they could expect from the aircraft.

1.9.3

Transition Procedures and Controller Communications

The usual transition procedure for an aircraft in high-level airspace inbound to Halifax is to
transition from a high-level en route air traffic controller to a low-level airspace controller, and
then to a third controller responsible for traffic within the Halifax terminal control area. The
airspace is controlled by the Moncton ACC, located in Riverview, New Brunswick. In this
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instance, the high-level en route controller coordinated with both the low-level controller and
the Halifax terminal controller to reduce the number of RF changes required and to help
expedite the descent. At 0118:16, the high-level en route controller instructed SR 111 to contact
the Halifax terminal controller on frequency 119.2 MHz. Moncton ACC allocated one controller,
with exclusive use of frequency 119.2 MHz, to meet the communications needs of SR 111 on
approach to Halifax.
A detailed comparison was made between the transcript of the ATC transmissions and the
recommended phraseology in the Nav Canada ATC MANOPS. Although there were occasional
instances of minor omissions or substitutions, there was no indication that any of the advisories,
clearances, or requests made by ATC were misunderstood or missed by the crew of SR 111.
Similarly, the transmissions by the pilots of SR 111 were consistent with accepted industry
standards and practices.

1.9.4

Emergency Communications

When pilots transmit a message to indicate an abnormal situation or condition, the degree of
danger or hazard determines the terminology to be used. A situation in which the safety of the
aircraft or of a person on board is threatened, but that does not require immediate assistance, is a
condition of urgency. The internationally recognized spoken expression for urgency is “Pan
Pan,” which is spoken three times in succession. A situation in which the safety of the aircraft or
a person on board is threatened by grave and imminent danger, and that requires immediate
assistance is a condition of distress. The internationally recognized spoken expression for distress
is “Mayday,” which is also spoken three times in succession. If the pilots already have the ATS
controller’s attention, it has become common practice for them to declare an “emergency,”
instead of using the term “Mayday.” This practice is accepted within the aviation industry.
Nav Canada requires controllers to comply with the directives about emergency communication
contained in the ATC MANOPS, Part 6, “Emergencies.” Subpart 601 instructs controllers to
provide assistance to the aircraft in distress, to use all available facilities and services, and to
coordinate with concerned agencies. As well, the ATC MANOPS advises that controllers should
keep flight crews accurately informed and exercise their best judgment in difficult situations.
The pilots of SR 111 and the controllers communicated in normal tones in all of their
communications prior to the pilots declaration of an “emergency” situation. When the pilots
declared an emergency at 0124:42, there was a slight elevation in their voices that reflected a
higher sense of urgency. From the time of the Pan Pan call at 0114:15, the controllers at Moncton
ACC treated the situation as they would treat an emergency; that is, they responded in the same
way they would have had pilots made a Mayday call. Moncton ACC responded to the diversion
situation, and their actions were in accordance with their standard practice.

1.9.5

Air Traffic Services Communication Regarding Fuel Dumping

Fuel dumping information for Nav Canada air traffic controllers is contained in Part 7 of the
ATC MANOPS. Section 701, “Fuel Dumping,” instructs controllers to obtain information about
the track, the time frame for dumping, and the in-flight weather conditions. As well, controllers
are advised to encourage an aircraft to dump fuel on a constant heading over unpopulated areas
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and clear of heavy traffic. Controllers are also advised to restrict the altitude to a minimum of
2 000 feet above the highest obstacle within 5 nm of the track, and arrange for a warning to be
broadcast frequently on ATC frequencies during the period of the fuel dump.
Additional fuel dump information for controllers in the Moncton ACC is contained in the
Moncton ACC Operations Manual, 07-98. Section 3.20 identifies the preferred fuel dumping area
for the Halifax area and instructs controllers to advise the appropriate flight service station (FSS)
or stations.
After verifying with the pilots that a turn to the south was operationally acceptable to the crew,
the controller chose a planned location for the SR 111 fuel dump, which was over St. Margaret’s
Bay, at an altitude above 3 000 feet. This location complied with ATS guidelines and would
position the aircraft for a turn onto the on-course for the back-course approach to Runway 06.
When SR 111 advised the controller of the requirement to fly manually without further
elaboration, the controller assumed that manual flight was a Swissair procedure to be followed
during fuel dumping. When the pilots did not acknowledge the controller’s clearance to
commence fuel dumping, and when immediately thereafter the aircraft’s Mode C transponder
stopped providing data to the ATS radar, the controller interpreted this cessation of information
from SR 111 to be the result of an electrical load-shedding procedure that Swissair used during
fuel dumping operations. This interpretation was based on the controller’s experience with
military aircraft refuelling exercises carried out over Nova Scotia during which military fighter
aircraft receiving fuel typically turned off unnecessary electronics, including the transponder.

1.10

Aerodrome Information (STI1-47)

Halifax International Airport is 14 nm north-northeast of Halifax, at an airport elevation of
477 feet. ATC services for the Halifax airport are provided by radar controllers in the Moncton
ACC and airport controllers in the Halifax ATC tower. The airport has runways oriented in two
directions: Runway 15/33, which is 7 700 feet long; and Runway 06/24, which is 8 800 feet long.
The runways are 200 feet wide and have an asphalt surface. The landing distance available for
all the runways is equivalent to their full length.
Runways 24 and 15 are each served by an ILS approach; and runways 06 and 33 are each served
by a localizer back-course approach. Runways 06 and 24 are also each served by an NDB
approach. The NDB for Runway 06 is the Golf beacon, which is located on the extended
centreline, 4.9 nm from the threshold of Runway 06.
Aircraft Firefighting Services at the Halifax International Airport met the availability and
equipment requirements of the CARs. The Aircraft Firefighting Services were activated at
0120 and, within one minute, the response vehicles were in place adjacent to the runway of
intended landing.
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1.11

Flight Recorders

This section describes the performance of the flight recorders on SR 111, and the general value
of recording devices to safety investigations.

1.11.1

General (STI1-48)

The occurrence aircraft was equipped with a digital FDR and a CVR. The FDR was an
L3 Communications (Loral/Fairchild) model F-1000, which records about 250 parameters in
solid state memory. (STI1-49) The recorder contained about 70 hours of continuous flight data,
which included the accident flight, and the six previous flights. The FDR, as configured, did
not record the parameters “Lavatory Smoke” and “Cabin (Cargo) Smoke.” Nor did the FDR
record any parameters related to the IFEN system. The data recorded on the FDR was of good
technical quality.
The CVR was an L3 Communications (Loral/Fairchild) model 93-A100-81. (STI1-50) The recording
medium was 1/4-inch tape on a continuous loop. The design provided for a nominal recording
time of 30 minutes. The actual length of the CVR recording was 32 minutes, 24 seconds, starting
at 0053:17 and stopping at 0125:41. The CVR recorded on four separate tracks: the output of
each of the two pilot’s audio management units (AMU); the cabin interphone or public address
audio, whichever is selected; and the cockpit area microphone (CAM).
The CVR-recorded audio was of fair technical quality overall. Prior to when the pilots donned
their oxygen masks, which incorporate a “hot” microphone48 input to the pilot and co-pilot
channels of the CVR, cockpit conversations were recorded only on the CAM channel. While in
cruise flight, the pilots were not using their headsets, which incorporate integral boom
microphones that provide better quality CVR recording than does the CAM. The industry norm
is to not use the headsets while cruising at high altitude, and there was no regulation or
company policy requiring them to do so. Despite extensive filtering attempts, some of the audio
information recorded by the CAM on the CVR was difficult or impossible to decipher because of
masking, either by the ambient cockpit noise, or by background ATS radio communications
emanating from the cockpit speaker. The pilots’ internal verbal communication was mostly in
the Swiss–German language.

1.11.2

Recorder Installation Power Requirements

The CVR was powered by the 115 V right emergency AC bus and the FDR was powered by the
115 V AC Bus 3. Both buses are part of the 115 V AC Generator Bus 3 distribution system.
FAR 25.1457 (CVR), FAR 25.1459 (FDR), and the equivalent JARs, require that recorders be
installed so that they receive power from the electrical bus that provides the maximum reliability
for operation without jeopardizing service to essential services or emergency loads. Transport
Canada’s Canadian Aviation Regulations Standards Part V – Airworthiness Manual, Chapter 551,
Articles 551.100 and 551.101 state that the FDRs and the CVRs shall be installed in accordance

48

A hot microphone permits conversations to be heard continuously between the flight crew positions
without any requirement to select an intercom switch.
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with the European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE) documents ED-55
and ED-56A respectively. Additionally, the EUROCAE49 references suggest that the FDR and the
CVR be powered by separate sources.
Initially on the DC-10, the FDR was electrically powered by the 115 V AC Bus 3, and the CVR
from 115 V AC Bus 1. However, for JAA certification, the CVR had to be powered by the 115 V
right emergency AC bus, which is in turn powered by Generator Bus 3. As a result, both
recorders were powered by the same source: Generator Bus 3. The MD-11 emergency checklist
dealing with smoke/fumes of unknown origin requires the use of the SMOKE ELEC/AIR
selector. This selector is used to cut power to each of the three electrical buses, in turn, to isolate
the source of the smoke/fumes. The nature of this troubleshooting procedure requires that the
selector remain in each position for an indeterminate amount of time, typically at least a few
minutes. When the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector is placed in the first (3/1 OFF) position, AC
Generator Bus 3 is turned off, thereby simultaneously disabling the FDR and the CVR. With
both the CVR and the FDR on the same generator bus, a failure of that bus, or the intentional
disabling of the bus (e.g., as a result of checklist actions in a smoke situation), will result in both
recorders losing power simultaneously.

1.11.3

Stoppage of Recorders (STI1-51)

Examination of various recovered aircraft system components show that the 115 V AC
Generator Bus 3 was powered at the time of impact. On the base portion of the
SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector that was recovered, there were indications that the selector was
in the NORMAL position at the time of impact.
The CVR and the FDR both stopped because of the loss of electrical power during a 1-second
time frame starting at 0125:41, which occurred 5 minutes, 37 seconds, before the aircraft struck
the water. Two possibilities were examined to determine why the recorders stopped. The first
was that the pilots selected the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector to the 3/1 OFF position. The second
was that a fire-related failure or failures led to the loss of electrical power to both recorders.
Selecting the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector to the first position (3/1 OFF) would cause the two
flight recorders to stop at exactly the same time, as the 115 V AC Generator Bus 3 is taken
off-line.
The FDR data indicates that a brief power interruption to the digital flight data acquisition unit
(DFDAU) occurred less than two seconds prior to FDR stoppage. This power interruption could
not have been a result of selecting the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector, as this would have resulted in
an immediate shut down of the FDR and the CVR. A warm start re-initialization (reboot) of the
DFDAU took place following the power interruption. The CVR also showed a discontinuity in
recording within two seconds prior to CVR stoppage. These interruptions and discontinuities
introduce variability in the relative timing between the two recordings and consequently in the
precise relative stop times. It was possible to achieve a degree of time synchronization (less than

49

The European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment prepares minimum performance
specifications for airborne electronic equipment; however, these specifications remain as guidelines for
consideration until mandated by regulatory authorities.
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one second between the CVR and the FDR). On the basis of time synchronization alone, it was
not possible to determine whether the recorders stopped as a result of the SMOKE ELEC/AIR
selector being selected to the 3/1 OFF position; other information was used to make this
determination.
It is known that the pilots started the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist by selecting
the CABIN BUS switch to the OFF position. Prior to making that selection, the captain alerted
the first officer about this action and received confirmation from him. The next action item in
that checklist was the selection of the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector. There are several indications
that the flight recorders did not stop as a result of the use of the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector.
First, prior to the stoppage of the data recorders, the pilots made no mention of the
SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector. Because the captain notified the first officer prior to selecting the
CABIN BUS switch to the OFF position, the captain would likely have notified the first officer of
his intention to move the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector, as the first officer was the pilot flying and
choosing the selector would have affected systems he was using. In addition, about 9 seconds
after the flight recorders stopped, ATC began receiving Mode C (see Section 1.18.8.26) altitude
data information from SR 111 for approximately 20 seconds. For this to have occurred, ADC-2,
which is powered by the 115 V right emergency AC bus, had to be functioning. This bus would
not have been powered if the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector was in the first (3/1 OFF) position;
therefore, it is very likely that this selector was in the NORM position when the recorders
stopped recording.

1.11.4

Lack of CVR Information

The CVR in the occurrence aircraft had a 30-minute recording capacity; this met the existing
regulatory requirements. The requirements were predicated upon the technology available in
the early 1960s, and 30 minutes represented the amount of recording tape that could reasonably
be crash protected. Current technology easily accommodates increased CVR recording capacity.
The majority of newly manufactured, solid-state memory CVRs have a two-hour recording
capacity; however, regulations pertaining to HB-IWF at the time of the accident did not require
more than the 30-minute CVR recording capacity.
The earliest information on the SR 111 CVR was recorded approximately 17 minutes before the
unusual smell was detected by the pilots. Conversations and cockpit sounds prior to the
beginning of the CVR recording would have been useful in looking for potential initiating or
precursor events that led to the in-flight fire.
Aircraft electrical power to the SR 111 flight recorders was interrupted at about 10 000 feet,
which resulted in the FDR and the CVR recording stoppage. The aircraft continued to fly for
about 5.5 minutes with no information being recorded.
Modern, maintenance-free, independent power sources and new-technology CVRs make it
feasible to provide independent CVR and CAM power for at least several minutes. This would
allow the continued recording of the acoustic environment of the cockpit, including cockpit
conversations and ambient noises, in the event of the loss of aircraft power sources.
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Current battery technology would not provide sufficient independent power to allow for the
same option for FDR information. The multiple sensors and wiring that feed information to the
DFDAU require aircraft power.

1.11.5

Quick Access Recorder (STI1-52)

Initiatives undertaken by airlines, such as the development and implementation of increasingly
complex flight operational quality assurance programs, require that an increased number of data
sets be recorded. Quick access recorders (QAR) were developed because information in FDRs
was not easily accessible for routine maintenance and monitoring of aircraft systems. This type
of recording has been done on QARs, which are not required by regulation. Most QARs in use
routinely record far more data parameters, at higher resolution and sampling rates, than do
FDRs.
Unlike FDRs, QARs are not designed to survive in a crash environment. From the numerous
pieces of magnetic tape recovered from the aircraft wreckage, 21 individual segments were
identified as likely being from the aircraft’s QAR. Attempts were made to extract information
from the QAR tape; however, it was not possible to extract meaningful information from any of
the pieces.
The QAR installed on SR 111 had a tape-based cartridge that recorded approximately
1 400 parameters, which is about six times the number of parameters recorded on the FDR. The
additional data recorded on the QAR included numerous inputs that could have been valuable
to the investigation. Such information could have assisted in determining the serviceability of
aircraft systems prior to, during, and after the initial detection of the unusual smell and
subsequent smoke in the cockpit.
Investigative agencies have traditionally promoted the view that additional parameters should
be added to those already recorded on FDRs. Typically, the recording capacity of FDRs has not
been the limiting factor; rather, these initiatives have been tempered by the high costs of
installing the necessary equipment into the aircraft, including the additional data sensors and
associated wiring. An additional limiting factor has been the high cost of obtaining certification
for the changed mandatory FDR data set.
Modern FDRs, which employ the same solid state memory technologies as modern QARs, make
it technically feasible to capture the QAR information within the FDR in a crash-protected
environment. However, current regulations do not require that this be done.

1.11.6

Lack of Image Recording

The SR 111 cockpit was not equipped with an image recording device, nor was this type of
device required by regulation.
Recently it has become economically realistic to record cockpit images in a crash-protected
memory device. New “immersive” technology provides for economical single-camera systems
that can capture a 360-degree panoramic view of the cockpit environment. Special playback
software allows investigators to “immerse” themselves in the cockpit and virtually view the
entire cockpit.
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Such a capability could have been valuable during the SR 111 investigation; the investigation
could have been expedited and potential safety action more easily identified.

1.12

Wreckage and Impact Information

This section describes the wreckage recovery process and methods, as well as the condition of
the recovered pieces. (STI1-53 (video clip)) In some instances, interpretations of the significance of the
condition of recovered pieces are made.

1.12.1

Wreckage Recovery

1.12.1.1

General (STI1-54)

The search and rescue response to the event was immediate, and included resources from the
Canadian Forces (CF) (Department of National Defence (DND)), Canadian Coast Guard
(Department of Fisheries and Oceans), the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
(Department of the Solicitor General of Canada), and numerous private individuals in boats
from the local area. An exclusion zone was put in place to protect the site and to provide
security during recovery operations. The exclusion zone was removed on 1 November 1999.
Until that time, there was continuous security in place, and no known breaches of security
occurred. Recovery and sorting of the wreckage took approximately 15 months to complete.
The wreckage site was located when the submarine HMCS Okanagan homed in on the
underwater locator beacons (ULB) from the flight recorders. Various ship-borne underwater
imaging technologies, divers, and video cameras on remotely operated vehicles (ROV),
provided information about the wreckage condition and dispersion. The main debris field
measured approximately 125 by 95 m (411 by 312 feet). The water depth was about 55 m
(180 feet).
The focus of the initial recovery phase was on finding and recovering human remains, and on
locating the CVR and the FDR. Extensive surveillance of the wreckage field and the surrounding
area was completed to assess the various recovery options. Floating wreckage was scattered by
wind and water currents, but no major piece of wreckage was found outside the confines of the
irregularly shaped, single debris field on the seabed. Some of the wreckage recovery methods, as
described in the sections that follow, spread wreckage over a wider area.
Wreckage recovery operations yielded over 126 554 kg (279 000 lb) of aircraft material, which
represented approximately 98 per cent of the structural weight of the aircraft. Over 18 144 kg
(40 000 lb) of cargo was also recovered.
1.12.1.2

Wreckage Recovery Methods

1.12.1.2.1 Initial Wreckage Recovery Methods (STI1-55)
Initial wreckage recovery activities included collecting debris from the surface of the water,
searching shorelines, shallow water dive operations near shoreline areas, and deep dive
operations at the debris field.
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Divers from the Canadian Navy recovered the FDR on 6 September 1998 and the CVR on
11 September 1998. There was some delay in recovering the first recorder because both recorders
were equipped with water-activated ULBs that were transmitting on the same frequency. Once
the general area of the beacon signal was located, it was difficult to pinpoint the precise location
of either of the recorders.
The ULB attachments were damaged to the extent that they had nearly become detached from
the recorder. There is no regulatory requirement that the recorders be tested and certified with
the ULBs attached.
Beginning on 12 September 1998, the USS Grapple, a United States Navy (USN) salvage ship, was
on site for approximately three weeks, adding additional lift, dive, and ROV capabilities.
The continued use of divers to recover wreckage was assessed as hazardous owing to
increasingly inclement weather; deteriorating sea state conditions; water depth; and the sharp,
jagged state of the wreckage. It was also recognized that at the rate the wreckage could be
recovered using this method, the majority of the wreckage would not be recovered in a timely
manner, and that higher-capacity methods would have to be employed.
Between 6 804 and 9 072 kg (15 000 and 20 000 lb) of material was recovered during the initial
recovery operations.
1.12.1.2.2 Heavy Lift Operations
Between 13 October and 24 October 1998, two contracted barges, moored together, were used to
recover material from the debris field (see Figure 18). A heavy lift crane on the deck of one barge
scooped wreckage from the seabed and placed it on the deck of the second barge, where it was
sorted and washed. The wreckage was then transported to shore by CCG ships for further
processing.
Approximately 68 040 kg (150 000 lb) of wreckage was recovered using this method.
1.12.1.2.3 Scallop Dragger Operations
A scallop dragger was used from late October 1998 to mid-January 1999. A scallop rake that was
towed behind the vessel scraped the seabed and collected material into a chain-link mesh net.
Working 24 hours per day when the sea conditions were suitable, 1 839 tows were completed.
Approximately 34 020 kg (75 000 lb) of wreckage was recovered using this method.
1.12.1.2.4 Remotely Operated Vehicle Operations
Various ROVs were used throughout recovery operations to provide reconnaissance and
recovery capability. A laser line scan and side scan sonar survey was performed to determine the
extent of wreckage distribution and to provide detailed information about the seabed. Following
the scallop dragger operation, the recovery area was prepared for the next phase by using ROVs
to video tape the seabed in and around the site of the debris field. A CF ROV, called the Deep
Seabed Intervention System, was used from 26 April 1999 to 14 July 1999 to recover material that
would not be suitable for recovery by the planned suction dredge ship method.
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Figure 18: Heavy lift operation
Approximately 2 268 kg (5 000 lb) of wreckage was recovered during these operations, and
considerable information about the type and location of the remaining debris was acquired.
1.12.1.2.5 Suction Hopper Dredge Operations
The final phase of wreckage recovery was conducted in the fall of 1999. It involved dredging the
area of the debris field to a depth of about 1.5 m (5 feet) to recover the remaining debris. The
dredged material was pumped into the vessel’s hopper and transported to Sheet Harbour,
Nova Scotia, where it was off loaded into a prepared containment area.
The dredged material was then processed through a mechanical sifter to sort it by size, and
deposit it on conveyor belts. The aircraft-related debris was then separated from the other
material by hand as it passed by on conveyor belts. About 12 701 kg (28 000 lb) of wreckage was
recovered using this method.
The sifting and extraction of aircraft wreckage at Sheet Harbour was completed on
3 November 1999, and the subsequent sorting of this recovered debris was completed on
4 December 1999, 15 months after the occurrence.
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1.12.2

Aircraft Wreckage Examination

1.12.2.1

General

Recovered aircraft debris was transported to the CF facilities at Shearwater, Nova Scotia, where
it was cleaned and sorted. Each item was examined by the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada (TSB) and RCMP personnel with assistance from a large support team of specialists
provided by Boeing (aircraft manufacturer), Swissair (operator), and SR Technics (maintenance
company). Other investigation agencies, companies, and organizations provided additional
specialists as requested by the TSB; for example, the NTSB, the FAA, the United Kingdom Air
Accidents Investigation Branch, the Swiss Aircraft Accident Investigation Bureau (AAIB), the
French Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyse, the Air Line Pilots Association, Pratt & Whitney, and
other companies were represented. Over 350 people participated in the wreckage sorting,
examination, and investigation activities at Shearwater.
Recovered items were sorted and classified by their location on the aircraft and by their
potential significance to the investigation. Particular emphasis was placed on debris exhibiting
heat damage, burn residue, or unusual markings.
Detailed visual inspections and forensic analyses were completed by RCMP personnel to assess
the possibility of explosive or incendiary devices having contributed to the observed damage.
No evidence was discovered in the aircraft debris to suggest that criminal acts had contributed
to the occurrence.
1.12.2.2

Aircraft Reconstruction

A full-scale reconstruction mock-up was fabricated to support recovered portions of the forward
section of the aircraft (see Figure 19). The original framework encompassed the portion of the
aircraft above the cockpit and passenger cabin floors, from the front of the cockpit (STA 275) to
STA 595, located within the first-class passenger cabin. Recovered portions of airframe primary
structure and skin panels determined to have been installed at identifiable locations from the
cockpit enclosure aft to approximately STA 595 were straightened, fracture matched, and
installed on the reconstruction mock-up. The reconstruction mock-up was subsequently
extended aft to STA 669; a second extension to STA 741 was added to the left side of the
reconstruction mock-up to support recovered portions of the two forward air recirculation fans.

1.12.3

Examination of Recovered Electrical Wires and Components

1.12.3.1

General

The aircraft wiring was severely damaged by the forces of impact. Additional mechanical
damage could have occurred to some of the wiring during recovery operations. Many of the
wire segments had been broken into segments between 10 and 100 cm (4 and 39 inches) long.
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Figure 19: Reconstruction mock-up
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All of the recovered wires were examined, primarily to identify any with signs of melted copper.
As the fire did not reach temperatures high enough to melt copper,50 any areas of melted copper
would indicate that an electrical arcing51 event had occurred.
Wire segments that showed signs of soot or heat damage, or that could be identified as being
from the B section of the aircraft, were segregated from the other wires. The condition of the
wires, heat damaged or not heat damaged, was used to help define the boundaries and heat
pattern of the fire. The wire examination also assisted in explaining the spread of the fire and
the loss of aircraft systems.
Recovered electrical components that had been installed within the fire-damaged area were
examined for internal failures; such failures can be a source of heat, and therefore have the
potential to be a source of ignition. Examination of these components did not show any
evidence of their being involved in the initiation of the fire.
1.12.3.2

Control and Tracking of Electrical Wires

Approximately 250 km (155 miles) of wire was installed in the aircraft. Although 98 per cent of
the structural weight of the aircraft was recovered, it is estimated that a slightly lesser
percentage of the wire was recovered. The examination of the recovered wire identified several
wire segments that exhibited melted copper consistent with electrical arcing damage. Some of
the arcing damage was too small to see without magnification. It cannot be assumed that all
arced wires were recovered.
During the examination, any wire that was deemed to be of interest to the investigation was
tagged, assigned an exhibit number, and entered into a wire database. The database increased to
contain information on approximately 3 000 individual wire segments. Segments that exhibited
melted copper, or showed signs of significant heating, were tracked through the same exhibit
numbering system that was adopted to track pieces of wreckage. The wire segments that
exhibited melted copper were further analyzed, which required that the melted sections be cut
from the original segment. These individual melted copper wire sections were assigned new
exhibit numbers and were tracked within the database. Where practical, the wire segments from
the fire-damaged area that were identified as to their location in the aircraft were incorporated
into the reconstruction mock-up (see Section 1.19.3).
1.12.3.3

Wires and Cables with Electrical Arcing Damage

When metal-to-metal contact occurs between an energized conductor and a source of electrical
ground, or between an energized conductor and another conductor of different potential, a
short-circuit is created. Typically, a short-circuit will result in an arcing event. Copper or
aluminum wire that has arced will typically be identified by an area of resolidified metal

50

Copper has a melting point of 1 083°C (1 981°F).

51

National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA) 921 Guide for Fire and Explosion defines an arc as a
high-temperature luminous electric discharge across a gap. Temperatures at the centre of an arc can range
up to 5 000°C (9 032°F) or more.
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(see Figure 20). After the arcing event, as the metal resolidifies from its molten state, it often
forms a distinctive bead.52 Short-circuit arcing will normally trip the associated CB, and typically
result in a relatively small amount of conductor being melted.
In an arcing event, copper is vapourized and expands to many thousands of times its volume
when in a solid state. High temperatures and pressures are generated in the localized vicinity by
this vapourization and by the electrical discharge (arc) as it passes through the surrounding air.
If flammable materials are nearby, they can be ignited by the heat of the electrical discharge, by
the heat from the gases emanating from the area, or by the molten globules of copper that are
typically ejected from the arc site.
With aircraft voltages of 115 V AC, an arcing event without physical contact is very difficult to
obtain or sustain. However, in areas where wire insulation is destroyed in a fire environment
there is an increased likelihood that such an arc can be initiated and sustained, and that the
conductor will melt over some length. This rapid progressive arcing phenomenon, known as arc
tracking, depends on numerous variables, the most predominant being the type of insulation
used on the conductor.
Among the thousands of wire segments examined from SR 111, areas of melted copper were
found on 21 exhibits that consisted of 17 individual wire segments, and 4 cable assembly
segments that each comprise 3 separate spirally laid wires (3 individual wires twisted together
to make up the one cable). All except one of the conductors that exhibited arcing had either
polyimide or ETFE-type insulations. The one exception was a conductor insulated with a
modified XL-ETFE (see information about Exhibit 1-3029 in Section 1.12.3.7).
Polyimide insulation does not melt when exposed to elevated temperatures; instead, it will
pyrolyze,53 or thermally degrade. Thermogravimetric analysis54 of polyimide insulation in air
shows that it begins to dissociate55 at about 500°C (932°F) and will be completely dissociated by
650°C (1 202°F).
One of the characteristics of polyimide insulation is that under the correct conditions it can arc
track, either wet or dry. (STI1-56 (video clip)) Arc tracking can occur when the polyimide insulation
decomposes from heat produced by either an electrical arc or by a fire. The exposure to heat

52

The NFPA 921 defines a bead as a round globule of resolidified metal at the end of the remains of an
electrical conductor that was caused by arcing. The TSB notes that a bead may also form at any location
along the copper conductor without necessarily causing the wire to separate into two halves. Copper arc
damage also does not always form spherical beads but may take on any irregular shape and exhibit voids
or cavities.
53

Pyrolysis is the breaking apart of complex molecules into simpler units by the use of heat.

54

A testing procedure in which changes in weight of a specimen are recorded as the specimen is heated
in air or in a controlled atmosphere, such as nitrogen.
55

Dissociation is a reaction involving the breakdown of chemical compounds.
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Figure 20: Wire segments with melted copper
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produces an electrically conductive and thermally stable carbon char.56 The resulting carbon
deposit provides a current path to perpetuate the arc. This arcing can further cause the
surrounding insulation to decompose, allowing the electrical discharge to propagate, or track,
along the wire. In some cases, the current required to form an intermittent or sustained electrical
discharge (arc tracking) is below the “current versus time” trip threshold for the associated CB.
In these cases, an undetected fault condition, producing intense heat, will develop.
Frequently in an arc-tracking event, the heat from the initial localized electrical discharge will
degrade the insulation on adjacent wires, causing a cascade of arcing and burning between
multiple polyimide wires in a bundle. This is referred to as flashover. Flashovers can result in the
catastrophic failure of entire wire bundles, resulting in the loss of power or signals to all
equipment supplied by the affected wires.
Unlike polyimide insulation, ETFE insulation will melt and burn. It melts in the 260°C to
270°C (500°F to 518°F) range, and will burn with a flame when exposed to a fire at
temperatures above 500°C (932°F). When the flame source is removed, ETFE insulation is
self-extinguishing. (STI1-57 (video clip)) The FAA testing of ETFE has shown that it will not support
wet or dry arc tracking. The thermal decomposition of ETFE does not result in the formation of
a conductive carbon char.
Testing has shown that although the ETFE insulation will melt and volatilize relatively quickly
in a fire environment, it can be difficult to initiate a conductor-to-conductor or
conductor-to-ground arcing event in a fire environment. The testing, using a butane flame to
melt ETFE insulation, showed that it could take 20 to 30 minutes for arcing to occur between
adjacent conductors. This suggests that a small creeping flame on an insulation blanket would
be unlikely to degrade ETFE insulation and result in an arcing event in the time it would take
for the flame to consume the available insulation blanket material and move away.
This testing also showed that in some cases the associated CB would immediately trip with the
first arcing event; however, in other cases several arcing events would occur before the CB
tripped. Neither the time to arc nor the tripping of the CB is predictable in a fire environment. If
the initial arcing event does not trip the CB, arcing can occur on the same conductor some
distance apart as the fire propagates and affects other sites on the wire.
In addition to the 21 exhibits that displayed copper melt, a single bead of once-molten copper,
2 mm (0.08 inches) in diameter, was recovered. This bead was found trapped in the damaged
cooling fins on top of an emergency lights battery pack, which, based upon heat damage, was
determined to have been located above the forward cabin drop-ceiling just behind the cockpit
door. (See Figure 27.) This bead was likely fractured off, most likely during the impact sequence,
from the end of an arced wire in the vicinity of the battery pack. No further determinations
could be made about this bead.
One of the copper melts was not a result of arcing damage, but was determined to be the direct
result of a welding operation during the manufacturing process of the wire (see Section 1.12.3.7).
56

Not easily decomposed or otherwise modified chemically.
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1.12.3.4

Positioning of Wires and Bundles from Exhibit 1-4372

During the wreckage recovery, one bundle of entangled wires was recovered that yielded 9 of
the 20 wire segments that were found to have arcing damage. Collectively, this bundle was
designated Exhibit 1-4372 (see Figure 21).
The wire insulation was missing from some of the wire segments, having been burned off by the
fire or damaged by the fire and then stripped away at the time of impact. It is also possible that
some additional wire insulation damage took place during the wreckage recovery process.
Several of the wire segments in Exhibit 1-4372 were identified as belonging to one of three
aircraft wire runs (FAC, FBC, and FDC) (see Figure 7). As installed, these three wire runs, along
with wire runs AAG, ABG, and the IFEN wire bundle, ran parallel to each other on the right side
of the fuselage over top of Galley 2, between the cockpit rear wall at STA 383, and the aft end of
Galley 2 at approximately STA 420. Just forward of the aft cockpit wall, the IFEN wire bundle
entered one of two spare 102-cm (40-inch) long conduits that were installed between STA 383
and STA 420 (see Figure 5).
At STA 420, wire runs FAA, FBA, and FDA were broken out of wire runs FAC and FBC and FDC
respectively. At STA 420, wire runs FAA, FBA, and FDA, along with wire runs AAG and ABG
were routed over the crown of the aircraft to the left side of the fuselage. At STA 420, wire runs
FAC, FBC, and FDC dropped down to run across the top of the forward passenger cabin
ceiling; this routing was chosen to avoid contact between the bundles and the R1 door in the
open position.
The recovered segments of wire runs FBC and FDC were each approximately 2.5 m (100 inches)
long and had two wire clamps, identified as the marriage clamp, still attaching them together.
The two wire runs were accurately positioned in the reconstruction mock-up based on the
positive identification of individual wires, and by identifying the installed position of the
marriage clamp at approximately STA 427. When these cable segments were positioned in the
reconstruction mock-up, the forward end was located near the cockpit rear wall, and the aft end
was located near STA 475. Accurate positioning of the segments from wire runs FDC and FBC,
based on the known location of the marriage clamp, allowed for improved accuracy when
positioning other wires from the same area. Heat damage patterns were used in the positioning
of other wires from the same area.
1.12.3.5

Identification and Description of Arc-Damaged Wires from Exhibit 1-4372

Of the nine wire or cable segments with areas of melted copper that were recovered from
Exhibit 1-4372, four were positively identified as being segments of the IFEN PSU cables
(1-3790, 1-3791, 1-3792, and 1-3793) (see Figure 22). This identification was based on remnants of
coloured ETFE insulation remaining attached to the wires. On each of these four segments, one
end was heavily matted, or crushed together, and the opposite end was fractured and frayed.
Exhibits 1-3790 and 1-3792 both had distinctive regions where the tin coating was missing from
the wire strands on all three wires. Exhibits 1-3791 and 1-3793 did not have a similar region of
missing tin.
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Figure 21: Exhibit 1-4372
Of the remaining five segments, based on adhering remnants of ETFE insulation, four (1-3794,
1-3795, 1-3788, and 1-10503) were identified as segments of the 16 AWG IFEN 28 V DC control
wire used to control the PSU outputs. The total length of these four segments was 97 cm
(38 inches). The fifth (1-3796) was a segment of polyimide-film-insulated, nickel-coated 16 AWG
wire. This wire segment could not be associated with a specific circuit; however, because it was
nickel coated, it is known that it was not from the IFEN system.
The copper melt on Exhibit 1-3796 was unique in that it had an area of melted copper that
encapsulated all of the outer wire strands over a distance of 2 cm (0.79 inches); however, the
melted copper still had nickel-coated wire strands protruding at both ends, indicating that the
heat was highly localized and confirming that an arcing event occurred.
When Exhibit 1-4372 was being untangled, Exhibit 1-3796 was removed from wire run FBC at a
position corresponding to approximately 79 cm (31 inches) forward of the known location of the
marriage clamp. Although this corresponds to a location aft of the cockpit wall, it cannot be
confirmed that this is where this segment of wire had been installed.
Wire run FBC did not contain any 16 AWG wires; however, 16 AWG wires were contained in
adjacent wire runs. FAC had 25, FDC had 2, and ABG had 1. In total, there were twenty-eight,
16 AWG wires routed, within these various wire runs, above the Galley 2 area. It could not
be determined whether Exhibit 1-3796 originated from one of these cable runs, and if it did,
which one.
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1.12.3.6

Examination of the Nine Arced Wires and Cables

To assess whether the four IFEN PSU cable segments (1-3790, 1-3791, 1-3792, and 1-3793) and
four control wire segments (1-3794, 1-3795, 1-3788, and 1-10503) had been located inside the
conduit, they were submitted to the RCMP Chemistry Division (Ottawa and Halifax) for
analysis. The single control wire (1-10503) was not submitted; except for one small piece of ETFE
insulation, it was bare. The nickel-coated 16 AWG segment was also submitted to determine
whether any FEP material had transferred to it during the impact sequence; this was to
determine the proximity of this wire segment to the conduit. Furthermore, a request was made
to identify any other materials found on these exhibits. Samples of the FEP conduit, the nylon
clamps used to support the conduit, tie-straps, and other materials were supplied for
comparative analyses. See Table 12 for the results of this testing.
Exhibit 1-3791 was also submitted to the Canadian DND Quality Engineering Test
Establishment for further chemical analysis of the debris entrapped in the matted end, adjacent
to the area of melted copper identified as Exhibit 1-14723.
Each of the four PSU cables consisted of three individual wires (three electrical phases). It was
not possible to determine which wire had been used for which phase; therefore, each wire was
arbitrarily labelled either phase A, B, or C.
Table 12 details the results of the physical and chemical examinations on the nine wire and cable
segments recovered from Exhibit 1-4372. The matted ends of the four PSU cables were
straightened. The cables were then measured from the straightened ends to determine the
overall length of each phase and the distance to each arc location. Figure 22 depicts the locations
of the arcs and other distinguishing features on the cables, relative to each other.
1.12.3.7

Examination of Identified Aircraft Systems Wires with Copper Melt

Four wire segments with regions of copper melt were positively identified from wire numbers
marked on their insulation. Three of these four wires had a terminal lug connector still attached
to one end, allowing the wires to be accurately positioned in the reconstruction mock-up.
All four of these wire segments originated from behind the overhead CB panel, which
constitutes the upper part of the overhead switch panel (see Figure 23). The switch panels
and CB panel are attached to a fibreglass enclosure, referred to as a “housing,” within which
terminal strips, bus bars, and other components are mounted. The wires are routed into and out
of this housing through two holes located on the left and right sides of the aft end of
the housing.
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Table 12: Summary of Examination of Arced Wires from Exhibit 1-4372
Exhibit
Number
Number of
Wires/Gauge
(AWG) Wire
Length (cm)

Melted Copper on
Phase (ph) @
Distance from
Straightened
End (cm)

Chemical Analysis

1-3790 (IFEN)
3/12 AWG
ph A - 88
ph B - 112
ph C - 100

ph A @ 11 (1-14746)
ph A @ 62 (1-12652)
ph B @ 77 (1-12651)
ph C @ 69 (1-11182)

0 to 15,
ph A - 46
ph C - 3
ph C - 13
ph C - 46
91 to 102

86 to 97

Tin coating missing
between 58 and 89 cm.
Small pieces of red silicon
rubber material 10 cm
from end. Yellow
fibreglass insulation
embedded in matted
end.

1-3791 (IFEN)
3/12 AWG
ph A - 115
ph B - 116
ph C - 117

ph A @ 9 (1-14723)
ph A @ 62 (1-12653)
ph B @ 65 (1-12654)

0 to 15,
ph B - 10
ph B - 37
ph B - 54
76 to 91

91 to 107

1-14723 was within
matted end of wires.
Small pieces of red silicon
rubber material and
yellow fibreglass
insulation embedded in
matted end.

1-3792 (IFEN)
3/12 AWG
ph A - 97
ph B - 97
ph C - 104

ph A @ 22 (1-12668)
ph B @ 23 (1-12666)
ph B @ 23 (1-12667)

15 to 30
ph A - 45
ph A - 48
ph C - 53
ph C - 98
91 to 104

0 to 15

Tin coating missing
between 58 and 89 cm.
Small pieces of red silicon
rubber material 13 cm
from end.

1-3793 (IFEN)
3/12 AWG
ph A - 102
ph B - 120
ph C - 120

ph A @ 64 (1-12669)
ph A @ 66 (1-12670)
ph A @ 67 (1-12732)

0 to 15,
ph B - 7
ph C - 37
ph C - 43
ph C - 54
45 to 61

91 to 107

Small pieces of red silicon
material 9 cm from end
of longest wire at matted
end.

1-3788 (IFEN)
1/16 AWG
31 cm

End of wire - (1-11166)

9 (from
melted
end)

FEP
Present
(cm)*

Other Observations

Nylon
(cm)*

Frayed wire strands at
opposite end of melted
copper missing tin
coating.
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Exhibit
Number
Number of
Wires/Gauge
(AWG) Wire
Length (cm)

Melted Copper on
Phase (ph) @
Distance from
Straightened
End (cm)

Chemical Analysis

1-3794 (IFEN)
1/16 AWG
23 cm

End of wire - (1-11167)
and 2 cm from melted
end (1-11168)

9 and
19 cm
from
melted
end

Tin missing from outer
wire strands over last
7 cm from melted end.
Small pieces of red silicon
rubber material noted
between strands.

1-3795 (IFEN)
1/16 AWG
31 cm

End of wire - (1-11173)

No FEP
found

Tin missing from strands
over 6 cm from melted
end and again 10 cm
farther along wire for
10 cm; tin was present
over the last 6 cm.

1-10503 (IFEN)
1/16 AWG
13 cm

End of wire - (1-11163)

Not
submitted

Tin coating missing over
2.5 cm from melted end.

1-3796
1/16 AWG
27 cm

3 cm in from end of
wire and 2 cm long
(1-11175)

No FEP
found

Nickel-coated wire with a
small piece of polyimide
film trapped in wire
strands.

FEP
Present
(cm)*

Other Observations

Nylon
(cm)*

* The RCMP Halifax analysis reported FEP and nylon in ranges whereas the Ottawa analysis
stated a distance from an end.
Exhibit 1-6976 consists of a segment of a 6 AWG nickel-coated, polyimide-insulated wire,
approximately 102 cm (40 inches) long with the wire number B205-4-6 stamped on the
insulation. This number identifies it as a segment of the left emergency DC bus feed wire. One
end of the wire segment had two flag lugs attached that would have been connected to the left
emergency DC bus bar located behind the overhead switch panel. The known location of the
flag lug to bus bar connection allowed for this segment to be accurately located in the
reconstruction mock-up. The end with the melted copper was located approximately 15 cm
(6 inches) outside the right hole in the overhead CB panel housing. This placed it above the
forward right side of the cockpit ceiling.
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Figure 22: IFEN PSU cable segments
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Figure 23: Location of identified aircraft wires with regions of copper melt
There was a 2-cm (0.8-inch) long section of resolidified copper located about 97 cm (38 inches)
from the flag lugs. The nickel coating was missing from the conductor, for about 6 cm
(2.4 inches) on either side of the melted area. The outer surface of the resolidified copper was
smooth and did not exhibit any of the normal characteristics associated with an arcing event,
such as surface porosity or irregular surface structure. Radiographs of this area showed it to be a
solid mass, without voids. This was the only nickel-coated wire segment that exhibited melting
of the nickel coating beyond the area of the resolidified copper. This melted copper was
considered to have been the direct result of a welding operation during the manufacturing
process of the wire.57

57

American Society for Testing and Materials Designation B172-90, Standard Specification for Rope-Lay
Stranded Copper Conductors Having Bunch-Stranded Members, for Electrical Conductors, Section 6 - Joints,
Subsection 6.2 states bunch-stranded members or rope-stranded members forming the completed
conductor may be joined as a unit by soldering, brazing, or welding. Subsection 6.3 states joints shall be so
constructed and so disposed throughout the conductor so that the diameter or configuration of the
completed conductor is not substantially affected, and so that the flexibility of the completed conductor is
not adversely affected.
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Welding or “splicing” is done to avoid interruptions during the wire manufacturing process.
Spliced joints are required to be flagged and removed prior to the wire being installed in an
aircraft. If not removed, such a solid piece of copper conductor, especially larger gauge wires,
such as the 6 AWG wire, can be susceptible to fatigue cracking. The left emergency DC bus feed
wire was installed in the occurrence aircraft in a location where the wire run was relatively
straight, and the vibration potential was low. These mitigating factors would reduce the risk of
fatigue cracking; there was no sign of fatigue cracking in the melted area of Exhibit 1-6976.
Exhibit 1-3029 was identified by the wire number B205-1-10 as being a segment of the left
emergency AC bus feed wire (see Figure 20). Although this wire was identified by the Boeing
wiring database as a nickel-coated, polyimide-insulated wire, it was in fact an XL-ETFE
(BXS7008) insulated tin-coated wire. The recovered segment was approximately 122 cm
(48 inches) long. One end of the wire segment had two flag lugs attached, which would have
connected it to the left emergency AC bus bar. The end opposite the flag lugs exhibited melted
copper on the surface of the conductors. As installed, the end with the melted copper would be
located approximately 15 cm (6 inches) outside of the right oval hole in the overhead switch
panel housing, and in the immediate vicinity of the melted copper on the left emergency DC
bus feed wire. The insulation remained intact on this wire, from the flag lug to within 17.5 cm
(7 inches) of the melted copper at the other end.
Exhibit 1-1733 was identified by wire number as a segment of B203-974-24, a 24 AWG
nickel-coated, polyimide-insulated wire that was identified as part of the Engine 2 fire detection
loop “A” circuit. The recovered segment was approximately 39 cm (15 inches) long. One end of
the wire segment was attached to a remnant of module block 46 that was originally attached to
modular track S3-613, located on the right side of the overhead switch panel housing. The other
end of the wire segment exhibited melted copper. The known location of the module block
allowed it to be relocated in the reconstruction mock-up of the overhead housing. This placed
the area of melted copper approximately 15 cm (6 inches) outside the right oval hole of the
overhead switch panel housing.
Exhibit 1-12755 was identified by wire number as a segment of B203-189-22, a 22 AWG
nickel-coated, polyimide-insulated wire that was part of the high-intensity lights (supplemental
recognition) wingtip strobe lights. The recovered segment was approximately 81 cm (32 inches)
long. This wire segment exhibited melted copper on one end, and frayed wires at the other. The
frayed wire end did not appear to have had a terminal lug or pin attached to it; it appeared to be
a segment from a longer wire. As installed, this wire was routed from the push button switch
S1-9094, identified as HI INTENSITY LTS, located in the overhead switch panel, to plug P1-420
pin X located on the overhead disconnect panel behind the upper avionics CB panel. The area of
melted copper could not be accurately positioned between the start and end points but the wire
was routed in wire runs AMJ and AMK, which are routed out the oval hole in the right side of
the overhead switch panel housing.
1.12.3.8

Examination of Remaining Unidentified Wires

The remaining eight wires with arc damage could not be identified regarding their function, nor
could their specific location within the aircraft be determined. Table 13 contains a description of
these eight wires.
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1.12.4

Examination of Flight Crew Reading Lights (Map Lights) (STI1-58)

The first officer’s map light was recovered and examined for electrical arc or heat damage and
none was present. The light bulb was still attached to the lamp socket. The lamp filament had
fractured into many pieces, indicative of the filament being cold, or off, at the time of impact.
Typically, when an incandescent filament is severely impacted while illuminated, it will stretch
in a characteristic fashion.
Portions of the right observer’s map light, including the ball cup, were recovered and examined.
There was no sign of arcing or heat damage; however, the majority of the electrical contact parts
were missing. The aluminum housing in which the light was mounted had some soot
accumulation on the outer surface but was not heat damaged. Two short lengths of wire, white
and red, were visible inside the housing. The white wire exhibited a mechanical fracture; neither
wire exhibited evidence of arcing or heat damage. The light bulb was not recovered.
Several pieces of Hella map light were recovered and examined. Because the internal
components of the map light and bunk lights are identical, it was not possible to determine to
which light these pieces belonged. None of these pieces showed signs of arcing or heat damage.
Two ball cups were also recovered. Based on the physical damage and extent of sooting, they
were considered to have been from either the captain’s or first officer’s map light.
See Section 1.16.2 for additional details regarding map light investigation research and testing,
and Section 4.1.4 for follow-up safety actions taken.

1.12.5

Examination of Cabin Overhead Aisle and Emergency Light Assemblies (STI1-59)

The passenger cabin was equipped with overhead aisle and emergency light assemblies
manufactured by Luminator Aircraft Products (PN 0200486-001). These light assemblies were
installed in the bridge/gap assemblies that support the ceiling panels used throughout the
passenger cabin above the left and right aisles. Each light assembly includes both an aisle light
and an emergency light; however, only the aisle light is illuminated during normal operations. A
few recovered bridge/gap assemblies exhibited a single black circular mark and some brown
discolouration adjacent to the area where the aisle and emergency light assemblies are mounted.
During subsequent examinations of other MD-11 aircraft, the same discolouration pattern was
found on the bridge/gap assemblies. In addition, some aisle light lens covers were found to be
deformed. Testing was conducted using temperature measurement strips to determine the
temperatures reached within the lens cover adjacent to the lamp and also adjacent to the
outside of the aisle light assemblies during normal aircraft operations. Peak internal
temperatures of approximately 200°C (392°F) were noted, with average temperatures between
143°C and 160°C (289°F and 320°F). Temperatures between 110°C and 138°C (230°F and 280°F)
were measured on the outside of the light assemblies. Discolouration on the bridge/gap
assemblies was a result of the heating effects of the aisle light lamp. It was noted that the
amount, and frequency, of heat damage increased the longer the light assemblies were in
service.
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Table 13: Summary of Examination of Remaining Arced Wires
Exhibit
Number

Length (cm)/Wire Size/
Wire Coating/Insulation
New Exhibit Number

Melted Copper

Observations

1-4689

19 cm/10 AWG/tin coated/
no insulation remaining
(1-11177)

0.2 cm from end. Copper
melt encompasses 8 to 9
wire strands 0.3 to 0.5 cm
long and 1 to 2 mm wide.
Numerous cavities and
voids in melt.

Tin coating missing from
wire strands. Both ends
frayed. Polyimide film
caught in strands but
could not positively
determine whether it is
from this wire.

1-11897

16 cm/10 AWG/tin coated/
no insulation remaining
(1-12657)

Both ends melted.

Wire embrittled from
end to end.

(1-12659)
(1-12661)
(1-12662)
(1-12665)

Straight end of wire 14 cm
from curved end.
6 cm from curved end.

1-12756

40 cm/18 AWG/tin
coated/polyimide film
insulated
(1-12737)

Melted copper over 0.2 cm
long, 0.8 cm in from one
end and encompassing 8 to
10 wire strands. Numerous
voids and craters in melt.

M81381/21 (polyimide
insulated/tin coated).

1-11252

7 cm/24 AWG/nickel
coated
(1-11179)

Melted copper at end
extending 0.15 cm down
wire. Small bead of copper
fused to strands adjacent to
melted end.

Wire embrittled from
end to end. Nickel
coating missing in some
areas and charred or
blackened material
adhering to strands.

1-3713

9 mm/24 AWG/nickel
coated
(1-3713)

Melted from end to end
with no obvious coating
remaining.

Numerous voids and
holes through wire. No
insulation remaining.

1-12809

25 cm/24 AWG/nickel
coated
(1-12736)

1.2 cm from one end 0.2 cm
long encompassing all
strands with a small bead
protrusion.

No insulation remaining.

1-3700

10 cm/20 AWG/nickel
coated
(1-11165)

End of wire melted over
1 cm with a 1.5 mm bead
on end.

No insulation remaining.

1-3718

28 cm/20 AWG/nickel
coated
(1-11164)

End of wire melted over 0.6 No insulation remaining.
Melt area blackened
cm ending in a flatted
from smoke.
point.
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Some of the cabin overhead aisle and emergency light assemblies examined were found
contaminated with a heavy build-up of dust and lint. Some contamination was also noted on
light ballasts, wire harnesses, and electrical terminal strips and connectors, as well as in some
areas above the forward cabin drop-ceiling and elsewhere in the aircraft. In some forms, dust
and lint can be highly combustible and may be ignited from a small ignition source.58
Concentrations of dust and lint could provide a path for fire propagation. Microscopic
examination and analysis of dust and lint collected from filters removed from Swissair aircraft
indicated that the deposits consisted of a mixture of different materials, such as textile and paper
fibre fragments. The deposits were determined to be flammable59 and easily ignitable from a
small ignition source.

1.12.6

Examination of Standby Instruments

The SAI was recovered and examined to determine whether it was electrically powered and
functional prior to impact, and to determine whether the indicator could help determine the
attitude of the aircraft at the time of impact. The indicator’s casing was extensively deformed
from impact damage. This deformation resulted in capturing the pitch and roll indicators at
approximately 110 degrees right bank and 20 degrees pitch down. The attitude scale showed a
distinct red imprint that matched the shape and size of the red warning flag. The flag comes
fully into view in less than one second with the loss of electrical power to the unit, or if the
rotational speed of the gyro falls below 18 000 rpm. The location of the imprint showed that the
warning flag had been fully displayed at the time of impact.
The shaft of the gyro rotor mass was fractured in torsional overload; there were superimposed
rotational rub markings. Both the rotor mass, and the housing, exhibited surface rub. There was
a transfer of machine tool markings between the two. This is indicative of there having been
high rotational speed when the rotor mass contacted the enclosure, which would have occurred
when the support shaft fractured. Therefore, it is concluded that at the time of impact, the gyro
was rotating with high rotational energy.
If electrical power to the SAI is lost, the rate of spool-down of the gyro will allow the indicator to
continue to provide reliable attitude information for five to six minutes. Electrical power to the
unit is provided from the aircraft’s battery bus, through CB C-01 located on the overhead CB
panel.
The only part of the standby altimeter/airspeed indicator that was identifiable was the airspeed
dial drum. The dial drum was extensively deformed; however, it exhibited two distinct
indentations at the 80 knot and 120 knot graduations. These two indentations appear to have
been made at the time of impact by contact with two internal supports that were located at the
rear of the indicator, but in close proximity to the drum as it rotates. Using a serviceable airspeed

58

An ignition source, such as a small diffusion flame produced by a burning paper match, or a
short-duration electrical arc.
59

For the purpose of this report, a flammable material is defined as a combustible material that is easily
ignited and readily sustains a self-propagating flame front.
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indicator, the indentations on the airspeed dial drum were lined up with the internal supports.
The comparison placed the 300 knot graduation at the airspeed index mark, indicating that the
aircraft was travelling at about 300 knots at the time of impact.

1.12.7

Examination of Flight Controls

The flight control system actuators were examined; there was no indication of a pre-impact fault
within the actuator assemblies that would have affected their normal operation. (STI1-60) Based on
this examination, the flaps were extended to 15 degrees; however, the slats were not extended
as would be expected with flap extension. (STI1-61) Electrical power is not required for flap
extension; however, it is needed for slat operation. The failure of the slats to extend was likely
the result of an interruption in electrical power to the slat control valves owing to the effects of
the in-flight fire.
With a flap extension of 15 degrees, the outboard ailerons would have become active. The
spoilers (speed brakes) (STI1-62) were retracted at the time of impact; however, it is unknown
whether they were deployed at any time during the descent below 10 000 feet after the loss of
the FDR. Impact markings on the elevator, (STI1-63) rudder, (STI1-64) and aileron actuators, (STI1-65)
along with the as-recovered positions of the horizontal stabilizer jack screws indicate the
following possible aircraft flight control configuration at the time of impact: 2 to 3 degrees
up-elevator; 3 degrees left rudder; and ailerons and horizontal stabilizer in a neutral
position. (STI1-66)
The FDR recording, just prior to the loss of the FDR, showed no anomalies with the flight
control systems. The last valid recordings indicated that the autopilot had disengaged and the
upper and lower yaw damper A control was lost (the upper and lower yaw damper B control
was still available). When the FDR recording stopped, the aircraft was in a “clean” configuration,
with the flaps, slats, and landing gear retracted.

1.12.8

Examination of Fuel System Components

All 17 of the 115 V AC motor-driven fuel pumps were recovered, and all but two were
specifically identified as to their installed location. Each fuel pump receives electrical power
from one of the three AC generator buses, and each pump in each of the fuel tanks is powered
from a different electrical power source. All of the pumps were examined at the fuel pump
manufacturer’s facility to determine whether they were being electrically driven at the time of
impact, which would provide information about the status of the electrical buses.
The fuel pump examination focused on identifying distinctive damage that would indicate
whether the pumps were operating (turning) at the time of impact. Distinctive damage included
gouge marks on the impeller housing, denoting contact between the housing and the rotating or
stationary impeller blades, and damage to the pin-and-slot arrangement that holds the impeller
to the rotating shaft. The damage showed that six pumps had high rotational energy at the time
of impact, indicating that their impellers were being electrically driven.
Fuel Tank 2 left aft boost pump housing displayed distinct imprints that were caused by the
impeller while it was stationary; it was determined that this impeller was not being electrically
driven at the time of impact.
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A determination of the operational status of the remaining pumps could not be made, as there
was lack of physical damage, and therefore no definitive marks. Table 14 identifies the six fuel
pumps that were determined to have been operating at the time of impact and the source of
electrical power associated with each.
Table 14: Fuel Pumps Determined to Be Operating at Impact
Fuel Pump Location

Electrical Bus

Tank 1 Forward Boost Pump

115 V AC Generator Bus 1

Tank 3 Transfer Pump

115 V AC Generator Bus 1

Upper Auxiliary Right Transfer Pump

115 V AC Generator Bus 1

Tail Tank Left Transfer Pump

115 V AC Generator Bus 1

Tank 1 Aft Boost Pump

115 V AC Generator Bus 3

Tank 2 Transfer Pump

115 V AC Generator Bus 3

Both fuel dump valves were recovered and examined. The observed damage and gouge marks
indicate that both valves were in the CLOSED position at the time of impact.
The auxiliary tank fill/isolation valve, and the tail tank fill/isolation valve, were recovered and
examined. Impact forces captured the valve slides in both valves in the CLOSED position at the
time of impact. In accordance with the known fuel system configuration and normal FSC
operation, the tail tank fill/isolation valve would be expected to be closed. However, the
auxiliary tank fill/isolation valve should have been open at the time of impact, unless either
electrical power was not available to open it or fuel dumping had been initiated at some point.
That is, during fuel dumping, the fuel system is reconfigured to close the auxiliary tank
fill/isolation valve.
Only portions of the three cross-feed valves were recovered; the position of their valve slides at
the time of impact could not be determined.

1.12.9

Examination of the Engines

1.12.9.1

General

The three engines were examined to determine their operational status just prior to impact.
Each engine is capable of producing a maximum thrust of 62 000 lb at sea level. No engine
mechanical failures were discovered that could have prevented any of the three engines from
operating normally.
The electronic circuit boards from the Engine 1 FADEC were recovered; however, the electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) chip containing the NVM had been
stripped from the circuit board. As a result, no recorded FADEC information for Engine 1 was
retrieved.
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The FADECs from engines 2 and 3 were recovered, and information was extracted from the
NVM in each of the units. These FADECs recorded 10 identical faults for the occurrence flight.
Engine 2 FADEC recorded an additional 10 faults, 7 of which were duplicates of the previous
10 faults (see Section 1.12.9.3). All of the faults recorded on the FADEC NVM occurred after the
aircraft had descended to approximately 10 000 feet. All of these faults were related to the loss of
inputs from both of the aircraft’s FCCs and ADCs, and the loss of 115 V AC and 28 V DC
electrical power to the FADECs.
The disruption of 115 V AC electrical power resulted in the loss of inlet probe heat to the
associated engine. Inlet probe heat is required to allow the FADEC to control engine speed in
the primary EPR mode; therefore, with the loss of inlet probe heat, the engine control mode
would have reverted from the primary EPR mode to the soft reversionary N1 mode. The FADEC
then establishes a down-trimmed N1 schedule to maintain the same thrust level as prior to the
reversion. A SELECT switch is provided on the FADEC control panel, which is part of the
overhead panel, to allow pilots to remove the downtrim from the N1 schedule; the engines then
operate in the hard reversionary N1 mode. The engine will respond to throttle inputs in either
reversionary N1 mode.
Faults are recorded within the FADEC in 20-minute accumulated increments and are not
synchronized with aircraft FDR time. This makes it difficult to correlate any fault written to the
FADEC memory with aircraft UTC time. Therefore, it was not possible to precisely correlate the
FADEC faults with FDR recorded information.
1.12.9.2

Engine 1 (STI1-67)

Impact damage to Engine 1 was consistent with an engine operating at a high rotational speed
and producing high power at the time of impact. Impact marks were left on the throttle shaft
and throttle quadrant when the throttle fractured free of the pivot shaft. When the impact
marks were aligned, the position of the throttle lever was determined to be consistent with a
thrust level of approximately 45 960 lb in the EPR mode of control, or 54 195 lb in the hard
reversionary N1 mode of engine control. It is unknown whether the pilots had selected the hard
reversionary N1 schedule mode of engine control.
The metering valve in the fuel metering unit (FMU) was at or near the maximum fuel-flow
position, equating to a fuel flow of between 26 900 and 28 400 lb per hour. This is consistent with
a high-power setting.
1.12.9.3

Engine 2 (STI1-68)

The impact damage to Engine 2 was consistent with an engine that was rotating at a windmill
speed and not producing power at the time of impact. Impact marks were left on the throttle
shaft and throttle quadrant when the throttle fractured free of its pivot shaft. There were two
impact marks on the throttle quadrant. When the impact mark on the throttle shaft was
aligned with one of the marks on the throttle quadrant, the throttle was in a position similar to
that of Engine 1. When the second mark on the quadrant was aligned, the throttle was in
approximately the idle position. The damage associated with this second mark on the throttle
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quadrant was assessed to be the result of post-crash movement. Therefore, it is concluded that
the throttle lever was in the forward position at the time of impact, even though the engine was
not producing power.
Of the 10 additional fault entries recorded on the Engine 2 FADEC, 3 were related to the loss
of TRA inputs to the FADEC. The TRA wiring for Engine 2 is routed from the centre pedestal,
above the cockpit ceiling, and then aft through an area of known fire damage in the forward
cabin drop-ceiling. The loss of TRA inputs would cause Engine 2 to revert to a fixed thrust mode,
and to maintain power at the last validated throttle angle. As the FDR had stopped recording,
the EPR values were not available. The last recorded thrust settings obtained from the FADEC
before the engine was shut down were approximately 72 per cent N2, or approach idle.
FADEC information indicates that Engine 2 was shut down at an altitude of about 1 800 feet60
and airspeed of 227 knots TAS. The rewriting of existing faults in the FADEC NVM can
normally only occur if the engine is shut down by the selection of the FUEL switch. In the case
of SR 111, the possibility of the electrical circuitry to the switch being compromised by fire
damage was also considered. The wiring in the aircraft is such that selection of the FUEL
switch causes two electrical circuits to become grounded, and one electrical circuit to become
powered. As two of the three associated wires were in wire runs completely outside of the
fire-damaged area, it is considered improbable that fire damage to the wires could have
occurred coincidentally to produce this precise electrical configuration. Therefore, it was
determined that the pilots purposely shut the engine down by activating the FUEL switch.
1.12.9.4

Engine 3 (STI1-69)

Impact damage to Engine 3 was consistent with an engine that was producing power above
flight idle, but not at full power. Because the engine had lost the pitot heat input signal to the
FADEC, the engine would have reverted to the down-trimmed N1 mode. Impact marks were left
on the throttle shaft and throttle quadrant when the throttle fractured free of its pivot shaft.
When the impact marks were aligned, the position of the throttle lever was determined to be
consistent with a thrust level of approximately 40 315 lb in the EPR mode. Because the engine
had lost the pitot heat input signal to the FADEC, the engine would have reverted to the soft
reversionary N1 mode. Therefore, based on only the throttle position indications, the engine
thrust levels would have appeared to be at a relatively high power setting.
However, the FMU provides different information. The metering valve in the FMU was
determined to be at an intermediate position equating to a fuel flow of between 3 180 and
3 420 lb per hour. This fuel flow is consistent with a power setting just above flight idle. The
information derived from examining the FMU provided a more accurate representation of
engine status than was provided by the throttle position impact marks. Also, the physical
damage to the engine is consistent with a low-to-medium power setting as indicated by the
FMU setting; the analysis of the associated engine components further indicates that the engine
was operating at or slightly above flight idle at the time of impact.

60

According to the engine manufacturer, the accuracy tolerance of the altitude readings provided by
the full-authority digital electronic control (FADEC) is ± 470 feet.
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1.12.10

Examination of Aircraft Structural Components

1.12.10.1

General (STI1-70)

Specific structural components were identified in the main debris field from all extremities of
the aircraft, from nose to tail, from left wingtip to right wingtip, and from belly to fin. A
performance analysis determined that the aircraft did not accelerate to a speed that could result
in aircraft structure separating prior to the time of impact, nor is there any other indication of
such structural failure. There was no indication that the fire had burned through the structure,
or that any of the structure had separated as a result of fire damage.
1.12.10.2

Empennage and Wings

Pieces of the aircraft structure over 1.22 m (4 feet) long were examined for damage patterns that
might help determine the attitude and configuration of the aircraft at the time of impact. These
larger pieces were considered the best for providing the clearest patterns showing the
deformation of the structure as a whole.
The deformation and fragmentation damage to the two horizontal stabilizers was relatively
symmetrical. However, the right stabilizer displayed slightly more damage, which suggests that
the right side contacted the water before the left side. (STI1-71)
No conclusive deformation or fracture patterns were observed in any of the rudder
pieces. (STI1-72)
The deformation and fragmentation patterns of the two wings was relatively symmetrical. (STI1-73)
Therefore, it was concluded that there were no significant differences in the magnitude and
orientation of the impact forces that acted upon them. Close examination of wing skin bending
and torsion, stringer damage, shear clip damage, spar damage, rib damage, slat track bending,
and engine pylon attachment fitting damage found subtle differences that suggested that the
left wing may have sustained greater damage, and that the aircraft may have been yawed
nose right at the time of impact. However, the differences were so subtle and involved such a
small number of pieces that they were inconclusive. Owing to the lack of information, no
determination could be made, based solely on the wing examination, about the angle of bank
or pitch angle of the aircraft at the time of impact.
1.12.10.3

Cabin Outflow Valve Doors (STI1-74)

The cabin outflow valve doors were examined to determine whether they were open or closed
at the time of impact. Although there were numerous scratches, gouges, and dents on the
surfaces and edges of both doors, none of these marks were continuous across both doors. This
suggests that the doors were not closed when these marks were made. Additional marks made
by the deformation of the door frame and the bending of the door hinges indicates that both
doors were open to some degree at the time of impact.
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When opening, the forward door swings outward away from the fuselage into the airstream
and the aft door swings inward into the left tunnel area. Light to moderate soot was observed in
areas on the exterior skin of the aft door, and light soot was observed along the hinge line of the
forward door. The observed soot pattern is consistent with the doors being in an open position
for a sufficient length of time to permit the doors to become sooted from the fire effluent.
1.12.10.4

Cockpit Sliding Clearview Windows (STI1-75)

The MD-11 is equipped with two sliding clearview cockpit windows (one on each side of the
cockpit) that are normally closed and latched during flight. These windows can be opened by
the pilots when in unpressurized flight; this action is part of the Swissair Smoke/Fumes Removal
checklist. The structure around the clearview windows was examined to determine whether
they were open, or closed and latched, at the time of impact.
The cockpit clearview windows are plug-type windows that rest against a flange around the
perimeter of the sill. Each window can be moved through a crank-and-chain mechanism located
on the bulkhead below the windowsill. To open the window, the locking mechanism is first
released by the pilot. This preliminary action releases the latches on the aft edge of the window,
but does not move the window. The initial turning of the hand crank pulls the aft edge of the
window inboard enough to clear the sill, allowing the window to slide aft when the crank is
further turned. The window can be unlocked when the aircraft is pressurized, but the outward
force on the window is so great that turning the hand crank cannot open the window.
The damage to two of the three latch plates on the first officer’s clearview window was aligned
with the locked position and the damage had the same shape as the ends of the latches. This is
consistent with the latches having been locked at the time of impact. The separation of the third
latch plate was consistent with the direction of the damage to the first two. This damage pattern
is consistent with the window having been closed and latched, and forced inboard by the
impact with the water.
The damage to the three latch plates, as well as the latching mechanism, window, and sill on the
captain’s window, were consistent with the latches having been unlocked at the time of impact.
There were also impact marks along the sill that were consistent with the pitch and location of
the fasteners around the perimeter of the window. In most cases, the depth of these gouge
marks penetrated both the paint and primer, and indented the metal. This is consistent with the
window having been in the closed position at the time of impact.

1.12.11

Examination of Flight Crew and Passenger Seats

1.12.11.1

Flight Crew Seats

The seat belts from the captain’s seat (STI1-76) were not fastened at the time of impact, and the seat
was in the egress position. (STI1-77) The seat was broken away at the time of impact by a force
having a vector component acting from right to left. There was no clear indication regarding
whether the seat was occupied at the time of impact.
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The first officer’s seat, (STI1-78) which had broken away from its support, was facing forward in a
normal flying position, and the seat belts were fastened at the time of the impact. (STI1-79) The seat
was occupied at the time of impact.
The right observer’s seat, (STI1-80) which had broken away from its support, was facing forward in
the fully aft and fully left position at the time of impact. The seat belt was unfastened. (STI1-81) It
could not be determined whether the seat was occupied at the time of impact.
Light yellow-coloured regions were found on the cockpit sheepskin seat covers. Microscopic
analysis revealed that this discolouration was created by the presence of countless small tufts of
light yellow fibreglass particles, which were embedded and intertwined in the grey wool fibres
of the seat covers.
1.12.11.2

Passenger Seats

The passenger seats sustained a high degree of impact-related damage; therefore, identification
and reconstruction of individual seats was not possible. The extent of the damage also
prevented any determination of whether any particular seat was occupied at the time of impact.

1.12.12

Aircraft Attitude and Airspeed at the Time of Impact

The location of the debris field in relationship to the last primary radar return shows the
aircraft was in a right turn prior to the time of impact. The debris field was relatively compact
and supports a relatively steep water entry. The standby attitude display showed the aircraft to
be at 20 degrees nose down and 110 degrees right bank at the time of impact. The dial face on
the airspeed indicator had marks, made at the time of impact, that correspond to an airspeed of
300 knots. The structural damage indicates that the aircraft had a nose-down attitude of about
20 degrees, and a right bank in excess of 60 degrees. Analysis of the markings on various wreckage
pieces indicated that the impact force was from 15 degrees right of the aircraft centreline.

1.13

Medical Information

This section summarizes the post-accident medical and pathological information of the occupants
on board SR 111. Medical history information pertaining to the pilots is provided in Section 1.5,
Personnel Information.

1.13.1

Recovery of Occupants

The force of the aircraft’s impact with the water was such that human remains were fragmented.
One passenger, who was a licensed pilot, had a life vest on. For most of the other occupants, it
was not possible to determine whether life vests had been donned, although it was determined
that the M/C was not wearing his life vest.
The condition of the remains was also affected by the extreme post-impact environmental
conditions. Within days after the accident, it became evident that human remains could only be
recovered as the wreckage was recovered.
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1.13.2

Identification of Individuals

The identification of passengers and crew was carried out by a team consisting of the chief
medical examiners of the provinces of Nova Scotia and Ontario, the RCMP, DND personnel,
and others from the local medical community. One passenger was identified by visual means.
The remaining 214 passengers and 14 crew members were identified through a combination of
dental record comparison, fingerprint matching, forensic radiography, and deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) protocols. All 229 occupants of the aircraft were identified by December 1998.

1.13.3

Injury Patterns

All passengers and crew died instantly from a combination of the deceleration (g)61 and impact
forces when the aircraft struck the water. The degree of injury suggests that the longitudinal
impact forces were in the order of at least 350 g. There were no signs of exposure to heat found
on any of the human remains that were recovered. The injury patterns were consistent with fore
and aft forces with a right lateral component of about 15 degrees, which is consistent with the
information related to attitude of the aircraft at the time of impact.

1.13.4

Toxicological Information

Toxicological analysis of selected specimens from the human remains was undertaken,
including both SR 111 pilots, at the FAA Civil Aerospace Medical Institute to determine the
presence or absence of products of combustion from the in-flight fire, in particular, carbon
monoxide and hydrogen cyanide. The presence of either of these compounds in the specimens
could indicate inhalation of smoke or fumes, or both, which would have assisted in providing
some insight regarding the status of the cockpit and cabin environment prior to the time
of impact.
None of the toxicological specimens submitted for testing were suitable for meaningful analysis
of carbon monoxide. No cyanide was found in any of the specimens. This result may reflect the
absence of sufficient smoke within the cabin for the cyanide compound to be absorbed in the
tissues, or may reflect the unsuitability of the tissue specimens available for testing.
Both pilots were identified through DNA testing. Although carbon monoxide testing was
attempted for both pilots, no useful results could be obtained because suitable toxicological
specimens were not available. No cyanide was detected in either pilot. The absence of cyanide
may be the result of the protection provided by the flight crew oxygen mask or other personal
protective equipment, or of the unsuitability of the tissue specimens available for testing.
It is not unusual for ethanol to be detected during toxicological testing of aviation accident
victim tissue specimens. Post-mortem ethanol production is the result of bacterial action and is
part of the putrefaction process. The presence of ethanol depends on various factors, such as the

61

The “g” loads are those forces affecting a vehicle and its occupants resulting from rapid changes in
speed (accelerations or decelerations). The normal measure of “g” load is the “load factor” or “g,” which is
the ratio of the force experienced under acceleration to the force that would exist if the object was at rest
on the surface of the earth.
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nature and condition of the specimen; the environmental conditions to which the specimen
tissues are exposed; the time duration before the specimen is recovered; and the opportunities
for bacterial contamination to take place prior to, and during, the tissue recovery selection and
handling process. To confirm the presence of suitable conditions for this phenomenon to occur,
other specimens were tested from individuals who would not have been expected to have
ingested alcohol because of age or cultural background. Of the six specimens tested, five tested
positive for ethanol.
The remains of the pilots were tested for alcohol and drugs; no drugs were detected. There was
no indication that either pilot ingested alcohol prior to, or during, the flight. Positive results for
ethanol were obtained for both pilots; positive results can be the result of either ante-mortem
ingestion or post-mortem production. Results obtained from specimens from other individuals
confirmed that conditions existed for post-mortem alcohol production.

1.14

Fire (STI1-89)

This section describes the aviation standards in place at the time of the SR 111 occurrence with
respect to flammability, fire detection and suppression, and firefighting. It also describes the
nature of the fire and heat damage, as well as potential ignition sources and fuel sources.

1.14.1

Aircraft Certification Standards

1.14.1.1

Development of Material Flammability Standards (STI1-90)

Among the CAAs, the FAA has traditionally taken a lead role in research and development to
improve fire safety in aviation. In 1988, the United States Aviation Safety Research Act mandated
the FAA to conduct fundamental research related to aircraft fire safety. The FARs are used
internationally as the primary source for aircraft certification requirements, including material
flammability standards. Current FAA regulations reflect a philosophy adopted following a study
in 1975 to 1976 to determine the feasibility of, and the trade-offs between, two basic approaches
to providing fire safety improvements to a modern, wide-bodied transport aircraft fuselage. The
purpose of the study was to examine the impact of in-flight, post-crash, and ramp fires on
fuselage compartments, and assess the fire protection requirements.
The first approach looked at the potential of applying the latest available technologies in
early-warning fire-detection and fire-extinguishing systems. This approach would involve what
was described as a “fire management system”; that is, one that would incorporate fire detection,
monitoring, and suppression throughout the aircraft.
The second approach looked at the potential for improving the flammability standards of
materials to be used in cabin interiors so that they would have high fire-retardant qualities, and
low emissions of smoke and toxic gas.
The study concluded that there were merits and limitations to each approach, and that an
approach combining a fire management system with selective material improvements may offer
the most potential for providing timely fire protection in all cases.
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Subsequently, as recommended in the FAA’s SAFER62 Advisory Committee report, the FAA’s
main research and development efforts were directed toward what was determined to be the
greatest threat: a post-crash fire. The post-crash fire scenario that was envisioned was an intact
fuselage adjacent to a fire being sustained by uncontained aviation fuel. It was determined that
the most significant threat to surviving passengers in such a scenario would be from burning
cabin interior materials. FAA research concluded that in such a scenario, surviving passengers
could become incapacitated owing to toxic gases generated by a phenomenon known as
“flashover.”63 Therefore, to increase survivability, the FAA concentrated its efforts on improving
the flammability standards for cabin interior materials to delay the onset of flashover.
In-flight fires were considered to be rare, and the FAA concluded that the best defence against
them would be through the use of cabin materials that had high fire-containment and
ignition-resistance properties, and through the use of fire detection and suppression devices in
“potential fire zones.”
Research and development related to in-flight fires has led to increased fire protection in areas
such as cargo compartments and lavatories.
1.14.1.2

Material Flammability Standards – Testing Procedures (STI1-91)

As part of the FAA aircraft certification process, materials to be used in the construction of
aircraft are required to meet specified performance (test) criteria or standards when exposed to
heat or flame. These flammability test criteria are designed, in principle, to expose a given
material to a representative in-service fire environment. When deciding on the type and amount
of testing for a particular material, assessments are made of the composition of the material, the
quantity to be used, and its location within the aircraft. The testing is designed to measure the
tendency of each material to ignite and propagate a flame.
For the majority of materials used in the pressure vessel, the flammability tests in place at the
time the MD-11 was certified consisted primarily of a variety of Bunsen burner tests. A single
Bunsen burner was used as the ignition source. Each test could be varied in several ways. For
example, the orientation of the material to the flame could be varied from the horizontal
through to the vertical. The orientation was specific to the test objectives, which were based on
the perceived threat. The vertical burn test would normally be the most severe. Also, the length
of time that the material was exposed to the flame could be varied. A longer exposure time
would normally equate to a more severe test.

62

Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Reduction dated 1980. FAA-ASF-80-4. Office of Aviation Safety.
Washington, D.C. 20591.
63

The definition for flashover is not universally accepted, but can be defined in general as a sudden and
rapid spread of fire within an enclosure.
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For each of the various Bunsen burner tests, requirements were established to differentiate
between a pass or a fail for the material being tested. The following is a list of criteria that could
be used to measure a material’s flammability characteristics:
•

Ignition time (how long it takes the material to ignite when exposed to the Bunsen
burner flame; the tests typically use either 12, 15, 30, or 60 seconds of flame exposure);

•

Glow time (the average time the material continues to glow after the ignition source is
removed);

•

Flame time (the average time the material continues to produce a flame after the
ignition source is removed);

•

Drip flame time (the average time that any dripped material continues to produce a
flame);

•

Burn length (average value for burn length measured to the nearest 0.3 cm
(0.1 inches)); and

•

Rate of burn (measured in inches per minute).

In accordance with individual Bunsen burner test requirements, the performance of the material
was averaged over a minimum of three test specimens.
Except for selected materials in Class C cargo compartments, the most stringent material
flammability standards were applied to those materials that were to be used in the occupied
areas of the aircraft. Of particular interest were large surface panels, such as side walls, ceilings,
stowage bins, and partitions. Not only were the materials used in the panels subjected to the
most aggressive test procedures, the materials also had to be self-extinguishing; that is, they
would not propagate flame beyond a certain distance, typically less than 20 cm (8 inches). Cabin
materials were also subjected to tests for heat release and for smoke. No testing was required for
toxicity. (STI1-92)
As a consequence of the testing requirements, less stringent material flammability standards
were applied to those materials that were intended for use within the pressure vessel but that
were outside the occupied areas. Certain materials only required the horizontal Bunsen burner
test. To pass, the material could not exceed a certain rate of burn. Depending on the intended
use of the material, the rate of burn could not exceed either 6 or 10 cm (2.4 or 4 inches) per
minute. No requirement existed for these materials to be self-extinguishing.
In effect, the different flammability testing requirements, as described above, resulted in the
following material flammability hierarchy:
•

Materials that would self-extinguish within an acceptable flame time and burn length;

•

Selected cabin materials that would self-extinguish and release no more than a
predetermined amount of heat and smoke; and

•

Flammable materials with an acceptable rate of burn.

Therefore, many aircraft materials were certified even though they were either flammable or
would burn within established performance criteria.
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Many materials are installed in aircraft as part of a system, even though they are normally tested
individually for flammability. For example, thermal acoustic insulation materials are typically
installed as a system that includes cover material, insulation, and related components, such as
splicing tape, fasteners, and breathers. However, by regulation, the testing of the “finished
product” only consists of insulation and cover material together. Consequently, the
“as-installed” thermal acoustic insulation materials may pose a different propensity to ignite and
propagate fire than its testing would reveal. (STI1-93 (video clip))

1.14.2

Review of In-Flight Fire Accident Data

A TSB review of data concerning in-flight fires shows that uncontrolled fires similar to that of
the occurrence aircraft are rare. The review also indicates that where an in-flight fire had
developed and led to a crash, the time from detection until the aircraft crashed ranged between
5 and 35 minutes. This time frame leaves little time available to gain control of the fire. (See
Section 1.16.7.2.)
In SR 111, the time between detection of the first odour in the cockpit and when the aircraft
struck the water was approximately 21 minutes.

1.14.3

Designated Fire Zones and Smoke/Fire Detection and Suppression

The occurrence aircraft met the regulatory requirements, and was consistent with industry
standards for smoke/fire detection and suppression equipment. No regulatory requirement
existed for built-in smoke/fire detection or suppression devices in those areas not specified as
either a designated or potential fire zone, which are referred to in this report as non-specified
fire zones. Non-specified fire zones included areas such as the cockpit, cabin, galleys, electrical
and electronic equipment compartment, attic spaces, areas behind side walls, and areas behind
electrical panels.
Smoke/fire detection and suppression in non-specified fire zones is dependent on human
intervention. However, in the MD-11 and other transport category aircraft, the airflow within
the aircraft is such that air moved from some of the inaccessible areas to the occupied areas is
first filtered by highly efficient aircraft ventilation and filtering systems that can effectively
remove most of the combustion by-products of small fires. Therefore, a fire may ignite and
propagate in an inaccessible area and its detection could be delayed.
Designated fire zones were identified as such because they were recognized as having both
potential ignition sources and flammable materials. Although flammable materials existed in the
non-specified fire zones, the threat of ignition was considered minimal. There was no
recognized need to train aircraft crews for firefighting in other than the interior cabin areas, or to
design aircraft to allow for quick and easy access to hidden non-specified fire zones for
firefighting purposes.
Fire suppression in aircraft cabin areas is largely accomplished with hand-held fire
extinguishers, located in such areas as the cockpit and galleys. For small, accessible fires,
hand-held fire extinguishers have proven to be adequate. It has not been demonstrated that
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aircraft crews using hand-held fire extinguishers can be consistently effective in accessing and
extinguishing fires in less accessible areas, such as attic areas or avionics compartments, also
known as electrical and electronic equipment bays.

1.14.4

Time Required to Troubleshoot in Odour/Smoke Situations

It can take time for odour or smoke to develop to the concentration necessary for the crew to
cognitively establish that they are dealing with an abnormal situation. This can delay the
initiation of checklist actions.
When the source of odour/smoke is not readily apparent, flight crews are trained to follow
checklist troubleshooting procedures to eliminate the origin of the odour/smoke. Most of these
procedures involve removing electrical power or isolating an environmental system. A variable
amount of time is required to assess the impact of each action, typically to see whether the
odour/smoke dissipates. For some checklists, including the MD-11 checklist, this procedure
could take an extended period of time. The longer it takes to complete a prescribed checklist that
is designed to de-energize a smoke source, the greater the chance that the smoke source could
intensify or become an ignition source and start a fire.

1.14.5

Risk of Remaining Airborne – Emergency Landing

Odour/smoke occurrences rarely develop into uncontrolled in-flight fires. At the time of the
SR 111 occurrence, there was a diminished concern within the aviation industry about “minor”
odours. There was an experience-based expectation that the source of such odours would be
discovered quickly, and that actions could be taken to rapidly eliminate the problem.64 In the
operating environment at that time, operators did not have policies in place to ensure that flight
crews would be expected to treat all odour and smoke events as potential serious fire threats
until proven otherwise.
However, when an event that produces odour/smoke evolves into an unsuppressed in-flight
fire, there is a limited amount of time to safely land the aircraft. Therefore, the decision to initiate
a diversion or emergency descent or both must be made quickly to put the aircraft in a position
for an emergency landing if that becomes necessary. Typically, flight crews were not required to
immediately initiate a diversion to the nearest suitable airport, or to prepare the aircraft for a
landing as soon as possible in the event that the situation evolves into an uncontrollable in-flight
fire.

1.14.6

Integrated Firefighting Measures

At the time of the SR 111 occurrence, the aviation industry had not looked at in-flight
firefighting in a systemic way. Typically, aircraft crews were not equipped to recognize and
immediately react to signs of a potential in-flight fire. An effective firefighting plan must include
procedures that include the optimum involvement of flight and cabin crew to detect, locate,
access, assess, and suppress an in-flight fire in a coherent and coordinated manner. When
smoke from an unknown source is detected, pilots must take immediate action to prepare for a
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Smoke in the Cockpit Among Airline Aircraft, FAA Report, 10 December 1998.
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landing as soon as possible along with other appropriate checklist actions. Such preparations
optimally would involve the pilots and underscores the importance of involving other crew
members in helping to deal with detection and suppression of the fire or potential fire situation.
In the event that the aircraft is at a geographical location from which a timely landing at a
suitable airport is not feasible, pilots must be trained to consider alternatives, such as preparing
for a potential forced landing or ditching. In such a circumstance, the capability to locate and
extinguish the fire is critical. Typically, aircraft crews are not trained to implement such
immediate measures.

1.14.7

Airflow Patterns

Airflow patterns in the MD-11 are affected by the aircraft configuration. In the forward portion
of the aircraft, this configuration includes the valve position of individual air outlets in the
cockpit and throughout the cabin, and the position of the louvres in the bottom part of the
cockpit door. Also, all MD-11s are equipped with a smoke barrier installed laterally across the
aircraft in the attic area above the cockpit aft wall (see Figure 3). Inspection of Swissair MD-11s
showed that the smoke barrier was sealed relatively tightly in some aircraft, while in others
there were gaps in the barrier at the edges and at the seams where conditioned air ducts pass
through the barrier. These gaps allowed air to flow past the smoke barrier. The holes in the
barrier, designed to permit the engine fire shut-off cables to pass through the barrier, would also
be a path for smoke to pass between the cabin and cockpit. Additional information on airflow is
included in Section 1.16.3.

1.14.8

Describing the SR 111 Fire-Damaged Area

To document and assess the heat and soot patterns created by the in-flight fire, it was necessary
to identify and inspect thousands of individual pieces of wreckage and to place many of them
into a reconstruction mock-up (see Figure 19). The reconstruction mock-up was designed to
conform to the dimensions of the forward section of an MD-11, and comprised the area above
the floor line between fuselage STA 275 and STA 595 (approximately 8.23 m (27 feet) in length).
The fire in the occurrence aircraft occurred in an area where the longitudinal (Y) axis, and
vertical (Z) axis numbering is positive. The lateral (X) axis numbering is either positive (left side)
or negative (right side). For simplicity in this report, the Y-axis positions will be referred to by
their STA numbers. (See Section 1.6.1.3 for a description of the aircraft coordinate system.)

1.14.9

Determination of Heat Damage

To provide a temperature reference to assess the intensity of heat damage caused by the fire,
pieces of comparable materials were intentionally exposed, under controlled conditions, to heat
at various temperatures for specified time durations. The materials included pieces of the
aluminum air conditioning ducts, frames, and intercostals, which were typically covered with
green coloured fluid-resistant (FR) primer paint. While heating these materials, it was found that
the FR primer paint incrementally changed colour when exposed to increasing temperatures,
thereby making it possible to determine the approximate amount of heat exposure experienced
by the fire-damaged aircraft pieces. When creating the frame temperature reference exemplar
coupons, (STI1-94) it was found that by elevating the temperature to a range of between 482°C to
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593°C (900°F to 1 100°F) for 10 minutes, the FR primer paint would disappear from the surface of
the exemplar piece, leaving bare metal. The temperatures shown in the figures within this report
display either the temperature value of a particular representative coupon or the average value
of a range of temperatures in instances where more than one coupon applies. These coupons
were made based on a 10-minute exposure at a constant temperature. It is possible that exposure
to higher temperatures, over a shorter time duration, may have created similar heat-damage
patterns to those observed on the wreckage.
Pieces of non-metallic material, including wire insulation and electrical module blocks, were also
exposed to heat under controlled conditions to produce exemplar coupons that enabled an
assessment of temperatures reached by like materials from the aircraft wreckage.
The most severe heat damage to metal aircraft structure was identified by the presence in a few
areas of resolidified aluminum metal that had once been molten or near-molten. The forces of
impact on aluminum in a molten or near-molten state can create a signature, referred to as
“broomstraw,” at the edges of a fracture. High heat can also create a distinctive, layered,
feather-like appearance at the edges of a fracture, referred to as “feathered edge.”
By identifying and placing the various wreckage pieces into the reconstruction mock-up, it was
possible to assess heat damage and soot patterns in an attempt to determine the origin of the fire
and how it propagated. The heat and soot distribution information, together with other data
such as the type, amount, and location of combustible materials, was entered into computer
models so that the information could be integrated and the patterns more readily viewed and
assessed.
Damage patterns indicate that the fire was concentrated in the areas above the cockpit ceiling
liner and above the forward cabin drop-ceiling. Reconstruction of the wreckage disclosed
significant heat damage on portions of the airframe structure and air conditioning system ducts
in these areas, extending from approximately STA 338 to STA 675. Most of the heat damage in
the cockpit was concentrated above the level of the bottom of the upper avionics CB panel
(Z= 59) and in the area of the forward cabin drop-ceiling above Z= 61. The farthest forward
deposits of significant soot in the cockpit were found on the standby compass near STA 313. The
farthest aft soot deposits were found on an overhead stowage bin located near STA 1780.

1.14.10

Assessment of Fire Damage (STI1-95)

1.14.10.1

Aircraft Skin Panels

The construction of the upper crown of the aircraft consisted primarily of 2024 aluminum alloy
stressed skin exterior panels, rivetted to 7075 aluminum alloy airframe structure. The aircraft
skin was painted on the outside with white exterior paint and painted on the inside with green
FR primer.
There was no indication that the fire burned through the aircraft skin at any place along the
fuselage, nor was there any indication of discolouration of the white exterior paint. There were
varying degrees of soot accumulation on the interior surface of some of the aircraft skin panels
in the area of the fire.
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Forward of STA 475, insulation blankets were placed directly against the aircraft skin between
the frame structure. A layer of over-frame insulation blankets was then added to cover the entire
area. Between STA 475 and STA 755, no between-frame insulation blankets were installed, only
the over-frame insulation blankets.
In some areas of fire damage, the lack of soot accumulation on the aircraft skin panels suggests
that the insulation protected them from the fire, particularly where double layers of insulation
blankets were installed. In those areas, it appeared that the between-frame insulation blankets
remained in place until the aircraft struck the water.
There were two areas of predominately heavy soot accumulation on the aircraft skin, located
between STA 401 and STA 420 from X= 25 to X= –25, and between STA 475 and STA 555 from
X= 35 to X= –50. Between these two areas, from STA 420 to STA 475 located between X= 40 and
X= –30, there was an area that had a mixture of light to moderate soot accumulation. This area is
within the area above the forward passenger entry door tracks and operating cables. Another
area of moderate soot accumulation was located from STA 374 to STA 401 between X= 45 to
X= –25. Outside of these areas, the amount of soot on the recovered skin portions ranged from
light to none.
1.14.10.2

Forward Airframe Structure Condition

Most of the airframe structural components were painted with green FR primer prior to their
assembly, and were covered with insulation blankets during the aircraft construction (see
Figure 4). For the inner surfaces of the frames and intercostals to become exposed to either soot
or heat damage, the insulation blankets must first be compromised.
Material heat testing showed that a 10-minute exposure to temperatures below 204°C (400°F) did
not discolour the FR primer; therefore, recovered structure with no discolouration of the FR
primer was useful in establishing the boundary between heat-damaged and non-heat-damaged
areas.
The airframe structure in the cockpit attic area with the most heat damage was forward of
STA 366 between intercostal planes 15 left and 15 right (see Figures 24 and 25). The intercostals
appear to have created a barrier that, for the most part, impeded the fire from spreading in an
outboard/downward direction. On the left side, heat damage extended outboard of intercostal
plane 15, on the STA 366 frame, for approximately 10 to 15 cm (4 to 6 inches). On the right side,
heat damage extended outboard of intercostal plane 15 on frame planes 10, 11, and 12 for
approximately 30 cm (12 inches). This area is directly behind, and above, the upper avionics
CB panel.
Between STA 366 and STA 401, the most significant heat damage pattern was along the crown of
the aircraft between the plane 15 left and right intercostals. The severity of the heat damage
increased toward STA 401. This area is above the cockpit centre overhead air diffuser, and
immediately aft of the cockpit door.
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The most forward airframe structure with heat damage resulting in bare metal was at STA 353 at
X= –20, and the most rearward was on the STA 535 frame between X= 31 and X= –48. Between
these two station locations, there were 17 additional frames or intercostals with similar patterns
of heat damage.
The most forward area with feathered-edge damage was the STA 374 frame between X= 17 and
X= –9, and the most rearward was at the STA 515 frame between X= –15 and X= –22. In the
area between these two frames, 17 additional frames or intercostals showed feathered-edge
damage.
Mechanical fractures with broomstraw-like appearance were found at 16 separate locations on
frames and intercostals between frame STA 374 and frame STA 466. Broomstraw was also noted
on the R1 passenger door forward track at approximately STA 427 between X= –29 and X= –31.
1.14.10.3

Air Distribution System – Cockpit and Cabin

The area of the fire damage above the ceiling in the front of the aircraft contained a network
of primarily aluminum air ducts that were part of the aircraft’s air distribution system (see
Figures 3, 8, 24, 26, and 27). The ducts from this area were reconstructed from small pieces that
were straightened, identified, fracture matched and sewn together with locking wire to replicate
their original shape. Most of the aluminum ducts in the fire-damaged area were painted with
FR primer prior to installation. In service, they were wrapped with thermal acoustic insulation
blankets. The rebuilt air ducts provided information about the boundaries of the fire and the
intensity of the heat.
Heat damage to the ducts that provided air to the cockpit ranged from no damage to heat
damage resulting in bare metal. There was bare-metal heat damage starting near the top of
Galley 1 and running forward to the cockpit manifold. A portion of a duct located above the
cockpit door at approximately STA 396, X= 19 and Z= 72 had several resolidified aluminium
deposits on the outer surface. The precise alloy of this aluminum could not be determined.
There was bare-metal heat damage on the ducts behind the cockpit air diffusers from STA 350
aft to STA 402, primarily between the plane 15 left and right intercostals. The exception was the
window diffuser distribution duct, which had bare-metal heat damage along STA 392 to X= 32.
The heat damage to the recovered portions of the diffusers varied, with higher heat on the
upper surfaces and lower heat on the lower surfaces adjacent to the cockpit ceiling liner.
Damage to the riser duct assembly ranged from no heat damage to bare-metal heat damage. The
vertical portion of this assembly had no heat damage. The first area of bare-metal damage to the
riser duct assembly started at intercostal plane 15 right, where the lower surface had a region of
bare-metal heat damage from X= –30 inboard to the joint at X= –20. This was in the vicinity of
the Galley 2 vent end cap. There was bare-metal damage from approximately STA 395 to
STA 442 between X= 25 and X= –10. A section of molded duct was installed in that area from
STA 420 to STA 442 between X= 5 and X= 25. No portions of this molded duct were identified
in the wreckage.
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Figure 24: Airframe structure and air distribution system
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Figure 25: Heat damage – airframe structure
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Between approximately STA 480 and STA 545, the main conditioned air ducts for zones 2, 3, and
4 transitioned from running near the top of the forward cabin drop-ceiling, upward to run near
the crown of the aircraft. In this area there was bare-metal heat damage at places along the top
of the ducts. The primer on the underside of these ducts was not damaged by heat. The
recovered portions of two individual air ducts from approximately STA 555 to STA 595 at X= 70
and X= –70 had areas of light to moderate soot accumulation.
1.14.10.4

Air Recirculation System

Recirculation air was supplied by four fans located above the passenger compartment ceiling at
STAs 685, 725, 1009, and 1109 at X= 28 (see Figure 24). Each fan drew air through a filter and
plenum assembly located at the corresponding station from X= 40 to X= 65. The plenum
assemblies, which had been painted with FR primer on their aluminum parts, were
reconstructed.
The plenums at STA 685 and STA 725 had no discolouration of the FR primer. They did have
localized areas with heavy soot accumulation. The recovered portions of the fibreglass filter
elements had dark grey colouration on one side and light grey colouration on the opposite side.
The hoses connecting these plenum assemblies to the fan housings had localized light soot
accumulation on the outer surfaces but had no soot accumulation on the interior surfaces. The
recovered portions of the plenums at STA 1009 and STA 1109 had no heat damage or soot
accumulation.
The recirculation duct was uninsulated between STA 569 and the recirculation fan. A check
valve was installed in the duct to prevent reverse airflow when the fan was not operating. The
reconstructed recirculation duct portions had been installed between the STA 685 fan and the
cabin conditioned air duct, just forward of the muffler, at approximately STA 555. The duct had
bare-metal heat damage on the uninsulated sections aft of STA 569.
The individual air supply to the centre section of the forward cabin was provided by two ducts,
which were connected to a recirculation air duct at STA 575, X= 29 and STA 672, X= 24. Both
individual air supply ducts showed bare-metal heat damage.
1.14.10.5

Left and Right Forward Passenger Cabin Individual Air

Forward passenger cabin individual air was supplied by a fan and plenum assembly identical
to a recirculation air fan and plenum assembly. The fan was located at STA 990 at X= –24. The
plenum assembly was between X= –40 and X= –65. The recovered portions of the plenum had
no heat damage or soot accumulation. The individual air ducts were uninsulated and ran
forward from STA 990 to a “Y” (split) at STA 750 at Z= 91, X= –21. One branch of the “Y” ran
across the crown to the left side of the cabin at X= 76, and the other ran to the right side at
X= 76. The recovered portions of these ducts had moderate to heavy soot accumulations on
the exterior, with no heat damage. The aftermost section of individual air duct that was
identified was from STA 934 to STA 955 at X= –22 and had light soot accumulation on
the exterior.
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Figure 26: Heat damage – air distribution system
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1.14.10.6

Forward Galleys

Galleys 1, 2, and 3 were installed forward of the first-class cabin. The outer surfaces of the top of
these galleys were exposed to the forward cabin drop-ceiling area through a cut-out in the
ceiling panels. Identified portions of these galleys were reconstructed to examine their exposure
to the fire environment.
Galley 1, which was installed on the left side of the cabin between the cockpit aft wall and the L1
door, had heavy soot accumulation and heat damage on the top outer surface (see Figure 27).
Other components of Galley 1 had varying degrees of soot accumulation, particularly near the
top of the unit where it had been exposed to the fire environment. The electrical equipment in
the forward upper compartment of Galley 1 did not show any fire or soot damage. Wires
installed inside the galley were not affected by the fire. A four-wire harness, which was routed
through an access hole in the top of the galley, had a length of white spiral wrap that had
localized soot accumulation. The wires in the harness had localized light-brown discolouration.
Galley 2 was installed on the right side of the cabin between the cockpit aft wall and the
R1 door. No pieces of the outer surface of the top of this galley were identified. Pieces of Galley 2
from below the forward cabin drop-ceiling were identified and did not show heat damage or
soot accumulation.
Galley 3 was installed in the forward-centre position in the aircraft, immediately aft of the L1
and R1 doors between STA 470 and STA 508. There were localized areas of light soot on
pieces of Galley 3 on or near the top of the unit. The portions of the wires that were installed on
the upper surface of the galley top showed some soot accumulation, whereas those wires
installed within the galley were free of soot. Wires associated with the Galley 3 disconnect
assembly had soot accumulation ranging from trace to heavy, and showed areas of heat damage.
1.14.10.6.1 Forward Galley Vent System
The forward galley vent duct assembly comprised a single, uninsulated aluminum duct with
branch connections to the three forward galleys (see Figures 3 and 8). The upstream end of the
vent duct was located above the forward cabin drop-ceiling above Galley 3. The duct ran
horizontally forward above the conditioned air ducts to Galley 2, and continued laterally across
the fuselage to a point above the top of Galley 1. The vent duct then ran vertically down the left
side of the fuselage, outboard of Galley 1, to an area below the cabin floor. The duct continued
aft under the cabin floor along the left side of the aircraft ending at the cabin air outflow valve
located just forward of the left wing root. The forward galley vent system utilized a pneumatic
jet pump operated by bleed air from the Pneumatic System 1. The jet pump was installed at
approximately STA 872 to provide a single source of constant vacuum for the forward galleys,
both in flight and on the ground. This installation provided a constant flow of between 200 and
400 CFM at the jet pump that was exhausted overboard through the outflow valve at STA 920.
From the upstream end of the forward galley vent duct, a branch duct extended vertically down
to connect with the air intake grill near the top of Galley 3. A similar vertical branch extended
from the vent duct toward the top of Galley 2; however, this branch was not connected to
Galley 2 and the branch was closed off with a silicone elastomeric end cap (see Figures 4 and 6).
The vent connection to Galley 2 was not made because Galley 2 was not electrically powered,
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nor was an oven installed.65 A ceiling-mounted air intake plenum was installed in the corridor
outside the cockpit door, near the inboard edge of Galley 1. The air intake plenum was
connected to the forward galley vent duct by a 8-cm (3-inch) diameter hose that was routed
across the Galley 1 ceiling. This hose connected to the vertical portion of the forward galley vent
duct between the left fuselage and the outboard face of Galley 1. A second hose, measuring 5 cm
(2 inches) in diameter, extended from the outboard face of Galley 1 and connected to the vertical
portion of the galley vent duct at STA 398, X= 48, Z= 60, just below the 8-cm (3-inch) hose. This
second hose drew air (odours) from Galley 1 into the vent duct.
Two segments of the forward galley vent duct were identified; both were located on the vertical
section of the vent duct that was routed between the left fuselage and the outboard face of
Galley 1. The first segment was located at the cabin floor level (Z= –18); the second segment was
located below the point where the 8- and 5-cm (3- and 2-inch) diameter hoses connected to the
vent duct (Z= 11 to Z= 42). Both of the above-floor duct segments sustained high heat damage.
Identified portions of the galley vent system from below the cabin floor, between STA 396 and
STA 457, exhibited localized areas of moderate heat damage. Identified portions of the vent duct,
located below the floor and aft of STA 457, exhibited no heat damage.
1.14.10.7

Forward Lavatories

The Lavatory A module was installed on the left side of the aircraft forward cabin between
approximately STA 465 and STA 495, immediately aft of the L1 door. A portion of the top of
Lavatory A was recovered with a wire harness still attached (see Figure 27). Localized soot
accumulations were noted on both the attic and cabin facing surfaces of the portions recovered.
The attached wire harness was also sooted. Few additional pieces of this lavatory module were
recovered and identified. Of those that were identified, there were no signs of heat damage.
The Lavatory B module was installed on the right side of the aircraft forward cabin between
approximately STA 460 and STA 496, immediately aft of the R1 door. Only three pieces of this
lavatory module were identified. There was soot accumulation on the cabin-facing side of these
pieces, which were from the upper portion of the module. There was soot accumulation on the
Lavatory B cabin placard.
There were no signs of heat damage or arcing on any of the wires associated with the forward
lavatories. Light soot accumulation was noted on some of the wiring. The smoke detector
control panel for these two lavatories, which was located above the forward cabin drop-ceiling
over Galley 1, showed soot accumulation and heat damage.
There is no indication that either smoke alarm activated before the recorders stopped. The
available information indicates that the fire did not start within one of the forward lavatories.

65

In the Swissair Product 99 interior configuration applicable to the occurrence aircraft (version M1130),
Galley 2 was not electrically powered, and no oven was installed.
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1.14.10.8

Cockpit and Passenger Cabin Material

Materials from within the passenger cabin were examined for fire-related damage. One
business-class seat cushion assembly, complete with seat cover, had several locations where
melt-like features and discolouration were evident, consistent with the drop-down of hot
materials. None of the melt-like features appeared to penetrate the underlying cushion. Sections
from some fabric curtains used in the cabin had damage consistent with being exposed to heat,
including discolouration, and stiffness or roughness or both. There were also areas where
melted and resolidified material was adhering to the curtain fabric, including an MPET-covered
insulation blanket, a blue-green material consistent with being from an electrical module block,
and a material consistent with 7075 aluminum alloy. These curtains were most likely located in
the aisle between lavatories A and B, and Galley 3.
Complete passenger comfort blankets and portions of these blankets were recovered. When not
in use, these blankets are stored in overhead bins in the passenger cabin. Some blanket material
had minor heat-related damage.
Areas of forward galley flooring and forward cabin carpet near the forward lavatories had
localized areas of heat damage consistent with the drop-down of hot materials. A tiny portion of
aluminum alloy that appeared to have melted and resolidified was found in a piece of forward
galley flooring that had been installed along a wall. The exact type of alloy could not be
identified.
One portion of cabin carpet had an area of numerous small holes through the carpet pile and
backing, which were consistent with having been caused by drop-down of hot materials. This
area was from approximately STA 472 to STA 505, between X= –26 and X= –46, with the highest
concentration from approximately STA 482 to STA 493. This corresponds to the aisle area
between Galley 3 and Lavatory B.
In the cockpit, there were numerous locations where localized heat damage had taken place.
Microscopic fibre analysis confirmed that the spotted areas had been generated by fire
drop-down damage. Attempts to recover traces of the drop-down material to identify it were
unsuccessful, as it appears they were dislodged at the time of impact. The source for a large
extent of the fire drop-down damage was most likely the cockpit ceiling liner melting and
dropping down onto the carpet (see Section 1.14.10.10).
Several deposits were found on the right observer seat. Small amounts of resolidified 2024
aluminum alloy were deposited on the lap belt, and on the right side of the seat. When the
resolidified metal was removed from the lap belt for analysis, a white deposit remained. Other
white deposits were observed elsewhere on the same lap belt. Trace analysis of these deposits
disclosed that they were primarily aluminum oxide, and microscopic fibre analysis revealed
fused heat damage material at each location. The white deposits were determined to be the
remnants of other locations where resolidified aluminum had also been deposited. It was not
possible to determine the alloy of the aluminum from the remnants. A small amount of
resolidified 6061 aluminium alloy was found on the rear of the right observer seat base.
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Two cockpit checklist booklets were recovered with the aircraft wreckage. Both were heat
damaged. In these checklists, each double-sided page is contained in a plastic sleeve, and the
pages are bound together along one edge. Each sleeve can be rotated about its bound edge and
turned over and under the booklet so that one page is visible on one side of the booklet and the
next page in the sequence is visible on the other side of the booklet.
One of the booklets had more heat-related damage than the other. Some of the edges of the
plastic sleeves had been partially melted and fused together, fixing the booklet in the open
position to pages 10 and 11. Page 10 was the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin checklist, and
Page 11 was the Smoke/Fumes Removal checklist. Page 11 was more significantly heat damaged
than Page 10. The heat pattern appeared to be from the outside surface inward, suggesting the
booklet was in a horizontal position with Page 11 upward at the time it was heated. On the
second checklist booklet, a small burn mark was found at the top edge of Page 1 (Index) and
extended through to Page 4 (ENG 2 A-ICE DUCT). Two mating heat-related damage marks
were found on Page 2 (INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK) and on Page 3 (ENGINE - FIRE).
1.14.10.9

Cabin Ceiling Panels

Ceiling panels were used to separate the passenger space from the attic area throughout the
cabin portion of the aircraft. The panels were suspended from the structure of the aircraft
fuselage using suspension rods, beams, and attachment hardware. All the panels were
manufactured as phenolic/glass skins, bonded to meta-aramid fibre paper honeycomb-like core.
Some of the panels had white bondable PVF adhered to one side only and some showed it on
both sides. A decorative PVF laminate was adhered to the face of the panels that were visible
from the passenger compartment.
Three types of ceiling panels were used to construct the passenger cabin ceiling and another
four types were used to construct the forward cabin drop-ceiling. Of these four, the CD 207 type
panel was used to construct portions of the overhead bins and the two sliding ceiling panel
assemblies at the forward doors. Similar types of panel construction were used to fabricate the
close-out panels, forward cabin drop-ceiling, header panels and bridge/gap assembly panels.
Portions of the various panels were recovered and examined for soot and heat damage. As
ceiling panels had been fractured into many pieces by impact forces, their installed locations in
the aircraft could not be positively identified. Of the recovered pieces, many showed signs of
heat damage or soot accumulation or both. The heat damage varied from discolouration to
severe charring of the panel core. Most of the heat damage was on the attic side of the panels
but some displayed heat damage on the cabin side as well. This could be considered an
indication that the fire had penetrated the ceiling in these areas.
Some of the panels could be identified as to type by their construction. One piece of CD 207
panel was determined to be either a portion from one of the sliding forward door panel
assemblies in the forward cabin drop-ceiling area or a panel portion from one of the overhead
stowage bins in the first-class cabin. The damage to this piece was consistent with exposure to
a temperature of 593°C (1 100°F) for 10 minutes. Four recovered pieces were identified as
portions of bridge/gap cover assemblies in which the aisle and emergency lights were installed.
These portions had areas of dark-brown discolouration in the shape of a half moon, which
coincided with the installation location of the aisle and emergency lights. Another four of the
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recovered pieces were determined to be portions of the overhead stowage bins. Three of these
portions showed no indication of heat damage. The fourth portion, identified as part of an
overhead stowage bin ramp air duct, showed a soot pattern similar to that deposited on an
adjacent panel.
1.14.10.10 Cockpit Ceiling Liner and Dome Light
Cockpit ceiling liners, constructed of a light grey thermoformable66 low-heat-release sheet
material, are installed as the interior finish surface of the flight compartment. The material has a
low forming temperature; that is, it melts within a relatively low temperature range. It begins to
soften and sag at 246°C to 274°C (475°F to 525°F). The five sections that comprise the cockpit
ceiling liner are attached to the aircraft structure with screws and nutplates.
The overhead liner is installed immediately aft of the overhead CB panel (see Figures 9 and 10).
The liner includes the cockpit dome light assembly and has openings for the air conditioning
system diffusers and diffuser controls. Some of the dome light components displayed light soot
deposits; the identified portions of the dome light assembly showed a few signs of heat damage.
Only a small number of pieces of the centre overhead liner were identified. Heat damage on the
fuselage-facing surface of the pieces was indicated by a dark brown to black discolouration. The
cockpit-facing surface of the pieces had localized heat damage indicated by hints of taupe
discoloration. The heat also caused thinning, necking, surface melting, and wrinkling of the
material. The surfaces showed localized light to moderate soot, wrinkles, bubbles, and edge
melting.
The left and centre-left liners enclose the area bound by the left edge of the overhead switch
panel housing, aft to the ceiling panel and then bordered the dome light and left diffuser outlet
aft to the cockpit coat closet. The lower edge of the liners follow the top of the clearview and aft
windows back to the cockpit coat closet. The left liner has cut-outs to accommodate two air
conditioning slide controls, individual air supply, captain’s map light and speaker control box,
observer’s map light and on/off dimmer control, audio and microphone jack panels and three
inspection panels. The cut-out for the captain’s map light and speaker control box is located in
the forward lower corner of the left liner. The left liner also incorporates an escape rope
compartment door, located adjacent to the captain’s air conditioning slide control. The
centre-left liner has cut-outs for the spare lamps compartment door and an individual air
supply.
The majority of the left liner was identified and reconstructed. The fuselage-facing surface of the
liner had heavy soot deposits over most of the surface, along with heat damage. The heat
damage varied from dark brown to black discolouration with localized small wrinkles and
surface melting. The cockpit-facing surface had moderate to heavy soot deposits from the
forward to the aft end of the liner, with localized areas exhibiting surface wrinkles caused by
heat. The microphone/headset hook, located approximately one third of the way from the front
of the liner, displayed moderate soot accumulation on the surface. A piece of the escape rope
compartment door had no heat damage. The only piece of the centre-left liner that was
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identified was a small portion of the spare lamps compartment door that had remained attached
to its hinge assembly. The cockpit-facing surface had melting and bubbling with dark brown
and black discolouration. The surface that faced into the Spare Lamps compartment had
localized light soot deposits.
The right and right aft liners enclose the area between the right edge of the overhead switch
panel housing, the upper avionics CB panel, lower avionics CB panel, and the cockpit video
monitor. The lower edge of the liners follow the top of the clearview and aft windows back to
the video monitor. The right liner has cut-outs to accommodate the air conditioning slide
control, individual air supply, first officer’s map light and speaker control box and, audio and
microphone jack panel. The cut-out for the first officer’s map light and speaker control box is
located in the forward lower corner of the right liner. The right liner also incorporates an escape
rope compartment door, located adjacent to the first officer’s air conditioning slide control.
The majority of the right and right aft liners were identified and reconstructed. The
fuselage-facing surface of the right liner had light accumulations of soot, along with several
areas of heat damage. The heat damage varied from light to dark-brown discolouration near the
microphone hook, to black discolouration with blisters and surface melting near the overhead
CB panel. The cockpit-facing surface had localized areas of light soot accumulation. The heat
discolouration varied from dark grey, to dark grey with light taupe in localized areas. There was
slight blistering of the surface. The right aft liner displayed light soot only, with no heat damage.
1.14.10.11 Avionics Circuit Breaker Panel
The avionics CB panel consisted of upper and lower panels, located above the work table at the
right observer’s station (see Figure 12). The main body of each panel was constructed of
aluminum. The upper avionics CB panel had five rows of CBs, identified alphabetically from
A to E. Individual CBs were numbered sequentially, starting from the left, and were identified
according to the row in which they were installed (e.g., CB D1). The lower avionics CB panel
had one row of CBs, identified as Row F. The front (inboard) face of both the upper and lower
avionics CB panels was painted grey, and the back (outboard) face was not painted.
About 75 per cent of the upper and lower CB panels were identified, reconstructed, and
placed in the reconstruction mock-up (see Figures 27 and 28). The most forward sections of
the upper and lower CB panels were not recovered. The upper avionics CB panel had been
exposed to heat coming from both the front and back sides. The lower CB panel did not
show any heat damage. The heat damage pattern on the front face of the upper CB panel was
shown by the change in colour of the paint. Parts of the panel displayed damage consistent with
temperature reference exemplar coupons exposed to temperatures from 430°C to 620°C (800°F to
1 150°F) for 10 minutes.67 Discolouration and heat damage was present on the back side of this
panel on some electrical components and on some bare-metal surfaces. Although there were
similarities at some locations, the damage pattern on the back side was less than on the front
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Figure 27: Cockpit attic and forward cabin drop-ceiling areas mock-up
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side, particularly on those pieces near the forward end of the panel where the front side of the
panel showed considerably more heat damage than the back side. Individual CBs showed soot
on the white indicator ring; soot could only have been deposited if the CB had tripped and
subsequently been exposed to combustion by-products. Details concerning the CBs on the
avionics CB panel and wiring in the vicinity are included in separate sections of this report.
It was noted that the heat damage on parts of the upper avionics CB panel was consistent
with damage seen on temperature reference coupons that were exposed to temperatures from
427°C to 620°C (800°F to 1 150°F) for 10 minutes.68
1.14.10.12 Overhead Circuit Breaker Panel
The overhead CB panel is located just aft of the overhead switch panel in the cockpit ceiling,
above and behind the captain’s and first officer’s seats (see Figure 12). The panel has seven rows
of CBs identified alphabetically from A to G. Like the avionics CB panel, individual CBs are
numbered sequentially, starting from the left, and are identified according to the row in which
they were installed (e.g., CB A1). An integrally illuminated, polycarbonate lightplate base
assembly was installed on each row of CBs.
Most of the CB panel was identified, reconstructed, and placed in the reconstruction mock-up
(see Figures 27 and 29). On the cockpit-facing surface, approximately two thirds of the
polycarbonate lightplate base on Row A had been melted and folded back over onto itself,
forming a fused mass of material near the top right corner of the panel. Part of the right end of
the lightplate base on Row B was also melted and fused into this mass. The top right corner of
the panel where the paint was missing had heat damage consistent with temperature reference
coupons that were exposed to temperatures from 427°C to 621°C (800°F to 1 150°F) for
10 minutes, and the area where the paint was discoloured had heat damage consistent with
temperature reference coupons that were exposed to temperatures from 343°C to 398°C
(650°F to 750°F) for 10 minutes. The rear surface of the panel also showed signs of localized
high-heat damage at the top right corner.
Individual CBs showed soot on the white indicator ring. Soot could have been deposited if the
CB had tripped and subsequently been exposed to the smoke environment.
1.14.10.13 Heat and Fire Damage Pattern – Aircraft Wires and Cables
All of the wire segments identified as being from the heat-damaged section of the aircraft were
compared to exemplar wires before being incorporated into the reconstruction mock-up. The
exemplar wires were created by heating them at specific temperatures for specific times in a
controlled heat environment. When the exemplar wires were heated, it was observed that the
ETFE wires were more susceptible to heat than the polyimide wires. This was consistent with
the damage observed on the wire segments that were recovered. The examination of the wire
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Figure 28: Heat damage – upper and lower avionics CB panels
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Figure 29: Heat damage – overhead CB panel
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segments from the heat-damaged area helped define the heat pattern and boundaries of the fire.
There were wires from the area of the fire that had no discernible damage. There was a range of
damage on other wires, from light soot, to complete melting and destruction of the wire
insulation.
The wires that were routed between the upper avionics CB panel and the avionics disconnect
panel had areas of localized soot accumulation, and some minor heat damage. The bus feed
wires that were routed between the upper avionics CB panel and the upper main CB panel had
some areas of localized light soot accumulation, and some minor heat damage, near the upper
avionics CB panel. The ETFE wiring that was routed above this area, closer to the aircraft
structure, showed more pronounced heat damage.
The IFEN-related PTFE 8 AWG jumper wires from the forward end of the lower avionics CB
panel were not heat damaged. Polyimide wires in the same area near the lower avionics CB
panel showed soot accumulation, but no heat damage. Based on the appearance of the
surrounding area, it was considered likely that the IFEN-related 8 AWG and 12 AWG wires that
were routed from the aft end of the lower avionics CB panel upward toward the bottom of the
avionics disconnect panel had little heat damage. The portions of these wires that were located
near the ceiling structure area, including where the 12 AWG IFEN wires entered the conduit,
were heat damaged.

1.14.11

Potential Ignition Sources

1.14.11.1

General

The wreckage reconstruction mock-up helped delineate the boundaries of the fire damage,
which were primarily located in the cockpit attic and forward cabin drop-ceiling areas. Within
the primary fire-damaged area, the most prevalent potential ignition source was electrical
energy. Numerous power cables and wires were present in this area, running to or from either
the avionics compartment, the cockpit CB panels, or the overhead switch panels. There were
also numerous other electrical components, such as module blocks, ground studs, light fixtures,
battery packs, two electrically powered galleys, two lavatories, and electrically powered door
mechanisms. Consideration was given to other ignition mechanisms, such as chemical reactions,
thermal processes (e.g., conduction, convection, radiation) and mechanical operations
(e.g., friction) but none were found. Only those related to electrical energy were assessed as
being pertinent.
Each of the 20 wire or cable segments exhibiting arc damage was assessed for potential
involvement as an ignition source. Several criteria were taken into account when making this
assessment, such as information from the CVR about the cockpit and passenger cabin
environment, the time frame between when the odour was first noted and when the fire first
affected aircraft systems, the presence and proximity and quantity of flammable materials, the
fire damage pattern, and the airflow patterns in the aircraft as determined through flight testing
and research.
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The initial odour and smoke were noticed only in the cockpit, and the pilots assessed it to be
from an air conditioning source. The actions by the pilots, and the airflow patterns in the cockpit
area, suggest that the smoke was most evident at or near the cockpit rear wall. (For additional
airflow information, see Section 1.16.3.)
1.14.11.2

Positioning of the IFEN Power Supply Cable Segments Exhibiting Arcing Events

When the four IFEN PSU cable segments that exhibited melted copper were positioned parallel
to one another, similarities were noticed that suggested that there were two matching pairs of
cable segments (see Figure 22 and Section 1.12.3.6). Exhibits 1-3791 and 1-3793 were almost
identical in length and colouration, as were 1-3790 and 1-3792.
Once the two pairs were matched together, there were notable differences that distinguished
one pair from the other. The 1-3790/1-3792 cable pair was about 18 cm (7 inches) shorter than the
1-3791/1-3793 pair, and starting at about 61 cm (24 inches) from the straightened-out end the
1-3790/1-3792 pair had an almost identical span of approximately 30 cm (12 inches) where the tin
coating was completely missing. Over the last 5 cm (2 inches), the tin was again present. The
30-cm (12-inch) region of missing tin was the result of exposure to a localized temperature that
was higher than the temperature experienced in the area where the tin remained intact.
Exhibit 1-3790 had copper melt on a single wire 11 cm (4.3 inches) from its end, and additional
copper melt on all three wires between 62 and 77 cm (24.3 and 30.5 inches) from their respective
ends. Exhibit 1-3792 had copper melt on one wire at 22 cm (8.8 inches), and on a second wire at
two locations: 22.6 cm (8.9 inches) and 23.4 cm (9.2 inches) from its end position. The second
wire was severed between the two copper melts.
Cable 1-3791 had copper melt on one wire 9 cm (3.7 inches) from its end and at the 62-cm
(24.5-inch) location. A second wire also had a copper melt at the 65-cm (25.8-inch) location.
Cable 1-3793 exhibited melted copper on one single wire between 64 to 67 cm (25 to 26.5 inches)
from its end.
The two pairs of cable segments could not be co-located by aligning all of them to either one end
or the other, because the region of missing tin on the 1-3790/1-3792 pair was not duplicated on
the 1-3791/1-3793 pair. As the cables had been installed as a contiguous bundle, it is not possible
for only two of the four cables to be affected by a localized higher temperature.
Based on the presence of FEP remnants trapped in the wire strands, the PSU cable pairs were
considered to have been either in, or in close proximity to, the conduit located above Galley 2.
The recovered segments of wire runs FBC and FDC, which had been routed parallel to the
conduit in the area over Galley 2, were positively relocated in the aircraft based on the installed
position of the marriage clamp at approximately STA 427. It was noted that from approximately
30 cm (12 inches) aft and forward of the clamp along the FDC wire run, and for approximately
30 cm (12 inches) forward of the clamp along the FBC wire run, there was a region that
appeared to have been subjected to a higher temperature than the remaining wires in the
harness, similar to the region of missing tin on the 1-3790/1-3792 pair of cables. On both sides of
the dual clamp, the polyimide film insulation remaining on the FBC and FDC wires was
blackened, similar to test samples that had been exposed to a temperature of about 500°C (932°F)
for 10 minutes.
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A 38-cm (15-inch) segment of IFEN PSU cable with a 30-cm (12-inch) section of tin missing from
all three wires was recovered and designated as Exhibit 1-4687. This cable segment was
considered to have been from the area near the FBC/FDC clamp, and to be a continuation of
either Exhibit 1-3791 or 1-3793. The location on Exhibit 1-4687, where there was a transition
between tin and missing tin, was aligned at the aft end of the conduit such that it matched the
start of the missing tin on the 1-3790/1-3792 pair. When the three cables were placed with their
regions of missing tin aligned, it was noted that the individual wires within the region of
missing tin were similarly embrittled. Furthermore, two of the cable segments, exhibits 1-3790
and 1-4687, had nearly identical twists in individual wires that were adjacent to each other in
this alignment. The frayed (aft) end of Exhibit 1-3791 closely matched in colour the end of
Exhibit 1-4687 where the tin was not missing. The lengths of the fractured ends were of similar
lengths, suggesting that they could have been joined at one time. Based on this similarity,
Exhibit 1-4687 was considered to be a continuation of Exhibit 1-3791. When the area of missing
tin on the 1-3790/1-3792 pair and 1-4687 was aligned on either side of the clamp, and taking into
account the known routing of the cables as they exited the conduit, the beginning of the missing
tin was placed at approximately the aft end of either the middle or outboard conduit, or possibly
just inside the conduit by less than 2.5 cm (1 inch).
Aligning the cables in the outboard conduit using the same criteria as above for placing the
region of missing tin placed the single arc on 1-3790 near STA 410 and the remaining (aft) melted
copper locations on all three wires from Exhibit 1-3790 approximately 25 cm (10 inches) along
the wires aft of STA 420. This placed the copper melts on two of the wires from Exhibit 1-3791
adjacent to the copper melts on the single wire of Exhibit 1-3793 near STA 401. This also located
the single copper melt on the forward end of Exhibit 1-3791 approximately 8 cm (3 inches) along
the wire forward of the bracket at STA 383. This configuration is shown in Figure 30.
Aligning the cables in the middle conduit, the single (forward) melted copper on Exhibit 1-3790
was located near STA 407 inside the conduit, and the remaining (aft) melted copper locations on
all three wires from Exhibit 1-3790 were about 7.5 cm (3 inches) outside the aft end of the
conduit. In this configuration, the remaining areas of melted copper on Exhibit 1-3792 were in
the conduit between STA 407 and STA 408. In this alignment, it placed the forward end of the
1-3791/1-3793 cables approximately 25 cm (10 inches) along the wire path past the bracket at
STA 383. This placed the copper melts on two of the wires from Exhibit 1-3791 adjacent to the
copper melts on the single wire of Exhibit 1-3793 near STA 398. This also located the single
copper melt on the forward end of Exhibit 1-3791 approximately 15 cm (6 inches) along the wire
path outside of the forward end of the conduit. This configuration is shown in Figure 31.
The arced ends of the four 16 AWG control wires (1-3788, 1-3794, 1-3795, and 1-10503) could
have been the result of two arcing events severing the wires. The arced ends of exhibits 1-3795
and 1-10503 were a possible match, based on the similarity of the missing tin over a short
distance from each of their arced ends. Assuming the arced ends of 1-3788 and 1-10503 were also
a match, and laying out the four segments as one continuous wire, their overall length was
within a few centimetres of that of the 12 AWG 1-3790/1-3792 pair. Laying the combined
16 AWG control wire alongside the 1-3790/1-3792 pair also showed that their arc locations could
be co-aligned, indicating they may have been caused at the same time. However, Exhibit 1-3795
was not missing tin over the same length as the 1-3790/1-3792 pair; this made it less likely that
they could be co-aligned.
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The regions of melted copper on the 1-3791/1-3793 pair were co-located, suggesting that the
arcing events that produced the copper melts occurred at approximately the same time, or
within seconds of each other. All of these arcs occurred where the cables would have been
running through the conduit, suggesting phase-to-phase arcing occurred when the fire
destroyed the conduit and wire insulation.
The one anomaly is the copper melt on a single wire near the forward end of Exhibit 1-3791. This
same wire also exhibited melted copper approximately 51 cm (20 inches) further aft, within the
conduit. The melted copper in two locations indicates that one of the arcing events did not trip
the associated CB. The arcing events in the conduit had the appearance of being more severe,
and it is believed that they would have tripped the CB. Therefore, the forward arc event on
Exhibit 1-3791 must have occurred first, as electrical power would not be available to produce
the forward arcing if the arcing in the conduit had occurred first and tripped the CB.
The melted copper on the 1-3790/1-3792 pair within the conduit also appears to be the result of
the fire destroying the conduit and wire insulation. This allowed arcing to take place between
phases, and also with the 16 AWG control wire. In the placement of the 1-3790/1-3792 pair, as
described above, the single (forward) arc on Exhibit 1-3790 did not align exactly with the melted
copper on Exhibit 1-3792 inside the conduit. The initial alignment resulted in an approximate
5-cm (2-inch) separation between these arcs.
As the single (forward) arc on Exhibit 1-3790 occurred inside the conduit, it had to have arced to
either another IFEN PSU cable, or the 16 AWG control wire. Therefore, the original positioning
of the 1-3790/1-3792 pair of cables had to be adjusted slightly (within the 5-cm (2-inch) range) to
align all of the copper melts. As with Exhibit 1-3791, the fact that a single arc event took place on
one wire that subsequently arced approximately 51 cm (20 inches) farther aft indicated that the
initial arcing event did not trip the CB. The arcing on Exhibit 1-3790 that occurred outside the aft
end of the conduit involved all three phases. This would have tripped the CB, indicating that
the forward arc occurred first and did not trip the CB.
Various combinations were tried to determine the best placing for the arc-damaged IFEN PSU
cable and 16 AWG wires segments, particularly with respect to their positioning in relation to
the localized heat zone noted on either side of the two clamps. However, all of the combinations
had to take into account the regions of missing tin on the 1-3790/1-3792 pair of PSU cables. For
the various layouts, this region of missing tin was always matched to the area of the two clamps
on FBC and FDC, as this was a known location from which to start. No other combination or
layout could be supported by the physical evidence on the cables and wires.
As indicated above, based on the layout of the cables and wires, it is possible to assess the
direction of fire propagation based on the sequence of the arcing events. The aft arcs on exhibits
1-3790 and 1-3791 would most likely have tripped their associated CBs; therefore, the forward
arcs must have occurred first, and not tripped their associated CBs. This strongly suggests that
the fire was moving forward to aft.
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Figure 30: Position of recovered IFEN wires – outboard conduit
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Figure 31: Position of recovered IFEN wires – middle conduit
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The region of missing tin represented an area of higher heat. If this had been an earlier event, it
is strongly suspected that all three cables would exhibit similar arcing events in the vicinity of
1-3790 outside the aft end of the conduit. With the cables and control wire laid out as described
above, all of the regions of melted copper could be attributed to arcing events between phases
on the same cable, between the cables and the control wire except for the arc event that took
place at the forward end of 1-3791, or both. There was no matching arc damage on cable 1-3793
in this area. However, the continuation of exhibits 1-3790/1-3792 from approximately STA 401,
along with the 16 AWG control wire forward, were not identified. Therefore, no determination
could be made with respect to exactly what the single wire from 1-3791 had come in contact
with at the forward end.
1.14.11.3

Three Identified Arced Wires from Aircraft Systems

The three exhibit numbers discussed in this section are 1-3029, 1-1733, and 1-12755.
Of the three identified arced wires from aircraft systems, two were accurately placed such that
the arcs were located about 15 cm (6 inches) aft of the right oval hole in the overhead switch
panel housing. (See Figure 23.) The arc on the third wire was located in the same general area.
From a potential arcing perspective, this area is considered benign in that the wires, as installed,
have little likelihood of being chafed or otherwise damaged. However, there are MPET-covered
insulation blankets in close proximity to the wires. The three wires were assessed regarding their
potential to be related to the lead ignition event.
Exhibit 1-3029 is a section of 10 AWG tin-coated, XL-ETFE (BXS7008) insulated wire from the left
emergency AC bus feed cable. The area of melted copper was approximately 15 cm (6 inches)
outside of the right oval hole in the overhead switch panel housing. The functions powered by
the left emergency AC bus were lost at 1:25:06. The arc on this wire would have tripped the left
emergency AC bus remote controlled CB. If this arcing was connected to the lead event, the loss
of this bus would have been obvious to the pilots, and the loss of associated systems would have
been recorded on the FDR much earlier than when they were actually recorded. The arc on this
wire was the result of fire damage, and was not connected to the lead ignition event.
Exhibit 1-1733 is a section of 24 AWG nickel-coated, polyimide-insulated wire from the
Engine 2 fire detection loop “A” circuit. The wire was severed by an arc event at one end.
The area of melted copper occurred about 15 cm (6 inches) outside the right oval hole in the
overhead switch panel housing. The arc on this wire would have caused the Engine 2 fire
detection loop “A” circuit to open, or the associated CB to trip, causing loop “A” to be
de-powered. The fire detection control unit would then send a fault to the DEU, which would
be displayed to the crew as a Level 1 (amber) “FIRE DET 2 FAULT” alert on the EAD. A fire
alarm would not be generated, nor would an overhead warning light illuminate. There was no
mention by the crew on the CVR of any alerts being displayed before the smoke appeared in the
cockpit. This arcing event most likely occurred as a result of fire-related damage to the wire, and
was not likely connected to the lead ignition event.
Exhibit 1-12755 is a section of 22 AWG nickel-coated, polyimide-insulated wire from the
high-intensity lights (supplemental recognition) wingtip strobe lights circuit. The high-intensity
wingtip strobe lights are turned on in the cockpit by the HI-INT push button located in the
overhead light switch panel. When the lights are off, the button illuminates a blue OFF legend.
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This wire is powered when the lights are on. The loss of power to the wire will result in the
high-intensity lights shutting off, but the OFF legend in the switch will not illuminate as long as
it is in the ON position and the left ground sensing relay R2-5009 is powered. Therefore, a
shorting of this wire would be a hidden event for the crew unless a CB tripped and was noted.
Exhibit 1-12755 was severed by an arcing event at one end. In the reconstruction mock-up, the
location of the wire could not be precisely determined; however, it had been installed in the
wire run between the forward switch panel receptacle R5-204 in the overhead switch panel
housing and the electrical connector plug P1-420 in the overhead disconnect panel. There is no
indication that any wire arcing occurred within the overhead switch panel housing; therefore,
the arc on this wire likely occurred between the overhead switch panel housing and the
disconnect panel, most likely at about 15 cm (6 inches) outside the right oval hole in the same
location as the other known fire-related arcing in that area. This suggests that the arcing event
occurred as a result of fire-related damage, and was not connected to the lead ignition event.
1.14.11.4

Nine Arced Wires – Locations Not Determined

The nine exhibit numbers discussed in this section are 1-3700, 1-3713, 1-3718, 1-3796, 1-4689,
1-11252, 1-11897, 1-12756, and 1-12809.
The exact installed location and system function of each of the nine arced wires could not be
determined. It is highly unlikely that all nine wires arced at the same location and time.
1.14.11.4.1 Exhibits 1-4689 and 1-11897
Exhibits 1-4689 and 1-11897 were identified as sections of 10 AWG tin-coated wire, with the
insulation missing. Based on the tin coating, it is likely these two sections were insulated with
MIL-W-22759 type insulation. The left emergency AC bus displayed arcing damage; this wire
was 10 AWG tin-coated, with MIL-W-22759/34 type insulation. It is also known that power to
this bus feed was lost at 0125:06, when numerous functions powered by this bus were
simultaneously lost.
Loss of the left emergency AC bus would result in the left emergency DC bus being powered
by the aircraft battery, and the left emergency AC bus being powered through a static inverter
also powered by the battery. Although the left emergency AC remote control CB (RCCB)
most likely tripped as a result of the arcing event at 0125:06, there is no CB protection for the
left emergency AC bus when powered from the static inverter. The current is limited only by the
inverter itself; therefore, electrical power would continue to be fed to any short-circuit until the
inverter itself failed. Therefore, it is possible that exhibits 1-4689 and 1-11897 could be from the
left emergency AC bus feed.
Other 10 AWG wires routed within the fire-damaged area were also assessed. Three systems or
components were powered by 10 AWG wires. One 10 AWG wire was installed completely
within the overhead switch panel housing, where it is unlikely that any arcing took place. The
remaining two 10 AWG circuits were associated with the tail tank alternate fuel pump and the
Tank 2 left aft fuel pump. Both of these three-phase power circuit wires were routed through
the right side of the forward cabin drop-ceiling.
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Of these two pumps, only the Tank 2 left aft pump would have been powered at the time of the
initial odour. According to the wiring diagram for this circuit, the three 10 AWG wires,
C104-147(148) (149)-10, were routed between STA 475 aft to STA 1059. Also, according to the
Boeing conduit list, the 10 AWG Tank 2 left aft fuel pump wires were polyimide insulated and
nickel coated, not tin coated. As the most forward location for these wires was STA 475, they
were considered to have been located too far aft to have been involved as a potential source of
ignition.
1.14.11.4.2 Remaining Unidentified Exhibits
Exhibit 1-11252 was a section of 24 AWG nickel-coated, polyimide-insulated wire. The physical
appearance of Exhibit 1-11252 was almost identical to Exhibit 1-1733 (a segment of the Engine 2
fire detection loop “A” circuit) and could be a matching end, and as such a continuation of that
wire.
Exhibits 1-3700 and 1-3718 were sections of 20 AWG nickel-coated, polyimide-insulated wires,
and exhibits 1-3713 and 1-12809 (see Figure 20 for a photograph of 1-12809) were sections of
24 AWG nickel-coated, polyimide-insulated wires. These wires could not be associated with any
particular circuit or system. During the final 92 seconds of the FDR operation, numerous
systems anomalies were recorded. Two of the recorded anomalies were related to systems that
were powered by 20 AWG wires, and six were related to 24 AWG wires. Any of these anomalies
could have resulted from either an arc or from thermal tripping of the system CB.
Exhibit 1-12756 was identified as a section of 18 AWG tin-coated, polyimide-film-insulated wire.
This wire was unusual in that nickel-coated, polyimide-film-insulated wire was the standard
used during the manufacture of the aircraft. Exhibit 1-12756 could be related to a modification
made to the aircraft following manufacture, but it could not be positively identified. As this wire
could not be placed in the reconstruction mock-up, its potential involvement in the lead event
could not be assessed from a systems perspective.
Exhibit 1-3796 was recovered as part of the bundle of entangled wires (Exhibit 1-4372) that
contained the arced IFEN PSU cable segments, suggesting that it may have been installed in the
same area of the aircraft. It was determined that these PSU cable segments had been installed
above Galley 2 (see Section 1.12.3.4), starting in the vicinity of the cut-out in the top of the
cockpit rear wall and running aft to about STA 420. Exhibit 1-3796 was assessed for its potential
to be involved with the lead arcing event.
The area between the cut-out in the top of the cockpit rear wall aft to STA 420 (above Galley 2)
was inspected on all of Swissair’s fleet of MD-11s for potential anomalies that could lead to
arcing. The wire bundles and conduits run relatively straight in that area, and the area is not
considered to be susceptible to damage from routine maintenance operations or contamination.
The threat from mechanical wire chafing in that area was considered to be low. During the
inspections, no potential anomalies that could lead to arcing were found.
To create the 2-cm copper melt on Exhibit 1-3796 would require a significant arc-tracking event.
Such an arc-tracking event would almost certainly have involved at least one other wire arcing,
and would have resulted in significant damage to a number of adjacent wires. Significant
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collateral damage to nearby wiring is often seen when similar arc tracking occurs in laboratory
testing, and may account for some of the other arced wires that were found but not positively
identified as to location or circuit function.
Exhibit 1-3796 was also assessed for its potential to be connected to a lead arcing event in the
area forward of the cut-out in the top of the cockpit rear wall, behind the avionics CB panel.
Such a scenario is considered unlikely for the following reasons. In laboratory testing, similar
arcing events are known to produce a series of loud snapping-type sounds. These loud
snapping sounds are typically accompanied by brilliant flashes of light similar to arc welding. In
the MD-11, such flashes could potentially be seen in the (darkened) night cockpit lighting
conditions through the small openings around the CB panel, or around the edges of unused CB
holes. It is unlikely that the type of arcing event that produced Exhibit 1-3796 could be mistaken
by the pilots as an air conditioning anomaly if it occurred behind the avionics CB panel. If this
type of arcing event occurred behind the avionics CB panel, it would be expected that the arcing
would produce significant damage to adjacent wiring. During such an event, it is most likely
that one or more systems alert messages would appear, anomalies would be recorded on the
FDR, or CBs would trip. Again, no such anomalies were mentioned by the pilots or recorded on
the FDR for some 13 minutes.
1.14.11.5

Hella Map Lights

The first officer’s and the right observer’s map lights were recovered, examined, and ruled out as
potential sources of ignition for the fire. The captain’s and the left observer’s map lights were
not found in the recovered wreckage. The map light fixture installed at the left observer’s
position did not have any history of electrical anomalies similar to the Hella map lights, and it
was ruled out as a potential ignition source.
The Hella map light in close proximity to the MPET cover material at the captain’s map light
position presented a potential lead ignition-event scenario. Airflow flight testing showed that
some of the test smoke generated above the cockpit ceiling at the captain’s map light position
would enter the cockpit around the left window air diffusers. It would almost certainly enter
from one or more other locations also, including the map light housing, the left-side window
diffuser slide control, and the engine fire handles.
If the fire started immediately overhead of the captain, it would be expected that he would
detect the odour first; it appears that this was not the case. Also, if the initial smoke was coming
from the area of the map light, it would not have been necessary for the first officer to stand to
inspect the suspected area. Smoke entering through openings remote from the diffusers,
especially through the map light housing itself, would be less likely to be mistaken for air
conditioning smoke. Furthermore, a lead ignition event this far forward in the aircraft would not
lead to the substantial fire-related damage that occurred in the attic area of the forward
passenger cabin in the known time frame of the fire. The available information indicates that the
fire did not start in any of the map lights.
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1.14.11.6

Inside the Overhead Switch Panel Housing

The examination of the recovered material from inside the overhead switch panel housing
showed little heat damage other than to a localized area at the aft end. There was no indication
that the fire started inside the housing and propagated out. The heat damage pattern shows that
the heat originated outside the housing, and entered through the aft cut-outs.
1.14.11.7

Forward Galleys

Galley 2 was not electrically powered, and none of the recovered wires from inside galleys 1
and 3 displayed any heat or fire damage. All of the heat damage and soot accumulation on the
top portions of these galleys was from exposure to an external fire. There was no arcing damage
to any of the identified galley wiring that was recovered.
The galleys would have been in use at the time of the detection of the initial odour in the
cockpit. If a galley power feed wire were to arc, the galley load control unit would sense a
differential between the input and output, and would shut off power to the galley. The
appropriate galley OFF light in the cockpit overhead control panel would illuminate, and a
galley OFF Level 1 (amber) alert would be generated. This would likely have been apparent to
the flight crew. There were no CVR references to any galley problems. The available information
indicates that the fire did not start within one of the galleys.
1.14.11.8

Overhead Aisle and Emergency Light Fixtures

Discolouration was found on some of the cabin ceiling panel assemblies, both in the wreckage
from SR 111 and during subsequent examinations of other MD-11 aircraft. The discolouration
was caused by an overheating of the overhead aisle and emergency light assemblies by the
lamp. Other than the potential for dust and lint deposits, there is no flammable material, such as
MPET cover material, in close proximity to the light fixtures. It is assessed that the fire was not
initiated by one of these light fixtures.
1.14.11.9

Emergency Lights Battery Pack

Examination of the battery pack showed that, although it was extensively heat damaged, the
heat occurred from the outside in (see Figure 27). This indicates that the fire did not start from a
heat condition, such as thermal heating, within the battery pack.

1.14.12

Fire Propagating Materials

1.14.12.1

Insulation Blankets – General

Thermal acoustic insulation materials are used extensively throughout the aircraft fuselage to
maintain comfortable cabin temperatures, and to reduce the noise entering the passenger cabin
and cockpit (see Figure 4). While material, such as fluoropolymer composite or polyethylene
foams have been used for this purpose, the most popular choice is the insulation blanket. These
insulation blankets are typically installed immediately adjacent to the inside of the fuselage skin,
over the frames and around the outside of air conditioning ducts.
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Insulation blanket construction consists of a batt of fibreglass insulating material encapsulated
by a protective cover in the form of a thin moisture barrier film. This protective cover is a
composite construction in which a thin web-like polyester or nylon scrim can be glued to the
film material for the purpose of producing a tear-stop. Splicing tape may also be used to seal
several insulation blankets into a single unit. Thermal acoustic insulation materials must comply
with flammability requirements described in FAR 25.853, Appendix F.
Factors that are considered when selecting the cover material for the blankets include durability,
fire resistance, weight, impermeability, and ease of fabrication. Two materials that are widely
used in the aviation industry and that were used in the occurrence aircraft are polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) and PVF. PET material is commonly known as Mylar®,69 and PVF material
is commonly known as Tedlar®.70 Both materials could be either metallized or non-metallized,
and both were approved for use based on the applicable FAA certification tests at the time.
The flammability test used to certify MPET-covered insulation blankets was the vertical Bunsen
burner test (see Section 1.14.1.2). This test involved suspending a strip of insulation material
vertically over a Bunsen burner, applying flame for 12 seconds, and then removing the flame. To
pass the test, a minimum of three specimens of insulation blanket material must self-extinguish
within an average flame time of 15 seconds after the flame is removed. Also, the average burn
length must not exceed 20 cm (8 inches), and drippings from the insulation blanket material
must not flame for longer than an average of 5 seconds. MPET-covered insulation blankets met
these requirements: when exposed to the Bunsen burner, it immediately shrivelled up and
shrank away from the burner and did not ignite.
Douglas used MPET-covered insulation blankets in various models of production aircraft
between 1981 and 1994. The use of MPET-covered insulation blankets was superseded by
non-metallized PET-covered insulation blankets.
In the occurrence aircraft, which was built in 1991, MPET-covered insulation blankets were used
to insulate the fuselage. They were also used to insulate some of the air conditioning ducts. Most
of the air conditioning ducts were insulated with metallized polyvinyl fluoride (MPVF)–covered
insulation blankets (see Figure 4).
1.14.12.2

Past Known Occurrences

Between November 1993 and March 1999, seven known occurrences took place in which either
MPET- or MPVF-covered insulation blankets had been ignited and propagated flame. These
occurrences involved one MD-87, one MD-82, two B737-300s in 1994 and 1995, and three
MD-11s in 1995. (STI1-96)

69

Pieces of recovered insulation blanket were labelled “Insulfab 350, DMS 2072K Type 2, Class 1, Grade
A,” which were constructed using a metallized polythylene terephthalate polyester film.
70

Pieces of recovered insulation blanket were labelled “Orcofilm AN-34, DMS 2312 Type 2,” which were
constructed using a metallized polyvinyl fluoride polyester film.
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The ignition source for each fire was relatively small, including wire arcing, hot metal shavings,
and a ruptured light ballast case. In all but one instance, the fires occurred when the aircraft was
on the ground. In this one instance, the time the fire occurred could not be determined, as the
damage was only discovered during subsequent maintenance.
The Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) investigated three of the above occurrences:
the two Boeing 737 aircraft that had PET and one MD-11 aircraft that had MPET. According to
the documentation available, the CAAC conducted testing on the PET-covered insulation
blanket material (Boeing material specification BMS8-142). It was found that once ignited, the
material would be completely consumed by fire. In a report dated 24 May 1996, which was
forwarded to the FAA, the CAAC recommended that the manufacturer be advised that “the
insulation blanket installed in the Boeing 737-300, [and] MD-11 airplanes is fire flammable. They
should make a prompt and positive response.”
In a response to the CAAC report dated 24 July 1996, the FAA stated that they intended to
investigate the behaviour of insulation blanket materials under larger scale conditions. The FAA
also stated that, while the tests conducted by the CAAC on the PET were illustrative, the type of
CAAC testing conducted (igniting at the sewn edge of the sample material) was not required for
certification.
On 9 August 1996, Douglas released an AOL to operators of several of its aircraft types
concerning insulation blankets. The AOL contained the following information:
As a result of recent MD-80 and MD-11 ground fire incidents involving insulation
blankets covered with metallized Mylar material, Douglas has examined its methods
for flammability testing of insulation blankets. We have concluded that an expanded
set of test conditions, which includes additional ignition conditions beyond those
previously required, better determines blanket flammability characteristics. All
insulation blanket materials delivered on Douglas manufactured aircraft have met the
applicable requirements for FAA certification. Douglas recommends that operators
discontinue use of the reference (D) metallized Mylar blanket covering material and
reference (E) tapes. Douglas also recommends that Douglas’ expanded test criteria,
which is published in the enclosed reference (C) DMS 2446, be applied when operators
are replacing blankets in aircraft in-service....
Douglas has made the FAA and industry aware of our conclusions relative to
flammability testing and is participating in an FAA/Industry Flammability Working
Group that is addressing testing methods and the flammability of materials such as
those used for insulation blankets. The working group will perform flammability tests
of blanket covering materials from known suppliers, testing specimens of different
sizes in different test setups. From the data derived from the working group tests and
from tests that Douglas will continue to conduct, Douglas intends to develop an even
more rigorous set of flammability test requirements.
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DMS 2446 was dated 5 August 1996 and introduced a particular flammability test that was to be
used by all McDonnell Douglas suppliers of insulation blanket assemblies. The test, developed
by aircraft manufacturers, involved exposing a sample of the insulation blanket assembly to
ignited cotton swabs saturated with isopropyl alcohol (the cotton swab test). McDonnell
Douglas had found that when tested by this method, MPET-covered insulation blankets ignited
and continued to burn.
The AOL went on to explain that McDonnell Douglas was currently installing PET-covered
blankets in production aircraft, and that they were seeking to identify improved materials that
would meet a more rigorous set of flammability test conditions, while at the same time meeting
other desirable characteristics. Ultimately, McDonnell Douglas issued an SB, dated
31 October 1997, that recommended that MD-11 operators remove and replace MPET-covered
insulation blankets with MPVF-covered insulation blankets. The SB also declared that
MPVF-covered insulation blankets would be used in production aircraft.
In November 1989, the FAA, along with other regulatory authorities and various industry
representatives, formed the International Aircraft Materials Fire Test Working Group. In 1996 to
1997, this working group conducted testing to evaluate the performance of various insulation
blanket cover materials against both the Bunsen burner certification test and the cotton swab
industry tests. This resulted in a document disseminated by the US Department of
Transportation, dated September 1997 and entitled Evaluation of Fire Test Methods for Aircraft
Thermal Acoustical Insulation (DOT/FAA/AR-97/58). The following excerpts are from this
document:
This report presents the results of laboratory round robin flammability testing
performed on thermal acoustical insulation blankets and the films used as insulation
coverings. This work was requested by the aircraft industry as a result of actual
incidents involving flame propagation on the thermal acoustical blankets. Vertical
flammability testing was performed as specified in Federal Aviation Regulation
(FAR) 25.853, Appendix F. In addition, a cotton swab test developed by the aircraft
manufacturers was also evaluated. These cotton swab tests were performed by placing
ignited alcohol-saturated cotton swabs on a test-sized blanket and measuring the
longest burn length. Test results indicated that the cotton swab tests produced
consistent test results, whereas the vertical flammability tests did not. This was
especially apparent with one particular film covering which passed the vertical test
according to 50% of the participating laboratories while this same film during the
cotton swab tests was reported to have been consumed by all but one laboratory which
reported that 75% of the sample was destroyed....
Metallized poly (vinyl fluoride) (PVF) and metallized and nonmetallized polyester poly
(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) are currently the most widely used films in the aircraft
industry....
In air, PET burns with a smoky flame accompanied by melting, dripping, and little char
formation. Therefore, fire-retardant treatments are necessary. The fire-retardent treated
grades are generally prepared by incorporating halogen or nonhalogen containing
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materials as part of the polymer molecules or as additives. Metal oxide synergists such
as antimony oxide are frequently included. Although fire retardent PET films are
resistant to small ignition sources in low heat flux environments, they can burn readily
in fully developed fires....
In air, biaxially oriented PVF film (Tedlar) has burn characteristics similar to PET film....
The front face of the metallized PET blanket sample was totally consumed when
subjected to the cotton swab test. This was reported by all but one lab, which reported
that 75% of the front face was consumed. This is in sharp contrast to the vertical
flammability test results which indicated that the metallized PET/fiberglass samples
(compressed and noncompressed) passed most of the time. Hence, the cotton swab test
proved itself to be a more reproducible test than the vertical flammability test for this
particular film/fiberglass assembly....
The grade of metallized PET film evaluated in this round robin is flammable and
possibly could propagate a fire in a realistic situation.
The Evaluation of Fire Test Methods for Aircraft Thermal Acoustical Insulation document described
five incidents (as included in the seven occurrences noted above) that occurred between 1993
and 1995 and involved flame propagation on insulation blankets.
Subsequent to the SR 111 accident, in a release dated 14 October 1998, the FAA administrator
stated that the FAA would develop a new test specification for aircraft insulation materials and
would require that existing materials be replaced with insulation that would pass the new test.
On 20 September 2000, the FAA issued an NPRM that advocated upgraded flammability
standards for all thermal acoustic insulation materials.
By the end of 1997, McDonnell Douglas had discontinued the use of both MPET- and
PET-covered insulation blankets in production aircraft. However, use of MPET-covered
insulation blankets continued until 2000, when the FAA issued ADs requiring the removal of
such blankets from existing aircraft. The FAA also issued an NPRM proposing new flammability
standards for thermal acoustic insulation materials.
1.14.12.3

Contamination Effects on Insulation Blanket Cover Material

Testing carried out on behalf of the TSB showed that several materials found in the
fire-damaged area of SR 111 are flammable even before they are exposed to their intended
operating environment; that is, they are flammable in an uncontaminated state. Examples of
such flammable materials include insulation blanket cover materials, splicing tapes,
polyethylene foam, and silicone elastomeric end caps.
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Little industry guidance is available to quantify the effects of contamination. According to
documentation from various sources,71 the flammability characteristics of materials can degrade
while in service; that is, when they are exposed to contaminants such as dust, lint, adhesives,
grease, oil, or corrosion inhibitors.72 No corroborating test results were available to support this
information. In some flammability testing conducted by the TSB in which lightly contaminated
insulation blankets removed from an in-service MD-11 were tested, no appreciable differences
were noted in the flammability characteristics of the material.
The aviation industry has yet to quantify the impact of contamination on the continuing
airworthiness of insulation blankets. However, research has shown a connection between
flammability and contamination. The following extract is from the FAA’s Flight Standards
Information Bulletin 00-09, issued 28 September 2000 and expired 30 September 2001 entitled
Special Emphasis Inspection on Contamination of Thermal/Acoustic Insulation:
Research data has shown, however, that the flammability of most materials can change
if the materials are contaminated. Contamination may be in the form of lint, dust,
grease, etc., and can increase the material’s susceptibility to ignition and flame
propagation.

71

On 15 March 1999, Boeing issued an All Operator Letter (AOL) entitled Effect of Contamination on
Insulation Blankets. The AOL indicates that contaminants can act as a fuel and suggests that operators
implement action to inspect and clean insulation blankets during appropriate scheduled maintenance
periods. The following is an extract from that AOL:
Test results indicate that contaminants act as fuel for a localized ignition source and may
negate the self-extinguishing properties of the cover materials. Layers of contaminants can
build-up over time. As a result, we suggest that operators implement action to inspect and
clean insulation blankets during appropriate scheduled maintenance periods.
72

The following extract is from a document produced by The Mexmil Company, as presented at the
International Aircraft Fire and Cabin Safety Conference, 16 to 20 November 1998:
Used aircraft fuselage thermal/acoustical insulation blankets were procured from a jet in
passenger service for at least 10 years. Their flammability and physical properties were tested
for comparison to those of identical, newly fabricated blankets. In part, the findings of this
study were:
•

aged blankets showed a greater propensity to propagate flames and produce more
smoke;

•

surface contamination with corrosion inhibiting compounds likely contributes to their
increased flammability; there are many spaces in aircraft, including some large areas
within transport category aircraft, that are seldom inspected. Such spaces can become
contaminated, particularly with dust. Maintenance programs may limit such
contamination, but it is unlikely that contamination can be completely eliminated from
in-service aircraft.
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During the examination of several Swissair MD-11 aircraft during the investigation,
contamination (as described in Section 1.12.5) was observed on items such as light fixtures and
wire harnesses. Contamination was also noted on insulation blanket cover materials within the
fire-damaged area; however, little or no contamination was evident in the areas above the
cockpit ceiling.

1.14.13

Potential Increased Fire Risk from Non-fire-hardened Aircraft Systems

Under regulations in place at the time the MD-11 was certified, no requirement existed to
determine whether a failure of any material used in an aircraft system would exacerbate a fire in
progress. A premature breach of certain systems, such as oxygen, hydraulic, and conditioned air,
could exacerbate an in-flight fire.
The crew oxygen supply lines in the MD-11 were originally manufactured from aluminum
tubing. During aircraft manufacture, the aluminum lines were found to be susceptible to
handling damage; therefore, the tubing material, along with the majority of fittings, were
changed to corrosion-resistant (CRES) steel. Although McDonnell Douglas replaced the
aluminum tubing and many of the fittings with CRES steel, McDonnell Douglas continued to
use aluminum cap assemblies (e.g., AN 929-6) on unused but pressurized lines. Such an
aluminum cap assembly was used on the 8-cm (3-inch) long stainless steel line that was
branched off the main oxygen supply line located above the cockpit ceiling at STA 374. This cap
assembly was installed in such a way that it protruded through the insulation blankets. During
the fire, this area was exposed to flames and heat.
Furnace testing was conducted at the TSB Engineering Branch on a representative CRES steel
line/aluminum cap assembly to observe the effects of elevated temperatures on the dissimilar
metals. The normal operating range of the MD-11 crew oxygen system is 62 to 85 psi. During the
tests, the line was pressurized to 70 psi, and uniform heating was applied. On some tests,
leakage occurred at temperatures as low as 427°C (801°F); at temperatures above 427°C (801°F)
the aluminum caps lost their installation torque.
Tests were conducted at temperatures between 566°C (1 051°F) and 593°C (1 099°F). After an
exposure of approximately 10-and-a-half minutes, the aluminum cap assembly would typically
fracture into two pieces, leaving the end of the line fully open. At this temperature range,
leakage would occur prior to the fracture.
Tests were also conducted at temperatures of 649°C, 704°C, and 760°C (1 200°F, 1 300°F, and
1 400°F). The aluminum cap assemblies fractured at approximately 5 3/4 minutes, 4 minutes, and
3 1/4 minutes respectively. Metallurgical analysis of the cap fracture surfaces showed that these
temperatures caused grain growth to take place, and that the failures occurred in the form of
inter-granular fractures along the weakened grain boundaries. In these tests, no discernible
leaking took place before the fracture, as the accelerated grain growth caused the deformation
and fracture to occur before the time required to initiate a leak.
For comparison, similar testing was conducted using CRES steel caps instead of the aluminum
caps. With the CRES steel caps, there was no loss of installation torque, and the caps did not leak
or fracture, even when the assembly was exposed to a temperature of 760°C (1 400°F) for
20 minutes.
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The testing was considered conservative in nature, in that uniform heating was used. In the
occurrence aircraft, there would likely have been non-uniform heating effects. For example,
since the cap assembly protrudes through the insulation blankets and the line does not, the cap
assembly would be heated first by the fire and to a greater extent than the line. In addition, a
thermal gradient would already exist between the supply line, which is adjacent to the cold
airframe exterior, and the cap assembly, which is exposed to the warmer interior.
If this end cap were to leak or fracture during a fire, pure oxygen would enter the fire
environment, significantly exacerbating the fire situation. Also, a cap failure would result in a
loss of pressure in the line; this would stop the flow of oxygen to the pilots’ oxygen masks.
Within the area of the fire damage, elastomeric end caps were used on the air conditioning
ducts. Fire tests disclosed that the elastomeric end caps could be easily ignited by a small flame
ignition source. (STI1-97 (video clip)) Once ignited, the integrity of the end caps was destroyed by a
self-propagating flame front. Fibreglass hoses and connectors were also used on the air
conditioning system throughout the aircraft. This material is heat tolerant; nevertheless, when
tested in a cone calorimeter, the material ignited about two-and-a-half minutes after exposure to
a heat flux of 25 kilowatts per square metre, which is equivalent to about 1 095°F (591°C). A
breach of the air conditioning system in the area of the fire would introduce a significant flow of
air that would exacerbate the fire. Heat damage to the structure in the reconstruction mock-up
indicates that such temperatures were likely reached or exceeded in some areas where fibreglass
hoses were installed.
FAR 25.1309 requires that a system safety analysis be conducted as part of a system’s certification
process. Although it is an established aviation industry practice, during the certification process,
to consider the consequences of a system’s failure, typically the system safety analysis does not
include an assessment of the consequences of the system’s failure as a result of a fire in progress.

1.15

Survival Aspects

The high forces created when the aircraft struck the water resulted in a non-survivable accident.

1.16

Tests and Research (STI1-98)

This section describes the various testing methods used, and inspections and research
conducted, during the SR 111 investigation, as well as the results of these activities. It also
presents statistics from other occurrences involving smoke or fire.

1.16.1

AES Examination of the Recovered Arced Beads

All of the copper wire melt beads from SR 111 were examined by Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES)73 (see Section 1.19.4.1). AES provided a method to determine quantitatively, the surface
chemistry or elemental composition of the melt beads as a function of depth below the surface.

73

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is a surface characterization and depth profiling technique based on
the determination of the energy of Auger electrons ejected from a solid surface bombarded with
high-energy ions. AES detects all elements except H and He.
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AES examination had the added benefit of being essentially non-destructive, as the depth
profiling did not normally go below 5 000 Angstroms.74 The elemental chemical data collected
could be used to provide a comparative analysis between samples. Review of the available
literature indicated that it may be possible to use this comparative analysis to differentiate
between a copper bead arced in a clean environment (pre-fire) and one arced during a fire in a
smoke-filled environment. Wires that arced in a clean environment could be identified as
possible initiating events.
To assist in developing a protocol for the examination and comparative analysis of copper beads
by AES, a number of beads were formed under known arcing and fire conditions. Twenty-four
of these exemplar beads were examined and analyzed in a blind test. The results of these tests
were that 7 of 14 beads formed in a clean environment were correctly identified as such. Of the
10 beads formed in a fire environment, 1 was incorrectly characterized as pre-fire, and 9 were
characterized as inconclusive. This latter characterization highlighted a problem in using the
AES methodology to assess arc beads that had been subjected to an ongoing fire, regardless of
the environment present at the time of the arc. The fire subjected the copper melt surfaces to
heavy oxidization that formed a crust, or environmental cap. When this cap was present, it was
not possible to make any determination about the environment at the time the bead was
formed.
Several other difficulties were encountered using the AES technique as a means to collect data
for characterizing the environment surrounding the bead when it was formed. The irregular
surface shapes of the copper melt sites on the SR 111 beads made it difficult to find a suitable
flat surface on which to conduct the examination. Many of the sites were contaminated with the
remnants of charred wire insulation and whitish- and greenish-coloured precipitates or
deposits caused by exposure to sea water. This contamination resulted in a static charge
build-up during the testing process, and made it difficult to locate sites that had been
pre-defined for examination. Although each of the beads was ultrasonically rinsed in distilled
water before being examined, this procedure did not remove all of these artifacts. Nor could the
artifacts be readily removed by any other method; that is, given the small depths being
examined, any physical distortion of the surface caused it to be potentially unusable for AES
examination.
During the testing, there was a lack of repeatability, even in the data that was collected from
sites that were just microns75 apart on the same bead. In many cases, this lack of repeatability led
to different interpretations of the environment present at the time the bead was formed. As the
AES test results did not yield repeatable data that could be consistently interpreted, the
comparative analysis using the AES methodology was not used in assessing the involvement of
individual beads in the lead arcing event.
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One Angstrom is 10-10 metre.

75

One micron or micrometre is 10-6 metre.
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1.16.1.1

Wire Inspection of In-Service MD-11 Aircraft

Aircraft wiring in several in-service MD-11s was examined for sources of potential arcing and for
any other sources of inappropriate heat generation. TSB investigators visited two maintenance
facilities and examined several MD-11 aircraft in the areas of known heat damage in the SR 111
aircraft. The following anomalies were discovered on one or more of the aircraft examined:
•

Chafed and cut wires in the forward cabin drop-ceiling area above both the L1 and R1
doors;

•

Light chafing of the wire insulation topcoat on several wires behind the cockpit
overhead CB panel, in the vicinity of where wire bundles enter the overhead switch
panel housing;

•

Damaged, cracked, or chafed wires in several other areas;

•

Broken bonding wires,76 and wires exhibiting bend radii that were smaller than
manufacturers’ specification;

•

Wire terminal connections with insufficient torque;

•

Inconsistencies in the routing of wires and wire bundles;

•

Physical openings in the smoke barrier installed above the cockpit wall between the
cockpit and cabin; and

•

Inconsistencies in the installation location of the emergency lights battery pack above
the cockpit door entrance.

No direct relationship between the wiring discrepancies discovered during these inspections
and the damaged wires from the Swissair 111 wreckage was established.

1.16.2

Map Light Testing and Research

In December 1999, Swiss AAIB investigators, on behalf of the TSB, monitored a Swissair program
to remove MPET-covered thermal acoustic insulation from their MD-11 aircraft. Investigators
discovered that the insulation material adjacent to some of the map lights showed signs of heat
damage. In many cases, the back of the map lights installed in the flight crew positions were in
direct contact with the insulation material. This combination provided a potential source of
ignition adjacent to a flammable material.
Subsequent examination of the Hella map lights, on the Swissair MD-11 fleet and other MD-11s
maintained by SR Technics, revealed that some had damage to the insulating protective caps
ranging from cracks to missing pieces; instances of arcing damage were also found on the metal
contact spring and the carrier frame.
Based on this information, the TSB issued an Aviation Safety Advisory to the NTSB and relevant
stakeholders on 3 March 2000. On 20 April 2000, the FAA issued an AD requiring an inspection
of the Hella map light installations on US-registered MD-11s. Although this AD did not mandate
76

Bonding wire or straps are used to connect two or more metal objects so that they have the same
electrical potential, thereby preventing the build-up of a static charge.
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that inspection results be reported to the FAA, some voluntary responses were forwarded to
Boeing. These results revealed that about 40 per cent of the map lights sampled had some
discrepancy, such as heat damage to the wire and cracked insulating protective caps.
Subsequent testing of the Hella map light demonstrated that, with pieces missing from the
insulating protective cap, arcing between the metal contact spring and the carrier frame
occurred at two locations on the carrier frame. To simulate potential in-service conditions, the
Hella light was exposed to vibration during an arcing event. It was observed that the vibration
extended the duration of the arcing, and the CB did not trip.
To simulate an actual aircraft installation, a map light was tested in a confined space,
surrounded by, and in contact with, MPET-covered insulation blankets. Temperatures in the
confined space stabilized at 151°C to 159°C (304°F to 318°F). After two months of continuous
testing, the inside of the insulation blanket exhibited heat damage that was similar to the
damage noted on in-service aircraft installations.
To assess the actual operating conditions, temperature measurement strips were fastened to the
insulation blankets behind the Hella map lights in three MD-11 aircraft. A maximum
temperature of 77°C (171°F) was recorded and there was no heat damage to the insulation
blankets. One of the test aircraft had more space between the map lights and the insulation
blanket. The space provided better ventilation around the map lights, which resulted in a lower
operating temperature.
Further examination of the Hella map light revealed that there were additional failure modes,
other than damage to the insulating protective cap, in which the light could be involved in an
arcing event. The additional possibilities are as follows:
•

A short-circuit can occur between the U-shaped universal joint suspension bracket
and the wire terminal connection;

•

A short-circuit can occur between the U-shaped universal joint suspension bracket
and the ON/OFF microswitch assembly; and

•

A short-circuit can occur between the spare bulb holder and the ON/OFF microswitch
assembly.

Prompted by an FAA Safety Significant Finding unrelated to this investigation, Hella carried out
tests to measure the heat developed by the MD-11 map light installation. As a result of the
testing, Hella drafted an SB, for the replacement of the 11.5 W halogen lamp with a
7 W incandescent bulb.

1.16.3

Airflow Flight Tests (STI1-99)

Two separate flight tests were conducted to assess airflow patterns in the cockpit; the space
above the cockpit ceiling, and the attic space above the forward cabin ceiling. The first test was
conducted by the TSB on 27 January 2000 at Long Beach, California, using Swissair MD-11
aircraft HB-IWE and Boeing equipment and facilities. The second test was conducted on
2 December 2000 by Swissair and Boeing in Zurich, Switzerland, using Swissair aircraft HB-IWE.
The Swiss AAIB attended the second test flight and collected data on behalf of the TSB.
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The airflow flight tests yielded the following results:
•

Smoke originating inside the flight crew compartment, forward of the cockpit rear
wall, does not move aft into the cabin, but is mainly drawn downward into the
avionics compartment below the cockpit floor via the left- and right-side rudder
pedals.

•

Smoke originating from above the ceiling liner on the right side of the cockpit or
behind the avionics CB panel initially migrates to the right and goes down the ladder;
when the volume of smoke is sufficient, it enters the overhead panel housing through
the aft oval cut-outs and enters the cockpit through the cut-outs for the fire handles.

•

Smoke originating behind the ceiling liner on the left side of the cockpit enters the
cockpit in one or both of two locations: around the left window air diffusers, or
through the left diffuser control slide panel opening.

•

The flow of smoke originating anywhere forward of the cockpit rear wall is not
affected by whether the ECON switch (cabin air recirculation fans) is selected to the
ON or OFF position.

•

With the ECON switch selected to the ON position, smoke originating aft of the
cockpit wall, in the attic space above the forward cabin drop-ceiling, is mainly drawn
aft to the recirculation fans. However, some smoke near the cockpit rear wall could be
drawn forward into the cockpit attic or down the cable drop and into the cockpit.
Upon entering the cockpit through the cable drop, the smoke can migrate forward to
swirl in front of the left-side cockpit windows enroute to the captain’s rudder pedals,
or go from the closet to the right and then up to swirl in an area around the upper
outboard corner of the upper main CB panel before continuing forward to the first
officer’s rudder pedals.

•

With the ECON switch selected to the ON position, smoke released in the ceiling area
above the L1 and R1 doors was only smelled in the passenger cabin in the area below
these two areas.

•

With the ECON switch selected to the OFF position, the air in the attic space above
the forward cabin drop-ceiling would flow forward toward the cockpit. Smoke
produced in the attic migrates with the airflow toward the cockpit, drawn by the air
being exhausted from the cockpit via the avionics compartment cooling fan, through
the outflow valve. Smoke filling the attic space also tends to drift down into the
passenger cabin through any seams or openings available.

1.16.4

Analysis of Cockpit Sounds Recorded on the CVR

During the playback of the CAM channel on the CVR, numerous “click” sounds were heard,
many of which were subjectively identified as typical events in a cockpit, such as radio keying,
book binders opening or closing, cutlery striking a plate, and the cockpit door opening or
closing. Other clicks could not be readily identified, and an attempt was made to determine
whether any of the clicks could be the sound of a CB tripping.
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Several tests were conducted in an MD-11 cockpit during which CBs at various locations on
several CB panels were tripped in a noise environment similar to in-flight conditions. The audio
recordings from this testing, and the unknown “clicks” from the SR 111 CVR were digitized and
analyzed at the Industry Canada Communications Research Centre. A cross-correlation study
was used to detect any similarities between the “click” segments of each digitized file. The
analysis of the spectra of the original signals and the cross-correlations revealed that the
background noise environment had a significant effect on the signal. Attempts to remove the
effects of the background noise environment from the “click” by notch-filtering, linear
prediction, spectral subtraction, and median smoothing were unsuccessful.
The results of the Industry Canada Communications Research Centre study were inconclusive.
Subjectively, some of the sounds recorded on the SR 111 CVR were similar to the CB sounds
recorded during the test in the MD-11 cockpit; however, none were scientifically proven to be
similar.

1.16.5

Simulator Trials (STI1-100)

Several MD-11 simulator sessions were conducted in support of the accident investigation. The
sessions primarily assessed MD-11 descent performance, and the potential effects of various
system failures. Because of the lack of specific information about the initial cues available to the
pilots, the loss of aircraft systems, and the degradation of the cockpit environment in the last
five minutes of the flight, no attempt was made to replicate the actual flight.
For some of the testing that was completed to assess systems failures, the simulator was set to
the atmospheric conditions, aircraft performance, and aircraft configurations similar to those
experienced by SR 111 at the various times during the last 30 minutes of the flight. Various
failures of aircraft systems that were recorded on the FDR during the 92-second period
immediately prior to recorder stoppage were introduced. Observations were made on the
panels, pedestal, and DUs in the cockpit when these failures were introduced. Also, the
SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector was rotated to various positions after the failures were introduced.
Another test during this session was designed to assess handling qualities of the MD-11 in flight
with LSAS failure and a complete electrical failure. It was determined that the simulator was still
flyable in each of the following situations:
•

With only one channel of the LSAS;

•

With no LSAS; and

•

With no electrical power available.

1.16.6

Theoretical Emergency Descent Calculations

1.16.6.1

General

Theoretical performance calculations, based on manufacturer’s performance charts, were
completed to assess the capability of the MD-11 in achieving an emergency landing at the
Halifax airport in the minimum time possible, from FL330. The objective was to determine the
point along the SR 111 route of flight at which the aircraft would have had to start an
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emergency descent that would result in the earliest possible landing time on Runway 06 in
Halifax. The calculations were based on actual wind and other environmental factors, actual
SR 111 weight and balance figures, and performance data for a fully serviceable aircraft.
When completing the theoretical calculations, flight crew decision making was not taken into
account nor were the various systems-related aircraft unserviceabilities or the deteriorating
cockpit environment.
The results of these calculations provide a benchmark from which to consider the limited initial
cues available to the pilots and the actual decreasing flyability of the aircraft in the last minutes
of its flight vis-à-vis the minimum possible time necessary to fly to the Halifax International
Airport and complete a safe landing under ideal theoretical conditions.
1.16.6.2

Calculations

To determine the earliest possible potential landing time, engineering simulator data, in
combination with FDR-derived actual winds, was used to calculate the aircraft’s ground speed
during the emergency descent. The ground speed was then mathematically integrated to derive
displacement or distance travelled over time. The calculation profile assumed direct tracking to
the Halifax Golf beacon from the point of the initiation of the emergency descent, followed by a
straight-in segment from the beacon to the threshold of Runway 06.
The calculations identified one point along the flight path where the distance77 from the aircraft
to the Golf beacon was equivalent to the distance travelled78 along the optimal emergency
descent profile. This point coincided with a time of 0114:18. A descent initiated at that time
would have required a track of 044 degrees True to the Golf beacon, and would have covered a
calculated distance of approximately 62 nm. The derived winds indicated a significant tailwind
component for the initial seven minutes of the emergency descent, followed by light headwinds
for the remainder of this particular descent and approach.
To examine the potential for SR 111 to be able to land successfully at Halifax airport if an
aggressive emergency diversion79 had been started at 0114:18, the known significant aircraft
systems-related events were transposed onto the theoretical emergency descent profile.
If the aircraft had followed the theoretical emergency descent profile, the first systems failure
event apparent to the pilots—the disconnect of the autopilot at 0124:09—would have occurred
on the landing approach in the vicinity of the Golf beacon, approximately 5 nm from the
threshold of Runway 06. The aircraft would have subsequently experienced progressive systems

77

Distance is based on inertial data (latitude and longitude coordinates) recorded by the flight data
recorder (FDR) from the aircraft’s Inertial Reference System 1.
78

Distance travelled along the optimal descent profile was derived from MD-11 engineering flight
simulator performance data, and the FDR temperature and wind.
79

For the purposes of this document, aggressive emergency diversion describes a scenario in which a flight
crew undertakes those actions necessary to divert and land the aircraft in the least possible time, using the
optimum descent profile, and not exceeding the aircraft’s approved operating limits.
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failures on the approach. When the flight recorders stopped at 0125:41, the aircraft would have
been at approximately 700 feet above the runway threshold elevation. The earliest estimated
threshold crossing time was 0126:17, which would have been 1 minute, 35 seconds, after the
pilots had declared an emergency. Approximately 35 more seconds would be required to land
and stop the aircraft; therefore, the completion of the landing would have been at
approximately 0127.
In reality, the crew were unaware of the existence of an on-board fire and assessed the source of
smoke and fumes as the air conditioning system; the Air Conditioning Smoke Checklist does not
call for landing the aircraft immediately. At 0119:50, the aircraft was 30 nm from the threshold of
Runway 06, descending at about 3 300 feet per minute (fpm) through FL210, at an airspeed of
320 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS). The pilots indicated to ATC that they needed more than
30 nm.
Completion of the theoretical descent performance calculations enabled the investigation team
to assess the pilots’ decision that more than 30 nm was needed to complete a landing in Halifax.
For comparison, if the crew had continued to the airport on the assigned heading and began an
emergency descent profile from 30 nm, they would have intercepted the final approach track
at an estimated 15 nm from the threshold while approaching an altitude of approximately
10 000 feet with an airspeed of 355 KIAS. The theoretical descent performance calculations, from
a starting time of 0114:18 would have put the aircraft in the same position at approximately
4 000 feet and 200 KIAS. The difference in altitude and speeds would require the aircraft to lose
significant altitude and speed requiring off-track manoeuvring, which can lead to a destabilized
approach. Therefore, the calculations support the assessment made by the SR 111 pilots at
0119:50 that the aircraft needed more than 30 nm from a descent performance viewpoint.

1.16.7

Statistics for Occurrences Involving Smoke or Fire

1.16.7.1

Boeing Incident Statistics

The Boeing Company performed an analysis of reported in-service events, occurring between
November 1992 and June 2000, that involved smoke, fumes, fire, or overheating in the
pressurized areas of Boeing-manufactured aeroplanes.80 The events under study were assigned
one of three general source categories: air conditioning, electrical, or material. Boeing attributed
64 per cent of the events under study to electrical sources, 14 per cent of the events to air
conditioning sources, and 12 per cent of the events to material sources. The remaining
10 per cent of the reported events did not include sufficient information to determine the source
of the smoke, fumes, fire, or heat. For those events involving MD-11 or DC-10 aircraft,
51 per cent were classified as being electrical in nature, 21 per cent were attributed to air
conditioning, and 15 per cent were associated with material causes.

80

The results of this analysis were reported in issue number 14 of Boeing’s Aero Magazine
(www.boeing.com/commercial/aeromagazine/aero_14/).
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The Boeing study concluded that “larger airplanes with more complex systems show a
predominance of smoke events of electrical origin, compared with air-conditioning and material
smoke events.” The Boeing study also concluded that “for smoke events in which the flight crew
could not determine the smoke source, most were subsequently determined by maintenance
crews to be of electrical origin.”
1.16.7.2

Review of In-Flight Fire Accident Data

The TSB reviewed data on in-flight fires that occurred between January 1967 and
September 1998 to determine the average time between when an in-flight fire is detected and
when the aircraft either ditches, conducts a forced landing, or crashes. The review was limited to
fires in commercial transport aircraft with a maximum take-off weight of more than 50 000 lb.
Included in the review were any fires that took place inside the fuselage. Events involving
engine fires, wheel well fires, and explosions were not considered, nor were events that
concluded with a successful landing. The data showed that in 15 representative occurrences,
between 5 and 35 minutes transpired between the detection of the first fire symptoms and the
crash of the aircraft. Although the circumstances varied in each of these occurrences, the
research indicates that when an in-flight fire continues to develop, it can, in a very short time,
lead to catastrophic results. In the case of SR 111, the elapsed time between when the unusual
odour was first noticed in the cockpit and when the aircraft struck the water was approximately
20 minutes.
The Boeing study, referred to in Section 1.16.7.1, had similarly observed that “[r]eview of
historical data on the rare fire events that resulted in hull loss indicates that the time from first
indication of smoke to an out-of-control situation may be very short—a matter of minutes.”

1.16.8

Electrical Ignition Tests of MPET-Covered Insulation Blankets

Electrical discharges in the form of arcs or sparks can produce localized temperatures in excess
of 5 500°C (9 932°F). A sustained short-circuit event will cause a conventional CB to trip and
de-energize the faulted circuit. However, a CB may not trip when an intermittent short circuit
exists.
Tests were conducted to characterize the ignition properties and determine whether
MPET-covered insulation blankets would ignite when exposed to electrical sparks produced by
ground shorts from wires carrying 115 V AC and 28 V DC current. It was observed that
MPET-covered insulation blankets would ignite and propagate a flame when exposed to an
electrical arc or spark. However, ignition was sporadic in that it sometimes occurred with the
first strike of the arc and other times it was not achieved after numerous attempts. The arcs were
struck by hand and typically resulted in the tripping of the CB. It appears that electrical arcs
were sufficiently rapid in onset and localized to overcome the propensity of a cover material
constructed with thin-film material, such as MPET, to shrink away from a heat source.
In one such test, an MPET-covered insulation blanket, similar to those in the occurrence aircraft,
was placed between the vertical frames in a section of aircraft fuselage. The blanket was exposed
to an intermittent electrical short between an exposed 115 V wire and the grounded fuselage.
The MPET-covered insulation blanket ignited, causing a flame to propagate vertically and
horizontally across the face and rear surface of the blanket.
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1.16.9

Computer Fire Modelling

During this investigation, the analysis of the fire initiation and propagation was derived from a
combination of sources, including detailed wreckage examination and reconstruction, laboratory
burn test information, airflow patterns, the sequence of events, and the events timeline. Fire
modelling was also used during the latter part of this analysis process.
In January 2002, the TSB contracted the Fire Safety Engineering Group (FSEG) at the University
of Greenwich81 to conduct computational fluid dynamics (CFD)82 modelling using
SMARTFIRE® software developed by the FSEG. The objective was to integrate information into
a fire field model83 to study the potential effects of different variables on airflow and fire
behaviour. The modelling helped to develop better insight into and understanding of the fire,
and assisted in evaluating where the fire could have originated. This work also assisted in the
interpretation of heat damage patterns by providing data on potential heat release and loss rate
possibilities.
The CFD fire field model incorporated information such as the following:
•

three-dimensional computer-aided design (CAD) exterior and interior aircraft
geometry and construction details;

•

material properties and associated fire burn test results;

•

design and flight test airflow data; and

•

atmospheric and flight profile information from the occurrence aircraft’s FDR.

The modelling technology allowed investigators to conduct a series of full-scale virtual burns,
using powerful computers to complete a multitude of complex calculations involving the
interaction of processes, such as conduction, convection, and radiation. The computer
processing of calculations for a single fire initiation scenario often took several days of
continuous, uninterrupted, computational time. Subjects studied included potential odour and
smoke migration paths, heat release, and complexities, such as heat loss rates to the outside

81

Old Royal Naval College, Park Row, Greenwich, London, United Kingdom. The University of
Greenwich Fire Safety Engineering Group was selected because of its internationally recognized expertise
in fire field modelling using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques for conduction, convection,
and radiation calculations.
82

CFD is a computational technology in which a computer model is created that represents a system or
device under study. Sophisticated mathematical calculations, which typically include fluid flow physics,
are applied to the virtual model to predict the dynamic outcome of heat transfer and how things flow
(such as the flow of air and smoke from a fire).
83

A deterministic undertaking that is based on the solution of mathematical equations to describe the
physical behaviour of a fire, chemical behaviour of a fire, or both. Field models are based on an approach
that divides the region of interest into a large number of small elemental volumes or cells. These cells are
each systematically analyzed in increments to determine the changes in conditions for each cell, based in
part on the changes occurring in adjacent cells, to calculate overall effect(s).
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atmosphere through the airframe. As full-scale aircraft fire testing was not an option, it would
not have been possible to obtain information about in-flight fire initiation and propagation
effects without the use of the fire modelling.
The CFD modelling substantiated the fire scenario presented in this report. When the model
was run using the airflow flight test data, air was observed to be drawn into the cockpit
interior in the area of the avionics CB panel, and to migrate through the cockpit into the
avionics compartment as described in Section 1.16.3. The fire modelling also showed that initial
fire propagation and growth characteristics were consistent with the fire scenario presented in
this report. For the latter stages of the fire, only limited assessment was done of the information
from the fire modelling because of the many permutations and combinations of possible events.

1.17

Organizational and Management Information

This section includes information about the structure and management of the SAirGroup,
Swissair, SR Technics, the Swiss FOCA, the FAA, and The Boeing Company, all of which were
involved with either the construction, maintenance, or operation of the occurrence aircraft.
Specific information is provided in this section on the Swissair Flight Safety Program, the
SR Technics Quality Assurance Program, and the SR Technics Reliability Program.

1.17.1

SAirGroup/Swissair/SR Technics

The original Swissair company was founded in 1931 as Swissair Swiss Air Transport Company
Limited. This organization evolved into a multi-faceted company, which included several
diverse enterprises, such as the airline, aircraft maintenance, airport ground handling, software
development, and real estate. In March 1996, a new management structure was introduced,
creating a holding company structure organized to provide improvements in management
responsibility and accountability. By 1997, the Swissair Swiss Air Transport Company Limited
was reorganized into a group of holding companies named SAirGroup.
At the time of the SR 111 occurrence, SAirGroup functioned as the parent company for an
aircraft leasing company (Flightlease AG) and the following four subsidiary holding companies:
SAirLines, SAirServices, SAirLogistics, and SAirRelations. The former airline business unit
became an operational subsidiary of SAirLines, but retained the name of Swissair Swiss Air
Transport Company Limited (referred to as Swissair in this report). Likewise, the former aircraft
maintenance business unit became a fully owned subsidiary of SAirServices and was named
Swissair Technical Services Limited. Swissair Technical Services Limited became an autonomous
company on 1 January 1997 known as SR Technics Group AG (referred to as SR Technics in this
report).
At the time of the SR 111 occurrence, SR Technics had more than 3 000 employees and was
responsible for aircraft maintenance for Swissair, which was its primary customer. SR Technics
also performed maintenance for other SAirLines carriers and for third-party customers.
Approximately 50 per cent of the total SR Technics work capacity was devoted to
non-SAirGroup customers.
In April 2001, the parent holding company, SAirGroup, was renamed The Swissair Group. On
31 March 2002, Swissair ceased operations.
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1.17.1.1

Swissair Flight Safety Program

Swissair initiated a confidential reporting system in 1983; however, it was seldom used by the
flight crews as a result of the establishment of a flight data analysis system that enabled the
analysis of aircraft performance data. The information retrieved from the auxiliary data
acquisition system (ADAS) was confidential and the analysis of this information was carried out
by three selected Swissair pilots.
In each case, the Swissair analysts examined the data to determine how the aircraft was being
flown, and to monitor any developing performance trends, such as out-of-tolerance flight
parameters or deviations from standard operating procedures. As an example, they would
monitor airspeeds to determine whether the speeds flown were within tolerances. The names of
the pilots conducting the flights being analyzed were kept confidential. Only the relevant
analysis was passed on to the Flight Safety department so that trends could be analyzed and
addressed in newsletters or in simulator training. Each month a bulletin, entitled Incidents and
Non-routine Occurrences, was published and distributed to the Swissair pilot community and also
shared with other companies in the SAir Group. A quarterly safety letter, entitled Information
Bulletin, was also distributed.
Pilot trust in this program was high. Each pilot at the company could request an analysis of the
flights they had flown. It is estimated that at least 60 per cent of the case evaluations were
pilot-requested.
1.17.1.2

Swissair Postholder – Maintenance

Swissair was a scheduled airline operating under JAR-OPS 1 (see Section 1.17.2). As of
1 April 1998, Swissair was required, under JAR-OPS 1.175, to have nominated postholders84 to be
responsible for the management and supervision of the following areas:
•

Flight operations;

•

Maintenance system;

•

Crew training; and

•

Ground operations.

JAR-OPS 1.895 required an operator to employ a person, or group of persons, to ensure that all
maintenance was carried out on time, and to an approved standard. The individual, or senior
person in the group as appropriate, was the nominated postholder.
Swissair nominated the head of Flight Operations Engineering and Support to be responsible
for its Postholder-Maintenance System. This position was responsible for protecting the interests
of the airline regarding all maintenance, manufacturing, and service provider issues, and for
being the primary point-of-contact within Swissair for all its maintenance providers. Other
responsibilities included ensuring that the aircraft were airworthy and that the operational and
emergency equipment was serviceable.

84
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The Swissair Postholder-Maintenance System was also responsible for conducting routine
monitoring of the maintenance activities performed by SR Technics. Some of the areas that
required monitoring responsibilities in the Swissair Maintenance Management Exposition included
•

performing audits with qualified auditors;

•

submitting a written report, indicating the findings, required actions, responsibilities
and deadlines for actions;

•

submitting a copy of the report to the Quality Manager;

•

storing the report for five years; and

•

monitoring the implementation of the actions taken, and their effectiveness.

1.17.1.3

SR Technics Quality Assurance Program

At the time of the accident, SR Technics had a valid JAR-145 Maintenance Organization
Approval issued by the FOCA. The Quality Assurance (QA) program was established in
accordance with JAR 145.65 and was based on the requirements of the Euro/International
Standard EN 29001/ISO 9001. The QA program covered all organizational requirements and
activities related to quality. The QA program was designed to ensure that all work performed,
and services rendered, were done in accordance with SR Technics policies, procedures, and
instructions, and with standard industry maintenance practices.
The QA program also ensured compliance with applicable regulatory requirements. QA within
SR Technics, particularly the airworthiness of the aircraft and the use of aircraft parts, was the
responsibility of the individual production units, in accordance with relevant job descriptions
and procedures. SR Technics took a “Total Quality Management” approach to QA; that is,
individual employees were expected to be responsible for the quality of their own work, and
were required to perform a self-inspection after each “work step.” Depending on the nature of
the maintenance procedure, additional inspections were required in accordance with the
SR Technics Maintenance Organization Exposition. Unit supervisors were responsible for ensuring
that their personnel were sufficiently trained and equipped to perform the task at hand, and for
inspecting the quality of their employees’ work. Random quality inspections were also
performed by members of the SR Technics quality department.
1.17.1.4

SR Technics Reliability Program

At the time of the occurrence, a reliability program was in place at SR Technics to ensure
airworthiness and a high level of reliability to optimize economic operations. The program
existed under the umbrella of a joint reliability program. The program was known as KSSU
because it included the following operators: KLM, SAS, Swissair, Union de Transport Aeriens,
and later Air France. The program was designed for use when performing maintenance on
aircraft from the Swissair fleet or other customer airlines. The total maintenance program was
based on the FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 120-17A. The KSSU reliability program was published
in the SR Technics Engineering Handbook, Technik, and was valid for all aircraft types operated
by Swissair.
Overall, reliability of the airframe, engines, and aircraft systems was subject to continuous
monitoring and analysis, as required by JAR-OPS 1 Subpart M.
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1.17.2

Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation

The regulatory agency responsible for aviation oversight85 in Switzerland is the FOCA, an office
of the Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy, and Communication.
Switzerland is a member state of the JAA. The CAAs of certain European countries have agreed
to common, comprehensive and detailed aviation requirements (referred to as JARs). JAR-OPS,
Part 1, prescribes requirements applicable to the operation of any civil aircraft for the purpose of
commercial air transportation by any operator whose principal place of business is in a JAA
member state. The requirements in JAR-OPS, Part 1, became applicable for Swissair on
1 April 1998. No information was found to indicate that Swissair was not in compliance with the
JARs at the time of the occurrence.
After 1 April 1998, the FOCA adopted the JAA philosophy that because of “increasing
complexity and scale of both aircraft and commercial operations, the traditional spot checks
undertaken by authorities no longer provide an intelligible or complete picture of any but the
smallest operations.”86 Under the provisions of the JARs, the airline has a share of the
responsibility for monitoring the quality of a safe service to the public. Important to the
effectiveness of the policy is the JAR-OPS requirement for the establishment, by the operator, of
a Quality System. This involves a designated Quality Manager and a nominated Accountable
Manager; Swissair established such an organization.
Prior to the occurrence, the FOCA informally monitored Swissair operations, but did not
conduct formal operational audits. The inspector responsible for monitoring Swissair was a
former Airbus A310 captain. At the time of the occurrence, there were four operations inspectors
within the Flight Operations Section of the FOCA, and all four had some dealings with Swissair.
Swissair flight operations were monitored by the FOCA through semi-annual coordination
meetings, and by reviewing the daily flight operations report, flight safety reports, and crew
reports of unusual incidents. The results of the Swissair Flight Operations QA program and
ADAS analysis were also forwarded to the FOCA.
The responsibility for check rides was delegated to designated check pilots at Swissair; these
rides were performed in accordance with the Quality System. Therefore, FOCA inspectors did
not perform check rides on Swissair pilots, although they did periodically ride in the cockpit on
scheduled Swissair flights to monitor in-flight operations. On the basis of their monitoring, the
FOCA indicated no concerns about Swissair’s flight operations.

85

Oversight is used in the context of watchful or responsible care as illustrated by the regulatory
supervision exercised by Transport Canada’s Office of Air Navigation Services and Airspace Safety
Oversight and the FAA’s Air Transportation Oversight System. The term is not meant to convey an
inadvertent error or omission.
86
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1.17.3

Federal Aviation Administration

As the state of manufacture, the FAA was responsible for the original design approval of the
MD-11 aircraft. The FAA accomplished this through a partnership process with the aircraft
manufacturer, which resulted in the issuance of the type certificate number A22WE. After an
aircraft is in service, the regulator provides management of the type certificate in a manner
consistent with FAA policy and FAR requirements. The responsible Aircraft Certification Office
maintains oversight by directly liaising with the type certificate holder on matters of continuing
airworthiness.

1.17.4

The Boeing Company

Boeing, and its predecessor McDonnell Douglas, as the holder of the MD-11 type certificate, is
responsible for the continuing airworthiness activities associated with the MD-11 aircraft. These
activities include the following:
•

Completing the applicable Instructions for Continued Airworthiness (ICA);

•

Participating in the Service Difficulty Reporting system as specified in 14 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 21.3;

•

Providing necessary design changes to correct unsafe conditions as specified in
14 CFR 21.99; and

•

Assisting in the development of ADs and coordination of safety issues with the
appropriate FAA office.

1.18

Other Relevant Information

This section provides a variety of relevant information about the SR 111 occurrence that is not
described in other sections of this report.

1.18.1

Swissair Training

1.18.1.1

Flight Crew

1.18.1.1.1 Aircraft Training (STI1-101)
Swissair pilots who transition to the MD-11 from other company aircraft were required to
complete Swissair’s standard six-week training course. The Swissair syllabus was adopted from
the McDonnell Douglas, FAA-approved course. On these courses, captains and first officers
were trained together, and there was a focus on the need to operate together as a crew.
As well as being trained to follow specific checklist procedures appropriate to the type of
emergency, Swissair flight crews were trained to react to an emergency situation according to
the following philosophy: Power, Performance, Analysis, Action. This sequence was designed to
ensure the aircraft is configured appropriately, the situation is properly assessed from all
perspectives, proper priorities are established, and appropriate outside resources are used as
necessary.
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1.18.1.1.2 Smoke/Fumes/Fire Training
During the Swissair standard six-week pilot training course for transitioning to the MD-11,
procedures for smoke/fumes/fire were covered in classroom discussions and in simulator
training. Pilots were instructed to don their full-face oxygen masks at the first sign of smoke
because of the danger of inhaling toxic fumes. Donning the oxygen masks was considered a
memory item; therefore, it was not included as an item in the written checklist. The decision
about whether to commence an emergency descent was considered a flight crew judgment call
based on their perception of the threat. Initiating an emergency descent was also considered a
memory item and was not included in the written checklist.
The flight crews were taught to evaluate any emergency situation before starting a checklist. For
smoke/fumes events, flight crews were taught that unless they were certain that the source of
smoke/fumes was the air conditioning system, they were to use the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown
Origin checklist (see Appendix C – Swissair Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist). If
flight crews were certain that the source of smoke/fumes was the air conditioning system, they
could use the Air Conditioning Smoke checklist (see Appendix B – Swissair Air Conditioning
Smoke Checklist).
A decision about whether to initiate a diversion for a precautionary or emergency landing was
to be based on best judgment, with consideration given to the nature of the perceived threat.
The company General/Basics Flight Crew Manual stated the following:
If a flight cannot be made to the regular destination, a diversion must be made to the
most suitable alternate aerodrome providing the best available operational and
passenger handling service.
To best meet this stipulation, the first choice would be an airport with a Swissair or contracted
handling agent, such as Boston. Halifax was also a suitable, approved en route airport for the
diversion of Swissair MD-11s.
The General/Basics manual also stipulated the various conditions that would require the flight
crew to land at the nearest emergency aerodrome. These conditions included the following fireor smoke-related scenarios:
•

Any fire on board an aeroplane, including engine fire, if firefighting is not possible or
ineffective; or

•

Persistent smoke of unknown origin.

The General/Basics manual defined an emergency aerodrome in the following way:
Emergency aerodrome in this context means an aerodrome where a safe landing for
the respective type of aeroplane in the configuration can be made, disregarding repair
facilities, or passenger handling, etc.
At Swissair, and throughout the aviation industry, it was generally accepted that human
sensory perception can be used to help differentiate between air conditioning and electrical
smoke/fumes. For example, smoke/fumes from an electrical event would be expected to be
acrid, and cause irritation to the eyes and respiratory tract. This information might be
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supplemented by looking for other potential clues about the source of the smoke, such as the
colour, intensity, and the location from which the smoke/fumes are emanating, and any
associated aircraft system anomalies.
The human sense of smell is the most rudimentary and least understood of all the human
senses, and the experience of various smells is a subjective phenomenon. Although the
threshold concentrations required to detect many substances through smell are low,87 humans
are generally not good at identifying the specific source of a smell.88 Although ability to identify
odours has been shown to be augmented by other characteristics of the source of the odour (e.g.,
irritation, acridity, pungence),89 this is unlikely to assist a crew in distinguishing between
different types of smoke that are quite similar in this regard. In addition, an individual’s ability
to discriminate between odours has been shown to be affected by attentiveness, temporary
medical states such as congestion, and temporary physical states such as hunger.90 The odour
and smoke that appeared in the SR 111 cockpit consisted of the by-products of combustion, but
the limited cues available were perceived by the pilots as pointing to an air conditioning source.
Training for the use of the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist was conducted in the
simulator. During MD-11 transition training, all three positions of the SMOKE ELEC/AIR
selector are exercised. Flight crews were required to examine which aircraft systems were and
were not available at each selector position. Flight crews were instructed that it takes about five
minutes to exchange 100 per cent of the air in the aircraft. This was intended to provide
guidance regarding how long it might take to assess whether the selection of a particular
position was leading to the dissipation of the smoke/fumes. The information about the air
exchange time was not written in any manuals or checklists, including those supplied by the
manufacturer.
One simulator training session involved a scenario in which a “smoke of unknown origin”
emergency occurred on take-off. The flight crew was expected to follow the Smoke/Fumes of
Unknown Origin Checklist and to use the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector. To save simulator time,
the simulated smoke was terminated when the pilots selected the first position of the selector.
As was the industry norm, there was no simulator training for an ongoing fire. Therefore, the
pilots were not exposed to the combination of fire-related effects, such as a deteriorating cockpit
environment with decreased instrumentation. The same simulator session also included an
uncontrolled cargo fire scenario. The flight crews were expected to complete an emergency
descent, followed by a landing and evacuation.
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No specific training was provided for locating and suppressing fires in the cockpit or avionics
compartment. Such training was not required by regulations, nor was it common industry
practice to provide it.
No specific training was provided on flying the aircraft using only the standby instruments;
there is also no regulatory requirement for such training. Several operators of transport
category aircraft were canvassed to determine whether they provided this training to their
pilots; none did.
Consistent with industry norms, there was no specific training on the location of potential
flammable material in the aircraft, specifically in the hidden areas. The absence of such training
reflected the lack of knowledge within the industry about the presence of materials used in the
construction of the aircraft that, although certified for use, could be ignited and propagate flame.
1.18.1.1.3 Back-Course Approaches
Although the FMS database in the MD-11 does not store approach guidance information for
back-course approaches, this would not have precluded the SR 111 pilots from conducting a
back-course instrument approach using autopilot tracking methods, or conducting an NDB
approach to Runway 06 for which data is stored in the MD-11 FMS database.
Because Swissair crews flew scheduled flights into airports equipped with back-course
approaches, procedures existed, and flight crews were trained, for conducting non-FMS
back-course approaches. Swissair MD-11 flight crews are trained, as part of their simulator
training program, to conduct back-course approaches into Dorval Airport in Montréal, Quebec.
The first officer had received this training within the previous six months; the captain, being a
qualified simulator instructor, was also familiar with back-course approaches.
To conduct any approach, the pilots would want to know detailed approach procedure
information, which is normally obtained from a hard-copy approach chart. Alternatively, if the
situation warranted, sufficient partial information could also be obtained by asking the ATS
controller for specific information. When flying a back-course approach in the MD-11, the
autopilot can be used to fly the approach in the track mode; however, the pilots use track mode
and heading mode constantly in training and in line operations. Therefore, flying a back-course
approach would require more flight crew input and constitute a higher crew workload than is
involved in conducting FMS-directed instrument approaches for which information is provided
in the MD-11 FMC database. Some MD-11 operators have decided not to establish procedures
for back-course approaches.
1.18.1.1.4 Fuel Dumping
One simulator training session included an engine fire scenario that involved fuel dumping. As
is normal industry practice, Swissair instructs its pilots that fuel dumping can be handled in two
ways depending on the urgency: if the aircraft is in an emergency situation, fuel dumping can
be initiated immediately and continued until shortly before landing; or if the situation and time
permits, the aircraft can be flown to a designated fuel dumping area.
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1.18.1.2

Flight Attendant Training (STI1-102)

All of the flight attendants on board SR 111 were trained in accordance with the approved
Swissair training requirements that were based on, and in accordance with, the JAR OPS. This
training included initial and recurrent training on firefighting. The syllabus for the training
included the importance of identifying the source of a fire, location and handling of firefighting
equipment, communicating with the cockpit, firefighting responsibilities, and proper techniques
for firefighting including use of fire extinguishers.
There was no specific training regarding firefighting in the attic area, nor was there any training
specific to accessing other areas within the pressurized portions of the aircraft that are not
readily accessible. There was also no specific training provided to the cabin crew about fighting
a fire in the cockpit. This was consistent with government regulations and industry standards.
1.18.1.3

Human Factors Training

Swissair provided human factors training, commonly referred to as cockpit (or crew) resource
management (CRM), to flight crew and cabin crew. The training for the flight crew consisted of
a biennial, two-day course. The cabin crew received a two-day course as part of the initial cabin
crew training program; then during the yearly cabin crew recurrent training, one and a half
hours were reserved for CRM. Prior to 1997, this course was taught separately to flight crews
and cabin crews. In 1997, Swissair began including the M/C in the flight crew training for one of
the days. Course topics include the following:
•

Communication;

•

Conflict resolution; and

•

Behaviour in emergencies.

In addition to the formal human factors training flight crews receive, Swissair employs a staff
psychologist who is available for both flight and cabin crew to deal with personal matters or for
any additional human factors information.

1.18.2

Swissair Checklists for In-Flight Firefighting

1.18.2.1

General

For emergency procedures, each pilot had available in the cockpit, a book of checklists entitled
Emergency Checklist Alert and Non-alert. The following three flight crew checklists dealt
specifically with smoke or fumes:
1.

Air Conditioning Smoke (see Appendix B – Swissair Air Conditioning Smoke
Checklist);

2.

Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin (see Appendix C – Swissair Smoke/Fumes of
Unknown Origin Checklist); and

3.

Smoke/Fumes Removal.
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For smoke and fire emergencies, checklist procedures were available for the cabin crew in the
Cabin Emergency Preparation/Evacuation Checklist. (STI1-103) These procedures were entitled
“Smoke On Board” and “Fire On Board.”
1.18.2.2

Flight Crew Smoke/Fumes Checklists

The MD-11 was certified with the following three flight crew checklists for identifying and
dealing with smoke/fumes: Air Conditioning Smoke; Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin; and
Smoke/Fumes Removal. The aircraft manufacturer recommended that the Air Conditioning
Smoke checklist be used only when a flight crew was certain that the air conditioning system
was the source of smoke or fumes.
In March 1993, the aircraft manufacturer removed the Air Conditioning Smoke Checklist from
the Flight Crew Operating Manual (FCOM), although it was retained in the FAA-approved
Airplane Flight Manual (AFM). The Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist was renamed to
the Smoke/Fumes of Electrical, Air Conditioning, or Unknown Origin Checklist. The
amendment was based on the logic that the same steps were included in the Smoke/Fumes of
Unknown Origin Checklist; therefore, regardless of the source, the same action items could be
used to attempt to isolate the source of the smoke/fumes.
Swissair developed its MD-11 checklists based on the FAA-approved AFM. When the aircraft
manufacturer reduced to one smoke/fumes checklist in the FCOM, some airline operators
including Swissair, decided to keep the two separate checklists. The Swissair decision to keep
the two checklists was based on the view that if a flight crew could determine, with 100 per cent
certainty, that the air conditioning system was the source of smoke/fumes, the Air Conditioning
Smoke checklist would be used and there would be no associated disruption to the aircraft
electrical system. Swissair considered this to be the safest alternative, because when the
Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist is actioned, electrical power and pneumatics are
removed from a number of services (see Appendix C), making it more demanding to fly the
aircraft.
1.18.2.3

Swissair MD-11 Checklist Design

1.18.2.3.1 Philosophy and Methodology
The source document for MD-11 checklists used by Swissair crews is the Swissair MD-11 AOM.
This manual, developed by Swissair, describes the MD-11 aircraft systems and normal,
abnormal, and emergency operating procedures. The AOM was derived from the
FAA-approved AFM, the McDonnell Douglas MD-11 FCOM and Swissair’s company policies.
Revisions to the AOM were issued to manual holders as required from time to time and
distributed by means of a consecutively numbered “Transmittal Letter.” AOM bulletins were
periodically published to inform manual holders of technical/operational matters related to the
AOM including checklist revisions. The AOM and revisions were submitted to the FOCA for
review; checklist revisions are not required by the JARs to be approved by the FOCA. AOM
bulletins are submitted to the FOCA for information only.
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Swissair’s checklist design philosophy considered ease of use, accessibility, brevity, and
similarity in groupings. Checklists were to be designed to be simple in presentation, especially
those pertaining to emergency situations, and were to be quickly and easily accessible by the
flight crew. Each procedure, from start to finish, was to be designed to be contained on one
page; procedures having common themes were grouped together.
Swissair maintained a close relationship with the manufacturer concerning checklist design.
They met regularly to discuss such matters as potential checklist changes and problems noted
with checklist usage during simulator sessions; however, the manufacturer does not approve
the checklists used by the operators.
1.18.2.3.2 Comparison with Guidelines
An FAA document entitled Human Performance Considerations in the Use and Design of Aircraft
Checklists was published in 1995 to assist FAR Part 121 and 135 operators in the design,
development, and use of cockpit checklists, and to increase their awareness of human
performance issues relating to checklist usage. The CAA in the United Kingdom has a similar set
of guidelines, entitled Guidelines for the Design and Presentation of Emergency and Abnormal
Checklists.
Although these guidelines were not in effect during the MD-11 design period, they were
available for reference during ongoing checklist modifications. As part of the SR 111
investigation, the guidelines were used to evaluate the Swissair emergency checklist dealing
with smoke/fumes.
Deviations from the guidelines were noted. While the one-page principle is appropriate in
general, its application for the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist conflicted with other
design principles. For example, attempts to condense this checklist onto one page led to the use
of smaller-than-recommended font sizes in the notes section.

1.18.3

Availability of Published Approach Charts

Published approach charts provide the flight crew with information, such as runway
orientation, length and lighting, minimum safety altitudes and descent altitudes, names,
identification letters and frequencies of navigation aids, radio frequencies, and headings to be
flown. This information is used when entering the airspace surrounding an airport when
conducting an instrument approach.
As with many operators, the Swissair procedure for the MD-11 was to carry a set of airport
approach charts in a crew bag that was stored in the ship’s library at the rear of the cockpit. It
was not possible for either pilot to reach the bag while seated; therefore, a pilot would either
have to leave the seat or request a cabin crew member to come forward to relocate the bag. In a
normal situation, little risk is associated with these options; however, in an abnormal or
emergency situation, this extra task constitutes a distraction that can cost valuable time.
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1.18.4

Wire-Related Issues

1.18.4.1

Wire Separation Issues

1.18.4.1.1 General
In the MD-11, the overhead CB panel contains six electrical buses that supply power to many of
the aircraft’s systems: four emergency buses, the battery bus, and the battery direct bus. The
battery direct and the battery bus feeds are routed together, making five separate cable runs into
the cockpit overhead panel from the avionics compartment. The five cable runs are spatially
separated from each other until they reach an area approximately 31 to 46 cm (12 to 18 inches)
aft of the housing that is located behind the overhead CB panel. They are then bundled together
and enter the overhead CB panel through an oval opening on the right aft side of the housing.
One of the emergency bus feed power cables found in the wreckage, identified as a section of
the left emergency AC bus feed, exhibited an area of melted copper consistent with an arcing
event in a location between 10 and 15 cm (3.9 and 5.9 inches) outside the housing. This
particular cable was insulated with BXS7008, a XL-ETFE type insulation, whereas the remaining
cables were constructed from BXS7007, a polyimide-wrapped film and a meta-aramid fibre
paper outer cover. This general area above the cockpit had experienced heat damage from the
in-flight fire. Other wires from the same general location, but in a different wire bundle, were
also found to have arced. As indicated in Section 1.18.8 of this report, the known sequence of
events does not support the hypothesis that the arcing of the wires in this area was related to
the initiating event. That is, the arcing in this area took place later in the failure sequence and
was the result of fire-related heat damage to the wires.
The left emergency AC bus lost power shortly before the flight recorders stopped recording. It is
unknown whether any or all of the remaining emergency or battery buses were eventually
affected, but it is known that none of them were affected at the same time as the left emergency
AC bus. However, because the cables were brought into such close proximity in the overhead
panel housing area, they would all have been exposed to the same threat, such as heat, fire or
arcing event.
1.18.4.1.2 Consequences of a Total Loss of Electrical Power to the Overhead Panel
It could not be determined whether power sources other than the left emergency AC bus were
lost to the overhead panel; however, an assessment was completed to determine the effect on
aircraft systems if a total loss of electrical power occurred. Because it was known that primary
electrical power was still available until the time of impact, the assessment focused on
determining what functions would remain available from primary power sources to provide
basic information, such as attitude, altitude, airspeed, and heading. The primary flight controls
do not require any electrical power to operate and so were not part of this assessment.
DU 2 would remain powered from primary power and would be reconfigured to a PFD with
DEU 3 providing the inputs. The PFD would provide attitude and heading information.
Altitude and airspeed would be available from the standby instrument. Engine control would
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be available, but no engine and alert status information would be available. All radio
communication would be lost. Numerous other warning lights, such as the master warning and
caution lights, would not be functional.
1.18.4.1.3 Regulatory Requirements
The MD-11 wire installation design was assessed as part of the investigation to determine
whether it met the regulatory requirements for wire separation, and whether there were any
associated safety deficiencies.
The following FARs relate to wire separation and routing:
1.

FAR 25.1309(b) states that failure analysis must consider that “no single failure shall
prevent safe flight and landing”;

2.

FAR 25.903(d) states that turbine engine installation design must minimize hazards to
wires in case of rotor failure;

3.

FAR 25.631 requires that wiring, necessary for continued safe flight and landing, must
be protected against a bird strike hazard; and

4.

FAR 25.1353(b) deals with the separation of essential system wiring and heavy
current-carrying cables.

Specifically, this assessment focused on the area where the power cables are bundled together
just before they enter into the overhead switch panel housing. This bundle was in close
proximity to hundreds of other circuit wires that were also bundled together as they entered or
exited the housing. When assessing the MD-11 overhead panel housing area, the most relevant
regulation is FAR 25.1353(b), which states “Cables must be grouped, routed and spaced so that
damage to essential circuits will be minimized if there are faults in heavy current-carrying
cables.” This requirement calls for the spatial separation of cables to avoid damage to essential
circuits. Essential loads, as defined by the MD-11 manufacturer, are those that are essential to
maintain controlled flight in zero visibility.91 The regulation requires that a potential threat be
minimized; it does not require that a potential threat be eliminated. The term “minimized” is not
defined; however, according to the FAA, the term has an element of reasonableness associated
with it.
To meet the requirement of FAR 25.1353(b), the electrical cables in the MD-11 that run to the
overhead panel are spatially separated from each other until they enter the overhead panel
housing. Once the cables were positioned together, spatial separation no longer existed. To
minimize the risk of wire insulation chafing, the manufacturer fitted the edge of the oval
opening in the housing with a nylon grommet. For added mechanical protection, the cables that
are between 8 AWG and 00 AWG in size are protected by an extra (third) wrap of polyimide
insulation, plus an outer jacket (meta-aramid fibre paper). The wires between 24 AWG and
10 AWG have two wraps of polyimide insulation. The three right emergency AC bus cables were
also wrapped in a silicone elastomer-coated glass fibre braided electrical sleeving to provide
additional protection. The additional mechanical protection provided on the cables in the
91

As defined in McDonnell Douglas drawing number WXS7050 entitled Swissair Electrical Load
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bundled area met the FAA’s interpretation of minimization and reasonableness. Because of the
lack of specific quantitative information in the guidance material, it could not be determined
what criteria was used to determine the level of mechanical protection needed to satisfy the
requirements of FAR 25.1353(b) for situations where adequate spatial separation is impracticable.
The design of the MD-11 wire routing into the overhead switch panel housing was based on the
design used in the DC-10. The service histories of both aircraft were reviewed to determine
whether any problems, such as chafing, were reported; none were found.
1.18.4.1.4 Mixing of Wire Insulations
The predominant general wire insulation used on the occurrence aircraft was the MIL-W-81381,
polyimide-film-type wire insulation. However, other types of insulations were also used
depending upon requirements. Wires with these different insulation types were sometimes
routed in the same wire bundles. While there are no regulations pertaining to the mixing of wire
insulations with dissimilar properties, FAA ACs 25-16 and 43.13-1B provide guidance. These
guidelines rely on the aircraft manufacturer or subsequent modifier to establish the
compatibility of various wire insulation materials through satisfactory in-service performance
history, additional tests, or both.
When the DC-10 entered revenue service over 25 years ago, some problems were encountered
with the premature failure of clamps and wires at clamping points in areas of high vibration
(pylons, wing, and tail engine). The MD-11 manufacturer developed a wire compatibility test
procedure to represent the most severe vibration environment on the aircraft that replicated the
failures experienced on in-service aircraft. Testing allowed the MD-11 manufacturer to assess the
compatibility of various wire insulations, to evaluate new wire insulation types, and to develop
containment parts (clamps, nylon tie-wraps, etc.) and materials including protective sleeving
and tubing. The MD-11 manufacturer advises that high vibration and wire-to-wire abrasion
testing has shown that, when properly installed, the mixing of different approved insulation
types has not been a problem.92 Typically, it was found that the wear patterns are similar
regardless of whether there is a mix of insulations. The wire compatibility test developed by the
MD-11 manufacturer has become their standard for evaluating and developing new wire
insulation types, containment parts and materials, and protective sleeving and tubing. In
addition, the FAA has indicated that there is no systemic problem associated with the use of
mixed wire types that are properly installed and maintained.
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1.18.5

Circuit Protection Devices

1.18.5.1

General

A regulatory requirement exists that electrical wires and cables be protected from an
over-current condition.93 Typically, a circuit protection device (CPD) is used to provide this
defence. CPDs are designed to protect the wire or cable; that is, they are not designed to protect
the associated electrical components, such as line replaceable units (LRU), which may require
their own internal CPDs.
1.18.5.2

Circuit Breaker Design

The majority of CPDs used in aerospace applications are the resettable thermal CB type
developed as a replacement for fuses. These conventional CBs typically contain a circuit
consisting of a bimetallic element and two electrical contacts, one of which is spring-loaded.
When an over-current condition occurs, the circuit heats as a function of current flow and
time. (STI1-104) When the heat exceeds a preset amount, the bimetallic element bends causing the
spring-loaded contact to trip and open the circuit. The design is known as a “trip-free” CB in
that it cannot be reset in the presence of an over-current condition. After a predetermined
interval for cooling, the CB is capable of being manually reset.
This type of CB has proven to be effective in accomplishing its primary role, which is to protect
wire and cable from damage owing to an over-current condition. Specifically, this type of CB
successfully protects the circuit when the temperature and time duration characteristics of the
over-current condition are within the CB’s design limits.
However, some types of wire and cable failures involve arc faults. Arc faults can create
circumstances that do not fall within the design limits of the over-current/time protection curve
of conventional CBs. One such phenomenon is an intermittent metal-to-metal event
(conductor-to-conductor or conductor-to-frame) known as a “ticking fault.” Such events can
generate extremely high temperatures at the location of the insulation failure; however, the
current draw may not be sufficient to heat the bimetal element to the temperature necessary to
cause the CB to trip. In some cases, a breakdown of wire insulation can lead to other types of arc
fault failures, such as arc tracking. The arc-tracking phenomenon involves carbonization of the
wire insulation material that can result in intermittent arc faults between conductors, the aircraft
frame, or other grounded conducting material.
Although the hazards created by ticking faults and electrical arc tracking are widely known,
existing technology is such that there are no CPDs available for use in aircraft that can accurately
and reliably detect faults associated with wire insulation breakdown. The USN, the FAA, and
aircraft manufacturers are sponsoring initiatives to address this shortfall in CPD technology. The
goal is to develop an arc fault circuit breaker device appropriate for aircraft use.

93

Society of Automotive Engineers Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP) 1199 defines an
over-current as any current exceeding the rated current of the protective device. This includes both
overload and short-circuit currents.
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1.18.5.3

Circuit Breaker Reset Philosophy

Inconsistencies exist within the aviation industry regarding CB reset philosophies, which have
resulted in the evolution of inappropriate CB reset practices. For example, there is a widely held
view among flight crew and maintenance personnel that one reset of any tripped CB is
acceptable. Consequently, often the first step in troubleshooting a tripped CB was a reset
attempt. There is also a view that the reset of a low ampere CB is less dangerous than the reset
of a higher ampere CB. However, while the consequences of resetting a low ampere CB may be
less pronounced, under the correct conditions an arcing event involving a low ampere circuit
could readily ignite a fire. Since it is impossible to know whether these conditions exist in any
given situation, a tripped CB should not be reset before any associated fault is located and
eliminated.
The adverse consequences of a CB reset may not be universally well understood within the
aviation industry. An inappropriate reset can exacerbate the consequences of the initial fault and
lead to an arc or arc-tracking event; however, there is no clear regulatory direction to the
industry on the issue of CB resets. In AC 25.16, the FAA recommends that all AFMs should
contain guidance that states the following:
The crew should make only one attempt to restore an automatically-disconnected
power source or reset or replace an automatically-disconnected CPD that affects flight
operations or safety.
Precisely what action is expected from this statement is open to interpretation. In addition, there
is no regulatory requirement that the AFMs are to inform flight crews of the adverse
consequences of CB resets, or to state categorically that no resets are allowed except for a single
reset of those systems deemed by the pilot-in-command to be flight essential.
Likewise, the FAA guidance material for maintenance personnel does not address the issue of
resetting of tripped CBs. The FAA AC 43.13-1B does refer to the SAE Aerospace Recommended
Practice (ARP) 1199, which deals with over-current protective devices. This ARP does not
specifically discuss the immediate consequences of resetting CBs; however, it does advise that
CBs should not be allowed to develop a “history of tripping.”
In 1999, the major aircraft manufacturers summarized their existing CB reset policies by issuing
statements to all operators that give clear and unambiguous direction concerning CB resets.
However, operators are under no obligation to act on manufacturer recommendations; they are
only required to act on requirements imposed by regulators.
Subsequently, on 21 August 2000, the FAA issued a Joint Flight Standards Information Bulletin
entitled Resetting Tripped Circuit Breakers in an effort to standardize the industry’s approach to
this issue. The goal of the bulletin was to ensure that air carriers had training programs and
manuals in place for flight crews, maintenance personnel, and aircraft ground servicing
personnel, and that these programs and manuals contained company policies and procedures
for resetting tripped CBs that reflected the FAA’s position on this issue. This bulletin was only
applicable to air carriers in scheduled operation, with aircraft having a passenger-seat
configuration of 10 or more seats, or a payload capacity of more than 7 500 lb. This bulletin’s
expiration date was 31 October 2001.
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1.18.5.4

Circuit Breakers Used as Switches

The use of CBs as switches, either by design, or as a consequence of the system’s in-service
performance, is not recommended. The FAA guidance on this issue is contained in AC 43.13-1B
and states “Circuit breakers...are not recommended for use as switches. Use of the circuit breaker
as a switch will decrease the life of the circuit breaker.”
SAE ARP 1199 expands on the guidance:
•

CBs are designed for a different purpose and have a life of 1/10th or less of the life of a
switch;

•

CBs are not to be considered substitutes for switches;

•

Excessive manual operation of a CB can cause dynamic wear of the breaker latching
areas and pivotal points; and

•

Using a CB as a switch can cause its contacts to arc, thereby pitting the contacts and
generating EMI.

As there are no regulatory restrictions preventing the use of CBs as switches, it appears that this
guidance is provided as a means to enhance system reliability as opposed to establishing the
minimum requirements for system safety.
As certified, and installed on the occurrence aircraft, the original IFEN system design did not
incorporate an ON/OFF master switch. The ON/OFF capability was achieved by the installation
of the 28 V DC Interactive Flight Technologies (IFT)/video entertainment system 28 V CB.
Although it was determined that this configuration was not related to the initiation of the fire, it
did have the potential to be problematic, as suggested in the guidance material in the SAE ARP
1199. As modern aircraft use more software-based equipment, it is not uncommon for systems to
be designed in this manner. CBs are being used more frequently as switches, as they are viewed
as a convenient method of “rebooting” the system when the software gets “hung up.”
Although no particular unsafe conditions were validated during the investigation regarding the
use of CBs as switches, questions remain concerning the practice, including the potential for
frequent “switching” to induce a change in the physical properties of the CB so as to alter its
reaction time in the face of an over-current condition. The routine use of a CB as a switch also has
the potential to influence an individual’s perception about the actual use and function of a CB.
1.18.5.5

Circuit Breaker Maintenance

The CB is known in the aviation community to be a simple, long lasting, and reliable component
that is designed to provide protection for the aircraft’s wires and cables throughout the life of
the aircraft. Due in part to its dependability, CB maintenance is usually confined to the
replacement of a failed CB.
Typical CB failure modes include welding, erosion of electrical contacts, and contamination.
In addition, the mechanical characteristics of the CB will change when a CB trip mechanism has
been inactive for long periods. Such changes could lead to inappropriate performance during an
over-current condition, resulting in inadequate protection of the circuit. Routine inspections,
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including the unpowered cycling of the CB mechanism, can be useful in ensuring the reliability
of a CB. Such cycling serves to enhance CB performance by “exercising” the CB trip mechanism
and cleaning contaminants from the contact surfaces. Both the FAA and SAE recommend this
practice to enhance CB reliability.94

1.18.6

High-Intensity Radiated Fields

1.18.6.1

General (STI1-105)

Modern aircraft transmit and receive RF signals in the atmosphere external to the aircraft. In
addition, RF signals are conducted and radiated within the aircraft, through electrical cabling, to
control and communicate with various electronic systems. High-intensity radiated fields (HIRF),
produced by powerful radar transmitters or lightning, will partially penetrate a commercial
aircraft through apertures in the aircraft’s hull.95 HIRF may couple onto cabling within the
aircraft structure and distort or corrupt the signals carried on these cables, thereby disrupting
the normal functions of the associated aircraft systems. In addition, if the HIRF gradient within
the pressurized area of the aircraft exceeds 23 kilovolts per centimetre, an electrical discharge
may be induced between narrowly separated conductors.96 In this latter case, physical damage
to electrical components may occur and flammable materials in the surrounding area may
ignite. The HIRF environment in the vicinity of the occurrence aircraft was studied to determine
whether the ambient field strength was sufficient to produce such an effect.
1.18.6.2

JFK International Airport Environment

An assessment of the HIRF environment at JFK International Airport was derived from a 1998
study97 of the peak and average field intensities to which aircraft operating in US civil airspace
could be exposed. (STI1-106) During normal approach and departure operations in the airspace on
and around airports, a peak field strength of 3 kilovolts per metre can occur in the 2 to
6 gigahertz (GHz) frequency band.
1.18.6.3

En Route Environment

For the en route portion of the occurrence flight, the most significant known HIRF environment
was produced by an AN/FPS-117 air route surveillance radar, located near Barrington,

94

FAA’s AC 43.13-1B and SAE ARP 1199 Rev B.

95

In transport aircraft, the ratio between external and internal electromagnetic field strength ranges
from 2 to 40, depending on the location within the aircraft and the radio frequency. However, resonance
conditions at specific points within the aircraft can, in theory, produce localized field gradients that are up
to 25 times stronger than the ambient field strength.
96

At sea level, sparking between proximate conductors is unlikely to occur until the field gradient
around the conductors exceeds about 31 kilovolts per centimetre (kV/cm). At a pressure altitude of
8 000 feet, the maximum altitude for most commercial aircraft cabins, the equivalent field gradient is about
23 kV/cm.
97

Heather, F. “High-Intensity Radiated Field External Environments for Civil Aircraft Operating in the
United States of America,” US Navy Technical Memorandum NAWCADPAX-98-156-TM, December 1998.
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Nova Scotia. (STI1-107) At 0109, the occurrence aircraft passed within 10 nm of this radar site at an
elevation angle of approximately 30 degrees from the horizontal. A maximum field strength of
20 volts per minute (V/m) can be produced by the Barrington radar, at a slant range of
approximately 10.5 nm. However, because this radar is optimized to achieve optimum gain at
relatively low elevation angles, a field strength of approximately 4.3 V/m was produced by the
Barrington radar in the external environment surrounding the occurrence aircraft. A maximum
combined field strength of approximately 12.1 V/m was produced by the Barrington radar and
all other background emitters in the external environment surrounding the occurrence aircraft.
1.18.6.4

Theoretical Worst-Case HIRF Environment

An estimate of the most severe HIRF environment, (STI1-108) during any phase of flight, was
developed for airspace where fixed-wing commercial operations are permitted. Field strengths
were calculated for surface emitters and airborne intercept radars, operating at the minimum
separation distances permitted under instrument flight rules. Mobile and experimental
transmitters, and transmitters located inside restricted, prohibited, and danger areas, were not
considered. This methodology produced a worst-case peak field strength of 7 200 V/m, which is
assessed to occur in the 4 to 6 GHz frequency band.
1.18.6.5

MD-11 HIRF Certification Environment

The MD-11 aircraft certification was subject to special HIRF test conditions (STI1-109) imposed by
the FAA and the JAA. Test procedures were specified for the MD-11 to demonstrate an
acceptable level of aircraft systems protection from the effects of HIRF. The MD-11 HIRF test
environment was more stringent than the HIRF certification guidance that currently exists for
new aircraft, and exceeded the theoretical worst-case environment. For example, in the 4
to 6 GHz band, where the highest theoretical field strengths are assessed to exist, the MD-11 test
condition specified a peak field strength of 14 500 V/m, about double the peak field strength of
the theoretical worst case. In the 1 to 2 GHz frequency band, where the Barrington radar
operates, the MD-11 test condition specified a peak field strength of 9 000 V/m.
1.18.6.6

Effect of HIRF on VHF Communications

Aircraft antennas are designed to receive RF signal energy in specific frequency ranges and to
conduct this RF energy to the radio or radar receivers in the aircraft. (STI1-110) Aircraft radios are
designed for operation at frequencies assigned in accordance with national and international RF
spectrum allocations. These RF spectrum allocations are developed to ensure that authorized
high-power RF sources will not interfere with aircraft radios and radars. If a HIRF source were
to operate within the assigned frequency range for an aircraft radio, the HIRF energy within the
frequency range to which the radio receiver was tuned would be demodulated and amplified,
adversely affecting VHF communications. However, modern radio receivers are designed to
prevent radio signals from being amplified to unsafe power levels. In general, there is no
relationship between the degradation or disruption of VHF communications owing to EMI, and
the presence of field strengths sufficient to induce an electrical discharge between proximate
conductors. The service record for Douglas commercial aeroplanes does not contain any
instances of HIRF-induced degradation or disruption of VHF communications, or the presence
of field strengths sufficient to induce electrical discharges between proximate conductors.
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1.18.6.7

Effect of Resonance on HIRF Energy (STI1-111)

When a travelling wave is reflected back upon itself, the incident and reflected wave energy
may combine to form a spatially stationary, reinforced wave. For an electromagnetic waveform,
such as HIRFs, reinforced wave phenomena or resonance can occur in closed cavities, along a
length of wire or around the perimeter of an aperture. When resonant conditions exist, the
energy density of the reinforced wave may be up to 25 times greater than the energy density of
the incident wave. In practice, resonant gain factors rarely exceed a single order of magnitude.

1.18.7

In-Flight Entertainment Network

1.18.7.1

General

In May 1996, Swissair entered into an agreement with IFT to install a then state-of-the-art IFEN
system into 16 MD-11 and 5 B-747 Swissair aircraft. (STI1-112) The installations were to be completed
under the authority of Switzerland’s FOCA, and in accordance with the FAA STC
ST00236LA-D. (STI1-113)
1.18.7.2

IFEN Installation – Roles and Responsibilities (STI1-114)

In the agreement made with Swissair, IFT was responsible for all aspects of integrating the IFEN
system into all Swissair MD-11 and B-747 aircraft, including the system-to-aircraft integration
design, system certification, hardware installation, ongoing support, training, and continuing
airworthiness.
IFT specialized in the design and manufacture of the IFEN system components. To complete the
installation project, IFT required the services of others who had expertise in integrating an IFEN
into an aircraft design, certifying the system, and installing the system components into the
aircraft.
IFT entered into an agreement with HI to perform the IFEN certification, system-to-aircraft
integration engineering, and aircraft installation functions. These subcontracted aspects
included the development of all necessary engineering drawings and documents and the
manufacturing of wire bundles, equipment racks, and structural supports. Under the
contract HI was responsible for the hardware installation of the system into all Swissair
MD-11 and B-747 aircraft. The installation work was to be done at SR Technics facilities in
Zurich, Switzerland.98
HI entered into an agreement with Santa Barbara Aerospace (SBA) to perform the FAA
certification services, in its capacity as an FAA-approved Designated Alteration Station
(DAS). (STI1-115) By agreement with HI and IFT, SBA became the owner of STC ST00236LA-D and
became responsible for complying with all regulatory requirements, including continued
airworthiness.

98

The technical department of Swissair became an autonomous company known as SR Technics under
the SAirGroup of companies on 1 January 1997. For the purposes of this report, the name SR Technics will
be used to refer to both entities.
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In certifying the STC, SBA had been delegated the authority (by the FAA) to act on behalf of the
FAA. FAA procedures required that a DAS submit a Letter of Intent (LOI) for each STC project,
describing the project in sufficient detail to allow the FAA to determine what level of FAA
involvement and oversight would be appropriate.99
The Swiss FOCA accepted that an FAA-approved STC could be used for the project. Its
acceptance was based on the installation work being accomplished by HI personnel and
performed under the provisions of the European JAR 145–approved QA program at
SR Technics. In addition, HI was required to submit FAA Form 337100 to SR Technics,
documenting that the system was installed in accordance with the certification requirements of
STC ST00236LA-D, and the FAR, Part 43. The Swiss FOCA did not assume any direct
responsibility for authorizing or overseeing the IFEN installation project.
SR Technics’ function in the Swissair IFEN project was governed by its contract with Swissair,
known as the “September 1996 Offer,” and by its responsibilities in accordance with its role as
the JAR 145 maintenance provider for Swissair’s MD-11 fleet. IFT, through its subcontractor HI,
was responsible for the design and installation of Swissair’s MD-11 IFEN system. SR Technics
was responsible for providing logistical support, technical data, and assistance on an “as
requested” basis, and for performing the QA on each of the MD-11 IFEN installations in
accordance with its JAR 145 obligations. SR Technics was not responsible for reviewing or
approving the design and certification of the IFEN system.
1.18.7.3

SBA’s Letter of Intent – FAA Review (STI1-116)

The FAA received the LOI for the Swissair project from SBA on 23 August 1996, and in
accordance with established procedures, assigned an FAA team to review the LOI to determine
the appropriate level of FAA involvement. In addition to certification engineers, the team
consisted of personnel from the Manufacturing Inspection District Office and the Aircraft
Evaluation Group (AEG). The AEG’s responsibilities include determining the operational
suitability of newly certified or modified aircraft, and unlike the other FAA certification
responsibilities, which are delegated, the AEG’s responsibilities are not part of the DAS’s
delegated authority.101
The LOI described the IFEN as a “non-essential, non-required passenger entertainment” system.
SBA conducted a qualitative system safety analysis in accordance with FAR 25.1309, which
concluded that no single failure or latent multiple failure of the system would affect the ability

99

Note that the terminology “Program Notification Letter” was introduced in FAA Order 8100.9;
Designated Alteration Station, Delegation Option Authorization, Special Federal Aviation Regulation 36
Authorization Procedures and replaces the term “Letter of Intent.”
100

FAA Form 337 entitled “Major Repair and Alteration” can be used by a foreign civil air authority as a
record of work performed (AC 43.9-1E dated 21 May 1987).
101

The FAA defines the term “operational suitability” as the capability of a system to be satisfactorily
integrated and employed for field use, considering such factors as compatibility, reliability, human
performance factors, maintenance and logistics support, safety, and training. The term also refers to the
actual degree to which the system satisfies these parameters.
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of the aircraft to continue safe flight and landing, significantly increase flight crew workload, or
require unusual strength. The LOI also stated that there would be no changes to the pilot or
co-pilot panels.102
Following their initial review of the LOI, the FAA contacted SBA to advise them of two
additional test requirements necessary to certify the IFEN system. The first test involved
assessing the crashworthiness of the associated new seat trays; the second involved assessing
the flammability of IFEN-related materials being added within the cabin. On 3 October 1996,
SBA submitted an amended LOI to the FAA incorporating the additional test requirements. The
initial LOI was stamped “FAA Accepted” on 8 October 1996.
Based on the proposed IFEN system as described in the LOI, the FAA determined that SBA was
capable of conducting the STC approval process. The FAA expected that SBA would inform
them of any subsequent changes to the scope of the project, and that SBA would request FAA
expertise as required. Other than those mentioned above, SBA did not submit any written
changes to the LOI as the project evolved.
1.18.7.4

Evolution of the IFEN Project under SBA

In completing its certification responsibilities, SBA was responsible for approving data supplied
by HI, and for confirming that all aspects of the IFEN design and installation complied with the
regulations. SBA was also responsible for witnessing tests, reviewing drawings, and checking for
parts and installation conformity. SBA was not responsible for actual design or installation
functions in support of the project. In addition, as a DAS, SBA had no certification
responsibilities with respect to determining operational suitability.
The primary documents that were available for review by SBA were the drawings and
supporting documentation identified in the master data lists and the ELAs produced by HI.
An earlier version of the ELA produced by HI, dated 18 August 1996, stated that electrical power
for the IFEN would be supplied from the AC cabin bus distribution system, which could be
manually shed during abnormal operations and automatically shed during emergency
operations. There is no indication that SBA had access to the early version. Later versions of the
ELA produced by HI indicate the power source, for the first- and business-class passenger
sections, to be the 115 V AC Bus 2. The change in power supply followed the discovery by HI, in
accordance with their analysis of the Swissair MD-11 electrical loads, that the cabin bus
distribution system could not supply adequate electrical power to accommodate the full 257-seat
IFEN configuration. The use of the 115 V AC Gen Bus 2 altered the intended function of the
CABIN BUS switch, and the IFEN integration design did not identify the operational impact of
this change. The change to the different power source was not reflected in the LOI submitted to
the FAA, nor was a revised LOI submitted to the FAA.
The drawings used by SBA to approve the STC indicated that IFEN CBs were to be added to the
lower avionics CB panel in the cockpit. The addition of the CBs into the cockpit was not
reflected in the LOI submitted to the FAA.
102

The FAA interprets the term “pilot or co-pilot panel” to mean the front control panels that the pilots
would normally use and be able to reach from their flying position.
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The ELA work done at HI was completed by staff who had no experience with MD-11 aircraft.
Neither SBA nor HI had staff members familiar with the MD-11 electrical design philosophy,
which limited their ability to assess the compatibility of the IFEN integration with existing
aircraft systems and with AOM checklist procedures. Wording in commercial contracts
associated with the IFEN installation project suggested that other parties, including the
operator, would be expected to participate in assessing the compatibility of the
system-to-aircraft integration. The final ELA for the IFEN integration contained minor
inaccuracies and was not provided to SR Technics until after the SR 111 accident.
1.18.7.5

IFEN Integration – Electrical Power Supply

In the configuration that was certified, the IFEN was connected to aircraft power in a way that
was incompatible with the MD-11 emergency electrical load-shedding design philosophy and
was not compliant with the type certificate of the aircraft. The IFEN was powered from the
115 V AC Bus 2, an electrical bus that is not affected by the selection of the CABIN BUS switch.
The CABIN BUS switch was designed to permit removal of all electrical power from the aircraft
cabin services, except for emergency services. The first item in the Swissair Smoke/Fumes of
Unknown Origin Checklist is to select the CABIN BUS switch to the OFF position. The design of
the IFEN system-to-aircraft power integration constituted a latent unsafe condition. However, as
the fire was underway at the time the CABIN BUS switch was used (13 minutes, 7 seconds, after
the initial smell was noted), no link was established between this latent unsafe condition and the
initiation or propagation of the fire.
1.18.7.6

FAA Oversight (Surveillance) of SBA (STI1-117)

The FAA Los Angeles Aircraft Certification Office (LAACO) was responsible for regulatory
oversight of SBA, which it accomplished by monitoring individual SBA DAS projects, and by
conducting evaluations.
Although the FAA kept an administrative file on SBA, it was not normal business practice for the
LAACO to keep records of their day-to-day contacts with SBA, or of their individual STC project
monitoring activities. FAA files contained records of two formal evaluations of SBA, one in
March 1996, and another in May 1998. Both of these evaluations contained findings of
non-compliance with existing requirements; none of these findings were assessed by the FAA as
being a threat to flight safety. The findings were described by the FAA as being “paperwork”
related. The FAA was satisfied with the response of SBA to each of the evaluations. SBA was in
compliance with all FAA requirements for a DAS at the time of the SR 111 occurrence.
Subsequent to the SR 111 occurrence, the FAA conducted a special certification review (SCR) of
STC ST00236LA-D. Findings in the SCR point to shortcomings in both SBA’s certification
procedures and FAA monitoring of the project. On 30 November 1998, SBA relocated its
operations to new facilities; regulations required that, because of the move, they must reapply
for authority to continue as a DAS. At that time, SBA voluntarily surrendered its DAS certificate
to the FAA. Subsequently, SBA became insolvent.
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1.18.7.7

FAA Aircraft Evaluation Group Functions (STI1-118)

Certain STC certification services are reserved for FAA approval and are therefore not delegated
to a DAS. Such is the case for those certification services provided by the AEG.
Specifically, FAA Order 8110.4A indicates that the AEG should be involved in STC projects that
affect operational suitability and ICA. Examples would include changes in crew requirements,
flight instrument displays, and minimum equipment lists.
In the case of STC ST00236LA-D, SBA submitted an LOI that concluded that the IFEN was
operationally suitable for use in the MD-11 aircraft. The AEG accepted this determination even
though, as a DAS, SBA had not been delegated the authority to make such a determination.
1.18.7.8

Information Provided to Swissair and SR Technics

IFT provided technical training that focused on their approved servicing and maintenance
activities to SR Technics maintenance personnel. Informal training was also available to Swissair
aircraft crews to familiarize them with the operation of the IFEN system. As a result of frequent
software-related problems, flight crews were informed through an AOM bulletin that, if
necessary, they could use the 28 V DC IFEN CB on the lower avionics CB panel to shut down or
reset the system. In the absence of a system ON/OFF switch, this procedure was meant to
provide the flight crews with a means of dealing with routine IFEN anomalies. It is reasonable to
expect that Swissair flight crews would have believed that if power needed to be disconnected
from cabin services, the IFEN system, along with other cabin services, would be de-powered by
turning off the CABIN BUS switch.
1.18.7.9

System Design and Analysis Requirements

Compliance with FAR 25.1309 required that a system safety analysis be conducted on the
IFEN system. Such analysis ranges from a qualitative assessment (e.g., a Functional Hazard
Assessment), based on experienced engineering judgment, to a complex quantitative
assessment (e.g., a Failure Modes Effects Analysis), which includes a numerical probability
analysis. The FAA’s AC 25.1309-1A introduced in 1988 does not differentiate between an
“essential” or “non-essential” system but rather requires that failure analysis be performed on all
aircraft systems. The IFEN system’s functional criticality, assigned by SBA, was described as
“non-essential, non-required.”103
While the FARs do not use or define the term “non-essential, non-required,” it is commonly
used in the aviation industry to describe a system whose failure will not affect the safe flight and
landing of an aircraft. Entertainment systems are typically described as “non-essential,
non-required,” with assumptions made that any failures would have only a “minor“ effect on
aircraft operation. This categorization allows the system safety analysis to be accomplished by a
qualitative assessment based on prior engineering judgment of similar systems, and on a history
of satisfactory in-service experience.

103

The term “no hazard basis” is used in the Canadian Supplemental Type Approval process to convey
the notion that it will not induce any hazards to the aircraft type design.
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1.18.7.10

Operating Anomalies

In the two Swissair MD-11 aircraft that initially had the IFEN installed in all 257 seats, in warm
atmospheric conditions, the operation of the IFEN system added sufficient heat to the cabin that
it became difficult to keep the cabin cool. Flight crews were informed that if the cabin became
too warm, they were to select the ECON switch to the OFF position; this action would provide
colder air in the cabin. Then, if the cabin did not cool sufficiently after four hours of flight, the
remedy was to shut down the IFEN by pulling the 28 V DC IFEN CB on the lower avionics CB
panel. The occurrence aircraft logbook had no record of any cabin temperature issues related to
the IFEN installation. This temperature control problem was resolved when the IFEN was
reduced to the 61-seat configuration and was not relevant to the occurrence aircraft.
1.18.7.11

IFEN Maintenance History

IFEN maintenance records for the Swissair fleet were reviewed to find possible failures in wires
or electrical components. Two instances of PSU failures were noted; one involved an MD-11,
although not the occurrence aircraft, and one involved a B-747 IFEN installation.
The incident involving the MD-11 occurred on 30 August 1998. During flight, the F-9 CB for PSU
2 tripped. A reset was performed but the CB tripped again. Following the flight, when
maintenance personnel reset the CB, it immediately tripped and a noise was heard from within
PSU 2. The defective PSU was replaced, and the aircraft was returned to service. The PSU was
subsequently checked, and it was noted that various internal components showed signs of short
circuiting. The incident involving the B-747 was also an in-flight failure of a power supply, that
cut power to the IFEN. The power supply was changed, and the aircraft was returned to service.
An assessment was completed to determine whether an IFEN PSU could have been the ignition
source for the fire in SR 111. The recovered portions of the IFEN PSUs from SR 111 were
examined, and no signs of fire damage were noted. In addition, there was no fire damage in the
areas surrounding the PSUs. These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that the
PSUs were located too far aft in the aircraft to fit the observed fire damage pattern. Overheating
or failure of any of the IFEN PSUs was ruled out as a potential ignition source.
1.18.7.12

Post-occurrence IFEN Documentation and Installation

During the review of the IFEN system installation documentation, various discrepancies were
noted in the approved drawings and supporting documentation prepared by HI. Examples of
discrepancies include conflicting information between drawings, incorrect wire and pin
identification, and incorrect references to other documents.
The information contained in the STC-approved type design data package did not contain
sufficient detail to completely define the IFEN system installation configuration. Specifically,
there were no installation drawings or supporting documentation that described how the PSU
cables and 16 AWG control wire were to be routed through the area from the aft end of the
lower avionics CB panel rearward to approximately STA 515. Instead of providing detailed
drawings and installation information, in repeated instances, the data package documents
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referenced AC 43.13-1A, which provides general guidance for “best practices.” This approach
relies heavily on the training and experience of the individuals completing the installation work
to determine wire routing and ensure quality of the installation.
At the time that the IFEN installations were taking place, there appeared to have been a broad
range of interpretations as to what constituted an appropriate design package and what
documentation was necessary to make acceptable findings of compliance for modifications such
as the IFEN system. The FAA requirements stipulated that a drawing package be produced that
completely defines the configuration, material, and production processes necessary to produce
each part in accordance with the certification basis of the product. The requirements also
stipulated that descriptive data packages should completely and accurately describe the
fabrication, assembly, and installation of all portions of the modification.104 The data package
produced by HI was acceptable to the FAA’s delegate (the DAS: SBA).
During the year that the occurrence aircraft operated with the IFEN installed, no
discrepancies were noted in the aircraft records that could be attributed to the installation of the
four PSU cables and 16 AWG control wire into the area from the aft end of the lower avionics CB
panel rearward to approximately STA 515. However, an examination of the other MD-11s in the
Swissair fleet revealed several discrepancies. Some instances were noted where IFEN wires were
not installed in accordance with the installation drawings. Discrepancies included terminal lug
connections on the PSU CBs that used attaching hardware that was not in accordance with the
drawing information, and wires that were attached to the PSU CBs in a manner that would not
be considered best practice. For example, it was noted that the installation drawings and EO did
not specify a bonding strap at the lower avionics CB panel, as would be required when the
panel is exposed to 115 V AC power; such as, when the IFEN 115 V CBs were added. Some of
the discrepancies may reflect the lack of guidance in the data package. Wire routing varied from
aircraft to aircraft.
The lack of complete and accurate installation information left decisions such as whether to
install anti-chafing materials up to the installer. For instance, during TSB inspections of the
installations on the other Swissair MD-11s, the PSU cables were found to be routed such that
they came into contact with the edge of the fuel quantity data control unit located directly
behind the lower avionics CB panel. This contact left indentations in the cable insulation. On
some of the installations, spiral wrap was used to protect the cables as they passed the edge of
the fuel quantity data control unit; spiral wrap was not observed in some other installations. As
the approved data package did not describe the wiring installation within this area, no
document change notices were created to record and account for variations in the wire routing.
The IFEN PSU cables were at times routed behind aircraft wire runs prior to entering the
conduit. For this reason, there was no way to accurately determine how the four IFEN PSU
cables and 16 AWG control wire were routed through this area on the occurrence aircraft.

104

The FAA’s Policy Statement ANM-01-04: System Wiring Policy for Certification of Part 25 Airplanes,
issued 2 July 2001, was a restated compendium of previous policies that had been issued prior to
September 1998.
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Following the SR 111 occurrence, the TSB monitored the FAA’s full-scale fault insertion testing
conducted on the IFEN system using specially designed test equipment. The testing involved
introducing faults that would attempt to replicate conditions, such as multiple short-circuits,
electrical over-current conditions, and cooling fan failures. In every case, the IFEN components
performed as designed and did not produce excessive heat or show signs of wire or component
damage. This work was carried out in a systematic way in a laboratory environment.
1.18.7.13

IFEN STC Project Management

The IFEN STC project involved nine companies and agencies: Swissair, IFT, HI, SBA, the FAA,
the FOCA, Recaro, Rumbold, and SR Technics.105 For the most part, the management of the
project was effective despite numerous errors and omissions in documentation. However, a
notable exception where overall project management was less than effective was in
accomplishing the proper integration of the IFEN with the aircraft electrical system, specifically
as it related to emergency procedures.
Swissair contracted with IFT to provide an IFEN that would be compatible with the MD-11 and
would be certified to existing standards. IFT did not have the necessary expertise to integrate
and certify the system, which necessitated subcontracting to HI. HI could accomplish the design
and integration of the system into the aircraft but was not authorized to provide the required
FAA certification; consequently, they subcontracted this task to SBA. While the companies
involved were assessed by the FAA as having the proper corporate credentials to accomplish the
design, installation, and certification, there was a lack of specific knowledge within these three
companies about the MD-11 electrical system and about how it was designed to function during
emergency procedures.
Some two-party contracts contained contractual obligations with a direct impact on a third
party. In some cases, the third party appeared to be unaware of these obligations. Moreover,
assumptions were made by IFT and its subcontractors that type-specific information, both
operational and technical, would be provided by Swissair. Likewise, assumptions were made by
Swissair that IFT, through its subcontractors HI and SBA, possessed the technical and
operational capabilities to provide a fully certified IFEN system.
In addition, there was a lack of clarity regarding which entity had overall project management
responsibility. The FAA regarded the applicant, in this case SBA, to be responsible for the overall
project management of the certification process. However, it was IFT, through its
subcontractors, that was obligated to deliver a certified and integrated IFEN system to Swissair.
The certification responsibilities were subcontracted through HI to SBA. As such, SBA was
responsible for certifying the IFEN system; however, they had no substantive role in the overall
project management.
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Recaro, located in Steinbeisweg, Germany, provided the first- and economy-class seats. Rumbold,
located in Camberley, United Kingdom, provided the business-class seats.
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The IFEN STC was a complex project with an ambitious schedule. It required a clearly identified
project management structure designed and executed to track a myriad of details. To be
effective, such a structure should have ensured that all the elements were in place to design,
install, and certify the system to be compatible with the aircraft’s type certificate.

1.18.8

Chronological Sequence of Events

1.18.8.1

General

As part of the investigation, relevant information from the FDR, CVR, ATC tapes, FADEC NVM,
recorded radar data, and ACARS was compiled in a timeline. (See Appendix D – Timeline.)
Some of the information included in this section is also depicted on a map of the flight path
(see Appendix A – Flight Profile: Selected Events.)
1.18.8.2

ACARS

1.18.8.2.1 Initial Anomalies
Monitoring systems at ARINC and INMARSAT indicate that these two systems were
functioning normally during the flight of SR 111. The INMARSAT logs indicate that the satellite
telephone service on SR 111 was not used during the flight. The occurrence flight remained
within the normal range for VHF coverage. When VHF coverage is available, it is the primary
path for data exchange.
Audit logs from the service providers SITA, ARINC, and INMARSAT show that both the ACARS
and SATCOM systems of SR 111 initialized and functioned as expected while the aircraft was at
the gate at JFK airport in New York. The systems logged onto their networks at 2318:55 and
2330:18 respectively. The SATCOM logged on as a Class 3 mode for voice and data transmission,
which indicates that the ACARS management unit (MU) and the satellite data unit were
operational at this time.
The ACARS is designed such that if it is not used for 10 minutes, the ACARS MU will send a
tracker message to let the service provider know that the aircraft ACARS receiver is still within
the coverage area. An ARINC message was sent by SR 111 at 0021:18. Tracker messages would
have been expected from the aircraft at about 0031:18 and 0041:18. There is no record that either
of these tracker messages were received by a ground station, although the internal ACARS MU
system and message counters were updated, as shown by subsequent messages recorded by the
service providers. This indicates that messages were logged by the ACARS as being sent during
that time frame. It is possible that the system could have logged onto one of two other networks
that had some overlap coverage in the area. This can happen if one system becomes saturated.
Records for verification of this information were unavailable by the time this aspect of the
investigation was conducted and the data were requested by the investigation team.106
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By the time investigators became aware of the aircraft communications addressing and reporting
system anomalies and requested the data from the service providers, some of the service providers had
already deleted the recorded data.
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1.18.8.2.2 Thirteen-Minute Gap in VHF Communications
About 15 minutes after take-off, a 13-minute gap in radio communications occurred between
SR 111 and Boston ARTCC. The last communication from SR 111 prior to the gap occurred at
0033:12 when the captain acknowledged a radio frequency assignment change from Boston
ARTCC (124.52 MHz to 128.75 MHz). Nine seconds later (0033:21), the FDR recorded a VHF 1
microphone keying event that would be consistent with the pilots attempting to contact Boston
ARTCC. No transmission from SR 111 was heard on frequency 128.75 MHz or on any other
recorded ATS frequency.
The SR 111 FDR recorded 11 microphone keying events by SR 111 during the 13-minute gap:
9 on VHF 1 and 2 on VHF 2. During this time, Boston ARTCC attempted to contact SR 111 four
times on the assigned frequency of 128.75 MHz, three times on the previous frequency of 124.52
MHz, and at least once on the aviation emergency frequency of 121.5 MHz. None of the
11 keying events from the aircraft coincided with the times of the transmissions from Boston
ARTCC, indicating that the SR 111 crew was not likely receiving the ATS radio calls.
At 0046:27, SR 111 called Boston ARTCC using VHF 1 on 134.95 MHz, a frequency that had not
been assigned to the flight. This transmission was recorded on the ATS tape; however, the
Boston ARTCC controller did not comprehend the call that was made on an unassigned
frequency and did not immediately respond to this first SR 111 call.
The FDR indicates that at 0047:02, SR 111 attempted another brief call on VHF 1 on an unknown
frequency. At 0047:03, INMARSAT logs show a downlink from SR 111 indicating that VHF 3
data communications were lost. This downlink would be consistent with VHF 3 being switched
by the pilots from data to voice mode. At 0047:15, SR 111 again called Boston ARTCC using
VHF 1 on 134.95 MHz. Communications with SR 111 was restored when Boston ARTCC heard
and acknowledged this transmission, and instructed SR 111 to switch to the appropriate
frequency for the area control sector they were in (133.45 MHz).
Two-way communications were then restored, and the controller established that the SR 111
crew could hear ATS clearly. There is no record of either the pilots or the controllers at Boston
ARTCC making any further comments about the gap in communications. There were no
reports of communications difficulties between ATS and any other aircraft in the area. No
technical anomalies were recorded on the FDR during the 13-minute gap, and no plausible
technical failures were determined during the investigation. It should be noted that FDRs record
only a small percentage of the total electrical and systems activity that occurs on an aircraft.
Radio communication gaps periodically occur when pilots inadvertently select an incorrect radio
frequency when reassigned a new frequency. It is unknown whether this occurred in this
instance; however, no other explanation was found.
1.18.8.2.3 Additional ACARS Information
About 32 minutes of recorded information was retrieved from the CVR, starting at 0053:17 while
SR 111 was cruising at FL330. INMARSAT records indicate that at 0053:51, there was a downlink
from SR 111 confirming that VHF 3 communications had been lost for more than seven minutes.
The time of this message correlates with the downlink message at 0047:03, indicating the loss of
VHF 3 communications, and is consistent with the pilots having switched VHF 3 from data
mode to voice mode.
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At 0104:14, the ACARS MU sent a downlink message changing coverage from INMARSAT back
to ARINC. This would be consistent with the pilots switching VHF 3 from voice mode back to
data mode.
After 0104:14, the ACARS functioned as expected. The pilots successfully requested weather
information via ACARS at 0113:13 and at 0114:37. The latter request was completed at 0115:18.
There was no further crew-initiated communication using ACARS. The last message from
ACARS was recorded at 0125:08, when a tracker message for flight following was sent and
acknowledged by the system. At 0126:01, the ACARS MU failed as a result of the fire event.
1.18.8.3

Odour Detected in the Cockpit

The first indication of an abnormal situation was at 0110:38, when the first officer referenced an
unusual odour in the cockpit. There were no alerts, warnings, or indications recorded on the
FDR to identify any technical problem with the aircraft. No mention was made by the pilots at
this time, or during the previous 17 minutes, about any technical problem.
At 0110:57, the captain said “look,”107 indicating something was visible in the cockpit; it is
probable that it was a small amount of smoke that he observed, based on the comment he made
later at 0112:24: “It’s definitely smoke which came out.”
Having been given permission to stand up at 0111:06, the first officer transferred flying control
of the aircraft to the captain at 0111:14, indicating that he was getting up. Fifteen seconds later,
at 0111:29, the first officer indicated that there was nothing more “up there.” This indicates that
the visible smoke ceased within 30 seconds of first being noticed.
At 0112:06, the captain summoned to the cockpit a flight attendant working in the first-class
cabin. A few seconds later, she opened the cockpit door and entered the cockpit. In response to
a query from the captain, the flight attendant indicated that she could smell the odour in the
cockpit, but had not noticed any odour in the cabin where she was working. No references were
made to visible smoke at this time.
At 0112:24, based on the comment by the captain, it appears that wherever the smoke may have
been originally spotted, the amount was likely small, momentary in nature, and no longer
visible. Twice within a period of 18 seconds, the CVR recorded sounds of an electrically driven
cockpit seat moving, each time for a period of two seconds. It is unknown whether it was the
first officer’s or the captain’s seat that was moving. The captain commented “Air conditioning, is
it?” The first officer answered “Yes.” The manner in which the captain framed his inquiry
suggests that he was confirming with the first officer the course of action they would undertake,
such as selecting the System Display Air Page or the Air Conditioning Smoke Checklist. The first
officer’s confirmation indicates agreement, suggesting that both pilots agreed that they were
dealing with an air conditioning anomaly. The captain indicated that something should be
closed; most likely he was requesting that the flight attendant close the cockpit door, as within
two seconds, sounds consistent with the cockpit door closing were recorded.
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At 0112:52, the FDR recorded that the Air Page was selected on the system display. This selection
could have been made anytime within the previous 63 seconds and would not have been
immediately recorded by the FDR because of the 64-second sample rate interval for recording
this FDR parameter. Selection of the Air Page is an action that the pilots would be expected to
take to troubleshoot a suspected air conditioning smoke/fumes anomaly.
At 0112:54, the seat belt lights were activated in reaction to light turbulence being experienced.
At 0113:14, a discernable amount of smoke again became visible to the pilots. They considered
potential diversion airports and the need to bring the navigation charts forward from the ship’s
library. Weather conditions were considered in the assessment of various destinations. The
ACARS recorded request was for the following airports: LLSG (Geneva, Switzerland),
KJFK (New York, New York), KBOS (Boston, Massachusetts), and CVQM (unknown; it is
probable that the pilots meant to input CYQM, which is Moncton, New Brunswick, an airport
90 nm northwest of Halifax).
At 0113:53, the captain commented “That’s not doing well at all up there.” At 0114:05, the
captain attempted to call Moncton ACC, but the radio transmission was blocked by a
simultaneous transmission from another aircraft. The frequency had been, and continued to be,
busy with calls from other aircraft. These other transmissions would have been heard by the
SR 111 pilots.
At 0114:15, the captain radioed Moncton Centre and declared “Pan, Pan, Pan,” requesting an
immediate return to a convenient place. The captain’s tentative airport selection for the
diversion was Boston, an airport with which he was familiar. The flight was cleared to proceed
to Boston and to maintain FL310. A right turn was initiated toward Boston. At the time of the
“Pan Pan Pan” call, the aircraft was at FL330, 66 nm from the threshold of Runway 06 at the
Halifax International Airport.
At 0114:48, the captain’s oxygen mask was removed from its stowage box, and the sound of
oxygen flowing from the mask was evident. The M/C indicated to a flight attendant that he had
been advised that there had been some smoke observed in the cockpit, and that the captain did
not want the cockpit door to be opened.
1.18.8.4

Diverting to Halifax

At 0115:06, the controller asked the pilots whether they would rather go to Halifax. Having
identified Halifax as the closest airport, it was chosen. Halifax was a Swissair-designated
intermediate alternate airport, and therefore was approved for MD-11 operations. At 0115:29,
the first officer was reassigned the flying duties and instructed to descend immediately. Seven
seconds later, the aircraft began descending initially at about 2 000 fpm. The airspeed was at or
close to the selected airspeed value of 292 knots, which provided a ground speed of just over
8 nm per minute. The captain continued with radio communication duties. At 0115:36, the
captain advised the controller that they would prefer Halifax. At 0115:41, SR 111 was cleared by
the controller to proceed directly to Halifax and to descend to FL290. At this time, the aircraft
was at FL328, about 56 nm from the threshold of Runway 06.
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At 0115:56 and 0116:03, respectively, the captain and first officer donned their oxygen masks.
Donning of smoke masks was not included on the Swissair smoke checklists, as it was
considered to be a memory item and was a procedure that was practised in the flight simulator
by all Swissair flight crews. In their simulator training, flight crews were instructed to don
oxygen masks whenever smoke is present. It is not known how much smoke was being seen, if
any, but it is likely that at least a smell would have been evident.
Between 0116:08 and 0116:27, the Halifax weather information was passed to SR 111 by the crew
of an overflying aircraft. The controller cleared SR 111 to continue descent to 10 000 feet.
Moncton ACC was coordinating the arrival of SR 111 with the Halifax tower via a land line. The
Moncton controller asked SR 111 for the amount of fuel and the number of passengers on board
so that he could pass the information to the Halifax Aircraft Firefighting Services through
Halifax tower personnel. SR 111 told the controller to “stand by” for that information.
At 0117:19, the aircraft passed through FL297 and the speed brakes were fully extended. The
rate of descent increased to 4 000 fpm, and then reduced to about 3 500 fpm by 0119:28. At
0117:20, the instrument approach plates for the Halifax Airport were not readily available to the
pilots to provide information about the runway, minimum safe altitudes, and published
approach details. A cabin call chime sounded a few seconds later. The captain then briefed the
M/C that there was smoke in the cockpit, that the cabin crew was to prepare for landing in
Halifax in about 20 minutes to half an hour, and that he was about to start a checklist. The tone
of the captain’s voice did not indicate that the situation was sufficiently critical to warrant an
emergency; however, he indicated that the passengers were to be briefed that the flight was
landing immediately.
With the autopilot engaged, the desired airspeed can be selected by either pilot using a rotary
speed-set dial. Based on the FDR sample rate intervals, it is known that the selected airspeed
was changed from 292 KIAS to 310 KIAS, during the interval between 0117:16 and 0118:20.
Within this time period, at 0117:38, the captain indicated to the first officer that he should not
descend too fast, likely referring to the airspeed that was being selected108 rather than the
aircraft’s rate of descent. It is possible that some higher speed had been momentarily selected
and then adjusted to 310 KIAS. At about 0119:24, the selected airspeed was further increased to
320 KIAS. The aircraft’s maximum operating airspeed (barber pole speed) was 365 KIAS; the
aircraft remained below that airspeed.
At 0118:17, SR 111 was directed to change to Moncton Centre frequency 119.2 MHz. The first
officer, who continued as the pilot flying, was also assigned the radio duties. SR 111 was cleared
to descend to 3 000 feet, but the first officer advised Moncton Centre of a preference to descend
to an intermediate altitude of about 8 000 feet while the cabin was being prepared for landing.
At 0119:12, the controller asked the SR 111 pilots whether they would like radar vectors to
Runway 06 at Halifax. The first officer asked for the latest wind information. The controller did
not relay the wind information, but repeated that Runway 06 was the active runway and asked
whether he should start the radar vectors. SR 111 accepted radar vectors for Runway 06 and the
controller instructed SR 111 to turn left to a heading of 030.
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A commanded airspeed was being dialed in with the IAS/MACH rotary SELECT knob.
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The crew bag containing the approach charts for Halifax was stored in the ship’s library beneath
the right observer’s station, an area that is not within reach of the pilots while they are in their
seats. The captain had been attempting to contact a flight attendant directly for some time. At
0119:27, a flight attendant entered the cockpit and moved the crew bag containing the approach
chart information to within the captain’s reach.
At 0119:37, the controller informed SR 111 that the instrument approach to Runway 06 was a
back-course approach. He provided the localizer frequency, and advised the pilots that they
were 30 miles from the threshold of Runway 06. The aircraft was descending through FL210,
and the first officer informed the controller that more than 30 miles would be required. SR 111
was instructed to turn to a heading of 360 degrees, to lose altitude.
At 0120:14, an announcement was made by the M/C to the passengers, informing them that the
aircraft would be landing in Halifax in 20 to 25 minutes. The pilots agreed that a quick descent
was warranted in case the smoke thickened. The first officer asked the captain whether he
agreed with conducting a backbeam approach to Runway 06, indicating that it would be the
quickest approach and would result in landing into wind. The first officer also mentioned fuel
dumping and asked the captain about his preference for where and when to dump fuel. The
captain seemed to concur; however, his verbal response to these inquiries was interrupted by a
physical activity involving stretching, consistent with retrieving something that was out of
normal reach, perhaps a checklist or an approach chart.
At 0121:20, the controller requested the number of persons and the amount of fuel on board. The
first officer responded that there was 230 tonnes of fuel on board; this was actually the current
gross weight of the aircraft, not the weight of the fuel alone. He did not relay the number of
persons on board. He queried the controller about whether fuel dumping could be done in that
area during descent. The controller responded by asking whether SR 111 was able to turn back
to the south, or whether they wanted to stay closer to the airport. When conferring about this
with the captain, the first officer stated that the controller would prefer that fuel dumping be
done to the south, and asked the captain whether they should do that or whether they should
go and land. Given their understanding of the current situation, the pilots decided that turning
to the south for fuel dumping would be appropriate. The first officer informed the controller that
a left or right turn toward the south was acceptable. The controller instructed SR 111 to turn left
to a heading of 200 degrees, requested that the pilots indicate when they were ready to dump
the fuel, and advised them that it would be about 10 miles before they were off the coast. He
advised SR 111 that they were still within about 25 miles from the airport. The first officer
informed the controller that they would stay at 10 000 feet, and the controller cleared SR 111 to
maintain that altitude. At 0122:21, the speed brakes were retracted as the aircraft descended
through 12 550 feet. The rate of descent reduced to 1 000 fpm, then subsequently increased to
2 000 fpm until the aircraft levelled off between 10 150 and 10 300 feet.
At 0122:33, the first officer asked the captain whether he was in the emergency checklist for air
conditioning smoke. The captain indicated that he was. At 0122:37, the FDR recorded that the
selected indicated airspeed (IAS) had been changed from 320 to 249 KIAS. This is consistent with
applicable regulatory requirements, which stipulate that airspeed be reduced to a maximum of
250 KIAS when aircraft are at 10 000 feet or below. At 0122:41, the airspeed began to decrease
from 320 KIAS.
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At 0122:48, the captain provided some FMS (STI1-119) advice as the first officer was “inserting”
Halifax airport into the FMS to be able to display airport information, such as runway length
and instrument approach information. At 0123:00, as the airspeed was decreasing through
306 KIAS, the first officer asked the captain for his agreement to reduce the speed only slightly.
The captain indicated that he was proceeding with the checklist, and that the first officer could
fly the aircraft as he thought best.
At 0123:22, the airspeed stabilized at 300 KIAS, never reaching the previously selected 250 knots.
(It is likely that the selected IAS was increased to 300 KIAS prior to 0123:22, as the selected
airspeed FDR sample at 0123:41 was 300 knots.) At 0123:30, the controller instructed SR 111 to
turn to a heading of 180 degrees and advised that they would be off the coast in about 15 miles.
The first officer confirmed they were maintaining 10 000 feet. At about 0123:51, possibly in
consideration of the information that the coast was still 15 miles ahead, the selected airspeed
was further increased to 320 knots. This would be consistent with a desire to start the fuel
dumping as soon as possible.
At 0123:45, the captain referred to the CABIN BUS switch and asked for confirmation, which the
first officer provided. Selecting this switch to the OFF position is the first item on the Swissair
Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist (see Appendix C – Swissair Smoke/Fumes of
Unknown Origin Checklist). With the CABIN BUS switch in the OFF position, the recirculation
fans are turned off, and the airflow above the forward ceiling area would have changed from a
predominant flow aft toward the fans, to a predominant airflow forward toward the cockpit.
At 0123:53, the controller informed SR 111 that the aircraft would remain within 35 to 40 miles of
the airport in case they had to land quickly. The first officer indicated that this was fine, and
asked the controller to inform them when fuel dumping could start.
Up until this time, there were no failures recorded on the FDR, and there were no indications of
any systems anomalies reported by the pilots. As well, no smoke had been reported in the cabin
area.
1.18.8.5

Multiple Systems Failures

Starting at 0124:09, and for the next 92 seconds, the FDR recorded a number of technical failure
events that were associated with the failure of aircraft systems, as discussed in the report
sections that follow. Both flight recorders and the VHF radios (communications with ATS)
stopped functioning at about 0125:41. Near the end of this 92-second period, a reference was
made within the cockpit to something burning. It is assessed that the location to which this
reference was made was the overhead ceiling area of the cockpit.
1.18.8.6

Autopilot Disconnect

At 0124:09, the FDR recorded a disconnect of Autopilot 2. It would be normal for the captain to
have his PFD displayed on DU 1, and the first officer to have his PFD set on DU 6. The changes
to the PFD displays triggered by the autopilot disconnect would be as follows: the Autopilot 2
status indication text, (displayed as “AP 2 ”), which normally appears in a cyan colour, would
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change to a red flashing “AP OFF,” and the lateral and vertical windows would become flashing
red boxes. There would also be an aural warning tone; this aural warning tone was heard,
beginning at 0124:09 and continuing until the CVR ceased to record.
At 0124:18, the captain noted, and the first officer confirmed, that the autopilot had
disconnected. At 0124:25, the first officer informed Moncton ACC that they had to fly manually,
and asked for a protected block of altitudes between 11 000 and 9 000 feet. The controller
assigned the altitude block between 5 000 and 12 000 feet.
Although the pilots did not verbalize any attempt to cancel the aural tone, this would be an
expected reaction in accordance with their training. It is not known whether the pilots
attempted to engage Autopilot 1; however, the aural tone did not stop, and Autopilot 1 did not
engage. If the crew attempted to engage Autopilot 1 and it was unavailable, the circuit for
Autopilot 1, and the circuit required to cancel the aural tone must have already been
compromised by the fire. The electrical power circuit for AFS 2 is powered from the 28 V DC
Bus 3 through CB E-07 located on the avionics CB panel. One of the wires coming from this CB
goes to the control wheel autopilot disconnect switches. The loss of power through this wire
(e.g., as a result of being compromised by fire damage) would disconnect the autopilot, and
prevent the autopilot aural tone from being reset.
If Autopilot 1 could not be engaged, this indicates that its armed status was inhibited. A failure
of Autopilot 1 would, after two minutes, produce annunciator indications that likely would have
been noticed by the pilots. The pilots did not mention any annunciator indications associated
with Autopilot 1 in that time frame. Therefore, if Autopilot 1 failed it would have done so within
the two minutes before Autopilot 2 disconnected and the “AP 2 OFF” alert appeared in the PFD.
The electrical power circuit for the AFS 1 is powered from the 28 V DC Bus 1 through CB C-07
located on the avionics CB panel.
1.18.8.7

Altitude Alerts

The CVR recorded an altitude alert tone at 0124:38.4 and again at 0124:41.6. The aircraft altitude
selector was set to 10 000 feet at this time.
As the aircraft approached 10 000 feet from above, it started to climb again. Information from the
FDR indicates that the first officer had changed his altimeter setting to 29.80 in. Hg, whereas the
captain had left his altimeter on the standard setting of 29.92 in. Hg, which is the setting
required when aircraft are flying above 18 000 feet. The altitude alert system has a 150-foot alert
threshold. The two different barometric settings would cause an altitude difference of about
100 feet between the two altimeters. Each FCC would then generate a separate altitude alert
tone as their respective thresholds were exceeded, as recorded on the CVR.
1.18.8.8

Declaration of Emergency

Starting at 0124:35, and lasting intermittently until 0125:27, a land line conversation took place
between Moncton ACC and the Halifax FSS, during which Moncton ACC advised Halifax FSS of
the anticipated fuel dumping. The provision of this information, which is in accordance with
standard practice, was meant to ensure that other aircraft were informed of the fuel dumping
location so that they could stay clear of the area.
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At 0124:42, the captain called Moncton ACC and declared an emergency. The first officer, in an
overlapping radio transmission, acknowledged that SR 111 was cleared between 12 000 and
5 000 feet, and advised that they were declaring an emergency at time zero-one-two-four (0124).
This “emergency” declaration from SR 111 was coincident with the land-line information
exchange taking place between the Moncton ACC low-level supervisor and the Halifax FSS.
At 0124:53, the captain called Moncton ACC and indicated that they were starting to dump fuel
and had to land immediately. At 0124:57, the controller replied that he would contact them in
just a couple of miles, to which the first officer replied “Roger,” at 0125:01. At 0125:02, the first
officer restated that they were declaring an emergency; the controller acknowledged at 0125:05.
1.18.8.9

Cabin Crew Use of Flashlights

At 0124:46, the cabin crew indicated that they had lost electrical power in the passenger cabin
and that they were using flashlights to continue to prepare the cabin for landing. This is
consistent with the CABIN BUS switch in the cockpit having been selected to the OFF position
using Swissair’s procedures, which had been referenced by the pilots at about 0123:45.
1.18.8.10

Loss of Lower Yaw Damper A

At 0124:54, the FDR recorded the failure of lower yaw damper A. The failure was likely the result
of a loss of power to the circuit and may not have been obvious to the crew. A message “YAW
DMP LWR A OFF” would have been displayed on the EIS status page; however, the
information would only be available to the crew if that status page had been selected. It is
unknown whether this page was selected.
The lower yaw damper control circuit A is electrically powered from the 28 V DC Bus 1 through
CB C-11 located in the avionics CB panel. Lower yaw damper B, which is also powered by the
28 V DC Bus 1 through CB C-12 in the avionics CB panel, did not fail at the same time. This
indicates that the 28 V DC Bus 1 was still powered at this time. It is likely that either CB C-11
tripped or that a wire in its circuitry shorted or opened, possibly as a result of heat damage.
1.18.8.11

Loss of Flight Control Computer 1 Parameters

At 0124:57, Channel A of FCC-1 lost primary power, and within 15 seconds (at 0125:12), all of the
data being reported to the FDR by FCC-1 stopped. The loss of FCC-1 Channel A would drop off
some non-flight critical information displayed on the captain’s PFD on DU 1, but would not
affect the first officer’s PFD on DU 6. The first officer was the pilot flying. Under these
conditions, the master caution light would illuminate, and faults and various messages would
appear on the EAD (typically DU 3), a cue light would illuminate on the SDCP, and warning
lights would illuminate on the AFS panel.
The FCC-1 Channel A is electrically powered from the 28 V DC Bus 1 through CB C-17 on the
avionics CB panel.
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1.18.8.12

Loss of Left Emergency AC Bus

Based on the loss of ADC-1, DEU 1 and the captain’s pitot heat, all of which are electrically
powered from the left emergency AC bus, it was concluded that this bus was lost at 0125:06. The
arced condition of the left emergency AC bus feed wire corroborates this explanation. This
arcing event would have tripped the left emergency AC RCCB B1-136 causing the left
emergency AC and DC buses to switch to their emergency power source, the battery and static
inverter. Subsequently, several system anomalies and failure events occurred, which were
recorded on the FDR. A brief explanation of the resulting system losses follows.
1.18.8.13

Loss of Altitude, Airspeed, and Total Air Temperature

Between 0125:06 and 0125:07, the pressure altitude, computed airspeed, and total air
temperature parameters, as recorded in the FDR, became static. After about seven seconds, a
no-data-update sequence began, indicating that the data updates to the FDR from ADC-1
were lost.
The aircraft’s transponder Mode C, which provides aircraft altitude information to ATC radar,
stopped transmitting at 0125:06. This correlates with the loss of functionality of ADC-1. The ATC
transponder Mode A (which provides aircraft identification) was still available, indicating that
the transponder had not failed.
ADC-1 is electrically powered from the left emergency AC bus through CB F-04 located in the
overhead CB panel.
1.18.8.14

Loss of Display Electronic Unit 1

At 0125:06, the data from DEU 1 was lost; a switchover to DEU 3 occurred after 0125:14.
Normally, data recorded on the FDR is received through DEU 1. If DEU 1 data is unavailable,
the data will freeze for eight seconds, and the source will automatically switch to DEU 3.
Electrical power for DEU 1 is supplied by the left emergency AC bus through CB F-03 on the
overhead CB panel. The loss of the left emergency AC bus would result in the captain’s DU 1
and DU 3 going blank; the subsequent loss of DEU 1 would cause a red X to appear across DU 2.
1.18.8.15

Change of Slat Parameter “Retract to Transit”

Between 0125:06 and 0125:14, the slats proximity sensor electronic unit B sensors changed from
“target near” to “target far.” This was a result of electrical power being lost to the B sensors.
The B sensors are powered from the 28 V DC Bus 1 through CB E-09 on the avionics CB panel.
The loss of power to this CB would not have any effect on the cockpit displays.
1.18.8.16

Change of TCAS Parameter “TR Advisory to Standby”

Swissair’s practice is to use transponder ATC-1 on odd number flights and ATC-2 on even
number flights. If ATC-1 loses altitude data from ADC-1, the traffic alert and collision-avoidance
system (TCAS) goes into a Standby mode (as was recorded on the FDR) as long as the ATC-2 still
has altitude information. The TCAS senses ATC-2 transponder input but does not use that
information unless ATC-2 is selected on the ATC control panel. “TCAS STBY” would be
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displayed on the PFD and NDs, and an “ATC XPDR1 FAIL” message would be displayed on the
EAD even though ATC-1 is still transmitting Mode A information. If no air data were available
from ATC-2, the TCAS would go into the “OTHER” mode and “TCAS FAIL” would be displayed
on the PFD and the NDs. The TCAS “OTHER” mode is a recorded parameter but did not appear
on the SR 111 FDR.
This combined information signifies that ADC-2 was still functional at this time.
1.18.8.17

Change of Captain’s Pitot Heat “On to Off”

Between 0125:06 and 0125:14, the power for the captain’s pitot heat was lost. The heater is
electrically powered by the left emergency AC bus through CB F-05 located on the overhead CB
panel.
The loss of the captain’s pitot heat would activate the master caution light, and various cues and
alerts would appear on the SDCP, the EAD, and the SD.
1.18.8.18

Loss of VHF-1 Reception

At 0125:05.6, an ATC transmission of less than one second was received through VHF 1 and
recorded on the CVR. The next ATC transmission, starting at 0125:16, was not recorded by the
CVR. The start of the next ATC transmission, starting at about 0125:40, was received and
recorded for about 0.2 seconds.
For the CVR to not record an ATC transmission, the VHF signal would have to be lost. The VHF
signal can be lost either through a loss of power to the VHF-1 transceiver, or through the
transceiver going below a minimum threshold voltage. As the audio signal came back briefly
before the end of the recording, it is concluded that the transceiver had gone below the
minimum threshold voltage. The cut-out voltage, where the transceiver would stop operating,
was found to be about 13 volts.
The VHF-1 transceiver is electrically powered by the left emergency DC bus through CB D-08 on
the overhead CB panel.
1.18.8.19

CVR P1 Channel Intermittent

At 0125:06, the 28 V DC power supply to AMU-1 began to fluctuate around 12 V DC, but did not
cut out. This assessment is supported by the fact that starting at this time, there was
intermittent, attenuated, and distorted recording by the CVR captain’s audio (P1) channel of
inputs associated with AMU-1.
1.18.8.20

Loss of Audio Channels on CVR

From 0125:06 to 0125:34, the recording of the P1 channel was intermittent. The first officer’s
audio channel, the cabin interphone, and the CVR CAM all continued to record normally until
0125:41.4, when the CVR recording stopped.
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At 0125:16, Moncton ACC transmitted a clearance to SR 111 to dump fuel on their present track,
and to advise when the dump was complete. This transmission was not recorded on the SR 111
CVR. Therefore, it is unlikely that it was heard in the cockpit. A second clearance from Moncton
ACC to dump fuel was transmitted at 0125:40. A 0.2 second fragment at the start of this second
transmission was recorded 1.4 seconds before the CVR stopped recording.
1.18.8.21

Loss of First Officer’s Display Units

At 0125:16, the first officer advised the captain that he was just flying, and not doing anything
else. At 0125:20, the captain referred to something that was burning already, and the first officer
made a reference to landing. At 0125:33, the first officer indicated that his side was all dark, and
also made reference to standby instruments and speed. It is likely that the first officer’s three
DUs (DU 4, DU 5, and DU 6) had gone blank. For all three displays to go blank, each unit has to
lose its own power source. All three units are powered from the right emergency AC bus, which
was still powered, through three CBs located on the overhead CB panel at positions F-29, F-30,
and F-31. Therefore, either the individual CBs tripped or the integrity of the wiring was
compromised.
1.18.8.22

Loss of Upper Yaw Damper A

At 0125:34, the FDR recorded the failure of upper yaw damper A. The failure was likely the
result of a loss of electrical power to the circuit. This failure may not be obvious to the crew;
however, a message “YAW DMP UPR A OFF” would be displayed on the EIS status page, if that
page had been selected. It is unknown whether this page was selected.
The upper yaw damper control circuit A is electrically powered from the 28 V DC Bus 3 through
CB E-11 located in the avionics CB panel.
Upper yaw damper control circuit B, which is also powered by the 28 V DC Bus 3 through
CB E-12 on the avionics CB panel, did not fail at the same time. This indicates that the 28 V DC
Bus 3 was still powered, and that either CB E-11 tripped or a wire in its circuitry experienced an
arcing event, possibly as a result of heat damage.
1.18.8.23

Flight Data Recorder Stoppage

Between 0125:39.8 and 0125:40.2, the DFDAU started a warm reboot sequence resulting from a
power interruption. The DFDAU re-synchronized and provided additional valid data for
1.3 seconds before the FDR stopped recording.
The DFDAU and the FDR are powered from the 115 V AC Bus 3 through CB D-31 on the
avionics CB panel. The warm reboot was the result of either a temporary short or temporary
open circuit.
1.18.8.24

Loss of Cockpit Voice Recorder

At 0125:41.4, the CVR stopped recording. This is attributed to a loss of electrical power. The CVR
is powered from the right emergency AC bus (phase C) through CB F-20 located on the
overhead CB panel.
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1.18.8.25

Possible VHF Transmission from SR 111

At 0125:46, Moncton ACC recorded an unintelligible fragment of audio that could have been
from SR 111.
1.18.8.26

Mode C Returned

At 0125:50, transponder Mode C data was regained by ATC until 0126:04.1. Mode C data had
been lost with the loss of ADC-1 at 0125:06. If the captain switched to DEU-Auxiliary, DU 2
would be reconfigured to a PFD with the air data parameters showing red Xs. To regain air data,
he would have had to switch from ADC-1 to ADC-2. This would have restored air data resulting
in ATC regaining Mode C.
1.18.8.27

Loss of Transponder

The radar recorded the last transponder Mode A and C returns at 0126:04.1. This failure is
attributed to a loss of power to ATC-1 transponder after this time. The ATC-1 transponder is
powered from the 115 V AC (phase A) Bus 1 through CB B-21 located on the avionics CB panel.
1.18.8.28

Engine 2 Shutdown

Damage to Engine 2 was consistent with an engine that was not producing power at the time of
impact. The fault data that was recorded in the NVM of the FADEC indicated that the engine
was shut down by use of the FUEL switch at about 1 800 feet;109 the airspeed was about
227 knots TAS. In general, during flight operations, the pilots could be expected to shut down an
engine if they determined that a malfunction existed that would either cause severe engine
damage or collateral aircraft damage, or be a hazard to continued aircraft handling. However,
prior to the stoppage of the CVR and the FDR, there was no recorded indication of any
mechanical malfunction of the engines, and no indication of any crew intention to shut down
Engine 2.
Three FADEC fault entries revealed that Engine 2 had a loss of TRA. Loss of TRA inputs would
cause the Engine 2 to revert to a fixed thrust mode and to maintain power at the last validated
EPR value (thrust setting); it was determined that this thrust setting was flight idle. Flight crews
would not normally be prompted to shut down an operating engine if the only discrepancy was
that the thrust setting was fixed at flight idle, unless the planned operation of the aircraft, such
as an imminent landing, required such an action.
The power wire for the fire detector loop A for Engine 2 shows clear indication of electrical
arcing. This damage to the power wire would cause the loss of power to the fire detector loop A
circuit. This would result in the FIRE DET 2 FAULT display, a Level 1 (amber) alert on the EAD,
and would not result in a false fire alarm. The wire shorting or opening would not cause any
overhead lights to illuminate. The crew never mentioned any alerts being displayed and the
arcing event was considered to have occurred later in the sequence after the fire was already
established.
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If the ground wire for the light circuit to Engine 2 fire handle and fuel condition switch was
grounded because of fire damage, then both lights would illuminate. The ground wire for this
circuit was routed through an area of known fire damage where arcing events had occurred.
This specific wire was not recovered; therefore, its condition could not be confirmed. It is
possible that fire damage to this wire triggered illumination of the Engine 2 fire handle lights
or FUEL switch light, which could prompt the pilots to shut down Engine 2. The Swissair
Engine Fire checklist directs the flight crew to reduce the throttle to idle, then turn off the
FUEL switch. This latter switch movement would have registered the faults that were recorded
on the FADEC.
This was the last recorded information prior to the time of impact at 0131:18.

1.18.9

Witness Information

1.18.9.1

General (STI1-120)

Immediately after the occurrence, the RCMP Major Crimes Unit (MCU) dispatched four teams
of investigators into the area surrounding the occurrence site. TSB investigators worked closely
with the RCMP MCU to obtain information from witnesses who heard or saw the aircraft prior
to the time of impact.
1.18.9.2

Witness Interviewing Methodology

TSB and RCMP investigators interviewed more than 200 potential ear and eye witnesses and
took 88 separate statements related to the event. TSB investigators reviewed the preliminary
statements taken by the RCMP and conducted their own interviews with witnesses who had
said that they saw the aircraft during the latter portion of its flight. The majority of the ear and
eye witnesses were in the areas of Blandford, East Ironbound Island, Tancook Islands, Indian
Harbour, and Peggy’s Cove. No witnesses saw the aircraft’s impact with the water.
Additional interviews were conducted by law enforcement and safety investigators with
personnel, based in New York, whose job functions were related to the security, pre-flight
preparation, and dispatch of the occurrence aircraft. TSB and RCMP investigators also
interviewed personnel at the involved companies in Zurich.
1.18.9.3

Summary of Ear and Eye Witness Information

Investigators collected information from 72 witnesses who said that they saw or heard the
occurrence aircraft during the final minutes of its flight. All witnesses indicated that the aircraft
was flying at normal flight attitudes, characterized by gentle banked turns and level or shallow
pitch attitudes. Numerous witnesses recalled the loud sound of the aircraft engines.
Several witnesses reported seeing white, red, and green lights illuminated on the exterior of the
aircraft. The white light was generally reported to be fixed (not flashing) and more brilliant than
the coloured lights, which were flashing. One witness reported seeing blue flames on the left
side of the aircraft, forward of the left wing.
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Four witnesses reported smelling fuel, kerosene, or oil after the aircraft passed overhead. Three
additional witnesses reported feeling moisture falling from the sky after the aircraft passed
overhead. One witness at St. Margaret’s Bay and a second witness at Blandford described a
wedge or triangular-shaped haze trailing behind the aircraft. Line-of-sight estimates from eye
witnesses suggest that the aircraft passed over the Blandford/Bayswater area at an altitude of
between 2 000 and 5 000 feet agl.
There were no witnesses of the final descent of the aircraft into the water, nor were there any
reports of a post-crash fire. Several witnesses recalled hearing a final sound that was similar to a
clap of thunder. The sound was of short duration and high intensity, and was followed by
silence. The time of the final sound was reported to be at approximately 1030 Atlantic daylight
time (0130 UTC).

1.18.10

Reporting of Cabin Anomalies

1.18.10.1

Reports of Unusual Odours (STI1-121)

On the first flight following a scheduled maintenance inspection, approximately three weeks
prior to the SR 111 accident, when HB-IWF was operating as SR 178, an unidentified smell was
detected within the aircraft cabin in the vicinity of the L1 door. This location is below an area
where some of the heat damage was observed on the SR 111 aircraft wreckage. Various
descriptions provided by the aircraft crew included smells similar to an over-heated electrical
appliance or an unfamiliar type of gas or chemical. The smell incident was verbally reported to a
maintenance engineer immediately following the flight; his inspection of the area did not reveal
any discrepancy. Subsequent explanations included a possible residue of an insecticide that had
been administered during the maintenance inspection prior to flight or fumes from the cargo
compartment. The cargo manifest indicates that some solvents were being carried as dangerous
goods in the forward cargo hold during that flight, although no cargo spills or loss claims were
reported. The source of this smell on SR 178, which occurred 23 days prior to the accident flight,
was not identified. There were no further reports of any recurrence of such a smell condition on
the 50 subsequent flights of HB-IWF, and there is no reason to link the events of flight SR 178 to
the accident flight.
On two separate occasions, a “burnt” or “burning” odour was detected on another Swissair
MD-11 aircraft, HB-IWH. On 11 July 1998, a passenger on board HB-IWH operating as SR 111
detected a burnt odour. The smell was detected in flight after the meal service in the area of
passenger seat 14H. On 18 August 1998, a passenger on board SR 264, aircraft HB-IWH, detected
an unusual smell described as a burnt odour. The smell was detected prior to take-off in the area
of seat 18J, mid-cabin. The M/C investigated, but did not smell anything. He reported this to the
flight crew.
Because the same aircraft (HB-IWH) was used for both flights and because on each flight,
passengers reported a burnt odour within an area spanning four passenger-seat rows
(passenger seat 14H and 18J respectively), investigators assessed the possibility of potential links
between the July 1998 and the August 1998 flights of HB-IWH. However, because there are no
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records or other information indicating the source of the burnt odour on the August 1998 flight
and because the passenger from the July 1998 flight only reported the burning smell to the TSB
several months after the flight, it was not possible to draw any link between the two events.
1.18.10.2

Procedures for Reporting and Recording Abnormal Conditions (STI1-122)

A search of the Swissair MD-11 Cabin Flight Report database for additional information
concerning abnormal smells on board HB-IWF and other MD-11 aircraft since 1997 resulted in
only one other report. At the time of the occurrence, the procedures for cabin crew to record
abnormal conditions did not clearly state when a written report (Cabin Flight Report) was
required. Also, the procedures for flight crew regarding the recording of abnormal conditions
reported to them by cabin crew allowed for discretion by the flight crew. Such abnormal
conditions would have been recorded, at the captain’s discretion, in the aircraft logbook. A
logbook entry would have resulted in a subsequent maintenance action. Because no such entry
was recorded in the logbook, an opportunity to troubleshoot the source of the unusual odours
was lost.

1.19

Useful or Effective Investigation Techniques

This section describes investigation techniques that are specific to the SR 111 occurrence
investigation, as well as the features of these techniques and the reasons for their use.

1.19.1

Exhibit Tracking Process

1.19.1.1

Physical Wreckage Databases

Aircraft debris was recovered from the crash site and transported to the CF facilities at
12 Wing Shearwater, Nova Scotia. The progress of the recovery effort was monitored by tracking
the weight of all recovered items as a percentage of the total structural weight of the aircraft.
Recovered items were sorted and classified by their location on the aircraft and by their
potential significance to the investigation. Items that were not considered significant were
placed together with other similar items corresponding to the location of the item within the
aircraft, and were stored in large boxes. Items categorized as significant for priority examination
were photographed and assigned a unique exhibit number; a textual summary description was
created for each exhibit. This information was entered into an Evidence and Reports III database
used by the RCMP for case management; this factual exhibit information was available to the
RCMP and the TSB and was ultimately imported into a separate safety investigation database
developed by the TSB. Storage boxes containing items that were sorted and categorized as less
significant to the investigation were also entered into the database as composite exhibits, to
permit tracking and potential future retrieval as required. The exhibit and reporting database
allowed investigators to view photographs and exhibit descriptions for each significant
individual item, and to generate summary reports based on that exhibit information.
A separate database was established to track exhibit descriptions and information related to
aircraft wiring.
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1.19.1.2

Document Control

Records supporting the investigation were assigned a document control number and registered
in an electronic document control log database. A cover page, known as a “header banner,” was
produced for each document that was to be optically scanned to be converted to an electronic
format. The header banner was used to identify the document content, and provides sufficient
details to assist in document retrieval.
SUPERText® case management software,110 which merges imaging technology, full-text search
capability and structured database technology and allows full text query, was used as the
document management system. Components of the software were used to scan and process the
records using optical character recognition technology, and further organize the records.
SUPERText® search utilities allowed users to retrieve documents using a variety of search
criteria including keyword searches, and to view or print high-quality images of these
documents.
1.19.1.3

Photograph Database

A photograph database was developed to archive the large volume of digital and 35 mm images
that were taken by RCMP and TSB investigators. The database was indexed to allow flexible
searches by exhibit number, subject matter, date, location, and various other parameters.

1.19.2

Data Analysis Tools

1.19.2.1

Photographic Panoramas and Object Models

Panoramas and object models of various items within the aircraft were created by taking a series
of static photographs from various orientations. Object models were created by rotating an
object in 10-degree increments in front of a fixed camera. Panoramas were created by fixing the
object and rotating the camera. In both cases, “stitching” software111 was used to combine the
multiple individual photographs to create a two-dimensional rendering of the object. Additional
software utilities allowed investigators to view these renderings with a standard web browser, to
electronically rotate the images on a two-dimensional plane and to navigate between objects.

110

SUPERText® by Supergravity Incorporated.

111

Object Modeller 1.0 and PhotoVista 1.0, both included with Reality Studio software by
Live Picture, Inc.
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1.19.2.2

Computer-Aided Design Analysis

Three-dimensional CAD drawings of the aircraft were received from the aircraft manufacturer.
CAD models112 of the aircraft structure were developed and were cross-referenced to
information about recovered components. Internet browser plug-ins113 provided the capability
to view these CAD drawings with a standard web browser. These tools were used to analyze the
routing and spatial orientation of various components, to review temperature patterns, to study
the airflow within the aircraft, and to develop fire propagation scenarios.
1.19.2.3

Integrated Access to Electronic Data

A PRODOCs114 software application was developed by the TSB to provide a single point of
access to investigation data from the RCMP’s Evidence and Reports III database, the
SUPERText® Research database of hard-copy documents, the photograph database, and the
wiring database. It also provides links to other related tools, resources, and applications,
including the Cabin Safety Research Technical Group accident database, technical notes,
photographic panoramas and object models, two-dimensional and three-dimensional CAD
diagrams, and video clips of various investigation activities.

1.19.3

Partial Aircraft Reconstruction

A full-scale metal framework of the front 10 m (33 feet) of the aircraft fuselage was fabricated by
the Nova Scotia Department of Transportation and Public Works Mechanical Branch. Identified
portions of primary structure, skin panels, and air conditioning ducts were straightened,
fracture matched, sewn together with wire, and installed on the reconstruction mock-up. (See
Figure 19.) Galleys 1, 2, and 3 were partially reconstructed over separate wire mesh frames and
positioned within the reconstructed framework. Pieces of the cockpit seats, cockpit ceiling liner,
and CB panels were puzzled together and subsequently fixed into position within the
reconstruction mock-up.
Information derived from the physical reconstruction was incorporated into a three-dimensional
computer model of the aircraft forward fuselage section. The reconstruction framework and
computer model were used to determine the severity and limits of the fire damage, to identify
possible fire origin locations, to clarify the spatial relationships between components, and to
illustrate how these relationships may have affected the progression of the fire. These tools were
also used to help assess the flammability of materials and to identify other safety deficiencies.

112

Computer-aided design models were created using Microstation software by Bentley Systems Inc.

113

Whips 2D viewer and Voloview 3D viewer by Autodesk Inc.

114

The acronym PRODOCs was used to reflect that photographs, references, object models, and
documents can be accessed from this application.
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1.19.3.1

Tabletop Reconstruction of Cockpit and Forward Cabin Ceiling Areas

The reconstructed air conditioning ducts, electrical wiring, and identified components within
the forward cabin and cockpit ceiling areas were assembled into a large tabletop mock-up in an
attempt to get a top view of the damage patterns and better understand the relative spatial
orientation of the items. (See Figure 27.) A wooden frame and clear plexiglass materials were
successfully used to rebuild areas that would otherwise become hidden from view once installed
in the main reconstruction mock-up. The tabletop mock-up was used to help assess the heat
damage pattern.
1.19.3.2

Air Conditioning Ducts

All of the recovered air conditioning ducts were severely damaged and deformed. Many of the
ducts from the front attic area had been heat-damaged; therefore, it was important to
reconstruct them to develop an understanding of where the fire started and how it spread. The
hundreds of heat-damaged pieces were straightened, fracture matched and sewn together with
wire. As only short segments of duct could be rebuilt, it was necessary to consult aircraft
manufacturing drawings and expert technicians from the operator and manufacturer to position
the rebuilt sections of ducts into the reconstruction mock-up.

1.19.4

Electrical Wire Arc Sites Analysis

Twenty segments of electrical wire from the occurrence aircraft exhibited areas of copper melt
consistent with characteristics caused by electrical arcing events. Electrical wire arcing can occur
when the insulation protecting a powered wire is damaged, exposing the conductor. The arc
event creates sufficiently high temperatures to initiate a fire. Alternatively, a fire-in-progress can
burn away the wire insulation, exposing the wire conductor. An arc will occur if the conductor
makes contact with a conducting material, such as a metal structure or another exposed
conductor of different electrical potential. Attempts were made to determine whether the SR 111
electrical wire arcing events were the result of a pre-existing fire or whether the arcing had
provided the energy necessary to ignite nearby flammable material.
1.19.4.1

Auger Electron Spectroscopy (STI1-123)

AES is a scientific technique that was used to attempt to differentiate between electrical wire arcs
that could have caused a fire and arcs that resulted from being subjected to a fire-in-progress.
The technique is based on the premise that combustion by-products are trapped in molten
copper during an arcing event. A scanning Auger multiprobe, capable of high-resolution AES, is
used to analyze the surface and near-surface chemistry of the copper arc melt sites and to detect
the presence of combustion by-products in the resolidified copper. The absence of combustion
by-products in the resolidified copper at an arc melt site is indicative of an arcing event that may
have taken place in the absence of fire contaminants in the immediate area of the arc, and could
indicate that the arc initiated a fire. This method also allows for a chemical examination of the
resolidified copper melt surface without destroying the sample.
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1.19.4.2

Focused Ion Beam and Transmission Electron Microscope Analysis

Auger spectra typically provide an indication of the presence and amount of specific elements
on the surface of a copper arc melt. Knowledge of the vertical elemental profile, morphology,
and porosity of selected arc sites was obtained by combining AES techniques with focused ion
beam (FIB) etching and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) examination.
Arc sites of particular interest were identified during the AES surface analysis. Subsequently,
thin vertical slices (lift-outs) were removed from these specific sites using a Gallium ion gun. A
micro-manipulator was used to transfer the lift-outs from the FIB chamber to the TEM.
High-resolution photomicrographs were then collected to determine the vertical homogeneity,
porosity, grain size, and layering of each sample. Additional TEM analysis was then carried out
to determine the elemental depth profile of selected lift-outs.
1.19.4.3

X-Ray Microtomography

X-rays were taken of the recovered wire segments that exhibited copper arc melts characteristic
of electrical arcing. A transmission X-ray micro-scanner, equipped with a precision object
manipulator, was used to produce two-dimensional X-ray images of the wire’s internal
micro-structure at various orientations. Tomographical reconstruction software was used to
render a three-dimensional image of the wire’s internal micro-structure, by combining the
successive plane-view X-ray images. The resulting micro-tomographs provided a permanent
three-dimensional record of the morphology of the original wire samples. Characteristics, such
as porosities, extent of melting and solidification, single or multiple arcing events, and inclusions
can be assessed. This information can be used to guide decisions pertaining to more intrusive
analysis techniques.

1.19.5

Temperature Reference Coupons (STI1-124)

To permit an evaluation of the temperature reached by the hundreds of heat-damaged aircraft
pieces, various heat templates or temperature reference coupons were produced in a controlled
laboratory environment. The coupons consisted of representative samples of MD-11 aircraft
materials, painted in accordance with the original manufacturer’s specifications. Each
temperature coupon was heated at a fixed temperature for a specified period of time.
Temperature reference coupons were produced at 50°F increments for temperatures ranging
from 300°F to 1 100°F (149°C to 593°C), and for exposure times of 10, 20, and 30 minutes. Each
coupon was characterized by a discolouration of the painted finish that was indicative of the
bake temperature and duration of exposure. The effect of immersion in sea water of the
heated samples was also determined; at most temperatures the effect on the discolouration
was negligible.
Hundreds of pieces of aircraft structure and air conditioning ducting exhibited indications of
heat damage. The recovered pieces were compared to the temperature coupons constructed
from identical material to determine the approximate temperature and duration of exposure.
This information was used to establish heat pattern and temperature distribution within the
fire-damaged attic area of the aircraft.
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For comparison purposes, metallurgical analysis of temperature coupons and of the hottest
recovered aircraft pieces was performed to more closely assess the temperatures reached based
on the effect of the heat on the micro-structure of the various samples.

1.19.6

Speech Micro-coding Analysis (STI1-125)

A strong relationship exists between language use and human performance. An analysis of the
verbal communications between the pilots within the cockpit, and between the pilots and ATC
was conducted to help assess crew coordination, workload, and problem solving in handling the
situation. A speech micro-coding protocol was refined from academic literature and was used to
classify verbal communication segments in order to derive and analyze relevant data. Cockpit
crew communications were partitioned into verbal thought units (VTU), with each VTU
representing a verbal communication dealing with a single thought, intent, or action. Nine
speech forms and seven qualitative descriptors were used to classify each VTU, and to evaluate
the adequacy and appropriateness of the communication. This coding was further used to
analyze how task focus, as measured through verbal communication, was distributed between
the two pilots.

1.19.7

Fuel Detection by Laser Environmental Airborne Fluorosensor

A remote sensing aircraft, operated by the Environmental Technology Centre of Environment
Canada, was used to search for aviation fuel that may have been intentionally dumped from the
SR 111 aircraft as it manoeuvred for landing at the Halifax airport. The remote sensing aircraft
was equipped with a Laser Environmental Airborne Fluorosensor (LEAF) system. This sensor
collects fluorescence data from various surfaces in the marine and terrestrial environment by
shining a laser onto the surface of the earth. Certain compounds, including polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons found in petroleum oils, absorb and re-emit the laser energy as bands of
fluorescence. Few other compounds in the environment show this tendency. In addition,
different classes of oil, fluoresce with different intensities and exhibit different spectral
signatures, meaning that each class of petroleum oil can be uniquely identified. This technique
was successfully used to locate and identify Jet A fuel, the type of fuel on board the occurrence
aircraft, in the vicinity of the SR 111 flight path. Although the fuel spectral signature was
compared to a fuel sample taken from the JFK airport fuel tank used to refuel SR 111, the LEAF
technique did not establish whether the Jet A fuel detected on the ground came specifically from
SR 111.

1.19.8

Aircraft Engine Analysis

1.19.8.1

Industrial X-Ray for Assessing Internal Component Positions

During the investigation of the aircraft engines, the need arose to determine the position of the
spool valve within the body of the thrust reverser system hydraulic control unit (HCU). The first
option was to disassemble the unit. However, during disassembly there is a possibility of
altering the positioning of the spool valve and, in light of the corrosion that had developed from
submersion in the sea water, disassembly would not have been easily accomplished. Therefore,
the unit was transported to an industrial radiograph (X-ray) facility at Canadian Forces Base
Shearwater where it was X-rayed. Analysis of the radiograph film easily identified the control
valve position within the HCU body. Where disassembly was required, a radiograph was taken
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prior to disassembly to document the internal positioning of the components for reference
purposes. This technique was also used to view the locking mechanism of the thrust reverser
system locking actuators.
1.19.8.2

Thrust Setting Determination from Engine Fuel Metering Units

The external examination of the FMU determined that the resting position of the sector gears
differed among the three units, suggesting different fuel flows to each of the three engines at the
time of impact. Physical examination of the damage to the engines was also consistent with
different power settings. The FMUs were transported to the component manufacturer’s facility
for disassembly and examination under the control of TSB investigators. The objective was to
relate the position of the FMU sector gears to the position of the fuel metering valve and fuel
flow. During the examination, the position of the fuel metering valve spool relative to the
metering valve sleeve was measured and compared against the manufacturer’s drawings, to
determine fuel flow from these measurements. This information, along with information
gathered from other areas of the engines, was helpful in determining the approximate thrust
levels of the engines at the time of impact.
1.19.8.3

Determination of Engine Thrust Level Via Stator Vane Actuators

The variable stator vane (VSV) control subsystem provides maximum compressor performance
by moving the HPC inlet guide vanes and 5th, 6th, and 7th stage HPC vanes to their
programmed positions in response to commands from the FADEC. During an engine start, the
VSVs may be in an open position until approximately 15 per cent N2, at which time they would
close. At speeds above approximately 40 per cent N2, the VSVs modulate to open with increasing
N1 and N2 and are fully open at take-off and climb power. The vanes modulate with N1, N2,
and Tt2.
The three VSVs were transported to the manufacturer’s facility for disassembly and examination
under the control of TSB investigators. Measurements were taken from the centre of the piston
face to the actuator aft housing surface. This measurement was used to determine the position
of the piston relative to the piston full stroke. The results of this calculation were then
interpreted to provide engine thrust level. This information, in concert with other factual
information gathered from the FMUs and bleed valves, helped to establish the approximate
thrust levels of the SR 111 engines at the time of impact.
1.19.8.4

Determination of Engine Thrust Level Via Bleed Valves

The three 2.5 bleed valves, one from each engine, were disassembled and examined at the
manufacturer’s facility under the direction of TSB investigators. Measurements were taken from
the mounting surface of the housing to the end of the piston to determine the “as-received”
position of the piston. This measurement value indicates the position of the piston relative to the
fully-extended position, and thus reflects the percentage of its full stroke. This percentage
reflects the engine thrust level in engine revolutions per minute at the corrected low pressure
rotor speed. These values, used in concert with other factual information, helped to establish the
approximate thrust levels at the time of impact.
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From visual examination of the six 2.9 bleed valves, the determination was made regarding
whether the valves were open, closed, or jammed in a position as a result of impact. This
information, in concert with other factual information, helped to establish thrust levels at the
time of impact.
1.19.8.5

FADEC Fault Analysis

The FADEC is a source of stored information that is particularly useful for investigating
accidents in which the FDR has stopped prematurely, as it did near the end of the SR 111 flight.
The information may be downloaded from the NVM at the FADEC manufacturer’s facility. If the
time-reference that is captured on the NVM can be accurately related to actual time, then engine
faults stored in the NVM can be helpful in determining the engine status during an accident
sequence. If the FADEC is powered, and only airframe faults and no engine faults are captured
in the NVM, then it can be surmised that there were no deficiencies associated with the engine.
Airframe faults, particularly faults related to components that provide input data to the FADEC
may help establish the engine mode of control at the time of the occurrence. The stored airframe
faults may help to establish the serviceability of the airframe during the accident flight. Analysis
of the FADEC stored faults determined the SR 111 mode of control of the engines and also
provided some altitude and airspeed reference information during the last minutes of flight.

1.19.9

Restoration and Extraction of Non-volatile-memory Information

Many of the LRUs contained information within their NVM that could have been of use to the
investigation, especially since the flight recorders stopped nearly six minutes prior to the time of
impact. None of the LRUs of interest (FCCs, ADCs, etc.) were recovered intact. However,
hundreds of loose circuit boards were recovered in various states of damage; many of the
components were either partially or completely stripped from the circuit boards. Because the
memory chips are not given any particular distinctive markings, identifying specific chips on
circuit boards was very difficult and at times impossible. Honeywell, the manufacturer of the
majority of the avionics used on the MD-11, provided technical assistance in identifying these
NVM memory devices. It would aid accident investigations if the manufacturers of NVM
devices could make them more distinguishable, either through colour coding or other markings.
Of the hundreds of circuit boards examined, only one FCC board still contained an EEPROM
microcircuit. The device was damaged, predominately from corrosion and required highly
specialized techniques to reconstruct it, including the FIBs technique previously discussed.
Because of one stuck address, the memory was extracted in two phases. The second phase
repaired the stuck address and the remaining half of the data was recovered.
The extracted data was passed to Honeywell for validation and interpretation. The data
contained an ASCII representation of the contents of the maintenance memory EEPROM
contained in the central processing unit 1A processor of one of the two FCCs installed on the
aircraft. It is not known in which position the FCC was installed: left versus right or FCC-1
versus FCC-2.
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Evaluation of the data showed three faults were logged on SR 111, on 3 September 1998 at
0124 UTC at an altitude of 11 328 feet and an airspeed of 321 knots. These were AOA-B TST
(angle of attack-B test), AOA INV (angle of attack invalid) and FLAP POS INV (flap position
invalid). All three faults are related to a loss of power; however, as the FCC position could not be
determined, the faults cannot be isolated to a specific angle of attack vane or flap synchro.

1.19.10

Use of Computer Fire Modelling

To complete the fire investigation, there was a requirement for a better understanding of the
effects, or lack thereof, of numerous variables. The TSB elected to further advance its fire
investigation by incorporating the knowledge gained from the fire tests conducted at the
Aircraft Fire Safety Section at the FAA’s William J. Hughes Technical Center in Atlantic City,
New Jersey, into a computer model. Using the computer model, additional work was completed
to analyze fire dynamics using fire field modelling techniques.
Field models are based on an approach that divides the region of interest into a large number of
small elemental volumes. These volumes are each systematically analyzed in increments to
determine the overall effect or effects. The approach is computationally intensive and complex,
but provides superior results when compared to other techniques, such as zone models, that
take a much more simplistic approach to the number and size of elemental volumes analyzed. In
the SR 111 occurrence, factors such as complex airframe and duct system geometries
necessitated a fire field analysis approach, as opposed to a zonal approach.
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2.0

Analysis

The investigation of the Swissair Flight 111 (SR 111) occurrence was complex, and involved
prolonged wreckage recovery operations before the detailed examination and assessment of the
technical issues could be completed. To permit an assessment of the fire-damaged area and to
enable evaluation of the potential safety deficiencies, it was necessary to rebuild a portion of the
front section of the aircraft. It was found that the extensive damage from the in-flight fire and
impact with the water had either obscured or destroyed much of the information from many of
the components in this area. However, through detailed examination, reconstruction, and
analysis of the recovered components and material, potential fire scenarios were developed. The
reconstruction mock-up—together with information from the evaluation of airflow, material
properties, and timing of events—led to an understanding of how and where the flammable
materials could have ignited and how the fire propagated.
The time interval between when an unusual smell was detected in the cockpit and when the
aircraft struck the water was only about 20 minutes; therefore, considerable emphasis was
placed on making determinations about the cues available to the crew and the factors affecting
their assessment of the on board situation.
This part analyzes and validates many of the safety deficiencies regarding materials, equipment,
and procedures that were highlighted during the investigation, and discusses information that
the Board considered in formulating the findings in Part 3, Conclusions, of this report.

2.1

General Information

SR 111 departed New York on a regularly scheduled flight, and was being flown by a qualified
crew in accordance with applicable regulations and procedures. Documentation indicates that
the aircraft was equipped, maintained, and operated in accordance with applicable Joint
Aviation Authorities (JAA) regulations.
Records did not reveal any pre-existing medical condition that could have affected the
performance of the SR 111 flight crew. Prior to departure, the pilots were reportedly well rested
and in good spirits. The crew had received the required duty rest prescribed by regulations;
fatigue was considered to not have been a factor in this occurrence.
At some point along the flight route, a failure event occurred that provided an ignition source to
nearby flammable materials leading to an in-flight fire. The fire spread and increased in intensity
until it led to the loss of the aircraft and human life. The primary factors involved in this
occurrence include
•

the condition that resulted in the ignition source;

•

the flammable materials that were available to be ignited, sustain, and propagate the
fire;

•

the subsequent fire-induced material failures that exacerbated the fire-in-progress;
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•

the lack of detection equipment to enable the crew to accurately assess the source and
significance of the initial smoke; and

•

the lack of appropriate in-flight firefighting measures required to deal successfully
with the smoke and fire.

Although data confirms that in-flight fires that result in fatal accidents are rare, many of the
same factors listed above were not unique to this aircraft model, airline, or crew.
All ground-based navigation equipment was reported to be serviceable and functioning
normally. The Aircraft Firefighting Services at Halifax International Airport were alerted and
responded in a timely manner to the vehicle standby positions on the airfield.
The high-energy collision with the water, and the destruction of the aircraft, precluded a
complete and detailed inventory of the aircraft’s structure and components. However,
measuring by structural weight, 98 per cent of the aircraft was recovered. All extremities of the
aircraft surfaces were accounted for in the main wreckage field on the ocean floor, indicating
that the aircraft was intact when it struck the water.
The search and rescue response was rapid and comprehensive. The disaster response, which
involved multiple government departments and agencies, and local citizens was implemented
in a timely and effective manner.
The Swissair security policies, procedures, and practices that were in place at John F. Kennedy
(JFK) International Airport for the SR 111 flight were examined by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) and Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigators. No shortfalls
were found. Aircraft and passenger security was not an issue in this occurrence.
All recovered aircraft-related material was examined by fire and explosion experts from the
RCMP; they discovered no evidence to support the involvement of an explosive or incendiary
device, or other criminal activity.
The coordination between the pilots and the cabin crew was consistent with company
procedures and training. The crew communications reflected that the situation was not being
categorized as an emergency until about six minutes prior to the crash; however, soon after the
descent to Halifax had started, rapid cabin preparations for an imminent landing were
underway.

2.2

On-Board Data Recording Capability

2.2.1

General

Significantly more recorded information could have been readily available with improved
on-board data capture equipment. Improvements in the quantity and quality of recorded
information can significantly shorten the investigation duration, and increase the opportunities
for identifying safety deficiencies.
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2.2.2

Cockpit Voice Recorder

2.2.2.1

Cockpit Voice Recording Duration

The 30-minute cockpit voice recorder (CVR) recording on SR 111 was insufficient to provide the
amount of data needed to fully analyze all of the factors that may have played a part in the
occurrence or that could have led to the identification of further safety deficiencies. Longer
audio recordings can provide additional background information to assist in assessing the
relevance and importance of events, isolating the information that has a direct bearing on the
occurrence, and resolving investigation issues more quickly. In the absence of audio recordings,
such evaluations using other means can consume considerable time and resources. A minimum
two-hour CVR recording capability would have enabled a quicker and possibly more in-depth
assessment of events that occurred earlier in the flight. For example, the investigation would
have benefited considerably if CVR information had been available to help analyze earlier
events such as the time period of the 13-minute, very-high frequency (VHF) communications
gap.
The JAA has implemented Joint Aviation Requirements (JAR)-OPS 1.700, which require that
airline transport category aircraft certified after 1 April 1998 be equipped with a two-hour CVR
recording capacity. However, the MD-11 was certified in 1991; therefore, only a 30-minute
recording capacity for SR 111 was required and applied under JAR-OPS 1.710. The United States
of America and Canada still only require a 30-minute CVR duration for transport category
aircraft.
2.2.2.2

Recorder Electrical Power Source

Had the CVR been equipped with an independent power source to allow for continued
operation after its aircraft electrical power source was lost, the resulting additional recorded
information could have facilitated a more thorough understanding of the circumstances faced
by the crew in the final minutes prior to the crash, and permitted an evaluation of the associated
potential safety deficiencies.
In aircraft where the CVR and the flight data recorder (FDR) are both powered from the same
aircraft generator bus, both recorders would stop recording at the same time if that generator
bus went off-line. Although the current requirement to power the recorders from the most
reliable bus available seems prudent in principle, it leaves both recorders vulnerable to a
single-point electrical failure. Powering the recorders from separate buses, with some separation
of the wiring and separation of respective circuit breakers (CB), would provide an opportunity
for one recorder to remain powered in the event of the loss of a bus, and therefore, improve the
likelihood that additional useful information would be recorded.
2.2.2.3

Clarity of CVR Recording

Some portions of the recording from the cockpit area microphone channel of the CVR that were
potentially important to the investigation were difficult to decipher. Experience with numerous
other CVR recordings confirms that it is significantly easier to decipher the words when flight
crews use their boom microphones. The improved clarity results in significant time saving
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during investigations, increased transcription accuracy, and higher likelihood of identifying
and validating safety deficiencies. Currently, there is no regulatory requirement for the use of
boom microphones in all phases of flight, nor is such usage standard practice among airline
companies.

2.2.3

Survivability of Quick Access Recorder Information

As is typical with most quick access recorders (QAR), the QAR in SR 111 recorded significantly
more data than did the FDR. The QAR tape was damaged beyond use; therefore, no
information was available from this potentially valuable source. The number of parameters that
would have been recorded on the SR 111 QAR exceeded by fourfold those that were recorded
on the FDR. Some of those parameters included temperatures in some of the hidden areas and
electrical voltages of various aircraft systems. Such information, if stored on the crash-protected
FDR, would have been useful to the investigation by providing significant clarification
regarding the ignition source and propagation of the in-flight fire.
Modern digital FDRs are technically capable of recording all QAR data from various aircraft
sources in a crash-protected environment; however, there is no regulatory requirement that
modern FDRs record QAR data.

2.2.4

Image Recording

Although regulations do not require the recording of cockpit images, it is technically feasible to
do so in a crash-protected manner. Recorded images could provide additional valuable
information about crew actions, equipment failures, settings, selections, aircraft flight display
information, location of smoke, and other elements that could help more clearly ascertain what
took place. Such information could be used to more quickly and effectively determine what
happened so that safety deficiencies are more reliably identified.
Much of the interaction that occurs within the cockpit is done by non-verbal means. Without
recorded cockpit images, information must be gleaned and deduced by piecing together
information from observations made during wreckage examination, and from the CVR and FDR
recordings. Although the information obtained from these recording devices can be of
significant value, the recordings often provide only partial and unclear information. Frequently,
the information does not provide the context of the events, or does not provide sufficient detail
for efficient and effective safety investigation purposes. Recorded cockpit images on SR 111
would have provided useful additional information, and added clarity to the understanding of
the sequence of events.

2.2.5

Underwater Locator Beacons – Bracket Attachments

The underwater locator beacon (ULB) bracket attachments for the flight recorders remained
attached to the recorders; however, the ULBs were damaged to the extent that they had nearly
detached. Had the ULBs detached from the recorders, there would be a risk of delaying or
preventing the recovery of the recorders. Existing regulations do not require that ULB
attachments meet the same level of crash protection as other data recorder components.
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2.3

Material Susceptibility to Fire – Certification Standards

2.3.1

Flammability of Materials

The most significant deficiency in the chain of events that resulted in the crash of SR 111 was the
presence of flammable materials that allowed the fire to ignite and propagate. Testing
conducted during the investigation showed that several materials located in the heat-damaged
area were flammable, even though they met regulatory standards for flammability. The
metallized polyethyelene terephthalate (MPET)–covering material on the thermal acoustic
insulation blankets (insulation blankets) used in the aircraft was flammable. This was the most
significant source of the combustible materials that contributed to the fire. The MPET-covered
insulation blanket was also most likely the first material to ignite. Other materials in the area of
the fire damage were also found to be combustible and to have contributed to the propagation
and intensity of the fire. These materials included silicone elastomeric end caps; hook-and-loop
fasteners; foams; adhesives; and different kinds of splicing tapes used in the construction,
installation, and repair of insulation blankets.
The certification testing procedures mandated under flammability standards that existed at the
time of the occurrence were not sufficiently stringent or comprehensive to adequately represent
the full range of potential ignition sources. Nor did the testing procedures replicate the
behaviour of the materials when installed in combination, or in various locations and
orientations, as they are found in typical aircraft installations and realistic operating
environments. The lack of adequate standards allowed materials to be approved for use in
aircraft, even though they could be ignited and propagate flame.
Two primary factors shaped the flammability standards in place at the time of the occurrence.
1.

The approach taken by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in the mid-1970s to
concentrate its fire prevention efforts in the following two areas: improved cabin
interior materials and higher standards for materials in designated fire zones.

2.

A lower priority assigned to fire threats in other areas. The non-fire-zone hidden areas
were viewed as benign from a fire hazard perspective, as they were seen to be free of
the combination of the two elements needed for a fire: a potential ignition source and
flammable materials.

The ground fire incidents involving the MPET and non-metallized polyethylene terephthalate
insulation blanket cover material that led McDonnell Douglas to reassess its flammability testing
of insulation blankets did not trigger mitigating action by regulators. Testing by the
manufacturers, the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC), and the FAA showed that
these materials could ignite and burn; however, the FAA’s follow-up on this issue did not
include mandating action to mitigate the potential fire threat. Although McDonnell Douglas
stopped using MPET-covered insulation blankets in its production aircraft, and issued a Service
Bulletin recommending that operators replace it with a different material, neither the FAA nor
other airworthiness authorities required its removal from in-service aircraft until after the release
of the safety recommendations made by the TSB following the crash of SR 111.
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In 1996, the CAAC pointed to the flammability of the materials as a safety issue in its
investigations into two separate in-flight fire occurrences. However, other investigations
involving aircraft fires in which MPET-covered insulation blankets were involved typically
focused on the ignition source rather than the flammable material. Those investigations did not
highlight the safety deficiency posed by the flammable materials.
Ultimately, the in-service flammability performance of MPET-covered insulation blankets
prompted an FAA-led research program to quantify the deficiency and develop a specific
flammability test for thermal acoustic insulation materials. More than two years of research
resulted in the FAA proposing the adoption of the more stringent test, entitled the Radiant
Panel Test (RPT). This test exposes the materials to a more realistic in-flight fire scenario and
effectively imposes a “zero” burn requirement. Validation of the RPT confirmed that
MPET-covered insulation blankets were highly susceptible to flame propagation when
ignition occurs from a small ignition source. This confirmation prompted the FAA to issue
Airworthiness Directives (AD), applicable to US-registered aircraft, that state that “a
determination be made of whether, and at what locations, metallized polyethylene
terephthalate (MPET) insulation blankets are installed, and replacement of MPET insulation
blankets with new insulation blankets” and “[t]he actions specified by this AD are intended to
ensure that insulation blankets constructed of MPET are removed from the fuselage.” Although
these ADs are enforceable only with respect to US-registered aircraft, most other regulatory
authorities throughout the world generally follow the FAA’s lead and endorse FAA ADs.
While MPET-covered insulation blankets are identified as the most vulnerable, the research also
established that many other widely used thermal acoustic insulation cover materials did not
meet the requirements of the RPT. Furthermore, the ADs that call for the removal of
MPET-covered insulation blankets warn that other cover materials, although harder to ignite,
burn in a similar manner as MPET-covered material. The TSB has expressed concern about the
flammability characteristics of other materials that were approved under the same testing
procedures used to certify the MPET. Many of these cover materials have been shown to be
flammable in subsequent testing.
Most aircraft crews are likely unaware that under certain conditions, a fire could ignite
significant flammable materials in hidden areas of aircraft and spread rapidly. Had the pilots
been aware that flammable materials were present in the attic space of the MD-11, this
knowledge might have affected their evaluation of the source of the odour and smoke.

2.3.2

Contamination Issues

Several Swissair MD-11s were inspected for potentially flammable contaminants in the area
where the fire is believed to have started; little or no contamination was observed in this area. It
was determined by testing that the materials involved in the initiation of the SR 111 fire were
flammable in their newly installed condition; therefore, contamination was discounted as a
factor in the initiation of the fire.
Although it is intuitive that the presence of contamination on the surface of a material could
have a negative affect on its flammability characteristics, additional testing is required to
quantify the risk.
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2.3.3

Non-fire-hardened Aircraft Systems

Prior to the time of the SR 111 occurrence, regulators and manufacturers perceived minimal
in-flight fire threat in areas other than the passenger cabin areas and designated fire zones.
Therefore, certification standards did not account for the potential consequences of a fire-related
breach or failure of an aircraft system in areas such as the attic space. This deficiency allowed
systems to be constructed in a way that a fire-related component failure could potentially
exacerbate the fire.
In a fire environment, a breach in a system, such as the hydraulic, oxygen, or air environmental
systems, could significantly add to the severity of the fire by increasing the amount of
combustible material, adding oxygen, or modifying the airflow in the area. For aircraft
certification, defences against such failures are typically put in place as a result of a system safety
analysis of the potential hazards. The system safety zonal analysis conducted on the MD-11 for
the area where the fire occurred in SR 111 did not include the hazards resulting from system or
component failures caused by a fire-in-progress. Regulations did not ensure that such hazards
be included in the system safety analysis. The breach of an elastomeric end cap in the air
conditioning duct system, and possibly a failed aluminum cap in the flight crew oxygen system,
would have allowed these systems to exacerbate the in-flight fire.

2.4

Aircraft Fire Detection and Suppression

Large transport aircraft are designed according to a standard that requires built-in fire detection
and suppression systems only in designated fire zones, such as engines and auxiliary power
units, and in potential fire zones, such as lavatories and cargo compartments. That is, only in
these areas are risks from the combination of potential ignition sources and flammable materials
recognized to co-exist to the extent that detection and suppression systems are required by
regulation. Other areas, such as in the hidden areas above the cockpit ceiling and cabin attic
space in the MD-11, have been shown to be at risk from fire because they also contain flammable
materials and potential ignition sources. The FAA was aware of the existence of flammable
materials and potential ignition sources in these areas; however, it assessed the risk of fire as
minimal. Current standards do not require these areas to have built-in smoke/fire detection and
suppression features. Therefore, detection of smoke or fire in other than designated fire zone
and potential fire zone areas is totally reliant on human sensory perception. In areas such as the
attic space, normal airflow patterns and highly effective air filtering systems can isolate odours
or smoke, and significantly delay their detection.
The MD-11 was not required to have built-in fire suppression features in areas other than the
designated fire zones and potential fire zones. Nor was the aircraft required to have access panels
or other alternative methods to allow for firefighting in hidden areas. Without built-in fire
suppression, or access to currently inaccessible areas by crews to use fire extinguishing
equipment, the opportunities to control fires in those areas are limited. Even if the SR 111 crew
had known the source of the smoke early in the event, it would have been a significant challenge
for them to gain access to the attic area where the fire was underway. By the time the general
location of the fire became known in the last few minutes of the flight, it would have been
unlikely that they could have accessed the attic area and been able to control or extinguish the
fire using the hand-held fire extinguishers. It is unknown whether such an attempt was made.
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Initially, the crew was unaware that smoke was present in the hidden areas above the cockpit
ceiling and cabin attic space. After the smoke was detected in the cockpit, communications took
place between the pilots and the cabin crew. However, there was no recorded mention of smoke
having been detected in the cabin at any time before the CVR stopped recording. If smoke had
been detected in the cabin area, it is expected that the cabin crew would have relayed this
information to the pilots.
Reliance on human detection was inadequate, as the location and extent of the smoke and fire
was not discerned by the aircraft crew until the fire was uncontrollable using available
firefighting means. The crew members were significantly hampered in their ability to deal with
the fire situation owing to the lack of built-in detection and suppression equipment in the area
of the fire.

2.5

In-Flight Firefighting Measures

At the time of the SR 111 occurrence, the aviation industry (manufacturers, regulators, operators,
and associations) did not treat the issue of in-flight fire protection as a “system” of inter-related
measures; that is, there was no requirement for an overall assessment of various fire-related
defences. Such an assessment would examine the interactions between the crew, the
procedures, the materials and equipment, and would take into account how the various
elements could work together to prevent, detect, control, and eliminate fires. In such an
approach, separate elements would be evaluated together in a harmonized manner, including
material flammability standards, accessibility into hidden areas, smoke/fire detection and
suppression equipment, crew emergency procedures, and training.
No major initiatives had been established to assess all components together, or to evaluate their
inter-relationships with a view to developing improved, coordinated, and comprehensive
firefighting measures. There was a lack of integration of the various potential measures to
combat in-flight fires.
Lessons learned from accidents involving in-flight fires have resulted in various changes to
flight procedures and aircraft equipment design.115 However, the changes aimed at providing
better firefighting measures have generally been made in isolation, rather than in a fully
integrated and comprehensive manner. Considerable industry efforts have been made to
prepare and equip aircraft crews to handle some types of in-flight fires (e.g., readily accessible
passenger cabin fires). However, these efforts have fallen short of adequately preparing aircraft
crews to detect, locate, access, assess, and suppress in-flight hidden fires in a rapid, coordinated,
and effective manner.

115

For example, specific improvements were made to fire detection and suppression in lavatory and
cargo areas following the 2 June 1983 accident involving an Air Canada DC-9 near Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the 11 May 1996 accident involving a ValuJet DC-9 near Miami, Florida.
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2.6

Crew Preparation and Training

2.6.1

In-Flight Firefighting

The training received by the crew of SR 111 was consistent with industry norms; however, it did
not prepare them to recognize or combat the in-flight fire. Pilot training focused on eliminating
the threat from smoke in the aircraft, whether from an air conditioning or electrical source, by
using the checklists provided. It was not anticipated within the aviation industry that aircraft
crews could be confronted with a fire in the attic area of an aircraft. Neither were crews trained
to appreciate how quickly in-flight fires can develop into uncontrollable situations. Instead,
simulator training tended to reinforce a positive outcome to smoke-related events; typically the
actions taken by the pilots during the simulator exercise would result in the smoke quickly
dissipating. Procedures and pilot training were typically based on the premise that potential
ignition sources can be successfully dealt with by procedures that isolate the source. There was
little emphasis on the possibility that a fire may have already started by the time smoke is
detected, or that once a fire has started, it may not be isolated or eliminated by existing checklist
procedures.
At the time of the SR 111 occurrence, there was an expectation within the industry that crews
would be able to distinguish, with a high degree of certainty, between smoke emanating from
an air conditioning source and smoke being generated by an electrical malfunction. At Swissair,
it was felt that once the pilots had made this distinction, and they were certain that the source
was related to air conditioning, it would be appropriate to select the Air Conditioning Smoke
checklist. However, it is an invalid assumption that human sensory perception is capable of
consistently differentiating between smoke initiated by an electrical source, by an air
conditioning source, or by the by-products of the combustion of other materials.
Swissair flight crews trained together with cabin crews and met industry standards for dealing
with readily accessible fires in the passenger cabin area, such as fires in galleys or lavatories.
None of the firefighting training included firefighting in the cockpit, avionics compartment, or
in hidden areas behind panels or above the cockpit or cabin ceiling area. In general, pilots are
not expected to leave their flying duties to engage in firefighting outside the cockpit. This
expectation is consistent with industry norms, which dictate that the cabin crew fight the fire so
that the pilots can continue to fly the aircraft.
The flight crews were trained to react to emergencies with a measured response, commensurate
with the perceived threat. The SR 111 pilots would be expected to react to the appearance of the
smoke by completing the Power, Performance, Analysis, Action functions, and by developing
and executing a plan of action based on their appreciation of the situation. Although this item
was discussed and pointed out in the respective simulator training sessions, no specific training
or direction was provided regarding the urgency of starting a checklist and confirming by all
possible means the type and seriousness of a smoke or fumes event.
Cabin crews were trained to locate and extinguish in-flight fires, but their training was limited to
those areas of the aircraft that are readily accessible. This training would not prepare cabin crew
members for firefighting in the attic area or other hidden areas. Further, cabin crews were not
specifically trained to fight fires in the cockpit or avionics compartment area.
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2.6.2

In-Flight Emergency Diversions

Swissair pilots were directed, through information provided in the Swissair General/Basics: Flight
Crew Manual, to land at the nearest emergency airport if confronted with persistent smoke from
an unknown source. These directions did not indicate that an emergency diversion was to be
initiated immediately, or that any smoke should be assumed to be an in-flight fire until proven
otherwise. Therefore, in the presence of smoke, crews were expected to classify the smoke, select
the appropriate checklist, and divert the aircraft when warranted.
The SR 111 pilots quickly investigated the situation and made a timely decision to divert the
flight, even though, based on the perceived cues, the situation was not classified as an
emergency.

2.7

Checklist Issues

2.7.1

Swissair Checklist Options for Smoke Isolation

The issue of having two, versus one, emergency smoke isolation checklist was examined to
assess whether having a choice between two checklists could have affected the outcome of the
occurrence. For this to have been a factor, it would have to be assumed that the pilots would
have reacted differently had Swissair procedures incorporated a single checklist for
smoke/fumes of electrical, air conditioning, or unknown origin. The pilots assessed the smoke to
be from an air conditioning source and did not deem the smoke to be enough of a threat to
complete the Air Conditioning Smoke checklist. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the pilots
would have performed the single checklist any earlier.
Providing a choice of two emergency smoke checklists to deal with smoke isolation presupposes
that it is possible to assess the type of smoke with certainty. The SR 111 occurrence illustrates
that an accurate evaluation of smoke type is not always possible using human sensory
perception.

2.7.2

Emergency Electrical Load-Shedding

The pilots initially assessed that the smoke was originating from an air conditioning source.
Having made this determination, there is no indication that they immediately initiated any
checklists. Even if they began immediately with the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin
Checklist, it would not likely have affected the fire scenario, as the fire is believed to have been
self-propagating by the time the smoke appeared in the cockpit. However, there are
circumstances where a rapid de-powering of electrical systems might prevent a fire by removing
the ignition source before any combustible materials ignite.
No regulatory requirement exists for transport category aircraft to be designed to allow for a
checklist procedure that de-powers all but essential electrical equipment for the purpose of
eliminating a potential ignition source. Checklists that are used for electrical load-shedding,
such as the MD-11 Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin, are intended to isolate a malfunctioning
component that is generating smoke or fumes. The associated checklist actions could take up to
30 minutes or more, depending on how early in the checklist procedure the malfunctioning
component is deactivated.
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No regulatory requirement exists to govern the length of time that checklists designed to deal
with odour or smoke events could take to complete. The 20 to 30 minutes typically required to
complete the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist in the MD-11 could allow an electrical
malfunction that is generating smoke and increasing heat energy to develop into an ignition
source. To be effective in helping prevent the initiation of a fire, a checklist procedure must
quickly eliminate the ignition source before a fire has become self-sustaining.

2.7.3

Additional Checklist Issues

The deviations noted with the Swissair Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist had the
potential to be problematic. However, the only direct connection that could be established with
the SR 111 scenario was the darkened cabin that resulted from the emergency lighting in the
passenger cabin going off when the CABIN BUS switch was selected by the pilots. Working in a
darkened cabin could have delayed the cabin crew preparations for an emergency landing by
necessitating the use of flashlights. However, there was a cabin emergency lights switch
installed at the flight attendant station normally occupied by the maître de cabine (M/C). The
use of this switch would have restored the emergency lighting and eliminated the need to
temporarily use flashlights. It is unknown whether this cabin emergency light switch was used.
There is no indication that the decisions made by the pilots were affected by the absence of
direction in the checklist to don oxygen masks. It is unknown whether the pilots would have
initiated an emergency diversion earlier if there had been a single, combined checklist with one
of the first items being related to preparing to land expeditiously. It could not be determined
whether they were inhibited by the size of the font or any glare from the checklist, although
either of these conditions could affect the ability of flight crews to read the checklist, especially
in a smoke or low-light environment.
A review of several checklists showed a lack of emphasis on treating any amount of smoke in an
aircraft as a serious fire threat. For example, neither the Swissair nor the McDonnell Douglas
Smoke of Unknown Origin Checklist stipulated that preparations for a possible emergency
landing should be considered immediately when smoke of unknown origin appears. Rather, on
both versions, the reference to landing is the last action item on the checklist. Similarly, the
Swissair guidance provided to flight crews was that the aircraft was to land at the nearest
emergency airport if smoke of unknown origin was “persistent.”

2.7.4

Checklist Revisions and Approvals

Swissair representatives consulted with McDonnell Douglas when they decided to retain two
MD-11 smoke checklists and revise the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist; however,
no formal change approval was required by the Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation (FOCA).

2.8

Maintenance and Quality Assurance Aspects

During the investigation, the maintenance condition of the aircraft was assessed by reviewing
the aircraft’s maintenance records and SR Technics maintenance policies, procedures, and
practices.
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The records for the occurrence aircraft indicate that required maintenance had been completed,
and that the aircraft was being maintained in a manner consistent with approved maintenance
procedures and industry norms. Although several “bookkeeping” anomalies were found, the
overall method of record-keeping was sound.
The condition of the SR 111 wreckage did not allow for a full determination of the pre-occurrence
condition of the aircraft. Therefore, investigators inspected several MD-11s, including those in
the Swissair fleet, and used the information from these inspections to help assess the potential
ignition sources. During these inspections of the MD-11s, various discrepancies were noted in
the installation and maintenance of the electrical system, including chafing on wires, incorrectly
torqued terminal connections, and inconsistent wire routing. None were considered to affect the
immediate safety of flight. Some of the discrepancies could be attributed to the manufacturer of
the aircraft, and others to subsequent installations and ongoing maintenance.
The SR Technics quality assurance (QA) program satisfied regulatory requirements. It involved a
multi-faceted approach that relied on training, trend analysis, reliability, and structured audits.
The number and type of anomalies discovered during the investigation, which included a
review of the findings of the various internal and external audits, suggest that while the QA
program design was sound, its implementation did not sufficiently ensure that potential safety
aspects were consistently identified and mitigated. (STI2-1)
The SR Technics maintenance organization exposition (MOE) required that all employees be
trained to be personally responsible for the quality of their work; that is, the work was expected
to be accomplished correctly, and a self-inspection was to be completed after each “work step.”
Whenever work was carried out where the consequences of a mistake in doing the work
presented a risk to persons or material (as determined by a risk assessment team), a double
inspection was called for. Supervisors were to ensure that the QA program was being followed,
and were to inspect the quality of the work in their area of supervision. Individuals received
general QA instructions and familiarization training on documentation, policies, and
procedures, but did not receive (nor did the MOE make reference to) specific training on how to
consistently implement the QA program. The primary task of those involved in the day-to-day
QA activities was to maintain the aircraft. There are indications that they dealt with some of the
various technical discrepancies and anomalies as reliability issues rather than potential safety
deficiencies. Although regulatory requirements were met, some aspects of the QA program were
not consistently implemented.
A post-occurrence SR Technics review of its own QA program determined that a weak link in its
program was the reliance on individual judgment. This observation had not been made in any
of their previous internal audit findings. Although judgment plays a role in any QA program, it
appears that the SR Technics QA program was over-reliant on the ability of individuals to
identify potential safety deficiencies while they continued to try to meet productivity targets.
Although the SR Technics QA program had a follow-up process for safety issues, as defined in
the MOE, the implementation of the program was such that opportunities to identify potential
safety issues were at times missed; as a consequence, safety-related follow-up was not
undertaken on these occasions. For example, the map light anomalies were handled as a
reliability issue; they were not identified as having flight safety implications.
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The investigation did not attempt a direct comparison study to determine how the SR Technics
QA program compared to QA-related programs at other operators. However, information was
available from an FAA National Program Review report in which it completed a review of the
maintenance organizations of nine of the largest US airlines.116 The observations suggest that
shortcomings identified in the SR Technics QA program were not unique. The FAA concluded
that while the current state of the mandated QA-related programs in those nine airlines did not
constitute an unsafe condition, each of them would benefit from reviewing and adapting their
individual QA programs with the FAA’s optimized model of the Continuing Analysis and
Surveillance System (CASS) program. Similarly, analysis of the SR Technics QA program did not
identify immediate flight safety concerns or unsafe conditions, although the program was not
always effective in highlighting and resolving potential safety-related aspects.
The observations of the National Program Review results, by the US Department of
Transportation’s Office of the Inspector General (OIG), were of interest to this investigation. The
OIG concluded that, in its oversight of the various CASS programs, the FAA focused primarily
on whether the program had all the required elements, rather than on whether it was effective
in detecting potential problems. The OIG made various recommendations that would require
improved training, monitoring, and analysis of the CASS program. Analysis of the results of the
FOCA audits of SR Technics showed a similar trend.
The similar nature of various FOCA audit findings indicates that they concentrated on ensuring
that the QA program had the required elements. The findings tended to identify symptoms,
rather than the underlying factors manifested in the recurring findings. Typically, the audits
each contained several findings that questioned the adequacy and quality of personnel training,
or the implementation and compliance of established practices and procedures. The FOCA
accepted SR Technics’ corrective actions, but made similar findings on subsequent audits. It was
also noted that typically, the FOCA findings were comparable to those of the internal
SR Technics audits.

2.9

Potential Effect of High-Intensity Radiated Fields

The MD-11 certification process included tests to demonstrate an acceptable level of aircraft
systems protection against the effects of high-intensity radiated fields (HIRF). The test
conditions represented radiated field strengths that vastly exceed the maximum field strengths
produced by all known commercial and military radars that were operating in proximity to the
occurrence aircraft. Similarly, no hypothetical combination of known emitters and realistic
distance separation geometry can be shown to exceed the field strength criteria used during
MD-11 HIRF certification testing.
After leaving the airspace of JFK airport, the most significant HIRF environment encountered by
SR 111 was in the vicinity of Barrington, Nova Scotia. The HIRF field strength near Barrington,
in the environment external to the aircraft, was approximately 100 times weaker than the
estimated peak field strength encountered by aircraft during normal approach and landing

116

The Federal Aviation Administration National Program Review Summary Report dated
8 December 2000.
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conditions at typical large, well-equipped airports. Therefore, it is probable that the normal
operating environment around JFK airport was the most severe HIRF environment encountered
by the aircraft during any portion of the occurrence flight.
The normal HIRF environment at JFK airport does not represent a hazard to aviation, as
demonstrated by the uneventful arrival and departure of many aircraft each day, including
previous flights by the occurrence aircraft. In addition, the minimum field strength required to
induce an electrical discharge between exposed conductors (31 kilovolts per centimetre at sea
level) is more than 1 000 times greater than the peak field strength associated with normal
airport HIRF environments, and about 430 times greater than the theoretical worst-case HIRF
environment for a commercial aircraft.
Resonance effects could not have produced localized field gradients of sufficient strength to
induce an electrical discharge between exposed conductors. The required gain factor to the
ambient field strength is approximately three orders of magnitude (about 1 000 times greater),
whereas resonance gain factors rarely exceed one order of magnitude.
Radio frequency (RF) spectrum allocations are developed to ensure that authorized high-power
RF sources will not interfere with aircraft radios and radars; therefore, it is unlikely that the
13-minute communication gap was caused by interference from a HIRF emitter. In any case, no
technically feasible link exists between HIRF-induced VHF radio interference and an electrical
discharge event leading to the ignition of flammable materials. Therefore, HIRF was considered
not to be a factor in this occurrence.

2.10

Air Traffic Services Issues

Approximately 15 minutes after take-off, radio communication with the occurrence aircraft was
lost. The communication interruption continued for approximately 13 minutes, during which
time several attempts were made by air traffic controllers to communicate with the aircraft on
the assigned VHF radio frequency. No anomalies were recorded on the FDR, and none were
reported by the pilots. No communications anomalies were reported by other aircraft or
agencies that were operating on the same VHF radio frequency. No explanation was given by
the pilots and no follow-up questions were asked by air traffic services (ATS) to shed light on the
reasons for the 13-minute communications gap.
During the flight, there were occasional deviations from standard radio phraseology by both the
SR 111 pilots and various controllers; these deviations had no detrimental effect on the outcome
of the flight.
The reaction by the controller to the pilots declaration of an emergency was consistent with the
controller having treated the situation as an emergency from the beginning. All of the
controllers involved had done so even though the pilots, by virtue of the Pan Pan radio
communication, signalled only an urgency situation that required communications priority.
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When the pilots declared the emergency, aside from indicating the need to land immediately,
they did not convey a message that they required additional information or that any other
action on the part of the controller was required. In the 20 seconds between when the pilots first
declared the emergency and the last intelligible transmission from SR 111, the pilots did not
express a requirement for specific additional ATS actions or services.
During the diversion to Halifax, the controller was working exclusively with SR 111 and had no
responsibility for controlling any other aircraft. Part of his duty, as stipulated by standard
operating procedures, was to coordinate with others in the area control centre to facilitate the
arrival of SR 111. At 0124:53, when the pilots stated that they were starting a fuel dump and had
to land immediately, the controller was partially occupied by coordination activities, and did not
fully comprehend all of the radio transmission. Therefore, he did not offer further information,
such as a vector toward the Halifax International Airport. When the aircraft’s communication
radios failed within seconds after that transmission, the failure prevented any further requests
by the pilots, or offers from the controller, for vectors toward the airport.
Communications equipment is important in emergency situations and neither the controller nor
the pilots could have known in advance that SR 111 communications equipment would stop
operating. In any case, aircraft performance calculations show that because of the subsequent
rapid deterioration of aircraft systems and escalation of the fire, the aircraft was not in a position
from which a successful landing at the airport would have been possible.
At the time of the occurrence, Canadian air traffic controllers did not receive specific training on
the general operating requirements of aircraft during abnormal or emergency procedures, or on
special procedures such as fuel dumping. The controller had experience with military aircraft
refuelling exercises, during which aircraft receiving fuel would turn off some electrical systems.
Based on this background, he presumed that the lack of radio response to his fuel dump
clearance, and the subsequent loss of transponder and Mode C altitude information, were the
result of intentional electrical load-shedding procedures initiated by the pilots.
The actions of the controller did not affect the eventual outcome of the flight.

2.11

ACARS and VHF Communications Gap Anomalies

Anomalies with the aircraft communications addressing and reporting system (ACARS) were
evaluated for any possible connection to the technical failure event that preceded the in-flight
fire. The first indication of an ACARS anomaly was the non-recording of the ACARS tracker
message at about 0031:18, more than 39 minutes prior to the detection of the unusual odour in
the cockpit (see Section 1.18.8.2).
The two ACARS tracker messages that were expected at about 0031:18 and 0041:18 were not
recorded by the ACARS system providers; however, the count update information obtained
from subsequent ACARS messages shows that these two messages had been sent from the
aircraft. The most plausible explanation is that the ACARS system logged onto another network,
as would happen if the system that was initially being used became saturated. No data was
available to confirm this hypothesis.
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The communications system in the MD-11 incorporates redundancy, in that it has three VHF
communication paths available. It would take a complete failure of the entire system before
communication capability would be lost. This could happen with a failure of the digitally
controlled audio system (DCAS); however, this eventuality is unlikely in that the DCAS worked
normally after communication had been re-established. The only other circumstance that would
completely disable the communications system would be the simultaneous failure of all nine
push-to-talk switches; this is considered unfeasible. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the
communications gap was related to a technical failure.
The most plausible explanation for the 13-minute communications gap is that the pilots selected
an incorrect frequency during the attempted frequency change between 0033:12 and 0033:21.
The communication sequence leading up to this frequency change differed from previous and
subsequent frequency changes in that following the first instruction by ATS to change to a
different en route frequency, only a short, clipped, unintelligible communication was heard
from SR 111. However, when the new frequency assignment was repeated by the controller,
SR 111 immediately acknowledged in a normal manner by repeating the assigned frequency.
The subsequent keying events on both VHF 1 and VHF 2 that were recorded by the FDR during
the communications gap are consistent with attempts by the pilots to re-establish radio contact.
As frequency settings are not recorded on the FDR, it is not known which frequency the pilots
were attempting to use.
When the pilots eventually re-established contact, it was on an unassigned frequency, and they
made no mention of a technical problem. There is no record of any subsequent radio
communication difficulties until after the effects of the fire had started to also affect other
aircraft systems, about 40 minutes later.
The loss of ACARS on VHF 3 at 0047:06 can be explained by the pilots switching VHF 3 from
data mode to voice mode in an attempt to use this radio for communications. The message
protocol data from the ACARS provider indicates that the pilots must have switched VHF 3 to
voice mode at 0047:06 when the ACARS changed to the satellite mode of transmission; the pilots
then switched VHF 3 back to data mode at 0104:14.
The odour in the cockpit of SR 111 was initially detected about 37 minutes after the start of the
VHF communications gap, and about 24 minutes after communication had been restored. No
connection could be established between the ACARS anomalies, the 13-minute VHF
communications gap, and the ignition of the fire in the aircraft.

2.12

Flight Crew Reading Light (Map Light) Installation

The design deficiencies of the Hella map light resulted in the potential for electrical arcing in
typical in-service conditions. Normal rotation of the lens housing allowed contact between the
insulating protective cap and the carrier frame; over time, usage would result in damage to the
protective cap exposing the positive terminal metal contact spring. This situation provided an
opportunity for the exposed metal contact spring to arc to the carrier frame. The design also
created at least three additional opportunities for electrical arcing, including during bulb
replacement maintenance activity.
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Also, the map light installations at the pilot and co-pilot positions in the MD-11, were located
in confined areas near, or in direct contact with, combustible materials that could exacerbate
the consequences of any potential arcing. The overheat damage observed on several
MPET-covered insulation blankets examined in other MD-11s, reflected the heat build-up
behind the map lights. The combination of radiant heat and close proximity would increase the
probability of igniting the MPET-covered insulation blankets during an arcing event.
The map lights were not involved with the origin of the SR 111 fire; however, the deficiencies
found in both the map light design and its MD-11 installation presented unacceptable risk.
These safety deficiencies are being eliminated by the follow-up actions underway (see
Section 4.1.4).

2.13

Circuit Breaker and Electrical Wire Issues

2.13.1

Circuit Breaker Technology

The arced in-flight entertainment network (IFEN) power supply unit (PSU) cables were
protected by conventional CBs typical of those used in the remainder of the aircraft and
throughout the aviation industry. Two of the PSU cables (exhibits 1-3790 and 1-3791) had arcing
events that did not trip the associated CB. It is most likely that the CBs did not trip because the
electrical characteristics of the arcs were outside the defined Time versus Current curve.
Conventional aircraft CB technology can provide protection against hard short-circuit faults, but
is limited in that it does not adequately protect against the full range of arc faults.
Industry and government are presently engaged in various research and development efforts
aimed at designing a CB that will detect and react to the full range of known arc fault events,
including short duration arc faults that typically occur outside the defined Time versus Current
curve of traditional CBs. The resulting Arc Fault Circuit Breaker (AFCB) is being designed to
surpass the protection provided by traditional thermal CBs. While the new circuit protection
devices will mitigate the wire damage from successive arcing events on the same wire, ignition
of surrounding flammable material may still occur from the initial arcing event.
Theoretically, had an AFCB been available to protect the IFEN PSU cables, the initial arcing
events on exhibits 1-3790 and 1-3791 would have been detected by the AFCB, and the device
would have tripped and de-energized the cable.
While the proposed AFCB certification tests will result in improved arc-fault detection
capabilities and response times, as written they will not certify the AFCB’s ability to prevent the
ignition of flammable materials by arcing phenomena. Given the existence of flammable
materials used in aircraft construction, it would be prudent to establish AFCB certification
criteria based on limiting the arc energy to a level below that necessary to ignite any materials
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likely to be used in aircraft. Although such testing standards have been incorporated for
residential arc fault circuit-interrupters, draft certification test requirements for aircraft AFCBs
do not include such criteria.117

2.13.2

Circuit Breaker Reset Philosophy

The aviation industry and regulators have taken steps to review and standardize their approach
to resetting tripped CBs. Aircraft manufacturers have issued policy statements and the FAA has
attempted to standardize the industry’s approach. While these initiatives provide guidance and
raise awareness in certain sectors of the aviation community about the consequences of
inappropriate CB resets, the initiatives are limited in scope and are transitory in nature. The
regulatory environment (regulations, advisory material, etc.) does not convey the reset
philosophy currently accepted by the aviation industry or emphasize the consequences of
inappropriate CB reset. Providing this information in documents such as Advisory Circular
(AC) 43.13-1B would reflect the universality of the issue and enhance the probability that the
most suitable approach to the resetting of tripped CBs is adopted in all sectors of the aviation
industry.

2.13.3

Circuit Breaker Maintenance

As a result, in part, of the CB’s inherent reliability, preventive maintenance is rare and largely
confined to a general visual inspection and cleaning, as required. When a CB experiences a
failure, it is typically confined to one of two modes: the CB either exhibits nuisance trips, or it
fails to trip when exposed to an over-current condition. Maintenance action in either case is
usually confined to replacement of the faulty CB. While both failure modes are undesirable, the
failure of a CB to trip leaves the associated wire or cable unprotected. Analysis of the failed CBs
has revealed that, in some instances, long periods of inactivity can cause the CB’s trip
characteristics to change with time.118
According to both the FAA and the Society of Automotive Engineers, this CB aging
phenomenon can be prevented by the periodic cycling of the CB mechanism. Despite such
recommendations, aircraft maintenance programs do not typically include a requirement to
“exercise” CBs on a periodic basis. In its recently published bulletin on the issue of resetting
tripped CBs, the FAA made no mention of the adequacy of the various operators’ CB preventive
maintenance programs. Addressing the practice of periodic CB cycling would help those
responsible for CB maintenance programs to ensure that their programs are consistent and
optimized to provide maximum CB reliability. There is a need for the aviation industry to
identify a “best practices” approach to CB maintenance and to ensure that CB maintenance
programs are designed appropriately.
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Underwriters Laboratories Inc. UL 1699 Standard for Safety for Arc Fault Circuit-Interrupters dated
26 February 1999.
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2.13.4

Electrical Wire Separation Issues

2.13.4.1

FAR 25.1353(b) Requirements

From a wire separation perspective, no linkage was found between the design of the MD-11
wire routing and the source of the ignition for the in-flight fire. However, because all six power
bus feed cables are routed together near the overhead switch panel housing, the design
provided an increased opportunity for all the services supplied by these cables to be lost as a
result of a single-point failure. It was established that the loss of the systems associated with the
left emergency AC bus feed cable resulted from the cable being damaged by the fire. The failure
of this cable occurred late in the sequence of events when the fire was well developed. Although
the loss of associated systems would have compounded the already significant challenges being
faced by the pilots, and could have contributed to the loss of control of the aircraft, it is likely
that the fire environment, and not the loss of the various aircraft systems, was the crucial factor
in the eventual outcome. The design of the MD-11 is such that even if all of these cables become
de-powered, there would be limited, but sufficient, capability remaining to allow the pilots to
maintain control of the aircraft.
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) 25.1353(b) states that “[c]ables must be grouped, routed and
spaced so that damage to essential circuits will be minimized if there are faults in heavy
current-carrying cables.” The objective is to minimize the impact of the failure of a heavy
current-carrying cable on any essential system wiring. The wording implies that such
minimization measures need only be taken when a wire bundle contains both essential systems
wire or wires and heavy current-carrying cable or cables. The guidance material does not specify
what measures would be acceptable to meet the requirements of FAR 25.1353(b). Neither does
FAR 25.1353(b) specifically address, from a wire separation perspective, the acceptability of
grouping or bundling power cables that may be deemed to be part of the essential system
wiring. In addition, interpretation of this regulation is made more difficult because several
terms, such as “essential circuits,” are not defined by the regulator.
In aircraft design, it is not always possible to maintain physical separation between wires,
especially in the cockpit area where, typically, space available for installations is confined. There
are no clear guidelines about what would constitute an alternate means of achieving compliance
when physical separation is not practical or possible. For the MD-11, the manufacturer used
protective sleeving, and considered it capable of providing an equivalent level of safety to
physical separation. As there has been no history of problems in the MD-11 or DC-10 fleet over
many years of service, this method has evidently served the purpose; however, neither the
MD-11 manufacturer nor the FAA has quantified the effectiveness of such protective sleeving.
The lack of clarity of the guidance material is highlighted by the difficulty in making compliance
determinations about how the routing of the emergency and battery power bus feeds in the
MD-11 should be viewed. That is, if FAR 25.1353(b) applies to the wires in question, it is unclear
whether the wire bundles are permitted to contain essential system wiring along with the
heavy-current-carrying cables, even for short lengths. For example, the wire run near the
overhead switch panel housing might be interpreted as not complying with FAR 25.1353(b),
because physical separation was not achieved; however, the FAA’s interpretation of this
installation was that the wire run complied. The basis for this interpretation is not clear in that
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there is no specified method of providing for an alternate means of compliance to
FAR 25.1353(b) for cases where physical separation is not practicable or workable. A review of
the regulations and guidance in this area would be appropriate.
2.13.4.2

Electrical Wire Insulation Mixing

The FAA recognizes that mixing of wires whose insulation materials have different hardness
characteristics can cause damage, especially in high-vibration areas. While there are no
regulations pertaining to the mixing of wire insulations, FAA ACs 43.13-1B and 25-16 provide
some guidance. AC 43.13-1B constitutes a general guide that provides acceptable methods,
techniques, and practices for aircraft inspection and repair, while AC 25-16 supplements
AC 43.13-1B with respect to the topic of electrical fault and fire prevention.
AC 43.13-1B is clear on the issue of wire mixing in that it states the “routing of wires with
dissimilar insulation, within the same bundle, is not recommended.” AC 25-16 suggests that the
mixing of wires with “significantly different” insulation hardness properties should be avoided.
Beyond relative wire-to-wire hardness, AC 25-16 also indicates that consideration should be
given to the hardness factor between wire insulation and insulation-facing material, such as
clamps or conduits.
The FAA relies on the aircraft manufacturer or modifier to establish material compatibility
through prior satisfactory service experience or tests. To this end, Boeing’s material
compatibility tests have established an inventory of wires and insulation-facing material that, in
its view, are suitable for use in the same bundles. Boeing-manufactured MD-11 wire bundles
were designed and installed in accordance with acceptable industry standards to minimize
wire-to-wire chafing damage and damage from wire-facing materials, such as clamps. Although
after-market installations, such as in-flight entertainment (IFE) systems, may use the same or
similar wire types as used by the aircraft manufacturer, the wire-to-wire compatibility would
depend on the quality of the installation.
2.13.4.3

Reporting of Wire-Related Discrepancies

At the time of this occurrence, there was no requirement to report wiring anomalies as a
separate and distinct category of discrepancy. Consequently, in many cases, wiring
discrepancies were attributed to a component or line replaceable unit within the associated
aircraft system. Additionally, many wiring discrepancies are repaired in situ without a full
appreciation of the consequences of the anomaly being revealed. The lack of a dedicated Joint
Aircraft Systems/Components Inspection Code (enhanced Air Transport Association codes)
limited the development of methodologies to collect, compile, and monitor data regarding wire
problems for trend analysis. Although more specific wiring information is now being recorded
by technicians and regulatory inspectors, and progressively more data are becoming available to
facilitate the validation of potential wiring deficiencies, the previous lack of guidance material
for reporting wire-related failures resulted in the capture of limited historical data, which
continues to hamper the evaluation of the nature and extent of wiring-related safety
deficiencies.
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2.14

In-Flight Entertainment Network

2.14.1

Operational Impact of the IFEN Integration

The design philosophy of the MD-11 is such that all “non-essential” passenger cabin equipment
be powered by one of eight cabin buses. Activation of the CABIN BUS switch, located in the
cockpit overhead switch panel, is designed to isolate all “non-essential” power to the cabin. This
action is the first item in the Swissair MD-11 Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin emergency
checklist and enables the crew to assess whether the smoke is originating from a component
associated with the cabin bus system. During the initial review of the IFEN documentation it
was determined that the IFEN power supplies were connected to aircraft power in a way that
was incompatible with the emergency electrical load-shedding design of the MD-11.
Documentation shows that initially, the intention was to power the IFEN system from the cabin
buses. However, the cabin buses could not provide sufficient power for the full 257-seat
configuration of the IFEN system that was originally planned. Therefore, 115 volts (V)
alternating current (AC) Bus 2 was used to satisfy the majority of the IFEN power requirements.
Powering the IFEN from the 115 V AC Bus 2 would not have constituted a latent unsafe
condition if the design had included a means of deactivating the IFEN system (e.g., by use of a
switching relay) when the CABIN BUS switch was selected to the OFF position. An alternate
method of complying with the MD-11 type certificate would have been to seek FAA approval of
an FAA-approved Airplane Flight Manual supplement to provide the pilots with relevant
instructions on how to deactivate the IFEN system during emergency procedures. However,
neither of these alternatives was pursued, and the design flaw was not discovered until after the
SR 111 occurrence. Therefore, pilots were not likely aware that the IFEN system would remain
powered after the cabin bus was deactivated.
The design of the IFEN system-to-aircraft power integration constituted a latent unsafe
condition. However, as the fire was underway at the time the CABIN BUS switch was used
(13 minutes, 7 seconds, after the initial smell was noted), no link was established between this
latent unsafe condition and the initiation or propagation of the fire.

2.14.2

FAA Oversight (Surveillance) of the IFEN STC Project

In its capacity as a Designated Alteration Station (DAS), Santa Barbara Aerospace (SBA) was
responsible for ensuring that the IFEN system complied with existing regulations, and that it
was safely integrated into the aircraft design. As SBA was operating on behalf of the FAA, it was
the responsibility of the FAA to ensure that SBA had the expertise to carry out its duties. At the
time this Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) was being certified, the FAA procedures in place
to oversee the delegation of authority to a DAS for STC certification did not ensure that
anomalies could be identified and corrected.
As reflected in the electrical load analysis document used in the initial IFEN design and
development work completed by Hollingsead International (HI), there was an intention to
power the IFEN from the cabin bus. As the IFEN development work progressed, HI determined
that there was insufficient electrical power available from the cabin bus, and changes were made
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to the drawings to take power from the 115 V AC Bus 2. It could not be determined how much
of the preliminary design work by HI was shared with SBA. The Letter of Intent (LOI) that was
submitted by SBA to the FAA reflected what appeared to be the initial intention for the
installation. While an amendment would be expected with such significant changes, the LOI
was not amended to reflect the design changes. Also, the FAA review process to accomplish the
oversight function was unlikely to discover such anomalies, as it relied on being notified by the
DAS of any change to the scope of the project.

2.14.3

IFEN System Design and Analysis Requirements

Part of the certification process required that a safety analysis be carried out on the IFEN system
in accordance with the provisions of FAR 25.1309. This analysis evaluates hazards associated
with both the system’s operation and failure modes. The level of effort to accomplish such an
analysis ranges from a qualitative assessment, such as a functional hazard assessment based on
experienced engineering judgment, to a complex quantitative assessment, such as a failure
modes effects analysis, which includes a numerical probability analysis. The IFEN system’s
functional criticality, assigned by the STC applicant in its LOI to the FAA, was described as
“non-essential, non-required.”119 Such a categorization would allow a qualitative analysis to be
conducted based on prior engineering judgment and satisfactory past experience.
Based on the qualitative analysis done by SBA, the operational impact of this STC on cockpit
workload and procedures was seen by SBA as minimal or non-existent throughout the IFEN
project. As well, others involved in its design, certification, installation, testing, and operation
presumed that the “non-essential, non-required” designation confirmed that whether failing or
operating normally, the IFEN installation would have no adverse affect on aircraft cockpit
operations. Consequently, the only testing that was completed on the IFEN installation was the
electromagnetic interference/RF and system failure tests. Neither of these tests was required to
determine whether the IFEN was powered in such a way that it degraded a critical emergency
procedure, such as the one used to disconnect electrical services in the passenger cabin.
Use of the term “non-essential, non-required” likely created an environment in which normal
cautions and defences that may have identified the design deficiency were reduced; however,
there are also shortcomings in FAR 25.1309 that can allow critical design deficiencies to go
undetected.
The provisions of FAR 25.1309 require that a system safety analysis be conducted in a manner
that tests the impact of the operation of the system, during both normal operations and during
failure modes. The initial step in this process is a functional criticality assessment, which tends to
focus on the consequences of the failure of the system. When the outcome of a system’s failure is
deemed to be “minor,” as in the case of most IFE installations, the system safety analysis is
considered complete. However, assessing the consequences of the failure of a system as being
either “minor” or “major,” based only on whether it is capable of operating properly and failing
benignly, does not confirm that it has been safely integrated into the aircraft.

119

The term “no hazard basis” is used in the Canadian Supplemental Type Approval process to convey
the notion that it will not induce any hazards to the aircraft type design.
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Typically, detailed or quantitative integration analysis is reserved in FAR 25.1309, for those
systems whose failure modes are deemed to have a “major” impact on safe flight and landing of
the aircraft. This process serves to informally classify a given system as either “essential” or
“non-essential”; therefore, the IFEN system installed in the Swissair MD-11s was designated as
“non-essential, non-required.” As an outcome, there was no minimum level of quantitative
“integration” analysis required by FAR 25.1309, to ensure the system’s compatibility with aircraft
type-certified procedures, such as emergency load-shedding. Such an analysis would have
established whether the system had been integrated in a manner compliant with the MD-11
type certificate.

2.14.4

FAA Aircraft Evaluation Group Role/STC Involvement

The FAA Los Angeles Aircraft Certification Office was supported in their review of the IFEN
STC by the FAA’s Aircraft Evaluation Group (AEG) personnel, including Flight Standards
Aviation Safety Inspectors who were experienced in air carrier operations, flight crew training,
aircraft maintenance, and the aircraft certification process. These AEG personnel are responsible
for conducting certification and operational suitability determinations for new and modified
transport aircraft. Although the FAA delegates many of its responsibilities with respect to the
STC certification process, it does not delegate the function of the AEG. Therefore, the DAS did
not have a mandate to make determinations about STCs in areas of either operational or
maintenance requirements.
In the case of STC ST00236LA-D, SBA submitted an LOI in which it concluded that there was no
impact on the flight crew workload. The AEG reviewed the LOI and affirmed that conclusion.
As only the AEG has the authority to make such a conclusion, the presence of such a statement
in the LOI should have alerted the FAA that SBA had exceeded its DAS mandate. The fact that
the IFEN installation was designated “non-essential, non-required” led to reduced vigilance and
a de facto delegation of this AEG function.
An FAA survey of similar “non-essential, non-required” IFE system STCs revealed that
approximately 10 per cent had been designed, installed, and certified in such a way that
prevented the flight crew from removing electrical power from the entertainment system
without interfering with essential systems. Although the extent of the AEG participation in the
approval of these other STCs was not determined, the survey revealed that the incomplete
nature of the operational review prior to the approval of STC ST00236LA-D, was not unique.
As the AEG function is not delegated, the FAA is responsible for determining operational and
maintenance conformance of an STC. Therefore, the AEG has the responsibility to remain
engaged in the process and work closely with the DAS to deliver an appropriate approval.

2.14.5

IFEN STC Project Management

Swissair’s decision to acquire a state-of-the-art IFE system for its MD-11 fleet was a business
decision. Historically, the airline relied on its MD-11 maintenance provider, SR Technics, to
manage any modification work on its MD-11 aircraft. However, after SAir Group was
restructured and SR Technics became a separate business entity, Swissair also had the option of
acquiring modification services from contractors other than SR Technics. For the IFEN project,
Swissair elected to enter into a contract with Interactive Flight Technologies (IFT) to provide all
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the necessary design, certification, and integration services required to install the system.
Because this type of arrangement was not provided for in SR Technics’ existing contract with
Swissair, the airline entered into a separate agreement with SR Technics to furnish IFT with all
necessary support to allow IFT to accomplish the MD-11 IFEN modification. Therefore, while
Swissair regarded IFT as the overall IFEN project manager, it considered SR Technics as the sole
agency responsible for the continuing airworthiness of its MD-11 fleet.
IFT met its contractual arrangements to Swissair by subcontracting significant portions of the
IFEN project. Although subcontracting did not relieve IFT of its overall project management
responsibilities, the subcontracting created a project management challenge because IFT did not
have the expertise to verify the work of its subcontractors. This situation was compounded by
the fact that IFT’s prime subcontractor, HI, further subcontracted the delivery of the IFEN
project certification services. Consequently, the critical portion of IFT’s contractual
responsibilities to Swissair became twice-removed from it, further complicating its ability to
oversee the delivery of an FAA-approved STC.
Typically, a prime contractor would select a subcontractor based on the subcontractor’s
reputation, and on the fact that it is certified by the FAA or an equivalent government authority.
The expectation exists that a certified company will be able to adequately perform the duties for
which it is engaged, and that certified companies are subjected to an effective oversight
program by the applicable government authority.
The FAA is the ultimate authority, and therefore is responsible for ensuring that an STC
project does not compromise the type certificate of an aircraft certificated under its jurisdiction.
In fulfilling this responsibility the FAA relies extensively on its DAS delegate system. The FAA
holds the DAS accountable as the primary authority with respect to certification services on any
STC project. At the same time, the FAA does not expect a DAS to conduct the same level of
surveillance on companies performing STC work as would be required by the FAA in its
certification of those companies. The FAA accepts that the DAS can expect that an FAA-certified
company will be able to meet the minimum required FAA performance levels, even if that
company is not required, by contract, to use its FAA certification directly in a given project.
The project management of the IFEN project did not follow the typical pattern used in the FAA
delegation process. SBA was not in charge of the project and did not provide project
management. Instead, SBA was contracted by HI, which the FAA would view as working under
the authority of SBA. To a large extent, SBA relied on the reputation and FAA’s certification of
HI to ensure that the IFEN system was properly designed and integrated.
Along with HI and IFT, SBA also relied on SR Technics to provide a level of QA during each
IFEN installation. SBA certified the IFEN system based on its assessment of the documentation
provided by HI.
The overall result was that the IFEN STC project management structure did not ensure that all
the required elements were in place to design, install, and certify a system that would be
compatible with the MD-11 type certificate.
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2.15

Factors Influencing Pilot Decision Making Regarding Initial Odour
and Smoke (STI2-2)

The data available regarding aircraft accidents involving in-flight fires illustrates the limited
amount of time available to react to the first indications of a potential fire. In the case of SR 111,
the pilots noticed an unusual odour in the cockpit at 0110:38, and 20 minutes, 40 seconds, later
the aircraft struck the water.
The pilots were at a significant disadvantage when attempting to assess and react to the initial
odour and smoke. They did not have detection devices that could have provided accurate
information about the source of the odour and smoke. Nor did they have the capability to
distinguish with certainty between odour and smoke from an air conditioning source, an
electrical source, or a materials fire.
Initially, the pilots sensed only an abnormal smell (see Section 1.18.8.3). About 20 seconds later,
at 0110:58, they observed a small amount of smoke entering the cockpit from behind and above
them. The initial smoke quickly disappeared. More than two minutes later, they confirmed that
smoke had reappeared, likely in the same area. Analysis of the information collected during the
investigation indicates that the odour and smoke were migrating from a fire that likely started at
the cockpit rear wall above the cockpit ceiling. Assessment of the airflow patterns in the cockpit
would support the migration of some smoke from this area into the cockpit via a seam, or some
holes, between the upper avionics CB panel and the overhead ceiling panel near the right
overhead air diffuser. If the pilots interpreted that the smoke was entering through the
overhead air diffuser, this would have contributed to their belief that the odour and smoke
originated within the air conditioning system. As the fire initially migrated primarily aft into the
area above the forward cabin drop-ceiling, the amount of smoke entering the cockpit would
have likely been small and intermittent. The smoke would also have been significantly diluted
by mixing with the diffuser air.
Based on the typical awareness level shown by other pilots during interviews, the SR 111 pilots
would not likely have been aware of the presence of significant amounts of flammable material
in the attic area of the aircraft. As a result, they would not have expected there to be a significant
fire threat from that area, or from any other hidden area. There was nothing in their experience
that would have caused them to consider the smoke to be associated with an ongoing
uncontrolled fire consuming flammable material above the ceiling. Industry norms at the time of
the SR 111 occurrence were such that other flight crews, if faced with the same scenario, would
likely have interpreted the limited cues available in a similar way.
Based on historical data, it is generally accepted that smoke from an air conditioning system
source does not pose an immediate threat to the safety of the aircraft or passengers, and that the
threat can be mitigated through isolation procedures. Based on their assessment that the risk
from the smoke was relatively low, it appears that the pilots saw no apparent reason to accept
the additional risk of attempting an immediate emergency landing. Instead, they established
priorities that included obtaining the information needed for the approach and preparing the
aircraft for a safe landing. Initially, the amount of smoke entering the cockpit must have been
low. Otherwise, it would be expected that they would have attempted to isolate the smoke
origin by closing off the conditioned air sources. There is no indication on the aircraft’s recorders
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that they completed any action item in the Air Conditioning Smoke checklist, although, the first
action item on that checklist, which is selecting the ECON switch to the OFF position, is not a
recorded parameter on the FDR. The first item on the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin
Checklist that was recorded on the CVR was carried out about 13 minutes after the odour first
became apparent.
The pilots donned their oxygen masks approximately five minutes after they first detected the
unusual odour (see Section 1.18.8.4). From what is known of their actions before they donned
their oxygen masks, they were not affected by the smoke in any physical way, such as irritation
to the eyes or respiratory tract. The materials that were burning would have emitted fumes that
would contain noxious and potentially toxic combustion by-products. Exposure to these
compounds in sufficient concentrations, particularly through inhalation, could affect
performance and judgment.

2.16

Factors Influencing Pilot Decision Making during Diversion

When the pilots started their descent toward Halifax at 0115:36, they had assessed that they
were faced with an air conditioning smoke anomaly that did not require an emergency descent.
Based on their perception of the limited cues available, they took steps to prepare the aircraft for
an expedited descent, but not an emergency descent and landing.
The pilots were unfamiliar with the Halifax International Airport and did not have the approach
charts readily available. The back-course instrument landing approach to Runway 06 was not
pre-programmed into their flight management system. The pilots knew that they would have to
take additional time to familiarize themselves with, and set up for, the approach and landing.
They were given the weather information by the crew of an overflying aircraft, but did not
know the runway lengths or orientation. Having runway and instrument approach information
available is normal practice and is important in carrying out a safe approach and landing,
particularly at an unfamiliar airport at night.
In addition to these flight management circumstances, the pilots were aware that the meal
service was underway, and that it would take some time to secure the cabin for a safe landing.
Given the minimal threat from what they perceived to be air conditioning smoke, and the fact
that there were no anomalies reported from the passenger cabin, they would likely have
considered there to be a greater risk to the passengers and cabin crew if they were to conduct an
emergency descent and landing without having prepared the cabin and positioned the aircraft
for a stabilized approach and landing. It can be concluded that the pilots would have assessed
the relative risks differently had they known that there was a fire in the aircraft.
The pilots also knew that the weight of the aircraft exceeded the maximum overweight landing
limits for non-emergency conditions. This would have been viewed as posing some risk,
although it can be assumed that it would not have deterred them from continuing for an
immediate landing, and dumping fuel during the landing approach, if they had perceived a
significant threat to the aircraft. Coincident with their declaration of an emergency condition,
the flight crew indicated that they were starting to dump fuel and there are indications that they
did so.
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2.17

Fire Development

2.17.1

Potential Ignition Sources – General

There is no indication that the fire started outside the reconstructed fire-damaged area. The
fire-damaged area contained numerous electrical wires and cables, along with light fixtures, an
emergency lights battery pack, two electrically powered galleys, numerous module block
electrical connectors, and electrically operated door mechanisms. Testing showed that
MPET-covered insulation material can be readily ignited from an arcing event; however, MPET
tended to shrink away from sources of high heat, such as might be generated by resistance
heating at an under-torqued electrical power or ground wire connection. Various potential
ignition sources, including electrical and non-electrical, were evaluated within the fire-damaged
area. It was determined that the most likely ignition source was an electrical arcing event
involving breached wire insulation that ignited nearby MPET-covered insulation material.

2.17.2

Arc-Damaged Cables and Wires

Each of the arcs on the recovered 20 cable and wire segments was analyzed to determine
whether it could have been the cause and origin of the fire, or whether the arc was created as a
result of the fire. This process involved attempting to identify the system to which each of the
arced cables and wires belonged and, where possible, its installed location in the aircraft.
Three arced wires were determined to be from particular aircraft systems, and the arc locations
were accurately positioned in the aircraft. Had any of the three wires been involved in a lead
arcing event, the pilots would most likely have noticed the associated loss of function, or the
failure event would have been recorded on the FDR. There is no indication that either occurred.
There were nine arced wires for which no definitive location within the aircraft could be
determined. For several of these nine arced wires, the arcing event could be reasonably linked to
one of the known system-related failures captured on the FDR during the 92 seconds between
the first recorded failure and the stoppage of the FDR recording. As these recorded failures
occurred about 14 minutes after the initial detection of an unusual smell in the cockpit, these
failures and associated arcs were determined not to be involved directly in the lead ignition
event.
The remaining eight cable and wire segments with arcing damage were from the IFEN
installation. The individual PSU cables and the control wire were assessed for possible
involvement in the initial arcing event. Most of the arcing on the IFEN cables and wires could be
attributed to fire-related damage; however, the arc located at 9 cm (3.5 inches) from the end of
the Exhibit 1-3791 IFEN PSU cable segment could not be attributed to fire-related damage.
Regardless of which conduit was used for the routing, with the cables and wires positioned as
described in Section 1.14.11.2, this arc would have occurred just forward of manufacturing
station (STA) 383, above the right rear cockpit ceiling just outside the forward end of the
conduit.
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2.17.3

Airflow, Fire Propagation, and Potential Ignition Locations

The pre-fire airflow patterns were assessed to determine potential locations from which odour
and smoke could enter the cockpit as noted by the pilots, and not be noticed in the passenger
cabin. Each of these potential locations was then assessed to determine whether a fire
originating at that location would match the known circumstances of the SR 111 fire. Factors
that were considered included the presence of potential ignition sources and flammable
materials; the likelihood that the fire could propagate from that area in the known time frame,
given the amount of flammable material available; the likelihood that fire propagation from that
area could result in the known sequence of aircraft systems anomalies; and the likelihood that a
fire propagating from that area could produce the observed fire damage.
Of all of the potential locations analyzed, one area, on the right side close to the cut-out in the
top of the cockpit rear wall just forward of STA 383 was found to match all the known
circumstances involved in the fire. From this area, odour and smoke could migrate into the
cockpit at a location where it could be interpreted as smoke coming from the air conditioning
system via the right overhead diffuser outlet. Initially, smoke generated in this area would not
likely be evident elsewhere in the aircraft. A fire could propagate rearward from the area near
STA 383, and based on known material flammability characteristics and airflow patterns as
described below, the fire could return with more intensity into the cockpit after a time delay.
This succession of events could occur before the fire would affect the passenger cabin
environment or aircraft systems.
A fire starting farther forward in the cockpit on the underside of the over-frame insulation
blankets, ahead of the wires and wire bundles that cross laterally in front of STA 383, would
likely have initially propagated over a larger area within the cockpit. If the fire were to start at a
more forward location, fire-induced system malfunctions and failures would likely have
occurred earlier and the associated symptoms would likely have been evident to the pilots early
in the fire sequence and potentially been captured on the recorders. In addition, smoke would
be expected to initially enter the cockpit from locations where the pilots would not likely have
associated it with a conditioned air source. The cockpit ceiling liner would also be susceptible to
early fire penetration and melting, inasmuch as the liner is fabricated from a thermoformable
plastic that has a relatively low forming temperature.
Similarly, if the fire had started at a more inboard location on the underside of the over-frame
insulation blankets, close to the aircraft centreline, the fire would be essentially bounded on
both the left and right sides by wire runs that are routed in a fore and aft direction. These
parallel wire runs enter the overhead switch panel housing through the oval holes on the aft
side of the housing. The wire runs would be expected to act as fire barriers that would channel
flame spread in a fore and aft corridor. As shown during flight tests, smoke would be expected
to be drawn into the openings of the overhead panel housing and into the cockpit through
passageways, such as the engine fire shut-off handle slots in the overhead panel. Again, smoke
penetration into the cockpit through locations such as these would likely not be associated with
having originated from conditioned air sources. The same reasoning would also apply to fires
originating on the left side of the cockpit attic. These factors negate the plausibility of the fire
originating elsewhere in the hidden areas of the cockpit.
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2.17.4

Fire Propagation from an Arc Fault Near STA 383

2.17.4.1

General

A detailed assessment was conducted to determine whether the known conditions and
subsequent events could be accounted for if the fire started just forward of the cut-out in the
upper portion of the right cockpit rear wall near STA 383.
2.17.4.2

Initial Fire Propagation

An arcing event just forward of STA 383 near the front of the 102-cm (40-inch) long conduits,
would have the potential to ignite MPET-covered insulation blankets. Ignition of MPET-covered
insulation blankets at the STA 383 arc location would initially generate a small creeping flame
that would produce a small amount of smoke, with a relatively strong accompanying odour.
Most of the smoke and odour would initially be carried by the airflow being continuously
drawn down the air space adjacent to the ladder assembly into the avionics compartment, from
where it would be filtered and exhausted overboard.
The small flame would slowly propagate across the underside of the MPET-covered over-frame
insulation blankets. It could not travel very far forward before being blocked or redirected by a
series of wire bundles that contact the insulation blankets in this area. The fire would not likely
travel up and across the underside of the over-frame insulation blankets against a prevailing
airflow down the ladder. Also, there are some wires and wire bundles that are routed on the
cockpit ceiling that would act as fire barriers. It is possible that the fire could propagate down
the ladder with the prevailing airflow; however, the flame front would encounter a series of
horizontal wire support brackets that would act as fire barriers. Although it is possible that the
fire could migrate around obstructions such as these, no physical evidence was found to indicate
that the fire had propagated into the avionics compartment, because other than soot, there was
no fire damage in that area.
2.17.4.3

Initial Odour and Smoke in the Cockpit

If the flame front was able to propagate a relatively small distance inboard before predominantly
propagating aft, it is likely that odour or smoke generated near STA 383 would momentarily be
drawn into the cockpit through the holes and air gaps near the top of the avionics CB panel.
Even if the flame front did not propagate sufficiently inboard for this to occur, it is likely that
odour and smoke would enter the cockpit through these locations during the early stages of the
fire. This would be expected to take place soon after the fire ignited the MPET-covered muff
assembly adjacent to the smoke barrier or the insulation blanket on the riser duct assembly. In
testing, smoke released over the front surface of the upper avionics CB panel near the rear right
cockpit wall was initially blown downward before swirling back upward, eventually following a
corkscrew path forward toward the flight crew seats.
The smoke would have to travel a relatively turbulent path before reaching the pilots. It would
become more diffused, and it is likely that the smoke would initially present a weak visual
indication. Therefore, the pilots would most likely detect an odour before seeing smoke. The
most likely area where smoke would eventually be visible, would be in the vicinity of the
avionics CB panel near the rear right cockpit wall. The density of the smoke would be greatest
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where it first enters the cockpit. The right overhead diffuser would accelerate the motion of the
smoke, making it easier to detect. The smoke would also be in proximity to the overhead dome
light, which would enhance the detection of airborne smoke particulates.
2.17.4.4

Fire Propagation Aft – Out of the Cockpit

A small flame front could travel aft from the initiating location and pass over the cockpit rear
wall through the cut-out. If present, the foam material used around the conduits and wire runs
at the cockpit cut-out would either melt, or ignite and create additional smoke and odour.
When the small flame front passed over the cockpit rear wall, it is likely that for a short time the
smoke was no longer migrating into the cockpit in sufficient quantity to be visible. Most of the
smoke and odour would be expected to be exhausted down the ladder area during this interval.
This condition would change once the fire ignited the MPET-covered muff assembly adjacent to
the smoke barrier, or the insulation blanket on the riser duct assembly. Ignition of this insulation
blanket would create additional smoke and odour that would ultimately be directed to areas
near the smoke barrier. Airflow tests show that smoke and odour present in these areas could
also migrate into the cockpit through openings in the smoke barrier.
Soon after the MPET-covered muff assembly was ignited, it is likely that a small propagating
flame front breached, to some extent, the exposed Galley 2 silicone elastomeric vent cap. This
vent cap is located immediately adjacent to the forward end of the muff assembly, next to the
cockpit rear wall, adjacent to the smoke barrier. Air would immediately be drawn through the
breached opening into the galley vent duct assembly, as soon as the vent cap was penetrated.
This airflow would likely extinguish the small propagating flame front on the muff assembly in
the area immediately adjacent to this vent cap. In testing of MPET-covered insulation blankets,
air currents typically extinguished small propagating flame fronts.
It is also likely that the burning silicone elastomeric end cap would be extinguished at the same
time owing to the sudden and continuous draw of air through the spot where initial fire
penetration took place. Flame propagation along MPET-covered insulation blankets could still
be taking place elsewhere, since by the time the Galley 2 vent cap was ignited, flame
propagation would have likely spread over a much larger area including onto the riser duct
assembly. The draw of air through the vent cap would also be expected to be small, causing only
a localized air current effect. Once the fire intensified in the riser duct area and propagated onto
the right fuselage side wall, the vent cap likely would have reignited or melted, resulting in the
complete failure of the vent cap. This would create a much larger opening and a much larger
draw of air into the vent duct system. The early draw of air and combustion by-products into
the vent duct system could delay the return of smoke and odour into the cockpit, and delay the
early detection of the fire in the passenger cabin.
The vertical air spaces adjacent to the centre riser duct, and between the aft side of the aft riser
duct and the forward side of the R1 door frame, would channel hot combustion by-products,
and create a chimney plume effect that would produce concentrated heat in areas above these
air spaces. This plume effect would be further promoted by the vertical walled-in confinement
of the MPET-insulated lower section of the riser duct assembly. Evidence of a high-temperature
chimney plume effect was apparent in the wreckage that corresponded to these locations.
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The eventual complete fire-related failure of the Galley 2 vent cap would cause a large volume
of air to be drawn into the galley vent system at that location and would significantly change
airflow patterns. A high-temperature fire damage pattern was found on ducts adjacent to the
vent cap location. Overall damage patterns in the area are consistent with hot combustion
by-products being drawn past the waterfall area, then forward underneath the riser ducts
toward and into the galley vent duct system. The flow of hot combustion by-products, between
the underside of the aft riser duct and the CD 207 ceiling panel below it, would create a
significant localized convective heat effect on the panel. High-temperature fire damage of this
nature was found on a piece of a CD 207 panel. This piece of panel most likely came from the
sliding ceiling panel used at the R1 door location. Heat on this piece was consistent with a
temperature exposure of 593°C (1 100°F) for a duration of 10 minutes.
2.17.4.5

Fire Affecting IFEN PSU Cables Above Galley 2

The lower portions of the fuselage frames at STA 401 and STA 410, between plane 15 right and
plane 15 left, exhibited high-temperature damage. In addition, localized high-temperature
damage was also found on some polyimide-insulated wires in the FDC wire run, concentrated
between STA 401 and STA 410. This wire run is routed adjacent to the middle conduit on the
ceiling above Galley 2. These heat damage patterns are consistent with localized
high-temperature chimney plume effects created by the presence of a vertical air space on each
side of the centre riser duct along its outboard face. The tops of the two chimney plumes
intersect the ceiling at STA 401 and STA 410.
When the IFEN control wire and PSU cables are positioned to simulate the outboard conduit,
the cable layout matches the overall damage pattern in the assembly, with five wire arc locations
aligning at approximately STA 401. This is consistent with the fluorinated ethylene-propylene
conduit and ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) wire insulation being preferentially melted
through at this location, causing multiple wire-to-wire arcing events. These events would likely
trip the associated CBs and sever the wires at some arc locations, opening the electrical circuit
and de-energizing these power cables.
2.17.4.6

Fire Affecting IFEN PSU Cable Outside Aft End of Conduit

Concentrated high heat damage was found directly above the R1 door, flapper door ramp
deflector and above the adjacent wire bundles in the waterfall area. This damage was
manifested in the form of broomstraw-like features on a localized region of the R1 forward door
track that is attached to the bottom of the fuselage frames. On such a robust part, high heat is
required over a relatively long time to create damage of this type. The high heat damage at this
location is consistent with a chimney plume effect that channelled hot combustion by-products
upward and impinged on the ceiling. The location of the broomstraw-like heat damage
corresponds to the area above the inside radius of the elbow connection for the riser duct
assembly. This geometry, together with other factors, such as the alignment of a vertical air
space between the aft side of the aft riser duct and the cabin interior wall panel, favoured the
formation of a plume as the MPET-covered insulation blanket combusted on the riser duct
assembly. Further corroboration of such an event having taken place was the presence of other
broomstraw-like features immediately adjacent to the same location, on the lower portions of an
intercostal between STA 427 and STA 435, and nearby along the lower portions of a frame at
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STA 442 between plane 15 right and plane 15 left. Additional localized heating in the waterfall
area would occur as hot combustion by-products were drawn under the riser ducts to the
Galley 2 vent duct.
This localized heating would account for the missing tin coating on the three recovered IFEN
PSU cables between STA 420 and STA 427, just aft of where they exited the conduit. At this
location, the Exhibit 1-3790 PSU cable had arcs on each of its three phases. This same cable had
also arced further forward within the conduit. The two separate arc locations on this cable are
consistent with the fire propagating in the fore-to-aft direction, first causing an arc to take place
at the forward position, not tripping the CB, then subsequently causing a second arc near the
waterfall area that tripped the CB. The absence of arcs on the other two recovered PSU cables
from the waterfall location, specifically in the area where the tin coating was missing from these
cables, is consistent with these two cables being de-energized when the arc occurred on
Exhibit 1-3790 at the waterfall location. This latter observation is also consistent with the two
other PSU cables being previously de-energized by the tripping of their respective CBs when the
multiple arcing events took place in the conduit. The latter further supports a fore-to-aft
direction of fire propagation.
2.17.4.7

Fire Progression – Riser Duct Area to the Left Side of the Fuselage and Aft

The burning of relatively large quantities of MPET insulation blanket cover material in the
vicinity of the riser duct assembly would create a significant heat release. Although some of the
combustion by-products would continue to be drawn down the ladder area and into the
breached Galley 2 vent duct system, most of the by-products would flow upward in hot buoyant
plumes. These by-products would form a hot buoyant layer along the upper attic air space
above the forward cabin drop-ceiling.
The smoke barrier assembly would initially prevent most of the hot combustion by-products
from flowing forward into the cockpit attic air space. Some leakage would be expected to take
place, which would allow some by-products to penetrate into the flight crew compartment.
Combustion by-products would also be drawn down the engine fire shut-off cable drop, where
smoke could also leak into the cockpit interior. An indication of that flow having taken place
was the presence of soot on some of the interior surfaces of the recovered cable drop shroud
pieces.
The hot combustion by-products would heat the ceiling insulation and other items, including
those below the hot buoyant layer, by processes such as radiant heating. Preheating and
subsequent ignition of other materials would take place, including the ignition of the metallized
polyvinyl fluoride (MPVF) insulation blanket cover material and splicing tape on the ducts. This
in turn would be expected to cause ignition of the silicone elastomeric end cap situated on the
end of the conditioned air branch duct, located approximately 30 cm (12 inches) aft of the
cockpit door, above the ceiling panels. Failure of the end cap would cause a continuous release
of conditioned air, which would further exacerbate the fire. An indication that this end cap had
been breached by the fire was the presence of high heat damage on recovered portions of the
branch duct where the cap was situated.
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Release of conditioned air out of the branch duct would be directed slightly upward and
laterally across the aircraft, toward the Galley 1 vent duct plenum, situated approximately 46 cm
(18 inches) away from the end cap. This forced air ventilation would be expected to not only
deliver conditioned air, but also entrain hot combustion by-products with it. A hot airflow
(convective oven effect) would likely be created in certain areas along flow lines. Owing to the
geometry of the ducts in the area, the flow would be channelled along a tapered path toward,
and over, the top of the exposed portion of Galley 1. Indications that a hot airflow existed in this
area were the broomstraw-like features that were present on the lower surfaces of intercostals
and frames in the vicinity, and heat damage to the top of Galley 1. There was also high heat
damage concentrated on the inboard side of the intercostals, which face the branch duct.
It is likely that the fire-induced failure of the branch duct silicone elastomeric end cap preceded
and contributed to the failure of at least one, if not both, of the Galley 1 vent duct hose
connections. The hoses were constructed from a fibreglass cloth, which was impregnated with a
red-coloured silicone-like rubber material. Failure of the hose connection or connections would
draw air and combustion by-products into the vent duct assembly. This exhaust ventilation
would further exacerbate the fire. Indications that hose failure had taken place at some point
during the fire was indicated by the abrupt cessation of heat damage along the top outboard
face of Galley 1 at an elevation that corresponded to one of the hose connections, and by the
presence of high-temperature heat damage on pieces of vent duct assembly just outboard of
Galley 1.
The presence of high heat in the attic air spaces would likely cause the nylon fasteners holding
the MPET-covered over-frame and between-frame insulation blankets to melt and fail. This
would allow portions of the insulation blankets, or whole insulation blanket assemblies, to fall
free, exposing more flammable MPET cover material to the fire. This in turn would significantly
add to the growth and intensity of the fire.
The hot buoyant layer above the forward cabin drop-ceiling would be free to flow aft toward the
empennage of the aircraft above the passenger cabin ceiling. Some of these by-products would
continue to be drawn into the recirculation fan intakes, while these systems were operating.
After passing through the intakes, the by-products would be delivered to areas within the
passenger cabin. Soot patterns found on items such as wire support brackets, and on and within
an overhead stowage bin located at STA 1780, indicate that the attic space above the passenger
cabin probably became filled with combustion by-products. No smoke was reported in the
passenger cabin prior to the flight recorders stopping.
2.17.4.8

Progression of the Fire into the Cockpit

Before the pilots selected the CABIN BUS switch to the OFF position at 0123:45, the airflow
above the forward cabin drop-ceiling would have predominantly been in an aft direction,
toward the input of the recirculation fans. Some smoke and combustion by-products would
have been migrating into the cockpit. Several soot deposits were found in various places to
indicate such seepage. At about this time, it is likely that the fire breached the silicone
elastomeric end cap on a short branch stub on an air conditioning duct located immediately aft
and overhead of the cockpit door. This would have allowed a large volume of conditioned air to
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enter the area and augment the fire. This additional airflow would have rapidly accelerated the
propagation of the fire, as indicated by the high heat damage observed on the surrounding
ducts and aircraft structure.
Selecting the CABIN BUS switch to the OFF position would shut down the recirculation fans,
and result in a reversal of the airflow above the forward cabin drop-ceiling. With the airflow
then moving predominantly forward, hot combustion by-products would have been drawn
toward the cockpit attic air space.
It is likely that the weakened smoke barrier would have completely failed shortly after the
CABIN BUS switch was selected to the OFF position. Although it is possible that the smoke
barrier could have failed earlier, this is considered unlikely, because such a failure would have
likely led to an earlier failure of the thermoformable plastic cockpit ceiling liner, which melts
within a relatively low temperature range. Following the breach of the smoke barrier, hot
combustion by-products could then freely fill the cockpit attic air space. The fill rate would likely
exceed the exhaust rate, and a significant rapid build-up of heat and combustion by-products
would occur. Hot combustion by-products would penetrate, fill, and rapidly heat the air spaces
behind the avionics CB panel, overhead CB panel, and overhead panel housing. The MPET- and
MPVF-covered insulation blankets above the cockpit ceiling would provide additional
combustible material to the fire. This would further contribute to the amount of smoke entering
the cockpit through passageways, such as the engine fire shut-off handle slots, and the various
cut-outs in the cockpit ceiling liner.
The rapid heating of the air spaces and electrical components behind the CB panels, and within
other assemblies, would have caused aircraft systems to malfunction. The heat would have
thermally tripped some CBs that would likely have resulted in many of the anomalies that were
subsequently recorded. For example, the Autopilot 2 disconnect event took place approximately
20 seconds after the CABIN BUS switch was selected to the OFF position; this was followed
shortly thereafter by a series of recorded system anomalies.
The right side of the cockpit ceiling primarily consists of several aluminum panels that would
act, in combination with other metallic assemblies such as the conditioned air diffusers, as a
physical barrier to the fire and its combustion by-products. In contrast, the cockpit ceiling on the
left side consists mainly of liner material that would soften, sag, and melt when exposed to high
temperatures.
As the fire entered the cockpit attic area, the heat would have first affected the most exposed
surfaces of the ceiling liner just forward of the cockpit door, in the area aft of the diffuser, and in
the left overhead region. Very little liner material from these areas was identified in the
wreckage. The few pieces that were identified, such as a portion of the cockpit spare-lamps
cover and hinge (located in the ceiling adjacent to the cockpit coat closet), showed signs of
melting. Some of the liner material may have been consumed by the fire. Pieces of the liner from
other areas appear blackened and burned along some edges. Other pieces were also melted, and
some had flowed until their cross-sectional area was reduced to the thinness of paper.
Based on the high temperatures involved, it is likely that the breach of the ceiling liner occurred
approximately one minute after the smoke barrier failed. The breach of the ceiling liner may
have corresponded to the time the pilots declared the emergency at 0124:42. Most of the fire
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damage on the cockpit carpet was likely the result of portions of the melted ceiling liner
dropping on it. Larger amounts of dense noxious smoke and hot combustion by-products would
be expected to have immediately penetrated through openings in the cockpit ceiling liner.
Once the cockpit liner had been breached, the openings in the liner would be expected to
progressively expand, allowing a further increase in the volume of dense noxious smoke and
combustion by-products into the cockpit. The smoke would be drawn down through the
openings next to the rudder pedals into the avionics compartment. Visibility within the cockpit
would be expected to become progressively worse.
It is likely that the fire would have breached the silicone elastomeric end cap situated on the end
of a conditioned air branch duct, located above the lower assembly of the left overhead cockpit
ceiling liner, just forward of the cockpit coat closet. The insulation cover splicing tape installed
over the MPVF-covered muff assembly, which fixes the muff assembly in place over the end
cap, would provide a source of combustible material. Once the tape was ignited, the integrity of
the muff assembly would be lost and ignition of the silicone end cap would likely soon ensue.
Heat damage and melting were found on the edges of the recovered liner at a location
immediately adjacent to the end cap’s position. Failure of the end cap would cause conditioned
air to be continuously blown out the branch duct above the ceiling liner, in close proximity to
the MPET-covered over-frame and between-frame insulation blankets, exacerbating the fire
situation. It is likely that the hose to the individual air outlet near the centre of the left overhead
cockpit ceiling liner was also breached, causing a similar effect.
Portions of a fuselage frame and conditioned air duct assembly near the hose and hose
connection exhibited high-temperature damage. Cone calorimeter120 tests indicate that material
similar to the hose in question ignites at a heat flux of 25 kW/m2 (which is approximately
equivalent to a surface equilibrium temperature of 591°C (1 095°F)), and it is probable that the
hose would not withstand exposure to such high temperatures. The same would also apply to
the hose for the other individual air outlet located further forward in the liner, to the left of the
overhead CB panel. Similar high-temperature fuselage frame damage was found nearby. Failure
of the silicone elastomeric end cap and the individual air outlet hoses would introduce
conditioned air to the fire, which would likely contribute to the deteriorating environment
within the cockpit.
As the MPET cover material was consumed by the fire, the underlying fibreglass batting in the
insulation blankets would become exposed and then badly scorched by the high temperatures
and flames. The forcible release of conditioned air in close proximity to the insulation blankets
would likely disturb and release fibreglass particulates from the ashen surfaces and from the
less-damaged areas underneath these surfaces where the adhesive binder would be degraded.
After the completion of burn tests, the release of clouds of small particulates was observed to
take place whenever the burnt insulation blankets were disturbed or removed from the test
fixtures.

120

Cone calorimeter is a bench-scale test apparatus consisting of a cone heater, spark ignitor, sample
holder, and a load cell located under a hood. It is widely used to determine the heat release rate of
combustible solids.
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The captain’s location would have been more directly in line with the area of the cockpit ceiling
liner that was first breached. A higher percentage of the combustion by-products would be
expected to flow directly toward the captain’s seat location, and be drawn down into the
avionics compartment through the captain’s rudder pedal openings. The situation in the cockpit
would have continued to deteriorate as systems malfunctioned and failed, owing to the effects
of the fire.
Eventually, molten aluminum began to drip in the area of the right observer’s seat, as indicated
by the presence of resolidified aluminum deposits that were found on the recovered pieces of
the seat. A 2024 aluminum alloy deposit was found on a screw on the right side of the seat
pedestal, as well as on the right lap belt. There were also remnants of other aluminum deposits
immediately adjacent to the 2024 aluminum alloy deposit on the belt. The type of alloy or alloys
on these remnants could not be determined, as there was insufficient material available for
analysis. Also, a 6061 aluminum alloy deposit was found on the CB for the seat, which is located
near the rear right corner of the seat pedestal.
The sources of the aluminum deposits could not be conclusively determined; however, the
possible areas from which 2024 aluminum alloy deposits could fall onto the right observer’s seat
are limited. Assuming that the integrity of the overhead dome light and the 6061 aluminum
alloy diffuser assemblies were not compromised during the fire, the only major opening that
could be created in the ceiling directly above the right observer’s seat would be along a narrow
rectangular-shaped area that predominantly comprises ceiling liner material. This area is
approximately 7.5 cm (3 inches) in width by 76 cm (30 inches) in length. High heat damage is
evident on portions of the recovered pieces of the diffuser assemblies and fuselage frames from
above this location. Most of the upper edge of the recovered pieces of the avionics CB panel also
exhibited high heat damage.
One known potential source of 2024 aluminum alloy is the AN 929-6 cap assembly, which is
located on the crew oxygen supply line at STA 374. The end cap is situated above, and
immediately adjacent to (within about 2.5 cm (1 inch)) the narrow rectangular-shaped area
described above. This oxygen line cap assembly is in close vertical alignment with the right edge
of the right observer’s seat, near the right lap belt location and near the right side of the seat
pedestal, when the seat is in the forward-facing position with the armrests stowed upright.
Indications of broomstraw-like features were found along the bottom edges of the fuselage
frame at STA 374 just above, and adjacent to, the cap. This further indicated that high
temperatures had existed at this location.
Testing on the oxygen cap assembly indicated that before leakage or failure of the cap occurred,
it would have to be heated at elevated temperatures for several minutes (see Section 1.14.13).
These elevated temperatures were below the temperature at which external melting was visible
on the cap. Therefore, if the time at which the CABIN BUS switch was selected to the OFF
position is used as a reference for when significant elevated heating took place in the cockpit
attic air space (approximately 8 minutes, 30 seconds, prior to the time of impact), the most
likely time frame that melting of the cap could take place would correspond to the final stages of
the flight.
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If pure oxygen leaked from the cap during the fire, there would almost certainly be a quick and
dramatic increase in the fire intensity. This would be expected to rapidly lead to a complete
failure of the cap. A complete failure of the cap would result in a loss of pressure in the line and
would abruptly stop the flow of oxygen to both pilots’ oxygen masks. In addition, full venting of
the line would be expected to quickly lead to a flashover within the cockpit, or an intense
conflagration, or both. There was little physical evidence of an overall high-temperature damage
pattern in the cockpit interior; therefore, it is likely that if this occurred, it was of a very short
duration, and it occurred immediately prior to the time of impact.

2.18

Known Technical Failure Events

The first indication to the pilots of a systems-related failure was the disconnect of the autopilot
at 0124:09 (see Section 1.18.8.6). Twenty-four seconds prior to this, at 0123:45, the captain had
selected the CABIN BUS switch to the OFF position. This selection is the first action item in the
Swissair Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist. Until that point, it appears that the
conditions in the cockpit were such that the pilots perceived that they were dealing with smoke
from an air conditioning source.
The airflow testing showed that with the recirculation fans off, as would be the case after the
CABIN BUS switch was selected to the OFF position, the predominant airflow in the forward
attic area reverses direction so that instead of flowing aft toward the fans, much of the air flows
forward into the cockpit attic area, and then down through the cockpit into the avionics
compartment below the cockpit.
Between the time the captain selected the CABIN BUS switch to the OFF position at 0123:45 and
when the flight recorders stopped recording at 0125:41, the fire-related effects in the cockpit
began. This is confirmed by the rapid succession of systems-related failures. The environmental
conditions in the cockpit also began to deteriorate rapidly, with an increasing amount of smoke,
heat, and fire entering from overhead.
The systems failures up to that point, would have reduced the ability of the pilots to control and
navigate the aircraft, especially at night, with smoke in the cockpit, and in instrument
meteorological conditions. The loss of the autopilot would have added to the pilots’ workload,
and the associated warbler warning tone that sounded until the end of the CVR recording
would have been disconcerting. The master caution light would have illuminated with the loss
of flight control computer 1, Channel A at 0124:57; it is unknown whether the pilots reset the
master caution light. The loss of the left emergency AC bus at 0125:06 would, in part, have
caused the loss of the captain’s display units (DU) 1 and 3. DU 2 would show a red X, and the
master caution light would illuminate. Again, it is unknown whether the pilots reset this caution
light; however, if they did, the loss of the captain’s pitot heat, about 10 seconds later, would
have triggered the master caution light again. These failures would have been accompanied by
numerous fault messages, cues, and alerts. Dealing with such a barrage of faults and messages
would have been confusing, distracting, and difficult to cope with.
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The loss of all three of the first officer’s DUs at about 0125:30 would have forced him to use the
standby instruments to maintain aircraft spatial orientation (see Section 1.18.8.21). The transition
to the standby instruments would have been challenging because of their small size and
positioning, relative to each other, especially in the deteriorating conditions (increasing smoke
and heat) of the cockpit.
At that point, although the captain may have restored all primary flight display information,
(such as aircraft attitude, airspeed, heading, and altitude) on DU 2, DUs 1 and 3 had failed and it
would have been impossible to restore these two displays. Although all three 115 V AC
generator buses were functional at the time of impact, fire damage to distribution buses, wires
and cables, and CBs disrupted the electrical power to some, or all (if DU 2 was lost) of the
systems that provided primary attitude information, navigation, communications, and various
other functions. Consequently, the pilots would have been dealing with a multiplicity of tasks,
many of which were highly abnormal, while the cockpit environment was rapidly deteriorating.

2.19

Remaining Few Minutes Following Stoppage of Recorders

The final 5 minutes and 37 seconds of the flight, from when the flight recorders stopped at
0125:41, were not recorded on the FDR or the CVR. To the extent possible, the events that
occurred were reconstructed using information from ground-based primary radar data,
full-authority digital electronic control non-volatile memory data, air traffic control (ATC)
recordings, witness statements, and wreckage examination.
An analysis of the heat damage observed on the reconstructed cockpit wreckage, together with
the likely fire propagation scenario, shows that the fire increased in intensity during the final six
minutes of the flight. The amount of smoke, heat, and fire entering the cockpit would have
continued to increase.
There are indications that at 0125:50, about eight seconds after the flight recorders stopped, the
pilots switched the air data source to air data computer (ADC)-2 from ADC-1 (see Section
1.18.8.26). This was most likely done in an attempt to recover some lost flight instrumentation.
The wire examination shows that the left emergency AC bus, which powered ADC-1,
experienced an arcing event. The arcing would have caused it to become de-powered, resulting
in the loss of ADC-1. When the pilots selected ADC-2, it temporarily restored the transponder
Mode C altitude information, which showed the aircraft to be at 9 700 feet. At 0126:04,
transponder information stopped being transmitted from the aircraft for the remainder of the
flight. ATC radar equipment continued to record the aircraft track on primary radar until it
disappeared from the radar screen about 10 seconds before the aircraft’s impact with the water.
In their second-last transmission to ATC at 0124:53, the pilots reported that they were starting to
dump fuel. There are some indications from witness information that they initiated fuel
dumping after the recorders stopped. Also, the auxiliary tank isolation valve was found closed,
which would be expected if fuel dumping had commenced. The fuel dump valves were closed
at the time of impact, indicating that the fuel dumping had been stopped by the pilots.
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Before the recorders stopped, the pilots indicated that they needed to land the aircraft without
delay. Despite this, the aircraft continued on its southbound track away from the airport and out
toward the ocean. This suggests that the condition in the cockpit quickly deteriorated to a point
where the pilots were unable to effectively navigate the aircraft. They would likely have lost
most of their electronic navigation capability, and the increasing amount of smoke entering the
cockpit would have made it progressively difficult to see out the windscreens to navigate
visually, especially in unfamiliar territory at night and with cloud layers in the vicinity.
The aircraft continued to descend in a right turn as it passed over the community of
Blandford, Nova Scotia. Witnesses on the ground described hearing a noise having a repetitive
beat frequency and that was generated at a constant rate and superimposed on the loud engine
sound. Engine 2 was being shut down at about this time; however, no explanation for this
“repetitive beat” noise could be established. People also described seeing various aircraft lights,
indicating that at least some of the aircraft electrical systems were still powered. This was
confirmed by the examination of various systems such as fuel pumps and fans, whose rotating
components showed signs of being powered at the time of impact. Examination of components
indicated that all three generator buses were being powered at the time of impact.
Shortly after passing the Nova Scotia coastline, the aircraft started a right turn. Although
indications are that the captain’s clearview window was likely unlocked, it is unknown when or
whether the window was ever opened. At some point, the pilots selected the flaps to the
pre-selected 15-degree DIAL-A-FLAP setting. When they shut down Engine 2 at about 1 800 feet,
approximately one minute before the time of impact, the airspeed was about 227 knots true
airspeed. The average rate of descent just prior to this time was estimated to be about 2 000 feet
per minute.
The reason for the Engine 2 shutdown prior to the time of impact is unknown. One possible
explanation is that the crew received a false fire warning indication. A short-circuiting of the
ground wire in the Firex Handle 2 could cause both the Firex Handle 2 lights and Engine 2 fuel
switch light to come on. The ground wire was not identified; however, the ground wire was
installed in an area of high heat and fire damage. One of the cockpit emergency checklist
booklets was found to have some minor heat distress on the page describing the “ENGINE FIRE” procedure; however, it is unknown whether the checklist was being used during the
engine shutdown. Closing the FUEL switch is part of this checklist procedure.
The passenger cabin environment would have been significantly less hostile than the cockpit
environment. Although soot was noted in the attic area aft of the main fire area, there were no
signs of appreciable heat in the attic aft of the first-class seats. The ceiling panels used in the
passenger cabin have a significant resistance to fire and heat penetration and would have
protected the passenger cabin from the effects of the fire. Some smoke would probably have
been entering the passenger cabin during the last few minutes of the flight, especially at the
front of the cabin.
It is unknown whether any firefighting took place using the available fire extinguishers. Based
on examination, it was determined that neither of the two portable 5 lb dry chemical
extinguishers mounted in the cabin were likely used. Three of the six 2.5 lb Halon portable
extinguishers were not likely used; however, the charge state of the three remaining Halon
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extinguishers could not be determined because of the physical damage to the extinguishers. If
firefighting took place, it would be expected that the M/C would have been involved; the M/C
was seated at the time of impact with his seat belt fastened.
One of the passengers, who was a pilot, was wearing a life vest at the time of impact. There
were no other indications that anyone else had donned a life vest, although no definitive
conclusions were possible in most cases. It is unknown whether this passenger had donned his
life vest by instruction or through his own initiative. If he had donned the life vest on his own,
he must have been able to discern or surmise that the aircraft was over water and was in danger
of ditching. If it was a result of a crew instruction, then there must have been a plan to ditch the
aircraft. It would then be expected that the M/C would have been wearing his life vest, which he
was not; this suggests there was no instruction to prepare for ditching.
In the last minutes, other than possibly having an electronically generated heading on DU 2, the
pilots would have had no electronic means of navigating to the airport, and would have been
forced to consider alternatives, such as attempting a crash landing on land or ditching into the
ocean. From the wreckage examination, it is known that the fire in the cockpit created heat
damage signatures of 482°C to 538°C (900°F to 1 000°F) on the forward portion of the avionics CB
panel and on the air diffuser structure just above the cockpit ceiling. There was evidence that
melted material had dropped down on the carpet and on the right observer’s seat cover. The fire
was encroaching on the pilot seat positions from the rear of the cockpit. The heavy soot
deposits, and the heat-damaged condition of some of the cockpit materials, indicate that
visibility would have been significantly obscured within the cockpit. It could not be determined
whether the cockpit fire extinguisher had been used.
The first officer’s seat was occupied at the time of impact; the captain’s seat was in the egress
position. Although the standby attitude display showed the aircraft to be at 20 degrees nose
down, and 110 degrees right bank at the time of impact, it could not be determined whether
these indications represented the actual aircraft attitude at the time of impact. The structural
damage supports a nose-down attitude of about 20 degrees, and a right bank in excess of
60 degrees. If the pilots were not incapacitated and were still attempting to control the aircraft,
this suggests that in the last minute of the flight they lost orientation with the horizon. This
would not be unexpected, given the lack of reference instrumentation, and lack of visual cues
from outside the aircraft. Regardless of whether there was pilot input at the time of impact, the
aircraft was not in controlled flight.

2.20

Actual Versus Theoretical Emergency Descent Profile

2.20.1

General

This section examines the actual flight profile of SR 111 and the optimal theoretical emergency
descent profile. The theoretical calculations were undertaken solely to provide an academic
reference baseline, and did not take into account any of the cues upon which the SR 111 crew
decisions were based. Also not taken into account were the actual adverse factors that would
have had a significant negative effect on the ability of the pilots to maintain an optimal descent
profile and to land the aircraft. (STI2-3)
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2.20.2

Earliest Possible Landing Time

Theoretical calculations show that if an emergency descent had been started from the optimum
starting point at 0114:18, the earliest possible landing time would have been 0127. This landing
time would only have been possible if there had been no technical malfunctions or adverse
cockpit environmental conditions inhibiting the ability of the pilots to navigate and configure
the aircraft to obtain its optimum performance capabilities. Any deviation from these “ideal”
conditions would result in a later landing time because either the aircraft would require extra
manoeuvring off the direct track to the airport, or the aircraft would reach the airport with too
much altitude or airspeed to land.

2.20.3

Effect of Fire-Related Failures on Landing

At 0124:09, nearly three minutes before the earliest possible landing time, the aircraft had started
to experience an increasingly rapid succession of systems-related failures. The pilots declared an
emergency at 0124:42, slightly more than two minutes before the theoretical earliest possible
landing time. Several additional systems-related failures, including the loss of the first officer’s
DUs and communications with ATS, occurred one minute later (0125:42), just prior to the
stoppage of the flight recorders.
By the time the recorders stopped, the cockpit environment was rapidly deteriorating. The fire
was invading the cockpit from the overhead ceiling area. Just before the recorders stopped, the
pilots indicated that they needed to land immediately; however, they apparently lost their
ability to navigate, as they did not steer the aircraft toward the airport. At some point within the
last five minutes, the aircraft’s slats became unserviceable. Based on heat damage to wires and
associated CBs, it is also possible that the auto ground spoilers, auto-brakes, and anti-skid
braking system would have become inoperative before the aircraft could have landed. Under
such conditions, it would have been impossible to stop the aircraft on the available runway even
if it could have landed.
Based on these factors, it is evident that even if the pilots had attempted a minimum-time
emergency diversion starting at 0114:18, it would have been impossible for the pilots to continue
maintaining control of the aircraft for the amount of time necessary to reach the airport and
complete a safe landing.

2.20.4

Theoretical Emergency Descent Calculations

By coincidence, the time at which an emergency descent would have needed to begin to achieve
the optimum theoretical emergency descent profile to land at the Halifax International Airport
coincided with the actual time of the Pan Pan radio transmission. Any delay in descending
would mean that the aircraft would be above the ideal descent profile. During the Pan Pan
transmission, the captain requested a diversion and suggested Boston. It was not until about
1 minute and 25 seconds later that the following events were completed: the controller offered
Halifax as an alternative diversion airport, the pilots evaluated and accepted Halifax, and the
pilots commenced a non-emergency but rapid descent.
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During that time, the aircraft was travelling in the general direction of the Halifax International
Airport at a ground speed of more than 8 nautical miles (nm) per minute. From the actual
descent start point, it would not have been possible for the pilots to position the aircraft for a
landing on Runway 06, without some form of off-track manoeuvre to lose altitude and slow to
the appropriate speed. In a best-case scenario, the extra manoeuvring would have added two or
three minutes to the landing time. More likely, a manoeuvre such as a 360-degree turn would
have been necessary, or they would have had to switch to a different runway. Either choice
would have added several minutes to the earliest possible landing time, and the effects of the
fire would have negated the possibility of completing a safe landing.
At about 0125, when the fire condition became distinctly evident in the cockpit, the aircraft was
about 25 nm from the airport, at an altitude of about 10 000 feet, and at an airspeed of about
320 knots. It was flying in a southerly direction, away from the airport. In optimum
circumstances, from that point it would have taken a minimum of about six minutes to get to the
runway.
Theoretical calculations confirm that from any point along the actual flight path after the
aircraft started to descend, it would not have been possible for the pilots to continue
maintaining control of the aircraft for the amount of time necessary to reach the airport and
complete a landing.

2.21

Fire Initiation

An evaluation of the available information indicates that the fire likely started within the
confines of a relatively small area above the right rear cockpit ceiling just forward of the cockpit
rear wall near STA 383. Although other potential areas were assessed, no other area was found
that so comprehensively explained the initial indications of odour and the subsequent smoke
and fire propagation. Support for the fire initiating and spreading from this localized area
includes the following:
•

The presence of electrical wires as potential ignition sources and easily ignited
MPET-covered insulation blanket material;

•

The known environmental conditions in the cockpit and cabin;

•

The time frame in which the fire propagated from initial detection until the
fire-related failures of various aircraft systems occurred;

•

The air-flow patterns; and

•

The fire and heat-damage patterns.

Within the localized area where the fire most likely started, a wire arcing event is the only
plausible ignition source. There were several wire bundles containing hundreds of wires,
including the four IFEN PSU cables and 16 American Wire Gauge (AWG) control wire, that
passed through the localized area (see Section 1.6.1.4). It is most likely that the fire started from
a wire arcing event that ignited the nearby MPET-covered insulation blankets. These
MPET-covered insulation blankets are easily ignited and were prevalent in the area (see
Section 1.16.8).
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Of all the wires and cables that were located in the localized area of interest, the only
arc-damaged wire that could be positioned in that area with relative accuracy was the
1-3791/1-3793 pair of IFEN PSU cables (see Section 1.14.11.2). Although it is possible that other
wires from this localized area that were not recovered might also have arced, the only arcing
event that is known to have occurred within that area is the forward arc on Exhibit 1-3791,
located just forward of STA 383.
An assessment was completed to determine whether the forward arc on Exhibit 1-3791 could
have been the result of fire damage, and therefore, would not have been involved with the lead
arcing event. This possibility was considered unlikely. For this forward arc on Exhibit 1-3791 to
be the result of fire damage, the fire would have to start from another unrelated arcing event
within the localized area, and the fire would need to be sustained in the area for a sufficient time
to melt and breach the ETFE wire insulation at the site of the forward arc on Exhibit 1-3791. To
result in arcing at this site, the breached wire would have to be in contact with either grounded
aircraft structure, or with a second wire of different electrical potential whose insulation was
also breached by the fire. It is unlikely that a fire would selectively breach only one wire in
Exhibit 1-3791 and breach at least one additional nearby wire to create conditions for an arc
event to occur without also breaching the insulation on at least some of the other five wires in
the 1-3791/1-3793 pair. It is unlikely that the insulation on these other five wires was breached at
that location, as there were no arcs on these five wires at that location.
The forward portions of the 1-3790 and 1-3792 PSU cables, and the 16 AWG control wire, were
not identified and may not have been recovered. Therefore, in the area where the forward
arcing event occurred on the 1-3791 PSU cable, it is not known whether arcing occurred on
either the 1-3790/1-3792 cable pair, or the 16 AWG control wire. However, as both of these PSU
cables and the 16 AWG control wire subsequently arced at locations that were at least 50 cm
(20 inches) farther aft, any arcing that might have occurred at the forward location did not trip
the associated CB.
Given the number of unlikely circumstances and events that would be required, a scenario
involving fire-related damage leading to the forward arc on Exhibit 1-3791 at the STA 383
location cannot be supported.
If the forward arc on Exhibit 1-3791 was not the result of fire-related damage, another potential
scenario is that the arc occurred during the time of the lead arcing event; that is, it was
associated with the lead arcing event, either alone, in combination with arcing on another wire
or wires, or as collateral damage from an arcing event on another adjacent wire or wires. In any
of these potential scenarios, the arcing was not sufficient to trip the associated CB.
The forward arc on Exhibit 1-3791 was assessed to determine whether it was, by itself, the lead
arcing event that started the fire. For this arc to be the single lead arcing event, the wire would
first have to be damaged, for example by chafing, at the location of the arc, to expose the
conductor. The exposed conductor would then have to contact grounded aircraft structure,
resulting in the arcing event. Although it was possible to position the cable segment
(Exhibit 1-3791), and therefore the forward arc, relatively accurately, the extent and nature of the
damage required interpretation of the damage patterns. This interpretation allowed for a small
range of possible locations in the placement of the wires, as described in Section 1.14.11.2. At the
forward end of the possible range, the arc was placed where it would be in contact with an
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aluminum wire support bracket. However, the chafing of any one wire by itself to this bracket
would not result in an arc, as the bracket was isolated from the aircraft structure by a nylon
stand-off and would not have provided an electrical path to ground.
There was aluminum found in one copper bead adhering to the wire strands slightly removed
from the main arc site of the forward arc bead on Exhibit 1-3791. This suggests that the arc might
have resulted from contact with aluminum. Arcing to the aluminum bracket would only be
possible if there were two exposed conductors in contact with the bracket. This would provide
an opportunity for arcing, as aluminum is a good conductor of electricity. Such a scenario would
involve, for example, two phases of a PSU cable chafing separately against this same bracket
until both of their conductors became exposed. This scenario could not be ruled out; however,
there is no corroborating information to support it. The bracket was not identified in the
wreckage. Neither were the two remaining PSU cables, the 16 AWG control wire or other aircraft
wires from that area, that may have been involved.
Another potential lead arcing event scenario involving the forward arc on Exhibit 1-3791 would
be that the arc occurred directly to another wire of a different electrical potential. This could be
either an aircraft wire, or another IFEN wire. In either case, both wires would have to be
damaged at the location of the arc, allowing their bare conductors to contact each other. Because
the IFEN wires in the STA 383 area were routed separately and not along existing wire bundles,
it is less likely that the IFEN wires would be in contact with aircraft wires within the localized
area where the fire most likely started; therefore, the more likely candidate wires for this type of
scenario would be the other wires in the bundle of four IFEN PSU cables and the 16 AWG
control wire. It is known that the other wires in the 1-3791/1-3793 pair did not arc at that forward
location. However, the wires from the other pair of PSU cables and the 16 AWG control wire
from that area were not identified. Therefore, neither aircraft wires nor other IFEN wires can be
ruled out as potentially being involved in such a scenario.
Damage to two or more wires in a wire bundle can be caused by chafing contact with the aircraft
structure, by inadvertent damage occurring during installation or subsequent maintenance, or
by the presence of swarf, such as a metal shaving, that could cut through the insulation on both
wires, exposing their conductors. A metal shaving could also act as a conductor. If any of those
events occurred, the subsequent arcing that took place on all of the PSU cables and 16 AWG
control wire confirms that any arcing on these wires near STA 383 did not trip the associated CB.
An assessment was made to determine whether the forward arcing damage on Exhibit 1-3791
could have resulted from collateral damage; that is, damage from an arcing event involving
other wires in the immediate vicinity that was of sufficient magnitude to breach the insulation
on at least two other wires, including Exhibit 1-3791. For this to occur, the lead-event wires
would have to be in very close proximity to the forward arc on Exhibit 1-3791. An arcing event of
sufficient magnitude to damage other wires would likely have tripped the associated CBs. None
of the IFEN CBs tripped at the time of the lead arcing event (subsequent arcing occurred on all
of the PSU cables and the 16 AWG control wire); therefore, if such an arcing event occurred, it
did not involve IFEN wires. Such a lead-arcing event would have to involve aircraft wires, but
not result in any electrical anomalies that would be apparent to the pilots and not be recorded
on the FDR. Although the possibility of a scenario involving collateral damage to Exhibit 1-3791
could not be ruled out, it appears unlikely that such a scenario occurred.
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No determination could be made regarding how the insulation at the forward arc location on
Exhibit 1-3791 was initially breached, or what that wire came into contact with, such as structure
or another wire, to cause the arc. Although the available information indicates that the forward
arcing event on Exhibit 1-3791 occurred during the time of the fire-initiating event, and in the
area where the fire most likely originated, it cannot be concluded that the forward arc on Exhibit
1-3791 was the lead arcing event. It appears likely that at least one other wire was involved in
the lead arcing event; however, it could not be determined whether this was an IFEN wire or
wires, one or more aircraft wires, or some combination of both.
An arcing event or events provided an ignition source for the fire; however, this arcing would
not have resulted in a threat to the aircraft had there not been material nearby that could easily
be ignited by such an ignition source. The presence of significant amounts of flammable
materials allowed the fire to spread and intensify rapidly, which ultimately led to the loss of
control of the aircraft.
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3.0

Conclusions

This part of the report lists the findings of the investigation, which are organized into the
following three categories:
1.

Findings as to causes and contributing factors
These findings pertain to the unsafe acts, unsafe conditions, and safety deficiencies
that are associated with events that played a major role in causing or contributing to
the occurrence.

2.

Findings as to risk
These findings identify risks that have the potential to degrade aviation safety but
that could not be shown to have played a direct role in the occurrence or are
unrelated to this occurrence but were found during the investigation.

3.

Other findings
These findings identify elements that have the potential to enhance aviation safety,
resolve an issue of controversy, or clarify an issue of unresolved ambiguity.

3.1

Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors

1.

Aircraft certification standards for material flammability were inadequate in that they
allowed the use of materials that could be ignited and sustain or propagate fire.
Consequently, flammable material propagated a fire that started above the ceiling on
the right side of the cockpit near the cockpit rear wall. The fire spread and intensified
rapidly to the extent that it degraded aircraft systems and the cockpit environment,
and ultimately led to the loss of control of the aircraft.

2.

Metallized polyethylene terephthalate (MPET)–type cover material on the thermal
acoustic insulation blankets used in the aircraft was flammable. The cover material
was most likely the first material to ignite, and constituted the largest portion of the
combustible materials that contributed to the propagation and intensity of the fire.

3.

Once ignited, other types of thermal acoustic insulation cover materials exhibit flame
propagation characteristics similar to MPET-covered insulation blankets and do not
meet the proposed revised flammability test criteria. Metallized polyvinyl
fluoride–type cover material was installed in HB-IWF and was involved in the
in-flight fire.

4.

Silicone elastomeric end caps, hook-and-loop fasteners, foams, adhesives, and
thermal acoustic insulation splicing tapes contributed to the propagation and
intensity of the fire.

5.

The type of circuit breakers (CB) used in the aircraft were similar to those in general
aircraft use, and were not capable of protecting against all types of wire arcing
events. The fire most likely started from a wire arcing event.
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6.

A segment of in-flight entertainment network (IFEN) power supply unit cable
(1-3791) exhibited a region of resolidified copper on one wire that was caused by an
arcing event. This resolidified copper was determined to be located near
manufacturing station 383, in the area where the fire most likely originated. This arc
was likely associated with the fire initiation event; however, it could not be
determined whether this arced wire was the lead event.

7.

There were no built-in smoke and fire detection and suppression devices in the area
where the fire started and propagated, nor were they required by regulation. The
lack of such devices delayed the identification of the existence of the fire, and
allowed the fire to propagate unchecked until it became uncontrollable.

8.

There was a reliance on sight and smell to detect and differentiate between odour or
smoke from different potential sources. This reliance resulted in the misidentification
of the initial odour and smoke as originating from an air conditioning source.

9.

There was no integrated in-flight firefighting plan in place for the accident aircraft,
nor was such a plan required by regulation. Therefore, the aircraft crew did not have
procedures or training directing them to aggressively attempt to locate and eliminate
the source of the smoke, and to expedite their preparations for a possible emergency
landing. In the absence of such a firefighting plan, they concentrated on preparing
the aircraft for the diversion and landing.

10.

There is no requirement that a fire-induced failure be considered when completing
the system safety analysis required for certification. The fire-related failure of silicone
elastomeric end caps installed on air conditioning ducts resulted in the addition of a
continuous supply of conditioned air that contributed to the propagation and
intensity of the fire.

11.

The loss of primary flight displays and lack of outside visual references forced the
pilots to be reliant on the standby instruments for at least some portion of the last
minutes of the flight. In the deteriorating cockpit environment, the positioning and
small size of these instruments would have made it difficult for the pilots to
transition to their use, and to continue to maintain the proper spatial orientation of
the aircraft.

3.2

Findings as to Risk

1.

Although in many types of aircraft there are areas that are solely dependent on
human intervention for fire detection and suppression, there is no requirement that
the design of the aircraft provide for ready access to these areas. The lack of such
access could delay the detection of a fire and significantly inhibit firefighting.

2.

In the last minutes of the flight, the electronic navigation equipment and
communications radios stopped operating, leaving the pilots with no accurate means
of establishing their geographic position, navigating to the airport, and
communicating with air traffic control.
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3.

Regulations do not require that aircraft be designed to allow for the immediate
de-powering of all but the minimum essential electrical systems as part of an
isolation process for the purpose of eliminating potential ignition sources.

4.

Regulations do not require that checklists for isolating smoke or odours that could be
related to an overheating condition be designed to be completed in a time frame that
minimizes the possibility of an in-flight fire being ignited or sustained. As is the case
with similar checklists in other aircraft, the applicable checklist for the MD-11 could
take 20 to 30 minutes to complete. The time required to complete such checklists
could allow anomalies, such as overheating components, to develop into ignition
sources.

5.

The Swissair Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist did not call for the cabin
emergency lights to be turned on before the CABIN BUS switch was selected to the
OFF position. Although a switch for these lights was available at the maître de cabine
station, it is known that for a period of time the cabin crew were using flashlights
while preparing for the landing, which potentially could have slowed their
preparations.

6.

Neither the Swissair nor Boeing Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist
emphasized the need to immediately start preparations for a landing by including
this consideration at the beginning of the checklist. Including this item at the end of
the checklist de-emphasizes the importance of anticipating that any unknown smoke
condition in an aircraft can worsen rapidly.

7.

Examination of several MD-11 aircraft revealed various wiring discrepancies that had
the potential to result in wire arcing. Other agencies have found similar
discrepancies in other aircraft types. Such discrepancies reflect a shortfall within the
aviation industry in wire installation, maintenance, and inspection procedures.

8.

The consequence of contamination of an aircraft on its continuing airworthiness is
not fully understood by the aviation industry. Various types of contamination may
damage wire insulation, alter the flammability properties of materials, or provide fuel
to spread a fire. The aviation industry has yet to quantify the impact of
contamination on the continuing airworthiness and safe operation of an aircraft.

9.

Heat damage and several arcing failure modes were found on in-service map lights.
Although the fire in the occurrence aircraft did not start in the area of the map lights,
their design and installation near combustible materials constituted a fire risk.

10.

There is no guidance material to identify how to comply with the requirements of
Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 25.1353(b) in situations where physical/spatial wire
separation is not practicable or workable, such as in confined areas.
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11.

The aluminum cap assembly used on the stainless steel oxygen line above the cockpit
ceiling was susceptible to leaking or fracturing when exposed to the temperatures
that were likely experienced by this cap assembly during the last few minutes of the
flight. Such failures would exacerbate the fire and potentially affect crew oxygen
supply. It could not be determined whether this occurred on the accident flight.

12.

Inconsistencies with respect to CB reset practices have been recognized and
addressed by major aircraft manufacturers and others in the aviation industry.
Despite these initiatives, the regulatory environment, including regulations and
advisory material, remains unchanged, creating the possibility that such “best
practices” will erode or not be universally applied across the aviation industry.

13.

The mandated cockpit voice recorder (CVR) recording time was insufficient to allow
for the capture of additional, potentially useful, information.

14.

The CVR and the flight data recorder (FDR) were powered from separate electrical
buses; however, the buses received power from the same generator; this
configuration was permitted by regulation. Both recorders stopped recording at
almost the same time because of fire-related power interruptions; independent
sources of aircraft power for the recorders may have allowed more information to be
recorded.

15.

Regulations did not require the CVR to have a source of electrical power
independent from its aircraft electrical power supply. Therefore, when aircraft
electrical power to the CVR was interrupted, potentially valuable information was
not recorded.

16.

Regulations and industry standards did not require quick access recorders (QAR) to
be crash-protected, nor was there a requirement that QAR data also be recorded on
the FDR. Therefore, potentially valuable information captured on the QAR was lost.

17.

Regulations did not require the underwater locator beacon attachments on the CVR
and the FDR to meet the same level of crash protection as other data recorder
components.

18.

The IFEN Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) project management structure did
not ensure that the required elements were in place to design, install, and certify a
system that included emergency electrical load-shedding procedures compatible
with the MD-11 type certificate. No link was established between the manner in
which the IFEN system was integrated with aircraft power and the initiation or
propagation of the fire.

19.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) STC approval process for the IFEN did
not ensure that the designated alteration station (DAS) employed personnel with
sufficient aircraft-specific knowledge to appropriately assess the integration of the
IFEN power supply with aircraft power before granting certification.
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20.

The FAA allowed a de facto delegation of a portion of their Aircraft Evaluation Group
function to the DAS even though no provision existed within the FAA’s STC process
to allow for such a delegation.

21.

FAR 25.1309 requires that a system safety analysis be accomplished on every system
installed in an aircraft; however, the requirements of FAR 25.1309 are not sufficiently
stringent to ensure that all systems, regardless of their intended use, are integrated
into the aircraft in a manner compliant with the aircraft’s type certificate.

22.

Approach charts for the Halifax International Airport were kept in the ship’s library
at the observer’s station and not within reach of the pilots. Retrieving these charts
required both time and attention from the pilots during a period when they were
faced with multiple tasks associated with operating the aircraft and planning for the
landing.

23.

While the SR Technics quality assurance (QA) program design was sound and met
required standards, the training and implementation process did not sufficiently
ensure that the program was consistently applied, so that potential safety aspects
were always identified and mitigated.

24.

The Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation audit procedures related to the
SR Technics QA program did not ensure that the underlying factors that led to
specific similar audit observations and discrepancies were addressed.

3.3

Other Findings

1.

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police found no evidence to support the involvement
of any explosive or incendiary device, or other criminal act in the initiation of the
in-flight fire.

2.

The 13-minute gap in very-high frequency communications was most likely the
result of an incorrect frequency selection by the pilots.

3.

The pilots made a timely decision to divert to the Halifax International Airport. Based
on the limited cues available, they believed that although a diversion was necessary,
the threat to the aircraft was not sufficient to warrant the declaration of an
emergency or to initiate an emergency descent profile.

4.

The flight crew were trained to dump fuel without restrictions and to land the
aircraft in an overweight condition in an emergency situation, if required.

5.

From any point along the Swissair Flight 111 flight path after the initial odour in
the cockpit, the time required to complete an approach and landing to the
Halifax International Airport would have exceeded the time available before the
fire-related conditions in the aircraft cockpit would have precluded a safe landing.
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6.

Air conditioning anomalies have typically been viewed by regulators, manufacturers,
operators, and pilots as not posing a significant and immediate threat to the safety of
the aircraft that would require an immediate landing.

7.

Actions by the flight crew in preparing the aircraft for landing, including their
decisions to have the passenger cabin readied for landing and to dump fuel, were
consistent with being unaware that an on-board fire was propagating.

8.

Air traffic controllers were not trained on the general operating characteristics of
aircraft during emergency or abnormal situations, such as fuel dumping.

9.

Interactions between the pilots and the controllers did not affect the outcome of the
occurrence.

10.

The first officer’s seat was occupied at the time of impact. It could not be determined
whether the captain’s seat was occupied at the time of impact.

11.

The pilots shut down Engine 2 during the final stages of the flight. No confirmed
reason for the shutdown could be established; however, it is possible that the pilots
were reacting to the illumination of the engine fire handle and FUEL switch
emergency lights. There was fire damage in the vicinity of a wire that, if shorted to
ground, would have illuminated these lights.

12.

When the aircraft struck the water, the electrically driven standby attitude indicator
gyro was still operating at a high speed; however, the instrument was no longer
receiving electrical power. It is unknown whether the information displayed at the
time of impact was indicative of the aircraft attitude.

13.

Coordination between the pilots and the cabin crew was consistent with company
procedures and training. Crew communications reflected that the situation was not
being categorized as an emergency until about six minutes prior to the crash;
however, soon after the descent to Halifax had started, rapid cabin preparations for
an imminent landing were underway.

14.

No smoke was reported in the cabin by the cabin crew at any time prior to CVR
stoppage; however, it is likely that some smoke would have been present in the
passenger cabin during the final few minutes of the flight. No significant heat
damage or soot build-up was noted in the passenger seating areas, which is
consistent with the fire being concentrated above the cabin ceiling.

15.

No determination could be made about the occupancy of any of the individual
passenger seats. Passenger oxygen masks were stowed at the time of impact, which is
consistent with standard practice for an in-flight fire.

16.

No technically feasible link was found between known electromagnetic
interference/high-intensity radiated fields and any electrical discharge event leading
to the ignition of the aircraft’s flammable materials.
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17.

Regulations did not require the recording of cockpit images, although it is technically
feasible to do so in a crash-protected manner. Confirmation of information, such as
flight instrument indications, switch position status, and aircraft system degradation,
could not be completed without such information.

18.

Portions of the CVR recording captured by the cockpit area microphone were
difficult to decipher. When pilots use boom microphones, deciphering internal
cockpit CVR communications becomes significantly easier; however, the use of boom
microphones is not required by regulation for all phases of flight. Nor is it common
practice for pilots to wear boom microphones at cruise altitude.

19.

Indications of localized overheating were found on cabin ceiling material around
overhead aisle and emergency light fixtures. It was determined that the overhead
aisle and emergency light fixtures installed in the accident aircraft did not initiate the
fire; however, their design created some heat-related material degradation that was
mostly confined to the internal area of the fixtures adjacent to the bulbs.

20.

At the time of this occurrence, there was no requirement within the aviation industry
to record and report wiring discrepancies as a separate and distinct category to
facilitate meaningful trend analysis in an effort to identify unsafe conditions
associated with wiring anomalies.
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4.0

Safety Action

Based on the safety deficiencies identified in this occurrence, the Board has issued a series of
safety communications. Initiatives undertaken by others to enhance safety have also been
identified. This part presents the following information:
•

Safety actions taken—initiatives undertaken by aviation regulatory authorities and
others;

•

Safety actions required—recommendations the Board considers necessary to address
systemic safety deficiencies posing the highest risk; and

•

Safety concerns—issues the Board has deemed do not warrant recommendations at
this time but that provide a marker to the industry and regulatory authorities.

Those issues dealing with systemic safety deficiencies are communicated to government
aviation regulators, the aviation industry, and the public in the form of an Aviation Safety
Recommendation (ASR). Safety deficiencies that are deemed to present lesser risks are
communicated through either an Aviation Safety Advisory (ASA) or an Aviation Safety
Information Letter (ASIL). In addition, informal communications with various stakeholders and
the provision of public briefings complement the Transportation Safety Board of Canada’s (TSB)
formal safety communications.

4.1

Action Taken

This section is organized chronologically according to the TSB’s safety communications. Each
safety communication is followed by associated safety action undertaken by various
stakeholders, Transport Canada (TC), the United States (US) National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB), the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Boeing, Swissair, SR Technics, and
so on.

4.1.1

MD-11 Wiring

4.1.1.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

Aircraft wiring was of immediate and ongoing interest to the investigation team. The team
inspected several MD-11 aircraft in order to identify potential areas of arcing or sources of heat
generation. These inspections yielded wiring discrepancies that included chafed, cut, and
cracked wires. Inconsistencies in wire and wire bundle routing were also discovered, which
raised concern about the overall integrity of the MD-11’s wiring system. While the investigation
team could not establish a direct relationship between the in-service wiring discrepancies
and the wires recovered in the Swissair Flight 111 (SR 111) wreckage, the team felt that the
data warranted a wider review to better define the risk to the MD-11 fleet. Therefore, on
22 December 1998, the TSB sent an ASA (980031-1) (STI4-1) to the NTSB concerning the MD-11
wiring issues.
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4.1.1.2

United States National Transportation Safety Board

Shortly after receiving the TSB’s ASA (980031-1), on 11 January 1999, the NTSB recommended
that the FAA require an inspection of all MD-11 aircraft for wiring discrepancies (NTSB
Recommendation A-99-3 available at www.ntsb.gov). The NTSB recommended that the
inspection concentrate in and around the cockpit overhead circuit breaker (CB) panel and the
avionics CB panel. The inspection should also include examinations for loose wire connections,
inconsistent wire routing, broken bonding wires, small-wire bend radii, and chafed or cracked
wire insulation.
4.1.1.3

United States Federal Aviation Administration

In early 1999, the FAA responded to the NTSB’s recommendation by issuing an MD-11
Airworthiness Directive (AD) requiring inspections to determine whether wiring discrepancies
exist that could cause electrical arcing. Such arcing could cause a fire or smoke or both in the
cockpit or cabin. Based on the results of these inspections, the FAA launched a two-phase
MD-11 Wiring Corrective Action Plan. The first phase consisted of three ADs that focused on the
areas of concern highlighted in the TSB’s safety advisory. Subsequently, the FAA, working
closely with Boeing, launched the second phase, which consisted of five Corrective Action
Packages, each comprising a series of ADs. Each AD was based on a Boeing-generated MD-11
Service Bulletin (SB). As of 10 May 2002, the MD-11 Wiring Corrective Action Plan had yielded
41 related ADs with additional SBs undergoing Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) review.
In a parallel initiative, the FAA used lessons learned from the SR 111 investigation to shape its
“Aircraft Wiring Practices” interactive training program for FAA certification engineers,
designated engineering representatives, and aviation safety inspectors. In addition, the FAA has
produced an Internet-based training aid entitled, “Aircraft Wiring Practices (Job Aid)” (available
at www.academy.jccbi.gov/AIRDL/wiringcourse).
In August 2001, the FAA launched the Enhanced Airworthiness Program for Airplane Systems
(EAPAS), designed to address the realities of an aging transport aeroplane fleet. Presently,
EAPAS is focused on aging wiring systems. Short-term objectives are those that raise awareness
of aging wiring systems, and that implement basic changes to maintenance and training
programs. Long-term objectives will concentrate on institutionalizing the management of aging
wiring systems.
During the course of this investigation, the FAA requested that the Air Transport Association
introduce a new reporting code (sub-chapter 97) to facilitate more accurate tracking of specific
wire-related problems and anomalies.
4.1.1.4

The Boeing Company

In addition to its integral support for the FAA’s MD-11 Wiring Corrective Action Plan, Boeing
responded to the need for additional technical training with respect to wiring by developing a
wiring inspection course for airline and government agencies. Furthermore, these initiatives
have resulted in enhancements to Boeing’s Standard Wiring Practices Manual.
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4.1.1.5

Swissair

The need to enhance technical training with respect to wiring was also recognized by Swissair.
Subsequently, SR Technics revised its technician training syllabus to include such topics as wire
cleanliness, handling, protection, and grounding. They have also developed a series of
engineering orders to comply with all applicable ADs called for in the FAA’s MD-11 Wiring
Corrective Action Plan, and have mandated several special inspections related to wiring issues.
4.1.1.6

Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation

As is the practice of the Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation (FOCA), all ADs issued by the
FAA in relation to the MD-11 wiring issue have been reviewed and reissued as Swiss ADs.

4.1.2

Flight Recorder Duration and Power Supply

4.1.2.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

Shortcomings related to the duration of cockpit voice recorder (CVR) recordings and the supply
of electrical power to the flight data recorder (FDR) have been identified during this and other
aircraft accident investigations. Consequently, on 9 March 1999, the TSB issued four ASRs
(A99-01 through A99-04) (STI4-2) (STI4-3) (STI4-4) (STI4-5) to TC and the Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA),
dealing with CVR duration, independent power supply, and the use of separate electrical buses.
A lack of recorded voice and other aural information can inhibit safety investigations, and delay
or prevent the identification of safety deficiencies. Given the need for longer periods of recorded
sound to capture the initiating events of aviation accidents, and the availability of two-hour
CVRs, the TSB believed that such recorders should be mandated by regulatory authorities
worldwide. However, it also recognizes that a period of several years may be reasonably
required for manufacturers and operators to implement this change. Therefore, for newly
manufactured aircraft, the TSB made the following recommendation:
As of 01 January 2003, any CVR installed on an aircraft as a condition of that aircraft
receiving an original certificate of airworthiness be required to have a recording
capacity of at least two hours. A99-01 (issued 9 March 1999) (STI4-6)
In addition, the TSB believes that, with appropriate lead time, a retrofit program is warranted for
aircraft already in service. Therefore, the TSB made the following recommendation:
As of 01 January 2005, all aircraft that require both an FDR and a CVR be required to be
fitted with a CVR having a recording capacity of at least two hours. A99-02 (issued
9 March 1999) (STI4-7)
When aircraft power to the SR 111 flight recorders was interrupted at 10 000 feet, the FDR and
CVR stopped recording. The aircraft continued to fly for about six minutes with no on-board
information being recorded. This lack of recorded information hampered the accident
investigation.
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With maintenance-free independent power sources, it is now feasible to power new-technology
CVRs and the cockpit area microphone (CAM) independently of normal aircraft power for a
specific period of time in the event that aircraft power sources to the CVR are interrupted or lost.
Therefore, to enhance the capture of CVR information needed for accident investigation
purposes, the TSB made the following recommendation:
As of 01 January 2005, for all aircraft equipped with CVRs having a recording capacity
of at least two hours, a dedicated independent power supply be required to be installed
adjacent or integral to the CVR, to power the CVR and the cockpit area microphone for
a period of 10 minutes whenever normal aircraft power sources to the CVR are
interrupted. A99-03 (issued 9 March 1999) (STI4-8)
At the time of the occurrence, FDR and CVR installation in MD-11 aircraft were both powered
from AC Generator Bus 3. The Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist (see Appendix C –
Swissair Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist) requires the use of the SMOKE ELEC/AIR
selector. This switch is used to cut power to each of the three electrical buses in turn in order to
isolate the source of the smoke/fumes. The nature of this troubleshooting procedure requires
that the switch remain in each position for an indeterminate amount of time, typically at least
a few minutes. When the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector is in the first (3/1 OFF) position, alternating
current (AC) Generator Bus 3 is turned off, thereby simultaneously disabling the FDR and the
CVR.
With both the CVR and the FDR on the same generator bus, a failure of that bus, or the
intentional disabling of the bus (e.g., the result of checklist actions in an emergency), will result
in both recorders losing power simultaneously. To enhance the capture of information needed
for the identification of safety deficiencies, the TSB made the following recommendation:
Aircraft required to have two flight recorders be required to have those recorders
powered from separate generator buses. A99-04 (issued 9 March 1999) (STI4-9)
4.1.2.2

United States National Transportation Safety Board

Coincidently, the NTSB issued recommendations A-99-16 through A-99-18 to the FAA, which
contain the same elements as the TSB recommendations. The NTSB also recommended that
aircraft be fitted with two combination CVR/digital flight data recorder (DFDR) recording
systems. As described in Section 4.1.2.3, the FAA has yet to begin NPRM action in response to
the NTSB recommendations. As of 25 July 2001, the NTSB regarded as unacceptable the amount
of progress made in the two years since the recommendations were issued. The NTSB continues
to urge the FAA to act expeditiously on these recommendations but remains sceptical that the
dates for final action can be met.
4.1.2.3

United States Federal Aviation Administration

The FAA agreed with the intent of the NTSB recommendations and indicated that it would
initiate NPRM action by the end of summer 1999. By August 1999, the FAA advised the NTSB
that because of competing priorities, the NPRM would be delayed until March 2000.
Responding to an update request from the NTSB dated June 2000, the FAA announced in
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April 2001 that rulemaking based on the CVR/FDR recommendations would be further delayed
until the end of 2001. As of this writing, the FAA advises that NPRM action will take place in the
spring of 2003.
4.1.2.4

Transport Canada

TC responded to the TSB’s recommendations with respect to flight recorders and power supply
by indicating that it was TC’s intention to harmonize its position with the JAA and address the
FAA’s NPRMs at an appropriate Canadian Aviation Regulation Advisory Council meeting.
Therefore, TC’s implementation timetable is linked to the FAA schedule.
4.1.2.5

The Boeing Company

Boeing published SB MD11-31-101 on 19 December 2001, which allows MD-11 recorders to be
powered by separate buses. Incorporation of the SB will result in the CVR being powered by the
right emergency bus, and the digital flight data acquisition unit/DFDR by the Engine 1 AC
generator bus.

4.1.3

Thermal Acoustic Insulation Materials

4.1.3.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

As of August 1999, the SR 111 investigation had revealed fire damage in the ceiling area forward,
and several metres aft, of the cockpit wall. There were clear indications that a significant source
of the combustible materials that sustained the fire was thermal acoustic insulation blanket
(insulation blanket) materials. Burnt remnants of this material, caused by the in-flight fire, were
found in the wreckage; the fire was extinguished upon impact with the water.
Shortcomings related to the in-service fire resistance of some thermal acoustic insulation
materials, and weaknesses in the test criteria used to certify those materials, have been identified
during this and other recent aircraft occurrence investigations. Subsequently, the TSB issued
recommendations (A99-07 and A99-08) dealing with the risks associated with the flammability of
metallized polyethylene terephthalate (MPET)–covered insulation blankets and the test criteria
that certified this material for aircraft use.
The in-service history; the demonstrated flammability of the MPET cover material; and the
discovery, in the SR 111 wreckage, of remnants of insulation blankets with burnt cover material
suggest that MPET cover material was a significant source of the combustible materials that
propagated the fire. It is the TSB’s view that the operation of aircraft outfitted with insulation
blankets incorporating MPET cover material constitutes an unnecessary risk. Therefore, the TSB
made the following recommendation:
Regulatory authorities confirm that sufficient action is being taken, on an urgent basis,
to reduce or eliminate the risk associated with the use of metallized PET-covered
insulation blankets in aircraft. A99-07 (issued 11 August 1999) (STI4-10)
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A review of incidents involving cover materials other than those involving MPET
(e.g., non-metallized polyethylene terephthalate) polyester film revealed that the limitations of
Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 25.853, Appendix F, test criteria may not be confined to its
inability to accurately and reliably identify the flammability characteristics of MPET-type cover
material.
On 14 October 1998, the FAA stated that the test criteria used to certify the flammability
characteristics of thermal acoustic insulation materials were inadequate, and committed itself to
conduct the research necessary to establish a more comprehensive test standard. At the same
time, the FAA indicated that because materials containing polyimide film have performed well
in preliminary flammability tests, these materials would be considered compliant under the new
regulation. Until adequate flammability test criteria are available, it is not possible to determine
whether polyimide film, or other materials, provide adequate protection against fire
propagation. Thermal acoustic insulation materials are installed in aircraft as a system, including
such related components as tape, fasteners, and breathers. The TSB believed that thermal
acoustic insulation materials for use in aircraft must be judged against more valid flammability
test criteria—not as individual components, but as a system. Therefore, the TSB made the
following recommendation:
On an urgent basis, regulatory authorities validate all thermal acoustical insulation
materials in use, or intended for use, in applicable aircraft, against test criteria that are
more rigorous than those in Appendix F of FAR 25.853, and similar regulations, and
that are representative of actual in-service system performance. A99-08 (issued
11 August 1999) (STI4-11)
4.1.3.2

United States Federal Aviation Administration

The FAA responded to TSB recommendation A99-07 by issuing two NPRMs (99-NM-161-AD and
99-NM-162-AD). The NPRMs proposed the removal of MPET-covered insulation blankets from
all US-registered aircraft. The final rule regarding these proposals came in May 2000 when the
FAA issued two ADs (AD 2000-11-01 and AD 2000-11-02 available at www.faa.gov), which
required the removal of all MPET-covered insulation blankets. These ADs were based on
existing McDonnell Douglas (MD) SBs, which call for the replacement of the MPET-covered
insulation blankets.
In response to TSB recommendation A99-08, the FAA accelerated a project to develop an
improved certification flammability test for all thermal acoustic insulation materials. An NPRM
(Docket FAA-2000-7909; Notice 00-09) was issued in September 2000 and the final rule is on hold
pending a plain language review and rewrite. In the interim, the FAA issued Flight Standards
Information Bulletin for Airworthiness 00-09 to ensure that 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
Parts 121 and 125 operators have established procedures for the inspection of thermal acoustic
insulation materials for any contamination during heavy maintenance checks.
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4.1.3.3

Transport Canada

Although there are currently no aircraft in the Canadian register built with MPET-covered
insulation blankets, TC conducted a survey to confirm that no Canadian-registered aircraft had
used MPET-covered insulation blankets during a wholesale replacement program. Additionally,
they worked with Bombardier Inc. to remove MPET-type tape from their RJ Series 700
specification.
4.1.3.4

Swissair

Prior to issuing the FAA ADs regarding MPET-covered insulation material, Swissair worked
with Boeing to identify the high-risk areas of the MD-11 aircraft and by March 2001 had
voluntarily replaced selected MPET-covered insulation blankets. Upon receipt of the FAA’s
AD 2000-11-02, Swissair began a complete MPET-covered insulation blankets replacement
program on their MD-11 fleet. As of January 2003, the AD had been accomplished on 11 MD-11s
previously owned by Swissair.
4.1.3.5

Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation

The Swiss FOCA reviewed and reissued AD 2000-11-02 as a Swiss AD 2000-414.

4.1.4

MD-11 Flight Crew Reading Light (Map Light)

4.1.4.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

During an MD-11 wiring inspection carried out as part of an insulation blanket replacement
program, it was noted that an insulation blanket was in contact with the upper part of the
recessed map light installed on the right side of the cockpit ceiling. The MPET-covered
insulation material had been imprinted and mechanically damaged by the back of the map light
fixture, which houses a halogen lamp. Also, one of the ring terminal insulators attached to a wire
lead that was attached to the map light, exhibited heat damage. Examination of the left map
light found similar but lesser damage. No damage was reported for the observer station map
light installations.
This discovery prompted an inspection of 12 additional MD-11 aircraft, which revealed various
discrepancies, including cracked protective covers, repairs not in accordance with the
component maintenance manual, heat deformation, evidence of arcing, and heat discolouration.
In light of the identified flammability risks associated with MPET-covered insulation blankets,
the TSB forwarded an ASA (A000008-1) (STI4-12) to the NTSB so that it could review these
preliminary findings and forward them to the FAA.
Subsequently, the SR 111 investigation revealed additional failure modes associated with the
map light installation. On 29 December 2000, the TSB issued an ASIL (A000061-1) (STI4-13)
apprising stakeholders of these developments.
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4.1.4.2

United States National Transportation Safety Board

The NTSB agreed that more should be done to determine the extent of the problem and sent a
letter to the FAA encouraging it to take whatever action necessary to alleviate the problems
outlined in TSB’s ASA A000008-1.
4.1.4.3

United States Federal Aviation Administration

Based on Boeing’s Alert Service Bulletin (MD-11 33A069), the FAA issued AD 2000-07-02, which
mandated a recurring inspection for the affected lights in the MD-11 cockpit. In January 2001,
this AD was superseded by AD 2000-26-15, which required operators of affected aircraft
equipped with map lights, as part of their aircraft’s “Skybunk” installations, to include these as
part of the original recurring inspection requirement. On 15 May 2001, the FAA approved the
Hella SB 2LA005916-33-003 as an alternate means of compliance. While incorporating this SB
does not terminate the AD, it changes the inspection cycle from every 700 hours to once a year.
The AD will remain in force until such time as the unsafe condition related to the map light has
been eliminated.
4.1.4.4

Hella Aerospace

Hella Aerospace is working with Boeing to develop various design improvements to address the
map light failure modes discovered during the SR 111 investigation. Proposed design changes
include reinforced contact spring protective covers to minimize possibility of cracking and
breakage, use of protective covers on the carrier frame to avoid metal-to-metal contact,
relocation of spare bulb holder to avoid contact with the ON/OFF switch, and reforming of
support brackets to reduce possibility of contact with terminal lugs. As an interim measure,
Hella issued SB 2LA005916-33-003 dated 12 December 2000, which incorporates some of these
changes. Hella advises that a successful design review, in cooperation with Boeing Engineering,
took place in August 2002. Documentation regarding the final flight crew reading light (FCRL)
redesign has been forwarded to Boeing and production of the new map light series, based on
these product improvements, began in November 2002.
4.1.4.5

Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation

The Swiss FOCA reviewed and reissued AD 2000-07-02 as Swiss AD 2000-246 and AD 2000-26-15
as Swiss AD 2001-109.
4.1.4.6

Swissair

In June 2001, SR Technics issued engineering order (EO) 217609.01 to incorporate Hella’s SB
2LA005916-33-003. The EO modifies the FCRL (map light) to improve its short-circuit protection.
This is accomplished in a variety of ways, including the replacement of the 11.5 watt (W)
halogen lamp with a 7.0 W incandescent bulb. SR Technics advises that the EO was fully
implemented as of March 2002.
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4.1.5

In-Flight Firefighting

4.1.5.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

The SR 111 investigation identified safety deficiencies associated with in-flight firefighting
measures. Subsequently, the TSB issued five ASRs (A00-16 through A00-20) (STI4-14) (STI4-15) (STI4-16)
(STI4-17) (STI4-18)
that identified safety deficiencies with respect to in-flight firefighting. The identified
safety deficiencies increase the time required to assess and gain control of what could be a
rapidly deteriorating situation and reflect a weakness in the efforts of governments and industry
to recognize the need for dealing with in-flight fire in a systematic and effective way.
The TSB believes that the risk to the flying public can be reduced by re-examining fire-zone
designations in order to identify additional areas of the aircraft that should be equipped with
enhanced smoke/fire detection and suppression systems. Therefore, the TSB made the following
recommendation:
Appropriate regulatory authorities, together with the aviation community, review the
methodology for establishing designated fire zones within the pressurized portion of
the aircraft, with a view to providing improved detection and suppression capability.
A00-17 (issued 4 December 2000) (STI4-19)
Along with initiating the other elements of a comprehensive firefighting plan, it is essential that
flight crews give attention, without delay, to preparing the aircraft for a possible landing at the
nearest suitable airport. Therefore, the TSB made the following recommendation:
Appropriate regulatory authorities take action to ensure that industry standards reflect
a philosophy that when odour/smoke from an unknown source appears in an aircraft,
the most appropriate course of action is to prepare to land the aircraft expeditiously.
A00-18 (issued 4 December 2000) (STI4-20)
Aircraft accident data indicate that a self-propagating fire can develop quickly. Therefore,
odour/smoke checklists must be designed to ensure that the appropriate troubleshooting
procedures are completed quickly and effectively. The TSB is concerned that this is not the case,
and made the following recommendation:
Appropriate regulatory authorities ensure that emergency checklist procedures for the
condition of odour/smoke of unknown origin be designed so as to be completed in a
time frame that will minimize the possibility of an in-flight fire being ignited or
sustained. A00-19 (issued 4 December 2000) (STI4-21)
An uncontrollable in-flight fire constitutes a serious and complicated emergency. A fire may
originate from a variety of sources, and can propagate rapidly. Time is critical. Aircraft crews
must be knowledgeable about the aircraft and its systems, and be trained to combat any fire
quickly and effectively in all areas, including those that may not be readily accessible. The TSB
believes that the lack of comprehensive in-flight firefighting procedures, and coordinated
aircraft crew training to use such procedures, constitutes a safety deficiency. Therefore, the TSB
made the following recommendation:
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Appropriate regulatory authorities review current in-flight firefighting standards
including procedures, training, equipment, and accessibility to spaces such as attic
areas to ensure that aircraft crews are prepared to respond immediately, effectively and
in a coordinated manner to any in-flight fire. A00-20 (issued 4 December 2000) (STI4-22)
In-flight firefighting “systems” should include all procedures and equipment necessary to
prevent, detect, control, and eliminate fires in aircraft. This systems approach would include
material flammability standards, accessibility, smoke/fire detection and suppression equipment,
emergency procedures and training. All of these components should be examined together and
the inter-relationships between individual firefighting measures should be reassessed with a
view to developing improved, comprehensive firefighting measures. The TSB believes that an
in-flight firefighting system, developed according to a systematic approach and consisting of
complementary elements, would result in the most effective in-flight firefighting system;
therefore, the TSB made the following recommendation:
Appropriate regulatory authorities, in conjunction with the aviation community,
review the adequacy of in-flight firefighting as a whole, to ensure that aircraft crews are
provided with a system whose elements are complementary and optimized to provide
the maximum probability of detecting and suppressing any in-flight fire. A00-16 (issued
4 December 2000) (STI4-23)
4.1.5.2

United States Federal Aviation Administration/Transport Canada

Both the FAA and TC concurred with the TSB’s position with respect to in-flight firefighting,
and have advised that a review of existing programs is underway. Upon completion of the
review, both regulators, in conjunction with the JAA, will take a harmonized approach to
improving the in-flight firefighting system. As of March 2002, the program review involved the
following activities:
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•

Developing fire tests for materials in inaccessible areas;

•

Developing the most effective means to gain access to hidden areas for the
firefighting purposes;

•

Determining the feasibility of fire detection and suppression systems in inaccessible
areas;

•

Exploring the feasibility of water spray and nitrogen suppression systems;

•

Developing improved fire/smoke detection systems;

•

Developing ultra fire-resistant interior materials;

•

Enhancing tools to allow for accurate risk assessment of aircraft wiring system threats;

•

Developing new CB technology to prevent the harmful effects of arcing and arc
tracking; and

•

Developing certification criteria for new fire detector sensor technology.
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4.1.5.3

The Boeing Company

Boeing issued a Flight Operations Bulletin (MD-11-99-04) to all MD-11 operators that discussed
various options for dealing with smoke in the cockpit. Boeing also established a Boeing
Smoke/Fire Committee to study the operational impact of smoke and fire events on each
Boeing-manufactured aircraft.
4.1.5.4

Swissair

4.1.5.4.1

MD-11 Checklists

Swissair issued an Aircraft Operations Manual (AOM) Bulletin (90/99) advising its MD-11 flight
crews of a revision to the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist (see Appendix C –
Swissair Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist). Swissair decided to change the checklist
to ensure that the EMER LT switch is selected before the CABIN BUS switch is selected. This
change was based on an incident on a flight from Singapore to Zurich, during which the cabin
crew had to deal with a “dark cabin” after the CABIN BUS switch had been selected. By design,
the emergency lights in the cabin do not come on by selecting the CABIN BUS switch to the OFF
position, even if the emergency lights are armed.
To save time when following this checklist, Swissair also instructed its MD-11 flight crews to
proceed directly to the SMOKE ELEC/AIR selector checklist item, thereby eliminating the
requirement to evaluate the results of de-powering the cabin bus and the need to restore power
to the cabin bus.
In March 1999, after intensive discussion with the aircraft manufacturer on the new revision,
Swissair conducted a test flight in aircraft HB-IWR to validate the new checklist procedure.
Swissair issued an AOM Bulletin (94/99) to advise its MD-11 flight crews about supplemental
information on in-flight smoke/fire. The AOM Bulletin describes the Boeing Flight Operations
Bulletin MD-11-99-04, “Supplemental Information to MD-11 Flight Crews on Inflight Smoke/Fire
Procedures.“
In 1993, the MD-11 manufacturer had decided to eliminate the Air Conditioning Smoke
Checklist (see Appendix B – Swissair Air Conditioning Smoke Checklist) because all items
covered in this checklist were included in the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist.
However, at this time, Swissair decided to keep the Air Conditioning Smoke Checklist because
that checklist would provide a faster method of isolating the specific source of smoke/fumes
when they were known to be coming from the air conditioning system. Swissair considered the
use of this Air Conditioning Smoke Checklist to be less disruptive to aircraft systems, such as
flight displays, communications and navigation systems, than the use of the Smoke/Fumes of
Unknown Origin Checklist, which requires the generator buses to be turned off sequentially.
In AOM Bulletin (94/99), Swissair also advised its MD-11 flight crews about a revision to its
emergency procedures with respect to dealing with smoke and fumes. Swissair indicated that
“under certain circumstances the identification of a smoke source could be very difficult and
that in some scenarios, where the air conditioning system acts as transportation media but does
not represent the smoke source itself, this could lead to misinterpretation of the smoke origin.”
To standardize with the manufacturer, as well as to clarify and expedite the smoke source
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identification process, Swissair decided to use the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist
in any given smoke/fumes situation. Swissair cautioned its flight crews that the Smoke/Fumes of
Unknown Origin Checklist “will lead to a shutdown of essential aircraft systems.”121 In addition,
Swissair amended the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist to advise flight crews—at the
beginning of the checklist rather than at the end—to consider emergency landing, ditching, and
fuel dumping.
Swissair issued an AOM Bulletin (111/00) to advise its MD-11 flight crews about a revision to its
Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist. OXYGEN MASKS was added as the first item in
the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist. This addition did not represent a change to
Swissair practices, as donning an oxygen mask had always been the first memory item when
dealing with smoke situations in simulator training. Subsequently, in AOM Bulletin (122/01)
Swissair explained the reasons behind the dramatic changes in the presentation of the
Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist procedure. This same bulletin informed the MD-11
flight crews that Airbus has combined three “smoke” procedures into one checklist procedure
similar to the MD-11 Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist.
4.1.5.4.2

Training

Swissair continued to educate its MD-11 flight crews through AOM Bulletins and Info Flashes (an
internal newsletter) on its CB reset policies, checklist revisions, and incidents that involve smoke
or odours. Flight crews were informed about increased inspections of map lights owing to heat
damage discovered during maintenance.
In recent years, Swissair has revised its ground school refresher training to include briefings
based, in part, on the SR 111 experience. The briefings were meant to emphasize the need for
effective communications and timely decision making when dealing with smoke of unknown
origin.
Swissair revised the part of its cockpit (or crew) resource management training program dealing
with smoke emergencies. The program, attended by both pilots and cabin crew, consists of a day
of lectures and reaffirmed the company’s policies with regard to the new policies and
procedures.
4.1.5.4.3

MD-11 Modification Plus Program

In the post-accident environment, Swissair and its maintenance provider, SR Technics,
undertook a joint study to analyze all potential factors that may have contributed to the
accident. The study focused on exploiting opportunities to minimize the vulnerability of the
MD-11 aircraft to an in-flight fire by developing an early warning smoke detection system. The
stated intention was to enhance the firefighting and emergency response capability of the
MD-11 and not to call into question the type certification of the aircraft. The study resulted in
the adoption of the “MD-11 Modification Plus” program.

121

The Boeing Company describes those systems affected by the use the Smoke/Fumes of Unknown
Origin Checklist as aircraft subsystems rather than “essential” systems.
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The program consists of the following enhancements:
•

Miscellaneous Smoke Detector System: This modification installs smoke detectors in
the avionics compartment, the cockpit overhead area, and the first-class galley
overhead zone of the MD-11. The system consists of a dual-loop smoke detector
system, which illuminates an amber MISC SMOKE warning light on the glareshield
control panel, together with an aural warning. An emergency checklist entitled MISC
SMOKE was created and introduced to the MD-11 crews via AOM Bulletin (123/01).

•

Video Camera Monitoring System: This system installs cameras in the avionics
compartment, the cockpit overhead area, and the first-class galley overhead zone to
provide a visual confirmation of the presence of smoke. The camera installation
includes a dedicated display screen, located on the centre pedestal, to allow the pilots
to view the area of interest.

•

Halon Distribution System: This system consists of three fixed Halon bottles
connected to a distribution system. The HDS can direct a fire-suppressing agent to the
cockpit overhead area, and the first-class galley overhead zone. As these areas are not
readily accessible, this modification optimizes the aircraft crew’s fire-suppression
capabilities.

•

Wire Routing: This part of the program includes a wiring modification designed to
enhance separation and increase survivability of flight-critical systems. The
modification physically separates the left and right power wires to opposite sides of
the cockpit.

•

Oxygen System/Air Conditioning System Improvements: As a fire-hardening
measure for its crew oxygen system, Swissair incorporated Boeing’s SB MD11-35-021,
which replaces aluminium components with steel. Additionally, Swissair has replaced
the end caps used in the air conditioning system ducting with a more fire-resistant
version.

•

Standby Flight Instruments: This unit is a “mini” primary flight display. It combines
all necessary flight-relevant information including standby horizon, speed, altitude,
and heading indications. This unit also includes an automatic back-up battery power
supply.

To reduce aircraft downtime the “MD-11 Modification Plus” program is being coordinated with
the MPET-covered insulation blanket replacement program as required in accordance with FAA
AD 2000-11-02.
All modifications have been approved by the appropriate airworthiness authorities and as of
January 2003, nine MD-11s previously owned by Swissair, have been modified in accordance
with the “MD-11 Modification Plus” program.
4.1.5.5

United States National Transportation Safety Board

On 4 January 2002, the NTSB released five recommendations (A01-83 through A01-87) dealing
with recent in-flight fires. Although not directly related to the circumstances of the SR 111
accident, NTSB’s efforts reflect a common concern with the provisions currently in place for
in-flight firefighting. That is, the TSB recommendations took a systems approach in identifying
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deficiencies in such areas as detection and suppression, crew coordination, checklist procedures,
equipment, and accessibility. The NTSB recommendations focused primarily on deficiencies
associated with the actions of aircraft crews in dealing with in-flight fires. The NTSB
recommendations complement those of the TSB by highlighting inadequacies in aircraft crew
awareness and training that limit their ability to execute effective in-flight firefighting.

4.1.6

Overhead Aisle and Emergency Lights

4.1.6.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

The interest in the MD-11 aisle and emergency light assemblies stems from analysis of
heat-damaged ceiling panels recovered from the SR 111 aircraft. This damage was associated
with overheating of the light assembly. During subsequent aircraft inspections, conducted as
part of the SR 111 investigation, the TSB became aware of additional examples of overheating
conditions in the overhead aisle and emergency light fixture used on the MD-11. Subsequently,
on 29 December 2000 the TSB issued ASIL (A000062-1 (STI4-24) and A000062-2 (STI4-25)), which
detailed this information to both the NTSB and the manufacturer of the fixture.
4.1.6.2

United States Federal Aviation Administration

The FAA reviewed the MD-11 industry in-service data pertaining to the overhead aisle and
emergency lights, and determined that there was insufficient information to confirm the
existence of an unsafe condition that would warrant safety action.
4.1.6.3

The Boeing Company

In response to the TSB’s findings, Boeing requested that the aisle and emergency light assembly
manufacturer conduct testing. The results of this testing did not reveal any anomalies and
confirmed that the fixture met existing certification standards.

4.1.7

In-Flight Entertainment Network/Supplemental Type Certificate

4.1.7.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

Early in the SR 111 investigation, it was discovered that the Swissair MD-11 in-flight
entertainment network (IFEN) was connected to aircraft power in such a way that was not
compatible with the emergency electrical load-shedding design philosophy of the MD-11
aircraft. The IFEN was powered from AC Bus 2, a bus that is not deactivated when the
CABIN BUS switch is selected. Use of the CABIN BUS switch, which was the first item in
Swissair’s Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin Checklist at the time of the occurrence, is intended
to remove most electrical power from the aircraft cabin.
The TSB alerted all stakeholders of this situation while continuing to investigate the
circumstances surrounding the Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) process that approved this
installation.
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4.1.7.2

Swissair

As a precautionary measure, on 29 October 1998, Swissair reacted to the TSB discovery by
disabling the IFEN in both its MD-11 and Boeing 747 fleets. Eventually, Swissair removed the
IFEN entirely.
4.1.7.3

Federal Office for Civil Aviation

On 13 November 1998, the FOCA issued FOCA Order 220.99 cancelling the validations of IFEN
STC ST00236LA-D (MD-11) and ST00431LA-D (B-747).
4.1.7.4

United States Federal Aviation Administration

The FAA launched an internal Special Certification Review (SCR) of Santa Barbara Aerospace’s
STC ST00236LA-D, which ultimately resulted in the withdrawal of the IFEN certification.
Subsequent to this review, the FAA has acted on several fronts as described in the following
sections.
4.1.7.4.1

AD 99-20-08

Effective 13 October 1999, the FAA issued an AD that prevented the use of STC ST00236LA-D.
The purpose of the AD was to prevent possible confusion, with respect to flight crew
expectations, when performing their duties in response to a smoke/fumes emergency. Any
confusion could impair their ability to correctly identify the source of the smoke/fumes and,
therefore, affect the continued safe flight and landing of the aircraft.
4.1.7.4.2

Passenger Entertainment System STC Survey

The FAA conducted a survey of other passenger entertainment system STCs in an effort to
quantify the extent of the problems identified during the SCR of STC ST00236LA-D. The survey
identified unsafe conditions associated with various STCs, which resulted in the issuance of
18 ADs requiring changes to various passenger entertainment system design types. An extensive
review revealed that these systems could remain powered despite flight crew procedures.
Typically, these ADs required that operators deactivate or modify the entertainment system,
revise crew procedures for removing power from the system, or remove the entertainment
system from the aircraft entirely.
4.1.7.4.3

Aircraft Certification Service Policy Change

Based on the FAA SCR issued 14 June 1999, the FAA implemented the following corrective
actions:
1.

A memorandum entitled “Follow-on Corrective Actions Pertaining to Aircraft
Certification Systems Evaluation Program Findings at Delegated Facilities,” dated
2 July 1999. The memorandum
•

reminded all Aircraft Certification Offices (ACO) to adhere to procedures that
ensure Aircraft Certification Systems Evaluation Program (ACSEP) findings that
require corrective action are addressed by the managing ACO; and
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•

2.

3.

4.

122
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directed the ACOs to immediately implement the intent of Draft Order 8100.XX
(Designated Alteration Station (DAS), Delegation Option Authorization (DOA)),
and Special Federal Aviation Regulation (SFAR) 36 Authorization Procedures), as
well as Notice 8100.13, “The ACSEP Criteria for Delegated Facilities.”122

A memorandum entitled “AIR-100 Policy Memorandum # 00-01, Proper DAS
Program Notification (Letter of Intent) Content and FAA Response,” dated
10 March 2000. The memorandum
•

prescribed a policy addressing what should be contained in DAS-submitted
program notifications and ACO response guidelines; and

•

ensured that the DAS program notification and ACO response is standardized.

A memorandum entitled “AIR-100 Policy Memorandum # 00-02, Designated
Alteration Station Certification Activities Performed on Foreign-Registered Test
Articles, and/or at Off-Site Locations,” dated 13 March 2000. The memorandum
•

prescribed a policy addressing foreign-registered test articles and off-site
activities of the DASs, including activities in other countries;

•

addressed a DAS providing certification services without performing actual
engineering design or installation work;

•

stated that the DASs must specify who will perform the design and installation
work, and the scope of each party’s involvement; and

•

required a description of how the DAS will manage the other parties’ activities to
ensure that all certification requirements, including those performed at a
location other than the DAS’s, are met.

A memorandum entitled “Interim Policy Guidance for Certification of In-Flight
Entertainment Systems on Title 14 CFR Part 25 Aircraft,” dated 18 September 2000.
The memorandum provided information to FAA personnel resulting from the SCR of
STC ST00236LA-D and a review of in-flight entertainment (IFE) systems certified by
the STCs that
•

ensured a standardized approach to IFE system certification across all ACOs and
DASs;

•

highlighted several unsafe conditions discovered during the STC reviews;

•

listed certification guidelines to prevent similar designs from obtaining FAA
approval such as the following:
–

The IFE system should not be connected to an electrical bus that also
supplies electrical power to systems that are necessary for continued safe
flight and landing;

–

A means should be provided to remove power from the IFE;

FAA Order 8100.9 DOA, DAS, SFAR 36 Authorization Procedures was signed on 7 August 2002.
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–

CBs should not be used as a sole means to remove power from the system;

–

IFE wiring must be protected by appropriately rated and coordinated Cbs;

–

Design and installation of an IFE should minimize any impact on aircraft
operation; and

–

The STC applicant is accountable for certification of the entire IFE system,
including the seat-mounted equipment.

Additional points resulting from the STC review included
•

insufficient certification data;

•

inadequate or missing requirements for maintaining IFE system separation from other
systems;

•

failure to produce Instructions for Continued Airworthiness;

•

inadequate consideration for aircraft manufacturer’s design philosophy; and

•

failure to prepare an adequate electrical load analysis.

4.1.7.4.4

DDS Program

Initiated in 1997, the FAA’s DAS, the DOA, and SFAR 36 (DDS) Program satisfied the
requirement to establish standard procedures, guidance, and limitations of authority for
organizations (the DAS, DOA holder, and SFAR 36 holder) that the FAA appointed to act on its
behalf. Prior to this initiative, the FAA had no directives that dealt with such delegations to
organizations.
The first step in establishing this program was to draft an FAA order guiding the organizations
and providing a common understanding of their authorized functions and the procedures they
should follow when exercising their authority.
Expected outcomes of this program include the following:
•

Standardized election, appointment, and management procedures;

•

Certification processes that result in compliance with all regulations and FAA
directives;

•

The understanding that a Memorandum of Understanding between an organization
and the FAA is a prerequisite to appointment;

•

The program notification letter, formerly known as a Letter of Intent, should include
both certification and conformity plans;

•

Increased FAA supervision of delegated organizations;

•

Increased project oversight;

•

Additional training requirements for the delegation;

•

Self-evaluations by delegations; and

•

The standardization, in both format and content, of the DDS procedures manual.
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4.1.7.4.5

Organizational Designation Authorization

Supplemental to the DDS program, the FAA intends to consolidate all of its delegation
authorization, applicable to organizations, into a single FAR Part 183. This consolidation would
terminate DAS, DOA, and SFAR 36 authorizations. The focus of the Organizational Designation
Authorization (ODA) will be on system processes and an organizational model, and not on
individual staff members. The FAA will approve the ODA administrator, organizational model,
and procedures manual. The goal is to prohibit eligibility of applicants that have little or no
experience with FAA certification procedures.
4.1.7.4.6

Policy Statement ANM-01-04

The FAA released a notification entitled “System Wiring Policy for Certification of Part 25
Airplanes” on 2 July 2001. The notice announced the FAA’s policy with respect to the type
design data needed for the certification of wiring installed on transport category aircraft. The
FAA stated that the policy is necessary to correct deficiencies associated with the submission of
design data and instructions for continuing airworthiness involving aeroplane system wiring for
type design, amended design, and supplemental design changes. The policy advised applicants
for type certificates, amended type certificates, STCs, or type design changes of the range and
quality of type design data considered acceptable to the FAA, as part of any certification project
submission. The policy does not establish any new rules, but provides the applicant with
advisory material on how existing rules (currently contained in 14 CFR, Part 21) are to be
interpreted.
4.1.7.5

The Boeing Company

Boeing, as a supplier of factory-installed IFE systems, conducted a design review of its
installations to confirm that no unsafe conditions existed. The review resulted in production
changes (to several aircraft models) designed to isolate the IFE system from the cockpit.

4.1.8

Circuit Breaker Reset Philosophy

4.1.8.1

General

As the SR 111 investigation progressed, it became evident that CB reset philosophies for the
pilot, cabin crew, and maintenance communities were inconsistent across the aviation industry.
A lack of a single approach created widely different interpretations regarding the best course of
action in this regard.
4.1.8.2

Airbus

Airbus issued CB reset policies that do not allow CB reset in flight except in emergency
conditions, and then only when authorized by the pilot-in-command.
4.1.8.3

The Boeing Company

Boeing issued essentially the same policy as Airbus, except that it stipulated that no resets for
fuel pump circuits were to be carried out under any circumstances.
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4.1.8.4

Transport Canada

In an effort to raise awareness on several issues surrounding the use of CBs, TC published an
article in the 1/2001 issue of its Aviation Safety Letter.
4.1.8.5

United States Federal Aviation Administration

On 21 August 2000, the FAA issued a Joint Flight Standards Information Bulletin for
Airworthiness, Air Transportation, and General Aviation (Flight Standards Information Bulletin
for Air Transportation 00-07A) to summarize the FAA’s position on the issue of resetting tripped
CBs. The overriding message is one of caution. In-flight resets are not allowed unless such action
is consistent with the approved Flight Crew Operating Manual and is deemed necessary for safe
flight and landing. A logbook entry is necessary to provide effective troubleshooting and
corrective action by maintenance crews on the ground. Additionally, CB resets on the ground
are only permitted after maintenance staff have determined the cause of the trip.
4.1.8.6

Swissair

Swissair issued an AOM Bulletin (93/99) advising its MD-11 flight crews about a revision to CB
reset procedures. The decision was made to allow a single reset during aircraft preparation prior
to the aircraft moving under its own power. However, aircrews are not authorized to reset a
tripped CB during taxi or in flight. The procedure to reboot a computer by cycling a CB, when
stipulated by the manufacturer, will continue.
SR Technics, Swissair’s maintenance provider, also reviewed its CB reset policy. Subsequently,
the maintenance provider released Continuation Training Letter 041, which states that
SR Technics expects that its technicians will use all available troubleshooting techniques to
determine the cause of the electrical overload before any attempt is made to reset the CB.
Additionally, SR Technics requires that all CB trips and resets are to be recorded as part of the
maintenance log.

4.1.9

Standby Instrumentation

4.1.9.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

The investigation revealed that, as the SR 111 emergency progressed, various systems-related
failures occurred that affected primary instrument displays and that standby instruments were
being used. Given the substantially increased pilot workload during the emergency, the
investigation became interested in the adequacy of the standby instrumentation. The results of
TSB’s inquiry indicated that when pilots have been forced to rely on standby instruments in
emergency situations, they have noted deficiencies, including poor instrument location, small
displays, difficulty in transition from primary flight instruments, and lack of adequate training.
It was determined that, while the Swissair MD-11 standby instruments meet regulatory
requirements, their functionality may not be optimized. Limitations with respect to location,
powering, and pilot training resulted in the TSB issuing two ASAs (A010042-1 (STI4-26) and
A010042-2 (STI4-27)) on 28 September 2001. The advisories suggested that authorities consider
reviewing the existing requirements for standby instrumentation, including related issues such
as standby communication and navigation capabilities. The advisories also called for a review of
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present regulations and practices to ensure that flight crews receive adequate training in the use
of standby flight instruments and that design standards be adequate to ensure that standby
instruments are grouped adjacent to one another, and have a layout similar to the primary flight
instruments.
4.1.9.2

Swissair

As part of its “MD-11 Modification Plus” program, Swissair chose to install a secondary flight
display system that has a layout similar to the primary flight display in the MD-11 aircraft. The
display system includes attitude, airspeed, altitude, and heading in a single integrated display.
In addition, in the event of a loss of primary aircraft electrical power to the unit, the display has
an auxiliary battery that can supply power for a minimum of 45 minutes.
4.1.9.3

United States Federal Aviation Administration

The FAA plans to address the emergency instrumentation issues raised by the TSB at the
appropriate Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ARAC). This forum will compare the
issues raised by the TSB with current safety issues and will decide upon a course of action.
4.1.9.4

The Boeing Company

Boeing advises that they have reviewed their current standby instrumentation equipment in an
effort to identify any areas that could be optimized. As part of its ongoing product improvement
effort to its customers, Boeing offers standby instrument systems, such as their Integrated
Standby Instrument System used on the B-717, that combine several standby instrumentation
requirements in a single display.

4.1.10

Material Flammability Standards

4.1.10.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

The investigation’s continued research into material flammability standards has revealed several
safety deficiencies that pose unacceptable risks to the flying public. On 28 August 2001, the TSB
issued ASRs (A01-02 through A01-04) (STI4-28) (STI4-29) (STI4-30) detailing its concerns regarding
inadequacies that exist with respect to flammability standards for certain materials; testing and
certification of aircraft wiring; and the requirements when conducting system safety analyses,
which should also include the analysis of potential system failures that could be created by
on-board fires.
The TSB believes that the use of a material, regardless of its location, type, or quantity that
sustains or propagates fire when subjected to realistic ignition scenarios, constitutes an
unacceptable risk, and that, as a minimum, material used in the manufacture of any aeronautical
product should not propagate or sustain a fire in any realistic operating environment. Therefore,
the TSB made the following recommendation:
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For the pressurized portion of an aircraft, flammability standards for material used in
the manufacture of any aeronautical product be revised, based on realistic ignition
scenarios, to prevent the use of any material that sustains or propagates fire. A01-02
(issued 28 August 2001) (STI4-31)
Regardless of efforts to design, install, and maintain an aircraft’s wiring system to a high
standard, deficiencies with wires will likely persist and present the potential for wire failures.
While all wires will arc under certain circumstances, the dynamics of how a particular wire fails
during an arcing event is highly dependent on the composition of the wire insulation.
Understanding the dynamics of how a wire will fail under realistic conditions would be
valuable, given the known consequences of the failure of an energized wire. While the FAA
endorses several failure tests (e.g., the dry arc-tracking test procedure), it does not require any
failure tests as a basis for wire certification.
Therefore, given the incidence of aircraft wire failures and their role as potential ignition
sources, the absence of a certification requirement that measures a wire’s failure characteristics,
and that specifies performance standards under realistic operating conditions, constitutes a risk.
Therefore, the TSB made the following recommendation:
A certification test regime be mandated that evaluates aircraft electrical wire failure
characteristics under realistic operating conditions and against specified performance
criteria, with the goal of mitigating the risk of ignition. A01-03 (issued
28 August 2001) (STI4-32)
All aircraft systems are subject to a system safety analysis as part of their certification process.
Notwithstanding, for most systems this analysis does not ascertain how the system will perform
in a fire-in-progress situation. Systems, such as oxygen, conditioned air, and hydraulic systems
can exacerbate such a situation. The TSB believes that a fire-induced material failure in some
aircraft systems has the potential to augment the combustion process and exacerbate the
consequences of an in-flight fire. Therefore, the TSB made the following recommendation:
As a prerequisite to certification, all aircraft systems in the pressurized portion of an
aircraft, including their sub-systems, components, and connections, be evaluated to
ensure that those systems whose failure could exacerbate a fire in progress are
designed to mitigate the risk of fire-induced failures. A01-04 (issued
28 August 2001) (STI4-33)
4.1.10.2

Transport Canada

TC agrees with the TSB’s recommendations and agrees that more must be done to ensure
appropriate regulations with respect to material flammability standards. TC intends to
coordinate its actions with both the FAA and JAA in order to harmonize their respective
regulatory environments.
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4.1.10.3

United States Federal Aviation Administration

The FAA agrees with the thrust of the TSB’s recommendations that material flammability
standards must be improved. The FAA is confident that its previously announced Flammability
of Materials in Inaccessible Areas and Improved Flammability Requirements for
Thermal/Acoustic Insulation programs, in addition to its Test Methods for Evaluation of Low
Heat Release Materials program, will address the concerns raised in TSB Recommendation
A01-02.
With respect to the issue raised in A01-03, the FAA feels the arc fault circuit breaker (AFCB)
program enhances the protection of aircraft wiring. In addition, the FAA has given the Wire
Systems Harmonization Working Group the task of revising the standards for wiring
performance and test requirements. The FAA advises that this effort may result in the
development of a technical standard order for wiring. This group is also reviewing FAR 25.1309
in order to develop recommendations for the new Wire Systems Rule to address potential wire
failures and in-service conditions.
Finally, the FAA believes that the existing regulations dealing with fire protection and
prevention of critical systems (e.g., oxygen) are sufficient to deal with the system fire-hardening
concerns raised in A01-04. The FAA’s position is that current regulations, coupled with the
results of FAA initiatives, such as the AFCB program, will mitigate the risks of fire-induced
failures.
4.1.10.4

The Boeing Company

On 18 May 2001, Boeing issued SB MD11-35-021 entitled “OXYGEN - Control and Distribution Modify Crew Oxygen Supply Line Installation.” The purpose of the SB was to inform MD-11
operators of an FAA-approved modification procedure that replaces the aluminium components
of the crew oxygen supply line system with steel components as a fire-hardening measure.

4.1.11

Air Traffic Controller Training

4.1.11.1

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

The investigation found that two air traffic controllers involved in this occurrence believed that
flight crews, for safety reasons, might turn off some aircraft electrical and radio systems during
fuel dumping operations. This perception was used by the air traffic controllers to explain the
cessation of radio communications and secondary radar information, which occurred
immediately after the SR 111 flight crew had indicated that they were starting to dump fuel.
In emergency situations, the potential to minimize undesirable outcomes and enhance the
service provided to flight crews could depend, in part, on the controller’s awareness of the
ramifications of special or emergency procedures conducted by those flight crews. Controller
knowledge of flight crew expectations, and basic familiarity with the capabilities of commercial
aircraft, could enhance their awareness of flight crews’ operational needs.
Currently, there is no regulatory requirement for controllers in Canada to receive special
training in the handling of aircraft emergencies, either during ab initio or refresher training.
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Consequently, on 14 August 2001, the TSB issued an ASA (A010020-1) to TC suggesting that it
review controller training requirements. Consideration should be given to the need for
additional training regarding aircraft emergency scenarios prior to the initial issuance of a
licence to air traffic controllers under the Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs). Specifically,
further training may be warranted that provides the requisite knowledge and skills so that
controllers are better able to provide safe and expeditious air traffic control (ATC) services to
aircraft experiencing emergency or distress conditions. The need for regular continuation
training and refresher exercises regarding emergency scenarios should also be considered.
4.1.11.2

Transport Canada

TC advised the TSB that it was liaising with the ATC service providers, Nav Canada and SERCO
Aviation Services, to ensure the concerns noted in the TSB ASA are addressed.
4.1.11.3

Nav Canada

Nav Canada developed and delivered a refresher training module during 1999–2000 and
2000–2001 training years for controllers, which included familiarization with an in-flight smoke
or fire emergency. The training familiarized the controllers with the expectations and
operational needs of pilots, and the capabilities of a commercial aircraft, during such an
emergency situation.
In addition, on 11 July 2002, Nav Canada issued an amendment to its Air Traffic Control Manual of
Operations to provide controllers with new direction regarding fuel dumping operations and, in
particular, the following information. “It has been determined some aircraft may be incapable of
making radio transmissions during a fuel dump however, all are capable of maintaining a
listening watch on the frequency. As well, some aircraft must also turn off their transponders
during the fuel dump procedure.”

4.2

Action Required

4.2.1

Thermal Acoustic Insulation Materials

4.2.1.1

Other Thermal Acoustic Insulation Materials at Risk

Since the beginning of this investigation, the aviation industry’s understanding of the
flammability characteristics of thermal acoustic insulation materials has advanced considerably.
The recognition that MPET-covered insulation blankets are flammable and provided the main
source of fuel in the SR 111 in-flight fire was significant. Extensive flammability testing
determined that such blankets are susceptible to being ignited by small ignition sources, such as
electrical arcing or sparking and will propagate a fire. Consequently, the FAA required that
these blankets be removed from US-registered aircraft, and accelerated work to develop an
improved flammability test for the certification of all thermal acoustic insulation materials.
Occurrence data confirms that some thermal acoustic insulation materials, other than
MPET-covered insulation blankets, have been involved in aircraft fires that were ignited by
electrical sources. FAA research revealed that these other thermal acoustic insulation materials,
although more difficult to ignite, exhibit similar flammability characteristics once ignited. The
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flammability test that was used to certify all such materials (i.e., the vertical Bunsen burner test)
was designed to determine whether the material would ignite from a small ignition source, such
as an electrical arcing event, and extinguish within a predetermined flame time and burn length.
All such materials were approved for use in aircraft because, once ignited, they self-extinguished
within a predetermined flame time and burn length. The FAA’s Radiant Panel Test (RPT)
certifies materials using similar, albeit much more stringent, criteria.
The FAA has tested a representative sample of thermal acoustic insulation materials currently in
use in the aviation industry and has determined that approximately two-thirds failed the RPT.
Because the RPT effectively fails materials that could be ignited from a small ignition source,
including an arc or spark, then potentially, these failed materials could exhibit such
inappropriate characteristics while in-service. If the RPT is ultimately approved, any materials
that fail the RPT would not be acceptable for use in any future aircraft manufacture or repair.
However, unlike the case with MPET-covered insulation blankets, there is no indication that
regulatory authorities will mandate a wholesale removal, from existing aircraft, of those other
in-service thermal acoustic insulation materials that failed the RPT.
Additionally, since smoke generation and toxicity limits have never been established for thermal
acoustic insulation materials, the associated risks have not been quantified. Such risks would
likely be a factor if these flammable materials become involved in an in-flight fire. It has been
suggested that, once the RPT is adopted, the “zero burn” feature of the RPT will result in the
eventual elimination of flammable thermal acoustic insulation material in aircraft, and therefore,
measuring a material’s smoke generation and toxicity levels, as part of the certification process,
is unnecessary. However, under the present approach, mitigation of the risks associated with
these flammable materials will not be accomplished until the existing fleet of aircraft is replaced.
Therefore, known flammable materials will exist for decades in thousands of aircraft worldwide.
The in-flight fire risks associated with MPET-covered insulation blankets have largely been
mitigated. However, there are other thermal acoustic insulation materials that once ignited,
exhibit similar flammability characteristics to MPET-covered insulation blankets, and have failed
the RPT. Although these materials exist in many aircraft, as of this report’s publication date, no
mitigation strategy has been undertaken to address the known associated risks. Therefore, the
Board recommends that
Regulatory authorities quantify and mitigate the risks associated with in-service
thermal acoustic insulation materials that have failed the Radiant Panel Test.
A03-01
4.2.1.2

Proposed Certification Standard for Thermal Acoustic Insulation Materials

The FAA has proposed a rule that would replace the existing vertical Bunsen burner test with
the RPT to evaluate fire ignition and propagation characteristics of all thermal acoustic
insulation materials. During its validation of the RPT, the FAA reported that only 25 to 35
per cent of the various insulation blanket cover materials would pass the RPT. The proposed test
has been widely accepted as a major improvement over the previous test in that it effectively
imposes a “zero burn” criterion for all thermal acoustic insulation materials. Although
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the test would be required for all thermal acoustic insulation materials, and appears to be a
better discriminator of materials that exhibit inappropriate flammability characteristics, the
design of the RPT contains some inherent limitations.
The RPT is designed to expose the test specimen to a small fire-in-progress scenario that sets
higher ignition and propagation threshold “pass” requirements. However, there are concerns
about whether the current RPT suitably addresses the following key issues:
•

Although the FAA believes that a test specimen’s orientation is an important factor in
determining its propensity to be ignited and propagate a fire, the RPT only requires
that a specimen be oriented horizontally;

•

The RPT has its origins in the American Society for Testing and Materials E648 test,
which requires that the test specimen be pre-heated prior to the application of the
flame. Although the FAA recognizes the benefits of pre-heating test specimens
because of the deleterious effects on the thin-film covered thermal acoustic insulation
materials, the RPT does not impose this pre-heat condition; and

•

The RPT requires the testing of three specimens that include all those materials used
in the construction of insulation blankets (including batting, film, scrim, tape, etc.).
However, it does not indicate how the flammability characteristics of the component
materials are to be tested in the various permutations and combinations while only
requiring that three specimens be tested.

Also, the Board is aware of initiatives by the FAA to design the RPT to account for potential
degradation in the flammability characteristics of materials after they are exposed to their
intended operating environment. The FAA has recognized that most aircraft in-service have
insulation blankets with varying degrees of surface contamination, and that experience has
shown that such contamination cannot be fully avoided. Therefore, one goal of the testing is to
develop an appropriate evaluation procedure that can account for realistic in-service conditions.
Because the issues listed above are not addressed, it is unclear how the RPT would effectively
identify all thermal acoustic insulation materials that may exhibit inappropriate flammability
characteristics. Rather, it appears that the RPT is a single certification test for thermal acoustic
insulation materials, which under certain conditions (such as conditions that do not involve
pre-heating), results in an effective flammability test for thin-film-covered insulation blanket
materials.
By developing the RPT, the FAA has successfully designed a single certification test that, while a
major improvement over the vertical Bunsen burner test, may not successfully evaluate the
performance of all types of thermal acoustic insulation materials under representative
conditions. Given these limitations of the FAA’s proposed RPT, the Board recommends that
Regulatory authorities develop a test regime that will effectively prevent the
certification of any thermal acoustic insulation materials that, based on realistic ignition
scenarios, would sustain or propagate a fire.
A03-02
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4.2.2

Interpretation of Material Flammability Test Requirements

As a result of the investigation, the TSB previously issued three recommendations on the subject
of Material Flammability Standards. Reaction to the content of these recommendations has been
positive. Regulatory authorities have largely embraced the need for regulatory changes that
would result in no materials being certified that would sustain or propagate a fire, as
recommended in A01-02. The FAA is leading a research and development effort as part of the
International Aircraft Materials Fire Test Working Group that is developing new flammability
tests for materials, including wires and cables, found in “hidden areas.” The Board believes that
imposing more realistic and thus more severe flammability test requirements will serve to
decrease the likelihood of flammable materials being approved for use in the manufacture or
repair of aircraft. However, variations still remain in the interpretation and application of the
regulations and guidance material.
Throughout this investigation, in an effort to determine the ignition and propagation scenario
for the in-flight fire, various materials used in the manufacture of the MD-11 were tested in
accordance with the applicable regulatory requirements. In some cases, materials such as
silicone elastomeric end caps and hook-and-loop fasteners, demonstrated inappropriate
flammability characteristics. Neither the aircraft manufacturer nor the regulatory authority were
able to effectively explain whether these or other such materials had been required to be tested
and, if so, could not produce a record of the resultant certification test data. It appears that
varying interpretations of the same regulations may explain why some materials that were
certified for use in aircraft met the flammability standards while others did not. As explained in
the TSB’s Material Flammability Standards recommendation package (issued August 2001),
except for the most obvious and common materials, it was difficult to determine with certainty
which flammability test(s) applied to which material. The applicable FARs could be
misinterpreted so as to minimize the amount and level of testing required for certification of any
particular material.
The certification of a newly manufactured aircraft is a complex endeavour, which includes the
certification of many types of materials. The Board expected that as a result of its previous
recommendations, regulatory authorities would not only develop improved testing but also
simplify the interpretation of the regulations and guidance material so as to prevent the
approval of flammable materials. Without such a concerted and focused effort, manufacturers
and those responsible for the certification of aircraft materials will continue to operate in an
environment where it is possible to misinterpret the regulatory requirements. In such
circumstances, materials that exhibit inappropriate flammability characteristics can continue to
be approved for use in aircraft. Therefore, the Board recommends that
Regulatory authorities take action to ensure the accurate and consistent interpretation
of the regulations governing material flammability requirements for aircraft materials
so as to prevent the use of any material with inappropriate flammability characteristics.
A03-03
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4.2.3

IFEN – Supplemental Type Certificate Process

Based on information highlighted by this accident, the FAA has initiated many positive changes
to its type certification process. However, there is one area that the Board feels requires
additional consideration.
The purpose of FAR 25.1309 is to confirm that a system’s design does not adversely affect the
original aircraft type certificate. This investigation identified a deficiency with the provisions of
FAR 25.1309, which allowed the IFEN STC ST00236LA-D system-to-aircraft integration design to
be approved without confirmation that it was compliant with the aircraft’s original type
certificate. The Board is aware that there were other STC designs, certified in accordance with
FAR 25.1309, in which the system-to-aircraft integration design introduced latent unsafe
conditions with the potential to adversely impact the operation of the aircraft during emergency
procedures. In some instances, the STC process allowed the intended function of certain
checklist procedures during abnormal or emergency situations, to be altered without issuing an
Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) supplement to advise the pilots. Although FAR 25.1309 applies to
all aircraft systems, it would appear that STC designs that have been typically viewed as
“non-essential, non-required”and that can be approved based on a qualitative assessment, are
especially susceptible to improper integration.
The Board believes that, as currently written, FAR 25.1309 can be interpreted to allow STC
approval of system-to-aircraft integration designs that are not compliant with the original type
certification. Therefore, the Board recommends that
Regulatory authorities require that every system installed through the STC process,
undergo a level of quantitative analysis to ensure that it is properly integrated with
aircraft type-certified procedures, such as emergency load-shedding.
A03-04

4.2.4

Circuit Breaker Reset Philosophy

In recent years, aircraft manufacturers and operators have identified improper CB reset
procedures. Consequently, they have taken positive steps to determine the most appropriate
philosophy governing the resetting of CBs and to communicate that philosophy to pilots and
technicians. The FAA ’s Flight Standards Information Bulletin has also served to normalize the
approach to the resetting of CBs taken by operators and their personnel, specifically flight
crews, maintenance personnel, and ground servicing personnel.
TC relayed its position on the resetting of CBs in an issue of the Aviation Safety Letter, whose
distribution is limited to Canadian licensed pilots. Awareness about such “best practices”
appears to be increasing; however, the regulatory environment remains unchanged. At this
time, requirements and guidance material do not include a clear and unambiguous message
stipulating the acceptable CB reset philosophy, and the consequences of an inappropriate
CB reset.
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The Board believes that despite these initiatives, if the existing regulatory environment is not
amended to reflect the acceptable CB reset philosophy, such “best practices” will not be
universally applied across the aviation industry and ultimately, the positive changes currently
established may not be maintained. Therefore, the Board recommends that
Regulatory authorities establish the requirements and industry standard for circuit
breaker resetting.
A03-05

4.2.5

Accident Investigation Issues

4.2.5.1

Quality of CVR Recording

Frequently, the CVR recording of cockpit conversations are of poor quality, particularly when
the conversations are recorded through the CAM. The voice quality on CVR recordings is
dramatically improved when voices are recorded through boom microphones. However, pilots
are not required to wear headsets with boom microphones at cruising altitudes.
Various national regulations differ concerning the maximum altitudes below which flight crews
are required to wear boom microphones. For example, the CARs require the use of boom
microphones below 10 000 feet, the FARs below 18 000 feet and the Joint Aviation Requirements
do not have any requirement that they be used. Swissair required their pilots to use boom
microphones when flying below 15 000 feet. The present requirements were developed before
modern technology allowed headsets with boom microphones to be designed for comfort over
long periods of time, such as during cruise flight.
When the SR 111 pilots first noted an odour in the cockpit, they were in cruise flight and were
not wearing boom microphones. Although the internal communications between the pilots
were recorded through the CAM, the conversations were difficult to hear and decipher. There
was a marked improvement in recording quality after the pilots donned their oxygen masks,
which have built-in microphones.
Even though the boom or oxygen mask microphones are recorded on a different channel than
the CAM, the recordings of internal communications on the microphone channels are still
frequently masked by incoming radio transmissions because internal, as well as external,
communications are recorded on the same CVR channels but at different amplitudes. For
example, the recorded incoming radio communications for SR 111 were of significantly higher
amplitude than the internal communication from the mask microphone, making it difficult and
occasionally impossible to discern internal communications. The relative amplitude of the
incoming radio calls to that of the internal communications is pre-set at equipment installation
and is not affected by crew adjustment of audio volume. Therefore, even if the pilots can hear
each other readily through their headsets, the CVR recording of internal communications may
be masked substantially by incoming radio communications. Significant difficulties in extracting
such “masked” internal communications from CVR recordings have been experienced by the
TSB and by safety investigation agencies from other nations.
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The ability to decipher internal conversations between flight crew members is an important
element of effective accident investigation. Therefore, the Board recommends that
Regulatory authorities, in concert with the aviation industry, take measures to enhance
the quality and intelligibility of CVR recordings.
A03-06
4.2.5.2

Quick Access Recorder Data

Quick access recorders (QAR) are voluntarily installed in many transport aircraft and routinely
record far more data than the mandatory FDR. For example, the FDR installed on SR 111 was a
solid state unit that recorded approximately 250 parameters, whereas the QAR used a
tape-based cartridge, which recorded approximately 1 500 parameters. That is, the optional QAR
recorded six times the amount of data recorded on the mandatory FDR. The additional data
recorded on the QAR included numerous inputs from line replaceable units (LRU) that would
have been extremely valuable in determining aircraft systems status, as well as temperatures at a
number of locations in the fire-damaged area.
Many airlines are developing Flight Operational Quality Assurance (FOQA) or Flight Data
Monitoring (FDM) programs; such programs require that increased data sets be recorded. The
use of QARs is voluntary; therefore, the operating environment allows operators to change the
QAR data-set according to their operational requirements. Conversely, changing the data-set on
an FDR is currently an expensive process, largely due to the associated re-certification issues. As
modern-day versions of both types of recorders employ solid state memory technologies, these
modern FDRs effectively have as much capacity to record data as QARs. The Board believes that
there is no technical reason why safety investigations should not benefit from the FOQA/FDM
trend, and that all data voluntarily collected for any operational purpose should also be
available for accident investigation. To achieve this, regulatory authorities need to develop
regulations that protect the core parameters required for all FDRs, while also allowing FDRs to
be easily augmented with additional parameters, higher sample rates, and higher resolutions
without requiring re-certification of the FDR and without requiring validation/calibration of
parameters that are not dedicated to the FDR. Operators would need ready access to these
FOQA/FDM parameters and might choose to use only the FDR unit to meet the mandatory FDR
parameter list, as well as their optional FOQA/FDM data needs.
The Board recognizes that the US convened a Future Flight Data Collection Committee to
address these issues, and that in Europe, the European Organisation for Civil Aviation
Equipment (EUROCAE) Working Group 50 is updating its international Minimum Operational
Performance Specifications. The Board supports FOQA and FDM programs and believes that
they contribute significantly toward improving aviation safety. The Board also believes that all
FOQA and FDM data routinely collected should be available for safety investigations. Therefore,
the Board recommends that
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Regulatory authorities require, for all aircraft manufactured after 1 January 2007 which
require an FDR, that in addition to the existing minimum mandatory parameter lists for
FDRs, all optional flight data collected for non-mandatory programs such as
FOQA/FDM, be recorded on the FDR.
A03-07
4.2.5.3

Image (Video) Recording

Only recently has it become economically feasible to record cockpit images in a crash-protected
memory device. New “immersive” technology provides for camera systems that can capture
panoramic, wide-angle views necessary to record the cockpit environment. Image recordings
can capture other aspects of the cockpit environment that would otherwise be impractical or
impossible to record. Special playback software allows investigators to “immerse” themselves in
the cockpit and view virtually the entire flight deck.
Vital information regarding the cockpit environment, non-verbal crew communications, crew
workload, instrument display selections and status have not been available on traditional data
and voice recorders. This has limited the scope of many investigations, but more importantly,
has hindered the identification of safety issues and consequently the corrective action needed to
prevent future occurrences.
Some operators are installing video cameras for operational purposes. These systems provide
the flight crew with images, such as the external views of the undercarriage area, wings and
engines, or internal views of cargo and cabin areas. Since these video images have the potential
to influence critical operational decisions, the images presented to the flight crew should be
stored in crash-protected memory to facilitate safety investigations.
The Board believes that image recording in the cockpit will substantially benefit safety
investigations. It will provide investigators with a reliable and objective means of expeditiously
determining what happened. This will assist safety investigators in focusing on why events took
the course they did, what risks exist in the system, and how best to eliminate those risks in the
future.
The Board endorses the NTSB recommendations issued in April 2000 (A-00-30 and A-00-31), and
advocates the development of international Minimum Operational Performance Specifications
for image recording systems by EUROCAE Working Group 50. Therefore, the Board
recommends that
Regulatory authorities develop harmonized requirements to fit aircraft with image
recording systems that would include imaging within the cockpit.
A03-08
The Board is acutely aware of the concerns expressed by industry associations that sensitive
recordings will be inappropriately released to the public or used for purposes other than safety
investigation. While Canada treats these recordings as privileged, all nations do not. If image
recordings are to be universally accepted, worldwide protections need to be put in place for all
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cockpit voice and image recordings. These protections would allow investigation authorities to
use the recordings for safety purposes while preventing them from being aired for other
purposes. Therefore, the Board recommends that
Regulatory authorities harmonize international rules and processes for the protection
of cockpit voice and image recordings used for safety investigations.
A03-09

4.3

Safety Concern

4.3.1

In-Flight Firefighting Measures

In December 2000, the TSB issued five recommendations that identified deficiencies associated
with in-flight firefighting measures. Although the Board recognizes that improved material
flammability certification tests will eventually result in a decreased threat, flammable materials
will remain in many aircraft for decades. In addition, initiatives aimed at reducing potential
ignition sources, such as improved CB, wire inspection methods, and maintenance procedures,
while encouraging, will not eliminate all potential ignition sources. Consequently, the Board
believes that continuing emphasis must be placed on ensuring that aircraft crews are adequately
prepared and equipped to quickly detect, analyze and suppress any in-flight fire, including
those that may occur in areas such as cockpits, avionics compartments, and hidden spaces.
The Board is encouraged that the deficiencies identified in its recommendation package of
December 2000 are being assessed and acted upon at various levels by manufacturers, operators,
and regulatory authorities. Such activity will lead to enhanced safety, and some positive
changes have already been achieved as indicated in Section 4.1 of this report. However,
industry-wide progress appears to be unnecessarily slow. For example, although some airline
operators have made improvements, the Board remains concerned with the pace of progress in
mandating that all aircraft crews have a comprehensive firefighting plan that starts with the
assumption that any smoke situation must be considered to be an out-of-control fire until
proven otherwise, and that an immediate response based on that assumption is required.
Regulatory authorities have not taken substantive measures to ensure that aircraft crews are
provided with all necessary firefighting procedures, equipment, and training to prevent, detect,
control, and suppress fires in aircraft.
In addition, there are specific aspects that remain problematic. In the recommendation package
dealing with in-flight firefighting measures, the TSB expressed concern with the lack of built-in
smoke/fire detection and suppression equipment in hidden areas of aircraft. For the most part,
smoke/fire detection is reliant on human sensory perception, and fire suppression is dependent
on direct human intervention. As shown by this accident, human sensory perception cannot be
relied on to consistently detect or locate an in-flight fire. Furthermore, it is unrealistic to rely on
human intervention for firefighting in areas that are not readily accessible. The Board believes
that the industry, led by regulatory authorities, needs to do more to provide a higher degree of
safety by enhancing smoke/fire detection and suppression capabilities.
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The TSB expressed concern that there was a lack of awareness in the industry about the
potential seriousness of odour and smoke events. The TSB recommended that regulatory
authorities take action to ensure that industry standards reflect a philosophy that when
odour/smoke from an unknown source appears in an aircraft, the most appropriate course of
action is to prepare to land the aircraft expeditiously. Although the tragic events of SR 111 have
served to alert the industry to the threat from in-flight fire, the Board believes that the potential
for complacency may increase with the passage of time. The Board believes that regulatory
authorities need to do more to enhance the regulatory environment (i.e., regulations, advisory
material, etc.) to ensure that awareness remains high in the long term and appropriate plans,
procedures, and training are in place industry wide.
The TSB has observed that personnel involved with maintaining and operating aircraft remain
unaware of the potential existence of flammable materials in their aircraft. In general, the
predominant misconception remains as it was before SR 111; that is, that the materials used in
aircraft construction are “certified,” and therefore are not flammable. As highlighted by this
investigation, existing certification criteria do not ensure that materials used in the manufacture
or repair of aircraft are not flammable. This lack of awareness continues to lead to circumstances
where potential ignition sources, such as electrical anomalies, are viewed as reliability or
maintenance issues, and not as potential safety issues and fire threats.
As the threat from an in-flight fire will continue to exist in many in-service aircraft, the Board
believes that as a minimum, aircraft crews need to be provided with a comprehensive
firefighting plan that is based on the philosophy that the presence of any unusual odour or
smoke in an aircraft should be considered to be a potential fire threat until proven otherwise.
The Board has yet to see significant industry-wide improvements in certain important areas, and
is concerned that regulatory authorities and the aviation industry have not moved decisively to
ensure that aircraft crews have adequate means to mitigate the risks posed by in-flight fire, by
way of a comprehensive firefighting plan that includes procedures, equipment, and training.

4.3.2

Aircraft System Evaluation: Fire-Hardening Considerations

In its material flammability standards recommendation package issued in August 2001, the TSB
identified a deficiency regarding the certification of certain aircraft systems. In its
recommendation A01-04, the TSB stated that more validation needed to be done prior to the
certification of aircraft systems to ensure that a fire-induced material failure would not
exacerbate the consequences of an in-flight fire. The response from the regulatory authorities
supported the status quo by declaring that the regulations governing the certification of critical
systems, such as hydraulic, oxygen, and flight controls were comprehensive enough to address
a system’s fire protection and prevention requirements. For other aircraft systems, regulatory
authorities have indicated that the combined effect of increasing the material flammability
standards, introducing new technologies like the AFCBs, and implementing the
recommendations of the Wire Systems Harmonization Working Group will mitigate the risk of
initiating or sustaining an in-flight fire.
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Testing during the investigation demonstrated that the flight crew oxygen system in the MD-11
could fail in a high heat environment, and exacerbate a fire. The regulatory authorities have not
addressed the issue of how the existing regulations allowed for the certification of this oxygen
system, which was constructed using dissimilar metals, while providing for the “fire protection
and prevention” certification requirement. The design of the oxygen system met the
requirements of existing regulations, otherwise, it would not have been approved for use in an
aircraft. The same holds true for other materials that failed and exacerbated the SR 111 fire, such
as the silicon elastomeric end caps on the air conditioning ducts.
The Board disagrees that the eventual reduction or elimination of flammable materials, and
anticipated technological advances, adequately deal with the near-term risk. Therefore, the
Board is concerned that regulatory authorities have not taken sufficient action to mitigate the
risks identified in the TSB’s recommendation A01-04, issued in August 2001, which
recommended that as a prerequisite to certification, all aircraft systems in the pressurized
portion of an aircraft, including their subsystems, components, and connections, be evaluated to
ensure that those systems whose failure could exacerbate a fire-in-progress are designed to
mitigate the risk of fire-induced failures.

4.3.3

Aircraft Wiring Issues

4.3.3.1

Material Flammability Test Requirements for Aircraft Wiring

In one of its recommendations regarding Material Flammability Standards (A01-03), the TSB
explained the need to augment the certification test regime used in the approval of aircraft
wires. Specifically, the certification criteria need to be expanded to include the determination of
wire failure characteristics, using realistic operating conditions and specified performance
criteria. The goal of such certification requirements would be to establish standards that would
prevent the approval of any wire whose in-service failure could ignite a fire and minimize
further collateral wire damage.
Regulatory authorities have advised the TSB that this issue is to be dealt with under the auspices
of the FAA’s Aging Transport Systems Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ASTRAC). The Board
is aware that a Wire Systems Harmonization Working Group has been established to review the
certification standards related to aircraft wiring systems. However, in evaluating the
assignments of this working group, the Board was unable to identify a specific task that would
initiate a review, based on the deficiency described in A01-03.
The Board appreciates that regulatory authorities are dealing with the larger issue of in-flight
fires on several fronts, including improved material flammability standards and AFCB
technology. While such activities have been beneficial and necessary, the Board is concerned
that the deficiency identified in its A01-03 recommendation will not be corrected unless a
specific regulatory review of certification requirements is undertaken to ensure the proper
evaluation of aircraft electrical wire failure characteristics.
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4.3.3.2

Limitations of FAR 25.1353 Electrical Equipment and Installations

During this investigation, the TSB found that there are limitations associated with the
interpretation and application of FAR 25.1353(b). In aircraft design, it is not always possible to
maintain physical separation between wires, especially in the cockpit area where, typically,
space available for installations is confined. The guidance material does not specify what
measures or criteria would be acceptable to meet the requirements of FAR 25.1353(b).
The Board has not issued a safety communication on this subject as it is aware that the FAA’s
ASTRAC (includes the JAA and TC) has been tasked with identifying the requirements for wire
separation as they pertain to electrical equipment and installations. Specifically, the ASTRAC is
to determine whether a comprehensive wire separation regulation needs to be included in a
new wire system rule.
The ASTRAC’s final recommendations on this matter have yet to be published; however, the
Board is aware that Working Group 6 has declared to the FAA that the creation of separation
standards is well beyond the scope of its tasking. Given this situation, it is unlikely that
substantive change on the matter of wire separation will result from the current round of
ASTRAC assignments. The Board remains concerned about the limitations regarding the
interpretation of FAR 25.1353(b) and encourages the regulatory authorities to take follow-up
action to research and resolve this matter.
4.3.3.3

Potential Limitations of MIL-W-22759/16 Wire

The primary wire type selected for the IFEN system installation was MIL-W-22759/16. This wire
is commonly used by aircraft modifiers and the general aviation industry, although the wire is
not used by major aircraft manufacturers, such as Bombardier and Boeing. The wire type is
certified and used successfully without any record of inherent problems or adverse service
history.
The Board is aware that on 22 March 2002, the United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority issued
Appendix 64 to its Airworthiness Notice 12, entitled Experience from Incidents. Appendix 64
deals specifically with MIL-W-22759/16 Electrical Cable and states, in part:
[P]articular care must be taken when selecting this cable type to ensure that it meets all
installation requirements and is fit for its intended application.
The appendix lists several areas that must be addressed prior to the approval of MIL-W-22759/16
wire usage in the United Kingdom.
While the Board has not determined that this wire type is problematic, it remains concerned
that, based on the Airworthiness Notice 12, the in-service performance of MIL-W-22759/16 wire
may not be fully known.

4.3.4

Flight Crew Reading Light (Map Light)

The Board appreciates that improvements to the FCRL design and to the installations in
MD-11s, have been undertaken since its ASA A000008-1 was issued. While it was appropriate
that such improvements focused on the MD-11 FCRL and its installation, the Board believes that
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some of the same design limitations may exist in variants of this FCRL that are installed in other
types of aircraft. The Board is concerned that there is not enough being done to apply the
lessons learned from the deficiencies of the FCRL installation in the MD-11 to other aircraft
installations involving the variants of this FCRL.

4.3.5

Standby Instrumentation

The Board recognizes that TC has committed to reviewing the requirements for standby
instrumentation, including related issues such as standby communication and navigation
capabilities. TC has indicated that the appropriate approach would be to address these issues in
harmony with the FAA and the JAA, and that this objective could be achieved through current
and future ARAC activities. The Board remains concerned with the lack of substantive progress
in mitigating the risks identified in the TSB ASA A010042-1 (issued 28 September 2001) and
encourages TC to work with the FAA and the JAA to expedite the required safety action.
TC indicated that during the certification process, the suitability of the standby instrumentation
display(s) and placement are evaluated. TC also indicated that the installation of digital
integrated standby instrument systems appears to improve the displayed information. The
Board believes that standby instruments should be in a standard grouping layout similar to the
primary flight instruments, and that the instruments should be positioned in the normal line of
vision of the flight crew. The Board encourages TC to coordinate with the FAA and the JAA to
address this issue without further delay.
The Board notes that TC is reviewing training scenarios developed by airline operators. The
Board believes that TC should ensure that realistic training scenarios, involving the use of
standby instruments, are incorporated in training programs, and that the scenarios include
complicating factors, such as loss of additional systems, wearing of oxygen masks and goggles,
and smoke in the cockpit.
The Board remains concerned that regulations do not require that standby instruments are
capable of remaining powered by an independent power supply that is separate from the
aircraft electrical system and battery. The Board believes that with current technology,
providing independent standby instrumentation for secondary navigation and communication
is feasible. The Board encourages TC to coordinate with the FAA and the JAA to address this
issue without further delay.

4.3.6

Contamination Effects

Although the Board determined that contamination was not a factor in the initiation of the fire
in SR 111, it remains concerned that the role of contamination in an in-flight fire is not well
known. The Board believes that more needs to be done to quantify the risks. The Board is
presently investigating the role of contamination in the context of another in-flight fire accident.
TSB Investigation Report A02O0123 will address the safety deficiencies associated with
contamination of aircraft.
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4.3.7

Arc-Fault Circuit Breaker Certification

Significant research and development has been done in recent years to quantify and address the
inherent limitations of existing aircraft CB design. This work has resulted in a new type of CB
known as the AFCB, capable of reacting to a wider range of arc fault situations. The AFCB will
prevent an arc fault from developing into a more serious situation that could damage other
nearby wires and will limit the energy available to ignite flammable materials. While the AFCB
trip characteristics will provide major improvements over the traditional aircraft CB design,
these devices will not be certified to a standard that will require that the AFCB trips prior to the
ignition of nearby flammable material. The Board is concerned that unless this aspect of the
design specifications is addressed, AFCBs certified for use on aircraft will be capable of
remaining energized long enough to ignite nearby flammable material.

4.3.8

Role of the FAA’s Aircraft Evaluation Group

Title 49 United States Code section 44702(d) provides the FAA Administrator with the authority
to delegate matters related to the examination, testing, and inspection necessary to issue
certificates as part of its type certification process. The Administrator has determined that there
exist certain aspects that are not to be delegated. One such function is the role of the FAA’s
Aircraft Evaluation Group (AEG), which is responsible for providing operations and
maintenance input to all facets of the type certification process. For STCs, the FAA has
determined that no delegate may make determinations regarding operations and maintenance
issues; that role is reserved for the AEG.
For STC ST00236LA-D, the impact on the operations and maintenance of the MD-11 was
determined by the STC applicant without direct AEG involvement. A survey of similar
“non-essential, non-required” IFE system STCs revealed that approximately 10 per cent had
been designed, installed, and certified in such a way that the flight crew could not remove
electrical power from the IFE system without also interfering with essential aircraft systems. The
survey results indicate that the operational review conducted as part of the STC ST00236LA-D
approval process, was not unique in not detecting operational shortfalls.
The Board is concerned that a de facto delegation of the AEG’s role has evolved with respect to
the type certification process, which has resulted in less-than-adequate assessments of the
operations and maintenance impact of some STCs, particularly those STCs designated as
“non-essential, non-required.”

4.3.9

Checklist Modifications

Checklists are designed by aircraft manufacturers and approved by regulatory authorities as
part of the original evaluation and approval of aircraft-type design data. As airline operators
decide to modify checklists to meet changing operational requirements, there is a need for
modified checklists to follow the original design concepts contained in the AFM or other
documents associated with the certificate of airworthiness.
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In the absence of regulations requiring the approval of checklists that have been modified by
airline operators, guidance material should be provided to operations inspectors. The guidance
material, as a minimum, should contain methods of checklist design; checklist content; checklist
format utilizing human factors principles; immediate action items; and sequencing of checklist
items.
The Board is concerned that, given the lack of checklist modification and approval
standardization within the aviation industry, airline operators may unknowingly introduce
latent unsafe conditions, particularly to emergency checklists.

4.3.10

Accident Investigation Issues

4.3.10.1

Flight Recorder Duration and Power Supply

TSB Recommendations A99-01 through A99-04 were sent to the Minister of Transport in Canada
and to the JAA in the Netherlands. The TSB also sent copies of its recommendations to the Swiss
Aircraft Accident Investigation Bureau, the United Kingdom Air Accidents Investigation Branch
and the French Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyse. Concurrently, the NTSB issued similar
recommendations A99-16 through A99-18 to the FAA.
TC has agreed with the recommendations and advises that it is taking measures to amend its
regulations by the dates stipulated by the TSB. However, TC also advises that because the FAA is
dealing with similar issues raised by the NTSB, it intends to harmonize its actions with those of
the FAA. In this regard, the NTSB has expressed its apprehension that, although the FAA has
indicated the intention to implement the recommended actions, the dates for final action may
not be met.
The Board recognizes that TC has started its consultative process with the Canadian aviation
industry, and understands the value of a harmonized approach with US authorities. However,
the Board is concerned that TC will also not meet its commitment to implement the required
changes in a timely fashion.
4.3.10.2

Underwater Locator Beacon

The flight recorders were recovered from the ocean floor by tracking the acoustic waves emitted
from their attached underwater locator beacon (ULB). Given the substantial fragmentation of
the aircraft wreckage, and the low visibility water conditions, the ULBs minimized the time
required to locate the recorders.
While the recorder’s internal crash-protected memory modules were intact, the ULB brackets
were damaged. The extent of the bracket damage suggests a high probability that one or both of
the ULBs could have readily detached during the impact sequence. The issue of the adequacy of
ULB attachments has been a concern of the international recorder community for years.
The Board recognizes that EUROCAE Working Group 50 is developing minimum operational
performance specifications for crash-protection of airborne recorders. Currently, these
specifications include requirements for the application of impact shock tests to ensure the
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integrity of a flight recorder’s ULB attachment. As EUROCAE recommendations are advisory in
nature, the Board is concerned that without adoption and harmonization by regulatory
authorities worldwide, ULB attachment specifications may not be universally applied.
4.3.10.3

Non-volatile Memory

Modern aircraft are equipped with electronic systems that contain memory devices designed for
data storage. Most commonly, such systems contain a type of volatile memory device whose
data is lost when power is removed. Frequently, systems contain a memory device known as
non-volatile memory (NVM), which is capable of retaining its stored data even though power
has been removed. In the case of SR 111, the engines were controlled with the assistance of
full-authority digital electronic control (FADEC) engine control units, which contained NVM
devices. In the absence of FDR information, data retrieved from the engine FADEC 2 was
helpful in providing some information about the final five-and-a-half minutes of the flight.
However, as the FADEC memory was designed for engine maintenance troubleshooting
purposes, and the “time stamp” indicating when faults occurred versus when they were written
to memory, was of poor resolution for accident investigation purposes. In addition, many other
NVM devices from other LRUs were extremely difficult and time-consuming to identify as there
were no distinctive markings to facilitate identification.
The Board is concerned that manufacturers and designers of equipment containing memory
devices may not consider the potential use of such devices for accident investigation purposes.
These aspects are best considered at the design stage, when improvements in data quantity,
quality, and ease of device recognition can generally be included for relatively low cost.

This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board’s investigation into this occurrence. Consequently,
the Board authorized release of this report on 27 March 2003.
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Appendix A depicts the flight path of SR 111.

Appendix A – Flight Profile: Selected Events
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Appendix B – Swissair Air Conditioning Smoke Checklist
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Appendix C – Swissair Smoke/Fumes of Unknown Origin
Checklist
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Appendix D – Timeline
This timeline is a chronological summary of the factual information provided in Section 1 of the
occurrence report. The timeline contains significant events and selected anomalies from the
aircraft flight recorders (CVR/FDR), ATS communication tapes, ATC radar, FADEC non-volatile
memory, and ACARS.
UTC Time

Events

2318:55

The ACARS system of SR 111 logged onto the network while the aircraft
was at the gate at JFK airport in New York.

2330:18

The SATCOM system of SR 111 logged onto the network while the aircraft
was at the gate at JFK airport in New York.

0018

SR 111 departed JFK airport in Jamaica, New York.

0019:46

The flight crew of SR 111 requested a heading deviation from the cleared
track to avoid the isolated thunderstorms in that area.

0033:12

The last communication from SR 111 prior to the 13-minute gap, when the
captain acknowledged a radio frequency assignment change from Boston
ARTCC (124.52 MHz to 128.75 MHz).

0033:21

The FDR recorded a VHF 1 microphone keying event that would be
consistent with the flight crew attempting to contact Boston ARTCC. No
transmission from SR 111 was heard on frequency 128.75 MHz or on any
other recorded ATS frequency.

0033:21
to
0045:39

The FDR recorded 11 microphone keying events by SR 111 during the
13-minute gap: 9 on VHF 1 and 2 on VHF 2. During this time, Boston
ARTCC attempted to contact SR 111 four times on the assigned frequency of
128.75 MHz, three times on the previous frequency of 124.52 MHz, and at
least once on the aviation emergency frequency of 121.5 MHz. None of the
11 keying events from the aircraft coincided with the times of the
transmissions from Boston ARTCC, indicating that the SR 111 crew was not
likely receiving the ATS radio calls.

0046:27

SR 111 called Boston ARTCC using VHF 1 on 134.95 MHz, a frequency that
had not been assigned to the flight. This transmission was recorded on the
ATS tape; however, the Boston ARTCC controller did not comprehend the
call that was made on an unassigned frequency and did not immediately
respond to this first SR 111 call.

0047:02

The FDR indicates that SR 111 attempted another brief call on VHF 1 on an
unknown frequency.
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UTC Time

306

Events

0047:03

INMARSAT logs show a downlink from SR 111 indicating that VHF 3 data
communications were lost.

0047:15

SR 111 again called Boston Center using VHF 1 on 134.95 MHz.

0047:18

Communications with SR 111 was restored when Boston ARTCC heard and
acknowledged this transmission, and instructed SR 111 to switch to the
appropriate frequency for the area control sector they were in (133.45 MHz).

0048:12

Two-way communications were then restored, and the controller and
SR 111 could hear each other clearly. There is no record of either the pilots
or the controllers at Boston ARTCC making any further comments about the
gap in communications.

0053:17

The CVR recording began.

0053:51

INMARSAT records indicate that there was a downlink from SR 111
confirming that VHF 3 communications had been lost for more than seven
minutes.

0058:13

SR 111 contacted Moncton ACC and reported that they were at FL330.

0104:14

The ACARS MU sent a downlink message changing coverage from
INMARSAT back to ARINC.

0110:38

The first officer referenced an unusual odour in the cockpit.

0110:57

The captain said “look,” indicating something was visible in the cockpit.

0111:14

Having been given permission to stand up at 0111:06, the first officer
transferred flying control of the aircraft to the captain.

0111:29

The first officer indicated that there was nothing more “up there.”

0112:06
to
0112:17

The captain summoned to the cockpit a flight attendant working in the
first-class cabin. A few seconds later, she opened the cockpit door and
entered the cockpit. In response to a query from the captain, the flight
attendant indicated that she could smell the odour in the cockpit, but had
not noticed any odour in the cabin where she was working. No references
were made to visible smoke at this time.

0112:24

Based on the comment by the captain, it appears that wherever the smoke
may have been originally spotted, the amount was likely small, momentary
in nature, and no longer visible.

0112:26

Sound of electric cockpit seat moving (two seconds duration).

0112:32

The captain commented: “Air conditioning, is it?” The first officer answered
“yes.”
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0112:35

The captain indicated that something should be closed; most likely he was
requesting that the flight attendant close the cockpit door.

0112:37

Sounds consistent with the cockpit door closing were recorded.

0112:44

Sound of electric cockpit seat moving (two seconds duration).

0112:52

The FDR recorded that the Air Page was selected on the system display.
(This selection could have been made anytime within the previous
63 seconds and would not have been immediately recorded by the FDR
because of the 64-second sample rate interval for recording this FDR
parameter.)

0112:54

The seat belt lights were activated in reaction to light turbulence being
experienced.

0113:13

The flight crew successfully requested weather information via ACARS.

0113:14

At some location in the cockpit, a discernable amount of smoke again
became visible to the pilots.

0113:33

The pilots considered potential diversion airports and the need to bring the
navigation charts forward from the ship’s library. Weather conditions were
considered in the assessment of various destinations.

0113:53

The captain commented “That’s not doing well at all up there.”

0114:05

The captain attempted to call Moncton ACC, but the radio transmission was
blocked by a simultaneous transmission from another aircraft.

0114:15

SR 111 made a Pan Pan radio transmission to Moncton ACC. The aircraft
was about 66 nm southwest of Halifax International Airport, Nova Scotia.
The flight crew indicated that there was smoke in the cockpit and requested
an immediate return to a convenient place. The flight crew named Boston,
Massachusetts, which was about 300 nm behind them.

0114:31

The Moncton ACC controller immediately cleared SR 111 to turn right
toward Boston.

0114:37

The flight crew successfully requested weather information via ACARS.

0114:43

The Moncton ACC controller cleared SR 111 to descend to FL310.

0114:48

The captain’s oxygen mask was removed from its stowage box, and the
sound of oxygen flowing from the mask was evident.

0115:06

The controller asked the pilots whether they would rather go to Halifax.
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0115:10

Having identified Halifax as the closest airport, it was chosen. Halifax was a
Swissair-designated intermediate alternate airport, and therefore was
approved for MD-11 operations.

0115:29

The first officer was reassigned the flying duties and instructed to descend
immediately.

0115:36

The captain advised the controller that they would prefer Halifax.

0115:41

SR 111 was cleared by the controller to proceed directly to Halifax and to
descend to FL290. At this time, the aircraft was at FL328, about 56 nm from
the threshold of Runway 06.

0115:56

The captain donned his oxygen mask.

0116:03

The first officer donned his oxygen mask.

0116:05
to
0117:04

Moncton ACC was coordinating the arrival of SR 111 with Halifax tower via
land line.

0116:08

The Halifax weather information was passed to SR 111 by the crew of an
overflying aircraft.

0116:34

The controller cleared SR 111 to descend to 10 000 feet.

0116:50

The Moncton controller asked SR 111 for the amount of fuel and the
number of passengers on board so that he could pass the information to the
Halifax Aircraft Firefighting Services through Halifax tower personnel.
SR 111 told the controller to “stand by” for that information.

0117:19

The aircraft passed through FL297 and the speed brakes were fully
extended. The rate of descent increased to 4 000 fpm, and then reduced to
about 3 500 fpm by 0119:28.

0117:20

The instrument approach plates for the Halifax airport were not readily
available to the pilots to provide readily accessible information about the
runway, safety altitudes, and published approach details.

0117:16
to
0118:20

Based on the FDR sample rate intervals, it is known that the selected
airspeed was changed from 292 KIAS to 310 KIAS.

0117:38

The captain indicated to the first officer that he should not descend too fast,
likely referring to the airspeed that was being selected at that time rather
than the aircraft’s rate of descent.
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0117:50

The captain briefed the M/C that there was smoke in the cockpit, that the
cabin crew was to prepare for landing in Halifax in about 20 minutes to half
an hour, and that he was about to start a checklist.

0118:17

SR 111 was directed to change to Moncton Centre frequency 119.2 MHz.
The first officer, who continued as the pilot flying, was also assigned the
radio duties.

0118:44

The controller cleared SR 111 to 3 000 feet. The pilots requested an
intermediate altitude of 8 000 feet while the cabin was being prepared for
landing.

0119:12

The controller asked the SR 111 flight crew whether they would like radar
vectors to Runway 06 at Halifax.

0119:16
to
0119:28

The first officer asked for the latest wind information. The controller did not
relay the wind information, but repeated that Runway 06 was the active
runway and asked whether he should start the radar vectors. SR 111
accepted radar vectors for Runway 06 and the controller instructed the
aircraft to turn left to a heading of 030.

0119:27

The captain had been attempting to contact a flight attendant directly for
some time. A flight attendant entered the cockpit and moved the crew bag
containing the approach chart information to within the captain’s reach.

0119:37

The controller informed SR 111 that the instrument approach to Runway 06
was a back-course (backbeam) approach. He provided the localizer
frequency, and advised the flight crew that they were 30 miles from the
threshold of Runway 06.

0119:50

The first officer informed the controller that more than 30 miles would be
required. The aircraft was 30 nm from the threshold of Runway 06,
descending at about 3 300 fpm through FL210, at an airspeed of 320 KIAS.

0119:57

SR 111 was instructed to turn to a heading of 360 degrees, to lose altitude.

0120:14

An announcement was made by the M/C to the passengers, informing them
that the aircraft would be landing in Halifax in 20 to 25 minutes.

0120:15

The pilots agreed that a quick descent was warranted in case the smoke
thickened.

0120:31

The first officer asked the captain whether he agreed with conducting a
backbeam approach to Runway 06, indicating that it would be the quickest
approach and would result in landing into wind.
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0120:48

The first officer also mentioned fuel dumping and asked the captain about
his preference for where and when to dump fuel. The captain seemed to
concur; however, his verbal response to these inquiries was interrupted by a
physical activity involving stretching, consistent with retrieving something
that was out of normal reach, perhaps a checklist or an approach chart.

0121:20

The controller requested the number of persons and the amount of fuel on
board.

0121:27

The first officer responded that there was 230 tonnes of fuel on board; this
was actually the current gross weight of the aircraft, not the weight of the
fuel alone. He did not relay the number of persons on board. He queried the
controller about whether fuel dumping could be done in that area during
descent.

0121:38

The controller responded by asking whether SR 111 was able to turn back to
the south, or whether they wanted to stay closer to the airport.

0121:46

When conferring about this with the captain, the first officer stated that the
controller would prefer that fuel dumping be done to the south, and asked
the captain whether they should do that or whether they should go and
land. Given their understanding of the current situation, the pilots decided
that turning to the south for fuel dumping would be appropriate.

0121:56

The first officer informed the controller that a left or right turn toward the
south was acceptable.

0122:01

The controller instructed SR 111 to turn left to a heading of 200 degrees,
requested that the pilots indicate when they were ready to dump the fuel,
and advised them that it would be about 10 miles before they were off the
coast. He advised SR 111 that they were still within about 25 miles from the
airport.

0122:18

The first officer informed the controller that they would stay at 10 000 feet,
and the controller cleared SR 111 to maintain that altitude.

0122:21

The speed brakes were retracted as the aircraft descended through
12 550 feet. The rate of descent reduced to 1 000 fpm, then subsequently
increased to 2 000 fpm until the aircraft levelled off between 10 150 and
10 300 feet.

0122:33

The first officer asked the captain whether he was in the emergency
checklist for air conditioning smoke. The captain indicated that he was.
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0122:37

The FDR recorded that the selected indicated airspeed had been changed
from 320 to 249 KIAS. This is consistent with the applicable regulatory
requirements, which stipulates that airspeed be reduced to a maximum of
250 KIAS when aircraft are at 10 000 feet or below.

0122:48

The captain provided some FMS advice as the first officer was inserting
Halifax airport into the FMS to be able to display airport information, such
as runway length and instrument approach information.

0123:00

As the airspeed was decreasing through 306 KIAS, the first officer asked the
captain for his agreement to reduce the speed only slightly. The captain
indicated that he was proceeding with the checklist, and that the first officer
could fly the aircraft as he thought best.

0123:22

The airspeed stabilized at 300 KIAS, never reaching the previously selected
250 knots.

0123:30

The controller instructed SR 111 to turn to 180 and advised that they would
be off the coast in about 15 miles.

0123:37

The first officer confirmed they were maintaining 10 000 feet.

0123:45

The captain referred to the CABIN BUS switch and asked for confirmation,
which the first officer provided.

0123:53

The controller informed SR 111 that the aircraft would remain within 35 to
40 miles of the airport in case they had to land quickly.

0124:01

The first officer indicated that this was fine, and asked the controller to
inform them when fuel dumping could start.

0124:09

The FDR recorded a disconnect of Autopilot 2 and an aural warning tone
was heard on the CVR until the CVR ceased to record.

0124:18

The captain noted, and the first officer confirmed, that the autopilot had
disconnected.

0124:25

The first officer informed Moncton ACC that they had to fly manually and
asked for a protected block of altitudes between 11 000 and 9 000 feet.

0124:35
to
0125:27

A land line conversation took place between Moncton ACC and the Halifax
FSS, during which Moncton ACC advised Halifax FSS of the anticipated fuel
dumping.

0124:36

The controller assigned an altitude block between 5 000 and 12 000 feet.

0124:38

The CVR recorded an altitude alert tone at 0124:38.4 and again at 0124:41.6.
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0124:42

The captain called Moncton ACC and declared an emergency. The first
officer, in an overlapping radio transmission, acknowledged that SR 111 was
cleared between 12 000 and 5 000 feet, and advised that they were declaring
an emergency at time zero-one-two-four (0124).

0124:46

The cabin crew indicated that they had lost electrical power in the cabin and
that they were using flashlights to continue to prepare the cabin for landing.

0124:52

The controller acknowledged the 0124:42 SR 111 transmission.

0124:53

The captain called Moncton ACC and indicated that they were starting to
dump fuel and had to land immediately.

0124:54

The FDR recorded the failure of lower yaw damper A.

0124:57

The controller replied that he would contact them in just a couple of miles.

0124:57

Channel A of FCC-1 lost primary power, and within 15 seconds (at 0125:12),
all of the data being reported to the FDR by FCC-1 stopped.

0125:01

The first officer replied “Roger.”

0125:02

The first officer restated that they were declaring an emergency.

0125:05

The controller acknowledged the emergency declaration.

0125:06

The pressure altitude, computed airspeed, and total air temperature
parameters, as recorded in the FDR, became static.

0125:06

The aircraft’s transponder Mode C, which provides aircraft altitude
information to ATC radar, stopped transmitting.

0125:06
to
0125:14

An ATC transmission of less than one second was received through VHF 1
and recorded on the CVR. The power for the captain’s pitot heat was lost.
The slats proximity sensor electronic unit B sensors changed from “target
near” to “target far.” The data from DEU-1 was lost; a switchover to DEU-3
occurred after 0125:14.

0125:08

The last message from ACARS was recorded when a tracker message for
flight following was sent and acknowledged by the system.

0125:16

The first officer advised the captain that he was just flying, and not doing
anything else.

0125:16

Moncton ACC transmitted a clearance to SR 111 to dump fuel on its present
track, and to advise when the dump was complete. This transmission was
not recorded on the SR 111 CVR.
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0125:20

The captain referred to something that was burning already, and the first
officer made a reference to landing.

0125:33

The first officer indicated that his side was all dark, and also made reference
to standby instruments and speed.

0125:34

The FDR recorded the failure of upper yaw damper A.

0125:40

A second clearance from Moncton ACC to dump fuel was transmitted.

0125:41

Both flight recorders and the VHF radios (communications with ATS)
stopped functioning.

0125:46

Moncton ACC recorded an unintelligible fragment of audio that could have
been from SR 111.

0125:50

Transponder Mode C data was regained by ATC until 0126:04.1.

0126:01

The ACARS MU failed as a result of the fire event.

About
0130

The FADEC indicated that the engine [Engine 2] was shut down by use of
the FUEL switch at about 1 800 feet (±470 feet).

0131:18

The aircraft struck the water.
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Appendix E – List of Supporting Technical Information
References
Factual
STI1-001 For more detail, refer to “Swissair MD-11 Flight Crew Training” in the Personnel
Training STI document.
STI1-002 For more detail, refer to “Swissair MD-11 Flight Crew Training” in the Personnel
Training STI document.
STI1-003 For more detail, refer to “Swissair Cabin Crew Training” in the Personnel Training
STI document.
STI1-004 For more detail, refer to “Weight Calculation” in the Weight and Balance STI document.
STI1-005 For more detail, refer to the Environmental Systems STI document.
STI1-006 For more detail, refer to the Flight Management System STI document.
STI1-007 For more detail, refer to the Standby Flight Instruments STI document.
STI1-008 For more detail, refer to “Standby Instrument Lighting” in the Standby Flight
Instruments STI document.
STI1-009 For more detail, refer to “Standby Compass Lighting” in the Standby Flight Instruments
STI document.
STI1-010 For more detail, refer to the Communications Systems STI document.
STI1-011 For more detail, refer to “Flight Interphone System” in the Communications Systems
STI document.
STI1-012 For more detail, refer to the ACARS STI document.
STI1-013 For more detail, refer to “Satellite Communications System” in the Communications
Systems STI document.
STI1-014 For more detail, refer to the Electrical System STI document.
STI1-015 For more detail, refer to the Air-Driven Generator STI document.
STI1-016 For more detail, refer to the IFEN – Description STI document.
STI1-017 For more detail, refer to the IFEN – Project History and Responsibilities STI document.
STI1-018 For more detail, refer to “Components” in the IFEN – Description STI document.
STI1-019 For more detail, refer to the Fire Protection System STI document.
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STI1-020 For more detail, refer to “Portable Fire Extinguisher System” in the Fire Protection
System STI document.
STI1-021 For more detail, refer to “Engine/Cargo/APU Fire Detection and Suppression Systems”
in the Fire Protection System STI document.
STI1-022 For more detail, refer to the Flight Controls STI document.
STI1-023 For more detail, refer to “Horizontal Stabilizer Trim System” in the Flight Controls
STI document.
STI1-024 For more detail, refer to “Flap/Slats System, Description” in the Flight Controls
STI document.
STI1-025 For more detail, refer to the Fuel System STI document.
STI1-026 For more detail, refer to the Fuel Dumping STI document.
STI1-027 For more detail, refer to the SMOKE ELEC/AIR Selector STI document.
STI1-028 For more detail, refer to “RMP Examination” in the Hydraulic System STI document.
STI1-029 For more detail, refer to “RMP Determination” in the Hydraulic System STI document.
STI1-030 For more detail, refer to “Hydraulic System Determination” in the Hydraulic System
STI document.
STI1-031 For more detail, refer to the Landing Gear STI document.
STI1-032 For more detail, refer to “Map Lights” in the Techniques, Tests, and Research
STI document.
STI1-033 For more detail, refer to “Portable Oxygen, Description” in the Oxygen Systems
STI document.
STI1-034 For more detail, refer to “Crew Oxygen” in the Oxygen Systems STI document.
STI1-035 For more detail, refer to “Passenger Oxygen, Description” in the Oxygen Systems
STI document.
STI1-036 For more detail, refer to “Passenger Oxygen, Examination” in the Oxygen Systems
STI document.
STI1-037 For more detail, refer to “Passenger Oxygen, Determination” in the Oxygen Systems
STI document.
STI1-038 For more detail, refer to the Powerplants STI document.
STI1-039 For more detail, refer to “FADEC” in the Powerplants STI document.
STI1-040 For more detail, refer to the Maintenance and Records STI document.
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STI1-041 For more detail, refer to “Aircraft Maintenance History” in the Maintenance and Records
STI document.
STI1-042 For more detail, refer to “Service Bulletins” in the Maintenance and Records
STI document.
STI1-043 For more detail, refer to “MD-11 Airworthiness Directives” in the Maintenance and
Records STI document.
STI1-044 For more detail, refer to “Service Difficulty Reports” in the Maintenance and Records
STI document.
STI1-045 For more detail, refer to the Meteorological Conditions STI document.
STI1-046 For more detail, refer to “Area Forecast” in the Meteorological Conditions STI document.
STI1-047 For more detail, refer to “Winds and Temperatures Aloft in the Halifax Area” in the
Meteorological Conditions STI document.
STI1-048 For more detail, refer to “Pre-flight Briefing” in the Meteorological Conditions
STI document.
STI1-049 For more detail, refer to “Thunderstorms” in the Meteorological Conditions
STI document.
STI1-050 For more detail, refer to “Lightning” in the Meteorological Conditions STI document.
STI1-051 For more detail, refer to “Instrument Meteorological Conditions” in the Meteorological
Conditions STI document.
STI1-052 For more detail, refer to the Aids to Navigation STI document.
STI1-053 For more detail, refer to the Communications STI document.
STI1-054 For more detail, refer to the Aerodromes STI document.
STI1-055 For more detail, refer to the Flight Recorders STI document.
STI1-056 For more detail, refer to “Flight Data Recorder” in the Flight Recorders STI document.
STI1-057 For more detail, refer to “Cockpit Voice Recorder” in the Flight Recorders
STI document.
STI1-058 For more detail, refer to “FDR/CVR Stoppage” in the Flight Recorders STI document.
STI1-059 For more detail, refer to “Quick Access Recorder” in the Flight Recorders STI document.
STI1-060 For more detail, refer to the Wreckage Retrieval STI document (video clip).
STI1-061 For more detail, refer to the Wreckage Recovery STI document.
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STI1-062 For more detail, refer to “Recovery Procedures” in the Techniques, Tests, and Research
STI document.
STI1-063 For more detail, refer to the Electrical Wire Arc Tests – Polyimide Insulation
STI document (video clip).
STI1-064 For more detail, refer to the Electrical Wire Arc Tests – ETFE Insulation STI document
(video clip).
STI1-065 For more detail, refer to “Flight Crew Reading Lights (Map Lights)” in the Lighting
Systems STI document.
STI1-066 For more detail, refer to “Emergency Lighting System, Description” in the Lighting
Systems STI document.
STI1-067 For more detail, refer to “Primary Flight Controls” in the Flight Controls STI document.
STI1-068 For more detail, refer to “Flap/Slats Systems” in the Flight Controls STI document.
STI1-069 For more detail, refer to “Spoiler System” in the Flight Controls STI document.
STI1-070 For more detail, refer to “Elevator Actuators Examination” in the Flight Controls
STI document.
STI1-071 For more detail, refer to “Rudder Actuators Examination” in the Flight Controls
STI document.
STI1-072 For more detail, refer to “Aileron Actuators Examination” in the Flight Controls
STI document.
STI1-073 For more detail, refer to “Horizontal Stabilizer Trim System, Description” in the
Flight Controls STI document.
STI1-074 For more detail, refer to “Engine 1” in the Powerplants STI document.
STI1-075 For more detail, refer to “Engine 2” in the Powerplants STI document.
STI1-076 For more detail, refer to “Engine 3” in the Powerplants STI document.
STI1-077 For more detail, refer to the Structures STI document.
STI1-078 For more detail, refer to “Horizontal Stabilizers and Elevators Examination” in the
Structures STI document.
STI1-079 For more detail, refer to “Vertical Stabilizer and Rudder Examination” in the Structures
STI document.
STI1-080 For more detail, refer to “Wing Skin Examination” in the Structures STI document.
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STI1-081 For more detail, refer to “Cabin Outflow Valve Doors Examination” in the Structures
STI document.
STI1-082 For more detail, refer to “Cockpit Sliding Clearview Windows” in the Structures
STI document.
STI1-083 For more detail, refer to “Captain’s Seat Belts Examination” in the Cockpit Seats
STI document.
STI1-084 For more detail, refer to “Captain’s Seat Examination” in the Cockpit Seats
STI document.
STI1-085 For more detail, refer to “First Officer’s Seat Examination” in the Cockpit Seats
STI document.
STI1-086 For more detail, refer to “First Officer’s Seat Belts Examination” in the Cockpit Seats
STI document.
STI1-087 For more detail, refer to “Right Observer’s Seat Examination” in the Cockpit Seats
STI document.
STI1-088 For more detail, refer to “Right Observer’s Seat Belts Examination” in the Cockpit Seats
STI document.
STI1-089 For more detail, refer to the Fire STI document.
STI1-090 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety Recommendations: Material Flammability
Standards” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI1-091 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety Recommendations: Material Flammability
Standards” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI1-092 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety Recommendations: Material Flammability
Standards, Appendix C” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI1-093 For more detail, refer to the The FAA’s Electrical Testing Metallized Mylar™ Video
STI document (video clip).
STI1-094 For more detail, refer to “Temperature Reference Coupons” in the Techniques, Tests,
and Research STI document.
STI1-095 For more detail, refer to the Fire STI document.
STI1-096 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Thermal Acoustic
Insulation Materials, Thermal Acoustic Insulation Blanket” in the Safety Action
STI document.
STI1-097 For more detail, refer to the Elastomeric Burn Test STI document (video clip).
STI1-098 For more detail, refer to the Techniques, Tests, and Research STI document.
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STI1-099 For more detail, refer to “Airflow Flight Tests” in the Techniques, Tests, and Research
STI document.
STI1-100 For more detail, refer to “Simulator Trials” in the Techniques, Tests, and Research
STI document.
STI1-101 For more detail, refer to “Swissair MD-11 Flight Crew Training” in the Personnel
Training STI document.
STI1-102 For more detail, refer to “Swissair Cabin Crew Training” in the Personnel Training
STI document.
STI1-103 For more detail, refer to “Cabin Emergency Preparation/Evacuation Checklist” in the
Cabin Safety STI document.
STI1-104 For more detail, refer to the Typical CB “Trip-Curve” Chart STI document.
STI1-105 For more detail, refer to the High-Intensity Radiated Fields STI document.
STI1-106 For more detail, refer to “HIRF Hazard Assessment” in the High-Intensity Radiated
Fields STI document.
STI1-107 For more detail, refer to “Barrington HIRF Environment” in the High-Intensity Radiated
Fields STI document.
STI1-108 For more detail, refer to “HIRF Hazard Assessment” in the High-Intensity Radiated
Fields STI document.
STI1-109 For more detail, refer to “MD-11 Aircraft Certification Standards” in the High-Intensity
Radiated Fields STI document.
STI1-110 For more detail, refer to “Antennas” in the High-Intensity Radiated Fields STI document.
STI1-111 For more detail, refer to “Resonance” in the High-Intensity Radiated Fields
STI document.
STI1-112 For more detail, refer to the IFEN – Project History and Responsibilities STI document.
STI1-113 For more detail, refer to “Involvement of the Swiss FOCA” in the IFEN – Project
History and Responsibilities STI document.
STI1-114 For more detail, refer to the Companies and Agencies Involved in the IFEN – Project
History and Responsibilities STI document.
STI1-115 For more detail, refer to “DAS Oversight Function” in the IFEN – FAA Certification and
Delegation Process STI document.
STI1-116 For more detail, refer to “Santa Barbara Aerospace” in the IFEN – FAA Certification and
Delegation Process STI document.
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STI1-117 For more detail, refer to “FAA Oversight of SBA” in the IFEN – FAA Certification and
Delegation Process STI document.
STI1-118 For more detail, refer to “Aircraft Evaluation Group” in the IFEN – FAA Certification
and Delegation Process STI document.
STI1-119 For more detail, refer to the Flight Management System STI document.
STI1-120 For more detail, refer to the Witness Accounts STI document.
STI1-121 For more detail, refer to “Reports of Unusual Smells” in the Cabin Safety STI document.
STI1-122 For more detail, refer to “Reporting and Recording of Abnormal Conditions” in the
Cabin Safety STI document.
STI1-123 For more detail, refer to “Auger Electron Spectroscopy” in the Techniques, Tests, and
Research STI document.
STI1-124 For more detail, refer to “Temperature Reference Coupons” in the Techniques, Tests,
and Research STI document.
STI1-125 For more detail, refer to “Speech Micro-coding Analysis” in the Techniques, Tests, and
Research STI document.
Analysis
STI2-001 For more detail, refer to “Audits” in the Maintenance and Records STI document.
STI2-002 For more detail, refer to “The Risk of Remaining Airborne – Emergency Landing” in
the Safety Action STI document.
STI2-003 For more detail, refer to “Theoretical Emergency Descent Profile” in the Performance
STI document.
Safety Action
STI4-001 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety Advisory 980031-1: MD-11 Wiring” in the
Safety Action STI document.
STI4-002 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Flight Recorder
Duration and Power Supply, A99-01” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-003 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Flight Recorder
Duration and Power Supply, A99-02” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-004 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Flight Recorder
Duration and Power Supply, A99-03” in the Safety Action STI document.
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STI4-005 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Flight Recorder
Duration and Power Supply, A99-04” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-006 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Flight Recorder
Duration and Power Supply, A99-01” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-007 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Flight Recorder
Duration and Power Supply, A99-02” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-008 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Flight Recorder
Duration and Power Supply, A99-03” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-009 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Flight Recorder
Duration and Power Supply, A99-04” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-010 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Thermal Acoustical
Insulation Materials, A99-07” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-011 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: Thermal Acoustical
Insulation Materials, A99-08” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-012 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety, Advisory A000008-1: MD-11 Flight Crew
Reading Light (Map Light) Installations” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-013 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety Information Letter A000061-1: Flight Crew
Reading Light” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-014 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-16” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-015 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-17” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-016 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-18” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-017 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-19” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-018 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-20” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-019 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-17” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-020 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-18” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-021 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-19” in the Safety Action STI document.
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STI4-022 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-20” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-023 For more detail, refer to “Interim Air Safety Recommendations: In-flight Firefighting,
A00-16” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-024 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety Information Letter A000062-1: Overhead
Aisle and Emergency Lights - MD-11” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-025 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety Information Letter A000062-2: Overhead
Aisle and Emergency Lights - MD-11” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-026 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety Advisory A010042-1: MD-11 Standby
(Secondary) Instruments” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-027 For more detail, refer to “Aviation Safety Advisory A010042-2: MD-11 Standby
(Secondary) Instruments” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-028 For more detail, refer to “The Circumstances of the Swissair Flight 111 Accident,
A01-02” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-029 For more detail, refer to “The Circumstances of the Swissair Flight 111 Accident,
A01-03” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-030 For more detail, refer to “The Circumstances of the Swissair Flight 111 Accident,
A01-04” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-031 For more detail, refer to “The Circumstances of the Swissair Flight 111 Accident,
A01-02” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-032 For more detail, refer to “The Circumstances of the Swissair Flight 111 Accident,
A01-03” in the Safety Action STI document.
STI4-033 For more detail, refer to “The Circumstances of the Swissair Flight 111 Accident,
A01-04” in the Safety Action STI document.
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Appendix F – Glossary

A
A
A&P
AAIB
AC
AC
ACARS
ACC
ACC
ACO
ACP
ACSEP
AD
ADAS
ADC
ADG
ADT
AEG
AEGIS
AES
AES
AFCB
AFF
AFM
AFS
agl
Al
ALAR
ALPA
AMU
AND
ANU
AOC
AOL
AOM
AP

ampere
airframe and powerplant
Aircraft Accident Investigation Bureau (Swiss)
Advisory Circular
alternating current
aircraft communications addressing and reporting system
air conditioning controller
area control centre
Aircraft Certification Office
audio control panel
Aircraft Certification Systems Evaluation Program
Airworthiness Directive
auxiliary data acquisition system
air data computer
air-driven generator
Atlantic daylight time
Aircraft Evaluation Group
Advanced Electronic Guidance and Instrumentation System
airborne earth station (within discussion of ACARS)
Auger electron spectroscopy (within discussion of material analysis)
arc fault circuit breaker
aircraft firefighting
Airplane (or Aircraft) Flight Manual
auto flight system
above ground level
aluminum
Approach and Landing Accident Reduction
Air Line Pilots Association
audio management unit
aircraft nose down
aircraft nose up
Air Operator Certificate
All Operator Letter
Aircraft Operations Manual
autopilot
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APU
ARAC
ARINC
ARP
ARSR
ARTCC
ASA
ASB
ASC
ASCP
ASDE
ASHRAE
ASIL
asl
ASN
ASR
ASTM
ASTRAC
ATA
ATC
ATIS
ATPL
ATS
AU
AVI
AWG

auxiliary power unit
Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee
Aeronautical Radio Inc.
Aerospace Recommended Practice
air route surveillance radar (USA)
Air Route Traffic Control Center (USA)
Aviation Safety Advisory
Alert Service Bulletin
automatic systems control
air systems control panel
airport surface detection equipment
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers
Aviation Safety Information Letter
above sea level
assigned serial number
Aviation Safety Recommendation
American Society for Testing and Materials
Aging Transport Systems Rulemaking Advisory Committee
Air Transport Association
air traffic control
automatic terminal information service
airline transport pilot licence
air traffic services
avionics upper [panel]
Audio-Visual Interleave [Microsoft]
American Wire Gauge

B
BDN
BEA
BIO

broadband distribution network
Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyse pour la Securité de l’Aviation Civile (France)
Bedford Institute of Oceanography

C
14 CFR
°C
CAA
CAAC
CAC
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Title 14, Code of Federal Regulations (USA)
degree(s) Celsius
civil aviation authority
Civil Aviation Administration of China
center accessory compartment
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CAD
CAM
CANMET
CARAC
CARs
CASS
CAVOK
CB
CC
cc
CCA
CCG
CCGS
CDR
CEA
CEM
CF
CFAV
CFB
CFD
CFM
CFR
CFS
CHS
cm
CME
CMU
C of G
COMPT
CPD
CPU
CRE
CRES
CRM
CRP
CSD
CSR
CSRTG
CTIU
CUMA
CVFR
CVIS
CVR

computer-aided design
cockpit area microphone
Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology
Canadian Aviation Regulation Advisory Council
Canadian Aviation Regulations
Continuing Analysis and Surveillance System
ceiling and visibility OK
circuit breaker
cluster controller
cubic centimetre
circuit card assembly
Canadian Coast Guard
Canadian Coast Guard Ship
critical design review
Central Engineering Agency
Cabin Emergency Manual
Canadian Forces
Canadian Forces Auxiliary Vessel
Canadian Forces Base
computational fluid dynamics
cubic feet per minute
Code of Federal Regulations (USA)
cabin file server
Canadian Hydrographic Services
centimetre
Chief Medical Examiner
communications management unit
centre of gravity
compartment
circuit protection (or protective) device
central processing unit
component responsible engineering
corrosion resistant
cockpit (or crew) resource management
communication radio panel
certification supporting document
Canadian Seabed Research
Cabin Safety Research Technical Group
cabin telephone interface unit
Canadian Underwater Mine-countermeasures Apparatus
controlled visual flight rules
cabin video information system
cockpit voice recorder
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CYAW
CYHZ
CYQI
CYQM

Halifax Shearwater Airport (Nova Scotia)
Halifax International Airport (Nova Scotia)
Yarmouth Airport (Nova Scotia)
Greater Moncton Airport (New Brunswick)

D
D
DAS
DAU
dB
dBi
dBm
dBZ
DC
DCAS
DDS
DEU
DFDAU
DFDR
DFO
DIN
DITS
DME
DMS
DNA
DND
DOA
DPS
DREA
DSIS
DTL
DTM
DU

energy density expressed in J/m2
Designated Alteration Station
disk array unit
decibel
decibel isotropic
decibel referenced to 1 milliwatt
a unit of radar reflectivity used in meteorology
direct current
digitally controlled audio system
The FAA’s DAS, DOA, and SFAR 36 Program
display electronic unit
digital flight data acquisition unit
digital flight data recorder
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Deutsche Industrie Norm
digital information transfer system
distance measuring equipment
Douglas Material Specification
deoxyribonucleic acid
Department of National Defence
Delegation Option Authorization
Douglas Process Standard
Defence Research Establishment Atlantic
Deep Seabed Intervention System
Decorative PVF laminate
digital terrain model
display unit

E
E
E&E
EAD
EAPAS
EC
ECM
EDP
EDT
EEC
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electric field strength
electrical and electronic equipment
engine and alert display
Enhanced Airworthiness Program for Airplane Systems
Environment Canada
electronic countermeasures
engine-driven hydraulic pump
eastern daylight savings time
electronic engine control
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EEPROM
EIRP
EIS
ELA
ELT
EMC
EMI
EMO
EO
EPC
EPCU
EPR
ESC
ETFE
ETOPS
EUROCAE
EXT

electrically erasable programmable read-only memory
effective isotropic radiated power
electronic instrument system
electrical load analysis
emergency locator transmitter
electromagnetic compatibility
electromagnetic interference
Emergency Measures Organization (or Office)
engineering order
Emergency Preparedness Canada
electrical power control unit
engine pressure ratio
environmental system controller
ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene
Extended Range Twin Engine Operations
European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment
extended

F
°F
F/A
FA1W
FAA
FACN35
FADEC
FAR
FAUS5
FBS
FBV
FCC
FCOM
FCP
FCRL
FD
FDAU
FDCU
FDM
FDR
FDU(A)
FE
FEP
FH
FIB
FL
FMA

degree(s) Fahrenheit
flight attendant
Northeast Region Area Forecast
Federal Aviation Administration (USA)
Canadian Area Forecast, District 35
full-authority digital electronic control
Federal Aviation Regulation (USA)
US Area Forecast
fixed-base simulator
French Bureau Veritas
flight control computer
Flight Crew Operating Manual
flight control panel
flight crew reading light
flight director
flight data acquisition unit
fire detection control unit
Flight Data Monitoring
flight data recorder
Fleet Diving Unit (Atlantic)
flap extension
fluorinated ethylene-propylene [resin]
flight hours
focused ion beam
flight level
flight mode annunciator
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FMC
FMS
FMU
FO
FOC
FOCA
FOCUS
FOEB
FOO
FOQA
fpm
FR
FS
FSAW
FSB
FSC
FSEG
FSR
FSS
ft.
FWD

flight management computer
flight management system
fuel metering unit
first officer
Flight Operations Centre (Swissair)
Federal Office for Civil Aviation (Switzerland)
flight operations computer system
Flight Operations Evaluation Board
flight operations officer
flight operational quality assurance
feet per minute
fluid-resistant [primer paint]
frame station
Flight Standards Information Bulletin for Airworthiness
Flight Standardization Board
fuel system controller
Fire Safety Engineering Group – University of Greenwich
field service representative
flight service station
foot (feet)
forward

G
g
GB
GB
GCU
GES
GHz
GIS
gpm

gravity
gigabyte
Swissair General/Basics: Flight Crew [manual]
generator control unit
ground earth station
gigahertz
Geographic Information System
gallons per minute

H
h
HCU
HDD
HDS
HDU
HF
HI
HIRF
HMCS
HMU
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hour(s)
hydraulic control unit
hard-disk drive
Halon Distribution System
head-end distribution unit
high frequency
Hollingsead International
high-intensity radiated field
Her Majesty’s Canadian Ship
hydro-mechanical unit
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HPC
HPT
HSC
HTML
Hz

high-pressure compressor
high-pressure turbine
hydraulic system controller
Hypertext Markup Language
hertz

I
IAS
IC
ICA
ICAO
IDG
IDN
IFE
IFEN
IFR
IFT
IGV
IIC
ILS
IMC
in.
in. Hg
INMARSAT
IPC
IRU
ISE
ISO
ISOL
ISVD
IVR

indicated airspeed
integrated circuit
Instructions for Continued Airworthiness
International Civil Aviation Organization
integrated-drive generator
identification number
in-flight entertainment
in-flight entertainment network [the IFE system of Interactive Flight Technologies]
instrument flight rules
Interactive Flight Technologies
inlet guide vanes
investigator-in-charge
instrument landing system
instrument meteorological conditions
inch(es)
inches of mercury
International Maritime Satellite Organization
Illustrated Parts Catalogue
inertial reference unit
International Submarine Engineering Ltd.
International Organization for Standardization
isolation
in-seat video display
image-based virtual reality

J
J
JAA
JAR
JCAB
JFK

joule
Joint Aviation Authorities
Joint Aviation Requirements
Civil Aviation Bureau of Japan
John F. Kennedy [International Airport] (New York)
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K
kB
KBGR
KBOS
kg
kHz
KIAS
km
kPa
kt
kV
kVA
kW

kilobyte
Bangor International Airport (Maine)
General Edward Lawrence Logan International Airport (Massachusetts)
kilogram
kilohertz
knots indicated airspeed
kilometre(s)
kilopascal(s)
knot(s)
kilovolt(s)
kilovolt-ampere
kilowatt(s)

L
L
L/min
LAACO
LAN
lat.
LAV
lb
lb/min
lbf
LCD
LEAF
LKP
LLS
LLSG
LOI
long.
LOPA
LP
LPC
LPT
LRU
LRW
LSAS
LVDT
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litre
litres per minute
Los Angeles Aircraft Certification Office
local area network
latitude
lavatory
pound(s)
pound(s) per minute
pound force
liquid crystal display
Laser Environmental Airborne Fluorosensor
last known position
laser line scan
Geneva International Airport (Switzerland)
Letter of Intent
longitude
Layout of Passenger Accommodation
low pressure
low-pressure compressor
low-pressure turbine
line replaceable unit
Laurentides
longitudinal stability augmentation system
linear variable differential transducer
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M
°M
M
m
MAC
MACZFW
MANOPS
MAPRC
MAR
MB
M/C
MCDU
MCU
MD
MDC
MDF
MDL
METAR
MFM
MHz
mi.
MIDO
MIL
min
mJ
mL
MM
mm
MO
MOC
MOE
MPEG
MPET
MPVF
MRB
ms
MSC
MSEP
msl
MTEB
MTOW
MU

degree(s), magnetic compass
Mach number
metre
mean aerodynamic chord
mean aerodynamic chord zero fuel weight
[ATC] Manual of Operations
modified aromatic polyimide resin coating
main avionics rack
megabyte
maître de cabine
multifunction control display unit
Major Crimes Unit
McDonnell Douglas
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
main debris field
master data list
aviation routine weather report
Modified Frequency Modulation
megahertz
mile(s)
Manufacturing Inspection District Office
military [standard]
minute(s)
millijoule
millilitre(s)
maintenance manual
millimetre(s)
Modification Order
Military Operations Centre
maintenance organization exposition
Motion Pictures Experts Group
metallized polyethylene terephthalate
metallized polyvinyl fluoride
Maintenance Review Board
milliseconds
miscellaneous system controller
Marine Safety and Environmental Protection
mean sea level
management terminal electronic box
maximum take-off weight
management unit
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mV
MVD
MW

millivolt
management video display
megawatt

N
N/A
N/C
N1
N1c2
N2
N2c2
NARDS
NAV
NAVAID
NCD
ND
NDB
NDU
NFPA
nm
NORDO
NPR
NPRM
NRMP
NS TPW
NSU
NTO
NTSB
NVM
NWS

not applicable
no change
rotational speed of the low-pressure compressor in rpm or % rpm
corrected low-pressure rotor speed (derived from Tt2)
rotational speed of the high-pressure compressor in rpm or % rpm
corrected high-pressure rotor speed (derived from Tt2)
Nav Canada Auxilliary Radar Display System
navigation
navigational aid
no computed data
navigation display
non-directional [radio] beacon
no data update
National Fire Protection Association
nautical mile(s)
no radio (absence or failure of radio equipment)
National Program Review
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
non-reversible motor pump
Nova Scotia Department of Transportation and Public Works
network switching unit
no technical objection
National Transportation Safety Board (USA)
non-volatile memory
National Weather Service

O
OCME
OCR
OD
ODA
OIG
oz

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
optical character recognition
outside diameter
Organizational Designation Authorization
Office of the Inspector General (USA)
ounce(s)

P
P/B
PA
Pamb
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push button
passenger address
pressure, ambient
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PBE
PBR
PET
PF
PFD
PIC
PIREP
PMA
PMA
PN
PNF
PSEU
psi
psia
psig
PSU
Pt2
Pt4.95
PTFE
PTT
PVC
PVF
PVF2
PWGSC

protective breathing equipment
planning based on re-clearance
polyethylene terephthalate
pilot flying
primary flight display
pilot-in-command
pilot report (of in-flight conditions)
Parts Manufacturing Approval
permanent magnet alternator
part number
pilot not flying
proximity sensor electronic unit
pounds per square inch
pounds per square inch absolute [pressure]
pounds per square inch gauge
power supply unit
fan inlet total pressure
total pressure at station 4.95 (exhaust)
polytetrafluoroethylene
push-to-talk
polyvinyl chloride
polyvinyl fluoride
polyvinylidene fluoride
Public Works and Government Services Canada

Q
QA
QAR
QN
QNH

quality assurance
quick access recorder
Queen of the Netherlands (name of dredge ship)
altimeter setting that references the indicated altitude to sea level

R
R&D
RA
RAM
RCC
RCCB
RCMP
RF
RGS
RMP
ROV

research and development
radio altimeter
random access memory
Rescue Co-ordination Centre
remote control circuit breaker
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
radio frequency
remote ground station
reversible motor pump
remotely operated vehicle
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rpm
RPT
RTCA

revolutions per minute
Radiant Panel Test
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics

S
s
SAE
SAI
SAR
SARP
SATCOM
SB
SBA
SCN
SCP
SCR
SCU
SD
SDCP
SDR
SDU
SDU
SEB
SFAR
SGC
SID
SIGMET
SITA
SL
sm
SN
SPOT
SR 111
SRM
SSS
STA
STAR
STC
SVA
SWR
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second(s)
Society of Automotive Engineers
standby attitude indicator
search and rescue
International Standards and Recommended Practices
satellite communications
Service Bulletin
Santa Barbara Aerospace
Specification Change Notice
system control panel
Special Certification Review
supplemental control unit
system display
system display control panel
Service Difficulty Report
satellite data unit
seat disconnect unit (in discussion of IFEN system)
seat electronic box
Special Federal Aviation Regulation (USA)
Site Group Chairperson
standard instrument departure
significant meteorological information
Société Internationale de Télécommunications Aéronautiques (Airline
Telecommunication and Information Services)
Service Letter
statute mile(s)
serial number
satellite pour l’observation de la terre
Swissair Flight 111
Structural Repair Manual
side scan sonar
manufacturing station
standard terminal arrival route
Supplemental Type Certificate
stator vane actuator
Swiss Air Transport Company Ltd. (ATC designation)
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T
°T
t
TAF
TAS
TAT
TBD
TC
TCA
TCAS
TCJC
TEC
TED
TEL
TEM
TER
TEU
TO
torr
TOW
TR
TRA
TSB
TSO
Tt2
Tt4.95
TWA

degree(s), True
tonne
terminal aerodrome forecast
true airspeed
total air temperature
to be determined
Transport Canada
terminal control area
traffic alert and collision-avoidance system
temperature, cold junction, Celsius
turbine exhaust case
trailing edge down
trailing edge left
transmission electron microscopy
trailing edge right
trailing edge up
Technical Order
Torricelli, a non-metric unit of pressure equal to 1/760 atmosphere
take-off weight
transformer rectifier
throttle resolver angle
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Technical Standard Order
total temperature of the air at Station 2 (compressor inlet)
total temperature at Station 4.95 (exhaust)
Trans World Airlines

U
U/S
UL
ULB
URT
US
USA
USN
USS
UTC

unserviceable
Underwriter’s Laboratory
underwater locator beacon
Underwater Recovery Team
United States
United States of America
United States Navy
United States Ship
Coordinated Universal Time

V
V
VA

volts
volt-ampere
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VES
VHF
VMC
Vmin
VOD
VOR
VSV
VTR
VTU

video entertainment system
very high frequency
visual meteorological conditions
FMC-calculated minimum operating speed
video on demand
very high-frequency omni-directional range [beacon]
variable stator vane
video tape recorder
verbal thought unit

W
W
WAN
WDM
WS

watt
wide area network
Wiring Diagram Manual
Work Statement

X
XL-ETFE

cross-linked ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene

Z
Z
ZFW

Zulu [time] (equivalent to UTC)
zero fuel weight

Symbols
Å



µm
ø

%
'
''
°
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Angstrom
lambda (wavelength)
micrometre(s)
phase
pi (3.1416)
minute(s)
second(s)
degree(s)
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Order Form
Paper Version of Supporting Technical Information (STI)
The STI material is available online on the TSB web site
(http://www.tsb.gc.ca) and on the CD-ROM enclosed on the
back cover of the paper version of the investigation report.

In the space provided, indicate the STI material you
want to receive in a paper version.
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

You can also obtain a paper version of the STI material. Note
that the paper version of the STI material is a direct printout
of the HTML web pages and not a separate publication.
Videos are not available in print.

‘ E00 All STI components

Mail or fax the completed form to:
TSB Communications Division
Place du Centre
200 Promenade du Portage
4th Floor
Gatineau, Quebec K1A 1K8
Canada
Fax:
(819) 997-2239
Telephone: (819) 994-3741
E-mail:
communications@tsb.gc.ca
Name

Address

City

Province/State

E01
E02
E03
E04
E05
E06
E07
E08
E09
E10
E11
E12
E13
E14
E15
E16
E17
E18
E19
E20
E21
E22
E23

Postal/Zip Code

‘ E24
‘ E25
‘ E26

Country

Telephone

Fax

E-mail

Organization name (if applicable)

Ship STI material to: (if different address than above)
Address (Street or P.O. Box)

City

‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘

Province/State

Postal/Zip Code

Country
Les documents d'information technique (DIT) existent aussi en français. Pour commander
des documents en français, veuillez remplir la version française du bon de commande.

‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘

E27
E28
E29
E30
E31
E32
E33
E34
E35
E36
E37
E38
E39
E40
E41
E42
E43
E44
E45
E46
E47

ACARS
Aerodromes
Aids to Navigation
Air-Driven Generator
Cabin Safety
Cockpit Seats
Communications
Communications Systems
Electrical Fans
Electrical System
Engine Shutdown Systems
Environmental Systems
Fire
Fire Protection System
Flight Controls
Flight Management System
Flight Recorders
Fuel Dumping
Fuel System
High-Intensity Radiated Fields
Hydraulic System
IFEN - Continued Airworthiness
IFEN - Companies and Agencies Involved in the
IFEN Project
IFEN - Description
IFEN - FAA Certification and Delegation Process
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the
purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign
fault or determine civil or criminal liability.

Print View

Trans Provincial Airlines
Piper PA-31-350 Chieftain C-GKIY
39 nm North of Terrace (British Columbia)
22 october 1990
Report Number A90P0340
Synopsis
The aircraft departed on a flight from Bronson Creek to Terrace, British Columbia, but
did not arrive at its destination. An air and ground search was conducted, but the
aircraft was not found, and the search was abandoned. The aircraft was found by
chance almost four years later. The aircraft struck the trees in controlled level flight with
the engines producing power. The pilot and three passengers did not survive the
impact.
The Board determined that the pilot likely attempted to continue the visual flight into an
area of instrument meteorological conditions.
NOTE: This report supersedes the Board's previous report of the same number,
released in April 1992. Finding the aircraft provided some new evidence, and this report
reflects all of the evidence gathered.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
The aircraft was on a scheduled visual flight rules (VFR) flight from Terrace to Iskut to
Dease Lake to Bronson Creek and back to Terrace, British Columbia. The aircraft
departed Terrace about 1005 Pacific standard time (PST) and arrived Iskut about
1145, departed Iskut about 1155 and arrived Dease Lake about 1230, and departed
Dease Lake about 1250 and arrived Bronson Creek about 1340. All of these flights
were completed without incident, and the aircraft departed Bronson Creek for Terrace
at about 1350 with the pilot and three passengers on board. Ten minutes later, the pilot
spoke on the radio to a pilot who was flying from Smithers to Bronson Creek when the
two aircraft passed each other approximately 20 miles east of Bronson Creek. This was
in the Iskut River valley just east of the confluence of the Forest Kerr River and the
Iskut River. This was the last reported contact with the aircraft, and the pilot did not
report a problem at that time.
An air and ground search was started after the aircraft was reported missing, but the
aircraft was not found and the search was abandoned. No emergency locator
transmitter (ELT) signal was detected. The wreckage was found by chance on 05
August 1994, nearly four years after the accident. (See Appendix A.)
1.2 Injuries to Persons

Fatal
Serious
Minor/None
Total

Crew
1
1

Passengers
3
3

Others
-

Total
4
4

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft wreckage was found about 39 miles north of Terrace, and about 5 miles
east of the Tseax River valley. The Tseax River valley is the main VFR route north of
Terrace. The evidence from the tree damage and the wreckage pattern indicated that
the aircraft hit the trees in straight and level flight on a heading of about 360 degrees
magnetic. The accident site was about 3,500 feet above sea level (asl), on steeply
sloping terrain covered with sub-alpine vegetation. The aircraft broke up on impact, and
the accident was not survivable. No human remains were found at the site, apart from a
few small bones.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a90p0340/a90p0340.asp
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A post-crash fire consumed the upper part of the fuselage; however, all of the other
parts of the aircraft were recovered. Damage to the propeller blades indicated that the
engines were producing power at impact.
The ELT and the instruments that were not destroyed by fire were sent to the TSB
Engineering Branch laboratory for examination. The dual engine fuel pressure indicator
face and the dual engine exhaust gas temperature indicator face both had pointer
imprints in the normal engine operating range. The examination of the ELT indicated
that it was probably serviceable prior to impact, but it failed to transmit a signal as the
crystal was damaged by the impact.
1.4 Other Damage
There was no other significant damage.
1.5 Personnel Information

Age
Pilot Licence
Medical Expiry Date
Total Flying Hours
Hours on Type
Hours Last 90 Days
Hours on Type Last 90 Days
Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence
Hours Off Duty Prior to Work Period

Captain
67
ATPL
01 Nov 1990
13,000
1,000
218
212
5
8

The pilot was qualified for the flight and was reported to have been healthy, well
rested, and cheerful on that day. A review of his medical history confirmed his good
health. The pilot had held an instrument rating since 1974 and had logged about 700
hours of instrument flight time; however, in the preceding two years, he had flown only
in VFR weather. The pilot had not been successful in renewing his instrument rating in
June 1990, as he was unable to maintain control of the aircraft with reference to the
instruments and did not perform the necessary procedures to the required standards.
The pilot had flown this aircraft for two years, and he was very familiar with the area
between Bronson Creek and Terrace, having flown in the area for 20 years.
1.6 Aircraft Information
Manufacturer
Type
Year of Manufacture
Serial Number
Certificate of Airworthiness (Flight Permit)
Total Airframe Time
Engine Type (number of)
Propeller/Rotor Type (number of)
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a90p0340/a90p0340.asp
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31-7852004
Valid
5,520 hr
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Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight
Recommended Fuel Type(s)
Fuel Type Used

7,000 lb
100/130, 100 LL
100/130

The aircraft maintenance records showed that the aircraft was certified, equipped, and
maintained in accordance with existing regulations and approved procedures, and that
there was no indication of mechanical problems. The instruments and avionics were
serviceable, and the ELT had been recently checked. The aircraft was equipped with
an autopilot, which was serviceable prior to the flight; however, it is not known if the
pilot used the autopilot. The weight and centre of gravity were within the prescribed
limits, and there was sufficient fuel on board for the planned flight.
1.7 Meteorological Information
The forecast weather for the area of the flight was cloud 1,500 feet asl to 2,500 asl
scattered, variable broken, tops 5,000 feet asl, a few broken cumulus and embedded
towering cumulus from 2,000 feet asl to 12,000 feet asl, giving light rain showers,
occasional visibility a half to two miles in snow showers above 2,000 feet asl. Ceilings
locally were forecast to be 200 to 800 feet above ground level, and visibilities zero to
three miles in fog until 1700 Greenwich Mean Time (UTC). There were to be light rain
showers and light snow showers, becoming isolated after 1500 UTC, surface winds
from the southeast at 25 knots, gusting to 40 knots in exposed areas, moderate
convective turbulence with towering cumulus, and moderate mechanical turbulence
below 4,000 feet asl. The outlook was for marginal visual flight rules weather ceilings,
with rain and fog, with occasional instrument flight rules weather ceilings, with rain and
fog in the upslope areas.
At the time of the accident, the reported weather at Terrace (elevation 713 feet asl), the
weather station closest to the accident site, was as follows: scattered cloud based at
500 and 1,200 feet above ground level (agl), overcast ceiling estimated 8,000 feet agl,
visibility six miles in very light rain and smoke, temperature 6·C and dew point 4·C.
The aftercast for the weather in the area of the accident site indicated that there was
heavy convective cloud based at 3,000 feet asl with moderate turbulence and patchy
stratus cloud below 3,000 feet asl. Also, the freezing level was about 3,000 feet asl
with heavy snow above and rain below, with the conditions deteriorating.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Controlled Flight into Terrain
The evidence indicates that the aircraft was in straight and level controlled flight with
both engines producing cruise power when it entered the trees.
The weather was not suitable for VFR flight in the mountainous terrain. The pilot was
probably attempting to maintain visual flight below cloud and in poor visibility, and
inadvertently flew into the trees. It was not possible to determine why the aircraft, which
was going south to Terrace, crashed heading north; however, it is possible that the pilot
was manoeuvring to avoid cloud, and struck the trees while heading north. The fact that
the aircraft was found in the mountains five miles from the main VFR route to Terrace
suggests that the pilot had either diverted to avoid weather, or had become lost while
attempting to maintain a navigation course in the poor weather.
3.0 Conclusions
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a90p0340/a90p0340.asp
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3.1 Findings
The aircraft struck the trees in straight and level flight with the engines producing
cruise power.
The pilot did not pass his recent instrument rating check ride.
The aircraft was airworthy on departure from Terrace, and the ELT had been
recently checked.
The weight and centre of gravity were within the prescribed limits, and there was
sufficient fuel for the flight.
The ELT was damaged at impact and did not function.
The pilot was probably trying to avoid bad weather by flying low in the
mountainous terrain when he inadvertently struck the trees.
3.2 Causes
The pilot likely attempted to continue the visual flight into an area of instrument
meteorological conditions.
4.0 Safety Action
The Board has no aviation safety recommendations to issue at this time.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this
occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson John W. Stants, and
members Zita Brunet and Hugh MacNeil, authorized the release of this report on 27
September 1995.
Appendix A - Route of Flight and Crash Site
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Appendix B - List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Branch reports were completed:
LP 122/94 - ELT & Instruments Examination; and
LP 123/94 - Logbook Restoration.
These reports are available upon request from the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada.
Appendix C - Glossary
agl - above ground level
asl - above sea level
ATPL - Airline Transport Pilot Licence
ELT - emergency locator transmitter
hr - hour(s)
lb - pound(s)
nm - nautical miles
PST - Pacific standard time
TSB - Transportation Safety Board of Canada
UTC - Coordinated Universal Time
VFR - visual flight rules
See Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.
All times are PST (Coordinated Universal Time [UTC] minus eight hours) unless
otherwise indicated.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a90p0340/a90p0340.asp
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose of
advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or
criminal liability.
Runway Excursion
Piper PA 23-250 Aztec C-GIFD
Chilliwack, British Columbia
11 September 1991

Print View

Report Number A91P0194
Synopsis
After carrying out a series of practice circuits and landings, the pilot returned to the airport for a full-stop
landing. Shortly after touchdown, the aircraft veered off the runway and ran into a creek. The aircraft was
substantially damaged and the pilot was seriously injured.
The Board determined that the pilot lost control of the aircraft on landing; the reason for the loss of control
could not be determined. The severity of the pilot's injuries and the damage to the aircraft were attributed
to the aircraft's collision with the bank of the creek.
Contributing to the accident was the hazard presented by the uncovered watercourse's orientation to the
runway, its presence within the boundary of the strip, and its proximity to the threshold of runway 24.
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4.1 Action Taken
5.0 Appendices
Appendix A - Accident Site
Appendix B
- Excerpts from TP 312, Aerodrome Standards and Recommended Practices, 06 February 1986
edition
- Excerpts from TP 312, Aerodrome Standards and Recommended Practices, 01 March 1993 edition
OCCURRENCE NUMBER: A91P0194
TYPE OF OCCURRENCE: Runway Excursion (Accident)
DATE OF OCCURRENCE: 11 September 1991
LOCAL TIME: 1215 PDT
LOCATION: Chilliwack, British Columbia
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT: Piper PA 23-250 Aztec
REGISTRATION: C-GIFD
TYPE OF OPERATOR: Private Owner
TYPE OF OPERATION: Pleasure/Travel
DAMAGE CATEGORY: Substantial
PILOT LICENCE: Private - Aeroplane
Pilot-In-Command
PILOT HOURS

Last 90 Days

Total

All Types

15

499

On Type

15

45

INJURIES

Crew

Passengers

Fatal

-

-

Serious

1

-

Minor

-

-

None

-

-

1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
The pilot had been practising landings at the Chilliwack Municipal Airport,
British Columbia. After completing a few circuits, he positioned the aircraft for a full flap, full- stop landing
on runway 24. Just after touchdown, the left wing rose and the aircraft began to veer left. It continued to
turn with only the nosewheel and right main wheel in contact with the ground until it ran off the left side of
the runway about 900 feet from the threshold (see Appendix A). Once on the grass, the aircraft began to
skid sideways and the left main wheel made contact with the ground. The aircraft was now yawed about
10 degrees to the left of its direction of travel, and its forward speed was about 40 knots.
The aircraft ran through the short grass, out of the pilot's control, for about 150 feet until it ran into a 10foot deep creek oriented at a 90-degree angle to the runway. The aircraft's nosewheel entered the creek
about 48 feet from the left edge of the paved runway. The aircraft became momentarily airborne until its
nose crashed heavily into the far bank of the creek. The aircraft then settled into the shallow water in the
bottom of the creek.
1.2 Pilot Egress
The pilot was unrestrained by a shoulder harness, and was flung forward into the instrument panel when
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a91p0194/a91p0194.asp
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the aircraft struck the side of the creek. The force of the impact pushed the aircraft's nose back into the
cabin and trapped the pilot in his seat. Rescue personnel used "the jaws of life" to extract him from the
aircraft. He was seriously injured; the aircraft was substantially damaged.
1.3 Weather
The airport temperature was about 20 degrees Celsius, the sky was clear, and the visibility was
unrestricted. The surface wind was less than 10 knots and from about 210 degrees magnetic. The
crosswind component for runway 24 was about six knots.
1.4 The Pilot
The pilot was certified and qualified on the aircraft type.
1.5 The Aircraft
The maintenance log-books contained no evidence of uncorrected deficiencies relevant to the
circumstances of the occurrence. An examination of the aircraft after the occurrence revealed no evidence
of a malfunction that would cause the aircraft to veer to the left on landing.
The aircraft was serviced and maintained in accordance with existing directives. The weight and centre of
gravity were within the prescribed limits. The aircraft was not equipped with a shoulder harness, nor was
one required by regulation.
1.6 The Landing
The pilot did not remember much about the landing. A witness said that the aircraft first touched down on
its nosewheel and then bounced back into the air. Other witnesses saw the aircraft's wings rocking from
side-to-side as it landed. Skid marks on the runway revealed that only the nose and right main wheels
were on the runway as the aircraft began to veer to the left, and that the left main wheel did not touch the
ground until the aircraft had run off the edge of the runway. The aircraft then began to skid sideways.
Except for the creek, there were no other obstacles in the path of the aircraft.
1.7 Porpoising and Wheelbarrowing
Porpoising is oscillation about the aircraft's lateral axis in the manner of a porpoise. A landing porpoise is
an oscillation (bouncing) set up between the aircraft's nose and main wheels, and can occur when the
nosewheel contacts the runway first, either as a result of excessive landing speed or faulty pilot technique.
Wheelbarrowing is a condition that arises when the nosewheel rather than the main gear is forced to
support an abnormal share of the aircraft's weight. Touching down on the nosewheel, excessive braking,
or friction between the wheels and runway caused by a side-skid may cause wheelbarrowing.
Wheelbarrowing can damage a nosewheel or cause an aircraft to yaw uncontrollably off its intended
course.
1.8 TP 312 - Aerodrome Standards And Recommended Practices
The Chilliwack runway was certificated by Transport Canada (TC) as Category 2(B) non- instrument. As
such, the airport's manoeuvring areas must comply with certain established parameters, as defined in TC
publication TP 312 - Aerodrome Standards and Recommended Practices
(See Appendix B).
The TP 312 in effect at the time of the occurrence (1991) was dated 06 February 1986. The current
edition is dated 01 March 1993. Excerpts from both editions are found in Appendix B.
1.9 Strips - Definition
The current TP 312, at article 3.1.6.5, states that, "A strip including a non-instrument runway shall extend
on each side of the centre line of the runway and its extended centre line through the length of the strip, to
a distance of at least 30 meters (98.5 feet) where the code number is 1 or 2."
1.10 Category 2(B) Standards - Graded Areas - Definition
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The current TP 312 requires a Category 2(B)1 runway to be 75 feet wide and to have a 75-foot graded
area on each side of the centre line extending along the full length of the runway and stopway where
provided. The Chilliwack runway conforms to Category 2(B) standards.
1.11 Drainage Ditches
The TP 312 standard for drainage ditches in effect in 1991, the time of the occurrence, directed that
drainage ditches located at the edge of the graded area adjacent to the runway be contoured in order to
reduce structural damage should an aircraft inadvertently overrun the ditch. Open ditches "should have a
side slope of 4 units of horizontal measure to 1 unit of vertical measure. The maximum side slope
acceptable shall be 3 units of horizontal measure to 1 unit of vertical measure. Open ditches shall be
graded and sodded for erosion control and ease of maintenance." Drainage ditches were not to be located
within the graded portion of the strip.
1 Category 2 refers to an aeroplane reference field length of 2,650 feet up to but not including 4,000 feet.
The current TP 312, amended March 1993, also states at article 3.1.6.19 that, "Drainage ditches shall not
be located within the graded portion of the strip. Where drainage ditches are located at the edge of the
graded area, they shall be contoured in order to reduce structural damage in the event an aeroplane
overruns the ditch." TP 312 further recommends at article 3.1.6.21 that: "Open ditches should have a side
slope of 4 units of horizontal measure to 1 unit of vertical measure. Open ditches should be graded and
sodded for erosion control and ease of maintenance."
1.12 The Chilliwack Airport
The north/south creek was located in the undershoot area of runway 24 before that runway was extended.
The course of the creek was altered when the runway was extended, and a culvert now runs under the 75foot-wide and 3,900-foot-long runway about 1,250 feet from the threshold of runway 24. The culvert then
empties into open ditches. The north ditch begins 79.5 feet from the runway centre line and the south ditch
begins 77.5 feet from the runway centre line. Thus, the ditch begins beyond the graded portion of the strip.
The creek is about 52 feet wide on average and 10 to 15 feet deep, with a side slope steeper than 1:3. Its
edges and steep rocky sides are covered with vegetation. At the time of the accident, three to four feet of
water covered its bottom; the depth of water, however, varies with precipitation.
Both the north and south outlets of the under-runway culvert are located within the confines of the
aerodrome strip and at the edge of the graded area.
1.13 TC Interpretation of TP 312
TC does not consider the creek which the aircraft struck to be a drainage ditch, but rather a watercourse,
or naturally occurring stream. TC cites runways built beside rivers and lakes as examples of similar
naturally occurring hazards. TC contends that the TP 312 standard for drainage ditches normally refers to
those that are parallel to runways; however, TP 312 does not specifically address orientation.
1.14 Previous Accident
An accident involving the same uncovered creek occurred during a runway excursion in 1988 (A88P0188).
The pilot lost directional control of the aircraft during a rejected take-off, and the aircraft ran into the creek.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The analysis will consider the pilot's actions on landing, the location of the watercourse, and the risk the
watercourse presents during a runway excursion.
2.2 The Landing
It is apparent from witness statements and marks on the runway that the pilot lost directional control of the
aircraft shortly after touchdown, and that he was then unable to prevent the aircraft from running off the
runway and into the creek. The evidence is consistent with the aircraft either porpoising or wheelbarrowing
on landing, but there is insufficient evidence to determine the exact mechanism by which control was lost.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a91p0194/a91p0194.asp
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2.3 Injury and Damage
The creek was the only obstacle in the path of the aircraft as it ran off the runway. Except for the collision
with this obstacle, it is probable that the pilot would have been uninjured and the aircraft relatively
undamaged. Had the pilot been wearing a shoulder harness, the injuries he did suffer would have been
less severe.
2.4 The Watercourse
TP 312, Aerodrome Standards, among other things, defines the strip widths required for instrument and
non-instrument runways. The Chilliwack runway meets the current requirements (dated 01 March 1993) in
that the watercourse lies immediately outside the defined graded area, within the confines of the strip. It
also met the requirements of the edition of TP 312 in effect at the time (dated 06 February 1986).
However, a drainage ditch lying just outside the graded area, oriented parallel to the strip, is currently
required to be contoured and to have a side slope of 4 units of horizontal measures to 1 unit of vertical
measure. The standard in effect at the time recommended this same slope but permitted a maximum slope
of 3 units of horizontal measure to 1 unit of vertical measure. This watercourse meets neither the 1986 nor
the 1993 slope standards for drainage ditches. However, it is TC's opinion that it is a creek or a
watercourse and not a drainage ditch. TC has, therefore, concluded that it need not meet the TP 312 slope
standards for drainage ditches.
It is clear that a ditch, creek or natural watercourse, running perpendicular to the runway poses more of a
hazard to aircraft exiting the runway than does one that runs parallel to it. The location of the Chilliwack
watercourse, about 1,200 feet from the threshold of runway 24, places it in the path of aircraft departing
the runway during the critical take-off and landing phases. Any aircraft departing the runway as the
accident aircraft did would likely collide with the bank on the opposite slope, regardless of whether the
slope were 1:3 or 1:4. Moreover, since there have been two occurrences of this nature in three years, it is
clear that a real hazard exists.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The pilot was qualified on the aircraft type.
The aircraft was serviced and maintained in accordance with existing directives.
The aircraft was not equipped with a shoulder harness, nor was one required by regulation.
The weight and centre of gravity were within the prescribed limits.
The pilot lost control of the aircraft on landing.
There was no evidence of a malfunction that would cause the aircraft to veer on landing.
TP 312 requires a 75-foot graded area for Category 2 runways. Because the watercourse begins
77.5 feet from the runway centre line, it is not subject to the graded area requirements.
TP 312 requires that, where drainage ditches are located at the edge of the graded area, they shall
be contoured in order to reduce structural damage in the event an aeroplane overruns the runway.
TC has determined that the Chilliwack watercourse need not conform to the TP 312 standard for
drainage ditches because the watercourse is a naturally occurring creek.
TC considers the creek to be a naturally occurring watercourse, and, as such, it does not contravene
TP 312 Category 2 runway certification criteria.
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TP 312, Aerodrome Standards and Recommended Practices, fails to address the hazard presented
by the uncovered portion of the watercourse located within the boundary of the strip.
3.2 Causes
The pilot lost control of the aircraft on landing; the reason for the loss of control could not be determined.
The severity of the pilot's injuries and the damage to the aircraft were attributed to the aircraft's collision
with the bank of the creek.Contributing to the accident was the hazard presented by the uncovered
watercourse's orientation to the runway, its presence within the boundary of the strip, and its proximity to
the threshold of runway 24.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
A TSB Aviation Safety Advisory was sent to Transport Canada (TC) in August 1993, indicating that TC
might wish to review the adequacy of the Chilliwack Airport in meeting the certification criteria regarding
drainage ditches contained in TP 312. TC responded that "Both the regional TC officials and the airport
operator are aware of the risk that this watercourse represents but it remains the responsibility of the
airport operator to take action to remove this hazard."
In November 1994, a supplemental Advisory was sent to the operators of the airport, the District of
Chilliwack. This Advisory indicated that, given the bank condition of the drainage ditch, an excursion off
the runway by an aircraft, even though remaining within the theoretical confines of the runway strip, could
result in serious injury or damage. Therefore, the District may wish to consider contouring the drainage
ditches located at the edge of the Chilliwack Airport graded area.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence. Consequently,
the Board, consisting of Chairperson, John W. Stants, and members Gerald E. Bennett, Zita Brunet, the
Hon. Wilfred R. DuPont and Hugh MacNeil, authorized the release of this report on 09 March 1995.
Appendix A - Accident Site
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View from Edge of Runway 24 (Note Tire Marks)

Wreckage in Creek (looking south-southwest)

Wreckage in Creek (looking north-northeast)
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Creek Viewed Along Its Course
Appendix B
Excerpts from TP 312
Aerodrome Standards and Recommended Practices, 06 February 1986 edition
Excerpts from TP 312
Aerodrome Standards and Recommended Practices, 01 March 1993 edition
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Air 1993
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Air Reports

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Controlled Flight into Terrain
Athabaska Airways Limited
Cessna 310R C-GILR
Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan 1 mi NE
12 October 1993

Print View

Report Number A93C0169
Synopsis
The aircraft departed Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan, on a chartered night
flight to La Ronge. Shortly after take-off, the aircraft struck trees and
crashed on the rocky shoreline of the Churchill River. All four occupants
of the aircraft were fatally injured.
The Board determined that the pilot established, and the aircraft
remained in, a very shallow climb after take-off and struck trees during
the initial departure, while in controlled flight prior to reaching cruise
climb speed.
Other factors that may have contributed to the accident were the poor
ground and sky illumination, the absence of illumination from the
landing lights, and the deviation from the recommended night departure
profile.
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LOCATION: Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan
1 mi NE(M)
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT:Cessna 310R
REGISTRATION:C-GILR
TYPE OF OPERATOR:Air Carrier
TYPE OF OPERATION:Charter
DAMAGE CATEGORY:Destroyed
PILOT LICENCE:Commercial - Aeroplane
PILOT-IN-COMMAND

PILOT HOURS

Last 90 Days

Total

All Types

80

4,700

On Type

80

500

INJURIES

Crew

Passengers

Fatal

1

3

Serious

-

-

Minor

-

-

Nono

-

-

1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
The aircraft departed Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan, on a chartered night
flight to La Ronge. Shortly after take-off, the aircraft struck trees and
crashed on the rocky shoreline of the Churchill River. All four occupants
of the aircraft were fatally injured.
All times are CST (Coordinated Universal Time [UTC] minus six
hours) unless otherwise stated.
See Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.
1.2 Witnesses' Accounts of the Accident
Several residents of the Sandy Bay community witnessed the accident
from the vicinity of the aerodrome terminal building. The pilot and the
three passengers arrived at the aerodrome by car just before 2130
central standard time (CST)1 and boarded the twin-engine Cessna 310
aircraft, which was parked near the terminal building. The aircraft's
engines were started immediately and the aircraft remained stationary
on the ramp for approximately three minutes before taxiing to the
departure runway. The runway lights illuminated as the aircraft began to
taxi to the threshold of runway 05. Witnesses also noted the
illumination of the aircraft's navigation lights.
During take-off, the aircraft appeared to accelerate normally, lifted off
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93c0169/a93c0169.asp
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approximately two-thirds of the way down runway 05, and began a very
shallow climb. Several moments later, witnesses noted a brilliant flash
that occurred approximately one-half mile to the northeast of the
aerodrome. The witnesses informed the RCMP that a crash had
occurred, and emergency response to the accident was directed and
coordinated by the police.
1.3 Wreckage and Impact Information
The aircraft struck the trees approximately 2,400 feet beyond the
upwind end of runway 05, on a heading of 040 degrees magnetic (M)2.
The initial impact point was estimated to be about 5,400 feet from the
point where the take-off roll was initiated, 40 feet above the aerodrome
elevation and 150 feet left of the extended centre line of the runway.
Damage to the trees indicates that the aircraft was in a wings-level
attitude and at a low climb angle when it first hit the trees. The initial
impact caused extensive damage to the right wing and engine areas.
Following the initial tree strikes, the aircraft entered a right-hand roll,
continued approximately 750 feet through the trees, and struck the
shoreline of the Churchill River in an inverted attitude. It then slid
approximately 150 feet on a heading of 066 degrees (M) before coming
to rest.
Both engines and propellers, and many of the cockpit instruments were
torn free from the aircraft during the collision with the ground. Fuel from
the left main fuel tank ignited and the crash site was completely
engulfed in a fireball which quickly dissipated; the fuselage and cabin
area continued to burn and were heavily damaged by fire. The accident
was non- survivable as a result of the high impact forces and the postcrash fire.
1.4 Wreckage Examination
1.4.1 Site Examination
Continuity and integrity of the flight control systems were confirmed
during a post-accident examination of the wreckage. The rudder trim
was found to be between zero and three degrees nose right, the
elevator trim was found at approximately 11 degrees nose up, and the
aileron trim was neutral. The landing gear and the wing-mounted
landing lights were fully retracted, and the flaps were in the retracted
position.
The left throttle lever was found in the idle position; the right throttle
and both propeller and mixture levers were found to be slightly aft of
their fully forward positions. Both left-engine magneto switches were
found in the OFF position; the right engine magneto switches were ON.
The condition of the cockpit instruments and lighting controls could not
be determined because of damage caused by the post-crash fire.
The indicator needles for the fuel quantity gauge were captured at a
reading of 235 pounds (lb) for each tank. The right fuel-selector valve
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93c0169/a93c0169.asp
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was found in the main tank detent position. The left fuel-selector valve
position could not be determined as it was driven past the limit stop.
The emergency locator transmitter (ELT) was in the armed position but
had been destroyed by fire. No ELT signal had been detected.
1.4.2 Engine Teardown
Both engines had torn free from their mounts during the initial ground
impact and had been overrun by the fuselage. As a result, both
engines displayed severe impact damage. All damage was assessed to
be overload in nature and was attributed to the impact forces. The
engines were removed from the accident site and taken to the TSB
Central Region wreckage examination facility for further examination. A
complete teardown of both engines revealed no pre-existing
mechanical faults that would have contributed to a loss of engine
power.
Pine needles were embedded around the right engine's propeller
governor which is located in the forward, lower-left quadrant of the
engine. The propeller governor lever was also damaged and the
governor was separated from its mounting base.
The left engine oil sump was crushed in the vicinity of the camshaft
gear and displayed scuff marks associated with contact and rotation of
the camshaft. It was determined that the crushing and subsequent
scuffing of the oil sump occurred after the engine had broken free of
the nacelle. This damage is indicative of high rotational energy at
impact.
1.4.3 Propeller Examination
The propellers were removed from the accident site and transported to
the McCauley Accessory Division, in Vandalia, Ohio, for teardown and
examination. Damage to the propeller blades and hub indicated that
both propellers had been rotating at impact.
The left propeller blade angle was captured between 16.6 and 20.2
degrees (normal governing range). In addition, two of the three
propeller blades exhibited bending and twisting which is associated with
high power.
The right propeller blade angles were captured between 43 and 48
degrees; this blade angle occurs when the propeller is in a transition
mode, moving toward or away from the feather position. Light
counterweight signature markings were found on the propeller hub
corresponding to a blade angle in the normal operating range (near low
pitch).
1.5 Aircraft Systems
1.5.1 General
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The Cessna 310R is certified under Civil Airworthiness Regulation
(CAR) 3 and portions of Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 23. The
aircraft is powered by two Continental (IO-520-MB) engines, each of
which is capable of producing 285 horsepower (hp). The engines are
coupled to two full-feathering, 3-bladed McCauley propellers. The low
pitch stop for this propeller type is set to 13.9 degrees and the feather
stop is set at 81.7 degrees. The aircraft was properly equipped for both
instrument flight and night visual flight operations.
1.5.2 Aircraft Technical Records
Examination of the aircraft technical records revealed that the aircraft
was being maintained on a 200-hour progressive care maintenance
schedule, with inspections every 50 hours.
Six days prior to the accident, an intermittent "miss" was reported in the
right engine. Both engines were checked for proper compression, fuel
flow, and ignition, and the reported miss could not be duplicated. The
aircraft was returned to service with no further difficulties reported.
On the day of the accident, the aircraft underwent a 50-hour inspection
at a total airframe time of 3,796.0 hours. In addition, the propeller hubs
were inspected for cracks in accordance with Cessna Multi-Engine
Bulletin (MEB-3), the vacuum air filter inspection was completed, and
the right-hand induction air filter was inspected. The aircraft was
returned to service upon completion of these inspections. There were
no outstanding discrepancies documented in the aircraft's technical
records.
At the time of the crash, the aircraft's total airframe time was
approximately 3,798 hours.
1.6 Operational Information
1.6.1 Flight Dispatch
The charter flight had been dispatched on a Flight Notification in
accordance with the requirements of the company's approved
operations manual. The aircraft departed Prince Albert at 1640, picked
up an additional passenger at La Ronge, and proceeded directly to
Sandy Bay. The passengers were to attend a community planning
meeting. The return flight from Sandy Bay was scheduled to commence
at 2030, but was delayed for approximately one hour in order to meet
passenger requirements.
1.6.2 Weight and Balance
The aircraft's weight and balance were within prescribed limits. The
take-off weight at Sandy Bay was estimated at 5,300 lb and the
distribution of that load would have placed the aircraft's centre of
gravity (C of G) near the forward edge of the weight and balance
envelope. A load control sheet was completed in advance of the flight
in accordance with company procedures.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93c0169/a93c0169.asp
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The normal take-off trim setting for an aircraft loaded with a forward C
of G would be approximately 11 degrees nose-up.
1.6.3 Flight Operational Requirements
Sandy Bay is situated in uncontrolled airspace; flights through
uncontrolled airspace may be flown either under visual flight rules
(VFR) or instrument flight rules (IFR). Visual flight, at night or
otherwise, is governed by the Air Regulations, which state that "when
operating in accordance with Visual Flight Rules, aircraft shall be flown
with visual reference to the ground or water...." The company's
operations manual amplifies this order and provides a further limitation
for night VFR flights, by stating that these flights are, "...to be operated
with visual reference to ground objects solely as a result of lights on the
ground or adequate celestial illumination."
Weather minima for VFR flight are outlined in the Air Navigation Orders
and would require a ceiling of 1,500 feet above ground level (agl) and a
flight visibility of one nautical mile (nm) for a VFR aircraft to reach the
normal circuit altitude after departure.
1.7 Environmental Conditions
1.7.1 Weather
There are no actual Atmospheric Environmental Service (AES) weather
observations available for Sandy Bay. However, the AES area forecast
(FACN5 CWWG 122330Z) for the Sandy Bay region indicates that
there was a broken ceiling at 3,000 to 4,000 feet above sea level (asl).
This layer was topped at 8,000 feet, with a high scattered (above
20,000-foot) layer above. The visibility in the region was forecast to be
more than six miles. A few stratus ceilings were expected in the area
with an occasional visibility forecast to be as low as two to four miles in
light freezing drizzle and fog. RCMP personnel and other witnesses
indicated that local ceilings were approximately 3,500 feet agl. The
temperature was reported to be approximately minus two degrees
Celsius. The wind was very light.
The pilot received a full weather briefing from the Prince Albert Flight
Service Station at 1410 and again at 2110 just prior to his departure
from Sandy Bay.
1.7.2 Ambient Lighting Conditions
The Sandy Bay aerodrome is located in a relatively remote northern
community. Sunset occurs early over the fall and winter months and,
during the hours of darkness, the ambient light produced by the night
sky is often negligible. There are very few ground lights northeast of
the aerodrome and witnesses agreed that, at the time of the accident,
there was little or no illumination from either the lights of the community
or from the night sky.
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1.8 Aerodrome Information
Sandy Bay is a registered aerodrome that is owned and operated by
the Saskatchewan Highways and Transportation Department. The
aerodrome elevation is listed in the Canada Flight Supplement (CFS)
as approximately 1,000 feet asl.
The aerodrome's 3,000-foot by 75-foot treated gravel runway is
oriented on a 050-degree magnetic heading. The runway is equipped
with threshold and runway end lights and with low intensity runway
edge lights. These lights are controlled using Aircraft Radio Control of
Aerodrome Lighting (ARCAL - Type J) on frequency 122.8 MHz. The
pilot can activate the aerodrome lighting system by keying the aircraft
microphone transmitter five times within a five-second period. The
lights will then remain illuminated for approximately fifteen minutes; the
timing cycle can be restarted at any time by repeating the keying
sequence. A rotating airport beacon is located adjacent to the terminal
building but had been unserviceable for an extended period of time;
this beacon was unavailable on the night of the accident.
Based on an inspection of the local area following the accident, it was
determined that low rolling hills are located beyond the departure end
of runway 05. These hills are forested with a mixture of deciduous and
coniferous trees which rise to an average height of approximately 30 to
40 feet above ground level. The tops are well below the obstacle
limitation surface that would normally be applied to the departure end of
a certified airport.
1.9 Communications
The Sandy Bay aerodrome has an aerodrome traffic frequency (ATF) of
122.8 MHz. That frequency is also used by a local operator, Jackson
Air Service, to provide private advisory services in the Sandy Bay area.
Jackson Air Service was monitoring the ATF on the night of the
accident and reported hearing a short-duration, radio frequency sideband transmission at approximately 2130. A communications search
was conducted by Transport Canada Air Traffic Services following the
accident; no other reports of radio communications were noted.
1.10 Aerodrome Take-off and Departure Procedures
Transport Canada's Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) indicates
that "aircraft departing an uncontrolled airport should climb straight
ahead on the runway heading until reaching the circuit traffic altitude
before commencing a turn in any direction to an en route heading." The
normal circuit altitude for an aerodrome is approximately 1,000 feet agl.
1.11 Aircraft Climb Profiles
1.11.1 Cessna 310 Initial and En Route Climb Profiles
The Cessna 310R aircraft flight manual indicates that "after takeoff, it is
important to maintain the intentional one engine inoperative speed (92
KIAS) to 50 feet..." and that, "as the airplane accelerates still further to
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93c0169/a93c0169.asp
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all engines best rate-of-climb speed (107 KIAS), it is good practice to
climb rapidly to an altitude at which the airplane is capable of circling
the field on one engine."
Once an aircraft has reached a safe altitude after take-off, the pilot may
transition to one of several recommended climb profiles. The climb
profile selected will depend on operational and weather conditions at
the departure aerodrome. The Cessna 310R aircraft flight manual
states that a "normal cruising climb is recommended where practical
and should be conducted at 115 to 130 Knots Indicated Air Speed
(KIAS), using approximately 75% power (2,500 RPM and 24.5 inches
of manifold pressure)." The aircraft flight manual indicates that the rate
of climb in a cruise climb configuration is approximately 900 feet per
minute (fpm).
1.11.2 Company Procedures
The pilot had developed a habit of establishing a shallow climb angle
immediately after take-off, and of accelerating to the cruise climb speed
range before commencing a climb. The pilot's use of this technique had
precipitated a number of safety concerns among the company's
operational and training staff.
Several weeks prior to the accident, in response to the above-noted
concerns, the company training pilot disseminated a recommended
climb procedure for use during night departures from remote
aerodromes. That procedure advocated a "performance climb" at blue
line speed (107 KIAS) to 500 feet agl before commencing any turns to
the on-course heading. The emphasis of this memorandum was that
company pilots were to ensure that departure airspeeds would not be
higher than 107 KIAS until the aircraft was well clear of the ground. The
pilot involved in this occurrence (acting in his capacity as the company
operations manager), subsequently questioned the chief pilot regarding
the validity of the recommended departure procedure and argued in
favour of using a cruise climb profile rather than a performance climb to
minimize passenger discomfort during departure.
1.12 Aircraft Performance
1.12.1 Aircraft Climb Performance
The aircraft flight manual indicates that the aircraft's climb rate, based
on a FULL POWER performance climb at 107 KIAS, and under the
same weight and environmental conditions as those of the accident,
would be approximately 1,800 fpm. The climb angle of the aircraft
under these conditions was calculated to be approximately ten degrees
up.
The aircraft flight manual lists the aircraft's rate of climb in a cruise
climb configuration to be approximately 970 fpm. Based on a forward
velocity of 115 - 130 KIAS, the climb angle for a cruise climb was
calculated to be approximately five degrees up.
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1.12.2 Aircraft Acceleration Performance
It was determined from the aircraft flight manual that the ground run for
a normal take-off with a zero-degree flap setting would be 1,700 feet,
and that the total distance required to clear a 50- foot obstacle would
be approximately 2,080 feet. A maximum performance take-off with a
15- degree flap setting would require a ground run of approximately
1,300 feet. The distance required to clear a 50-foot obstacle in this
take-off configuration would be approximately 1,700 feet.
The aircraft flight manual does not provide detailed information on the
time or distance that would be required by the aircraft to accelerate
from the start of its take-off roll to its cruise climb speed range of 115 to
130 KIAS. For that reason, further information regarding the
acceleration performance of the Cessna 310R aircraft type was
obtained by observing and recording the instrument readings of a
similar aircraft during a number of take-off and climb sequences. Data
from those observations were then used, along with information from
the aircraft flight manual, to project the acceleration performance of the
accident aircraft.
From those calculations, it was estimated that the time taken for the
accident aircraft to accelerate from the start of its take-off run to its
cruise climb speed would have been approximately 40 seconds. The
distance that the aircraft would have travelled from the start of its takeoff roll at Sandy Bay to the point where the cruise climb speed had
been obtained was calculated to be approximately 6,400 feet. These
calculations took into account known differences in outside air
temperature, wind direction and speed, and runway surface conditions.
1.13 Regulations and Standards
1.13.1 Company Operations Manual
Transport Canada regulates the aviation industry and monitors and
controls licensing and operational standards. The Athabaska Airways
Ltd. operations manual is a fundamental document that governs the
manner in which flight operations will be conducted within the company.
The content of the operations manual and any of its amendments must
be approved by Transport Canada before becoming company policy.
The operations manual details the formal organizational structure for
the airline. Within that structure, the chief pilot is assigned the
responsibility and authority "...for the administration of all matters
concerning pilots, the pilot training program, examinations, competency
tests, and for establishing operating limitations for the aircraft and the
crews." Specifically, the chief pilot is responsible for ascertaining the
ability of pilots to meet Transport Canada's requirements and has "final
authority in matters pertaining to pilot standards." The chief pilot works
directly for the operations manager.
1.13.2 Company Training Program
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Transport Canada requires each air carrier to establish and maintain a
training program that will satisfy the requirements of the Air Navigation
Orders. In early 1990, Transport Canada authorities noted a number of
deficiencies in Athabaska's training program. As part of an action plan
to correct the noted deficiencies, the company hired a training pilot and
then established new procedures for ensuring the operational control of
its personnel. Following this corrective action, no further deficiencies
were noted during Transport Canada audits.
1.14 Pilot Qualifications and Experience
The 49-year-old pilot was licensed and qualified to fly the Cessna 310
in accordance with the requirements of the Aeronautics Act and the
company's operating certificate. He held a valid commercial pilot licence
and a Group I instrument rating; his licence was annotated with a
medical restriction requiring the use of glasses while flying. This pilot
also held the position of company operations manager.
The majority of this pilot's experience was on single engine aircraft. He
was generally recognized as being very well qualified and competent at
flying the Cessna 185 and the de Havilland (DHC-2) Beaver aircraft
types. His flight check reports and training file indicate a consistently
strong flying performance in single-engine, VFR operations.
In early 1990, he began conversion training onto the twin-engine
Cessna 310 aircraft type. This conversion required the pilot to obtain a
multi-engine rating, an instrument endorsement for his commercial
licence, and a pilot proficiency check (PPC) on the Cessna 310 aircraft.
The pilot's transition to the Cessna 310 occurred at the time when the
company's training program was under scrutiny by Transport Canada.
In January 1993, the pilot failed a recurrent instrument flight test and
was given extra flight training by company training personnel. During
that period, the training personnel noted that the pilot was nervous
while operating in instrument flight conditions. This nervousness was
characterized by constant body movement, the shuffling of maps and
approach plates, and the repetitive removal and replacement of his
corrective lenses. Training personnel assessed the pilot's flying
performance to be below the standard that is required to obtain and
hold an instrument rating, and the chief pilot recommended that further
training on the Cessna 310 be curtailed until the pilot gained more
experience and confidence in the IFR environment. The chief pilot
recommended that this experience be obtained as a first officer flying
the company's scheduled Cessna 404 flights. The company president
decided to allow additional training, but on the C-310 aircraft. However,
in order to alleviate any possibility of conflict of interest between the
trainee (in this case, the operations manager) and the chief pilot or his
training staff, the president directed that the additional training would be
conducted in Prince Albert, and under the guidance and control of the
general manager.
The company's training records indicated that the pilot's performance
improved during a subsequent 6.4-hour training period that was
conducted by the company's general manager. However, in March
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1993, the pilot again attempted, and once again failed, an instrument
flight test and PPC administered by a Transport Canada inspector. An
additional 2.8 flight training hours followed and the pilot then passed a
Transport Canada instrument flight test and PPC on the Cessna 310,
with satisfactory performance. No special restrictions were applied to
the licence nor to the operational employment of the pilot by either
Transport Canada or by company management.
Only one of the training flights had been conducted at night.
1.15 Medical Issues
1.15.1 General
All holders of Canadian pilot licences must undergo a periodic medical
examination to determine their medical fitness to exercise the privileges
of their licence. The frequency of medical examinations depends on the
age of the applicant and the type of licence held. For some
examinations, supplementary tests may also be required. The Health
Canada Regional Aviation Medical Officer (RAMO) acts on behalf of
Transport Canada and is responsible for ensuring that each applicant
is medically fit to hold an aviation licence; a pilot's medical validation
certificate is issued on the authority of the RAMO.
Historically, a small percentage of applicants will be on the borderline
of the medical standard. In these cases, the candidate's medical
information will be reviewed by the Aviation Medical Review Board
(AMRB). That board comprises a group of specialists in neurology,
cardiology, psychiatry, ophthalmology, internal medicine,
otolaryngology, and aviation medicine. The underlying goal of the
medical assessment is to allow licence holders to maintain their flying
privileges whenever possible within the bounds of aviation safety. In
some cases, flexibility may be applied to certain medical standards in
order to allow a pilot to retain a licence. This decision to allow flexibility
is based primarily on medical information, but may also include a
practical assessment of the pilot's ability to compensate for the
deviation from the standard. The Transport Canada Licensing Manual,
Volume 3, section 2.0, indicates that "in most cases where flexibility is
applied, the privileges of the licence are restricted."
1.15.2 Pilot Vision
Corrective lenses had been prescribed for this pilot and he was
required to wear a specific pair of bifocal glasses while flying. The
corrective lenses that had been prescribed were necessary to
compensate for astigmatism which had developed following a corneal
transplant in 1967, and an additional correction was also necessary to
compensate for a degree of presbyopia, a reduction in the ability of the
human eye to focus at near distances.
The pilot's medical situation had been considered by the AMRB and,
following the conduct of a practical flight test conducted under day VFR
conditions, he had been issued a commercial licence in accordance
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with medical criteria allowing flexibility for vision. His vision was
subsequently monitored by medical professionals on a semi-annual
basis. There were no indications of any ophthalmologic problems over
the time period that the pilot was being monitored, based on a review
of the medical forms.
A common problem with the use of bifocal glasses is the possibility that
the user may look through the wrong portion of the lens during a visual
scan; the result would be the perception of an un-focused image and
possible disorientation. In addition, it takes a certain amount of time for
the eye to refocus and accommodate between the different lenses of
the bifocal glasses. This adjustment function, referred to as the
accommodation reflex, is an involuntary physiological function of the
eye that enables an object to be focused on the retina. In adjusting for
near vision, the pupils constrict, the lenses become more convex, and
the eyes converge; in adjusting for far vision, the reverse changes
occur. The accommodation reflex of the eye slows with age.
Under ideal circumstances, it would take an extended period of time for
the eye to become accustomed to the degree of correction prescribed
for the previously noted astigmatism. It would be important that the pilot
wear the glasses on a continuing basis in order to maintain this
adjustment; irregular use of the glasses would impair this process.
The pilot's glasses were equipped with a string tie which allowed the
glasses to be removed from the bridge of the nose and yet retained
around the neck.
1.15.3 Toxicology
A toxicology examination revealed that antihistamines were evident in
the pilot's urine but not in the blood. Antihistamines are commonly used
as decongestants but are also known to have sedative side effects.
Warnings regarding the effects of self-medication are routinely
promulgated to all pilots.
The Transport Canada published AIP states at section AIR 3.12 that,
"simple remedies such as antihistamines...may seriously impair the
judgement and co-ordination needed by the pilot." The AIP points out
that, "the condition for which the medicine is required may itself reduce
a pilot's efficiency to a dangerous level, even though the symptoms are
masked by medicine."
1.15.4 Somatogravic Illusion
Somatogravic illusion is an erroneous sensation of pitch (rotation in the
vertical plane) caused by linear acceleration; it is most common during
rapid acceleration as would be experienced during an aircraft's take-off
roll and initial climb.
3 J.R.R. Stott, "Spatial Disorientation in Flight", International Journal of
Aviation Safety December 1984.
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4 David O'Hare and Stanley Roscoe, Flightdeck Performance: The
Human Factor, 1st ed. (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1990) 4849.
This problem was first recognized during night operations in World War
2 when aircrew experienced a number of accidents during night takeoffs in conditions of clear visibility but inadequate external visual
references.3 Typically the aircraft would be established in a climb, but
would then fly into the ground one to two minutes after take-off.
Evidence from survivors of such crashes and from experiments
designed to reproduce similar flight profiles indicated that the error in
pitch attitude is unperceived. Although part of the problem in the earlier
years may have been the result of a lag in the gyro-horizon
instruments, the physiological basis of the problem was also significant.
A forward acceleration of as little as 0.1 g is sufficient to produce a
powerful illusion that the aircraft is climbing.4 Under visual flight
conditions, this illusion is rarely perceived, as it will be over-ridden by
available visual information. However, the effect of the illusion becomes
more serious at night, when reduced or deceptive visual conditions may
distract the pilot's attention away from the flight instruments. If the
illusion goes unrecognized, the aircrew may respond inappropriately by
pushing the control column forward. The extent to which somatogravic
illusion contributed to the accident, if any, cannot be determined.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Flight Preparation and
Take-off
The pilot and the three passengers were observed to enter the aircraft
directly upon their arrival at the terminal building; the engines were
started immediately and a delay of several minutes followed before the
aircraft began to taxi. This delay is normal and can be accounted for by
the requirement to complete cockpit pre-flight checks and by
requirements to bring the engine oil to its operating temperature range
prior to take-off.
The aircraft navigational lighting systems and the runway lights were
seen to illuminate when the aircraft began to taxi. As the activation of
ARCAL runway lights is radio-controlled, it can be concluded that the
aircraft's electrical power generation and radio transmitter systems
were functional prior to take-off.
The aircraft was observed to become airborne in approximately 2,000
feet (two-thirds of the runway length). Analysis of take-off distance
charts in the aircraft flight manual indicates that, under the existing
conditions, the aircraft's ground run should have been approximately
1,700 feet. This theoretical take-off distance is consistent with the
witness' accounts and leads to a conclusion that the take-off was likely
normal with respect to the documented capability of the aircraft.
2.2 Shallow Climb Profile
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2.2.1 Initial Climb
The aircraft was observed to enter a very shallow climb immediately
following its take-off. Although the witnesses had no aviation
experience, they were resolute in their assertion that this departure
profile was shallower than others that they had observed. The essential
element of these observations is that the aircraft departed on a shallow
flight profile and remained low from lift-off until impact with the trees. It
did not appear to climb normally and then subsequently descend. Two
possibilities which may explain this deviation from the recommended
night departure profile are described below.
2.2.2 Possibility of Undetected Malfunction
It is possible that the aircraft was subjected to some undetected
malfunction or abnormality immediately after take-off, and that this
malfunction either restricted the aircraft's climb performance, or
otherwise distracted the pilot during this critical phase of the flight. This
hypothesis is not supported by either the witnesses' description of the
flight profile, or by data from the post-accident wreckage analysis.
If the pilot had used the recommended company procedure for night
departures from remote aerodromes, he would have established a
performance climb to an altitude of 500 feet agl. The climb angle for a
performance climb at 107 KIAS is approximately ten degrees, and is
more than double that of a cruise climb profile. Under these
circumstances, the witnesses should have perceived a steeper-thannormal departure angle; however, the observed climb angle was
shallower than normal.
If a mechanical malfunction had occurred, some evidence of the failure
should have been identified in the wreckage. Examination of both
engines found no pre-existing discrepancies that would have
contributed to a loss of engine power. The left engine oil sump was
scuffed by contact with the camshaft gear teeth. This scuffing occurred
after the engine was free of the nacelle and is indicative of high
rotational energy. Two of the three left propeller blades exhibited
bending and twisting normally associated with high engine power;
impact markings on the hub indicated that the propeller was in the
normal governing range. This evidence indicates that the left engine
was producing power at impact. The precise level of power could not
be determined but would likely have been in the high power range.
Because there is no other contrary evidence, it has been concluded
that the positioning of the left magneto switches and throttle was likely
due to impact forces. It is normal for aircraft switches and controls to
change position during a crash sequence.
The right propeller was found in the mid-feathering range at impact;
however, light counterweight signature markings, corresponding to a
lower blade angle, were found on the propeller hub. The initial tree
strikes made by the right propeller were very clean, suggesting a lower
pitch angle and high rotational energy. It is believed that the
counterweight signature markings were made as a result of this initial
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tree contact. This evidence of a lower blade angle and high rotational
energy indicates that the right engine was likely producing power upon
initial tree contact. However, the extent of this power is unknown.
The fact that pine needles were found imbedded around the propeller
governor suggests that some damage to the propeller governor likely
occurred during tree contact. With the propeller governor disabled at
this point, the propeller blades would have begun to feather
automatically. However, this feathering action would not have been
completed before ground impact. The propeller was captured,
therefore, in the mid-feathering range.
The continuity of all aircraft controls was checked following the
accident and no discrepancies were apparent. Elevator, rudder, and
aileron trim settings were all determined to be in the normal take-off
range for the weight of the aircraft. In summary, the post-accident
investigation could find no evidence of any pre-impact, mechanical
faults in the engine, propeller, or flight control systems.
The aircraft's flight profile does not support the hypothesis that an
unidentified malfunction had occurred. Evidence indicates that the
aircraft was in a controlled flight attitude (wings-level, at a slight climb
angle, and with normal trim settings) at the time of its initial contact with
the trees. Additionally, there was only slight lateral deviation of the
aircraft's flight path from the extended centre line of the runway.
All of the above factors support a conclusion that the engines were
producing power and that the aircraft was under positive control at the
time of the crash; this conclusion tends to discount a hypothesis that
the pilot was responding to an unusual control or propulsion
emergency. There was no evidence of any malfunction prior to impact
that would have affected the aircraft's initial climb performance.
2.2.3 Possibility of the Pilot Establishing the Shallow Climb Profile
During training, it was noted that this pilot would deviate from the
recommended night departure profile and allow the aircraft to maintain
a shallow climb angle immediately after take-off. The pilot would allow
the aircraft to accelerate to its cruise climb speed (115 - 130 KIAS)
before commencing a climb to the planned en route altitude. The
evidence is consistent with the conclusion that the pilot deviated from
the recommended night departure profile and established the shallow
climb profile observed during the accident flight.
Information derived by test flying a Cessna 310R following the accident
indicates that, under flight conditions similar to those of the accident
flight, a Cessna 310R will cover a distance of approximately 6,400 feet
horizontally from the commencement of its take-off roll to the point
where it has accelerated to 130 KIAS (maximum cruise climb speed).
The trees that were struck at Sandy Bay were 5,400 feet beyond the
initial take-off point and were 40 feet above the runway elevation. If the
pilot had established a climb profile similar to the one he had been
observed to use in the past, the aircraft could have struck the trees
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before it had accelerated to its cruise climb speed of 115 to 130 knots.
2.3 Ambient Light Conditions
2.3.1 Ground and Sky Illumination
A night departure from a remote northern aerodrome can be a task
requiring extra caution. Even in VFR weather conditions, this type of
departure requires the pilot to place increased reliance on vision and on
basic instrument flying skills. The transition from outside visual
references that are used during the take-off run to instrument
references used during the initial climb also demands extra vigilance.
At night, a reduction of external visual references caused by
inadequate ground and sky illumination, coupled with the requirement
to use cockpit lighting to illuminate the instrument panel, will increase
the difficulty of the departure procedure. Such a lack of external visual
reference could have adversely affected the pilot's ability to maintain
required visual reference with the ground during the initial climb, or to
see and avoid obstacles.
2.3.2 Forward Illumination of Flight Path by Landing Lights
Forward illumination of the flight path would be provided by both the
nosewheel-mounted taxi light and the two wing-mounted landing lights.
As the landing gear was found in the retracted position, the nosewheelmounted taxi light would not have provided any illumination at the time
of impact. It could not be determined whether or not the wing-mounted
landing lights were on during the take-off. However, the fact that they
were in the stowed position at impact indicates that the wing-mounted
landing lights would not have provided forward illumination prior to
impact. The absence of forward illumination of the flight path from the
aircraft's landing lights during or after the take-off would have
prevented the pilot from being alerted to the presence of obstacles and
taking action to avoid collision.
2.4 Medical Issues
The pilot had been issued a commercial licence under flexibility for
vision and his eyesight was being monitored by medical professionals
on a semi-annual basis. Corrective lenses had been prescribed for this
pilot and he was required to wear a set of bifocal glasses while flying. It
was important that he wear these corrective lenses on a continuing
basis in order to maintain his eyes' adaptation to the large degree of
correction in the lenses.
Failure to properly use his glasses would have deprived him of the
corrective qualities of his lenses, which could have affected his
instrument visual scanning ability, created difficulty in transitioning from
visual to instrument flight, and adversely affected his level of instrument
flying ability. There is no evidence that he made improper use of his
glasses.
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Although the pilot's current duties required that he fly at night and
under IFR conditions, the practical flight test that the AMRB originally
required him to take was conducted during daylight hours in VFR
conditions. Flight at night or under IFR conditions would have placed
greater demands on the pilot's vision, and a practical flight test
conducted under these conditions would have been more difficult for
the pilot to pass.
Although the medical category had been issued with flexibility for
vision, and the AMRB had required a practical flight test and semiannual eye examinations, the Transport Canada licensing authority did
not apply any restrictions to this pilot's licence, as referred to in the
Transport Canada Licensing Manual, Volume 3, section 2.0, other than
requiring the use of glasses while flying.
2.5 Pathology/Toxicology
Levels of non-prescription antihistamines, which were termed
therapeutic by the examining laboratory, were evident in the pilot's
urine; this indicates that the medication was taken long enough before
the occurrence to allow for metabolism and clearance of the drug, thus
avoiding any sedative effect. Moreover, although drowsiness may be a
side effect of such drugs, since therapeutic levels of antihistamines
were not detected in the pilot's blood, an active effect at the time of the
accident would not be anticipated. Therefore, it is unlikely that the
presence of these antihistamines had affected the pilot's performance.
2.6 Behavioral Factors - Illusions and Disorientation
The forward acceleration of the Cessna 310 aircraft is sufficient to
produce a powerful illusion of increasing pitch. Under extremely dark
night conditions, with restricted outside visual references, a
somatogravic illusion could cause the pilot to erroneously conclude that
the aircraft was rotating to an increasingly high pitch angle. This illusion
would be intensified if the pilot were denied accurate visual information
because of a weak instrument scan, degraded eyesight, or poor
ambient external lighting.
2.7 Management and Regulatory Issues
The pilot was licensed and certified for the flight in accordance with
governing regulations and statutes. However, a number of weaknesses
in the pilot's basic instrument flying performance had been identified
and documented by Transport Canada and the company training
personnel. Senior management within the company were also aware of
the pilot's weak instrument flying performance. The underlying cause of
the weak performance had not been identified, nor documented in
either the company or the Transport Canada files.
The monitoring of a pilot's performance is a joint responsibility that is
shared by the airline company and by Transport Canada. However,
despite ongoing difficulties, and despite early identification of
weaknesses in instrument flying skills, no effective control mechanism
was applied by either agency to monitor the pilot's performance trends,
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or to ensure that the pilot was not placed in a situation that was beyond
his ability to cope successfully.
Transport Canada did not forward information concerning the pilot's
weak instrument flying performance to the RAMO, nor was there a
requirement for them to do so. The performance degradation could
have been indicative of inadequate vision and the provision of such
information to the RAMO might have resulted in a re-evaluation of the
pilot's medical status.
The chief pilot recommended that the pilot be given the opportunity to
gain additional operational experience in the multi-engine IFR
environment by flying as first officer on the company's scheduled
Cessna 404. Such an arrangement could also have provided an
opportunity to better assess the pilot's performance during instrument
flight.
The chief pilot was effectively prevented from exercising this
responsibility when the company president decided to allow additional
training on the C-310 aircraft, and directed that the additional training
be conducted in Prince Albert, under the guidance and control of the
general manager. Despite the pilot's subsequent failure of the
Transport Canada instrument flight test and the PPC and the further
additional training required for him to finally pass the flight test and the
PPC on the Cessna 310, there were no particular restrictions
subsequently applied to the operational employment of the pilot by the
company's management.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
Weather at the time of the departure from Sandy Bay was VFR.
There are very few ground lights northeast of the Sandy Bay
aerodrome and, at the time of the accident, there was little or no
illumination from either the lights of the community or from the
night sky.
Poor ground and sky illumination may have prevented the pilot
from maintaining adequate visual reference with the ground and
may have required that the pilot rely on instrument flying skills,
especially during the initial climb portion of the flight.
The absence of forward illumination of the flight path from the
aircraft's landing lights during or after the take-off may have
prevented the pilot from being alerted to the presence of
obstacles and from taking action to avoid collision.
Tree-covered terrain beyond the departure end of runway 05
presents obstacles which extend upwards to approximately 40
feet above ground level; these obstacles are well below the
normal climb gradient for a departure.
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normal climb gradient for a departure.
The pilot had developed a habit of establishing a shallow
departure climb angle after take-off, and of climbing out after
reaching cruise climb speed.
The shallow climb angle departure profile deviated significantly
from the recently published company procedure for night
departures from remote aerodromes.
A cruise climb profile gives approximately one-half the climb rate
and climb angle of the recommended performance climb.
The aircraft was established in a very shallow departure climb
after take-off.
The aircraft struck trees approximately 2,400 feet beyond the
end of the runway in a wings-level attitude and at a low climb
angle.
Control of the aircraft was lost during the tree strikes, and the
aircraft struck the ground.
The accident was non-survivable because of high deceleration
forces and the post-crash fire.
Continuity and integrity of the flight control systems were
confirmed.
No evidence was found of pre-existing mechanical faults that
would have caused a loss of engine power.
No evidence was found of mechanical discrepancies that would
have affected the aircraft's performance.
Damage to the propeller systems was consistent with power
being in the governing range.
The aircraft's weight and balance were within prescribed limits.
The pilot's twin-engine instrument flying performance was
recorded as weak during training and previous flight tests.
The pilot was licensed with a medical restriction requiring glasses
to be worn.
The pilot's current duties required that he fly at night and under
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The pilot's current duties required that he fly at night and under
IFR conditions; however, the practical flight test that the AMRB
originally required him to take was conducted during daylight
hours in VFR conditions.
Transport Canada did not forward information concerning the
pilot's weak instrument flying performance to the RAMO, nor was
there a requirement for them to do so.
It is unlikely that the non-prescription antihistamines present in
the pilot's urine, but not in the blood, had affected the pilot's
performance.
Somatogravic illusion may have adversely affected the pilot's
performance during the acceleration stages of the take-off and
initial climb.
Contrary to the chief pilot's recommendation, the company
president decided to allow additional training on the C-310
aircraft to be conducted in Prince Albert, under the guidance and
control of the general manager.
The Transport Canada licensing authority did not apply any
restrictions to this pilot's licence as referred to in the guidelines of
the Transport Canada Licensing Manual, Volume 3, section 2.0.
3.2 Causes
The pilot established, and the aircraft remained in, a very shallow climb
after take-off and struck trees during the initial departure, while in
controlled flight prior to reaching cruise climb speed.
Other factors that may have contributed to the accident were the poor
ground and sky illumination, the absence of illumination from the
landing lights, and the deviation from the recommended night departure
profile.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
4.1.1 Accidents Involving Controlled Flight into Terrain
This occurrence is classified as a Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT)
accident. CFIT occurrences are those in which an aircraft, under the
control of the crew, is flown into terrain (or water) with no prior
awareness on the part of the crew of the impending disaster. The
Board notes with concern that, over the 11-year period from 01 January
1984 to 31 December 1994, 68 commercially operated aircraft (not
including those conducting low-level special operations) were involved
in CFIT accidents. In view of the frequency and severity of such
accidents, the Board is conducting a study of CFIT accidents to identify
related systemic deficiencies. The study includes, inter alia, an
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examination of CFIT data on VFR operations at night and on
contributing factors such as somatogravic illusions.
4.2 Action Required
4.2.1 Pilot Licence Restrictions - Practical Flight Tests
The pilot's vision had been considered by an Aviation Medical Review
Board (AMRB). Following a practical flight test, the pilot had been
issued a commercial licence in accordance with medical standards
allowing the option of flexibility for vision; his licence indicated that he
was required to wear prescription bifocal glasses while flying. The
practical flight test had been conducted during daylight hours in visual
meteorological conditions (VMC); the pilot's duties at the time of the
occurrence required that he fly at night and in instrument
meteorological conditions (IMC). The flight test environment was not
typical of the most difficult conditions in which the pilot was expected to
fly.
In the spring of 1990, the TSB investigated another occurrence in
which the validity of an AMRB-requested practical flight test was also
brought into question (TSB A90Q0090). In this accident, the TSB
determined that, because the pilot had only limited use of his right leg,
he was unable to recover from a spin in the ultralight he was flying. The
flight test was conducted in a category of aircraft different from that
which the pilot was licensed to fly, and the in-flight exercises apparently
did not include manoeuvres which typically would have placed the
greatest demands on the pilot's right leg.
Neither the content of the flight tests nor the environment in which they
were conducted was representative of the challenges that these pilots
might encounter while exercising the privileges of their respective
licences; nor had the pilots' actual licences been annotated to indicate
limitations to any operational aspects of flying associated with their
category of licence.
The Board accepts the principle of issuing licences with a flexibility for
various medical conditions. It is also recognized that it may be
impractical on AMRB flight tests to cover all aspects of the flying
environment. However, based on these two occurrences, there appear
to be inconsistencies between the flying abilities actually being verified
on the flight tests and the follow-on restrictions being placed on licence
privileges. Consequently, pilots with licences issued under the medical
flexibility option may be flying in aircraft or environments beyond their
demonstrated abilities. In this occurrence, fare-paying passengers were
relying on a pilot to safely fly in conditions in which his vision may have
hampered his ability to maintain adequate visual reference with the
ground and avoid obstacles.
To reduce the likelihood of other pilots with licences issued under the
medical flexibility option inadvertently operating aircraft in conditions
beyond their demonstrated ability, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport review all pilot licences issued under the
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medical flexibility option to ensure compatibility of verified pilot abilities
and licence privileges.
A95-13
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson, John W. Stants, and members Gerald E. Bennett, Zita
Brunet, the Hon. Wilfred R. DuPont and Hugh MacNeil, authorized the
release of this report on 17 February 1995.
Appendix A - Glossary AES - Atmospheric Environmental
Service
agl - above ground level
AIP - Aeronautical Information Publication
AMRB - Aviation Medical Review Board
ARCAL - aircraft radio control of aerodrome lighting
asl - above sea level
ATF - aerodrome traffic frequency
C of G - centre of gravity
CAR - Civil Airworthiness Regulation
CFIT - controlled flight into terrain
CFS - Canada Flight Supplement
CST - central standard time
ELT - emergency locator transmitter
FAR - Federal Aviation Regulation
fpm - feet per minute
hp - horsepower
IFR - instrument flight rules
IMC - instrument meteorological conditions
KIAS - knots indicated airspeed
lb - pound(s)
M - magnetic
MHz - megahertz
mi - statute mile(s)
nm - nautical mile(s)
PPC - pilot proficiency check
RAMO - Regional Aviation Medical Officer
RCMP - Royal Canadian Mounted Police
rpm - revolutions per minute
TSB - Transportation Safety Board of Canada
VFR - visual flight rules
VMC - visual meteorological conditions
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose of
advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or
criminal liability.
Controlled Flight into Terrain
Air Manitoba Limited
Hawker Siddeley, HS 748 Series 2A C-GQTH
Sandy Lake, Ontario 1 nm NW
10 November 1993

Print View

Report Number A93H0023
Synopsis
The flight departed Winnipeg, Manitoba, at 1438 central standard time (CST) for Sandy Lake, Ontario. On
arrival at Sandy Lake at approximately 1549 CST, the crew attempted to land but were unable to because
of the low ceiling and visibility. They then diverted to St. Theresa Point, Manitoba, landing at 1630 CST.
After a normal turnaround, the flight returned to Sandy Lake and landed at approximately 1745 CST. The
aircraft took off from runway 29 at Sandy Lake at approximately 1805 CST and immediately entered a right
turn. After turning through about 120 degrees, the aircraft descended into 100-foot trees and crashed. All
seven occupants of the aircraft were fatally injured, and the aircraft was destroyed.
The Board determined that, after take-off, the crew most likely lost situational awareness and, as a result,
did not detect the increasing deviation from their intended flight path. Contributing to the loss of situational
awareness was the lack of AC power to some of the flight instruments; the reason for the lack of AC power
could not be determined.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
The aircraft, a Hawker Siddeley 748 Series 2A Model 234 (HS 748) owned and operated by Air Manitoba
Ltd. (Air Manitoba), took off from Winnipeg at 1438 central standard time (CST)1, 10 November 1993, on
scheduled flight NAM 205/206 that included stops at Sandy Lake, Ontario; St. Theresa Point, Manitoba;
Island Lake, Manitoba; and return to Winnipeg, Manitoba. The flight was conducted in accordance with an
instrument flight rules (IFR)2 flight plan and flight notification.
On arrival at Sandy Lake at approximately 1549, the crew attempted to land but were unable to because
of the low ceiling and visibility. They then diverted to St. Theresa Point, landing at 1630. A normal
turnaround was completed; the number of passengers on departure was 26, and 2,086 pounds3 of fuel
was uploaded to an estimated total of 6,700 pounds on board. The flight departed St. Theresa Point for
Sandy Lake at 1720.
All times are CST (Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) minus six hours) unless otherwise stated.
See Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.
Units are consistent with official manuals, documents, reports, and instructions used by or issued to
the crew.
The aircraft landed at approximately 1745 at Sandy Lake, where 22 passengers deplaned while four
remained on board; the aircraft was not refuelled or otherwise serviced at Sandy Lake. During the stop,
both engines were shut down. On take-off from Sandy Lake, there were two pilots, a flight attendant, and
four passengers on board.
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The aircraft took off from runway 29 at Sandy Lake at approximately 1805 and entered a right turn.
Witnesses indicate that the aircraft appeared to fly at a lower than normal height throughout the turn. After
turning through approximately 120 degrees(·), the aircraft descended into 100-foot trees and crashed. The
aircraft struck the ground about one nautical mile (nm) northwest of the airport.
(See Appendix A).
All seven occupants of the aircraft were fatally injured in the crash. The accident occurred during the hours
of darkness. The wreckage was located at position latitude 53·04'71"N, longitude 93·21'38"W, at an
elevation of approximately 940 feet above sea level (asl).
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Crew

Passengers

Others

Total

3

4

-

7

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed by the impact with the trees and the ground.
1.4 Other Damage
There were trees damaged, and the fuel that was on board the aircraft spilled into the swampy area of the
crash site.
1.5 Personnel Information
1.5.1 General
CAPTAIN

FIRST OFFICER

Age

52

34

Pilot Licence

ATPL

ATPL

Medical Expiry Date

01/01/94

01/07/94

Total Flying Time

16,000 hrs

6,500 hrs

Total on Type

4,500 hrs

1,100 hrs

Total Last 90 Days

247 hrs

274 hrs

Last 90 Days

234 hrs

215 hrs

Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence

10 hrs

10 hrs

Hours off Duty Prior to Work Period

15 hrs

14 hrs

Total on Type

Note:The pilots' log-books were not recovered, and flying times, except for the last 90 days, have been
estimated using Air Manitoba and Transport Canada records. The captain's off-duty time was estimated
from company records.
1.5.2 The Captain
1.5.2.1 General
The captain was qualified and certified for the flight. He had successfully completed a pilot proficiency
check (PPC) and instrument flight check (IFC) on 21 April 1993, and he held a Group 1 instrument rating.
The captain's Licence Validation Certificate (LVC) was valid with a requirement that he wear glasses.
The captain began his employment with Air Manitoba Limited (formerly Ilford Riverton Airways) in June
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1981. He completed his initial check ride on the HS 748 in October 1985. He maintained proficiency on
both the HS 748 and the Curtis Wright C-46. At the time of the occurrence, the captain was the Director of
Flight Operations for Air Manitoba, responsible for establishment of flight operations policy, regulatory
affairs, and the overall management of flight operations.
All of the pilots interviewed felt that the captain could effectively handle an emergency situation. They
indicated that during an emergency he would not necessarily take control of the aircraft if the first officer
was flying, as he had confidence in first officers' abilities.
The captain was considered to be an easy person to get along with, and he had the personal and
professional respect of his colleagues and was easy to approach in his capacity as Director of Flight
Operations. He ran this department with a very direct approach. Pilots who had flown with the captain
indicated that, while flying, he was considered to be just another pilot. He was not strongly assertive and
was always willing to discuss any decisions that needed to be made regarding the in-flight operation of the
aircraft. He was considered a person who always got results.
1.5.2.2 Flying History
The captain's records indicate that he experienced no difficulty on the Curtis Wright C-46 aircraft but
demonstrated difficulty during some HS 748 PPC and IFC rides.
The captain started flying the HS 748 when it was introduced into the company in 1985. Since then he had
completed 10 check-rides on the HS 748; six of these rides were conducted by the same Transport
Canada inspector, and two of these were PPC rides which he failed. Four of the rides with the Transport
Canada inspector indicated the same "satisfactory with briefing (SB)" on the Transport Canada flight test
checklist for item 4(c)(2), missed approach power loss. One ride with an Air Manitoba company check pilot
(CCP) also indicated the same SB for 4(c)(2).
Following a PPC/IFC ride on the HS 748 on 26 November 1992, the inspector commented on the test
report, "4(c)(2) - SB - missed approach - power loss, requires review of exercise - marginal aircraft
handling." A note was written below the comments: "Knowledge of aircraft is good but the pilot becomes
very nervous during rides which contributes to the above comments."
The Transport Canada inspector explained the requirements of item 4(c)(2), which includes procedures
during an overshoot from an instrument approach or a balked landing. The inspector recalls that the
captain was consistently slow to react and, in some cases, did not know the required emergency
procedure. The inspector's conclusion was that the captain had not prepared for the rides.
A review of the comments made on flight test reports shows that most of the difficulties noted were related
to handling of the HS 748 aircraft. All of the captain's check rides on the C-46 were completed
successfully.
1.5.3 First Officer
1.5.3.1 General
The first officer reportedly was an easygoing individual. Company captains and training pilots who had
flown with him described him as an average pilot. They felt he had been improving steadily on the HS 748
aircraft; however, some of them expressed doubts as to how the first officer would react in an emergency
situation. Some captains indicated that he lacked assertiveness and might be hesitant to react
independently. Two captains stated that the first officer sometimes completed checklists too quickly during
normal operations, and, as a result, missed items on the checklist. On more than one occasion, these
captains had told the first officer to slow down while doing the checks.
Other captains stated that the first officer was assertive and spoke out when necessary, handled actual
emergency situations professionally and competently, and properly performed his checklist duties.
The first officer had recently applied for the vacant Company Flight Safety Officer position. The first officer
thought highly of the captain and had flown with him quite often in the recent past.
1.5.3.2 Flying History
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The first officer was issued a private pilot licence (PPL) in December 1981. In March 1982, he failed the
flight test for a commercial pilot licence on his first attempt; he successfully passed on his second attempt
on 09 March 1982. On 15 April 1982, he failed his multi-engine flight test during the ground briefing part of
the test; he successfully completed the flight test on 20 April 1982. On 03 May 1982, he failed his initial
multi-engine instrument check ride; he passed a re-ride on 07 May 1982.
In 1984-1985, the first officer flew small aircraft such as the Piper Supercub, Cessna 172, and Cessna 180
in a commercial visual flight rules (VFR) operation. He renewed his instrument rating in December 1986.
His rating lapsed, and in April 1989 he failed an instrument check ride; he successfully passed a re-ride
on 25 April 1989. He flew for three weeks on the west coast flying a Beaver (DHC-2) on floats. He flew
Cessna 206 floatplanes commercially for the summer on a VFR operation, then obtained employment with
a different company flying floatplanes.
The first officer began his employment with Air Manitoba in June 1989 as a crewman on the C-46 aircraft.
In April 1990, he began flying the C-46 as a first officer and earned an airline transport pilot licence (ATPL)
in February 1991.
The first officer began initial training on the HS 748 in March 1992 and passed his PPC ride on the aircraft
on 25 March 1992. The Transport Canada (TC) inspector who conducted the ride indicated on the ride
report that the pilot needed work on altitude and airspeed control; he commented negatively on a
simulated double engine failure procedure, and concluded by stating that the next ride was to be done by
a DOT inspector. The first officer's HS 748 line indoctrination was completed 03 April 1992.
On 11 March 1993 the first officer failed his annual HS 748 PPC ride and had his instrument rating
cancelled by the inspector. The unsatisfactory sequences were a check that was completed too slowly and
an instrument holding pattern established incorrectly. On 18 March 1993, he successfully completed his
last HS 748 check ride, which was valid until 01 October 1993. On 14 September 1993 he completed a
PPC in the C-46 with a company check pilot; the PPC was valid until 01 April 1994. The qualification on
the C-46 extended the HS 748 qualification to 01 April 1994 as per Air Navigation Order (ANO) Series II,
No. 53.
A review of the comments made on flight test reports and training records showed that most of the
difficulties noted were related to handling of the aircraft.
1.5.4 Flight Attendant
The flight attendant began his employment with Air Manitoba in 1984. At the time of the occurrence, he
was one of two flight attendants employed full time with the company. He had recently completed a period
as Acting Chief of Cabin Safety while the incumbent was on maternity leave; his performance during this
period was considered by his peers and Air Manitoba management personnel as exemplary.
1.5.5 Pilot at the Controls
The types of injuries and bone fractures sustained by aircrew in accidents and the damage patterns on the
control column and rudder pedals can often indicate which pilot was flying the aircraft at the time of a
crash. A review of the radiology reports on the remains of this crew did not reveal any evidence to indicate
who was flying the aircraft. The right control column wheel was badly damaged compared to the left wheel;
however, no determination about who was flying could be made from this information.
Air Traffic Control (ATC) recordings and company interviews indicate that it was the first officer who made
the radio transmissions during the departure from Winnipeg. The captain's voice has been identified on the
recording of the radio transmissions between the Thompson Flight Service Station (FSS) and the flight en
route from St. Theresa Point to Sandy Lake. It is common practice that the pilot not flying make the radio
calls; however, based on cockpit workload, either pilot may use the radio.
The conversation recorded on the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) during the flight from St. Theresa Point to
Sandy Lake indicates that the captain was flying that leg, at least the approach to Sandy Lake. If the pilots
were to have equal time at the controls, it would have been likely that the first officer was flying the aircraft
during the departure from Sandy Lake on the accident flight.
Although it is considered likely that the first officer was flying, without CVR information from the accident
flight or eyewitness information, there is no material evidence to determine which pilot was flying the
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aircraft when it departed Sandy Lake.
1.5.6 Company Training on the HS 748 Aircraft
1.5.6.1 General
The initial pilot ground training on the HS 748 is a two-week course contracted outside the company. The
recurrent ground training course, required annually, is two days long, and it also is contracted out. A
review of the training curriculum found the ground training to be in accordance with the approved company
Crew Training Manual. The pilots interviewed said the initial and recurrent ground training provided
thorough coverage of the aircraft systems and procedures.
The flight training for both the initial and recurrent courses is provided by the company and is conducted
by the chief pilot or a nominated training pilot. The minimum flight training required by Transport Canada,
and provided by Air Manitoba, is eight hours. New pilots on type were required to complete an additional
25 hours minimum of line indoctrination under the supervision of a check pilot.
Pilots were normally upgraded on a seniority basis provided they met company capability and experience
requirements, as is normal industry practice. The decision to upgrade a pilot was usually made by the chief
pilot and the Director of Flight Operations, with the approval of the company president.
1.5.6.2 Simulator Training
Canadian regulations do not require that aircraft simulators be used for training;
Air Manitoba did not have access to an HS 748 flight simulator. ANO Series VII, No. 2, requires that
specific training items be completed in an aircraft when a simulator is not available or is not capable of
accurately reproducing the characteristics of the aircraft.
Air Manitoba's training curriculum satisfied the requirements specified in ANO Series VII, No. 2.
1.5.7 Flight Crew Working Conditions
The Air Manitoba schedule was regular and usually allowed the pilots to return daily to Winnipeg. A review
of the published schedules showed that the flight times did not exceed the established flight time and duty
day limits.
As part of their normal duties, company pilots were required to load and unload the aircraft cargo at en
route stops. The flight crews interviewed did not express concern about this work and did not feel it
imposed undue hardship or caused excessive fatigue. About once a month the HS 748 pilots were
scheduled to fly a freighter out of Churchill. The captain and first officer recently flew together on this flight,
departing Winnipeg on 01 November and returning on 04 November 1993.
The captain flew from 01 to 05 November inclusive; he accumulated 29.3 flight hours, never exceeding 6.7
hours per day. He did not fly again until 10 November when he flew 2.7 hours prior to the crash. The
captain's duties as Director of Flight Operations required that he be in the office during regular work hours
when he was not flying.
In the first 10 days of November, the first officer flew seven days, being off duty on the 4th, 7th, and 8th.
He accumulated 39.8 flight hours, never exceeding 6.5 hours per day. He flew 6.0 hours on 10 November
prior to the crash.
The first officer was apparently happy with the flying schedule in that it was regular, reasonable, and
allowed for scheduled days off.
1.5.8 Crew Resource Management Training
In December 1991, the company Flight Safety Officer invited Transport Canada System Safety personnel
to provide a one-day presentation on crew resource management (CRM) training. The intent was to
assess the effectiveness of CRM training and consider the possibility of implementing the program. The
session was well received by the company and by those pilots who attended. There was no CRM training
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provided to the pilots subsequent to this session. The captain attended the course but the first officer did
not; the first officer was away on flying duty at the time.
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1 Aircraft Data
Manufacturer - Hawker Siddeley Aviation
Type - HS 748 Series 2A Model 234
Year of Manufacture - 1967
Serial Number - 1617
Certificate of Airworthiness (Flight Permit) Issued -09 April 1981
Total Airframe Time - 29,284.3 hours
Engine Type(number) - Rolls-Royce turboprop (2)
Propeller Type - Dowty Rotol variable
(number) - pitch (2)
Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight 46,500 pounds
Recommended Fuel - Jet A, Jet B, or other
Type(s) - wide-cut fuels
Fuel Type Used - Jet B
1.6.2 Aircraft History
The aircraft was manufactured in Manchester, England, in 1967 and originally purchased by the air carrier
Lan-Chile in Santiago, Chile. In 1979 it was purchased by Austin Airways Ltd., Timmins, Ontario, and
registered in Canada as C-GQTH. In December 1980 the aircraft was leased to Maersk Air, Denmark, and
it was returned to Canada in March 1981. In January 1984 the aircraft was leased to Ilford Riverton
Airways Ltd., Winnipeg, and then sold to Northland Outdoors Canada (1983) Ltd. In 1985 Northland
became Northland Air Manitoba. In February 1987 the aircraft's registration was changed to indicate
Nunasi Northland Airlines on lease from Northland Air Manitoba. The aircraft was registered to Air
Manitoba Ltd. in 1991 when the company name was changed.
1.6.3 Weight and Balance
A copy of the weight and balance form for the accident flight was not found. However, weight and balance
were calculated using information found in the aircraft journey log-book, which was recovered from the
wreckage, and estimated fuel and baggage loads.
The take-off weight, in pounds, was calculated as follows:
aircraft APS4
weight (log-book) -26,967
water/methanol
(estimate)- 400
flight attendant
(standard)- 174
catering- 100
dry operating
weight (total) -27,641
dry operating weight-27,641
fuel (estimate) - 5,450
passengers (standard)- 550
cargo/baggage (estimate)- 400
estimated take-off weight-34,000 pounds
C-GQTH had two designated cargo areas, one forward and one aft. The maximum cargo and baggage
estimated to have been on board C-GQTH was 400 pounds. Calculations indicated that neither a forward
nor an aft loading of the 400 pounds, combined with any seating arrangement of the four passengers,
would cause the aircraft's balance limits (C of G) to be exceeded.
1.6.4 Flight Controls
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1.6.4.1 General
The HS 748 is equipped with a manual, dual control, tab-assisted flight control system. The primary
control surfaces are actuated by cables, tie rod circuits, and push rods which provide direct
mechanical connection between the cockpit and the control surfaces. If the primary system fails,
the aircraft can be controlled by a trim tab system. There was no autopilot installed in C-GQTH.
4 APS - aircraft prepared for service - includes aircraft empty weight, two pilots, oil, toilet fluid,
spare tires, tools, crew equipment, survival gear.
The control system was extensively damaged, and continuity could not be confirmed. However,
examination of all retrieved components did not reveal any pre-impact failure or malfunction, and
all of the breaks in the cables were overload in nature.
1.6.4.2 Aileron Control System
A review of HS 748 aircraft accidents and incidents where aircraft control may have been, or was,
linked to the cause revealed that misrigging of the ailerons can have a marked detrimental effect on
controllability of the aircraft under certain conditions of flight. The most evident effect is aileron
lock, where the ailerons deflect toward their limits. If not overcome by control forces, aileron lock,
with large aileron deflection angles, generates high roll rates and has led to aircraft crashes. An
engineering study of the aileron rigging of C-GQTH was conducted to determine how the system
was rigged and to evaluate if misrigging could have contributed to this occurrence.
Based on examination and analysis of recovered control parts and on comparison with other HS
748 aircraft, it was concluded that the ailerons were probably rigged in accordance with
specifications.
The probability of aileron lock occurring increases with the magnitude of aileron control input,
airspeed (aerodynamic loads), and the degree of misrigging of the aileron system. During the
accident flight there was no observed violent departure from smooth flight, the maximum airspeed
during the climb was probably less than 130 knots, and the ailerons of C-GQTH were probably
rigged within specifications. Based on this study and considering the probable flight profile, it is
highly unlikely that aileron lock occurred on the accident flight.
Witness marks on the aileron hinge points were considered to be reliable evidence and suggested
that, at impact, the aileron controls were positioned for a left roll.
The control wheel rotates 88· to give full aileron deflection of 18.5·, and the rotation and deflection
are linear. A specific aileron deflection angle at a constant airspeed produces a specific aircraft
rate of roll; as airspeed increases, so does the rate of roll. On the HS 748, an aileron deflection of
1.8· will produce approximate roll rates, on a well-trimmed aircraft, of 1.4· per second at 100 knots
indicated airspeed (KIAS) and 1.8· per second at 135 KIAS. Aileron deflection of 1.8· equates to a
wheel deflection of 8.6·.
1.6.4.3 Gust Locks
The flight controls incorporate internal mechanical gust locks controlled from the cockpit. With the
gust locks engaged, the flight controls are held in a neutral position. It is not possible to engage
the gust locks with the propellers at a power setting required for flight, nor can power be advanced
on both engines simultaneously if the gust locks are in place.
The gust locks were intact after the crash, and their examination at the site and in the laboratory
revealed that they were not engaged at the time of impact.
1.6.4.4 Flaps
The Fowler type flaps are electrically operated, powered by a reversible electrical motor, and controlled by
a lever on the starboard side of the centre console. The flaps may be set to any one of five pre-set
positions. The drive train comprises a gearbox, torque shafts, and cables. As a protection against
asymmetry, the torque shafts are duplicated. The secondary shaft is chain driven from the primary. Failure
of any single torque tube or cable will not affect normal flap operation. There are other electrical and
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mechanical devices to protect against various flap faults.
At the accident site, the centre console was located with the flap selector lever still attached; the lever was
in the full forward position (UP). The track for the flap lever had been distorted by impact forces, and the
lever itself was bent forward, showing that it had been pushed or struck from behind during the crash.
From the evidence, the position of the flap lever just prior to impact could not be determined.
Examinations of the flap-up cables, scroll pulleys, and witness marks on the flap tracks indicate that the
flaps were up at the time of impact, with no flap asymmetry. The components of the flap signalling unit
assembly were found in positions that indicated the flaps were fully retracted.
1.6.5 Electrical System
1.6.5.1 General
The primary electrical system of the aircraft is supplied at 28 volts direct current (DC) by two 9kilowatt
engine-driven generators, one on each accessory gearbox. The aircraft is equipped with four
batteries fitted primarily for emergency use. The batteries are also used to supply power for engine
starting if ground power is not available.
Three-phase, 115-volt, 400-hertz (Hz) alternating current (AC) is distributed through the No. 1 and
No. 2 AC buses, which are powered by a static inverter system.
Two alternators provide 115-volt AC power to the anti- and de-icing equipment.
There had been numerous modifications to this aircraft's electrical system, and accurate circuit
diagrams are not available.
1.6.5.2 DC Power System
Light bulb analyses showed that the following lamps were on at the time of impact: two emergency panel
illumination lamps; the right low-fuel-pressure warning lamp; the radar altimeter illumination lamps and the
decision height lamp; and the left navigation light. Witnesses saw aircraft landing lights, wing inspection
lights, and interior lights on before and during the flight; various recovered
DC fuse links were melted; the outside air temperature gauge was indicating at or just below 0· and the
flaps and landing lights were retracted. All of the above operate on 28 VDC and, because of the power
source of each, provide conclusive evidence that there was 28 VDC power on the left, right, and centre
busbars throughout the accident flight.
1.6.5.3 Inverter System
Originally the aircraft was equipped with two Bendix rotary inverters that supplied 115V, 3- phase, 400-Hz
power to the No. 1 and No. 2 AC buses. In July 1989, each of these inverters was replaced with two static
inverters, model PC-17A, and one phase converter, model PH-3F-400. The PH-3F-400 converts the two
PC-17As into a 115 VAC, line-to-line, 400-Hz, Delta, 3-phase power source and allows each inverter to
operate individually, although the loads may be unbalanced. The phase converter synthesizes a third
phase of 115 VAC by forcing a phase difference between the two PC-17A inverters. The PC-17A inverters
are transistorized static power sources that operate from 28 VDC airplane power and deliver 115 and 26
VAC at 400 Hz. On C-GQTH, the 26 VAC output was not used because the original No. 1 and No. 2
115/26V autotransformers supplied the 26 VAC power requirements. The outputs from each pair of
inverters are identified as the red and blue phases, and are fed through 10 ampere fuses to a transfer
relay and then to the No. 1 and No. 2 AC busbars mounted on the left distribution panel. Henceforth, each
pair of inverters will be referred to as one inverter, No. 1 or No. 2.
The inverters are selected on or off by two switches on the cockpit overhead panel. Air Manitoba
procedure was to select the switches on at the start of a series of flights and leave them on until the end of
the last flight for that crew. A transfer switch for each inverter enables, through a transfer relay, the transfer
of all electrical services from a failed or de-selected inverter to the operating inverter. Either inverter is
capable of supplying the total AC electrical power requirements of the aircraft. Single voltmeter and
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frequency gauges display the output from one inverter at a time, whichever one is selected to display.
Normally the No. 1 inverter supplies 115 VAC to the No. 1 AC bus which powers the following:
flight data recorder (from red phase);
cockpit voice recorder (from blue phase);
CL2 compass system including the left and right directional gyros (from 3 phases);
left horizon indicator;
left engine oil pressure and temperature gauges;
left fuel contents gauge;
left de-icing cycle switch motor;
No. 1 static sensing unit;
No. 1 voltmeter inverter;
left windscreen heating control;
left engine firewall control unit; and
left stall warning.
Normally the No. 2 inverter supplies 115 VAC to the No. 2 AC bus which powers the following:
right horizon indicator;
right engine oil pressure and temperature gauges;
right fuel contents gauge;
right de-icing cycle switch motor;
No. 2 static sensing unit;
No. 2 voltmeter inverter;
right windscreen heating control;
right stall warning;
right engine firewall control;
navigation radio supplies; and
cabin temperature control.
Turning off, or failure of, the No. 1 or No. 2 inverter, including partial failure, will cause the following:
the associated magnetic indicator will indicate OFF;
the associated inverter fail light5 will illuminate;
the failure flag of the left (No. 1) or right (No. 2) horizon indicator will come into view;
the left (No. 1) or right (No. 2) oil pressure gauge will read zero;
the left (No. 1) or right (No. 2) oil temperature gauge will indicate minus 30; and,
the left (No. 1) or right (No. 2) fuel gauge will indicate the reading when failure occurred.
5 There were two inverter power failure warning lights (amber coloured), one for each inverter. They were
mounted one on each side of the emergency panel directly in front of each pilot. These lights cannot be
dimmed by the crew.
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6 The FDR failure warning light was red and was located on the inside of the doorway between the cockpit
and the cabin.
Turning off, or failure of, the No. 1 inverter will cause, in addition to the above, the flight data recorder
(FDR) fail light6 to illuminate, the CVR to test as unserviceable (there are no other CVR fail indications),
and, if the directional gyro rotors are not turning from inertia, the gyro compass cards to remain on the
heading when failure occurred. The cards could be manually adjusted but would not necessarily turn when
the aircraft turned.
The inverter system incorporates a magnetic indicator for each AC bus. The indicator is spring loaded to
display OFF when the bus is not powered and magnetically rotated to display ON when it is powered. The
magnetic indicator for the No. 1 AC bus was recovered in a damaged condition; the damage shows that
the indicator was displaying ON at the time it was damaged. This would, in the absence of other evidence,
indicate that the No. 1 AC bus was powered, either by the No. 1 inverter or by the No. 2 inverter with the
No. 1 transfer switch activated. There was no other evidence found that indicated the No. 1 AC bus was
powered at any time after the aircraft shut down after landing at Sandy Lake. Evidence, as follows,
indicates that the No. 1 AC bus was not powered:
neither the FDR nor the CVR operated; and
the CL2 compass system was not powered. (Refer to section 1.6.10.2 for detail about the compass
system). This was determined from the following facts: the master indicator was found on
approximately the same heading (between 350· and 358·) as the heading of the aircraft when it was
parked in front of the terminal (356.5· from the FDR); a directional gyro rotor assembly was found
and it did not exhibit any rotational damage and its windings were not burnt; and a compass face
was found with the compass rose captured by impact damage on a heading of 280·. Runway
heading is 290·, and it is believed that the compass was set to runway heading by one of the pilots
before take-off, a normal procedure.
The No. 1 transfer relay was found at the crash site; however, it was so badly damaged that a
determination regarding its state or serviceability prior to the accident could not be made.
The evidence showing that the No. 1 AC bus was not powered outweighs the evidence of the magnetic
indicator. It was, therefore, concluded that the No. 1 AC bus was not powered. However, it could not be
determined why the indicator would be showing ON if the bus was not powered.
One oil pressure gauge instrument was found. There is an arc-shaped smear mark on the dial face starting
just below the 20 psi graduation and continuing to the 10 psi graduation. A review of the aircraft log-book
for the previous month showed that the normal operating oil pressure range for the right engine was 22 to
24 psi, and for the left was 21 to 22 psi. After analysis of the mark and the design of the instrument, it was
concluded that the mark was made by the oil pressure pointer during the crash. The gauge pointer is
spring loaded and indicates below the zero mark when there is no AC power to the instrument. The mark,
then, is an indication that the gauge was indicating oil pressure and, therefore, was powered at the time of
impact. As the oil pressure gauges are AC powered, and as there was no power coming from the No. 1
AC bus, the mark on the dial is an indication that the No. 2 AC bus was powered. This is the only
evidence found regarding the state of the No. 2 AC bus.
Functional testing of the inverters was not possible given the extent of impact damage. All of the in-line
fuses tested serviceable. Examination of the recovered active components did not reveal any pre-impact
failures that may have contributed to the failure of any inverter. There was no arcing or heat damage
noted on the circuit boards or any of the other components. The two 200-ampere fuses (F179 and F180)
that supplied DC power to the inverter system were still attached to a section of the centre busbar, and
they both tested serviceable. The four 50-ampere fuses that powered individual inverters were recovered;
however, they were damaged to the extent that their serviceability at impact could not be determined.
1.6.5.4 Other Electrical Determinations
The examination of the recovered electrical components and wiring, and review of the documentation
relative to the electrical system revealed, in addition to that discussed above, the following:
the serviceability, prior to impact, of the four inverters in the No. 1 and No. 2 AC systems could not
be determined;
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the output voltage of the No. 1 inverter supplying the red phase was operating at 122 V nine days
prior to the accident; the specified tolerance is 115 V +5%,-7% (maximum 120.75 V, minimum 107
V);
the No. 1 and No. 2 phase converters were not installed in accordance with the approved wiring
diagram;
the No. 1 under-voltage phase sequence unit was serviceable prior to the accident;
the No. 2 inverter transfer relay was unserviceable prior to the accident. It is unlikely that the crew
would have been aware of this condition;
C-GQTH did not have the
under-voltage protection system installed;
-the fuse and circuit breaker
index for C-GQTH was not kept up-to-date as various wiring changes took place; and
-the complete lack of identification on wires that were added to the airplane during modifications made
examination of the various electrical systems difficult.
1.6.6 Hydraulic System
The hydraulic system is powered by two engine-driven pumps, one on each engine, and operates the
following services: landing gear retraction and lowering; nose-wheel steering; and wheel brakes.
On examination after the accident, the main landing gear actuators were found extended, the uplocks
were closed, and the uplock mechanism of one main gear had fractured, all of which indicate that the
landing gear was locked up at the time of impact. That the landing gear was up is evidence that the
hydraulic system was operable when the aircraft took off.
1.6.7 Fuel System
The fuel capacity of the aircraft is approximately 12,240 pounds. The fuel is carried in two integral wing
tanks each with a usable fuel capacity of 720 Imperial gallons. There are two electrically operated boost
pumps in each tank that feed fuel to the engine driven pumps. During all phases of flight, all boost pumps
are normally selected ON. With no boost pumps operating, the engines will continue to operate; however,
there is a risk of cavitation of the engine driven fuel pumps when operating with the boost pumps off, and
this risk increases with an increase in altitude and/or engine power. The four boost pumps were found to
be operable.
Individual fuel systems feed each engine; however, the two systems are interconnected by a crossfeed
line. Crossfeed can be selected to allow both engines to be supplied from one tank to balance fuel, or to
supply fuel from both tanks to a single operating engine in an emergency.
There was no evidence found to indicate that the fuel delivery system was not operating normally. Fuel
samples from the tanks used for fuelling the aircraft at St. Theresa Point, and from the aircraft's left fuel
collector tank, were tested and found to be acceptable and uncontaminated. Based on the amount of fuel
spread around the crash site, and on the fuel load and consumption history, it is also concluded that the
aircraft did not run out of fuel.
The right low-fuel-pressure warning lamp was found, and analysis showed that it was illuminated at
impact. Wiring that was the same as that which connected various fuel system components and lights was
found near the start of the wreckage trail. Before electrical power was disabled, the right wing of the
aircraft had broken up as the aircraft passed through the trees. The breaking of the wires could have
activated the illumination circuit, or the loss of fuel as the wing was breaking up could have resulted in the
loss of fuel pressure and, thus, the illumination of the low-pressure warning lamp.
1.6.8 Air Conditioning System
The air conditioning system provides ventilation, cabin pressurization, and temperature control. The system
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incorporates a manual dump valve to cater for unpressurized flight and for ventilation and pressure
equalization during an emergency and on landing. Two spill valves, which operate manually or
automatically, regulate mass air flow to the cabin from the supercharger. Air Manitoba crews manually
close the spill valves.
Pressurization of the cabin is initiated as soon as convenient after take-off. Pressurization requires manual
action to close the dump valve lever located outboard of the first officer's right ankle, and to operate the
spill valve switches located adjacent to the first officer's right hand to close the two spill valves.
1.6.9 Powerplants and Propellers
1.6.9.1 General
The HS 748 aircraft is powered by two Rolls-Royce Dart gas turbine engines, each driving a four- bladed
variable pitch propeller. A water/methanol injection system is fitted to each engine to boost engine power
for take-off if required. The propeller has a pitch range from zero to fully feathered, and its control system
incorporates automatic controls and indicator and warning lights. The propeller has two fine pitch stops
(FPS), ground and flight. The ground FPS is fixed at a propeller angle of 0· for use on the ground when
starting the engine and during initial acceleration, and to provide drag during landing. The flight FPS is a
mechanical removable stop, at a position corresponding to 18· blade angle, to prevent the propeller from
achieving ground fine pitch when airborne.
1.6.9.2 Powerplants
After the accident the engines were examined at Rolls-Royce, Montreal, and at the TSB Engineering
Branch. The severity of the impact limited the engine examination to the mechanical integrity of the
assemblies. In summary, there was no indication of any pre-impact failure of either engine.
The impeller drive shafts of both engines had failed in torsional overload, but there was comparatively little
compressor and turbine blade damage, and not much rubbing between rotating and stationary
components. Very little evidence was discovered during the investigation that would assist in the
calculation of engine speed at impact.
Both engines were running at impact; however, the power level could not be determined from examination
of the engines.
1.6.9.3 Propellers
The propellers were examined at Dowty Aerospace Canada, Ajax, Ontario. The propeller units could not
be completely disassembled because of the damage. The propeller assemblies were damaged and the
blades were severely damaged, bent, and twisted. Impact marks were made on the transfer sleeve of
each propeller during the crash--the right propeller blades struck trees before striking the ground, while the
left propeller blades probably struck only the ground. The impact marks on the transfer sleeves equate to
blade angles of 31· on the right propeller and 33· on the left propeller. Using information supplied by the
manufacturer, and assuming an engine speed of between climb power of 14,200 rpm and take-off power
of 15,000 rpm, blade angles of 31· and 33· equate to true airspeeds of 170 and 190 knots respectively.
The condition and the similarity of the damage patterns of the two propellers indicate that both propellers
were developing significant and similar thrust at the time of impact.
1.6.10 Flight Instruments
1.6.10.1 Attitude Indicators
The aircraft was equipped with two AC-powered gyro horizon (attitude) indicators, an AIM model 500-ECF
on the left and an AIM model 251-ECFR on the right. The left side was powered by the No. 1 AC bus and
the right side was powered by the No. 2 AC bus. Each indicator is equipped with a warning flag designed
to appear on the instrument face if there is no electrical power to the instrument. Neither of the horizon
indicators, nor any parts of them, were located after the crash.
The aircraft was also equipped with two DC-powered turn and slip indicators, one on each instrument
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panel. Both instruments were powered by the centre bus.
ANO Series II, No. 18, the Additional Bank and Pitch Indicator Order , enacted in 1972, requires that large
(more than 12,500 pounds take-off weight), turbo-jet aircraft have a third bank and pitch indicator system
powered from a source independent of the electrical generating system. There is no regulatory
requirement that large, turbo-prop aircraft be so equipped, and C-GQTH was not equipped with a standby
artificial horizon.
Tests conducted on six non-installed AIM horizon indicators showed that it was not possible to predict the
final orientation of the instrument after power was removed or after caging and uncaging a non- powered
instrument. During observation of the AIM horizon indicators on an in-service HS 748, power was removed
from the instruments; however, the warning flag on one instrument did not come into view until the
instrument glass had been tapped several times. Jet Electronics, the manufacturers, have no history of
problems with the flags not properly indicating failure. A Service Advisory, entitled 500 Series Attitude
Indicator Flag Adjustment, was issued in January 1978 by AIM for the 500 series horizons. There was no
explanation of why the advisory was issued, but it is assumed that it addressed the problem of warning
flags not properly indicating the status of the instrument. It could not be determined if the adjustment of the
model 500 horizon of C-GQTH had been made.
1.6.10.2 Compasses
There were two CL2-type gyrosyn compasses installed, one for each crew member; this was the original
system installed by the manufacturer. Both were large instruments and easily read. Only one compass
could be slaved at a time, controlled by a switch located on the left side panel left of the captain's seat. In
accordance with the aircraft checklist, it was usual for the aircraft to be operated with the slaving function
selected to the left compass. The other compass would operate as a directional gyro which would have to
be set manually periodically.
The gyrosyn compass system for both compasses was powered by the No. 1 AC bus. If that power source
was lost, and no transfer was effected, both compasses would cease to function, and neither compass
card would necessarily move when the aircraft turned.
A master indicator was positioned behind the left seat at head level and was originally designed for a
navigator. It was synchronized with the gyro unit and provided azimuth monitoring for ancillary equipment.
The aircraft was equipped with a standby magnetic compass.
1.6.10.3 Radio Altimeter
The aircraft was equipped with a radio altimeter (radalt) with direct scale reading of altitude from 0 to 2,500
feet. Air Manitoba SOPs direct that, before departure, the bug be set to 400 feet or the above-ground
circling altitude, whichever is higher; and, en route, the bug be set to 1,500 feet when cruising above the
radio altimeter's operating range, or 100 feet below the indicated radio height. The decision height light on
the radalt will be illuminated while the aircraft is below the selected height. At the time of the crash, the
decision height (DH) light on the radalt was illuminated, as was the instrument light itself, and the radalt
was set to 2,100 feet. The setting mechanism is geared, and it is highly unlikely that the setting would
have changed during impact. That the radalt was reset is a further indication that normal cockpit activities
were performed, at least until 400 feet. It is not known why the radalt was set to 2,100 feet.
1.6.10.4 Altimeters
The aircraft was equipped with two altimeters, one on each instrument panel. The left was a servoaltimeter that required 28 VDC power to operate; the right altimeter was mechanical and was provided with
a vibrator, which operated on 28 VDC, to avoid errors due to frictional drag.
1.6.11 Ice and Rain Protection
Two 200-volt, 3-phase, variable frequency alternators, one mounted on each engine accessory gearbox,
supply power when required for anti-icing or de-icing the following: cockpit windscreens and direct vision
windows; propellers and spinners; and engine and oil cooler intakes. Failure of one alternator will still allow
use of all anti- or de-icing equipment, but some rearrangement or reduction in loads may be required.
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Airframe de-icing is provided by inflatable rubber boots bonded to the leading edges of the tailplane, the
vertical fin, and the wings outboard of the nacelles.
1.6.12 Global Positioning System (GPS)
A GPS (Garmin 100) was installed in C-GQTH, but was not integrated with any part of the aircraft's
navigation system. GPS information, including way points, tracks, headings, distances, times, ground
speed, etc., was displayed visually on the unit.
The Garmin 100 GPS installation did not meet the requirements of the Technical Standard Order (TSO) for
IFR GPS receivers (TSO C-129); therefore, the GPS could not be approved for use as the primary IFR
flight guidance.
The GPS unit was recovered intact at the crash site; however, because its internal battery had become
disconnected, it yielded no information.
1.6.13 Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS)
A GPWS operates without any pilot input and provides audible and visible warning to the pilots if their
aircraft approaches terrain more closely than permitted by the limits entered into the system computer.
One of the warning modes activates if the aircraft begins to descend after take-off; for an HS 748, the
GPWS is programmed to provide a warning if the aircraft begins a descent before a radio altitude of 700
feet is reached. GPWS has prevented many accidents where, until the warning was sounded, the pilots
had been unaware that the aircraft was in danger because of its proximity to the ground or water.
C-GQTH was not equipped with a GPWS, but it had been so equipped in the past. ANO Series II, No. 22,
requires that large, turbo-jet aircraft be equipped with a GPWS; there is no regulatory requirement that
large, turbo-prop aircraft be so equipped.
The GPWS installation for this aircraft would require 115 VAC and 28 VDC power, the AC power being
supplied by the No. 1 AC bus.
1.6.14 Minimum Equipment List (MEL)
Air Manitoba operated the HS 748 aircraft in accordance with the Air Manitoba HS 748 Minimum
Equipment List. The MEL is dated 01 June 1990 and was approved by Transport Canada 14 September
1990. The MEL allows certain deviations from aircraft instrument and system requirements to permit
continued or uninterrupted operation of the aircraft as long as the equipment that remains operating can
provide continued safe operations.
Following are some requirements extracted from the MEL regarding aircraft operation:
1. Item 23-10 Cockpit Voice Recorder
Where a cockpit voice recorder becomes inoperative but the flight data recorder is operative, the
aeroplane may be flown on such flights as are necessary to complete a planned itinerary but shall not
depart a maintenance base where repairs or replacements can be made.
2. Item 24-13 Main Inverters (No. 1 and No. 2)
One may be inoperative provided: a) the aircraft is operated in daylight VMC [visual meteorological
conditions] conditions only....
There is no mention of the inverter transfer switch in the MEL under
section 24.
3. Item 24-14 Main Inverter Failure Warning Lights
One may be inoperative provided: a) that prior to each flight the associated inverter is energized to check
for correct voltage and frequency to determine that it is operating normally....
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4. Item 31-2 Flight Data Recorder
Where a flight data recorder becomes inoperative but the cockpit voice recorder is operative, the
aeroplane may be flown on such flights as are necessary to complete a planned itinerary but shall not
depart a maintenance base where repairs or replacements can be made.
5. Item 34-1 Horizontal Indicators
One may be inoperative provided: a) flight is made in day VMC; and b) the third self-contained gyro
horizon is operative. (C-GQTH did not have the third gyro installed.)
6. Item 34-3 Directional Gyro Systems
One directional gyro may be inoperative provided: a) flight is made in daylight VMC conditions...
1.6.15 Aircraft Checklists - Applicable to
C-GQTH
INITIAL PRE-START - This check is completed prior to the Pre-Start check. According to Air Manitoba
Standard Operating Procedures, the initial check is to be completed in accordance with the HS 748 normal
checklist and need only be completed on the first flight of the day.
The Initial Pre-Start check includes, amongst other items, FDR/CVR FUNCTION CHECK ... DONE,
INVERTERS ... ALL ON, EMERGENCY LIGHTS ... TESTED, and FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS ...
CHECKED/SET.
AFTER START - This check includes, amongst other items, INVERTERS ... ON, FLIGHT DATA
RECORDER ... SET, and COMPASS & RMI ... (set heading).
TAXI - This check includes GYROS ... CHECKED. This would include checking the horizon indicators and
the directional gyros.
LINE UP - This check includes COMPASSES CHECKED. This would mean ensuring that the compasses
indicate runway heading or close to it.
1.6.16 Aircraft Performance
Aircraft take-off performance for the accident flight was calculated using the following conditions: zero
headwind; temperature minus 5· Celsius; altimeter setting 29.75 inches, pressure altitude 1,000 feet asl;
and a hard, dry, prepared runway surface 3,500 feet long. The temperature was the average temperature
from the three nearest weather reporting stations, and the altimeter setting the lowest reported from the
same stations. Although the runway is gravel surfaced, the surface was frozen and hard-packed, similar to
a hard, dry, prepared surface.
The chart below indicates the maximum allowable take-off weight, in pounds, for the above conditions. As
can be seen from the chart, there were a number of options available to the flight crew for their departure
from Sandy Lake. Using an estimated take-off weight of 34,000 pounds, the aircraft, at take-off, would
have had a margin of safety at all three approved flap settings. The most common practice of company
pilots for departure from Sandy Lake was to use 15 flap.
Flaps 7 1/2 Flaps 15 Flaps 22 1/2
Wet

Dry

Wet

Dry

Wet*

40,400 37,700 42,900 39,200 42,100
(R)

(R)

(R)

(R)

(W)

Wet - power enhanced by water/methanol
Dry - normal take-off power
* - All take-offs with a 22 1/2 flap setting require the use of water/methanol.
R - Runway limited, balanced field length
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W - Weight, altitude, and temperature (WAT) limited
There is a cost associated with the use of water/methanol, and operators will use it only if required for
increased take-off performance.
In summary, the aircraft was capable of departing Sandy Lake at a maximum operating weight between
37,700 and 42,900 pounds depending on the flap configuration and whether water/methanol was used.
The aircraft manufacturer computed that, with the flaps set at 15 and for the conditions and aircraft weight
at the time of take-off, the take-off distance on a dry paved runway required for the aircraft to reach 35
feet above the runway was 2,093 feet, with a ground run of 1,826 feet. To adjust for a gravel runway, the
ground run was then multiplied by a factor of 1.15 to give a ground run of 2,100 feet.
At the time of take-off, the surface of the runway was very hard packed snow and ice and was smooth;
there was no gravel at the surface. The TSB concluded, therefore, that the actual take-off run would have
been closer to 1,826 feet than 2,100 feet.
On 12 March 1971, Hawker Siddeley Aviation issued a Notice to Operators entitled Operations From
Unpaved Surfaces, which pertained to HS 748 aircraft, Series 1, 2, and 2A. The notice discusses rolling
start techniques to prevent propeller damage when taking off from gravel runways. This technique is
assumed in the Flight Manual take-off distances, and was, therefore, used in calculating the take-off run in
this occurrence.
1.7 Meteorological Information
1.7.1 Weather Forecasts
There is no Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) weather reporting station at Sandy Lake.
There are three AES weather reporting stations surrounding Sandy Lake, the closest being Island Lake
(YIV), 67 nm to the northwest; Big Trout Lake (YTL) is 132 nm northeast, and Red Lake (YRL) is 122 nm
south.
The Island Lake forecast valid 10 November from 1100 to 2300 CST was as follows: 2,000 feet scattered
cloud, ceiling 5,000 feet overcast, visibility 6 miles or greater in light snow, variable to ceiling 1,000 feet
obscured, visibility 1! miles in light snow and fog. A slight improvement was expected after 2300 CST.
This forecast was available to the crew prior to their departure from Winnipeg.
The Island Lake forecast valid from 1700 CST 10 November to 0500 CST 11 November was as follows:
ceiling 1,000 feet overcast, visibility 6 miles or greater in light snow, with occasional ceiling 2,000 feet
broken, visibility 6 miles or greater. The crew would not have received this forecast prior to departing
Winnipeg.
1.7.2 Weather Reports
Relevant weather reports for the three stations were as follows:
Island Lake - 1400 CST - partially obscured, estimated ceiling 1,100 feet overcast, visibility 1 mile in light
snow, temperature minus 6· Celsius (C), dew point minus 7·C, wind 220·T at 6 knots, and altimeter setting
29.76.
Island Lake - 1600 CST - partially obscured, estimated ceiling 1,100 feet overcast, visibility 8 miles in light
snow, temperature minus 4·C, dew point minus 6·C, wind 260·T at 5 knots, and altimeter setting 29.74.
Island Lake - regular special
1800 CST - measured ceiling 900 feet overcast, 10 miles visibility in light snow, temperature minus 4·C,
dew point minus 6·C, and wind 310·T at 8 knots, altimeter setting 29.76.
Big Trout Lake - regular observation 0000Z (1800 CST) - 1,600 feet scattered, estimated ceiling 2,200 feet
overcast, 3,100 feet overcast, 4 miles visibility in light snow, temperature minus 7·C, dew point minus 9·C,
winds 220·T at 7 knots, altimeter setting 29.77.
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Big Trout Lake - special observation 0011Z (1811 CST) - estimated ceiling 1,100 feet overcast, 2.5 miles
visibility in light snow, temperature minus 7·C, dew point minus 8·C, wind 220·T at 8 knots, altimeter setting
29.77.
Red Lake - regular observation 0000Z (1800 CST) - measured ceiling 1,100 feet overcast, visibility 3 miles
in light snow, temperature minus 5·C, dew point minus 7·C, winds 190·T at 6 knots, altimeter setting 29.81.
Red Lake - special observation 0010Z (1810 CST) - precipitation ceiling 700 feet obscured, 1/2 mile
visibility in snow, wind 190·T at 6 knots; remarks: snow covering 10/10 of the sky.
After the accident, AES provided a summary of weather conditions at the time of the accident (aftercast).
The summary indicates that the Sandy Lake area was under the influence of a weak low or frontal wave,
with broken to overcast cloud layers 3,000 to 6,000 feet asl with some embedded convective cloud topped
between 7,000 and 8,000 feet asl. There was a possibility of moderate to severe icing in the cloud, which
could have existed in the vicinity of Sandy Lake at the time of the occurrence. The visibility was generally
better than 5 miles but at times as low as 1/2 mile in snow.
A Beech 99 aircraft landed at Sandy Lake and had just shut down at the terminal as C- GQTH was taxiing
for take-off. The crew of the Beech 99 indicated that, during the flight from Deer Lake at 3,500 feet asl, the
aircraft had picked up some ice during the climb and descent through the cloud. The approach to Sandy
Lake was visual below about 1,000 feet above ground level (agl), with about 3 to 5 miles visibility in very
light snow. This same crew departed Sandy Lake about 15 minutes after the accident to search for the
crash site. They indicated that the ceiling was about 1,700 feet asl (700 feet agl) overcast, and that it was
snowing very lightly at that time.
Another pilot, who departed runway 29 in a Piper Navajo only minutes before C- GQTH, indicated that the
ceiling was about 2,000 to 2,200 feet asl (1,000 to 1,200 feet agl), and the visibility was greater than 5
miles in very light snow. He stated that it was a very dark night and that, when the aircraft broke out of the
cloud in the climb around 8,000 feet asl, there was less than 1/4 inch of ice on the wings.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
A non-directional beacon (NDB), identifier ZSF, is located on the Sandy Lake Airport property, north of the
centrepoint of the runway, and serves as an approach aid.
Air Manitoba has authorization from TC to use the NDB 29 approach at Sandy Lake. The chart is labelled
"Company Use Only," and is not for public use without TC approval. The minimum descent height for both
the NDB straight-in and circling approaches to runway 29 is 1,740 feet asl, 803 feet above airport
reference elevation. There is no approved approach to runway 11.
Published departure procedures for runway 29 require a visual climb to 1,200 feet agl before proceeding
on course.
1.9 Communications
On departure from Winnipeg, C-GQTH, as Air Manitoba Flight 205, was in radio contact with Winnipeg
Departure Control and Winnipeg Centre. At St. Theresa Point the flight number changed from 205 to 206,
and Flight 206 communicated with Thompson FSS on departure from St. Theresa Point destined for Sandy
Lake. Taped communications between the crew and the ATC units and the FSS indicate nothing out of the
ordinary.
1.10 Aerodrome Information
Sandy Lake Airport is a public use airport located at Sandy Lake, Ontario, a community of about 1,600
people. The airport is identified as CZSJ, is certified, and is operated and maintained by the Ontario
government. The airport reference elevation is 937 feet asl. It has one runway, 11/29, which is gravel
surfaced, 3,500 feet long and 100 feet wide. At the time of the occurrence the runway was smooth, hardpacked, and frozen. The tower for the NDB is located on the airport north of the runway and extends to
1,066 feet asl.
Low intensity runway edge lights and threshold and runway end lights are available for both runways and
can be activated by aircraft radio control of aerodrome lighting (ARCAL). The lights are activated for 15
minutes by keying a microphone five times in five seconds on frequency 122.8 megahertz (MHz).
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Runway 29 heads directly away from the main community of Sandy Lake. There are scattered houses
along the shore of the river to the right of the airport.
1.11 Flight Recorders
1.11.1 General
The aircraft was fitted with an FDR and a CVR. Both recorders were recovered from the wreckage intact
and in good condition. It was determined that neither recorder functioned after shutdown of the aircraft at
the end of the flight into Sandy Lake; however, a functional analysis of both recorders revealed they were
capable of recording at the time of the accident.
Recorder information from the previous flight revealed that both recorders powered up prior to engine start.
A synchronization of the FDR and CVR indicated that the recorders powered down at essentially the same
time. The CVR revealed that the recorders stopped at the time the engines were spooling down.
It was determined that neither recorder came on-line for the accident flight because of the lack of 115-volt
400-Hz power at the recorders. The source of 115-volt AC power for the recorders is the No. 1 AC bus,
powered either by the No. 1 inverter or the No. 2 inverter if transferred.
1.11.2 Flight Data Recorder
1.11.2.1 General
The FDR is a Sundstrand (980-4100-FWUS) digital universal flight data recorder (UFDR). It records five
parameters, including pressure altitude, indicated airspeed, magnetic heading, vertical acceleration, and
temperature. The recorder contained the previous 25 hours of data recorded prior to the accident flight.
In 1991, Transport Canada issued Air Manitoba an exemption to Section 2 of the Flight Data Recorder
Order (ANO Series II, No. 13). This exemption authorized the company to operate four HS 748 aircraft
using installed and functioning five-parameter foil recorders pursuant to subsection 5.9(2) of the
Aeronautics Act. Approval from Transport Canada to install and operate the universal recorder in C-GQTH
had not been requested. A universal recorder provides more accurate data which is easier to analyze.
1.11.2.2 FDR Data
The FDR readout regarding the flights from Winnipeg to Sandy Lake and St. Theresa Point, and from St.
Theresa Point to Sandy Lake was analyzed to provide information on the conduct of these flights.
Analysis of the applicable FDR data required that some assumptions and interpretations be made,
especially for the approaches to Sandy Lake. The only authorized instrument approach to Sandy Lake is
the non- directional beacon approach to runway 29 (NDB RWY 29). This approach requires that the Island
Lake altimeter setting be used, so in calculating heights agl, the altimeter setting from Island Lake at 1600
CST, 29.74, was used. The FDR does not record the track flown, only headings. The track over the ground
would be affected by the wind, and interpretations were made to convert the headings to tracks and make
the tracks relative, in general, to the position of the airport. It appears that the pilots made two approach
attempts to runway 29 and two attempts to see the runway environment approaching runway 11 from the
west. The reference elevation of the Sandy Lake Airport is 937 feet asl.
The aircraft approached the airport from the south en route from Winnipeg and descended to about 1,600
feet asl before reaching the airport; the aircraft turned right and passed over the airport at this height on a
heading of about 135·. The aircraft then turned right to a heading of about 152·, climbed to about 2,200
feet, and turned left to about 310·, the approximate inbound track of the NDB approach to runway 29. A
further turn to 300· was made, and the aircraft began descending. The aircraft turned to 292·, descended
to about 1,300 feet asl, and held this altitude for 26 seconds. The aircraft then commenced a climbing
right turn to 2,450 feet on a heading of about 330·.
The aircraft turned left to a heading of about 110· and descended to approximately 1,400 feet asl as it
passed over the airport. The aircraft then climbed to about 2,000 feet asl on a heading of 148·, turned left
towards the inbound track to runway 29, and climbed to about 2,150 feet asl. The aircraft began to
descend and rolled out on a heading of about 300·. The aircraft descended to about 1,200 feet asl on
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heading 300· and held that altitude for 38 seconds, during which time the aircraft turned left to 282·. The
approach was then discontinued.
The minimum safe altitude within 25 nm of the Sandy Lake NDB, as published on the approach plate, was
2,700 feet asl, and the minimum descent altitude (MDA) for the published approach to runway 29 was
1,740 feet asl, 803 feet above the airport elevation; there was no published approach for runway 11. The
estimated tracks flown were not always coincident with the tracks on the approach plate. It is concluded
that the crew did not see the runway because the aircraft was in cloud, or they saw the runway but not
clearly enough to allow them to land.
The crew then flew to St. Theresa Point and conducted a straight-in approach to runway 22 and landed.
After the turnaround, the aircraft took off from runway 22. During the climb, the aircraft heading gradually
changed from 220· to 237·. After a brief reduction in climb (at flap retraction altitude), the aircraft continued
the climb and turned left toward Sandy Lake. The aircraft flew straight in to runway 11, descending en
route, and landed off the first approach. The CVR tape indicates that the ground was reported to be visible
from the cockpit just after a verbal call by a crew member at 450 feet.
The NDB could have provided the crew with enough information to allow them to follow the paths that they
did. However, it would be most unlikely for the crew to descend to altitudes as much as 1,300 feet below
the minimum safe altitude within 25 miles of the NDB, and 540 feet below the MDA for runway 29, without
being sure of their position. In the Sandy Lake area, the GPS could provide this information; the NDB
could not. Based on the tracks and altitudes flown, and on the information from the CVR, it is concluded
that the crew were using the GPS as the primary navigation aid while the aircraft was in instrument
meteorological conditions.
1.11.3 Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR)
The CVR is a Fairchild A100, and it contained approximately 32 minutes of audio recording for the flight
from St. Theresa Point to Sandy Lake, the last flight prior to the accident. The only channel recording was
that of the cockpit area microphone (CAM). The tape contained some of the intra-cockpit communications
between the crew. The two radio channels and the cockpit interphone did not record because they were
not properly connected to the CVR. However, the CAM channel was noisy, with much of the voice
communications masked by engine and aerodynamic noise. Filtering of the audio signal allowed the
transcription of some of the communications during the start, taxi, approach, and landing. The CVR data
did not reveal anything unusual regarding the aircraft, and the engines sounded normal during the flight.
The transcript of the CVR recording made on the approach to Sandy Lake during the flight previous to the
accident flight contains conversation between the two pilots. The first officer, identified by his voice, is
stating steering, distance, speed, and height information, presumably to assist the captain, who is flying
the aircraft. There is no distance measuring equipment associated with the airport, and there is no
approved approach to runway 11. Based on the flight profile and the crew's discussions, it is concluded
that the crew were using the GPS for navigation during the approach.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
During the crash, the aircraft travelled through the trees for about 200 feet, then struck the ground and
travelled for another 400 feet before coming to rest. The initial track through the trees was about 050·
magnetic (M), changing to about 060·M for the last 500 feet through the trees and on the ground. The
aircraft entered the trees at a right bank angle of approximately 50·, which steepened to 80· to 90· before
the aircraft struck the ground. The descent angle was approximately 25· when the aircraft entered the
trees, and it did not change appreciably before the aircraft struck the ground.
The aircraft started to break up on initial contact with the trees, and the entire crash trail was strewn with
wreckage. The fuselage, from the area of the wing trailing edge to the empennage, was relatively intact
and was the furthest major piece of wreckage from the initial tree strike.
An inventory of the wreckage revealed that all of the primary control surfaces, fuselage doors, and cabin
emergency overwing exits were accounted for. All of the right and left propeller blades (four on each
propeller) were discovered either close to, or still attached to, their respective engines.
1.13 Medical Information
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The captain's LVC was valid with a requirement to wear glasses. It could not be determined if the captain
was wearing his glasses at the time of the accident. According to the pilot's wife and his peers, the captain
always wore his glasses while flying.
The first officer held a valid Category 1 medical, with no limitations. His LVC indicated that an
electrocardiogram (ECG) was required on the next medical.
Autopsies and toxicological tests were conducted on the remains of the captain and first officer. There was
no indication of any pre-existing conditions which could have affected their performance.
1.14 Fire
Witnesses generally agreed that there was no fire coming from the aircraft while it was in flight; however,
one witness saw something "like sparks from a fire coming from the right engine, but no banging." Another
witness said the right engine was on fire; "it was a small flame, and it was not smoking."
There was no evidence found at the crash site or during examination of the wreckage and engines that
would indicate there was an in-flight fire of any kind.
During the on-site investigation, it was discovered that there had been a small post- crash fire in the right
engine nacelle area which caused little damage. There was a larger post- crash fire in the area of the left
engine nacelle on the left wing which caused some burning and melting of the wing metal. The fire did not
spread more than a few feet in any direction, and it is believed the fire was of short duration. Soot was
found in the snow around the area, suggesting that this was a fast-burning, fuel-fed fire. The fires selfextinguished.
1.15 Survival Aspects
1.15.1 Emergency Response
There were no emergency response services available at the Sandy Lake Airport, nor were they required
for the airport certification standard; however, a number of members of the community witnessed the
occurrence and began to respond immediately. A large contingent of the community, on foot and
snowmobile, assisted the First Nations and Band Constables in mounting a search for the crash site and
survivors. The local nursing station was instructed to prepare for casualties and air traffic control was
advised of the occurrence.
Within 30 minutes of being advised of the occurrence, the Rescue Coordination Centre in Edmonton,
Alberta, had position information from the search and rescue satellite (SARSAT) system which had
received the signal from the aircraft's emergency locator transmitter (ELT). The Ontario Air Ambulance
service dispatched an air ambulance aircraft to Sandy Lake to await possible medical evacuation
requirements. The Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) activated their Emergency Response Team and
additional constables were flown into the area.
The first rescuers arrived at the crash site within two hours of the occurrence; they found that all persons
on board had died. The bodies of the victims were transported from the site the following day by OPP
helicopter.
1.15.2 Crew Seats and Harnesses
The captain and first officer were found separated from their seats on impact. The flight attendant was
found in the rear section of the fuselage, held in his seat by the secured lap belt.
The lap belt anchor points in both flight deck crew seats had started to tear out in overload, suggesting
that the seats were occupied and the lap belts done up at impact. Both flight deck crew seats were
equipped with shoulder harnesses. Examination of the harnesses indicated that it was probable that the
shoulder harnesses were not secured to the lap buckle at impact.
1.16 Tests and Research - Flight Path Calculations (Reference LP 148/93)
As there was no information from the FDR for the accident flight, the flight path and aircraft behaviour were
estimated using information gathered during the investigation.
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A normal departure for this flight would be to climb straight ahead, retract the landing gear when safely
airborne, retract the landing lights7, continue climb to 400 feet and retract the flaps, continue climb to the
turn altitude (normally 500 feet agl or greater), and turn 20· to the right en route to Island Lake.
Certain assumptions were necessary to derive the most probable flight profile. The primary assumption
was that the aircraft reached 400 feet agl; this was based on witness descriptions and the fact that, at
impact, the flaps were up and the landing lights were retracted and off. Flap retraction is normally
accomplished after the aircraft reaches 400 feet above runway elevation. Pilot interviews indicated that
some pilots retract the lights once 400 feet is reached
7 Some pilots stated that it was normal to climb to 400 feet agl before retracting the landing lights.
8 The position of the crash site with respect to the threshold of runway 29 was measured with a GPS in a
helicopter and with a hand-held GPS. Although the measurements were nearly the same, averages were
used to determine the bearing and distance used in the following calculations. There is, therefore, the
possibility that the calculations are in error by a few percentage points, but not enough to affect the
general conclusions.
while others retract the lights after the landing gear is selected up. Other assumptions were that the
aircraft did not "S" turn--that is, it followed a smooth
path--and that the rate of heading change increased progressively.
Wreckage analysis, historical performance data from the FDR, witness information, known data points
(crash position8, impact speed, and bank and descent angles through the trees), aircraft performance
information, mathematical calculations, computer estimations, and animated computer graphics were then
used to determine the most probable flight profile of the aircraft from lift-off to the crash site.
The generated theoretical flight profile revealed that, in order to get to the crash site at the speed and
angles as determined through analysis of the wreckage and tree-cuts, the aircraft had to lift off
approximately 1,800 feet from the threshold of the runway and begin turning to the right within five
seconds after lift-off. The duration of the flight from lift-off was determined to be approximately 31 seconds.
The theoretical profile revealed that the aircraft was likely in a right bank of approximately 35· and rolling at
the rate of 1.5· per second when flap retraction altitude (400 feet above runway elevation) was reached,
and the aircraft probably reached about 450 feet prior to starting to descend. In the final seconds of the
flight, the aircraft was probably descending at approximately 7,500 feet per minute.
1.17 Additional Information
1.17.1 Aircraft Contamination
Examination of the wreckage revealed no evidence that the aircraft was contaminated with ice or snow at
the time of the crash. The temperature, from the time of the crash until the wreckage was examined, was
below zero. Two pilots who looked at the wings of C-GQTH prior to its departure stated that there was no
ice visible on the leading edges of the wings. According to a third pilot, when C-GQTH taxied out its wings
were well lit by what he assumed to be the aircraft's wing inspection lights, and he noticed a trace amount
of snow or ice on the right wing. The pilots of the aircraft that searched for the crash site indicated that
icing of their aircraft did not occur while they were on the ground or airborne. Although there was icing in
cloud forecast, there is no evidence that aircraft on the ground at Sandy Lake would have iced up because
of precipitation, fog, or condensation.
1.17.2 Air Manitoba
1.17.2.1 Organizational and Management Information
A review of the management organization and the manner in which it operates was conducted to
determine if there was any link to the accident. General
At the time of the accident Air Manitoba operated a fleet of six aircraft, including five HS 748 aircraft. The
Company had been providing scheduled and charter service with HS 748 under ANO VII, Series No. 2,
since 1985. The Company employed 100 persons and operated from a hangar and maintenance facility
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located at Winnipeg International Airport.
Air Manitoba is a class three carrier that evolved through acquisitions and mergers with smaller carriers.
Small carriers usually operate from a main base with offices, maintenance facilities, and support staff.
However, operations and maintenance activities when away from the main base are often conducted in
relatively austere and difficult environments with little support. This requires that a person, pilot or
maintainer, have the ingenuity and initiative to get the job done. Senior Management
At the time of the accident, Air Manitoba was a privately owned company with about 70 full- time
employees. The company had a Board of Directors, a President/CEO, and, reporting to the CEO, a Vice
President of Finance and Administration, a Director of Flight Operations, a Director of Maintenance, and a
Director of Commercial Services. There was a company Flight Safety Officer who had direct access to the
CEO on flight safety matters. The V/P Finance and Administration and the Flight Safety Officer positions
were vacant; the incumbents had recently left the company for employment elsewhere.
The President/CEO came to Air Manitoba in 1990 from Air Ontario, where he had been V/P Maintenance.
He indicated that he had reasonable latitude to make decisions and that he had a good relationship with
his Board. He was responsible for the financial health of the company and, as such, was responsible for
the major financial and marketing decisions. Departments within the company did not have their own
budgets, but did have spending authority for minor items. Flight Operations
Director of Flight Operations (DFO) - The captain of the accident aircraft was also the DFO and had been
with the company and its predecessors for many years. He had flown the HS 748 since its introduction by
the Company in 1985. He was responsible for the overall management of flight operations, the
establishment of operations policy, and regulatory affairs. His department was considered to be efficient.
Chief Pilot - The Chief Pilot had been with the company for eight years and had held that position since
1988. He was responsible for the supervision of all flying activities, which included training, standards, and
scheduling of all pilots. He was also responsible for the survey of new routes and any required limitations.
He was experienced on the HS 748 and considered by Transport Canada to be well qualified for his
position. Company personnel and other pilots described him as a capable manager.
No conflicts between the flight operations department and other departments in the company were
identified, but there was concern expressed by some pilots that maintenance was not always as supportive
as it could be.
Interviews revealed that it would not be uncommon for some captains to conduct a flight, or series of
flights, with equipment unserviceabilities which, in their opinion, would not greatly affect the airworthiness
of the aircraft yet would be in contradiction of the MEL. Company Flight Safety Officer
In 1990, the company established a permanent position for a Flight Safety Officer (FSO). The FSO
reported directly to the CEO on matters of flight safety and acted as secretary to the Flight Safety
Committee (the committee is chaired by the CEO and comprised mostly management staff). Regular
meetings of the committee were held and minutes were kept. The FSO position was vacant at the time of
the occurrence because the incumbent had resigned two weeks previously to accept employment
elsewhere. The flight safety program was deemed effective and worthwhile by those persons interviewed.
Cabin Safety
The Chief of Cabin Safety was responsible for cabin safety issues in the company and reported to the
DFO. The Cabin Safety section had two full-time staff and a small complement of part- time flight
attendants. TC considered the section to be well run and administered by qualified personnel; company
flight attendants interviewed held the same view. Maintenance Department
The Air Manitoba maintenance department was an approved maintenance organization (AMO), managed
by a director who reported to the President of the company. The department had TC authority to carry out
all levels of inspection and maintenance on its aircraft.
Director of Maintenance (DOM) - The DOM had been with Air Manitoba and its predecessors since 1975
and had moved up from a line aircraft maintenance engineer (AME) to the position of DOM. His primary
experience had been with piston aircraft until the introduction of the HS 748 in 1985.
Quality Assurance Manager (QAM) - The QAM joined the company as an apprentice mechanic in 1984
and progressed through various positions to his appointment as QAM in June 1992. As QAM, his primary
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responsibility was to ensure the quality and regulatory compliance of aircraft maintenance. From
interviews, it was determined that he was often directly involved in daily maintenance activities, particularly
those which were complex, such as control rigging and engine changes. These maintenance activities
apparently took precedence over his quality assurance responsibilities and, as duties other than those
related to the quality assurance system were not approved in the Maintenance Control Manual (MCM) for
the QAM, participation in maintenance activities would not have been in accordance with the MCM.
Maintenance Resources - Both the DOM and the QAM indicated shortly after the accident that there were
adequate spare parts, time, and manpower to allow for proper maintenance and servicing of company
aircraft. Interviews with line maintenance personnel revealed that they were often required to work well
beyond their normal day to repair aircraft for the next morning's flight. They also indicated that apprentice
mechanics were regularly working unsupervised during weekend shifts. During subsequent interviews with
the DOM and QAM, they indicated also that, at the time of the accident, staffing levels were low, and that
there were insufficient numbers of parts and time to allow timely aircraft repair.
1.17.2.2 Operations
Air Manitoba operations are governed by ANO Series VII, No. 2, which deals with air carriers using large
airplanes (airplanes with a maximum certified take-off weight in excess of 12,500 pounds).
Air Manitoba's Operating Certificate (Number 1066) authorizes domestic and non-scheduled international
service between points in Canada, between points in Canada and abroad, and between points abroad with
HS 748, Curtis C-46, and
9 An Out-of-Phase List is a list of maintenance items which require action at times other than at scheduled
inspections.
10 "On condition" is defined in the Transport Canada Airworthiness Manual as a maintenance process
having repetitive inspections or tests to determine the condition of the units, systems, or portions of
structure.
Cessna 208 aircraft. The main base of operations is Winnipeg, Manitoba, and there is an active approved
sub-base at Churchill, Manitoba. Approved sub-bases at Gillam and Thompson, Manitoba, are inactive.
1.17.2.3 Maintenance
The maintenance records for aircraft C-GQTH were reviewed for the period January 1989 to the
occurrence date. Details of the review are contained in a report prepared by the TSB Engineering Branch,
LP 078/94 - Maintenance Records, HS 748, C-GQTH, which is available on request from the TSB. The
following has been condensed from LP 078/94.
The review showed that Air Manitoba maintenance practices were, in many cases, not in accordance with
requirements as specified in Air Regulations and Air Navigation Orders that pertain to Air Manitoba's
operations. Some of the determinations from the review are as follows:
A. The MCM did not conform to the requirements of the Airworthiness Manual in that the MCM did not, at
all times, accurately reflect the approved maintenance program.
B. Maintenance Program - Some items on the Out-of-Phase list9 either were described in error or had
been approved by TC without consideration for the content of the Air Manitoba maintenance program, or
knowledge of the company's recurring defect history. For example, horizon indicators were to be
overhauled on condition10; however, there were no repetitive inspections or
tests in place to determine the condition of these items. Interviews revealed that most of the Air Manitoba
maintenance personnel were not familiar with the term "on condition" nor were they aware of any required
inspections.
C. Aircraft Components - Time Between Overhaul (TBO) - The records review did not identify any example
of calendar- or
hour-limited components having exceeded the specified time in service. The serial number of the installed
CVR was not the same as the serial number on the TBO list, and a maintenance release tag for the CVR
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was not found; the TBO status of the CVR is not known.
D. Defects and Rectification Control - In most cases, the aircraft journey log-books indicate that flight
crews were appropriately entering defects. However, many defects were recorded numerous times and
reflected that the rectifications were inadequate. There were no deferred defects on C-GQTH at the time
of the occurrence.
E. Minimum Equipment List (MEL) - It was observed that some items had been incorrectly deferred or
deferred without reference to the MEL.
F. Maintenance System Anomalies - Many anomalies were identified. Some examples are as follows:
- The installation of the static inverters was completed in July 1989; however, the
company did not have installation drawings, nor was the maintenance program modified to include the
required repetitive checks for these inverters.
The drawings for the installation of the CVR and current FDR systems were not found in Air
Manitoba records. They were later obtained from the previous operator of C-GQTH and from
Transport Canada, Ontario Region.
At the time of the crash, although four CVR recording channels were required by regulation, only
one channel of the CVR was capable of recording. The daily inspection of the CVR required
"observing the needle pulse as each channel is tested," and the CVR was routinely signed out as
being serviceable. This deficiency was identified in June 1990 by a Transport Canada inspector who
issued a Notice of Inspection form. The rectification by Air Manitoba was replacement of the control
head and the notation "Test function 'S.'"
Proper certification of maintenance functions was not always completed. In some cases the aircraft
was not certified as "released for return to service" after the completion of minor maintenance
checks.
G. General Observations - Following are some examples of evidence gathered during the records review.
A number of inverter-related problems were recorded after the installation in July 1989 of the static
inverters.
Often when there was a problem with the compass system, there was also a problem with the
inverter system.
Since 1989, three horizon instruments had been replaced in the No. 1 position and seven replaced
in the No. 2 position. For some of the replacements, there was no certification in the journey logbook.
Since March 1991, four turn and slip indicators had been changed in the No. 1 position and six in
the No. 2 position.
There were numerous certification tags showing that serviceable parts were removed from one
aircraft and installed on another within the fleet. There were also tags indicating that parts had been
removed from aircraft C-GQPE, an HS 748 flown into Canada from the Bahamas on a flight permit;
this aircraft had not been subjected to an import procedure or issued with a Canadian Certificate of
Airworthiness (C of A), and was not in service. There was
no component history on, or attached to, the tags relating to aircraft C-GQPE, as is required by Section
575.217 of the Airworthiness Manual.
- At the time of the crash, the No. 1 engine was 2.6 hours overdue for a hot section inspection. There was
no evidence found that this inspection was scheduled to be accomplished. Otherwise, the engines and
propellers of C-GQTH were maintained as required.
H. Maintenance Evaluation
Following is a condensation of the major evidence with regard to the Air Manitoba maintenance program.
Some immediate analysis of the evidence is made to explain its significance.
The review of technical records for C-GQTH identified a significant number of discrepancies which
formed the basis for an assessment that the aircraft had not been maintained in accordance with the
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formed the basis for an assessment that the aircraft had not been maintained in accordance with the
company approved Maintenance Control Manual.
The practice of removing parts from one aircraft to install on another indicates the possibility of a
parts availability problem.
Records show there were instances where a particular defect and its rectification were repeatedly
entered in the journey log-book. The repetition indicates there could be a lack of knowledge on the
part of the persons performing the rectifications, insufficient spare parts, insufficient resources to
troubleshoot effectively, or any combination thereof.
The extent of the discrepancies noted and the potential airworthiness implications are considered to
reflect negatively on the effectiveness of the audit and surveillance process conducted by Transport
Canada. TC inspectors had access to the same records.
The maintenance system had not, in all cases, been amended to reflect changes in requirements
resulting from modifications to the aircraft, such as the conversion of the AC power system from
rotary to static inverters.
Airworthiness of C-GQTH
- ANO, Series II, No. 4 - Order Respecting Conditions And Procedures For Keeping A Certificate of
Airworthiness states the following:
3. Every certificate of airworthiness issued in respect of an aircraft is issued on condition that
(a) the aircraft will be maintained in accordance with a maintenance program that meets the aircraft
standards of airworthiness established by the Minister pursuant to section 211 of the Air
Regulations, and
(b) an entry will be made in the Aircraft Journey Log of the aircraft by an authorized person,
certifying that the aircraft is
(i) airworthy, or
(ii) released for return to service,
whichever is applicable, at the times and in accordance with the procedures set out therefor in the
Airworthiness Manual or in the Engineering and Inspection Manual.
5. Notwithstanding anything in this Order, a certificate of airworthiness issued in respect of an aircraft
is not in force at any time when either of the conditions set out in paragraph 3(a) or (b) fails to be
satisfied in respect of that aircraft.
C-GQTH was certified as "release for return to service" on the evening of 09 November 1993.
There were no deficiencies recorded in the journey
log-book on 10 November when the aircraft returned to Winnipeg from the morning flight, and no
maintenance certifications were required for the second flight out of Winnipeg in the afternoon.
The maintenance history of the aircraft showed no record of the completion of some
airworthiness directives and service bulletins classified as mandatory by the issuer and
required by the approved maintenance program.
C-GQTH had not been maintained in accordance with the approved maintenance program as
required by ANO Series II, No. 4, and the approved maintenance program itself did not meet
the requirements of the Airworthiness Manual . In view of the above, the Certificate of
Airworthiness of C-GQTH appears not to have been in force at the time of the accident.
1.17.3 Transport Canada and Air Manitoba
TC inspectors had a good working relationship with Air Manitoba personnel and, in general, problems
identified by TC were rectified satisfactorily, although not always readily. The TC inspectors assigned to Air
Manitoba, from both operations and maintenance, had been working with the company for many years and
were very familiar with company operations.
TC inspectors conducted a full audit of Air Manitoba in June 1993. The audit conclusions were that Air
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Manitoba Ltd. had excelled in operational and maintenance record keeping, that maintenance control was
satisfactory, and that the company was complying with the regulations necessary for aviation safety.
11 While maintenance deficiencies were alleged by TC, Air Manitoba disputed the majority of the alleged
deficiencies, and this issue was referred by Air Manitoba to the Civil Aviation Tribunal. Also, at no time
were the certificates of airworthiness of the HS 748 aircraft suspended or cancelled.
The maintenance summary indicated that, "The Company is approved for the maintenance of aeronautical
products and holds the following ratings: Aircraft; Avionics; Structures; and Non- Destructive Testing."
In January 1994, in light of some telephone calls received from Air Manitoba personnel and the crash two
months earlier, TC inspectors assessed that Air Manitoba's risk indicators had risen to an unacceptable
level and ordered a special inspection of the company. The inspection, conducted 17-19 January 1994 by
TC inspectors, identified serious maintenance deficiencies which resulted in the suspension of Air
Manitoba's Approved Maintenance Certificate and the subsequent suspension of their Operating
Certificate.11
The fact that the special inspection of January 1994 identified serious maintenance deficiencies reflects a
significant contrast from the earlier audit report. Evidence from the TSB investigation indicates that there
were significant deficiencies present during the June audit, which were not identified during that audit, and
which were still present at the time of the accident. It is not feasible for auditors to examine every aspect
of an operation when conducting an audit; however, it is thought that, during the Company audit of June
1993, some of the deficiencies were present and discernible on inspection.
Flight test results for commercial pilots, whether the flight test was conducted by the company or by TC,
are retained by the companies for which they work and by TC. However, there is no procedure in place
whereby pilots are trend monitored to ensure they do not have continued difficulty, and no special attention
is paid to a pilot who experiences repeated difficulty during proficiency tests.
1.17.4 Controlled Flight into Terrain
Controlled flight into terrain (CFIT) accidents are those in which an aircraft, capable of being controlled and
under the control of the crew, is flown into the ground, water, or obstacles with no prior awareness on the
part of the crew of the impending disaster.
Between 1976 and 1992, there were 59 accidents in Canada in which fixed-wing aircraft flying under IFR
collided with terrain without having first experienced an in- flight loss of control; twenty-one (36%) of these
were multi-engine aircraft. Twenty-seven (46%) of the 59 accidents resulted in at least one fatality, almost
four times the normal accident fatality rate. Seventy-six passengers lost their lives in 18 (86%) of the
accidents involving multi-engine aircraft.
The 59 accident aircraft were equipped and certified for IFR flight and all of the pilots were qualified for
flight in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC). Fifty-one per cent of the pilots involved held an ATPL,
and there were two flight crew members in 41% of the accidents. Twenty-seven (46%) of the 59 accidents
occurred at night. Meteorological conditions were cited as significant factors in 31 (53%) of the accidents;
almost half of these resulted in fatalities, with 61 passengers and 24 crew receiving fatal injuries. In more
than half of the accidents, the aircraft collided with level terrain.
Various factors have been identified in CFIT accidents; generally they include some combination of
perception limitations, attention/timing/task management, non-compliance, procedural errors, deficient
intra-cockpit interactions, and loss of situational awareness.
1.17.5 Situational Awareness
Evidence from eye-witnesses indicated that the aircraft followed a smooth and gradual turn after lift-off.
Physical evidence suggests that recovery action, if any, may have been initiated only immediately prior to
impact. This flight profile is consistent with a loss of situational awareness on the part of the flight crew.
A fundamental element in making correct decisions when flying an aircraft is maintaining adequate
knowledge of what is happening around you, that is, situational awareness. Situational awareness is the
starting point in the decision-making process; appropriate action or correct decisions cannot be expected
unless the information the decisions are based upon is reasonably complete and accurate. In general,
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breakdowns in situational awareness are caused by faulty acquisition and processing of this information,
be it accurate or not. Typically, these breakdowns occur under situations of task saturation, distraction,
channelized attention, misorientation (unrecognized disorientation), or any combination of these.
1.17.6 Misorientation (Unrecognized Disorientation)
Disorientation may go unrecognized, particularly when the flight crew is preoccupied or distracted during
flight in instrument meteorological conditions. Gradual and smooth changes in aircraft attitude can easily go
undetected by the senses. Sensory cues, such as aircraft feel and sound, may not be sufficient to alert the
crew to their actual condition. These diminished indicators of orientation can give pilots a false sense of
security in that the aircraft may not be doing what the pilot believes it to be doing. For instance, the aircraft
may be rolling at a rate below that which can be sensed by the pilot's vestibular system. The threshold of
detection of angular velocity in roll varies but is in the range of 0.2 to 8.0· per second.12
TSB occurrence profile calculations showed that at 60 feet agl, the angular velocity of the aircraft was 1.4·
per second; by 430 feet agl, the roll rate had increased to 1.8· per second. The roll rates could easily have
been imperceptible to the pilots, resulting in their misorientation, and the average wheel rotation of 8.6· to
produce those roll rates could have gone unnoticed.
12 John Ernsting and Peter King, Aviation Medicine, 2nd ed. (London: Butterworths, 1988)
2.0 Analysis
2.1 General
Examination of the wreckage and a detailed examination of individual components yielded no evidence
that the aircraft suffered a structural failure, difficulty with the flight controls, abnormal flap condition, loss of
engine power, or in-flight fire. Witness statements and wreckage examination indicate that the aircraft's
flying surfaces were not contaminated prior to departure.
Wreckage examination and analysis showed that, at impact, the flaps were up, the landing gear was
retracted, the landing lights were retracted and off, and the cabin pressurization dump valve was closed.
Engine and propeller analysis indicated that the engines were producing considerable power at impact,
and propeller blade angle analysis showed that the aircraft struck the trees or ground at a speed of
approximately 180 knots true airspeed (KTAS).
The only technical anomalies discovered during the investigation were that the FDR, the CVR, and the
gyro compass system were not powered at any time after the aircraft was shut down on landing at Sandy
Lake. It was concluded from this information that the No. 1 AC bus was not powered at any time during the
flight. It can be concluded, therefore, that no services that were powered by this bus were operating.
Analysis of the oil
13 Depending on who was flying, the captain could have been the pilot making the decisions and
selections, or the co-pilot could have been calling for the selection with the captain actually making the
selection (except for the dump valve).
pressure dial mark indicated that the No. 2 AC bus was powered; however, there was no corroborating
evidence found.
2.2 The Flight
The normal departure for this flight would have been to climb straight ahead, retract the landing gear when
safely airborne, retract the landing lights (perhaps after reaching 400 feet), continue climb to 400 feet and
retract the flaps, continue climb to the turn altitude (normally 500 feet agl or greater), and turn 20· to the
right en route to Island Lake. From lift-off to 500 feet agl would take about 30 seconds. The dump valve
being closed, the landing lights retracted, and the flaps up indicates that the pilot making the decisions to
perform these duties and the pilot making the selections believed that the flight path, at that time, was
normal13. However, as it has been shown that the aircraft had to have been in a turn to the right within
seconds of lift-off, it is evident that the pilots thought the aircraft was climbing straight ahead as per a
normal departure even though the aircraft was turning. The inoperative gyro compasses would, if manually
set, be indicating runway heading while the aircraft was turning, which would reinforce the pilots' belief that
the aircraft was flying straight ahead.
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For the aircraft to be in a turn to the right immediately after take-off, either the pilot flying was following an
erroneous horizon indicator, or he was flying without adequate reference to the available flight instruments.
As previously discussed, the change in bank angle may have been below the threshold of detection of the
pilots' vestibular senses; in the absence of adequate instrument or external references, a turn can go
unnoticed. After leaving the runway environment, the only outside visual reference available to the crew
would have been the lights from the houses along the shore to the right of the runway, which, alone,
probably would not have provided adequate attitude reference. The lights of the main community would not
have been visible until the aircraft was well into the turn. However, as pilots normally transition to
instrument flight immediately on becoming airborne at night, especially when they know that the aircraft will
enter cloud soon after take-off, the pilots probably would not have been looking outside the aircraft. If the
pilots had seen the lights of the community, they would have appeared high in the windscreen because of
the steep bank angle of the aircraft, which would have been confusing or added to an already confusing
situation. Given the attitude of the aircraft, the pilots would probably have had insufficient time to recover.
2.3 Possible Scenarios
2.3.1 General
The following scenarios are based on all of the evidence, although incomplete, and are theoretical. They
describe what could have happened and do not necessarily represent what did happen. However, the
aircraft did take off without power to, at least, the No. 1 AC bus, and the TSB felt it was necessary to
discuss the possibilities to ensure that all of the evidence was considered.
It is improbable that the crew could have had an AC power failure, or indications of a failure, and not
become aware of any fail indications prior to taking off. It is equally improbable that this crew would have
taken off with the knowledge that the AC system was not operating as required by the MEL and by safe
operating practices. The following discussions are based on there being only four possible scenarios with
regard to the AC power and the crew's awareness: there was no power from the No. 1 AC bus; there was
no power from either AC bus; and, the crew were aware or were not aware of that condition.
In the following discussions where indications from instruments or lights are discussed, it is on the
assumption that they operated as they were designed to operate, unless stated otherwise.
2.3.2 Number 1 AC Bus Not Powered
There was a loss of power from the No. 1 AC bus. With this loss of power, the following flight instruments
should have been available: all of those on the right instrument panel, except the gyro compass; the
altimeters; the standby compass; and the turn and slip indicators.
The loss of power from the No. 1 AC bus could have been the result of a failure, or the No. 1 inverter
could have been intentionally turned off sometime between shutdown and normal aircraft start and not
turned on again. Whatever the case, the following would have been evident: the No. 1 magnetic indicator
would have been displaying OFF; the left side instruments, which include the horizon indicator, gyro
compass, engine oil pressure and temperature gauge, and fuel contents gauge, would not have been
operating; and the No. 1 AC bus fail light and the FDR fail light would have been illuminated. As the right
gyro compass is also powered by the No. 1 AC bus, it would not have been operating either. The
voltmeter and frequency gauges would not have indicated the required inverter output had the No. 1 AC
system been checked.
Checks that flight crew are required to perform prior to every flight, if completed, would have revealed all
of the noted conditions and failure indications. For the crew to be unaware of the failure indications, they
could not have completed the required checks; in addition, either the illumination of the No. 1 AC warning
light did not register with the crew or the warning light was unserviceable.
Therefore, the pilots either did not complete all elements of the required checks, or they accepted that they
would be without the left instruments, the flight recorders, and the right gyro compass during the flight.
Through the manual transfer system, the services of a failed inverter may be transferred to the serviceable
inverter. If the crew were aware of the No. 1 AC failure and performed this transfer, it must be concluded
that the transfer did not work because power was never restored to the recorders; it was not possible to
determine whether the relay was functional prior to the occurrence. It would be unusual for the crew not to
notice that the transfer system had also failed, as the fail indications would have remained the same after
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the transfer attempt.
2.3.3 Both AC Buses Not Powered
With loss of power to both AC buses, the following flight instruments should have been available: the
altimeters; the standby compass; and the turn and slip indicators.
If both AC buses were not powered, the cockpit indications would have been as for the No. 1 AC bus not
being powered plus the following: the No. 2 magnetic indicator would have been displaying OFF; the right
side instruments, which include the horizon indicator, engine oil pressure and temperature gauge, and fuel
contents gauge, would not have been operating; and the No. 2 AC bus fail light would have been
illuminated. The voltmeter and frequency gauges would not have indicated the required inverter output had
the No. 2 AC system been checked. Failure of Both AC Buses
The likelihood of simultaneous failure of both inverter systems is remote. As well, because of the number
of cockpit indications, it is likely that the pilots would have seen and acknowledged that neither inverter
system was operating; however, the possibility exists that they could have missed all of the indications.
Both Inverters Turned Off
There is the possibility that the crew turned off both inverters after shutdown at Sandy Lake and forgot to
turn them back on. It is unlikely that the crew would not have been aware of all the AC fail indications
during start-up and taxi unless they had made a deliberate decision to delay turning the inverters on until
just prior to taking off, perhaps to allow the batteries to more easily become charged. However, the crew
would then have had to take off, not having completed the required checks that would have reminded
them that the AC buses were not powered, and unaware of the failure indications that would have been
evident.
As has been shown, the crew performed normal after take-off duties until at least flap retraction. However,
it is difficult to conceive that the crew could fly an aircraft to at least 400 feet agl, without any external or
internal attitude references, and still perform normal duties, presumably unaware there was anything wrong
with the aircraft or its flight path.
Because of the darkness, the low overcast condition, and the lack of flight instruments, it is concluded that
the crew would likely not have taken off knowing that they were without any AC power.
2.4 Minimum Equipment List
The MEL allows an aircraft to depart with only one serviceable inverter if the aircraft is away from a
maintenance base; however, the weather must allow visual flight and it must be daylight. The MEL does
not allow an aircraft to depart with both the FDR and the CVR unserviceable.
Assuming that one or more of the above failure indications were evident and recognized by the flight crew
while the aircraft was still on the ground, then, according to the approved MEL, the problem(s) should have
been rectified before the flight could continue.
2.5 Decision Making
The following is based on the crew being aware that the No. 1 AC bus was not powered and that the left
flight instruments were not operating. This is the only plausible scenario requiring a decision to take off
with a failure. There were a number of factors which the crew could have considered prior to making the
decision to proceed with the flight.
Some factors that could have influenced the crew to take off are as follows: flight completion is the
objective of any airline; the flight was two hours behind schedule; there were no maintenance facilities in
Sandy Lake and maintenance personnel and equipment would have had to be flown in; the crew and
passengers possibly would have had to remain in Sandy Lake overnight (and, although sleeping
arrangements could have been made, there were no accommodations readily available); there were 15 to
20 passengers waiting in Island Lake; and there were company economic and scheduling considerations.
Considerations regarding the aircraft itself that would have mitigated the seriousness of the loss of the left
flight instruments and recorders were that the aircraft was equipped with a GPS (powered by 28 VDC) that
would provide heading, track, distance, and time information; and there was no immediate flight safety
reason for having serviceable flight recorders. As well, the crew would have had the standby magnetic
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compass, the altimeters, the turn and slip indicators, and all the right side flight instruments except the
gyro compass.
Factors that could have influenced a decision to not take off are as follows: the aircraft would have lost the
redundancy of its AC power sources and flight instruments, the flight could not have been conducted in
accordance with safety standards set by the air regulations and company policy, and only the co-pilot
would have been able to fly and easily monitor the flight. The captain could have monitored as well, but he
would have had to do this monitoring cross cockpit.
2.6 Standby Attitude Indicator
The aircraft was not equipped with a standby attitude indicator; large,
turbo-prop aircraft are not required to be so equipped. A standby attitude indicator provides useful
information in situations where the main horizon indicators are inoperative or are providing inaccurate or
conflicting information.
2.7 Ground Proximity Warning System
The aircraft was not equipped with a functional GPWS; large, turbo-prop aircraft are not required to be so
equipped. A GPWS, if installed and operable, would have activated as the aircraft started to descend from
its peak altitude reached. However, in this case, because the GPWS, if installed, would have been
powered by the No. 1 AC bus, it would not have provided a warning.
2.8 CL2 Compass
Assuming that the crew members were aware of the failure of the services provided by the left inverter and
had decided to proceed with the flight, extra vigilance would have been required during their taxi and
runway line-up checks to establish what serviceable instruments they had available to them.
The taxi checklist requires that the gyros be checked during taxi to confirm they are tracking properly, and
the runway line-up checklist requires that the compass be checked to ensure that it agrees with the
runway heading. These checklists are normally called out by the pilot in the right seat during the taxi and
line-up.
The compass on the right side is normally not slaved and acts as a gyro compass only; as such, it
precesses over time. Although it might not be unusual for the crew to see erroneous headings, it would
have been unusual for them to see a 70· heading error as they lined up on the runway. The set knob on
each directional gyro allows the pilot to manually turn the compass card to the desired heading; however, it
is unlikely that the flight crew would have set an instrument they knew to be inoperative.
2.9 Disorientation
2.9.1 Vestibular Sensing
Given that gradual changes in aircraft attitude can easily go undetected by the senses, the angular velocity
in roll as the aircraft was banking into the turn was probably below the pilots' threshold of detection, and
the flight crew may not have been aware that the aircraft was banking and turning. If the captain or the
first officer became aware of the aircraft attitude once the aircraft was at a steep bank angle in the turn, it
would have been very difficult for them to orient themselves to their situation and recover in the altitude
remaining.
Flight path reconstruction and evidence from eye witnesses suggest that the flight path was constant and
indicate that recovery action was not attempted or was attempted too late. (There is some evidence that
the ailerons were set for a left roll at the time of impact.)
2.9.2 Loss of Situational Awareness
If the crew took off with the knowledge that the No. 1 AC bus was not powered, both crew members might
have been involved in trying to resolve the problem during the climb. However, they should have been
keenly aware that they did not have any flight instruments on the left side and would have been attentive
to the remaining instruments. If they did not become aware until after reaching V1 during the take-off that
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either the No. 1 AC system or both AC systems were not operating, they may both have become involved
in problem solving. As they continued, as well, to perform their normal after take-off activities, they may
have been distracted from their primary task of ensuring that the aircraft remained in the proper flight
attitude.
During the flight, the directional gyro would have remained fixed on the last heading that was set, reenforcing the pilots' belief that the aircraft was climbing straight ahead. If the right side instruments were
operating properly, then the first officer must not have adequately cross-checked the attitude instruments
available to him, and the captain must not have ensured that the aircraft was on the desired flight path. If
there was no AC power at all to the flight instruments, perhaps the horizon indicator(s) remained upright
enough that the pilot flying followed the horizon indicator's guidance, unaware that the guidance was not
accurate. Because of the very dark night, there would have been few outside visual cues to help the crew
establish their flight attitude.
The flight profile and completion of the normal after take-off checks suggest that the crew were never
aware that they had a problem with respect to aircraft attitude, at least until too late to effect a recovery
from the steeply-banked, nose-down attitude.
2.10 Air Manitoba and Regulations
Both maintenance and operations personnel indicated, by their actions and through interviews, a
willingness to deviate from regulations and safe operating practices.
Many of the discrepancies regarding the maintenance of Air Manitoba aircraft relate to the availability of
spare parts and the non-completion of airworthiness directives, aircraft modifications, and service bulletins.
All of these issues and items have a related dollar cost. It was further shown that some maintenance
practices did not meet the requirements of the regulations, established to ensure a good standard of
safety. There is no evidence that these deviations from accepted practice were made in ignorance of the
regulations; therefore, it can reasonably be concluded that the motivation for the deviations was to increase
the availability of aircraft for service and reduce the impact of maintenance on the cost of operations.
The evidence is that some captains would accept for flight, aircraft that did not meet airworthiness
standards. The flight crew of the accident aircraft deviated from regulations in that they used the GPS as a
primary navigation aid, and they flew the aircraft to well below minimum altitudes, while in instrument
meteorological conditions, using the GPS for position information. Although the GPS is an accurate and
fairly reliable system, its use in aircraft is regulated as regards the type of installation and the way the GPS
can be used in order to ensure it can be safely used. Because the captain was the DFO, the highest
ranking pilot on the staff of the company, his actions may have been seen by the first officer as acceptable
company practice.
2.11 Flight Crew Performance
Training and flight test records indicate that both the captain and the first officer experienced some
difficulty handling the HS 748 aircraft during check rides; however, both were considered to be professional
and capable pilots by their peers.
From the conflicting information regarding their performance, it could not be determined whether the
captain and first officer did indeed have some difficulty adapting to the HS 748 or were merely
experiencing reduced performance during check rides because of the stress of a test environment.
2.12 Crew Resource Management Training
The flight crew had not received comprehensive CRM training, although the captain had attended the oneday session provided by Transport Canada.
Without the benefit of a cockpit voice recorder, it is not possible to determine how the crew interacted
during the accident flight, and the quality of the CVR tape recorded during the flight prior to the occurrence
is too poor to make any determinations in that respect. However, if the flight crew departed Sandy Lake
knowing that several flight instruments were not functioning, they made a conscious decision to do so.
CRM methods are designed to improve the quality of this type of decision making; pilots using CRM
methods of evaluation and risk assessment might have made a different decision.
2.13 Returning to Land at Sandy Lake
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The possibility was explored that the crew recognized that they had a problem at some point after take-off
and decided to return immediately to Sandy Lake for a landing.
If the crew recognized a flight instrument problem and elected to return to Sandy Lake, it is unlikely that
the crew would have performed all of the standard after take-off functions, as indicated by the evidence. It
is possible that the crew recognized a problem after they retracted the flaps. If this was the case, then the
crew could have experienced difficulty orienting themselves to their situation in sufficient time to recover
from the descent.
2.14 Summary
It is concluded that the crew would likely not have commenced the flight if they had been aware that
neither AC system was working.
The aircraft was on the ground in Sandy Lake for about 20 minutes. This was time to turn the aircraft
around for the next flight, but, it would seem, hardly enough time to allow the crew to discuss and attempt
to resolve the problem with the No. 1 AC system and then to discuss how they were going to cope with the
lack of flight instruments. As well, had they been aware of the problem, they would likely have been
careful in conducting their ground checks to ensure that they did have enough instruments for a safe flight.
Because of the short time spent on the ground, particularly after engine start, it could be concluded that
the crew did not carry out extraordinary procedures commensurate with a known problem and took off
unaware that anything was amiss. If they took off unaware that there was no power from either one or both
AC buses, they did not perform all elements of the required after start, taxi, and before take-off checks.
Based on the number of failure indications presented or available to the crew, and because flight crews
normally complete required checks, a more likely scenario is that the crew were aware, prior to take-off,
that the AC system was not operating properly. If they previously had been faced with this type of problem,
which would not be unusual considering the number of hours that each pilot had flown, then problem
solving and resolution could have been accomplished quickly. If the crew took off knowing that the No. 1
AC bus was not powered, they deviated from safe operating practices. A decision to take-off with the
failure would be consistent with the Company's attitudes which supported deviating from aviation safety
standards.
In conclusion, it was not possible to determine the exact state of the aircraft or what the pilots' awareness
of that state was.
Because the inadvertent turn after take-off was likely below the crew's sensory threshold, it is likely the
crew did not recognize their disorientation until too late in the flight to allow recovery. Loss of situational
awareness such as this, ending with a collision with the ground, is typical of a controlled flight into terrain
accident.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The flight crew were certified, trained, and qualified for the flight in accordance with existing
regulations.
There was no evidence that physiological factors affected the flight crew's performance.
The weight and centre of gravity of the aircraft were within prescribed limits.
C-GQTH was not maintained in accordance with regulatory requirements intended to ensure the
safe operation of an aircraft.
The CVR was installed so that only the cockpit area microphone (CAM) recorded to the CVR tape.
The other three channels did not record because of inadequacies in the installation of the recorder.
The GPS installation in C-GQTH was not approved as a primary navigation aid. Indications are that
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The GPS installation in C-GQTH was not approved as a primary navigation aid. Indications are that
the flight crew used the GPS as a primary navigational aid during the approaches to Sandy Lake,
and at times descended below published minimum altitudes while in instrument meteorological
conditions.
There was no evidence found of any airframe failure, or flight control or engine malfunction.
Power was never supplied to the No. 1 AC bus after the aircraft was shut down in Sandy Lake; the
reason for this could not be determined.
Physical evidence showed that the FDR, CVR, and both gyro compasses were not operating when
the aircraft took off from Sandy Lake.
Completion of the required pre-departure checks should have alerted the flight crew to some, if not
all, of the fail indications.
The MEL prohibits dispatch of an aircraft, at night and in the weather conditions that existed at
Sandy Lake at the time of the occurrence, with only one serviceable inverter, or only one horizon
indicator, or only one directional gyro compass.
The MEL prohibits dispatch of an aircraft with both flight recorders inoperative.
At the time of the occurrence, the base of the cloud was between 700 and 1,200 feet agl, the
visibility was three to five miles in very light snow, and it was dark.
The propeller blade angles at impact correspond to an aircraft true airspeed of approximately 180
knots.
Witness marks found at the aileron/wing hinge points suggest that the ailerons, at impact, were
positioned to induce a left roll.
The flight crew seats were occupied and the lap belts were probably done up at impact; the
shoulder harnesses probably were not done up.
To crash in the attitude and place that it did, the aircraft had to lift off approximately 1,800 feet from
the threshold of the runway and begin turning to the right within a few seconds after lift-off.
The crew likely lost situational awareness after take-off in a gradually steepening spiral turn
downwards with a high rate of increase in airspeed.
Prevailing company attitudes supported deviating from safe operating practices to achieve overall
commercial objectives.
Transport Canada inspectors' audit and surveillance of Air Manitoba, prior to the accident, did not
uncover serious maintenance discrepancies that were present.
There are no procedures in place that require pilot flight test results to be monitored, by TC or
companies, to identify pilots who experience repeated difficulty during flight tests.
C-GQTH was not equipped with a standby attitude indicator, nor is there a regulatory requirement
that large turbo-prop aircraft be so equipped.
C-GQTH was not equipped with a GPWS, nor is there a regulatory requirement that large turboprop aircraft be so equipped.
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prop aircraft be so equipped.

3.2 Causes
After take-off, the crew most likely lost situational awareness and, as a result, did not detect the increasing
deviation from their intended flight path. Contributing to the loss of situational awareness was the lack of
AC power to some of the flight instruments; the reason for the lack of AC power could not be determined.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
4.1.1 Transport Canada (TC) Special Inspection
In January 1994, TC conducted a special inspection of Air Manitoba's Flight Operations and Maintenance
departments. The findings of this inspection, primarily with respect to maintenance shortcomings, resulted
in removal of the company's maintenance certificate and suspension of its operating certificate. The
company subsequently contracted its HS 748 maintenance to another carrier and regained its operating
certificate.
4.1.2 Flight Recorders
Flight recorder information is often invaluable in the investigation of occurrences and it most certainly
would have assisted in determining the events leading to this accident. In the past, the Board has made
recommendations concerning deficiencies on the retrieval and quality of recorded data and on the lengthy
process required to update flight recorder legislation. Notwithstanding the emphasis that the Board has put
on the importance of flight recorders for investigation and accident prevention processes, there has not
been any significant progress in addressing these flight recorder deficiencies. Therefore, the Board
recommended that:
The Department of Transport immediately verify through field audit that all existing FDR and CVR
installations meet current regulatory requirements, and make public its findings;
(A94-01, issued January 1994)
The Department of Transport revise its approval and monitoring process to ensure that all future FDR and
CVR installations continue to meet regulatory requirements;
(A94-02, issued January 1994)
The Departments of Justice and Transport promulgate the new Orders on flight recorders without further
delay; and
(A94-03, issued January 1994)
The Department of Transport streamline its processes to facilitate the timely Canadian implementation of
updated flight recorder requirements.
(A94-04, issued January 1994)
In response to these recommendations, TC has undertaken a program to review operator compliance with
existing recorder requirements in order to identify areas of the monitoring and approval processes that
need revision. In addition, TC stated its intention in April 1994 to issue two interim circulars to facilitate
industry adjustment to the new recorder regulation expected to come into law in early 1995.
With respect to streamlining the recorder legislation process, TC stated that a new regulatory structure will
have regulations which incorporate standards by reference in order to facilitate amendment in a timely way.
TC's new approach to use standards to keep pace with changing requirements in aviation, and in particular
flight recorder technology, is an important improvement in the regulatory process. Also, TC has reached
consensus with industry to harmonize with the U.S. Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) in finalizing the
draft Canadian regulations.
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The new regulation will state which aircraft will require FDRs and CVRs; the standards section will list
parameters, operational requirements, and other technical specifications.
The Department of Justice has advised that it is prepared to carry out its regulatory functions as quickly as
possible to ensure the regulations proposed by TC can be promulgated with the least possible delay.
4.1.3 Static Inverter Installation
Anomalies were found in the static inverter installation which had replaced the original rotary inverter
system of the occurrence aircraft. Given that other Canadian operators may also be operating HS 748s
with similar electrical system discrepancies, a TSB Aviation Safety Advisory was forwarded to TC. The
Advisory concerned the requirement to verify that the inverter systems of all Canadian HS 748 aircraft
conform to the applicable installation drawings.
4.1.4 Undervoltage Protection
Significant importance has been afforded the issue of undervoltage protection for the HS 748 aircraft. It
was determined that Service Bulletins (SB) 24/60 and 24/97 are considered to be mandatory. A TSB
Aviation Safety Advisory forwarded to TC addressed the need to confirm that all Canadian HS 748 aircraft
meet the current electrical system requirements for undervoltage protection.
4.1.5 Accidents Involving Controlled Flight into Terrain
The circumstances of this occurrence are typical of a Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT) accident. CFIT
occurrences are those in which an aircraft, under the control of the crew, is flown into terrain (or water)
with no prior awareness on the part of the crew of the impending disaster. The Board notes with concern
that, over the 11-year period from 01 January 1984 to 31 December 1994, 68 commercially operated
aircraft (not including those conducting low-level special operations) were involved in CFIT accidents. In
view of the frequency and severity of such accidents, the Board is currently conducting a study of CFIT
accidents to identify related systemic deficiencies.
4.1.6 Regulatory Audits and Surveillance
Analysis and information from this investigation and 18 others led to the identification of shortcomings in
the regulatory overview process of air carriers. In particular, it was found that TC's audits sometimes
lacked depth, and that the verification of corrective action following the audits was sometimes inadequate.
Therefore, the Board recommended that:
The Department of Transport amend the Manual of Regulatory Audits (MRA) to provide for more in-depth
audits of those air carriers demonstrating an adverse trend in its risk management indicators;
(A94-23, issued December 1994)
The Department of Transport ensure that its inspectors involved in the audit process are able to apply risk
management methods in identifying carriers warranting increased audit attention;
(A94-24, issued December 1994)
The Department of Transport develop, as a priority, a system to track audit follow-up actions; and
(A94-25, issued December 1994)
The Department of Transport implement both short and long term actions to place greater emphasis on
verification of required audit follow-up action and on enforcement action in cases of non-compliance.
(A94-26, issued December 1994)
In response to these recommendations, TC has indicated that both Recommendations A94-23 and A94-24
will be taken into consideration during amendments to the MRA. Also, TC will ensure that the Audit
Procedures training program for inspectors takes into account Recommendation A94-24 so that risk
management methods are clearly understood and applied.
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With respect to Recommendations A94-25 and A94-26, TC replied that the MRA will be reviewed to
ensure clear policy direction is given to ensure effective audit follow-up systems are in place. Furthermore,
an enhanced National Aviation Company Information System (NACIS) should be operational by September
1995 to track audit follow-up on a national basis. In the interim, a policy directive will be issued to regions
to require a review of respective regional follow-up systems.
4.2 Action Required
4.2.1 Global Positioning System (GPS)
The GPS installation in C-GQTH was used in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) as a primary
navigation aid during the approaches to Sandy Lake. The GPS installation was not approved for such use.
The TSB has identified other occurrences in which pilots have misused GPS while conducting IFR flights,
or in which pilots on VFR flights have continued flight into adverse weather while using GPS and
encountered conditions with which the pilot and/or aircraft could not cope. Evidence suggests that both
recreational pilots (seeking an inexpensive navigational system) and commercial, passenger-carrying
operators are employing GPS in order to get into airports without approved instrument approaches. It is
doubtful that these locally improvised GPS approaches take into account the obstruction clearance criteria
used in the design of approved approaches, including the acquisition of valid local altimeter settings.
While the Board is concerned over the misuse of GPS, it recognizes the potential of this equipment and
what it could offer to the Canadian aviation community. The potential benefits of GPS have been widely
publicized; the safety implications of improvising in the use of GPS in a non-regulated environment have
received less publicity. The benefits may be tempting pilots and operators to accept risks that would
normally be unacceptable without GPS. Therefore, to reduce the potential for GPS-related occurrences
resulting from the use of unapproved equipment, inadequate understanding of the system, or lack of
approved approaches, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport expedite the implementation of approved GPS standards and procedures for
use in Canadian airspace; and
A95-07
The Department of Transport initiate a national safety awareness program addressing the operating
limitations and safe use of GPS in remote operations.
A95-08
4.2.2 Flight Instruments - Large Turbo-Prop Aircraft
Large turbo-prop aircraft, some capable of seating more than 50 passengers, are in wide use in Canada
because of their suitability for commuter operations, and for flights into remote or smaller airports. A
significant proportion of all passengers transported annually by Canadian air carriers are in such turboprop aircraft.
Many of these turbo-prop aircraft have a passenger-carrying capacity equivalent to that of mid-sized turbojet aircraft. Yet, unlike their turbo-jet counterparts, turbo-prop aircraft are not required to have either a
standby attitude indicator or a Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS). TC is currently revising the
Canadian Aviation Regulations respecting the use of aircraft in a commercial air service through an
advisory committee process. The regulatory committee will focus, in part, on maximizing the compatibility
of the Canadian regulatory system with that of other regulatory authorities such as the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) in the U.S.
4.2.2.1 Standby Attitude Indicators
The attitude indicator or artificial horizon is the pilot's primary reference for instrument flying at night, in low
visibility, or in cloud. A standby attitude indicator provides a means to cross-check and validate information
supplied by the primary attitude indicators and also serves as an independently powered backup system
should the primary instruments fail.
14 Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 14,
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CFR Part 121
In the United States, an independently powered standby attitude indicator has been a requirement on all
turbine-powered large aircraft since October 199414--with no distinction made
between turbo-jet and turbo-prop aircraft. The Board believes that the need for a standby attitude indicator
on an aircraft should not be related to the method of aircraft propulsion; rather, the role of the aircraft and
its passenger-carrying capacity are better indicators of the need for added safety precautions. Given the
increased safety margin provided by a standby attitude indicator in the event of failure of the primary
attitude indicator, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require the installation of an independently powered standby attitude
indicator on all
turbine-powered, IFR- approved commuter and airline aircraft capable of carrying 10 or more passengers.
A95-09
4.2.2.2 Ground Proximity Warning Systems (GPWS)
Within the global aviation community, GPWS has been recognized for its potential to prevent CFIT
accidents. In Canada, GPWS has shown its effectiveness on at least two occasions. In 1987, the crew of a
Boeing 737 carrying 96 people were warned of the aircraft's proximity to the ground on two separate
occasions by GPWS while on approach at Prince George, British Columbia (A87P4128). Similarly, in 1990,
the pilots of a Dash-8 on approach into Charlo, New Brunswick, were warned by their GPWS of
inadequate ground clearance caused by a 1,000-foot altimeter error. There were 32 souls on board this
Dash-8 aircraft (A90A0256). (Of note, the installation of the GPWS on this turbo-prop aircraft was not
required by regulations).
In an effort to reduce CFIT accidents in commercial operations, the FAA in the United States made GPWS
mandatory on all turbine-powered (i.e. both turbo-jet and turbo-prop) aircraft capable of carrying 10 or
more passengers, effective 20 April 199415. It is understood that similar measures are not being
contemplated at this time for Canadian-registered turbo-prop aircraft.
As previously stated, over the preceding 11 years, 68 commercially operated aircraft were involved in
CFIT accidents; 13 of these were turbo-prop aircraft. The Board believes that the increased level of safety
provided by GPWS should not be related to an aircraft's type of propulsion. Rather, GPWS installation
should be based on
the role of the aircraft and its
passenger-carrying capacity. The Board commends the initiative of some operators to install GPWS in
their aircraft--even though it is not required by Canadian regulations. However, most turbo-prop aircraft,
some carrying dozens of passengers, continue to operate without the added safety protection of GPWS.
Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require the installation of GPWS on all turbine-powered
IFR- approved commuter and airline aircraft capable of carrying 10 or more passengers.
A95-10
15 Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 14,
CFR Part 135
4.3 Safety Concern
4.3.1 Monitoring of Pilot Flying Performance
In occurrence investigations, the flying history and records of the involved aircrew are routinely reviewed in
detail. Analysis of recurring shortcomings in a pilot's flying performance may provide insight into the factors
contributing to an occurrence, especially if the circumstances of the occurrence are similar to those in
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which the pilot had previously shown weaknesses.
There are no requirements for company check pilots and air carrier inspectors to look for adverse trends in
a pilot's performance on flight tests. Indeed, it is understood that TC discourages such practice with a view
to maintaining objectivity in testing. Nor is there a tracking system within TC to identify individuals
repeatedly experiencing particular difficulties during flight tests.
A pilot can achieve an overall satisfactory rating on a flying proficiency check even though a critical
sequence on the test may have been performed marginally. The overall pass on the test suggests that the
pilot is competent to handle all the challenges associated with the flying privileges of his/her licence.
However, this may not be the case, in that the pilot may have a history of problems in that specific aspect
of flying.
The Board found no link between the flight crew's performance and this accident. Nevertheless, the Board
is concerned that, without a formal procedure in place to review past flight test results, pilots with
fundamental weaknesses in flying performance may be permitted to continue flight operations. Therefore,
the TSB will continue, through its investigations, to analyze any correlation between aircrews experiencing
repeated flying performance difficulties, the circumstances of the occurrences in which they are involved,
and the flight test standards as established by Transport Canada.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence. Consequently,
the Board, consisting of Chairperson, John W. Stants, and members Gerald E. Bennett, Zita Brunet, the
Hon. Wilfred R. DuPont and Hugh MacNeil, authorized the release of this report on 14 March 1995.
Appendix A - Crash Site and Surroundings

Appendix B - Sandy Lake Approach Procedure
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Appendix C - List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Branch Laboratory Reports were completed: LP 148/93 - Flight Recorders
Report, HS 748, C-GQTH; LP 181/93 - Aileron Control System Analysis, HS 748, C-GQTH;
LP 177/93 - Electrical System/Components, HS 748, C-GQTH;
LP 078/94 - Maintenance Records, HS 748, C-GQTH;
LP 174/93 - Technical Investigation Group HS 748-2A, C-GQTH;
LP 175/93 - Powerplants Examination, HS 748, C-GQTH; and
LP 176/93 - Structural Components Examination, HS 748, C-GQTH.
These reports are available upon request from the Transportation Safety Board of Canada.
Appendix D - Glossary
AC - alternating current
AES - Atmospheric Environment Service
agl -above ground level
AME - aircraft maintenance engineer
AMO - Approved Maintenance Organization
ANO - Air Navigation Order
ARCAL - aircraft radio control of aerodrome lighting
asl - above sea level
ATC - air traffic control
ATPL - Airline Transport Pilot Licence
CAM - cockpit area microphone
CCP - company check pilot
CFIT - Controlled Flight Into Terrain
C of A - Certificate of Airworthiness
C of G - centre of gravity
CRM - crew resource managem ent
CST - central standard time
CVR - cockpit voice recorder
DC - direct current
DFO - Director of Flight Operations
DH - decision height
DOM - Director of Maintenance
ELT - emergency locator transmitter
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
FAR - U.S. Federal Aviation Regulations
FDR - flight data recorder
FPS - fine pitch stop
FSO - Flight Safety Officer
FSS - Flight Service Station
g - G load factor
GPS - global positioning system
GPWS - Ground Proximity Warning System
hr - hour(s)
IFC - instrument flight check
IFR - instrument flight rules
IMC - instrument meteorological conditions
KIAS - knots indicated airspeed
KTAS - knots true airspeed
LVC - Licence Validation Certificate
MCM - Maintenance Control Manual
MDA - minimum descent altitude
MEL - minimum equipment list
MHz - megahertz
MRA - Manual of Regulatory Audits
NACIS - National Aviation Company Information System
NDB - non-directional beacon
nm - nautical miles
OPP - Ontario Provincial Police
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PPC - pilot proficiency check
PPL - private pilot licence
psi - pounds per square inch
QAM - Quality Assurance Manager
rpm - revolutions per minute
SARSAT - search and rescue satellite
SB - satisfactory with briefing
TAS - true airspeed
TBO - time between overhaul
TC - Transport Canada
TSB - Transportation Safety Board of Canada
TSO - Technical Standard Order
TSO - time since overhaul
UFDR - Universal Flight Data Recorder
UTC - Coordinated Universal Time
VFR - visual flight rules
VMC - visual meteorological conditions
V/P - Vice President
WAT - weight, altitude, and temperature
' minute(s)
'' second(s)
degree(s)
C degrees Celsius
M degrees magnetic
T degrees true

Updated: 2002-10-06
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Air 1993
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the
purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign
fault or determine civil or criminal liability.
Loss of Control
Beech B58P Baron C-FKSB
Toronto Island Airport, Ontario
1.8 nm W
09 October 1993

Print View

Report Number A93O0343
Synopsis
Shortly after take-off from Toronto Island Airport, Ontario, the pilot reported that he had
an engine failure and requested clearance to return to the airport. The aircraft crashed
into Lake Ontario, 1.8 nautical miles west of the Toronto Island Airport. All four
occupants of the aircraft were fatally injured and the aircraft was destroyed when it
struck the water.
The Board determined that, after experiencing a power loss during the initial climb-out,
the pilot lost control of the overweight aircraft while attempting to return to the airport.
The cause of the power loss was not determined; however, both engines were found to
be capable of producing full power when tested.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
At 0735 eastern daylight saving time (EDT)1, the pilot, co-pilot, and two passengers
departed from Toronto Island Airport, Ontario, in a Beech B58P Baron for a pleasure
flight to Walker's Key, Bahamas, with an en route fuel stop at Wilmington, North
Carolina.
The trip was originally planned for earlier in the week but was delayed when the aircraft
became unserviceable after the installation of a new fuel management system. When
the first flight following the installation was attempted, the left engine ran roughly and
did not produce full power; the aircraft was returned to maintenance. On the night
before the accident flight, the aircraft was successfully ground run and test flown after
the maintenance and repairs were completed. Following the test flight, the aircraft was
refuelled and parked in a hangar in preparation for the early morning departure.
All times are EDT (Coordinated Universal Time [UTC] minus four hours) unless
otherwise stated.
See Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.
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Units are consistent with official manuals, documents, reports, and instructions
used by or issued to the crew.
At 0630, the aircraft was parked on the ramp. The pilot was observed loading his
baggage at about 0645. Shortly afterwards, the co-pilot and two passengers arrived at
the aircraft with their baggage and a small dog. At about 0720, the aircraft engines
were started; after receiving his instrument flight rules (IFR)2 clearance, the pilot taxied
for take-off at 0730. Several witnesses observed the aircraft depart at 0735 and
reported that the take-off appeared normal, with both engines operating smoothly and
at what appeared to be full power.
Once airborne, the pilot contacted the Toronto Area Control Centre (ACC) departure
controller and was given a departure instruction, which he did not acknowledge. When
the departure controller repeated the departure instruction, the pilot responded that he
had an engine failure and requested an immediate return to the airport. There were no
further radio transmissions from the aircraft and it was observed in a steep nose-down
descent when it struck the water at 0738 during daylight hours.
Metro Toronto Police divers found the aircraft about 1.8 nautical miles (nm)3 west of
the airport in 50 feet of water at latitude 43·37'37"N, longitude 079·26'41"W. There were
no survivors.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Crew

Passengers

Others

Total

Fatal

2

2

-

4

Serious

-

-

-

-

Minor/None

-

-

-

-

Total

2

2

-

4

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed when it struck the water and subsequently sank in Lake
Ontario.
1.4 Other Damage
There was no other damage.
1.5 Personnel Information
Pilot in Command

Co-pilot

Age

46

49

Pilot Licence

ATPL

PPL

Medical Expiry Date

01 Mar 94

01 Feb 94

Total Flying Time

3,500 hrs

700 hrs

Hours on Type

50 hrs

145 hrs

Hours Last 90 Days

50 hrs

18 hrs
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Hours on Type Last 90 Days

50 hrs

18 hrs

Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence

N/A

N/A

Hours off Duty Prior to Work Period

N/A

N/A

All the flying times for the pilot and co-pilot are approximate as no personal log-books
for either individual were found.
1.5.1 Pilot History
The pilot obtained his private pilot licence on 02 February 1981 and his night rating on
07 August 1981 at Thunder Bay, Ontario. In 1984, he added a seaplane endorsement
and multi- engine endorsement to his pilot qualifications. The pilot was unsuccessful at
his first attempt to obtain an instrument rating during a flight test on 02 May 1986. He
subsequently passed his instrument rating flight test on 27 August 1986 and was
issued a class one instrument rating. On 15 December 1987, the pilot's instrument
rating was renewed to class one standards for six months only, because he
experienced difficulty with non-directional beacon (NDB) approach procedures and
because he responded slowly to a simulated power loss on a missed approach.
The pilot upgraded to an airline transport pilot licence (ATPL) on 26 April 1989. He
completed a pilot proficiency test on a Piper Navajo PA-31 aircraft in September 1989.
On 28 December 1989, he failed his instrument renewal flight test when he flew in the
wrong direction to a final approach fix. A month later, he failed his re-ride when he did
not fly a successful NDB approach during his flight test. On his third consecutive
instrument renewal flight test, he successfully renewed his class one instrument rating
on 06 February 1990. He maintained his instrument rating until 17 June 1992, when he
failed his renewal flight test for flying a procedure turn 1,000 feet below the minimum
altitude. On 04 August 1992, he successfully renewed his class one instrument rating.
All of his instrument flight tests were flown in a Piper Twin Comanche PA-30 aircraft
which he owned.
The pilot had first flown the accident aircraft on 09 July 1993, and had since
accumulated 40 hours total flying time in it. Of these 40 hours, 11 hours had been
flown with the co-pilot. The pilot was aware of the engine problems the aircraft had
experienced over the previous days.
The pilot had a valid class one medical with the restriction that glasses must be
available.
1.5.2 Co-pilot History
The co-pilot received his private pilot licence on 26 November 1978. By 06 December
1979, he had completed a multi-engine, night, and seaplane endorsement. He obtained
a class two instrument rating on 06 May 1983. On 17 June 1992, he obtained a class
one instrument rating after letting his previous instrument rating expire. The co-pilot
was a joint owner of the aircraft with an Ontario numbered company. The co-pilot had a
valid class three medical with no restrictions.
1.6 Aircraft Information
Manufacturer - Beech Aircraft Corporation
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Type and Model - 58P Baron
Year of Manufacture - 1977
Serial Number - TJ-106
Certificate of Airworthiness(Flight Permit) - Valid
Total Airframe Time - 1,982 hours
Engine Type - Teledyne Continental
(number of) TSIO 520 - L (2)
Propeller/Rotor Type - Hartzell PHC - J3YF - 2UF
(number of) (2)
Maximum Allowable 6,100 pounds Take-off Weight
Recommended Fuel Type(s) - 100 LL, 100/130, 115/145
Fuel Type Used - 100 LL
1.6.1 Aircraft Maintenance History
The aircraft had been maintained and serviced in accordance with existing regulations
and it was mechanically and cosmetically well kept.
There had been two recent modifications to the aircraft. On 11 June 1993, a vortex
generator system was installed in accordance with supplemental type certificate (STC)
SA4016NM. At that time, the aircraft had accumulated 1,866.7 hours total airframe
time. The modification is designed to maintain laminar airflow over the wings and tail,
and thereby enhance the handling and control of the aircraft at slower speeds as well
as improve the stall characteristics.
The second modification was the installation of a Shadin Digiflo-L digital fuel
management system on 04 October 1993. Part of this modification included the
installation of a fuel flow transducer in the fuel lines of each engine. The second part of
the installation included a light-emitting diode (LED) display instrument which indicated
the fuel flow of each engine. The Shadin Digiflo-L digital fuel management system is
designed so it can be coupled with some models of global positioning system (GPS)
units and used to calculate the fuel required to proceed to any selected waypoint or
destination. The GPS installed in this aircraft was not compatible with the Digiflo-L and
therefore was not coupled to it. The selector switch on the LED display was found in
the endurance position.
On the first flight following the installation of the Shadin Digiflo-L system, the pilot (not
the accident pilot) rejected his take-off run because of a lack of engine power from the
left engine. When the engine was examined by the aircraft maintenance engineer
(AME), it was determined that there were two separate problems: first, that the engine
was running roughly, and second, that the engine was not developing full power. In
trouble shooting the first problem, the left magneto and ignition harness from the right
engine were installed on the left engine. A new magneto and ignition harness were
installed on the right engine. This corrected the rough running engine problem, but the
left engine still did not produce full power.
The Bendix servo fuel units were exchanged between engines. The left engine still did
not produce full power; the right engine did produce full power. A fuel flow check
revealed that one of the fuel injectors on the left engine was partially plugged. When it
was cleaned, the left engine produced full power and ran smoothly.
During the trouble shooting procedure, the right engine mixture control cable was found
to be worn and was replaced. After all the work was completed, and after an extended
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ground run, the aircraft was test flown for approximately 30 minutes. There were no
reported discrepancies during the ground run or flight.
1.6.2 Aircraft Weight and Balance
The maximum take-off and landing weight of the aircraft is 6,100 pounds, and the
centre of gravity limits at that weight are between 78.4 inches and 84.5 inches aft of
datum.
The calculated take-off weight for the flight was 6,445.3 pounds with a centre of gravity
of about 80.1 inches aft of datum. At impact, the calculated weight was 6,337 pounds
and the centre of gravity was virtually unchanged. The maximum weight of the aircraft
was exceeded by 345.3 pounds at take-off.
1.6.3 Aircraft Performance
The aircraft flight manual (AFM) indicates that the take-off and maximum continuous
power setting is 38.0 inches of mercury (in. Hg) of manifold pressure and 2,700 engine
rpm. The normal cruise climb power setting is 34.0 in. Hg and 2,400 rpm. When
leaning the mixture, the power is not to exceed the maximum cruise power settings of
33.0 in. Hg and 2,400 rpm, and a peak temperature of 1,650 degrees Fahrenheit, as
indicated on the turbine inlet temperature (TIT) gauge, is not to be exceeded.
The AFM indicates that the climb performance for a normal departure with an indicated
airspeed (IAS) of 115 knots, given the ambient conditions at the time of the occurrence
and a take-off weight of 6,100 pounds, would result in a 1,600 feet per minute (fpm)
climb with a climb gradient of 11.0 per cent. If one engine became inoperative and the
pilot followed the correct one-engine inoperative procedures, the rate of climb would
decrease to 230 fpm with a climb gradient of 1.50 per cent. Both climb performances
are based on the power set at maximum continuous with the flaps and landing gear up,
the cowl flap(s) open, and the inoperative propeller feathered. Any deviation from these
conditions and procedures could reduce the aircraft performance.
The pilot of the accident flight had a Digiflo-L digital fuel management system installed
in his recently acquired Beechcraft B55 Baron aircraft. The pilot's B55 Baron aircraft is
equipped with two Teledyne Continental IO 520-C, 285 Hp engines. The smaller 285
Hp engines operate on a lower fuel flow than the larger 310 Hp engines that were on
the accident aircraft.
1.6.4 Aircraft Equipment
The aircraft was fully equipped for IFR flight. Additional navigation equipment installed
in the aircraft included the following: an Apollo GPS receiver with a North America data
card, a King KN 74 Area Navigation (RNAV) unit, a distance measuring equipment
(DME) receiver, a Collins WXR-200 weather radar, and a two-axis autopilot.
1.7 Meteorological Information
The 0700 actual weather observation for Toronto Island Airport was broadcast on the
automatic terminal information service (ATIS). Information alpha, which the pilot
acknowledged receiving when he requested the taxi clearance, was 1,200 feet above
ground level (agl) scattered, measured 1,500 feet agl broken, 2,000 feet agl overcast,
visibility greater than 15 miles with light rain showers, temperature eight degrees
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Celsius, dew point six degrees Celsius, and wind 350 degrees magnetic at 10 knots
gusting to 21 knots. The altimeter was 29.96 in. Hg.
At 0800, about 22 minutes after the accident, the weather observation at Toronto
Island Airport was similar to the previous hourly observation except that the overcast
layer had changed to 2,500 feet agl, and the visibility had decreased to four miles in
light rain showers and fog. The wind had decreased to 330 degrees magnetic at 9
knots gusting to 18 knots. The actual weather observations were consistent with the
forecast weather for this area.
1.8 Communications
The flight was cleared to the Wilmington, North Carolina, Airport via an "Island four"
standard instrument departure (SID), with radar vectors to intercept the Victor 252
airway until the Genesseo very high frequency omni-directional range (VOR) and then
direct to Wilmington. The Island four SID for runway 26 required the aircraft to climb on
the runway heading to 650 feet above sea level (asl) and then make a left turn to 200
degrees magnetic for radar vectors to the assigned route while climbing to maintain
2,000 feet asl.
The pilot received and read back his IFR clearance prior to taxiing for departure. At
0734, the pilot contacted the tower controller and advised him that the flight was ready
to go on runway 26. The tower controller coordinated the IFR release of the flight with
the Toronto ACC departure controller and then cleared the aircraft for take-off with
instructions to contact the departure controller on the assigned radio frequency.
The aircraft took off at 0735 and contacted the departure controller about a minute and
a half later. The aircraft was radar identified and cleared to maintain 5,000 feet asl and
proceed direct to the Bulge intersection when able. The pilot did not acknowledge this
transmission. After a second transmission by the departure controller at 0737, the pilot
stated that he had an engine failure and requested an immediate return to the airport.
The departure controller approved the request and directed the pilot to contact the
airport tower controller. The departure controller also informed the tower controller that
the aircraft was returning with an engine failure.
The pilot did not state which engine had failed or the nature of the engine failure, and
did not re-establish communications with either the tower or departure controller. At
0738, the departure controller informed the tower controller that all radar contact with
the aircraft was lost when the aircraft was about two miles west of the airport. The
tower controller informed the departure controller that the aircraft had gone down into
the water at 0738 after the driver of Red Two, an airport fire truck, advised the tower
controller of the occurrence.
1.9 Aerodrome Information
The Toronto Island Airport, elevation 251 feet asl, is a public airport operated by the
Toronto Harbour Commission and is located on Centre Island in the Toronto harbour.
There are three paved runways, the longest being runway 08/26, which is 4,000 feet
long by 150 feet wide. Humber Bay is located on the north shore of Lake Ontario and
is adjacent to the western boundary of the airport and under the departure path of
runway 26.
1.10 Flight Recorders
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The aircraft was not equipped with a flight data recorder or a cockpit voice recorder,
nor was either required by regulation.
1.11 Radar Flight Path
The aircraft was identified at 0736 using the airport surveillance radar, ASR 5, located
at Toronto International Airport, and was tracked until all radar contact was lost at
0737.
The first radar contact indicated that the aircraft was at 700 feet asl on the initial climb.
The aircraft climbed about 1,000 fpm to 1,050 feet asl, with the groundspeed increasing
from 96 knots at 700 feet asl to a maximum of 123 knots at 1,050 feet asl. The radar
indicated that the aircraft was drifting south of the extended runway centre line,
although no significant turn or change in aircraft heading was observed.
At 1,050 feet asl, the groundspeed began to decrease from 123 knots to 84 knots over
a 15-second period. The 1,000 fpm climb was arrested as the aircraft temporarily
levelled off at 1,200 feet asl. During the next 11 seconds, the groundspeed remained
below 90 knots, and the 1,000 fpm climb was re-established as the aircraft climbed to
its maximum altitude of 1,500 feet asl while maintaining a fairly constant departure
track. During this portion of the climb, at approximately 1,300 feet asl, the pilot
contacted the departure controller. The pilot received his initial departure instructions
but did not read them back.
As the aircraft altitude reached 1,500 feet asl, the 1,000 fpm climb was arrested; the
aircraft began to descend and momentarily reached a maximum descent rate of 4,000
fpm. In this nine-second flight segment, the aircraft track indicated a significant turn to
the northwest while the aircraft groundspeed remained below 100 knots. The aircraft
descended to 600 feet asl before the rate of descent was arrested, and a 1,000 fpm
climb was briefly re-established as the aircraft climbed to an altitude of 900 feet asl and
the ground speed decreased to 83 knots. Passing through 800 feet asl, the pilot
informed the departure controller that he had an engine failure and wanted to return
immediately to the airport. This was the last communication from the aircraft. The last
radar target showed the aircraft at 900 feet asl in a right turn, with the ground speed
below 100 knots.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
1.12.1 Aircraft Structure
The aircraft struck the water in a steep nose-down, left-wing-low attitude. Although the
impact was severe, the aircraft cabin section remained intact except for the pilot's side
window, which was broken out, and the cockpit floor, which was pushed up. Other
fuselage damage included the nose section, which disintegrated on impact, and the
structure behind the nose baggage compartment, which was deformed upwards and to
the left. It was not possible to open the right side door because of the deformation.
There was no deformation at the back of the cabin, and the left rear door opened
freely.
The tail section failed to the left at a point immediately in front of the empennage. The
empennage itself was intact but was attached to the fuselage only by the control
cables.
Both wings failed in a rearward direction at the fuselage attachment points and
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compromised the wing fuel tanks. The inboard wing sections, complete with the engine
nacelles and engines, remained attached to the fuselage by only the engine control
cables.
The outboard section of the left wing leading edge was rolled down and under. The
outboard section of the right wing had failed outboard of the right engine. This section
of wing was bent up and back at the wing tip.
There was some soot staining along the left side of the fuselage. The broken edges of
plexiglass in the left cockpit window frame were heat blistered and the edges had
melted slightly. There was also some soot staining and some blistered paint on the
empennage.
1.12.2 Throttle Quadrant
The two front seats were compressed downward, but the actual seat positions were
displaced upwards because the floor was pushed up.
The engine controls were consistent with the standard Beechcraft configuration for this
type of aircraft. All the engine control levers were found in the full forward positions and
all had been bent over to the right.
The propeller controls were bent over in front of the throttles, which were bent over
slightly behind the mixture controls. An impact mark of unknown origin on the control
quadrant between the left and right propeller controls was consistent with the right
propeller control being at or near the feathered position. It was not possible to
determine whether this mark was made prior to or at impact. The left throttle was
behind the propeller control and had hit the propeller control knob. No conclusive
evidence can be drawn from the position of the throttle quadrant engine controls.
1.13 Medical Information
There was no evidence that incapacitation or physiological or psychological factors
affected the pilot's or co-pilot's performance.
1.14 Fire
Witnesses reported that there was no fire before the impact, but they did see a postimpact fire. There was some heat damage to the windows on the left side of the aircraft
and some scorching of paint on the plastic fairing pieces on the tail. The soot patterns
around the rivets were consistent with a post-crash fire pattern for an aircraft that was
nose down and sinking in the water after the wings and fuel tanks were compromised.
The most severely burnt component was the left-hand sun visor, which was found
floating in the water.
1.15 Tests and Research
1.15.1 Engines
Both of the engines were recovered from Lake Ontario and examined. The initial
examination of the engines revealed no evidence of any pre-impact airflow restrictions
which could have adversely affected the combustion and the engine power produced.
There was no indication that either of the air filters was plugged, and the alternate air
doors, which ensure adequate airflow to the inlet side of the turbo chargers, were
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93o0343/a93o0343.asp
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functional. Both of the turbo chargers turned freely and without any restriction. Most of
the induction tubes on both engines had been damaged during the impact, but there
was no indication of any pre-impact malfunction or condition in the induction system.
The engine ignition systems, which consisted of four magnetos (two on each engine),
ignition wiring harnesses, and spark plugs, were visually examined and were
determined to be mechanically fit.
It was then decided to conduct a test of both engines at the Teledyne Continental
Motors manufacturing facility in Mobile, Alabama.
The damage caused by the accident was repaired, which entailed replacing the oil
sumps, rocker covers, induction tubes, exhaust stacks, and welding on the left engine
propeller flange. Both engines were then installed in a test cell and run. The engine
runs were conducted without any modifications or repairs to either of the engine's fuel
systems, ignition systems, or mechanical drive trains, which were tested in an "as
recovered" condition.
In the test cell, both engines were successfully run to full power. The left engine ran
roughly during the test runs, and this was attributed to moisture in the magneto and
impact damage to the ignition harness.
1.15.2 Propellers
The aircraft had two Hartzell constant-speed, full-feathering, three-bladed propellers.
The pitch setting at the 30-inch station is from 15.3 degrees (low pitch) to 84.0 degrees
(high pitch), which corresponds to the feathered position.
The propeller flange on the left engine had failed at impact and the left propeller had
separated from the left engine. Despite several underwater searches, the left propeller
was not found.
The right propeller was dismantled and examined. All three propeller blades were
twisted towards a low pitch setting. Impact marks on the three propeller blade preload
plates indicated that the blade angles at impact were 18, 18, and 19 degrees
respectively. Although these blade angles are consistent with a take-off or climb power
setting, they may also exist in a constant speed propeller system when engine power is
reduced without a corresponding reduction in the selected propeller rpm.
1.15.3 Cockpit Instruments and Switches
Examination of the flight and engine instruments revealed the following indications at
impact:
Tachometer - left engine - 2680 rpm
Tachometer - right engine - 2450 rpm
(red line is 2700 rpm)
Manifold pressure - left engine - 29 in. Hg
Manifold pressure - right engine - no indication
(red line is 38 in. Hg)
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93o0343/a93o0343.asp
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The attitude indicator indicated a 32- to 34-degree nose-down attitude with a 20- to 30degree left bank.
The digiflo fuel gauge indicated that 25.9 imperial gallons of fuel had been used and
168 imperial gallons were remaining at the time of the accident. No indication of the
fuel flows from the engine could be obtained. The flap selector was found in the down
position and the flap indicator was at 15 degrees flap down. Examination of the wing
flap extension actuator indicated that no flap was down. The landing gear handle was
found in the up position and the landing gear motor was in the full-travel up position, as
was the actual landing gear.
The fuel selectors located on the cockpit floor between the two front seats were both in
the crossfeed position. Both fuel selector valves in the wings were in the off or fulltravel position. Both of the fuel boost pump switches were selected on. The fuel system
of the aircraft was compromised during the impact; however, small residual samples of
fuel trapped in the fuel lines and fuel system components were collected and tested.
The fuel tested was found to be clean and was the proper 100 low lead aviation
gasoline for this aircraft.
The alternator switches, battery switch, and right landing light switch were found in the
on position. The two rotary magneto switches were both found in the "both" position.
The left electrical loadmeter indicated 0.4 on the loadmeter scale. The right loadmeter
had no visible indication.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The investigation revealed that both the pilot and co-pilot were properly licensed and
qualified, and the aircraft was serviceable for the flight.
2.2 The Power Loss
In consideration of the recent maintenance history of the aircraft, the engines were
inspected and test runs were conducted to determine what could have caused a total
or partial power loss on one or both of the engines. The engine test runs indicated that
both engines were capable of producing full power even when tested in an almost "as
recovered" condition. Based on the inspection of the engines and their performance
during the test runs, the cause of the total or partial power loss on one or both of the
engines could not be duplicated or determined.
The examination of the left propeller engine flange, the right propeller, and available
cockpit engine instruments indicated that neither propeller was feathered at impact and
that the left engine was producing at least partial power. The impact mark on the right
engine tachometer indicated that the right propeller was at 2,450 rpm at impact.
It is most likely that the power loss experienced by the pilot was not caused by a
mechanical malfunction of the engines.
2.3 Aircraft Performance
Although the nature and source of the power loss experienced by the pilot could not be
determined, the examination of the radar data did reveal several key aspects about the
aircraft's performance.
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The radar data indicated that the initial climb was normal to 1,050 feet asl, at which
time the ground speed decreased. This could have occurred when the pilot was
reducing to climb power. Since the aircraft's rate of climb was a constant 1,000 fpm,
the airspeed would have decreased as a result of the lower power setting.
The aircraft momentarily levelled off at 1,200 feet asl. When the pilot made his first call
to the departure controller through about 1,300 feet asl, he did not indicate that he was
having any engine problems. Therefore, it is unlikely that the momentary level-off at
1,200 feet asl was a result of the engine failure or the loss of power.
Since the pilot had difficulty with IFR flight, he may have found it advantageous to use
the autopilot at this busy time of the flight. The momentary level-off could have been
caused by the pilot engaging the autopilot if the autopilot was set for level flight. If the
pilot then activated the autopilot trim wheel for a climb, this could explain the climb from
1,200 feet asl to 1,500 feet asl with a constant rate of climb of 1,000 fpm while the
airspeed remained low. If the autopilot was engaged, the pilot would have been free to
call the departure controller, complete his after take-off checks, and adjust the power
settings.
If the pilot or co-pilot leaned the mixtures using the newly installed Shadin Digiflo-L fuel
management system during this part of the climb, a power loss situation may have
inadvertently occurred. If the mixtures were reduced to a fuel flow setting appropriate to
the smaller 285 hp engines of the aircraft that the pilot owned and was familiar with,
then, given the greater fuel flow required by the 310 hp engines on the accident
aircraft, it is possible that the accident aircraft could have lost partial or total power on
one or both engines. If this occurred, and the aircraft autopilot was engaged, the pilot
may have been distracted in dealing with the engine malfunction and not have noticed
the airspeed decrease. The radar data indicated that, at 1,500 feet asl, the aircraft
descended rapidly with no increase in groundspeed; this could have resulted from the
overweight aircraft stalling.
The aircraft descended to 600 feet asl before the rate of descent was arrested, then a
1,000 fpm climb was briefly re-established as the aircraft climbed to an altitude of 900
feet asl and the ground speed decreased to 83 knots. Passing through 800 feet asl, the
pilot informed the departure controller that he had an engine failure and wanted to
immediately return to the airport. This was the last communication from the aircraft. The
last radar target showed the aircraft was at 900 feet asl in a right turn. The overweight
aircraft most likely stalled again, and the pilot had insufficient altitude to recover as it
descended steeply out of control into Lake Ontario.
2.4 Weather Factors
The lowest cloud near the airport at the time of the occurrence was a scattered layer at
1,450 feet asl. The next layer of cloud was at 1,750 feet asl. Since the aircraft climbed
to 1,500 feet asl, it is possible that the aircraft entered cloud. The visibility at the time
was as low as four miles in fog. These weather conditions could have aggravated the
pilot's ability to regain control of the aircraft; the lack of a discernible horizon would
result in disorientation, particularly since the pilot had weak instrument flying skills.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The aircraft was 345.3 pounds above the maximum gross take-off weight when
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The aircraft was 345.3 pounds above the maximum gross take-off weight when
the flight departed, and the aircraft was operating outside of the approved weight
and balance envelope at the time of the accident.
Both the pilot and co-pilot were properly licensed and qualified to fly the aircraft.
The aircraft was maintained in accordance with approved procedures and
regulations.
The aircraft experienced a power loss during the initial climb-out. The extent and
nature of the power loss was not determined; however, the power loss may have
been induced by one of the pilots.
The pilot lost control of the overweight aircraft at 1,500 feet asl, while operating
in cloud, and descended to 600 feet asl prior to regaining control of the aircraft.
This was followed by a second loss of control at 900 feet asl.
Since the pilot had weak instrument flying skills, the weather conditions at the
time of the occurrence may have aggravated the pilot's ability to recover the
aircraft.
The aircraft struck the water in a steep, nose-down, left-wing-low attitude.
3.2 Causes
After experiencing a power loss during the initial climb-out, the pilot lost control of the
overweight aircraft while attempting to return to the airport. The cause of the power loss
was not determined; however, both engines were found to be capable of producing full
power when tested.
4.0 Safety Action
The Board has no aviation safety recommendations to issue at this time.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this
occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson John W. Stants, and
members
Zita Brunet and Hugh MacNeil, authorized the release of this report on 13 June 1995.
Appendix A - Radar Flight Path Data
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Appendix B - List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Branch Laboratory Reports were completed:
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP

138/93 Fuel Sample Analysis;
141/93 Instrument Analysis;
152/93 Temperature Analysis - Exhaust Stack Material;
5/94 Fuel Screen Contamination; and
61/94 Fuel Flow Indicator.

These reports are available upon request from the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada.
Appendix C - Glossary
ACC - Area Control Centre
AFM - aircraft flight manual
agl - above ground level
AME - aircraft maintenance engineer
asl - above sea level
ATIS - automatic terminal information service
ATPL - Airline Transport Pilot Licence
DME - distance measuring equipment
EDT - eastern daylight saving time
fpm - feet per minute
GPS - global positioning system
hr - hour(s)
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IAS - indicated airspeed
IFR - instrument flight rules
in. - Hg inches of mercury
lb - pound(s)
LED - light emitting diode
N/A - not available
NDB - non-directional beacon
nm - nautical miles
PPL - Private Pilot Licence
rpm - revolutions per minute
SID - standard instrument departure
STC - supplemental type certificate
TIT - turbine inlet temperature
TSB - Transportation Safety Board of Canada
UTC - Coordinated Universal Time
VOR - very high frequency omni-directional range
· degrees
' minutes
" seconds
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
ATS Related Event
Between Air Ontario Ltd.
De Havilland DHC-8 C-GONX and
Canadian Forces Canadair Ltd. CT-114 Tutor
Sault Ste. Marie Airport, Ontario
25 November 1993

Print View

Report Number A93O0382
Synopsis
Bandit 22 (BDIT22), a Canadian Forces Tutor, was cleared for a
contact approach to the Sault Ste. Marie Airport. Air Ontario flight 294
(ONT294) had been cleared to depart from runway 11. The tower
controller attempted to contact BDIT22 but was unsuccessful until the
aircraft was on short final for the active runway. BDIT22 saw ONT294
on the runway and conducted a missed approach; the tower controller
cancelled the take-off clearance for ONT294 and instructed the crew to
hold their position on the runway.
The Board determined that the tower controller positioned ONT294 on
the active runway and cleared it for take-off without establishing direct
pilot-controller communications with BDIT22.
Table of Contents
1.0 Factual Information
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

History of the Flight
Weather
Air Traffic Control (ATC) Manual of Operations (MANOPS)
Inter-Unit Agreement
Transfer of Control

2.0 Analysis
2.1 Inter-Unit Agreement and MANOPS Requirements
2.2 Tower Controller's Plan of Action
3.0 Conclusions
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3.1 Findings
3.2 Causes
4.0 Safety Action
OCCURRENCE NUMBER:A93O0382
TYPE OF OCCURRENCE:ATS Related Event (Incident)
DATE OF OCCURRENCE:25 November 1993
LOCAL TIME:1810 EST
LOCATION: Sault Ste. Marie Airport, Ontario
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT:De Havilland DHC-8
REGISTRATION:C-GONX
TYPE OF OPERATOR:Air Carrier
TYPE OF OPERATION:Scheduled Domestic
DAMAGE CATEGORY:None
PILOT LICENCE:Airline Transport
PILOT-IN-COMMAND
Pilot Hours

Last 90 Days

Total

All Types

100

6,000

On Type

100

2,000

Pilot Hours

Last 90 Days

Total

All Types

170

4,300

On Type

170

N/A

CO-PILOT

INJURIES

Crew

Passengers

Fatal

-

-

Serious

-

-

Minor

-

-

None

3

36

TYPE OF AIRCRAFT: Canadair Ltd. CT-114 Tutor
REGISTRATION: Not Applicable
TYPE OF OPERATOR: Military
TYPE OF OPERATION: Other
DAMAGE CATEGORY: None
PILOT LICENCE: Military
PILOT-IN-COMMAND
PILOT HOURS

Last 90 Days

Total

All Types

N/A

N/A

On Type

N/A

N/A
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CO-PILOT
PILOT HOURS

Last 90 Days

Total

All Types

N/A

N/A

On Type

N/A

N/A

INJURIES

Crew

Passengers

Fatal

-

-

Serious

-

-

Minor

-

-

None

2

-

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
CONTROLLER POSITION: Tower
TYPE OF LICENCE: Airport Controller
EXPERIENCE:
as a controller 20 years
as an IFR controllerN/A
in present unit 15 years
CONTROLLER POSITION: Sault Low Sector
TYPE OF LICENCE: IFR Controller
EXPERIENCE:
as a controller 23 years
as an IFR controller21 years
in present unit 13 years
1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
BDIT22, a Canadair CT-114 Tutor, was on an instrument flight rules
(IFR) flight plan inbound to Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, from Winnipeg,
Manitoba. BDIT22 was cleared to the Sault Ste. Marie Airport for an
instrument landing system (ILS) approach to runway 11. At
approximately three miles from the final approach fix, the approach
clearance was cancelled because the aircraft was too high on
approach, and a clearance was issued for a descending 360-degree
turn to the left to re-intercept the localizer at a lower altitude. During the
turn, the sector controller issued a contact approach clearance to the
crew and co-ordinated a transfer of control for the aircraft with the
tower controller.
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Air Ontario flight 294 (ONT294), on an IFR flight plan from Sault Ste.
Marie Airport to Toronto/Lester B. Pearson International Airport,
Ontario, was cleared by the tower controller to position and hold on the
active runway. When control of BDIT22 was passed from the sector
controller to the tower controller and an IFR release for ONT294 was
obtained, the tower controller cleared ONT294 for take-off. The tower
controller attempted several times to contact BDIT22 by radio;
however, he was unable to do so. He cancelled the take-off clearance
for ONT294 and instructed the crew to hold their position on the
runway. Radio contact was eventually established with BDIT22 and the
aircraft conducted a missed approach.
1.2 Weather
The 1800 EST surface actual weather report at Sault Ste. Marie was
reported as 1,000 feet scattered, measured ceiling 1,500 feet broken,
10,000 feet overcast, visibility 15 miles, temperature minus 4 degrees
Celsius, dew point minus 6 degrees Celsius, wind 100 degrees at 12
knots, and altimeter setting 30.41 inches of mercury. These are visual
meteorological conditions.
1.3 Air Traffic Control (ATC) Manual of Operations (MANOPS)
MANOPS Section 362.5 states that a tower controller may assume
responsibility for control of an arriving IFR or CVFR (controlled visual
flight rules) aircraft that has been cleared for an approach provided:
A. VFR conditions exist at the airport;
B. you [the tower controller] have sighted the aircraft and are satisfied
that it will remain in sight and not have to return to IFR conditions;
C. the aircraft intends to land and not continue on an IFR clearance;
and
D. the aircraft is at a position within the control zone agreed upon by:
you and the IFR controller when you request control; or
both units as specified in an agreement.
Section 351.1 of the MANOPS directs tower controllers to:
Issue clearances and instructions, as necessary, to maintain a safe,
orderly, and expeditious flow of airport traffic.
Section 352.2 of the MANOPS directs tower controllers to:
Separate an arriving aircraft from a preceding aircraft using the same
runway by ensuring that the arriving aircraft does not cross the landing
threshold until one of the following conditions exists:
A. The preceding aircraft has landed and taxied off the runway.
B. The preceding aircraft has landed or is over the landing runway; and
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is at a distance from the threshold sufficient to allow the arriving
aircraft to complete its landing roll without jeopardizing safety;
and
the arriving aircraft is advised of the preceding aircraft's position
and intentions.
C. The preceding aircraft is airborne; and
is at a sufficient distance from the threshold that the arriving
aircraft will not overtake it during the landing roll or conflict with it
in the event of a missed approach; or
has turned to avoid any conflict with the arriving aircraft in the
event of a missed approach.
1.4 Inter-Unit Agreement
A memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the Toronto Area
Control Centre (ACC) and the Sault Ste. Marie Control Tower defined
the procedure for the automatic transfer of control of inbound IFR
flights under certain guidelines, as follows:
a) the control transfer point would be the final approach fix serving the
active IFR approach [in this case, the Gros Cap NDB];
b) the ceiling would be at least 3,000 feet and the visibility five miles or
greater;
c) Sault tower notifies Toronto centre immediately when the weather
falls below the established criteria for automatic control transfer;
d) automatic transfer does not apply to an IFR aircraft on a predetermined IFR missed approach.
1.5 Transfer of Control
The tower controller requested that control of the aircraft inbound to the
airport be transferred as each successive aircraft passed the Gros Cap
beacon (slightly more than four miles final for runway 11, the active
runway) at Sault Ste. Marie. This transfer of control was agreed to by
the sector controller.
The tower controller's plan was to establish radio contact with BDIT22
near the Gros Cap beacon when control was transferred from the
sector controller. He would notify the aircraft of the departing ONT294
flight and request that the aircraft reduce its approach speed or fly a
circuit overhead the airport while the DHC-8 departed. In this manner,
the departing flight would have a minimal delay. However, after
establishing that the tower controller had BDIT22 in sight, the sector
controller cleared BDIT22 to the contact approach at Sault Ste. Marie
but delayed the instruction to BDIT22 to switch to the tower frequency
at Sault Ste. Marie for more than one minute. The reason for the delay
could not be established.
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2.0 Analysis
2.1 Inter-Unit Agreement and MANOPS Requirements
ATC MANOPS, Section 362.5, states that in order for control of an IFR
aircraft to be transferred between a sector controller and a tower
controller, VFR meteorological conditions must prevail. The MOU
between the Sault Ste. Marie control tower and the Toronto ACC
stipulated that automatic transfer of control from the sector controller to
the tower controller would be permitted if the officially reported weather
was at least 3,000 feet and five miles.
Since the reported 1800 EST weather conditions were lower than
those required by the MOU but were above VFR limits, the tower
controller assumed responsibility of the inbound aircraft in accordance
with section 362.5 of the MANOPS. After the sector controller cleared
BDIT22 to the contact approach at Sault Ste. Marie, the sector
controller delayed the instruction to switch to the tower frequency at
Sault Ste. Marie for more than one minute.
2.2 Tower Controller's Plan of Action
The tower controller's plan to coordinate the departure of ONT294 and
the arrival of BDIT22 was based on the assumptions that control
transfer of BDIT22 and direct pilot-controller communication with
BDIT22 would be established at least four miles from the airport. This
would allow the tower controller to request BDIT22 to overshoot the
active runway and fly a circuit while ONT294 departed. The plan did not
take into account all variables, and ONT294 should not have been
cleared to the runway to hold in position in anticipation of all events
unfolding as planned. The plan did not proceed as expected because
the transfer of control took place in proximity to the airport and the
tower controller cleared ONT294 for take-off without first establishing
direct pilot-controller communications with BDIT22 to ensure separation
from ONT294.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The tower controller initiated a transfer of control for BDIT22,
and the sector controller agreed to the transfer of control.
The tower controller positioned ONT294 on the active runway
without first establishing direct pilot-controller communications
with BDIT22.
The tower controller cleared ONT294 for take-off before
establishing radio contact with BDIT22.
After clearing BDIT22 to the contact approach at Sault Ste.
Marie, the sector controller delayed the instruction to switch to
the tower frequency at Sault Ste. Marie for more than one
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the tower frequency at Sault Ste. Marie for more than one
minute.
3.2 Causes
The tower controller positioned ONT294 on the active runway and
cleared it for take-off without establishing direct pilot-controller
communications with BDIT22.
4.0 Safety Action
The Board has no aviation safety recommendations to issue at this
time.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson, John W. Stants, and members Gerald E. Bennett, Zita
Brunet, the
Hon. Wilfred R. DuPont and Hugh MacNeil, authorized the release of
this report on 28 February 1995.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Loss of Control During Single-Engine
Operation
Waglisla Air Ltd. Grumman G21A Goose
C-FUMG
Prince Rupert, British Columbia 4 mi S
04 December 1993

Print View

Report Number A93P0249
Synopsis
The pilot and the four passengers departed in the amphibious
Grumman Goose aircraft from the Seal Cove floatplane base at Prince
Rupert, British Columbia, for a 41 nautical mile (nm) flight to Kincolith.
After take-off from the water, the aircraft crashed into trees on a hillside
3 nm south of Seal Cove. The pilot and one passenger were fatally
injured, and the other three passengers received serious injuries.
The Board determined that the pilot encountered engine problems
during the take-off and climb, and, after the left propeller was
feathered, lost directional control of the aircraft. The aircraft rolled to
the left, descended rapidly, and crashed to the ground.
Table of Contents
1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
1.2 Injuries to Persons
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1.4 Other Damage
1.5 Personnel Information
1.5.1 General
1.5.2 Pilot Training Standards
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1 General
1.6.2 Servicing and Maintenance
1.6.3 Weight and Balance
1.6.4 Aircraft Fuel System
1.6.5 Aircraft Ignition System
1.7 Meteorological Information
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1.7 Meteorological Information
1.7.1 General
1.7.2 Weather Conditions Conducive to Carburettor Ice
Formation
1.8 Aerodrome Information
1.9 Flight Recorders
1.10 Wreckage and Impact Information
1.10.1 General
1.10.2 Engine and Propeller Examination
1.10.3 Aircraft Fuel System Examination
1.10.4 Aircraft Fuel Sample Analysis
1.10.5 Fuel Source Sample Analysis
1.10.6 Instrument Examination
1.11 Medical Information
1.12 Fire
1.13 Survival Aspects
1.13.1 Flight Following
1.13.2 Emergency Locator Transmitter
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1.4.2 Aircraft Single-Engine Performance and Handling
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Engine Problems During the Take-off and Climb
2.2.1 Engine Examination
2.2.2 Fuel Contamination
2.2.3 Carburettor Icing
2.3 Aircraft Certification and Single-Engine Handling
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3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
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4.0 Safety Action
5.0 Appendices
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Figure 1 - Estimated Flight Path
1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
The Grumman G21A Goose (C-FUMG) departed from the Seal Cove
floatplane base at Prince Rupert, British Columbia, on a charter flight to
Kincolith. The aircraft carried one pilot, four passengers, and
approximately 600 pounds of baggage and freight. This was the first
flight of the day for the occurrence aircraft.
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Prior to take-off, the pilot contacted the Prince Rupert Flight Service
Station (FSS)1 by radio and obtained local traffic and weather
information. The aircraft took off from the water at approximately 1141
Pacific standard time (PST)2, and proceeded southbound, following the
normal departure path.
During the take-off and climb, one or both of the aircraft's engines did
not sound as if they were operating normally. Shortly after take-off, the
pilot radioed the company dispatcher at Seal Cove and reported that he
was experiencing engine problems, and that he was returning to...
See Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.
All times are PST (Coordinated Universal Time [UTC] minus
eight hours) unless otherwise stated.
Units are consistent with official manuals, documents, reports
and instructions used by or issued to the crew.
...Seal Cove and would require assistance at the ramp. After the left
propeller stopped rotating, the aircraft rolled to the left and descended
steeply to the ground.
The aircraft crashed into trees on a hillside, at an altitude of
approximately 150 feet, approximately three nautical miles (nm)3 south
of Seal Cove. The pilot and one passenger were fatally injured; the
three other passengers received serious injuries.
A search started approximately 45 minutes after the aircraft departed.
The aircraft was discovered by a Coast Guard helicopter, which was
able to rescue the survivors.
The accident occurred during daylight hours at about 1145 PST, at
latitude 54·17'N and longitude 134·14'W.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Crew
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2
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3
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3
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-

-
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-
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1

4

-

5

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was substantially damaged by the impact.
1.4 Other Damage
There was no other damage as a result of this occurrence.
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1.5 Personnel Information
Pilot-in-command
Age - 42
Pilot Licence - CPL
Medical Expiry Date - 01 Feb 94
Total Flying Hours - 12,400
Hours on Type - 1,600
Hours Last 90 Days - 125
Hours on Type Last 90 Days - 30
Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence - 4
Hours off Duty Prior to Work Period - 15
1.5.1 General
The pilot had received his initial training on the Grumman G21A aircraft
from a previous employer in 1988. His most recent recurrent training
and check ride had been conducted under contract with another
Grumman G21A aircraft operator, in June 1993. His most recent pilot
proficiency check (PPC) on the aircraft type had been conducted by
Transport Canada on 06 June 1993, and all items had been assessed
as satisfactory.
The pilot was certified, trained and qualified for the flight in accordance
with existing regulations. The flight was conducted in accordance with
the existing directives in the company operations manual.
The pilot was a training pilot for the (accident) company, and had
trained other pilots in these emergency procedures. At the time of the
accident, he was writing an operations and training manual for Waglisla
Airlines on this aircraft type.
The pilot's original training on this aircraft type was conducted with
another company (Trans Provincial Airlines), where he had been asked
to perform many landings with a loss of power on one engine as a
routine part of his training.
1.5.2 Pilot Training Standards
The manuals used by the company for training on the G21A did not
address the handling characteristics of the aircraft. The preferred
actions in the event of an engine failure during the initial climb, when
airspeed is less than minimum control speed, are to reduce power on
the operating engine and land straight ahead. Those actions were
discussed during the pilot's G21A recurrent training.
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1 General
Manufacturer - Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
Type and Model - G21A Goose
Year of Manufacture - 1944
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Serial Number - B145
Certificate of Airworthiness (Flight Permit) - Valid
Total Airframe Time - 22,683 hr
Engine Type - Pratt & Whitney R985(number of) AN14B (2)
Propeller/Rotor Type
(number of) Hartzell HCB3R30-2E (2)
Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight - 9,200 lb
Recommended Fuel Type(s) - 91 Octane
Fuel Type Used - 100 LL
1.6.2 Servicing and Maintenance
The aircraft was certified, equipped and maintained in accordance with
existing regulations and approved procedures. The maintenance logbooks contained no evidence of uncorrected deficiencies relevant to the
circumstances of the occurrence.
A 100-hour inspection was carried out on the aircraft on 08 October
1993. The right engine was changed at that time. During the period
between the inspection and the occurrence, the aircraft was flown a
total of 29.5 hours. The only unscheduled maintenance during this
period was to change the starter on the left engine. The left engine
(Pratt & Whitney R985- AN14B) had accumulated 668.4 hours of
operation since overhaul. The right engine (Pratt & Whitney R985AN14B) had accumulated 29.5 hours of operation since overhaul.
The aircraft had flown approximately 2.4 hours on the day before the
accident flight. No abnormalities with the engine or other aircraft system
had been reported.
1.6.3 Weight and Balance
The maximum allowable gross weight of the aircraft is 9,200 pounds
with the tip floats in the retracted position, and 8,800 pounds with the
tip floats in the extended position. In order to be able to use the higher
maximum allowable gross weight, the tip floats are retracted prior to
the aircraft becoming airborne, as soon as aileron control is gained
during the take-off roll.
A company load control sheet, which listed estimated passenger and
cargo weights, had been completed prior to departure. The take-off
weight of approximately 8,700 pounds and the centre of gravity were
within the prescribed limits.
1.6.4 Aircraft Fuel System
The fuel system consists of two 110-US-gallon-capacity (91.6 imperial
gallons) fuel tanks, one in each wing, connected through the fuel
selector to a common manifold on the cockpit bulkhead, which then
supplies each engine through a bulkhead-mounted sump tank. As a
result, both engines would be affected by fuel contamination.
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Fuel drain fittings, used to check the fuel system for water and other
contaminants, are located on the sump tanks, and are operated with
valves accessible to the pilot inside the cockpit. The fuel drain ports are
on the outside of the aircraft. When the fuel is drained, a second
person is required if a sample is to be collected for inspection. It is
normal practice for the company pilots to drain a small sample of fuel
onto the ground and inspect that sample visually, from the cockpit, for
the presence of water.
Before take-off, approximately 30 imperial gallons of fuel had been
added to each fuel tank, bringing the total to 50 imperial gallons per
side. It could not be determined if the fuel was checked for
contamination prior to the flight.
1.6.5 Aircraft Ignition System
This particular type of aircraft has a history of accumulating moisture in
the ignition harness and magnetos, which could cause rough running or
misfiring.
1.7 Meteorological Information
1.7.1 General
According to the weather aftercast from the Environment Canada
Atmospheric Environment Service, surface winds in the Prince Rupert
area were less than 5 knots and variable in direction at the time of the
accident. Upper level winds were likely out of the west or southwest at
10 to 15 knots between 1,000 and 4,000 feet. The air mass was fairly
moist and convectively unstable. Cloud cover in the area was generally
scattered to broken with layers of stratocumulus based at 3,000 feet to
6,000 feet and topped at 8,000 feet. A few embedded towering
cumulus based at 2,000 feet and topped at 12,000 feet were
generating isolated rainshowers. The visibility was generally 15 miles
except locally one-half mile in snowshowers above 500 feet. The
freezing level was near 1,000 feet. Moderate clear icing would occur in
the towering cumulus cloud and light mixed icing would occur in the
stratocumulus layers. The winds were too light to generate significant
mechanical turbulence but occasional moderate turbulence would occur
in the vicinity of the towering cumulus cloud.
The visibility in the area near the time of the occurrence was reported
as suitable for visual flight rules (VFR) flight, but mixed rain and snow
showers, and some fog, were present.
1.7.2 Weather Conditions Conducive to Carburettor Ice Formation
Carburettor icing is a phenomenon associated with ice build-up in the
carburettor throat, which may lead to restriction of inlet air flow and
associated loss of power. Carburettor icing is possible at a wide range
of temperatures and relative humidities (normally measured in terms of
temperature/dew-point spread), but is most likely at temperatures near
freezing.
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At the time of the occurrence, the temperature and dew point at Prince
Rupert were three degrees and one degree Celsius, respectively.
According to the Transport Canada Aeronautical Information Publication
(AIP, AIR 2-3), these conditions could induce serious carburettor icing
at any engine power setting.
1.8 Aerodrome Information
The Seal Cove seaplane base is located adjacent to the city of Prince
Rupert. The company base for floatplane/amphibian operations is
located next to dock facilities and a ramp, which permits loading of the
Goose on land. The aircraft can then taxi down the ramp into the water
for take- off.
For take-offs in a southerly direction, approximately 8,500 feet of water
surface is available for the take-off run. Departing aircraft then fly over
the Butze Rapids, which widen into Morse Basin. Aircraft proceeding
northbound toward Kincolith can reverse course in the wider area of
Morse Basin.
Suitable areas for water landing in the event of an emergency are
available from Seal Cove to the accident site, with the exception of
Butze Rapids, which is narrow and has a strong, variable tidal current.
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Figure 1 - Estimated Flight Path
1.9 Flight Recorders
The aircraft was not equipped with a flight data recorder or a cockpit
voice recorder, nor was either required by regulation.
1.10 Wreckage and Impact Information
1.10.1 General
Impact damage to the trees along the aircraft flight path suggests that
the aircraft was rolling to the left, with the left wing low, when it struck
approximately 100-foot-high trees near their tops, shearing off the left
wing outboard of the left engine. The fuselage, with the right wing and
the tail attached, struck more trees before striking the ground in a near
vertical position. The aircraft fuselage continued to move forward, so
that the fuselage pivoted on the nose, and the aircraft came to rest in a
nose-down and left-wing-low attitude. The front of the aircraft was
crushed to a point near the bulkhead separating the passenger cabin
from the cockpit.
There was a strong smell of fuel at the site as damage to the aircraft
allowed fuel to escape from the tanks. The left propeller was found with
the blades in the feathered position. The right propeller incurred minor
damage to two blades and substantial damage to the other blade,
which had separated from the hub. The left wing separated near the
centre section joint and also outboard of the engine due to tree strikes
on the leading edge. The left engine was detached from the wing, and
the right engine was partially detached. The front of the fuselage was
crushed back to a point near the bulkhead separating the passenger
cabin from the cockpit. The two fuel sight gauges were broken. The
rear fuselage was bent, and the left elevator was torn off. All the seats
that were occupied by the passengers had broken from their
mountings.
The tip floats were in the retracted position at impact. All control
surfaces were accounted for and all damage to the aircraft was
attributable to the severe impact forces.
1.10.2 Engine and Propeller Examination
The engines and the propellers were removed from the site and
transported to the TSB Regional wreckage examination facility. No preimpact failure or malfunction of either engine was found during
disassembly and examination.
The left propeller was less badly damaged than the right. One blade of
the right propeller had separated during the accident sequence, and
another had shifted in its clamp. The right propeller blades exhibited
chordwise scratching and torsional damage which are consistent with
some power being produced at impact.
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Both propeller governors met operating specifications. However, the
right propeller governor only reached 2,108 rpm, rather than the
specified 2,340 rpm, because the input arm was damaged by the
impact and could not be operated through the full travel range during
testing.
Traces of water were discovered in both the left carburettor float
chamber and the right carburettor accelerator pump. The origin of the
water could not be determined, and the amount of water was not
sufficient to cause engine problems.
The engine-driven fuel pumps were tested, and met the requirements
for flow, pressure, and internal leakage. The rotor and the inside of the
left pump were corroded, probably as a result of water being pooled in
the pump since after the accident.
The magnetos from each engine were bench-tested. The right engine
magnetos were both in excellent condition and performed well,
producing a good spark at both high and low rpm. Although some
corrosion was found near the points, both left engine magnetos also
performed well, producing a good spark at high and low rpm.
Both of the engine carburettor heat controls were found in the cold (off)
position. However, as the connecting cables had been found severed,
the position of these controls at impact could not be verified.
Examination by the TSB Engineering Branch Laboratory determined
that the left mixture control rod end had failed in overload, likely due to
impact forces.
1.10.3 Aircraft Fuel System Examination
The fuselage wreckage was further examined at the TSB regional
office, after return from the site, approximately one month after the
occurrence.
The left and right sump tanks were drained. The left sump contained
about a half-pint of water and a small amount of fuel. The right sump
contained about one pint of water. The fuel tank drain plugs were
removed and about two gallons of fuel and a little water were collected
from the left tank. The right tank held a small amount of fuel and a
trace of water.
The bottom access panel of each fuel tank was taken off to allow
examination of the interior of the tanks. Inside, the tanks were clean
and appeared to have been recently refurbished. The finger filters in
both tanks were in good condition. The right tank walls and top were
beaded with water; the left tank walls and top were also moist but not
so heavily beaded as the right.
The right fuel cap was intact and appeared to make a good seal on the
fuel tank filler neck. The left cap had been damaged by impact and the
top cover (convex dome) was missing; however, the plug part of the
cap with the seal remained in the filler neck. This seal was not in as
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0249/a93p0249.asp
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good a condition as the right one, but was adequate.
1.10.4 Aircraft Fuel Sample Analysis
The origin of the water found in the fuel tanks during aircraft
examination could not be determined. The first laboratory examination
of the fuel/water sample concluded that the water was possibly tapwater. A second examination was conducted for verification, and
concluded that the sample was probably sea-water.
1.10.5 Fuel Source Sample Analysis
Fuel samples taken from the refuelling source at Seal Cove were
tested and found to be free of contamination. There were no reports of
contaminated fuel from other users of the refuelling facility.
1.10.6 Instrument Examination
Eight of the aircraft flight and engine instruments, although damaged
severely during impact, were examined by the TSB Engineering Branch
Laboratory in Ottawa (refer to Engineering Branch Report LP 02/94).
Engine instrument analysis provided evidence that, at impact, the left
engine was turning at low rpm, consistent with the propeller being
feathered, and that the right engine was running at approximately
1,300 rpm. The airspeed indicator did not provide reliable evidence as
to airspeed at impact. The vertical airspeed indicator showed 2,000 feet
per minute down, the full-scale descent rate indication.
1.11 Medical Information
There was no evidence that incapacitation or physiological factors
affected the pilot's performance.
1.12 Fire
There was no evidence of fire either before or after the occurrence.
1.13 Survival Aspects
1.13.1 Flight Following
The company dispatcher is on duty at the Seal Cove base throughout
normal flying hours. After he received the radio call from the pilot, the
dispatcher sent the dock attendant to the seaplane ramp to meet the
returning aircraft and provide assistance if required. When the aircraft
did not return immediately, the dispatcher assumed that the pilot no
longer required assistance and was proceeding to Kincolith as planned.
1.13.2 Emergency Locator Transmitter
The emergency locator transmitter (ELT) did not activate on impact.
The ELT, a Pointer C4000, was installed in the rear baggage
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0249/a93p0249.asp
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compartment and was found with the switch in the OFF position. The
cable was attached to the cockpit-mounted remote switch receptacle.
The position of the remote switch at impact could not be determined
because of the badly damaged cockpit. However, as the switch on the
unit was in the OFF position, the ELT would not activate, regardless of
the position of the remote switch.
1.13.3 Occupant Protection and Survival
The aircraft was not equipped with shoulder harnesses, and Transport
Canada regulations do not require this category of aircraft to be fitted
with shoulder harnesses. The use of shoulder harnesses might have
reduced the seriousness of the rear occupants' injuries.
The reduction in internal volume that resulted from the severe damage
to the forward section of the fuselage during impact with the ground
significantly reduced the front occupants' chances for survival.
1.14 Aircraft Handling Characteristics
1.14.1 Aircraft Certification Requirements
The TSB Engineering Branch researched information about the aircraft
certification requirements, in particular, the single-engine performance
and handling qualities. No flight test data were found and the only
information related to the aircraft's flight characteristics was in the
aircraft flight manual. However, the information in the aircraft flight
manual was limited in its description of the aircraft's single-engine
handling, controllability, and performance.
The basis of certification of the G21A aircraft was the United States
Federal Aviation Administration Aeronautics Bulletin No. 7-A (1934).
This document specified that if a single engine failed after minimum
take-off speed had been attained, the aircraft should still be able to
climb from sea level to 1,000 feet above sea level (asl). Further, at
1,000 feet asl, the aircraft should be able to maintain a straight line in
level flight.
The Transport Canada engineering files for this aircraft type were
examined at the National Archives, back to the file origins in 1937. No
references were found dealing with the single-engine handling
characteristics of the aircraft.
1.14.2 Aircraft Single-Engine Performance and Handling
The aircraft was designed in accordance with 1937 certification
standards, and those standards were not as stringent as those for
contemporary aircraft.
Experienced pilots familiar with the aircraft report that it has limited
performance and poor handling qualities during single-engine
operations. When the aircraft is loaded to a weight near that of the
occurrence aircraft, single-engine performance does not permit
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0249/a93p0249.asp
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sustained level flight.
In particular, the single-engine minimum control speed (Vmca) on the
G21A is approximately 10 to 15 knots less than the normal two-engine
climb speed. When one engine becomes inoperative, aircraft drag will
cause the airspeed to decrease rapidly. If the speed decreases to a
value less than Vmca, there will be a resulting loss of directional
control.
Because of the aircraft's reportedly poor handling qualities during an
engine failure, immediate action is required (i.e. lowering the nose of
the aircraft) to maintain the airspeed above Vmca. As such, a
significant loss of altitude may result.
Should the airspeed decrease below Vmca, the preferred action in the
event of an engine failure during the initial climb is to reduce power on
the operating engine and land straight ahead.
Individual G21A aircraft may also exhibit somewhat different flight
performance and handling characteristics, likely due to the different and
numerous rigging adjustments over the life of the aircraft.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight. There was no
evidence that physiological factors affected his ability to conduct the
flight safely.
No evidence was found of any pre-impact failure of the airframe or
malfunction of either engine; all the damage to the aircraft was
attributable to the impact. Due to the serious damage to the forward
section of the aircraft caused by the impact, the accident was not
survivable for the pilot and the front-seat passenger.
The analysis will examine the possible explanations for the engine
problems encountered during the take-off and climb, the single-engine
handling and performance characteristics of the G21A aircraft type, and
the loss of directional control.
2.2 Engine Problems During the Take-off and Climb
2.2.1 Engine Examination
The cause of the engine problems encountered during the take-off and
climb could not be determined. There was no evidence identified during
the disassembly and examination of both engines which would
preclude their normal operation or would prompt the pilot to feather the
left propeller.
The corrosion damage to the rotor, to the inside of the left enginedriven fuel pump, and near the points of the left magneto may have
resulted from exposure to environmental conditions after the accident
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0249/a93p0249.asp
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and would not have affected engine performance and operation prior to
the occurrence.
As evidenced by the tachometer indication of 1,300 rpm and the
damage to the right propeller, the right engine was producing some
power at impact. However, it could not be determined whether this
lower-than-normal power output was due to the engine problems
encountered during the take-off and climb, or was a result of the pilot
reducing the power prior to impact.
2.2.2 Fuel Contamination
There was sufficient fuel for the flight. There is no evidence indicating
that fuel from the refuelling source was contaminated. It was not
determined whether the aircraft fuel system had been drained and
checked for contamination prior to the flight. Nonetheless, the method
used by the company to check the fuel system for contamination was
inadequate. It would likely not be possible to successfully check for
relatively small amounts of water or other contamination by observing
from the cockpit the puddle of fuel drained onto the ground.
The amount of water found in the fuel tanks during aircraft examination
may have been sufficient to cause an engine to run poorly or to
malfunction. As the two fuel sample analyses produced conflicting
results, the origin of that water could not be determined. Consequently,
it could not be determined whether the fuel in the aircraft tanks was
contaminated prior to the accident. However, it is possible that the
water was present as a result of condensation that formed in the
partially filled tanks after the occurrence.
The traces of water found in the engines following the accident are not
consistent with severe fuel tank contamination; moreover, it is unlikely
that those traces of water would have been sufficient to cause an
engine to run poorly or malfunction.
2.2.3 Carburettor Icing
There was no evidence found of carburettor icing. However, the
temperature and dew point at the time of the occurrence were
conducive to serious carburettor icing at all engine rpm values.
A reduction in engine rpm and power, as would have resulted from
carburettor icing, may be consistent with the engine problems
encountered during the take-off and climb, and the right engine running
at 1,300 rpm at impact. However, it could not be determined whether
carburettor icing affected either engine's performance or operation.
2.3 Aircraft Certification and Single-Engine Handling
The aircraft was designed in accordance with 1937 certification
standards. However, the aircraft does not meet current certification
criteria established by modern regulations.
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The G21A reportedly has limited performance and poor flight
characteristics during single-engine operations. Because of the 10 to
15 knots difference between the single-engine minimum control speed
(Vmca) and the normal two-engine climb speed, immediate action is
required in order to prevent the airspeed from decaying below Vmca
should one engine become inoperative. If the airspeed decays below
Vmca, the pilot should reduce power on the operating engine to
maintain directional control and land straight ahead. Although the
manuals used by the company for training on the G21A did not address
the aircraft's handling characteristics, these preferred actions for singleengine handling were discussed and practised during the pilot's
training.
2.4 Loss of Directional Control
As the aircraft was not equipped with a flight data recorder and cockpit
voice recorder, the actual position and altitude of the aircraft during the
departure and the exact sequence of events could not be determined.
However, the fact that the aircraft rolled to the left and descended
rapidly to the ground indicates that directional control was lost soon
after the left propeller was feathered.
The loss of directional control to the left suggests, first, that the
airspeed decayed below Vmca while power was maintained on the right
engine and, second, that the preferred actions to maintain control of
the aircraft in the event that the airspeed decays below Vmca after an
engine failure during the initial climb were either not immediately taken
or not effective. The pilot may have reduced power on the right engine
prior to impact.
It is also possible that the pilot experienced a complete engine failure
while attempting to turn back with a rough running engine, and that the
result of that engine failure caused the aircraft to rapidly lose airspeed
to an extent that control was lost.
2.5 Emergency Locator Transmitter
The ELT did not activate on impact because the switch on the unit was
in the off position. The remote switch installed in the cockpit would not
have been able to turn the unit on, nor would the automatic activation
mechanism on the ELT have functioned following ground impact.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The aircraft was certified, equipped, and maintained in
accordance with existing regulations and approved procedures.
The pilot was certified, trained, and qualified for the flight in
accordance with existing regulations.
Based on medical examination and medical records, there is no
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Based on medical examination and medical records, there is no
evidence to indicate that the pilot's performance was degraded
by physiological factors.
There was no evidence found of any airframe failure prior to or
during the flight.
The weight and centre of gravity were within the prescribed
limits.
One or both engines did not sound as if they were operating
normally during the take- off and climb.
The left propeller was feathered and directional control of the
aircraft was subsequently lost.
The cause of the engine problems encountered during the takeoff and climb could not be determined.
There was no mechanical problem that precluded normal engine
operation.
It could not be determined whether carburettor icing affected
either engine's performance or operation.
There is no evidence indicating that fuel from the refuelling
source was contaminated.
It was not determined whether the aircraft fuel system had been
drained and checked for contamination prior to the flight.
Procedures in use by the company pilots for daily fuel tank
draining were not adequate to detect water or other
contamination in the fuel system.
As the analysis of the two samples produced conflicting results,
the origin of the water found in the aircraft fuel tanks could not
be determined.
It could not be determined whether the fuel in the aircraft tanks
was contaminated prior to the accident.
Because of the 10 to 15 knots difference between the singleengine minimum control speed and the normal climb speed,
immediate action is required in order to prevent the airspeed
from decaying below Vmca should one engine become
inoperative.
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The occurrence aircraft type did not meet design criteria
established by modern regulations.
The manuals used by the company for training on the G21A did
not address the handling characteristics of the aircraft.
The emergency locator transmitter did not activate on impact
because the switch on the unit was in the off position.

3.2 Causes
The pilot encountered engine problems during the take-off and climb,
and, after the left propeller was feathered, lost directional control of the
aircraft. The aircraft rolled to the left, descended rapidly, and crashed to
the ground.
4.0 Safety Action
The Board has no aviation safety recommendations to issue at this
time.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson John W. Stants, and members
Zita Brunet and Hugh MacNeil, authorized the release of this report on
16 May 1995.
Appendix A - List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Branch laboratory reports were
completed:
LP 001/94 - Control Factors Analysis Grumman G21A Goose;
LP 170/93 - Rod End Failure Analysis; and
LP 002/94 - Instrument Analysis (Report on Findings).
These reports are available upon request from the Transportation
Safety Board of Canada.
Appendix B - Glossary
asl - above sea level
CPL - commercial pilot licence
ELT - emergency locator transmitter
FSS - Flight Service Station
lb - pound(s)
LL - low lead
nm - nautical miles
PPC - pilot proficiency check
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PST - Pacific standard time
rpm - revolutions per minute
TSB - Transportation Safety Board of Canada
UTC - Coordinated Universal Time
Vmca - single-engine minimum control speed
· degrees
Updated: 2002-10-06
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Air 1993
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for
the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to
assign fault or determine civil or criminal liability.
Cabin Fire
Northwest Airlines
Boeing 727-200 N278US
Montreal International (Dorval) Airport, Quebec
28 November 1993

Print View

Report Number A93Q0242
Synopsis
Immediately after push-back, a fire was noticed in an overhead stowage bin in the
aft portion of the cabin. The fire was extinguished by the crew and the aircraft was
evacuated. Some passengers sustained minor injuries.
The Board could not determine the cause of the fire; however, all evidence indicates
that the fire was not accidental.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
On Sunday, 28 November 1993, Northwest Airlines flight 434 (NWA 434), a Boeing
727-200, was parked at gate 33 at the Montreal International (Dorval) Airport,
Quebec. NWA 434 was scheduled for a 0700 eastern standard time1 (EST)2
departure for Detroit, Michigan (USA).
Boarding of the 60 passengers started at 0625 and was completed at 0645. Pushback, to position the aircraft parallel to the ramp and the terminal building, was
initiated at 0647 and completed at 0650. After brake application by the crew prior to
engine start, a flight attendant, who had just started the presentation of the aircraft
safety measures, noticed smoke in the aft portion of the cabin.
The lead flight attendant entered the cockpit and advised the flight crew of a fire.
Passengers had left their seats and were standing in the aisle. The captain, using
the PA, requested that they remain calm and sit back down; however, they remained
standing in the aisle. The second officer was sent to the back of the aircraft to
evaluate the situation. When he reached the rear of the aircraft, where the two flight
attendants were gathering fire-fighting equipment, he noticed smoke coming out of
the overhead stowage bin...
1 All times are EST (Coordinated Universal Time minus five hours) unless otherwise
stated.
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2 See Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.
...above seats number 28 D, E and F. The second officer then lowered the aft stair
and returned to the cockpit, through the standing passengers, to inform the captain
and gather more fire- fighting equipment. While he was returning to the cockpit,
flames appeared at the top of the door of the overhead bin. One of the flight
attendants donned a protective breathing equipment (PBE) smoke hood while the
other flight attendant discharged a Halon fire extinguisher at the bin; the flames
disappeared, but the smoke intensified and moved forward.
The second officer informed the captain of the situation; the first officer declared an
emergency and requested the emergency equipment as the second officer returned
to the back of the aircraft with a PBE and two fire extinguishers, one Halon and one
CO2. The Dorval tower supervisor activated the crash bell and the airport Rescue
units proceeded towards the aircraft. Upon the commands of the captain, the lead
flight attendant initiated the evacuation and the first officer informed ground control
of their actions at approximately 0652:43. The first officer evacuated the aircraft via
the right cockpit window as the captain went into the cabin to help the lead flight
attendant with the evacuation of the passengers. The evacuation was carried out
using the front left main door escape slide.
When the second officer arrived at the back of the aircraft, he opened the door of
the bin. There were no flames, but there was still a glow and he discharged the
Halon extinguisher on it after having donned the PBE. In the meantime, the two
other flight attendants made sure that the passengers were all moving forward
towards the exit. The second officer then went down the aft stairs and requested
that the firemen enter the aircraft so he could show them the location of the fire. He
then proceeded to the front of the aircraft where only the captain remained. They
both evacuated the aircraft, via the slide, at approximately 0654.
The incident occurred at 0650, in the hours of darkness.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Crew

Passengers

Others

Total

Fatal

-

-

-

-

Serious

-

-

-

-

Minor/None

6

60

-

66

Total

6

60

-

66

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft sustained minor damage to the overhead bin and ceiling cover from the
fire and smoke.
1.4 Personnel Information
1.4.1 Flight Crew
Pilot in
Command
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Age

35

32

35

Pilot Licence

ATPL

ATPL

ATPL

Medical Expiry Date

05 May 94

01 Dec 94

01 Dec 94

Total Flying Time

12,000 hrs

7,600 hrs

7,700 hrs

Total on Type

5,000 hrs

3,000 hrs

3,500 hrs

Total Last 90 Days

50 hrs

220 hrs

225 hrs

Total on Type Last 90 Days

50 hrs

220 hrs

225 hrs

Hours on Duty Prior to
Occurrence

1 hrs

1 hrs

1 hrs

Hours off Duty Prior to Work
Period

14 hrs

14 hrs

14 hrs

The flight crew was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with existing
regulations.
1.4.2 Cabin Crew
The cabin crew was comprised of one lead flight attendant and two flight attendants.
The cabin crew were qualified in accordance with the regulations for the flight. The
number of cabin crew required by the regulations and the company procedures was
three.
All cabin crew had completed annual training in the simulator. During the
emergency, they generally had no problem using the emergency equipment, except
for one flight attendant who had difficulties activating and donning the PBE.
1.5 Aircraft Information
Manufacturer - Boeing Aircraft
Type - 727-200
Year of Manufacture - 18 Nov. 1975
Serial Number - 21157
Certificate of Airworthiness - Valid
Total Airframe Time - 44,966 hr
Engine Type
(number of) Pratt & Whitney JT8D-15 (3)
Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight - 172,500 lb
Recommended Fuel Type(s) - Jet A
Fuel Type Used - Jet A
The aircraft was certified, equipped, and maintained in accordance with existing
regulations and approved procedures.
1.6 Meteorological Information
A low pressure system was covering the St. Lawrence valley. Low ceilings and
visibilities were present. Light rain and fog accompanied by moderate winds were
forecast for the whole period.
At 0700, there was an estimated ceiling of 2,100 feet with a visibility of three miles in
rain and fog. The surface wind was from the east at 11 miles per hour (mph).
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0242/a93q0242.asp
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1.7 Communications
All the communications between Dorval Ground, NWA 434, and rescue policeunits
were well established and were normal throughout the whole occurrence.
The flight crew and the cabin crew communicated solely by voice. Whenever
information was passed on to the cockpit, the individual had to get to the cockpit to
pass on the information. No intercom system was used during the whole incident
sequence. For the evacuation, only voice commands were used.
1.8 Aerodrome Information
1.8.1 General
The Montreal International (Dorval) Airport is situated in the western portion of the
island of Montreal. One portion of the airport is within the City of Dorval, while the
other portion lies within the City of St-Laurent. Both cities have their own fire-fighting
facilities which will respond to emergency situations on the airport. The private group
"Aéroports de Montréal" (ADM) operates the airport and has its own Emergency
Response Services (ERS) located at the airport.
The cities of Dorval and St-Laurent are part of the Montreal Urban Community
(MUC). The Montreal Urban Community Police Department (MUCPD) is responsible
for the whole MUC and normally responds to emergency situations on the airport,
where they have authority for criminal and other legal activities. The other police
force represented at the airport is the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP),
which assures the security of the airport and supports Customs and Immigration.
Also, Urgences-Santé provide ambulances for the whole MUC area and is one of
the initial respondents to an emergency at this airport. Urgences-Santé, the MUCPD,
and the fire-fighting facilities of the adjoining cities normally respond to calls received
through the 911 services.
The Dorval airport has three runways: runway 10/28 and the two parallel runways
06/24. The ERS building is located between the two parallel runways with direct
access to their respective taxiways, Alpha and Bravo. Those two taxiways intersect
the third runway, 10/28, and further on, the ramp area with its two terminal buildings
which are all parallel to runway 10/28. There is no direct access from the ERS
building to the ramp area. Another taxiway, Echo, joins taxiway Bravo to the ramp.
(See Appendix A.)
NWA 434 pushed back from gate 33, which is located in the terminal building closest
to and on the side of runway 10/28, and adjacent to the junction of the ramp and
taxiway Echo.
1.8.2 Airport Emergency Response
When the crash bell was activated by the tower supervisor, the ERS personnel
proceeded to the ramp via taxiway Alpha. They reached NWA 434 within three
minutes, which is the required response time. In the meantime, emergency
measures were put into place by ADM through the airport duty manager, and other
emergency respondents were requested through the 911 operator. The lack of
information available to the 911 operator about the nature of the emergency and the
operator's understanding of the situation resulted in delays--the response by the
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0242/a93q0242.asp
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MUCPD, the City of Dorval firemen, and Urgences-Santé took approximately five
minutes. When those parties arrived at the airport, the fire was extinguished, the
evacuation was completed, and the situation was under the full control of the ERS
personnel and the RCMP.
1.9 Flight Recorders
The cockpit voice recorder (CVR) was recovered and sent to the TSB Engineering
Branch Laboratory for reading. The CVR was a Fairchild, Model A100A, with 30
minutes of recording time available. The electrical power remained on following the
incident and the recording was not stopped. Therefore, all the information and
communications regarding the incident were no longer available.
The flight data recorder (FDR) was not recovered.
1.10 Medical Information
Some of the passengers suffered from smoke inhalation but did not require
hospitalization. During the initial portion of the evacuation, there was nobody at the
bottom of the escape slide to steady the slide and assist the passengers by slowing
them down. Most of those passengers suffered back stiffness in the days that
followed this occurrence from the hard landing on the concrete ramp. Some of them
reported requiring professional medical services to remedy the problem.
None of the crew reported any injury. There was no evidence that incapacitation,
physiological, or psychological factors affected the crew's performance.
1.11 Fire
There was a fire in the overhead stowage bin at row 28 over seats D, E and F
situated on the right side of the aircraft. Row 28 faces the aft galley. The fire was
initially noticed during push- back by a flight attendant who was starting the
demonstration of the aircraft safety features. The fire was successfully extinguished
by the crew members with two Halon 1211 fire extinguishers. Shortly after, firemen
emptied the contents of the bin and placed the items--a carry-on bag belonging to a
flight attendant and five airline blankets made of 100 per cent polyester--on the floor
of the aircraft. They then further saturated the items with a CO2 extinguisher.
The carry-on bag, along with the majority of its contents, the blankets, and the entire
stowage bin/ceiling panel were delivered to the TSB Engineering Branch Laboratory
to determine the source of ignition. The examination showed that the fire originated
within the stowage bin but outside of the carry-on bag. The blankets were
considered to have been the original source of fuel. The stowage bin did not contain
any part of an aircraft system, such as electrical wiring, and no aircraft system
and/or failure of systems contributed to the ignition source.
There does not appear to be any accidental cause that would explain the ignition of
the blankets. The charred products on the floor of the bin were examined for
evidence of a match or cigarette and none was found.
A thorough inspection of the concerned portion of the aircraft was carried out
following this occurrence. There was no damage other than to the stowage bin. The
same day, the aircraft was ferried to its home base in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
where it was cleaned for a return to operations. During the cleaning of the aircraft,
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0242/a93q0242.asp
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matches, which had been lit, were found in the handtowel dispensers of both aft
lavatories. Burn marks on some handtowels were evident.
At present, there are no Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) flammability
standards for passenger service blankets; however, the NWA blankets successfully
passed an FAA "vertical" flame test required for cabin interior materials. The
standard test of the American Society for Testing and Materials describes a
"horizontal" test method for flammability of blankets. TSB Engineering Branch tests
on the material revealed that, despite meeting the Federal Aviation Regulations
(FAR) flammability standards for cabin interior materials, the NWA blanket material
would readily support fire when folded flat.
1.12 Survival Aspects
1.12.1 The Evacuation
This B727-200 could carry up to 146 passengers. Sixty passengers were on board
and were seated throughout the aircraft. The majority of the passengers sat by the
wing area.
When the smoke started to spread within the cabin, some passengers left their seats
and moved forward in the aisle. Upon the command of the captain, the lead flight
attendant initiated the evacuation when he opened the left front door and the escape
slide deployed automatically.
Even after being told to leave everything behind, the majority of the passengers took
all or part of their hand baggage, which was then taken from them by the crew
before they exited the aircraft. The hand baggage was piled up in the forward galley
against the right front door. This door, which could have been used as an exit, was
not required for the evacuation.
The bottom of the escape slide was not steadied by "able bodies," as recommended
by Northwest Airline's procedures, until the arrival of the ERS personnel.
Approximately 50 per cent of the passengers exited the aircraft during that time and
several landed hard on the concrete ramp.
The first officer, who had exited the aircraft through his side window, was at the front
of the aircraft during the evacuation and directed the passengers towards the
terminal building. Some passengers moved towards the grass area opposite the
terminal building. This grass area borders the ramp, taxiway Echo, and runway
10/28. The crew of an aircraft taxiing towards the ramp on taxiway Echo reported
passengers wandering around this intersection; the crew was requested to hold their
position north of runway 10/28 until the area was cleared. Those passengers were
eventually re-directed towards the terminal building by the ERS personnel and the
RCMP officers.
During the whole emergency response and the evacuation, other aircraft movements
continued. Those aircraft were either delayed or redirected on the central ramp area.
Those movements did not, in this case, hamper the movements and response of
emergency vehicles nor cause injury to wandering passengers.
The four overwing exits were not used, since the rapid displacement of the smoke
and the passengers towards the front of the aircraft rendered this egress procedure
unsuitable. The three aft exits were not used because of the presence of the fire and
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0242/a93q0242.asp
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smoke in this area.
The Urgences-Santé personnel comforted some of the passengers after they had
reached the terminal building.
1.12.2 Evacuation Training
The three cabin crew had completed their annual training. Northwest Airline does
not conduct joint training of its flight crew and cabin crew for cabin emergencies and
evacuation.
1.12.3 Aircraft Safety Features
The fire and evacuation occurred before the cabin crew had completed their
presentation of the aircraft safety features, including the position of the exits.
1.12.4 Evacuation Commands
The crew used solely voice commands in the English language to give instructions
for the evacuation. Some French-speaking passengers did not understand the
commands, but they responded to the smoke and the movements/actions of the
other passengers.
1.13 Additional Information
1.13.1 Passenger Survey
None of the passengers were interviewed immediately following the incident. They
were all re- scheduled on different flights within a few hours of the incident and they
proceeded to their original destinations.
A 65-question questionnaire was sent to all the passengers. Thirty-five responded,
for a response rate of 59.3 per cent. The response rate of this type of questionnaire
is usually 15 to 20 per cent. Some of the passengers that responded were contacted
to either clarify their responses or provide further information.
A survey of the response was conducted and some pertinent facts are worth
mentioning. Of the 35 passengers that responded:
29 were frequent flyers;
3 had counted the number of seat rows from their seat to the exits;
16 had read the card containing the aircraft safety features;
3 passengers indicated that they had difficulty understanding the English
language;
all 35 had their seat-belt fastened, and only one had difficulty releasing it;
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30 inhaled smoke, and 16 of those suffered some discomfort;
23 took their carry-on baggage to the exit;
31 heard the voice commands shouted by the cabin crew;
10 mentioned that other passengers obstructed their path;
6 assisted another passenger;
7 required assistance, other than getting off the escape slide;
5 encountered some problem using the escape slide;
7 sustained minor injury using the escape slide, mainly from landing hard on
the concrete ramp;
20 perceived there was a high level of risk or danger in this situation;
estimates of the time for the evacuation varied widely; 13 passengers thought
it was less than two minutes, while 16 thought it was up to six minutes. (The
actual evacuation was completed within 90 seconds.)

1.13.2 Sequence of Events
The CVR did not contain information regarding the incident, and so was of no use in
establishing the sequence of events. The times and conversations contained on the
Air Traffic Services (ATS) tapes were therefore used in combination with information
gathered from interviews to establish the sequence of events.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 General
The following analysis concentrates on the emergency response, the control of the
fire, the evacuation, and the origin of the fire.
2.2 Emergency Response
The ERS responded within three minutes, as required, following the activation of the
crash bell by the control tower supervisor. Although the fire had already been
extinguished by the cabin and flight crew, the ERS personnel removed the contents
of the overhead stowage bin and further saturated it with extinguishing agents. They
also assisted in the evacuation by steadying the escape slide, slowing the descent of
the passengers, and rounding up some of the passengers who had wandered onto
the grass area.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0242/a93q0242.asp
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The intervention of the Dorval firemen, the MUCPD and Urgences-Santé was
delayed by the use of the 911 services, whose operator did not comprehend the
nature of the emergency. Fortunately, this time, their intervention was not paramount
to the success of the emergency response.
2.3 Control of the Fire
Two flight attendants initially responded to the presence of the smoke in the aft
cabin. While they gathered fire-fighting equipment, the second officer opened the aft
stairway to give a direct access route to the firemen. Following his departure towards
the cockpit, flames which were not formerly visible emanated from the bin. The flight
attendant then discharged a Halon fire extinguisher over the bin door.
The air moving into the aircraft from the aft stairway probably activated the fire and
moved the smoke towards the front of the cabin. This, in turn, motivated the
passengers to leave their seats and move towards the front of the cabin.
The second officer and the ERS personnel further saturated the contents of the bin,
thus minimizing the quantity of smoke and reducing the level of damage to the
aircraft.
2.4 The Evacuation
The evacuation was started approximately 2 1/2 minutes after the smoke was
initially noticed by the flight attendants. Within the next 90 seconds, all persons on
board had evacuated the aircraft using only one exit/escape slide. Only the first
officer used another exit, his right side window.
The three aft exits were unusable due to their proximity to the fire and smoke. The
four overwing exits were unsuitable for egress because of the rapid displacement of
the smoke to this area and the movement of the passengers to the front of the
aircraft. This left the two front doors as usable exits. The left front door was used
successfully. The right exit could have been used only after removing the hand
baggage which was piled up against it.
Since no able bodies were positioned, or requested, at the bottom of the escape
slide until the arrival of the ERS personnel, the first passengers to evacuate landed
hard on the concrete ramp. Several of those passengers suffered back and lower
body soreness in the days following the incident.
Many passengers were disoriented upon exiting the aircraft. It was dark, rainy, and
windy, and they were not familiar with the configuration of the airport. Until guidance
was available, some passengers, in an attempt to move away rapidly from the
aircraft, ventured towards the grass area, close to runway 10/28 and taxiway Echo
where there was aircraft movement. Fortunately, the evacuation of the aircraft
involved only 60 passengers, and all used the same exit. Therefore, controlling and
directing those 60 passengers while close to a terminal building was easily
manageable and was rapidly under control.
2.5 Origin of the Fire
An extensive study of the overhead stowage bin and its contents clearly
demonstrated that the source of ignition was outside the flight attendant's bag and
was not an aircraft system.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0242/a93q0242.asp
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The 100 per cent polyester blankets were the source of fuel for the fire. The TSB
Engineering Branch study showed that the blankets could sustain a fire and that a
match similar to the ones found in the aft lavatories could be a source of ignition.
Evidence indicates that the fire was not accidental. Circumstantial evidence such as
the matches, which had been lit, found in the handtowel dispensers of the aft
lavatories close to seat row 28, combined with the fact that a similar match could
have been the source of ignition, and pertinent passenger statements, have
prompted a separate investigation by the Arson Squad of the Montreal Urban
Community Police Department to determine the source of ignition.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The flight and cabin crew was certified and qualified in accordance with
existing regulations.
The aircraft was certified, equipped, and maintained in accordance with
existing regulations and approved procedures.
The ERS and RCMP personnel successfully responded and controlled the
emergency situation; the other emergency respondents were delayed by the
lack of information and understanding of the occurrence by the 911 operator.
Only one exit was used and required to evacuate all the passengers.
Some passengers sustained minor injuries during the evacuation.
No "able bodies" were requested to steady the bottom of the escape slide
during the initial portion of the evacuation.
During and immediately following the evacuation, some passengers were
reported wandering around taxiway Echo and runway 10/28, and had to be redirected to the terminal.
The crew's response to the fire minimized damage to the aircraft.
The fire was contained within the overhead stowage bin.
The fuel source for the fire was polyester blankets.
No aircraft system acted as the ignition source of the fire.
Despite meeting the FAR flammability standards for cabin interior materials,
the NWA passenger service blanket material supported fire when folded flat.
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3.2 Causes
A fire developed in an overhead stowage bin during push-back. The cause of the
fire could not be determined. All evidence indicates that the fire was not accidental.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
4.1.1 Joint Pilot/Cabin Crew Emergency Training
Northwest Airlines has indicated that, beginning in January 1995, joint training for
pilots and flight attendants will be conducted during annual recurrent training. The
training will focus on communications between the flight deck and cabin, and will
include in-flight fire scenarios.
4.1.2 911 Communications During Airport Emergency Responses
Subsequent to this occurrence, the Centre d'Urgence established a new method of
operation. Specifically, 911 operators have received directions on the amount and
type of information to be collected prior to initiating emergency responses to local
airports.
4.1.3 Unilingual Evacuation Instructions
Although not required by regulation, most Canadian air carriers endeavour to provide
safety briefings in both official languages. Also, some foreign carriers routinely
ensure that bilingual flight attendants are on aircraft serving Quebec airports to
provide bilingual safety briefings during these flights.
In July 1994, the TSB forwarded an Aviation Safety Advisory to Transport Canada
(TC) highlighting the potential for delayed and/or adverse reactions to unilingual
emergency instructions by passengers who do not comprehend the language of
instruction. In its response, TC indicated that, with the rewriting of the Canadian
Aviation Regulations, safety briefings in both official languages will become a
requirement under specified circumstances. Also, since the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) has no established standard regarding the language of
safety announcements, TC will address this issue with ICAO.
4.2 Action Required
4.2.1 Passenger Service Blanket Flammability
Passenger service blankets are carried on most large air carrier aircraft and are
usually stored in the overhead bins in the cabin. In addition to using the blankets for
passenger comfort, several Canadian air carrier Flight Attendant Manuals instruct
flight attendants to use the blankets for smothering flames on a person's clothing or
seat. As demonstrated by this incident and in TSB tests, some passenger service
blankets have adverse flammability characteristics even though the blanket material
passed the flammability test prescribed for cabin interior materials.
In May 1994, the TSB forwarded an Aviation Safety Advisory to TC and the Cabin
Safety Standards section of the FAA indicating that passenger service blankets
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should meet an appropriate flammability standard and that TC might wish to advise
Canadian air carriers that passenger service blankets may present a fire hazard. In
July 1994, using TSB information from this occurrence, the National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) recommended that the FAA develop a fire performance test
method and performance criteria (standard) for blankets supplied to commercial
operators, then require those operators to use only those blankets that meet the
standard (NTSB-A-94-131). At the same time, the NTSB also recommended that the
Air Transport Association of America (ATA) warn association members about the
flammability of blankets used for passenger comfort and urge members to replace
these blankets with blankets containing more fire-resistant materials (NTSB-A-94132).
In August 1994, the ATA response to the NTSB recommendation indicated that ATA
had advised its members about the flammability of passenger service blankets. In
January 1995, in response to the TSB Advisory, TC indicated that they would be
reviewing the issue of blanket and pillow flammability with the FAA via an
international working group and that it would be premature to advise carriers of the
potential fire hazard prior to the completion of the working group's activities.
The Board understands that the international working group is considering issues
such as types of fabric and flammability protection processes, effects of in-service
use, and appropriateness of flammability standards. It is recognized that it may not
be practical to disseminate information on these issues until discussed by the
working group. However, considering how easily the folded blankets ignited and
developed a molten polyester pool fire in both the occurrence and post-incident test,
Canadian air carriers may wish to take interim measures based on their assessment
of the hazard. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport immediately advise Canadian air carriers about the
potential flammability of some passenger service blankets.
A95-14
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this
occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson, John W. Stants,
and members Gerald E. Bennett, Zita Brunet,
the Hon. Wilfred R. DuPont and
Hugh MacNeil, authorized the release of this report on 28 February 1995.
Appendix A
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Appendix B - List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Branch Laboratory reports were completed:
LP 154/93 - Fire Source Analysis; and
LP 156/93 - CVR Playback.
These reports are available upon request from the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada.
Appendix C - Glossary
ADM - Aéroports de Montréal
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ATA - Air Transport Association of America
ATPL - Airline Transport Pilot Licence
ATS - Air Traffic Services
CVR - cockpit voice recorder
ERS - Emergency Response Services
EST - eastern standard time
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
FDR - flight data recorder
hr - hour(s)
ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organization
lb - pound(s)
mph - miles per hour
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Collision with Terrain
Fonds du Service Aérien Gouvernemental
Shorts SD3-30 Variant 300 C-FPQE
Umiujaq, Quebec
01 December 1993

Print View

Report Number A93Q0245
Synopsis
The crew was on a flight from Kuujjuarapik to Umiujaq, Quebec. During
the turn onto the final approach to Umiujaq Airport runway 21, the
aircraft stalled. The pilot-in-command regained control of the aircraft
but he was unable to pull up sufficiently to clear the obstacles, and the
aircraft crashed. The two pilots and two of the 11 passengers sustained
minor injuries.
The Board determined that the stalling speed of the aircraft increased
due to ice on the leading edge of the wings and because the pilot
made a steep turn; the aircraft stalled at an altitude from which the pilot
was unable to recover. A contributing factor was the crew's decision to
continue the visual approach into Umiujaq despite the weather
conditions reported.
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OCCURRENCE NUMBER: A93Q0245
TYPE OF OCCURRENCE: Collision with Terrain (Accident)
DATE OF OCCURRENCE: 01 December 1993
LOCAL TIME: 1510 EST
LOCATION: Umiujaq, Quebec
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT: Shorts SD3-30 Variant 300
REGISTRATION: C-FPQE
TYPE OF OPERATOR: Provincial
TYPE OF OPERATION: Private
DAMAGE CATEGORY: Substantial
PILOT LICENCE: Airline Transport (Aeroplane)
PILOT IN COMMAND - CO-PILOT
PILOT HOURS
TOTAL
LAST 90 DAYS

ALL TYPES ON TYPE ALL TYPES ON TYPE
10,122
500
10,000
10
103
49
100
10

INJURIES
CREW
PASSENGERS

FATAL
-

SERIOUS
-

MINOR
2
2

NONE
9

1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
The two pilots were transporting Hydro-Québec employees in the
aircraft to allow them to check electrical facilities in several villages
along the Hudson Bay coast. The aircraft departed Kuujjuarapik,
Quebec, at about 1444 eastern standard time (EST)<1> on a flight to
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Umiujaq, Quebec, a distance of 86 nautical miles (nm)<2> to the north.
The pilot-in-command was flying the aircraft.
After the take-off from Kuujjuarapik, the crew contacted the
Kuujjuarapik Flight Service Station (FSS) to file a flight notification and
request weather information. The crew received three weather reports
for Umiujaq from that FSS. The flight was conducted at an altitude of
5,000 feet on an outbound track of 045 degrees from the Kuujjuarapik
non-directional beacon (NDB). Thirty miles from Umiujaq, the crew
commenced the descent. Seven miles from the village, the aircraft was
at an altitude of 700 feet and the crew could see the ground.
The crew used a global positioning system (GPS) waypoint to
supplement visual navigation (before reaching a downwind position),
and continued their step-down procedure to about 200 feet above
ground level (agl) on a heading of 25 degrees magnetic (·M). At that
altitude, the visibility was reported by the crew to be over one and onehalf miles and the crew could recognize references on the ground and
position the aircraft for landing. When turning onto the final approach to
runway 21, the pilot-in-command initiated a turn with at least 35
degrees of bank angle, and the aircraft stalled. The pilot-in-command
initiated a stall recovery and called for full power. The aircraft did not
gain sufficient altitude to overfly the rising terrain, and it crashed.
The two crew members and two of the passengers sustained minor
injuries. They were given first aid treatment at the accident site by other
passengers.
1.2 Crew
The crew were certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with
existing regulations.
The pilot-in-command, who was seated in the left seat of the aircraft at
the time of the occurrence, had been qualified on the aircraft since
November 1991. He had 500 flying hours on type. His flight checks
indicated that he was considered a competent pilot with a positive
attitude who knew his aircraft well. The pilot-in-command had
previously flown to Umiujaq on several occasions.
The co-pilot had been qualified on the aircraft since November 1993.
This was his first passenger-carrying flight.
1.3 Aircraft
The aircraft was acquired by the Gouvernement du Québec in June
1991 and had logged 1,323 hours at the time of the accident. It was
certified, equipped, and maintained in accordance with existing
regulations and approved procedures.
The weight and centre of gravity of the aircraft were within the
prescribed limits. The crew stated that all aircraft systems were
functioning normally at the time of the accident. The aircraft was
equipped with a cockpit voice recorder (CVR).
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0245/a93q0245.asp
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The aircraft was equipped and approved for flight in icing conditions in
accordance with existing regulations. The wing de-icer boots were not
used by the crew. The co-pilot indicated that a 1/8- to 1/4-inch-thick
piece of ice had formed on the unheated part of the windshield. The
aircraft flight manual specifies that the wing de-icer boots should not be
used unless the ice buildup is 1/2-inch thick. Early activation of the
boots may result in ice bridging on the wing, rendering the boots
ineffective.
1.4 Flight in Uncontrolled Airspace
Air Navigation Order (ANO) V, No. 4 indicates that no person shall
conduct wholly outside controlled airspace an IFR flight or a flight under
IFR weather conditions unless he has filed an IFR flight plan prior to
taking off, or, if communication facilities are inadequate to permit
communication with ATC or an aeradio station, has given to a
responsible person notice of his proposed flight by means of a flight
itinerary.
The Gouvernement du Québec was operating under ANO I, No. 2. This
order applies to every Canadian aircraft used by operators for the
carriage of passengers where the aeroplane is a private or state
aircraft. The aircraft can be a turbine-engine-powered pressurized
aeroplane or an aeroplane with a maximum certificated take-off weight
greater than 12,500 pounds.
Under ANO I, No. 2, the operator shall establish an Operations Manual
and submit at least one copy of the manual to Transport Canada.
Transport Canada will approve only a few sections of the manual,
which mainly deal with training, take-off and landing minima, and crew
coordination. Operations dealing with aerodrome standards, aeroplane
performance, communications, navigation, uncontrolled airspace, flights
over water, and flights over mountainous areas do not have to be
approved by Transport Canada.
In addition, whereas commercially operated companies are regularly
audited by Department of Transport Air Carrier Inspectors to ensure
compliance with the Company Operations Manual, among other things,
there is no requirement for the Department of Transport to conduct
audits of companies operating under ANO I, No. 2.
Because operations dealing with uncontrolled airspace do not have to
be approved in the Operations Manual, a pilot flying in the uncontrolled
airspace has to refer to section V of the Air Regulations. Article 553,
section V of the Air Regulations states that: "Except when taking off
and landing, aircraft in IFR flight shall be flown at altitudes of at least
1,000 feet above the highest obstacle located within a horizontal radius
of 5 miles from the estimated position of the aircraft in flight."
The Air Regulations governing the transition from IFR to VFR during a
descent for the purpose of landing appear ambiguous; therefore, during
the process of the investigation, Transport Canada was queried about
this subject. Conflicting answers from within Transport Canada have
been received. Transport Canada's Regulatory Compliance Branch
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0245/a93q0245.asp
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(Quebec region) conducted an investigation to determine if any
regulatory infractions were committed by the crew. They concluded that
none were committed. In contrast, Transport Canada Head Office
indicated that they believed that the crew violated Air Regulation 553
by descending to 700 feet agl in IFR weather conditions. The two
varying opinions from within Transport Canada indicate that there are
different interpretations of the Air Regulations regarding operating in
uncontrolled airspace and transitioning from IFR to VFR flight for the
purpose of landing.
When flying VFR, the pilot will have to respect the rules governing
visual flight in uncontrolled airspace which are stated in ANO V, No. 3.
Visual flight rules indicate that when an aeroplane is flying below 700
feet above ground or water, the aeroplane shall be clear of any cloud
and maintain a visibility not less than one mile.
1.5 Meteorological Information
The crew obtained a complete weather briefing in person from the
dispatcher in Quebec City before departing for their flight. The briefing
included the area forecast for the proposed flight, the hourly weather,
and the terminal forecast for the destination airports. The area forecast
for Kuujjuarapik, Umiujaq, and areas north indicates that, by 1200
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), a wave over Hudson Bay with a
warm front was located along a line by Inukjuak, La Grande Rivière,
and a point about 60 miles west of Matagami. The system was forecast
to be on a line located 60 miles north of Inukjuak, Kuujjuaq, and
Wabush by 2400 UTC. For the region of Umiujaq, around the expected
time of arrival, the weather was forecast to be a broken ceiling at 3,000
feet, and variable overcast ceiling at 18,000 feet. Intermittent visibilities
of three to six miles in light snow showers with local ceilings of 600 to
1,200 feet in snow showers were also forecast. The surface winds were
forecast to be from 250 degrees true (·T) at 35 with gusts to 45 knots
giving surface visibility of half a mile to three miles in snow and blowing
snow.
The terminal forecast for Kuujjuarapik (86 miles south of Umiujaq) valid
from 1700 UTC to 0500 UTC indicated a ceiling of 1,500 feet overcast,
visibility greater than six miles, winds from 220·T at 15 knots with gusts
to 25 knots; occasional ceiling at 2,500 feet broken, 4,000 feet
overcast, visibility of 4 miles in light snow showers. The terminal
forecast for Inukjuak (126 miles northwest of Umiujaq) valid from 1700
to 0300 UTC indicated that, from 1700 UTC, the expected conditions
were a ceiling of 2,000 feet overcast, visibility 4 miles in light snow,
winds 240·T at 20 gusting to 30 knots, with an occasional partially
obscured ceiling of 800 feet overcast, visibility of one mile in light
freezing drizzle and light snow. From 0000 UTC, the ceiling was
forecast to be 1,200 feet overcast, visibility four miles in light snow
showers, winds 230·T at 15 gusting to 25 knots, occasionally 1,200 feet
scattered, ceiling 4,000 feet broken, visibility greater than six miles.
The terminal forecast for Povungnituk (210 miles north of Umiujaq)
valid from 1700 UTC to 2300 UTC indicates a ceiling of 2,000 feet
overcast, visibility of four miles in light snow, winds 190·T at 15 knots,
occasional partially obscured, ceiling 800 feet overcast, visibility one
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mile in light freezing drizzle and light snow. After 2100 UTC, the
weather was forecast to be ceiling 1,200 feet overcast, visibility of four
miles in light snow showers, winds 230·T at 15 knots gusting to 25
knots, occasional scattered clouds at 1,200 feet, a broken ceiling of
4,000 feet, and visibility greater than six miles.
At 1446 EST, a few minutes after the take-off from Kuujjuarapik, the
crew received the 1400 EST report from Umiujaq. It indicated the
weather to be partly obscured, a balloon-measured overcast ceiling at
100 feet, and a visibility of one mile in light freezing drizzle. The
temperature and dew point were minus two degrees Celsius and the
winds were from 230·M at 20 knots. The crew also requested and
received weather information for Povungnituk, Akulivik, and Salluit.
None of these locations had a ceiling lower then 1,300 feet and a
visibility less than 2 miles.
At 1448 EST, the FSS contacted the crew to give them the 1441 EST
Umiujaq special weather report. The weather report stated an indefinite
ceiling at 100 feet obscured, with visibility three-quarters of a mile in
light freezing drizzle, light snow, and fog.
At 1453 EST, the FSS gave the crew the latest special report for
Umiujaq issued at 1450 EST, which indicated partly obscured
conditions with a balloon-measured overcast ceiling at 100 feet and a
visibility of one mile in light freezing drizzle, very light snow, and fog.
Winds were from 230·M at 17 knots. The remarks mentioned light
blowing snow.
Before the approach into Umiujaq, the pilot-in-command told one of the
passengers what his intentions were. The pilot-in-command decided to
proceed to Umiujaq for an approach, and to Povungnituk if landing at
Umiujaq was not possible. He never felt any pressure from the
passengers.
At 1500 EST, he inquired again about the weather at the Umiujaq
Airport when he called the airport operator. The information provided
was similar to the last report except that the winds were from 260·M at
23 knots and there was mechanical turbulence on the approach to the
runway.
1.6 Impact Sequence
When the aircraft crashed, the flaps were extended eight degrees, the
wheels were up, and the engines were operating at full power. The
aircraft left a scar on the ground about 289 feet long on a track of
128·M. Near the end of its slide, the fuselage turned left and came to
rest on a heading of 040· in a steep right-wing-low attitude.
At the beginning of the impact trajectory, small trees had been cut by
the aircraft; these were followed by traces of turbine oil. The first major
component, the left portion of the empennage, was found 151 feet from
the beginning of the slide. The right wing separated during the impact
and came to rest 200 feet from the initial point of impact, and the right
engine reduction gearbox came to rest 225 feet from the initial point of
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0245/a93q0245.asp
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impact. The impact forces were not sufficient to activate the emergency
locator transmitter (ELT).
1.7 Evacuation and Survival Aspects
The aircraft came to a stop in a right-wing-low attitude. The main door,
located on the right side of the cabin, was opened and almost all
occupants evacuated through that door. Some passengers broke the
windows out with their feet and evacuated through them. None of the
seat anchors or seat-belts failed, nor did the cargo net fail. The pilot did
not wear his shoulder harness; however, the co-pilot wore his.
Shortly after the evacuation, the occupants gathered to decide in which
direction they should walk to reach the village. They walked for 45
minutes before they saw the first lights. They split into two groups at
that point; one group headed for the airport, the other continued toward
the village.
1.8 Quebec Government Air Services Operations Manual
Section 2 of the operations manual describes employees' duties,
responsibilities, and authority. One responsibility of the pilot-incommand is to request flight information from appropriate sources, and
to plan the flight on the basis of the information received. The co-pilot
is required to assist in obtaining information on flight conditions and to
prepare the flight plan under the direction of the pilot-in-command.
The manual also sets out the duties of the dispatcher, which include
compiling and analyzing the factors that could affect the flight,
preparing flight plans, monitoring weather conditions that could affect
the flight, and transmitting to the crew all messages and information
considered essential. The pilot-in-command stated that the information
he received from the dispatcher before departure included no Notices to
Airmen (NOTAMs) for Umiujaq.
1.9 Aircraft Performance
When an aircraft makes a turn at a constant bank angle in no-wind
conditions, it describes an arc with a constant radius about a fixed point
on the ground. In strong wind conditions, if a pilot flying downwind
wishes to turn upwind while maintaining a constant turn radius about a
fixed point, he must increase the bank angle at the start of the turn.
The stalling speed of an aircraft increases in proportion to the load
factor. An aircraft with a normal stalling speed of 77 knots can stall at
85 knots in a 35-degree banked turn at constant altitude.
The meteorological conditions were conducive to the formation of ice
on the aircraft when in cloud. During the wreckage examination, ice
was found on the leading edge of the wings. This ice was 1/4-inch thick
and almost completely covered the pneumatic de-icer. There was an
additional accumulation of ice 1/8-inch thick over an area 3/4 of an inch
wide at the level of the wing chord. The ice had formed a symmetrical
layer over the pneumatic de-icer. Ice on an airfoil increases the stalling
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0245/a93q0245.asp
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speed.
1.10 Pilot Manoeuvres Prior to Impact
The pilot-in-command stated that, during the stall recovery, the aircraft
did not want to gain altitude, as if it were behind the power/speed
curve. He would have liked to lower the nose of the aircraft in order to
accelerate before initiating the climb, but the aircraft was too low.
1.11 Umiujaq Airport
Runway 03/21 is parallel to the shore of Hudson Bay, or more
precisely, parallel to Nastapoka Strait. The runway is 3,500 feet long by
100 feet wide, and has no published instrument approaches. The
reference point elevation is 244 feet. The terrain at that location rises
gradually from the shore to an elevation of 650 feet.
At the time of the accident, the community aerodrome radio station
(CARS) was manned. When the crew was 30 miles south of the
Umiujaq Airport, the station operator reported to the crew the latest
meteorological information. He also described the runway condition in
detail. However, he did not mention that a NOTAM was in effect for the
airport.
Runway 03/21 of the Umiujaq Airport was initially closed by NOTAM
because of snow on 25 November 1993 at 0012 UTC. From that time
until the accident, six such NOTAMs were issued. In effect, runway
03/21 at Umiujaq was closed continuously due to snow until at least 02
December 1993 at 2000 UTC (1500 EST).
During the course of the investigation, it was observed that another
carrier used runway 03/21 at Umiujaq when there was a NOTAM in
effect which closed the runway.
1.12 FSS and CARS
The Kuujjuarapik FSS informed the crew three times of the changing
meteorological conditions at Umiujaq Airport. In addition, the FSS
talked to the crew about a flight notification filed after take-off and
about the weather at several airports on the Hudson Bay coast.
However, the FSS did not mention to the crew that Umiujaq Airport
runway 03/21 was closed by NOTAM.
The Flight Service Station Manual of Operations (TP 2043E) states that
personnel are required to provide the following information to en route
aircraft, whether or not the pilot requests it, during regular air-ground
contacts or by directed call: altimeter, Significant Meteorological
Reports (SIGMETs), Airman's Meteorological Advisories (AIRMETs),
and Missing Aircraft Notices (MANOTs). In addition, if it is likely to
affect the safety of the flight, or upon request, personnel are required to
provide Pilot Reports (PIREPs), hourly and special weather reports,
terminal forecasts, NOTAMs, and other information.
The employee of the Umiujaq CARS gave the pilot detailed information
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0245/a93q0245.asp
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about the airport in accordance with the CARS-1 Manual of Operations
(TP 3323E), except for the NOTAM stating that the runway was closed.
1.13 Operator Occurrence History
This occurrence was the second serious accident in a little over a
month involving Service Aérien aircraft and crew. (In October 1993,
during a low level operation, a Service Aérien Bell 206 helicopter struck
wires near Montmorency Falls; there were four fatalities. Report
A93Q0225 refers.) TSB data also indicate that there were five other
significant occurrences involving Service Aérien aircraft in 1993.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Meteorological Conditions
Meteorological conditions were conducive to the accumulation of ice on
the aircraft when in cloud, and the investigation revealed that ice had
indeed accumulated on the aircraft. Even though the co-pilot saw an
accumulation of ice on an unheated part of the windshield, the wings
were not visually checked by the crew and the de-icer boots were not
used.
2.2 The Approach, Stall, and Recovery Attempt
The flight crew of the aircraft were qualified on type and all aircraft
systems were functioning normally.
At Umiujaq, the winds were from 260·M at 23 knots while the aircraft
was on the approach. The aircraft had a strong tail wind component on
the right base leg for runway 21. In these conditions, a turn onto the
final approach must be steeper if it is initiated with reference to a fixed
point. In addition, the aircraft was flying toward terrain that rose steadily
to 650 feet, and the pilot-in-command could not afford to go beyond the
final approach track. Executing a constant-altitude turn with 35 degrees
of bank would increase the stalling speed of the aircraft from 77 knots
to 85 knots.
To execute a steep turn at constant altitude, the pilot must pull back on
the elevator to maintain altitude, which the pilot did. However, the
symmetrical coating of ice on the pneumatic de-icer and the increased
angle of bank led to a breakup of the airflow over the surface of the
wings and the aircraft stalled. The aircraft was reacting as if it were
behind the power/speed curve after the pilot recovered from the stall.
Despite the indicated airspeed of 93 knots and maximum power being
applied, the aircraft did not climb. Given the rising terrain and the tailwind component, there was insufficient altitude for the pilot to lower the
nose of the aircraft to accelerate.
2.3 NOTAMs
The crew was not aware and was not informed that the Umiujaq
runway 03/21 was closed. The crew members were not advised of the
situation by the air service dispatcher, the FSS, or the CARS.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0245/a93q0245.asp
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2.4 Pilot Decision Making
The weather for Umiujaq for the period preceding and during the
approach was indicating that the ceiling was about 100 feet overcast
and that the visibility was reduced to about one mile in light freezing
drizzle and light snow. Although the weather observation at Umiujaq
was indicating a low ceiling and reduced visibility, the pilots reported
the ceiling at Umiujaq during the approach to be 700 feet. They
decided to continue with the approach to Umiujaq knowing that they
had a suitable alternate airport. All destination points north of Umiujaq
had a ceiling greater than 1,300 feet and a minimum visibility of two
miles.
The weather conditions north of Umiujaq were considered to be
suitable for the flight, and the approach into Umiujaq was conducted in
accordance with VFR regulations. However, flying a VFR approach in
weather conditions of low ceilings and poor visibility produced by light
freezing drizzle and light snow showers can be dangerous. Although
GPS was used as a supplement to visual navigation during this flight, it
is concluded that the use of GPS was not a factor in this occurrence.
2.5 VFR/IFR Flight in Uncontrolled Airspace
The rules governing IFR flights in uncontrolled airspace are subject to
interpretation with respect to transitioning from IFR to VFR conditions.
Article 553 of the Air Regulations contains an exception to the rule that
an aircraft must maintain 1,000 feet above the highest obstacle located
within a horizontal radius of five miles from the estimated position of the
aircraft in flight. The exemption specified is: "Except when taking off
and landing." Furthermore, article 553 does not specifically address
whether visual contact has to be established prior to a descent below
1,000 feet. A descent below 1,000 feet in uncontrolled airspace while in
IFR conditions for the purpose of landing is interpreted differently by
different Transport Canada personnel. The different opinions also
indicate the need to clarify Air Regulation 553.
During the approach into Umiujaq, the pilots began to see the ground
at 700 feet and obtained sufficient forward visibility to transition from
IFR to VFR. The pilots continued the approach to Umiujaq under VFR
conditions. The aircraft was clear of cloud and the crew had at least
one mile flight visibility.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
All aircraft systems were functioning normally.
A layer of ice covered the pneumatic de-icer in a symmetrical
pattern.
On final, the pilot made a steep turn of at least 35 degrees, and
the aircraft stalled at an altitude from which the pilot was unable
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0245/a93q0245.asp
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the aircraft stalled at an altitude from which the pilot was unable
to recover.
Runway 03/21 at Umiujaq was closed under a NOTAM but the
crew members were not aware of the situation.
There was an insufficient exchange of information between the
air service dispatcher, the FSS, the CARS, and the crew
members.
The crew decided to continue the visual approach into Umiujaq
despite the weather conditions reported.
Regulations with regard to descending below 1,000 feet in
uncontrolled airspace while in IFR conditions, for the purpose of
landing, are interpreted differently by different Transport Canada
personnel.

3.2 Causes
The stalling speed of the aircraft increased due to ice on the leading
edge of the wings and because the pilot made a steep turn; the aircraft
stalled at an altitude from which the pilot was unable to recover. A
contributing factor was the crew's decision to continue the visual
approach into Umiujaq despite the weather conditions reported.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Required
4.1.1 Obstacle Clearance Altitudes
During this investigation, it became evident that Article 553 of the Air
Regulations was being interpreted in a way such that its application with
respect to operations in uncontrolled airspace was questionable. The
regulation, when used as a reference for the flight conditions required
for the transition from IFR flight to VFR flight in uncontrolled airspace,
appears to have been ambiguous to such an extent that the Transport
Canada (TC) Quebec regional office had an interpretation substantially
different from that of TC's head office in Ottawa.
The flight procedure that brings into question the intent of the
regulation is an en route IFR descent in instrument meteorological
conditions (IMC) to conduct a VFR landing. Air Regulation 553 requires
that aircraft in IFR flight be flown at an altitude 1,000 feet above the
highest obstacle within 5 miles of the estimated position of the aircraft,
except when taking off or landing<3>. The descent procedure used by
the aircrew in this occurrence, and interpreted by the TC regional office
as being acceptable, could eliminate this safety margin. Using a line of
thinking consistent with this interpretation, a crew could descend an
aircraft in IMC, without being on an approved instrument approach, to
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an altitude where visual meteorological conditions (VMC) were
anticipated, as long as the descent was considered to be for the
purpose of landing. The Board and TC's head office both believe that
this was not the intent of the regulation.
The new Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs) (recently announced in
the Canada Gazette) contain a detailed section on minimum altitudes
to ensure obstacle clearance in IFR flight; however, the CARs are no
clearer than the Air Regulations as to what differentiates the en route
and/or approach phase of a flight from the landing phase.
Nevertheless, until the CARs are in effect, aircrew are still required to
fly in accordance with the existing Article 553; therefore, some aircrew
may still believe that a descent is permissible to any altitude while
attempting to transition to a VFR landing. Moreover, given the
increasingly widespread use of GPS for navigating in remote areas and
considering GPS' reputation for accuracy, aircrew may be more likely
than ever to question the need for the 1,000-foot safety buffer.
The Board is concerned that regulatory officials and the operator of a
fleet of state aircraft apparently did not question the appropriateness of
a procedure that put aircraft, crew, and passengers at an increased
level of risk. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport advise the aviation community, including
Transport Canada regional staff, of the correct interpretation of Air
Regulation Article 553; and
A96-01
The Department of Transport clarify the wording of the CARs with
respect to descents for landing in uncontrolled airspace to ensure that
the intended level of safety is not jeopardized through misinterpretation.
A96-02
4.1.2 State-Owned Aircraft
In Canada, several departments and agencies of the federal and
provincial governments operate fleets of aircraft. These fleets vary in
size from just a few aircraft to over 100 aircraft, often with a mixture of
aircraft types in any one fleet. The aircraft are frequently used to
transport passengers, albeit not in a commercial capacity. The state
aircraft generally operate under Air Navigation Order (ANO) I, No. 2,
which regulates the transport of passengers in private aircraft. Private
aircraft in this context include state and corporate aircraft. Thus, a
private aircraft with a passenger-carrying capacity of only a few
passengers and state/corporate aircraft with significant passengercarrying capacity (often significantly greater than that of the accident
aircraft type) are treated in a similar manner from a regulatory
perspective. The Fonds du Service Aérien Gouvernemental is classified
as a state-owned operation and was operating under ANO I, No. 2.
Commercial operations are generally conducted in accordance with
ANO VII, No. 2 (large aircraft), and ANO VII, No. 3 (small aircraft). The
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93q0245/a93q0245.asp
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aircraft type involved in this accident would be operated under ANO VII,
No. 2, in a commercial operation. There are significant differences
between ANO I, No. 2, operations and ANO VII (particularly ANO VII,
No. 2) operations in the areas of the requirement for an operating
certificate, operational requirements, crew training and qualifications,
and regulatory overview.
In the late 1980s, the predecessor to the TSB, the Canadian Aviation
Safety Board (CASB), became concerned about the number of
occurrences involving another operator of a large fleet of state aircraft,
the RCMP. It was noted at that time that a number of the practices and
procedures meant to enhance safety in the commercial aviation sector
were absent in the day-to-day operation of that fleet. The CASB
suggested that the operator request an independent safety survey to
assist in identifying shortcomings in the operation. A safety survey was
subsequently done by TC and corrective measures were taken. Some
of these measures were in excess of ANO I, No. 2, requirements and
more in line with ANO VII requirements. The number of significant
occurrences involving RCMP aircraft has reduced considerably since
1990.
Following this accident, and with the concurrence of Service Aérien,
Transport Canada initiated a post-accident safety survey of the
organization. As a result of this survey, changes were made to the
organization's managerial staff. The TSB was unable to determine what
other changes, if any, resulted from this survey.
In providing its regulatory overview of commercial operators, Transport
Canada uses risk management indicators to identify those carriers
possibly requiring extra surveillance and audit. However, operators of
state aircraft do not come under the same regulatory scrutiny; thus,
indicators of increasing risk are less likely to be detected. The operation
of TC's own fleet of aircraft is voluntarily subjected to the requirements
of an operating certificate similar to that of commercial carriers.
The recently announced CARs will require state and private operators
of large or turbine-powered, pressurized passenger aircraft to adhere to
more demanding safety standards. However, these standards are still
not equivalent to those applicable to commercial air carriers. It is
recognized that the operations in which state aircraft are often engaged
are unique, and that, for the most part, they do not involve the
travelling public. Yet, when passengers are regularly carried on state
aircraft, it is reasonable for these passengers to expect that the aircraft
and aircrew involved in state operations are subject to the same
regulatory requirements as commercial carriers. The Board believes,
therefore, that state operations would benefit from the increased
standards and regulatory overview applicable to commercial
operations. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that the operators of state aircraft
be subject to regulatory overview, as practicable, equivalent to that of
similar commercial operations.
A96-03
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This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson John W. Stants, and members Zita Brunet and Maurice
Harquail, authorized the release of this report on 28 February 1996.
Appendix A - Glossary
agl - above ground level
AIRMET - Airman's Meteorological Advisory
ANO - Air Navigation Order
ATC - Air Traffic Control
CAR - Canadian Aviation Regulation
CARS - community aerodrome radio station
CASB - Canadian Aviation Safety Board
CVR - cockpit voice recorder
ELT - emergency locator transmitter
EST - eastern standard time
FSS - Flight Service Station
GPS - global positioning system
IFR - instrument flight rules
IMC - instrument meteorological conditions
MANOT - Missing Aircraft Notice
NDB - non-directional beacon
nm - nautical mile(s)
NOTAM - Notice to Airmen
PIREP - Pilot Report
SIGMET - Significant Meteorological Report
TC - Transport Canada
TSB - Transportation Safety Board
UTC - Coordinated Universal Time
VFR - visual flight rules
VMC - visual meteorological conditions
ºM degrees magnetic
ºT degrees true
<1>All times are EST (Coordinated Universal Time [UTC] minus five
hours) unless otherwise stated.
<2>See Glossary at Appendix A for all abbreviations and acronyms.
<3>The Air Regulations define "landing" as the act of coming into
contact with a supporting surface; this includes the immediately
preceding and following acts.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Loss of Tail Rotor Authority
Tail Rotor Drive Train Failure
Campbell Helicopters Ltd.
Bell B205A-1 (Helicopter) C-FJTF
Edson, Alberta 48 nm S
24 September 1993

Print View

Report Number A93W0159
Synopsis
The pilot was moving a basket of drilling equipment on the end of a
longline. As the basket cleared the top of the trees, the helicopter
developed a severe vibration. As the pilot attempted to set the load
down, the helicopter began to pitch violently and rotate as it descended.
The pilot was thrown about in his lap-belt, and was unable to operate
the load release mechanism. The helicopter crashed into tall trees on
its left side. The helicopter was substantially damaged, and the pilot
sustained serious chest injuries.
The Board determined that the pilot lost tail rotor authority because the
input bevel gear of the 42-degree intermediate gearbox fractured due
to a high-cycle, low stress fatigue mode of progressive cracking,
disconnecting the drive shaft power from the main transmission to the
tail rotor.
Table of Contents
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2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

Introduction
External Load Operations versus H-V Curve
Release of External Cargo
Input Bevel Gear Failure
Use of Available Safety Equipment

3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
3.2 Causes
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
OCCURRENCE NUMBER: A93W0159
TYPE OF OCCURRENCE: Loss of Tail Rotor Authority - Tail Rotor
Drive Train Failure (Accident)
DATE OF OCCURRENCE: 24 September 1993
LOCAL TIME: 1400 MDT
LOCATION: Edson, Alberta 48 nm S
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT: Bell B205A-1 (Helicopter)
REGISTRATION: C-FJTF
TYPE OF OPERATOR: Air Carrier
TYPE OF OPERATION: Heli-slinging
DAMAGE CATEGORY: Substantial
PILOT LICENCE: Commercial
Pilot-In-Command
PILOT HOURS

Last 90 Days

Total

All Types

297

12,000

On Type

297

2,00

INJURIES

Crew

Passengers

Fatal

-

-

Serious

1

-

Minor

-

-

None

-

-

1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
The pilot of the Bell 205A-1 was flying the helicopter in support of a
seismic drilling operation, and was performing external cargo
operations using a longline to transport drill equipment. He had just
moved the seismic drill about 1,000 feet east along a cutline to another
site, and had returned to move a basket full of drill rods and support
equipment.
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As the 2,500-pound basket on the end of the 110-foot longline cleared
the 60-foot pine trees, the helicopter developed a severe vibration. As
the pilot attempted to set the load down, the helicopter began to pitch
violently and rotate as it descended. The pilot was thrown about in his
lap-belt, and was not able to operate the load release mechanism. The
helicopter descended to the forest floor and came to rest on its left side
with the load still attached to the helicopter. The pilot sustained serious
chest injuries.
The drill crew used their hand-held radios to transmit a "MAYDAY" call
to notify the base camp that the Bell 205 had crashed. The drillers then
removed the seriously injured pilot from the wreckage, and he was
immediately flown to medical facilities by another helicopter which had
responded to the distress call.
1.2 Vertical Reference/Longline Operations
Vertical reference is the technique of moving external cargo sling loads
by direct observation of the load, where the pilot looks downwards
vertically out of an open door, or through a specially designed bubble
window in the pilot's door. In some cases, the sling load requires the
use of an extra long lanyard of sufficient length to allow the helicopter
to clear any obstructions as the load is hooked up to the extended
hook.
At the time of the occurrence, the pilot was flying the helicopter from
the left side using a Transport Canada approved vertical reference kit.
Part of this kit is the cargo release arm switch, which has identical
installations on the left and right side collective controls. The switch is
activated by lifting it out of its detent and moving it upwards to arm the
external cargo release hook, located on the bottom of the helicopter.
Should an urgent situation require the load to be released from the
external cargo hook, the pilot merely depresses a red button, located
on the cyclic control, with his right thumb. External cargo can also be
mechanically released from the helicopter cargo hook by depressing
the foot-operated cargo release pedal, located between the directional
control pedals. During external load operations, the cargo release arm
switch is sometimes left in the OFF position, in order to prevent
inadvertent electrical release of external cargo.
In this helicopter, the cargo release arm switch installation on the left
collective was different from that on the right collective. The switch had
been removed and reinstalled on the left collective control column so
that moving the switch to the UP position disarmed the system, or
turned the system OFF instead of ON. The pilot was aware of the new
installation on the left side; it allowed him to conveniently arm the cargo
release mechanism by simply pulling outward on the cargo release arm
switch with his left thumb and wiping it downward.
1.3 Height/Velocity Curve and External Load Operations
The height velocity (H-V) curve is a diagram which depicts the
combinations of height above ground versus forward...
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1 The height/velocity curve depicted here is adapted from the approved
Bell 205A-1 Flight Manual.
...speed, including hover, under which a safe landing can be
accomplished should a loss of power or directional control (that is, a
critical emergency) occur.
The H-V curve is included in the operating limitations section of the
approved BHT 205A-1 basic Flight Manual (see Figure 1)1, which
directs pilots to avoid operation in the shaded area of the H-V curve.
Operating the helicopter at a combination of low height and low speed
corresponding to the shaded area of the H-V curve will preclude
performing a safe autorotative landing.

Figure 1 Height/Velocity Curve
The approved External Load Operation Supplement (BHT-205A1-FMSCAN-2) to the basic flight manual, however, advises that the H-V
limitations in the basic manual are not limitations for external load or
hoisting operations.
1.4 The Accident Site
When the helicopter initially bounced, the left cockpit door opened; the
door was forced inside the cockpit area on the second and final impact.
The basket, containing the drilling equipment, was still attached to the
longline and came to rest undamaged at the south edge of the eastwest cutline, about 54 feet south of the helicopter. The left collective
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0159/a93w0159.asp
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cargo arm release switch was found in the OFF position.
The helicopter's main rotor blades had cut off several thick pine trees,
resulting in damage to the main rotor blades representative of
significant power being developed at initial impact. Some fragments
from the main rotor blade strikes were found imbedded into trees as far
as 200 feet from the main wreckage. The main rotor blades severed
the tail boom just in front of the 42-degree (intermediate) gearbox. The
tail rotor gearbox and blades were found about 27 feet north of the
main wreckage. The tail rotor blades did not exhibit any rotational
damage.
1.5 Forty-two Degree Gearbox Examination
On-site examination of the helicopter determined that the 42-degree
gearbox in the tail rotor drive train had failed. The gearbox was broken
open, and the failed condition of its internal gears was clearly evident.
A section of the input bevel gear from the gearbox was found lying
loose outside of the gearbox at the scene. The piece of input bevel
gear found outside the gearbox, and the entire tail boom assembly,
were examined at a metallurgical facility in Vancouver,...
British Columbia, with TSB representatives in attendance.
The 42-degree gearbox
...(P/N 204-040-003-37) had accumulated a total of 7,480.8 hours
since new, and 123.4 hours since overhaul. The input bevel gear (P/N
204-040-500-9) was original to the gearbox. There is no finite
retirement life for the 42-degree gearbox as its components are
replaced "on condition" during inspection.
Failure analysis of the input bevel gear determined that it had fractured
and failed due to relatively high-cycle, low-stress fatigue. Fatigue
cracking had initiated at a root fillet on the concave face or drive side of
a tooth. There was no overstress precursor observed in the fatigue
origin area. No material deficiencies were observed which could have
contributed to the failure.
1.6 Forty-two Degree Gearbox - Previous Failures
In addition to this failure of the input bevel gear (P/N 204-040-500-9),
there have been eight other failures of a similar nature since 1979 with
gearbox P/N 204-040-003-37. The "total time in service since new" of
the gears that failed varied from a minimum of 2,186 hours to a
maximum of 8,543 hours; known times since non-destructive testing
and overhaul ranged from 124 to 1,985 hours. Another gearbox (P/N
204-040-003-23) with the same input bevel gear as the others also had
an input bevel gear failure, bringing the total number of failures to ten.
In all but one case, for which no operational information is available,
the failed gear had, at one time or another, been in service during
repeated heavy-lift operations such as logging, fire suppression, or
seismic support missions.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0159/a93w0159.asp
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1.7 Safety Equipment
The helicopter was equipped with a shoulder harness restraint
mechanism. However, the pilot chose not to wear it because he found
that the harness restricted his movements and was uncomfortable
when he had to lean to his left, over the collective control, to monitor
the load at the end of the longline.
The pilot owned a safety helmet. However, he felt that while conducting
vertical reference work within the bubble window, wearing a helmet
jeopardized his field of vision, and he chose not to wear it.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The analysis will address the effect of a loss of tail rotor authority while
conducting longline operations within the shaded area of the H-V
curve, and the reason why the input bevel gear of the 42-degree
gearbox failed.
2.2 External Load Operations versus H-V Curve
Although the helicopter was operated at a low height and low speed
combination within the shaded area of the H-V curve, the external load
operation was conducted in accordance with the approved External
Load Operation Supplement to the basic flight manual.
Longline, external load operations such as drill support require that
helicopters be operated routinely at height and speed combinations
within the shaded area of the manufacturer's H-V curve. Although such
missions can be carried out in accordance with the external load
supplement to the basic flight manual, operation within the shaded area
of the H-V curve is nonetheless risky as a safe landing cannot always
be accomplished should a critical emergency such as an engine or tail
rotor failure occur.
Helicopter pilots who specialize in longline, external load operations
routinely fly within the shaded area of the manufacturer's H-V curve,
and are aware that such an operation is of a high-risk nature. However,
during external load operations within the shaded area of the H/V
curve, pilots should be prepared not only for a possible loss of power,
but also for an unexpected loss of tail rotor authority, which is more
likely to occur under high loads, such as during hover at maximum
weights.
2.3 Release of External Cargo
When the input bevel gear failed, there was little time for the pilot to
recognize that he had lost tail rotor authority. In this situation, above the
trees, the pilot's response was to immediately attempt to release the
external load from the external cargo hook and prepare for a crash
landing. His intention was to arm the cargo release mechanism by
pulling outward on the cargo release arm switch on the collective
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0159/a93w0159.asp
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control column with his left thumb and wiping it downward, in
accordance with the way the switch had been reinstalled. The pilot also
attempted to kick the manual-release pedal located between the rudder
pedals. However, in the presence of the gyrations of the helicopter
following the loss of tail rotor authority, the pilot did not succeed in
releasing the external cargo.
2.4 Input Bevel Gear Failure
Failure analysis of the input bevel gear of the 42-degree gearbox
determined that the gear had fractured and failed due to relatively highcycle, low-stress fatigue which happened during flight at a root fillet on
the concave face or drive side of a tooth.
The failure of the input bevel gear occurred at a critical phase of flight,
as the helicopter was flying over the trees at a low height and low
speed combination which precluded the pilot from completing a safe
autorotative landing.
2.5 Use of Available Safety Equipment
The pilot was not wearing his helmet, and was not using the shoulder
harness. It was not determined to what extent this contributed to the
severity of the pilot's injuries.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The external load operation was being conducted in accordance
with the approved External Load Operation Supplement to the
basic flight manual.
The input bevel drive gear failed due to a high-cycle, low-stress
fatigue mode of progressive cracking.
The pilot lost tail rotor authority because the input bevel gear of
the 42-degree gearbox fractured, which disconnected the drive
shaft power from the main transmission to the tail rotor.
With existing gyrations of the helicopter following the loss of tail
rotor authority, the pilot did not succeed in releasing the external
cargo.
The loss of tail rotor authority occurred while the helicopter was
operating over a forested area at a low height and low speed
combination which precluded the pilot from performing a safe
autorotative landing.
The pilot was not wearing his helmet, and was not using the
available shoulder harness.
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3.2 Causes
The pilot lost tail rotor authority because the input bevel gear of the 42degree intermediate gearbox fractured due to a high-cycle, low-stress
fatigue mode of progressive cracking, disconnecting the drive shaft
power from the main transmission to the tail rotor.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
Following receipt of a TSB Safety Information Letter concerning
previous 42-degree gearbox failures, Transport Canada (TC) published
an article in the 1/93 issue of Maintainer, advising operators involved in
repeated heavy-lift operations of the history and risk of 42-degree
gearbox failures. Additionally, TC issued a letter, dated 06 October
1993, to owners of Bell 204B and 205A-1 helicopters. The letter
advises that the 42-degree gearbox on the referenced models of
helicopter is prone to failure on helicopters used in repeated, external
heavy-load lifting, even if the maximum load carried is within limits.
Transport Canada Aviation is monitoring the situation, and has been in
contact with the Federal Aviation Administration and Bell Helicopter
Textron Inc. regarding corrective action for the existing problem.
Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. has issued Operations Safety Letters OSN205-93-31 and OSN-GEN-93-25, which caution operators about heavy
lift operations.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson, John W. Stants, and members Gerald E. Bennett, Zita
Brunet, the
Hon. Wilfred R. DuPont and Hugh MacNeil, authorized the release of
this report on 19 January 1995.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for
the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board
to assign fault or determine civil or criminal liability.
Marine Power Loss/Loss of Control
Arctic Wings and Rotors
Pilatus Britten-Norman BN2A-20 Islander
C-GMOP
Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories 7.7 mi SE
03 December 1993

Print View

Report Number A93W0204
Synopsis
The pilot and passengers on board the Britten-Norman Islander were on a
scheduled night visual flight rules flight from Tuktoyaktuk to Inuvik, Northwest
Territories. Approximately four minutes after take-off, the pilot reported to the
Tuktoyaktuk Flight Service Station that he had an engine problem and was
returning to the airport. When the aircraft did not arrive, an air and ground search
was initiated. The wreckage was located three hours later, on an ice-covered lake
approximately eight miles southeast of the airport. There were no survivors.
The Board determined that a magneto impulse coupling, worn beyond the
prescribed limits, resulted in the failure of the right engine. Following the engine
failure, the pilot mistrimmed the rudder and was unable to maintain control of the
aircraft.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
On 03 December 1993, a Britten-Norman BN2A-20 Islander, registration CGMOP, owned and operated by Arctic Wings and Rotors, departed Tuktoyaktuk,
Northwest Territories, on a night visual flight rules (VFR)<1> flight to the Inuvik
townsite airstrip. On board were the pilot and six passengers. The pilot took off
from runway 09 at 1706:34 mountain standard time (MST)<2>, and had turned the
aircraft to a southerly direction when the right engine (Textron Lycoming IO- 540K1B5) lost all power (see Appendix A).
At 1710:40, the pilot reported to Tuktoyaktuk Flight Service Station (FSS) that he
had an engine problem and was trying to get back to the airport. At 1711:44, he
reported that he was "presently heading back to the airport at this time." At
1711:58, he reported "showing six miles back from the airport at this time." The
FSS specialist asked if he was declaring an emergency, and the pilot's response
was indecisive. During the last radio transmission, there were indications of stress
in the pilot's voice; however, there was no further mention of the specific nature of
the problem. The pilot did not report his altitude during the conversations with the
FSS. The transmission lasted approximately 15 seconds and ended at 1713:03.
When the aircraft did not return to the airport, an air and ground search was
initiated. The aircraft was located on an ice-covered lake approximately eight miles
southeast of the airport. The aircraft struck the ice in a steep nose-down attitude.
The engines and front of the aircraft penetrated the approximately two-foot-thick
layer of ice. The remainder of the fuselage, wings, and empennage remained on
the ice surface. The seven occupants were fatally injured.
The accident occurred during the hours of darkness at approximately 1713 MST,
at latitude 69·20'N, longitude 132·56'W, at an elevation of approximately 50 feet
above sea level (asl)<3>.
1.2 Injuries to Persons

Fatal
Serious
Minor/None
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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Passengers
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7
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Total

1

6

-

7

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed.
1.4 Other Damage
None.
1.5 Personnel Information
Pilot-in-command
Age
Pilot Licence
Medical Expiry Date
Total Flying Hours
Hours on Type
Hours Last 90 Days
Hours on Type Last 90 Days
Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence
Hours Off Duty Prior to Work Period

27
ATPL
01 May 94
3,224
848
298
208
8
12

The pilot held a valid licence with a Class I instrument rating. He occupied the left
front seat, and was at the controls at the time of the accident. The right front seat
was unoccupied.
The pilot received his private pilot licence in 1986, his commercial licence in March
1987, a seaplane rating in May 1987, and multi-engine and instrument rating in
April 1988. His recent flying, during training on the PA-31 Navajo with the chief
pilot, was described as "very professional", and it was noted that he "seemed to
have all the procedures down pat."
The pilot's last pilot proficiency check (PPC) on the Islander was on 30 April 1993.
His most recent Transport Canada (TC) PPC and instrument renewal ride was on
a Piper PA-31 Navajo, on 25 November 1993.
The pilot had previously flown Islander aircraft for a former employer in northern
British Columbia. He commenced employment with Arctic Wings and Rotors in
April 1993. According to the aircraft journey log-books, he flew approximately 406
hours during the previous four months on the Cessna 185, Cessna 207, Piper PA32 Cherokee Six, Piper PA-31 Navajo, and the two Britten-Norman BN2A-20
Islanders.
The pilot had not received any on-type night training on the BN2A aircraft. Air
Navigation Order (ANO) VII, No. 3, Para 46. (1) (b) (iii) states that the flight
training provided by an air carrier for a pilot before he serves as a pilot flight-crew
member in a multi-engine aircraft shall include, in each type of aeroplane he is to
fly, flight instruction and practice in take-offs and landings by night if he is to fly at
night. The pilot's last night flying training was on 20 November 1993 on the PA-31.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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The pilot had limited IFR experience, and did not receive any IFR training on the
BN2A aircraft. No other aspects of night flying, such as the handling of
emergencies at night, are singled out for mandatory training by this ANO.
The pilot reportedly had good sleep habits and adequate rest the previous night.
He had a bronchial asthmatic condition that was treated with prescription
medication and inhalers as required. The pilot was respected by his peers and
described as a dedicated, well organized, conscientious individual who loved
flying, and was proficient on the aircraft he flew.
1.5.1 Pilot's Work Schedule
On the day of the accident, the pilot's first flight was from Inuvik to Tuktoyaktuk
and return. The departure from Inuvik was at 1245; the return flight landed in
Inuvik at 1405. The second flight (the accident flight) was also an
Inuvik/Tuktoyaktuk/Inuvik flight with a scheduled departure from Inuvik at 1600. His
flight time for the day was 2.2 hours, and his duty time was approximately eight
hours (duty time is estimated to be one hour before departure and one-half hour
after return to base). The previous evening he reportedly went to bed at 2230; he
arose at 0720 and had breakfast.
The previous day, 02 December, he had a flight time of 3.1 hours and duty time of
approximately 12.5 hours. On 01 December, he had a flight time of 2.9 hours and
a duty time of approximately 11 hours. On 30 November, he had a flight time of
9.7 hours and duty time of 15 hours.
The pilot had a flight time of 93 hours during the last 30 days, and 298 hours the
last 90 days. According to the aircraft journey log-books, there was a total of 13
days since 01 August when the pilot did not fly. His most recent non-flying day
was 11 November.
Days off were on an irregular, unscheduled basis and generally subject to the
seasonal workload. Days on which a pilot was not scheduled to fly were
considered as days off. The residence for most of the company pilots was located
adjacent to the base of operations, and pilots were normally available to take a
flight on very short notice. Occasionally, a pilot would return to duty and complete
a flight on a day he was not scheduled to fly. Generally, this was a mutually
satisfactory arrangement between the pilots and the company.
1.6 Aircraft Information
Manufacturer
Type
Year of Manufacture
Serial Number
Certificate of Airworthiness (Flight Permit)
Total Airframe Time
Engine Type (number of)
Propeller/Rotor Type (number of)
Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight
Recommended Fuel Type(s)
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp

Pilatus Britten-Norman Limited
BN2A-20 Islander
1974
398
Issued
9,391 hr
Lycoming IO-540-K1B5 (2)
Hartzell HC-C2YK-2CUF (2)
6,600 lb
100/130
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Fuel Type Used

100 LL

1.6.1 Aircraft Records
The company had operated the aircraft since February 1993. Prior to that, the
aircraft had been leased to another operator in Inuvik. Examination of the aircraft
maintenance records and log- books, to the extent possible, revealed no
outstanding aircraft defects. The aircraft journey log- book was retrieved from the
water during the on-site investigation and dried out. Some entries had been made
in water-soluble ink, and the entries were illegible. The last entry in the aircraft
technical log-book was on 13 October 1994, 116 hours prior to the accident.
The aircraft and maintenance records were incomplete, and it was not possible to
determine if an unserviceability had been reported, rectified, or deferred, or to
determine who had performed the work and what parts may have been repaired or
changed. No documentation or worksheets were found for work completed or
components changed between inspections.
According to the aircraft journey log-book, a 100-hour inspection was completed
on C-GMOP on 07 November 1993 at 9,313.0 aircraft hours, and a 50-hour
inspection was completed on 02 December 1993 at 9,385.1 hours.
1.6.2 Weight and Balance Calculations
The aircraft weight at the time of the accident was calculated to be approximately
6,200 pounds, and the centre of gravity (C of G) was within the prescribed limits at
23.9 inches aft of datum. The C of G limits are 20.9 to 25.6 inches aft of datum.
1.6.3 Aircraft Performance
Pilatus Britten-Norman provided performance data based on a test flight and
calculations for a temperature of minus 19 degrees Celsius.
At a gross weight of 6,200 pounds, the expected stall speed and the minimum
single-engine control speed (VMCA) with the flaps in the take-off position would
be approximately the same. With the engines at idle rpm (no data available for
stall speeds with the engine operating at high power settings), the stall speed
would be 48 knots with the wings level, 50 knots in a 20-degree bank, and 57
knots in a 40-degree bank at a constant altitude.
At low gross weights, the aircraft will reach VMCA before the stall, and at high
aircraft weights, the stall will occur before reaching VMCA. The manufacturer's
report indicates that if the airspeed decays below the VMCA and the aircraft has
not stalled, the result will be the start of a slow turn; there will be no sudden
catastrophic event.
At 6,200 pounds, the estimated single-engine rate of climb would be
approximately 315 feet per minute (fpm) at 60 knots, and 360 fpm at 70 knots.
Information provided by the manufacturer indicates that an ice buildup of 1/16 to
1/8 inch would not adversely affect the flight characteristics of the aircraft under
normal flying operations.
1.6.4 Single Engine Procedures
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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The Britten-Norman Owner's Handbook, Section 4, Emergency Operating
Procedures, states that, in the event of an engine failure after take-off, the
recommended procedure is as follows:
Apply take-off power to both engines, mixture full rich on both engines, identify the
inoperative engine, select the mixture control lever to IDLE CUT-OFF, feather the
inoperative engine, ensure that the generator on the operating engine is ON, allow
the airspeed to build up to 65 knots IAS (best single-engine rate of climb), select
the flaps UP, and ADJUST the rudder trim as necessary for the climb.
1.7 Meteorological Information
1.7.1 Weather Synopsis
A weather analysis for the period covering the occurrence was provided by the
Atmospheric Environment Service, Arctic Weather Centre for the Inuvik and
Tuktoyaktuk regions. A weak surface trough of low pressure extended from north
of Barter Island, Alaska, southeast through Tuktoyaktuk to eastern Great Slave
Lake. The trough was moving northeast at about five knots and remained weak.
During the morning and early afternoon, scattered cloud was observed at
Tuktoyaktuk. At 1300 the cloud base was 700 feet, and at 1500 the base had
risen to 1,100 feet with tops at 1,800 feet. At the time of the crash, the conditions
remained the same, with light southwesterly surface winds.
1.7.2 Hourly Observations
The 1700 weather observation for Tuktoyaktuk was aircraft ceiling 1,100 feet
overcast, 15 miles visibility and light snow. The wind was from 200 degrees true at
eight knots. The temperature and dew point were minus 19 degrees and minus 21
degrees Celsius, respectively. The altimeter setting was 29.65 inches of mercury.
The 1700 weather observation for the Inuvik Airport (six miles southeast of the
townsite, at an elevation 210 feet higher) was balloon ceiling 500 feet overcast,
visibility six miles in ice fog; temperature and dew point, minus 23 degrees and
minus 27 degrees Celsius, respectively. The wind was calm. The pilot was
provided the Inuvik weather by the FSS specialist while taxiing for take-off.
Civil twilight (darkness) on 03 December 1993 occurred at 1623.
1.7.3 Pilot Reports
On landing at the Tuktoyaktuk Airport, the Islander pilot reported to the FSS that
the cloud base was about 1,100 feet above ground level (agl). Another pilot,
approximately one hour earlier, had reported the cloud base at 1,100 feet and the
tops of the cloud layer at 1,800 feet.
1.7.4 VFR Flight at Night
An overcast night without a visible horizon provides few, if any, visual cues to the
pilot, and is similar to instrument meteorological conditions (IMC), in that the
conditions require the pilot to make careful reference to the aircraft flight
instruments.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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A 1990 TSB report, VFR Flight into Adverse Weather, Section 2.1, VFR Weather
Minima, states that:
Canadian regulations are, in many ways, more stringent for commercial operations
than for private operations. However, the criteria for weather minima during day
VFR operations for commercially-operated aircraft are the same as those
governing VFR flight, placing a large number of fare-paying passengers at risk.
This comment applies to an even greater extent to night flight under VFR.
1.7.5 Night VFR in Commercial Operations
Pilots fly aircraft either by VFR or by instrument flight rules (IFR). Flight operations
in accordance with VFR at night are safe provided that visual reference and flight
visibility are adequate to manoeuvre the aircraft with reference to the horizon and
ground features. Sometimes cues necessary to fly an aircraft at night by outside
references are not available. Even in conditions of good night visibility, it can be
difficult to fly by visual reference over dark or sparsely lit terrain.
When pilots flying at night encounter conditions of poor visual cues, they must
possess the skill to fly by instruments, and must be adequately trained for
instrument flight. Transport Canada's Flight Training Manual (FTM), page 178,
indicates that flying by reference to the ground or water can be difficult at night:
Night flying does require that you readjust to a relatively different environment,
especially outside the cockpit. Reference points such as the horizon, topographical
features, and even the ground itself, all so vital in establishing aircraft attitude by
day, are indistinct, obscure, and sometimes invisible.
Commercial flights for aircraft of 12,500 pounds or less conducted under IFR are
required to meet the standards outlined in ANO VII, No. 3 (Standards and
Procedures for Air Carriers Using Small Aeroplanes in Air Transport Operations ),
Part IV, 39. (3), which requires two pilots, or, under Schedule C, 1(b)<4>
application, one pilot and a two-axis autopilot. For a night VFR flight, commercial
operators are not required to meet these standards; however, the pilot must have
an instrument rating, and the air carrier must fly along airways, air routes, or
company routes.
1.7.6 Training Environment vs. Operational Environment
Training for a pilot up to the level of small air carrier operations consists of practice
and simulating emergency procedures. During dual instruction or on a flight with a
training pilot, the pilot is generally prepared for abnormalities, and expects to have
to demonstrate his ability to deal with emergency exercises.
In contrast, emergency and abnormal situations in an operational environment are
authentic and usually unexpected by the pilot. The Islander emergency occurred at
night in marginal visual meteorological conditions (VMC), with few, if any, visual
references, likely with no horizon visible.
1.7.7 Training Requirements: ANO VII No. 3 vs. ANO VII No. 2

http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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Training requirements for air carriers operating under ANO VII, No. 3, differ from
the more comprehensive requirements for air carriers operating under ANO VII,
No. 2 (Standards and Procedures for Air Carriers Using Large Aeroplanes). Some
of the specific elements that are required under ANO VII No. 2 but not required
under ANO VII No. 3 are as follows: flight training on rejected landings from 50
feet with simulated IFR conditions from 100 feet; demonstrated knowledge of the
route being flown plus route checks and route currency; PPCs every six months
including certain assessments under IFR or simulated IFR conditions;
demonstrated pilot ability to fly circling approaches; demonstrated pilot ability to fly
missed approaches including a failure of a critical engine under simulated IFR or in
a simulator.
Pilots flying a twin-engine aircraft such as the BN2A, to which the requirements of
ANO VII No. 3 apply, are required to have 1.5 hours air time of flight training per
year on-type. Pilots who are not trained under the more comprehensive
requirements of ANO VII No. 2 are more likely to encounter circumstances on
operational flights that they have been unable to practice for in a realistic way.
Normally, a commercial pilot of small, multi-engined aircraft must demonstrate
competency on each aircraft type during an annual Transport Canada pilot
proficiency check (PPC); however, Transport Canada may grant a carrier an
aircraft PPC "grouping." Under the grouping system, a pilot who successfully
completes a PPC on one aircraft is endorsed on up to two other multi- engine
aircraft types. A different type of aeroplane flown by the pilot should be used each
successive year for the conduct of the PPC. A PPC grouping does not exempt the
operator from conducting ground and flight training on each type of aircraft.
Transport Canada policy letter no. 9 outlines the policy for the grouping of aircraft:
"... The grouping of aeroplane types and models (for PPC purposes) is based
upon those having sufficiently similar handling characteristics and performance."
Transport Canada's grouping policy does not require that factors such as aircraft
systems, limitations, cockpit layout, or control configuration be considered prior to
grouping.
There is an approved grouping list for aircraft having a Maximum Certified TakeOff Weight (MCTOW) of over 7,000 pounds; however, there is no similar grouping
list for aircraft below MCTOW 7,000 pounds, and only general guidance is
provided for the grouping of aircraft. Each regional director of Transport Canada
Air Carriers branch may determine aircraft groupings below 7,000 pounds
MCTOW.
In this accident, the operator had been granted a grouping for the BN-2 Islander
and the Navajo PA-31; therefore, the PPC flown by the pilot on the PA-31 the
week prior to the accident fulfilled his proficiency requirement for the Islander. The
BN-2 Islander and the Navajo PA-31 flying characteristics are quite different. The
PA-31 Navajo has low wings, retractable landing gear and has much higher climb
and cruise performance, and can be controlled down to 78 knots with one engine
operating (VMCA). In contrast, the Islander has high wings, fixed landing gear, and
the cruise speed and VMCA are about 30 knots slower than the Navajo's.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
A non-directional radio beacon (NDB) is located on the Tuktoyaktuk Airport, and
serves as an approach aid for runway 09, as published in the Canada Air Pilot.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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The aircraft was equipped with a Trimble Global Navigation System (GPS). The
aircraft was not equipped with an autopilot.
1.9 Communications
Communications between the pilot and the Tuktoyaktuk FSS were established and
satisfactory.
1.10 Aerodrome Information
The Tuktoyaktuk Airport is situated adjacent to the hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk. The
airport reference point elevation is 15 feet asl. The runway is oriented 088
degrees (09) and 268 degrees (27) magnetic, and is 5,000 feet long by 150 feet
wide, with a gravel surface. It is equipped with runway end identification lights (AS)
and medium intensity (ME) runway edge/end and threshold (TE) lights. A two-bar
visual approach slope indicator system (VASIS) is installed at both ends of the
runway. The lighting equipment was reported to be operating normally.
1.11 Flight Recorders
The aircraft was not equipped with a flight data recorder (FDR) or a cockpit voice
recorder (CVR), nor was either required under existing regulations.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
1.12.1 Aircraft Wreckage
The aircraft struck the ice at an impact angle of approximately 65 degrees nose
down while rotating in a clockwise direction. The forward section of the aircraft,
both engines, and the propellers broke through the ice and were submerged in
water. Both engines were torn from the mounts, and remained attached to the
wing by wires and engine control cables. The propellers remained attached to the
engines. The right propeller was found in the feathered position with slight damage
to the blades. The right throttle was at the idle position, and the right propeller
control lever was in the feathered position. The left propeller blade damage and
twist were consistent with considerable power being produced at impact. The left
throttle and propeller levers were found in the full throttle and high rpm positions,
respectively.
On impact, the right wing leading edge made an imprint in the snow, then rotated
rearward nine feet, as measured at the wing tip. The fuel cells in both wings
ruptured and fuel sprayed forward in front of the left wing and aft behind the right
wing, as evidenced by fuel stains in the snow. This indicates that the aircraft was
rotating in a clockwise direction on impact. The wings remained on the ice surface
on top of the partially submerged fuselage.
The empennage was intact, but impact forces had driven the horizontal stabilizer
forward a distance sufficient to fracture the rudder tab actuating rod that drives the
rudder trim mechanism. The trunnion nut on the rudder tab actuating rod was
found one turn from the upper limit of travel. The leading edge of the horizontal
stabilizer had accumulated 1/16 to 1/8 inch of rime ice. Because of the impact
damage to the wings, it could not be determined whether or not a similar amount
of ice had accumulated on the leading edge of the wing.
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1.12.2 Instrument Examination
The TSB Engineering Branch examined the airspeed indicator and the gyro
suction gauge to determine their indications at impact. The instrument face of the
airspeed indicator showed two impact marks, one in the range of 126 to 128 knots
and the other at approximately 119 knots.
On the gyro suction gauge, the left vacuum red inoperative button (left engine)
was captured behind the dial face in the retracted position. The right button (right
engine) was in the extended position. A minimum pressure of one inch of mercury
is required to retract the button to the retracted position.
1.12.3 Instrument Lights
The lighting on the right side of the instrument panel and on the overhead panel
was reportedly unserviceable, leaving only the left-side instrument panel lights. A
passenger on the inbound trip to Tuktoyaktuk, who was seated behind the right
front seat, reported that the pilot was using a flashlight to view the right side of the
instrument panel. Extensive damage to the electrical system precluded testing of
the lighting system. There was no record of the defect in the aircraft journey log or
maintenance records.
1.12.4 Stall Warning
The aircraft was equipped with a pre-stall warning system to provide both an aural
and visual signal at a speed between four and eight knots above the stall speed. It
was reported that the pre-stall warning device was unserviceable while airborne,
but worked on the ground when tested by maintenance personnel. There was no
record of the defect, or of corrective action taken, in the log-books or maintenance
records. After the accident, the device could not be tested due to the extensive
damage to the leading edge of the wing and the electrical system. The stall
warning was not audible on the FSS magnetic tape recording.
1.12.5 Engine and Propeller Examination
The TSB Engineering Branch analyzed the magnetic tape from the Tuktoyaktuk
FSS to determine propeller rpm during the flight. The spectral analysis indicated
that both engines were operating at a propeller speed of approximately 2,355 rpm
when the pilot reported airborne at 1706:34, and that one engine was operating at
2,640 rpm when the pilot reported he had an engine problem at 1710:40. During
the several transmissions made by the pilot between 1710:40 and 1713:03, the
propeller rpm ranged from 2,561 rpm to 2,642 rpm.
Both engines were dismantled and examined at the Regional wreckage
examination facility by TSB personnel, with an observer from Textron Lycoming in
attendance.
The left engine showed no evidence of pre-impact damage. No mechanical
defects were found that would have prevented the engine or accessories from
normal operation. Examination of the left propeller revealed that the blades were in
the low pitch (high rpm) position at impact.
Examination of the right engine accessory section found the main crankshaft
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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drive-gear bolt- threads stripped, and the alignment dowel pin sheared. The
crankshaft drive-gear drives all the engine accessories, including the two Bendix
magnetos, through idler gears and magneto drive gears. Gear teeth were missing
from the left idler gear and magneto drive gear. An impulse coupling flyweight,
mounted on the end of the left magneto, was found jammed against the stop pin
mounted on the magneto housing.
1.12.6 Engine Magneto
The right engine was fitted with two Bendix magnetos (S6LN-1227). The left
magneto had excessive wear between the flyweight and axle pin, which allowed
the flyweight to extend and jam against the case-mounted stop pin. The sudden
stoppage of the magneto overloaded the secondary gear train for the left magneto,
sheared the alignment dowel, and stripped the retaining bolt threads on the main
crankshaft drive gear. When the crankshaft drive gear stopped, all the accessories
stopped, including the right magneto.
The impulse coupling consists of two flyweights and spring assemblies which are
part of the magneto drive coupling (see Figure 1). During engine starts, the toe of
the flyweight contacts a stop pin on the magneto housing, preventing the magneto
from turning. As the engine turns, the magneto drive gear winds the spring until it
releases and rotates the magneto rapidly to send a very intense spark to the
sparkplug. As engine rpm increases, centrifugal force pulls the tail of the flyweight
outward, which rotates the toe inward, preventing the toe of the flyweight from
contacting the stop pin.
The flyweight pivots on an axle, which, if worn excessively, will permit the heel of
the flyweight to strike the stop pin and eventually jam. The clearance between the
flyweight and axle pin was found to be worn beyond the prescribed limits of .016
inches. The side-play between the axle pin and the flyweight that jammed was
found to be .046 inches, and between the opposite axle pin and the flyweight there
was .076 inches. The area between the heel and the toe of the flyweight exhibited
an indentation that corresponded with a groove worn in the stop pin.

Figure 1 - Impulse Coupling
1.12.7 Service Bulletins and Airworthiness Directives
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Bendix Service Bulletin (SB) 599B (which is applicable to this magneto), issued
July 1982, specified that the magneto inspection must occur after no more than
475 operating hours since new or overhaul, and at 500-hour intervals thereafter.
The SB provided detailed instructions on checking the clearance between each
impulse coupling flyweight and each stop pin to determine axle wear. The
minimum specified clearance between the axle and flyweight was .016 inches.
Teledyne Continental Ignition Systems SB 599D, issued January 1992, required
that the inspection interval be 100 hours. Textron Lycoming issued a mandatory
SB 425B, March 1992, that required compliance with Teledyne Continental SB
599D.
The SBs were mandated by Airworthiness Directive (AD) 78-09-07 R3, 17 January
1983, which required all S-1200 series magnetos incorporating impulse couplings
to be removed, inspected, and replaced if necessary, in accordance with Bendix
SB 599B or a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approved equivalent. The AD
required that the compliance time, magneto make, model, and serial number be
entered in the log-book after the work was accomplished.
No entries were found in the log-book of C-GMOP to indicate that AD 78-09-07
R3 or the SBs were complied with. A maintenance worksheet dated 10 July
1993contained an entry that Lycoming SB 425 was "done"; however, there was no
reference to the compliance time, magneto make, model, or serial number.
The history of the failed magneto could not be definitely determined since the
serial number on it (86510049) was not consistent with the serial number
(8651004) recorded on the engine overhaul sheets. On the manufacturer's metal
data tag, affixed to the magneto, the top portion of the last digit appeared to be a
"9", but was not clearly identifiable as a figure nine. The three other magneto serial
numbers were traceable back to the last overhaul. According to the engine times
since overhaul recorded in the log-books, the magneto had approximately 1,478
hours in service with no record of an inspection of the magneto impulse coupling.
Despite the ambiguity in the record keeping on the failed magneto, all evidence
points to its having been continuously installed on the engine since the overhaul
1,478 hours before.
1.12.8 Aircraft Controls Examination
The control surfaces were accounted for, and all damage was attributable to the
severe impact forces. Control cable continuity was checked to the extent possible,
and no abnormalities were found. The flaps were in the up position at impact.

Figure 2 - Rudder Trim System
The Islander rudder trim system is conventional, in that rotating the trim wheel
moves a rudder tab which displaces the rudder in the appropriate direction while in
flight (see Figure 2). The rudder trim system is operated by a trim wheel on the
cockpit ceiling. A pointer located forward of the trim wheel indicates the rudder trim
setting. The trim wheel is connected to the rudder tab actuating mechanism in the
tail of the aircraft by a chain and cable system. Turning the trim wheel counterclockwise (as viewed from the pilot seat) moves the trim tab left and rudder to the
right; opposite rotation moves the trim tab to the right and rudder left, in flight.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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The rudder trim tab is actuated by a tubular rod assembly. The lower end is
supported by a bearing housing mounted on the front of the horizontal stabilizer
spar, and an upper bracket mounted on the rudder spar. The top end of the rod is
threaded and rotates in a trunnion nut that moves up or down, depending on which
direction the trim wheel is rotated. The trunnion nut is linked to and actuates the
rudder tab by a lever and rod assembly. With the rudder tab in the neutral position,
the trunnion nut is positioned approximately midway on the threaded rod end. The
trunnion nut was found one turn from the upper limit of travel, positioning the
rudder tab to the left.
Examination of the actuating rod and associated linkages to the rudder tab
revealed that the lower end of the rod was bent forward and fractured at the base
of the rudder, above the lower bearing housing on the horizontal stabilizer. The
fracture surfaces on the ends of the rod indicate that the rod was bent forward
approximately 40 degrees before fracturing. The bending occurred as the
horizontal stabilizer was jammed forward during the impact sequence.
1.12.9 Rudder Trim Operation
Islander pilots interviewed after the accident related that they frequently rotated the
trim wheel the wrong direction, initially, when trimming for an engine shutdown
situation during practice sessions. However, the error was readily identified by
feedback through the rudder pedal onto the foot. Rudder pedal foot pressure
increases if the rudder trim wheel is rotated the wrong way and, conversely, foot
pressure decreases if the trim wheel is rotated correctly. They reported that the
aircraft required a 1/4 to 1/3 turn on the trim wheel to neutralize the rudder
pressure during simulated engine-failure training exercises.
Other types of aircraft fitted with rudder trim systems differ in where the trim wheel
is located. Aircraft that have the trim wheel located in front of the pilot require the
pilot to reach forward and rotate the trim the direction he wants the aircraft to go. If
the pilot wanted to turn the aircraft to the right, he would rotate the rudder trim
wheel clockwise (from above); if the pilot wanted the aircraft to turn to the left, he
would rotate the rudder trim wheel counter-clockwise (from above). Because the
occurrence aircraft had the rudder trim wheel located on the ceiling, above the
pilot's head, the wheel had to be gripped with the palm up; therefore, rotating the
trim wheel counter-clockwise (from below) turned the aircraft right and, conversely,
rotating the trim wheel clockwise (from below) turned the aircraft left.
1.13 Medical Information
Although medication inhalers for the treatment of asthma were found in the pilot's
pockets, there was no evidence that he was suffering from an asthma attack at the
time of the crash. There were no other natural disease processes identified that
would have caused or contributed to the accident. The toxicological tests for
ethanol and carboxyhemoglobin were entirely negative.
1.14 Fire
There was no evidence of fire either before or after the occurrence.
1.15 Survival Aspects
The pilot's seat was not equipped with a shoulder harness. The impact
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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deceleration forces were of a magnitude considered to be non-survivable.
Calculations of the deceleration load factors were in the range of 55 to 63 G's;
however, the peak load factors would have been higher.
The emergency locator transmitter (ELT) activated on impact, and facilitated
locating the wreckage.
1.16 Tests and Research
1.16.1 Britten-Norman Test Flight
A Britten-Norman test flight, on a similar Islander, determined that a foot-force of
approximately 250 pounds on the left rudder was required to maintain a heading at
an IAS of 65 to 75 knots with maximum throttle (2,700 rpm) on the left engine, the
right engine shut down, right propeller feathered, and full nose right rudder trim
applied.
1.17 Additional Information
1.17.1 Company Operations
Arctic Wings and Rotors commenced operations in 1991. The company received
its operating certificate for a Domestic Non-Scheduled and International and
Specialty Air Service with single and multi-engine aircraft on November 1993. The
approved points were Inuvik, Aklavik, and Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories. The
operating certificate authorized day VFR operations from the company's main
operational base at Inuvik Townsite, and IFR/night VFR from the Inuvik Airport.
At the time of the accident, the company operated a Cessna 185, a Cessna 207,
two Britten Norman Islanders, a Piper PA-31 Navajo, a Piper PA-32 Cherokee Six,
and a de Havilland DHC- 3 Single Otter.
The company was authorized by TC, as an Approved Maintenance Organization
(AMO), to perform maintenance, other than specialized work, on commercially
operated company aircraft, in accordance with the Airworthiness Manual Chapter
573. The Maintenance Control Manual (MCM) was approved by TC on 12 March
1991. At the time of the accident the company employed two licensed aircraft
maintenance engineers (AME).
1.17.2 Maintenance Management
A TC operational audit was completed on 26 November 1993. The last TC
maintenance audit before the occurrence was in November 1992. Several of the
maintenance audit findings related to non-conformance with the procedures
outlined in the MCM.
Some of the problems which had been highlighted by the audit findings were still
present during the occurrence investigation. Maintenance records were found to
be incomplete, and flight-crew-initiated aircraft defects were not being recorded in
the aircraft log-books. Recent examples of items reported as not working, or items
not being recorded in the aircraft log-book at some time prior to the accident flight,
are as follows: the stall warning was not functioning in the air; the right side
instrument panel and overhead lights were not functioning; and compliance with
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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the ADs and component SBs was not being entered in the aircraft log-books.
MCM Section 4.2 requires that the pilot-in-command enter into the aircraft journey
log any defect which develops so that maintenance personnel can rectify or defer
the defect, depending on whether the defect is an airworthiness or nonairworthiness item, before further flight.
Maintenance records of recurring defects between inspections and correction
action taken were not completed by maintenance personnel.
Periodic Britten-Norman SBs were recorded in C-GMOP's log-book; however,
applicable ADs and component SBs were not.
MCM Section 4.8 requires ADs and SBs to be complied with as directed by the
issuing authority, and entered in the appropriate log-books as prescribed by ANO
Series VII, No. 2 and No. 3, and the Airworthiness Manual, Chapter 575.
Airworthiness Manual AMA 593/1 para 3.2 states, "Failure to comply with an
airworthiness directive will cause the Certificate of Airworthiness to be out of force
and make it an offence to fly the aircraft."
Records of the TC audits were examined to determine why some audit findings
had not been corrected. It was noted that the operator had completed the
Corrective Action section of the Non-Conformance Finding Forms to indicate that
shortcomings had been corrected. At the time of the investigation, the corrective
action had not taken place.
TC has conducted an audit since the accident, in February 1994.
1.17.3 Pilot Duty Times
ANO VII, No. 3, 42.1 prescribes the maximum flight time, maximum flight duty
time, and minimum rest period for flight crew members as follows:
(4) The maximum flight times for a flight crew member are
(a) 120 hours of flight time in any period of 30 consecutive days;
(b) 300 hours of flight time in any period of 90 consecutive days;
(c) 1,200 hours of flight time in any calendar year.
(5) The maximum flight duty time for a flight crew member is 15 hours in any
period of 24 consecutive hours.
(9) ...a minimum rest period that allows flight crew to obtain
(a) adequate rest prior to flight duty time, calculated by taking into account the
number and type of flight crew duties that precede and follow the rest period; and
(b) at least one rest period of not less than 24 consecutive hours
(i) once each seven day period, or
(ii) 13 times within each calendar quarter.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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1.17.4 Pilot Fatigue
A 1986 report by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, (CASB) entitled FatigueRelated Accidents and Crew Flight Time and Duty Limitations, found that, of any
category of fixed-wing operations, commercial charter operators had the highest
average 90-day and 30-day flight times. The report identifies two forms of fatigue:
acute and chronic.
Acute fatigue results from intense flying activities over a relatively short period
which usually involves multiple tasks repeated regularly.
Chronic or long-term fatigue is defined as fatigue resulting from the accumulation
of long flight and duty times acquired over an extended period.
According to the CASB study, pilot fatigue can, after an emergency or abnormality
is detected, lead to errors in judgement.
1.17.5 Transfer Errors
A pilot who is current on different aircraft types could be prone to the
misapplication of procedures or habits from one type to the next, or the incorrect
operation of controls if the control operates differently; these errors are more
commonly known as "transfer" errors. Transfer errors are more likely when a
person is operating under stressors such as fatigue, or emergency situations.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The analysis will focus on maintenance management, the engine failure, the
aircraft altitude and position at the time of engine failure, the pilot's reactions,
fatigue, the aircraft rudder trim, the loss of control, and pilot training.
2.2 Maintenance Management
Some of the deficiencies identified during the 1992 TC audit were apparent during
the occurrence investigation. Aircraft defects were not being consistently recorded
in the aircraft log-books; nor were there records to show the status of recurring
defects between inspections. Compliance with ADs and component SBs was not
being entered in the aircraft log-books as required under ANO VII, No. 2 and No.
3, and the Airworthiness Manual, 575. Had the magneto impulse coupling
inspection been completed as required by AD 78-09-07 R3, the wear patterns
could have been detected and rectified before the magneto failed.
Although TC audits had identified such shortcomings and the company had
reported corrective action, many of the shortcomings were still present at the time
of the accident.
2.3 The Engine Failure
The magneto impulse coupling flyweights were worn beyond the prescribed limits.
When the flyweight jammed against the stop pin, the secondary gear train failed
and the engine stopped abruptly.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93w0204/a93w0204.asp
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2.4 Altitude and Position on Departure
The altitude and position of the aircraft when the pilot encountered the engine
problem could not be determined with certainty. The pilot did not report his altitude
during the transmissions with the FSS.
On the inbound trip from Inuvik, the pilot remained below the cloud base and, if he
followed his past flying habits, he likely would have remained below the 1,100-foot
cloud layer for the return trip.
The thin layer of rime ice on the tail of the aircraft could have accumulated either
inbound to Tuktoyaktuk, or on the departure. The possibility also exists that the
pilot could have inadvertently entered cloud while handling the emergency.
2.5 Pilot Reactions
Two scenarios were studied to help understand why the pilot was unsuccessful in
flying the aircraft back to the airport on one engine. There was no way to
determine which of the two scenarios is more likely; however, it is clear from the
evidence that the aircraft was not in controlled flight when it hit the ice.
The first scenario examines the possibility that the pilot climbed into or above the
cloud layer. If this were the case, the lower cloud bases at Inuvik would likely have
necessitated an IFR approach to the Inuvik Airport, after which the pilot could have
continued VFR to the townstrip. While the pilot held an IFR rating, the aircraft was
not equipped with an autopilot and, since there was only one pilot on board, IFR
would have contravened ANO VII, No. 3.
The second scenario examines the possibility that the pilot remained VFR below
the clouds. The lights from the Tuktoyaktuk Airport and hamlet would have been
behind him. In this case, he would have had few visual references and little or no
horizon to provide attitude reference. If he was successful in turning the aircraft
toward the airport, with the reported 15 miles visibility, the lights should have
become visible. If he turned the aircraft using the ground lights as a visual
reference, and if he was, at the same time, preoccupied with carrying out the
engine failure emergency procedures, he could have become disoriented and lost
control of the aircraft. However, it could not be determined how much of the turn
back to the airport was accomplished.
Given the existing conditions and the fact that the pilot was instrument rated, it is
concluded that he would have referred to the aircraft flight instruments while
handling the emergency, and probably the GPS and/or the Tuktoyaktuk NDB for
directional information.
2.5.1 Fatigue
The pilot reportedly had good sleep habits, and had adequate rest the previous
night. His duty day and flight times on the day of the accident were within
established limits. However, according to the aircraft log-books, his most recent
non-flying day was 11 November, 22 days prior to the accident. During the last
four-month period there were 13 days when he did not fly. ANO VII No. 3 specifies
one rest period of at least 24 hours in each seven-day period, or 13 times each
calendar quarter.
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Typically, small air carriers do not have a clearly delineated policy that
distinguishes between "rest days" and non-flying days. Frequently, pilots may not
be scheduled to fly on a certain day, but are available if needed for flying and/or
related duties.
It could not be determined if the pilot's work schedule during the last four months
led to some degree of fatigue which could have affected his judgement and
reactions to the emergency.
2.6 Aircraft
2.6.1 Stall Warning and Instrument Lighting
It could not be determined to what extent, if any, the apparent unserviceability of
the stall warning and the cockpit lighting affected the pilot's performance.
However, if he needed to refer to the rudder trim indicator on the overhead panel,
it would have been difficult to read the indication if he was not using his flashlight.
2.6.2 Single-Engine Procedures/Performance
The throttle and propeller controls were found in a position that would indicate that
the pilot properly identified the failed engine and followed the emergency engine
shutdown procedure.
According to the manufacturer's calculations, at a gross weight of approximately
6,200 pounds (400 pounds below the maximum gross weight), and a C of G of
approximately 23.9 inches aft of datum, the aircraft would have been capable of
returning to the airport on one engine.
Based upon information received from the manufacturer concerning aircraft
performance in icing conditions, it is concluded that 1/16 to 1/8 inch of ice on the
leading edge of the wings and the horizontal stabilizer would not have played a
significant role in the loss of control.
2.6.3 Rudder Trim
With the right engine inoperative and the left engine operating, the aircraft would
have a tendency to yaw and roll into a turn to the right. The pilot would have had
to apply constant foot pressure on the left rudder to stop or limit the yaw and roll.
To relieve the foot pressure on the rudder pedal, the pilot would normally rotate
the rudder trim wheel in the appropriate direction.
Normally pilots rely on feedback through the appropriate rudder pedal onto the foot
to confirm whether they are applying rudder trim in the appropriate direction. This
method of control feedback is reliable if the aircraft is in level flight, but can be
misleading if the aircraft is already in a turn when the trim selection is made. It is
not known why the pilot did not correctly interpret the rudder feedback; however,
the evidence suggests that he rotated the trim wheel in the direction that would
yaw and roll the aircraft to the right rather than left. With the trim wheel mounted
on the ceiling, above the pilot's head, it is more difficult to determine which way to
turn the trim wheel.
The investigation attempted to determine what effect, if any, being current on five
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aircraft types, one of which had a rudder trim which was mounted on the overhead
panel, might have had on any tendency to make an incorrect trim selection. While
no direct link could be established, intuitively one would expect that this situation
would increase the likelihood of making an incorrect trim selection on the BN2A,
especially when under the stress of responding to an engine failure. Since other
Islander pilots, interviewed after the accident, related that they frequently rotated
the trim wheel in the wrong direction initially while trimming for an engine
shutdown during practice sessions, the installation design itself is probably
creating some confusion.
Once the pilot made an incorrect trim input and did not recognize the error,
possibly because he may have been preoccupied with other tasks, he could have
attributed the aircraft's right turning/rolling movement to thrust created by the
operating left engine and an inoperative right engine. As the airspeed decreased,
the rudder would have become less effective and the turning tendency greater; if
subsequent trim applications continued in the wrong direction, eventually the
aircraft would have rolled to the right and/or stalled.
2.6.4 The Loss of Control
The Britten-Norman test flight report demonstrated that, to maintain heading,
approximately 250 pounds of foot/leg pressure was required on the left rudder
pedal to overcome the combined forces of a mistrimmed rudder and asymmetric
thrust created by the operating left engine and failed right engine. If the foot force
on the rudder was relaxed and ailerons were used to counter the right roll, there
would have been a large increase in drag, a decrease in airspeed and climb
capability, and a loss of control.
The wreckage impact marks indicated that the aircraft was rotating to the right on
impact with the snow-covered ice surface.
2.7 Pilot Training and Workload
The pilot had flying experience typical of pilots who fly for small commercial
operators. He had completed the normal periodic training and proficiency checks
required by his company; however, he did not receive on-type night training as
required by TC. Considering the workload demands by this type of emergency on
a pilot flying alone, it is questionable whether the 1.5 hours per year of training
required by TC's ANO VII, No. 3 would have adequately prepared the pilot for the
situation.
Transport Canada's policy allows the grouping of aeroplanes which have
similarities in handling and performance. However, the BN-2 Islander and the PA31, which were so grouped, have substantially different handling and performance
characteristics. There are fundamental differences in cockpit layout and its
systems. Therefore, it is unlikely that a demonstrated proficiency on one of these
aircraft types would ensure proficiency on the other.
The recent preparation for and completion of the PPC on the Navajo may have
contributed to a "transfer error" by reinforcing a rudder trimming action
inappropriate to an engine failure in an Islander.
For commercial multi-engine IFR operations, ANO VII, No. 3, requires two pilots,
or one pilot and a two-axis autopilot. These requirements recognize the more
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demanding nature of aircraft control by reference to instruments during periods of
peak workload. Night VFR flight over featureless terrain and without a visible
horizon--the environment for the accident flight--is at least as demanding of
instrument flying skills.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The pilot was licensed in accordance with existing regulations.
The right engine lost all power within four minutes after the aircraft took off,
when the left magneto impulse coupling jammed.
The magneto impulse coupling flyweight-to-axle clearance was found to be
worn beyond the manufacturer's prescribed limits.
There was no evidence found that Bendix SB 599B or AD 78-09-07 R3,
requiring magneto inspection at 500-hour intervals, had been complied with.
Periodic Britten-Norman SBs were recorded in C-GMOP's log-book;
however, applicable ADs and component SBs were not. Airworthiness
Manual AMA 593/1 states that when an AD is not complied with, the
Certificate of Airworthiness is not in force.
Shortcomings identified by a 1992 TC maintenance audit were still present
at the time of the accident.
The rudder trim mechanism was found in the nearly full-right rudder
position, opposite to the direction required for a right engine failure.
The foot force required on the left rudder pedal to overcome the combined
forces of the rudder trimmed to the right and right engine drag was
demonstrated to be approximately 250 pounds.
The ice accumulation on the aircraft would not have played a significant role
in the loss of control.
The pilot had not received the on-type night flying training required by ANO
VII, No. 3.
Because of the absence of visual cues at the time of the engine failure, it is
likely that the pilot had to fly the aircraft by reference to flight instruments.
Considering the workload demand on a single pilot when dealing with this
type of emergency at night, the 1.5 hours per year of training required by
Transport Canada is considered inadequate.
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While it cannot be determined that fatigue contributed to this accident, the
pilot's recent work schedule was conducive to fatigue.
The crash impact forces were not survivable.
The ELT functioned and facilitated in locating the aircraft.

3.2 Causes
A magneto impulse coupling, worn beyond the prescribed limits, resulted in the
failure of the right engine. Following the engine failure, the pilot mistrimmed the
rudder and was unable to maintain control of the aircraft.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
4.1.1 Magneto Inspection
In March 1994, the TSB forwarded an Aviation Safety Advisory to TC regarding
magneto inspection and maintenance requirements. In response, TC sent a letter
to the FAA querying whether AD 78-09-07 R3 would be amended to include the
more stringent periodic inspection requirement of SB 599D. There has been no
reply to date. This matter was also featured in TC's Aviation Safety Maintainer
newsletter, issues 3/94 and 1/95.
4.1.2 Mandatory Service Bulletin MS645
On 04 April 1994, Teledyne Continental issued Mandatory Service Bulletin MSB
645, which superseded SB599D. The reason for the bulletin was to decrease
operational wear rates on impulse couplings and to prevent engine stoppage. The
bulletin requires 100-hour inspections of riveted impulse couplings. Couplings
which do not meet the detailed coupling inspection criteria are to be replaced with
new snap ring assemblies.
4.1.3 Regulatory Audits and Surveillance
Analysis and information from this and 18 other accidents led to the identification
of shortcomings in the regulatory overview process of air carriers. In particular, it
was found that TC's audits sometimes lacked depth, and that the verification of
corrective action following the audits was sometimes inadequate. Therefore, the
Board recommended that:
The Department of Transport amend the Manual of Regulatory Audits (MRA) to
provide for more in-depth audits of those air carriers demonstrating an adverse
trend in its risk management indicators;
(A94-23, issued December 1994)
The Department of Transport ensure that its inspectors involved in the audit
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process are able to apply risk management methods in identifying carriers
warranting increased audit attention;
(A94-24, issued December 1994)
The Department of Transport develop, as a priority, a system to track audit followup actions; and
(A94-25, issued December 1994)
The Department of Transport implement both short and long term actions to place
greater emphasis on verification of required audit follow-up action and on
enforcement action in cases of non-compliance.
(A94-26, issued December 1994)
In response to these recommendations, TC has indicated that both
recommendations A94-23 and A94-24 will be taken into consideration during
amendments to the MRA. Also, TC will ensure that the Audit Procedures training
program for inspectors takes into account recommendation A94-24 so that risk
management methods are clearly understood and applied.
TC's reply to recommendations A94-25 and A94-26 indicates that the MRA will be
reviewed to ensure that clear policy direction is given to ensure that effective audit
follow-up systems are in place. Furthermore, TC intends to have an enhanced
National Aviation Company Information System (NACIS) operational soon to track
audit follow-up on a national basis. In the interim, a policy directive will be issued
to regions to require a review of respective regional follow-up systems.
4.2 Action Required
4.2.1 Night VFR Commercial Operations
Commercial flights for aircraft of 12,500 pounds or less conducted under IFR are
required to have either a crew of two pilots, or one pilot and a two-axis autopilot.
These requirements recognize the demanding nature of maintaining aircraft control
and situational awareness with reference to instruments only.
Night VFR flights over featureless terrain and without a visible horizon also
demand instrument flying skills. As such, the regulatory requirements for
commercial night VFR operations contain some safeguards; e.g., in consideration
that the flight may temporarily encounter instrument meteorological conditions or
poor ambient lighting, the pilot must be instrument rated; and to minimize the risk
of collisions with terrain or obstacles, the flights must be conducted along airways,
air routes, or approved company routes. However, these requirements do not
address the added pressures placed on aircrew in severely deteriorated flight
conditions or emergency situations.
Legally, night VFR commercial flights may be conducted with only one pilot and
with no autopilot. The aircraft in this occurrence was certified for single pilot use in
VFR operations, day or night; yet, this same aircraft used for commercial flight
operations under IFR would have required two pilots. In the Board's view, coping
single-handedly with weather diversions or an emergency during a dark night VFR
flight would be very demanding, comparable to trying to handle these situations
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single-handedly on an IFR flight. However, on an IFR flight, another pilot would
provide an added safety factor.
The differences in dispatching requirements for crew and in equipment
requirements between commercial VFR and IFR flights are an economic
consideration for operators. With VFR single- pilot crewing, manpower costs are
lower; and the "nil" requirement for an autopilot reduces equipment and servicing
expenses. Also, with VFR flight planning requirements for alternate airports and
fuel reserves being less restrictive than the IFR requirements, the operator could
have greater flexibility in meeting the routing and scheduling demands of his
customers.
Although economic pressures are a factor to be considered by operators in the
passenger- carrying business, from the fare-paying public's point of view, the level
of safety should not be a function of the type of operation (i.e., VFR or IFR) or the
time of day.
Aircrew in single-pilot commercial night VFR operations do not have the same
level of safety back-up as their IFR counterparts in terms of equipment and crew
requirements to safely cope with unforeseen situations. The Board is concerned
that such night VFR flights do not afford the fare-paying public a level of safety
equivalent to that on similar flights under IFR. Therefore, the Board recommends
that:
The Department of Transport raise the regulatory requirements for the conduct of
commercial passenger-carrying night VFR flights to provide a level of safety
comparable to that provided on IFR flights with similar aircraft.
A95-16
4.2.2 Training
4.2.2.1 Night Training
In order to carry passengers at night on multi-engine aircraft, an operator is
required to provide specific on-type night training for company pilots. The pilot in
this occurrence had not received this training; nor had this shortcoming been
detected by Transport Canada inspectors during the audit of the company's
operation one month prior to the accident.
In January 1993, following the investigation of a twin-engine turbo-prop aircraft
accident at Moosonee (TSB report A90H0002) in which neither of the pilots
involved had received the required night training and the regional Transport
Canada inspectors had not observed that the training had not been conducted, the
Board recommended that:
The Department of Transport validate its current procedures for checking that air
carriers provide the required multi-engine night training.
(A93-05, issued January 1993)
TC responded in August 1993 that the Manual of Regulatory Audits (MRA)
(published since occurrence A90H0002) directed the audit staff to check the
companies' flight training programmes. In addition, TC notified the regional Air
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Carrier staff of this matter and instructed its Quality Assurance Review team to
ensure that the verification of night training did occur.
This occurrence is another example of a night accident in which the pilot had not
received the required night training. Notwithstanding Transport Canada's
continuing efforts to strengthen its processes for regulatory audit and surveillance,
some commercial pilots are still not receiving the required night training. Since the
skills required for safe night operations require reinforcement through periodic
night training, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport conduct a special one-time audit to confirm that
commercial pilots involved in night multi-engine operations are receiving the
required night training.
A95-17
While TC audit procedures continue to miss inadequacies in the night training of
commercial pilots, it is recognized that TC inspectors cannot be continuously on
site to ensure that operators are providing this training. Individual operators must
be held accountable for any failure to provide mandatory training. Therefore, the
Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport evaluate the effectiveness of its current practices for
dealing with those operators who are not providing mandatory training for pilots.
A95-18
4.2.3 Aircraft Grouping for Pilot Proficiency Checks (PPC)
TC had authorized the grouping of the Islander and the Navajo aircraft for PPCs
for this operator. (The grouping of these two aircraft has reportedly been
authorized at other carriers as well.) The policy regarding the grouping of aircraft
for PPCs requires only that the aircraft be grouped according to performance and
handling characteristics. However, significant differences apparently exist in both
the handling characteristics and performance of the Navajo and Islander aircraft.
Differences in the direction of application of the rudder trim between the two
aircraft may have been critical in this accident.
The Board understands the desirability for operators to group aircraft for the
conduct of PPCs. However, the Board believes that guidelines for the grouping of
aircraft must ensure that a proficiency check on one aircraft of a group will
consistently be an accurate indicator of pilot proficiency on other aircraft in the
same group. Inappropriate groupings may lead the pilot, operator, and flight
examiner to believe that the pilot's ability to handle all aircraft in the group is better
than it actually is; such pilots will be vulnerable to encountering situations beyond
their demonstrated capabilities. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport confirm the suitability of all existing PPC aircraft
groupings such that proficiency on one type is truly representative of all aircraft in
the grouping.
A95-19
A pilot who is current on several aircraft types is prone to applying the specific
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procedures or practices for one type to another; this includes the possible
incorrect operation of controls if the control functions are significantly different from
one aircraft to another. Such errors in the performance of an operation or
procedure are known as "transfer errors." Individuals are more susceptible to
transfer errors during periods of stress caused by high workloads. The incorrect
application of rudder trim during an engine failure in a multi-engine aircraft would
be a typical transfer error if the procedure to apply the trim varied significantly
between different aircraft on which the pilot was current. Differences in cockpit
layout, in the operation of flight and engine controls, in the major aircraft systems,
and in the critical emergency procedures could promote transfer errors. To
minimize aircrew susceptibility to making transfer errors, aircraft groupings should
be based on more than general similarities in aircraft handling and performance.
Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport revise the guidelines for grouping aircraft for PPCs
to take into account the susceptibility to transfer errors by aircrew.
A95-20
Transport Canada has established an approved list of groups of aircraft for aircraft
above 7,000 pounds Maximum Certified Take-Off Weight (MCTOW). It is
understood that a comprehensive analysis of the differences and similarities
between the aircraft in each group was conducted to ensure the compatibility of
aircraft. Such an approved list is not available for commercial aircraft below 7,000
pounds MCTOW. Ad hoc groupings of aircraft based on superficial similarities
between aircraft can lead to fundamentally dissimilar aircraft being grouped
together (e.g., Navajo and Islander), creating conditions conducive to transfer
errors under high cockpit stress. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport, where practicable, establish an approved list of
aircraft groupings for PPCs of aircraft having a Maximum Certified Take-Off
Weight (MCTOW) of under 7,000 pounds.
A95-21
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this
occurrence. Consequently, Chairperson John W. Stants and member Zita Brunet
authorized the release of this report on 18 October 1995, pending ratification by
the full Board.
Appendix A - Flight Locale - C-GMOP
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Appendix B - Map of Flight Path - C-GMOP

Appendix C - List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Branch reports were completed:
LP 173/93 - FSS Recording Analysis;
LP 16/94 - Instruments Examination;
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LP 6/94 - Crankshaft Bolt; and
LP 63/94 - Impact Loads.
These reports are available upon request from the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada.
Appendix D - Glossary
AD -Airworthiness Directive
agl - above ground level
AME - aircraft maintenance engineer
AMO - approved maintenance organization
ANO - Air Navigation Order
AS - runway end identification lights
asl - above sea level
ATPL - Airline Transport Pilot Licence
C of G - centre of gravity
CASB - Canadian Aviation Safety Board
CVR - cockpit voice recorder
ELT - emergency locator transmitter
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
FDR - flight data recorder
fpm - feet per minute
FSS - Flight Service Station
FTM - Flight Training Manual
G G - load factor
GPS - global positioning system
hr - hour(s)
IAS - indicated airspeed
IFR - instrument flight rules
IMC - instrument meteorological conditions
lb - pound(s)
LL - low lead
MCM - Maintenance Control Manual
MCTOW - maximum certified take-off weight
ME - medium intensity runway lighting
mi - mile(s)
MRA - Manual of Regulatory Audits
MST - mountain standard time
N - north
NACIS - National Aviation Company Information System
NDB - non-directional beacon
PPC - pilot proficiency check
rpm - revolutions per minute
SB - service bulletin
SE - southeast
TC - Transport Canada
TE - threshold lights
TSB - Transportation Safety Board of Canada
UTC - Coordinated Universal Time
VASIS - visual approach slope indicator system
VFR - visual flight rules
VMC - visual meteorological conditions
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VMCA - minimum single-engine control speed
W - west ' minute(s) '' second(s)
· degree(s)
<1> See Glossary (Appendix D) for all abbreviations and acronyms.
<2> All times are MST (Coordinated Universal Time [UTC] minus seven hours)
unless otherwise stated.
<3> Units are consistent with official manuals, documents, reports, and instructions
used by or issued to the crew.
<4> Schedule C - Terms, Conditions and Limitations Applicable to Authorizations
Granted Pursuant to Part IV, Subsection 39(3). Schedule C is used where an air
carrier is authorized to operate a multi- engine aeroplane without a second-incommand on IFR air transport operations.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Control - Stall
Piper PA-23-250 N456MR
St. John's, Newfoundland
20 March 1998

Print View

Report Number A98A0038
Summary
The aircraft, with a pilot and one passenger onboard, departed Bangor,
Maine, at 1905 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) (1) en route to St.
John's, Newfoundland. Approaching
St. John's, the pilot requested an ILS (instrument landing system)
approach to runway 16 with a continuous descent to minimize the time
spent in the icing conditions in cloud. The Gander Area Control Centre
(ACC) cleared the aircraft to descend to 2 100 feet above sea level
(asl) and vectored the aircraft to the localizer. During the descent,
moderate turbulence was encountered and some clear icing developed
on the windscreen, but no ice was observed on the wings, which were
painted white. When the pilot attempted to level off at 2 100 feet asl,
the aircraft continued descending to 1 900 feet asl and, despite full
application of power, the aircraft took a long time to climb back to 2 100
feet asl. Once established on the ILS approach, the pilot was able to
maintain a 90-knot approach speed and remain on the glide slope until
approximately 100 feet above the decision height. At this point the
aircraft suddenly rolled left 30 to 45 degrees. The pilot managed to reestablish a wings-level attitude by using aileron and rudder. This was
immediately followed by a similar roll to the right, recovery to wings
level, then the nose dropped, and the aircraft descended into some
trees. The fuselage came to rest in a level attitude approximately 4 100
feet short of the threshold of runway 16. The passenger suffered a
serious leg injury and the pilot escaped with minor injuries. The
accident happened at 2258 during the hours of darkness.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0038/a98a0038.asp
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The pilot held an Israeli commercial pilot licence with an endorsement
for flight under instrument flight rules (IFR) and had 5 000 flight hours.
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) 61.3 requires that a pilot of a civil
U.S. registered aircraft possess a valid U.S. pilot certificate when
operating the aircraft within a foreign country. The pilot held a U.S.
commercial pilot licence valid for multi-engined aircraft; however, the
licence was restricted to flight under visual flight rules (VFR) only.
The pilot's flying experience was primarily accumulated in Israel, where,
he stated, icing was seldom a concern. He had flown in icing conditions
on only about three occasions, encountering light icing in cloud. The
pilot indicated that he did not feel he was under any particular pressure
to undertake the flight. He indicated that he anticipated encountering
some light icing during his descent into St. John's but that, if his time in
cloud was kept to a minimum, the icing should not present any
significant difficulties. He was surprised at the amount and the effect of
the icing.
This was the pilot's first flight into St. John's, Newfoundland. The airport
of St. John's is known in the Canadian aviation community to be
affected by very demanding aviation weather phenomena. Because of
its geographical location, the winds affecting the airfield are particularly
troublesome and a cautionary note appears in all approach plates
cautioning pilots to anticipate moderate to severe turbulence on the
approach.
Records indicate that the aircraft was certified and maintained in
accordance with existing regulations. The pilot indicated that the aircraft
was functioning properly in all respects prior to the accident.
Examination of the aircraft revealed no indication of any pre-impact
flight control failure. Inspection of the blades of the propellers revealed
that they were bent and twisted in a manner consistent with power
being delivered to both propellers at the time of impact. Immediately
after the occurrence, a thin layer of transparent, milky-white ice was
noted by rescue personnel on the lower third portion of the windscreen
and on the leading edge of the horizontal stabilator. The ice was
approximately ! inch thick and extended back 3 to 4 inches from the
leading edges on the upper and lower surfaces of the stabilator. The
ice was difficult to discern against the white-coloured background of the
stabilator. The leading edge of both wings had been severely deformed
as a result of their impact with the trees and no ice accumulation was
noted on either wing. The aircraft was not equipped with windshield,
propeller, or wing deicing equipment, and the aircraft was not
certificated for flight in icing conditions.
Safe, efficient flight is dependent on a smooth uninterrupted flow of air
over wings and control surfaces. When this flow of air is disturbed by
ice accumulating on the lifting surfaces, the adverse effects on aircraft
performance and flight characteristics are generally reflected in the form
of decreased lift, increased drag, increased stall speed, and altered stall
characteristics and handling qualities. Ice accumulation on propellers
would decrease the available thrust. Flight operations in gusty winds
and turbulent conditions with ice contaminated lifting surfaces further
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0038/a98a0038.asp
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exacerbates controllability of the aircraft near the stall or the ability to
regain control once in the stall. The stall speed is also affected by the
weight of an aircraft; the higher the weight, the higher the stall speed.
At the time of the occurrence, the eastern provinces of Canada were
under the influence of an extensive weather system with wide ranging
areas of low ceilings, reduced visibilities, and freezing precipitation. In
the St. John's area, the area forecast (FA) issued at 1130 reported a
warm front running east/west approaching from the south, forecast to
be within 60 nautical miles (nm) of St. John's by the aircraft's time of
arrival. The clouds and weather forecast within 60 nm of the warm front
included altocumulus clouds as well as mixed conditions of visibilities
as low as " mile in light snow, light ice pellets and light freezing rain.
Moreover, the FA forecast moderate to severe clear icing below 2 500
feet asl in the freezing rain, moderate mixed icing in the altocumulus
cloud, and otherwise light to moderate rime icing in cloud above the
freezing level. Moderate mechanical turbulence was also forecast due
to strong gusty surface winds.
The aerodrome forecast (TAF) issued at 1105 for St. John's, covering
the aircraft's expected arrival time (2300) included forecast visibilities of
1" statute miles (sm) in light snow and surface winds from the east at
15 knots gusting to 25. According to the TAF, the freezing precipitation
was not forecast into St. John's until 0300 at which time the visibility
was expected to be 2 sm in light ice pellets and light freezing rain. The
regular weather observations taken at St. John's show visibilities of 2
sm or less commencing at 1500 with persistent freezing fog and
easterly winds of 15 to 25 knots until 2153. At that time, the aviation
weather report (METAR) shows the existence of light ice pellets. This
was followed by a METAR at 2300 which reported visibilities of 1 sm in
light ice pellets and light freezing rain.
Prior to departure from Bangor, the pilot had visited the Bangor Flight
Service Station where he received two detailed weather briefings (at
1307 and 1501 ) and an abbreviated briefing at 1630. The detailed
weather briefings included a review of the above mentioned FA as well
as the TAF issued at 1105 and most recent METARs for St. John's with
an emphasis placed by the weather briefer on the probability of
encountering inflight airframe icing in cloud and in the freezing
precipitation. The final briefing at 1630 contained only the current and
forecast weather for St. John's.
The pilot departed Bangor in visual flight, and he did not file a flight
plan as required by FAR 91.707 - Flights between Mexico or Canada
and the United States. This regulation states that, unless otherwise
authorized by ATC (air traffic control), no person may operate a civil
aircraft between Mexico or Canada and the United States without filing
an IFR or VFR flight plan, as appropriate. Once in Canadian airspace,
the pilot contacted the Moncton Area Control Centre and indicated his
intent of continuing to St. John's VFR while remaining on top of clouds.
In light of the IFR weather conditions prevailing at St. John's, the pilot
was informed that VFR over the top could not be approved and he was
issued an IFR clearance.
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During the approximately four-hour flight, the pilot requested and
received actual and forecast weather information from air traffic
controllers in the Moncton and then the Gander Area Control Centres.
For example, a Moncton ACC controller informed the pilot that the
forecast for St. John's issued at 1700 included visibilities of ! sm in
snow and blowing snow between 1700 to 2300 and between 2300 and
0300, the visibility was forecast to improve temporarily to 3 sm. At
2148, the Gander ACC informed the pilot that the 2100 actual weather
at St. John's included visibilities of " sm in light snow and freezing fog.
At 2206, the Gander controller transmitted the 2200 St. John's weather
which included " sm in light snow pellets and freezing fog. At 2248,
while the aircraft was on approach and intercepting the localizer, the
controller informed the pilot that the weather remained unchanged.
The St. John's airport is equipped with an automatic terminal
information service (ATIS). The ATIS message which was broadcast
throughout the time of N456MR's descent and approach to the St.
John's airport, "information Quebec" included the 2200 weather
observation - visibility " sm in light snow, ice pellets, freezing fog, with
the visibilities varying from ! sm to # sm. In addition, it included the
remarks that a Beech 200 had landed on runway 16 at 2200 and the
pilot reported that from 5 000 to 2 500 feet asl in the descent he
encountered continuous light to moderate chop (turbulence) with
airspeed fluctuations of 10 to 15 knots, and from 2 500 feet on down,
he encountered a 60-knot headwind. The Aeronautical Information
Publication (A.I.P.) urges pilots to obtain arrival/departure and
aerodrome ATIS information as soon as it is practicable. In this
instance, the St. John's tower controller informed the pilot that
"information Quebec" was on the ATIS; however, the pilot relied on the
information previously provided to him by ATC controllers and did not
listen to the ATIS information.
Flight crews of three commercial aircraft arriving or departing St. John's
within one hour of the accident reported encountering light to moderate
mixed icing in cloud below 4 000 feet.
At 2016, the Regional Forecast Center in Gander, Newfoundland,
issued a warning of potentially hazardous icing conditions in the vicinity
of the French island of St. Pierre moving towards St. John's. These
warnings, termed SIGMET (significant meteorological report), are
commonly coded with a letter and number unique to the SIGMET.
Successively higher numbers supersede SIGMETs previously issued by
that weather forecast center. In this instance, SIGMET C2 was valid
from 2015 to 0015 and warned of moderate to severe clear icing
forecast below 2 500 feet asl due to freezing rain and ice pellets. The
area of icing extended 90 nautical miles south from a line commencing
30 nautical miles northeast of St. Pierre and running eastwards. The
line was moving northeastwards at 10 knots. This SIGMET superseded
SIGMET C1 which had been issued at 1718 and was valid from 1715
to 2115. SIGMET C1 warned of the line of freezing precipitation being
at St. Pierre running eastwards and moving northeastwards at 20
knots. Neither SIGMET C1 nor C2 was mentioned in the "Quebec"
ATIS broadcast.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0038/a98a0038.asp
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Air traffic control is responsible for transmitting the SIGMET information
to the aircraft in flight. The SIGMET data is placed on a weather circuit
by the Weather Centre, and automatically picked up by the area control
centre's Operational Display System (OIDS). The OIDS display in front
of the controllers's position is an electronic display with a number of
display pages available for viewing, some of which are reserved for
SIGMETs. On the controller's primary page, one of the information lines
is marked SIGMET (in capital letters). When a SIGMET is received by
OIDS, the letters WS followed by the page number where the
information can be viewed is displayed opposite the line marked
SIGMET on the controller's primary screen. The controller must then
select the appropriate page number in order to view the SIGMET
information. There are no audible or visual alarms to draw the
controller's attention to the fact that new SIGMET information has been
received by OIDS.
The Gander International Flight Service Station (IFSS), located in the
same building as the Gander ACC, has a multi-purpose information
display system (MIDS) that automatically receives weather information
from the weather circuits. If a new SIGMET is detected by the MIDS, it
provides an audible and visual alarm to the operator. This system is
not available to controllers in Gander ACC.
Section 162.1 of the Air Traffic Control Manual of Operations
(MANOPS) specifies how the controller is expected to disseminate the
severe weather information. There was no evidence found that this
SIGMET information (either SIGMET C1 or C2) had been passed to the
pilot of the occurrence aircraft.
The aircraft had recently been purchased by four Israeli citizens and
was being ferried to Israel under its American registry. The aircraft
registry was to be changed to the Israeli registry after its arrival in
Israel. The aircraft had been fitted with a long-range fuel tank system
prior to its departure from Bangor. The normal maximum weight of the
aircraft is 5 200 pounds. A Special Flight Permit had been issued by
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) allowing flight 25% in excess
of the normal maximum gross weight of the aircraft, giving a maximum
weight in accordance with the permit of 6 500 pounds. The aircraft had
departed Bangor with a full fuel load with the planned refuelling stop at
St. John's. The weight of the aircraft on departure from Bangor was
calculated to be 5 938 pounds. The weight of the aircraft at the time of
the occurrence, given the normal fuel consumption rate of 180 pounds
per hour, was calculated to be approximately 5 218 pounds.
The conduct of transoceanic flights in general aviation aircraft is
subject, in part, to ICAO, Annex 2 - Rules of the Air and to the North
Atlantic International General Aviation Operations Manual. The latter
outlines the equipment requirement for general aviation aircraft
commencing a transoceanic flight from Canadian domestic airspace.
Included in these aircraft requirements is the mandatory fitment of a
High Frequency (HF) radio capable of transmitting and receiving on a
minimum of two appropriate international air-ground general purpose
frequencies. The aircraft was not equipped with an HF radio as
required by regulations. Moreover, the North Atlantic International
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0038/a98a0038.asp
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General Aviation Operations Manual requires that the aircraft carry
current aeronautical maps, charts, and approach plates covering the
area in which the aircraft might be flown. In this case, two of the three
Canadian Low En route Altitude Charts (GPH 206) found in the aircraft
had an effective date of 14 November 1991 and the third had an
effective date of 4 January 1996. These en route charts are revised
every 56 days on dates consistent with the ICAO Air Information
Regulation and Control (AIRAC) cycle. Evidently, the charts carried
onboard the aircraft and used by the pilot for flight planning and inflight
navigation were grossly out of date. These were the only Canadian En
route Charts found in the aircraft. There was no copy of the Canada
Flight Supplement (CFS) on board. The CFS is intended, in part, to
supplement the En route Charts.
The approach charts found in the aircraft were similarly out of date. For
example, the chart used to conduct the ILS 16 approach at St. John's
had an effective date of 2 February 1995 while the most current chart
which should have been used had an effective date of 26 February
1998; the use of outdated IFR charts and/or publications is an
extremely dangerous practice.
There are no requirements for operators of light general aviation aircraft
departing a Canadian airport to undergo any inspections by Canadian
regulatory authorities before attempting an ocean crossing. Such an
inspection and authorization procedure had been in effect until 10
October 1996 when it was eliminated as a cost-saving measure.
Analysis
The evidence clearly indicates the aircraft accumulated airframe icing
during its descent and ILS approach into St. John's. This is supported,
in part, by the pilot's observation of ice on the lower portion of the
windscreen during the approach and by the discovery of ice on the
horizontal stabilator by rescue personnel immediately following the
accident. Although the pilot did not observe any ice on the wings during
the descent, it is likely that ice adhering to the wings would not have
been discerned by flashlight on the wing's white background. The
adverse effect this ice would have had on the aircraft's performance
could not be quantified; however, when attempting to level-off at 2 100
feet asl during the descent, the aircraft continued to descend and the 2
100 feet asl assigned altitude was regained slowly despite full
application of power. The surface weather observation taken at the time
of the accident indicates the initial appearance of freezing precipitation
in the form of ice pellets and light freezing rain. Given this information, it
is reasonable to conclude that airframe icing would have been more
severe as the aircraft continued its descent through this freezing
precipitation.
As indicated on the ATIS information, the winds on the approach had
been reported as high as 60 knots prior to the accident and were
conducive to the moderate and severe turbulence as cautioned in the
top left hand of the approach chart. These winds would have resulted in
significant airspeed fluctuations for the accident aircraft and would have
exacerbated the controllability of the aircraft.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0038/a98a0038.asp
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The aircraft control problems immediately prior to the aircraft's descent
into the trees are consistent with an aircraft approaching a stall or in a
stalled condition. While this could be wholly attributable to airframe
icing, it would be more reasonable to conclude that the aircraft stalled
because of a combination of the build-up of ice on the lifting surfaces,
the moderate turbulence on the approach, and the higher than normal
aircraft weight plus the weight of the accumulate ice.
The area forecast for the aircraft's expected time of arrival at St. John's
included the possibility of moderate mixed icing in cloud and moderate
to severe clear icing in freezing precipitation below 2 500 feet asl. The
pilot had received two extensive weather briefings prior to his departure
which included the above mentioned area forecast; which highlighted
the probability of encountering icing in cloud. Morever, he was aware
that his aircraft was not equipped for flight in icing conditions. His
decision to undertake the flight and accept the risks posed by a
descent through known icing in clouds may have been influenced by
his previous successful experience flying in light icing conditions.
It could not be determined why the pilot was not made aware of the
SIGMET information which warned of the hazardous icing conditions
expected to be in the vicinity of St. John's at the aircraft's expected
time of arrival. The display of SIGMET information for Gander ACC
controllers is not compelling. Unless they are advised by someone, or
happen to be looking at the display, a SIGMET affecting their area of
control could be missed. Similarly, it could not be determined what
effect this information would have had on the pilot's decision to
continue the flight. It is noted, that this SIGMET reflected the contents
of the area forecast which had been discussed with the pilot prior to his
departure from Bangor.
The absence of HF equipment on the aircraft and the use of outdated
IFR charts were not considered factors in the occurrence. When
viewed in consideration with other elements of this flight, however, the
pilot's understanding of North American and transoceanic flight
regulations must be questioned. For example, the pilot's decision to
commence the transborder flight without filing an appropriate flight plan,
his decision to continue the flight in cloud despite the VFR restriction on
his American licence, and his intent to conduct the flight VFR over the
top despite the absence of requisite weather suggest the pilot's
knowledge of rules and regulations may have been flawed. Because
aircraft and pilot inspections are no longer conducted by Transport
Canada prior to transoceanic crossings, these shortcomings are less
likely to be detected.
The pilot was flying as a single pilot in a newly-purchased aircraft,
which was uncertified for flight in icing conditions, at night in adverse
icing and turbulence conditions, relying on outdated approach charts to
conduct an unfamiliar precision instrument approach. He was unfamiliar
with the aviation weather patterns, and was not sufficiently
knowledgeable or cautious regarding the detrimental effects of aircraft
icing.
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Findings
The flight was commenced into known icing conditions with an
aircraft that was not equipped with windshield, propeller, or wing
deicing equipment and was not certificated for flight in icing
conditions.
The pilot did not file a flight plan as required by regulations.
The aircraft encountered clear icing and moderate turbulence
during its descent and ILS approach into St. John's.
Records indicate that the aircraft was certified and maintained in
accordance with existing regulations.
The normal maximum weight of the aircraft was 5 200 pounds. A
Special Flight Permit had been issued allowing flight 25% in
excess of the normal maximum gross weight of the aircraft; the
maximum weight in accordance with the permit was 6 500
pounds. The weight of the aircraft at the time of the occurrence
was calculated to be approximately 5 218 pounds..
The pilot was not licenced for IFR flight in an American
registered aircraft.
The aircraft was not equipped with an HF radio as required by
regulation for transoceanic flight, and the pilot was using
outdated charts. The absence of HF equipment on the aircraft
and the use of outdated IFR charts were not factors in the
occurrence.
There are no requirements for operators of light general aviation
aircraft departing a Canadian airport to undergo any inspections
before attempting an ocean crossing.
The SIGMET information was not passed to the pilot nor was it
contained in the ATIS.
There are no aural or visual alarms to alert the Gander ACC
controllers that new SIGMETs have been issued.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The aircraft stalled while the pilot was conducting an ILS approach to
runway 16 at St. John's. The cause of the stall was determined to be a
result of a combination of the aircraft's weight, airframe icing, and
moderate turbulence. Contributing to the occurrence was the pilot's
decision to undertake and continue the flight into forecast and known
cloud and icing conditions, although the aircraft was not certified for
flight in icing conditions.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0038/a98a0038.asp
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This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 10
December 1998.
1. All times are UTC (Newfoundland standard time plus three and
one-half hours) unless otherwise noted.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Control
Helico Air Services Ltd.
Bell 206B (Helicopter) C-GQKV
Trenton, Nova Scotia
31 March 1998

Print View

Report Number A98A0042
Summary
The Bell 206B helicopter, serial number 8, operated by Helico Air
Services Ltd. departed the company's base at the Trenton Airport with
the pilot and aircraft maintenance engineer (AME) onboard. The
purpose of the flight was to identify and correct a minor vertical
vibration reported by the company owner/operations manager, who had
flown the helicopter earlier in the day. The occurrence flight was the
third maintenance flight, and adjustments had been made by the AME
following the two previous flights.
The helicopter was observed shortly after its departure at low altitude,
in a nose-down spiralling descent near the airport. An air search
located the wreckage in a wooded area east of the airport, about 275
feet from a road. The helicopter had hit the ground in a steep, nosedown, left-bank attitude. The impact forces compromised the cabin
integrity, and the pilot and AME were fatally injured. The helicopter was
destroyed.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
A student pilot at the Trenton Airport heard an unintelligible radio
transmission on the Trenton unicom (universal communication)
frequency that had caused him to look out the window of the building
and observe the helicopter in descent. The student's instructor also
heard the transmission. The accident took place at about 1200 Atlantic
daylight time (ADT) in visual meteorological conditions, and winds were
reported as light from the east.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0042/a98a0042.asp
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The helicopter was manufactured in 1967 and was exported from the
United States to Canada in 1977. It was originally powered by an
Allison 250 C18 turbine engine but was converted to an Allison 250
C20 in 1980. Helico Air Services Ltd. had been operating the aircraft
since the company's inception in 1993. The helicopter was equipped
with an engine-out warning system that included an engine-out
warning light and a warning horn. It was also equipped with dual flight
controls and hydraulically boosted anti-torque pedals. It was not
equipped with a low rotor rpm warning light or warning horn, nor was
one required by regulation. At the time of the occurrence, the aircraft
had 8,471.7 hours total time since new and had operated 81.5 hours
since a 200-hour scheduled maintenance inspection was carried out on
19 December 1997. Fixed floats and new main rotor straps had been
installed on 5 March 1998. A review of the aircraft technical records
identified that the helicopter was certified, equipped, and maintained in
accordance with existing regulations and approved procedures.
The pilot started his flying career with the Romanian military in 1980,
where he flew the Allouette III and Puma helicopters until leaving the
military and Romania in 1990. He spent the next five years in Germany
working in positions unrelated to aviation. In 1996, after arriving in
Canada, he received 17.6 hours initial flight training on the Bell 206
helicopter and was issued his Canadian Commercial Helicopter license
in June 1996. He started flying for Helico Air Services Ltd. in 1997 and
received Bell 206 flight training from them in November 1997. At the
time of the occurrence, the pilot was certified to fly Hughes 300 and
Bell 206 helicopters. A review of the Transport Canada pilot file
indicated he had about 1,034 hours total flight time on helicopters and
about 124 hours on the Bell 206. The pilot's personal log books
recorded about 1900 hours flight time (mostly on the Allouette). The
investigation identified that he had flown civilian spray helicopters in
Romania, but no supporting documentation was available.
The AME was issued his maintenance license in 1991 (helicopter) and
was endorsed on the Bell 206 in 1992. He had been employed by the
operator since 1993 and was well respected for his work ethic and his
maintenance ability.
On the day of the occurrence the AME removed the cyclic and
collective control sticks from the left seat position in preparation for the
maintenance flight, leaving the anti-torque pedals installed. The cyclic
and collective control sticks are removed by unscrewing a retaining
collar at the stub shaft base. Covers are available to protect the stub
shafts from potential interference by persons or equipment whenever
the dual controls are removed. Wreckage examination identified that
the stub shaft covers had not been installed. There is no requirement
to install the protective covers, but more prudent maintenance practices
would preclude flying with the stub shaft covers off and the dual antitorque pedals installed when carrying out main rotor blade strobing.
The impact occurred about 3500 feet east of the departure runway
end. The helicopter's descent through the trees resulted in localized
tree damage overhead the wreckage site. The fuselage came to rest in
an approximate 45-degree nose-down, 50-degree left-bank attitude,
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0042/a98a0042.asp
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and the wreckage debris was primarily located with the main wreckage
or within a ten-foot radius. The fuel bladder had punctured during the
impact sequence which saturated the ground around the fuselage.
There was no post-crash fire. There was no evidence of a bird strike or
of any pre-impact structural failure. The area surrounding the accident
site was tree-covered except for a clear cut for electrical power lines
just to the north and a road about 275 feet south of the accident site.
The helicopter had come to rest with the forward cockpit penetrated by
the fork of a tree which compromised the area occupied by the pilot
and the AME . The AME had been wearing a lap belt only, although
the seat was also fitted with a shoulder harness. The pilot had been
wearing a lap belt and shoulder harness; however, the impact forces
were not survivable. Pilot autopsy results identified that he received
multiple fatal injuries. He also had a compound fracture to his lower
right leg. Toxicology tests were negative for both individuals.
The helicopter's mast had fractured during the impact sequence. The
fracture location was below the trunnion drive splines just below the
split cone support groove. The trunnion drive splines were torsionally
displaced one half of a spline from the split-cone support splines in a
clockwise direction as viewed from above. This spline displacement is
consistent with transmission driving/main rotor resisting loads, as during
tree impact. Numerous flight control push/pull tubes throughout the
fuselage structure exhibited overload fractures as a result of the impact
force. The rotor blades exhibited low rpm impact damage. The engine,
transmission and mast, flight control hydraulic servos, and various
cockpit instruments were removed from the wreckage site for further
analysis.
The emergency locator transmitter (ELT) did not activate at impact.
The unit was found buried in the ground with the switch in the OFF
position. There was no indication that it had been selected to the
armed position before the flight. The Bell JetRanger checklist found
onboard the helicopter references the "Interior Check" "ELT--Armed
and Secure." The ELT tested serviceable at the TSB regional facility.
A work paper found onboard the helicopter showed that the AME had
made minor adjustments to the main rotor blade pitch links following
the two previous maintenance flights. The adjustment procedure was
routine and the AME was qualified and competent to complete the task.
The pitch link adjustments were not contributory to the accident, and
the strobing equipment external to the cabin was securely attached.
The aircraft's weight and centre of gravity © of G) were determined to
be within limits.
The helicopter engine was equipped with a CECO (Chandler Evans
MC-40) fuel control system. A detailed engine examination was carried
out at Standard Aero in Winnipeg, with representatives from the TSB,
the engine manufacturer, the helicopter manufacturer and Rilpa
Enterprises Ltd. (a helicopter parts supplier to the Operator), in
attendance. The examination identified that the engine had been
operating at impact. Metal particles were found adhered to the third
and fourth stage nozzles (guide vanes). The metal came from the inner
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surface of the centrifugal compressor scroll when contacted by the
compressor rotor during the impact sequence. The particles entered
the engine combustion section and melted before being deposited on
the nozzles downstream. The engine accessories (compressor bleed
valve, engine-driven fuel pump, fuel control unit, and power turbine
governor) were also functionally tested and no discrepancies were
found that would have affected the engine operation.
A freewheel assembly is mounted to the engine accessory gearbox
and its outer race stub shaft is splined directly into the engine power
takeoff gear shaft. A sprag clutch within the freewheel assembly
transfers engine power to the main rotor transmission and rotor blades.
The freewheel assembly was removed from the engine accessory
gearbox and inspection identified that the outer race stub shaft spline
was fractured. Examination of the mast and the freewheeling unit stub
shaft spline fracture surface identified that the mode of failure was
torsional overload.
Instrument examination identified that the engine-out warning light was
not illuminated at the time of impact, the dual tachometer indicated the
main rotor rpm (Nr) was at 67% and the power turbine rpm (N2) was at
73%, the indicated airspeed was 27 mph, and the attitude indicator was
indicating a left, 30-degree roll.
The four hydraulic servo actuators were bench tested in accordance
with Hydraulic Research Textron procedures. The two cyclic servos and
the tail rotor servo performed normally but the collective servo was
unserviceable. Further investigation identified that the collective servo
had been damaged by impact forces.
There are some differences in flight characteristics when a helicopter is
equipped with fixed floats as opposed to skid gear. The fixed floats
increase drag in flight due to the increased surface area. Conversations
with other Bell 206 pilots identified that any flight manoeuver, with
airspeed, that increased the floats' cross-sectional profile to the
slipstream could result in uncontrolled deviations and a loss of control.
A letter to the Department of Transport, in 1967, referenced an incident
reported by a Bell 206 helicopter pilot where an inadvertent application
of full left rudder pedal (anti-torque) by a passenger took place during
forward flight. The helicopter was initially at 1,200 feet AGL with an
airspeed of 120 mph. The helicopter yawed rapidly to the left with a
slight pitch up, coupled with a roll to the right of about 90 to 100
degrees of bank. Recovery was completed with an estimated altitude
loss of about 300 feet.
Another Bell 206 occurrence in 1967 resulted in the death of both flight
crew members. The pilot had reported that the right anti-torque pedal
would "creep" in flight. An AME was taken onboard and the pilot
proceeded to demonstrate the condition. The accident report concluded
that the pilot had lost control of the helicopter in an attempt to
demonstrate the pedal creep. Flight tests carried out as part of that
investigation confirmed that a loss of control could result at some
speeds when a large anti-torque pedal movement was applied.
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Verbal reports that rotor rpm decay related accidents had occurred due
to less than full throttle position at take-off were also investigated. A
data base review of Bell 206 helicopter occurrences did not corroborate
these reports.
The Allison 250 C20 engine is a free turbine engine, meaning there is
no mechanical coupling between the gas producer and power turbines.
The gas producer turbine drives the compressor and the power turbine
drives the rotor system through the appropriate reduction gearing. Hot
gas discharged by the gas producer turbine is directed onto the power
turbine, providing a gas coupling between the two turbine assemblies.
For all practical purposes the power turbine speed and rotor speed
must be maintained at full RPM. This is accomplished by varying the
speed of the gas producer turbine (through fuel scheduling), when
engine power demands change. An example of an increased power
demand is when collective pitch is increased. If the gas producer
turbine speed did not increase to compensate for the increased load on
the power turbine, the rotor RPM would decay.
Analysis
The helicopter was observed in forward flight at low altitude and also in
a nose-down spiralling descent before it disappeared from sight and hit
the ground. This descent profile, and the confined tree damage at the
accident site, is indicative of uncontrolled flight. There was a road
about 275 feet from the impact site. The pilot would have chosen the
road before the trees had an emergency or precautionary landing been
initiated. Since there is no evidence of mechanical failure that would
explain the transition from a controlled, level flight to the steep, nosedown descent, the analysis will focus on what other unanticipated event
could have been a factor in this occurrence.
Normally, as collective is introduced at take-off, the pilot monitors the
power turbine speed and uses the collective mounted governor trim
switch (beep switch) to maintain power at 100%. If the throttle was
rolled full open at take-off there could be a slight rotor rpm drop during
climb out; however, the fuel control/governor would sense the drop,
increase the fuel schedule and restore the rpm. The throttle would have
to be set considerably off the full open position before the rotor rpm
would drop to a value so low that control of the helicopter could not be
maintained. This condition would not be expected during the blade
strobing procedure until the latter stages, when a simulated autorotation
is carried out to confirm that rotor rpm remains within a specific range.
This (autorotation) check would, however, normally be initiated later in
the flight profile, at a safe altitude and over the airport rather than at
the time and area associated with the accident.
The rotor blade damage observed at the accident site was consistent
with low rpm at impact, and the power turbine and rotor rpm instrument
readings were captured at low rpm values. No mechanical deficiencies
were identified that would have caused the rotor rpm to decay in flight.
Possible reasons for these conditions are that the pilot may have
increased collective pitch in an attempt to reduce the descent rate just
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prior to impact with the ground or he may have rolled off the throttle
just before hitting the trees.
Although the left seat dual control sticks had been removed in
preparation for the maintenance related flight, protective covers had not
been installed over the stub shafts. Also, the anti-torque pedals just
forward of the left crew seat position remained installed. During blade
strobing on a maintenance flight, the AME would normally rest the test
equipment on his lap or place it on the floor between his feet when
making notes. The test equipment includes lengths of electrical cord for
power supply and equipment operation. It is possible that the
equipment or cord could have fallen on, or become entangled in, the
exposed flight control stub shafts or the anti-torque pedals, thereby
restricting pilot input to those controls. However, the probability that this
contact would initiate the loss of helicopter control is considered
unlikely. The pilot would be resting his feet on the anti-torque pedals
and his hands would be on the cyclic and collective control levers. Any
force applied to the control lever stub shafts or anti-torque pedals by
this method would be felt by the pilot and easily opposed.
A distraction-causing event, such as the strobing equipment or the note
pad falling off the AME's lap during the flight, and a subsequent attempt
to grab the falling item, might have led to a leg being unintentionally
extended and striking one of the anti-torque pedals with sufficient force
to initiate a severe yaw. Information gathered from past occurrences
has indicated that the helicopter would roll towards inverted if an abrupt
input to the anti-torque pedals was applied. The roll rate would be
greatest at high airspeeds, and if the helicopter was configured on fixed
floats. A loss of control at low altitude would provide little time for the
pilot to arrest the descent before striking the ground.
The fracture to the pilot's lower right leg is a possible indication that he
was applying considerable force on the right anti-torque pedal. Hard
right pedal input would be a recovery response to regain directional
control.
Findings
The pilot and the AME were certified and qualified for the flight in
accordance with existing regulations.
The aircraft weight and centre of gravity were within limits.
Records indicate that the aircraft was certified, equipped, and
maintained in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures.
There was no evidence of any pre-impact mechanical or
structural failure.
The ELT was found buried in the ground and had not activated.
The switch was in the OFF position, and there was no evidence
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The switch was in the OFF position, and there was no evidence
that it had been armed before the flight.
The engine was operating at impact and power was being
transmitted to the main and tail rotors. The power turbine (N2)
rpm was 73% and the main rotor rpm (Nr) was 67% at impact.
The damage observed on the rotor blades was consistent with
low rotor rpm at impact.
The descent profile observed by the witness and the accident
site tree and ground damage was consistent with an uncontrolled
descent.
Abrupt helicopter attitude changes due to inappropriate antitorque pedal input have been documented in past occurrences.
The dual control sticks (cyclic and collective) were removed
before the maintenance flight, but the stub shaft protective
covers were not installed and the left seat dual anti-torque
pedals remained installed.
The test equipment is normally held on the AME's lap or placed
on the floor between his feet and is in close proximity to the antitorque pedals. The equipment also includes sufficient lengths of
cord that contact with the pedals or stub shafts is possible.
The pilot had a compound fracture of the lower right leg, a
possible indication that he was applying hard right pedal at the
time of impact.
Right pedal input is a possible indication that the pilot was
attempting to regain directional control of the helicopter.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The helicopter was observed in an uncontrolled descent from low
altitude when it hit the ground. The cause of the uncontrolled descent
could not be determined; however, in the absence of any evidence of
mechanical or structural failure prior to impact, it is considered that the
loss of control was likely a result of unintentional flight control input.
Safety Action Taken
Helico Air Service Limited has implemented a policy to ensure that all
dual controls are removed and protective covers installed prior to flight.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 04
March 1999.
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Aircraft Control Difficulty
Air Labrador
DeHavilland DHC-8-102 C-GAAN
St. John's, Newfoundland
28 April 1998

Print View

Report Number A98A0055
Summary
The DeHavilland Dash-8, Air Labrador Flight 1471 (LAL1471),
departed St. John's, Newfoundland for Deer Lake at 0725
Newfoundland daylight time (NDT).(1) Immediately after take-off the
first officer, who was the pilot flying, noticed excessive back pressure
on the control column and unusually excessive pitch-up attitude. He
trimmed the aircraft to counteract the back pressure, but even after
moving the elevator trim control wheel to the full nose-down position
the problem was still there. He informed the captain of the situation and
the captain took control of the aircraft. The captain found that the
elevator trim control wheel was jammed in the full nose-down position
and, after levelling at 5,000 feet, he applied a heavy force to the trim
control wheel to free it. Coincident with the freeing of the trim control
the aircraft made a sudden nose-down pitching movement and the
control column force returned to normal. The flight crew advised the
Gander area control centre (ACC) of the situation and were given
priority for a return to St. John's. The aircraft landed at St. John's at
0739 without further incident.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The aircraft had been hangered overnight in St. John's and had been
brought to the terminal ramp at approximately 0515. When the flight
crew carried out their initial inspection of the aircraft, they found that it
was contaminated with a mixture of snow and ice. After boarding the
passengers the crew taxied the aircraft to the de-icing bay, shutdown
the engines, and had the aircraft de-iced. While taxiing from the dehttp://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0055/a98a0055.asp
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icing bay to position for departure, an elapsed time of six to seven
minutes, the only precipitation that the crew observed was light rain
with some light snow mixed in. The pre-take-off control check did not
reveal anything unusual, and the spoilers and the leading edge of the
wings were found to be free of any contamination when they were
visually inspected prior to the start of the take-off roll. The take-off roll
was reported to be normal, but as soon as the aircraft was rotated,
abnormal back pressure was felt on the control column and, as the
aircraft accelerated the back pressure increased.
There had been several transmissions between the aircraft and Gander
ACC before the captain asked for a return clearance to St. John's, and
it was the ACC controller who asked the captain if he wanted priority,
which he then requested and received. The captain indicated that the
reason he did not ask for priority earlier was because he did not want to
rush things, wanted to make sure the aircraft was under control, and
wanted to try and find out what was causing the problem. There was
also another aircraft on approach in front of LAL1471, and the captain
felt that it would be too rushed to attempt to land in front of this aircraft.
Approximately 45 minutes after the aircraft landed back in St. John's, it
was placed in a hanger where an inspection of the horizontal stabilizer
and elevators revealed that they were contaminated with ice and slush.
However, the crew reported flying through freezing rain on the return to
St. John's and the aircraft was exposed to freezing rain while it was on
the ramp prior to being placed in the hanger. An inspection of the
complete elevator control system did not reveal any deficiencies. The
aircraft was returned to service with no recurrence of the problem.
The weather observations in St. John's at the time of the incident was:
indefinite ceiling 100 feet obscured, visibility one-half mile in light
freezing rain and fog.
The organization that de-iced the aircraft before this flight was
approved for this operation, and the crew operating the de-icing
equipment were trained and qualified in accordance with Canadian
Aviation Regulations, Part 622.11. The de-icing truck was positioned in
front of the horizontal stabilizer with the boom and de-icing bucket
extending out in front of the truck to a position that placed the de-icer
about two feet above the horizontal stabilizer. It was determined that
from this vantage point the de-icer was able to see the entire surface of
the horizontal stabilizer and elevator.
The de-icing truck was properly equipped to apply de-icing fluid at the
correct temperature and had adequate devices for the de-icing crew to
monitor the temperature of the fluid being applied. The quantity used-670 litres of Type I de-icing fluid--was similar to the amount of fluid
used by other de-icing companies that morning.
The Hold Over Table for Type I de-icing fluid shows that for the outside
air temperature at the time of the incident and the type of precipitation,
the time from last application of fluid to take-off should be in the range
of two to five minutes. If the hold-over time has expired, take-off can be
continued as long as the flight crew carry out a pre-take-off
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0055/a98a0055.asp
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contamination inspection. The pre-take-off contamination inspection
outlined in the company's operations manual for this type of aircraft
calls for an inspection of the spoilers and the leading edge of the wing.
The first officer had applied full, nose-down elevator trim to counteract
the back-pressure on the control column, and the elevator trim
mechanism became jammed in this position. This condition has been
addressed previously in DeHavilland Aircraft Safety of Flight
Supplement, Number 1, dated 30 October 1992. The high breakout
force applied by the captain to free the trim control is in accordance
with the procedure described in this supplement.
Investigators applied full nose-down actuation of the elevator trim wheel
while the aircraft was hangered. This resulted in a jammed trim control.
The elevator trim tab actuators (pre-modification # 8/0509) were
removed from the aircraft and replaced with another set (postmodification #8/0509). The same test was carried out with the
replacement actuators installed and the trim control wheel jammed as
before. In both cases, the trim could be freed using the procedure
described in the DeHavilland Safety of Flight Supplement Number 1.
The actuators that were removed were sent to the TSB Engineering
Branch for analysis. The actuators were found to operate normally
down to temperatures of -20C. There is no mechanical stop in the trim
tab system; the only stop is when the screw jack is at the extremes of
travel. A simple analogy is installing a nut on a bolt and turning it until it
bottoms out at the end of the thread cut.
The Dash 8 aircraft has a spring-tab mechanism to assist the pilot in
operating the elevator (pitch) control surface. As the pilot moves the
elevator in either direction to control the pitch of the aircraft, there is a
considerable aerodynamic (slipstream) force on the surface and,
therefore, considerable resistance to the pilot's input. Without some
method to assist the pilot, it would be very difficult to operate this
system. It should be noted that this is for relatively large aircraft, as the
surfaces of lighter aircraft are easier to move. Various methods have
been developed for this purpose, including the use of spring tabs.
These tabs are situated on the trailing edge of the elevator and are
mechanically linked to the elevator control through a series of levers
and torque tubes. As the elevator is moved away from its central
position, the tabs move in the opposite direction to assist the movement
of the elevator, reducing the effort required by the pilot.
Analysis
As no mechanical discrepancies were found that would explain the
reason for the abnormal back pressure experienced by the crew, the
analysis will focus on the effects of ice on the elevator control system
and how and when the ice may have adhered to the control system in
such a way as to affect the operation of the system.
When the First Officer rotated the aircraft for take-off by moving the
control column aft, this action should have moved the elevator surface
upward, and as air loads increased, caused the spring tab to move
downward to assist in relieving control forces. If, however, the spring
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tab was not moveable, then as the airspeed increased the pilot would
feel a corresponding increase in backward pressure on the control
column. A normal response to this pressure would be to use forward
elevator trim to counter-act this force.
When control of the aircraft was transferred to the Captain, his
response to the back pressure and full forward trim condition was to
apply a high breakout force on the trim wheel. When the trim released,
the control column moved abruptly and control of the aircraft was
restored. This would indicate that the elevator spring tab movement
obstruction was also removed.
Possible scenarios which could have caused this flight control
obstruction were examined. In the absence of any evidence of
mechanical failure or obstruction, and that the aircraft was operating in
known icing conditions, the obstruction was most probably due to ice
and/or frozen snow contamination. Icing of the elevator surface,
elevator horns, and the effect of the weight of ice were also examined.
None of these latter scenarios would present conditions similar to those
experienced by the crew; consequently, it was concluded that the most
probable scenario was that spring tab movement was restricted by an
ice obstruction.
There are two possible explanations for there to be sufficient
contamination to obstruct the spring tab movement. First,
contamination was caused from freezing precipitation or snow after deicing could have occurred; and/or second, not all ice or snow was
removed during the de-icing process (it can be difficult for the de-ice
operator to see between the elevator and the spring tabs because the
trailing edge of the elevator tends to be pointed downward when the
aircraft is stationary). It is unlikely that contamination subsequent to deicing would be sufficient in itself to cause and obstruction to the spring
tab movement; however, it could have exacerbated the residual ice or
snow that may not have been removed during de-icing.
The following Engineering Branch report was completed:
LP 60/98 Elevator Controls Examination
Findings
The elevator spring tab movement was restricted after take-off,
probably due to an obstruction caused by an accumulation of ice
and/or frozen snow in the gap between the spring tab and the
elevator.
When full nose-down trim was applied to counteract the backpressure on the control column, it jammed in that position.
The captain applied a high breakout force to move the elevator
trim from the full nose-down position, in accordance with the
procedure described in the DeHavilland Safety of Flight
Supplement Number 1.
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The captain did not ask for priority handling until prompted by the
ATC unit and until after elevator control operations had returned
to normal.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The elevator spring tab movement was obstructed, probably by ice
contamination, resulting in control column movement being restricted
after take-off.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 08
January 1999.
1. All times are NDT (coordinated universal time minus two and onehalf hours) unless otherwise noted.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report Engine Failure /
Forced Landing
V. Kelner Airways Limited
Pilatus PC-12 C-FKAL
Clarenville, Newfoundland 1.5 nm SE
18 May 1998

Print View

Report Number A98A0067
Synopsis
The aircraft, a Pilatus PC-12, serial number 151, was on a scheduled
domestic flight from St. John's, Newfoundland, to Goose Bay, Labrador,
with the pilot, a company observer, and eight passengers on board.
Twenty-three minutes into the flight, the aircraft turned back towards
St. John's because of a low oil pressure indication. Eight minutes later,
the engine(Pratt & Whitney PT6A-67B) had to be shut down because
of a severe vibration. The pilot then turned towards Clarenville Airport,
but was unable to reach the airfield. The aircraft was destroyed during
the forced landing in a bog one and a half miles from the Clarenville
Airport. The pilot, the company observer, and one passenger sustained
serious injuries.
The Board determined that the pilot did not follow the prescribed
emergency procedure for low oil pressure, and the engine failed before
he could land safely. The pilot's decision making was influenced by his
belief that the low oil pressure indications were not valid. The engine
failed as a result of an interruption of oil flow to the first-stage planet
gear assembly; the cause of the oil flow interruption could not be
determined.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Table of contents
1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
1.2 Injuries to Persons
1.3 Damage to Aircraft
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Appendix A—List of Supporting Reports
Appendix B—Glossary
1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
The aircraft, operating as Kelner Airways Flight 151, departed St.
John's, Newfoundland, for Goose Bay, Labrador, on an instrument flight
rules (IFR)(1) flight at 1655 Newfoundland daylight saving time
(2)
(NDT)
with the pilot, an observer, and eight passengers on board.
As the aircraft approached the planned cruise altitude of 22 000 feet
(FL220), the pilot noted an unusually low indication on the engine oil
pressure gauge and, just prior to levelling off at FL220, the low oil
pressure caution annunciator light activated. Upon levelling off at
FL220, approximately 39 nautical miles (nm) from St. John's Airport,
the low oil pressure warning annunciator light activated. The pilot
advised company maintenance personnel of the low oil pressure
indications by message through the company dispatch facility in St.
John's. Maintenance advised the pilot, via company dispatch, that he
should return to St. John's. The relaying of messages between the pilot
and maintenance took about six minutes, and the aircraft was, by then,
71 nm from the St. John's Airport and 40 nm from the Gander Airport.
The pilot then requested and received a clearance back to St. John's
Airport from Gander Area Control Centre (ACC).
Four minutes after starting the turn back towards St. John's, an engine
vibration developed. The aircraft was 44 nm from the Gander Airport
and descending through FL200. The pilot declared an emergency with
Gander ACC and was cleared direct to the St. John's Airport. The pilot
was initially able to decrease the vibration by reducing the power
setting; however, about four minutes later, the vibration became so
severe that the pilot had to shut down the engine. The aircraft was
approximately 49 nm from the St. John's Airport at an approximate
altitude of 13 000 feet when the engine was shut down. The pilot
reported to Gander ACC that there was a complete engine failure and
asked for vectors to the nearest suitable airport. The nearest suitable
airport, St. John's, was beyond the glide range of the aircraft at its
present altitude. When the pilot advised Gander ACC of this, the
controller provided him with vectors to the Clarenville Airport, the only
other airport in the area, which was 20 nm back. Clarenville Airport is
located approximately 47 nm southeast of Gander.
During the descent toward Clarenville, the pilot requested a report on
the local weather in the Clarenville area. Since there is no active
weather reporting station in the vicinity of the Clarenville Airport, the
Gander ACC requested an estimate of the local weather conditions
from the Clarenville detachment of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP). The information relayed to the pilot was that the cloud layer
was estimated to be above the surrounding hills and the visibility was
estimated to be approximately five miles.
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Approximately 15 minutes after the engine was shut down, the aircraft
broke out of cloud over a wooded area at an estimated altitude of 400
to 500 feet above ground level (agl). The front windscreen was
obscured with engine oil on the outside and condensation on the
inside; consequently, the pilot side-slipped the aircraft to see out the
side window. The airport was not visible, and the pilot elected to forceland in a bog.
The aircraft was force-landed at approximately 1741, with the landing
gear and flaps retracted, 1.5 nm southeast of the Clarenville Airport.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Crew
1
1

Fatal
Serious
Minor/None
Total

Passengers
1
7
8

Others
1
1

Total
3
7
10

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed.
1.4 Other Damage
Ground damage was restricted to the impact area of the bog.
1.5 Personnel Information

Age
Pilot Licence
Medical Expiry
Date
Total Flying
Hours
Hours on Type
Hours Last 90
Days
Hours on Type
Last 90 Days
Hours on Duty
Prior to
Occurrence
Hours Off Duty
Prior to Work
Period

Captain
30
ATPL
04 May 99
4 700
800
120
80
2
80

The pilot held an airline transport pilot licence and a valid pilot
proficiency check on the PC-12 aircraft. He had a valid medical
certificate, signed by a Canadian aviation medical examiner on 28 April
1998. He had also completed all general and specific classroom
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training required by the Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs) and the
company operations manual to qualify him to act as pilot-in-command
on the PC-12 aircraft.
1.6 Aircraft Information

Manufacturer
Type and Model
Year of Manufacture
Serial Number
Certificate of Airworthiness (Flight Permit)
Total Airframe Time
Engine Type (number of)
Propeller/Rotor Type (number of)
Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight
Recommended Fuel Type(s)
Fuel Type Used

Pilatus Aircraft Limited
PC-12
1996
151
01 April 1997
3 913 hours
P&W PT6A-67B (1)
Hartzell HC-E4A-3D (1)
9 921 lb
Jet A, Jet A1, Jet B
Jet B

1.6.1 General
A review of the aircraft documentation indicates that the aircraft was
maintained in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures. However, in order for an aircraft to be approved for singleengine instrument flight rules (SEIFR) flight, a chip detector system to
warn the pilot of excessive ferrous material in the engine lubricating
system is required. The design feature of the chip detector installed on
this aircraft was such that indications to the cockpit were disabled
whenever the landing gear was retracted; therefore, this installation did
not meet the requirements of the standard governing the transport of
passengers in single-engined aircraft, Commercial Air Service Standard
(CASS) 723.22.
The aircraft journey log indicated that the aircraft was dispatched on the
accident flight with the following deferred defects:
Emergency locator transmitter (ELT) removed.--The ELT was
removed prior to this flight for maintenance. CAR 605.39 allows
for flight without an ELT for up to 90 days;
De-ice system inoperative, aircraft restricted.--The outboard deicing boot on the left wing had been replaced prior to the flight
and, because the cure time on the sealant was 48 hours, the
system was unserviceable.
Low oil quantity light inoperative.--During an unrelated
maintenance action prior to the accident flight, the low oil
quantity light was observed to be illuminated. The tank level was
checked and found to be full. During subsequent troubleshooting
of the system, the light extinguished, and maintenance was
unable to determine why it had illuminated. The filler cap and
indicator assembly were suspected of having an intermittent
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indicator assembly were suspected of having an intermittent
fault. As an interim measure while awaiting replacement parts,
the aircraft was placarded, and a letter was sent to all flight crew
advising them that the system was unserviceable and to visually
check the oil level before each flight. The pilot had read the
letter, and he checked the oil before departing on the accident
flight.
1.6.2 Engine Magnetic Particle (Chip) Detector
The chip detector system on board the PC-12 is installed at the six
o'clock position in the reduction gearbox (RGB). Only the oil lubricating
the RGB and a portion of the lubricating oil from the number three and
four engine bearings pass over the chip detector before returning to the
scavenge oil pump. None of the lubricating oil from the number one
and two engine bearings and none of the oil from the accessory
gearbox (AGB) pass over a chip detector before returning to the
scavenge oil pump. Oil from these areas goes first through the
scavenge oil pump, then through the pressure pump and oil filter,
before returning to lubricate the engine components. As a result, metal
generated in these areas would be filtered out prior to encountering the
chip detector in the RGB.
1.6.3 Electrical System
The SEIFR requirement for electrical power is for two independent
power generating sources, either of which is capable of sustaining
essential flight instruments and electrical equipment. (3) The PC-12
meets this requirement with a 28-volt direct current system comprised
of a main generator, a secondary generator, and a 24-volt battery. The
battery provides power for starting the engine and, in the case of
engine failure or failure of both generators, it will power essential
electrical systems for 20 minutes if the load is reduced below 60 amps
or for 30 minutes if the load is reduced below 50 amps.
1.6.4 Windshield Heat
The sole means of defogging and anti-icing the two-piece windshield
are twin-zone dual electric heating elements. Windshield heat is
controlled by two switches (left-hand and right-hand) and two heat
levels ("light" and "heavy"), which are to be used as required for
defogging and anti-icing. In the event of an engine failure, windshield
heat is only available to the pilot's windshield. Data provided by the
manufacturer indicate that, in the case of an engine failure, if the pilot's
windshield heat is continuously selected on "light" mode, the duration of
battery power would be about 24 minutes; if it is continuously selected
to the "heavy" mode, the duration of battery power would be about 22.5
minutes. The pilot turned off the windshield heat after the engine failed
in order to conserve battery power.
PC-12 pilots have reported that the windshields in this aircraft will
frequently fog over when the windshield heat is not selected. The pilot
did not re-select windshield heat prior to nearing the Clarenville Airport,
and, when the aircraft broke out of the cloud, the windshield was
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obscured. In this occurrence, however, because of the combination of
fog and oil that was obstructing the pilot's vision, re-selecting
windshield heat would likely not have had a positive effect.
1.6.5 Oxygen System
The airplane is equipped with an emergency oxygen system for use by
the crew and passengers in the event of a loss of pressurization. A fully
charged oxygen storage cylinder will supply two crew and nine
passengers for ten minutes.
1.6.6 Weight and Balance
The weight and centre of gravity were within the prescribed limits.
1.7 Meteorological Information
The pilot had received the 1800 UTC hourly weather report for both
Gander and St. John's prior to departure. This weather information also
included the terminal forecast, winds aloft, significant meteorology
reports (SIGMET), and area forecast for Newfoundland and Labrador.
After turning back to St. John's, the pilot received the latest St. John's
weather.
Area forecast:
At 1800 UTC, a quasi-stationary low pressure system was
90 nm east of St. John's. There was also a north-south
upper trough to the west of St. John's, moving westward.
The forecast for the St. John's area indicated a cloud layer
at 2 000 to 3 000 feet broken, occasional overcast, with
the top of this layer at 8 000 feet. A layer of high,
scattered cloud was also forecast with the visibility at
greater than 6 statute miles (sm). There would be isolated
altocumulus castellanus cloud with the tops at 16 000 feet,
giving 2 to 5 sm visibility in light rain showers and mist.
Precipitation would become light rain and snow showers
after 2400 UTC.
The forecast for the Gander area indicated a cloud layer at
1 000 to 2 000 feet overcast with layers up to 18 000 feet.
A layer of high, broken cloud was also forecast with the
visibility at 3 sm to greater than 6 sm in light rain and mist.
There would be scattered embedded altocumulus
castellanus and towering cumulus cloud with the tops at
20 000 feet, giving 1 to 3 sm visibility in rain showers and
mist. Precipitation would become occasional light rain and
snow after 2400 UTC.
The icing forecast for the area indicated moderate mixed
icing in altocumulus castellanus / towering cumulus;
otherwise light to moderate rime icing above the freezing
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level. The freezing level was to be at or near the surface.
The hourly weather report for St. John's Airport at 1800 UTC was:
Surface winds 340 degrees true at 15 knots, visibility 15
sm, cloud layers 700 feet broken / 1 000 feet overcast,
temperature 3 degrees Celsius, dewpoint 2 degrees,
altimeter 29.46. Remarks: cloud type and coverage was
stratus fractus six-eighths and stratocumulus two-eighths.
The hourly weather report in effect at St. John's Airport at the time of
the occurrence was the 1900 UTC observation, as follows:
Surface winds 340 degrees true at 14 knots, visibility 15
sm, cloud layer 600 feet overcast, temperature 3 degrees
Celsius, dewpoint 2 degrees, altimeter 29.48. Remarks:
cloud type and coverage was stratus fractus eight-eighths.
The terminal forecast for St. John's Airport from 1700 to 2000 UTC
was:
Surface winds 360 degrees true at 20 knots, visibility 3 sm
in light drizzle and mist, cloud layers 600 feet overcast,
temporarily more than 6 sm visibility, no significant
weather, cloud layer 800 feet overcast.
The hourly weather report for Gander Airport at 1800 UTC was:
Surface winds 340 degrees true at 19 knots, visibility 3 sm
in light rain and mist, cloud layers 200 feet broken / 600
feet overcast, temperature 2 degrees Celsius, dewpoint 1
degree, altimeter 29.63, recent moderate rain. Remarks:
cloud type and coverage was stratus fractus seveneighths and stratocumulus one-eighth.
A special weather report issued at 1941 UTC was in effect at Gander
Airport at the time of the occurrence, as follows:
Surface winds 350 degrees true at 15 knots, visibility 2 !
sm in light rain and mist, cloud layer 300 feet overcast,
temperature 2 degrees, dewpoint 2 degrees, altimeter
29.63. Remarks: cloud type and coverage was fog twoeighths and stratus fractus six-eighths.
The terminal forecast for Gander Airport from 1600 to 2200 UTC was:
Surface winds 360 degrees true at 20 knots, visibility 3 sm
in light rain and mist, cloud layers 300 feet broken / 600
feet overcast.
There was no SIGMET or pilot report (PIREP) in effect for the area at
the time of the occurrence.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
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The pilot was assisted in his navigation by radar vectors and the use of
the onboard global positioning system (GPS). There are no groundbased aids to navigation at the Clarenville Airport.
1.9 Communications
Communications were maintained between the aircraft and Gander
ACC until just prior to impact with the ground.
1.10 Aerodrome Information
Clarenville Airport is certified and operated by the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador. The single runway (08/26) is 3 933 feet
long. The airport is suitable for PC-12 aircraft visual flight rules (VFR)
operations.
1.11 Flight Recorders
The aircraft was not equipped with a flight data recorder or a cockpit
voice recorder, nor was either required by regulation.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
1.12.1 Site Examination
The first impact was with the tops of four small spruce trees at the
edge of the bog. The angle at which the tops of the trees were broken
is consistent with the aircraft being in a 15-degree, left-bank attitude
when it struck the trees. The first ground impact was when the left wing
tip contacted the bog approximately 63 feet beyond the broken trees
and dug a 58-foot-long gouge in the bog on a heading of 270 degrees.
The outboard six feet of the left wing was located at the end of the long
gouge. The next point of contact with the ground was a large ovalshaped crater 20 feet beyond the end of the gouge. The shape of this
crater is consistent with the aircraft fuselage striking the ground at this
point. The engine and engine mount separated from the aircraft in the
area of the large crater. After the initial fuselage ground contact, the
aircraft skipped forward approximately 75 feet while rotating
counterclockwise through approximately 180 degrees, before touching
the ground again with the trailing edges of first the right wing, then the
left wing. This is consistent with impact marks on the trailing edge of
the right wing and is probably the initiation point for the remainder of
the left wing separating from the aircraft. The aircraft then skipped
another 75 feet, still rotating counterclockwise, before coming to rest on
a heading of 225 degrees, with the engine underneath the right wing.
The left wing, which separated from the aircraft at the root, was
wedged in the ground, underneath the tail of the aircraft. Heavy oil
streaks were observed along both sides of the fuselage, as well as
lighter traces of oil on top of the fuselage. There was oil on the
windscreens during flight, which affected the pilot's ability to see
outside, but the windscreens broke out of the aircraft during impact,
and it was not possible to determine how much oil had been on them.
1.12.2 Engine History
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The engine, Pratt & Whitney (P&W) PT6A-67B, serial number PR0003,
was installed as original equipment on the aircraft. On 19 September
1997, at 1 825 total engine hours, the engine was removed from
service and sent to P&W for examination and repair due to regular
findings of carbon in the oil filter and discolouration of the oil. After
repair, the engine was reinstalled in the aircraft on 09 March 1998. On
04 May 1998, at 2 387 total hours, the compressor was borescoped in
response to an unconfirmed change in the gas producer run-down
time; no defects were found. The starter-generator garlock seal and oil
pressurizing valve were replaced at this time due to oil consumption
reported at two quarts in 12 hours of engine operation. On 05 May
1998, at 2 400 total hours, the fuel control unit and high-pressure fuel
pump were replaced due to slow starting. On 09 May 1998, the startergenerator garlock seal was again replaced due to continued high oil
consumption; there were no further reports of high oil consumption.
Analysis of oil samples taken on 12 May 1998 did not indicate engine
deterioration.
A review of the journey log sheets back to when the occurrence engine
was re-installed in the aircraft showed a consistent variance for
recorded oil pressure entries from one pilot to the next. The range was
from 110 to 125; however, the recording for each individual pilot was
always consistent. The pattern in which these oil pressure variations
appear suggests that they were due to the manner in which the oil
pressure was being read and recorded by each pilot, rather than being
actual variations in oil pressure.
1.12.3 Engine Teardown and Examination
The engine was shipped to the P&W facility in Longueuil, Quebec,
where a teardown examination was conducted under the supervision of
a TSB investigator. It was determined that the engine failed as a result
of an interruption of oil flow to the first-stage planet gear assembly in
the RGB. There was no service history of a similar failure and, despite
extensive examination and testing on the engine and related systems
and components, no cause for the interruption in oil flow to the firststage planet gear assembly could be found. Other noteworthy findings
of the teardown examination were that no other areas in the engine
had signs of oil supply starvation, including the second-stage planet
bearings, and that the power turbine had separated from the reduction
gear drive (as a result of the oil flow interruption), shedding its blades
from the resultant overspeed condition. (The blades were contained
within the engine casing.)
1.13 Medical Information
There were no indications of pre-existing medical conditions that would
have adversely affected the pilot's performance.
1.14 Fire
There were no signs of pre- or post-impact fire.
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1.15 Survival Aspects
The passenger cabin remained intact, and the main cabin door, the
cargo door, and the over-wing exit were all operable. The forward
passenger seat on the right-hand side became detached from the seat
rails during the accident sequence. Neither the seat rails nor the seatto-rail attachment points exhibited any signs of damage, and the
locking mechanism functioned as designed; this suggests that the seat
may not have been locked in place.
The pilot and company observer were trapped in their seats by the
rearward displacement of the instrument panel and the upward
displacement of the cockpit floor during impact. One of the passengers
took charge of getting the other passengers out and away from the
aircraft and of providing first aid care to the pilot and the observer. He
then collected some fuel that was spilling from a ruptured fuel line and
started a fire to keep the passengers warm.
Upon being notified of the impending crash, the RCMP activated the
local ground search-and-rescue team and chartered a helicopter from a
local operator. An air search was conducted in the general area of the
accident before a signal flare was seen. The accident site was located
at 1845, approximately one hour after the accident had occurred. A
search-and-rescue Labrador helicopter arrived at the scene at 1900,
and all the occupants were evacuated from the scene by 2045.
This was the aircraft's first flight since the ELT had been removed for
maintenance. The general location of the aircraft was known, the crash
site was in a large open bog, one of the passengers was able to fire a
flare, and the ceiling and visibility allowed a visual air search.
Therefore, the absence of an ELT did not have a detrimental effect on
locating the aircraft. However, the remoteness of the flight's planned
route supports the importance of an ELT.
1.16 Tests and Research
No tests or research were conducted.
1.17 Organizational and Management Information
At the time of the occurrence, the company operated two aircraft, a
Beech 1900 and the Pilatus PC-12. The Beech 1900 was used
primarily for cargo operations and occasionally for passenger-carrying
charter flights. The primary use of the PC-12 was cargo operations; it
was also used for scheduled passenger flights which consisted of a
once-daily Goose Bay-St. John's-Goose Bay flight, six days a week.
The PC-12 aircraft was changed from passenger configuration to cargo
configuration and vice versa during the station stops in Goose Bay,
which were approximately 30 minutes in duration. The company
observer usually installed the seats.
1.18 Additional Information
1.18.1 SEIFR Flight
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Prior to adopting a policy on the carrying of passengers on SEIFR
flights, Transport Canada (TC) conducted a study on SEIFR and
published a position paper in December 1993. The paper concluded
that the proven reliability of modern turbine engines installed in modern,
factory-built, turbine-powered airframes with modern avionics made
SEIFR feasible and that the risks inherent in such a policy were
manageable. The results of the study were submitted to TC's System
Safety Directorate for an independent operational safety review. The
Directorate, after studying all aspects of the policy and discussing it
with other technical experts, concluded that the risks were indeed
manageable. Finally, the proposed policy was subjected to consultation
with interested segments of the Canadian aviation industry and, after
no dissenting opinions were received, CAR 703.22 and CASS 723.22,
the regulation and standard governing the transport of passengers in
single-engined aircraft, came into effect.
Included in the proposed SEIFR policy was a condition in the required
equipment list (REL) for a maintenance system capable of
automatically monitoring and recording those parameters critical to
engine performance and condition. However, this condition did not form
part of the REL outlined in CASS 723.22. The proposed SEIFR
regulations for Australia and the Joint Aviation Requirements for
Europe do list an automatic trend monitoring system as a condition in
the proposed REL. Although the United States Federal Aviation
Regulations (FARs) governing SEIFR operations do not call for an
automatic trend monitoring system, they do require that the operator's
maintenance inspection program include either the manufacturer's
recommended trend monitoring program or a Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA)-approved trend monitoring program. Canadian
regulations do not require a SEIFR operator to incorporate engine trend
monitoring in his or her maintenance program. Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) are a regulatory requirement for commercial
operations where the aircraft must be operated by two or more pilots;
however, SOPs are not required for commercial single-pilot operations.
The operator in this occurrence did not have SOPs pertaining to the
operation of the Pilatus aircraft.
1.18.2 Training Requirements for SEIFR
To act as pilot-in-command on aircraft approved for SEIFR flight, pilots
are required to have training in an approved synthetic training device
(simulator). There is now an approved PC-12 simulator available for
training; however, when the PC-12 was first certified for SEIFR flight,
there was not. Consequently, TC issued a waiver allowing SEIFR
operations in this aircraft, provided the pilots had training on the
Cessna 208 simulator. The pilot had completed the required simulator
training in the Cessna 208 simulator.
1.18.3 Pilot Decision-Making Training
There is no regulatory requirement for SEIFR operations pilots to have
received pilot decision-making (PDM) training. However, this appears
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inconsistent in that the standard for reduced VFR limits, CASS 723.28
VFR Flight Minima--Uncontrolled Airspace, requires pilots to have PDM
training. The occurrence pilot had not attended a course in PDM.
TC-recognized PDM courses must include the following topics:
The Decision Making Process including modules on
psychological factors, levels of performance, and "error trap"
phenomena (unsafe actions taken as a result of wrongful
assumptions, unsafe conditions or practices).
Human Error Countermeasures highlighted by relevant case
studies of past accidents.
1.18.4 Emergency Procedures
Section 3.6, Engine Emergencies, of the pilot operating handbook
(POH) describes the procedures to be followed for low oil pressure
indications:
Indications: EIS caution oil blinking 40/min. (After 20 sec, EIS
warning oil blinking 80/min). Oil Px 60 to 90 PSI
Ng check above 72%
Torque Reduce to below 24 PSI
Aircraft Land as soon as practical.
Indications: EIS caution oil blinks 40/min and/or EIS warning oil
blinks 80/min. Oil Px below 60 PSI or above 135 PSI.
Aircraft Land as soon as possible using minimum torque.
If possible always retain glide capability to the selected landing
area in case of total engine failure.
The POH does not define the terms "Land as soon as practical" and
"Land as soon as possible;" however, these terms are generally
accepted to mean the following:
Land as soon as practical--Landing airport and duration of
flight are at the discretion of the pilot. Extended flight
beyond the nearest suitable airport is not recommended.
Land as soon as possible--Land without delay at nearest
airport where a safe approach and landing is reasonably
assured.
1.18.5 Previous Low Oil Pressure Indications
A few months prior to this occurrence, during the time when a loaner
engine had been installed in the aircraft, the pilot reported that he had
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experienced, on a couple of occasions, the oil pressure dropping into
the lower part of the green band during climb and then returning to
normal after levelling off. The pilot reported that he thought that the
same thing was recurring on the accident flight and that the
unserviceable low oil quantity annunciating system was also related to
the low oil pressure indications he was experiencing.
1.18.6 Aircraft Glide Performance Calculations
Calculations determined that if the pilot, at the time engine vibrations
occurred, had immediately turned back to Gander and maintained 22
000 feet, he could have reached the airport. It was also determined that
if he had remained at 22 000 feet until the engine was eventually shut
down, he could have reached St. John's.
The PC-12 maximum operating altitude is 30 000 feet and, for a singlepilot operation with passengers, 25 000 feet. For the purposes of
discussing battery and oxygen system requirements, calculations
determined that at the optimum glide speed, the aircraft would descend
from 30 000 feet to sea level in 32.5 minutes, and the time from 25 000
feet to 13 000 feet would be 11.5 minutes.
1.18.7 Regulatory Requirement for De-icing Equipment
CAR 605.30 requires that the pilot-in-command determine that the
aircraft is adequately equipped to operate in icing conditions if icing
conditions are reported or forecast. Icing conditions were forecast for
the route of flight.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Engine Failure
The engine failed as a result of an interruption of oil flow to the firststage planet gear assembly; the cause of the oil flow interruption could
not be determined. The chip detector would have increased the
probability of giving the pilot advance warning of the impending engine
failure and might have influenced his decision making had it been
operational in flight.
2.2 Engine Chip Detector
The chip detector system, as installed, is not able to warn the pilot of
ferrous material generated by all the engine components. Installation of
a second chip detector, in the location of the AGB drain plug, would
allow for the monitoring of all the unfiltered oil, and would also indicate
the presence of ferrous particles if tied into the existing chip indicating
system. The engine chip detecting system, as it is presently configured
on the PC-12, does not monitor the entire engine lubricating system for
ferrous particles. The engine manufacturer has advised that this chip
detecting configuration also exists on the other aircraft types equipped
with the PT-6 engine.
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2.3 Pilot Decision Making
The first indication of a problem was a lower-than-normal oil pressure
gauge reading, followed quickly by a "low oil pressure" flashing caution
light, and then a flashing warning light. These progressive indications
were designed to alert the pilot to the worsening situation and trigger
the required action called for in the POH, i.e. "Land as soon as
possible." The onset of engine vibrations was a further indication to the
pilot that there was an actual problem.
The pilot believed that what he was experiencing was an indication
problem and, consequently, he did not follow the direction of "Land as
soon as possible" called for in the POH. The aircraft was 39 nm from
the St. John's Airport when the low oil pressure warning light
illuminated and, based on the time the engine remained operational
after this, a landing under engine power could probably have been
carried out in St. John's. The aircraft was 44 nm from Gander at the
onset of engine vibrations and probably could have reached that airport
if a decision had been made to divert there at that time. Another
indication that, to the pilot, it was only an indication problem was his
decision to start descending as soon as he commenced the turn back
to St. John's. The POH states that, if possible, always retain glide
capability to the selected landing area in case of total engine failure.
Calculations based on the aircraft performance figure charts indicate
that, had the pilot maintained 22 000 feet up to the time the engine
failed, the aircraft would have been able to glide to the St. John's
Airport.
There were a number of factors that influenced the pilot's decision to
return to St. John's. First, he reportedly had previous experiences of
the oil pressure diminishing during the climb and then returning to
normal; he was expecting this to happen again. He also thought that
the low oil pressure indication was related to an unserviceable low oil
quantity annunciating system. Further, the weather in Gander, although
not below limits, was not as good as the St. John's weather. St. John's
was a maintenance base, and the suspected indicating problem could
be quickly rectified and the flight could continue; whereas if he diverted
to Gander, the aircraft would be grounded. Lastly, the pilot was advised
by maintenance, via dispatch, to return to St. John's.
The pilot encountered and failed to recognize an "error trap" (unsafe
actions taken as a result of wrongful assumptions). Error traps are
covered in TC-recognized pilot decision-making (PDM) courses. The
intent of the PDM course is to reduce risks associated with flight by
providing pilots with better decision-making skills. The pilot, who had
not had PDM training, did not recognize the error trap, and the
subsequent delay in the decision making reduced his options when
engine shutdown became inevitable.
Ineffective PDM in small air carrier operations has been a matter of
concern to the TSB for some time. In 1995, after a spate of
occurrences that were linked to ineffective PDM, the Board
recommended that:
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The Department of Transport establish guidelines for crew
resource management (CRM) and decision-making training for
all operators and aircrew involved in commercial aviation.
(A95-11, issued May 1995)
The intent of the recommendation was to communicate the requirement
for all aircrew involved in commercial aviation to have the tools and
skills needed to reduce the likelihood of inappropriate decisions in the
day-to-day commercial flying environment. TC responded to the
recommendation by requiring formal CRM and PDM training only for
pilots employed by the large commercial air operators (CAR 705
operations). These pilots only receive PDM training during their initial
training; there is no requirement for formal recurrent PDM training.
SOPs can also help to improve PDM in complex environments. SOPs
can be considered to be decisions, made in advance, that tell a pilot
how to safely proceed in an expeditious manner. SOPs help to
streamline decision making and are a regulatory requirement for
commercial operations where the aircraft must be flown by two or more
pilots; however, they are not a requirement for commercial single-pilot
operations.
The pilot received his simulator training on the Cessna 208, an aircraft
type substantially different from the PC-12. The Cessna 208 is not
pressurized, whereas the PC-12 is. Overall, the PC-12 is of a more
sophisticated concept and design. An engine failure scenario in the
Cessna 208 would not have to take into account high altitude
considerations such as passenger welfare, strong upper winds, and
temperature change. Provided that complex situations such as
impending and eventual engine failure at altitude were emphasized, the
provision of PC-12 simulator training would have increased the
probability of the pilot making effective decisions in the circumstances
of the progressive indications of failure.
2.4 Aircraft Systems
The aircraft battery can provide electrical power for approximately 30
minutes if the electrical load is reduced to below 50 amps. If windshield
heat is selected to the "light" setting only, battery power duration is
reduced to about 24 minutes. If the aircraft is set up for optimum glide
rate, it would take 32.5 minutes to descend to sea level from an altitude
of 30 000 feet. In the scenario described above, if windshield heat were
selected to the "light" setting, battery power would have been
exhausted 8.5 minutes before the aircraft reached the ground. Use of
additional equipment during descent, such as windshield heat, landing
lights, or attempts at engine restart, would place further demands on
the battery's limited supply. In this occurrence, the aircraft stayed
airborne for approximately 15 minutes after the engine failed.
Therefore, it is probable that the battery would still have been able to
power the essential instruments even if windshield heat remained
selected "on."
Notwithstanding, the CARs do not require that SEIFR aircraft have a
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0067/a98a0067.asp
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sufficient emergency electrical supply to power necessary electrical
systems throughout the entirety of an engine-out let-down from the
aircraft's maximum operating level at an optimal glide speed and
configuration. Other rule-making authorities have recognized that
standard battery supplies are inadequate for emergency SEIFR
purposes. This is reflected in the Australian SEIFR requirement for
emergency electrical supply, and a similar requirement is proposed in
the European Joint Aviation Requirements--Operations (JAR-OPS)
SEIFR draft regulations.
The oxygen system is designed to provide oxygen to the crew and
passengers for ten minutes. From 25 000 feet (the maximum altitude
for passenger carriage in single-pilot IFR operations) it would take 11.5
minutes to descend to 13 000 feet at the optimum glide rate. The
oxygen would be depleted 1.5 minutes prior to reaching 13 000 feet.
The CARs do not require that pressurized SEIFR aircraft have
sufficient supplemental oxygen to allow for an optimal glide profile
during an engine-out let-down from the aircraft's maximum operating
level until a cabin altitude of 13 000 feet is attained.
Since the introduction of the Canadian SEIFR authority in 1993,
significant advances have been made in aircraft equipment
technologies. GPS satellite navigation in commercial navigation is now
common, and automatic engine health and usage monitoring systems
(HUMS) and advanced onboard oil debris monitoring systems that can
detect non-ferrous oil debris particles are more available. The
Australian regulatory authority introduced SEIFR rules, after Canada
had done so, and incorporated some of these newer systems into its
SEIFR rule. The Australians also require that electrical equipment such
as landing lights and radar/radio altimeters be capable of being
powered by the aeroplane's emergency electrical supply system
(battery). The landing lights and radio altimeter on the accident Pilatus
were capable of being powered by the battery; however, this was not a
requirement of the Canadian rule.
2.5 De-icing Equipment
Weather information provided to the pilot showed that icing was
forecast along the route of flight. CARs require that the aircraft's deicing equipment be serviceable prior to departure; however, the aircraft
departed with an inoperative wing de-icing system.
Had the pneumatic de-icing boots been serviceable for the flight, they
would have been rendered inoperative after engine shutdown;
consequently, the pilot would have been unable to clear ice from critical
surfaces during an engine-out let-down through icing conditions. Even
small amounts of ice on critical surfaces can have an adverse effect on
aircraft handling characteristics, gliding performance, and stall speed.
The pilot would need to be aware of this and allow for the adverse
effects during the let-down and landing phase.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0067/a98a0067.asp
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The pilot's records indicated that he was certified, trained, and
qualified for the flight in accordance with existing regulations.
The maintenance records indicate that the aircraft was
maintained in accordance with existing regulations.
The weight and centre of gravity were within the prescribed
limits.
The aircraft did not meet the approval requirements for SEIFR
flight because the engine chip detector was not operational
during flight.
The engine chip detecting system, as it is presently configured
on the PC-12, does not monitor the entire engine lubricating
system for ferrous particles.
The pilot stated that he had experienced unusual engine oil
pressure indications on the occurrence aircraft in the past.
The pilot was aware that the low oil quantity annunciating
system was unserviceable prior to the occurrence flight.
The engine failed as a result of an interruption of oil flow to the
first-stage planet gear assembly; the cause of the oil flow
interruption could not be determined. There is no history of a
similar type failure.
The indications of low oil pressure were genuine, but were not
considered valid by the pilot; this was an error trap (unsafe
actions taken as a result of wrongful assumptions, unsafe
conditions or practices) that the pilot did not recognize. Thus, he
did not follow the "Land as soon as possible" instruction called
for in the Emergencies section of the POH.
The terms "Land as soon as possible" and "Land as soon as
practical" are not defined in the POH.
Contrary to the recommended procedure of retaining glide
capability, the pilot commenced a descent as soon as the aircraft
turned back towards St. John's.
The aircraft departed into a region where icing had been forecast
with a wing de-icing system that was inoperative.
There are no means to clear ice from critical wing surfaces on
the PC-12 once the engine has been shut down; pilots would
need to compensate for the adverse effects of ice during the lethttp://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98a0067/a98a0067.asp
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need to compensate for the adverse effects of ice during the letdown and landing.
The ELT had been removed prior to the flight for maintenance;
CAR 605.39 allows for flight without an ELT for up to 90 days.
The CARs do not require pilots involved in SEIFR to have
received pilot decision-making training.
The CARs that govern SEIFR do not list as part of the REL a
system capable of monitoring and recording those parameters
critical to engine performance and condition.
The CARs do not require that pressurized SEIFR aircraft have
sufficient supplemental oxygen to allow for an optimal glide
profile during an engine-out let-down from the aircraft's maximum
operating level until a cabin altitude of 13 000 feet is attained.
The CARs do not require that SEIFR aircraft have a sufficient
emergency electrical supply to power necessary electrical
systems throughout the entirety of an engine-out let-down from
the aircraft's maximum operating level at an optimal glide speed
and configuration.
The equipment standard for SEIFR in the CARs is not as
stringent as that of other regulatory aviation authorities, such as
the Australian regulatory authority.
3.2 Causes
The pilot did not follow the prescribed emergency procedure for low oil
pressure, and the engine failed before he could land safely. The pilot's
decision making was influenced by his belief that the low oil pressure
indications were not valid. The engine failed as a result of an
interruption of oil flow to the first-stage planet gear assembly; the
cause of the oil flow interruption could not be determined.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
4.1.1 Chip Detector Operability
As the chip detector was rendered inoperable when the landing gear
was retracted, the aircraft did not meet the approval requirements for
SEIFR flight, which requires a chip detector system to warn the pilot of
excessive ferrous material in the engine lubricating system. When
apprised of the situation, TC, on 15 July 1998, sent a letter to all TC
regional managers for redistribution to all operators of Canadianregistered PC-12 aircraft advising them that they had 90 days to modify
their aircraft to make the chip detector functional in all regimes of flight.
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4.1.2 ELT Availability
There is a proposed CAR amendment which will allow CAR 703 air taxi
operations for up to thirty days without an ELT on board. For private
owners, or operators who have a low aircraft utilization rate and low
overall risk, 30 days may be an appropriate period of time to allow flight
without an ELT; however, for commercial operators with a high
utilization rate, or for those who are performing operations that involve
greater risk, 30 days may represent an unacceptable period of
operation for flight without an ELT. Therefore, the TSB forwarded a
Safety Advisory letter to TC which suggested that TC consider a further
reduction or elimination of the 30-day allowance for commercial
operators.
There is also a Notice of Proposed Amendment to reduce the allowable
time period for flight without an operable ELT for aircraft operated
under CAR 705 and CAR 704.
4.1.3 Emergency Procedures Terminologies
Some aircraft manufacturers define the terms "possible" and "practical",
and employ only these defined terms. Similarly, TC, in its Extended
Range Twin-Engine Operations (ETOPS) Manual, defines "suitable"
and "adequate" airports. This reduces subjectivity and allows all
involved (manufacturers, pilots, dispatchers, and maintenance
personnel) to accurately and similarly gauge the degree of urgency
related to an airborne emergency. Consistent interpretation of
terminology related to emergency procedures is necessary to ensure
an appropriate response. Consequently, the TSB, on 18 June 1998,
forwarded a Safety Advisory letter to TC to suggest that TC consider a
means to standardize these terms throughout the aviation industry.
TC responded to the Safety Advisory letter by issuing, on 21 October
1999, Commercial and Business Aviation Advisory Circular (CBAAC
0163), which deals with "standardisation of terminology related to
aircraft emergency procedures." TC has also asked Pilatus Aircraft to
review the PC-12 POH with regard to this subject and has
recommended that the POH include comprehensive definitions of the
terms that are used.
4.2 Action Required
4.2.1 Oxygen System Requirements
The requirement for pressurized aircraft to carry a supplemental
oxygen supply is set out in CAR 605.31. The CAR requires a tenminute minimum supply of oxygen for passengers and crew, or an
amount sufficient to allow an emergency descent to below 13 000 feet,
whichever is greater. The standard oxygen system on board the Pilatus
PC-12 meets the requirements set out in these CARs (ten minutes).
The SEIFR rule does not stipulate any additional oxygen equipment
requirements.
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According to the POH, the standard PC-12 oxygen system is "for use
by crew and passengers in the event of contaminated air being
introduced into the cabin or a loss of pressurization with a rapid
descent to lower altitudes." The system "will supply two crew and nine
passengers for a minimum of 10 minutes in which time a descent from
30 000 feet to 10 000 feet is performed." A rapid descent is the best
course of action for air contamination or depressurization while under
power; however, if the aircraft loses pressurization due to engine
failure, a rapid descent would compromise the aircraft's glide profile
and lessen the chances of reaching a suitable aerodrome.
Maintaining the aircraft's optimal glide profile is a fundamental aspect
of coping with a total power loss. But, in a high-altitude engine failure
scenario, the need to maintain optimal glide speed is at odds with the
requirement to descend rapidly to below 13 000 feet due to
depressurization and limited supplemental oxygen reserves. The PC-12
POH states that at the PC-12's optimum engine-out glide configuration,
it would take 16 minutes to descend from 30 000 feet (the maximum
altitude for PC-12 dual-pilot operations) to 13 000 feet. In a descent
from 30 000 feet, supplemental oxygen would have been depleted six
minutes prior to reaching 13 000 feet; from 25 000 feet (the maximum
altitude for single-pilot operations), it would take about 11.5 minutes for
the descent. Although the PC-12 meets CAR requirements for oxygen
equipment, the standard oxygen supply carried is insufficient to allow
engine-out let-down using the optimal glide profile while at the same
time maintaining oxygen reserves.
The oxygen equipment and supply regulation predates SEIFR
operations and has not been amended since the implementation of the
SEIFR policy. The rule does not reflect the requirement for singleengine aircraft to maintain an optimal glide profile throughout the
entirety of an engine-out descent. Other regulatory authorities have
recognized the need for a specific oxygen equipment rule for SEIFR
operations. The Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA)
SEIFR rule requires that pressurized SEIFR aeroplanes be equipped
with "sufficient additional oxygen for all occupants to allow the descent
from cruising level following engine failure to be made at the best range
gliding speed and in the best gliding configuration, assuming the
maximum cabin leak rate, until a cabin altitude of 13 000 feet is
reached." European JAR-OPS SEIFR draft regulations propose the
same oxygen rule.
Although oxygen supply was not a factor in this occurrence, it has been
demonstrated that pressurized SEIFR aircraft operating in Canada may
have insufficient oxygen reserves to allow for an optimal engine-out
descent from maximum operating level. Therefore, the Board
recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that pressurized SEIFR
aircraft have sufficient supplemental oxygen to allow for an
optimal glide profile during an engine-out let-down from the
aircraft's maximum operating level until a cabin altitude of 13 000
feet is attained.
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A00-01
4.2.2 Electrical System Requirements
The SEIFR requirement for electrical power is for two independent
power generating sources, either of which is capable of sustaining
essential flight instruments and electrical equipment. The PC-12 meets
this requirement with two generators. According to the PC-12 POH, the
battery provides power for engine starting, and can also provide power
to essential electrical systems for 20 minutes in the event of a dual
generator or engine failure if the electrical load is less than 60 amps. If
the load is reduced to below 50 amps, the battery should last for 30
minutes. Maintaining optimal glide performance after an engine failure
is fundamental and, during the glide, the aircraft battery is the sole
source of electrical power. Instrument meteorological conditions may
exist during the descent, and, therefore, it is crucial that the battery be
capable of powering the flight instruments until landing.
At the PC-12's optimal glide speed and configuration, it would take
about 32 minutes to descend from 30 000 feet to sea level; a glide from
25 000 feet would take about 28 minutes. The typical electrical load
from essential equipment on the PC-12 is about 50 amps, and
according to the aircraft manufacturer, a 70%-capacity battery with a
rated battery power of 40 amp hours can supply this load for 31
minutes. Powering only the essential instruments and lights, battery
power might be nearly or completely spent prior to touchdown. It may
also be necessary to power other electrical systems, further reducing
battery life. An attempted engine re-light or the use of a landing light at
night would both place a large draw on a battery. Electric windshield
heat may also be required. With the pilot windshield heat continuously
on light mode, the estimated battery life is 24 minutes; on heavy mode,
the estimated life is only 22.5 minutes, which is below the optimal
gliding time from the maximum operating altitude.
Other rule-making authorities have recognized that standard battery
supplies are inadequate for emergency SEIFR purposes. The
Australian SEIFR requirement for emergency electrical supply is for a
system of:
sufficient capacity and duration that is capable of providing
power following the failure of all generated power, for those
loads essential for-one attempt at engine restart; and
descent from maximum operating altitude to be made at
the best range gliding speed and in the best gliding
configuration, or for a minimum of one hour, whichever is
greater; and
continued safe landing; and
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if appropriate, the extension of landing gear and flaps.
European JAR-OPS SEIFR draft regulations have proposed a similar
requirement.
The standard emergency power supply (battery) on SEIFR aircraft may
be insufficient to power essential aircraft electrical systems throughout
an engine-out descent from maximum operating altitudes at the optimal
glide configuration and speed, and there is no CAR requirement that
such a system be required. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that SEIFR aircraft have a
sufficient emergency electrical supply to power essential
electrical systems following engine failure throughout the entirety
of a descent, at optimal glide speed and configuration, from the
aircraft's maximum operating level to ground level.
A00-02
4.2.3 Engine Chip Detector Requirements
The SEIFR equipment standard requires a chip detector system to
warn the pilot of excessive ferrous material in the engine lubrication
system (4) . The chip detector on the accident PC-12 was designed to
be disabled in flight and did not meet the intent of the equipment
standard. TC has since advised operators of the PC-12 to install an
engine chip detector that functions in all regimes of flight.
The chip detector system on board the PC-12 is installed at the six
o'clock position in the RGB. Only the oil lubricating the RGB and a
portion of the lubricating oil from the number three and four engine
bearings pass over the chip detector before returning to the scavenge
oil pump. None of the lubricating oil from the number one and two
engine bearings and none of the oil from the AGB pass over a chip
detector before returning to the scavenge oil pump. Oil from these
areas goes first through the scavenge oil pump, then through the
pressure pump and oil filter, before returning to lubricate the engine
components. Therefore, metal generated in these areas would be
filtered out prior to encountering the chip detector in the RGB. The chip
detector system, as installed, is still not able to warn the pilot of ferrous
material generated by all the engine components. Installation of a
second chip detector, in the location of the AGB drain plug, would allow
for the monitoring of all the unfiltered oil, and could also indicate the
presence of ferrous particles if tied into the existing chip indicating
system. The engine manufacturer has advised that this chip detecting
configuration also exists on other aircraft types equipped with the PT-6
engine.
The engine chip detecting system, as it is presently configured on the
PC-12, does not monitor the entire engine lubricating system for
ferrous particles, and other aircraft types using the PT-6 may be
similarly configured. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that the magnetic chip
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The Department of Transport require that the magnetic chip
detecting system on PT-6-equipped single-engine aircraft be
modified to provide a warning to the pilot of excessive ferrous
material in the entire engine oil lubricating system.
A00-03
4.2.4 Engine Trend Monitoring Requirements
Prior to the implementation of the Canadian SEIFR regulation, TC staff
produced a position paper which proposed means of managing the
associated risk. One of the proposals was for an engine performance
monitoring system capable of monitoring engine parameters and
comparing actual engine performance against the ideal. This system
would provide operators with early indications of engine damage and
deterioration. The final SEIFR rule, however, did not include a
requirement for such a system.
The Australian CASA has included a requirement for automatic engine
performance and condition monitoring, and the draft European policy
has adopted this requirement. The FAA requires an inspection program
that incorporates either the manufacturer's recommended engine trend
monitoring program, which includes an oil analysis, if appropriate, or an
FAA-approved engine trend monitoring program that includes an oil
analysis at defined intervals.
TC initially proposed an engine monitoring system, and other regulating
authorities have recognized the value of these systems and have
included the requirement. These systems can provide early warning of
engine deterioration and of the necessity to conduct an early removal
and overhaul of the engine. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that single-engine
instrument flight rules (SEIFR) operators have in place an
automatic system or an approved program that will monitor and
record those engine parameters critical to engine performance
and condition.
A00-04
4.2.5 Additional Equipment Requirements
Since the introduction of the Canadian SEIFR authority in 1993,
significant advances have been made in aircraft equipment
technologies. GPS satellite navigation in commercial navigation is now
common, and automatic engine HUMS and advanced onboard oil
debris monitoring systems that can detect non-ferrous oil debris
particles are more available. The Australian regulatory authority has
incorporated some of these newer systems into its SEIFR rule. The
Australians have also required that electrical equipment such as
landing lights and radar/radio altimeters be capable of being powered
by the aeroplane's emergency electrical supply system (battery). There
are several other equipment requirements listed in the Australian rule
that are not part of the Canadian rule, but which are worthy of
consideration. These items include:
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passenger seats that have been dynamically tested to meet the
standards of at least FAR 23 amendment 36; and
an approved shoulder harness or a safety belt with a diagonal
shoulder strap for each passenger seat; and
airborne weather radar equipment; and
a HUMS; and
an engine fire warning system.
These items would help either to prevent a loss of engine power or to
lessen the adverse consequences of an engine-out occurrence.
The 1993 Canadian SEIFR policy was ground-breaking and has led the
way for other regulatory agencies to introduce SEIFR. However, it
appears that the subsequent rule-making activity by these other
aviation authorities is resulting in SEIFR equipment requirements that
are more stringent than the Canadian rule. New aircraft equipment
technologies and changes to how old equipment is fitted on SEIFR
aircraft could serve to lessen the occurrence or consequence of a
SEIFR engine failure. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport review the equipment standard for
SEIFR and include equipment technologies that would serve to
further minimize the risks associated with SEIFR flight.
A00-05
4.2.6 Pilot Decision Making
In this occurrence, the pilot misdiagnosed the oil pressure indication.
He therefore did not see the need to "land as soon as possible", and
the engine failed before he could land safely. The pilot's decision
making was influenced by his mistaken belief that the low oil pressure
indications were not valid. The pilot encountered and failed to
recognize an "error trap". The TSB has previously issued a
recommendation (A95-11) on CRM and decision-making training for all
operators and aircrew involved in commercial aviation. Ineffective PDM
in small air carrier operations is still a matter of concern to the TSB. No
specific decision-making course is required for SEIFR qualification, yet
this training is required to receive operating qualifications in less
complex environments, such as for flights in reduced VFR limits.
The only regulatory requirement for commercial pilots to undergo
formalized PDM training is the CASS requirement for pilots operating in
reduced visibilities. According to TC's Safety in Air Taxi Operations
(SATOPS) report, "The association of the one-time PDM course with
operations in reduced visibilities is not considered to be appropriate
especially with the changing information on human factors and decision
making." The SATOPS report also states that "The 'standard' course
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that is available contains out-of-date information and does not meet
the needs of the industry."
TC developed the Pilot Decision-Making Course in the 1980s. Theories
and models of human behaviour and pilot decision making have
changed since then, but the current curricula have not been modified to
reflect these changes. The value of PDM training has been generally
recognized throughout the aviation industry. According to TC's
SATOPS report, "Pilots and operators believe that PDM training can be
very beneficial and practical for day-to-day operations. Some even
believe that the course should be mandatory for pilots and
management."
Simulator training that emphasizes decision making in complex
environments is a very effective means of honing PDM skills.
The accident pilot did not have formal PDM training, company SOPs, or
PC-12 simulator training to help him formulate his decision. Without a
systemic approach to improving PDM, accidents resulting from
ineffective decisions in complex situations will continue to affect
commercial operations. The Board believes that improved formal PDM
training is a necessity for all commercial pilots. The Board also believes
that SOPs and an increased emphasis on appropriate decision making
throughout pilot training and during all of a pilot's flying-related activities
will serve to reduce the occurrence of PDM-related accidents.
Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport improve the quality of pilot decision
making in commercial air operations through appropriate training
standards for crew members.
A00-06
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 04 February 2000.
Appendix A—List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Branch Reports were completed:
LP 87/98—Engine Components Analysis
LP 115/98—TAT Oil Cooler Analysis
These reports are available from the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada upon request.
Appendix B—Glossary
ACC
AGB
agl
ATPL

Area Control Centre
accessory gearbox
above ground level
airline transport pilot licence
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CARs
CASA
CASS
CBAAC
CRM
ELT
EIS
ETOPS
FAA
FARs
FL
GPS
HUMS
IFR
JAR-OPS
lb
min
NDT
Ng
nm
PDM
PIREP
POH
PSI
P&W
Px
RCMP
RGB
REL
SATOPS
SE
sec
SEIFR
SIGMET
sm
SOPs
TC
TSB
UTC
VFR
1.

Canadian Aviation Regulations
Civil Aviation Safety Authority
Commercial Air Service Standard
Commercial and Business Aviation Advisory Circular
crew resource management
emergency locator transmitter
engine instrument system
extended range twin-engine operations
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Regulations
flight level
global positioning system
health and usage monitoring system
instrument flight rules
Joint Aviation Requirements--Operations
pound(s)
minute
Newfoundland daylight saving time
gas generator speed
nautical miles
pilot decision making
pilot report
pilot operating handbook
pounds per square inch
Pratt & Whitney
pressure
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
reduction gearbox
required equipment list
safety in air taxi operations
southeast
second
single-engine instrument flight rules
significant meteorology reports
statute miles
standard operating procedures
Transport Canada
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
coordinated universal time
visual flight rules

See Glossary at Appendix B for all abbreviations and acronyms.
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2. All times are NDT (coordinated universal time [UTC] minus 2.5
hours) unless otherwise stated.
3. CASS 723.22 (2)(d) Transport of Passengers in Single-Engined
Aeroplanes.
4.

CASS 723.22 (1)(d).

Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose of
advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or
criminal liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report Collision With Terrain
Interlake International Pilot Training Centre
Diamond Aircraft Industries Inc. DA-20-A1 Katana
Kinosota, Manitoba 3 nm NE
20 February 1998

Print View

Report Number A98C0030
Summary
The Diamond DA-20-A1 Katana, with a flight instructor and a student on board, departed Gimli, Manitoba,
on a 118-nm flight to Dauphin. The instructor had filed a visual flight rules (VFR) flight plan with the
Winnipeg Flight Service Station (FSS). When the aircraft was overdue at its destination, the FSS conducted
a radio search and then contacted the aircraft's operator. The crew of an overflying aircraft reported a
signal from an emergency locator transmitter (ELT) along the aircraft's planned flight path, and a military
search and rescue aircraft was dispatched to the area. The occurrence took place during daylight hours, at
about 1100 central standard time (CST), (1) and the aircraft was located at about 1500. The aircraft had
struck the 12-inch-thick ice surface of Lake Manitoba in a nose-down, slightly right-wing-low attitude, at
considerable forward speed and at a high rate of descent. There was no evidence of rotation of the aircraft.
The aircraft had penetrated the ice up to the leading edge of the wing, and the nose, engine and part of the
cockpit were submerged. The two occupants sustained fatal injuries on impact, and the aircraft was
destroyed.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The instructor was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with existing legislation. He held a
commercial pilot licence and a total flight time of 719 hours, 283 hours of which were on the DA-20 Katanatype aircraft. He had undergone some instrument flight training as required for the issue of his commercial
pilot licence but did not have an instrument rating. His pilot licence was endorsed with a Class 4 instructor
rating on 22 May 1996. The instructor rating was subsequently upgraded to a Class 3 instructor rating,
which was valid to 01 November 1998. As of the date of the occurrence, he had accumulated 456 hours
since he was hired as an instructor at Interlake International Pilot Training Centre (IIPTC). He was
described as a careful pilot and conscientious instructor, and he had completed a Transport Canada Pilot
Decision Making course on 13 November 1997.
The student had passed the written examinations necessary for the issue of a recreational pilot permit.
According to his logbook, he had accumulated 50.3 hours of flight time, of which 10.4 hours were flown
solo. The instructor had completed a form which stated that he had conducted a pre-flight evaluation of all
training exercises with the student, and that the student was considered by the instructor to meet the
competency standard for the issue of a recreational pilot licence. The occurrence flight was to complete the
cross-country requirements for the issue of a recreational pilot permit, and to transport the student to
Dauphin to undergo a recreational pilot permit check flight. The chief flight instructor of IIPTC had
reportedly arranged the check flight with an examiner at Dauphin.
Weather information at Gimli is gathered by an automatic weather observation system (AWOS). The
weather at Gimli in the early morning of the day of the occurrence was generally cloudy, with visibility
reduced by fog.
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The instructor called the Winnipeg Flight Service Station (FSS) at 0811, advised the FSS specialist that he
was planning a VFR flight to Dauphin, and requested a weather briefing. The FSS specialist provided the
instructor the following briefing:
"Okay, VFR not recommended until at least after 1200. Currently, Gimli automatic at 0800 wind calm,
visibility four miles and ceiling 2,200 overcast, temperature minus four, dew-point minus four, altimeter
three zero zero two. Dauphin at 0800 automatic report wind 210 at six, visibility nine miles ceiling 1,800
broken, temperature plus one, dew-point minus two, altimeter 29.98. There are lots of fog patches around
this morning; we're an eighth of a mile here in Winnipeg with a vertical visibility of zero and that is pretty
prevalent over the Red River Valley. I'm surprised Gimli is improved to what it is. They, just a little while
ago, were down to a half a mile or an eighth of a mile. So they could go down again anytime. And the area
forecast for southern Manitoba regions in a light southwesterly flow becoming light southerly during the
period, airmass moist in the low levels and stable over western regions, becoming patchy moist over the
eastern regions and for western regions basically west of the Red River Valley, 2,500 overcast occasionally
broken, topped at 4,000 and visibilities more than six except for scattered stratus ceilings 500 to 1,000 and
visibilities one to five miles in light drizzle and snow and mist until 1800 zulu [UTC]. Moderate mixed icing in
stratus. The freezing level's near the surface, rising to 2,500 feet by 1200, and the outlook for 1800 to 0600
is for marginal VFR ceilings becoming VFR from the west."
The instructor requested the aerodrome forecast for Dauphin and was told: "Dauphin TAF valid from 0500
to 1800 [UTC] wind 230 degrees at seven, visibility more than six and ceiling 2,000 overcast and the wind
becoming between 1400 and 1600 zulu 180 degrees at 12 knots."
On the day of the occurrence, Environment Canada prepared forecasts for the Brandon-DauphinWinnipeg-Gimli area, and aerodrome forecasts for Dauphin. There were no aerodrome forecasts or weather
observations available for points between Gimli and Dauphin, and no evidence was found that the
instructor or the student obtained weather information for that area from other sources. The area between
Gimli and Dauphin is not densely inhabited. However, there are several villages along the route of flight
whose inhabitants were able to provide weather information after the accident. Such information is not
readily available to pilots through the FSS. The weather briefing provided to the instructor by the FSS
specialist corresponded generally to the reported weather observations for Dauphin and Gimli, the
aerodrome forecast for Dauphin, and the area forecast for the route of flight.
After receiving the weather briefing from the FSS specialist, the instructor and the student conferred and
decided to wait for conditions to improve. At 0941, the Gimli AWOS reported that the cloud cover had
decreased to scattered cloud at 1,900 feet, with a visibility of 2.5 miles. The student filed a VFR flight plan
with FSS at 0954, with a planned altitude of 2,500 feet above sea level (asl). At 1000, the AWOS reported
that the sky was clear and that visibility had improved to six miles. The instructor and student departed
shortly after receiving the 1000 AWOS report.
A printout of weather information from NavCanada's Internet site was found with the student's personal
effects in the aircraft after the accident. The information was printed at 0821 on the day of the accident and
included the recent weather observations and aerodrome forecasts from Winnipeg, Brandon, Portage
Southport, Dauphin and The Pas as well as the forecast upper winds and the area forecast for the period
from 0600 to 1800. That area forecast called for cloud ceilings of 2,500 feet asl overcast topped at 4,000,
visibility greater than six statute miles, with scattered stratus ceilings 500 to 1,000 feet and visibilities one
to five statute miles in light drizzle, snow and mist until 1200. Moderate mixed icing in stratus, otherwise
light to moderate rime icing above the freezing level. Freezing level near the surface, rising to 2,500 feet by
1200. Turbulence: light to nil. Outlook: marginal VFR ceilings becoming VFR from the west.
Several ground observers reported that the weather between Eriksdale, 20 nautical miles (nm) east of the
accident site, and Vogar, five nm east of the accident site, was low broken to overcast cloud at the time of
the flight, with visibility occasionally reduced by fog. Other observers departed from Kinosota, three nm
south-west of the accident site, and proceeded on Lake Manitoba to a fishing area about six miles south of
the accident site on the morning of the accident. These observers also reported that low cloud and fog
prevailed in those areas until noon on that day. Several observers reported that an aircraft which fit the
description of the occurrence aircraft flew westbound, on the planned route of flight, over the village of
Vogar, at an altitude estimated at 200 to 400 feet, shortly before noon on the day of the accident. The
aircraft was observed flying above a low cloud layer and was visible only briefly through breaks in the
cloud. The aircraft was described as flying straight and level, and its sound was steady. The ground
elevation in the Vogar area is about 840 feet asl.
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One witness reported hearing an aircraft flying in the area west of Vogar. The aircraft was not visible, but
the sound of the aircraft's engine varied in pitch, in a way that suggested that the aircraft was turning or
manoeuvring. As the sound of the aircraft trailed off, a sharp report was heard which the witness believed
to be the sound of lake ice cracking. After that sound, the aircraft could no longer be heard. The aircraft
was not visible to the observers because of the fog in the area. No witnesses were found who observed the
crash. Lake ice reportedly seldom cracks in the relatively warm temperatures prevailing on the day of the
accident.
The Canadian Air Regulations (CARs) state that no person shall operate an aircraft in VFR flight within
uncontrolled airspace unless the aircraft is operated with visual reference to the surface; and where the
aircraft is operated at less than 1,000 feet above ground level (agl), during the day, flight visibility is not
less than two statute miles, unless otherwise authorized, and the aircraft is operated clear of cloud. Pilots
operating in VFR flight require sufficient ceiling and visibility to orient themselves relative to the ground and
to navigate to their destinations. Flight in cloud or areas of low visibility reduces the amount of visual
reference available to pilots to enable them to maintain control of their aircraft. The terrain from Gimli to
Vogar consists largely of crop land and forest, which provides a visual reference even though the ground is
snow-covered. The Aeronautical Information Publication (A.I.P. Canada) states that whiteout occurs over
an unbroken snow surface and beneath a uniformly overcast sky, and its effect is that a sense of depth and
orientation is lost and only very dark, nearby objects can be seen. Flight over the white surface of a snowcovered frozen lake greatly reduces the available visual reference and increases the chance that the pilot
will be affected by whiteout.
The maximum permissible weight of the aircraft is 1,609 pounds. A reconstruction of the aircraft's weight,
based on the actual weights of the occupants and baggage found in the aircraft and the reported fuel load,
indicates that the weight of the aircraft was 1,637 pounds at take-off and 1,619 pounds at the time of the
occurrence. A calculation of the aircraft's centre of gravity indicates that although it was not within approved
limits, it was likely not a factor in the occurrence.
The aircraft's log book was with the aircraft when it departed from Gimli. The log book was not recovered
after the accident and is believed to have been lost through the ice at the site. The aircraft's records
indicate that the aircraft was certified and equipped in accordance with existing regulations. There was no
evidence of fire either before or after the occurrence. The engine separated from the fuselage on impact
and was found hanging from the aircraft by the engine control cables under the ice. The engine sustained
severe damage on impact, and as a result, could not be operated to determine its serviceability. However,
damage to the gears of the reduction gearbox and to the aircraft's propeller indicate that the engine was
producing power at the time of impact with the ice. The composite wing skins were found delaminated from
the wing spars. Examination revealed cracking and wrinkling resulting from an impact to the leading edges
of the skins while they were being held in position by the spars. The structure of the aircraft's tail boom
failed immediately forward of the vertical stabilizer. The failure mode was consistent with impact forces,
and there was no evidence that this structure had failed in flight. Analysis of the aircraft's electricallypowered flight instruments revealed that they were operating at the time of the accident. The aircraft's flight
controls and other systems were examined to the degree possible and no evidence of a malfunction was
found. The aircraft had accumulated a total of 1,500 hours of flight time since manufacture. It was not
equipped for instrument flight or for flight into known icing conditions. The directional gyroscope was known
to precess in flight; however, the unit was still considered to be serviceable.
Several instructors at IIPTC reported that they routinely turned the aircraft's transponder on in flight;
however, on several occasions they had found the transponder to be unserviceable. The unit reportedly
remained unreliable despite several attempts to effect repairs. A review of radar data records at the
Winnipeg Area Control Centre revealed a prime target departing the Gimli area at the time at which the
accident aircraft departed. The target followed the planned flight path for several minutes, and then
disappeared from view. A prime target may be displayed by radar for an aircraft which does not have a
functioning transponder. The transponder system was damaged in the accident and could not be tested. A
functioning transponder interacts with radar and results in a secondary radar display. No other low altitude
targets were detected by radar in the Vogar-Kinosota area at the time of the accident.
The student was in the left seat, in accordance with normal instructional practice, but the instructor was the
pilot-in-command and had the overall responsibility for the safety of the flight. The aircraft's flight
instruments are positioned in front of the left seat; however, they can be monitored from the right side.
Autopsy results suggest that the instructor was likely handling the controls at the time of the accident.
Toxicology test results for the presence of alcohol and other volatiles were negative for both the student
and the instructor.
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IIPTC had an established training policy entitled "Flight Training Unit Safety Precautions". This publication
stated that "These safety precautions have been developed to provide guidance to the student in six
specific areas of operation." One of those areas was weather minima for flight operations. On page 5,
specific weather limits are provided for solo flights by students. In the case of solo flights by private pilot
students, the limits are: Circuits: ceiling 1 000 feet, visibility 5 sm; practise area: ceiling 2 500 feet, visibility
10 sm; solo cross-country: ceiling 3 000 feet, visibility 12 sm. As to flights by students with instructors, the
publication states that "In most cases, the instructor will determine whether or not the weather conditions
are suitable for dual or solo flight." Interviews with the instructors at IIPTC indicated that they were, for the
most part, aware of the provisions of these safety precautions, and that they conducted their operations in
compliance with them.
The organizational structure of IIPTC consisted of a chief flight instructor (CFI), an assistant CFI, individual
instructors, and students. The CFI was responsible for decisions with respect to flight safety during flying
periods, and the overall management of flight training at IIPTC. The assistant CFI supervised the individual
instructors and acted as the maintenance coordinator. Except when acting as the instructor on a specific
flight, neither the CFI nor the assistant CFI routinely received or reviewed weather reports or forecasts to
determine whether the prevailing conditions were suitable for flight operations. Each instructor was
responsible for checking the weather before departure. The CFI was in the office on the morning of the
accident. He reported that he had checked the AWOS weather report for Gimli and the observed weather
at Dauphin before the accident flight departed, but that he had not reviewed the area forecast for the route
of flight. On reviewing the area forecast after the occurrence, both the CFI and the assistant CFI indicated
that they did not consider the forecast weather conditions to be suitable for the proposed flight. The
assistant CFI was not in the office on the morning of the accident.
The student's home was in southern Ontario. During his training at Gimli, he had experienced several
delays and postponements of certain exercises as a result of unseasonably cloudy weather. It was reported
that the student had planned to depart Gimli for his home on the day after the proposed flight test, and that
the instructor, the CFI, and the student were anxious to have the flight test completed before the student's
departure. If the planned flight test did not proceed on the day of the accident, it would have been delayed
by a substantial amount of time, and further training would probably have been required before a
subsequent flight test could have been attempted.
Analysis
Examination of the aircraft wreckage indicates that its structure, engine, and flight control system were
serviceable at the time of the accident.
The prime radar target that departed Gimli was probably that of the accident aircraft. The fact that a only a
prime target was observed indicates that the transponder was either not functioning or was not turned on
during the flight. The practice of the instructors was to turn on the transponder, therefore it is possible that
the transponder was turned on but not serviceable during the accident flight. The unserviceability of the
transponder made it more difficult for the aircraft to interact with the air traffic control system; however, it did
not affect the safety of this flight.
The available information indicates that the instructor and the student obtained the area forecast for the
proposed route of flight between Gimli and Dauphin, but did not have specific weather information for the
Vogar area available to them during their pre-flight planning and were therefore probably unaware of the
fog that prevailed in the area of Lake Manitoba. However, the area forecast predicted scattered stratus
ceilings 500 to 1,000 feet, and visibilities as low as one mile, which did not meet the weather requirement
of the CARS. The instructor's decision to depart under these conditions left him little margin for any
deterioration of the ceilings or visibilities from those mentioned in the forecast.
The student was planning to return home to Ontario on the following day, and the instructor and the student
were attempting to complete the flight test before the student's departure. How this may have influenced
the decisions made by the student and instructor cannot be ascertained, but it is likely that it would have
increased the pressure on the instructor and the student to complete the flight to Dauphin.
The management structure at IIPTC incorporated some supervision of the instructors by the assistant CFI
and the CFI. However, it did not provide for routine monitoring of the flight planning process, nor did it
assist in regularly evaluating the available weather information. When the CFI and the assistant CFI
reviewed the area forecast after the accident, they indicated that they did not consider the weather to be
suitable for the planned flight. Had their approval been required before departure, the flight would likely not
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have been dispatched. The fact that the instructor was aware of the area forecast but chose to initiate the
flight into an area of predicted adverse weather, and that the CFI reviewed the observed weather but not
the area forecast, indicates that the importance of area forecasts in the flight planning process was not
emphasized at IIPTC.
Although the weather at Gimli and at Dauphin exceeded the regulatory requirements for VFR flight, the
weather that was observed in the area of the accident site was worse than forecast and did not meet the
regulatory requirements for either visibility or ceiling. The local reports indicate increasing cloud cover west
of Highway No. 6, and a low ceiling and visibility over the lake in the area of the accident site. The ground
observer west of Vogar was able to hear the aircraft but was unable to see it because of fog, so it is
unlikely that the aircraft was at that point being operated with adequate visual reference to the ground.
The instructor and student flew toward the area of increasing cloud cover from the east, where the cloud
cover was higher and scattered, and where better visual conditions prevailed, in that the vegetation
provided visual cues even though the ground was snow-covered. As the aircraft approached Vogar, the
cloud thickened and the ceiling lowered. West of Vogar, much of the visual reference with the surface
would have been lost as the forested terrain gave way to the frozen lake surface. The steady sound and
level attitude of the aircraft as seen between the clouds east of Vogar indicates that the aircraft was, at that
point, under control. The low altitude of the aircraft as reported by observers indicates that the aircraft was
considerably lower than the planned altitude of 2,500 feet asl. The changing pitch of the aircraft sound,
reported by an observer west of Vogar, coincided with the progress of the aircraft from flight over land to
flight over the frozen lake. This manoeuvring might have been undertaken in an effort to reverse course,
and the sharp cracking sound which followed may have been the sound of the aircraft striking the ice.
The white surface of the lake provided little contrast with the broken cloud and probably removed what little
visual reference was available to the pilot of the aircraft. The attitude of the aircraft as it struck the ice
indicates that the pilots lost control of the aircraft and entered a manoeuvre from which they were unable to
recover in the altitude available. Although the instructor had undergone some instrument flight training, he
was not qualified for flight in instrument meteorological conditions, nor was the aircraft certified for flight in
such conditions. The pilots probably lost control of the aircraft as the cloud cover increased, and visual
contact with the ground was lost in the near-whiteout and low cloud conditions.
The following TSB Engineering Branch Report was completed: LP 22/98 Instruments Examination. This
report is available upon request from the Transportation Safety Board of Canada.
Findings
The instructor was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with existing legislation.
The aircraft's maintenance records indicate that the aircraft was certified and equipped in accordance
with existing regulations, but was not equipped for instrument flight.
Examination of the aircraft's structure, flight control systems, and engine did not reveal any precrash malfunctions.
The aircraft's transponder was possibly not serviceable during the accident flight.
The aircraft's weight at take-off, and at the time of the occurrence, was slightly above the maximum
approved gross weight for the aircraft type.
The area forecast predicted scattered stratus ceilings of 500 to 1,000 feet along the proposed flight
route, with light drizzle and snow and mist.
The instructor obtained a weather briefing from FSS, and the student obtained the relevant weather
information from the NavCanada Internet site.
The CFI reviewed the weather at Dauphin and Gimli before the accident flight departed, but did not
check the area forecast.
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The IIPTC safety precautions policy contained specific weather limits for solo flights by students, but
no specific weather limits for instructors.
The importance of area forecasts in the flight planning process was not emphasized at IIPTC at the
time of the accident.
The weather conditions deteriorated as the flight progressed west of Highway No. 6, with low ceilings
and low visibility in the vicinity of the accident site.
As the aircraft approached Lake Manitoba, fog and the frozen surface of the lake offered few visual
cues to the pilot, and near-whiteout conditions prevailed.
Neither the student nor the instructor was qualified for instrument flight.
The aircraft entered a manoeuvre from which the pilot could not recover in the available altitude and
struck the ice in a nose-down attitude.
The student's planned departure from IIPTC on the day after the accident flight likely increased the
pressure on the instructor and student to complete the flight.
Causes and Contributing Factor
The instructor likely lost visual reference in cloud and near-whiteout conditions, and allowed the aircraft to
enter a manoeuvre from which he could not recover in the altitude available. Contributing factors were the
instructor's decision to continue VFR flight into the deteriorating meteorological conditions west of Eriksdale
and a lack of emphasis on area forecasts in the flight planning process.
Safety Action
IIPTC has indicated that it has changed in its flight dispatch procedures. The revised policy provides that
the flight planning for every cross-country flight will be reviewed by the CFI or the assistant CFI to ensure
that the forecast weather will be suitable for the flight, and that the weight and centre of gravity of the
aircraft will be within the approved limits.
Transport Canada (Prairie and Northern Region) has reportedly changed its pilot and instructor check rides
to place increased emphasis on a candidate's ability to correctly interpret weather observations, terminal
forecasts and area forecasts.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence. Consequently,
the Board, consisting of Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles Simpson
and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 08 January 1999.
Appendix A - Map Showing Planned Flight Path and Crash Site
Distance along the planned route of flight from Gimli to the accident site: 69 nm
Distance along the planned route of flight from Gimli to Dauphin: 118 nm
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Appendix B - Glossary
A.I.P.
asl
AWOS
CARs
CFI
CST
ELT
FSS
IIPTC
nm
TSB
UTC
VFR
1.

Aeronautical Information Publication
above sea level
automatic weather observation system
Canadian Air Regulations
chief flight instructor
central standard time
emergency locator transmitter
flight service station
Interlake International Pilot Training Centre
nautical miles
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
coordinated universal time
visual flight rules

All times are CST (Coordinated Universal Time minus six hours) unless otherwise noted.

Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Power/Loss of Control
Yukon Helicopters Ltd.
Hughes 369HS C-FZXC (Helicopter)
Waasagomach, Manitoba
23 April 1998

Print View

Report Number A98C0070
Summary
The Yukon Helicopters Ltd. Hughes 369HS helicopter, serial number
310308S, was engaged in air taxi operations in the vicinity of St.
Theresa Point, Manitoba. On the day of the occurrence, the pilot flew
multiple flights until approximately 1012 central standard time. After a
short break, he flew to the Waasagomach Band Office for another pickup. After loading four passengers, the pilot took off and climbed the
helicopter to about 500 feet above ground level (agl) for the five-mile
flight back to St. Theresa Point. Ground-based observers heard
unusual engine sounds and saw the helicopter slow down and descend
about one-quarter mile from the Band Office. When the helicopter was
about tree-top height above the frozen lake surface, the tail of the
helicopter dropped rapidly and the helicopter tilted abruptly to its left
side. The helicopter descended and struck the ice, left-side first, and
bounced back into the air. The main rotor blades severed the tail rotor
and tail boom assembly. The helicopter turned 180 degrees, and then
slid to rest with the rear of the helicopter facing in the original direction
of travel. The pilot and two passengers were fatally injured; two
surviving passengers were seriously injured. The accident occurred at
approximately 1100 in daylight at latitude 5354' N, longitude09456' W,
at an elevation of 740 feet above sea level (asl).
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
During the spring break-up and fall freeze-up, Yukon Helicopters Ltd.
provided an air taxi service to several remote communities from two
airports, Island Lake and St. Theresa Point, Manitoba. The air taxi
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operations involved short flights of a few minutes' duration with frequent
loading and unloading of passengers. The flights were generally flown
at 500 feet agl(1) into small landing sites scattered throughout the
communities in the vicinity of the two airports. At the time of the
occurrence, the company was the registered owner of one Bell 47, two
Hughes 369HS, and one Bell 206L. The company was managed by the
owner who acted as chief pilot, operations manager and director of
maintenance. Yukon Helicopters Ltd. operated an Approved
Maintenance Organization (AMO) authorized to conduct all nonspecialized maintenance work on its helicopter fleet. The company
employed an aircraft maintenance engineer (AME) in support of the
AMO. The company had a trained safety officer on retainer to
administer the dangerous goods exam and represent safety concerns
raised by the pilots. Information indicated that the company pilots did
not feel under pressure to fly in situations that compromised safety.
The owner ensured adherence to company policies; for example, he
spot-checked the minimum fuel level when pilots landed. The owner
had established the practice of conducting autorotations to landing
rather than to power recoveries at altitude during recurrent training in
the belief that it was crucial to safe operations. Company policy
required that practice autorotations be conducted with a minimum
headwind of five knots. Practice autorotations were conducted with only
two pilots on board and to landing areas that had features which assist
the pilot to judge the height above ground.
The 32-year-old pilot held a commercial helicopter pilot licence valid for
daylight flying. His medical re-examination had been completed on 20
March 1998 and his medical certificate had no restrictions. He had
begun flying training on helicopters in October 1996 with Yukon
Helicopters Ltd. His training was on the Bell 47 and Hughes 369
helicopters and completed in March 1997. He then flew with Yukon
Helicopters Ltd. for spring break-up and fall freeze-up in 1997. He
began flying again in March 1998, after a three-month lay-off. The pilot
received a 1.1-hour training trip which included autorotations and then
passed a pilot proficiency check on the Hughes 369 on 24 March 1998.
The flight test was conducted by a Transport Canada inspector and
completed on the occurrence aircraft. The inspector noted that all
emergencies, which included a simulated engine failure and
autorotation, were performed to acceptable standards. At the time of
the accident the pilot had approximately 400 hours' total time, all on
helicopters, and had flown about 60 hours in the occurrence aircraft
during the month of April.
The pilot, his co-workers and the company owner lived together in
company accommodation near the Island Lake airport and knew each
other closely. The pilot was well liked by his co-workers and considered
to be a positive individual with no apparent stress either in his personal
life or employment. The pilot maintained a good level of physical fitness
and enjoyed sports. A review of his 72-hour history revealed that he
had eaten and slept well in the three days before the accident and that
there was no indication that fatigue was a factor in the accident. The
autopsy found no pre-existing conditions that would have contributed to
the accident. The toxicology report was negative for common drugs,
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carbon monoxide or alcohol.
The occurrence helicopter was normally operated from St. Theresa
Point and refuelled from five-gallon containers flown in from the
company hangar at Island Lake. After the occurrence, 10 five-gallon
fuel containers belonging to the company were examined at St.
Theresa Point; three containers were found empty. The other Hughes
369HS normally operated from Island Lake airport, and refuelled from
the company refuelling vehicle. The fuel containers and the refuelling
vehicle were fuelled from a common source, a main fuel tank adjacent
to the company hangar, and the fuel delivered from this tank was filterprotected. After striking the ice, the helicopter fuel tank was ruptured,
allowing all fuel to leak onto the ice. Fuel staining in the vicinity of the
helicopter indicated that there had been ample fuel on board. Impact
forces loosened the fuel nozzle line allowing some fuel to leak from the
engine, but the small amount of fuel that remained within the engine
was sampled and found to be clear and free of contaminants. The fuel
filter cartridge was clean, and there was no indication of contaminants
in the filter bowl.
The certificated maximum gross weight of the helicopter is 2 550
pounds and the centre of gravity (c of g) range at the helicopter's
occurrence weight is 99 to 104 inches aft of datum. The fuel load of the
helicopter at the time of the occurrence could not be determined
precisely because the fuel tanks had ruptured and the fuel had drained
onto the ice. However, there was sufficient information to postulate an
upper limit to the fuel weight at the time of the occurrence and, thus,
estimate whether the weight and balance of the helicopter was within
the allowable range. The occurrence pilot would have departed in the
morning with full fuel on board in accordance with company policy. The
helicopter operated for two hours until likely refuelling at St. Theresa
Point, adding fuel from the three five-gallon containers. The helicopter
then flew for about another 20 minutes before the occurrence. Starting
with a maximum fuel weight of 540 pounds, and using best range fuel
flow calculations, the helicopter would have had 190 pounds of fuel at
the time of the occurrence. Applying the actual weights of the people
on board and the calculated fuel, the weight of the helicopter was
calculated to have been about 2 530 pounds and the c of g was 99.7
inches. Given the nature of the flights that were conducted, the fuel
usage would have been greater than the best range listed in the pilot
operating handbook (POH). When operated within approved weight and
balance limits, the helicopter is designed to be capable of autorotation.
A 1000 (2) weather observation at Island Lake, 13 miles east of
Waasagomach, indicated that there were a few clouds at 2 000 asl and
10 000 asl and that the visibility was 15 miles. The wind was reported
to be 290 degrees at seven knots with a temperature of five degrees
Celsius. The 1000 weather report for St. Theresa Point gave the same
sky condition and visibility. The wind was reported as 300 degrees at
eight knots. Pilots flying on the day of the occurrence reported that the
winds were strong and that there was some turbulence. The pilots and
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) officers who attended the
accident indicated that the winds in the area of the accident were
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stronger than reported. The ice surface of the lake was not uniformly
white; most of the snow had melted and large portions of the ice
surface were black. There was no open water in the vicinity of the
accident.
The occurrence helicopter was certificated in accordance with Type
Certificate H3WE and was equipped with an Allison 250-C18C turbine
engine, serial number CAE801795B. Between the time that Yukon
Helicopters Ltd. began operating the helicopter in July 1992 and the
date of the occurrence, the helicopter accumulated just over 1 000 air
hours. Records indicated that the helicopter was being maintained in
accordance with the requirements of the approved maintenance control
manual. The most recent inspection had been a 300-hour inspection,
completed at the operator's main base on 06 April 1998. In the 17 days
from that inspection, and up to the time of the occurrence, the
helicopter had flown more than 200 flights accumulating just over 27
hours of air time. Post-occurrence examination revealed that the ports
on the fuel pump/filter assembly, where a fuel filter pressure differential
switch (P/N 369H8144) would normally be installed, were capped off,
and the fuel filter warning light on the instrument panel was not
placarded as inoperative. The system is designed to bypass fuel and
provide a warning to the pilot if the fuel filter element becomes plugged;
however, after the occurrence, the filter element was clean. The
helicopter manufacturer indicated that a pressure differential switch
would have been installed at the time that the 369HS model helicopter
was type certificated. Company personnel indicated that the helicopter
had been purchased and maintained in this configuration. Company
records indicated that applicable airworthiness directives were being
accomplished, and there were no outstanding defects at the time of the
occurrence. The fuel control system was pneumatically checked at the
occurrence site, and the system showed no leakage.
The wreckage trail on the ice surface was approximately 220 feet long,
oriented on a heading of 140 degrees magnetic. The helicopter was in
a nose-high and left-side-down attitude when it struck the ice. Within
the first 100 feet after initial impact, the helicopter bounced twice, the
main rotor blades severed the tail boom and tail rotor assembly, and
the remainder of the helicopter turned rearwards sliding to rest
approximately 120 feet further on. The limited damage to the main rotor
system and spacing of three rotor blade impact marks to the left of the
initial impact site indicated that the main rotor system had little
rotational energy at impact. Continuity was confirmed throughout the
flight control system, and all damage was found to be impact related.
After sliding along the ice, the left rear section of the combustion outer
case and the engine exhaust pipes were resting on the snow-covered
surface of the ice. There was no apparent melting of the ice from
residual heat in this area. Inside the cockpit, the battery switch was off,
and the auto re-light switch was guarded off. Police, who arrived on the
scene about one hour after the accident, observed that the landing
light was illuminated and turned off the battery switch and the
emergency locator transmitter (ELT).
The damaged engine was transported to an overhaul facility for
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teardown and testing of accessory components. During the engine
teardown, white flaky material was found in the discharge tubes and in
the outer combustion case; dark-coloured deposits were found in and
beyond the combustion section on components in the gas path.
Samples of these materials were subsequently sent to the TSB
Engineering Branch Laboratory where analysis confirmed that both
were consistent with the plastic material of the compressor bell mouth,
portions of which had shattered during the impact. Pieces of paper-like
insulating material from an engine compartment insulating blanket were
found adjacent to the compressor intake with smaller-sized pieces of
the material inside the initial stages of the compressor. Shredded
material of a similar nature was found adhering to components within
the flow path of the compressor.
Samples of the materials from inside the compressor were confirmed to
be from the insulating blanket material. The engine teardown did not
disclose any condition that would have resulted in a disruption or loss
of engine power.
The engine accessories were functionally tested. The fuel nozzle was
carbon coated and produced some streaks and voids in its spray
pattern but was considered serviceable. The fuel control unit was found
to have a slightly low acceleration time with low start acceleration fuel
flows and slightly low idle fuel flows. The power turbine governor was
found to be governing approximately 200 rpm early. The double check
valve, compressor bleed valve, thermocouple harness, and the ignition
exciter assembly tested serviceable. The anomalies noted during
testing of the foregoing components were not considered to be
sufficient to cause a loss of engine power in flight. The spark igniter
assembly was damaged during impact and could not be tested.
At the time of the occurrence, the engine had a fuel control unit (Allison
P/N 6871119, S/N 300741). The engine had previously been equipped
with a fuel control unit (Bendix P/N 2524463-3, S/N 310077) that
accumulated 762.4 air hours while on the occurrence engine; it was
removed in February 1997 with 142.9 hours remaining before overhaul.
Inspection of the inlet screen for the S/N 310077 fuel control showed
one small sliver of what appeared to benon-ferrous metal; after the
accident, the S/N 300741 fuel control unit showed considerable metal
contamination. Neither of the fuel controls had reached its 1 000-hour
inlet screen inspection time frame, thus any debris from the fuel pump
or other upstream fuel system components was not detected before the
occurrence.
Engine assembly records showed that, on 15 November 1976,
Standard Aero Ltd. repaired a 250-C18B engine and installed the
subject fuel pump (P/N 024731-132, serial number PE3142A), with a
time since overhaul of 5 hours and 40 minutes. The company that
owned the engine and components at that time dealt with Standard
Aero Ltd. for their engine and component repairs. Regulations do not
require overhaul facilities to maintain repair and overhaul records; there
were no records available at Standard Aero Ltd. to confirm if that
company had overhauled the pump before that installation. The engine
was removed from service in April 1987, when the pump had
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accumulated 1 035.1 hours' time since overhaul. Yukon Helicopters
Ltd. purchased the engine with its accessories, and in August 1992,
they sent the fuel pump to Standard Aero Ltd. for functional testing and
repair. After accomplishment of minor repairs, the pump tested within
limits and it was returned to Yukon Helicopters Ltd. with a serviceable
release. The scope of the work had not required complete disassembly
and re-build of the pump, so the pump was repaired and not
overhauled. Almost five years later, at the time of the occurrence, the
pump had accumulated 1 967.8 air hours and 282.2 hours' time
remained before overhaul.
The first post-occurrence test of the dual element pump measured the
output of each element of the pump separately. With the check valves
removed from the pump and the flow measured at each check valve
port, it was found that the No. 1 element of the pump was not pumping
fuel. Inspection of the pump's two check valves revealed that both
check valves were held open by metal contamination trapped between
the valve and valve seat. A second test was run to measure the
combined output of both elements of the pump with a used-serviceable
check valve installed at the No. 2 element of the pump and a check
valve body without piston installed at the No. 1 element. This test
revealed that the pump produced no net outflow until higher rpm
operation, when the pump produced momentary grinding noises
accompanied by fleeting flow spikes of approximately 100 pounds per
hour.
Disassembly of the fuel pump revealed that the splines of the No. 1
element of the fuel pump had been worn away so that they no longer
engaged. The external gears of the B-spline of the pump drive shaft
(P/N 02-16054) were worn away where they made contact with the
internal gear splines of the No. 1 element drive spur gear (P/N 0214624) and the internal splines of the drive spur gear were also worn
away. The pump body exhibited scoring in the tip rub zones of both
pump elements.
The pump components were forwarded to the TSB Engineering Branch
Laboratory, along with the metal particles that were removed from the
pump check valves. Analysis of the particles that jammed the pump
check valves revealed that they comprised mostly aluminium with a
significant presence of silicon and copper. Both had evidenced iron
peaks but this was attributed to smaller steel particles from the failing
splines embedded in the larger aluminium ones. The major elements in
the particles from both check valves matched closely those of the pump
housing which is an AMS 4215 aluminium casting.
Splines A, B and C of the pump drive shaft (P/N M/C 02-16054) were
examined and the major dimensions were in agreement with blueprint
requirements. The drive shaft material in the area of the splines was
tested and found to meet the designed case hardness and all were
appropriately chrome plated.
The drive spur gears (P/N 02-14624) were analysed and found to
agree with the design criteria for the spur gear. The internal splines
showed an absence of chrome plating, consistent with the criteria for
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this part number spur gear. The case hardness was well developed,
and a continuous white layer was evident. A significant wear step was
detected on the face of the internal spline of the No. 2 element spur
drive gear, also P/N 02-14624. An upgraded drive spur gear (P/N 0216057), with chrome plating on the internal splines, is currently
recommended for installation as part of a matching drive and driven
gearset.
All spline components exhibited the white layer, whether continuous or
discontinuous, of varying thickness, not exceeding the maximum
allowed by Pesco specification P-135. However, note 5 on drawing
D77200 02-16054 for the drive shaft specified that spline teeth were to
be free of any nitride white layer. The white layer is a by-product of the
nitriding process used to case-harden steel components. The white
layer is generally undesirable because of its brittle nature. The
accelerated wear and failure of the No. 1 element pump splines was
the result of the combined effects of the chromed drive shaft splines
operating against the non-chromed splines of the drive spur and the
abrasive influences of material produced by the breakdown of the brittle
nitride white layer.
The pairing of the chromed drive shaft with the non-chromed driven
spur gears resulted from the incorporation of components and re-work
of the pump in accordance with a commercial engine bulletin (Allison
250-C18 CEB-161) that was likely accomplished at the time of the
pump overhaul before 15 November 1976.
The pump manufacturer, Pesco/Sundstrand, amended the overhaul
manual, assembly drawings, and illustrated parts list (IPL) for the pump
in 1983. The amended overhaul procedures required the replacement
of the old drive spur gear with the newer, chromed gears in the IPL.
There were no calendar time limitations for the pump, and there were
no directives
issued to mandate incorporation of the amended overhaul requirements
before reaching the time limit of the time between overhauls (TBO). The
occurrence pump had not reached TBO thus the component changes
outlined in the amended overhaul manual were not applied.
Analysis
The wear on the drive splines of the No. 1 element of the pump
resulted from the mismatching of chromed and non-chromed
components and the progressive breakdown of a nitride white layer.
Overhaul procedures amended in 1983 required replacement of the
non-chromed components, but the pump had not attained TBO time
limits during its 20-year in-service life, and no directives had been
issued to require pre-overhaul replacement. Functional testing and
repair of the pump, conducted in 1992, was limited in scope and did not
require complete disassembly and re-build. Consequently, the
progressive wear went undetected. When the No. 1 element drive
splines disengaged and the No. 1 element check valve jammed open,
pump flow from the No. 2 element re-circulated within the pump and
little or no fuel flow was provided to the engine. As failed spline pieces
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jammed between spline remnants in the No. 1 element of the pump, it
is likely that momentary engine power reductions would be followed by
short periods of normal power. Eventually, the wear would have
progressed to a point that temporary engagement of the drive was
impossible and the engine lost all power. The pilot was faced with
power interruptions and engine indications that were initially difficult to
analyse.
The helicopter was being operated without a fuel pressure differential
switch, and the attendant bypass warning system was therefore
inoperative. However, because post-accident examination of the fuel
filter showed no evidence of filter contamination or restriction, if the
pressure differential switch had been installed and the system had
been working, the fuel filter bypass warning would not have been
activated. The absence of the pressure differential switch and warning
system would not have contributed to the occurrence.
While there was insufficient information to determine the exact weight
and balance of the helicopter, the maximum upper weight limit of 2 530
pounds that was approximated using the POH best range charts is less
than the certificated maximum gross weight of 2 550 pounds. Because
it was unlikely that the maximum range fuel flows could have been
achieved during the operations flown that morning, more fuel would
have been used, there would have been less fuel on board and the
weight of the helicopter would likely have been somewhat less than 2
531.5 pounds. The helicopter was being flown at less than the
maximum gross weight, within its flight envelope, and an autorotation
should have been possible. However, the helicopter would have been
significantly heavier than it was at the time that the pilot had practised
autorotations in training.
Company policy required that the pilot transit at an altitude of 500 feet
agl, and although there is no hard information to confirm that the pilot
climbed to the transit altitude, there is no information that he did
otherwise on this flight. It is likely that he was at the transit altitude
when the engine problems began. Since he was flying downwind when
the engine-driven fuel pump failure occurred, the correct procedure
would have been to turn into wind. There was no information available
to explain why the pilot did not turn immediately to prepare for an
emergency landing into wind. However, it is possible that the time that
he used to reassure the passengers and time that he may have spent
analysing the power interruptions resulted in an altitude or airspeed
loss that eliminated the possibility of a turn into wind. Therefore, when
the engine failed completely, the pilot was faced with executing an
autorotation with a strong tailwind, over a relatively featureless surface.
His perception of forward speed and cues to judge height above the
surface would have been significantly different from his normal
experience in practice autorotations. There was little information as to
the manner in which the pilot reacted to these abnormal conditions and
flew the autorotation; however, the lack of main rotor system rotational
energy at impact indicates that the pilot did not maintain rotor rpm
throughout the manoeuvre. The available information indicates that the
helicopter appeared to be flared, tail down, at about tree-top height
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before its abrupt descent. Once this flight attitude was reached without
engine power and at low rotor rpm, there was insufficient airflow
through the rotor to sustain rotor rpm. The rotor rpm would have
decayed further, and without rotor rpm, the pilot was unable to control
the helicopter. The helicopter tilted to its left side and descended
abruptly as it was carried forward by the residual speed and tailwind.
The following Engineering Branch reports were completed:
LP 075/98 - Analysis of Plastic and Asbestos
LP 110/98 - Engine Driven Fuel Pump
Findings
The company records indicated that the helicopter was
inspected, certified and maintained in accordance with approved
schedules.
The helicopter was being operated without a fuel filter pressure
differential switch or fuel filter bypass warning system; however,
post-accident inspection confirmed that the fuel filter was free
from contamination and the non-functioning filter bypass warning
system would not have contributed to the occurrence.
The damage sustained by the main rotor and tail rotor
components and their respective control systems resulted from
the impact of the helicopter and its components with the ice.
The engine-driven fuel pump failed as a result of a progressive
failure of the drive splines of the No. 1 element of the pump and
subsequent metal contamination of the No. 1 element check
valve.
The failure of the pump splines resulted from the combined
effects of continued operation of chromed drive shaft splines
against non-chromed spur gear splines, and the effects of the
breakdown of a nitride 'white layer'.
The pairing of a chromed drive shaft against non-chromed spur
gear splines resulted from the incorporation of Allison Engine
250-C18 CEB-161, which likely occurred when the pump was
overhauled some time before 15 November 1976.
In 1983, the pump manufacturer amended the overhaul manual
to reflect deletion of pump models 024731-112 and 024731-113
which contained the P/N 02-14624 (non-chromed) drive spur
gears. Current pump models 024731-132, -133, -135, and -136
require installation of P/N 02-16057 (chromed) drive spur gears.
The pump does not have a calendar life overhaul limit, and there
were no directives issued to require change out of the spur drive
gears before TBO time limits.
Despite being in service for more than 20 years, the pump had
not accumulated sufficient service time to require an overhaul.
The progressive failure of the pump likely resulted in shortduration power deviations that became more exaggerated until
the engine suffered a complete loss of power.
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the engine suffered a complete loss of power.
The weight and center of gravity of the helicopter were within the
prescribed limits.
The pilot was qualified and certified for the flight in accordance
with existing regulations.
There was no indication that the pilot's performance was
degraded by physiological factors.
1It could not be determined why the pilot did not maintain
sufficient rotor rpm to control the helicopter while conducting an
autorotation.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The helicopter engine suffered power excursions and finally a complete
power loss as a result of the failure of the engine-driven fuel pump.
The helicopter crashed onto the frozen lake surface when the pilot
allowed the rotor rpm to decay and lost control of the helicopter while
attempting an autorotation.
Safety Action
The company has indicated that it will no longer be using the dual
element fuel pumps on its helicopters.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 28
July 1999.
1. Units are consistent with official manuals, documents, reports, and
instructions used by or issued to the crew.
2. All times are central standard time (Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) minus six hours) unless otherwise stated.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose of
advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or
criminal liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report Runway Overrun
Wasaya Airways Ltd.
BAe 748-2A (HS-748-2A) C-GTAD
Kasabonika, Ontario
06 August 1998

Print View

Report Number A98C0173
Synopsis
Wasaya Airways Ltd. Flight 804, a Hawker Siddeley 748-2A, serial number 1750, landed at
Kasabonika, Ontario, on a freight flight from Pickle Lake, Ontario. During the landing roll, the aircraft
could not be stopped and overran the runway by about 450 feet. The captain, the first officer and one
of the freight handlers suffered minor injuries; the other freight handler was not injured. The aircraft
was destroyed.
The Board determined that the aircraft was landed at a point from which it could not be stopped under
the prevailing conditions. Contributing to the occurrence were the lack of immediate propeller ground
fine pitch and the choice of runway 03 as the landing runway. A possible contributing factor was the
inappropriate information in the then-current runway analysis manual.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
The Hawker-Siddeley 748-2A operated by Wasaya Airways Ltd. (Wasaya) departed Pickle Lake,
Ontario, at 1500 central daylight time (CDT) (1) on a 35-minute scheduled freight flight to Kasabonika,
Ontario. The flight was the third flight of the day and followed two previous freight flights, to
Wunnumin Lake and Webequie, respectively. The same crew, consisting of a captain, first officer, and
two freight handlers, operated the aircraft on all three flights. The accident flight was uneventful during
the departure from Pickle Lake, and during the en route portion of the flight. The captain and the first
officer reported that, after landing, they both applied the aircraft's wheel brakes to the extent possible.
The aircraft overran the remaining runway, the turn-around area and entered the overrun area. The
aircraft came to rest upright in soft ground, in an area of sapling trees, about 500 feet north of the
runway end markers.
1.2 Injuries to Persons

Crew
-

Passengers
-

Others
-

Total
-

Serious

-

-

-

-

Minor/None

4

-

-

4

Total

4

-

-

4

Fatal

The captain, first officer, and a freight handler suffered minor cuts and bruises from contact with the
interior of the aircraft and cargo items.
1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft's port wing struck uneven ground in the overrun area, breaking the spar near the
outboard end of the flaps. All propeller blades were bent back; the port propeller hub was damaged
internally. The fuselage was broken both forward and aft of the wing carry-through section. The
forward fuselage break allowed the fuselage to move to starboard, and it entered the plane of the
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starboard propeller. The propeller cut into the fuselage in the forward cargo area. The main landing
gear was severely damaged by impact with rocks. The nose landing gear was broken from its mounts
by impact with rocks and was detached and separated from the aircraft. The lower front fuselage and
lower cockpit floor were damaged by impact with rocks, and the cockpit floor was pushed up,
deforming the centre console and jamming the engine controls. The deformation of the cockpit floor in
the area of the rudder pedals trapped the captain's feet and prevented him from leaving the cockpit
for a period of about five minutes after the aircraft came to rest.
1.4 Other Damage
The starboard propeller damaged some of the cargo and severed some cargo tie-down straps. The
severed straps allowed some of the cargo to shift. Some of the vegetation in the overrun area was
damaged, and a small amount of fuel spilled from the broken port wing.
1.5 Personnel Information

Captain
51

First Officer
26

ATPL

ATPL

31 Dec 1998

31 Jan 1999

Total Flying Hours

20 600

3 000

Hours on Type

6 000

500

Hours Last 90 Days

238

204

Hours on Type Last 90 Days

238

204

Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence

6

6

Hours off Duty Prior to Work Period

12

12

Age
Pilot Licence

The captain's records indicated that the day of the accident was his 10 th consecutive day at work
following 14 days off. The captain's average time on duty during those 10 days was 11.5 hours per
day. He reported that he was not fatigued and was feeling fine. The day of the accident was the first
officer's second day back at work after a period of two days off, and he too reported that he was
feeling well at the time of the occurrence. Both the captain and the first officer had landed HS-748
aircraft at Kasabonika many times and were familiar with the area. There was no indication that
physiological factors affected the performance of either of the crew members.
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1 Aircraft Data

Manufacturer

British Aerospace (Hawker Siddeley)

Type and Model

748 Series 2A

Year of Manufacture

1977

Serial Number

1750

Certificate of Airworthiness (Flight Permit)

Issued 19 October 1995

Total Airframe Time

12 310.9
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Engine Type (number of)

Rolls-Royce turboprop (2)

Propeller/Rotor Type

Dowty Rotol variable/feathering

Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight

46 500 pounds

Recommended Fuel Type(s)

Jet A, Jet B, Aviation Kerosene or other Aviation
Wide-Cut fuels
Jet A

Fuel Type Used

A review of the aircraft's maintenance records indicated that the aircraft was certified and maintained
in accordance with existing regulations.
1.6.2 Aircraft Systems
The aircraft is equipped with three systems which contribute to deceleration after landing: the brakes,
the propellers, and the flaps.
The hydraulic brake system provides hydraulic fluid to each of the main wheel brake systems, with
pressure from hydraulic pumps attached to the engines. The brake system is controlled by a brake
control valve and is operated by pressure from toe pedals attached to the rudder bars. An anti-skid
system is fitted to each of the four main wheels and operates to release brake pressure to a main
wheel when it senses that the wheel has slowed sufficiently to induce a skid.
The aircraft is equipped with four-blade Dowty Rotol constant-speed, full-feathering propellers. The
propeller control system incorporates a flight fine pitch stop (FFPS), which is designed to prevent the
pitch of the propeller blades from reducing below 18 degrees in flight. The FFPS is removable for
ground operation. A single FFPS lever, mounted on the aircraft's centre console, activates electrical
solenoids in each propeller control unit, which remove the stop to allow the pitch of the propellers to
reduce to zero degrees (ground fine pitch). The aircraft flight manual (AFM) recommends removal of
the FFPS immediately on touchdown in order to maximize aerodynamic drag from the propellers and
thereby aid in the deceleration of the aircraft. The design of the propeller does not incorporate a
reverse pitch system. The FFPS system incorporates a warning horn, which is activated five seconds
after the touchdown if the FFPS lever has not been withdrawn.
The aircraft is equipped with slotted Fowler-type flaps. The trailing edges of the flaps are fitted with a
tab section which lowers with the "Land" flap selection. The purpose of the tab is to increase drag
during the final stages of landing. Examination of the aircraft after the occurrence revealed that the
flaps were set to the "Land" position, and the tab section was extended.
1.7 Meteorological Information
No official weather information is available for Kasabonika. The area forecast for the Favourable
Lake, Pickle Lake, Severn River regions, issued on 06 August 1998 for the period of the aircraft's
arrival in Kasabonika, indicated that the area was in a light westerly to south-westerly flow, and that
the airmass was moist and convectively unstable. An observation taken by the Trout Lake automated
weather observation system at 1500 recorded the wind as 180 degrees true at two knots, visibility
one and five-eights statute miles, a few clouds at 4 300 feet above ground level (agl), the temperature
30 degrees Celsius, dewpoint 15 degrees Celsius, and the altimeter setting 30.16 inches. The
observation at 1600 recorded the wind as 180 degrees at two knots, visibility two and one-half statute
miles, a few clouds at 3 500 feet agl, temperature 30 degrees Celsius, dewpoint 15 degrees, and the
altimeter setting 30.14 inches. Witnesses in the airport area reported that they perceived the wind to
be light.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
The Kasabonika area is served by a non-directional beacon, identifier YAQ, located at the airport.
The accident aircraft was equipped with a global positioning system (GPS) receiver. The flight crew
used the GPS during the approach for distance information, in order to judge the appropriate position
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for the start of the descent, and to check for variations in ground speed resulting from winds. The
crew reported that, from their observations of the GPS information, they believed that there were no
significant winds on final approach.
1.9 Aerodrome Information
The Kasabonika airport is a certified aerodrome, operated by the Province of Ontario. Runway 03/21
is 100 feet wide and is comprised of a firm clay base under a patchy one-inch thick layer of loose
gravel. The Canada Flight Supplement (CFS) lists the runway slope as 1.18 per cent. A survey
completed in 1997 for the operator indicated that the runway is 3 527 feet long, with an overall
elevation decrease of 41 feet (a down-slope of 1.16 per cent) from the threshold to the end of runway
03. The slope of the runway is not uniform. The slope for the first 1 469 feet of runway 03 is a downslope of 1.07 per cent. The slope for the remaining 2 057 feet is a down-slope of 1.28 per cent.
Transport Canada Aerodrome Standards and Recommended Practices, TP312, recommends that the
transition from one slope to another be accomplished by a curved surface with a rate of change not
exceeding 0.2 per cent per 30 metres. There is no sharp transition point in the slope of the runway;
the down-slope increases gradually from the threshold of runway 03 to the area past the end of the
runway.
A 200-foot gravel turn-around area is located past the lights marking the end of runway 03. The area
north of this turn-around area is comprised of a relatively even gravel and clay ground in the first 100
feet; the ground then transitions to a steep drop-off area containing a number of large rocks. The
difference in elevation from the runway end markers to the aircraft's final position was 21.3 feet (a
down-slope of 4.26 per cent).
A windsock and a precision approach path indicator (PAPI) were located near the approach end of
runway 03. The PAPI is designed to project a series of lights to provide pilots with visual indications of
the desired approach slope to a runway. The first officer reported that he did not see the lights in the
PAPI, and believed it to be unserviceable. The captain did not recall the status of the PAPI. The
airport foreman checked the runway lights periodically and was not aware of any unserviceabilities in
the airport equipment at the time of the occurrence. The PAPI system does not operate continuously.
It, along with the runway and taxiway light system, is operated by aircraft radio control of aerodrome
lighting (ARCAL). There was no indication that either the captain or the first officer activated the
ARCAL system for the approach into Kasabonika; the crew used visual cues to determine the correct
approach angle. A down-sloping runway presents different visual cues as to approach angle, as
compared to a level runway, which can lead aircraft crew to position their aircraft higher on approach
than the desired approach angle.
1.10 Communications
The first officer made several aerodrome traffic advisories at the top of the descent and again during
the approach. There was no other air traffic in the area which influenced the choice of runway or
affected the approach to runway 03. The airspace in the Kasabonika area is not controlled, and no
clearances are required for operation into the Kasabonika airport.
1.11 Flight Recorders
The aircraft was equipped with a Plessey 650 flight data recorder (FDR) and a Fairchild (Loral) A100
cockpit voice recorder (CVR). Both units were recovered undamaged from the aircraft after the
occurrence and were sent to the TSB Engineering Laboratory for analysis.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
The aircraft's nose landing gear was torn off. The port wing was broken at the outboard flap position.
The fuselage was broken ahead of and behind the wing area. As the aircraft descended the steeplyinclined portion of the overrun area, the forward fuselage shifted to starboard in relation to the rest of
the aircraft, and the starboard propeller blades struck and penetrated the fuselage. The main fuselage
of the aircraft came to rest on a heading of 355 degrees magnetic; the forward fuselage/cockpit
portion was headed 020 degrees.
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The hydraulic brake control valve and the anti-skid wheel braking system were examined at the TSB
Engineering Laboratory. The brake control valve was found to be undamaged and functional. One of
the wheel's anti-skid system was found to have damage consistent with the impact forces sustained
by the aircraft in the occurrence, but internal examination revealed no apparent pre-existing defect.
Tests of the anti-skid system on the three other wheels indicated that they functioned normally.
Damage to the aircraft prevented a full functional testing of the FFPS system. However, examination
of the propeller control units at the TSB Engineering Laboratory indicated that the ground fine pitch
solenoids were capable of normal operation. A field examination of the FFPS wiring and microswitch
systems did not reveal any defects. There were no tests available to indicate when the FFPS lever
was withdrawn, or whether it was selected to ground fine, re-entered the flight fine position, and then
was re-selected to ground fine.
Both main wheel brake component systems were removed from the site and examined at a
maintenance facility in Thunder Bay, Ontario. No defects were noted in the brake components, and
both of the brake rotors exhibited blueing discolouration consistent with heavy brake application and
energy transfer.
1.13 Medical Information
There was no information which indicated that either the pilot or the first officer was affected by a preexisting medical condition which affected his performance during the occurrence.
1.14 Fire
There was no indication of fire.
1.15 Survival Aspects
Both the captain and the first officer were wearing the installed lap belts and shoulder harnesses.
One freight handler was seated in the forward-facing crew seat and was wearing the installed lap belt
and shoulder harness. The second freight handler occupied a rear-facing crew seat in the forward
cargo area, which is equipped with a lap belt and a shoulder harness. He had reportedly occupied this
seat and had worn the lap belt and shoulder harness during the take-off at Pickle Lake. During the
flight, the second freight handler left his seat and sat on a pallet of cargo next to his seat, in the
forward cargo area, in order to gain a better view. He was at that position during the landing at
Kasabonika and sustained some facial cuts and bruises, mostly from contact with cargo items which
shifted during the accident sequence. Some cargo items shifted and struck the crew seat where the
second freight handler had been sitting.
1.16 Tests and Research
Not Applicable
1.17 Approach and Landing Information
On arrival in the Kasabonika area, the captain, who was the pilot-flying (PF), decided to approach
and land on runway 03, and called for the pre-descent check. The captain selected runway 03 as the
landing runway rather than runway 21, as it was more closely aligned with the flight path from Pickle
Lake, which would simplify the approach. The first officer, who was the pilot-not-flying (PNF), called
out the checklist items, which included a check of the status of the brakes and the hydraulic system.
The captain and first officer reported that they checked the brakes and the hydraulic system and
noted that the applied brake pressure and the system hydraulic pressure cycled and returned to
normal, in accordance with the aircraft manufacturer's specifications.
During the descent, the captain believed that the aircraft was high, relative to the normal descent
angle, and he completed several S-turns to lose altitude. The S-turns were completed about three
miles from the threshold. On final approach, the captain and first officer both believed the aircraft to
be slightly under the desired descent angle and the captain added power to slow the descent.
The captain brought the power levers to idle over the threshold. The aircraft touched down briefly at a
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point 1 273 feet from the threshold of the runway, rose briefly, and landed again at a point 1 469 feet
from the threshold. The crew members perceived the aircraft's braking after touchdown to be less
effective than normal, despite the application of brake pressure by both crew members. The captain
reported that he pulled the FFPS lever to the "STOP WITHDRAWN" position at the time of the first
touchdown. After the aircraft traversed the 2 057 feet to the runway end markers, the captain steered
the aircraft slightly to starboard. The aircraft then passed through the 200-foot gravel turn-around
area, and entered the overrun area. The captain stated that he normally landed aircraft much closer
to the threshold than he did during the occurrence flight, and that the aircraft floated farther down the
runway on this occasion, for reasons which he was not able to explain. The FDR indicates that
airspeed over the threshold may have been slightly above the target speed of 94 knots. Excess
airspeed can contribute to "float," if the aircraft is held off the runway. Both tailwind and down-sloping
runway conditions have the effect of increasing the runway distance consumed during the round-out
and touchdown portion of the landing procedure.
Examination of the CVR revealed sounds which are consistent with the sounds of a landing. About
five seconds after the landing sounds, the sound of a warning horn consistent with the FFPS warning
was heard. The warning continued for a period of two seconds, and then stopped. Neither the captain
nor the first officer recalled hearing the warning horn, nor could they explain why the horn would have
activated. Both the captain and the first officer reported that their attention was concentrated on
events outside the cockpit during the landing sequence.
1.18 Aircraft Weight
The aircraft weight limitations established by the manufacturer are as follows:
maximum gross take-off weight: ............ 46 500 pounds
maximum (structural) landing weight: ..... 43 000 pounds
maximum zero fuel weight: .................... 38 500 pounds
In addition, the aircraft may, for a particular take-off, be weight-limited for reasons of runway length,
altitude, and temperature (WAT). The crew determined that, for the take-off from Pickle Lake, the
WAT limit was 43 870 pounds. The crew also determined that the lowest, and therefore operative,
weight limitation was the maximum zero fuel weight limit of 38 500 pounds plus the aircraft's take-off
fuel load of 5 000 pounds, for a maximum allowable take-off weight of 43 500 pounds. The flight
departed with a cargo load of 12 500 pounds, at a gross weight of 43 484 pounds. The fuel burn en
route to Kasabonika was 1 200 pounds; the aircraft's landing weight was 42 284 pounds.
The aircraft's longitudinal and lateral centres of gravity were within the prescribed limits.
1.19 Aircraft Landing Performance
To provide company pilots with a performance reference for various airports, Wasaya contracted with
Automated Systems in Aircraft Performance Inc. (ASAP) for the preparation of a runway analysis
manual. ASAP advised that the material in the manual, prepared for the HS-748-2A, was derived
from the performance information contained in the AFM. The manual in use at the time of the
occurrence is dated 01 June 1998. The pages of the manual listing landing limit weights are dated 13
November 1997.
The "Flaps 27 ! Landing" page of the manual lists approach and landing climb limit weights of 42
580 pounds (with water methanol on) for 30 degrees Celsius for Kasabonika. The climb limit weights
exceed 43 000 pounds for temperatures under 20 degrees Celsius. These weight limits were
reportedly developed by ASAP to provide a climb performance margin in the event that the flight crew
elects to conduct a missed approach. The approach and landing limits incorporate a temperature
correction table and are not runway specific.
A second set of weight limits on the "Flaps 27 ! Landing" page is entitled "Landing Runway Limit
Weights." Separate limitations were developed for runway 03 and for runway 21. The limitation weight
for both runways was listed as 43 000 pounds with zero wind. For both runways, the critical tailwind
(the tailwind below which there is no change to the limitation weight) was stated to be seven knots,
and the penalty for tailwinds in excess of the critical tailwind was to reduce the maximum weight by
390 pounds per knot of tailwind. ASAP personnel stated at that time that, for shorter runways such as
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Kasabonika, the effects of runway slope were insufficient to materially affect the limitation weights.
There is no correction factor mentioned in the ASAP Landing Runway Limit Weights for the effects of
temperature.
After the occurrence, Wasaya referred to the ASAP runway analysis manual as indicating that the
aircraft could be operated into either runway at Kasabonika at 43 000 pounds landing weight.
On 24 August 1998, ASAP revised the runway analysis manual. The revised "Flaps 27 ! Landing"
page lists the maximum landing weights for both runway 03 and runway 21 as 43 000 pounds. The
revised critical tailwind for runways 03 and 21 is listed as five knots and nine knots, respectively. The
tailwind penalty for runway 03 is 1 210 pounds per knot, and the penalty for runway 21 is listed as
350 pounds per knot of tailwind. After the revision, ASAP has stated that it does not believe that the
effect of runway slope is minimal on short runways.
The AFM contains a "Landing Distance Required" chart for flaps 27 ! which accounts for variables in
aircraft weight, aerodrome altitude, wind, and runway slope. The International Standard Atmosphere
(ISA) temperature for the elevation of the runway is 13.8 degrees Celsius. The AFM states that
corrections to the landing distance for temperature are not required by existing regulation. The AFM
also states that landings with flaps 22 ! must not be made with tailwind components at aircraft
weights above 41 500 pounds.
The aircraft manufacturer was consulted as to the landing performance of the aircraft. The
manufacturer calculated the landing distance required, from a threshold height of 50 feet, using the
chart replicated in the AFM, which assumes a dry, paved runway and ISA conditions. The calculated
landing distance required, taking into account the aircraft weight, runway elevation, and a runway
down-slope of 1.28 per cent (the average slope for runway 03 from the landing point to the end) was
3 570 feet. The airborne segment of that distance comprises 1 330 feet, and the ground roll
comprises 2 240 feet. The landing distance required is a "net" distance required to land from 50 feet.
It is obtained by multiplying the measured "gross" stopping distances, obtained under ideal conditions
during aircraft certification testing, by a safety factor of 1.67. Temperature is not a variable in the
chart itself, but a temperature correction factor is mentioned in a note to the chart. The note states
that operating regulations do not require account to be taken of variations in temperature from ISA;
however, the effect of temperature is to increase the landing distance by 0.40 per cent for each
degree Celsius by which the temperature exceeds the ISA temperature. In addition to temperature,
several other factors affect landing distance, but are not specifically factored into performance charts.
These include runway surface conditions other than dry pavement, aircraft component condition, and
pilot technique. The manufacturer indicated that aircraft stopping distances will likely be longer on
gravel surfaces than on the dry paved surfaces used in aircraft certification testing; however, no
specific correction factor is available for hard dry gravel surfaces. The 1.67 safety factor is designed
to compensate for real-world variations in temperature, runway surface, component condition and
pilot technique.
A calculation based on the AFM data, a landing weight of 42 284 pounds and a slope of 1.16 per
cent (the average slope for the entire runway) determined that the landing distance required was 3
510 feet under ISA conditions, and 3 735 feet when corrected for temperature. With a tailwind of two
knots, the landing distance required was 3 650 feet, and 3 887 feet when corrected for temperature.
Canadian Aviation Regulation (CAR) 705.56 prohibits the dispatch of an aircraft where the aircraft
weight at landing exceeds the weight specified for the destination runway length, taking into account
pressure altitude and temperature. Temperature variation is incorporated into the net stopping
distances. A calculation indicated that the gross stopping distance, corrected for temperature, would
not exceed the landing distance available.
CAR 705.60 prohibits the dispatch of aircraft where the weight at landing will not allow a full stop
landing within 70 per cent of the landing distance available. Because the landing distance required,
using average runway slope, was 3 510 feet under ISA conditions, the landing distance available was
3 527 feet.
1.20 Organizational and Management Information
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Pilots at Wasaya report to the chief pilot, who reports to the director of flight operations. Ultimate
corporate authority resides in the president. The company had delegated authority from Transport
Canada to conduct certain pilot proficiency checks (PPC) of its personnel. The occurrence captain
had passed a check PPC for the HS-748 in 1996 and, at the time of the occurrence, held delegated
authority to conduct proficiency checks on the Cessna 208 type.
1.21 Useful or Effective Investigation Techniques
Examination of the runway surface indicated that small stones had been pulled from the hard clay
runway surface by the aircraft's tires during the landing roll. Examination of the tires revealed the
presence of small stones of a size which corresponded to scratches in the tire marks left by the
landing aircraft during the landing roll and longitudinal striations on the tire surfaces, which also
corresponded in size to the small stones embedded in the runway surface. Abrasion of the runway
surface indicates braking action approaching the limits of tire traction on the gravel runway.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Approach and Landing Limit Weights
The approach climb limit weight of 42 580 pounds found in the ASAP runway analysis manual
exceeded the aircraft's calculated landing weight, 42 284 pounds, which indicates that the aircraft's
overshoot performance should not have been compromised. However, the fact that the flight crew's
weight and balance sheet lists a maximum landing weight of 43 000 pounds indicates that this
approach and landing climb weight limit was not observed during flight planning. Wasaya's belief that
the runway analysis manual indicated that the aircraft could be operated into either runway at
Kasabonika at 43 000 pounds was true only for temperatures under 20 degrees Celsius, and not at
the ambient temperature of 30 degrees at the time of the accident.
The ASAP runway analysis manual in effect at the time of the accident listed the same landing
runway limit weights for both runways 03 and 21, because ASAP believed that the effect of runway
slope was minimal on short runways. The AFM landing distance required chart does incorporate
slope as a factor, and the changes to the ASAP manual after the occurrence indicate that slope was
taken into account in the revision. The landing runway limit weights that were in effect at the time of
the accident did not assist the operator or the flight crew to appreciate the effects of wind during
landings at Kasabonika.
2.2 Descent Profile
No clearances are required by the crew for the descent into the Kasabonika airport; the point at which
the descent is commenced, the descent profile, and the approach speeds are determined by the
crew. The crew did not activate the PAPI. Although the crew was experienced in operations into
Kasabonika, the fact the aircraft was initially high on approach and then was low enough to require
additional power indicates that reference to an operating PAPI might have assisted the crew in
placing the aircraft on the optimal descent angle. The down-slope of runway 03 provided misleading
visual cues to the crew on approach and may have made it more difficult for them to fly the aircraft on
the optimal descent angle.
2.3 Kasabonika Runway
The Kasabonika runway slope is described as a single figure in the CFS, although the runway slope
is not constant but increases steadily from the south to the north end of the runway and into the
overrun. Because of this increasing slope, the first and most-level portion of runway 03 will be overflown by landing aircraft, which makes it unlikely that the runway slope angle listed in the CFS can be
realized in practice by landing aircraft. The increasing down-slope on runway 03 tends to amplify the
effect of any condition which results in a touchdown point further down on the runway, in that the
remaining runway will be both shorter and more-steeply inclined. The increasing down-slope of the
runway carried into the overrun area, whose down-slope exceeding four per cent further increased
the distance required to stop the accident aircraft.
2.4 Wind
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Although the winds were reported to be light at Kasabonika, the revised runway analysis manual
indicates that the effects of tailwinds on runway 03 landings are significant. The winds in the area
were southerly, and it is possible that a small southerly tailwind component could have affected the
aircraft as it was landing on runway 03.
2.5 Deceleration
Although the crew members perceived the aircraft's braking after touchdown to be less effective than
normal, examination of the aircraft after the occurrence revealed that the brakes had absorbed
considerable energy, and the tires had approached the limits of adhesion on the surface available.
The captain reported selecting the propellers to the ground fine position on touchdown. However, the
activation of the FFPS ground warning indicates that the propellers did not attain their ground fine
position until about five seconds after touchdown. No mechanical or electrical anomalies were found
that would indicate a fault in the FFPS system, and it is therefore likely that the propellers did not
attain their ground fine position until five seconds after touchdown. Because the aircraft's centre
console was disrupted during the occurrence and the flight crew's attention was mostly focussed
outside the cockpit, there was insufficient information to determine whether the FFPS lever was
selected late to the ground fine position, or whether it was selected initially to the ground fine position
and then re-entered to the flight fine position and was then re-selected.
2.6 Landing Distance Required
Landing distance calculations indicated that, at the aircraft's landing weight and the average slope for
runway 03 at Kasabonika, the landing distance required under ISA conditions was 3 510 feet, within
the available runway length of 3 527 feet. When the landing distance required was calculated with the
runway slope for the portion of runway remaining at the aircraft landing point, the required landing
distance under ISA conditions exceeded the runway length at Kasabonika. When the landing distance
required was calculated with the two-knot tailwind which prevailed at the nearest weather observation
station and was forecast in the area forecast, the landing distance required exceeded the distance
available. When a temperature correction was applied to any of the three scenarios described above,
the landing distance required exceeded the distance available. Although the AFM does not require
such a temperature correction to be made, the corrected landing distance indicates that the high
ambient temperature on the day of the accident consumed part of the 1.67 safety factor built into the
manufacturer's landing performance charts.
Because temperature variation is incorporated into the AFM net performance figures, and the gross
stopping distance plus a temperature correction factor would still be within the landing distance
available, the requirements of CAR 705.56 were met.
Because the landing distance available was 3 527 feet, and the landing distance required was 3 527
feet, the aircraft weight on landing did not allow it to stop within 70 per cent of the landing distance
available, and therefore the requirements of CAR 705.60 were not met. The ASAP runway analysis
manual did not take into account the requirements of CAR 705.60.
The aircraft's touchdown point, at 1 469 feet from the threshold of runway 03, was slightly farther
down the runway than the factored landing distance point assumed by the manufacturer in calculating
the aircraft's landing distance required. The selection of runway 03 as the landing runway, and the
late touchdown point, placed the aircraft in a position where the distance required exceeded the
runway distance remaining, under ISA conditions. Although the manufacturer's calculated landing
distance required included a 1.67 safety factor, that safety factor was consumed by the combined
effects of the long landing, high ambient temperature, gravel-surfaced runway, possible tailwind, and
probable momentary lack of propeller braking.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
Records indicate that the captain and the first officer were certified and qualified for the flight in
accordance with existing regulations.
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Maintenance records indicate that the aircraft was certified and maintained in accordance with
existing regulations.
There was no indication that physiological factors affected the performance of either of the
crew members.
The ASAP runway analysis manual did not take into account the requirements of CAR 705.60,
or assist the operator or the flight crew to appreciate the effects of wind during landings at
Kasabonika.
The approach and landing climb limit weights in the ASAP runway analysis manual were not
observed during the flight planning of the operation.
The aircraft weight at landing did not allow it to stop within 70 per cent of the landing distance
available; therefore, the requirements of CAR 705.60 were not met.
The crew did not use the PAPI during the approach.
The slope of runway 03 is not constant but increases steadily from the south to the north end of
the runway and into the overrun.
The aircraft landed at a point 1 469 feet from the threshold; the remaining 2 057 feet had a
down-slope of 1.28 per cent.
The aircraft's propellers probably did not attain ground fine pitch position until about five
seconds after landing.
The calculated landing distance required, without correction for temperature, including the
average runway slope and the 1.67 safety factor, was within the runway length available.
The safety factor was consumed and exceeded by the combined effects of the long landing,
high ambient temperature, gravel-surfaced runway, increasing runway slope, possible tailwind
component, and probable momentary lack of propeller braking.
3.2 Causes
The aircraft was landed at a point from which it could not be stopped under the prevailing conditions.
Contributing to the occurrence were the lack of immediate propeller ground fine pitch and the choice
of runway 03 as the landing runway. A possible contributing factor was the inappropriate information
in the then-current runway analysis manual.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
Transport Canada convened the Performance Standards Working Group in March 1998. The Working
Group has a Gravel Runways sub-committee, which was tasked with examining issues related to
gravel operations.
The aircraft operator issued a memo to its flight crews on 10 August 1998. The memo cautions crews
about landing on down-sloping runways and instructs them to land on runway 21 at Kasabonika
when winds are light.
The ASAP runway analysis data, amended to incorporate the effects of runway slope, was distributed
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to Canadian operators of the HS-748 aircraft type on 24 August 1998.
In the fall of 1998, the airport operator began to re-grade the overrun area. The grade of the overrun
area was smoothed to remove the sharp drop-off which existed in part of the overrun at the time of
the accident. As well, a number of large boulders in that area were removed.
Transport Canada has taken steps to reconcile differences between the HS-748 AFM and the CARs.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence.
Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice
Harquail, Charles Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 29 September
1999.

Appendix A - Runway and Ground Roll Diagram
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Appendix B - List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Branch Reports were completed:
LP 92/98 - FDR-CVR Analysis
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LP 111/98 - Examination of Brake and Propeller System Components
Appendix C - Glossary
agl
AFM
ARCAL
ASAP
ATPL
CAR
CDT
CFS
CVR
FDR
FFPS
GPS
ISA
PAPI
PF
PNF
PPC
TSB
Wasaya
WAT

above ground level
aircraft flight manual
aircraft radio control of aerodrome lighting
Automated Systems in Aircraft Performance Inc.
airline transport pilot licence
Canadian Aviation Regulation
central daylight time
Canada Flight Supplement
cockpit voice recorder
flight data recorder
flight fine pitch stop
global positioning system
International Standard Atmosphere
precision approach path indicator
pilot-flying
pilot-not-flying
pilot proficiency check
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Wasaya Airways Ltd.
weight-limited for reasons of runway length, altitude, and temperature

1. All times are CDT (Coordinated Universal Time minus five hours) unless otherwise noted.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of a Propeller in Flight
Aéro 3000
Piper PA-31P C-GAFG
20 nm north of the VOR
Watertown, New York, U.S.A.
22 July 1998

Print View

Report Number A98F0033
Summary
The Piper Navajo, registration C-GAFG, serial number 31P-76, with five
persons on board, was on a commercial flight under instrument flight
rules (IFR) from the Ottawa airport, Ontario, to Syracuse, New York,
U.S.A. When the aircraft was cruising at 10 000 feet above sea level, the
crew heard an unusual, very loud and very brief noise. The co-pilot saw
the right propeller break away from the engine and move up and to the
right, without touching the aircraft. A large quantity of oil spread over the
right wing. The crew immediately carried out the emergency procedure,
and informed the control centre in Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A. The
descent was made visually with only one engine. The aircraft landed
without difficulty at Watertown airport, with emergency equipment
standing by.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The records indicate that the pilot-in-command was certified and qualified
for the flight in accordance with existing regulations. He was a company
employee and had accumulated approximately 690 flying hours at the
time of the occurrence, including about 68 hours on type. He held a
commercial pilot licence--aeroplane category since 1996.
The aircraft had accumulated 3 468 flying hours since its manufacture in
1972. It had been purchased in British Columbia in February 1998, and
as soon as it was received by the operator, it was given a 1 000-hour
major inspection in conformity with the approved inspection program.
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Since that inspection the aircraft had accumulated 69 flying hours.
The engine was installed on this aircraft in August 1986, with 947 hours
since an overhaul in March 1979. At the time of the 1 000-hour major
inspection in 1998, the engine had accumulated 1 178 hours. The
technical records show that the engine had been used for only 231 hours
in the past 12 years. At the time of the occurrence, the engine had
accumulated 1 247 hours, and the time elapsed since the overhaul in
March 1979 was 19 years 3 months. Textron Lycoming Service
Instruction 1009AJ recommends a time between overhauls of 1 200 hours
or 12 years. In publishing that service instruction, the manufacturer
wanted to make clarifications and establish clear procedures for the
operation and maintenance requirements for its engines. The service
instruction also states that operators may increase the number of hours
between overhauls if the engine is in continuous service, that is, not out
of service for longer than 30 days. The manufacturer also warns about
the possibility of deterioration of materials and parts during out-of-service
periods. It states that the 12-year time between overhauls should never
be exceeded.
The propeller had been installed on the right engine on 31 July 1997
following a complete overhaul. At the time of the 1 000-hour major
inspection, the propeller had been in service for 15 hours since the last
overhaul. At the time of the occurrence, the propeller had accumulated
84 hours since the last overhaul.
In Canada, operators must maintain their aircraft according to a
maintenance schedule approved by Transport Canada (TC). These
maintenance schedules are submitted for approval following an analysis
by the operator, and depend on such factors as the type of operation, the
type of flights performed by the aircraft, and annual use forecasts
calculated in hours and in cycles. It is up to the operators to identify any
amendments necessary to reflect changes in conditions, and to obtain TC
approval to incorporate those changes. The operator had received its
new operating certificate on 17 March 1998. The original maintenance
schedule, bearing the number Q-2360, had been approved on 10
November 1997. The first amendment to the maintenance schedule was
approved on 22 May 1998. The main purpose of this amendment was to
include in the maintenance schedule Airworthiness Notice B041,
concerning the engine on-condition program.
The Approved Maintenance Organization's maintenance policy manual
was submitted to TC on 15 August 1996 and approved on 28 July 1997.
It meets the requirements of an Approved Maintenance Organization
(AMO) under Canadian Aviation Regulations (CAR) 573.10. The approval
certificate, number 31-97, was issued on 28 July 1997. The AMO
maintenance policy manual indicates that, except for the position of
maintenance manager, all other duties related to the AMO's operations
are delegated to the AMO president. Those duties include those of
hangar foreman, quality assurance manager, assistant to the
maintenance manager, apprentice, storesman, and records clerk.
According to the AMO maintenance policy manual, the maintenance
manager performs the following duties: (a) is in charge of all
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maintenance activities carried out by the AMO, and must meet the
standards of qualifications stated in Airworthiness Manual Chapter 573;
(b) is in charge of distributing work to the maintenance personnel; (c) is in
charge of initial training, recurrent training, and additional training given to
the maintenance personnel; and (d) is in charge of carrying out the
quality assurance program and ensuring that the maintenance and the
management of maintenance activities comply with the standards stated
in Airworthiness Manual Chapter 573.
According to the AMO maintenance policy manual, duties (b) and (c) are
delegated to the assistant to the maintenance manager, and duty (d) is
delegated to the quality assurance manager. The duties of assistant to
the maintenance manager and quality assurance are performed by the
AMO president. The maintenance manager is not a full-time employee.
Airworthiness Notice B041 contains the requirements for the engine oncondition maintenance program. Operators may incorporate such
programs in their aircraft maintenance schedules as an alternative to the
manufacturer's recommended "hard time" programs. Continued
compliance with the Pilot Operating Handbook, Aircraft Flight Manual,
Engine Operating Manual, and the maintenance practices recommended
by the manufacturer may help to extend the time between overhauls. The
program consists of repetitive periodic inspections to determine a unit's
(component's) condition so that it will be removed from service prior to
failure during normal operations.
Before approving this program, the maintenance manager must review all
recommendations issued by the aircraft, engine, propeller, and
component manufacturers in the form of service publications and other
documents, such as service bulletins, directives, letters, etc. The
maintenance manager must study the recommendations to determine
whether incorporation of a given element is appropriate to the new
program. The program provides for repeat inspections at intervals of 25,
50, 100, and 200 hours. The entries for the checks performed and the
actions taken must be made and certified in the relevant technical
records in accordance with CAR 571.03.
The level of inspection provided for in the program is not comparable to
an overhaul by an approved engine shop. The inspection consists in
assessing the current condition of the engine, and ensuring that the
operating parameters set by the manufacturer are within prescribed limits
and that the engine's external and internal condition does not show any
form of corrosion, damage, or wear. Oil analysis and removal of the
cylinders are the only possible means of determining internal condition.
Even when the cylinders are removed for inspection, several important
parts are not visible; therefore, they cannot be assessed.
The engine teardown identified some fractured components that needed
metallurgical analysis and evaluation. These included a broken valve
spring (part number LW-11799), an intake valve (part number LW13087),
and the propeller shaft-driven gear (part number 75562). Even though the
valve spring breakage did not contribute to the loss of the propeller, there
was a fatigue point caused by corrosion. The intake valve head was
broken into four segments, but did not exhibit signs of progressive failure;
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rather, the fractures were consistent with a rapid overstress most likely
caused by overspeed due to the loss of the propeller.
On the other hand, the propeller shaft-driven gear exhibited widespread
fatigue cracking of the gear teeth, complete separation of the rim from
the hub at the web, and ovalization of the rim itself. Although the roots of
the gear teeth were covered with a carbonaceous oil residue, there was
indication of corrosion pitting. After removal of the bulk of the oil residue
by repeated application of an oven cleaner solution, the corrosion pitting
became even more noticeable. Detailed examination of the fatigue crack
initiation sites established a link between the corrosion pits and the
cracks.
Analysis
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with
existing regulations. The aircraft was airworthy, and there were no known
deficiencies before the flight.
Before submitting an amendment to a maintenance schedule, the
maintenance manager must review all recommendations issued by the
engine manufacturer, such as service bulletins, directives, letters, etc.
The maintenance manager must study the recommendations to
determine whether incorporation of a given element to the new program
is appropriate. The engine manufacturer had issued Service Instruction
1009AJ, clearly stating the possibility of engine deterioration. The
maintenance manager, in his analysis, and TC, in granting its approval,
did not take those recommendations into account.
The operator had its own AMO. Except for the position of maintenance
manager, all other duties related to AMO operations were delegated to
the AMO president. Three of the four duties ordinarily carried out by the
maintenance manager had been delegated to the assistant to the
maintenance manager, who is the AMO president. This seems to indicate
that a single individual directed the operator's operations and
maintenance, especially since the maintenance manager was not a fulltime employee. This organizational structure had been approved by TC.
The engine manufacturer has established a limit for hours of operation for
each engine type it manufactures. The limit varies depending on the type
of operation and the quality of the maintenance done on its product.
However, the engine manufacturer allows no flexibility as to the number
of years of use, and clearly recommends never exceeding the 12-year
limit, as specified in Service Instruction 1009AJ.
The TSB Engineering Branch determined that the presence of corrosion
pitting in various areas resulted from a lack of proper corrosion prevention
measures. Examination of the technical records revealed that no action
had been taken to that effect. The presence of corrosion caused an
accelerated wear, considering the relatively low number of hours of
operation of the engine. The possible increased play and the fatigue from
corrosion pitting both contributed to the failure of the propeller shaftdriven gear. This failure in turn led to the destruction of the propeller
housing case, and the propeller separated in flight.
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The following Engineering Branch report was completed:
LP 90/98--Engine components examination.
Findings
Review of the records indicates that the pilot was certified and
qualified for the flight in accordance with existing regulations.
The aircraft was certified and maintained in accordance with
existing regulations and approved procedures.
The first amendment to maintenance schedule Q-2360 was
approved on 22 May 1998. The main purpose of this amendment
was to include in the maintenance schedule Airworthiness Notice
B041, which refers to the on-condition engine program.
Textron Lycoming Service Instruction 1009AJ recommends a time
between overhauls of 1 200 hours or 12 years.
The engine had accumulated 1 247 hours, and 19 years and 3
months had elapsed since it was overhauled.
The AMO's organizational structure had been approved by TC.
The condition of certain internal engine components could not be
assessed due to the level of inspection performed under the oncondition engine inspection program.
The propeller housing case was destroyed, and the propeller
separated in flight.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The increased play and fatigue caused by corrosion pitting both caused
the propeller shaft- driven gear to fail. This failure in turn led to the
destruction of the propeller housing case, and the propeller separated in
flight. Contributing to the occurrence was the fact that neither the
maintenance manager nor TC took into account the manufacturer's
Service Instruction 1009AJ concerning the time between engine
overhauls.
Safety Action Taken
Changes to the maintenance schedule (Q-2360) were requested by TC
and were made by the operator to discontinue the on-condition engine
program.
In December 1998, TC issued a notice of suspension of the operator's
operating certificate because the operator no longer had a maintenance
agreement. The operator revised its organizational structure and
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subcontracted its maintenance to another AMO.
TC is assessing the regulations contained in CAR 573 that apply to the
reporting structure within an AMO.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into
this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson
Benoît Bouchard, and members Jonathan Seymour, Charles Simpson,
W.A. Tadros and Henry Wright, authorized the release of this report on
13 January 2000.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of
the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Separation
Between
Air Canada Boeing 747-400 C-GAGN
and Air France Airbus A340 F-GLZL
North Atlantic, St. John's,
Newfoundland 125 nm S
20 July 1998

Print View

Report Number A98H0002
Synopsis
Air France flight 033 (AFR033), an Airbus A340 aircraft, was en route from Houston, Texas, USA, to Paris, France, at flight level (FL) 370 with a routing of
WHALE, BANCS, and latitude 46N longitude 50W (Oceanic Track "X"). Air Canada flight 870 (ACA870), a Boeing B747 aircraft, was en route from
Montreal, Quebec, to Paris at FL 370 with a routing of MIILS, COLOR, and latitude 47N longitude 50W (Oceanic Track "W"). ACA870 was re-cleared from
MIILS direct to latitude 45N longitude 50W (Oceanic Track "Y"). The new routing placed ACA870 on a converging track with AFR033. Approximately 30
miles west of the BANCS intersection, both aircraft received and responded to traffic avoidance and collision advisory system (TCAS) resolution advisories
(RA). A loss of separation occurred at approximately 0213 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) when the two aircraft closed to approximately 400 feet
vertically and 1.9 miles horizontally. The required separation in the airspace for these aircraft is 5 miles horizontally or 1000 feet vertically.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
Air France flight 033 (AFR033)(1) , an Airbus A340 aircraft, was en route from Houston to Paris at flight level (FL) 370 with a routing of WHALE, BANCS,
and latitude 46N longitude 50W(Oceanic Track "X"). Air Canada flight 870 (ACA870), a Boeing B747 aircraft, was en route from Montreal to Paris at FL 370
with a routing of MIILS, COLOR, and latitude 47N longitude 50W (Oceanic Track "W"). ACA870 was re-cleared from MIILS direct to latitude 45N longitude
50W (Oceanic Track "Y"). The new routing placed ACA870 on a converging track with AFR033.
The two aircraft were being controlled by the Gander Area Control Centre (ACC) high domestic controllers responsible for the combined sector BANCS and
south, the two south-easternmost sectors of the Gander domestic airspace, in which the coast-out points BANCS and RAFIN are located (see Appendix A,
Figure 1). ACA870, with 265 passengers and a crew of 14, had been issued an amended oceanic clearance by clearance delivery prior to handoff to the
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BANCS radar controller. ACA870 contacted the radar controller at 0151:15(2) , outside the geographic boundaries of the BANCS sector, and crossed the
sector boundary at 0207. Position estimate information was provided by ACA870 to the radar controller indicating that the aircraft was level at FL 370 and
estimating latitude 45N longitude 50W at 0227.
AFR033, with 235 passengers and a crew of 14, had received an oceanic clearance and had been handed off to the radar controller at 0158:32. AFR033,
established on the route WHALE direct to BANCS, was level at FL 370, and estimating BANCS at 0217. The aircraft track during this portion of the flight
was approximately 076 magnetic.
At approximately 0211, as ACA870 approached 40 nm west of the BANCS intersection en route to latitude 45N longitude 50W, the radar controller
contacted ACA870 and advised that radar service would terminate at longitude 50W and to contact Gander radio on frequency 126.9 megahertz. At this
time, ACA870 was approximately 9 nm from AFR033 and converging on a track of 116 magnetic. No action was taken by the radar controller.
Approximately one minute and thirty seconds later, at 0212:33, while the radar controller was communicating with another aircraft, ACA870 received a
TCAS RA and attempted to make radio contact with the radar controller, but was cut off by another transmission. Seven seconds later, at 0212:40,
ACA870 declared Pan, Pan, Pan. The radar controller issued a clearance to descend to FL 360. ACA870 replied that they were climbing as a result of the
RA and that they were on a collision course. The radar controller advised ACA870 to follow the advisory.
Immediately thereafter, AFR033 declared Pan, Pan, Pan and advised the controller that the aircraft was descending as a result of a TCAS RA (see
Appendix A, Figure 2). AFR033 received an initial TCAS traffic advisory (TA) at 0211:34 and an RA to descend at 0212:47. Recorded radar data of the
occurrence shows AFR033's altitude to have been 36,900 feet at 0212:49, 36,700 feet at 0212:54, 36,700 feet at 0212:59, and 36,400 feet at 0213:03.
(Valid recorded radar data may differ from aircraft-reported altitude by plus or minus 200 feet.) Aircraft data provided by Air France show the altitude of
AFR033 as 36,788 feet at 0212:59 with a downward velocity of 1,790 feet per minute, and 36,384 feet at 0213:30. The time between the onset of the RA
and initiation of descent with the autopilot off was two seconds.
On receiving the TCAS RA, ACA870 began an immediate climb to FL 380 and reached that altitude approximately 50 seconds after commencement of the
climb. Seventeen seconds after the end of the AFR033 Pan, Pan, Pan transmission, ACA870 advised that they were directly overhead the Air France
aircraft and that the two aircraft would have collided.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
There were no injuries.
1.3 Damage to Aircraft
There was no damage to either aircraft.
1.4 Other Damage
There was no other damage as a result of this occurrence.
1.5 Personnel Information
1.5.1 Air Traffic Controllers
Controller Position
Age
Licence
Experience

Radar Controller
36
ATC
8 years

- as a Controller

8 years

- as an IFR Controller

8 years

- in Present Unit
Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence
Hours off Duty Prior to Work Period
Controller Position
Age
Licence
Experience

6
58
Data Controller
34
ATC
9 years

- as a Controller

9 years

- as an IFR Controller

9 years

- in Present Unit
Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence
Hours off Duty Prior to Work Period

3.75
38

1.5.1.1 Air Traffic Controllers' Experience
The sector in which the loss of separation occurred, BANCS, was staffed by a data controller and a radar controller in accordance with unit staffing
requirements. The team supervisor, in keeping with normal practice, was working at another sector providing a relief break for a controller. The radar
controller had eight years', and the data controller nine years', experience in air traffic control. Both controllers were appropriately licenced and qualified.
The radar controller had been on duty for six hours, and the data controller three and three quarters hours, since the beginning of their shifts. The radar
controller was on the first shift of his work cycle, having completed two days off. The data controller had been off the previous day but had reportedly
worked 16 shifts in the previous 18 days, 7 of which had been overtime shifts. Such a schedule is within the terms of the collective agreement provided one
day off is provided after nine consecutive days of work. The traffic volume at the time of the occurrence was described as moderate to heavy. All necessary
equipment was serviceable and being used.
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1 Air Canada Boeing 747 C-GAGN
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Boeing
747-400
Not applicable
Not applicable
4

1.6.2 Air France Airbus A340 F-GLZL
Manufacturer
Type and Model
Year of Manufacture
Serial Number
Engine Type (number of)

Airbus Industrie
A340
Not applicable
Not applicable
4

1.7 Meteorological Information
The weather was clear in the vicinity of the occurrence.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
All navigation aids were reported to be operating normally.
1.9 Communications
Normal means of communication were serviceable.
1.10 Control Procedures - General
1.10.1 Flight Progress Strip Manipulation
Flight progress strips are maintained by controllers and contain written information on the status and intentions of aircraft passing through a sector.
Directions for the marking and manipulation of flight progress strips are contained in the NAV CANADA Air Traffic Control Manual of Operations (ATC
MANOPS), Part 9, and in the Gander ACC Operations Manual, High Level Domestic, Strip Writing Procedures.
The original flight planned routing for ACA870 was from North American route N49A to MIILS direct to COLOR and then to latitude 47N longitude 50W
(Oceanic Track "W")
(see Appendix A, Figure 1). The original flight progress strip, designated D1 for ACA870, was posted under the COLOR header in the flight progress board
of the appropriate sector. When the oceanic clearance was changed necessitating a reroute, the D1 strip was amended by the data controller in the
COLOR sector by stroking out the fix identifier COL ( COLOR) and writing in the new fix identifier, RFN ( RAFIN), which is the fix associated with latitude
45N longitude 50W. In accordance with the Gander ACC Operations Manual, article 4.1.6.2, the strip was then passed to the affected sector, BANCS.
Subsequently, a new oceanic clearance strip was printed at 0138 together with an amended sector strip designated D2 and passed to the BANCS sector
for posting under the RAFIN header. There was no traffic on the route from RAFIN to latitude 45N longitude 50W at FL 370 which conflicted with ACA870.
ACA870, now rerouted and known locally as a cutter, crossed several other active tracks, including the WHALE-to- BANCS track which was very active on
the night of the occurrence, from the northwest to the southeast. ACA870 passed approximately 13 nm abeam BANCS, while its closest approach to
RAFIN was approximately 28 nm. There was no flight progress strip printed for posting under the BANCS header. There is no requirement for such a
posting in local procedures, and there is no provision for the printing of an extra strip for this purpose. Aircraft joining southern oceanic tracks from the
North American Midwest generally cut southeast-bound across other established tracks, and are a relatively common occurrence for Gander controllers.
The flight route of AFR033 took it directly over BANCS and on to latitude 46N longitude 50W to follow Oceanic Track "X". The flight progress strip for
AFR033 was posted under the BANCS header.
The Gander ACC Operations Manual, High Level Domestic, Strip Writing Procedures, article 2.6, directs that "When aircraft are cleared direct and this
results in the aircraft going abeam a fix, the fix shall have "A/" written to the upper left of the affected fix ...." The flight progress strip used by the BANCS
and south sector for ACA870 was not marked with the "A/" to the upper left of the fix indicator, RFN, on either the D1 or D2 strips. Article 2.4 specifies that
"If a particular route requires attention: ... the fixes to the right of the aircraft ident shall have a box placed around them on all strips." No box was placed
around the fixes to the right of the aircraft identification on either the D1 or D2 flight progress strips of ACA870. Article 8.3.2 directs that "If there is a radar
confliction also include fix under which the traffic is posted." There were no other fixes indicated on the flight progress strips of ACA870 to indicate that
there might be a radar conflict with traffic on the BANCS track.
1.10.2 Duties of Controllers
The Gander ACC Operations Manual, Part 4, High Domestic Sector Procedures, specifies the responsibilities of controllers as follows:
4.1.2 Sector controller(s) is/are responsible for all IFR aircraft operating within the airspace assigned to their sectors.
4.1.4 When a Radar and Data controller are assigned to the same sector, the radar controller is primarily responsible for the flow of sector traffic. The
sector workplan and the overall strategy shall be determined jointly. It is recognized that during some traffic situations one controller may not be
immediately aware of all actions initiated by the other - in this case each controller is responsible for his actions.
4.1.6 When assigned to a Sector, the data controller's primary role is to facilitate the flow of flight data between Radar sectors.
Prior to the occurrence, the data controller was fully occupied facilitating the flow of flight data between sectors, and he was not aware of activities as they
unfolded on the radar controller's radar indicator module (IM). The flight progress strips of the two aircraft were posted under different coast-out fixes, and
because the data controller's primary responsibility was to facilitate the flow of flight data between Radar sectors, he was not specifically aware of the
proximity of AFR033 and ACA870 at the same altitude as they approached BANCS. The radar controller was primarily responsible for the flow of sector
traffic, and other than keeping flight progress strips updated by checking altitudes and estimates, he performed his separation function using only the IM.
Supervisors, even when not otherwise occupied performing relief duties for other controllers, are not expected to provide close inspection and quality
control of controllers in these circumstances, because it is not possible for the supervisor to be cognizant of the control actions taken by controllers in all
the sectors of a specialty.
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1.10.3 Radar Control Methods
The NAV CANADA ATC MANOPS, article 471.1, directs controllers to apply separation by consistent reference to, and use of three elements fundamental
to effective control: plan separation, execute the selected plan, and monitor progress to ensure continued applicability of the plan.
To assist in the identification of potential aircraft conflicts, the radar controller has at his or her disposal a tool known as the Predict Track Line (PTL). This
electronic device displays a line on the IM showing a predicted direction and expected travel distance of an aircraft present position symbol based on the
time in minutes entered by the controller. It was the radar controller's habit to use this tool on a regular basis to detect traffic conflicts. On the night of the
occurrence, the radar controller had used the PTL regularly prior to the approach of the occurrence aircraft, but did not detect the intersecting flight paths of
ACA870 and AFR033.
1.10.4 Radar Monitoring Methods
In TSB Occurrence No. A96A0138, an altered routing put two aircraft that were under radar control, a Boeing 747 and a Boeing 767 with a total of 502
persons on board, on converging courses at the same altitude until they were about three miles apart. At that time, the crews of both aircraft received and
reacted to TCAS RAs and manoeuvred to avoid collision. The radar controller was unable to explain why he was unaware of the conflict between the two
aircraft.
In TSB Occurrence No. A97H0007, two aircraft, a Boeing 727 and a Canadair CL-600, approaching head-on under radar control on direct off-airway
routes, were involved in a risk of collision. In this instance, only one of the aircraft was fitted with TCAS. The RA and subsequent declaration by the crew of
their avoidance action were the only warnings provided.
In TSB Occurrence No. A97C0144, a Boeing 737 under radar control was given permission to deviate north of the flight planned route to avoid weather.
The actual position of the aircraft did not correspond with that indicated by the positioning of the aircraft's flight progress strip and the radar controller,
occupied in resolving a problem on another part of the IM, did not detect the imminent conflict with an opposite-direction DC-9 during his monitoring of the
IM. The Boeing 737 received a TCAS RA and manoeuvred to avoid the other aircraft approaching
head-on.
In TSB Occurrence No. A99H0001 (investigation in progress), two opposite-direction Boeing 767 aircraft under radar control, with a total of 206 persons on
board, were involved in an air proximity occurrence when the radar controller cleared one aircraft to climb through the other's altitude. Both aircraft received
TCAS RAs.
In each of the above occurrences, the aircraft were being provided with radar monitoring and the radar controller had spoken to one of the involved aircraft
shortly before the conflict, and in each instance the radar controllers were unable to explain why they had not detected the approaching conflict. Controller
fatigue or exceptional distractions, other than normal traffic conflicts, were not identified as findings in any of the completed investigations.
NAV CANADA Functional Goal Number 1 encourages controllers to provide full-time attentive flight monitoring and flight information services. Effective
scanning techniques as required in ATC MANOPS, article 901.8, are covered in the recently inaugurated Situational Awareness Module training package,
which has been administered to approximately 80 percent of air traffic control units. Gander controllers had not yet received this training at the time of the
occurrence. There is no formal lesson plan in basic or regional air traffic control training designed to teach controllers specific radar monitoring techniques
or best practices. During basic radar simulation training, however, instructors are directed to include as teaching points information to avoid concentrating
too long on one situation during radar scanning, because other situations may require attention as well.
1.10.5 Conflict Alerting Tool
The original performance specifications for the ATC radar data processing system (RDPS) software included provisions for aircraft conflict detection and
alerting. During testing in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the RDPS conflict alert function was found to have several faults and was not considered
acceptable for operational use. This function is still not in operational use today. The Canadian Aviation Safety Board (CASB), the TSB's predecessor,
recommended in 1990 that,
The Department of Transport accelerate all technical initiatives with a potential for providing controllers with automated conflict prediction and alerting.
CASB 90-36
Transport Canada accepted the recommendation and advised that "Minimum Safe Altitude Warning/Conflict Alert would be implemented as the Radar Data
Processing Systems are brought online with the introduction of the Radar Modernization project beginning in June 1990." In early 1997 NAV CANADA
advised that the unavailability of the conflict alert feature of RDPS was an on-going issue. The conflict alert feature of RDPS was still under development,
and it was hoped that it would be available with the 700 version of RDPS software then scheduled for release in the fall of 1997. NAV CANADA advised in
early 1998 that software testing of this functionality was under way and on-site test was planned for the fall of 1998. Operational acceptance was expected
to be lengthy. Software testing of the conflict alert functionality is still under way but is expected to be completed in 1999, followed by site testing in
Toronto, Ontario, and Edmonton, Alberta. The Minimum Safe Altitude Warning (MSAW) portion is not expected to be included in this site test procedure.
NAV CANADA, in its Corporate Safety Plan 1998/99, stated that it is committed to "the national installation of Minimum Sector Altitude Warning
Systems/Conflict Alert (MSAW/CA) on existing surveillance systems."
1.11 Flight Recorders
Flight recorder information was provided by Air Canada and Air France to determine aircraft responses on receipt of the respective TCAS RAs. That
information was included in section 1.1 above.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 General
The radar controller was aware, at least from ACA870's radio position reports if not from the information contained on the flight progress strip, that this
aircraft was what is known as a "cutter", and that the flight path of the aircraft would cut across the tracks of other aircraft proceeding eastbound to the
ocean. This situation was described as being relatively common for controllers in southern sectors of the Gander airspace. As well, the radar controller
communicated with ACA870 one minute and twenty seconds prior to the Pan, Pan, Pan call by the crew. At the time of the communication, the two aircraft
were approximately 9 nm apart and on a converging course. The radar controller should have detected and resolved the conflict between AFR033 and
ACA870 well before the risk of collision occurred.
2.2 Conflict Detection
2.2.1 Information Exchange
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Some of the factors which actively contributed to the radar controller not detecting the approaching conflict include the following:
There was no strip posted at BANCS for ACA870, and there is no provision for the automatic printing of such a strip in the flight progress strip
processing software in use in Gander.
Notwithstanding the direction in Gander ACC Operations Manual, article 4.1.4, that the sector workplan and the overall strategy shall be determined
jointly, there appears to be no procedure which encourages team planning and problem solving.
The division of work and the very different work focus of the radar controller and the data controller encourage independent work. This is
acknowledged in the Gander ACC Operations Manual, article 4.1.4, where controllers are reminded that "It is recognized that during some traffic
situations one controller may not be immediately aware of all actions initiated by the other ...." The next reminder emphasizing that "each controller is
responsible for his actions" is an accepted philosophy; however, it contributes little to enhancing safety.
2.2.2 Attentive Flight Monitoring
The TSB investigations noted in section 1.10.4 bear resemblances to this occurrence in that in each referenced occurrence, the radar controller did not
detect aircraft conflicts displayed on the IM. While strip scanning for potential traffic conflicts is necessary, the increasing prevalence of direct off-airway
routes, which do not lend themselves to the relatively structured environment for which flight progress strips were designed, puts a premium on the
necessity to actively and constantly monitor the IM. While NAV CANADA does provide direction to all controllers on scanning techniques, that subject
matter is more oriented to flight progress strip scanning procedures than to definable techniques associated with how to maintain full-time attentive radar
flight monitoring. In this occurrence, the radar controller's full-time attentive flight monitoring procedure did not meet the level of attentiveness required to
provide an adequate level of safety to the aircraft under his control, and, as a result, the radar controller did not recognize the conflict and did not provide
air traffic control radar separation between the two aircraft.
2.2.3 Conflict Resolution
Devising a specific separation plan is predicated on recognizing that a situation exists that requires specific action. The benefits of adding specific markings
to strips in accordance with articles 2.4 and 8.3.2 of the Gander ACC Operations Manual are restricted to their use as memory aids in that the use of the
warnings presupposes that potential conflicts have been recognized. If no conflict is identified, no warning markings are added. Review of the flight
progress board for conflicting traffic at common points and full-time attentive flight monitoring of the IM are often the triggering events that enable radar
controllers to recognize potential conflicts and to begin the action planning process. Where there is no obvious conflict indicated on the flight progress
board (the two aircraft were not posted under a common point and none of the required markings were on either of the flight progress strips), or where the
conflict is overlooked during the monitoring process, the radar controller may not devise a specific separation plan and thus may perform no specific
separation actions. Where task design does not encourage effective team problem solving, the necessary team planning step may not be accomplished,
and the radar controller in his or her tactical control decisions becomes the single, ground-based point of defence against airborne collisions. That defence
broke down when the radar controller did not identify the conflict during his monitoring of the tactical situation on the IM. The team supervisor was unable
to intervene as a final level of quality control because he was occupied controlling in another sector, and, in any case, his duties preclude detailed
knowledge of the control actions of all the controllers in all the sectors of the specialty. There was no procedural or technological defence in the design of
this air traffic control process to contain this situation once the radar controller missed the developing conflict.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The controllers involved in this occurrence were qualified and current.
All equipment available to the controllers was serviceable and being used.
Staffing in the sector met unit standards. The supervisor was working in another sector at the time of the occurrence.
The workload was assessed as heavy.
The radar controller did not devise an active separation action plan because he did not recognize the need for one.
The flight progress strips for ACA870 were not marked with the various symbols specified in the Gander ACC Operations Manual indicating that the
flight required special attention.
The sector controllers' performance of their duties, seemingly in conformance with the directives and the task design in the Gander ACC Operations
Manual, did not lend itself to effective sector team problem solving and separation planning, which resulted in the loss of an effective defence.
The placement of the two flight progress strips under two separate fixes did not overtly warn the radar controller that the two aircraft at the same
altitude would be in close proximity in the vicinity of one of those fixes.
There was no rigorous training on radar monitoring methods provided to these controllers in basic air traffic control training or during refresher or
specialty training after initial qualification.
The TCAS RAs received by the crews of ACA870 and AFR033 provided the only warning and successful resolution to the traffic conflict.
Though planned for implementation to meet traffic needs in the early 1990s, a functioning automated conflict alert tool was not available.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board (CASB), the predecessor to the TSB, in 1990, recommended that the air traffic service provider accelerate all
initiatives with a potential for providing controllers with automated conflict prediction and alerting.
3.2 Causes
The radar controller did not recognize the traffic conflict between ACA870 and AFR033, and, as a result, did not apply the required radar separation criteria
between the two aircraft. The fact that the flight progress strip procedures did not provide a flight progress strip for posting at the fix nearest the point of
conflict; there was no basic or follow-on training provided to the radar controller in effective radar monitoring techniques; there was no realistic human backhttp://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98h0002/a98h0002.asp
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up to the radar controller's activities; and there was no technological back-up in the form of an automated conflict alert tool contributed to this occurrence.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson Benoît
Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 29 September 1999.
Appendix A - Track Diagrams
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Appendix B - Glossary
ACA870 Air Canada flight 870
ACC Area Control Centre
AFR033 Air France flight 033
ATC air traffic control
CASB Canadian Aviation Safety Board
COL COLOR (fix)
FL flight level
IFR instrument flight rules
IM radar indicator module
MANOPS Manual of Operations
MSAW Minimum Safe Altitude Warning
MSAW/CA Minimum Sector Altitude Warning Systems/Conflict Alert
N north
nm nautical mile
PTL Predict Track Line
RA resolution advisory
RDPS radar data processing system
RFN RAFIN
S south
TA traffic advisory
TCAS traffic avoidance and collision advisory system
TSB Transportation Safety Board of Canada
UTC Coordinated Universal Time
W west
degree
1. See Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.
2. All times are Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) unless otherwise stated. (UTC equals Newfoundland daylight time plus 2 hours and 30 minutes).
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report Runway Overrun
Reliant Airlines Inc.
Dassault/Sud Fan Jet Falcon N212R
Peterborough Airport, Ontario
18 February 1998

Print View

Report Number A98O0034
Summary
The Dassault/Sud Fan Jet Falcon aircraft, serial number N212R,
operated as Kitty Hawk Flight 2182 (KHA 2182), departed from Kansas
International airport, Kansas, on a night instrument flight rules flight to
Peterborough airport, Ontario. The flight had a crew of two and was
transporting 2 922 pounds of automobile parts for a major automobile
manufacturer.
The crew carried out a non-directional beacon (NDB) straight-in
approach to runway 09 at Peterborough. The aircraft touched down
within the runway touchdown zone but overran the 5 000 foot runway
by 236 feet. The aircraft nose landing gear collapsed and the aircraft
came to rest on the main landing gear and nose. The accident
occurred at 0555 eastern standard time (EST) (1) during night hours at
an elevation of 628 feet above sea level (asl) in instrument
meteorological flight conditions. The crew were not injured and exited
the aircraft unassisted through the main cargo door.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français
Other Factual Information
The Peterborough airport is served by a single, east/west (09/27)
oriented, 5 000-foot asphalt-surface runway that is 100 feet wide. The
instrument approach to the airport is a non-precision NDB approach to
runway 09. The runway final approach fix is the Peterborough low
frequency non-directional radio beacon located 3.8 nautical miles from
the threshold of runway 09. The inbound final approach fix crossing
altitude is 1 800 feet asl with a minimum descent altitude of 1 200 feet
asl (575 feet above ground level (agl)). (2) Landing from the approach is
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0034/a98o0034.asp
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straight in. The flight crew did not report any difficulty receiving the
radio signal from the Peterborough beacon or tracking to, or from, the
non-directional radio beacon.
Runway 09 lighting consisted of high intensity runway threshold,
runway end, and runway edge lighting. A precision approach path
indicator system for aircraft with eye-to-wheel height of up to 10 feet is
installed for runway 09. All available runway lighting was reported "ON"
and set at strength 5 for the approach. The lighting was reported
selected "ON" manually by airport personnel. The flight crew did not
report any difficulty with the airport lighting system.
Runway conditions prior to KHA 2182's approach were reported as
bare and wet with braking action reported as good by a Learjet aircraft
flight crew that had landed on runway 09 a short time before KHA
2182. The airport runway maintenance crew reported sanding the
runway, and they considered braking action to be good just prior to
KHA 2182's landing. All of the above runway information was passed to
and acknowledged by KHA 2182 flight crew on radio contact with
company dispatch at Detroit, Michigan, while they were en route, and
just prior to their approach when they were in radio communication on
unicom frequency with a fixed-base operator at the Peterborough
airport.
The aircraft landed within the touchdown zone with full trailing edge flap
extended, and the speed brakes were extended immediately after
touch down. The crew reported that the anti-skid braking action was
fair for the initial portion of the landing roll but decreased to near nil as
the aircraft decelerated from a touchdown speed of 125 knots. The
captain, the pilot-flying, selected the anti-skid brake system off and
deployed the aircraft drag chute when it became apparent that he might
not be able to stop the aircraft before it ran off the end of the runway.
He continued to apply maximum brakes but was not successful in
stopping the aircraft on the runway. The aircraft drag chute was
recovered 3 200 feet from the runway threshold at about the point the
crew recollected deploying it. The crew reported that they had not
released the drag chute from the aircraft after deploying it. The drag
chute mechanism was examined after the occurrence and no
mechanical defects were found. It was not determined why the chute
released from the aircraft after it was deployed by the crew. The aircraft
was not equipped with reverse thrust.
Weather observations at Peterborough airport are taken by a weather
person between 0600 and 1600, Monday to Friday, and by an
automated weather observation system (AWOS) during other hours,
Monday to Friday. The AWOS weather observation, recorded at 0559,
showed overcast cloud at 500 feet agl and a visibility of 2.5 statute
miles in light rain, while the observation taken by a weather person at
0600 reported overcast cloud at 700 feet agl and a visibility of 1.5
statute miles in light rain and snow. The wind was from 070 degrees
true at 9 knots. Light rain was reported falling throughout the night and
early morning hours with the temperature at 1 to 2 degrees above
freezing. The visibility deteriorated to 3/8 of a mile in moderate snow,
and wet snow accumulated on the runway surface immediately after
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0034/a98o0034.asp
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the occurrence. The flight crew did not observe snow on the approach
until after they had descended below the cloud base just inside the final
approach fix, and it did not appear to them that there was any build-up
of snow on the runway during the approach.
All four tires on the dual-wheeled aircraft main landing gear had an
area of reverted rubber present (see Figure 1), indicative of
hydroplaning. When hydroplaning occurs, the tires of the aircraft are
completely separated from the actual runway surface and will continue
to hydroplane until a reduction in speed permits the tire to regain
contact with the runway surface. During total dynamic hydroplaning, the
tire lifts off the runway and rides on the wedge of the water, causing
such a complete loss of tire friction that wheel spin-up will not occur.
On wet runways, where there is not enough water to cause dynamic
hydroplaning, viscous hydroplaning can occur. This term describes the
normal slipperiness or lubricating action of water. Viscous hydroplaning
does not reduce the friction to such a low level that wheel spin-up will
not occur. On the other hand, reverted rubber hydroplaning can occur
when a locked tire is skidded along a very slippery water- or slushcontaminated runway, at any speed above about 20 knots, where the
heat generated by friction produces steam and begins to revert the
rubber, on a portion of the tire, back to its uncured state. The increase
in stopping distance as a result of hydroplaning is impossible to predict
accurately, but it has been estimated to increase by as much as 700
per cent. Performance graphs for the aircraft indicate that a landing
distance of 4 400 feet was required for the aircraft at the calculated
landing weight of 22 198 pounds. Landing distance was calculated for a
bare, dry runway condition.

The captain was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0034/a98o0034.asp
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existing regulations. He had a total flying time of 10 540 hours, of which
6 852 were on type, and had been employed by the company since
1989. He was familiar with the Peterborough airport, having operated
the Falcon-type aircraft in there on many previous occasions. The first
officer was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with
existing regulations. He had a total flying time of 3 575 hours, of which
585 were on type, and had been employed by the company for six
months.
Analysis
Based on the runway and weather reports received en route and just
prior to their approach at Peterborough, the flight crew anticipated and
planned for a landing on a bare, wet runway. This runway condition
would not likely have significantly increased the aircraft landing
distance from that of a landing on a bare, dry runway, and the crew
would have had sufficient runway to land the aircraft and successfully
stop on the runway. The precipitation changed to light snow and rain at
about the time the flight crew commenced the approach into
Peterborough. A film of slush and water that accumulated on the
runway was sufficient to cause hydroplaning but not of sufficient depth
to be visible to the crew on approach.
The reduced braking action on the wet runway prevented the aircraft
from decelerating normally with the anti-skid brake system activated.
Despite the fact that an anti-skid brake system would provide a better
braking action than a conventional braking system, the captain decided
to switch off the anti-skid braking system. When the anti-skid system
was deactivated, the wheels locked in a skid, the hydroplaning reduced
the braking action to near nil, and the aircraft travelled off the end of
the runway.
The crew deployed the aircraft drag chute but, for undetermined
reasons, the aircraft drag chute did not remain attached to the aircraft
to help achieve a shorter landing distance.
Findings
Precipitation changed from light rain to snow and rain at or near
the time at which the flight crew commenced their approach to
the airport.
The runway surface was contaminated with a thin layer of slush
at the time the aircraft landed.
The aircraft main landing gear tires hydroplaned on landing roll,
reducing the aircraft braking action.
The aircraft main landing gear wheels locked in a skid when
braking was applied with the brake anti-skid system deactivated.
The drag chute, when deployed , did not remain attached to the
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0034/a98o0034.asp
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The drag chute, when deployed , did not remain attached to the
aircraft.
The aircraft overran the end of the runway.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The aircraft hydroplaned and overran the runway, probably as a result
of the anti-skid brake system being selected off and maximum brakes
being applied. It was not determined whether having the anti-skid
system selected would have prevented the overrun, but the distance to
a full stop would have been reduced. Contributing to this occurrence
was the lack of aerodynamic braking, a result of the drag chute
becoming detached.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
H. Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on
29 October 1998.
1. All times are EST (coordinated universal time minus five hours)
unless otherwise noted.
2. A specified altitude referenced to sea level for a non-precision
approach below which descent must not be made until the required
visual reference to continue the approach to land has been established.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose of
advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or
criminal liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Scrape Wingtip on Landing
AllCanada Express Limited
Boeing 727-260 C-FACM
Hamilton, Ontario
18 March 1998

Print View

Report Number A98O0054
Summary
The cargo laden Boeing 727-260 aircraft, serial number 22759, departed from Vancouver, British
Columbia at 1924 Pacific standard time, 17 March 1998, on a flight to Montreal, Quebec, with stops at
Calgary, Alberta, Winnipeg, Manitoba, and Hamilton Ontario. The aircraft was operated as Canex
flight 501 (CNX 501) and had three crew on board. At 0410 eastern standard time (EST) (1) , 18
March 1998, the aircraft landed firmly on runway one two left (12L) at Hamilton, following an
instrument landing system (ILS) approach. The crew performed the after landing checks and taxied
the aircraft to the ramp without further incident.
Damage to the outboard underside section of the aircraft left wing was discovered during a ramp
walkaround inspection of the aircraft. The left wing had scraped the runway surface on touchdown
damaging the leading and trailing edge flaps.
The accident occurred during night hours at an elevation of 760 feet above sea level in instrument
meteorological flight conditions.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The flight across the country was uneventful and operated on schedule with the first officer at the
controls for the flight from Winnipeg to Hamilton.
Surface weather observations for Hamilton airport were not taken while the aircraft was en route,
however, the flight crew monitored the Toronto and London observations and planned for reduced
visibility in fog for their approach at Hamilton. When in communication with the Hamilton Control
Tower at 0404, they were advised that the runway visual range (RVR) for runway 12L was 5 500 feet
with the runway lights set at strength five, and the tower visibility was three quarters of a statute mile
in light snow grains and fog. The aircraft was radar vectored for a straight-in ILS approach, runway
12L, and intercepted the localizer thirteen miles back from the runway. The first officer disengaged
the autopilot after intercepting the localizer and hand-flew the aircraft using the aircraft flight director
system for guidance throughout the approach. The aircraft was configured for landing with the trailing
edge flaps extended
30 degrees and the landing gear extended when it crossed over the ILS outer marker, 3.7 nautical
miles from the end of the runway. Landing clearance was issued at 0408, at which time the RVR was
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0054/a98o0054.asp
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reported at 5 000 feet with the runway lights at strength five, and tower visibility was three quarters of
a statute mile. The wind was from 070 degrees magnetic at 10 to 15 knots.
Data from the aircraft flight data recorder (FDR) indicate that during the final descent, airspeed was
maintained between 136 and 146 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS). The rate of descent averaged 700
feet per minute with slight engine power adjustments. The aircraft was crabbed left, generally three to
four degrees, with minor heading variations noted during the descent. Approximately 12 seconds prior
to touchdown, the aircraft engine power was reduced to flight idle through approximately 50 to 60 feet
above ground level (agl). On short final, several minor track corrections were made, as indicated by
heading and roll data . The aircraft subsequently rolled from right to left through wings level passing
through the runway heading of 118 degrees magnetic, just prior to touchdown. The roll rate increased
through wings level, as the aircraft continued to roll left. The aircraft touched down firmly with a
vertical deceleration of approximately 1.5g at 126 KIAS. At touchdown, the aircraft was banked left
11.5 degrees, possibly slightly higher due to sample rate, and the heading was decreasing through
116 degrees magnetic. The wings were immediately levelled and the nose landing gear lowered onto
the runway. Following nose landing gear touchdown, the heading was re-aligned with the runway
track, and reversers were deployed.
The aircraft cockpit voice recorder (CVR) was not functioning during the occurrence flight. Information
recorded on the tape was determined to be from eight weeks prior to the occurrence. CVR system
serviceability can be checked by the flight crew from the cockpit by pressing a test button and
monitoring a needle deflection on the system test meter. The flight crew reported that they had
carried out this CVR test and the system indicated it was serviceable. There have been instances
where spurious meter deflections have led to false indications of a serviceable CVR system. The CVR
manufacturer had issued a service bulletin outlining a modification to prevent false system
serviceability indications from the test meter. The occurrence CVR did not incorporate the
modification.
The aircraft flight crew reported that at 250 agl, the captain, the pilot-not-flying, called "approach
lights in sight" and the approach continued. At 200 feet agl, the captain had the approach and runway
end lights in sight and called "decision", meaning the aircraft had descended to decision height
(DH) (2) . The first officer looked up and saw the approach and runway lights and called "runway in
sight, landing". The aircraft was aligned with the runway centre line on the glide path and localizer at
that time. At 150 feet agl, the captain observed the aircraft above the glide slope on the glide slope
indicator and remarked to the first officer "you're getting high". The first officer acknowledged. At 100
feet agl the second officer began to call out the aircraft altitude from the radar altimeter. He called
"100" and, at about that time, the first officer reported encountering some turbulence and the aircraft
began to drift to the right of the runway centre line. The second officer called "50" and then "30" but,
at 30 feet, noted that the aircraft stopped descending. At about this time the captain observed that the
aircraft was right of centre line not descending, and he called "I have control", took control of the
aircraft, and applied hard left rudder to bring the aircraft back to the centre of the runway. The aircraft
landed firmly slightly right of runway centre line. The landing roll was normal with the use of reverse
engine thrust.
Runway 12L is an asphalt surface, 8 000 feet long by 200 feet wide, and was bare and wet at the
time of the occurrence. Approach lights for the runway were category 1, centre row, high intensity,
with runway identification and threshold lights. The runway edge lights were high intensity and there
was a 2-bar visual approach slope indicator system (VASIS). All runway lighting was set at maximum
strength for the approach.
The visibility was deteriorating during the early morning hours at Hamilton. The first weather
observation recorded by the Hamilton weather office at 0600 reported one quarter statute mile in light
rain and fog. The visibility remained at one quarter mile throughout the morning with one observation
reporting one eighth of a mile.
Wind conditions, reported by control tower personnel at the time of landing, indicate that a crosswind
component of 07 to 11 knots existed. The company operations manual for Boeing 727 type aircraft
states that maximum demonstrated crosswind for takeoff or landing, not limiting, is 29 knots.
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The flight crew was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with existing regulations.
The aircraft weight and centre of gravity were within prescribed limits. The calculated landing weight
of the aircraft was 133 000 pounds or 60 382 kilograms.
The following TSB Engineering Branch Report was completed:
LP24/98 FDR/CVR Analysis.
Analysis
Data from the FDR and reports from the crew show a normal approach and normal handling of the
aircraft until it descended to about 150 feet agl and was approaching over the end of the runway. At
that point the first officer's attention was diverted to controlling the aircraft as it encountered some
turbulence and possibly a wind shift close to the ground. He allowed the aircraft to drift to the right of
the runway centre line, and it appears that he may have started to flare the aircraft early, stopping the
descent at about 30 feet agl. The captain at this point, with the engine power at idle and the aircraft
close to the ground, felt they were committed to a landing but was concerned that the aircraft had
stopped descending and was right of centre line. Because fog was reducing his visibility along the
runway, he was not able to determine how far the aircraft had travelled down the runway and,
therefore, wanted to get the aircraft on the runway as quickly as possible. He took over control of the
aircraft and applied hard left rudder input to bring the aircraft back to the runway centre line. The left
rudder input caused the aircraft to roll left sufficiently for the left wing to contact the runway surface on
touch down. The pilot-flying transitioned to visual flight when the aircraft was at decision height, 200
feet agl, and approaching the high intensity runway approach lights. The captain estimated the
forward visibility to be about 4 000 feet at that time. Once the aircraft passed beyond the approach
lights, it is likely that forward visibility was more restricted, but it could not be determined to what
extent. The first weather observations reported a visibility of one quarter mile and remained at that
throughout the morning with one observation reporting one eighth of a mile. In conditions of reduced
visibility, it is desirable to have the aircraft set for landing and only be required to flare to land before
passing beyond the high intensity approach lights. In this instance, several control inputs were
required to position the aircraft, and a transfer of control between the flight crew members took place
after the aircraft passed beyond the approach lights, likely in reduced forward visibility.
Findings
The flight crew was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with existing regulations.
The aircraft weight and centre of gravity were within limits.
There was no evidence of malfunction or component failure of the aircraft that would contribute
to the cause of the accident.
The first officer was at the controls during the approach.
Visibility along the runway was reduced by fog.
The aircraft drifted above the glide slope and right of the runway centre line as it passed over
the runway threshold.
The captain took control of the aircraft and applied hard left rudder at 30 feet agl.
The aircraft rolled left and landed firmly on the runway with 11.5 degrees of left bank.
The aircraft left wing contacted the runway surface on touch down.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0054/a98o0054.asp
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The aircraft left wing contacted the runway surface on touch down.
The aircraft cockpit voice recorder was not functioning during the occurrence flight.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The aircraft rolled left and the left wing struck the runway surface on touch down after the pilot
applied hard left rudder control in the landing flare to align the aircraft with the runway centre line.
The captain's late take-over of control and the reduced visibility along the runway were likely
contributing factors to the occurrence.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence.
Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice
Harquail, Charles Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 08 January
1999.
Appendix A Approach Chart RWY 12L
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All times are EST (Coordinated Universal Time minus five hours) unless otherwise noted.

2. A specified height at which a missed approach must be initiated during a precision approach if
the required visual reference to continue the approach to land has not been established.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
In-Flight Wing Separation
Skyhopper (Amateur-Built) C-FRDG
Smiths Falls-Montague
(Russ Beach) Airport, Ontario 2 mi S
01 May 1998

Print View

Report Number A98O0104
Summary
The pilot/owner of the Skyhopper aircraft went to the Smiths Falls
airport to work on his aircraft about noon on the day of the occurrence.
When he arrived at the airport, he stopped to talk to a friend and then
went to his own hangar where the Skyhopper was stored. Around 1300
eastern daylight time the friend heard and observed the Skyhopper taxi
past his hangar, but did not see or hear the aircraft take off. The
aircraft would have departed from a 4 000 by 75 foot east/west oriented
asphalt runway. Around 1400, a witness heard an unusual sound
coming from the aircraft and then heard the aircraft engine sputtering.
When she looked up, she observed that the right wing had separated
from the aircraft, and the aircraft was descending out of control. It
struck the ground less than a mile from the witness, fatally injuring the
pilot/owner. The accident occurred during the hours of daylight in good
visual meteorological flight conditions with light wind.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The pilot was issued his private pilot licence in 1958, commercial pilot
licence in 1962, and airline transport pilot licence in 1968. According to
entries in his pilot log book, most recent being 03 January 1998, he
had flown a total of 7 556 hours. He was certified and qualified for the
flight in accordance with existing regulations. Although never certified
as an aircraft maintenance engineer, he served in the military as an
aircraft airframe technician and had extensive experience as an aircraft
maintenance engineer apprentice, carrying out maintenance on civilian
aircraft.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0104/a98o0104.asp
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The aircraft was an amateur-built, single-place, low-wing, tail-wheel
type aircraft. It had a maximum gross weight of 1 300 pounds and was
powered by a 108 horsepower Lycoming model O-235 engine. The
wings were of wood construction, fabric- covered, with a metal-covered
leading edge. Overall wing span was 26 feet. Construction of the
aircraft was completed in 1962. According to the most recent entry in
the aircraft journey log, 09 April 1998, it had been operated a total of
756 hours flying time. Work reports on file indicate the wings were
inspected and re-covered in June 1979. The pilot purchased the aircraft
in August 1996 and according to log book entries had flown it a total of
35 hours since that date.

Figure 1 - Separated section of right wing
The main wreckage was located two miles south of the airport and the
separated section of the right wing was 3 000 feet north of the main
wreckage, resting above the ground in brush type trees.
The right wing main spar separated from the aircraft 97 inches in from
the wing tip, and the rear spar separated 56 inches in from the wing tip.
The front spar had fractured in one location and the rear spar in three
locations. There was no sign of rubbing on the surfaces of any of the
spar fractures. The bottom surface of the trailing edge of the right wing
tip was ground down through two layers of wood. The ground-off
surface had a fresh appearance and was free of dirt or debris.
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Figure 2 - Scraped mark on bottom of right
wing tip
There were no marks on the runway that were associated with any
abnormal operation of the Skyhopper aircraft. It is not known if the pilot
operated the aircraft from any other aerodrome that day. The pilot's
friend stated that the occurrence pilot had flown the Skyhopper in
company with the friend's aircraft on the weekend prior to the accident.
The friend reported that, to his knowledge, there were no abnormalities
with the operation of the Skyhopper on that occasion.
A load and stress analysis of the two wing spars revealed they had a
positive margin of safety when exposed to a 3.8 g load factor and a
factor of safety of 1.5. It was also calculated that the main (front) spar
had the lowest margin of safety and in the event of an overstress, it
would be expected to fail before the rear spar. The wing had been
constructed with wood of aircraft specification and quality. There was
no sign of damage to the wood from decay or insect attack that would
contribute to the cause of the wing failure. It was not possible to
determine whether the wood had been damaged prior to the accident
either by static overload or progressive fatigue nor was it possible to
quantify the force that would have been applied to the wing spars
associated with the ground-off portion of the lower rear corner of the
right wing tip.
Analysis
The design strength and construction of the aircraft wing was found to
be adequate, and there was no sign of deterioration of the wing
material that would contribute to the in-flight failure of the wing. There
was no reported weather phenomena on the day of the accident that
would result in any excessive load or stress on the aircraft wing in
flight.
The freshly ground-off surface on the bottom side of the aircraft right
wing tip was typical of damage resulting from the wing tip contacting the
ground during a recent ground loop or severe swerve to the left. The
lack of dirt or debris on the scrape mark indicates the damage occurred
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0104/a98o0104.asp
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from contact with an asphalt or concrete surface. Although it was not
possible to quantify the forces applied to the wing as a result of the tip
scrape, it can be concluded, from appearance alone, that the forces
applied at the time of the scrape were significant enough to crack and
weaken one or both of the right wing spars. The lack of any sign of
rubbing on the fractured surfaces also indicates that any cracking of the
wing spars was recent, possibly as recent as the last take-off or
landing. Had there been cracks in the wood spars for a lengthy period
of time there likely would have been signs of rubbing on the fracture
surfaces as a result of the two surfaces of the crack rubbing together
during normal wing loading in flight.
The spars failed in flight, likely under normal flight loads, and the right
wing separated from the aircraft. The aircraft then descended out of
control and struck the ground.
The following Engineering Branch report was completed:
LP 64/98 Failure Analysis - In-Flight Wing Separation
Findings
The pilot was certified and qualified to conduct the flight.
The aircraft was operated in the amateur-built category for more
than 700 hours.
The right wing separated from the aircraft in flight.
The wing was constructed from aircraft grade wood, and there
was no sign of deterioration of the wood.
The aircraft right wing tip was scraped on concrete or asphalt
recently prior to the in-flight failure.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The right wing failed and separated from the aircraft in flight. A recent
right wing tip scrape likely weakened the wing and contributed to the inflight failure of the wing.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 13
May 1999.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Control - Stall
Toronto Airways Ltd.
Cessna 150M C-GSCN
Coppins Corners, Ontario 1.5 nm S
08 June 1998

Print View

Report Number A98O0139
Summary
The instructor and student departed the Toronto/Buttonville Municipal
Airport, Ontario, on a training flight to the northeast. Approximately 50
minutes later, the aircraft struck the ground in the training/practice area
and came to rest beside a road. Both occupants of the aircraft
sustained fatal injuries during the impact.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
Visual flight rules (VFR) weather conditions prevailed at the time of the
occurrence. At 1200 eastern daylight time (EDT) (1) , the weather at
Toronto/Buttonville Municipal Airport, located 16 nautical miles (nm) to
the southwest of the occurrence location, was reported as wind 330
degrees true at 12 knots, visibility 15 statute miles, broken cloud based
at 3 800 feet above ground level (agl), temperature 18 degrees Celsius,
dew-point 8 degrees Celsius, and altimeter setting 30.12 inches of
mercury, with the remark that the broken layer of cloud was 5 octas.
Records show that the instructor was licensed and qualified in
accordance with all existing regulations to conduct the lesson. The
instructor had received an instructor rating on 08 May 1998 and had
accumulated approximately 398 total flying hours, 75 hours of which
was instructing experience at the time of the occurrence. The student
had accumulated approximately 6.1 hours of total flying time. Based on
the medical information, there is no indication that either the instructor's
or the student's performance was degraded by physiological factors.
The planned exercises for the lesson during the flight were slow flight
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and stalls. The student's pilot training record indicates that the
instructor had conducted the same two exercises during the previous
lesson. These lessons would normally be carried out at an altitude such
that recovery would have been completed by a minimum of 2 000 feet
agl. It was not possible to determine at what altitude the instructor was
conducting the lesson.
The aircraft departed the Toronto/Buttonville Municipal Airport at
approximately 1145 and was seen briefly just before impact travelling
from north to south, parallel to a road. The aircraft's engine could be
heard before the aircraft came into view, but shortly after it came into
view the sound of the engine was greatly reduced. The nose of the
aircraft pitched up, but then dropped down immediately. The aircraft
was rolling significantly, alternating from left to right at an estimated
altitude of less than 100 feet agl. It then disappeared from view and
came to rest approximately 1 540 feet south of where it was last seen.
The aircraft struck a tree with the right wing immediately before
impacting the ground beside a road in a steep nose-down attitude
which exceeded 60 degrees. The aircraft came to rest where it
impacted the ground.
A detailed examination of the aircraft, its systems, and the engine
revealed no indication of any pre-existing damage which would have
contributed to the cause of the accident or have prevented the engine
from developing rated power. Examination of the spinner, the propeller,
the carburettor, and the cockpit, and witness information indicate that
the engine was probably at a low power setting. Witness marks on the
control surfaces and on adjacent aircraft structures were noted. The
flaps were retracted at the time of impact. The weight and centre of
gravity were within the prescribed limits at the time of the occurrence.
Analysis
The information gleaned from the examination of the wreckage
indicates that the engine was not developing high power at impact; it is
probable that the throttle was positioned at a low power setting.
Damage to the aircraft, the eyewitness account of the last few moments
of the flight, and analysis of the wreckage indicate that the aircraft
struck the ground at a low forward speed and a high rate of descent,
which is consistent with an aircraft in a stalled condition. To recover
from a stall, the control column is moved forward commanding down
elevator to increase the airspeed and air flow over the wing. The
witness marks on the flight control surfaces indicate that, immediately
before impact, the ailerons were commanding a left roll, the rudder was
deflected fully to the left and the elevators were commanding nose up.
It could not be determined why the aircraft was not recovered from the
stall before it struck the ground.
Findings
Records show that the aircraft was operated and maintained in
accordance with existing regulations.
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accordance with existing regulations.
Records show that the instructor was licensed and qualified to
conduct the flight.
There was no indication that incapacitation or physiological
factors affected the crew's performance.
There was no indication of any pre-impact damage to the engine
which would have prevented it from developing rated power.
There was no indication of malfunction or component failure of
the aircraft that would contribute to the cause of the accident.
The aircraft's gross weight and centre of gravity were within
allowable limits at the time of the occurrence.
The aircraft stalled and recovery was not accomplished.
The aircraft struck the ground in a steep nose-down attitude.
Causes and Contributing Factors
It was not possible to determine why the aircraft stalled or why the stall
recovery was not accomplished before the aircraft struck the ground.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 06
May 1999.
1. All times are EDT (Coordinated Universal Time minus four hours)
unless otherwise noted.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Main Landing Gear Collapsed
Transport Canada
Beech A100 King Air C-FDOR
Ottawa MacDonald-Cartier
International Airport, Ontario
16 July 1998

Print View

Report Number A98O0184
Summary
The Beech A100 King Air, serial number B-103, departed Ottawa
MacDonald-Cartier International Airport at 0830 eastern daylight saving
time on an instrument flight rules (IFR) training flight to North Bay,
Ontario, with two flight crew on board. At North Bay, the crew
conducted a radar-vectored back-course approach to runway 26 with a
touch-and-go landing followed by two visual flight rules touch-and-go
landings, then a full-stop landing. The flight crew switched seat
positions in the aircraft and departed on a return IFR flight to Ottawa.
At Ottawa, when the landing gear was selected down, the crew
observed an unsafe landing gear indication in the cockpit and
requested and received overshoot instructions from air traffic control.
Visual observation from the ground during the overshoot confirmed the
landing gear was not extended. The flight crew carried out the
emergency landing gear extension procedure, but still observed an
unsafe landing gear position indication for the right main landing gear;
however, the landing gear appeared to be extended when observed
from the ground. The flight crew discussed how the landing would be
carried out, requested emergency rescue services for the landing, and
proceeded to land on runway 25. On the landing roll, the right main
landing gear collapsed and the aircraft went off the right side of the
runway. There were no injuries. The accident occurred during the
hours of daylight in visual meteorological conditions.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
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As the aircraft decelerated on the landing roll and the supported weight
of the aircraft transferred from the wings to the landing gear, the right
main landing gear began to collapse. The number two engine propeller,
right wing trailing edge flap, and right wing tip contacted the ground
when the landing gear fully collapsed. The aircraft veered to the right,
went off the right side of the runway onto the grass infield area of the
airport, and came to rest on a northerly heading, 3 000 feet from the
threshold of runway 25. The runway, an asphalt surface 8 000 feet long
by 200 feet wide, was bare and dry at the time.
The weather at the time of the occurrence was scattered cloud at 25
000 feet , a visibility of five miles in haze, with a temperature of 29
degrees Celsius, and a dew point of 22 degrees Celsius. The wind was
from 210 degrees magnetic at eight knots.
The flight crew was certified and qualified in accordance with existing
regulations to conduct the flight. The pilot in command had flown 20
hours and the co-pilot 15 hours in the last 90 days, all on type.
Aircraft records indicated the aircraft was certified and equipped in
accordance with existing regulations and approved procedures.
The aircraft was originally equipped with an electrically-operated
landing gear retraction and extension system. The circuit breaker used
to protect the electric motor that operated the electric landing gear
system was a 120-amp circuit breaker. As a result of reported electrical
fires associated with the electric motor, Airworthiness Directive 95-1303 was issued instructing operators of the aircraft to replace the 120amp circuit breaker with a 60-amp breaker. Aviadesign Incorporated,
an American company, developed and had approved a supplemental
type certificate (STC), SA 4013WE, to allow the landing gear on the
Beech A100 aircraft to be modified from electric operation to hydraulic
operation. In February 1996, the occurrence aircraft was modified in
accordance with the STC, using the same type of electric motor and
the same rated 60-amp circuit breaker to operate the hydraulic pump.
An STC does not require consultation with or endorsement by the
aircraft manufacturer.
During normal operation of aircraft equipped with Aviadesign STC
hydraulic landing gear, the nose and main landing gear are retracted
and extended by hydraulic actuators, which receive hydraulic fluid
under pressure from an electrically-driven pump. The electric motor for
the hydraulic pump is protected by a 60-amp circuit breaker located on
the aircraft cockpit floor between the pilot seats. On the accident
aircraft, the 60-amp circuit breaker was located on the floor at the front
of the aircraft passenger cabin, recessed for protection, and not
accessible by the pilots from the cockpit. (The Transport Canada,
Aircraft Services Directorate (ASD), standard operating procedures
(SOPs) for the Beech A100 King Air aircraft generally do not permit
pilots in flight to reset circuit breakers with values as high as 60 amps.)
System pressure is maintained by a pressure switch, which cycles the
electric motor on and off via a relay. The hydraulic system incorporates
a nitrogen-charged accumulator to prevent spike pressures and to
provide a hydraulic cushion within the system. An amber light in the
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cockpit illuminates and remains illuminated when electric power is
applied to the hydraulic pump motor. All three landing gear are held in
the retracted position by system hydraulic pressure.
A red light in the landing gear selector handle is illuminated any time
the landing gear is in transit. Extinguishing of the red light with the
landing gear selector handle in the gear-up position indicates that the
landing gear is fully retracted. The nose landing gear hydraulic actuator
has an internal lock that provides a positive downlock for the nose
landing gear. Mechanical over-centre downlocks located on the main
landing gear drag braces provide downlocks for the main landing gear.
Individual green light indicators in the cockpit illuminate when the
respective landing gear is fully down and locked. Illumination of all
three green lights and extinguishing of the gear in-transit light with the
landing gear selector handle in the down position indicate the landing
gear is fully extended and locked in the down position. If the landing
gear is not down and locked and either or both engine power levers
are retarded below an engine setting sufficient to maintain flight, a
warning horn will sound intermittently.
In the event the landing gear fails to extend by the normal method,
extension of the landing gear is accomplished by the flight crew
actioning the "Landing Gear Emergency Extension Checklist." The
checklist instructs the crew to slow the aircraft to 120 knots indicated
airspeed, manually open the landing gear relay circuit breaker located
in the cockpit, and select the landing gear handle to the landing gear
down position. The pilots rotate the manual hydraulic vent valve and
the emergency gear extension nitrogen valve(1) to the full open
position and check that all three green landing gear lights are
illuminated.
The manual hydraulic vent and nitrogen valves are located on the
aircraft cockpit floor between the two pilot seats. Several
counterclockwise rotations are required to fully open each valve. The
valves rotate with little or no resistance. When the hydraulic vent valve
is fully open, all three landing gear free fall to the extended position.
When the nitrogen valve is fully open, pressure from a nitrogen bottle
forces the main landing gear beyond the over-centre locks to lock the
landing gear in the down position. Maximum pressure in a fully charged
nitrogen bottle is 1 500 pounds per square inch (psi). The normal
landing gear extension system cannot be operated after the emergency
system has been activated until the landing gear system has been
returned to normal by maintenance personnel on the ground.
When the aircraft was examined at the accident site, the landing gear
handle was in the down position, the landing gear relay circuit breaker
was open, and both the hydraulic landing gear vent and the nitrogen
valves were in the full open position. The nitrogen gauge was indicating
800 psi, which would be normal following bottle use. The 60-amp circuit
breaker for the landing gear hydraulic pump electric motor was open.
As the right wing of the aircraft was raised off the ground during
recovery after the accident, the right main landing gear extended and
locked in the down position. The aircraft was then towed to the hangar
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and placed on aircraft jacks.
The landing gear hydraulic and emergency extension systems were
returned to normal. The 60-amp hydraulic pump electric motor circuit
breaker and the landing gear relay circuit breaker were reset, and the
landing gear was cycled in the normal mode several times without
malfunction. The 60-amp circuit breaker was then opened, and the
landing gear was extended by the emergency extension procedure
several times without malfunction. It was determined that the landing
gear would not free-fall during the emergency extension procedure until
the hydraulic vent valve was in the full open position.
Subsequent to the normal and emergency landing gear extensions in
the hangar, the nitrogen charge for the hydraulic system accumulator
was found to be depleted. The accumulator was recharged, and after
two days the nitrogen charge was found to be depleted again. The
accumulator was dismantled and found to be unserviceable. Damaged
and deteriorated O-rings were found leaking at both ends of the
accumulator. In accordance with the STC, nitrogen pressure was to be
checked every 1 000 hours of aircraft operation or during every major
inspection; however, the operator routinely checked the pressure every
200 hours. The nitrogen charge for the accumulator is separate from
the emergency landing gear extension system. No other defects were
found during examination of the landing gear and landing gear
retraction and extension systems.
Analysis
The aircraft landing gear did not extend when the flight crew selected it
down for landing at Ottawa because the circuit breaker for the electric
motor that operated the hydraulic pump had opened. The landing gear
will not extend by the normal method without the operation of the
electric motor to operate the hydraulic pump.
The depleted nitrogen charge in the landing gear accumulator would
result in more frequent cycling of the hydraulic pump motor to maintain
system hydraulic pressure. The combination of repeated landing gear
cycling at North Bay and more frequent cycling of the electric hydraulic
pump motor because of the depleted nitrogen charge in the hydraulic
system accumulator likely caused the 60-amp circuit breaker to
overheat and open, shutting off electric power to the hydraulic pump
motor.
Operation of the emergency landing gear extension system resulted in
all three landing gear extending, but the right main landing gear did not
lock in the down position and collapsed as the aircraft weight settled on
it during the landing roll. It could not be determined why the right main
landing gear did not lock in the down position during the emergency
extension.
Findings
The crew was certified and qualified for the flight.
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Aircraft records indicated the aircraft was certified and equipped
in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures.
The 60-amp circuit breaker for the electric hydraulic pump motor
opened, rendering the aircraft normal hydraulic landing gear
system inoperable.
The aircraft right main landing gear indicator did not indicate the
down and locked position following extension of the aircraft
landing gear by the emergency method.
The aircraft right main landing gear collapsed during the landing
roll.
The aircraft landing gear hydraulic system accumulator was
found defective and would not maintain the required nitrogen
charge.
The depleted landing gear hydraulic system accumulator should
not affect the ability of the landing gear system to actuate in
normal or emergency operation.
Causes and Contributing Factors
For undetermined reasons, the right main landing gear did not lock
down following extension of the landing gear by the emergency
method, causing it to collapse on the landing roll. The normal aircraft
hydraulic landing gear extension and retraction system was rendered
inoperable when the circuit breaker for the electric hydraulic pump
motor opened, likely due to overheating from repeated cycling of the
electric motor. A defective landing gear hydraulic system accumulator
contributed to the repeated cycling of the electric hydraulic pump
motor.
Safety Action
Actions Taken
Since the occurrence Transport Canada, ASD, has taken the following
actions:
The Beech A100 King Air SOPs have been amended to allow a
single, in-flight reset of the electric hydraulic pump motor 60-amp
circuit breaker.
The 60-amp circuit breaker in the accident aircraft has been
relocated to the aircraft cockpit. This location is now the same as
on the other Beech King Air aircraft in the ASD fleet that have
the Aviadesign STC hydraulic landing gear.
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A mirror has been installed on the inboard side of the Beech
A100 King Air engine cowlings to provide a means for pilots to
observe the nose landing gear position from the aircraft cockpit.
The ASD Flight Operations Manual was amended to read,
"where practicable, it is recommended that the pilot contact the
applicable ASD operations centre, and state the nature of the
problem, the assistance required, and the time remaining before
a landing is necessary."
Actions Required
The safety actions taken by Transport Canada, ASD, have possible
continuing airworthiness operational implications for the fleet of similar
aircraft operating elsewhere in Canada and in other countries. These
actions include permitting a single in-flight reset of the electric hydraulic
pump motor 60-amp circuit breaker, relocating the 60-amp circuit
breaker to the cockpit, and installing a mirror to provide a means for the
pilot to observe the nose landing gear position from the cockpit.
Dissemination of this information to other King Air operators in Canada
and around the world for the purpose of possible similar safety actions
by other operators would reduce the risk of similar accidents.
Annex 8, "Airworthiness of Aircraft," to the Convention on International
Civil Aviation contains provisions urging the State of Registry of an
aircraft to notify the State of Design about information that might cause
adverse effects on the continuing airworthiness of an aircraft. It seems
appropriate that the changes to the configuration and operating
procedures for the Transport Canada King Air fleet should be brought
to the attention of the Federal Aviation Administration in the United
States, the State of Design, for possible fleet-wide safety action.
Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport ensure that all Canadian
operators of the Beech King Air with the Aviadesign
landing gear modification are advised of the circumstances
of this accident and the safety actions taken, with the view
toward implementing similar changes to prevent a future
similar accident.
A00-07
The Department of Transport notify the United States
Federal Aviation Administration, in accordance with Annex
8, "Airworthiness of Aircraft," to the Convention on
International Civil Aviation, about the circumstances of this
accident and the safety actions taken, with the view
toward wider application of the safety actions.
A00-08
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 1 March 2000.
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1. The nitrogen bottle associated with the emergency landing gear
extension system is not associated with the hydraulic system
accumulator.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the
purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or
determine civil or criminal liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Stall/Collision with Trees on Take-off
Piper PA 28-151 C-GDVL
Espanola West, Ontario
27 July 1998

Print View

Report Number A98O0190
Summary
The pilot and three passengers were departing in the Piper PA 28, serial No. 28-7615332, on
a visual flight rules (VFR) flight from Espanola West to Ottawa, Ontario. The runway surface
was grass on uneven, sandy soil, made soft from recent rain. The pilot made two excursions
down the runway before the aircraft became airborne on the third excursion. After the aircraft
got airborne, it struck trees to the left of the departure path and crashed into a wooded area.
An intense, post-crash, fuel-fed fire immediately broke out which consumed the cabin of the
aircraft. One passenger, an infant, perished in the aircraft fire. The pilot and the other two
passengers escaped the burning aircraft and were found about 40 feet from the wreckage by
ambulance and fire-fighting personnel. They were transported to hospital where they died later
from burns.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The pilot held a valid Private Pilot - Aeroplanes licence and was qualified to conduct the flight.
He had accumulated approximately 350 hours of total flying time.
Visual meteorological weather conditions (VMC) existed in the area at the time of the
occurrence, and the temperature was 23 degrees Celsius. It had been raining earlier in the
day, and the pilot had delayed his departure until the weather improved. Hourly weather
observations for the airport were not available; however, the 2300Z hourly weather
observation for Elliot Lake, 33 miles to the northwest, recorded the winds from 300 degrees at
15 with gusts to 25 knots. The reported winds at Sudbury, 54 miles to the northeast, at 2200Z,
were variably from 270 to 330 degrees at 17 knots; at 2300Z, the winds were from 270
degrees at 14 knots. The winds at Sault Ste. Marie, 115 miles to the west, at 2300Z, were
reported from 290 degrees at 10 knots with gusts to 21 knots.
The runway, approximately 250 feet wide and 2 900 feet long, was surrounded by trees and
was oriented on a heading of 283 degrees magnetic. There were patches of ground on the
runway surface where the soil was very soft. The grass had been cut recently and was two to
three inches long. It was learned from an operator familiar with the airport that their tricycleequipped aircraft were not permitted to use the airstrip after rain had fallen because the soil
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0190/a98o0190.asp
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becomes very soft when wet. Higher ground is located at the end of the departure runway and
to the west. (See Appendix A.)
There were two witnesses to the occurrence; an aural witness near the runway threshold and
an eyewitness about 200 feet off the threshold of the runway. They reported that the aircraft's
engine, based on the noise it produced, seemed to be developing considerable power and that
they did not note any change in the sound of the engine until after the aircraft struck the trees.
The aircraft's flight after lift-off was described as floating and hovering. The nose of the aircraft
was then observed to lower, and the aircraft started to bank to the left just before it struck the
first tree.
Information gathered at the scene indicated that the aircraft, while flying straight ahead, first
struck two trees with the left wing, which yawed the aircraft to the left, then it struck more trees
while travelling sideways from left to right. The aircraft struck the ground still travelling from left
to right and came to rest in an upright position with the right wing failed at the root and
supported by a tree trunk. An intense fuel-fed fire erupted on or immediately after impact. The
most intense fire was in the cabin of the aircraft and broke out before the occupants exited the
aircraft.
The wreckage was examined at the site. The engine still rotated easily by hand. The propeller
had struck some trees, and the marks on the trees and the condition of the propeller showed
that the engine was producing high power. Although much of the aircraft was burned away,
durable materials such as hinges, steel cables, and heavy metal remained. All of the aircraft
flight control surfaces were accounted for, and the control cables were intact at the time of the
crash. The flaps were completely burned away; however, the flap control handle was found
locked in the 40-degree position. There are four flap settings: retracted, 10 degrees, 25
degrees, and 40 degrees (full flaps). The flap handle is located between the pilot seats and is
mechanically connected to the flaps by a torque tube. The handle is flush with the floor of the
aircraft, when the flaps are retracted, and near vertical with full flap selected. It was
determined that the three adults were probably wearing the available seat belts; the infant was
strapped into a forward facing car seat.
The maximum allowable take-off weight for the aircraft was 2 325 pounds. It was not possible
to determine the exact weight of the aircraft at take-off because the baggage, which was
loaded on board the aircraft, was never weighed and the exact fuel quantity is not known.
However, the weight of the aircraft at take-off was estimated to be between 2 300 and 2 400
pounds.
The Pilot's Operating Manual for the aircraft contains performance figures for take-off from a
paved, level, dry runway at the maximum gross take-off weight of 2 325 pounds. Using a
temperature of 23 degrees Celsius and the preceding conditions, the take-off run was
calculated to be 1 255 feet using no flaps and 965 feet using 25 degrees of flap. The take-off
distance to clear a 50-foot obstacle at the end of the runway, using 25 degrees of flap, was 1
760 feet. A Transport Canada publication, entitled Light Aircraft Operating Tips - Rules of
Thumb for Operations at Unimproved Strips, provides supplementary information to a
manufacturer's approved take-off performance charts for conditions not covered by the
manufacturer's tests. The publication suggests that, for a runway surface that is rough, rocky,
or covered with short grass (up to four inches), the take-off ground roll should be increased by
10 per cent. It further suggests that, for a runway with a soft surface (mud, snow, etc.), the
ground roll should be increased by 75 per cent or more. With the flaps set at 25 degrees, the
combined penalties would result in a required take-off ground roll of at least 1 858 feet and, to
clear a 50-foot obstacle, at least 2 653 feet. There are no take-off/performance charts
available for the aircraft if it is operated above the maximum gross take-off weight.
The Pilot's Operating Manual for the aircraft notes that take-offs are normally made with the
flaps up; however, for short field take-offs and for take-offs under difficult conditions, such as
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deep grass or a soft surface, take-off distances can be reduced appreciably by lowering the
flaps to 25 degrees and rotating at lower airspeeds. However, the Pilot's Operating Manual for
the aircraft does not recommend nor contain any performance charts for take-offs with full
flaps extended. Extending some flap during take-off will generally result in a shorter take-off
run and a better angle of climb; however, using full flaps results in a low lift-to-induced-drag
ratio, and the climb angle is reduced. When effectively performed, the soft field take-off
technique will result in a shorter take-off ground roll; however, any attempt to force the aircraft
into the air prematurely results in an increased take-off distance and degraded climb
performance.
The aircraft battery is located beneath the floorboards in the area of the right, rear-seat
passenger. Large gauge electrical cables connect the battery to the aircraft's electrical system,
with current flowing to and from the battery through these cables.
There was no indication that incapacitation or physiological factors affected the pilot's
performance.
Analysis
Based on the wind information obtained, it is likely that the wind at Espanola was from 270 to
300 degrees at 10 to 15 knots with gusts. As the runway take-off direction was 283 degrees, it
is unlikely that the aircraft was greatly affected by the wind conditions and the local
topography, except that a headwind would have increased aircraft take-off performance.
Based on the three excursions down the runway, witness description of the engine noise, and
the examination of the engine, it was concluded that the engine was producing the required
power. A complete examination of the aircraft was not possible because of the substantial fire
damage. However, there was nothing found to indicate that there was any aircraft structural
failure or system malfunction before the crash.
The aircraft was at or near the maximum allowable weight and would, therefore, require the
maximum calculated take-off distance and possibly more. The runway surface conditions and
the fully extended flaps further increased the take-off distance and the distance required to
climb to an altitude to safely pass over the trees. It is possible that the first excursion down the
runway may have been made by the pilot in an attempt to establish runway surface conditions
and that the second and third excursions were take-off attempts. Based on witness accounts
and the fact that a pilot would normally change some parameter of the aircraft configuration
after experiencing a failed take-off attempt, if the first excursion down the runway was a takeoff attempt, it is probable that the first attempt was conducted without any flaps extended and
the second attempt with the flaps extended to 25 degrees, the manufacturer's recommended
flap extension for a soft-field take-off. It was concluded that the flaps were set at 40 degrees
during the last take-off attempt because of the manner in which the flaps are operated and the
lever locked in position. Take-offs with flaps extended fully are not a recommended practice,
but the aircraft did become airborne. However, with the flaps fully extended, the high drag
resulted in a loss of climb performance, which made it impossible for the aircraft to climb fast
enough to clear the trees off the end of the runway. In an attempt to clear the trees, the pilot
probably raised the nose of the aircraft, but because of the low speed and high drag, the
aircraft stalled.
Corrections can be made to published take-off distance estimates using published information;
however, there is no manufacturer's published take-off/performance information available for
the conditions of the occurrence flight. It is not possible, therefore, to estimate the take-off run
required or the distance required to reach 50 feet above ground at the end of the runway for
an aircraft above the maximum certificated take-off weight with full flaps extended. The
distance to clear a 50-foot obstacle at the end of the runway would undoubtedly be more than
with the flaps set to 25 degrees.
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The impact was survivable, most probably because the impacts with the trees and the angles
at which they were struck absorbed most of the aircraft's momentum and because the
passengers were wearing their restraints; however, the fire that followed the impact led to the
fatalities. The likely source for the fire would have been an electrical short in the area of the
battery causing arcing in the presence of gasoline vapours from the ruptured fuel system.
Findings
Records show that the aircraft was maintained in accordance with existing regulations.
There was no indication of any pre-impact damage to the engine which would have
prevented it from developing rated power.
There was no indication of malfunction or component failure of the aircraft that would
contribute to the accident.
Records show that the pilot was licenced and certified to conduct the flight.
There was no indication that incapacitation or physiological factors affected the pilot's
performance.
The estimated weight of the aircraft at take-off was at or near the maximum allowable
gross take-off weight.
It is possible that the pilot may have made the first excursion down the runway in an
attempt to establish the runway surface conditions and that the second and third
excursions were take-off attempts.
The occurrence take-off was conducted with full flaps extended.
A combination of the runway surface condition, aircraft weight, and pilot take-off
technique, in that he used full flaps, combined to extend the distance required to pass
safely over obstacles in the departure path after take-off.
Based on the wind direction, runway orientation , and the local topography, it is unlikely
that the aircraft encountered adverse wind conditions on take-off.
The aircraft struck trees in its departure path.
An intense, fuel-fed fire erupted at or immediately after impact, before the occupants
exited the aircraft.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The pilot attempted to take off in conditions where a successful take-off could not be made;
the conditions being the high aircraft weight and the soft, grassy runway. The fully extended
flaps contributed to the occurrence when they prevented the aircraft from climbing quickly
enough to safely pass above trees at the end of the runway after the aircraft became airborne.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence.
Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Jonathan
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0190/a98o0190.asp
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Seymour, Charles Simpson, W.A. Tadros and Henry Wright, authorized the release of this
report on 17 November 1999.
Appendix A - Runway and Crash Site
P ALIGN="center">

Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Investigation Report
In-Flight Main Rotor Blade Separation
AG-Rotors Inc.
Bell 47-G2 (Helicopter) C-FODS
Windsor, Ontario 3nm E
13 August 1998

Print View

Report Number A98O0214
Summary
The Bell 47-G2 helicopter, serial number 1281, was engaged in an
aerial crop spraying operation when one of the main rotor blades
separated from the rotor hub in flight. The pilot could not control the
helicopter; it struck the ground and burst into flames in the field the pilot
was spraying. The pilot, with serious injuries, was rescued from the
burning helicopter by persons passing by on a road adjacent to the
accident site. The accident occurred at 0720 eastern daylight time,
during daylight hours, at an elevation of 622 feet above sea level.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
There were a few clouds at 3 000 feet above ground level (agl) and 15
000 feet agl with a broken cloud layer at 28 000 feet agl. Visibility was
15 statute miles with shallow fog. The wind was from 330 degrees true
at 3 knots and the temperature and dew point were 16 and 15 degrees
Celsius, respectively.
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with
existing regulations, and was a licenced aircraft maintenance engineer
(AME). (1)
The company purchased the helicopter in June 1998. Before operating
it, a 100-hour inspection was completed by a Transport Canada (TC)approved maintenance organization (AMO), and TC carried out an
inspection before approving company operation of the helicopter. The
company had operated it a total of eight hours before the accident.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0214/a98o0214.asp
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On the morning of the accident, the pilot transported the helicopter by
trailer from his base at Chatham, Ontario, to the farm where he planned
to carry out the crop spray operation. After arriving at the farm, the pilot
carried out a daily inspection of the helicopter, flew the helicopter from
the trailer over the selected field for a circuit in order to inspect the
field, landed, then loaded the helicopter with fuel and chemical for the
spray operation. The pilot completed one swath of spray application,
and as he pulled up to commence a 180-degree turn, he heard a loud
bang at about 100 feet agl. The helicopter rolled left, pitched
uncontrollably nose-up then nose-down, and then descended nosedown until it struck the ground on a 120-degree magnetic heading. A
post-crash fire ensued, consuming most of the helicopter engine and
cabin area. One of the two main rotor blades, identified as the blue
blade (2) (part number 47-110-120-50, serial number P9551), was
recovered 400 feet south of the main wreckage. The blue blade
separated from the helicopter at the inboard end in the internal
threaded region of the blade grip (part number 47-120-135-5, serial
number A100). A section of the failed blade grip remained attached to
the blade; the section that did not remain attached was not recovered.
The other blade, identified as the yellow blade, still attached to the rotor
head and main rotor transmission, was recovered 100 feet north of the
main wreckage. The main rotor head, mast and rotor transmission
separated, intact from the helicopter, before ground impact. The
helicopter tail boom and tail rotor remained intact and were recovered
with the main wreckage.

Figure 1 - Failed Blade Grip
The main rotor head, mast and transmission assembly, with the yellow
blade attached, as well as the blue blade with the portion of the failed
grip attached, were transported to the TSB Engineering Laboratory for
examination. Heavy deposits of grease were present in and adjacent to
the bore of the failed blue blade grip. The blue blade grip was removed
from the blade for further examination. Examination of the components
of the blue blade grip attached to the main rotor blade showed no prehttp://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0214/a98o0214.asp
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separation deficiencies and both the main rotor radial outboard and
duplex bearings were found to be in good condition. Removal of the
yellow blade from the grip and disassembly of the yellow blade grip
from the main rotor hub revealed the same presence of heavy deposits
of grease in and adjacent to the bore of the blade grip, and the
bearings were in good condition. It was noted that a quantity of water
was dislodged upon disassembly of the yellow blade grip from the main
rotor hub.
The yellow blade grip (Part Number 47-120-135-5, Serial Number A68)
was examined for cracks. The fluorescent penetrant inspection method
found no cracks; however, when examined by the eddy current
procedure, a number of cracks were identified in the threaded area of
the grip, the largest measured 0.31 inch in length.
The blade grips were manufactured in March 1986. Aircraft records
show that both main rotor blade grips were installed on the helicopter
on 08 July 1993 and had been in service for a total of 207.8 hours.
Records do not show the main rotor blade grips ever being removed
from the helicopter from that time to the time of the occurrence.
Records also show that the grips were purchased from the helicopter
manufacturer and had been shipped to the helicopter operator on 06
July 1993. The helicopter log book entries show that both main rotor
blade grips were new from the helicopter manufacturer at the time they
were installed on the helicopter. The aircraft log book entries made by
the maintenance engineer who installed the blade grips and a shipping
document from the helicopter manufacturer were the only historical
documentation on the main rotor blade grips that the TSB was able to
obtain.
Records show that this is the second in-flight separation of a civilregistered Bell model 47-G2 helicopter main rotor blade as a result of a
fatigue failure of the main rotor blade grip in the area of the threaded
inboard end. The previous failure, in May 1985, involved a blade grip
(Part Number 47-120-252-7, Serial Number JI-9288) that had
accumulated a total of 5 768 hours in service since new. The May 1985
accident resulted in the issuance of Alert Service Bulletin (ASB) 47-8512, on 17 December 1985, that introduced a factory mandated inservice life of 1 200 hours for Bell model 47 helicopter blade grips of
the type that failed and others, including the blade grip on the present
occurrence (Part Number 47-120-135-5). The ASB was subsequently
reinforced by Airworthiness Directive (AD) 86-06-08 R1, effective 10
July 1987, which required a flourescent dye penetrant inspection of the
internal threads at 1 200 hours or immediately if the grip had already
exceeded that time and every 300 hours thereafter. Ultimately,
Canadian AD CF-88-08 was issued, effective 31 May 1988, mandating
that Bell model 47-G2 helicopter main rotor blade grips (Part Number
47-120-135) be subjected to an eddy current crack detection inspection
at 1 200 hours in-service time since new, and every 300 hours
thereafter until a maximum in-service life of 2 500 hours, at which time
the blade grips must be retired from service.
The blade grips from the blue blade, the yellow blade, and a blade grip
from the manufacturer's inventory, serial number A155, were examined.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0214/a98o0214.asp
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The materials used to manufacture the blue and yellow blade grips
were within the manufacturer's specifications. The threads in both the
serial number A100 and A68 grips were found to conform with the
manufacturer's specification. The thread was originally designed to the
American National (NS) form, a specification which has been
superceded by the American National Standards Institute's standard for
Unified Screw Threads (UN). Qualitatively, however, it was observed
that the root radii were much smaller than those for the manufacturer's
spare, Serial Number A155. However, the UN specification for fine
internal threads does not specify any minimum curvature radius for the
root radius which may vary according to the sharpness of the tool used
to cut the thread.
Extensive pitting was found on the surface of both the bottom of the
thread roots and the adjacent surfaces of the threads. Fatigue crack
origins were found to be coincident with the stress concentrations
provided by the individual pits. The presence of pitting was also
confirmed by the micro-sections; although, due to the thinness of the
anodized layers and difficulties in retaining the edges during specimen
preparation, it was less clear whether the pitting had preceded the
anodizing step of the component manufacture. Some metallographic
evidence would suggest that this was indeed so, and more recent work
by the manufacturer would tend to confirm this conclusion.
The following external markings were noted. The part number for the
blue blade grip was displayed in raised forged numbers "47-120-135-5"
on the trailing edge surface of the grip at the base of the two blade
attachment tangs. A second identical part number ink-stamped marking
and inspector's stamp were noted on the control horn flange trailing
edge surface. On the leading edge side of the grip where the forge
markings are usually located, there was a scribed serial number "A100"
and a scribed number "37340". The original forge markings had been
removed by a surface blending operation leaving only a partial number
"- - 14". In comparison, the yellow blade trailing edge surface of the
grip displayed the same raised forged part number in the same
location, except that the number "47" and the number "5" had been
scribed into the surface presumably following prior removal of the
raised forged numbers. A circle with the letters "bh" inside appeared on
this same surface of the grip. On the leading edge side of the grip, a
scribed serial number "A68" and a scribed number "37340" appeared,
along with a raised forged map of the State of Texas accompanied by
the letters "AJ" and the numeral "3". The raised forged letters "WPC"
appeared within the outline of the map of Texas. The raised forged
number "2014" appeared, identifying a 2014 alloy forging manufactured
by W. Pat Crow Space Corp. (WPC). Both grips showed several
regions where the anodized surface had been removed by some form
of blending operation and had not been replaced or otherwise
protected. In contrast, the grip from the manufacturer's inventory
showed a scribed serial number "155" and only raised forged markings
for part and forging identifiers with no surface refinishing markings. This
blade grip would appear to be the closest of the three grips to the
manufacturer's process planning documentation.
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Analysis
The helicopter became uncontrollable and descended out of control to
the ground when one of the main rotor blades separated in flight.
The blue main rotor blade separated in flight as a result of fatigue
cracking initiated in the rotor blade grip's internal threads at the last
complete outboard-most thread. Failure occurred instantaneously as
the crack grew to critical dimensions under normal service loading.
Cracks found in the yellow main rotor blade grip were similar yet less
advanced.
The threads in both the Serial Number A100 and A68 grips were found
to conform with the standard UN fine thread form, although the root
radii were much smaller than those for an exemplar spare. The sharp
root radii coupled with extensive pitting found on both blade grips
provide one plausible explanation for the premature fatigue failure of
the blue grip. Both sharp root radii and pitting are known stress
concentrators which facilitate fatigue crack initiation.
No abnormal installation or operational conditions were identified with
the helicopter that would explain the in-flight fatigue generated failure
of the blue main rotor blade grip, or the cracks found in the yellow main
rotor blade grip, well before the components first prescribed mandatory
inspection cycle.
Notwithstanding the inconsistent part markings and surface alterations
displayed on the main rotor blade grips, there is no reason to suggest
that the blade grips installed on the helicopter were not authentic parts
supplied by the helicopter manufacturer.
The following Engineering Laboratory report was completed:
LP 100/98 - Main Rotor Blade Separation.
This report is available upon request from the Transportation Safety
Board of Canada.
Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors
One of the helicopter main rotor blades separated from the
helicopter in flight when the blade grip failed due to fatigue
cracking initiated within the thread area of the blade grip.
The reason for the rotor blade grip's fatigue failure could not be
determined.
The blade grip failed 992 hours before the first in-service
required inspection cycle.
Other Findings
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance
with existing regulations.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0214/a98o0214.asp
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with existing regulations.
Records indicate that the helicopter was certified, equipped, and
maintained in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures.
Similar fatigue cracking was found in the other main rotor blade
grip.
Safety Action
Action Taken
Current inspection requirements for the main rotor blade grips of Bell
47 helicopters may not adequately reduce the risk of structural failure
and loss of life. Therefore, the TSB sent an Aviation Safety Advisory to
Transport Canada suggesting that they determine whether any
Canadian registered Bell 47 helicopters are equipped with main rotor
blade grips belonging to the affected batch lots. The TSB suggested
the possible need for a fatigue crack examination at an interval that
provides a greater margin of safety than the existing inspection cycle.
An Aviation Safety Advisory was also sent to the National
Transportation Safety Board suggesting that they advise the Federal
Aviation Administration about the circumstances of this accident with a
view to:
Identify and inspect the Bell 47 helicopter main rotor blade grips
from the same batch lots as on the accident helicopter; and
Modify Alert Service Bulletin 47-85-12, Rev A, and U.S.
Airworthiness Directive 86-06-08 R1 to include eddy current
testing.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 22 June 2000.
1.

AME licence did not include helicopter type aircraft.

2. Main rotor blade tips are painted different colours for ease of blade
identification.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Control / Stall
Airventures Aviation
Piper PA-23-250 Aztec C-GZOV
Toronto City Centre Airport, Ontario
12 November 1998

Print View

Report Number A98O0313
Summary
The pilot of the PA-23-250 aircraft, serial number 27-7854037, was
returning to Toronto City Centre Airport from Centralia, Ontario. On
final, the pilot determined that the aircraft was too high and fast to
safely complete a landing, so he conducted a go-around. His second
circuit pattern positioned him on final to the left of a DHC-7. He lowered
the landing gear, extended full flaps, and slowed the aircraft to 90
knots (1) to sequence his aircraft behind the DHC-7; however, he was
still too close. He applied full power, initiated a second go-around and,
at the tower controller's suggestion, started a 360-degree turn to
increase the spacing from his traffic. The landing gear and flaps were
not retracted. During the left turn, the left engine (Lycoming IO-540C4B5) quit and the propeller stopped turning. The pilot noted that the
airspeed was low and that he was descending, so he maintained full
power on the right engine and decided to ditch the aircraft. At
approximately 1254 eastern standard time (EST), the aircraft
descended into the Toronto harbour. The pilot, uninjured, exited the
aircraft before it submerged and was rescued by members of the
Toronto Police Marine Unit (TPMU).
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with
existing regulations. He had accumulated a total of 355 hours' flying
time, approximately 40 hours on multi-engine aircraft, 35 of which were
on Piper Aztecs. His last multi-engine aircraft flight was three months
before the occurrence in the same aircraft. Records indicate that the
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aircraft was certified, equipped, and maintained in accordance with
existing regulations.
The pilot reported that when he conducted his preflight inspection at
Toronto City Centre Airport, he estimated that the inboard fuel tanks
were approximately half full and the outboard fuel tanks appeared to be
full. He did not fuel the aircraft before departing for either leg of the trip.
When full, the aircraft's inboard tanks had a combined capacity of 260
litres of useable fuel, while the outboard tanks had a combined capacity
of 411 litres of useable fuel. The pilot performed the engine run-ups,
take-off, and flight to Centralia with the outboard tanks selected, and
he stated that he logged 1.2 hours total for the flight. The return flight
from Centralia was flown with the inboard tanks selected; the flying time
was approximately one hour.
The pilot reported using a power setting of 24 inches of manifold
pressure and 2 400 revolutions per minute for his cruise power setting
throughout the flight to Centralia and the return. The Piper Aztec
manual indicates that the combined fuel consumption at that power
setting is approximately 115 litres per hour, under ideal conditions.
The critical engine for an aircraft is defined as the engine whose failure
would most adversely affect the performance or handling qualities of an
aircraft. For the Aztec, the critical engine is the left engine, because the
right engine produces more asymmetrical thrust. The loss of the
hydraulic system with the left engine failure further complicates
operation of the aircraft, especially with the landing gear and flaps
extended, because hydraulic power is not available to quickly retract
the landing gear and wing flaps.
Minimum control airspeed (Vmc) is defined as the lowest indicated
airspeed at which the aeroplane can always be flown safely after the
failure of the critical engine. In the case of the PA-23-250 Aztec aircraft
with the flaps retracted, V mc is 70 knots at the maximum gross weight
of 5 200 pounds. Stalling speed for the same aircraft is 61 knots with
the landing gear and flaps extended and wings level; however, the
stalling speed of an aircraft in a turn is increased in proportion to the
angle of bank. For level turns using 30 and 45 degrees of bank, the
stall speeds would be approximately 63 knots and 70 knots
respectively. The Aztec is equipped with an audible stall warning horn
to warn the pilot of an approaching stall. Before descending to the
water, the pilot transmitted to the tower that he had experienced an
engine failure and was ditching the aircraft. The aircraft's stall warning
horn was heard in the background during the transmission.
At approximately 1254 EST (2) , the aircraft struck the water. The
impact was observed by the crew of the Toronto ferry "ONGIARA", who
transmitted a MAYDAY call to the Coast Guard. The Prescott radio
station received and responded to the call, and at 1256 it notified the
Rescue Coordination Centre (RCC) at Canadian Forces Base Trenton
of the occurrence.
The controller on duty at the Toronto City Centre Airport was visually
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0313/a98o0313.asp
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monitoring the approach of the Aztec, and he observed the aircraft's
descent into the harbour. Prior to the aircraft striking the water, the
controller began the emergency procedures response. The controller
notified the TPMU dispatcher of the aircraft in the water via land line.
Two rescue vessels from the TPMU were already in the water at the
time of the occurrence.
The pilot of another aircraft, in the circuit and behind the occurrence
aircraft, saw the descent into the harbour and circled overhead to give
directions to rescue vessels. However, neither of the two TPMU vessels
carried a very high frequency (VHF) radio capable of direct
communications with the circling aircraft. The TPMU had two portable
VHF radios on inventory at the time of the occurrence, but they were
not on board the rescue vessels. When tested during the investigation,
one unit worked only when it was in its cradle, and the other unit failed
to provide communications with the Toronto City Centre Airport tower.
Police personnel at the dispatcher's desk guided the vessels to the
pilot's location by transmitting the directions of a witness who was
staying at a waterfront hotel.
The aircraft was recovered from the water and examined by the TSB.
No pre-impact mechanical discrepancies were identified with the
engines or any of the aircraft's systems. Both fuel selectors were
selected to the inboard tanks. The left wing tip fuel tank separated from
the aircraft on impact, and the left fuel cells contained only water. The
fuel system on the right side was not compromised, and the inboard
tank contained approximately 150 millilitres of fuel, which was drained
from the tank. The right outboard tank contained a considerable
amount of fuel and, using the aircraft's cross-feed system, the fuel from
the right outboard tank was fed to the left engine. The engine was
started and ran for approximately 15 minutes before the fuel was
exhausted.
Analysis
No pre-impact discrepancies were identified with any of the aircraft's
controls or systems. The left engine quit during the left turn because of
fuel exhaustion, and the propeller stopped turning because there was
insufficient airspeed to keep it windmilling. Because the hydraulic pump
is installed on the left engine, it was not operating after the engine
stopped turning, and the pilot was unable to retract the landing gear
and flaps. This contributed to the airspeed decreasing quickly. With the
airspeed below V mc, the power from the right engine steepened the
aircraft's turn, and the aircraft stalled. There was insufficient altitude to
recover from the stall before the aircraft struck the water.
The slow speed of the aircraft and the pilot's shoulder and lap
restraints probably contributed to the survivability of the impact. The
pilot was able to exit the aircraft and stay afloat until rescue vessels,
guided by the land-based witness, reached him. The lack of direct
communication between the rescue vessels and the circling aircraft had
no detrimental effect on the rescue during this occurrence because of
the proximity of the crash to a land-based observer.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98o0313/a98o0313.asp
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Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors
The aircraft's left engine stopped because of fuel exhaustion.
The aircraft stalled during the steep left turn following stoppage
of the left engine, with insufficient altitude to recover.
Findings as to Risk
The pilot was wearing lap and shoulder restraints, which
probably contributed to his survival.
Because of insufficient radio equipment, the personnel on board
the rescue vessels were unable to communicate directly with
Toronto City Centre tower or the pilot of the aircraft circling
overhead the downed aircraft.
Other Findings
The pilot was certified and qualified to conduct the flight.
Records indicate that the aircraft was certified, equipped, and
maintained in accordance with existing regulations.
There were no pre-impact discrepancies identified that would
have caused the left engine to lose power.
Safety Action Taken
As a result of this occurrence, the TPMU repaired and updated its
aviation VHF radio units and implemented a policy of dispatching
vessels with the radio units on board, and an aviation VHF radio was
installed at the dispatcher's desk. In addition, a uniform map grid
system was developed by the TPMU and the Toronto City Centre
control tower to establish a common reference system for locating
persons and vessels on the water.
Transport Canada recently modified the flight test and training
standards for the Private Pilot Licence. The flight test standard now
includes the requirement to recover from a second advanced stall.
Transport Canada is also encouraging flight schools and instructors to
place greater emphasis on stall awareness, particularly in low altitude,
low airspeed situations.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 13 July 2000.
1. All speeds are in knots indicated airspeed.
2. All times are EST (coordinated universal time minus five hours).
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Operating Irregularity
Air BC Ltd.
British Aerospace BAE146 Flight ABL814
Vancouver, British Columbia 30 nm N
01 February 1998

Print View

Report Number A98P0018
Summary
Flight ABL814, an Air BC BAE146, serial number E2121, was cleared
from Prince George, British Columbia, to Vancouver International
airport at flight level 270 via J541 to BRYGE with a SKYPO Eight
arrival. During the flight, the en route air traffic controller inadvertently
cleared the aircraft to descend to an altitude that was below the
minimum vectoring altitude (MVA) for the area. The MVA is the lowest
altitude that meets obstruction clearance requirements in the specified
airspace, and is the lowest altitude that Transport Canada has
approved for vectoring of aircraft by air traffic control (ATC). The crew
of ABL814 accepted the clearance and descended. By the time the
controller recognized the problem, the aircraft had descended below
radio coverage and could not be contacted directly using NAV
CANADA's ground-based communications network. An aircraft in an
adjacent control sector relayed the ATC instructions for ABL814 to
climb. The crew of ABL814 received the relayed message, climbed to a
safe altitude, and continued on to Vancouver. The weather was clear at
the time of the incident, and the terrain was plainly visible to the crew;
there was no risk of collision with the terrain.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The en route controller had just returned to the area control centre
(ACC) operations room following a scheduled half-hour break and was
working alone at the sector. Traffic in his sector was light; the controller
had only ABL814 on his radar display. He had accepted an early
handoff on that aircraft when it was about 20 nautical miles (nm) north
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0018/a98p0018.asp
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of his sector, and he was monitoring its progress toward the Vancouver
Terminal Area. Vancouver Terminal then informed the en route sector
controller, who in turn informed ABL814, that there would be a flow
delay of four minutes. The en route controller directed ABL814 to
reduce speed from Mach 0.65 to Mach 0.62, and he monitored the
aircraft's progress to confirm that the new speed would create the
required delay. When the controller re-calculated the estimate, he
determined that the aircraft was still going to be early. He then cleared
ABL814 for the SKYPO Eight Arrival, to maintain 14 000 feet above
sea level (asl) and 250 knots. His plan was to have the aircraft descend
early and issue the speed restriction in order to reduce the aircraft's
speed over the ground and thereby achieve the required delay;
ABL814 descended in accordance with the clearance. The controller
completed another calculation, which confirmed that the aircraft's lower
speed at the lower altitude was resulting in an appropriate delay.
The en route controller's radar display includes a number of maps and
overlays. Of direct significance are two separate MVA lines that
indicate the demarcation between different MVA areas within the
controller's airspace. Both lines are similar in design, colour,
orientation, and function to other lines on the display depicting MVA
boundaries, but each represents a different altitude restriction; the north
line marks the boundary of a 14 000-foot MVA, while the south line
indicates the beginning of an 11 000-foot MVA. Under normal
conditions, aircraft cleared for en route descents into Vancouver cross
the north MVA line at an altitude between 16 000 and 17 000 feet asl.
Similarly, aircraft tend to cross the south (second) MVA line at about 14
000 feet asl, at which time the controllers routinely issue further
descent clearance to 11 000 feet asl. Controllers become accustomed
to this standard descent profile, and there could develop a tendency to
give the associated clearances as a matter of habit rather than as a
cognitive action. There is no independent means for aircrew to crosscheck MVA boundaries with published information available in the
aircraft.
As ABL814 approached the northern 14 000-foot MVA line, the en
route controller informed the crew that he would have a lower altitude
for them in five miles. Several minutes later, as the aircraft crossed into
the 14 000-foot MVA area, the controller inadvertently cleared the crew
to descend to 11 000 feet asl. The controller then began preparing for
the next action associated with this aircraft; that action would be to
pass control of the aircraft to the arrival controller. In preparation, he
increased his visual scan on his radar display, away from the aircraft,
and south of the MVA line, and immediately realized that he had
descended the aircraft in error.
ABL814 was descending through about 13 000 feet asl when the en
route controller first attempted to clear the aircraft back up to 14 000
feet asl. However, by this time, the aircraft was below the
communication coverage for the area and the pilot did not hear the
transmission; he continued his descent and levelled off at 11 000 feet
asl. The controller tried to contact the aircraft several times using
transmitters located at both Kamloops and Vancouver but was unable
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to contact the crew from either site. The controller then moved to
another en route controller's workstation and requested that controller
to contact any aircraft in the vicinity in order to relay an instruction for
ABL814 to make an immediate climb.
Meanwhile, the crew of ABL814 had reported level at 11 000 feet asl
on the ATC frequency but had not heard a response from the en route
controller. The aircrew was familiar with this particular route and were
aware that there were a number of dead zones in the communication
coverage north of Vancouver. Their response was to continue inbound
at 11 000 feet asl and to change their radio frequency to the Vancouver
arrival frequency to request further direction. The Vancouver arrival
controller heard the aircraft's transmissions on the arrival frequency, but
he was unaware of the communication problems being addressed in
the en route sector. Because ABL814 was outside arrival's airspace,
the controller directed the aircraft to return to the previous en route
frequency. ABL814 complied with that direction and eventually heard
another pilot relay the instructions to climb.
A direct controller-pilot communication (DCPC) is a two-way radio
communication between a controlling air traffic control unit and an
instrument flight rules (IFR) aircraft that is under its control, without
resort to a relay through another unit. The ATC manual of operations
(MANOPS) requires that, when a controller is unable to maintain twoway radio communication with an IFR aircraft, the controller take action
to separate other aircraft from the aircraft having the communication
failure and to attempt to regain communication. The specific
procedures used by ATC are based on an underlying assumption that
the aircraft crew will follow rules laid out in Canadian Aviation
Regulations (CAR) and procedures described in the Canada Air Pilot
and the Canada Flight Supplement (CFS). These procedures require
that, if a communication failure occurs in visual meteorological
conditions (VMC), the pilot shall continue the flight under visual flight
rules (VFR) and land as soon as practicable. If the communication
failure occurs under instrument flight conditions (IMC), while the pilot is
being vectored at an altitude that is lower than a published IFR altitude,
the pilot shall immediately climb to and maintain the appropriate
minimum IFR altitude. In both cases, the procedures require the pilot to
select the transponder to reply on Mode 3/A code 7600; this code is
the internationally recognized signal that an aircraft is experiencing a
communications failure and, when received by the NAV CANADA
RAMP radar system, audio and visual warning are set off in the area
control centre (ACC). In this occurrence, the aircraft was operating in
VMC, and the pilot continued in visual conditions while attempting to reestablish communications on an alternative frequency. There is no
clear definition for the term "communication failure" in applicable
publications, and the pilot did not select code 7600.
The ATC MANOPS also states that, as appropriate, the controller
should inform adjacent ATC units of the details of a communication
failure and request that all units attempt to contact the aircraft. At the
time of this occurrence, the arrival controller, who handles an adjacent
airspace, was physically separated from the en route controller's
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workstation and was not informed of the communication problem. The
en route controller had chosen as his first action to advise another en
route controller of the problem and request that an aircraft relay climb
instructions to ABL814.
Radar vectoring charts are developed for areas which require
numerous minimum vectoring altitudes because of variable terrain
features. These charts are designed to ensure that all the listed MVAs
meet the obstacle clearance requirements of Transport Canada's
publication TP 308 Criteria for the Development of Instrument
Procedures. MVA charts do not require flight inspection certification,
and TP 308 makes no direct mention of a specific requirement for
communication capabilities either at or below the MVA.
In the Vancouver area, the MVA charts are developed, monitored, and
changed as necessary by NAV CANADA's Telecommunication Project
Engineering Branch. This MVA chart design is based on the theoretical
coverage of the available radar network; the altitudes on the charts are
not flight-tested to validate this radar coverage. Additionally, the MVA
charts do not take into account the area's actual or validated
communication system coverage.
CAR 602.124 defines the pilot's responsibility with respect to obstacles
and terrain clearance during flight, and restricts a pilot from descending
below certain published minimum altitudes except when on radar
vectors.
However, Vancouver ACC controllers routinely assigned an 11 000-foot
altitude to inbound aircraft flying the SKYPO Eight Arrival; this altitude
is based on an MVA chart for the area and is below the published
minimum altitude for that route segment. Supervisory staff in the ACC
indicated that it is an accepted local procedure to treat a standard
instrument arrival as a vectoring procedure thereby allowing controllers
to assign these lower altitudes which are based on the MVA charts.
This procedure appears to be inconsistent with CAR 602.124, which
specifically disallows a pilot from accepting these altitude assignments
unless on a radar vector. Following this occurrence, Transport Canada
indicated that, notwithstanding the direction of CAR 602.124, ATC may,
once the aircraft is radar identified and under radar control, assign an
MVA without specifically issuing a radar vector. This is accomplished
with the clear understanding by ATC that the responsibility for obstacle
clearance resides with ATC just as if ATC had issued a radar vector
with the MVA assignment. Transport Canada recognizes that CAR
602.124 needs to be amended to reflect this operational application of
assigning MVAs to an aircraft that is radar identified and under radar
control and is taking action to change that regulation.
Controllers and aircrew alike have noted that there are areas in the
approaches to Vancouver where communication is temporarily lost
because of blocking by high terrain. Local solutions to this problem
have developed informally; controllers tend not to vector aircraft into
areas where communications are known to be weak, and pilots tend to
accept the temporary loss of communication as a routine and nonemergency situation. Pilots often find that, by waiting several minutes,
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or by changing to the next ATC sector's frequency, communications will
be re-established.
Controllers' expectations are based largely on their mental models of
their sectors and the flow of traffic through this airspace. In general, an
accurate mental model allows a controller to properly plan and manage
the sector. Radar is the primary aid used to control traffic in this area,
and all the relevant information presented on the radar display must be
scanned continuously. As a controller's experience in a particular sector
increases, the cues that are used to anticipate action become more
subtle. In the en route sector, under normal traffic conditions and with a
handoff in a customary position, the time that each aircraft remains on
the controller's radar display is relatively constant, and the controller
may tend to anticipate action based on the passage of time. Similarly,
because an aircraft's descent profile is similar from day to day, some
controllers may tend to perceive cues about the aircraft's horizontal
progress from the aircraft's altitude read-out on the radar display.
These relatively subtle cues tend to build into powerful mental models
that will directly influence the controller's expectations.
Minimum safe altitude warning (MSAW) systems were initially
developed in 1976. These systems have the capability to warn an air
traffic controller that an aircraft is either too close or is projected to be
too close to terrain. MSAW systems alert the controller with both a
visual and an aural alarm when an aircraft either penetrates or is
predicted to penetrate a predetermined altitude. In the United States,
MSAW service is provided for all aircraft operating under IFR and is
provided when requested by aircraft operating under VFR. When a
potentially unsafe condition is detected by an MSAW system, the
controller alerts the flight crew. NAV CANADA has not yet implemented
an MSAW system. All seven Canadian ACCs, including the Gander
Oceanic Area Control Centre (OACC), the single stand-alone Terminal
Control Unit facility at Ottawa, Ontario, and 23 control towers are
equipped with systems that have the capacity to compute and display
MSAW alerts; however, this capability is not yet implemented because
the certification process and operational training for controllers are not
complete. NAV CANADA has recently stated that the MSAW portion of
the next software release was not included in the site test procedure
scheduled for the spring of 1999. At the same time NAV CANADA, in
its Corporate Safety Plan 1998/1999, continues to express the fact that
it is committed to "the national installation of Minimum Sector Altitude
Warning Systems/Conflict Alert (MSAW/CA) on existing surveillance
systems."
Analysis
A light traffic load in the en route sector influenced the controller to
concentrate his visual scan on the one aircraft being controlled. This
concentration on one area of the radar display reduced the controller's
ability to maintain full situational awareness as to the position of this
flight in relation to the various lines depicting different MVA boundaries.
As ABL814 approached the 14 000-foot MVA line on the controller's
radar display, the aircraft was well below the usual 16 000- to 17 000foot altitude associated with that line and was levelling at an altitude
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that is normally associated with an aircraft approaching the 11 000-foot
MVA line. At the time he made the error, the controller was focussed
on the aircraft target. He saw that the aircraft was approaching an MVA
line, he knew that he had already given a descent clearance to 14 000
feet asl, and he recognized from the altitude display that the aircraft
was levelling at that altitude. When the aircraft crossed the MVA line,
the controller gave the next step-down clearance to an altitude of 11
000 feet asl; this was done out of habit and without realizing that the
aircraft was actually further north than normal and entering the 14 000foot MVA area. After clearing the aircraft to 11 000 feet asl, the
controller increased his range of visual scan in preparation for handing
off the aircraft to the arrival controller. It was at that point that he
realized the aircraft's position was much further north than expected.
The crew of ABL814 was unaware of the controller's error and
accepted the clearance and descended to the altitude issued by the
controller, which was below the MVA for the area in which the aircraft
was flying. This action was not in accordance with the CAR, but was
consistent with a control procedure that was being used routinely by
the Vancouver ACC, and that had been approved for use by Transport
Canada. When operating below published minimum altitudes, there is
no independent means for aircrew to easily cross-check MVA
boundaries with published information available in the cockpit;
therefore, the crew's ability to recognize or compensate for the
controller's error was greatly reduced.
The crew's response to the loss of direct controller-pilot
communication, after levelling at 11 000 feet asl, was influenced by the
fact they were operating in VMC. Based on the pilot's knowledge of the
area north of Vancouver, he had come to expect sporadic radio
coverage in the high terrain and, because these communication
difficulties were normally encountered and therefore anticipated, he did
not consider them to be valid communication failures. As a result, his
motivation to initiate the loss of communication procedures published in
the CFS was reduced.
The arrival controller was not informed of the communication problem
being attended to in the en route sector. Had the en route controller
anticipated that the aircrew would try to contact the next sector on its
route of flight and had the arrival controller known about the problem,
the arrival controller could have directed the aircraft to climb
immediately on initial contact.
MVAs are non-published minimum IFR altitudes to which a pilot cannot
make reference in the cockpit. Accepting an MVA when that aircraft is
not being radar vectored can lead to confusion about whether the pilot
or the controller has responsibility for obstacle and terrain clearance.
Additionally, an error by the controller in assigning an incorrect altitude
cannot be cross-checked by the pilot, and could result in an aircraft
descending below a minimum IFR altitude. Local interpretation of
existing rules and procedures can lead to an erosion of the defences
designed to provide minimum acceptable obstacle and terrain clearance
for aircraft in flight.
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Another defence, which would have alerted the controller much sooner
to the descent by ABL814 below the minimum IFR altitude, would have
been MSAW. This system, already available in other ATC systems
worldwide, and slated to be installed as part of the RAMP radar as
early as 1990, is still not available to aircraft flying in civil controlled
airspace in Canada. NAV CANADA has not been able to deploy this
capability to date.
Findings
The en route controller accepted an early radar handoff on
ABL814 when the aircraft was about 20 nautical miles north of
his sector; this increased the time the aircraft was under his
control.
The en route controller descended the aircraft early to facilitate a
four-minute flow delay required by the terminal specialty; this
early descent modified the aircraft's approach profile and
lowered its crossing altitudes over two MVA lines.
When ABL814 crossed the en route sector's 14 000-foot MVA
line, the en route air traffic controller inadvertently cleared the
pilot to descend to 11 000 feet asl, an altitude that was
appropriate for the southern MVA line.
There is no clear definition in applicable publications for the term
"communication failure."
The Vancouver ACC was using an altitude assignment
procedure which allowed controllers to assign altitudes that were
below the minimum published IFR altitudes; Transport Canada
had approved the use of this procedure.
The controller assigned an inappropriate MVA to an aircraft that
was not being radar vectored.
The crew of ABL814 descended below the MVA as directed;
there is no way for the aircrew to cross-check the MVA
boundaries.
An MSAW system is designed to alert the controller of an error;
NAV CANADA has not yet implemented this type of independent
warning into its control system.
The controller's attempts to recover from the error were impeded
by a lack of direct controller-pilot communications capability
because of the aircraft's low altitude; specifically, ABL814 could
not be contacted directly using NAV CANADA's ground-based
communications network.
The crew of ABL814 routinely lost radio coverage when
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The crew of ABL814 routinely lost radio coverage when
approaching Vancouver and, therefore, were not predisposed to
implement the lost communication procedures as prescribed in
the Canadian Aviation Regulations (CAR).
The Vancouver arrival controller, who handles the adjacent
airspace, is physically separated from the en route controller's
workstation, and he had not been informed of the
communications problem being addressed in the en route sector.
The arrival controller received a transmission from ABL814 but,
because he was unaware of the communication problem,
directed the crew to return to their previously assigned en route
frequency.
MVA charts do not require flight inspection certification and TP
308 makes no direct mention of a requirement for direct pilot-tocontroller communication capabilities either at or below the MVA.
Weather at the time was VMC.
There was no risk of collision with terrain because the crew could
see the mountains.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The controller inadvertently cleared ABL814 below the MVA, and the
crew accepted the clearance. Contributing to this occurrence were the
lack of direct controller-pilot communication capability because of the
aircraft's low altitude, and a reduced motivation by the flight crew to
respond to the loss of communication because of the routine nature of
this event.
Safety Action
NAV CANADA is aware of the communication problems north of
Vancouver and is installing a new transmitter on Saltspring Island to
increase the communication coverage in that area.
Air BC requested a copy of the MVA charts for Vancouver and has
made this information available to its flight crews to increase their
general knowledge.
TP 308 is currently under revision; the new edition will specify that
MVAs must include sufficient communications coverage to permit direct
controller-pilot communication (DCPC) at all times.
Transport Canada notes that increasing emphasis is being placed on
allowing aircraft to self-navigate along published routes, especially in
terminal areas. Because of these evolutions in operational procedures,
Transport Canada has indicated that a literal application of CAR
602.124 in its current form would place severe operational restrictions
on both air traffic controllers and pilots. Transport Canada intends to
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submit a Notice of Proposed Amendment (NPA) on CAR 602.124 to
include the notion of MVA application as it is currently being practised.
The Board is concerned that NAV CANADA has no MSAW/CA
installation dates assigned to its Corporate Safety Plan 1998/1999,
notwithstanding NAV CANADA's ongoing commitment to the program.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 22
September 1999.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Rotor RPM and Forced Landing
BigHorn Aviation Inc.
Eurocopter AS-350D (Helicopter) C-GBRC
Cranbrook VOR Site, British Columbia
19 January 1998

Print View

Report Number A98P0022
Summary
Following a 15-minute shutdown at the helipad at the Cranbrook VOR
site, at about 7,500 feet above sea level (asl), the pilot of the skiequipped Eurocopter AS-350D helicopter, serial number 1150, loaded
his two passengers and started the helicopter. After an unremarkable
starting sequence, at about 1710 Mountain standard time (MST), the
pilot lifted the helicopter into a five-foot hover for about 30 seconds and
verified that flight control responses and all engine, transmission and
rotor indications were normal. The pilot then turned the helicopter to the
left and transitioned into climbing, forward flight. At about 80 feet above
ground level (agl), the pilot experienced a sudden and uncommanded
rotor revolutions per minute (rpm) decay and the helicopter began to
descend. The pilot pushed forward on the cyclic stick and lowered the
collective lever in an attempt to regain rotor rpm. He was unable to
recover the rotor rpm, however, and, with a forced landing on the
downward-sloping surface inevitable, the pilot flared the helicopter at
about 30 feet agl, levelled the helicopter, and landed straight ahead
into deep snow. The helicopter touched down at about 10 knots, but it
slid forward over a steeper area and rolled over onto its right side. The
three occupants escaped through the left door without injury or
difficulty. The helicopter was substantially damaged but there was no
fire. Although armed for flight, the onboard emergency locator
transmitter (ELT) did not activate. The pilot and passengers then
walked back to the VOR site and reported the accident; about two
hours later, they were rescued by volunteers on snowmobiles from
Cranbrook.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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Other Factual Information
On the preceding flight, the pilot had taken off from Cranbrook airport at
about 1615 (1) and flown to the VOR site to pick up the two
passengers. He arrived at the helipad, kept the helicopter running at
flying rotor rpm, and the two passengers boarded the helicopter. When
the pilot attempted to lift off into the hover, the torque and engine
temperature rose, but the main rotor rpm decayed and the helicopter
would not take off. The pilot tried twice more but with the same result.
He then shut the helicopter down and examined the three main rotor
blades for ice contamination. He found an -inch layer of clear ice on the
20-inch inboard section of each blade; he cleaned the ice off with
alcohol and confirmed visually that all the blades were free of ice. In his
inspection for airframe ice, the pilot did not include the engine air
intake, although he noted that the air intake screen at the top of the
engine cowling was clear.
During his attempt to regain rotor rpm, the pilot recalls that the reading
on the engine exhaust gas temperature (EGT) gauge was increasing
and had entered the red band on the gauge. The red band begins at
749 degrees Celsius. The AS-350D helicopter is equipped with an
aural low rotor warning system that is activated when the main rotor
speed falls below 335 rpm; normal in-flight speed is 385 rpm. During
the attempted take-offs before shutting down, the pilot heard the low
rotor warning horn come on each time the rotor rpm drooped. The pilot
did not recall, however, if the warning horn had activated during the
accident sequence. An examination of the cockpit after the accident
revealed that the circuit breaker for the warning horn was out, and the
pilot does not recall if he had pushed the circuit breaker in before the
last take-off.
Another pilot who had flown the helicopter before it departed Cranbrook
for the VOR site reported that the engine seemed to be running about
100 degrees Celsius hotter than normal. On the 18-minute flight from
Cranbrook to the VOR site, the accident pilot reported that he had
flown through an area of thin, low cloud or mist; he also reported that
he felt that the helicopter's performance was slightly lower than he had
expected. The pilot reported that during the 15 minutes on the helipad
before the last take-off, the temperature was about minus one degree
Celsius, and that at the time of take-off, light snow or ice crystals were
falling.
At the time of the loss of rotor rpm, the helicopter was climbing in a
high power demand situation, at about 7,500 feet asl, at an estimated
all-up-weight of about 3,800 pounds, and in an outside air temperature
of minus one degree Celsius. According to the AS-350D rotorcraft flight
manual, the maximum helicopter weight for an out-of-ground-effect
hover (HOGE) in these conditions would have been about 4,100
pounds.
An inspection of the helicopter at the accident site on the day after the
accident found no ice on the rotor blades, on the engine air intake
screen, or in the engine air intake chamber. Snow had fallen during the
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period of time between the accident and the site examination, and the
upper surfaces of the helicopter were coated with a one-inch layer of
soft snow. The rotor head and blades, however, became buried in deep
snow at the time of the roll-over, and it is likely that the blades surfaces
had been protected from any change in their pre-impact condition.
Investigators found that the engine compressor turned freely by hand.
Although the aircraft was significantly damaged when it rolled over, the
initial impact was not violent enough to set off the ELT.
The helicopter was manufactured in 1979 by Eurocopter (formerly
Aerospatiale Helicopters) and, at the time of the accident, it had
accumulated almost 11,100 hours of service. The Allied Signal
(Lycoming) LTS-101-600A-3 turbine engine (serial number
LE43525CE) had accumulated 2,621 hours total since new (TSN) at
the time of the accident. The engine was a "lease" unit from Allied
Signal and had been installed in C-GBRC on 01 November 1997 at
2,578 hours TSN, temporarily replacing the operator's own engine,
which was undergoing overhaul at Allied Signal in the United States of
America.
The wreckage was recovered from the accident site and examined for
defect; none was found. The engine was removed for visual
examination and test-cell performance evaluation, and then
disassembled for internal inspection. The visual examination of the
engine, its components, and systems revealed no defect or anomaly
that could have caused a loss of engine performance.
Investigators examined C-GBRC's Canadian journey and technical
logbooks and found nothing remarkable. The Allied Signal engine
logbook, however, recorded that during two previous engine rentals, the
power turbine governor (PTG), the fuel control unit (FCU), and the fuel
pump had been replaced several times. The PTG had been replaced
twice at 2,189 hours TSN as a result of engine surging, with the
recorded comment that the helicopter could not get off the ground; the
fuel pump and FCU had both been removed from the engine at 2,429
hours, and were reinstalled at the end of the rental period at 2,488
hours; they were still installed on the engine at the time of the accident.
The PTG was replaced by Allied Signal at 2,488 hours. The engine
manufacturer had installed a zero-time airflow modulator at 2,189
hours at the time of the test-cell run; it was replaced 52 hours later with
an airflow modulator that already had 906 hours of service. The
replacement airflow modulator was on the engine at the time of the
accident, 380 hours later.
At the time of the accident, the engine was fitted with the following
engine components:
Engine Components
Fuel Pump
Fuel Control Unit
Power Turbine Governor
Overspeed Controller
T1 Sensor
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0022/a98p0022.asp
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23184
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Airflow Modulator

4-301-102-12

2527

With the exception of the fuel pump and the airflow modulator, the
above components were tested for specification performance; although
the tests found slight deviation from specification data in three of the
units, no condition was detected that would have caused a loss of
engine performance.
Records show that the engine had twice been run in Allied Signal's
engine service centre test cell since the fuel pump, PTG, FCU, and
airflow modulator were replaced. After the most recent test-cell run, the
engine was installed in C-GBRC and flew for 43 hours before the
accident.
A summary of recent engine maintenance activities follows:
Date

Engine
TSN

31 Mar
96

2,189

25 April
96

2,189

26 May
96

2,189

16 June
2,189
96
4 July 96 2,241

24 Mar
97

2,429

unknown 2,488

29 July
97

2,488

31 July
2,488
97
21 Aug
2,578
97
8 Sep 97 2,578

Maintenance Action

Reason for
Maintenance
Action

Test cell run - Allied Signal
Airflow modulator (#1516) installed
Installed in AS-350D (#1255)
Failed test flight - engine surging
PT Governor (#18534) removed
Trouble-shooting
PT Governor (#21279) installed
Engine surging
Engine power checked
Trouble-shooting
Engine still surging
Engine surging
PT Governor (#21279) removed
Trouble-shooting
PT Governor (#28561) installed
Engine surging
Test flight - engine still surging
Airflow modulator (#1516) removed Trouble-shooting
Airflow modulator (#2527) installed Engine surging
Satisfactory test flight
Fuel pump (#3AFP816B) removed Unknown
Fuel pump (#203G) installed
FCU (#238938) removed
FCU (#335225) installed
Satisfactory test flight
Engine removed from AS-350D
(#1255)
Fuel pump (#203G) removed
Return loaner
Fuel pump (#3AFP816B) installed
Return loaner
FCU (#335225) removed
FCU (#238938) installed
SB 73-20-0177
PT Governor (#28561) removed
PT Governor (#23184) installed
Test cell run - Allied Signal
Engine installed in AS-350D
(#1555)
Engine removed from AS-350D
(#1555)
Test cell run - Allied Signal
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1 Nov 97 2,578 Engine installed in C-GBRC
19 Jan 98 2,621 Accident flight C-GBRC
Under the scrutiny of the TSB Engineering Branch and a representative
from the Canadian helicopter operator, Allied Signal carried out
extensive engine performance tests on the subject engine in their
engine test-cell facility in Phoenix, Arizona. The engine operated
normally during all cell tests, and no conditions were identified that
would have interfered with normal engine operation. In summary, the
engine test-cell run found no anomalies that would have led to a loss of
engine performance. Similarly, none of the engine components
examined exhibited any anomalies that would have led to a loss of
engine performance.
The TSB forwarded a copy of the Allied Signal engine test-cell results
to an independent engine facility for discrete verification and review.
Their review of these test results concurred with the conclusions made
by Allied Signal and confirmed that the slight anomalies identified would
not have caused a change in engine power.
The pilot held a valid Commercial Pilot Licence - Helicopter (CPLH)
and a current medical certificate, both issued by Transport Canada
(TC). The licence was endorsed for the AS-350 helicopter and had a
restriction for "daylight flying only"; this limitation did not contribute to
the accident circumstances. The pilot had accumulated about 1,100
flying hours, of which about 100 hours were on the AS-350 helicopter,
and about 700 hours on similar-sized turbine helicopters.
Analysis
Despite rigorous testing and examination of the engine and its ancillary
systems, no defects were found that would have led to the sudden and
uncommanded loss of main rotor rpm. Nonetheless, previous logbook
entries record the removal and replacement of primary engine control
components as a result of engine surging. Such component removal
and replacement is characteristic of maintenance staff trouble-shooting
engine performance-related problems. The components were not
tested at that time, and no conclusions about their performance can be
made.
The engine passed Allied Signal's test-cell run on 31 March 1996;
however, the engine failed to meet the engine manufacturer's
specifications immediately thereafter when it was installed in the AS350D helicopter, serial number 1255. Records show that in June/July
1996 the engine was operated for another 52 hours before the airflow
modulator was replaced on 04 July 1996. This operating overview is
consistent with an intermittent problem with the airflow modulator. It is
also possible that the original surging problems were caused by a
combination of performance tolerance extremes of the engine fuel
control system components, but that the airflow modulator may have
had the most effect. At that time, the helicopter could not lift off the
ground; the accident pilot experienced the same circumstance just
before the accident. As a result, the possibility of mechanical
malfunction of one or more of the engine control components being a
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0022/a98p0022.asp
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contributing factor in the loss of rotor rpm cannot be discounted.
The ice that the pilot found on the main rotor blades had accumulated
on the rotor disk hub which has no aerodynamic benefit and produces
little lift, if any. As a result, it is unlikely that removing the ice from the
blades' roots had any significant effect on the aerodynamic efficiency of
the rotor system, and certainly would not have been the principal factor
for the rotor rpm recovering before the final take-off. In the threeminute period from start-up at the VOR site to rotation into forward
flight, the reported weather conditions were likely not severe enough to
accumulate sufficient blade ice to cause significant and rapid rotor rpm
decay. Since post-accident information revealed no ice accumulation
on the main rotor blades, blade ice would have been an unlikely factor
in either instance of rotor rpm decay.
However, it could not be determined if an accumulation of snow or ice
in the engine intake had occurred, or if such an accumulation would
have led to an engine performance degradation sufficient to precipitate
a loss of rotor rpm under the specific take-off conditions prevailing at
the time of the accident.
There remain four possibilities to explain the two separate, but
apparently similar, instances of rotor rpm decay, namely:
1
2
3
4

-

engine air intake contamination and restriction;
engine airflow modulator rigging or function;
fuel volume delivery or scheduling restriction; or
a combination of all three.

According to the pilot, the EGT exceeded 749 degrees Celsius during
the loss of rotor rpm immediately before the accident; further, there is a
report of the engine running hotter than usual. This high temperature is
not consistent with fuel flow restriction, rather with engine airflow
problems.
The possibility of airflow restriction/interference is further raised by the
report from the pilots that the engine seemed to be lacking power. This
lower-than-expected power is unlikely explained by the small amount of
blade root ice found when the helicopter shut down on the VOR site
pad. Another possible factor in the second instance of rotor rpm decay
is the pilot's handling technique; without benefit of recorded flight data,
however, this remains an undetermined factor.
Prior to the loss of rotor rpm, the helicopter was climbing with high
power, and at a weight and density altitude that likely placed the
helicopter near the maximum available flight performance. In this
situation, the presence of adverse meteorological phenomena, such as
freezing precipitation, or any type of mechanical malfunction leading to
performance degradation, such as anomalies with the airflow or fuel
control systems, could have resulted in a loss of rotor rpm. Such
circumstances would have been demanding for the pilot, would have
had incrementally deleterious effects on helicopter performance, and
would have allowed little margin for handling error.
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The pilot experienced a sudden decay of main rotor rpm at an altitude,
airspeed, and power demand combination that did not permit him to
effectively recover the rpm and continue flight. As a result, he was
committed to perform a forced landing on a downward-sloping surface.
The impact forces were not great enough to activate the armed ELT.
The following TSB Engineering Branch report was produced:
LP 30/98 - Engine Examination (AS-350B C-GBRC)
Findings
Testing and examination of the engine and its ancillary systems
found no defects that would have led to the loss of main rotor
rpm.
The engine logbook records the removal and replacement of
primary engine control components as a result of engine surging.
The components were not tested at that time, and no
conclusions about their performance can be made.
The possibility of mechanical malfunction of one or more of the
engine control components being a contributing factor in the loss
of rotor rpm cannot be discounted.
It could not be determined if snow or ice had accumulated in the
engine intake.
When main rotor rpm decayed, the combination of altitude,
airspeed, and power demand did not permit the pilot to
effectively regain the rpm and continue flight.
From the location where the rotor rpm decayed, the only
available landing area was a downward-sloping, snow-covered
surface.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The main rotor rpm suddenly decayed at an altitude, airspeed, and
power demand combination that did not permit the pilot to effectively
recover the rpm and continue flight. As a result, he was committed to
perform a forced landing on a downward-sloping surface. The cause of
the loss of rotor rpm could not be determined.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 23
June 1999.
1.

All times are MST (Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) minus
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seven hours) unless otherwise noted.
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Engine Fire in Flight
Shadow Forest Services Ltd.
Piper PA-31 Navajo C-GBFZ
Port Hardy, British Columbia, 50 nm NE
17 April 1998

Print View

Report Number A98P0100
Summary
The Piper PA-31 Navajo, serial number 31-7752151, departed
Machmell, British Columbia, at about 1600 Pacific daylight time with the
pilot and one passenger on board. The aircraft was climbing through 10
000 feet above sea level en route to Nanaimo when the pilot noted low
and fluctuating fuel pressure readings on the number-two engine. This
problem had been noted before, and company maintenance had
attempted to correct it by changing the fuel flow transducer on the
number-two engine. The pilot contacted his company by radio to
discuss the problem and, while talking with maintenance personnel, he
heard an explosion. At the same time, the passenger reported that he
could see flames through the vents in the lower cowl of the number-two
engine. The pilot shut the engine down according to the aircraft's
emergency checklist procedure, but it took three to four minutes for the
fire to stop. The pilot then diverted to Port Hardy and landed without
further complications, with the airport emergency response services
standing by. There were no injuries; the aircraft sustained major fire
damage.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The PA-31 Navajo is equipped with two Lycoming TI0-540-J2BD
engines. The occurrence aircraft had 10 250 airframe hours, and the
number-two engine had 1 145 hours since the overhaul. Fuel is
supplied to the engine by an engine-driven fuel pump (EDFP) in the
accessory section of the engine. The EDFP is located about 8.5 inches
forward and below the turbocharger and other hot exhaust system
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0100/a98p0100.asp
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components.
A technical inspection of the aircraft following this accident revealed
extensive fire damage to the accessory section of the engine, including
the engine mount and lower cowling, as well as fire damage to the right
main gear door, wing lower skin, flap, and engine cargo pod. The gear
door had a section of aluminum of about six inches by six inches
burned away at its leading edge. The flap had a similar-size hole burnt
away at its leading edge. The flame track extended from the cowl door,
below the engine accessory section, to the aft-end of the nacelle cargo
pod and was about 14 inches wide for its entire length. For the length
of the burn track, the paint and primer had been burnt away, the skin
was wrinkled, some rivet heads were missing, and two holes were
burnt through the skin.
The inspection also determined that the engine-driven fuel pump, part
number RG 9080 J4A, had been leaking fuel at the gasket between the
pump body and the relief valve cap. TSB Engineering Branch analysis
showed that the leak was caused by insufficient torque on the four
relief cap attaching screws. The torque on the screws was found to
have ranged from 0 to 3 inch-pounds, whereas the specified screw
torque is 23 to 25 inch-pounds.
The manufacturer of the fuel pump, Crane-Lear Romec, had been
aware of fuel pump leakage due to screw torque loss and determined
that the loss of torque on these screws is a result of the gasket
between the pump body and the relief valve cap taking on a "set," that
is, compressing but not springing back. This set problem is aggravated
by thermal expansion of the pump. As the temperature of the air in the
vicinity of the pump rises, the pump body and valve cap expand,
further compressing the gasket. After the pump cools, the pump body
and relief valve cap return to their original dimensions, whereas the
gasket tends to remain in its compressed form. The torque on the four
mounting screws, which secure the relief valve cap to the pump body,
is applied against the gasket surface; any reduction in gasket size,
under compression, will reduce the torque on the screws and the
security of the valve cap.
Air temperatures in the enclosed engine compartments of the PA-31
Navajo reportedly rise as high as 200 Fahrenheit (93 Celsius),
especially after engine shut-down, when the cooling airflow around and
through the engine is eliminated. Over time, this high-temperature
operating environment precipitated the gasket set, the loss of torque on
the mounting screws, and the fuel leak that contributed to the in-flight
engine fire.
When Lycoming became aware of this problem, they issued Service
Bulletin (SB) number 406 on 19 November 1976. This SB states that
the screws should be checked for torque and retorqued if necessary.
Several revisions of this SB have been issued, and a new SB, number
529, was issued on 01 November 1997. SB 529 is similar to SB 406 in
that it states that the screws should be checked for torque and
retorqued if necessary, but SB 529 adds that compliance with the SB
must be accomplished after 5 hours, but before 10 hours, of engine
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0100/a98p0100.asp
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operation. This practice is to expose the EDFP to the heat and stress
of normal operation and so cause the gasket to set. The gasket set is
accompanied by a loss of screw torque. The SB requires both that the
screws be then re-torqued, and that the gasket be checked for leaks
every 50 hours or 6 months thereafter and replaced if leaks are found.
At EDFP overhaul, the pump is not installed on an engine and,
therefore, the SB cannot be complied with at that time. Following
engine overhaul, the engine, with the EDFP installed, is usually
operated on a test stand for 1 hour or less before the engine is
returned to the operator. Since the SB requires at least 5 hours of
engine operation, the SB cannot be performed at either overhaul.
In Canada, Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs) do not specify that
compliance with an SB is mandatory. However, when an SB is
complied with, CARs require that the performing maintenance
organization enters an appropriate record in the applicable technical
logbook to indicate compliance with the SB. Although CARs require a
logbook record to be made to show compliance with an SB, the
possibility exists of an SB being complied with, signed off, then a part
being replaced with no record to indicate that the SB needs to be
accomplished on the replacement part. On reviewing the records of the
occurrence aircraft, investigators could find no evidence that the
applicable SB had been carried out.
When the pilot had used the emergency checklist procedure entitled
"Engine Fire in Flight" in his initial response to the explosion and fire,
he was directed to move the firewall fuel shut-off valve of the affected
engine to the OFF position, to close the throttle, feather the propeller,
and place the mixture control at IDLE CUT-OFF. The pilot was then
directed by the emergency checklist to follow the "Engine Securing
Procedures" outlined in paragraph 3.7. That check, in part, required the
pilot to "pull out the fuel boost pump circuit breaker." When the pilot
attempted to complete this action, he found that he could not access or
pull the circuit breaker for the high altitude boost pump because the
location of his headset jacks interfered with the circuit breakers. He
departed from the checklist procedure by first removing his headset
jacks from their plugs to pull out the boost pump circuit breaker. As a
result, the pilot's response to the emergency was slowed and his radio
communication was degraded.
The position of the headset installation in relation to the high altitude
boost pump circuit breaker is reported to be common and fleet-wide for
Navajo models produced after 1976, and may also involve pre-1976
models in which optional high altitude boost pump systems have been
installed.
Analysis
The pilot noted fuel pressure fluctuations on the cockpit engine
instrument gauges. These fluctuations would have been caused by the
fuel leak at the EDFP. This leak was the result of the gradual loss of
torque on the four screws that hold the fuel pump relief valve cap to the
body of the pump. The problem had been previously identified and SBs
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on the pump had been issued by the engine manufacturer as early as
17 November 1976. No record could be found of this SB being carried
out to the EDFP on the occurrence aircraft.
Because of the requirement to operate the EDFP for 5 to 10 hours
before retorquing the screws, this SB cannot be complied with at pump
overhaul and is unlikely to be performed at engine overhaul. It is more
likely that the aircraft maintenance facility would perform the SB after
the specified time had been accumulated on the component. The fuel
boost pump leak was a direct result of not performing the work set out
in the SB.
The EDFP leaked fuel into the engine compartment, providing a source
of fuel that could contribute to an in-flight fire when in contact with hot
components such as the turbocharger or the exhaust system.
To respond to this in-flight fire emergency, the pilot had to remove his
headset jacks to access the boost pump circuit breaker. This extra
action impeded his check-list response and degraded his
communication with his maintenance facility and air traffic control
resources in a serious contingency situation.
The following Engineering Branch report was completed:
LP 054/98-Fuel Pump Examination
Findings
Company maintenance had previously noted fluctuating fuel
pressure to the number-two engine and had attempted to correct
the problem by changing its fuel flow transducer.
The manufacturers of the engine and of the EDFP had both
been aware of circumstances causing the pump to leak and had
issued SBs to correct the problem.
No record was found to show that the SB pertaining to the fuel
pump leak had been performed on the accident aircraft.
SBs may be performed on components, signed off against the
aircraft, then the component replaced with one that has not had
the SB performed on it--with no record to indicate this to be the
case.
Service Bulletins, even mandatory SBs, do not have to be
complied with in Canada.
The EDFP is located near the turbo charger and other hot
exhaust system components.
The EDFP leak was the result of loss of torque on the relief valve
cap attaching screws.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0100/a98p0100.asp
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cap attaching screws.
The leaked fuel was likely ignited by the turbocharger/exhaust
system.
The location of the headset jacks required the pilot to remove the
jacks to access the fuel pump circuit breaker, thereby degrading
the pilot's ability to communicate during a contingency situation
and impeding the response to the in-flight emergency.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The leaking fuel pump in the vicinity of hot exhaust system
components caused an in-flight engine fire. The fuel pump leak, which
contributed to the fire, was a direct result of not performing the work set
out in the SB.
Safety Action
The maintenance facility for the accident aircraft submitted a Service
Difficulty Report to Transport Canada regarding the EDFP leak and
subsequent fire.
The manufacturer of the pump, Crane-Lear Romec, had issued a
service bulletin, SB 101SB020, as recently as July 1997 which advised
re-torqueing four screws on the pump after five hours of service and
inspecting the pump for leaks at every engine inspection thereafter.
Transport Canada, in consultation with the United States Federal
Aviation Administration, issued Airworthiness Directive AD 98-18-12,
which mandates compliance with the Textron Lycoming Service Bulletin
529A dated August 2, 1999. SB 529A is a Textron Lycoming
"mandatory" service bulletin that requires compliance with Crane-Lear
Romec SB 101SB020, Rev. 2.
As a longer term solution, the pump manufacturer has redesigned the
fuel pump to accept an O-ring--instead of a gasket--to prevent this
problem. This O-ring would allow for thermal expansion and contraction
of the fuel pump without loss of torque to the screws. As of October
1999, Crane-Lear Romec had drafted a service bulletin that detailed
the modification instructions to engine driven fuel pump RG 9080 J4A
providing an alternate means of compliance with SB 101SB020. This
latest service bulletin is currently under review by both Textron
Lycoming and the Federal Aviation Administration.
The TSB has sent an Occurrence Bulletin, number A98P0100,
regarding the headset jack location, to the involved aircraft
maintenance facility, the National Transportation Safety Board of the
United States, the aircraft manufacturer, and Transport Canada.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Charles Simpson and
W.A. Tadros authorized the release of this report on 04 November
1999.
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Tail Rotor Pitch Link Failure
Helijet Airways Inc.
Sikorsky S-76A (Helicopter) C-GHJL
Vancouver, British Columbia
17 June 1998

Print View

Report Number A98P0156
Summary
The Sikorsky S-76A helicopter, serial number 760214, departed
Vancouver Harbor helipad at about 1238 Pacific daylight time (PDT)
with two pilots and eight passengers on board for a flight to the
Vancouver International Airport. When the pilot decelerated for landing,
he experienced a high-frequency vibration in the collective pitch lever.
He continued the approach using the minimum power required and
noted that the intensity of the vibrations was reduced. During the final
phase of the approach, the pilot noticed low intensity vibrations in the
tail rotor pedals. He carried out a no-hover landing and taxied to the
hangar without further incident. There were no injuries or damage.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
Company maintenance personnel determined that the vibrations were
the result of a broken tail rotor pitch control rod assembly (Sikorsky part
number 76103-05003-041, serial number A063-00899). The broken
pitch control rod assembly was removed and forwarded to the TSB
Engineering Branch for inspection and analysis.
The tail rotor pitch control rod assembly consists of a link and two rod
end assemblies. The rod end assemblies, each consisting of a rod end
and a bearing, are threaded into the ends of the link and are retained
in place by a nut and locking device. Following installation on the
helicopter, the tail rotor pitch control rod assemblies are maintained as
"on condition" units and are not required to be removed or overhauled
in accordance with any specified time frame.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0156/a98p0156.asp
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Item 8 in the 50-hour inspection checklist, detailed in maintenance
manual SA 4047-76-2-1, Dec.98, Chapter 5-20-00, states "Tail rotor
pitch control rods and pitch beam for damage and security. Rod end
bearings for condition." There is also no requirement to track the part's
service history. The broken component of the pitch control rod
assembly was the rod end (Sikorsky part number 76103-05002-102),
and it was found broken adjacent to the nut.
The Sikorsky S-76A four-bladed tail rotor consists of two opposing
blade pairs, joined at the hub, constituting an "inner" pair and an
"outer" pair. The pitch control rod assemblies for each of the two pairs
are identical, except that the assemblies connected to the inner blade
pair are longer than those connected to the outer blade pair. This
length differential is achieved by adjustment of the rod ends.
The rod end assemblies are the subject of Sikorsky Alert Service
Bulletin (ASB) 76-65-45, first issued 11 March 1994 and reissued 08
June 1994 as ASB 76-65-45A. The Canadian Aviation Regulations
(CARs) do not require operators to comply with a manufacturer's
bulletins. Neither the U.S. Federal Aviation Authority, who oversees the
S-76 design, nor Transport Canada has issued an Airworthiness
Directive in relation to this Service Bulletin. The purpose of Sikorsky
ASB 76-65-45 and 76-65-45A is to perform a one-time inspection of
the tail rotor control rod assemblies for cracks in the exposed threaded
areas of the rod ends. A visual inspection is to be performed for cracks
and corrosion pits using a 10X power magnifying glass. If no crack
indication or corrosion pits are found, a fluorescent penetrant inspection
is to be performed on the exposed threaded areas on both rod ends of
the four control rod assemblies to determine if a crack is present. If a
crack indication or corrosion pits are found, the rod end is to be
replaced.
Sikorsky ASB 76-65-45 and 76-65-45A inspections are specific to the
rod ends (Sikorsky part number 76103-05002-102 and 76103-05002101) and not to the helicopter. The ASB requires, upon
accomplishment of the instructions, an appropriate logbook entry be
made to show compliance with this ASB. Helijet Airways Inc. recorded
compliance with Sikorsky ASB 76-65-45 on the incident helicopter on
14 May 1994 with an accumulated airframe time of 14 940 hours total
time since new (TTSN). At the time of the pitch control rod assembly
removal, the helicopter had accumulated 21 412 hours TTSN. The
pitch control rod assembly failed after 6472 hours, and about four
years and one month after the Sikorsky ASB 76-65-45 had been
complied with. Helijet Airways Inc. did not have a record of the TTSN
for the pitch control rod assembly, nor were they required to.
With respect to detecting cracks in the tail rotor pitch control rod ends,
the Sikorsky S-76 approved Maintenance Manual (Revision 31) does
not specify an inspection, nor does it contain details as to how to
perform such an inspection. The Maintenance Manual does, however,
identify the need to inspect the pitch control rod assemblies for
corrosion, but only on the exposed threads of the rod ends, and only if
the protective paint /corrosion preventive compound has been
degraded. The Maintenance Manual details the inspection procedures
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0156/a98p0156.asp
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for the pitch control rod and damper bearings and identifies corrosion
prevention procedures for the tail rotor pitch control rods including the
rod end threaded area.
The mode of failure was determined to be high cycle fatigue; the
fracture propagated under normal service loads from fatigue-generated
pre-cracks originating from the region of the thread root, close to the
corners of the keyway. The crack initiated in the first full thread
outboard of the bearing housing, an area that is exposed. Fatigue was
found to be coincident with the stress concentration provided by the
thread roots in the presence of corrosion pitting. Similar failures have
been recorded by Sikorsky.
The TSB Engineering Branch report states the tail rotor pitch control
rod bearing radial play was found to be within Sikorsky's published
limits; however, the metal-to-metal contact between the inner and outer
bearing races appears to meet the Maintenance Manual requirement
for replacement of the rod end. The TSB Engineering Branch report
also states that the exposed threaded portions of the broken tail rotor
pitch control rod did not have the required corrosion-preventative
compounds applied. No traces of paint or other surface protection
materials were detected.
Analysis
A rod assembly installed on an inner blade requires the rod ends to be
adjusted so that there are more exposed threads than what would be
found on a rod assembly used on an outer blade. If a rod assembly-specifically a rod end that was previously used on an inner blade--was
reinstalled on an outer blade, the need to thread the rod end further
into the link could result in a crack being hidden by the link, the locking
devise, or the nut. Because the inspections in the Sikorsky S-76
Maintenance Manual (Revision 31) and in ASB 76-65-45A are specific
to only the exposed threaded area of the rod end, it is possible that a
such a crack could be hidden. Furthermore, since the Maintenance
Manual does not specify a requirement to check for cracks in the tail
rotor pitch control rod assembly rod ends, it is possible that a crack
could remain undetected.
A logbook entry must be made showing compliance with Sikorsky ASB
76-65-45A. However, if a rod assembly or rod end were changed, and
no service history on the part was available (including whether the ASB
inspection had been performed on the part), the aircraft records could
show compliance with the ASB although the rod end could be cracked.
If an inspection (as defined in the ASB) were not performed, such a
crack could remain undetected.
The ASB details a procedure for positively identifying cracks. The
Maintenance Manual requirements--to check for damage and security-are general in nature, and do not include instructions on how to perform
a crack inspection. Without a specific requirement to check for cracks,
including instructions on how to perform such an inspection, it is likely
the operator will perform a general inspection, which will not produce
the same results as required in the ASB.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0156/a98p0156.asp
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The following Engineering Branch report was completed:
LP 81/98 T/R Pitch Link Assembly
Findings
The rod end (part number 76103-05002-102) failed as a result of
high cycle fatigue under normal service loads. Fatigue was found
to be coincident with the stress concentration provided by the
thread roots in the presence of corrosion pitting.
The exact TTSN and service history of the rod end could not be
determined.
The tail rotor pitch control rod assemblies are maintained as an
"on condition" item.
The integrity of the rod end cannot be accurately determined
unless the entire threaded area is inspected.
Sikorsky Alert Service Bulletin 76-65-45, first issued 11 March
1994 and reissued 8 June 1994 as 76-65-45A, highly
recommends an inspection be performed on the exposed
threaded areas of the rod ends.
The inspection requirements of Sikorsky ASB 76-65-45 and ASB
76-65-45A are specific to the rod ends; however, the
documentation showing compliance is specific to the helicopter
records.
The Sikorsky S-76 Maintenance Manual (Revision 31) does not
identify a unique requirement to inspect the tail rotor pitch control
rod assembly rod ends for cracks.
The tail rotor pitch control rod bearing radial play was found to
be within Sikorsky's published limits; however, the metal-to-metal
contact between the inner and outer bearing races appears to
meet the Maintenance Manual requirement for replacement of
the rod end.
The exposed threaded portions of the broken tail rotor pitch
control rod did not have either of the required corrosion
preventative compounds applied, as per the Maintenance
Manual.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The tail rotor pitch control rod assembly failed because of high cycle
fatigue under service loads probably augmented by the deteriorated
condition of the rod end bearing. Fatigue was found to be coincident
with the stress concentration provided by the thread roots in the
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presence of corrosion pitting. Contributing to the incident was the
absence of specific instructions to check for cracks in the tail rotor pitch
control rod ends after the ASB had been complied with and the
restricted requirement to inspect only the exposed threads of the rod
ends. Also contributing to the incident was the absence of corrosion
preventative coating materials and the failure to replace the rod end
bearing.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 14
October 1999.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Investigation Report
Loss of Control -- Collision with Water
Air Rainbow Midcoast (444316 B.C. Ltd.)
de Havilland DHC-2 MKI C-GCZA
Saturna Island, British Columbia
15 July 1998

Print View

Report Number A98P0194
Summary
The float-equipped de Havilland DHC-2 Beaver (C-GCZA), serial
number 1667, was en route under visual flight rules from Campbell
River, British Columbia, to Renton, Washington, with the pilot and four
passengers on board. It was following another Air Rainbow DHC-2
Beaver C-GCYX) that was also proceeding to Renton on an identical
flight planned route. While en route, the pilot of C-GCZA closed in on
C-GCYX and positioned his aircraft about 45 degrees off the leading
aircraft's wing and about 500 feet astern of the lead aircraft. When the
two aircraft approached Samuel Island, the weather deteriorated to
such an extent that the pilots decided to land on the water and wait for
conditions to improve. The leading aircraft landed first and, almost
immediately, its pilot reported that he could see that the weather was
clear ahead and that they should overshoot and continue.
At 1007 Pacific daylight saving time, the pilot of C-GCZA lost control of
his aircraft during that overshoot procedure. It stalled and crashed in a
steep, nose-down, left-wing-low attitude. The aircraft remained upright
after impact, and the pilot opened the exits, distributed life jackets, and
evacuated the passengers; the aircraft capsized a short time later.
When the pilot of C-GCYX lost radio contact with C-GCZA, he
backtracked to locate and report the accident position. He then
recovered the occupants of the accident aircraft and transported them
to the nearby shore of Mayne Island (Bennet Bay). The aircraft suffered
substantial damage during the crash, but no injuries were reported.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
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The accident aircraft was owned and operated by Air Rainbow
Midcoast Inc., a privately-owned company which conducts singleengine, day-visual flight rules (VFR) float operations from its main base
at Campbell River and from a sub-base at Port McNeill. At the time of
the accident, the company provided year-round general charter
services and scheduled services to coastal and interior destinations.
The focus of the company's operations were the coastal regions'
forestry, fishing, and tourism industries. These services were being
performed under the provisions of Part 703 ("Air Taxi") of Canadian
Aviation Regulations (CARs).
On the day of the accident, the two company aircraft were transporting
a group of nine passengers from Port McNeill to Renton through an
intermediate stop in Campbell River. The passengers and their cargo
were divided between two aircraft, and the pilots decided to proceed
together on the final leg from Campbell River to Renton. The pilot of CGCYX planned to lead the group because he was more familiar with the
route. This was not briefed as a formation flight and the two aircraft
were to operate independently.
Both pilots checked the local and en route weather conditions with the
Campbell River flight service station (FSS) at about 0700; (1) they
received separate weather briefings and filed separate flight plans.
Their departures were initially delayed because the weather conditions
in the Nanaimo-Victoria area were unsuitable for VFR flight. However,
based on the weather forecast, they determined that conditions should
improve by about 1000; they planned their departure from Campbell
River to arrive after the forecast improvements.
C-GCYX took off from Campbell River at about 0833, and C-GCZA
took off about three minutes later; the flight was planned to take two
and a half hours. The two aircraft proceeded southward through the
Comox terminal area at about 1500 feet above sea level (asl). After
clearing the Comox terminal area, the aircraft descended to about 800
feet asl and skirted the eastern sides of Hornby, Gabriola, Valdes, and
Galiano Islands. As the flights progressed, both aircraft descended
further to remain clear of cloud. Once below 700 feet asl, they entered
uncontrolled airspace. During this period, the pilot of the accident
aircraft closed in on the leading aircraft and positioned his aircraft about
500 feet from the leading aircraft.
The flights were uneventful until the two aircraft neared Samuel Island,
where both pilots noted that the weather conditions ahead were
unsuitable for VFR flight. They decided to make precautionary landings
and wait for the weather to improve. The leading aircraft landed first
and decelerated; however, almost immediately after landing, the pilot of
the leading aircraft added power, accelerated, and lifted off again.
As the leading aircraft took off, C-GCZA was about 20 feet above the
water and was offset about 300 to 400 feet to the left and slightly
behind the lead. The pilot of C-GCZA discontinued his landing
procedure and initiated an overshoot. He applied power, about 27
inches of manifold pressure, and established an initial climbing attitude
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0194/a98p0194.asp
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at about 80 miles per hour. The aircraft was configured with 15 to 20
degrees of flap at the time of the overshoot. During the climb, the
aircraft commenced an uncommanded left yaw of 10 to 15 degrees
which the pilot countered with rudder. With the rudder application, the
aircraft yawed violently to the right, the nose dropped, and the aircraft
descended steeply, entering the water in a left-wing-low attitude.
Before commencing a VFR flight, pilots must ensure that the current
weather reports and forecasts, if obtainable, indicate that the weather
conditions along the route to be flown and at the destination aerodrome
will be such that the flight can be conducted in compliance with the
rules for visual flight and in visual meteorological conditions. In the area
of the accident site, the flights were being conducted in uncontrolled
airspace, less than 1000 feet above ground level (agl). Weather
requirements listed in CAR 602.115 state that, under those conditions,
the aircraft must be operated with visual reference to the surface, the
flight visibility must not be less than two statute miles (sm), and the
aircraft must be operated clear of cloud.
The terminal forecast for Nanaimo for the day of the accident showed
scattered cloud at 500 feet, a broken layer at 1500 feet with 6 sm
visibility in light rain and mist. A temporary condition was forecast
between 0800 and 1100 as follows: a 500-foot broken ceiling and 3 sm
visibility in light rain and mist. The terminal forecast for Victoria showed
scattered cloud at 1000 feet agl, a broken ceiling at 3000 feet, and
visibility of 6 sm. The forecast also indicated a temporary condition of a
broken layer at 600 feet between 0600 and 0900 and a visibility of 2
sm in light rain showers and mist.
As the two Air Rainbow aircraft approached Nanaimo, a westbound
helicopter reported by radio that the ceilings in the Ladysmith region
(south of Nanaimo and west of the Gulf Islands) were between 400 and
500 feet asl. In the vicinity of Samuel Island, on the east side of the
Gulf Islands and in the area where the pilots decided to land and wait
for improved conditions, the pilots reported that the low cloud base had
dropped to about 200 feet asl and that the visibility was between 0.5
and 1 sm in fog and mist.
CARs state that, except when taking off or landing, aircraft operating
under daylight VFR conditions in uncontrolled airspace are required to
maintain a minimum of 300 feet above the highest obstacle within 300
feet of track.
The pilots of aircraft travelling to the same destination may occasionally
decide to travel together, with one aircraft leading the group and
providing advance en route weather information to the aircraft that are
following. The coordination between the aircraft is normally
accomplished by radio on a discrete frequency. Typically, the spacing
between the aircraft will be about five miles; otherwise, the advantage
of receiving weather reports from the lead aircraft is lost to the aircraft
that are following. In this occurrence, the pilot of the accident aircraft
began his flight with a spacing in trail of about four miles, but
subsequently closed in on the lead aircraft to the point where the
actions of the lead aircraft could affect his own actions. Neither the
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0194/a98p0194.asp
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CARs nor the Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) provide any
guidance related to the minimum spacing that is permitted between
VFR aircraft operating independently. Transport Canada (TC) expects
aircraft operators to develop a structured plan for all companyapproved procedures. These plans are then approved by TC and
enabled in the Company Operations Manual (COM). At the time of the
accident the COM did not contain any guidance for this type of
operation. The company has subsequently developed relevant
guidance for its pilots.
The accident aircraft had been modified to increase the maximum
allowable gross weight from 5090 pounds to 5370 pounds as specified
in Supplemental Type Certificate Number SA4025NM. In general terms,
that modification involved the reinforcement of the upper and lower
surfaces of the horizontal stabilizer's rear spar, as well as the
reinforcement of its front spar fittings. At the aircraft's higher take-off
weight of 5370 pounds, the best rate of climb is reduced by 80 feet per
minute at sea level; otherwise the modification caused no changes to
the performance of the aircraft. With that modification, the aft centre-ofgravity limit is 6.1 inches aft of datum. The weight of the accident
aircraft at take-off from Campbell River was recorded as 4824 pounds,
which included 300 pounds of baggage that was loaded in the rear row
of seats of the aircraft and 480 pounds of fuel distributed between the
front, centre, and rear tanks. Weight and balance calculations
completed by the company, for the time of the accident, show a weight
of 4687.8 pounds and a centre of gravity of 5.64 inches aft of datum.
Based on these calculations, the aircraft weight and load distribution at
the time of the accident were within the certificated limits, and the
centre of gravity was in the aft-portion of the approved envelope.
According to the aircraft flight manual, full take-off power (36.5 inches
of manifold pressure) should be selected for an overshoot. In this
occurrence, the pilot of the accident aircraft selected the power to
about 27 inches of manifold pressure during the overshoot attempt.
The DHC-2 aircraft was designed and certified to meet British Civil
Airworthiness Requirements, published in 1945. At that time, the British
Air Registration Board's policy was that "tests to prove
compliance...need only be made at such points in each range as are
necessary for reliable inferences to be made of the behaviour of the
aeroplane over the remainder of that range".
In part, the specific certification requirements regarding aircraft stall
characteristics state that "as the stall is approached from straight flight,
there shall be no violent wing dropping and no tendency to spin" and
"the aeroplane should give, by juddering or other means, clear warning
of the approach to the stall from straight or turning flight".
In the case of the DHC-2, the aircraft is not equipped with any aural or
visual stall warning system, and warning of an impending stall is
dependant on "juddering" or on some other aerodynamic indication.
Washington-based Aeronautical Testing Service Inc. (ATS) is an
aeronautical consulting and manufacturing company involved primarily
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0194/a98p0194.asp
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in the engineering, development, and manufacture of modifications for
general aviation aircraft. According to company literature, ATS was
created to help increase the safety and performance of general aviation
aircraft by designing and building vortex generator kits for use on a
variety of general aviation and agricultural aircraft. ATS completed flight
tests on an un-modified DHC-2 MKI aircraft as part of a vortex
generator design for that aircraft type. These tests evaluated the stall
characteristics, stall warning, and controllability of the stall in a variety
of weight and balance configurations that were not specifically required
by the original British Civil Airworthiness Requirements.
The flight test report of that activity indicates that with a forward centre
of gravity, the stall characteristics of the aircraft were acceptable.
However, with an aft centre of gravity and with power on, departures of
60 degrees of roll, 30 to 40 degrees of yaw, and 30 degrees of pitch
were reported as being common during these flight tests. With the flaps
selected to the "climb", "take-off", and "landing" positions, the ATS
flight test report indicates that the ailerons and rudder were effective up
to the point of the stall but were not adequate to control the violent roll
and yaw once the stall occurred. A positive elevator movement was
required to recover from the stalled condition before the aircraft began
to spin. Test pilots with the TC Flight Certification Branch and with de
Havilland have not experienced such violent stall characteristics as
described by both ATS and by the accident pilot involved. The TC
Aircraft Certification Branch has subsequently indicated that it will
examine the DHC-2 service history and stall characteristics to
determine whether any mandatory changes are warranted.
The accident pilot held a valid Canadian commercial licence and was
qualified to fly all non-high performance, single- or multi-engine land or
sea airplanes. He held a valid instrument rating and a valid medical
certificate, and had acquired a total of about 800 flight hours. After
being hired by Air Rainbow, the pilot completed the company's initial
ground training program by 21 May 1998. This was followed by about
four hours of flight training on the DHC-2 in late May and an additional
nine hours of route familiarization training in June 1998. His DHC-2
training was conducted in aircraft that were not equipped with dual
controls, nor were such control systems required by regulation. The
company training program did not expose him to the unique and
potentially aggressive stall characteristics encountered with an aft
centre of gravity and the application of engine power; this type of
training is not required by TC. At the time of the accident, the pilot's
total experience as pilot-in-command of a DHC-2 was about 38 hours.
In 1999, TC conducted "An Evaluation of Stall / Spin Accidents in
Canada" and, based on that study, has made a number of changes to
its pilot training plans. These changes were aimed at emphasizing
pilots' ability to recognize a stall situation and their knowledge and skills
required to prevent the stall from occurring. Part of that study
recognizes that, in a pilot training environment, the student pilot learns
about weight and balance but may not experience flying and
manoeuvring an aircraft at or near its maximum gross weight in
controlled conditions. TC notes that, "having had the experience, a pilot
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0194/a98p0194.asp
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may be more able to recognize the change in handling characteristics
and avoid stall conditions". This type of training is expected to improve
a pilot's awareness of an impending stall and should aid in reducing the
accident rate through stall prevention, rather than through stall recovery
skills.
Analysis
The risks of conducting VFR flight under conditions of low ceilings and
low visibilities are known and are mitigated, to a degree, by the
establishment of minimum obstacle clearance altitudes and minimum
visibility requirements. Under minimum conditions, CARs allow pilots to
conduct VFR flight in uncontrolled airspace and in weather conditions
as low as 300 feet agl (the obstacle clearance limit) and 2 sm visibility;
Environment Canada categorized these same weather conditions as
"IFR". Stated another way, CARs allow VFR flights to be conducted in
IFR weather conditions provided the aircraft is in uncontrolled airspace.
The degree to which these regulations mitigate risk is questionable.
In this occurrence, the flight was conducted under the minimum
conditions that are permissible for VFR flight. When the weather and
operational conditions deteriorated below these minimum levels, the
pilots decided to land and wait for the conditions to improve.
No clear rules or guidelines govern the coordinated operation of two
independent flights. The pilots of the two aircraft involved coordinated
their activities in advance of the flight and filed separate flight plans.
They took off separately, with an initial spacing between the aircraft of
about four miles. As the flights passed through the Comox control
zone, they were treated as independent flights by the air traffic control
system. However, as the trip progressed, the pilot of the second aircraft
in the group closed in on the leading aircraft and stabilized in a position
that was much closer than that described as being typical for this type
of flight. By closing in on the leading aircraft, the accident pilot reduced
any advantage he may have had of receiving en route weather reports
from the leading aircraft.
On encountering unsuitable weather, the lead aircraft landed. It
decelerated rapidly on touchdown and the spacing between the two
aircraft was reduced even further. Immediately after landing, the pilot of
the lead aircraft took off again and began a full-power climb. In
response, the pilot of the accident aircraft began a missed-approach
procedure with less than full power. This procedure was not in
accordance with the aircraft flight manual and was only done in an
attempt to stop any further overtake of the lead aircraft. By following too
closely, the pilot of the accident aircraft reduced his own ability to
operate as an independent aircraft and placed the passengers of both
aircraft at increased risk. Following this accident, the company
developed and promulgated a directive to provide specific procedures
for its pilots to follow when two or more aircraft are flying together on
the same route.
During the reduced-power overshoot, it is likely the airspeed was
allowed to decrease to the point where the accident aircraft departed
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0194/a98p0194.asp
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from controlled flight and stalled. The airplane did not give, "by
juddering or other means", clear warning of the approach to the stall as
required by its certification standards. The aircraft's response as was
described by the accident pilot involved was consistent with the stall
characteristics reported by ATS in their flight test report.
The pilot involved in this accident had received the training required by
the TC-approved training plan. However, he had not been exposed to
the aircraft's power-on stall characteristics with an aft centre-of-gravity
loading. When the aircraft initially yawed to the left, the pilot responded
by applying rudder to correct an uncommanded yaw; this response was
not effective. When the aircraft stalled, it yawed violently and entered a
steep, nose-low attitude.
The Air Rainbow DHC-2 aircraft were not equipped with dual flight
controls, nor were such control systems required by regulation. Dual
controls allow for the training and testing of new pilots throughout the
entire range of the flight envelope. In the absence of dual controls, the
risk is elevated when training includes areas of flight envelope where
violent stall conditions may be encountered. TC recently changed the
pilot training programs to provide pilots with increased exposure to stall
characteristics in varying weight and balance configurations. This
should improve a pilot's ability to recognize and prevent a stall.
Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors
As visibility decreased, the pilot of the accident aircraft closed in
on the leading aircraft to maintain visual contact and as a result,
when the aircraft took off, the spacing between the two aircraft
had been reduced to the point where the actions of the leading
aircraft adversely affected the actions of the trailing aircraft.
The trailing aircraft stalled while the pilot was attempting an
overshoot procedure with less than the required engine power.
The pilot had no warning of the impending stall by either
juddering or other means as required by the certification
standards.
The accident pilot's training did not include exposure to the stall
characteristics of the DHC-2 aircraft in a rear centre-of-gravity
condition.
Other Findings
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance
with existing regulations.
Portions of the flight were conducted at low altitudes and in
marginal VFR or IFR weather conditions.
The lowering cloud ceiling and decreased forward visibility
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0194/a98p0194.asp
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The lowering cloud ceiling and decreased forward visibility
prompted the pilots of both aircraft to plan to land.
TC has recognized the need for improved training in the
recognition and prevention of stalls and has modified its pilot
training programs accordingly.
Safety Action Taken
Following this accident, the company promulgated a directive to provide
its pilots with specific procedures regarding two or more aircraft flying
together on the same route. In essence, this directive recognizes each
aircraft pilot's responsibility for his or her own navigation, radio work,
and all decisions pertaining to the safe conduct of the flight.
In consultation with industry, Transport Canada is in the process of
developing two new integrated pilot training programs including flight
training and flight test standards.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 06 July 2000.
1. All times are PDT (Coordinated Universal Time minus seven
hours) unless otherwise noted.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Investigation Report
Collision with Water
Harbour Air Ltd.
de Havilland DHC-2 Beaver C-FOCJ
Kincolith, British Columbia
04 August 1998

Print View

Report Number A98P0215
Summary
The float-equipped de Havilland DHC-2 Beaver, serial number 0039,
departed Prince Rupert, British Columbia, at 1719 Pacific daylight time
on a visual flight rules flight to Kincolith, British Columbia, with the pilot
and four passengers on board. When the aircraft arrived at Kincolith at
about 1750, witnesses watched it carry out three low approaches to the
water landing area, each time descending to a few feet above the
water before climbing away. On the fourth approach, at about 1758, the
aircraft touched down, apparently in a controlled manner, and skipped
on the water surface. The floats then dug into the water followed by the
right wing, which was severed from the fuselage on water impact. The
aircraft quickly overturned and came to rest inverted with only the
bottom of the floats visible. Several members of the village community,
who had been waiting for the aircraft on the Government Dock, rushed
to the sunken aircraft in small boats but were unable to rescue the pilot
or passengers inside the submerged cabin. The five occupants
drowned in the accident, and the aircraft was substantially damaged.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
Harbour Air flight 709 was a scheduled, 25-minute flight from the Seal
Cove Seaplane Base in Prince Rupert, British Columbia (B.C.), to the
Nisga'a First Nations village of Kincolith, B.C., about 45 nautical miles
(nm) north of Prince Rupert. In the 30-minute period before the
passengers boarded flight 709, the company dispatchers at the
Harbour Air terminal counter checked-in the passengers. Personal
baggage and miscellaneous freight were weighed, prepared, and
loaded into the aircraft. The passengers were three adult females and
a nine-year-old boy.
During the pre-flight discussions with the Kincolith agent and the Prince
Rupert dispatcher regarding the existing flight conditions, the
occurrence pilot was given an option that if he was uncomfortable with
the conditions, another company pilot could be called to complete the
trip, without prejudice to him. The occurrence pilot assessed the
conditions as within his ability and declined the offer. However, he
indicated that he would assess the conditions in Kincolith and return to
Prince Rupert if he judged them unsuitable for landing.
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At about 1710, (1) the pilot and passengers boarded the aircraft.
Witnesses at the dock reported that the boy was seated between two
female passengers in the centre of the first row of cabin seats behind
the pilot and that the third female passenger occupied the right front
seat. Following routine safety briefings, the pilot taxied out from the
dock. At 1719, the aircraft took off from Prince Rupert, 19 minutes later
than the normal scheduled take-off time.
The flight to Kincolith was apparently unremarkable since the pilot had
not reported anything to the contrary to either the company dispatchers
during radio communications, the Prince Rupert flight service station, or
other aircraft in the area.
1.2 Injuries to Persons

Fatal
Serious
Minor/None
Total

Crew
1
1

Passengers
4
4

Total
5
5

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was substantially damaged by impact forces, by the
subsequent attempts to rescue and recover the occupants, by the
efforts in bringing the aircraft to shore, and by wave and tidal action
after the aircraft was towed ashore. An examination of the wreckage,
except for the missing right wing, revealed no pre-existing malfunction
or defect with the aircraft or any of its systems that would have caused
or contributed to the accident.
1.4 Other Damage
There was no other damage.
1.5 Personnel Information
The 49-year-old pilot-in-command had been employed by Harbour Air
as a part-time pilot since May 1996, flying only during the summer
periods of higher flying activity in Prince Rupert. He held a valid
Canadian Commercial Pilot Licence and Medical Certificate. He had
accumulated a total of about 1,700 flying hours, about 150 hours of
which were in light Cessna and Piper aircraft, about 300 hours on the
de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter as a first officer, and about 1,250 hours
on the de Havilland DHC-2 Beaver. His most recent pilot competency
check with the operator was in February 1998 and was carried out
satisfactorily, as it had been on previous occasions. The pilot had not
received any formal underwater evacuation training, nor was any
required by regulation. The pilot also held a hovercraft operator licence,
and during the periods of inactivity with Harbour Air, he operated
hovercrafts on contract in Peru.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0215/a98p0215.asp
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1.6 Aircraft Information

Manufacturer

de Havilland Aircraft of Canada

Type and Model

DHC-2 Beaver

Year of Manufacture

1949

Serial Number

0039

Certificate of Airworthiness

Valid

Total Airframe Time

22 369 hours

Engine Type

Pratt & Whitney R-985 AN-14B

Propeller Type

Hamilton Standard 2D30-237

Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight 5 090 pounds
Recommended Fuel Type

AvGas 100 LL

Fuel Type Used

AvGas 100 LL

According to documents recovered after the accident, the weight and
balance of the aircraft at take-off from Prince Rupert was calculated to
be within certificated limits. When the aircraft left the dock at Seal
Cove, it weighed about 4,500 pounds. It contained 200 pounds of
baggage and cargo, 300 pounds of fuel, and the pilot and four
passengers were calculated at 630 pounds, based on Transport
Canada(TC)-approved standard summer weights.
An examination of the aircraft and engine maintenance records and
other documentation revealed nothing remarkable and showed that the
aircraft was certificated, equipped, and maintained in accordance with
existing regulations and approved procedures.
The aircraft was being operated in accordance with Canadian Aviation
Regulations, Part VII - "Commercial Air Services", subpart 703 - "Air
Taxi Operations", and in accordance with Air Operating Certificate
number 5473, issued to Harbour Air by TC. The most recent TC audit
of Harbour Air was conducted in March 1998. In this audit, the TC audit
team made only five minor findings concerning documentation, none of
which bore any consequence to this accident.
1.7 Meteorological Information
There is no formal weather observation system in place in Kincolith.
However, weather reports and updates are transmitted frequently from
the air carriers' village agents to their dispatch offices by telephone or
radio. The Prince Rupert Flight Service Station provides pilots
operating in the Prince Rupert area with weather data compiled by the
Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service.
In general, the weather in the local area was being influenced by a cold
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front, advancing slowly eastward. This moist unstable air mass was
producing scattered cloud at 4,000 feet, with variable and broken
ceilings at 7,000 and 14,000 feet above ground level (agl).
The aviation routine weather report (METAR) at 1800 PDT for Prince
Rupert, 45 nm south of Kincolith, recorded a northwest wind at 8
nautical miles per hour (knots), visibility of 15 statute miles (sm), a
broken cloud layer at 7,000 feet agl, and a temperature of 16º Celsius
(C). The 1800 PDT METAR for Stewart, 55 nm north of Kincolith,
recorded no wind, visibility of 15 sm, broken cloud layers at 6,500 and
8,000 feet agl, and a temperature of 20ºC.
At the time of the accident, people on the Government Dock reported
that the wind in their area was northwesterly, in the order of 20 knots,
with frequent gusts.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
Not applicable.
1.9 Communications
Direct communications between the company agent in Kincolith and the
Prince Rupert dispatcher is provided by telephone. However, there is
no telephone at either dock. As a result, if the agent is at the dockside
waiting for an arriving or departing aircraft, there is no means of
communication during the approach, landing, and take-off phases of
any flight. Furthermore, there is no longer direct radio communication
between the pilots and the Kincolith agent. Any information from the
pilot is first transmitted by radio to the Prince Rupert dispatch, then
relayed by them to the agent in Kincolith, again provided that the agent
is at a telephone.
Hand-held frequency modulation (FM) radio transceivers were used
several times in the past but, over time, they were lost in the water.
The village of Kincolith has a citizen's band network in place since the
village telephone system is reportedly unreliable.
Direct communications between Harbour Air pilots and company
dispatch in Prince Rupert is achieved by either FM radio, high
frequency radio, or very high frequency radio. Because of the terrain
and local weather conditions, two-way radio communication is
frequently unreliable.
1.10 Water Aerodrome Information
At Kincolith, there are two serviceable and suitable docks that the
Beaver aircraft can use: the Village Dock, located on the eastern edge
of the village itself, and the Government Dock, about 0.8 nm west of
the village. Given the choice, passengers and pilots prefer the Village
Dock since it is more conveniently located and since village access
from the Government Dock is only by a circuitous and poor gravel
track.
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Wind and tidal conditions usually dictate which of the docks is used on
any particular occasion. Kincolith is in Nass Bay, located at the head of
the tidal Portland Inlet at the confluence of three significant bodies of
water: the Portland Canal, the Observatory Inlet, and the Nass River.
Wind conditions in the area are heavily influenced by the valleys, and
strong winds often occur in directions contrary to the tide and wave
action. Nass Bay is affected significantly by the tide and contains
extensive mud and sand drying flats that are exposed during low tide;
these create sharply defined areas of inconsistent and turbid surface
conditions. As a result, the water and wind conditions at Kincolith are
frequently unpredictable and change rapidly. Floatplane pilots in the
Prince Rupert area regard water landings at Kincolith as challenging.
Thus, Prince Rupert aircraft operators frequently cancel flights into
Kincolith because of local conditions.
According to the Canada Water Aerodrome Supplement (WAS) in
effect on the day of the accident, Kincolith has a tidal range of 18 feet.
The Village Dock can only be used by floatplanes when the tides are
greater than 11 feet. At the time of the accident, the tide was at or near
the low tide point of 8.9 feet. The WAS also contains the caution
"Subject to Heavy Seas". As a result of the reported wind and tidal
conditions on the day of the accident, Harbour Air flight 709 had
planned to tie up at the Government Dock rather than the Village Dock.
According to information from Canadian nautical chart 3920, the drying
flat Governors Bar immediately offshore from the village would have
been exposed, and the edge of the bar would have been covered with
about 3 feet of water. Wind at the time was reported to be
northwesterly, in the order of 20 knots, with frequent gusts.
1.11 Flight Recorders
The aircraft was not equipped with a flight data recorder or a cockpit
voice recorder, nor was either required by regulation.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
The inverted aircraft was towed to shore by first responders and
secured. During the villagers' attempts to right the aircraft onto its
floats, the left aileron, the horizontal stabilizer, the tail section, and the
right float were unintentionally damaged, and the right elevator was
torn off.
The right wing, lift strut, flap, and aileron, were torn off at water impact
and sank. These parts were not recovered. The forward and aft wing
attachment lugs on the right wing had broken off but were retained with
their mating fuselage attachment lugs. Both broken pieces of the lugs
were bent aft, and both fuselage lugs were spread and bent aft. The
lower attachment fitting on the fuselage for the lift strut had fractured.
All damage to the fuselage wing fittings, the flap push-pull rod, the
torque-tube outboard bellcrank, and the wing root was consistent with
the wing having been torn off at water impact.
The left wing remained attached to the aircraft, and the lift strut,
fairings, flap, and aileron were intact. The left flap was in the landing
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0215/a98p0215.asp
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position, the trailing edge was bent, and the actuating linkage was
intact and undamaged. The left aileron was attached and the wing tip
was intact.
The horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin remained attached. The
elevator and rudder control cables and trim cables were intact and
undamaged. The left elevator was intact and attached; the right
elevator was detached and damaged. The left elevator trim tab was in
the full nose-up position, and the elevator trim drum was in the neutral
position. The rudder remained attached, and the rudder trim tab was
deflected about one inch nose right, which is nearly full travel.
Technical examinations of the flight control trim systems revealed that
impact to the rudder trim tab itself would not change the associated
indicator in the cockpit. However, the elevator trim tab linkages are
susceptible to damage from external impact forces and, as a result, can
be inconsistent with the cockpit indicator. All the struts, fittings, wires,
and control cables for the floats were intact.
The fuel hoses in the fuel selector bay were in place and without
damage. The fuel selector remained connected to the fuel selector
valve, was free to turn, and was selected to the front tank. The
fuselage and cabin were intact and had minor damage. All the windows
were in place and unbroken, except for the pilot's sliding window which
was in place but cracked horizontally at the window base. All of the
seats remained attached to the floor. The floor and seats were
undamaged. The aircraft doors were examined and found functional
and without defect. Both cabin doors had L-shaped interior and exterior
handles. They turned freely and the latching mechanism functioned
correctly. The front doors, handles, and latches were tested, and no
defect was found. The top portion of the pilot's door was bent back
during the rescue attempts and subsequent recovery. First responders
reported that, when they arrived at the aircraft, all the doors were
closed. Later, they reported that the handles and latches operated
freely and opened without difficulty. Seven of the eight life jackets on
board the aircraft were accounted for.
In the cockpit, the throttle, mixture, and propeller pitch levers were in
the fully forward position. The flap pump handle was up and the flap
selector lever was down. The flap actuating jack and the flap position
indicator were in the landing position. The elevator trim position
indicator was slightly nose-down, and the rudder trim indicator was
nearly fully right.
There was no apparent damage to the engine. All engine controls were
attached and functional, and all lines, hoses, and electrical connections
were unremarkable. The two-bladed metal propeller was unremarkable
except for one blade which was bent slightly forward.
No indication was found of any malfunction or pre-existing mechanical
defect in the aircraft, its engine, or its systems that could have caused
or contributed to the accident.
The Pointer Sentry model C-4000 emergency locator transmitter (ELT),
serial number 4700670, was secured to the left side of the fuselage,
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0215/a98p0215.asp
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behind the baggage compartment. The ELT switch was in the armed
position. The antenna co-axial cable was connected to the ELT, as was
the remote switch cannon plug. The remote switch was in the auto
position. The aircraft antenna was intact. No ELT signal was received
by search and rescue units.
1.13 Medical Information
Post-accident medical information reveals that all the occupants died
by drowning. Medical information also reveals no remarkable trauma to
the occupants, suggesting that the impact forces were tolerable and
survivable, and that the occupants had been restrained during the initial
impact and rollover. There was no indication that incapacitation or
physiological or psychological factors affected the pilot's performance.
1.14 Fire
There was no fire.
1.15 Survival Aspects
The five occupants were found unrestrained in the inverted aircraft
cabin by rescuers. Their injuries and the damage to the aircraft and
cabin structure are inconsistent with those of unsurvivable accidents.
This aircraft was fitted with three-point lap belt and shoulder strap
personnel restraints for the two front seats and with conventional twopoint lap belts for all cabin seats. The personnel restraint for the right
front-seat passenger was found still fastened, and the pilot personnel
restraint and the passenger seat belts for the seats occupied by the
other three passengers were found undone and serviceable. No
conclusion about the use of the restraint systems on this flight can be
made. The passengers were all frequent flyers of floatplanes in the
Prince Rupert area and would have been familiar with general seat belt
safety and operation. In addition, it was Harbour Air's policy to conduct
a passenger safety briefing before all flights which included seat belt
fastening and adjustment.
When the aircraft taxied away from the Seal Cove dock, the right front
seat was occupied by an identified female passenger. It is likely that
this passenger would have been wearing a personnel restraint during
the flight. This personnel restraint incorporates a single, diagonal
shoulder harness which attaches to the adjustable lap belt. The
shoulder harness is attached to an inertia reel lock system in the right
interior wall of the cabin, near the roof. When worn correctly, the
shoulder strap passes over the occupant's right shoulder, across the
centre of the chest, and attaches to the seat belt buckle at the left hip,
in a fashion similar to a modern automobile seat belt. However, in this
accident investigation, the personnel restraint was found still fastened,
with equal lengths of webbing on each side of the lap belt buckle fitting.
The seat belts had not been interfered with.
It could not be determined why the occupants did not escape from the
aircraft. The doors were found functional and without defect. The
interior and exterior handles on both cabin doors were found to turn
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freely, and the latching mechanisms functioned correctly. The pilots'
doors, handles, and latches were also tested and no defect was found.
The top portion of the pilot's door was bent back during the rescue
attempts and subsequent recovery. None of the occupants was wearing
a life jacket. Eight life jackets were on board the aircraft when it left
Kincolith.
No existing Canadian regulations require a commercial, air taxi, or
floatplane operator to provide underwater evacuation training to its
pilots or cabin attendants. In the past and on a voluntary basis, Harbour
Air had provided underwater evacuation training to some of its
floatplane pilots.
1.16 Tests and Research
In 1994 the TSB published a study (2) on 234 fatal seaplane accidents
between 1976 and 1990. Seventy-eight per cent of these accidents
occurred during the take-off or the approach and landing phase of the
flight and 103 were known to have terminated in the water. In these
103 accidents, 276 occupants were involved and 168 were fatalities.
The TSB study found that relatively few of these deaths occurred
during the impact sequence. In fact, 70 per cent of those who died
perished as a result of post-impact drowning and half of them drowned
inside the aircraft's cabin. During water accidents, the aircraft often
overturns and the occupants become disoriented. Water rushing into
the cabin in the seconds after impact in addition to disorientation could
cause the occupants to panic. The study notes that "Actuating a simple
door-opening mechanism can become an almost impossible task in
cold, dark water when the aircraft cabin is vertical or upside-down". In
1988 the Canadian Aviation Safety Board (CASB) conducted a study (3)
which, in part, pointed out that "Often the aircraft became inverted in
the water, suspended by the floats".
Although the TSB study found that the majority of fatal seaplane
accidents in the water involved drowning, about 10 per cent of the
victims were incapacitated from non-fatal impact injuries. The Board
recognized that "... an effective restraint system may secure the
occupants of the aircraft during even cart-wheeling impact forces,
better enabling them to find the exits if the aircraft comes to a stop
inverted and sinking in the water".
A safety information brochure (4) from the U.S. Department of
Transportation emphasizes that shoulder harnesses are effective in
reducing injury and death in light aircraft mishaps, and places particular
focus on the correct placement of the shoulder strap. In part, the
brochure advises that "Single diagonal shoulder belts should be
positioned so that the torso's centre of gravity falls within the angle
formed by the shoulder belt and the safety belt. Otherwise your torso
may roll right out of the shoulder belt during an impact and compromise
your protection".
The brochure further advises that "... the safety belt buckle should be
positioned on the side of your hip," and that this position "... differs from
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0215/a98p0215.asp
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the central location of the buckle that is common when only the safety
belt is used".
1.17 Other Information
Harbour Air in Prince Rupert has a designated company agent in
several of the outlying villages that they service on a regular basis.
Among other duties, the agents provide first-hand reports of the current
weather and water conditions in their areas to the main dispatch office
in Prince Rupert. Here, the information is given to the pilots of the
affected flights who make the operational decisions as to whether the
flights will continue. In the event the weather conditions are reported as
unsuitable, the affected flights are either postponed or cancelled. If the
conditions are reported as marginal, the pilots usually speak directly to
the agents to get a better understanding of the conditions. Pilots often
fly with the intention of returning to Prince Rupert if they judge the
conditions are actually unsuitable for landing. On several occasions in
the month prior to the accident, pilots had returned from Kincolith and
other outlying villages because the landing conditions had remained
unfavourable. In the past, the occurrence pilot reportedly had also
returned from unsuitable water landing areas.
When faced with difficult weather or water surface conditions, seasoned
floatplane pilots in the Prince Rupert area report that it is a common
practice for them to carry out a number of practice approaches in order
to assess the wind and water conditions and to choose the best
landing profile and area. In addition, although full right rudder trim may
be used by DHC-2 pilots during the take-off run on water and on initial
climb-out, a similar amount of right rudder trim is not normally required
during the approach and landing on water.
Difficult landing conditions occur from time to time at many of the
outlying villages serviced by Harbour Air. The company asserts that it
emphasizes to its less experienced pilots that if they are uncomfortable
with the conditions, another company pilot can be called to complete
the trip without prejudice to the pilots that decline to fly. In addition,
given the occurrence pilot's lack of experience in outlying areas, the
company had routinely scheduled him to fly to less difficult water
landing sites. The company maintains that he would still have been
paid had he decided to let another pilot conduct this flight.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 General
This investigation included an examination of environmental, technical,
human, and operational factors as well as mechanical aspects of this
aircraft, its component parts, and their service life and history. No
indication was found of any malfunction or pre-existing mechanical
defect with the aircraft, its engine, or its systems that could have
caused or contributed to the accident. As a result, this analysis
focusses on selected operational aspects of the accident.
2.2 Aircraft Control
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Witnesses reported that the first three approaches and the touchdown
appeared to be normal and controlled. This would suggest that the pilot
was not experiencing any abnormal aircraft control function and that he
was capable of controlling the aircraft.
In concert with the reported wind and water conditions, the brief
accident sequence observed by the village people is consistent with
two possible scenarios or a combination of the two:
on initial touchdown in a left-crosswind condition, the left float
struck a swell or wave which forced the aircraft into an attitude
that the pilot was not able to control before the float(s) or wing
dug into the water and caused the aircraft to overturn; or
the aircraft was upset by a wind gust at or shortly after
touchdown which the pilot was not able to control before the
float(s) dug into the water and caused the aircraft to overturn.
Technical examination of the rudder trim system revealed that it was
not significantly damaged, and there was no indication that the trim
cables had been disturbed on impact causing the trim to move.
Furthermore, due to its design, impact to the trim tab itself would not
have changed the trim indication in the cockpit. Although the rudder
trim tab and rudder trim indicator both had captured indications of
nearly full right rudder trim setting, it could not be determined if this
setting had been deliberately selected by the pilot, or when he had
selected it. Almost full right rudder trim is not normally employed by
pilots for landing on water and likely would not go unnoticed by a pilot.
Such a trim setting can be used in the take-off and climb phases
without adverse effect on the flying characteristics of the aircraft. Had it
been so set during the approach and landing phase, it would not have
rendered the aircraft uncontrollable.
2.3 Water Conditions
Witnesses reported that the water surface conditions were rough when
the aircraft attempted to land. Therefore, it is most likely that the pilot
made the first three approaches to assess the wind and water
conditions and to determine the best water surface on which to finally
land.
Experienced floatplane pilots find that wind and water conditions in
Kincolith are generally challenging to land in because of the water and
topography surrounding Nass Bay. On the day of the accident, several
local environmental conditions, such as exposed mud flats,
unpredictable and inconsistent water chop, and conflicting wind and
swell directions, compounded the difficulties faced by the occurrence
pilot.
It is likely that the earlier inflow wind conditions had created a
significant southwesterly swell in the Portland Inlet and Nass Bay, and
that swell would have intensified over the shallow bar off Kincolith. At
the time of the accident, the wind had reportedly changed to the
northwest. The direction of the approaches that the aircraft was seen to
fly was apparently parallel to the swell and would have presented a left
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crosswind situation for the pilot. While it would have been possible for
the floatplane to land uneventfully in such conditions, the level of risk
would have been elevated and the attendant margin for error reduced.
2.4 Right Front Seat Personnel Restraint Adjustment
When the right front seat personnel restraint is worn correctly, the
shoulder strap passes over the occupant's right shoulder and chest,
and attaches to the seat belt buckle fitting at the left hip. In this
accident, the buckle was found in the centre of the lap belt, indicating
that the buckle would have been near the middle of the passenger's
abdomen, not on her left side. With such lap belt adjustment, the
shoulder harness would have passed over the right side of her torso
and upper right arm. As a result, in the event of any significant
deceleration, it is most likely that her upper body would not have been
restrained effectively because she would have rolled out from the
shoulder strap. In this accident, with a rapid overturn, it is conceivable
that the passenger could have then slipped out from the loose
personnel restraint while it remained fastened. The adjustment
procedure for the lap belt portion of the right front seat's personnel
restraint is different from the lap belt of the cabin seats because it has
to allow for the correct placement of the shoulder strap at the left hip. It
is possible that the practice of adjusting the cabin lap belt to the centre
of the body influenced the adjusting of the seat belt in the right front
seat.
2.5 Survivability
Although all the occupants were found released from their personnel
restraints, and since no information to the contrary exists, it is most
probable that the passengers would have used the seat belts at takeoff, during flight, and on landing.
Notwithstanding that the doors were functional and without defect, it
could not be determined why the occupants did not escape from the
aircraft. However, when the aircraft overturned and rapidly sank, it is
probable that the occupants became disoriented in the dark and frigid
water and panicked. In addition to these factors, the confined and
inverted cabin would have made the normally easy action of locating
and operating the door handles a most challenging task, especially
after undoing their seat belts and, thereby, further losing reference to
their relative locations. Had the pilot been trained in or exposed to
underwater evacuation techniques, he may have escaped, and at the
same time, he may have assisted others in escaping from the inverted
aircraft cabin.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The pilot was licenced and qualified in accordance with existing
regulations.
Maintenance records indicate that the aircraft was certificated,
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Maintenance records indicate that the aircraft was certificated,
equipped, and maintained in accordance with existing regulations
and approved procedures.
No indication was found of any malfunction or pre-existing
mechanical defect with the aircraft, its engine, or its systems that
could have contributed to the accident.
The aircraft's weight and centre of gravity were calculated to
have been within certificated limits.
The prevailing weather and water conditions at Kincolith are
frequently challenging and increase the level of risk for aircraft
operations into Kincolith.
Conflicting wind and water conditions at the time of the
occurrence was a factor which contributed to the accident.
Direct radio communication between the Kincolith agent and
arriving aircraft was not operational at the time of the accident.
During the period when the Kincolith agent was waiting for the
aircraft at the dock, direct communication between the agent and
the operator's dispatch office in Prince Rupert was not possible.
While the accident aircraft was landing at Kincolith, direct
communication between the pilot and the Prince Rupert dispatch
office was intermittent and not assured.
The rudder trim was found in the nearly full-right position; it could
not be determined if or when the pilot selected this setting.
The passenger occupying the right front seat most likely slipped
out of the personnel restraint when the aircraft nosed over.
The adjustment for the lap belt of the right front seat was
incorrect and diminished the efficacy of the shoulder belt.
Although sufficient life jackets were onboard, neither the pilot nor
passengers were wearing life jackets.
The aircraft doors were functional and opened without difficulty
during tests after the accident.
The impact forces were survivable.
It could not be determined why the occupants did not escape
from the aircraft.
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from the aircraft.
Research shows that escape from an aircraft, overturned in the
water, is infrequent, hazardous, and difficult.
No existing Canadian regulations require floatplane operators to
provide underwater escape training for pilots and cabin
attendants.
3.2 Causes
On touchdown, the float(s) struck the water and caused a flying attitude
that the pilot could not control before the right wing dug in and the
aircraft overturned. Contributing to the accident were conflicting wind
and water conditions at the time of the occurrence.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
4.1.1 Escape from a Submerged Seaplane
It was determined that the occupants were restrained during the initial
impact and rollover, and the impact forces were tolerable and
survivable. The aircraft's doors were functional and opened without
difficulty. It could not be determined why the occupants did not escape
from the aircraft.
The TSB identified 24 fatal seaplane accidents in Canada between 1
January 1990 and 1 July 1999 in which the flight terminated in water.
These accidents resulted in 43 fatalities. In 29 of them, egress from the
aircraft had not been achieved. Of these 29 fatalities, 23 did not occur
on impact. Eleven of these 23 fatalities had sustained serious injuries
during the accident impact. A physical impediment to egress, such as
damaged exits or cargo blocking an exit, was a factor in 9 of these 23
fatalities. (These factors are not mutually exclusive.) Of these 23
fatalities, 7 did not have serious impact injuries and exits were not
blocked. About half of the accidents and fatalities involved commercial
operators. The annual accident rate was fairly constant during this time
period, and the accidents were not concentrated in any particular
geographic location.
The psychological and physiological challenges associated with
escaping from a submerged seaplane can be profound and can include
the need to quickly locate, reach, and open an unfamiliar exit in cold
dark water and in an inverted and distorted cabin while suffering from
shock and injury. However, physical impediments associated with
escaping from a submerged seaplane are often surmountable. It is
likely that many people do not escape because they are not prepared
to do so.
In 1993, the TSB released Safety Study of Piloting Skills, Abilities, and
Knowledge in Seaplane Operations (report number SSA93001) which
examined 1,432 seaplane accidents. Although the study did not focus
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on survivability issues, it did compare the ratio of fatal accidents to total
accidents for float-equipped aircrafts to that for wheel-equipped
aircrafts (for makes and models of aircrafts most frequently floatequipped). For airplanes that were on wheels, 10% of the accidents
were fatal, but when on floats, 17% were fatal.
The study made 10 safety recommendations aimed at reducing the
number of seaplane accidents. In addition, the TSB released Safety
Study of Survivability in Seaplane Accidents (report SS9401) in 1994.
To enhance survivability in seaplane accidents, six safety
recommendations were made. Despite the actions taken in response to
both sets of recommendations, the number of seaplane accidents has
remained fairly constant and the ratio of fatal seaplane accidents to
total seaplane accidents has increased.
A requirement exists for aircrafts to be equipped with occupant restraint
systems. These systems reduce the likelihood of injury on impact, thus
increasing the chances of egress. Also, commercial operators are
required to provide pre-flight safety briefings to passengers which
include information on the location and operation of exits. Despite
these defences against occupants not escaping from a submerged
seaplane following a crash, accident histories indicate that the risk of
drowning due to inadequate preparation for escape is still high.
Given some unnecessary risk associated with underwater egress from
crashed seaplanes and the apparent lack of initiatives within the
seaplane community to address the issue, on 02 March 2000, the TSB
issued Aviation Safety Advisory A000003-1 to TC. It suggested that TC
consider reviewing the previous safety recommendations contained in
the TSB safety studies in order to develop effective measures that
would enhance the likelihood of escape from cabins of submerged
seaplanes.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 6 April 2000.
Appendix A - Glossary
agl
B.C.
CASB
ELT
FM
knots
METAR
nm
PDT
sm
TC
TSB

above ground level
British Columbia
Canadian Aviation Safety Board
emergency locator transmitter
frequency modulation
nautical miles per hour
aviation routine weather report
nautical mile
Pacific daylight time
statute mile
Transport Canada
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
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WAS
º

Canada Water Aerodrome Supplement
degree(s)

1. All times are Pacific daylight time (PDT) (Coordinated Universal
Time [UTC] minus seven hours) unless otherwise noted.
2. A Safety Study of Survivability in Seaplane Accidents [SA9401],
TSB 1994.
3. The Carriage and Use of Overwater Life-Support Equipment in
Canada, CASB, (88-SP001), 1988.
4. Smart Protection in Small Airplanes (AM-400-91/2), U.S.
Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, 1991.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Investigation Report
Controlled Flight into Terrain
Regency Express Air Operations
Cessna 208B Caravan N9352B
Mount Tuam, British Columbia
23 November 1998

Print View

Report Number A98P0303
Synopsis
Regency Express Air Operations Flight 434, a Cessna 208 Caravan
(serial number 208B0061), was en route from Vancouver International
Airport to Victoria International Airport, British Columbia, on a night
visual flight rules (VFR) flight when it collided with trees on Saltspring
Island, about five nautical miles (nm) north of the Victoria International
Airport. The aircraft broke apart on impact and a post-crash fire
occurred. The two pilots, who were the sole occupants of the aircraft,
sustained fatal injuries, and the aircraft was destroyed. The accident
occurred at 0030 Pacific standard time (PST).
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
Regency Express Air flight 434 (RXX434), a Cessna 208B (N9352B),
was on a night cargo flight from Vancouver to Victoria and was
operating under VFR. Based on recorded radar and communications
data, it was determined that the aircraft departed from Vancouver's
runway 08R at 0012 PST and completed a climbing right-hand turn
onto a direct track towards Active Pass. (1) The aircraft levelled off at
2000 feet above ground level (agl) and remained at that altitude for all
but the last portion of the flight.
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Figure 1 - Aircraft routing and crash site
As the aircraft approached Active Pass, the crew made a radio call to
inform any traffic in the Victoria area of their intention to join left-base
for a landing on runway 09 at the Victoria airport. Several minutes later,
the crew made a second report indicating that they were 10 nm back,
for a landing on runway 09. The last position report was made as they
approached Beaver Point, at the south-east end of Saltspring Island.
Recorded radar data then showed the aircraft made a noticeable turn
to the right, in the vicinity of Beaver Point, and began to track towards
high ground north of the Victoria airport (solid line depicted on Figure
1).
At 0026, the aircraft began a gradual, descending turn to the left onto a
south-easterly heading, before striking trees near the peak of Mount
Tuam on the southern end of Saltspring Island. Information gathered at
the crash site indicates that the aircraft was in level flight when it first
contacted the trees and that its flight path was lined up with the east
side of the Victoria airport (dotted line depicted on Figure 1).
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Crew

Passengers

Others

Total

Fatal

2

-

-

2

Serious

-

-

-

-

Minor/None

-

-

-

-

Total

2

-

-

2

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
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The aircraft was destroyed by impact forces and by a post-crash fire.
1.4 Other Damage
Trees and vegetation at the crash site were damaged by the aircraft's
collision with the terrain and by a subsequent fire.
1.5 Personnel Information
Captain

First Officer

27

29

Commercial

Commercial

1 August 1999

1 February 1999

Total Flying Hours

1653

120

Hours on Type

400

Nil

Hours Last 90 days

129

37

Hours on Type Last 90
Days

123

Nil

Hours on Duty Prior to
Occurrence

3

3

Hours Off Duty Prior to
Work Period

36

72

Age
Pilot Licence
Medical Expiry Date

The aircraft captain was a qualified commercial pilot who held valid
instrument and instructor ratings. He was current on the Cessna 208
aircraft type and flew similar routes between Vancouver and Victoria
routinely.
The other pilot involved in this accident held a valid commercial pilot
licence. He was authorized by the company to be on this aircraft under
non-rated pilot provisions of the company operations manual (COM). A
non-rated pilot is defined by the company as a pilot who is not trained
on the particular aircraft; a non-rated pilot's purpose is to assist the pilot
in command when a first officer is either not required or not available.
Under these provisions, non-rated pilots have no designated flight
duties but are available to help the pilot in command with loading and
flight planning activities. This provision allows non-rated pilots to
familiarize themselves with the operating environment, aircraft systems,
and company missions.
1.6 Aircraft Information
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Manufacturer

Cessna Aircraft Co.

Type and Model

C208B Caravan

Year of Manufacture

1988

Serial Number

208B0061

Certificate of Airworthiness (Flight
Permit)

Valid

Total Airframe Time

6717 hours

Engine Type (number of)

Pratt & Whitney PT6-114
(1)

Propeller/Rotor Type (number of)

Hartzell HC-B3MN-3 (1)

Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight

3969 kg

Recommended Fuel Type(s)

Jet A, Jet A-1, Jet B

Fuel Type Used

Jet A1

1.6.1 Weight and Balance
The aircraft's weight and centre of gravity were calculated to have been
within the certificated limits.
1.6.2 Airworthiness
The accident aircraft was owned by Aviation Capital Corporation of La
Jolla, California, and registered in the United States. It was being
operated by Regency Express Air Operations under a leasing
agreement that was authorized by Transport Canada (TC). The aircraft
was equipped and authorized for single-pilot operation under either
instrument or visual flight conditions. Following the accident, the TC
Commercial and Business Aviation and Maintenance and
Manufacturing departments conducted a joint special purpose audit of
the company.
During that audit, the inspectors identified a number of areas where the
company's maintenance procedures and practices were not in
accordance with the approved maintenance control manual. They also
identified areas of concern involving aircraft technical records and flight
crew training records. Notwithstanding the areas of concern that were
noted by the TC inspectors, TSB investigators did not find any causal
link between the accident of 23 November 1998 and the maintenance
of the involved Cessna 208 aircraft.
1.7 Meteorological Information
1.7.1 Minimum Weather Requirements
Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs) describes the minimum existing
weather conditions required for VFR flight in controlled airspace. The
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0303/a98p0303.asp
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requirement is as follows: an aircraft is required to operate with visual
reference to the surface; flight visibility is not less than three miles; and
the distance of the aircraft from cloud is not less than 500 feet vertically
and one mile horizontally.
1.7.2 Forecasts/Hourly Observations
The area forecast for the coast region (FACN32 CWLW 230530), as
well as the transcribed weather broadcast (TWB) for the same area,
indicated that pilots could expect local stratus ceilings between 500 and
1500 feet, mainly in areas of onshore flow, and visibilities of ! to 3
statute miles in fog and mist.
The terminal forecast for Victoria that was valid at the time the accident
crew was flight planning indicated a worst-case temporary condition of
4000 feet broken and did not include any mention of the low cloud or
visibility levels noted in the area forecast. The 2300 weather
observation was consistent with this forecast and reported wind from 90
degrees True at 5 nm per hour (knots), 15 statute miles visibility, a
scattered layer of cloud at 1600 feet agl, and a broken ceiling at 4000
feet agl.
A deepening pressure gradient was causing strong low-level winds
from the south. Other pilots who were flying on the night of the accident
confirmed this condition. In one instance, a pilot indicated that he
needed 25 degrees of drift correction to maintain his track. First
responders to the accident site estimated the wind to be between 25
and 30 knots at the crash elevation of about 1850 feet above sea level
(asl).
An amended terminal forecast was issued for Victoria at 0016, after the
accident flight was airborne. This forecast indicated that a temporary
condition could be expected between midnight and 0200, giving a
broken ceiling at 2000 feet agl. The 0000 weather observation
indicated that weather conditions were worse than forecast and
reported that the previously scattered layer of cloud at 1600 feet had
thickened to produce a broken ceiling. This information was issued after
the crew had completed their preflight planning activities.
Weather updates are available by radio from either the Vancouver
Flight Service Station (FSS) specialists or from the Victoria Terminal
controllers. There is no communication record showing that the pilots
had requested weather updates from either of these agencies. There is
no mandated requirement to obtain the latest weather information when
flying to Victoria airport when the tower is not in operation.
1.7.3 Pilot Report
A pilot report (PIREP) from a regional air carrier that landed about 15
minutes before this accident indicated that visual meteorological
conditions existed at Victoria, with a broken layer of cloud reported at
1400 feet asl. Visibility below the cloud was reported to be 15 statute
miles.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0303/a98p0303.asp
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1.8 Aids to Navigation
The Vancouver very high frequency omni-directional range (VOR), the
Active Pass non-directional beacon (NDB), the Victoria VOR, the
Victoria and Mill Bay NDBs, and the instrument landing system for
runway 09 were all serviceable at the time of the accident. The aircraft
was equipped to receive information from all of these navigation aids.
In VFR flight, pilots often use such information to augment their visual
navigation procedures. Information about the selection or tuning of the
navigation equipment on board the aircraft is not available, as that
equipment was destroyed by a post-crash fire.
1.9 Communications
NAV CANADA's audio tapes from Vancouver Tower, Victoria Tower,
and Victoria Terminal were reviewed following the occurrence. There is
no indication on these tapes that the crew may have been experiencing
an in-flight emergency.
1.10 Aerodrome Information
NAV CANADA operates a control tower at the Victoria airport between
0600 and 2400; at other times the tower is closed. When open, the
tower controllers provide air traffic service within an irregularly shaped
Class C control zone up to an altitude of 2500 feet asl. As part of their
function, the Victoria tower controllers provide aircraft operators with a
level of radar service that can include radar advisory, radar control,
radar monitoring, radar navigational assistance, and radar separation.
When the tower is closed, the airspace reverts to a Class E airspace,
the radar services are unavailable, and the airport remains open as an
uncontrolled airport. The tower was closed at the time of this accident.
The Canada Flight Supplement (CFS) directs all aircraft to use runway
09/27 between 2000 and 0700, consistent with certain limiting factors.
At the time this accident occurred, runway 09 was the preferred
runway, based on the direction of the wind.
1.11 Flight Recorders
Flight recorders were not installed in the aircraft and were not required
by regulation.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
The accident site is located about 500 feet north-northeast of the VOR
facility on Mount Tuam. The site location was measured by global
positioning system (GPS) as latitude 48°43.83' north, longitude 123°
29.05' west, and is about 100 feet below the peak of the mountain, at
an estimated elevation of about 1850 feet asl. The debris trail was 400
to 500 feet in length, orientated on a magnetic bearing of 123 degrees,
and was in line with the east side of the Victoria airport. (See dotted line
on Figure 1.)
An examination of the site revealed that the aircraft first contacted trees
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0303/a98p0303.asp
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in a near-level-flight condition. It began breaking apart after first impact,
but the majority of the deceleration occurred near the end of the
wreckage trail, where the engine, right wing, and cockpit sections
contacted the base of a heavy stand of trees. These aircraft
components, as well as the aircraft radios and instruments were burned
beyond usefulness in a post-crash fire. Damage to the engine and
propellor components was consistent with the engine being powered at
the time of impact. The level of engine power was not determined.
The orientation of the aircraft at initial impact, the length of the debris
trail, and the extensive damage to the aircraft structure and
components are consistent with a high-speed, controlled flight collision
with the terrain.
1.13 Medical Information
The pilot in command held a valid medical certificate. A review of
available records shows no pre-existing medical problems that would
have affected his performance on this flight.
1.14 Fire
The engine, right wing, and cockpit sections were extensively burned
by a post-crash fire. Because the trees and ground in the area had
been saturated by days of rain, the fire was limited to a relatively small
area of approximately 10 feet by 15 feet.
1.15 Survival Aspects
The accident was not survivable due to rapid deceleration forces that
were beyond human tolerance and a post-crash fire.
1.16 Tests and Research
Not applicable.
1.17 Organizational and Management Information
International Express Aircharter Ltd., conducting business as Regency
Express Air Operations, is a domestic, non-scheduled international air
operator. The company operates under the authority of a Canadian Air
Operator Certificate. A general condition of the air operator certificate is
that the air operator shall conduct flight operations in accordance with
its COM; in this instance, the flight was conducted in accordance with
its COM.
Regency Express Air Operations also published an unofficial crew
manual (i.e., one not approved by TC) as an information source for the
company's flight crews. That manual detailed the general routing,
weather limits, fuel requirements, standard procedures, and contacts to
be used in support of the company's air taxi flights. Company pilots
indicated that they would rarely obtain weather updates during the
Vancouver to Victoria flight because of the short duration of the flight;
normally, they can also see their destination shortly after take-off from
Vancouver.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0303/a98p0303.asp
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1.18 Additional Information
1.18.1 Obstacle Clearance Requirements
VFR flight obstacle clearance requirements for air taxi operations are
as follows: "Except when conducting a take-off or landing, no person
shall operate an aircraft in VFR flight … at night, at less than 1,000 feet
above the highest obstacle located within a horizontal distance of three
miles from the route to be flown." These obstacle clearance
requirements are independent of the minimum weather requirements
for flight under VFR and are applicable in both controlled and
uncontrolled airspace. Although the COM did refer to this regulation, it
linked the obstacle clearance requirement to night VFR flight in
uncontrolled airspace only; the flight from Vancouver to Victoria was
conducted in controlled airspace.
With the introduction of the CARs in the mid-1990s, TC had
promulgated a generic COM to the air carriers in the Pacific Region.
This generic manual was issued to aid the air carriers in their
development of new COMs that would be compliant with the revised
regulations. The Regency Express Air Operations COM is consistent
with TC's generic operations manual. On review of the TC manual, it
became apparent that the generic COM did not include references to
minimum obstacle clearance requirements for night VFR operations in
controlled airspace, but only referenced these requirements for
operations in uncontrolled airspace. TC subsequently issued a
Commercial and Business Aviation Advisory Circular (No. 0153, dated
12 March 1999) reiterating CAR requirements for night VFR operations.
In addition, TC provided advance notice that the generic operations
manual would be amended on the next cycle to include all relevant
regulations related to night VFR flight by commercial operators.
The company's crew manual indicated that the standard VFR route to
be used for this particular flight to Victoria should be from Vancouver,
direct to Active Pass, then direct to Victoria at 1500 feet. At 1500 feet
asl, this entire route of flight remains within controlled airspace.
However, in order to meet the obstacle clearance requirements, the
route would have to be completed at about 2000 feet through Active
Pass and at about 3000 feet in the vicinity of Mount Tuam.
1.18.2 Victoria's VFR Arrival Routes
There are no specific regulations to be used to transition from a safe en
route altitude to the runway environment. Circuit procedures outlined in
the Aeronautical Information Publication (A.I.P. Canada) do not take
local obstacles into account. Under night conditions, especially in
remote areas or mountainous regions with few ground lights, the
procedures outlined in the A.I.P. Canada may not ensure safety during
a descent from a safe en route altitude to the runway environment. In
addition to the procedures outlined in the A.I.P. Canada, the CFS
depicts a number of VFR arrival and departure routes into and out of
the airport. The Beaver Point arrival route is used when runway 09 is in
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0303/a98p0303.asp
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use. That arrival procedure depicts a routing direct from Active Pass to
Beaver Point, near the south end of Fulford Harbour, followed by a
right turn to follow Satellite Channel westward until a left turn can be
completed in the vicinity of Patricia Bay to establish a final approach to
runway 09. A note on this procedure in the CFS indicates that pilots
are to "MAINTAIN 2000' UNTIL TURNING FINAL OR CLEARED
LOWER." The Beaver Point arrival route passes within three miles of
Mount Tuam on the south end of Saltspring Island. For commercial
operators to meet the night VFR obstacle clearance requirements, they
would have to complete that route at a minimum altitude of 3000 feet
asl in the vicinity of Mount Tuam. NAV CANADA was initially unaware
that the published VFR arrival routes were inconsistent with CARs and
subsequently issued two NOTAMs to restrict the use of the arrival and
departure routes at night. These VFR routes have now been amended
in the CFS with a note to pilots that they are "NOT AUTHORIZED
OUTSIDE TWR HRS OF OPS."
One flashing red obstruction light identifies rising terrain on the south
side of Satellite Channel. Two additional flashing red obstruction lights
identify rising terrain on the north side of the channel on Saltspring
Island. Some pilots have reported that they use these obstruction lights
at night to identify the channel and that, when making a right turn at
Beaver Point, they fly between these obstruction lights until they can
visually acquire the approach environment for runway 09. An additional
obstruction light is located at the top of Mount Tuam, near the Victoria
VOR installation, at an elevation of about 2000 feet asl.
1.18.3 Ground Proximity Warning System
The accident aircraft was not equipped with a ground proximity warning
system (GPWS), nor was one required by regulation. Regulation
requires that GPWS equipment be installed in all turbo-jet-powered
aircraft that have a maximum certified take-off weight greater than 33
069 pounds and a type certificate authorizing the carriage of 10 or more
passengers. This regulation does not generally apply to air taxi
operations because aircraft involved in these operations do not meet
weight or propulsion criteria.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
Based on a review of the aircraft's maintenance records and an
examination of other available data, it is unlikely that a mechanical
malfunction caused this accident. This conclusion is supported by
recorded radar data regarding aircraft's speed, heading, and altitude,
and by physical information from the accident site. The analysis of this
accident will concentrate on safety issues related to deteriorating
weather, an in-flight navigation error, flight below the minimum obstacle
clearance altitudes, and a lack of terrain proximity warning equipment.
2.2 Environmental Conditions
At the time the crew of RXX434 was completing their preflight planning,
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0303/a98p0303.asp
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the ceiling and visibility at the departure airport of Vancouver, and the
arrival airport of Victoria, met the VFR weather requirements although
the overcast layer at 4000 feet agl would have obscured any available
celestial illumination and reduced ambient lighting.
The 0000 weather sequence and an amended terminal forecast for
Victoria both indicated a lowering ceiling at the Victoria airport.
However, because this information was issued after the crew's flight
planning had been completed, it is unlikely that the crew were aware of
these changes or would expect a ceiling to develop below their planned
flight altitude of 2000 feet.
Although updated weather and a PIREP were available by radio
through the Vancouver FSS and the Area Control Centre, the crew of
RXX434 did not contact these units to request the latest information.
Other pilots, interviewed after the accident, indicated that they would
rarely obtain these updates given the short duration of the trip and
since they could normally see their destination shortly after take-off
from Vancouver.
The crew of RXX434 would have encountered the lower ceiling in the
vicinity of Beaver Point. This lower layer of cloud would have restricted
the pilot's view of the ground lighting and reduced the ambient lighting
available to navigate by visual means.
2.3 Night Visual Navigation
The crew of RXX434 had transmitted their intention to join left-base for
runway 09. That transmission infers an intent to follow a route similar to
the published Beaver Point arrival. As RXX434 passed Beaver Point,
the aircraft track altered right toward high ground on the south-west
end of Saltspring Island; a strong, low-level crosswind from the left
might account for some of this divergence away from the intended
track.
Under normal conditions, a pilot will use ground lighting as a means of
positional reference when operating at night. In this occurrence, the
unexpected undercast layer at 1400 feet agl would have obscured the
normal lighting references that delineate Satellite Channel. With these
lighting references obscured, the only obstruction light the crew would
be able to see would be the light mounted on top of Mount Tuam.
Because of the effect of the low-level winds, that light would have been
slightly to the left of the aircraft's track line and at a distance that was
similar to the low-level light reference normally used. Under these
conditions, it is likely that the lights seen by the crew would have
appeared similar to those normally seen during a night visual approach
into Victoria. The crew would have been unable to perceive the
divergence of their aircraft's flight path away from the intended track by
visual means.
2.4 Obstacle Clearance
At night, VFR commercial operations must be conducted above a
minimum obstacle clearance altitude. Although the COM did cite the
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0303/a98p0303.asp
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applicable obstacle clearance requirements, it linked those
requirements to night VFR flight in uncontrolled airspace. Given the way
that the COM was written, it was possible to draw an incorrect
inference that the minimum altitudes did not apply in controlled
airspace.
Two other recent TSB investigations (A97C0215 and A99P0006)
identified similar issues in other COMs, as well as a lack of awareness
by other companies and their flight crews of the night VFR obstacle
clearance requirements. In addition, given that the company's crew
manual suggested an en route altitude of 1500 feet for this particular
flight, it is apparent that neither the company nor the crew involved was
aware of the obstacle clearance requirements.
The night VFR obstacle clearance requirements mitigate risk during the
en route phase of flight. Had the crew been aware of the minimum
altitudes, and had they respected them, the chance of a collision with
terrain would have been eliminated. The night VFR obstacle clearance
minimum altitudes do not provide protection during the approach or
departure phases of night VFR flights.
2.5 Equipment Issues
2.5.1 Positive Navigation Guidance
In this occurrence, the aircraft was not equipped with a GPS or other
equivalent area navigation system that could provide positive tracking
guidance to the pilot for the portion of the flight along the published
VFR arrival route. Availability of a GPS system may have provided
early indications to the crew of their deviation from the required track.
However, conventional ground-based navigational aids were available
to the pilot, but it could not be determined if the pilots were using these
aids at the time of the occurrence.
2.5.2 Terrain Warning Equipment
RXX434 was not equipped with a GPWS, which is designed specifically
to warn of approach to terrain. Although such equipment is required on
larger, passenger-carrying jet aircraft, that requirement does not extend
to air taxi operations even though their operations are being conducted
visually, at night, in high-risk mountainous areas, and often without the
radar monitoring and support that is normally provided to larger,
passenger-carrying jet aircraft.
GPWS equipment is a recognized defence against controlled flight into
terrain accidents and could be used to enhance safety in high-risk
operational environments. With this type of equipment installed on the
aircraft, the likelihood of this accident occurring would have been
reduced.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0303/a98p0303.asp
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Although weather information was available by radio from the
Vancouver FSS specialists or from the Victoria Terminal
controllers, there is no indication that the pilots requested
weather updates from either of these units.
The crew of RXX434 would have encountered the lower ceiling
in the vicinity of Beaver Point. This lower layer of cloud would
have restricted the crew's view of the ground lighting and
reduced the ambient lighting available to navigate by visual
means.
With the loss of ground references, it is unlikely that the crew
would have been able to perceive the divergence of the aircraft's
flight path away from its intended track by visual means.
The crew was unable to maintain separation between the aircraft
and the terrain by visual means.
The published VFR arrival and departure routes for Victoria were
not consistent with obstacle clearance requirements for
commercial operators.
Regency Express Air Operations' crew manual suggested an en
route altitude of 1 500 feet for this particular flight. That route and
altitude combination is not consistent with published obstacle
clearance requirements.
3.2 Other Findings
At the time the crew completed their flight planning, the weather
at the departure airport of Vancouver and the arrival airport of
Victoria was suitable for a night VFR flight.
An amended terminal forecast for Victoria indicating the
presence of a temporary ceiling at 2000 feet asl was issued after
the crew had completed their preflight planning activities.
The regulation requiring GPWS equipment does not apply to air
taxi operations because the aircraft used in those operations do
not meet weight or propulsion criteria.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
4.1.1 Notices to Airmen (NOTAMs)
The TSB issued an occurrence bulletin to TC, NAV CANADA, and the
management of Regency Express Air Operations which explained that
the VFR arrival and departure procedures for Victoria may not be
consistent with the obstacle clearance requirements.
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NAV CANADA subsequently issued a NOTAM (No. 990012) restricting
the use of the published VFR arrivals into the Victoria airport during
times when the tower was closed. This restriction has since been
incorporated into the CFS.
NAV CANADA issued a second NOTAM (No. 990013) restricting CARs
Part VII operators from using the published arrival/departure
procedures for Victoria at night.
4.1.2 TC Audit
Following this accident, TC conducted a special purpose audit of
Regency Express Air Operations. Areas of concern noted during that
audit have been addressed and corrected by the company.
4.1.3 Commercial Air Service Standard--Night VFR Operations
TC issued a Commercial and Business Aviation Advisory Circular
(CBAAC No. 0153) on 12 March 1999 to draw air taxi operators'
attention to the civil aviation regulation requiring increased obstacle
clearance during night VFR operations. That advisory also highlighted
the requirement for night VFR to be conducted along air routes or
routes that had been specifically established by the air operator and
designated in accordance with Commercial Air Service Standard
(CASS) 723.34. CASS 723.105(1)(j) now requires COMs to include
information and direction pertaining to night VFR operations.
4.1.4 Training Programs
TC issued CBAAC Number 0161, dated 31 August 1999, detailing a
new requirement for all CARs subpart-703 (Air Taxi), -704 (Commuter),
and -705 (Airline) operators to undergo mandatory training for the
avoidance of controlled flight into terrain accidents.
4.1.5 Company Crew Manual
Regency Express Air Operations has removed any reference to
recommended routes or altitudes from its crew manual. The company
pilots have been briefed on the obstacle clearance requirements for
night VFR flight in designated mountainous regions and have been
informed that it is now the company's preferred practice to conduct
these flights under instrument flight rules.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 28 November 2000.
Appendix A - Glossary
agl
A.I.P Canada
asl

above ground level
Aeronautical Information Publication
above sea level
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CBAAC
CARs
CASS
CFS
COM
FSS
GPS
GPWS
HRS
knot
NDB
nm
NOTAM
OPS
PIREP
PST
TC
TSB
TWR
UTC
VFR
VOR
º
'

Commercial and Business Aviation Advisory Circular
Canadian Aviation Regulations
Commercial Air Service Standard
Canada Flight Supplement
company operations manual
Flight Service Station
global positioning system
ground proximity warning system
hours
nautical mile(s) per hour
non-directional beacon
nautical miles
Notice to Airmen
operations
pilot report of weather conditions in flight
Pacific standard time
Transport Canada
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
tower
coordinated universal time
visual flight rules
very high frequency omni-directional range
degree(s)
minute(s), feet

1. All times are PST (Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) minus eight
hours).
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Engine Fire and Crash on Take-off
Air Nunavut Ltd.
Piper PA31-350 Navajo Chieftain C-FDNF
Sanikiluaq, Northwest Territories
20 January 1998

Print View

Report Number A98Q0007
Synopsis
The Piper Navajo Chieftain PA31-350, serial number 31-8252042, was
on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight from Sanikiluaq to Iqaluit,
Northwest Territories. Two pilots and two passengers were on board.
After checking the runway condition and weather, the pilot commenced
his take-off run on runway 27. After take-off, the pilot saw flames
coming out of the right engine cowl. The right engine was shut down
but the aircraft could not maintain a sufficient rate of climb, and it
crashed on flat, snow-covered ground about one mile from the end of
the runway. The aircraft sustained substantial damage on landing. After
the aircraft came to a stop, the occupants evacuated via the left front
door and walked back to the airport terminal for shelter and assistance.
There were no injuries. The occurrence happened at night in
instrument meteorological conditions.
Other Factual Information
The weather at the time of the accident was : wind 310 degrees True at
20 knots, visibility one and a half miles in light snow and blowing snow,
temperature minus 22 degrees Celsius, dew point minus 24 degrees
Celsius, altimeter 30.04.
When the aircraft crashed at the end of the runway, there was no one
at the airport and no one was aware of the accident. The two pilots and
two passengers had to walk across large snow-covered fields to reach
the shelter of the terminal, which had been left open. The pilot-incommand then contacted the Flight Service Station (FSS) at
Kuujjuarapik, Northwest Territories, and the municipal authorities to
report the accident and request assistance.
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The Sanikiluaq aerodrome, which is operated by the government of the
Northwest Territories, consists of one gravel runway 3,800 feet long by
100 feet wide. The airport is equipped with a Community Aerodrome
Radio Station (CARS). At the time of the accident, the CARS employee
(observer/communicator) was not on duty because the flight was after
usual business hours. When an aircraft lands or takes off outside usual
business hours, additional fees must be paid by the company operating
the aircraft. The pilot had elected not to call the CARS employee.
However, the employee heard that an aircraft had landed at the airport,
and he came to the airport on his own initiative to help the pilot prepare
the flight. When the aircraft took off, he left the CARS and did not
monitor the aircraft. The pilot had not officially requested monitoring.
There are no aviation regulations requiring that an
observer/communicator be present in the CARS when an aircraft lands
at or takes off from the aerodrome.
Records reveal that the pilot was certified and qualified for the flight
under existing regulations. He had approximately 2,800 flying hours,
including approximately 1,400 hours on multi-engine aircraft and 1,000
on type. A trainee pilot was seated in the right-hand seat. On this flight,
the pilot-in-command had decided that the trainee pilot would observe.
The crew reported that the engines were producing maximum power
on take-off and that the accident occurred when the right engine was
shut down because of the engine fire. The pilot said he observed that
the propeller was not feathered after the accident, although he thought
it should have been because he had carried out the feathering
procedure. He also indicated that he had not observed anything
unusual about the propeller on the previous flight or during the last
take-off. Visual examination of the right propeller revealed that one
blade was bent backward over 100 degrees at a point approximately 15
inches from the hub. The other two blades were bent backward
approximately 70 degrees about 12 inches from the tip. The right
propeller pitch was not determined but it was estimated to be high. The
observed damage was consistent with a propeller that was feathered
but still turning at the time of impact.
The manufacturer has a warning in the Pilot's Operating Handbook,
section 3 "Emergency Procedures":
Flight tests have indicated that as much as 100 feet may be lost during
gear and flap retraction and the transition to the best single engine
angle of climb speed (104 Knots (Kts)). The altitude loss is a difficult
variable to quantify and is primarily predicted on pilot proficiency;
however aircraft weight and ambient conditions must also be
considered.
WARNING
Negative climb performance may result from an engine failure occurring
after lift off and before the gear and flaps have been retracted, the
failed engine propeller has been feathered, the cowl flap on the failed
engine is closed and a speed of 106 Knots (Kts) (best rate of climb
speed - single engine) has been attained. Refer to "Single Engine
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Climb" chart, Figure 5-23, for clean configuration positive climb
performance.
Based on the climb chart, with weight configuration and ambient
conditions, the aircraft could have achieved a rate of climb of
approximately 1,400 feet per minute on two engines with gear and
flaps retracted. The rate of climb drops to 230 feet per minute on one
engine with gear and flaps retracted, engine cowl flap closed, and the
aircraft inclined five degrees toward the engine operating, and
maintaining a speed of 106 knots "blue line, best rate of climb speed single engine". According to the pilot, the aircraft had attained a speed
in excess of 85 knots when he initiated rotation. About 100 feet above
ground level, while retracting the landing gear, he saw the flames and
immediately started the emergency procedure to shut down the right
engine. During the engine shutdown procedure, the aircraft lost altitude
and crashed.
The wreckage was found approximately one mile beyond the end of
Sanikiluaq runway 27 and a few hundred feet left of the runway centre
line. Visible damage on the aircraft was limited to the two propellers
and the upper cowl of the right engine. The aircraft systems were
examined to the degree possible, and no evidence of a malfunction
was found. The engines and propellers were still secured in their
respective positions, and the damages indicate that the left engine was
developing full power at the time of impact. The right engine exhibited
severe fire damage to the outboard half of the engine cowl. The flames
had melted through the upper outboard half of the cowl skin, creating
two 10-inch diameter holes. The upper cowl was removed, and
examination revealed that the fire damage was limited mainly to the
engine cowl and the flexible air intake duct to the heat exchanger
(exhaust muffler) for the cabin auxiliary heating unit. The upper
outboard engine mount also showed fire damage. The spark plug
cables for cylinders Nos. 1, 3 and 5, various electrical wires, and the
ducts for the turbo air intake had been damaged by the intense heat.
The damage caused by the flames had not spread to the firewall. The
exhaust muffler was found disconnected from the exhaust pipe for
cylinders Nos. 1, 3 and 5. The exhaust muffler and exhaust pipe were
found butted up against each other, jammed together end-to-end, with
only about half their respective diameters connecting. In this position,
the exhaust gases could not be exhausted normally and were projected
onto the end of the exhaust muffler then directly onto the engine
cowling. The exhaust gas temperature was estimated at approximately
1,400 degrees Fahrenheit. The fibreglass cowl skin could not withstand
such high temperatures and was melted by the flames. Two stainless
steel collars were found on the far aft side of the No. 5 cylinder exhaust
pipe. With the two collars positioned as they were, the exhaust muffler
could only be inserted less than one-quarter inch over the pipe; these
parts were designed to overlap by more than an inch and a half into
one another. The installation was not in accordance with existing
requirements. No other deficiency in the exhaust system was found.
The records revealed that the aircraft was certified and equipped in
accordance with existing regulations and approved procedures. A
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review of the aircraft log-books indicates that the aircraft was
maintained in accordance with the inspection schedule approved by
Transport Canada and the manufacturer's progressive inspection
program. An audit of the main maintenance base revealed that the
facilities were adequate and that the equipment required to maintain
the aircraft was available. Inspection of the aircraft files revealed
several deficiencies in records management; the records consisted of
task sheets, additional worksheets and a sheet to record completed
inspection events. Most of these documents could not be identified as
relating to a specific aircraft. No dates, signatures or aircraft registration
numbers were indicated on the sheets. Some of the documents
submitted were in a disorderly pile in a desk drawer, and the remainder
were retrieved from a file cabinet containing a variety of files. Some
documents relating to other aircraft were found in the box of papers
submitted for our examination. The record keeping and files for the
subject aircraft were incomplete and inadequate. A review of the
aircraft log-book revealed that the persons in charge of maintenance
had authorized the aircraft to be used while some deficiencies had not
been corrected, including an unserviceable fuel regulator shut-off. Each
time, the aircraft continued to operate until the required parts were
delivered.
From 1992 to 1996, the company was monitored by Transport Canada,
Quebec Region. The Val d'Or office monitored maintenance. During
this period only one review of the maintenance department was done,
in September 1994. In November 1996, when the new Canadian
Aviation Regulations (CAR) came into effect, responsibility for
monitoring was transferred to Winnipeg Region for company
operations, and to Yellowknife for maintenance. The first inspection by
airworthiness inspectors was on 30 January 1997; no aircraft
inspections were done at that time. In June 1997, inspectors from the
Enforcement Division conducted an inspection and, after interviewing a
pilot, noted several major operational deficiencies. No follow-up report
was found in the company file to indicate that any follow-up action was
taken. An entry in the aircraft log-book on 14 December 1997 refers to
maintenance work on the right engine. This work was for the
replacement of the right rear exhaust pipe, the same exhaust pipe that
was found disconnected after the accident. The Transport Canada file
on the company maintenance department indicates that in 1997, at
least three different persons held the position of Director of
Maintenance. On 22 December 1997, the Director of Maintenance went
on vacation, and on
31 December 1997, he sent a letter to Transport Canada indicating that
he was resigning from his position as Director of Maintenance and
would no longer be responsible for aircraft maintenance effective 22
December 1997. At the time of the accident, the Director of
Maintenance position at the maintenance base was vacant. A postoccurrence review of the maintenance department conducted by
Transport Canada from 9 to 11 February 1998 confirmed the findings of
the investigation, and the company operating certificates were
temporarily suspended.
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Analysis
The pilot did not request CARS services after usual business hours,
thereby depriving himself of services such as flight monitoring, which
would have allowed the occupants of the aircraft to be rescued more
rapidly.
When the engine was shut down on take-off, climb performance was
negative, as indicated by the manufacturer. The engine was shut down
at the most critical time in the initial climb, between rotation and
acceleration, causing the aircraft to crash.
The exhaust muffler on the right side of the engine and the exhaust
pipe became disconnected because two stainless steel collars were
installed on the far aft side of the No. 5 cylinder exhaust pipe to prevent
the exhaust muffler from coming into contact with the No. 5 cylinder
baffle. The technician did not deem that there was a risk in making that
modification. Installation of the
collars was not prescribed in the modification for Supplemental Type
Certificate SA-240. Also, the way the collars were installed was
inconsistent with quality standards and the manufacturer's instructions,
thus contributing to a considerably greater risk of fire.
In 1997, three different individuals held the position of Director of
Maintenance. Due to frequent staff changes, it was difficult for company
personnel to properly follow up on aircraft records. The aircraft flew a
lot of hours and were not to be kept on the ground very long for
maintenance. In this remote area, Transport Canada inspections are
infrequent, which is confirmed by the information found on file. In
addition, correspondence between the company and Transport Canada
was almost exclusively of a bureaucratic nature.
A review of the aircraft log-book showed that the aircraft had been
operated with uncorrected deficiencies. The record keeping and files for
the aircraft were incomplete and inadequate.
Findings
1. By not requesting the services of the CARS
observer/communicator after usual business hours, the pilot
deprived himself of the services normally provided, including
flight monitoring, which would have allowed the occupants of the
aircraft to be rescued more rapidly.
2. The aircraft could not maintain a sufficient rate of climb when
the right engine was shut down at the most critical time of the
flight, between rotation and acceleration, thereby causing the
crash.
3. Two stainless steel collars installed on the far aft side of the
No. 5 cylinder exhaust pipe caused the exhaust pipe to become
disconnected. This modification was inconsistent with the
exhaust muffler (heat exchanger) installation procedures.
4. The company had three different Directors of Maintenance in
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4. The company had three different Directors of Maintenance in
1997, and that position was vacant on the day of the accident.
5. An inspection of the records and files for the aircraft revealed
several deficiencies in records management.
6. The persons in charge of maintenance authorized the aircraft
to be used while deficiencies had not been corrected.
7. Transport Canada had not made regular audits of the
company since 1992.
8. Only one review of the maintenance department was
conducted, in September 1994. The last review of the
maintenance department was conducted after the accident, in
February 1998, and several deficiencies concerning the
maintenance department and the company were found; the
review resulted in the suspension of the company operating
certificates.
Causes and Contributing Factors
A modification to the cabin heating unit inconsistent with the
manufacturer's recommendations and aviation regulations
caused an engine fire in the right engine cowl during the initial
climb. The pilot shut down the engine, but the aircraft could not
maintain a positive rate of climb and crashed to the ground.
Safety Action
As a result of the TSB investigation, Transport Canada took
immediate action by suspending the Aircraft Maintenance
Organization certificate of Air Nunavut Ltd.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's
investigation into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board,
consisting of Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members
Maurice Harquail, Charles Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized
the release of this report on 22 October 1999.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Investigation Report
Mid-Air Collision
between Transport Air Cessna 172 C-GXSD
and Aérotaxi Diamond DA 20-A1 Katana CGADA
St-Hubert Airport, Quebec
26 February 1998

Print View

Report Number A98Q0029
Summary
While in cruising flight at night, the Cessna 172, C-GXSD, serial No.
17261853, experienced a complete loss of electrical power just south of
Montreal, Quebec. The pilot decided to terminate the flight and land at
the St-Hubert Airport, Quebec, on runway 24L. While the Cessna 172
was landing, the Katana, C-GADA, serial No. 10281, with an instructor
and a student on board, was cleared to take off on St-Hubert Airport
runway 06R. The two aircraft collided just west of taxiway Foxtrot. Both
aircraft were extensively damaged. The three occupants sustained
minor injuries.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The pilot of the Cessna 172, the only occupant on board, was on a
training flight. All current maps and publications necessary for the flight
were carried on board the aircraft. The aircraft took off in daylight from
Québec Airport under visual flight rules (VFR) and the pilot was
planning to return there that same night. Stops were planned at the
airports at Saint-Jean, Quebec, and then Winchester, Ontario. At 1847
eastern standard time (EST) (1) , the pilot reported to the Montreal area
control centre (ACC) that he was just west of the terminal control area
at 3 000 feet altitude. The satellite terminal controller asked him to
select transponder code 5200 and provided him with the altimeter
setting. After the pilot acknowledged, the controller asked him to avoid
the terminal control area by bypassing it to the south, passing over
Valleyfield, Quebec, and flying over the Saint-Jean very high frequency
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(VHF) omnidirectional range (VOR) before continuing his flight to
Québec. At 1904, the pilot informed the ACC that he wanted to avoid
the Saint-Jean control zone and would pass over Beloeil, Quebec. This
was the last communication received from the pilot. No irregularity was
reported during these communications. However, during the flight, the
pilot observed that the ammeter was showing a continuous rate of
discharge, indicating low voltage in the electrical system.
The radar picked up the aircraft's signals at 3 000 feet above sea level
(asl) while it was continuing its flight in Class E controlled airspace on
the agreed track. In Class E controlled airspace, air traffic control
(ATC) separation is provided only to aircraft operating in instrument
flight rules (IFR). There are no special requirements for VFR.
At 1907, at the end of twilight, about 13 nautical miles (nm) west of the
Saint-Jean VOR, the transponder began to transmit intermittently until
ceasing to reply less than one minute later. Thereafter, no further
secondary radar returns were recorded. At about the same time, the
aircraft's radios began to crackle. The pilot tried unsuccessfully to
communicate with the ACC. Recognizing that two-way communication
was broken, he adjusted his transponder on code 7600 to alert ATC to
the situation as per regulations. The emergency code, however, was
not picked up by the air traffic services (ATS) radar. Shortly thereafter,
the lighting in the cabin dimmed until the lights went out. The aircraft
experienced a complete loss of electrical power 24 nm from the StHubert Airport and 14 nm from the Saint-Jean Airport.
When the pilot realized that the electrical system had failed, he decided
to land on runway 24L at St-Hubert Airport, although Saint-Jean Airport
was 10 nm closer to his position. His decision was based on his
uncertainty about the hours of operation of the Saint-Jean tower, which
in fact closed at 2100, and on his belief that the ATS radar would
continue to track the flight. The radar did continue to pick up the
aircraft's target, but in primary mode only. The aircraft remained on
course between the St-Hubert and the Saint-Jean control zones and
appeared to be heading towards Beloeil as planned. The emergency
procedure to be followed by a pilot to alert radar stations when in
distress and unable to establish radio contact is to fly a left-hand
triangular pattern twice with two-minute legs, resume course and repeat
the procedure at 20-minute intervals.
When the aircraft was in Class E airspace, the terminal controller tried
five times between 1913:34 and 1915:57 to contact the Cessna 172,
but without any reply. There are no specific instructions to be followed
by a controller when a VFR aircraft operating in Class E airspace no
longer replies to the transponder signal and stops communicating on
the ATC frequency. In Class E airspace, the pilot could leave the
frequency and turn off his transponder without advising the controller;
however, in VFR, it is customary to adjust the transponder to reply to
code 1200.
At about 1918, the Cessna 172 entered St-Hubert Class D airspace,
extending from 2 000 feet to 6 000 feet asl. Class D airspace is a
controlled airspace within which both IFR and VFR flights are permitted,
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but VFR flights must establish two-way communication with the
appropriate ATC agency before entering the airspace. Furthermore, in
the St-Hubert Class D airspace, the aircraft's transponder had to be on.
ATC separation is provided only to IFR aircraft, but other aircraft will be
provided with traffic information.
At 1923:03, the controller tried once again unsuccessfully to contact
the Cessna 172, which was still in Class D airspace and flying less
than 4 nm from the St-Hubert control zone. This was the last attempt at
communication with the Cessna 172 made by the controller. According
to the ATS Manual of Operations (MANOPS), if a controller has reason
to believe that an aircraft has experienced a radio failure, he must
inform the appropriate radar units of the circumstances and request
them to watch for the appearance of a special secondary surveillance
radar (SSR) code or a triangular distress pattern.
The radar recording indicates that the pilot made a 90-degree left turn
at 1924 over Saint-Mathias Airport and then entered the St-Hubert
control zone at 1927:12. There were two aircraft in the control zone:
one had just taken off from runway 06R, and the other was turning on
the right-hand base leg for runway 06R. Two minutes later, at 1929:23,
the Cessna 172 reached the final leg of runway 24L 2 nm from the
threshold at a speed of 70 knots and then vanished from the ATS radar
screen. The aircraft landed midway on the runway at about 1931. A
limited quantity of radar returns of the Cessna 172 was recorded
intermittently in the control zone. The radar detected the Cessna 172 at
seven intervals; the primary target appeared for between 5 and 14
seconds, then disappeared for between 4 and 23 seconds. More than
half of the returns were of poor quality and appeared as a point. The
radar floor was about 900 feet asl in this area.
After ensuring that runway 06R and the runway centre line were clear,
the airport controller cleared the Katana's pilot to take off. The Katana
was on taxiway Tango at the time and clear of runway 06R. The
student pilot began his take-off run for a night VFR training flight. The
landing light, navigation lights and strobe light were lit. During the takeoff roll at about 55 knots, the Katana's instructor saw the Cessna 172
rolling in the opposite direction a few metres ahead of him; to avoid
collision, he pulled on the stick to pass over the Cessna. The Katana
struck the roof of the Cessna 172 with its landing gear and then
crashed on the runway, coming to a stop on its belly on taxiway
Foxtrot. The collision occurred 950 feet from the runway threshold, 45
seconds after the Katana received clearance to take off. The weather
conditions were suitable for visual flight, the wind was calm, and there
was no visibility restriction.
St-Hubert Airport is certified and equipped with a control tower, which
was in operation with the required personnel at the time of the
occurrence. A controller and a supervisor were on duty. The tower was
equipped with a radar screen. Airport controllers do not use radar data
to provide aircraft separation, but do use them to locate the position of
aircraft. Runway 06R/24L is 3 920 feet long and 100 feet wide; it was
not equipped with approach lights, which would have helped to
determine the runway in use.
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According to the airport operations manual, the City of St-Hubert fire
department serves as the first respondent in airport emergencies. As
the airport does not handle any scheduled flight, the response-time
standards do not apply. The emergency vehicles of the engine
manufacturer Pratt & Whitney, which is located on the airport, arrived at
the accident site at 1941, followed one minute later by those of the City
of St-Hubert.
The insufficient rate of charge shown on the ammeter warned the pilot
that the alternator was no longer supplying power, and that only the
battery was suppling the aircraft's electrical circuits. The procedure to
follow, published in section III of the Cessna 172's aircraft operating
manual (AOM), was first to turn off the alternator to reduce energy
expenditure due to its excitation field circuit. The AOM then
recommends to decrease consumption by cutting power to nonessential equipment and land as soon as practical. According to the
aircraft manufacturer, the battery can normally supply power to
essential equipment for about two hours.
As the pilot did not know that a low-voltage indication meant an
electrical power failure in the direct current system, he did not follow
the aircraft manufacturer's recommended procedure. He thought that
the red over-voltage warning light illuminated in the event of an
alternator malfunction. In fact, the over-voltage light illuminates only
after the over-voltage sensor has detected an over-voltage and shut
down the alternator. The pilot did not consult a checklist or the AOM on
the flight.
Although the communication failure occurred within Class E airspace
outside the St-Hubert control zone, the pilot could enter the zone
without clearance and continue VFR flight. However, when landing at
St-Hubert Airport, he had to follow the arrival procedures for no-radio
(NORDO) aircraft. The pilot had to fly over the airport at an altitude at
least 500 feet above the circuit height, then descend to circuit height in
the upwind area of the active runway. He then had to join the
crosswind leg abeam a point approximately midway between each end
of the runway and enter the circuit on the downwind leg. He had to
constantly be alert for visible signals to obtain clearance to land. The
pilot was not very familiar with this procedure.
The pilots of the Cessna 172 and the Katana were certified and
qualified for the flights in accordance with existing regulations. The pilot
of the Cessna 172 held a private pilot licence and had a total of 120
hours' flight time; he was in the process of obtaining a commercial pilot
licence. He had obtained his night rating on 27 January 1998. The
Katana's pilot had obtained his commercial pilot licence on 10 January
1997 and his flight instructor rating on 11 April 1997.
The Katana was certified, equipped and maintained in accordance with
existing regulations and approved procedures.
Transport Air bought the Cessna 172 in November 1997. The aircraft
had a total of 2 083 hours' flight time. Before returning the aircraft to
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service at the flying school, the operator modified the avionic system.
The operator installed new radios, a VOR/ILS indicator and a
transponder. It also changed the alternator belt. The alternator field
cable connector was also replaced on 17 December 1997. The aircraft
was returned to service on 20 December 1997. After the return to
service of the Cessna 172, three periodic inspections were carried out.
On 22 January 1998, in a 50-hour overhaul, the battery was recharged.
On 07 February 1998, the Cessna 172 underwent a 100-hour overhaul,
and on 22 February, a 50-hour inspection was carried out. In these
three inspections, the electrical wiring was checked, and no irregularity
was found. At the time of the accident, the aircraft had accumulated
about six hours' flight time since the last 50-hour inspection. The
aircraft was certified and equipped in accordance with existing
regulations.
Examination of the wreckage revealed that the alternator positiveterminal cable was heavily damaged. Only 7 of the 133 strands of the
cable were supplying power to the aircraft's electrical system at the
time of the accident. The TSB Engineering Laboratory determined that,
in all likelihood, fatigue loads due to reverse bending of the cable
caused gradual wear and the failure of some hundred strands near the
terminal. The remaining strands then fused when the electrical load
exceeded their capacity. Federal Aviation Administration Advisory
Circular AC43-13-1A, Section 7, Chapter 515, sets out the installation
standards for electrical cables. To reduce fatigue loads, the bending
radius of a cable near a connector may not be less than three times its
outer diameter. In this instance, as the cable had a diameter of 0.25
inch, the bending radius had to be at least 0.75 inch.
Analysis
The Cessna 172 experienced a complete loss of electrical power due
to the failure of the alternator positive-terminal cable. To generate the
reverse-bending fatigue loads that caused the degradation of the cable,
its bending radius had to be less than the recommended standard. The
investigation was unable to establish the decay time of the cable;
however, it is unlikely that its deterioration began after the 22 February
inspection; i.e., less than six hours before it broke. It is likely that the
cable was bent beyond the established standard when the alternator
was manipulated during maintenance work. The alternator and its
wiring should have been examined on five occasions: during
replacement of the alternator field cable and of the belt and during the
last three periodic inspections. The investigation was unable to
determine why the operator did not detect the wear and improper
installation of the cable. It is possible that the staff who performed the
periodic inspections and the work on the alternator were not aware of
either the bending standards for electrical wires or the consequences of
improper installation or both.
The low-voltage indication of the electrical system made it possible to
anticipate a loss of electrical power at least within the hour. The
description of the aircraft's electrical system and the consequences of a
low-voltage indication, as set out in the AOM, would have allowed the
pilot to realize that the alternator was not meeting the electrical demand
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necessary for flight. Therefore, it can be concluded that the pilot was
not familiar enough with the aircraft electrical system , as described in
the AOM. If the pilot had recognized the nature of the problem, he
would have been able to report it to the controller over the radio and
then land in daylight before the failure.
The terminal controller probably stopped monitoring the aircraft
because he did not realize what was happening. Yet, there were clues
that the aircraft's communication system had failed. Specifically, the
pilot's last communication suggested that further communications were
possible, because the intended track shortly brought the aircraft, flying
at 3 000 feet asl, into St-Hubert Class D airspace. Accordingly, the
controller had no reason to believe that the pilot had shut down the
transponder and changed the radio frequency before entering Class D
airspace, where two-way communication with the ACC and activation of
the transponder were mandatory. If the Cessna 172 had descended
below 2 000 feet asl to pass under the Class D airspace, the controller
could at least have expected the pilot to select code 1200 for VFR
flight. The aircraft, which was still visible on the radar screen, had been
in St-Hubert Class D airspace for 4 minutes and 30 seconds when the
terminal controller tried to reach it for the last time. As the pilot did not
acknowledge and the transponder did not reply, the controller could
have inferred that the aircraft had experienced a complete
communication failure. The terminal controller should have informed StHubert tower of the situation, especially because the break in
communications occurred at night when the Cessna 172 was flying less
than 4 nm from the St-Hubert control zone within airspace where use
of the two transceivers was mandatory. The tower controller might then
have been advised of the presence of the Cessna 172.
The following factors probably influenced the terminal controller's
decision to treat the break in communications and the loss of
transponder information as a normal situation: the loss of electrical
power occurred in Class E airspace; the Cessna 172's primary target
held steady on the intended track; and no manoeuvre was performed
by the pilot to alert the radar system. If the pilot, who knew he was
being tracked by radar, had flown a left-hand triangular pattern twice,
the controller would have been advised of the situation and would have
informed the appropriate control units of the circumstances. Given the
sporadic nature of the primary radar returns and the absence of related
data blocks on the radar screen that might have signalled an
emergency situation, the airport controller would find it hard to detect
the Cessna 172 on the radar screen and infer that the aircraft would
land on the runway opposite to the active one. The airport controller
could also expect the NORDO aircraft to perform the corresponding
arrival procedure and obtain clearance before touching down. The
airport controller visually scanned the runway and the runway centre
line before clearing the Katana's take-off. The contrast between the
lightless Cessna 172 and the nighttime background made the aircraft
virtually indiscernible to the controller and the Katana's crew. It may be
concluded that the airport controller accomplished his duties in
accordance with established procedures and his assigned
responsibilities.
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Because he thought that the radar was tracking the flight, the pilot of
the Cessna 172 wrongly assumed that the St-Hubert airport controller
knew of his presence and was providing aircraft separation and the
availability of runway 24L, although he had not received any visible
signal from the tower clearing him to join the final leg and land. The
pilot had to ensure that his intentions were known, especially as it was
night at the time and only visual acquisition made a safe landing
possible.
The aircraft's loss of electrical power led to multiple failures: all
electrically powered systems, gauges and flight/engine instruments
were rendered inoperative. The communication system, the interior and
exterior lighting system and the navigation system stopped working.
The fact that the loss of electrical power occurred at night made the
emergency more complicated than a similar failure in daylight. The
pilot, alone on board, had to control his aircraft, navigate, watch the
available instruments and use a flashlight to consult the AOM, the
navigation charts and the relevant checklists. The pilot's workload and
stress level had to have been high and had to have affected his
decision making.
The pilot had to have a good knowledge of the following aircraft
systems and procedures to continue the flight safely: aircraft electrical
system, appropriate emergency procedures published in the AOM, ATS
system, manoeuvres to alert radar stations, complete communication
failure procedures, NORDO aircraft arrival procedures, NORDO aircraft
landing procedures and the meaning of the authorized visual signals
used by the tower. Although understanding these systems and
procedures is mandatory to obtain a private pilot licence, the pilot's
inexperience probably led him not to realize the imminence of the loss
of electrical power and to overestimate the assistance of ATS.
As the Cessna 172 landed midway on the runway, almost two minutes
had to have elapsed between the aircraft's last recorded position 2 nm
on the final leg and landing. It may be concluded that runway 24L was
clear when the Cessna 172 was on the final leg, and that the Cessna
172 landed shortly after the Katana's pilot entered the runway and
began his take-off run. Because the collision occurred less than 1 000
feet from the threshold of runway 06R and 42 seconds after the
Katana's pilot acknowledged the take-off clearance, the length of the
head-on collision course is likely to have left the pilot of the Cessna
172 little time to see the other aircraft, realize the imminence of the
danger and try evasive action.
If the pilot had followed the NORDO aircraft arrival procedure, he would
have been able to see the traffic and identify the runway in use. It is
also possible that the controller would have noticed the aircraft on the
radar, reported its presence to other pilots and cleared the landing
using visual signals.
Findings
The Cessna 172 experienced a complete loss of electrical power
at night while in Class E airspace.
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at night while in Class E airspace.
The loss of power was caused by the failure of the alternator
positive-terminal cable.
The installation of the cable was not in compliance with the
recommended standard and caused reverse-bending fatigue
loads causing degradation.
The operator did not detect the wear and improper installation of
the cable in the last periodic inspection, six hours before the
flight.
The pilot of the Cessna 172 had observed a low-voltage
indication before the failure.
The pilot of the Cessna 172 was not very familiar with the
consequences of low voltage.
The pilot of the Cessna 172 did not follow the aircraft
manufacturer's recommended procedure for low voltage.
The Montreal terminal controller and the St-Hubert airport
controller did not know that the Cessna 172 had experienced a
complete loss of electrical power, and that the pilot would touch
down on runway 24L.
The terminal controller should have informed the St-Hubert tower
of the presence of the Cessna 172 which was 4 nm from the StHubert control zone after he tried unsuccessfully to communicate
with the aircraft in Class D airspace.
The airport controller accomplished his duties in accordance with
established procedures and his assigned responsibilities.
The contrast between the lightless Cessna 172 and the nighttime
background did not allow the airport controller and the Katana's
crew to see the Cessna 172 on approach and on the runway.
The pilot of the Cessna 172 did not follow the NORDO aircraft
arrival procedure at St-Hubert Airport.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The pilot of the Cessna 172 did not follow the NORDO aircraft arrival
procedure and did not make an adequate visual check before landing
in the opposite direction on runway 06R just as the Katana was cleared
to take off from runway 06R. The following factors contributed to the
accident: the installation of the alternator positive-terminal cable was
not in compliance with the recommended standard; the operator did not
detect the wear and improper installation of the cable; the pilot of the
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0029/a98q0029.asp
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Cessna 172 was not familiar with the consequences of a low-voltage
indication; and the terminal controller's lack of vigilance.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 17 May 2000.
1. All times are EST (Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) minus five
hours) unless otherwise stated.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board (TSB) of Canada investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Impact with the Ground
Hémisph-Air Services Ltd.
Piper PA-34-200T, C-FCYV
Québec/Jean-Lesage
International Airport, Quebec
28 March 1998

Print View

Report Number A98Q0043
Summary
The pilot of the Piper PA-34-200T, registration C-FCYV, serial number
34-7870286, was making a night intrument flight rules flight between
Montréal/Dorval Airport, Quebec, and Québec/Jean-Lesage
International Airport, Quebec, with four passengers on board. At
destination, the pilot made an approach on runway 06 with the
instrument landing system (ILS), but the pilot could not land because of
the weather conditions. The pilot made an overshoot, and undertook a
second approach on the same runway. Taking into account the
prevailing weather conditions, the pilot advised the Québec control
tower of his intention to return to Dorval if he was unable to land. On
short final, the pilot initiated a missed approach, but the aircraft struck
the ground and came to a stop 3 342 feet from the threshold of runway
06. Only one occupant was slightly injured.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Factual Information
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with
existing regulations. He held a Class 4 instructor rating and an
instrument rating. He had a total of some 630 hours' flight time,
including 65 on the Piper PA-34-200T. He was making the flight to
maintain his instrument proficiency. In fact, this was the last day before
the six-month deadline prescribed in the regulations. He had obtained
his instrument rating 18 months prior to the occurrence and had
completed 63 hours of instrument time. Over the preceding six months
the pilot had completed six hours of instrument time as an instructor
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0043/a98q0043.asp
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and had himself flown one hour of instrument time.
Section 401.05 of the Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs) entitled
"Recency Requirements" states in paragraph 3(b) that:
No holder of an instrument rating shall exercise the privileges
referred to in section 401.47 unless the holder has
(b) within the six months preceding the flight, acquired six hours
of instrument time and completed six instrument approaches to
the minima specified in the Canada Air Pilot in an aircraft, in
actual or simulated weather conditions, or in a Level B, C or D
simulator of the same category as the aircraft.
The pilot had accessed the forecasts issued at 1207 local time and
valid for the next 24 hours. For the planned flight period, the weather
forecasts for the Québec area were for fluctuation between a ceiling of
1,200 feet above ground level (agl) with visibility of six statute miles
and a ceiling of 800 feet agl in rain showers and fog with visibilities of
two statute miles. An amendment issued at 1837 local time and valid
for the next 24 hours reported for the estimated time of approach to
Québec a temporary situation associated with visibility of one statute
mile in fog and vertical visibility of 400 feet. The pilot did not have this
information in hand on take-off.
The aircraft was certified, equipped and maintained in accordance with
existing regulations and approved procedures. The investigation did not
reveal any mechanical malfunction. The pilot had been authorized by
the carrier to make the flight.
On initial contact with the Québec tower, the pilot was informed by the
controller that the runway visual range (RVR) was 1 400 feet, the
observed visibility was half a mile in fog, and the vertical visibility was
100 feet. Approaches are limited by the RVR. In fact, with few
exceptions, no pilot is allowed to continue an instrument approach
beyond the outer marker or the final approach fix to a runway equipped
with RVR measuring equipment when the values detected are below
the published minimum, or 1 200 feet in the case of Québec.
While the aircraft was approaching, the crew of a Boeing 727
announced that they were doing a missed approach and that they
wanted to turn back to Montréal without attempting another approach.
Later, during the approach, the pilot of the Piper PA-34-200T was
informed that the RVR had fallen to 1 200 feet. At 200 feet, or the
published minimum approach height, the pilot initiated a missed
approach, nearly four minutes after the Boeing 727 had overshot.
CARs section 602 specifies that landings are managed by the decision
height (DH) or the minimum descent altitude (MDA), and that no pilot is
to continue the descent unless the required visual reference necessary
to complete a safe landing has been established.
While the aircraft was pulling up, the Québec terminal controller
reviewed with the pilot the published missed approach procedure for
runway 06. The procedure specifies that the pilot must climb on a
heading of 063 degrees, which is the extension of the runway centre
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0043/a98q0043.asp
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line, to an altitude of 3 300 feet, and then make a right turn to intercept
inbound radial 090 from Québec very high frequency omnidirectional
radio range (VOR). Shortly after initiating the missed approach, before
reaching the altitude of 3 300 feet, the pilot began a right turn that did
not allow him to intercept radial 090, but caused him, instead, to pass
the intercept heading, so that the aircraft flew back over the airport. The
controller intervened, using the radar to guide the pilot for a second
approach on runway 06. The airport, whose altitude is 244 feet above
sea level (asl), is bound on the north side by mountains rising to 2 091
feet asl.
At the time of the second approach, the Québec tower controller told
the pilot that the RVR was then 1 200 feet. About two minutes later,
when the pilot had just crossed the final approach fix, the RVR had
dropped to 1 100 feet. An aircraft can legally continue its approach if
the RVR is received after the aircraft has crossed the final approach fix.
The pilot acknowledged the message and continued the descent. At the
minimum approach altitude, the pilot initiated the missed approach
procedure by overshooting, but the aircraft struck the ground and slid
243 feet before coming to a stop 3 342 feet from the runway threshold.
The radar data indicates that the aircraft accelerated and that its rate of
descent did not change until impact.
The landing gear separated from the aircraft on impact. The two
propellers separated from the engines and were found lying along the
wreckage trail. The tail assembly separated from the fuselage and left a
gaping hole at the rear of the aircraft. The flaps were extended at 25
degrees. During a missed approach, a gradual transition should
normally be made towards zero-degree flaps. According to the pilot, all
the navigation systems were operating normally except for the VOR
number two (NAV 2). Examination of the altimeter did not reveal any
malfunction.
Analysis
The aircraft was certified and maintained in accordance with existing
regulations. All the aircraft's systems were operating normally. The pilot
was qualified for the flight, but had flown only one hour in instrument
flight conditions during the past six months.
When the pilot planned the flight to Québec, the weather information
led him to believe that the ceiling was going to remain at acceptable
levels. On approach, however, the weather conditions had deteriorated
to the point where landing became hardly possible. In fact, a Boeing
727 that preceded the Cessna by four minutes had made a missed
approach and had not requested a new approach for Québec.
At the time of the overshoot, the pilot did not follow the missed
approach procedure. The controller had to intervene to bring him back
to the south of the airport and eventually on a heading for a second
approach. The ILS missed approach procedure for runway 06 at
Québec is not complicated, because the first part of the procedure
simply requires staying on the centre line of the runway and climbing to
3 300 feet, which allows the pilot to contact air traffic services and
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0043/a98q0043.asp
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prepare for the second part of the procedure. Although this procedure
is simple, things quickly become complicated if the workload increases,
which is the case during a missed approach. The situation can further
deteriorate if the pilot has little experience and training and is the only
crew member.
The pilot also performed a missed approach procedure on the second
approach. The radar data indicates that the aircraft's speed increased
while its altitude continued to drop. The pilot did not modify the aircraft's
attitude to begin a pull-up after the overshoot, and the aircraft crashed.
Findings
The pilot was qualified for the flight, and the aircraft was
maintained in accordance with existing regulations.
On the first approach, the weather conditions had deteriorated,
and the landing became hardly feasible.
The controller intervened because the pilot was not following the
missed approach procedure.
The pilot had little instrument flight experience or training.
The pilot was the sole crew member.
The aircraft crashed shortly after the pilot initiated a missed
approach.
The pilot did not modify the aircraft's attitude after initiating the
missed approach procedure.
Causes and Contributing Factors
During the missed approach, the pilot, due to insufficient instrument
flight experience and lack of training, did not modify the aircraft's
attitude to initiate the climb, and the aircraft continued its descent and
struck the ground.
Safety Action
Since the accident, the air carrier has established a clear policy on the
use of aircraft for personal purposes. This policy details the kind of
authorization that must be obtained from the management and the
weather conditions required for such flights.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 9 March 2000.
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Jamming of Elevators in Flight
Air Alliance
de Havilland DHC-8-102 C-FHRC
Québec/Jean Lesage International Airport,
Quebec
25 April 1998

Print View

Report Number A98Q0057
Summary
The Dash 8-102 aircraft, registration C-FHRC, serial number 209, was
making an instrument flight rules flight between Québec/Jean Lesage
International Airport, Quebec, and Montréal/Dorval International Airport,
Quebec. During climb-out, the flight crew had been cleared to maintain
an altitude of 14 000 feet above sea level (asl). During climb, the
aircraft was under manual control by the first officer. At about 12 000
asl, he noticed that the elevator controls were jammed. The pilot-incommand took the aircraft's controls, also found the elevators jammed,
and noted that the elevator trim was at the nose-down limit. He tried to
disconnect the left and right elevators by using the pitch disconnect
handle as prescribed by the aircraft's flight manual, but without
success. He reset the pitch disconnect system. He then engaged the
autopilot, which disengaged automatically a few seconds later. The
flight crew decided to turn back to Jean Lesage Airport and requested
emergency services on the scene. Elevator trim and engine power
were used to control the aircraft until landing, which proceeded without
further incident. While taxiing, the pilot-in-command checked the
elevator controls and found them to be working normally.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Factual Information
The flight crew was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance
with existing regulations.
The Dash 8-102 was arriving from a flight from Wabush, Newfoundland,
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0057/a98q0057.asp
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and was stopping at Jean Lesage Airport for about 40 minutes. During
that time, the weather conditions observed by Environment Canada
were overcast sky with a temperature of one degree Celsius and a dew
point of zero degrees Celsius, accompanied by light snow and rain, and
fog reducing visibility to one mile. The wind was from the west at less
than five knots. On take-off, the weather conditions were similar,
except for the dew point, which had risen to one degree Celsius. The
accumulation on touchdown might have been water or wet snow, but it
was not measured.
The pilot-in-command performed a walk-around inspection of the
aircraft about 30 minutes before take-off. During the inspection, no
snow accumulation was observed on the aircraft. Less than five
minutes before take-off, the pilot-in-command left the aircraft and again
checked that there was no snow accumulation on the aircraft. Following
that final inspection, the crew was confident that it was not necessary to
de-ice the aircraft. The aircraft taxied for take-off without application of
de-icing or anti-icing fluid.
Before starting the take-off roll, the first officer, who was at the controls,
checked the travel of the flight controls and did not notice any
resistance. The aircraft took off without incident. Once the climb attitude
was attained, the elevator trim was used to alleviate the normal pitch
control forces created by any speed or attitude change until
approximately 12 000 feet asl.
At about 12 000 feet asl during the climb, the first officer advised the
captain that the flight controls were stiffer than usual. The captain took
control of the aircraft and realized that the controls were jammed. Both
pilots tried to unjam the elevators by applying increased force on the
control column, but without success. The pilot-in-command referred to
the Quick Reference Handbook procedures for jammed elevators so as
to maintain control of the aircraft and try to unjam the elevators. By
using the pitch disconnect handle, the pilot-in-command disconnected
the left and right elevators, but that did not unjam the controls. He,
therefore, reset the pitch disconnect system. He then tried to engage
the autopilot, but it disengaged automatically between 20 and 30
seconds later.
The crew declared an emergency to the Montréal control centre and
requested to be routed to Jean Lesage Airport. The pilot-in-command
was able to control the attitude and desired vertical speed using
elevator trim and engine power. While descending through 6 000 feet
asl, the pilot-in-command felt the aircraft's nose suddenly lift up. He
immediately corrected the aircraft attitude by varying the engine power
and using the elevator trim. He continued the descent for landing with
zero-degree flaps in order not to disturb the aircraft attitude. The
aircraft landed without further incident. Upon landing, the pilot-incommand checked the elevator controls and found them to be
completely free of any restriction.
As soon as the passengers had deplaned, the aircraft was inspected by
the company's technicians. All the access panels to the elevator
controls, the elevator trims, the control lock system, and the autopilot
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0057/a98q0057.asp
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were removed to find any signs of obstruction or anything else likely to
jam the flight controls. This inspection did not reveal any anomalies.
The carrier's technical staff then inspected the surfaces of the
horizontal stabilizer and the elevators. This inspection revealed that the
leading-edge surfaces of both left and right elevators had large dribbles
of rough-textured paint. The paint build-up reduced the space between
the leading edge of the elevators and the trailing edge of the stabilizer
to nearly 0.125 inch in places. The drips were orientated crosswise to
the direction of the airflow. The leading edges of both elevators showed
drips composed of paint and sanding dust that were a little over 0.125
inch thick and 0.375 inch wide in places. Upon making this discovery,
the technicians sanded the paint drips from the elevators to restore the
evenness of the surface. The space between the trailing edge and the
leading edge was returned to the aircraft manufacturer's specified
standards of between 0.150 and 0.250 inch.
The trailing-edge surface of the stabilizer is studded with rivet heads
and access plugs that reduce the space between the two surfaces, that
is, the stabilizer and the elevator. The rivet heads and access plugs are
conducive to the adherence of ice. The trailing-edge surfaces had an
even, nonporous finish. The drips of rough-textured paint along the
leading edges originated when the aircraft was painted a few years
earlier.
The aircraft manufacturer describes in the aircraft's maintenance
manual all the criteria defining the critical flight surfaces. According to
the manufacturer's manual, the complete surface of the elevators and
the stabilizer must meet the critical-surface finish standards.
Evenness of the critical surface is defined by several criteria, namely,
pronounced demarcation or undulation of the surface and direction
relative to the airflow. The drips on the elevator leading edges were
defined by undulation in the direction of the airflow and should not have
exceeded a height of 0.020 inch between the peaks and cracks or a
length of 0.005 inch.
Canadian Aviation Regulation 602.11, relating to contamination of the
critical surfaces of aircraft, specifies that a flight may not be started in
existing frost, ice or snow conditions unless the aircraft has been
inspected to determine whether any frost, ice or snow is adhering to its
surfaces. Transport Canada publication TP 10647E When in doubt...
specifies that there must be nothing on the surface of the aircraft that is
not part of it. This means there must be no contamination by ice, snow,
mixture of snow and rain, freezing rain, hail, insects, mud, grass, water,
spilled fluid, or other contaminant. To determine whether there is any
contamination of the surfaces, Transport Canada proposes a checklist
of what to check. The manufacturer recommended the wing, horizontal
and vertical tail, and their respective control surfaces be checked. Once
the inspection reveals that the aircraft is not contaminated and is
adequately protected, Transport Canada indicates that the aircraft
should be cleared to take off as soon as possible. Transport Canada
further indicates that the inspection is particularly important if there is
any precipitation or if the relative humidity is high. This was the
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situation at Québec while the aircraft was on the ground and taking off.
The conditions conducive to icing or ice accretion are defined by the
aircraft manufacturer in the aircraft's flight manual. It had also issued
several service letters concerning icing precautions and procedures to
be followed. Service Letter SL-12-006 Rev A, issued in October 1996
to all groups of technical and operations personnel, recalls that the
aircraft must be free of any contaminant and must be clean and remain
clean before take-off. Another letter, dated November 1996, recounts
an incident that occurred under similar temperature conditions without
the stabilizer and the elevators being de-iced, resulting in jamming of
the elevators. The experience was transmitted to all Dash 8 operators
with the recommendation to de-ice the aircraft completely in icing
conditions. Manufacturer's service letters have been re-issued yearly
and updated to reflect current icing precautions and procedures,
practices, and performance adjustment following the application of deicing/anti-icing fluids.
The definition of icing conditions found in the operator's standard
operating procedures manual reads as follows:
Icing conditions exist when the SAT (Static Air
Temperature) on the ground and for take-off is 10ºC or
below, or SAT in flight is 5ºC or below, and visible
moisture in any form is present (such as clouds, fog with
visibility of one mile or less, rain, melting snow or ice
crystals). Icing conditions also exist when the SAT on the
ground and for take-off is 10ºC or below when operating
on ramps, taxiways or runways where snow, ice, water or
slush may be ingested by the engines or freeze on
engines, nacelles or engine sensing probes.
This definition corresponds to the definition given by the aircraft
manufacturer.
The crew had taken recurrent training on aircraft critical-surface
contamination. This course is given by the company from time to time
to all flight personnel and ground maintenance staff.
The Allied Signal flight data recorder (FDR) was turned over to the TSB
Engineering Laboratory in Ottawa. Analysis of the flight data revealed
anomalies with the right elevator position sensor at the start of the
flight. From the take-off to the top of climb, the data are considered
invalid due to the extreme nose-up deflections recorded and the
significant noise during this period. The cause of the elevator jam was
not apparent from the flight data.
The FDR revealed that the aircraft was controlled during descent by
varying engine power and by the elevator trim. It was noted that the
action of the trim had relatively little effect on control of the aircraft. As
a result, shortly after the occurrence, the aircraft manufacturer issued
to all Dash 8 operators a Safety of Flight Supplement reviewing
elevator trimming procedures. The manufacturer's document states that
the elevator trim does not have the authority to overcome a jammed or
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frozen elevator, and if the elevator becomes immovable, the crew must
not select the elevator trim to the full nose-up or full nose-down
position as a means of managing this abnormality. Should the elevator
suddenly become free, the flight crew could be presented with the
formidable task of controlling the aircraft in pitch, experiencing high
elevator control forces and the potential for exceeding the aircraft's
manoeuvring load limit during recovery.
Analysis
The observed weather conditions during the aircraft's stop at Québec
and on take-off met the icing-condition criteria specified by the aircraft
manufacturer, the operator, and Transport Canada. There was wet
snow and rain, and the temperatures were conducive to icing
conditions. Given the weather conditions prevailing when the aircraft
was on the ground, the decision to take off without de-icing the aircraft
was questionable.
The use of the elevator trim to alleviate the normal pitch control forces
during the climb made it impossible to recognize the imminent jamming
of the elevators sooner. It was a potentially dangerous condition to
control the aircraft with the elevator trim when the elevators were
jammed. Should the elevators have suddenly become free with the trim
in the full nose-down position, the aircraft would have nose-dived
unless there was immediate intervention by the flight crew. On
approach and especially at low altitude, this situation could potentially
lead to impact with the ground.
The surface finish of the elevator leading edges did not comply with the
manufacturer's standards. This was the only observed factor that could
have allowed the combination of rain and wet snow to freeze, adhere,
accumulate, and cause an elevator jamming condition. No controls or
flight controls associated with the operation of the elevators showed
any abnormality.
The following laboratory report was completed :
LP 45/98--FDR Analysis.
Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors
The accumulated ice on the surfaces caused the elevators to
jam.
The walk-around inspection done by the pilot-in-command did
not make it possible to recognize the presence of wet snow in
the opening between the stabilizer and the elevators.
No application of de-icing or anti-icing fluid was requested or
performed prior to take-off.
The atmospheric conditions were favourable to contamination of
the critical surfaces and met the icing-condition criteria set forth
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the critical surfaces and met the icing-condition criteria set forth
by Transport Canada, the carrier, and the aircraft manufacturer.
The leading edges of the elevators had surface-finish
irregularities exceeding the manufacturer's standards and thus
favoured ice build-up.
The paint drips were porous in texture and allowed ice to adhere
to the elevator leading edges.
Other Findings
The crew had received periodic training on aircraft critical-surface
contamination.
No mechanical anomalies of the elevator controls were observed
that could have affected the operation of the elevators.
Upon landing, the pilot-in-command checked the elevators and
found them to be completely free of any restrictions.
The flight crew was certified and qualified for the flight in
accordance with existing regulations.
Safety Action
On 5 May 1998, Bombardier sent a letter to all operators and its
regional representatives summarizing the Québec occurrence and
reminding them of the proper use of the elevator trim.
On 20 May 1998, Bombardier issued a Dash 8 Safety of Flight
Supplement for insertion in Chapter 4 of the DHC-8 Series 100
Operating Data Manual. The document reminds pilots that the elevator
trim does not have the authority to overcome a frozen elevator.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 24 October 2000.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report Fuel Exhaustion
Avionair Inc.
Piper Navajo PA-31-350 C-GUVK
La Grande 3 Airport, Quebec, 4 nm SE
14 May 1998

Print View

Report Number A98Q0069
Summary
At 0525 eastern daylight time, a Piper Navajo PA-31, registration CGUVK, serial number 31-7405451, with two pilots on board, took off
from Dorval Airport, Quebec, on a three-day charter flight. Two
passengers boarded at Rouyn, Quebec, travelling to La Grande
Rivière, Quebec. All flight segments over the three-day period were
planned in accordance with instrument flight rules. At La Grande
Rivière, the aircraft completed a VOR/DME approach to runway 31, but
could not land due to weather. A missed approach was executed, and
the aircraft proceeded toward the alternate airport, La Grande 4. About
15 nautical miles north of La Grande 3, the engines misfired. The fuel
selector lever was reselected, and the engines operated normally for
about five minutes, and then stopped. The pilot-in-command declared
an emergency and proceeded toward La Grande 3 Airport for an
LOC/DME approach to runway 29. The aircraft broke through the cloud
layer at approximately 300 feet above ground level and the pilot set the
aircraft down in some trees beside a small lake, four nautical miles
southeast of La Grande 3 Airport. The accident occurred at 0957. One
of the two passengers sustained minor leg injuries. The other
occupants were uninjured. They were rescued by helicopter
approximately 45 minutes later. The aircraft sustained substantial
damage.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
Records indicate that the crew was certified and qualified for the flight
in accordance with existing regulations. The pilot-in-command held a
Commercial Pilot Licence--Aeroplane (since 1996), and had about
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1560 hours' total flying time, including 60 hours on the Piper Navajo
PA-31. He also held an Instructor Rating. He had been employed by
the company for a few weeks. This was his first flight for the company
as pilot-in-command, and his first flight as pilot-in-command with a copilot. The co-pilot held a Commercial Pilot Licence--Aeroplane (since
June 1997). He had about 265 hours' total flying time, including about
15 hours on type. He was on his fourth flight for the company and his
first in northern Quebec.
The company does not provide cockpit resource management courses,
which allow flight crews to learn teamwork and discuss decisions and
actions amongst themselves. Third-level operators are not required by
law to provide cockpit resource management courses. Also, the crew
had not received training on the Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) detailing the duties of each member of the crew. The work and
rest schedules of the pilot-in-command and co-pilot were examined,
and there was no indication that either crew member was tired.
Records indicate that the aircraft was certified, equipped, and
maintained in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures. It had accumulated 7776 hours' total flying time and was
inspected on 07 May 1998. The weight and centre of gravity were
within the prescribed limits.
The day before the accident, the pilot-in-command was advised by the
company that he was going to northern Quebec for three days. He was
given the details of the trip, and the acting chief pilot showed him how
to prepare for the flight using FliteStar software. The pilot-in-command
seemed to understand the software, and he prepared each segment of
the route that he was to follow over the three days. He said he was
comfortable with the software and appreciated the fact that it made
flight planning easier. The acting chief pilot helped the pilot-incommand to prepare the first three route segments and told him to be
sure to enter the data for refuellings at Rouyn, La Grande Rivière, and
Kuujjuaq. The pilot did not have to check the aeronautical charts when
preparing the flight, since the software computes the length of each
segment, time en route, magnetic headings, and fuel consumption.
Planning with the software generated an output similar to a
conventional plan.
The co-pilot was off duty the day before the flight and was not present
when the pilot-in-command prepared the flight plan. He leafed through
the flight itinerary briefly when he arrived early in the morning, and he
understood the route they were to follow. He then made the secondary
preparations and completed them before the departure. The company
operations manual states that the pilot-in-command is responsible for
flight planning, and therefore must ensure that the fuel carried on the
aircraft is sufficient for the flight. However, the company operations
manual also states that the co-pilot is responsible for ensuring that the
flight is completed safely.
The flight from Dorval to Rouyn was completed without difficulty. At
destination, the crew allowed the passengers to board, but did not
refuel as planned before taking off for La Grande. En route, the
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weather provided to the crew was as follows: sky obscured at 300 feet,
visibility 1! nautical miles (nm) in light drizzle and haze, and winds
from 250 magnetic at 7 knots.
On the approach to La Grande, the weather was as follows: sky partly
obscured, ceiling 200 feet, visibility 1 nm in light drizzle and haze,
temperature and dew point 14 Celsius, and winds from the west at 10
knots.
At the minimum descent altitude for the VOR/DME approach to runway
31 at La Grande, the pilot-in-command executed a missed approach
and advised air traffic control that he was proceeding to La Grande 4,
his alternate airport. About 15 nm north of La Grande 3 Airport, the
engines misfired. The crew realized for the first time that the aircraft
was going to run out of fuel. The fuel selector lever was reselected, an
emergency was declared, and the pilots radioed La Grande to request
the nearest airport, which was La Grande 3. The flight continued for
about five minutes, at which time the engines came to a complete stop.
The pilot-in-command attempted to line up the aircraft for an approach
to runway 29 at La Grande 3. The aircraft broke through the cloud layer
at 300 feet above ground level and struck some trees beside a small
lake at latitude 5333'94" N longitude 07604'61" W, 4 nm southeast of
La Grande 3 Airport.
According to the company, the maximum endurance of the aircraft is
approximately 4" hours. The fuel exhaustion occurred after 4 hours 39
minutes of flight. The total time includes cruising flight, time on the
ground (where fuel consumption is lower), the two take-offs, and the
missed approach (where consumption is significantly higher than in
cruising flight).
Aviation regulations require that the quantity of fuel carried on
propeller-driven aircraft on instrument flight rules flights must be
sufficient to fly to the destination aerodrome, execute an approach or
missed approach, continue flying to the alternate aerodrome, and land
with 45 minutes of fuel in reserve. The pilot-in-command did not refuel
the aircraft at Rouyn as planned. He was sure he had enough fuel to fly
to La Grande and, if necessary, to his alternate airport La Grande 4.
After take-off, neither crew member checked the flight itinerary
prepared by the pilot-in-command the day before. They did not
calculate en route fuel consumption as required by company directives.
In addition, the Flight Supplement does not indicate that 100LL (lowlead) fuel is available at La Grande 3 and La Grande 4 Airports. The
Navajo uses 100LL fuel.
The checklist that comes with the aircraft is not only an aide-mémoire,
it also serves to standardize work practices methods. Checking the fuel
level, fuel tank selector position, and fuel pumps is mentioned in the
checklist 12 times, starting with the cockpit preparation and ending with
the pre-landing checklist.
The pilot-in-command said that he noticed before departing Dorval that
the fuel gauges were reading slightly below full, although the aircraft
had just been fuelled. He thought the fuel gauges were defective. He
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said that while working for other companies he had had occasion to fly
aircraft with unserviceable fuel gauges. Although the gauges indicated
a steady decrease in fuel level throughout the trip, the pilot-incommand continued to suppose that they were defective and were
indicating less than the actual fuel level. The crew did not calculate
their fuel consumption to confirm the quantity used.
Analysis
The crew had the knowledge and experience to manage and complete
the flight safely. The pilot-in-command had taught these same
fundamentals as a flight instructor.
During the planning of the flight, the acting chief pilot helped the pilotin-command enter the data in the flight planning software without
referring to the aeronautical charts. Although the acting chief pilot
mentioned several times that the data for refuelling at Rouyn, La
Grande and Kuujjuaq should be entered, the pilot-in-command
apparently did not make the association between the exercise on the
computer, assimilating the information, and using that information in the
overall management of the flight; the aircraft was not refuelled at
Rouyn. On departing Dorval, he still had not checked the actual
distances that he had to travel. As a result, he was unaware that he
was not in compliance with the regulatory minimum fuel requirement
when he departed Dorval. Good management also includes complying
with aviation regulations and determining what services are available at
various airports. Also, flying in northern Quebec demands more careful
planning because the airports are far apart and 100LL fuel is not
available at all airports. If the pilot-in-command had followed the flight
plan, the aircraft would have had ample fuel to complete all segments
of the route safely and in compliance with regulations.
The co-pilot, who was not present for the flight planning, leafed through
the flight plan documents briefly before departure, but he was
preoccupied with secondary duties not related to the management of
the flight. He took off from Dorval without really understanding the
details of the trip and subsequently did not look at the flight itinerary.
The pilot-in-command was on his first flight for the company as pilot-incommand and his first flight as pilot-in-command with a co-pilot. This
was the co-pilot's fourth flight for the company, his first flight with this
pilot-in-command, and his first flight in northern Quebec. The company
did not consider it necessary to assign the pilot-in-command to fly with
a co-pilot who had more experience flying in northern Quebec. The
crew had not received training on the SOPs that detailed their
individual duties.
During the flight, the crew did not use the checklist or the other flight
plan documents. If the crew had used them, they would have seen that
fuel-related items appear 12 times on the checklist. Further, after each
flight segment the crew should have noted and recorded the fuel status
on the flight plan documents. All flight plan documents are tools that
standardize practices and serve as aides-mémoire. The crew
demonstrated casual work habits. The crew should have been more
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cautious, considering that the pilot-in-command believed the fuel
gauges were not working properly.
When the engines misfired shortly after the missed approach at La
Grande, the pilot-in-command realized that the aircraft was going to
runout of fuel. He then attempted to land at La Grande 3, but crashed
in the woods.
Findings
The pilot-in-command was on his first flight for the company as
pilot-in-command and his first flight as pilot-in-command with a
co-pilot.
The co-pilot was on his fourth flight for the company, his first
flight with this pilot-in-command, and his first flight in northern
Quebec.
Flight planning was done on computer software without checking
aeronautical charts.
The aircraft was not refuelled at Rouyn as the pilot-in-command
had planned.
During the flight the crew did not refer to the flight plan
documents, which clearly indicated refuelling at Rouyn.
The crew did not calculate fuel consumption en route.
The crew realized they would run out of fuel shortly after the
missed approach at La Grande, when the engines misfired.
The pilot-in-command did not believe that the fuel gauges
indicated the actual fuel level.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The crew did not refuel at Rouyn as planned, and did not have
sufficient fuel to complete the segment. Contributing to the accident
were the following: the crew did not fully understand the flight plan
documents and did not calculate fuel consumption en route.
Safety Action
Prior to the accident, the company had decided to appoint a pilot as
aviation safety officer, which it subsequently did. One of the company
pilots took the company aviation safety officer course offered by
Transport Canada, although under existing regulations this program is
not mandatory for this type of operation.
The company places less emphasis on the co-pilot's secondary duties;
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it places greater emphasis on flight management.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
H. Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on
20 July 1999.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the
purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault
or determine civil or criminal liability.
Aviation Investigation Report
In-flight fire __ Landing gear well

Print View

Propair Inc.
Swearingen SA226-TC C-GQAL
Mirabel / Montréal International Airport, Quebec
18 June 1998
Report Number A98Q0087
Synopsis
The aircraft, a Fairchild-Swearingen Metro II (SA226-TC), registration C-GQAL, serial
number TC 233, took off as Propair 420 from Dorval / Montréal International Airport,
Quebec, around 0701 eastern daylight time bound for Peterborough Airport, Ontario. On
board were nine passengers and two pilots. About 12 minutes after take-off, at an altitude of
12 500 feet above sea level (asl), the crew advised air traffic control (ATC) that they had a
hydraulic problem and requested clearance to return to Dorval. ATC granted this request.
Around 0719, at 8600 feet asl, the crew advised ATC that the left engine had been shut
down because it was on fire. Around 0720, the crew decided to proceed to Mirabel /
Montréal International Airport, Quebec. At 0723, the crew advised ATC that the engine fire
was out. On final for Runway 24, the crew advised ATC that the left engine was again on
fire. The landing gear was extended on short final, and when the aircraft was over the
runway, the left wing broke upwards. The fuselage pivoted more than 90º to the left around
the longitudinal axis of the aircraft and struck the ground. All 11 occupants were fatally
injured.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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Figure 1 - Aircraft brake assembly
Figure 2 - Dorval Airport
Figure 3 - Mirabel Airport
1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
On the morning of 18 June 1998, Propair 420, a Fairchild-Swearingen Metro II (SA226-TC),
C-GQAL, took off for an instrument flight rules flight from Dorval, Quebec, to Peterborough,
Ontario. The aircraft took off from Runway 24 left (L) (1) at 0701 eastern daylight time. (2)
During the ground acceleration phase, the aircraft was pulling to the left of the runway
centreline, and the right rudder was required to maintain take-off alignment. Two minutes
later, Propair 420 was cleared to climb to 16 000 feet above sea level (asl). (See Appendix
A for flight details.)
At 0713, the crew advised the controller of a decrease in hydraulic pressure and requested
to return to the departure airport, Dorval. The controller immediately gave clearance for a
180º turn and descent to 8000 feet asl. During this time, the crew indicated that, for the
moment, there was no on-board emergency. The aircraft initiated its turn 70 seconds after
receiving clearance.
At 0713:36, something was wrong with the controls. Shortly afterward came the first
perceived indication that engine trouble was developing, and the left wing overheat light
illuminated about 40 seconds later. Within 30 seconds, without any apparent checklist
activity, the light went out. At 0718:12, the left engine appeared to be on fire, and it was shut
down. Less than one minute later, the captain took the controls.
The flight controls were not responding normally: abnormal right aileron pressure was
required to keep the aircraft on heading. At 0719:19, the crew advised air traffic control
(ATC) that the left engine was shut down, and, in response to a second suggestion from
ATC, the crew agreed to proceed to Mirabel instead of Dorval. Less than a minute and a
half later, the crew informed ATC that flames were coming out of the "engine nozzle".
Preparations were made for an emergency landing, and the emergency procedure for
manually extending the landing gear was reviewed.
At 0723:10, the crew informed ATC that the left engine was no longer on fire, but three and
a half minutes later, they advised ATC that the fire had started again. During this time, the
aircraft was getting harder to control in roll, and the aileron trim was set at the maximum.
Around 0727, when the aircraft was on short final for Runway 24L, the landing gear lever
was selected, but only two gear down indicator lights came on. Near the runway threshold,
the left wing failed upwards. The aircraft then rotated more than 90º to the left around its
longitudinal axis and crashed, inverted, on the runway. The aircraft immediately caught fire,
slid 2500 feet, and came to rest on the left side the runway. When the aircraft crashed,
firefighters were near the runway threshold and responded promptly. The fire was quickly
brought under control, but all occupants were fatally injured.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
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Crew

Passengers

Others

Total

Fatal

2

9

-

11

Serious

-

-

-

-

Minor/None

-

-

-

-

Total

2

9

-

11

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed in the accident. The fire started in the left wing and spread as a
result of ground impact, destroying the left nacelle and the fuselage. Emergency services
quickly brought the fire under control, but white smoke continued to rise from the aircraft for
several hours.
1.4 Other Damage
There was minimal physical damage to the ground along the left edge of Runway 24. The
aircraft's sliding along the ground caused some damage, and ruts were made by airport
emergency vehicles and vehicles used to recover the aircraft. A gravel road, about 150 feet
long, was built up to the aircraft to facilitate recovery. Some aircraft fuel and hydraulic fluids
contaminated the soil at the occurrence site.
1.5 Personnel Information
1.5.1 General
Captain

First Officer

Age

35

35

Licence

Airline
Transport__ Aeroplane

Airline
Transport__ Aeroplane

Medical Expiry Date

01 October 1998

01 February 1999

Total Flying Hours

6515

2730

Hours on Type

4200

93

Hours Last 90 Days

110

93

Hours on Type Last 90 Days

110

93

Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence 2.5

2.5

Hours Off Duty Prior to Work
Period

9

9

1.5.2 Captain
The captain began his pilot career as a first officer on SA226 aircraft in November 1986.
Until May 1996, he served as captain and as check pilot on similar aircraft types for several
air carriers. In May 1996, he was hired by Propair Inc. as company chief pilot.
At the time of the accident, the captain held an airline transport pilot licence with a Group 1
instrument rating. He was qualified as captain on the Gulfstream 159 and the SA226. Since
December 1996, he was also qualified as a company check pilot to administer check flights
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for Transport Canada (TC). This qualification was valid until 27 September 2001.
1.5.3 First Officer
The first officer began his pilot career in June 1995. In March 1998, he was hired as a first
officer by Propair Inc. He earned his first officer endorsement on May 9 and started his
training and line check phase on May 13. He held an airline transport pilot licence with a
Group 1 instrument rating.
1.5.4 Flight Crew Work Schedules
The flight crew work schedules for the eight days preceding the accident were examined.
The captain had taken a one-week vacation before June 11 and seemed well rested on
returning to duty. During the eight days before the accident, the captain worked about 59
hours, including the time on duty on the morning of June 18. His chief pilot duties required
that he perform administrative tasks as well as flight duty. The day before the accident, he
reported for duty at 1035 and left his office at 1935, then reported for duty again at 0545 on
June 18. Although he arrived home late on the evening of June 17, he had a good night's
sleep and appeared to be well rested the next morning.
The first officer had accumulated 50.3 flight hours in the eight days before the accident. He
worked about 11 hours the day before the accident, finishing his workday at 1930. He was
eager to make this flight and slept well on the night before the occurrence. He reported for
work at 0545 on June 18.
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1 General
Manufacturer

Swearingen Aircraft Corporation

Type and Model

Swearingen SA226-TC

Year of Manufacture

1977

Serial Number

TC 233

Certificate of Airworthiness

24 July 1992

Total Airframe Time

28 931.2 hours

Engine Type (number of)

TPE331-3UW turboprop (2)

Propeller/Rotor Type (number of)

Hartzell HC-B3TN-5/T10282 (2)

Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight

12 500 pounds

Recommended Fuel Type(s)

Jet A, Jet A-1, Jet B

Fuel Type Used

Jet A

Propair purchased the aircraft in 1996. The aircraft was certified, equipped, and maintained
in accordance with existing regulations and approved procedures. The aircraft had no known
deficiencies before the flight. Its weight and balance were within limits. Take-off weight was
calculated to be 12 020 pounds, and the centre of gravity was 266.3 inches from datum. The
maximum allowable take-off weight is 12 500 pounds, with a centre of gravity between 258.5
and 277.1 inches from datum.
All airworthiness directives applicable to the aircraft had been complied with in accordance
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with existing regulations at the time of the occurrence.
1.6.2 Engines and Propellers
1.6.2.1 Engines
The aircraft engines were sent to the Allied Signal Product Safety and Integrity Investigation
Laboratory in Phoenix, Arizona. Both engines were torn down under the supervision of a
TSB investigator.
The right engine (serial number P-03293C) showed signs of friction typical of rotation on
several stages of the compressor and the turbine. Traces of mud and debris were identified
throughout the air flow circuit of the turbine, demonstrating the development of power in this
engine.
The left engine (serial number P-03208) also showed signs of friction, but these signs were
fewer and less pronounced than in the right engine. However, there was no indication that
the left engine was developing power.
1.6.2.2 Propellers
The propellers were sent to the TSB Engineering Laboratory for examination. The right
engine propeller showed obvious signs of rotation in the form of impact marks all along the
leading edge. The left engine propeller exhibited straight lines along the longitudinal axis of
the blades. They clearly indicated that the propeller was not rotating at the time of impact
and had been bent back under the engine. The propeller showed longitudinal scrape marks,
which were attributed to the contact of the propeller with the runway asphalt as the aircraft
slid along the ground.
1.6.3 Performance
Take-off performance of the aircraft was calculated based on the following data:
Take-off weight:
Rotation speed:
Altimeter:
Pressure altitude:
Wind direction:
Wind speed:
Temperature:

12 020 pounds
105 knots
29.82 inches
327 feet
360 degrees
4 knots
17 degrees Celsius

Based on the parameters above and the data from the aircraft flight manual (AFM), the
normal take-off distance to rotation speed was 1800 feet. The normal time calculated for the
take-off run was 21 seconds: 12 seconds from the start of the take-off run to 70 knots, and
9 seconds to pass from 70 knots to 105 knots, the rotation speed. These figures were
confirmed by the manufacturer and by several tests conducted by Flight Safety International
on an SA226 simulator.
The captain likely released the nose gear steering pushbutton at 60 knots in accordance
with the company operations manual. At approximately 70 knots, more right rudder had to
be applied to maintain take-off alignment. During the take-off run, directional control of this
aircraft type apparently can be easily maintained with the rudder, even with a strong
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crosswind.
Observers of Propair 420's take-off indicated that the aircraft lifted off between the A1 and
A2 taxiways. Depending on where the take-off roll was started__ this could be 100 to 400
feet past the threshold__ the aircraft used 4300 to 5400 feet of runway before lifting off. (See
section 1.10.1.) It was established that the take-off run lasted 27.5 seconds: 14.5 seconds
from the start of the run to 70 knots, and 13 seconds from 70 knots to rotation speed. Time
versus acceleration calculations established that the take-off run was just over 4000 feet.
1.6.4 Landing Gear
1.6.4.1 General Description
The aircraft was equipped with a retractable tricycle landing gear. The main landing gear
was attached to the wing structure at the powerplant fairing. The nose gear was mounted
forward of the pressure bulkhead and, like the main gear, retracted forward. It was controlled
by an electrical system but was activated by the hydraulic system, which employed two
hydraulic cylinders on each landing gear strut to lower and retract the gear.
1.6.4.2 Damage Observed
The right and nose landing gear were damaged in the impact, but no pre-impact damage
was found. The right landing gear, including the tires, wheels, and brakes, were in generally
good condition, and there was no sign of overheating or excessive wear.
The left landing gear separated from the aircraft during the break-up sequence before
ground impact. The landing gear and the surrounding components showed signs of
overheating. Several pieces of melted aluminum from components of the landing gear were
found on or near the left wheel well doors.
1.6.5 Brake System
1.6.5.1 General Description
The brake system is activated by pressing on the upper part of the rudder pedals. A
hydraulic system then transmits the applied force to the corresponding brakes. The brake
hydraulic system is totally independent from the other hydraulic systems on the aircraft. The
brake system holds a total of 1.42 litres of hydraulic fluid. Fluid is drawn from a 0.47-litre
reservoir located in the baggage compartment in the nose of the aircraft. The fluid is routed
to the brakes via the hydraulic lines, master cylinders, shuttle valves, and parking brake
valves. The approved hydraulic fluid for the brake system is MIL-H-83282.
1.6.5.2 Parking Brakes
The aircraft is equipped with two parking brake valves, one for the left brakes and one for
the right brakes. Both valves were inspected, tested, and torn down, and no deficiencies
were found.
Under previous ownership, work in accordance with Airworthiness Directive AD 92-01-02
had been performed on the parking brake valves of the accident aircraft to correct a problem
with residual brake pressure caused by the parking brake control cable.
An article about the Metro II parking brakes in the Fairchild Facts newsletter in February
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1993 stated the following:
Before taxiing or beginning the takeoff roll, ensure that parking brake is fully
released. Just moving the parking brake control knob to the "OFF" position is
not enough to ensure release of the brakes. As stated in the AFM, the system
requires pressure be applied to the brake pedals to fully release the parking
brake since some residual pressure can remain even with the knob in the
"OFF" position. Taxiing and taking off with brake partially engaged can result in
any or all of the following:
Increased power necessary to taxi.
Longer or MUCH longer takeoff rolls (possibly longer than available
runway.)
Hot, burned or seized brake components. Possible fire in the main gear
well.
Tire failure on takeoff or the next landing.
Overheated hydraulic fluid streaming overboard from the vent located
near the nosewheel well.
Some make it a habit to press the brake pedals firmly to ensure that the
parking brake is fully released prior to adding power and beginning to move
aircraft.
For the above reasons, Metro II crews tend not trust the parking brake. The brake
sometimes stays on after being released, reportedly more often in winter. The company
pilots used wheel chocks instead of the parking brakes. Wheel chocks were used while the
engines were started on the day of the accident. However, it could not be determined
whether the crew used the parking brake between engine start and take-off.
1.6.5.3 Master Cylinders
The aircraft is equipped with four master cylinders, one on each rudder pedal, each cylinder
bearing part number VI-15-1000 or VI-1000. The master cylinders were examined visually,
by X-ray, and under pressure to check operation, except for one on the captain's left rudder
pedal. The piston rod on this master cylinder was bent on ground impact, so it could not be
pressure-tested.
The left master cylinder on the first officer's side bore part number VI-1000. The spring
washer for the poppet valve was broken in two and sitting inside the master cylinder.
Metallurgical analysis of the washer revealed that the break resulted from progressive
fatigue failure. Leak and pressure test results were satisfactory. However, tests to determine
the closing pressure of the poppet valve could not be performed because of the failure of the
spring washer. Fairchild Aircraft Service Bulletin SB-32-041, issued 06 October 1982, stated
that master cylinders bearing part numbers V-1000 and VI-15-1125 should be tested to
ensure that the poppet valves are serviceable. The part numbers of the cylinders on the
accident aircraft were not covered by the service bulletin, and the operator was not required
to comply with it.
The right master cylinder on the captain's side bore part number VI-15-1000. Teardown of
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this master cylinder revealed that the spring washer and one roll pin were missing. The roll
pin maintains the piston head in a specific geometry in relation to the push-rod. Service
Bulletin SB-32-001, issued 20 February 1981, which applies to master cylinders bearing part
number VI-15-1000 or VI-15-1125, emphasized that the roll pin must be in place to maintain
the correct geometry between the two parts, thereby avoiding a system malfunction. Shortly
afterward, Emergency Service Bulletin SB-A32-029 recommended complying with Service
Bulletin SB-32-001. However, the geometrical relationship between the piston head and the
push-rod in this master cylinder was examined and had not been altered. The results of the
leak and pressure tests were satisfactory. This master cylinder did not meet the
requirements of service bulletins SB-32-001 and SB-A32-029. The operator was not
required to comply with them.
The left master cylinder on the captain's side, part number VI-15-1000, and the right master
cylinder on the first officer's side, part number V-1000, both showed slight traces of surface
rust on the springs inside the master cylinder body. These two master cylinders met the
requirements set out in the service bulletins.
Compression readings were also taken on the three master cylinders whose push-rods were
intact. The loads required to compress the springs varied from 35.9 to 38 pounds. The crew
had to apply 24 to 26 pounds to activate the master cylinders and eventually initiate braking.
The brake pedal linkage appeared to be properly adjusted and showed no sign of distortion.
The master cylinders were not all of the same part number, resulting in complex linkage and
master cylinder adjustments, complicated overall brake system functioning, and difficult
troubleshooting of the braking system. The aircraft maintenance manual contained no
pertinent supplemental information. However, the May 1988 issue of the Fairchild Facts
newsletter indicated that the latest recommended master cylinders, part number 98-1005101, be installed with specifically numbered brake assembly parts.
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Figure 1 - Aircraft brake assembly
1.6.5.4 Brake System Shuttle Valves
The brake system is equipped with two shuttle valves. The shuttle valves react to pressure
on the brakes and allow either member of the crew to apply the brakes without having to
make a selection. One shuttle valve is on each side.
Examination of the shuttle valves revealed no deficiencies. Theoretically, if both flight crew
simultaneously apply equal pressure to the brakes, this type of shuttle valve can physically
centre itself, thereby retaining hydraulic pressure in the brake line. Tests conducted to
demonstrate that the valves would centre in this manner did not result in the valves centring.
1.6.5.5 Brake Assembly
1.6.5.5.1 Description
The aircraft was equipped with single-disc brake assemblies manufactured by BFGoodrich
and identified by part number 2-1203. Each brake assembly consists of a forged aluminum
alloy torque plate associated with a piston housing assembly. On both sides of the brake
disc are three brake carrier, lining, and button assemblies. Adjustment for wear in the brake
carrier, lining, and button assemblies is normally done by three automatic, equally spaced
adjusters in the piston housing assembly. The brake adjusters provide clearance between
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the brake pads and the disc. Installation of the brake adjusters decreases sensitivity by
increasing the amount of fluid required to fill the brakes so that the pilot needs to pump the
brakes under certain conditions. As a result, the brake adjusters were not installed on most
SA226 and SA227 aircraft, including the occurrence aircraft. Removal of the brake adjusters
was approved by Fairchild and BFGoodrich.
The brakes are operated in pairs on each landing gear by applying pressure on the upper
part of the rudder pedal. Hydraulic pressure forces the pistons to press against the brake
disc via the brake carrier, lining, and button assemblies on either side of the disc. Without
the brake adjusters, the brake carrier, lining, and button assemblies rub continuously against
the disc surface. The slight resulting friction is caused mainly by the pressure column in the
brake hydraulic system.
1.6.5.5.2 Left Wheel and Brake Assemblies
The brake piston housing (for the part number 2-1203 brake assembly) installed in the left
outboard position was manufactured by BFGoodrich in January 1987. The piston housing
showed severe melting and broke on impact into six recognizable parts. The bottom of two
of the piston cylinders was blackish-green, indicative of overheating. Parts of the aluminum
hydraulic lines had remained attached to the piston housing and showed signs of melting.
The largest piece of piston housing had a brownish surface around the upper piston
cylinder. The outer lip of the second piston cylinder was blackened with soot.
The second set of piston cylinders were found separated from the piston housing. The
blackening was more pronounced on these two cylinders than on cylinders one and two
described above because they were exposed to higher temperatures.
The wheel bearings from the outboard wheel remained on the axle; the bearings were totally
dry with no grease residue. After inspection, it was concluded that the grease had been
burned off by exposure to excessive heat.
The brakes are equipped with insulators placed between the pistons and the brake carrier,
lining, and button assemblies. The insulators are made of an asbestos compound. Of the 12
insulators on both left brake assemblies, 9 were recovered from the wreckage. All insulators
showed excessive heat damage, some showed ovalization of the inner hole with indication
of step marks, and others showed traces of soot at an angle to the insulator surface.
The damage to the front of the torque plate was consistent with ground impact. A flatness
reading of 0.068 inch was obtained between the highest and lowest points on the surface of
the torque plate. Hardness tests on the surface of the torque plate indicated that the material
had lost some hardness due to heat in the wheel well. The warp in the torque plate is
consistent with ground impact damage; the maximum deviation from flatness at overhaul is
0.020 inch.
The brake carrier, lining, and button assemblies, installed six per brake, are made of a
metallic compound and are pressure sintered to a steel base. The brake carrier, lining, and
button assemblies were not manufactured or approved by BFGoodrich. These components
were manufactured by RFS (Rapco Fleet Support Inc.) and approved by the US Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) through a Parts Manufacturing Approval for installation
specifically on this type of brake. Only one brake carrier, lining, and button assembly was
distorted; the distortion was consistent with the impact distortion observed on the brake disc
and piston housing. Also, all brake carrier, lining, and button assemblies showed signs of
overheating and friction. No linings showed signs to support the theory that an insulator was
released from the button holding it, thus applying pressure to the brake carrier, lining, and
button, and, eventually, overheating because of excessive pressure.
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No part number was found on the disc from the left outboard brake. The left outboard disc
thickness varied from 0.385 to 0.390 inch, and the left inboard disc thickness varied from
0.380 to 0.390 inch. The minimum thickness is specified as 0.300 inch for BFGoodrich
parts; therefore, both discs were within the wear limits prescribed by BFGoodrich. The
outboard left brake assembly showed 87% average wear, and the left inboard brake
assembly showed 70% average wear. The left inboard brake assembly included an RFS
disc, approved by the FAA for installation in this brake assembly.
Uniform heat discolouration and heavy lining pressure marks were on both sides and over
the full circumference of the brake discs. The steel in the discs showed a grayish-blue
colouration indicative of overheating. The discolouration of the brake discs is a sign of
tempering by exposure to heat. The discolouration and the shade of colour show that the
discs were exposed to temperatures exceeding 600ºC (1112ºF) for a sustained period. The
circumference friction flatness indications observed on both faces of the disc showed that
the disc was not warped.
The piston housing of the inboard assembly, part number 2-1203, was manufactured by
BFGoodrich in 1978. The leading edge of the piston housing was damaged on ground
impact. The Nitrile rubber preformed packings (one per piston, therefore six per assembly)
were all consumed by fire. According to specification MS28775-218, this type of rubber
degrades when exposed to temperatures of 135ºC (275ºF). The piston housing was fitted
with a stainless steel cylinder liner (sleeve) for each of the six piston cavities.
The damage to the various components of the left inboard brake assembly was very similar
to the damage observed on the components of the left outboard brake assembly, with the
same signs of friction and overheating.
The outboard main wheel (part number 3-1357), consisting of an assembly of two halves,
was manufactured by BFGoodrich in June 1984. The halves are made of aluminum alloy
2014 and are tempered to T6. The wheel was broken into several pieces and showed
ductile failures on all fracture surfaces. The damage observed was consistent with
prolonged exposure to excessive temperatures. The tire was approximately 80% consumed
by fire; only the tire beads and a few other fragments were found. Manufacturer information
and tests showed that ignition occurs when the tires are exposed to a temperature of 482ºC
(900ºF). The tire material supports combustion and generates an intense fire as long as
enough oxygen is available.
The left inboard wheel was manufactured by BFGoodrich in February 1988 and was intact
on the axle after the accident. The tire was mostly consumed by fire; only the beads
remained on the rim.
1.6.6 Aircraft Hydraulic System
1.6.6.1 General Description
The aircraft hydraulic system--which does not include the brake system--supplies pressure
to operate the flaps and the landing gear in normal operation and to lower the landing gear
in an emergency. The approved hydraulic fluid for the aircraft hydraulic system is MIL-H83282. The approved fluid for the landing gear struts (shock-absorbing systems) is MIL-H5606.
Two variable displacement hydraulic pumps are driven by the engines. These pumps supply
pressure to the main hydraulic system. A handpump in the cockpit supplies pressure for the
auxiliary hydraulic system. A hydraulic pressure indicator provides a direct reading from the
main or auxiliary hydraulic system. The hydraulic system is pressurized and controlled via
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the hydraulic power pack.
The hydraulic power pack is located inside the left nacelle, forward of the wheel well, and
contains the hydraulic fluid used in the system. It maintains the pressure supplied by the
hydraulic pumps driven by the engines at 2000 pounds per square inch (psi). Two selector
valves at the bottom of the well control the operation of the flaps and the landing gear. The
upper part of the hydraulic power pack stores the system hydraulic fluid. Two warning lights
(L HYD PRESS and R HYD PRESS) on the annunciator panel and an electrical pressure
gauge monitor the hydraulic system. Each warning light is controlled by a pressure switch at
the outlet of each engine pump. A shuttle valve enables the hydraulic pressure gauge to
indicate the pressure in the main hydraulic system or the auxiliary hydraulic system,
whichever is higher.
1.6.6.2 System Failure
At 0712, there were indications of a main hydraulic system failure. The L HYD PRESS and
R HYD PRESS lights came on, and the hydraulic pressure was decreasing. It was decided
to turn back to Dorval and, when required, use the prescribed manual procedure to lower
the landing gear. During the turn to Dorval, the flight controls did not feel normal, the
IGNITION MODE - AUTO FUNCTION light for the left engine illuminated, and there was a
left-wing overheat indication.
1.6.7 Hydraulic Fluid Analyses
The hydraulic fluids collected from Propair 420 were analyzed. Samples of hydraulic fluid
were also taken from other aircraft in the company fleet, a hydraulic generator cart, and
other aircraft not owned by this carrier. The analyses were done by the Department of
National Defence Quality Engineering Test Establishment in Ottawa, Ontario. The results of
the chemical analyses were as follows:
The MIL-H-83282 brake fluid from C-GQAL contained 34% MIL-H-5606.
The MIL-H-83282 hydraulic fluid from C-GQAL contained 14% MIL-H-5606.
The MIL-H-5606 fluid from the left landing gear strut of C-GQAL contained 5% MILH-83282.
The MIL-H-5606 fluid from the nose gear strut of C-GQAL contained 14% MIL-H83282.
The wheeled hydraulic generator contained MIL-H-83282 hydraulic fluid with 17%
MIL-H-5606. This unit is used to replenish fluids in the aircraft.
On another Propair Inc. aircraft, the brakes contained 29% MIL-H-5606, and the
aircraft hydraulic system contained 18% MIL-H-5606.
An aircraft operated by another air carrier contained MIL-H-83282 fluid with 13% MILH-5606.
In general, the mixed hydraulic fluids had the qualities of MIL-H-83282 fluid: smell, look,
feel, viscosity, etc. However, the MIL-H-5606 contamination in a hydraulic system containing
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MIL-H-83282 fluid lowers the flashpoint of the fluid.
1.6.8 Electrical System
1.6.8.1 General Description
The electrical system is powered by two nickel-cadmium batteries. The system comprises all
the components normally found in a 28-volt direct current system, including two
starter/generators, voltage regulators, and reverse-current protection.
1.6.8.2 Electrical Information Relevant to the Accident
Squat switches (air/ground indicators) and associated electrical wiring in the wheel well
provide information to the crew regarding the landing gear position and convey this
information to other aircraft systems. The squat switches are also linked with the engine
continuous ignition system. Other electrical wiring running through the wheel well area is
connected to the fuel shut-off valve, the hydraulic system, and the wing overheat indicators.
Some electrical wires in the left wheel well sustained substantial fire damage.
1.6.8.3 Wing Overheat Sensors
There are two temperature sensors in the overheat alarm circuit for each wing: one in the
upper outer part of the wheel well near the air intake duct, the other on the alternator wiring
harness in the inboard wing leading edge. If overheating is detected in the wheel well, the L
WING OVHT or R WING OVHT light on the warning light panel will light up and stay lit. If
overheating is detected in the leading edge wiring harness, the same warning light will flash.
The approved emergency checklist used by the operator for a L WING OVHT / R WING
OVHT warning reads as follows:
CAUSE:

Continuous light - temperature exceeds 350ºF [177ºC] in the
nacelle or 450ºF [232ºC] in the cabin air conditioning ducts, and
indicates an overheat condition in the associated ducts.

Flashing light - temperature exceeds 250ºF [121ºC] in the leading
edge wiring harness, and indicates failure of the air intake duct or
overheating of the associated generator.
Steady light (indicates wheelwell or air conditioning duct overheat)
1.
2.
Flashing
light
1.
2.

Bleed Air Switch (affected side) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
........
Landing gear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
........
(indicates a leading edge bleed air line failure or an
overheated generator wire)
Bleed Air Switch (affected side) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
........
Generator switch (affected side) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
........

OFF
Extend

OFF
OFF

The checklist also states that if the light does not go out after three minutes, the engine on
the affected side must be shut down; it does not provide any explanation or further action to
be taken if the light goes out. However, a note on this page of the AFM provides the
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following additional instructions: If the light goes out, you can retract the landing gear and
continue the flight with the air intake closed on the affected side. If the light comes back on,
the landing gear must be lowered again. If the light still does not go out after three minutes,
the engine on the affected side must be shut down. The note adds that it is impossible to
maintain a level attitude with the gear lowered and one engine shut down in most flight
conditions. There are no immediate memory items associated with the wing overheat
checklist.
The instructions in the AFM offered no other significant indications, such as the possibility of
a fire in the wheel well. All company pilots must receive ground training annually on type
and pass a written test, which includes the emergency action items from memory. A wing
overheat indication does not require the crew to take immediate action from memory. The
pilots receive no ground training for fires in the engine nacelle, since the AFM does not
mention this possibility. Operators of this aircraft type (SA226 and SA227) were not
generally aware that several overheating incidents and nacelle fires have occurred.
1.6.8.4 Wing Overheat Indication
The crew noted a hydraulic failure indication, control problems, and problems with the left
engine, and the wing overheat light came on continuously, all within two minutes. Within 30
seconds of the overheat light illuminating, the light went out without any apparent checklist
activity. There is no indication that the wing overheat checklist was initiated: both bleed air
switches were found in the ON position, and the landing gear was not lowered until the
aircraft was on final approach.
1.6.8.5 Engine Continuous Ignition System
A continuous ignition system is installed on the Metro II. A three-position lever-lock switch
controls the ignition mode for each engine. The three modes (normal, automatic/continuous,
override) are as follows:
NORM:
AUTO/CONT:

OVRD:

Ignition is supplied automatically to the engine on start-up. This
mode is used for normal operation on the ground.
Ignition is supplied to the engine continuously as long as the
landing gear squat switches indicate that the aircraft is on the
ground. Normal procedure is to select this mode before take-off to
provide continuous ignition during this phase. A timer keeps the
circuit active for a few seconds after take-off to prevent a sudden
loss of power during this critical phase. In this mode, the ignition
circuit also activates to relight the engine automatically if engine
rpm suddenly drops below 90 percent in flight. This mode is used
for the duration of the flight in normal weather conditions.
Ignition is supplied to the engine continuously. This mode is used
primarily in flight conditions involving heavy rain, freezing rain or ice
to prevent engine failure due to ingestion of rain or ice.

An orange warning light beside each engine temperature indicator comes on when the
ignition system is activated. It was determined that the AUTO/CONT mode was selected for
this flight. The system self-activated shortly after the hydraulic system failure.
1.6.9 Fuel System
1.6.9.1 General
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The aircraft fuel system has a useable fuel capacity of 648 US gallons contained in equal
proportions in the left and right structural wing tanks. Each engine is fed by a separate
system. A crossflow line balances the quantity of fuel and, in the event of engine failure,
provides access to the fuel in the opposite tank. A fuel shut-off valve is installed in each
nacelle to cut fuel to that engine.
1.6.9.2 Fuel Crossover Line
Charred fragments of the left fuel crossover line were found. The two aluminum alloy end
fittings for the line sustained heat damage. The portion of the flexible line that traverses the
wheel well is covered by a protective jacket. The inner surfaces of the fuel outlets in the
wheel well did not exhibit heat damage.
1.6.9.3 Left Fuel Shut-off Valve
The fuel shut-off valve was in the OFF position. The valve is normally covered by a
protective sleeve with a slide fastener. Only debris from the slide fastener was found on the
runway. The end of the fuel line was in place, but it was severed from the braided steel line
assembly. The line had been stretched and separated at the valve. The inner surface of the
line was cooked and hardened. The other end was still attached to the firewall.
The body of the shut-off valve, with its connector to the spar, was coated with soot. Less
soot was found on the braided steel lines and their aluminum fittings. One connector above
the line had melted; what was left had resolidified around the threads.
The body of the solenoid with the electrical connector was found in the wreckage. It was
split in two and partially melted, with substantial traces of soot and edges coated with soot,
indicating that the side of the solenoid was open during the fire. The upper part of the
solenoid body was severed, revealing clean surfaces with no soot.
1.7 Meteorological Information
The terminal area forecast for Dorval, valid from 1100 UTC, was as follows: general visibility
4 statute miles (sm) in haze, scattered cloud 600 feet above ground level, 1500 feet
overcast. The temporary forecast was as follows: visibility 2 sm in fog, ceiling 600 feet.
There were no significant meteorological messages (SIGMET) for the area.
At the time of take-off in Dorval at 0701, the Automatic Terminal Information Service gave
the following information: 600 feet overcast, general visibility 3 sm in fog, surface winds
northeast at 4 knots, temperature and dew point 17ºC.
The terminal area forecast for Mirabel, valid from 1100 UTC, was as follows: general
visibility 6 sm, 300 feet scattered, 3000 feet overcast. The temporary forecast was as
follows: visibility 1 sm in fog, ceiling 300 feet. The aviation routine weather report (METAR)
at 1100 and 1200 UTC was as follows: measured ceiling 300 feet overcast, general visibility
2 sm in fog, surface winds northeast at 4 knots, temperature 16ºC, dew point 15ºC. When
Propair 420 was on approach for Runway 24, Mirabel tower reported that the winds were
calm and that the altimeter was 29.85 inches of mercury but did not mention the ceiling or
the general visibility observed at the airport.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
Nav Canada is responsible for supplying navigational services and information for pilots.
Shortly after the accident, the approach instruments for Mirabel Runway 24 were checked
and found serviceable and in compliance with standards.
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1.9 Communications
The Air Traffic Control Manual of Operations (ATC MANOPS) specifies what information
must be given to aircraft on arrival to provide crews with the latest information available
before landing. ATC MANOPS, section 470 (later changed to 460), lists this information,
which includes winds, visibility, ceiling, altimeter setting, relevant weather information,
runway, type of approach, and any other relevant information. This information was not
provided by the arrival controller when the aircraft was nearing Mirabel Airport, because the
controller was under the impression that the conditions at Mirabel were similar to those at
Dorval, where the crew had just taken off. Several parameters were similar, except that at
Mirabel the 1100 UTC report indicated ceiling 300 feet and visibility 2 sm, while at Dorval
the ceiling was 600 feet and visibility 3 sm.
Some terminal controllers, including the one that was on duty on the day of the accident,
had attended a training session shortly before the occurrence. One of the topics covered
was aircraft performance in an emergency situation. There had been a discussion on the
operational limits of a twin-engine aircraft with one engine out. It was suggested at that time
that, if possible, the controller should avoid giving a clearance for a turn to the side of the
engine not running because it could make the aircraft more difficult to fly.
The aircraft's position, heading, and altitude were factors considered in selecting Mirabel
Runway 24. When the crew agreed to land at Mirabel, the aircraft was on a reverse heading
and somewhat parallel to Runway 24. Runway 11 was about a half mile closer, but a
continuous 240º turn to the left would have had to be made, followed by a 60º turn and a
30º turn to align the aircraft on final. A continuous descent during the turns would also have
been required. When the crew agreed to proceed to Mirabel, they were about 24 nautical
miles (nm) from Runway 24 and 23.5 nm from Runway 11.
When Propair 420 was about 2.5 nm from the threshold of Runway 24, the Mirabel tower
controller cleared another aircraft to take off from Runway 29. During that radio
communication, it would not have been possible for Propair 420 to contact the tower. When
Propair 420 was about 1.8 nm out, the controller checked with the crew to find out if they
had tried to contact the tower. The crew replied in the negative. The other aircraft had no
bearing on this occurrence.
1.10 Aerodrome Information

Figure 2 - Dorval Airport
1.10.1 Dorval Airport
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Dorval / Montréal International Airport has two parallel runways, 06/24, and one intersecting
runway, 10/28. (See Figure 2.) Runway 24L was active for take-offs, and all airport services
were available. Runway 24L is 9600 feet long. The runways and the taxiways were fairly
wet when the flight took off. Propair Inc. operates out of a hangar in the general aviation
sector of the aerodrome. The distance between the Propair Inc. hangar and the threshold of
Runway 24L is about 1400 feet. The aircraft got airborne between taxiways A1 and A2,
approximately 4090 and 5550 feet, respectively, from the runway threshold. For investigation
calculations, the taxi and take-off distance was assumed to be about 6150 feet.
1.10.2 Mirabel Airport
Mirabel / Montréal International Airport has two runways, 06/24, and 11/29. Figure 3 shows
the direction and the length of the two runways. Runways 06, 11, and 24 are served by
instrument landing system approaches. Runway 29 is served by a back course approach.
The runways and the taxiways were generally wet at the time of the accident. Both airports
are operated by Aéroports de Montréal.

Figure 3 - Mirabel Airport
1.11 Flight Recorders
The aircraft was equipped with a cockpit voice recorder (Allied Signal model 980-6020-011)
with 30 minutes of digital recording capacity. The quality of the recording from the cockpit
voice recorder was good. The aircraft was not equipped with a flight data recorder, nor was
it required by regulations.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
The first aircraft fragments were found at the beginning of the runway. The larger pieces
included burned tire fragments and one of the left landing gear doors. About 600 feet from
the beginning of the runway, a blue scrape mark was clearly visible on the runway. The
lower fuselage and the vertical fin of the occurrence aircraft were painted blue. No scrape
marks were observed on the lower fuselage, but the tip of the vertical fin showed runway
scrape marks.
About 700 feet from the beginning of the runway, the left landing gear gouged the runway
surface. In addition to traces of colour transfer, there was a trail of numerous small parts
from the left landing gear between this gouge and where the left landing gear was found.
The landing gear came to rest on the right side of the runway about 1500 feet from the
threshold.
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The blades of the right engine propeller made scrape marks on the runway. The left engine
made no such marks. After leaving the left side of the runway 1500 feet from the threshold,
the left wing came to rest 2000 feet from the threshold, near the left engine and the scrape
marks made by the fuselage. The left wing was heavily scraped by the ground. The front
spar was burned, and the rear spar showed signs of torsion. The wing was bowed outward.
Soot covered most of the wing surface. The grass near the wing was burned in spots. The
wing separated at station 99, near the outer landing gear attachment.
The fuselage came to rest inverted about 2200 feet from the runway threshold, 250 feet
from the left runway edge. Almost all parts of the aircraft were recovered. The smallest parts
were picked up by a mechanical sweeper and, together with the other components,
transported to the TSB Engineering Laboratory for analysis.
1.13 Medical Information
Autopsies and toxicology testing were performed on both pilots. Test results for the
presence of alcohol and common drugs were negative. There was no indication that
incapacitation or physiological or psychological factors affected the crew's performance.
Autopsies and toxicology testing were also performed on three of the nine passengers
based on their position in the aircraft: one in front, one in line with the wing, and one in the
rear. On the other passengers, only external observations were made and toxicology testing
was conducted.
The TSB requested a medical study to determine the cause of death of all the aircraft
occupants. The medical study revealed the following:
Both pilots and most of the passengers sustained multiple fatal injuries on
impact. There was no indication of inhalation of combustible products or
intoxication.
Two passengers survived the initial impact and were burned extensively. One
showed macroscopic evidence of soot in the respiratory tract.
One passenger died as a result of inhalation of combustible products. The
primary cause of death was a lethal dose of hydrogen cyanide causing rapid
cerebral asphyxia. Toxicology tests revealed a level of 100.2 micromoles/litre;
all values above 75 are considered lethal. Incomplete combustion of synthetic
foam normally gives off hydrogen cyanide.
The TSB asked the Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine to do an
anthropometric analysis of the cockpit environment of the Metro II, particularly with regard to
the angle and position of the feet of pilots of different sizes on the rudder pedals. The aim of
the study was to determine whether a large pilot was more likely to inadvertently press on
the brake pedal than a small pilot. The study determined that large and small people both
have room for rudder pedal adjustment. Therefore, neither large nor small pilots are more
likely to inadvertently apply the brakes.
1.14 Fire
1.14.1 Fire in Left Nacelle
At about 0716, a panel on the upper side of the left wing, covering the engine exhaust
nozzle, was observed to be missing. One inspection panel, from aft of the left nacelle on the
upper surface of the wing, separated in flight and was not recovered during the investigation.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0087/a98q0087.asp
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The left nacelle was nearly complete and did not show any external signs of fire or soot.
Shortly after 0718, abnormal pressure on the right aileron was required to maintain heading,
and the left engine was observed to be on fire. During the investigation, it was determined
that aileron control became abnormal because the heat from the fire reduced the stiffness of
the left wing rear spar, allowing abnormal bending of the wing. This bending, because of
associated changes in the wing's lifting ability, affected the aileron deflection required to
maintain control of the aircraft.
The emergency procedures for an engine fire consist of the following immediate actions:
ENGINE STOP AND FEATHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PULL
FUEL SHUTOFF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .CLOSED
HYDRAULIC SHUTOFF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .CLOSED
These actions were carried out immediately after the fire was observed.
1.14.2 Fire Damage to Left Wing
The rear spar separated in a bending and twisting movement. The front spar was bent in a
direction indicating that the wing separated upwards in relation to the fuselage. The spars
had neither burned through nor melted, but they exhibited substantial damage from very
intense heat.
1.14.3 Fire Damage to Fuselage
There was no mention of cabin smoke or cabin fire in communications from or within the
aircraft, so it is concluded that the cabin fire started on ground impact. External fire damage
was most extensive on the right side of the aft section, where it burned through the aircraft
structure. Fire damage to the cabin interior was most extensive at the floor level and in the
centre section above the wing. Toward the front of the aircraft, the left seats were damaged
the most. In the centre section, the right and left sides both sustained severe fire damage.
The seats in the rear section exhibited less damage.
1.15 Survival Aspects
After the impact forces had dissipated, the livable space in the cabin had been reduced by
10 inches laterally. This deformation was permanent and was most severe in the cockpit and
the centre fuselage section. For a permanent deformation of this magnitude to remain, the
initial deformation could have been twice as great, which represents a considerable
percentage of the 66-inch cross-section of the fuselage of this aircraft.
1.16 Tests and Research
1.16.1 Dynamic Wheel/Brake Resistance Tests
Dynamic wheel/brake resistance tests were conducted at the facilities of the manufacturer,
BFGoodrich, in Troy, Ohio. To perform the dynamic drag measurement, a rope was
wrapped around the tire, wheel, and brake assembly and a spring scale to measure the
drag at brake pressures from 0 to 30 psi. The test indicated that with no brake pressure
applied, the rotational drag measured 5 pounds. With 30 psi of brake pressure, the rotational
drag was 40 pounds. It was found that the drag was somewhat affected by the torque
loading of the axle nut and the resulting pre-load on the wheel bearings. This test also
indicated that brake pressures below 30 psi would not be noticeable to the crew during taxi
and take-off. The test brake showed no degradation from design expectations.
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1.16.2 Dynamometer Tests
The objective of these tests was to determine the thermal performance of this brake
assembly and determine if any piston binding could be localized or could occur. The brake
and wheel assembly was fitted with thermocouples and a brake fluid pressure sensor. The
thermocouples were installed to measure the temperature of the brake piston housing, the
torque plate, the wheel, the carrier, lining, and button assemblies, and the brake fluid in the
piston housing. A sensor was installed to measure and monitor hydraulic pressure in the
brake system during testing.
To measure the thermal results of the brake under different brake resistance conditions, a
manual hydraulic pump was connected to the brake and pressurized from 10 psi to 60 psi in
10 psi increments. The initial pressure in each dynamometer test was regulated to simulate
hydraulic pressure locked into the brake, which would increase the drag exerted by the
brake, and to measure the effects on brake operating condition. For the purposes of these
tests and because of limitations in the simulation capabilities of the dynamometer, it was
established that the aircraft taxied 1400 feet in 3 minutes (extrapolated from a normal taxi
speed of 4.5 knots), followed by the take-off roll of 4750 feet in 64 seconds (extrapolated
from the take-off speed of 115 knots).
The following tests were done with a target velocity of 25 feet per second (fps) over a taxi
and take-off distance of 6150 feet. The average velocity was based on the calculated total
distance divided by the combined total of taxiing time plus take-off run time (extrapolated to
account for the dynamometer) of 244 seconds. Due to increasing brake pressure, the
following tests required that greater velocity be applied, that is, 74.3 fps in 64 seconds, to
maintain a conservative simulation.
Dynamometer Test Conditions and Results
S
Initial
Final
Speed Duration
Rotor
Brake Lining
Piston
T Pressure Pressure (fps) (min:sec) Temperature
Assembly
Housing
O
(psi)
(psi)
Temperature Temperature
P
(See Note 3)
1

0

Not
recorded

25

4:00

82ºF
(28ºC)

79ºF
(26ºC)

74ºF
(23ºC)

2

10

Not
recorded

25

4:30

211ºF
(99ºC)

196ºF
(91ºC)

87ºF
(31ºC)

3

20

Not
recorded

25

Not
recorded

337ºF
(169ºC)

324ºF
(162ºC)

114ºF
(46ºC)

4

40

Not
recorded

25

5:34

Not
recorded

Not
recorded

Not
recorded

5

20

Not
recorded

74.3

1:33

554ºF
(290ºC)

567ºF
(297ºC)

123ºF
(51ºC)

6

30

50

74.3

1:20

711ºF
(377ºC)

681ºF
(361ºC)

164ºF
(73ºC)

7

40

100

74.3

1:17

643ºF
(339ºC)

643ºF
(339ºC)

234ºF
(112ºC)

8

50

210

74.3

Not
recorded

881ºF
(472ºC)

846ºF
(452ºC)

214ºF
(101ºC)
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9

10

20

74.3

1:18

398ºF
(203ºC)

396ºF
(202ºC)

124ºF
(51ºC)

10

20

40

74.3

1:18

512ºF
(267ºC)

516ºF
(269ºC)

144ºF
(62ºC)

11

40

150

74.3

1:26

790ºF
(421ºC)

848ºF
(453ºC)

238ºF
(114ºC)

12

60

300

74.3

1:08

1084ºF
(584ºC)

1215ºF
(657ºC)

302ºF
(150ºC)

Notes:
All stop-tests attempted to reach a distance of 6150 feet.
In stop 12, final pressure was limited by the use of a cooling fan to prevent overpressure.
Based on previous dynamometer test experience (BFGoodrich), the piston housing
temperatures approximate the peak fluids temperature within the piston housing.
The table shows the relationship between temperature elements and the increase in brake
pressure (simulating an increase in braking resistance) caused by the locked brake pressure
in the system over a ground distance of 6150 feet.
1.16.3 Spontaneous Ignition Tests
Following the contamination results of the hydraulic fluids, a series of tests was performed to
examine the behaviour of contaminated and uncontaminated hydraulic fluids when they
come into contact with a hot surface.
Based on the colouration observed on the brake discs of the occurrence aircraft and those
of another aircraft, it was estimated that the discs were exposed to temperatures exceeding
600ºC. For test purposes, the brake disc was heated to approximately 815ºC for about 30
minutes. The disc was then placed on a heated plate to maintain its temperature around
500ºC. A thermocouple was fitted to monitor the disc temperature during testing. Two blends
of hydraulic fluid were poured onto the disc at the rate of 10 millilitres per minute, the
equivalent of about 2 tablespoons per minute.
The first test was conducted with 100% MIL-H-83282 hydraulic fluid to establish a base line.
A second series of tests used a blend containing 34% MIL-H-5606 hydraulic fluid, which
was the mixture found in the brake system of the occurrence aircraft. The hydraulic fluids
were poured onto the hot disc surface one by one to determine the lowest temperature at
which spontaneous ignition would occur.
The results of the first test showed that MIL-H-83282 hydraulic fluid ignites when poured on
a surface heated to 450ºC, producing a powerful flame about 10 inches high. Below 450ºC,
the fluid did not ignite but produced a large amount of smoke. The second test showed that
the blend containing 34% MIL-H-5606 ignites at a lower temperature (424ºC) and produces
a flame as powerful and as high as that observed in the first test. When the fluid blend was
poured onto the surface heated to temperatures below 424ºC, it did not ignite but produced
a large amount of smoke.
Using a hydraulic fluid like MIL-H-83282 will not eliminate all risk of hydraulic fluid fire, but it
will improve resistance to ignition and to the spread of a hydraulic fluid fire.
A fire test was conducted with the rubber from the aircraft's tires. When the tire fragment
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was exposed to flame, it ignited and continued to burn.
1.17 Additional Information
1.17.1 Certification Requirements for Upholstery Materials
All materials in the seat cushions and upholstery, as well as trim materials and wall
insulation, on this category of aircraft satisfy the previous and current certification
requirements prescribed in US Federal Aviation Regulations Part 23 (FAR 23). Unlike FAR
Part 25 (FAR 25) requirements, which apply to larger aircraft, FAR 23 does not require that
cushions be covered with a special protective layer that retards combustion of the cushions,
which emit toxic gases while burning. FAA tests have shown that it is possible to increase
passenger survival time in the event of a fuselage fire. Covering cushions with a protective
layer delays combustion of the relatively flammable urethane foam used in the cushions,
offering passengers an additional 40 to 60 seconds of escape time during a typical postcrash cabin fire. The use of fire-blocking and low heat-release panels significantly delays
flashover, thereby further improving occupant survivability.
All the above-mentioned materials met the flammability requirements that were in effect
when the aircraft was certificated. In this instance, the relevant requirements are prescribed
in FAR 23, Amendment 23-6, which came into effect more than 30 years ago. Today's
flammability requirements are more stringent, but there are no regulations requiring the use
of materials that meet today's standards on this type of aircraft, which was certificated under
FAR 23.
1.17.2 Brake System Problems
1.17.2.1 History of Brake System Problems on SA226 and SA227 Aircraft
Several databases that document occurrences involving the SA226 and SA227 brake
systems were consulted. Several occurrences involving brake overheating and fires were
found. The two occurrences discussed below are cited because of their similarity and
because they were investigated in detail. On 27 July 1988, a Peninsula Airways Fairchild
SA227-AC Metroliner III lost hydraulic pressure, the left wing overheat warning light came
on, the tires burst, and the left wheel well sustained severe fire damage. The crew were
able to make an emergency landing at Anchorage International Airport, Alaska. On 10
February 1990, a Perimeter Airlines Swearingen SA226-TC Metroliner II lost hydraulic
pressure, the left wing overheat warning light came on, the tires burst, and the left wheel
well sustained severe fire damage. The crew shut down the left engine and were able to
make an emergency landing at Winnipeg International Airport, Manitoba. Other related
occurrences are discussed or mentioned in Section 4.3 of this report.
1.17.2.2 History of Brake Maintenance on C-GQAL
A review of the aircraft maintenance history starting in March 1993 revealed that the brake
assemblies were replaced by overhauled components for each position, as seen in the table
below. This type of aircraft was performing an average of one take-off and landing for each
flight hour.
Assembly
Maintenance
Date

Total
Aircraft
Hours

Brake Assembly
Time Between Brake Assembly Replacement
(hours)
Position 1
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March 1993

25 722.3

Brake
assembly
replaced

September 1993

25 969.9

July 1994

26 436.7

714.4

October 1994

26 712.6

275.9

January 1995

26 901.3

14 August 1995

27 288.9

576.3

23 August 1995

27 314.4

25.5

April 1996

27 882.1

January 1997

28 101.6

Date of Accident

28 931.2

Brake
assembly
replaced

Brake
assembly
replaced
Brake
assembly
replaced
466.8

1179
387.6
812.9
1613.8

1049.1

2379.3

1664.9

829.6

829.6

The above table shows that the brake assemblies at positions 1 and 2 were replaced 9
times and that they were replaced 5 times at positions 3 and 4. Between the brake
assembly replacements, worn tires were replaced because of flat spots or blowouts. The
tires and the wheel assemblies were replaced 13 times on positions 1 and 2, and they were
replaced 11 times on positions 3 and 4.
At the time of the accident, the brake assemblies at positions 1 and 2 accumulated more
hours between replacements than typically recorded historically and might have contributed
to decrease the piston seals' physical resistance to the excessive heat and cause leakage
during the occurrence. The brake assemblies are not limited by calendar and cycles and are
replaced when required by wear and leaks.
1.17.2.3 Brakes of Similar Design
BFGoodrich indicated that brakes of similar design are manufactured and used on other
aircraft of similar weight. The Metroliner wheels and brakes were derived from the
equipment developed for the Beech 99 aircraft. A search of occurrence databases revealed
no problems of brake/wheel overheating for the Beech 99 similar to that identified on the
SA226 and SA227.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The investigation determined that overheating of the left landing gear brakes during taxi and
take-off caused a fire in the nacelle after gear retraction. The fire spread within the wing
structure, leading to wing failure on final approach to land.
The analysis focuses on two main areas. First, the analysis will review the sequence of
events to assess the reactions of the individuals involved. Second, the analysis will examine
what occurred before the brakes overheated.
During the ground acceleration phase, the aircraft was pulling to the left. This was
counteracted by the use of right rudder to maintain take-off alignment. Once in the air, the
crew faced many abnormalities in very short time. They were faced with hydraulic problems,
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apparent engine problems, flight control abnormalities, wing overheating, and what
appeared to be an engine fire. At this point, the crew did not associate the aircraft
performance on take-off with the anomalies that they were troubleshooting. The analysis will
examine why the crew might not have been alerted to the dragging brake condition.
2.2 Take-off
There was fog in the area but no precipitation. The amount of moisture in the air would not
materially affect the friction between the tires and the runway. Thus, reduced friction can be
discounted as a factor in the aircraft's tendency to pull to the left. The light crosswind from
the right, if it had any effect, would have tended to weathercock the aircraft to the right.
During ground acceleration on take-off, the aircraft pulled to the left, and right rudder was
required to keep the aircraft straight. Because increased airspeed makes flight controls more
effective, usually less right rudder is required to keep straight during acceleration. The takeoff roll was estimated to be about twice as long as that calculated for the conditions, and the
time to rotation was determined to be about 6 seconds longer than the calculated time of 21
seconds. The pull to the left and the length of the take-off roll indicate that the left brake
was dragging; subsequent examination of the left brake assembly confirmed this. Neither
the aircraft's pull to the left nor the length of the take-off roll prompted the crew to take any
action other than to continue the take-off. These cues were not strong enough to elicit a
reject response from the crew.
The crew apparently did not suspect that the left brakes had dragged and overheated during
the take-off: they retracted the landing gear immediately after take-off. Thus, the overheated
brake and wheel assembly was retracted into the enclosed wheel well, where the heat was
dissipated to the tire and the surrounding structures, eventually causing a fire. The aircraft
was not equipped with a means to alert the crew of overheated brakes. When the aircraft
was certified, brake overheat detection systems were not required; they still are not required
for this class of aircraft.
During the investigation, consideration was given to the possibility of an ergonomic problem
related to the position of the pedals on this aircraft. There was a possibility that, because of
his physical size, the first officer could have inadvertently depressed the upper part of the
pedals. However, the ergonomic study established that there was sufficient pedal
adjustment to suit individuals of any size.
2.3 Loss of Main Hydraulics
It was not determined why there was a loss of main hydraulics; however, the loss was
undoubtedly related to the fire or intense heat in the wheel well. Heat could have ruptured
hydraulic hoses or damaged seals in the hydraulic components, to the extent that hydraulic
pressure and fluid were lost.
2.4 Continuous Ignition
The orange light for the left engine would have told the crew that the engine, which normally
does not require ignition after it is started, was under continuous ignition. Continuous ignition
in flight normally follows a flame-out and leads to the automatic quick relight of the engine.
Post-accident examination of the left engine did not reveal any deficiencies that could have
prevented it from operating normally.
Two plausible explanations exist for the continuous ignition light. One is that the fire in the
nacelle damaged the electrical circuit controlling the ignition system. The other is false
contact in the landing gear squat switches, indicating to the system that the aircraft was on
the ground and thus engaging continuous ignition.
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2.5 Wing Overheat Warning Light
The left wing overheat light came on approximately 1! minutes after the indication of
hydraulic failure. The light's continuous rather than flashing illumination indicated
overheating in the wheel well or the air conditioning duct. Before the crew initiated the
checklist procedures, the light went out, indicating that the wing was no longer overheating.
However, the light very likely went out not because the overheating problem was corrected
but because the fire in the wheel well destroyed the warning system electrical circuit.
2.6 Air Traffic Control
When the crew confirmed that they wanted to land at Mirabel Airport, the choice of runways
was limited because of the aircraft's speed and altitude. Runway 24 was a good choice in
view of the distance to be covered, the procedure to be completed, and the time required for
the crew to put in place the parameters required for the approach (such as speed, altitude,
and radio frequency selection). In addition, the choice of runway fulfilled the criteria noted in
training that the controller had recently received and allowed the crew to follow a known
profile, namely downwind for the active runway.
2.7 Aircraft Break-up and Impact Sequence
Indications of progressing damage to the left wing were subtle: the ailerons were not
responding normally; the wing overheat light illuminated; a panel, normally covering the
engine exhaust nozzle, was missing from the upper side of the wing; and the left engine fire
became visible.
The initial event in the break-up sequence was the failure of the front wing spar, caused by
intense heat. The twisting motion of the rear spar suggests that its failure was subsequent
to the upwards failure of the front spar. Asymmetrical lift then caused the aircraft to rotate
left on the longitudinal axis through the left wing wheel well. This rotation released the left
landing gear pivot pin, thereby allowing the landing gear to fall onto the runway, gouging the
runway surface. The rotation of the fuselage to the left might have initiated a moment to the
right, which might account for the landing gear being found on the right side of the runway.
The aircraft then struck the runway on its left side.
The aircraft's weight crushed the left wing tip and might account for the scrape marks
observed on the wing. The aircraft then slid to the left and exited the runway. The engine,
then the left wing, separated from the rest of the fuselage, which continued its course and
came to rest inverted. Firefighters responded rapidly but were unable to save anyone.
2.8 Medicine and Pathology
Examination of the passengers revealed that some sustained injuries from fire or toxic gas
inhalation. Although more stringent requirements might not have prevented these fatalities,
combustion of the seats and the production of toxic gases (as a by-product of combustion)
could have been delayed if more stringent requirements had been in effect.
2.9 Ignition Source
Examination of all the debris in the area of the left landing gear revealed that the source of
ignition originated in the two left brake assemblies. Examination of the components of the
left brakes revealed significant heat damage to both discs, both brake piston housings, the
torque plates, the piston insulators, and the carrier, lining, and button assemblies. The heat
was generated by friction in the left brake system during the take-off run. The discolouration
observed on the brake discs indicates that they reached at least 600ºC for an extended
period. The uniformity of the discolouration and the dragging marks on both sides of both
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left discs indicate that there was brake pressure at the wheels, sufficient to cause
overheating during taxi and the take-off roll.
For dragging to occur in the components of both brake assemblies at the same time, the
problem must have originated upstream of the brakes. All system components involved were
examined against several criteria to identify any failure, poorly adjusted linkages,
incompatible parts, or part malfunction. Some deficiencies were identified in the master
cylinders, but none of those deficiencies was found to have caused brake system pressure
to be maintained. Two models of master cylinder were installed in each of the two brake
systems. In the circumstances, it was essential to examine whether they were adjusted to
manufacturer specifications and whether there was a possibility of interference that could
have caused the brake pressure to lock on. The examination revealed no such problems.
Examination of the brake shuttle valves revealed no deficiencies. The tests regarding the
centring of the shuttle valves with both crew simultaneously applying equal brake pedal
pressure were inconclusive.
Numerous tests were conducted to demonstrate that residual pressure as low as 50 psi in
the brake system could cause dragging and subsequent overheating of the brake
components during the take-off run. This overheating, transferred to the fluid in the brake
lines, causes the fluid to expand, thereby increasing pressure in the brake system. This
increased pressure further aggravates dragging and overheating to the point where normal
operating temperatures are exceeded. The crew would unlikely notice an initial braking
pressure of 50 psi during the take-off run.
After the gear was retracted, the heated brakes were in an enclosed space close to
hydraulic lines, air and fuel lines, and several other lines and electrical wires. With limited
cooling, the temperature of the brake assembly components continued to rise.
Dynamometer tests demonstrated that over a distance of 6135 feet, with a pressure of 50
psi, the carrier, lining, and button assembly and the brake disc could generate temperatures
exceeding 450ºC. Since Nitrile piston seals start to degrade above 135ºC, the likelihood
increased of a brake fluid leak in one of the brake assemblies. Under these conditions, the
contaminated fluid would have self-ignited at temperatures exceeding 425ºC, as shown in
the laboratory tests. The tires ignited when exposed to flame. These conditions were
sufficient to perpetuate the cycle and continue to raise the temperature in the wheel well,
causing the aircraft hydraulic system to fail and damaging electrical wiring and all other
systems in the wheel well. This partial destruction of the aircraft systems in the wheel well
links the pieces of apparently unrelated information that the crew had to deal with in this
occurrence. The dragging caused overheat and leakage at one of the piston seals that
retain the brake hydraulic fluid.
The left wing was weakened by the wing/engine fire and failed, rendering the aircraft
uncontrollable. The subsequent break-up of the wing caused the fuel to expel from the tanks
and spread fire to all the aircraft. The firefighters quickly controlled the fire, but all occupants
were fatally injured by impact forces and inhalation of combustible products or soot.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors
The crew did not realize that the pull to the left and the extended take-off run were
due to the left brakes' dragging, which led to overheating of the brake components.
Dragging of the left brakes was most probably caused by an unidentified pressure
locking factor upstream of the brakes on take-off. The dragging caused overheating
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locking factor upstream of the brakes on take-off. The dragging caused overheating
and leakage, probably at one of the piston seals that retain the brake hydraulic fluid.
When hydraulic fluid leaked onto the hot brake components, the fluid caught fire and
initiated an intense fire in the left nacelle, leading to failure of the main hydraulic
system.
When the L WING OVHT light went out, the overheating problem appeared corrected;
however, the fire continued to burn.
The crew never realized that all of the problems were associated with a fire in the
wheel well, and they did not realize how serious the situation was.
The left wing was weakened by the wing/engine fire and failed, rendering the aircraft
uncontrollable.
3.2 Findings as to Risk
Numerous previous instances of brake overheating or fire on SA226 and SA227
aircraft had the potential for equally tragic consequences. Not all crews flying this type
of aircraft are aware of its history of numerous brake overheating or fire problems.
The aircraft flight manual and the emergency procedures checklist provide no
information on the possibility of brake overheating, precautions to prevent brake
overheating, the symptoms that could indicate brake problems, or actions to take if
overheated brakes are suspected.
More stringent fire-blocking requirements would have retarded combustion of the
seats, reducing the fire risk to the aircraft occupants.
A mixture of the two types of hydraulic fluid lowered the temperature at which the fluid
would ignite, that is, below the flashpoint of pure MIL-H-83282 fluid.
The aircraft maintenance manual indicated that the two hydraulic fluids were
compatible but did not mention that mixing them would reduce the fire resistance of
the fluid.
3.3 Other Findings
The master cylinders were not all of the same part number, resulting in complex
linkage and master cylinder adjustments, complicated overall brake system
functioning, and difficult troubleshooting of the braking system. However, there was no
indication that this circumstance caused residual brake pressure.
The latest recommended master cylinders are required to be used only with specific
brake assembly part numbers, thereby simplifying adjustments, functioning, and
troubleshooting.
Although the emergency checklist for overheating in the wing required extending the
landing gear, the crew did not do this because the wing overheat light went out before
the crew initiated the checklist.
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The effect of the fire in the wheel well made it difficult to move the ailerons, but the
exact cause of the difficulty was not determined.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
On 26 October 1998, the TSB issued five recommendations covering several aspects of the
investigation, as follows.
4.1.1 Overheating in Wheel Well and Wing
The Board believes that to help ensure the safety of the crew and the passengers on
Fairchild/Swearingen SA226 and SA227 Metroliners, the definitive operating manual__ the
aircraft flight manual (AFM) for these aircraft__ must be amended. Furthermore, both ab initio
and recurrent training for aircrew on these aircraft should include instruction on the handling
of overheated brakes and wheel well fires. In this vein, the Board believes that the AFM will
require amendments to reflect the following, inter alia:
the susceptibility of the brake system on Metroliners to overheating, the precautions
to deal with or prevent overheating, the symptoms of potential problematic brake
systems, and the fact that overheated brakes can cause wheel well fires
that a L or R WING OVHT warning light may indicate a wheel well fire and that there
are other key symptoms associated with the L or R WING OVHT light that are
indicative of an on-board fire
the actions to be followed in conjunction with the emergency procedure for wheel well
and wing overheat warning light ON to effectively handle the possibility of a wheel
well fire
The US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), as the regulatory body in the State of the
aircraft manufacturer, has primary responsibility for mandating and approving revisions to
the AFM. On 26 October 1998, the US National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), in
coordination with the TSB, submitted six recommendations to the FAA in this regard.
Transport Canada (TC) has communicated with the FAA concerning amendments to the
AFM and to checklists. The Board recommended as a matter of urgency that:
Transport Canada consult with the Federal Aviation Administration regarding a
timely amendment of the Aircraft Flight Manual for the Fairchild/Swearingen
SA226 and SA227 Metroliner to have the Manual specify the risk of wheel well
fires caused by overheated brakes, and include procedures both to mitigate this
risk and address emergency situations of actual and potential wheel well fires.
A98-02
4.1.2 Brake Overheat Detection and Wheel Well Vulnerability
The Fairchild/Swearingen SA226/SA227 Metroliners do not have a brake temperature
monitoring or overheat detection system. Under current regulations, these systems are not
required for certification. Such systems, especially in an aircraft with wheel brake systems
that are susceptible to overheating, would allow aircrew to monitor the temperature of the
wheel brakes and take appropriate precautions to prevent overheating or to preclude the
inadvertent raising, into the wheel well, of main landing gear with overheated brakes.
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As noted previously, post-accident examination of the occurrence aircraft determined that a
pre-crash fire had occurred in the left main landing gear wheel well. This was shown by
burned tires, melted aluminum hydraulic and fuel lines and fittings, and a fire-damaged
rubber fuel crossover line. Additional damage to the wheel well, especially to the fuel and
hydraulic lines, might have also resulted from bursting tires, since the wheels on the main
landing gear of Fairchild/Swearingen SA226 aircraft do not incorporate fuse plugs (which
melt when hot, giving a controlled release of tire pressure built up from the heat). If so,
flammable fluids flowing from melted or damaged aluminum hydraulic and fuel lines, and the
rubber fuel crossover line, would have further fuelled a fire.
TC issued Commercial and Business Aviation Advisory Circular (CBAAC) No. 0146, dated
16 September 1998, to alert Canadian flight crew and operators of these aircraft to the
hazard associated with overheating of the brake system. CBAAC No. 0146 outlines the
warnings and other possible abnormal aircraft indications associated with known Metroliner
brake overheat / wheel well fires, explains the wheel well and wing overheat warning light
system, specifies actions to be taken at the first indication of the wing overheat annunciator
light, and highlights the susceptibility of the Metroliner brakes to overheating and the
conditions for suspecting potential brake system overheating. The CBAAC also states that
TC has communicated a recommendation to the aircraft manufacturer; in fact, TC
communicated with the FAA regarding amendments to the AFM and to checklists.
The measures outlined in CBAAC No. 0146 and associated with the above recommendation
focus on risk reduction through enhanced awareness of the hazard and improved
operational practices to deal with possible or actual fires. However, the Board believes that
additional preventive actions can be taken in the aircraft's systems to minimize the likelihood
and severity of a fire in the wheel well. Therefore, the Board recommended that:
Transport Canada, in consultation with the Federal Aviation Administration and
the aircraft manufacturer, explore options for the installation of a brake
temperature or overheat detection system on Fairchild/Swearingen SA226 and
SA227 aircraft; and
A98-03
Transport Canada, in consultation with the Federal Aviation Administration and
the aircraft manufacturer, explore means to protect or otherwise harden the
hydraulic and fuel lines in wheel wells to minimize the damage to these lines in
the event of bursting tires or wheel well fires.
A98-04
4.1.3 Mixing of Hydraulic Fluids
Analysis of fluid from the accident aircraft's main and brake hydraulic systems revealed a
mixture of MIL-H-83282 and MIL-H-5606 hydraulic fluids. These hydraulic fluids are nearly
identical in colour and consistency. The mixture had a flashpoint of approximately 114ºC
(239ºF).
The SA226 and SA227 specification originally called for MIL-H-5606, with a minimum
flashpoint of 82ºC, to be used in the aircraft's main and brake hydraulic systems. However,
after two Swearingen SA226-TC Metroliner II cockpit fire accidents in which the MIL-H-5606
hydraulic fluid was involved, the FAA issued Airworthiness Directive (AD) 83-19-02,
applicable to certain Swearingen SA226 airplanes, including the Mirabel accident airplane.
The AD required that operators drain and purge the main hydraulic and brake system
reservoirs, refill them with MIL-H-83282 hydraulic fluid with a minimum flashpoint of 205ºC,
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and change the placards on both reservoirs to specify the MIL-H-83282 fluid. The accident
aircraft was placarded in accordance with AD 83-19-02.
Current maintenance instructions state that MIL-H-83282 is to be used in the main and
brake hydraulic systems of the aircraft. However, there is no reference to indicate that MILH-83282 is used because of the higher temperature at which its vapours will ignite or that a
mixture of MIL-H-83282 and MIL-H-5606 can have a significantly lower flashpoint than the
205ºC flashpoint for pure MIL-H-83282. Given that MIL-H-5606 was the original specified
fluid for SA226 and SA227 aircraft, that MIL-H-5606 and MIL-H-83282 are similar in
appearance and most properties, and that there are no cautions about the consequences of
using a mixture of the two fluids, the Board believes that MIL-H-5606 is being mistakenly
used by some air operators and aircraft maintenance engineers as an alternative hydraulic
fluid in systems requiring MIL-H-83282. Therefore, in view of the increased risk of fire
occurring on Fairchild/Swearingen SA226 and SA227 aircraft resulting from the incorrect use
of MIL-H-5606 hydraulic fluid, the Board recommended that:
Transport Canada, as a matter of urgency, notify all Canadian operators of
Fairchild/Swearingen SA226 and SA227 aircraft of the importance of, and
requirement for, using only MIL-H-83282 hydraulic fluid in the main and brake
hydraulic systems of these aircraft; and
A98-05
Transport Canada, in consultation with the Federal Aviation Administration and
the aircraft manufacturer, review the adequacy of existing aircraft standards,
procedures, manuals and maintenance practices for the Fairchild/Swearingen
SA226 and SA227 aircraft with an aim to ensuring that only MIL-H-83282
hydraulic fluid is used in the main and brake hydraulic systems of these
aircraft.
A98-06
4.2 Responses to Recommendations
4.2.1 General
TC concurred with recommendations A98-02, A98-03, and A98-04. TC's Aircraft Certification
Branch requested an AFM amendment from the FAA to provide more direction and
information on wheel well fires. TC also issued a CBAAC to all Metroliner operators in
Canada. The CBAAC effectively provides information and guidance to pilots on wheel well
fires.
In addition, the NTSB issued recommendations to the FAA similar to the TSB's
recommendations A98-02, A98-03, and A98-04. TC forwarded the TSB recommendations to
the FAA for review, comment, and action, in conjunction with review of the NTSB
recommendations. The FAA's responses to these TSB recommendations are outlined
below.
4.2.2 Response to Recommendation A98-02 (NTSB A-98-115)
Fairchild has released FAA-approved airplane flight manual changes that expand the "Wheel
well and Wing overheat light on" material in Section 3, "Emergency Procedures", for the
SA226 and SA227 aircraft. Subsequently, TC mandated these revisions for Canadianregistered aircraft. TC considers this recommendation closed.
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4.2.3 Response to Recommendation A98-03 (NTSB A-98-116)
The FAA has investigated and evaluated a temperature monitoring or overheat system on
the SA226 and SA227 aircraft and concluded that such an installation would be cost
prohibitive.
Although this recommendation was not adopted, other action has been taken to reduce the
probability of overheated brakes occurring during take-off. FAA AD 2000-17-01 was
released on the 22 August 2000, with an effective date of 06 October 2000. This AD
mandates compliance with Fairchild service bulletins (SBs) 227-32-017 and 226-32-049 to
modify the parking brake system and with BFGoodrich SB 1498 to revise the inspection
brake wear and clearance limits. Additionally, the FAA released AD 2001-20-14, which
mandates Fairchild SBs 226-26-003 and 227-26-002. Effective after 21 November 2001,
this AD is designed to correct potential brake shuttle valve problems, which could cause the
brake assembly to drag and overheat. These actions are intended to prevent brake
overheating, not to detect brake overheating. TC has mandated these ADs for Canadianregistered aircraft and considers this recommendation closed.
4.2.4 Response to Recommendation A98-04 (NTSB A-98-118)
TC advises that the FAA has responded by issuing ADs 2000-14-01 and 2001-20-14.
These ADs incorporate modifications to the parking brake system, establish brake wear and
clearance limits, replace the brake shuttle valve, replace a rubber fuel hose with a metal
device, and install a shield over the hydraulic lines. TC mandated the ADs for Canadianregistered aircraft.
4.2.5 Response to Recommendation A98-05
TC concurred with recommendation A98-05 and issued an airworthiness notice titled
"Hazards of Incorrectly Identifying or Mixing Aircraft Fluids" to the aviation industry.
4.2.6 Response to Recommendation A98-06
TC concurred with recommendation A98-06 and consulted with the FAA regarding the
adequacy of existing aircraft standards, procedures, manuals, and maintenance practices for
the Fairchild/Swearingen SA226 and SA227 aircraft. The aim of this review was to ensure
that only the specified hydraulic fluid (MIL-H-83282), where usage of this fluid type applies,
is used in the hydraulic systems of these aircraft.
TC confirms that Fairchild, in coordination with the FAA, has amended the SA226 and
SA227 maintenance manuals to include warnings that reinforce the prohibition of fluid
mixing.
The FAA had earlier issued AD 83-19-02, which required purging lower flashpoint hydraulic
fluid from the aircraft's hydraulic systems and substituting higher flashpoint MIL-H-83282
hydraulic fluid. The AD also required installation of a placard specifying that only MIL-H83282 fluid be used.
4.3 Action Required
4.3.1 Brake System Pressure Warning Indicator
The Propair crew took off unaware that residual brake pressure remained on the left brake
system during the taxi and the take-off roll. During the take-off roll, the heat generated by
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the friction of the left dragging brake increased exponentially. This extreme heat resulted in
brake seal failure, brake fluid leak on the hot brake components, and ignition and fire in the
wheel well, eventually causing failure of the wing structure in flight.
From 1983 to present, a large number of incidents and a few accidents involving landing
gear failures, tire failures, flat tires, wheel fires, and loss of control on ground have been
reported for these types of aircraft. Of this number, 62 incidents and 3 accidents involving
circumstances similar to those found in this accident have been reported. Some of the
incidents and accidents had the potential to result in a catastrophe similar to this accident.
For the most part, the Board's recommendations resulting from this occurrence were
directed at minimizing the consequences of such an occurrence and at providing better
information to the crews about recognizing the symptoms of a wheel well fire. However, one
recommendation dealt with the installation of a brake temperature system to provide timely
overheat information to the crew. This recommendation was negatively received as being
too costly to implement in view of the expected remaining life of the aircraft.
In spite of the risk controls implemented to date, flight crews are still not provided with an
unambiguous alert of a dragging brake condition caused by residual hydraulic pressure in
the brake system. Failure to identify and warn the crew about a dragging brake in a timely
manner will result in a continued high risk of fire with possible ensuing loss of life and
property. The brake system manufacturer has indicated that a brake pressure cockpit
indicator for each wheel brake system is feasible.
Therefore, the Board recommends that:
Transport Canada, the United States Federal Aviation Administration, and
Fairchild explore options for SA226 and SA227 aircraft to be equipped with a
brake pressure warning indicator for each main wheel brake system.
A02-03
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence.
Consequently, the Board authorized the release of this report on 02 April 2002.
Appendix A __ Flight Track of Propair 420
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Appendix B __ List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Laboratory Reports were completed:
LP 78/98 __ CVR Examination
LP 86/98 __ Structures Group Report
LP 18/99 __ Spring Washer Failure
These reports are available upon request from the Transportation Safety Board of Canada.
Appendix C __ Glossary
AD
AFM
asl
ATC
ATC MANOPS
AUTO/CONT
CBAAC
CVR
FAA
FAR
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0087/a98q0087.asp

Airworthiness Directive
aircraft flight manual
above sea level
air traffic control
Air Traffic Control Manual of Operations
automatic/continuous
Commercial and Business Aviation Advisory Circular
cockpit voice recorder
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Regulation
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fps
hr
L
L or R HYD PRESS
L or R WING OVHT
METAR
min
nm
NORM
NTSB
OVRD
psi
R
RFS
rpm
SB
sec
sm
TC
TN
TSB
TWR
US
UTC
'
ºC
ºF

1.

feet per second
hours
left
left or right hydraulic pressure
left or right wing overheat
aviation routine weather report
minutes
nautical miles
normal
National Transportation Safety Board
override
pounds per square inch
right
Rapco Fleet Support Inc.
revolutions per minute
Service Bulletin
seconds
statute mile(s)
Transport Canada
true North
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
tower
United States
Coordinated Universal Time
feet
degrees Celsius
degrees Fahrenheit

See Appendix C __ Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.

2. All times are eastern daylight time (Coordinated Universal Time [UTC] minus four
hours) unless otherwise stated.

Updated: 2002-10-06
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Air 1998
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Controlled Flight Into Terrain
Airco Aircraft Charters
Piper PA-31-350 Chieftain C-FZBW
Rainbow Lake, Alberta
15 January 1998

Print View

Report Number A98W0009
Summary
The Airco Aircraft Charters Piper PA-31-350 Chieftain, serial number
31-8152096, had been chartered by Northern Sky Aviation to complete
a daily passenger flight from the Edmonton City Centre Airport to High
Level, Rainbow Lake, Edmonton, and Calgary, Alberta. The flight from
Edmonton to High Level and Rainbow Lake was uneventful. Following
a routine landing and turn around, the aircraft departed Rainbow Lake
in darkness, at 1935 mountain standard time (MST)(1) , on an
instrument flight rules (IFR) flight to Edmonton. Shortly after take-off
from runway 27, the aircraft collided with trees and terrain
approximately 3 000 feet west of the departure end of the runway. The
nine occupants sustained minor injuries and the aircraft was
substantially damaged. Immediately following the evacuation of the
aircraft, a Rainbow Lake passenger initiated the local emergency
response by cell phone. Volunteer ground rescue personnel organized
a snowmobile search, and a helicopter was dispatched from the airport
to conduct an aerial search. The ground search was hampered by
darkness, dense forest, cold temperatures, and deep snow. The
helicopter pilot located the aircraft wreckage on his first pass over the
departure corridor and, following his immediate return to the airport, he
lead the ground rescuers to the accident site. Rescuers reached the
accident site approximately one and one-half hours after the
occurrence and assisted all of the survivors to the Rainbow Lake
nursing station.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
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Aviation routine weather reports (METAR) are not available for
Rainbow Lake. The pilot and passengers reported that the sky was
clear with unrestricted visibility and light winds. The temperature was
approximately minus 25 degrees Celsius. The ambient lighting
conditions were described as dark, with no moon, and little illumination
from the night sky. There are no ground or community lights to the west
of the airport.
Northern Sky Aviation operated a domestic air service public charter
flight six days a week between Edmonton, High Level, Rainbow Lake
and Calgary with a Piper PA-31 Chieftain or a Beech King Air 200
aircraft. The flights departed on an as-needed basis from the different
locations, and the type of aircraft that was assigned to the flight
depended on the number of passengers that had reserved seats. The
Chieftain was normally used when seven or fewer passengers had
reserved seats on any leg of the flight. The Northern Sky Chieftain was
not available on the day of the occurrence because of unscheduled
maintenance. A maximum of seven passengers had reserved seats
that day and accordingly, an Airco Aircraft Charters Piper PA-31-350
Chieftain was chartered for the flight. Airco had flown the route for
Northern Sky several times in the past; however, the pilot that was
assigned to the flight had not previously flown a Northern Sky charter.
The pilot had been employed by Airco as a charter pilot for
approximately six months and was certified and qualified for the flight in
accordance with existing regulations. He held a valid air transport pilot
licence (ATPL) and had accumulated approximately 3 700 hours of
flight time, including 93 hours on Piper PA-31 aircraft and 590 hours at
night. He had commenced his flight training in Norway and obtained his
private licence prior to immigrating to Canada in 1990. He had worked
as a flight instructor and charter pilot at an Edmonton flying school from
1992 to 1997 and had taught ab initio, night, instrument, and multiengine flying. He had been involved in two operationally related aircraft
accidents during his instructing career. The majority of his charter flight
experience had been as a single-pilot, and he reported that he
preferred to fly under visual flight rules (VFR) when possible to reduce
fuel costs. He had displayed weak IFR skills on several instrument
check rides in the past. He had received instrument procedures
simulator training while obtaining his instrument rating in 1991 and had
taught instrument procedures as a simulator instructor. He had never
received formal two-crew flight training, recurrent ground, or simulator
training that emphasized controlled flight into terrain prevention
strategies. Based on medical records and a post-accident medical
examination, there was no evidence to indicate that the pilot's
performance was degraded by physiological factors. He had been
awake for 13.5 hours and on duty for 12 hours prior to the occurrence.
Northern Sky Aviation routinely assigned two pilots to the daily flights to
comply with the requests of a number of regular passengers and to
inspire customer confidence. In accordance with that policy, a Northern
Sky Aviation co-pilot accompanied the flight as a customer service
representative. He assisted with the passenger and baggage loading at
each station, and he performed the passenger briefing before each
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0009/a98w0009.asp
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departure. He held a valid commercial pilot licence with an instrument
rating and had approximately 632 hours of total flight experience,
including 168 hours at night. He had approximately 277 hours of flight
time in the right seat of Piper PA-31 aircraft; however, he did not hold a
pilot proficiency check (PPC) for the type. He had frequently departed
Rainbow Lake at night on Northern Sky flights. The Airco captain
preferred to operate the aircraft as a single pilot, and the co-pilot was
therefore not assigned any formal cockpit duties on this flight, other
than to operate the flaps when requested. The co-pilot had been
awake for eight and one-half hours, and on duty for eight hours prior to
the accident.
Records show that the aircraft was certified, equipped, and maintained
in accordance with existing regulations and approved procedures.
There were no reported mechanical abnormalities with the aircraft
throughout the flight to High Level and Rainbow Lake. The aircraft's
engines were examined following the occurrence and no evidence of a
malfunction was found. The elevator flight control system was
determined to be continuous, and the elevator trim was found in the
appropriate take-off position. The aircraft was fitted with a Boundary
Layer Research, Inc. Super Chieftain I Modification (STC SA00192SE)
that increased the maximum permissible take-off weight from 7 000
pounds to 7 368 pounds. The modification consisted of four engine
nacelle strakes and 88 vortex generators affixed to the wings and
vertical tail. The aircraft was not fitted with a ground proximity warning
system (GPWS), and there was no regulatory requirement for GPWS to
be installed. The aircraft was considered to be the poorest performer of
the three Airco Chieftains.
Runway 27 at the Rainbow Lake Airport is 4 500 feet long (2) , and is
surfaced with asphalt. The airport lighting consists of low intensity
runway edge lights, with green threshold and red end lights. There is
no approach lighting. Runway 27 slopes uphill, and departures are
accomplished into rising terrain. A survey determined that the threshold
of runway 27 is 1 712 feet above sea level (asl), and that the departure
threshold is 1 756 feet asl. The aircraft came to rest on level ground, at
1 784 feet asl. The deciduous and coniferous trees in the vicinity of the
accident site were estimated to be 30 feet tall. A Transport Canada
airport inspection completed on 07 April 1998 identified that trees and
brush on the approach path to runway 09 violated the approach slope
standard of 2.5% (1:40) and were required to be removed or topped.
The amount by which the tree and brush height exceeded the
approach slope standard was not determined.
A Northern Sky information brochure stated that each passenger was
permitted to transport two pieces of baggage, with a maximum
combined weight of 50 pounds. When the passenger, baggage, and
fuel load resulted in a load that exceeded the gross weight of the
Chieftain on any leg of the flight, it was the Northern Sky policy to
remove the second pilot from the flight before reducing the number of
passengers. Neither Airco Aircraft Charters nor the Airco pilot had been
advised of this policy.
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The pilot had been provided with a Northern Sky passenger manifest
and had completed an Airco Charters computer-generated flight plan
and gross weight calculation, with the assistance of the Airco
operations manager, prior to leaving Edmonton. There was no
evidence that centre of gravity (C of G) calculations had been
performed. The flight plan indicated that the entire flight would be VFR,
and that there would be a fuel stop in Peace River on the return leg.
When the aircraft arrived in High Level the pilot received a message to
call the Airco dispatcher. Upon calling the dispatcher, the pilot was
informed that a Northern Sky representative had advised Airco that the
flights did not normally stop in Peace River for fuel, and that Northern
Sky preferred that the aircraft not stop in order that the flight remain on
schedule. The Airco pilot consulted with the Northern Sky co-pilot and
was advised that one male passenger had been replaced with a female
passenger, that most of the passengers would be travelling light, and
that several of them weighed less than the standard passenger weight.
The pilot amended the flight plan and added sufficient fuel to complete
a VFR flight to Rainbow Lake and an IFR flight from Rainbow Lake to
Edmonton. A copy of the original company flight plan, found on board
the aircraft, indicated that the pilot had originally planned to leave
Rainbow Lake with 504 pounds of fuel. Calculations completed after
the accident indicated that approximately 850 pounds of fuel were on
the aircraft at the time of departure from Rainbow Lake. Weight and
balance calculations, using fuel weights at minus 20 degrees Celsius,
estimated baggage weights and standard passenger weights of 188
pounds for each of the six males and 141 pounds for each of the three
females on board, indicated that the aircraft was at approximately 7
473 pounds at take-off from Rainbow Lake, and that the C of G was
near the aft limit. Calculations, using passenger self-reported weights,
indicated that seven of the nine passengers exceeded the standard
passenger weight, that the aircraft was approximately 7 683 pounds or
about 315 pounds above the approved gross weight at take-off, and
that the C of G was about 0.35 inches aft of the aft limit.
The aircraft initially struck the top of a tree approximately 2 700 feet
west of the departure end of the runway. The aircraft remained airborne
for approximately 300 feet before striking several more trees and
descending to the ground. Wreckage trail examination determined that
the aircraft was wings level in an approximate three-degree descent
when it struck the trees. The main wreckage trail was approximately
615 feet long and consisted of a slash through a dense stand of poplar
and aspen trees.
The aircraft came to rest upright, with both wings detached outboard of
the engine nacelles due to tree strikes. The cockpit and cabin sections
remained intact, and the occupant survival space was not
compromised. All occupants reported smelling fuel prior to evacuating
the aircraft. A male passenger seated in the aft-facing right front cabin
seat opened the cabin emergency exit without difficulty, and six of the
occupants evacuated through the emergency exit. The pilot was unable
to open the left cockpit crew door due to distortion of the door frame.
He broke the window in the crew door and exited through the window
opening. A male passenger seated next to the main cabin entrance
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0009/a98w0009.asp
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door was unable to locate and operate the latches for the lower half of
the door. He forced open the top half of the door, crawled through the
opening, and assisted one female passenger out of the same opening.
Examination indicated that the wings-level impact attitude, the shallow
impact angle, the small tree size, and the presence of approximately
two feet of snow on the ground had contributed to maintaining the
deceleration forces within the limits of human tolerance during the
crash and had, thereby, enhanced occupant survival. The peril of a
fuel-fed post-crash fire was reduced because the battery had been torn
from the aircraft approximately half way down the wreckage trail,
thereby eliminating the risk of electrical arcing.
The aircraft was reportedly equipped with a survival kit, as required by
regulation, that was normally carried in the forward half of the right
nacelle baggage compartment. However, the kit was not made
available to the passengers. In the absence of a survival kit, the
passengers managed, with great difficulty, to kindle only a small fire for
warmth. Investigators did not locate the kit in the aircraft, and, since it
was not used or found, it is presumed that it was not on the aircraft for
this flight.
Aircraft using Rainbow Lake typically land on runway 27 and depart
runway 09 if the wind conditions permit. A large number of residential
and industrial lights are visible to the east of the airport during night
departures. On arrival at Rainbow Lake, the pilot had been advised by
the Northern Sky co-pilot of a minor frost heave in the runway near the
threshold of runway 09. In order to avoid the risk of damaging the
nosewheel during the take-off run, the pilot had elected to depart on
runway 27.
The pilot reported that he had selected 10 degrees of flap for the takeoff, and that he had rotated the aircraft at 85 knots indicated airspeed
(IAS). He believed that the aircraft became airborne at 90 knots,
approximately half way down the runway, and that he had established
and maintained a positive rate of climb. He reported that he was
waiting for the aircraft to accelerate to the "blue line" speed (single
engine best rate of climb) of 107 knots IAS, prior to lifting the flaps,
when the aircraft struck the trees. He could not recall the altimeter and
vertical speed indicator (VSI) indications during the seconds prior to
impact. Wreckage examination determined that the landing gear and
the flaps were in the UP position at impact.
The Piper Chieftain, Pilot's Operating Handbook, Section 4, describes
NORMAL and SHORT FIELD take-off procedures:
At 85 KIAS, rotate to a 10-degree pitch attitude and allow
the aircraft to fly off. Maintain a pitch attitude which will
result in acceleration of the aircraft to 95 KIAS at 50 feet.
Before airspeed reaches 128 KIAS, retract the landing
gear. Continue acceleration to the desired climb airspeed.
The take-off distance charts in the Boundary Layer Research, Inc.
Piper PA-31-350 Flight Manual Supplement also identify that the 50foot obstacle clearance barrier speed is 95 KIAS.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0009/a98w0009.asp
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The accepted initial climb procedure after take-off is to establish a
positive rate of climb with reference to the attitude indicator, maintain a
climb indication on the altimeter and VSI, and climb at the appropriate
best rate, or the best angle of climb IAS until clear of obstacles.
The pilot lost sight of the runway lights soon after lift-off and was
confronted with dark, featureless terrain outside the cockpit. Darkness
and the absence of external visual clues such as ground lights may
induce a false perception of altitude and attitude. Under acceleration,
the combination of gravity and the inertial forces produce a resultant
force at an angle aft of the true vertical. This force acting on the
vestibular system of the human inner ear can, in conditions of reduced
or no visibility, give a false pitch up sensation. While the aircraft may be
flying straight and level, or climbing slightly, the pilot may have a
sensation of climbing at a much steeper angle than he actually is.
Without visual input to override the false sensation, the pilot will usually
pitch the aircraft's nose down to correct the perceived steep climb and
inadvertently descend. This form of spatial disorientation is known as
the "false climb" illusion or the somatogravic illusion. The extent, if any,
to which somatogravic illusion contributed to the accident was not
determined.
Several passengers reported that following an apparent normal ground
roll and lift-off, the aircraft did not seem to be gaining altitude. It then
pitched slightly nose-down immediately before striking trees. The
Northern Sky co-pilot reported that the VSI was indicating 500 feet per
minute down, and that the pitch attitude was one to two degrees noselow when the aircraft struck the trees.
Analysis
There is no evidence that weather or a mechanical discrepancy
contributed to the accident. The analysis will therefore focus on the
pilot's applied IFR/night take-off technique, the role and influence of the
quasi co-pilot, the communications between Airco Aircraft Charters and
Northern Sky Aviation, the Airco dispatcher's request to change the
flight plan, and the effect of the overweight condition of the aircraft on
the departure. Individually these factors would likely not have been
significant enough to cause an accident. When combined with dark
ambient conditions and an uphill take-off toward rising terrain, these
factors collectively established a window of opportunity for an accident
to occur.
The pilot's night departure technique is considered to be the active
failure in this accident. Night departures in dark conditions require full
use of the aircraft flight instruments, and it is essential that the pilot
achieve and maintain a positive rate of climb at a safe climb speed
after lift off. In the absence of outside visual cues, the pilot must rely on
the aircraft instruments to maintain airspeed and attitude and to
overcome any false sensations of a climb. The pilot was either relying
on outside visual cues during the initial climb and/or using only a partial
instrument panel scan while being influenced by the false-climb illusion.
Pilots can overcome false sensations by flying the aircraft with
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reference to the altimeter, VSI, attitude indicator, and airspeed
indicator, which, in this case, would likely have allowed the pilot to
detect that the aircraft was not established in a climb. The appropriate
technique would have been to climb at the aircraft's best rate or best
angle of climb speed until above all obstacles rather than become
preoccupied with reaching blue line. The pilot may have intended to
reach the blue line speed of 107 KIAS soon after take-off because he
was aware that the aircraft was at or above the approved take-off
weight, and he did not want to climb at a minimum climb airspeed.
The role of the Northern Sky Aviation company representative/quasi copilot is somewhat ambiguous, and his presence does not appear to
have contributed significantly to the safety of the flight. Because he was
not familiar to the captain and because he was not delegated flight
crew responsibilities, his participation during the flight created a
situation of crew resource mismanagement. The co-pilot's remarks
regarding the weight and flight plan changes at High Level appear to
have encouraged the captain to cancel the planned fuel stop in Peace
River. In discussing the proposed changes the co-pilot did not advise
the captain that if weight was a concern he could remain in Rainbow
Lake and thereby reduce the take-off weight by approximately 170
pounds. The co-pilot's apparent well-intentioned advice on the frost
heave near the threshold of runway 09 influenced the captain's
decision to take-off on runway 27, which was uphill toward rising terrain
and with no lights visible after departure. The co-pilot's attention to the
flight instruments and aircraft climb profile during the initial climb phase
of flight was such that he did not have time to intervene with the
appropriate actions to prevent the aircraft from striking the trees.
The aircraft had been modified to permit take-off at a weight of 368
pounds higher than that approved by the original type certificate,
without an increase in engine power. It is estimated that the actual
weight of the aircraft at take-off was approximately 315 pounds above
the prescribed increased gross weight, and that the C of G was at or
beyond the rear limit. This would have increased the take-off distance
and reduced the climb performance of the aircraft. The extent to which
the aircraft performance was degraded was not determined. The Airco
dispatcher's telephone request to the captain in High Level to add
sufficient fuel in order for the flight to not stop at Peace River
contributed to the aircraft being overweight on the departure from
Rainbow Lake.
Communication between Northern Sky and Airco Aircraft Charters with
regard to the duties of the co-pilot and the weight of the aircraft at
departure from Rainbow Lake were inadequate. Both companies were
familiar with Piper PA-31-350 capabilities, and the weight and balance
calculations performed prior to the aircraft leaving Edmonton indicated
that the trip would have to be accomplished VFR, with a fuel stop at
Peace River, to accommodate the passenger load. Critical information,
such as the option of dropping the Northern Sky co-pilot in the event of
an overweight aircraft condition, was never provided to Airco. The Airco
pilot, who was the final decision-maker, was put in the position of
having to balance the conflicting objectives of operating the aircraft
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within the prescribed weight limits and satisfying the customer
demands. He was relatively inexperienced on Piper PA-31-350 aircraft,
having flown less than 100 hours on the type, and because he had not
previously flown a Northern Sky trip he was unfamiliar with the routine
of the Northern Sky daily flights. He was aware that Northern Sky often
chartered an Airco aircraft for the daily flight, and may therefore have
felt peer pressure to fly the trip as he perceived other pilots had in the
past.
Findings
The pilot was qualified for the flight, and there was no evidence
that his performance was degraded by physiological factors.
The pilot's take-off technique was not appropriate for a night
departure in that he concentrated on reaching blue line speed
rather than maintaining a positive rate of climb after take-off.
The role of the Northern Sky company representative/co-pilot
was ambiguous, and his presence does not appear to have
contributed to the safety of the flight.
To the extent that the aircraft was examined, there was no
evidence that an airframe, engine, or system failure contributed
to the occurrence.
Airco Aircraft Charters had not been advised by Northern Sky
Aviation of the option to drop the Northern Sky company
representative/co-pilot in the event that the aircraft was
overweight.
Using the reported passenger and baggage weights, it is
estimated that the aircraft exceeded the maximum take-off
weight by approximately 315 pounds and the centre of gravity
was beyond the aft limit.
An airport inspection completed on 07 April 1998 determined
that trees and brush on the approach path to runway 09 violated
the approach slope of 2.5% (1:40).
The availability and use of a cell phone greatly expedited the
rescue.
There was no survival gear available for the occupants.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The aircraft was inadvertently flown into trees and the ground, in
controlled flight and dark ambient conditions, during a night departure
because a positive rate of climb was not maintained after take off.
Factors contributing to the accident were the pilot's concentrating on
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blue line speed rather than maintaining a positive rate of climb, the
dark ambient conditions, a departure profile into rising terrain, an
overweight aircraft, and crew resource mismanagement.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 08
January 1999.
1. All times are MST (Coordinated Universal Time minus seven
hours) unless otherwise noted.
2. Units are consistent with official manuals, documents, and
instructions used by or issued to the crew.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose
of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or
determine civil or criminal liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Unstabilized Approach/ Hard Landing
Alberta Citylink
British Aerospace Jetstream 31 C-FBIE
Lloydminster, Alberta
20 January 1998

Print View

Report Number A98W0011
Synopsis
At 1700 MST, Alberta Citylink flight 933, C-FBIE, a British Aerospace Jetstream 31, serial
number 815, took off from Calgary, on a scheduled flight to Lloydminster, Alberta. The aircraft
carried a two-pilot crew, 13 passengers, and 250 pounds of freight and baggage. A nonprecision automatic direction finder (ADF) approach was conducted to runway 25. The first
officer was flying the approach, and when the runway environment became visual, the captain
took control, requested 35 degrees of flap, and commenced the final descent to the runway. On
touchdown, the left main landing gear collapsed and both propellers struck the runway surface.
The aircraft slid along the runway on the belly pod for about 1 800 feet, and when the left wing
contacted snow on the edge of the runway, the aircraft turned about 160 degrees. The
passengers and crew evacuated through the over-wing exit. There was no fire and no injuries.
The Board determined that an unstabilized approach resulted in a heavy landing because the
captain changed the configuration of the aircraft, and the high rate of descent was not arrested
before contact was made with the runway surface. Contributing to the high rate of descent
were the reduction of engine power to flight idle, airframe ice, and the time available for the
final descent. Contributing to the damage on landing was the left-to-right movement of the
aircraft.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
At 1700 mountain standard time (MST)(1) , Alberta Citylink flight 933, C-FBIE, a British
Aerospace Jetstream 31, serial number 815, took off from Calgary, Alberta, on a scheduled
flight to Lloydminster, Alberta. The aircraft carried a two-pilot crew, 13 passengers, and 250
pounds of freight and baggage.
The crew planned a non-precision automatic direction finder (ADF) (2) approach to runway 25
at Lloydminster with an overcast ceiling of 400 feet, visibility of 5 statute miles (sm) in blowing
snow and mist, and the wind from 110 degrees true at 7 knots. When the aircraft was inbound,
the flight service station (FSS) specialist reported that the visibility had decreased to 3 sm. The
crew were aware of approximately to ! inch build-up of ice on the aircraft during descent and
so planned for a flap 20 landing. The first officer was flying the approach from the right-hand
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seat while the captain was monitoring the instruments and looking outside the aircraft for visual
contact with the runway environment. When the captain saw the runway from the minimum
descent altitude (MDA), he took control for the landing. The aircraft was north of the extended
centre line of runway 25. FLAPS 35 was selected, the power was reduced to flight idle, a turn
to regain the centre line was carried out, and a descent was commenced from MDA. The
aircraft contacted the runway surface heavily, moving left to right. As a result, the left main
landing gear collapsed. Both propellers struck the runway, and the left propeller separated from
the engine. The aircraft slid along the runway on the belly pod for a distance of about 1 800
feet. The left wing contacted the snow on the edge of the runway, resulting in a turn of about
160 degrees. The evacuation took place immediately after the aircraft came to rest; all
occupants escaped quickly through the right, over-wing exit.
The FSS specialist informed emergency response services (ERS) immediately after the aircraft
crashed. The airport manager and others in the vicinity responded immediately. ERS,
dispatched from Lloydminster, arrived about 17 minutes later. The aircraft occupants walked to
the nearby terminal building without assistance.
The aircraft struck the runway at latitude 53 18 N and longitude 110 4 W, at approximately
1810, during the hours of darkness, and at an altitude of 2 194 feet above sea level (asl) (3) .
1.2 Injuries to Persons

Crew
-

Passengers
-

Others
-

Total
-

Serious

-

-

-

-

Minor/None

2

13

-

15

Total

2

13

-

15

Fatal

1.3 Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was substantially damaged in the occurrence.
1.4 Other Damage
There was minor runway damage from propeller blade tip contact on impact, and several
runway edge marker lights were broken off.
1.5 Personnel Information
1.5.1 General

Captain
33

First Officer
22

ATP

CML

98/11/01

99/01/01

4 786

1 450

Hours on Type

635

151

Hours Last 90 Days

136

201

Age
Pilot Licence
Medical Expiry Date
Total Flying Hours
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Hours on Type Last 90 Days

136

151

Hours on Duty Prior to Occurrence

12

12

Hours off Duty Prior to Work Period

72

72

1.5.2 Captain's History
The captain began employment with the company in February 1997 and started flying as first
officer on the Jetstream 31 in March 1997. He was upgraded to captain in October 1997. Prior
to joining Alberta Citylink, he flew as captain on Piper Navajo and other light twins. He was
licensed and qualified for the flight and held a valid class 1 medical with no restrictions. A
review of his previous check rides indicates that he met the requirements with only minor
debriefing points noted.
The captain had not flown since 16 January 1998. He started work on 20 January 1998 at 0600
and had flown a total of 6.2 hours during that day.
1.5.3 First Officer's History
The first officer started employment with the company in March 1997 as first officer on the King
Air 100. He qualified on the King Air 200 in July 1997 and on the Jetstream 31 in October
1997. He was licensed and qualified for the flight as first officer and held a valid class 1
medical with no restrictions. Prior to joining Alberta Citylink, the first officer flew for a charter
and air ambulance operator in northern Alberta.
The first officer had not flown since 16 January 1998. He reported for duty at 0600 on the
morning of 20 January 1998 and had flown 6.2 hours prior to the accident.
1.5.4 Crew Assignment
The captain and first officer had flown together previously as a crew, but crew assignments
varied as many of the first officers maintained dual currency, flying also as first officers on
company King Air aircraft.
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1 General

Manufacturer

British Aerospace

Type and Model

Jetstream 3112-01

Year of Manufacture

1988

Serial Number

815

Certificate of Airworthiness
(Flight Permit)
Total Airframe Time

Valid

Engine Type (number of)

Garrett TPE 331-10UGR-516H (2)

Propeller/Rotor Type (number of)

McCauley 4HFR34C652J/B-L106LA-0 (2)

Maximum Allowable Take-off Weight

15 322 lbs
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Recommended Fuel Type(s)

Jet A, JetA-1, Jet B

Fuel Type Used

Jet A-1

1.6.2 Aircraft
The aircraft was certified, equipped, and maintained in accordance with existing regulations and
approved procedures. The maintenance logbooks contained no evidence of uncorrected
deficiencies relevant to the circumstances of the occurrence. The aircraft's weight was within
limits, and the centre of gravity was within the normal range.
1.6.3 Flap Lift Dump
The flap system incorporates a lift dump capability to decrease the stopping distance by
increasing drag and the weight on the wheels. Lift dump lowers the flaps to 70 degrees from
the maximum selected flap position of 35 degrees. The lift dump occurs when:
a FLAPS 35 selection has been made;
either or both engine power levers have been selected to below their flight idle setting to
activate power lever micro-switches; and
the nose landing gear oleo micro-switch has operated at aircraft touchdown.
1.7 Meteorological Information
The amended terminal forecast for Lloydminster faxed by Springbank FSS to the company
base at Calgary and available to the crew prior to departure was: winds from 110 degrees true
at 6 knots, visibility 2 sm in light snow and mist, with the ceiling overcast at 400 feet.
Temporarily between 1700 and 2000 UTC, the visibility was forecast to be greater than 6 sm in
light snow with a scattered cloud layer at 400 feet and an overcast ceiling at 1 500 feet. From
2000 UTC, the winds were to be from 110 degrees true at 6 knots, visibility 6 sm in light snow,
with a scattered layer of cloud at 800 feet and an overcast layer at 2 000 feet. Temporarily
between 2000 and 0500 UTC, visibility was to decrease to 2 sm in light snow and mist, with an
overcast ceiling at 800 feet.
The weather passed to the crew by Lloydminster FSS prior to commencing the approach was:
winds 110 degrees true at 7 knots, visibility 5 sm in light snow and fog, temperature minus 13
degrees Celsius, dew point minus 12 degrees Celsius, and the altimeter setting was 30.00.
Earlier in the day, the ceiling was as low as 100 feet above ground level (agl), with visibility of
! mile in fog. During the day, the ceiling and visibility increased to a high overcast ceiling and
visibility greater than 15 sm. The lower layers started moving into the area about one hour
prior to the arrival of this flight.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
The Lloydminster Airport is equipped with a non-directional beacon (NDB) operating on a
frequency of 241 kHz and distance measuring equipment (DME) operating on a frequency of
110.75 mHz. All ground-based navigation aids were reported to be operating within normal
parameters. There were no reported unserviceabilities on the aircraft navigation receiving
equipment.
1.9 Communications
All communications between the aircraft and ground facilities had been established and were
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normal, and all communications equipment functioned properly. A review of the FSS tapes did
not reveal any abnormalities.
1.10 Aerodrome Information
The Lloydminster Airport is a municipally operated, certified facility with a 150-foot-wide, 5 577foot-long paved main runway, oriented 070 degrees/250 degrees magnetic, at an altitude of 2
194 feet asl.
1.11 Flight Recorders
1.11.1 General
The flight data recorder (FDR) and the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) were sent to the TSB
Engineering Branch for analysis.
The CVR was a Loral CVR, model A 100, serial number 15586 that recorded the crew and
area microphone channels on a 30-minute continuous loop. The occurrence data from the crew
and the radio communications to the aircraft were of good quality.
The FDR was an Allied Signal UFDR, model 980-4100-GWXS, serial number 4514 that
recorded indicated airspeed, pressure altitude, heading, vertical G, time, and a very high
frequency (VHF) key indication. The data retrieved from the FDR were of good quality.
1.11.2 Recorded Information
The following information has been extracted primarily from the TSB Engineering Branch
analysis of the FDR.
Following the crew's procedure turn inbound call, the FSS reported the latest wind conditions
and surface visibility. The landing gear was lowered and the flaps were extended to 20 degrees
as the aircraft levelled at the MDA of 2 640 feet asl, or 457 feet agl.
During the gear and flap extension, the speed decreased by 24 knots, from 138 knots indicated
airspeed (KIAS) to the V ref speed of 114 KIAS (Appendix A). The crew corrected for the
decrease in speed, accelerating to 144 KIAS. During the acceleration, the aircraft briefly
climbed approximately 70 feet, then descended back to the MDA.
Approximately three miles back from the runway threshold, and before visual contact was
established, the aircraft was left of the inbound track. A track correction to the right followed, as
evidenced by a 15-degree increase in heading. When the final descent to the runway
commenced, the aircraft began to decelerate from 140 KIAS at an initial rate of 1.5 knots per
second. The captain requested flaps 35; a high sink rate subsequently developed, reaching a
peak of approximately 1 700 feet per minute (fpm) as the heading briefly reached about 230
degrees magnetic; the runway track is 253 degrees. Meanwhile, the rate of deceleration
increased, eventually reaching 5 knots per second at the time of the hard landing. The first
officer reported the flight on final when the recorded altitude, speed, and heading were
approximately 200 feet agl, 129 KIAS, and 228 degrees, respectively. Following the FINAL call,
the heading began to increase, suggesting a track correction to the right, and the descent rate
reduced to approximately 1 200 fpm. Approximately 1" seconds prior to the landing, the pitch
of the engine/propeller sounds increased, indicating an increase in power. The descent rate
was not arrested prior to touchdown, resulting in a hard landing with a high vertical deceleration
of approximately 2.25 g, at 99 KIAS, and on the approximate runway heading of 252 degrees.
The FDR stopped recording approximately four seconds after initial runway contact. The CVR
continued to record until the power was shut off.
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1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
The wing structure and the engine support beams in the wing were damaged in the hard
landing, allowing the right engine to droop. The propeller blades were abraded and curled
rearwards, and the left propeller separated from the reduction gearbox. The flaps were
damaged and displaced and the belly-mounted baggage pod was crushed. The left main gear
attachment spigots had sheared off and the right main gear radius rod support had fractured.
The left main gear collapsed, and the aircraft was supported by the belly pod and damaged
right main gear. The left main gear sliding tube was bent, and the left tire was cut and deflated
from rim contact at impact. The main gear damage pattern was consistent with the aircraft
drifting to the right at impact. The sheared left main gear spigots and the fractured right main
gear radius rod were examined at the TSB Engineering Branch and were found to have failed
due to overstress. The damaged components met all material and dimensional design
specifications.
There was no evidence found of any airframe failure or system malfunction prior to or during
the flight.
1.13 Medical Information
Not applicable.
1.14 Fire
There was no evidence of fire before or after the occurrence.
1.15 Survival Aspects
1.15.1 Aircraft Evacuation
When the aircraft came to rest in a snowbank alongside the runway, the right emergency exit
was opened immediately and the passengers began evacuating through this exit. There was an
attempt to open the main passenger door, but it could not be opened. Impact damage resulted
in sheet metal distortion on the wing walk area, causing the occupants difficulty in leaving the
aircraft. The main passenger door, which is hinged at the bottom, was held closed by the
snowbank.
The fuel cells, some of which were ruptured during the impact sequence, leaked fuel onto the
right wing walk causing it to be extremely slippery for exiting occupants. The leaking fuel
soaked into the surrounding snowbank creating a potential fire hazard.
After clearing some snow, the main passenger door was opened from the outside, but no tests
were conducted to see if it was possible to open the door from the inside. The later model
Jetstream 32 has an emergency exit on both the right and left side of the fuselage.
1.15.2 Emergency Response
The airport operator is the city of Lloydminster and, when required, emergency response is
done by the city. In this case, the services were called immediately after the accident.
Response time was 17 minutes.
1.16 Tests and Research
Flights in a Jetstream 31 simulator at Flight Safety in Seattle, Washington, USA, were carried
out using the data from the FDR to duplicate as closely as possible the accident flight at
Lloydminster. The airport at Lloydminster, or another airport at the same altitude with the same
runway heading and the beacon on the field, could not be located in the simulator data base.
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Runway 25 at Calgary was used for the flights, but this proved difficult to accurately calculate
where the final descent was to begin; therefore, no significant conclusions could be drawn from
these flights.
1.17 Organizational and Management Information
Alberta Citylink is the company contracted by Air BC to conduct flights as a connector from
Calgary to Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, Lloydminster, and Cold Lake. Bar XH, based in Medicine
Hat, is the parent company that supplies the aircraft and the operating personnel.
The company president oversees the operation through an operations manager, a chief pilot,
and a chief of maintenance. At the time of the accident the chief pilot was responsible for the
recurrent training of aircrew.
1.17.1 Company Training
The company conducts flight crew and maintenance training at the base in Medicine Hat for the
Jetstream aircraft operated by Alberta Citylink. Flight simulator training, both initial and
recurrent, is conducted at Flight Safety in Seattle. The company conducts bi-annual recurrent
training followed by a PPC. The training includes recurrent ground school, precision and nonprecision approaches, emergency procedures; including engine failures on take-off, and crew
coordination and line monitoring.
1.17.2 Manual Information
Operational information for pilots is contained in the BA 31 Pilot's Handbook, the Flight Safety
Jetstream 3100 Training Manual, and the Operating Requirements Manual of 650584 Alberta
Inc. (company name prior to Alberta Citylink). The illustration of a non-precision approach is
contained in the BA 31 Pilot's Handbook and shows the speeds to be flown, checklists to be
carried out, rates of descent, etc. There is no guidance to pilots in any of the manuals to make
the appropriate calls when an approach becomes unstabilized, nor is it a requirement.
1.17.3 Duty Period
This was the first work day following three days off. Both pilots reported for duty at 0600 the
morning of the accident. Their flying was to consist of three return flights to Lloydminster
arriving back in Calgary at about 1940. There is a four-hour layover in Calgary between the
morning and afternoon flights. This would have been a 12-hour-40-minute duty period. The first
flight in the morning was delayed due to poor weather at Lloydminster. The weather did
improve, and the two return flights to Lloydminster were uneventful. The flights are scheduled in
accordance with Canadian Aviation Regulations, Part VII Commercial Air Services, Division II Flight Time Limitations and Flight Duty Time Limitations and Rest Periods.
The performance and judgement of an individual suffering from fatigue becomes degraded, and
one common effect is an increase in that individual's willingness to take risks to finish tasks
more quickly. Research indicates that the effects of fatigue are strongest at the beginning and
at the end of an extended work day.
1.17.4 Staff Turnover
Like many companies of similar size, Alberta Citylink periodically loses pilots to larger
companies due to the potential for higher pay. Retention of personnel is important, and Alberta
Citylink management is constantly dealing with this issue.
1.18 Additional Information
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1.18.1 Pilot's Handbook Information
The wind at the time of the approach was varying between 070 degrees to 110 degrees from 5
to 7 knots, which is below the maximum tailwind component of 10 knots in the limitations
section of the Pilot's Handbook.
The following information regarding landing in icing conditions is contained in the Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) for 650584 Alberta Inc. (Alberta Citylink):
The following limitations apply for the purpose of planning operations into known
or forecast icing conditions:
a) Factored field lengths should be used as calculated.
b) The approach/target threshold speed previously calculated for the Flap 35
degrees landing should be increased as necessary to remain clear of buffet. This
does not affect the previously calculated landing distances. The approach/target
threshold speed must not be allowed to exceed 15 knots above the applicable
threshold speed for normal Flap 35 degrees landings as the risk of exceeding the
scheduled field length then becomes unacceptably high. If it appears certain that
the speed at threshold will exceed this figure and the runway is known to be
critical, then the attempt to land should be abandoned.
c) The airframe de-ice boots must be cycled prior to selecting flaps.
d) The wing/tail AUTO system must not be selected for approach and landing.
e) The igniters should be selected to continuous.
f) For landing with noticeable amount of ice accretion on any part of the aircraft
increase the landing speed by 10 KIAS.
In the normal procedures section of the aircraft "Flight Manual" the following caution is written:
After entry into icing conditions:
CAUTION: If the airframe icing system is operated before a significant ice build up,
the ice may only flex and bridge over the inflated boots.
1
Operate the airframe de-icing only when a significant build-up of
ice has occurred. The optimum thickness for ice shedding will
vary depending on the nature of the ice, but 0.5 in (13 mm) of ice
should be allowed to accumulate on the wing boots before
operating the airframe de-icing system.
In the performance section of the Flight Manual under Landing Speed, reference is made to the
landing approach speed charts that calculate the V ref speeds. This part indicates, for landing
with noticeable ice accretion on any part of the airplane, to increase the landing speed by 10
KIAS.
Under the title "Approach Climb Speed" for flight with noticeable ice accretion, the
recommendation is to increase the approach climb speed by 10 KIAS.
1.18.2 Stabilized Approach
A stabilized approach is a prerequisite to a successful landing. A stabilized approach is
assured when an aircraft has a constant rate of descent along the approach path, the
appropriate airspeed, a stable power setting, and is configured for landing. In the Company
SOPs, some of the components listed as "Stabilized Approach Factors" are: stabilized
airspeed, stabilized sink rate, a constant profile, and a normal sink rate of 500 to 800 fpm.
A Flight Safety Foundation Task Force studied a number of approach and landing accidents
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and found that "omission of action/inappropriate action" was the primary causal factor in 24 of
the 76 business jet approach and landing accidents (ALAs) followed by "lack of positional
awareness in the air," which was involved in 15 accidents. The study included both jet and
turboprop fatal ALAs worldwide with a take-off weight greater than 12 500 pounds, and some of
the conclusions and recommendations are applicable to the approach and landing at
Lloydminster. The following are considered pertinent:
3.

Unstabilized and rushed approaches contribute to ALAs.
Operators should define in their flight operations manuals the
parameters of a stabilized approach and include at least the
following:
Intended flight path;
Speed;
Power setting;
Attitude;
Sink rate;
Configuration; and
Crew readiness

A suggested definition or policy that might be considered by operators:
All flights shall be stabilized by 1 000 feet (305 meters) height above touchdown
(HAT). An approach is considered stabilized when the following criteria are met:
The aircraft is on the correct flight path;
Only small changes in heading and pitch are required to maintain that path;
The aircraft speed is not more than V ref +20 knots indicated airspeed
(KIAS) and not less than V ref -5 KIAS;
The aircraft is in the approach and landing configuration. Note that many
light twins have limited single-engine go-around capability and that they
should not be configured for landing until the landing is assured;
Sink rate is a maximum 1 500 feet (457.5 meters) per minute;
Power setting is minimum specified for the type of aircraft; and
All briefings and checklists have been performed.
Specific types of approaches are considered stabilized if they also fulfill the
following:
Instrument landing system (ILS) approaches - must be flown within one dot
of the glide path or localizer, and a Category II approach or a Category III
approach must be flown within the expanded localizer band;
Visual approaches - wings must be level on final when the aircraft reaches
500 feet (152 meters) HAT;
Circling approaches - wings must be level on final when the aircraft reaches
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0011/a98w0011.asp
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Circling approaches - wings must be level on final when the aircraft reaches
300 feet (91.5 meters) HAT.
Corporate policy should state that a go-around is required if the aircraft
becomes unstabilized during the approach. Training should reinforce this
policy;
Before descent, a checklist-triggered risk assessment by the crew for the
upcoming approach should be company SOP. Prior to commencement of
the approach, the crew should confirm the risk assessment;
The implementation of constant-angle and rate-of-descent procedures for
non-precision approaches should be expedited globally; and
Training should be made available to flight crews for learning proper use of
constant-angle descent procedure, as well as approach design-criteria and
obstacle-clearance requirements.

4.

Failure to recognize the need for and to execute a missed
approach when appropriate, is a major cause of approach and
landing accidents.
Company policy should specify go-around gates for approach and landing
operations. Parameters should include:
Visibility minimums required prior to proceeding past the final approach fix
(FAF) or the outer marker (OM);
Assessment at FAF or OM of crew and aircraft readiness for the approach;
Minimum altitude at which the aircraft must be stabilized; and
Companies should declare and support no-fault go-around and missedapproach policies.

5.

The risk of ALAs is higher in operations conducted during
conditions involving:
Low light;
Poor visibility;
The likelihood of optical illusions; and
Wet or otherwise contaminated runways.

2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The analysis discusses the decisions made by the captain and the actions of the crew during
the final seconds of the approach. The duty period, the emergency response, and the airframe
ice will also be discussed.
2.2 The Approach
2.2.1 General
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0011/a98w0011.asp
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The first officer, who had flown the en route portion of the flight, continued to fly the approach.
The crew briefed for a 20-degree flap landing with a threshold speed of 114 KIAS prior to
commencing the approach. The briefings and checklist items covered were in accordance with
procedures given in the BA 31 Pilot's Handbook. Altitudes and airspeeds were monitored by the
captain, the pilot-not-flying (PNF), throughout the approach. After the gear was selected down
and flaps selected to 20 degrees, the airspeed decreased to 114 KIAS. This was corrected and
the speed increased to 144 KIAS achieving a ground speed of 150 knots. The approach speed
shown in the SOPs for a non-precision approach is 130 KIAS, so the speed of 144 KIAS was
not a concern to the PNF as he was adding the additional 10 knots recommended for landing in
icing conditions. The Alberta Citylink SOPs state that in icing conditions, the additional 10 knots
is added to the landing speed, not to the approach speed. Although in itself the additional 10
knots added to the approach speed may be insignificant, when combined with other factors, the
additional speed became a factor. The time available for the final descent from MDA was
affected by the increased closure rate that resulted from the high ground speed.
2.2.2 Captain's Decision to Land
Crew coordination, checklists, and approach monitoring were normal prior to reaching the
minimum descent altitude of 2 640 feet as evidenced by the PNF calling low airspeed, altitude,
and a reminder at 2" and 2 miles for the pilot flying (PF) to remain on the instruments as the
airport environment was not visual.
When the PNF obtained visual contact, he indicated that he had control of the aircraft which
may have surprised the first officer. After seven seconds of information exchange, it was
decided that the captain would land the aircraft. The ground speed put the aircraft closer to the
runway, and a number of actions took place that de-stabilized the approach; power was
reduced to flight idle, flaps were selected to 35 degrees despite the fact that 20 degrees of flap
was briefed, and two turns were made to line up with the runway. This set up a high rate of
descent as the aircraft descended from 457 feet agl in 16 seconds. An aircraft on a stabilized
approach at an airspeed between 121 and 140 knots will take about 16 seconds to descend
from 200 agl. In the conditions that existed; visibility reduced in snow showers, darkness, and a
concentration on the landing area, the captain did not arrest the rate of descent prior to contact
with the runway. The forces generated by the sudden deceleration combined with a left-to-right
movement collapsed the undercarriage, and the aircraft skidded down the runway on the belly
pod and the damaged right main gear. The power was reduced and the flap selected to 35
degrees because, at the high ground speed, the runway was approaching fast, and the captain
believed that this action was required to make the descent to the touchdown point. The
selection of 35 degrees of flap made the lift dump capability available to increase the drag after
touchdown and decrease the landing distance. The airspeed decay and variations in descent
rate on short final are considered characteristic of an unstabilized approach.
Selecting the power to flight idle prior to touchdown in the Jetstream 31 is not recommended
due, in part, to the increased drag created by the propellers. Normally, on approach, between
18 to 20 per cent power is used and is gradually reduced to flight idle during landing flare. Just
prior to the impact, power was increased, but there was insufficient time to overcome the inertia
of the descending aircraft.
2.2.3 Actions of the First Officer
After the captain took control of the aircraft for the landing, the first officer performed the duties
of the PNF and, in accordance with the captain's requests, he lowered the flap, turned the
landing lights on, and reported to the FSS that the flight was landing. Although the time was
short, the first officer did not make any calls to indicate that the aircraft was descending at a
high rate of descent. The company manuals do not indicate action required should an approach
become unstabilized.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0011/a98w0011.asp
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2.2.4 Duty Period
Following three days off, both pilots reported for duty at 0600 the morning of the accident. Their
flying was to consist of three return flights to Lloydminster arriving back in Calgary about 1940.
This is a planned duty period of 12 hours and 40 minutes. Between the morning and the
afternoon flight, there is a four-hour layover in Calgary. The same crew normally does this flight
three days in a row before days off are taken. On the day of the accident the first flight in the
morning was delayed due to poor weather at Lloydminster. The weather did improve, and the
two return flights to Lloydminster were uneventful. Although the duty periods are scheduled in
accordance with Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs), the working days are of long duration,
and, on a day when flights are delayed and when weather impacts on the decision making
process, fatigue can be a factor.
2.3 Emergency Response
The emergency response services were requested by the FSS specialist at the time of the
accident, and they responded from the city. It took about 17 minutes for the vehicles to arrive.
In this case, there was no fire or injuries. Those responsible for the operation of airports, in
consultation with Transport Canada (TC) and the airlines, have done a risk assessment and
determined that emergency response from the local community meets the requirements.
2.4 Airframe Ice
During the descent, the flight encountered icing conditions that were described by the crew as
moderate, however, the accumulation was under " inch, the minimum amount stated in the
Flight Manual to operate the de-icing boots. In the company SOPs, it is stated that the boots
must be cycled prior to selecting flaps. These two instructions appear to be in conflict. The
aircraft had under ! inch of ice on the leading edges of the wings, horizontal stabilizer, and
vertical stabilizer. The aerodynamic effects associated with ice accretion and their influence on
this aircraft's recovery from a high rate of descent were not determined.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The flight crew were licensed and qualified for the flight in accordance with existing
regulations.
The aircraft was certified, equipped, and maintained in accordance with existing
regulations and approved procedures.
There was no evidence found of any airframe failure or system malfunction prior to or
during the flight.
Weather conditions were adverse, but within limits for a night instrument landing.
When the captain saw the airport environment, he assumed control of the aircraft for the
landing.
There was a delay of seven seconds before the final descent was commenced.
The final segment of the approach to landing was unstable due to the reduction of power
to flight idle, the manoeuvring turns, and the time available for the final descent.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0011/a98w0011.asp
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to flight idle, the manoeuvring turns, and the time available for the final descent.
The high rate of descent that developed was not arrested prior to touchdown.
The aircraft landed hard, while drifting to the right, collapsing the left main gear and
damaging the right main gear.
Examination by the TSB Engineering Branch of all broken landing gear components
indicated that the failures were overload in nature.
The Flight Manual and Alberta Citylink SOPs differ in the recommended procedure for
operating the de-ice system prior to selection of flaps.
3.2 Causes
An unstabilized approach resulted in a heavy landing because the captain changed the
configuration of the aircraft, and the high rate of descent that resulted was not arrested before
contact was made with the runway surface. Contributing to the high rate of descent were the
reduction of engine power to flight idle, airframe ice, and the time available for the final
descent. Contributing to the damage on landing was the left to right movement of the aircraft.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence.
Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice
Harquail, Charles Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 06 May
1999.
Appendix A - Plot of Approach and Landing
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Appendix B - List of Supporting Reports
The following TSB Engineering Branch Reports were completed:
LP 08/98 - Landing Gear Trunnions
LP 09/98 - FDR/CVR Analysis
Appendix C - Glossary
ADF
agl
ALA
asl
ATP
CARs
CML
CVR
DME
ERS
FAF
FDR
fpm
FSS
g
HAT
in
ILS
KIAS
KHz
lb
MDA
mHz
mm
MST
N
NDB
nm
OM
PF
PNF
sm
SOPs
TC
TSB
UFDR
VHF

automatic direction finder
above ground level
approach and landing accident
above sea level
Airline Transport License
Canadian Aviation Regulations
commercial pilot license
cockpit voice recorder
distance measuring equipment
emergency response service
final approach fix
flight data recorder
feet per minute
Flight Service Station
Gload factor
height above touchdown
inches
instrument landing system
knots indicated airspeed
kilohertz
pound(s)
minimum descent altitude
megahertz
millimetres
mountain standard time
north latitude
non-directional beacon
nautical miles
outer marker
pilot flying
pilot not flying
statute mile(s)
Standard Operating Procedures
Transport Canada
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
universal flight data recorder
very high frequency
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sm
SOPs
TC
TSB
UTC
VFR
V REF

V SO
W
º
'

significant meteorology reports
statute miles
standard operating procedures
Transport Canada
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
coordinated universal time
visual flight rules
the airspeed equal to the landing 50-foot point speed (1.3 V SO ) with
full flaps and landing gear extended. V REF is adjusted for wind gusts
by adding " the gust to a maximum of 10 knots
stalling speed or the minimum steady flight speed in the landing
configuration
west longitude
degree(s)
minute(s)

1. All times are MST (Coordinated Universal Time minus seven hours) unless otherwise
noted.
2.

See Glossary at Appendix B for all abbreviations and acronyms.

3. Units are consistent with official manuals, documents, and instructions used by or issued to
the crew.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Collision with Object
All West Air Services Ltd.
Piper PA-34-200 Seneca 1 C-GRFE
Grande Prairie, Alberta
14 March 1998

Print View

Report Number A98W0043
Summary
The pilot of the Piper Seneca 1, C-GRFE, serial number 347350249,
departed Calgary, Alberta, on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight to
Grande Prairie, Alberta, at 0755 mountain standard time (MST)(1) . The
pilot had rented the aircraft for a private flight to transport four
passengers to Grande Prairie for the weekend. The flight to Grande
Prairie was carried out at 8 000 feet above sea level (asl) and a
clearance for an instrument landing system (ILS) approach to runway
29 was issued and acknowledged by the pilot as the aircraft neared
destination. The weather at the time was 200-foot ceiling with a
reported visibility of of a statute mile (sm) in fog. While on approach,
the aircraft descended, struck a lamp standard adjacent to a highway,
entered a steep left turn, and struck the ground. The aircraft
cartwheeled onto its nose and came to rest upright, facing in the
opposite direction. The five occupants were fatally injured. The accident
occurred at 1033. Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The pilot commenced flying training in 1995 attaining his private pilot
licence (PPL) in December of that year. He then continued his training
and obtained a commercial pilot licence, and by 30 November 1997,
had obtained endorsements for multi-engine rating, instrument rating,
and class-four instructor rating. He had accumulated a total of 428
hours on single and 60 hours on multi-engine aircraft. The pilot's
logbook indicates that the multi-engine flying was all done on the Piper
Seneca aircraft. During his training for the commercial licence and the
instrument rating, the pilot logged 46 hours of under-the-hood
instrument time and 2.3 hours of actual instrument time. At the time of
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0043/a98w0043.asp
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the accident, the pilot's medical had not been renewed to maintain the
commercial pilot licence. Private pilot privileges of the commercial pilot
licence extend six months beyond the expiry date on the licence in this
case. He had not flown an approach in instrument meteorological
conditions (IMC) before the occurrence flight.
Arrangements for the rental of the aircraft had been made by the pilot
earlier in the week. The Seneca was to be fuelled and ready for an
early departure on the morning of 14 March. At 0534 the pilot called the
flight service station (FSS) at Springbank, Alberta for a weather briefing
and to file an IFR flight plan. The FSS specialist provided a general
synopsis, the current weather for Calgary, Red Deer, Whitecourt and
Grande Prairie, pilot reports of icing, as well as forecast icing in cloud
and the winds. Calgary was reporting a ceiling of 700 feet overcast with
visibility of 8 to 10 sm. Red Deer was 2 500 feet overcast with a
visibility of 15 sm in snow. Whitecourt was 1 400 feet scattered, 2 000
feet overcast with a visibility of 4 sm in light snow, and Grande Prairie
had a special report at 0523 with 400 feet overcast and 2 sm in fog.
Grande Prairie was expected to improve later in the afternoon. The
terminal forecast for Grande Prairie did not show the deteriorating
conditions until amendments were issued. The pilot did not receive the
terminal forecast. The ceiling and visibility did start to lower at 0523,
and continued to decrease until 1320 when conditions began to
improve. The pilot called to revise his departure time at about 0705, but
he did not ask for or receive the updated weather. The report at 0600
was wind calm, ! sm visibility in mist, vertical visibility 200 feet,
temperature minus 7 degrees Celsius, and dew point minus 9 degrees
Celsius. At 0700 the visibility had decreased to " sm in freezing fog,
and the vertical visibility was 100 feet.
At 0748 the pilot called for his IFR clearance followed by taxi
instructions and then take-off clearance from Calgary. The flight
departed at 0755. Communications with air traffic controllers on the en
route portion of the flight appeared to be normal except for some radio
transmissions that had to be repeated. The clearance for the approach
to Grande Prairie was acknowledged by the pilot and he confirmed that
he had the automatic terminal information system (ATIS) report for
Grande Prairie. When asked what his intentions were in the event of a
missed approach, the pilot indicated that he would climb to 4 300 feet
asl and return to the "QU" beacon, the procedure as described in the
Canada Air Pilot approach sheet for Grande Prairie. Inbound to the
airport, when asked by the FSS specialist if he had ATIS, the pilot
replied that he had information "D". At the time, the weather portion of
ATIS information "D" stated:
Grande Prairie Airport information D weather at 1700, wind
calm, visibility fog, vertical visibility 200 feet, temperature
minus 6, dew point minus 8, altimeter 29.98
The pilot reported by the beacon on the glide path to Grande Prairie
FSS, and the next transmission was a MAYDAY call followed, five
seconds later, by an emergency locator transmitter (ELT) transmission.
At 0828 and 0905, two other aircraft had flown the ILS approach to
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0043/a98w0043.asp
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runway 29, but had to carry out missed approaches and fly to their
selected alternate airports. The crew reported that they had entered
cloud at about 900 feet above ground level (agl), and that they did not
see the ground from the decision height of 200 feet agl. This
information was not relayed to the occurrence pilot.
A pilot flying an ILS approach in instrument conditions refers to aircraft
instruments to maintain the aircraft on the centre line of the runway,
and on the glide path to the height where a decision must be made to
continue the approach or conduct a missed approach procedure. The
ILS equipment picks up radio signals from ground based localizer and
glide path transmitters. These signals are depicted on the cockpit
instrument by vertical and horizontal needles, and if the pilot flies the
aircraft to keep the needles centred, the aircraft will descend on a
three-degree glide slope on the runway centre line. Radar data show
that from the Grande Prairie beacon, the outer marker for the ILS
approach to runway 29 located three nm from the runway, the pilot was
not accurately tracking the localizer for the duration of the inbound
flight. Turns to the left and right during the descent show that the
localizer needle would not be centred. The rate of descent appeared to
be normal for the speed of the aircraft.
Examination of the wreckage trail and the aircraft showed that the left
side of the left engine struck a lamp standard at a height of about 18
feet agl. The lamp standard was located on the south side of a divided,
double-lane highway, about 1 200 feet from the end of the runway and
1 400 feet left of the runway extended centre line. The aircraft entered
a steep left turn, and the left wing struck the ground in about a 90degree roll attitude. The aircraft then cartwheeled onto the nose and
came to rest heading in the opposite direction of travel. The nose
section was crushed to the instrument panel, the aft fuselage had
buckled behind the cabin bulkhead, and the empennage had displaced
upwards and forward at impact. The fuel tanks had ruptured and were
crushed. The undercarriage and flaps appeared to be in the retracted
position. Damage to the fuselage and the deceleration forces of the
impact made this a non-survivable accident.
The Piper Seneca was operated by All West Air Services Ltd. as a
training platform for multi-engine and instrument training, and for
charter flights. Records indicate that the aircraft was certified, equipped,
and maintained in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures. The was no evidence of deferred deficiencies relevant to
the circumstances of the occurrence in the maintenance logbooks. The
aircraft weight and centre of gravity were within the normal range. The
aircraft was not equipped or certified for flight into known icing
conditions.
All West Air Services Ltd. has a set of guidelines and regulations for
the flight training program. Section 2, which deals with weather
limitations, states that for flights on an instrument flight plan, dual or
solo, the pilot in command must be IFR rated and:
Take-off 1 sm or greater for day and 2 sm or more for night
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Cruise - no flights are to be operated into known and forecasted
icing conditions
APP and landing - as per VFR
Alternate weather - as per VFR
Prior to departure from Calgary, the chief flying instructor asked the
pilot about the Grande Prairie weather, and the pilot's reply indicated
that the weather was acceptable. There was no other reported
discussion about the flight. The guidelines and regulations could not be
found in the pilot's personal flying material.
Analysis
Although the terminal forecast did not indicate that the ceiling and
visibility at Grande Prairie would decrease to 100 feet and of a mile,
conditions were IFR and below landing limits for the morning. Prior to
the departure from Calgary, the ceiling was down to 200 feet and the
visibility was " of a mile. The pilot did not request an update of the
current weather during the flight north. Both the air traffic controller and
the FSS specialist asked the pilot if he had the ATIS before he
commenced the approach, and the controller confirmed what the pilot
intended to do in the event of a missed approach. The responses
would indicate that the pilot had the weather, and that the missed
approach would be as described on the approach plate for runway 29.
The fact that two aircraft had made approaches earlier and both had to
overshoot and proceed to alternate airports was not relayed to the
occurrence pilot. There is no requirement to pass on this type of
information. The pilot had not asked for the weather when he revised
the departure time, therefore, he was not aware that conditions had
deteriorated. On the flight north, a weather update could have been
obtained from the controller or the FSS specialist. In light of the
weather conditions that existed and the forecast that was provided,
experienced pilots would normally ask for an update at every
opportunity to help them in making decisions. It could not be
determined why the pilot did not take advantage of the services
available.
The information provided the pilot when he called FSS indicated that
the visibility at Grande Prairie was 2 miles and the ceiling 400 feet
overcast, with conditions to improve by the afternoon. The pilot did
indicate a concern about icing conditions in cloud that had been
reported in the Calgary area. Snow was reported at Red Deer and
Whitecourt, but at 8 000 feet asl, the forecast cloud tops suggested that
the flight north would be between layers. Based on guidelines issued by
the company, the flight should not have departed Calgary until later in
the day.
Entries in the pilot's logbook indicate that the approach to Grande
Prairie was his first approach in IMC. The aircraft likely entered cloud at
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0043/a98w0043.asp
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about 900 feet agl, just inside the outer marker for the approach to
runway 29. The radar data show the aircraft turning left and right during
the descent, as the pilot attempted to follow the localizer for the runway
centre line. The rate of descent appears to be constant. The aircraft
continued to descend, through the decision height of 200 feet agl,until it
struck the lamp standard. It could not be determined why the pilot
continued his descent below decision height, or why he carried out the
approach in the weather conditions that existed.
After striking the lamp standard, the aircraft entered a steep left turn
due to the drag on the left side as a result of the lamp standard
contacting the left engine and the thrust produced by the right engine.
The phase of flight was not clearly determined, although indications are
that the undercarriage was up, and the sudden left turn suggests that
there was ample power being developed by the right engine; it is likely
that just prior to striking the lamp standard, the pilot was initiating an
overshoot.
The MAYDAY call transmitted by the pilot, about five seconds before
the ELT was heard, is believed to have been sent after the aircraft
struck the lamp standard.
Findings
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance
with existing regulations.
The weather at Grande Prairie was below the published minima
for the ILS approach to runway 29.
This was the pilot's first approach in instrument meteorological
conditions.
The pilot did not arrest the descent when the aircraft reached the
decision height of 200 feet agl.
The aircraft struck a lamp standard at about 18 feet agl.
Control of the aircraft was lost after the collision with the lamp
standard.
The pilot was likely attempting to overshoot before contact was
made with the lamp standard.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The aircraft crashed as a result of the pilot descending below the
decision height for the ILS approach to runway 29 and colliding with a
lamp standard. The reason the pilot carried out the approach in the
weather conditions that existed or why he continued descent below 200
feet agl could not be determined.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0043/a98w0043.asp
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This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 03
February 1999.
1. All times are MST (Coordinated Universal Time minus seven
hours) unless otherwise noted.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Directional Control
Highland Helicopters Ltd.
Bell 206B JetRanger II (Helicopter) C-GHHT
Whitecourt, Alberta 30 nm N
07 May 1998

Print View

Report Number A98W0086
Summary
The pilot of a Bell 206B helicopter, serial number 2118, accompanied
by a provincial forestry officer and a photographer, was flying in support
of the video filming of a helicopter water bucketing operation near the
Virginia Hills forest fire site, 30 nautical miles north of Whitecourt,
Alberta. The forestry officer had requested video footage of a Bell 205
that was water bucketing. The Bell 206B pilot was flying above the
trees in a westerly direction at about 30 miles per hour, just north of the
pond being used for water-bucket pick-up, when the helicopter
suddenly began to rotate to the right. The forestry officer was able to
send a MAYDAY call on the radio. Attempts by the pilot to arrest the
rotation were unsuccessful, and the helicopter entered the tree canopy
while spinning. A main rotor blade cut off the tail boom, and the
fuselage struck the forest floor in a nose-down attitude, resulting in
substantial damage. The pilot received head injuries, while the
passengers were not injured. Other helicopters in the area reported the
accident to forestry dispatchers, and the occupants were picked up by
helicopter and taken to hospital. Ce rapport est également disponible
en français.
Other Factual Information
The helicopter came to rest in a steep, nose-down, but upright,
position. The nose of the helicopter was crushed, and the forward
windscreen was broken. The main rotor blades were heavily strikedamaged. The tail boom had been cut off by a main rotor blade. The
vertical fin, complete with the tail rotor gear box and tail rotor blades,
separated and fell to the forest floor. The tail rotor blades did not
display the usual heavy damage, although the leading edges indicated
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0086/a98w0086.asp
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evidence of tree strikes, and the blade skin was torn. Both tail rotor
blades were still attached to the root fittings and had been bent near
their inboard ends. The tail rotor drive shaft segments were found to
have numerous fractures, including one at a bonded coupler.
Examination of the tail rotor drive shaft fractures by the TSB
Engineering Laboratory determined that there was a torsional overload
failure at the number-4 shaft, indicative of a tail rotor strike.
Examination of the bonded coupler indicated that the fracture had
taken place after the tail rotor drive shaft had stopped rotating. The
bonded coupler had been struck by a main rotor blade when the tail
boom was cut off. A hole in the left engine cowl was found to be the
result of an engine to transmission coupler fracture that typically occurs
when the main rotor blades are stopped abruptly. Examinations of the
freewheel and splines in the oil cooler fan shafting section of the tail
rotor drive shaft did not reveal any pre-impact failures. The tail rotor
control system was examined to the degree possible, and no evidence
of a malfunction was found. Records indicate that the helicopter was
certified, equipped, and maintained in accordance with existing
regulations and approved procedures.
The helicopter's rotating descent into the tree canopy resulted in the tail
rotor disc (located on the left side of the vertical fin) initially contacting
the upper tree branches horizontally as the tail boom rotated in a
clockwise direction, producing an unusual damage pattern. The tree
strike damage to the leading edge of the tail rotor blades confirms that
the tail rotor drive system was intact and rotating up to the point of tree
contact. The TSB Engineering Laboratory examination of the tail rotor
drive shaft determined that the direction of the torsional overload failure
indicated a sudden stoppage of the tail rotor blades, with no evidence
of any progressive failure. The torsional failure in the tail rotor drive
shaft appears to have occurred early in the impact sequence, resulting
in a sudden loss of drive to the tail rotor and a subsequent reduction in
damage to the blades as compared to that normally seen.
The weather conditions at the time of the occurrence, at 1545 mountain
daylight time (1) , were clear sky, visibility obscured in smoke, wind from
the southwest at 6 miles per hour, temperature 25 degrees Celsius,
and relative humidity 20 per cent.
The Bell 205 that was being video taped was flown in a westerly
direction during the water bucket pick-up and climb-out. The Bell 205
pilot observed the Bell 206B on a parallel course about 300 feet
horizontally off his right side, at low speed and just above the trees.
The pilot of the Bell 205 indicated that his track, while flying toward the
fire, may have converged with the course of the slower moving Bell
206B which was by then below and behind him in the rear right quarter.
Studies have found that the rotor wash from a helicopter in forward
flight forms a pair of rotating vortices that act exactly like those
generated by a fixed wing aircraft. The turbulence intensity is directly
proportional to the weight, and inversely proportional to the rotor span
and speed of the helicopter. The trailing vortices settle or move
downward with time, and they can be potentially dangerous for several
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minutes after the generating helicopter has left the scene.
A series of unexplained accidents and incidents in the U. S. Army OH58 helicopter fleet involving loss of directional control resulted in a
research project that identified a condition known as loss of tail rotor
authority also called loss of tail rotor effectiveness or unanticipated right
yaw. This can occur during certain wind conditions in flight operations
of single rotor helicopters at airspeeds of 30 knots and less. It has been
defined as the occurrence of an uncommanded right yaw rate which
does not subside of its own accord and which, if not corrected, can
result in loss of helicopter control. Four helicopter characteristics during
low speed flight have been identified through extensive flight and wind
tunnel tests as contributing factors in loss of tail rotor authority. In one
characteristic known as "Main Rotor Disc Vortex", there is a loss of tail
rotor authority as a result of the tail rotor entering the main rotor vortex
and causing a reduction in tail rotor blade angle of attack and thrust.
The relative wind azimuth in this characteristic is from 285 to 315
degrees. This condition can culminate in a rapid, flat spin and sudden
ground contact. Recovery technique would normally require a collective
pitch reduction; however, in this case there was insufficient height
available to prevent obstacle contact.

The pilot was properly licenced and certified for the flight. He had flown
a total of about 15 000 hours of which 4 000 hours were on Bell 206
aircraft. The pilot was not wearing a helmet, nor was he using the
available shoulder harness. His facial injuries were the result of his
striking the instrument glare shield during the impact sequence. The
pilot indicated that he was just about to initiate a right turn when the
helicopter spun four to five turns before striking the trees.
The forestry officer sitting in the front left seat was wearing the
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available shoulder harness and was uninjured. The photographer, who
was in the rear seat, was using a special tether harness and had laid
down across the back of the front seat bulkhead before the helicopter
struck the trees. The rear-left door had been removed to provide the
photographer with unobstructed video camera access. The passengers
did not report any unusual noises or vibrations prior to the helicopter
starting to spin.
The emergency locator transmitter (ELT) was mounted on the left side
of the instrument console, and had not functioned during the
occurrence. It was set to the ARM position but did not activate at
impact. It was undamaged and, when removed and tested, it functioned
normally.
Analysis
Since there was no evidence found of pre-impact mechanical failure,
the analysis will focus on the operational aspects of this occurrence.
The loss of directional control experienced by the pilot could have been
the result of a self-generated loss of tail rotor authority, or the same
effect may have been caused by encountering drifting main rotor
vortices. While filming the Bell 205 picking up water with a bucket, the
pilot of the Bell 206B was flying a slow, parallel course in a westerly
direction, low over the trees on the right side. As the Bell 205 climbed
away, it flew above and ahead of the Bell 206B. Since the wind was
from the southwest, conditions were favourable for the main rotor
vortices from the Bell 205 to drift into the path of the Bell 206B. These
vortices could cause a sudden reduction in tail rotor thrust with a
resultant uncommanded right yaw that could develop into a high rate of
turn. The pilot's low height over the trees precluded the reduction of
collective pitch to effect recovery.
A comparison of the facial injuries experienced by the pilot and the lack
of injury to the forestry officer sitting in the left front seat following
ground impact, leads the Board to conclude that use of a shoulder
harness would have reduced the pilot's upper body injuries.
The following Engineering Branch report was completed:
LP 63/98 - Tail Rotor Drive Shaft Examination
Findings
The pilot was qualified and certified for the flight in accordance
with existing regulations.
Records indicate that the helicopter was certified, equipped, and
maintained in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures.
The pilot lost directional control and was unable to recover.
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There were no pre-impact mechanical failures found.
The wind conditions and the helicopter's position and speed
were favourable for a loss of tail rotor authority condition to
develop.
The pilot was not wearing the available shoulder harness, and
suffered facial injuries.
Causes and Contributing Factors
It is likely that the loss of directional control experienced by the Bell
206B helicopter pilot resulted from a loss of tail rotor authority when he
encountered main rotor vortices of the Bell 205 helicopter.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 10
February 1999.
1.

Coordinated Universal Time minus six hours.

Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Amended Report
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Control - Rotorcraft
Precision Helicopters Inc.
Bell 206B C-GPGA
Grande Prairie, Alberta 56 nm SW
18 July 1998

Print View

Report Number A98W0155
Summary
The pilot of the Bell 206B, serial number 1442, and a paramedic were
dispatched to a tree-planting operation south-west of Grande Prairie,
Alberta, to pick up a worker who was stung by a bee and suffering from
anaphylactic shock. While en route, the pilot was informed that the
worker was located in a yellow bus and was given the latitude and
longitude of the bus's position. Approximately two nautical miles (nm)
prior to reaching that position, the pilot spotted a yellow bus parked on
a road. The pilot decided to have a closer look to see if it was the
correct bus. The pilot descended the helicopter to about 40 feet above
ground level (agl) and circled the bus at a speed of about 5 to 10 miles
per hour. The pilot slowed the helicopter into a hover after the second
circuit, then completed a third circuit. The pilot determined that the bus
was not the correct bus and applied engine power and collective
control inputs to climb away; however, the helicopter suddenly began to
yaw to the right and the pilot attempted to control the rotation by
applying full left pedal. The helicopter continued through a circle and
began spinning. The pilot could not control the rotation, so the
collective was lowered and engine power reduced for an autorotation
landing. The helicopter came to rest in an upright position with damage
to the right skid, main and tail rotor blades, power train, and vertical fin.
There were no injuries to the pilot and passenger. Ce rapport est
également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with
existing regulations, with about 1 800 hours total time, of which about
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715 hours was on the Bell 206. The pilot had about 500 hours'
experience as a helicopter flight instructor.
The weather was reported as clear skies, a temperature of 20 to 24
degrees Celsius, and the winds were generally light and variable;
although gusts of 12 to 15 knots from the north-east were reported by
other helicopter pilots in the area. The elevation of the occurrence site
was about 4,300 feet above sea level (asl).
Records indicate that the helicopter was certified, equipped, and
maintained in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures. All flight controls were examined at the occurrence site for
travel, rigging, and movement. In addition, the tail rotor control and
drive system components were examined in detail at the maintenance
base. There was no evidence found of any interference in the flight
control system, or any discrepancies in the drive system which may
have caused a loss of tail rotor authority. A witness confirmed that the
helicopter circled the bus in a left turn three times, at an altitude of
about 35 to 40 feet agl, and at a slow speed. As the helicopter
completed the last turn, it suddenly yawed to the right and spun to the
ground at a moderate rate of rotation.
On 06 July 1984, Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. issued an Information
Letter to all model 206B owners and operators on the subject of lowspeed flight characteristics which can result in unanticipated right yaw.
In part, it states the following:
Recent testing of the OH-58 (military version of the Bell
206) series helicopter operated by the US Army has
revealed the occurrence of an unanticipated right yaw
under certain low speed mission conditions. The Army has
referred to the right yaw characteristic as a loss of tail rotor
effectiveness (LTE). The following is a discussion of low
speed flight characteristics which can result in an
unanticipated right yaw if appropriate attention is not paid
to controlling the aircraft. These characteristics are present
only at airspeeds less than 30 knots and apply to all single
rotor helicopters.
Unanticipated right yaw is the occurrence of an
uncommanded right yaw rate which does not subside of its
own accord and which, if not corrected, can result in the
loss of aircraft control.
If a sudden unanticipated right yaw occurs, the following
recovery technique should be performed:
Pedal - Full left; simultaneously, cyclic - forward to
increase speed;
As recovery is affected, adjust controls for normal
forward flight; and,
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If spin cannot be stopped and ground contact is
imminent, an autorotation may be the best course of
action. Maintain full left pedal until the spin stops,
then adjust to maintain heading.
Information from this letter was reproduced in the Bell Helicopter's
magazine Rotorbreeze, in 1984 and 1987 issues. The U.S. Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) issued an Advisory Circular (AC) 90-95
entitled "Unanticipated right yaw in helicopters" dealing with the same
information. The pilot was aware of the information contained in the
Advisory Circular.
Analysis
An examination of the helicopter and control systems did not reveal
any mechanical discrepancies which would have caused a reduction or
loss of tail rotor authority. Pilot and witness information indicates that
the right yaw was not violent, as would be expected with a tail rotor
system malfunction or failure.
The pilot was aware of the low-speed flight characteristics of single
rotor helicopters, which can result in an unanticipated right yaw, and
the helicopter was flown in a manner which was conducive to a
reduction of tail rotor authority. When the uncommanded right yaw
occurred, the pilot applied full left pedal, but the helicopter continued to
spin. Just prior to touchdown, the pilot did prepare for an autorotation,
and this action may have contributed to the helicopter remaining
upright, without major airframe breakup and probable injuries.
Findings
The aircraft systems were examined to the degree possible, and
no evidence of a malfunction was found.
Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. has previously identified conditions
under which all single rotor helicopters can encounter
unanticipated right yaw from reduction of tail rotor effectiveness.
The pilot had considerable experience as a helicopter pilot and
instructor, and acknowledged the information in AC90-95, but did
not recognize the situation developing prior to the loss of control.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The pilot lost control of the helicopter because of an unanticipated right
yaw caused by a reduction in tail rotor authority.
Safety Action
Transport Canada has indicated that information on loss of tail rotor
effectiveness could be presented in Aviation Safety Vortex. An article
describing the conditions leading up to the sudden right yaw and loss of
control is planned for an early issue in 1999.
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This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 12
August 1999.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Engine Failure
Martinair Holland N. V.
Boeing 767-300 PH-MCI
Calgary International Airport, Alberta
14 September 1998

Print View

Report Number A98W0192
Summary
The Martinair Holland N.V. Boeing 767, operating as Flight No. 815
(MPH815), took off from runway 16 at the Calgary International Airport,
Alberta, destined for Amsterdam, The Netherlands, with 10 crew and
272 passengers on board. Shortly after passing through 400 feet above
ground level (agl), the crew heard a loud bang similar to the noise
heard when compressor stalls are practised in a flight simulator. The
first cockpit indication was the loss of engine pressure ratio (EPR) on
the right engine EPR gauge. While carrying out the memory items of
the emergency checklist, it was noted that the right engine oil pressure
was below the minimum limit and the engine was intentionally shut
down. The aircraft returned to Calgary and landed on runway 34.
During the landing, the aircraft brakes became overheated. The aircraft
stopped on the taxiway and, after the brakes cooled, the passengers
were deplaned and bused to the terminal. Ce rapport est également
disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
During the initial portion of the flight, the first officer was the pilot-flying.
The captain made an urgency PAN call to Calgary air traffic control
(ATC) and requested to climb straight ahead to 6 000 feet above sea
level (asl). The aircraft was levelled at 6 000 feet and the captain
reviewed his options. He determined that an overweight landing, at an
aircraft weight of approximately 172 000 kg, at Calgary was preferable
to prolonging the flight to dump fuel. ATC vectored the flight for a
landing to runway 16.
The captain advised the passengers that they had experienced a
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technical problem with the right engine and were returning to Calgary.
At this time, the captain and first officer switched roles and the captain
became the pilot-flying.
The captain requested and received vectors for landing on runway 34
because it had an instrument landing system (ILS) approach, and the
surface winds were reported as 090 degrees at only two knots. Runway
16 is equipped with an ILS and a non-directional beacon (NDB)
approach; however, the ILS was not serviceable. During the approach,
flap 20 was selected with a V REF (landing reference speed) of 170
knots. On final at 6 000 feet asl, the wind read out was 230 degrees at
24 knots; at 4 500 feet asl (1 000 feet agl), it was 230 degrees at 20
knots, with the wind reducing at lower altitudes, resulting in a slight tail
wind component and a high ground speed. At 50 feet agl, the left-hand
thrust lever was set to idle. At touchdown, the spoilers deployed and
the left engine was selected to full reverse with autobraking set at
three, which is approximately half the system's deceleration capacity at
MAX selection. The aircraft slowed to taxi speed with about 2 000 feet
of runway remaining; runway 34 is 12 675 feet long.
After taxiing clear of the runway, the captain brought the aircraft to a
stop. An airport emergency response team (AER) met the aircraft and
placed chocks around the main wheels, then used fans to cool the
wheels. Shortly after the aircraft came to a stop, three tire fuse plugs
melted and the three tires deflated. After the wheels cooled sufficiently,
an air-stair was put in place; the passengers and cabin crew deplaned
and were transported to the terminal by buses.
After the aircraft came to a stop on the taxiway, communications with
the AER Commander were conducted initially on Calgary ground
control frequency and later via intercom. The captain was also
communicating with the tower ground controller and with the Martinair
Holland N.V. office in Amsterdam via ACARS (aircraft communications
and reporting system). Once MPH815 cleared the runway, ATC
resumed normal operations at the airport. The cockpit crew reported
some frequency congestion which limited their ability to communicate
with both the emergency response team and the ATC ground
controller. A secondary ground frequency is available; however, it is not
the practice of the controllers to use this frequency routinely when an
emergency is in progress and airport aircraft traffic flow is being
maintained.
Examination of flight data recorder (FDR) data shows that, before the
engine failure, EPR and N 2 (high-pressure compressor speed) of both
engines were matched, with values at approximately 1.61 and 99 per
cent rpm, respectively. Both throttle resolver angles (TRAs) were
matched at approximately 82 degrees. When the right engine failed,
the right engine EPR rapidly decreased to 0.95 and the right N 2
gradually spooled down to 0 per cent rpm. When the engine failure
occurred, the right exhaust gas temperature (EGT) rapidly increased
from 600 to 680 degrees Celsius. The right engine oil pressure
dropped from 237 pounds per square inch (psi) to 0 psi.
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A review of previous flight data indicated matched engine parameters
with no significant deviations in EPR, N 2 or EGT noted. The recorded
engine vibration data indicated slightly higher vibration levels on the
right engine during the occurrence take-off, although levels were well
below the maximum range. A comparison of four previous take-offs
revealed similar characteristics.
The right engine (model PW 4060, serial number 717648) was returned
to The Netherlands and then to a Swissair engine overhaul facility in
Zurich, Switzerland. Since the last refurbishment, the engine had
accumulated 8 649 hours and 1 648 cycles. On disassembly, it was
found that one 6th stage high-pressure compressor (HPC) blade had
fractured and separated at the root attachment. One other 6th stage
blade was found with a root attachment crack. The blades and 5th and
6th stage synchronizing rings and variable vanes were sent to the Pratt
& Whitney facility at East Hartford, Connecticut, for analysis. It was
determined that the cracks were due to high-cycle fatigue. The high
stresses which precipitated the cracking were probably the result of
excitation caused by the variable guide vanes. The source could not be
identified. Examination of the blades did not reveal any material or
manufacturing processing anomalies.
Analysis
The engine failed when one blade in the 6th stage HPC failed at the
blade root due to high-cycle fatigue fractures. The cause of the fatigue
cracking could not be determined.
The FDR was used for event analysis. An evaluation of the FDR at the
TSB Engineering Branch indicates that the failure would not have been
predictable based on an analysis of the engine parameters being
recorded on the FDR.
Communications on the Calgary ground frequency were complicated
due to the unresolved nature of the occurrence, the aircraft crew's need
to maintain communications with the AER team and the ATC ground
controller, and the need for continuing operation of aircraft using the
ground frequency while taxiing to and from the terminal. The frequency
congestion experienced by the flight crew did not compromise the
safety of the passengers, crew or aircraft during this occurrence.
However, the volume of transmissions did cause the flight crew
concern that they might miss vital communications that could have
jeopardized the safety of the passengers, AER ground crew, and flight
crew. A separate frequency would have permitted the crew to
communicate directly with the AER team.
The following Engineering Branch report was completed:
LP 112/98 - FDR Analysis
Findings
The right engine failed shortly after take-off.
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The right engine failed shortly after take-off.
The engine failure was precipitated by one blade in the 6th stage
high-pressure compressor failing due to high-cycle fatigue
cracking. The cause of the fatigue cracking could not be
determined.
Based on runway length and aircraft performance calculations,
the captain determined that he did not need to dump fuel prior to
landing.
Communications between the pilots and the air traffic control
authority and the airport emergency response team were
complicated after landing because of the use of the ground
control frequency for the continued operation of aircraft.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The right engine failed when one blade in the 6th stage high-pressure
compressor failed due to high-cycle fatigue cracking. The cause of the
cracking could not be determined.
Safety Action Taken
To enhance the efficiency of ground communications during an
emergency, Transport Canada is working, through membership on an
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) working group, toward
the establishment of a discrete frequency for direct communication
between aircraft flight deck and senior fire officer responding to an
aircraft emergency.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 29
September 1999.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Separation
Between Air Canada
Boeing 747-238 C-GAGC
and Air Canada
Boeing 747-400 C-GAGM
55 North Latitude and 10 West Longitude
27 September 1998

Print View

Report Number A98W0216
Summary
Air Canada flight number 003 (ACA003), a Boeing 747-238, departed
London, England, at 1255 coordinated universal time (UTC) for
Montreal, Canada. Shortly thereafter, Air Canada flight number 857
(ACA857), a Boeing 747-400, departed London, England, for Toronto,
Canada. For the oceanic crossing, ACA003 was cleared to flight level
(FL) 360 and ACA857 was cleared to FL350; both aircraft attained their
assigned altitude. At approximately 1332, Scottish Oceanic En Route
air traffic control centre received a separation monitoring function
(SMF) alert which showed that ACA003 was descending through
FL350, with about two nautical miles (nm) lateral separation from
ACA857. Because ACA003 was at the extreme limits of the very high
frequency (VHF) radio range, initial attempts to communicate by both
the controllers and the flight crew were unsuccessful. At about 1343,
ACA003 and Scottish Oceanic Area Control Centre (Scottish Centre)
established communications on frequency 121.5 megahertz (MHz) and
then on 125.675 MHz. ACA003 was re-cleared to maintain FL320 and
separation with other aircraft was established. Ce rapport est également
disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
After departure, ACA003 was initially cleared to FL330, and upon
reaching that altitude, the flight crew completed the cruise checklist.
The second officer, with concurrence of the captain, contacted Scottish
Centre and requested oceanic track Charlie at an altitude of FL350.
The centre advised that FL350 was not available, but that FL360 was
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available if ACA003 could accept it. After the crew reviewed the
performance charts, the second officer advised the centre that FL360
was acceptable for the oceanic crossing. ACA003 was subsequently
cleared to cross 55 degrees north latitude and 10 degrees west
longitude (55 N, 10 W) at FL360, the entry point to the oceanic track
Charlie.
Aircraft performance during the climb from FL330 to FL360 was good,
with the aircraft climbing at about 500 feet per minute (fpm). At level-off
at FL360, the aircraft weight was 679 100 pounds, and the speed was
just over Mach 0.85. The cruise target speed was Mach 0.84. The
engine thrust levers were set at the pre-determined engine pressure
ratio (EPR) values of 1.60, and the speed was seen to be approaching
Mach 0.84. The flight crew then continued with various activities on the
flight deck. As the captain, who was the pilot flying, was making a
passenger address (PA) announcement, the aircraft experienced a
slight ripple-type vibration. The captain checked the airspeed which
was passing through Mach 0.750/248 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS)
and decreasing. The first officer called airspeed, power, and maximum
continuous thrust and the captain increased the engine power to
maximum continuous thrust (MCT). The airspeed stabilized for a short
time and then began to decrease again. The crew requested a descent
clearance from Scottish Centre on VHF radio while the captain began a
descent to maintain airspeed. ACA857 heard ACA003's attempted calls
and relayed the request to Scottish Centre also advising that he had
ACA003 visual and was maintaining separation.
ACA857 had observed ACA003 in descent visually and on the traffic
collision avoidance system (TCAS), and had moved left of track to
remain clear of ACA003's wake turbulence and to maintain some lateral
separation. After passing through FL350, ACA003 established
communications with Scottish Centre on frequency 121.5 MHz and
later with Scottish Control on 125.675 MHz. Once ACA003 passed
below the altitude of ACA857, the captain elected to turn left so as to
remain clear of other traffic he knew was in the area. As soon as
practical, the crew advised Scottish Centre of their offset. After
establishing that the flight could continue to Montreal, ACA003 was
cleared to maintain FL320. The remainder of the flight was uneventful.
The flight crew of ACA003 met all the training and operational
requirements as prescribed for operation of the Boeing 747-238. The
captain had been on the aircraft type for about two years, and had
flown in the week before the incident. The first officer had been on the
aircraft type for about four months, but had not flown for the previous
month. The second officer had been on the aircraft type for
approximately seven months, and had flown in the week before the
incident. The crew had dead-headed to London and the first officer and
second officer met each other the day before the flight. The captain
met the first officer and second officer in the lobby of the hotel the
morning of the flight. The captain and second officer had not met each
other before this flight. The captain and first officer had flown together
on a previous occasion.
According to the Boeing 747-200 performance charts, the aircraft is
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capable of maintaining FL360 under the conditions of this occurrence;
however, the technique in handling the aircraft while at critical
performance limits requires special attention and very careful
monitoring until the aircraft is stabilized.
The aircraft departed London with 238 passengers and 10 infants. The
estimated take-off weight was 716 100 pounds and the mean
aerodynamic chord (MAC) was 5.3 units. The aircraft departed London
within the allowable weight and centre of gravity range. On arrival at
Montreal, the aircraft cargo was weighed and found to be 1 800 pounds
more than indicated on the pre-take-off calculations. This weight
discrepancy would not have affected the balance or cruise calculations,
and is not considered a factor in this occurrence.
The upper level wind charts available to the crew indicated a veering
wind from the south-south-west to generally a westerly flow in the area
of 10 W. Wind speed varied from 45 knots in the south-westerly flow to
35 knots in the westerly flow. Temperatures varied from minus 51
degrees Celsius to minus 54 degrees Celsius. The aircraft was
operating during daylight in visual meteorological conditions (VMC)
from departure to the time of the occurrence.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was removed and sent for
analysis. The data from the DFDR was found to be limited for analysis
purposes due to a problem with the acquisition function of the recorder.
Most of the engine parameters, including engine thrust settings and
altitude readouts, were missing. Airspeed, two fuel flows, pitch, static
air temperature, angle of attack, magnetic heading, and some nonrelevant parameters were available. The DFDR confirmed the reduction
of airspeed which occurred over a period of about six minutes and a
change in angle of attack from about 3 degrees nose up to about 5.5
degrees nose up. There were significant fuel flow discrepancies
between the No. 1 and No. 2 fuel flow recordings. The flows are,
however, indicative of the thrust setting changes which the captain
reported.
At the time of the incident, Scottish air traffic control (ATC) was not
monitoring the progress of ACA003 as it was beyond the 250 nm range
set on its monitors; however, ACA003 was still operating in the area
covered by the radar. Radar data recorded by Scottish Centre show
ACA003 in level flight with the ground speed slowly reducing. Because
of its slower ground speed (decline of airspeed), ACA003 was slowly
being overtaken by ACA857, on near identical ground tracks. As
ACA003 began to descend and encroach on the protected flight space
of ACA857, the separation monitoring function detected the loss of
separation and alerted Scottish Centre staff.
Analysis
Because of the limited value of the DFDR data, a reconstruction of the
flight was not possible. Crew reports, radar data, and ATC radio
transcripts were used to reconstruct events which led to the loss of
separation between the two aircraft. Because the weather was clear
and the TCAS was operating, the crew members of ACA857 were able
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to observe and monitor the progress of ACA003 and offset the aircraft
track so as to avoid wake turbulence and reduce the risks of proximity
flight.
After ACA003 levelled at FL360, the DFDR indicates that about six
minutes elapsed before there was a reaction by the flight crew to the
loss of airspeed. As the speed decreased and the pitch angle changed
to about 5.5 degrees, the captain was making a PA announcement and
the first officer and second officer were preparing a position report
required for 55 N, 10 W crossing. Thus, there was no effective
monitoring of the aircraft performance just after reaching a cruising
altitude, which the crew were aware was at or near the performance
limits of the aircraft. The better-than-anticipated aircraft performance
during the climb to FL360 gave the crew little concern regarding the
need to monitor the aircraft's performance after level-off.
Because of the problem of the acquisition function of the DFDR, it
could not be determined if the thrust was set at the required levels, nor
could it be determined what setting may have been selected to other
cockpit systems.
After levelling at FL360, the captain had the thrust levers set to predetermined levels for the altitude/weight/airspeed configuration. Once
the altitude was captured, the autopilot compensated for the reduction
in airspeed by increasing the pitch angle. The pitch angle changed
slowly and was not perceived by the flight deck crew who were
preoccupied with duties not associated directly with the monitoring of
aircraft performance. Thus, it was not until the captain noted a slight
ripple through the aircraft, which was likely a pre-stall buffet, that his
attention was diverted away from the PA announcement he was making
to the passengers and refocused on the aircraft. Because of the low
airspeed, moving the thrust levers to MCT did not provide sufficient
thrust to regain airspeed without descending the aircraft. Further
complicating the recovery was the crew's inability to communicate
immediately with the appropriate ATC authority. Communications were
eventually established, but not until after a loss of separation occurred.
Because of the TCAS indication and because the crew of ACA857
could see ACA003, they were able to offset their track and pass
ACA003 with about 2 nm lateral separation. The captain of ACA003
was aware that, by offsetting his track during the descent, he would
avoid flight in proximity to other following aircraft.
Findings
The flight crew of ACA003 were certified and qualified for the
flight.
ACA003 was capable of sustaining flight at FL360 under the
conditions present during the occurrence.
After levelling the aircraft at FL360, the flight deck crew became
preoccupied with tasks not associated with monitoring aircraft
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preoccupied with tasks not associated with monitoring aircraft
performance and the airspeed decayed to Mach 0.75; the target
speed was Mach 0.84.
As the airspeed decreased, the pitch angle increased from about
3 degrees to about 5.5 degrees and buffet was felt through the
airframe directing the crew's attention to the aircraft's
deteriorating performance.
To regain airspeed, the thrust was increased to MCT and the
nose was lowered. The lowering of the nose resulted in a loss of
altitude.
The loss of altitude resulted in a loss of separation with a
following aircraft, ACA857.
Because of the TCAS indication and because the crew of
ACA857 could see ACA003, the crew of ACA857 moved laterally
off course to avoid wake turbulence and to provide lateral
separation.
Communications difficulties resulted in the appropriate ATC
agency not being made aware of the intentions of ACA003 until
after the loss of separation occurred.
The loss of separation was detected and displayed by the ATC
separation monitoring function.
Causes and Contributing Factors
After levelling at an altitude which was at or near the performance limits
of the aircraft, the crew did not adequately monitor the performance of
the aircraft and the airspeed decreased to an unsafe level. The flight
crew of ACA003 had to descend the aircraft to increase airspeed and a
loss of separation occurred.
Safety Action
Air Canada published an internal Aircraft Technical Bulletin #405, dated
98-11-06, which discussed a recent change to the Canadian Aviation
Regulations. The change requires periodic FDR correlation checks in
operation, with each aircraft being checked once per C-check cycle.
When a check is due, flight crew perform and record the required
correlation checks during flight. Maintenance personnel then retrieve
the completed form and the FDR and ensure that the FDR is recording
properly.
Although this change is not related to this occurrence, the required
correlation checks will ensure that an FDR is more likely to perform
properly during flight.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
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Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Jonathan Seymour,
Charles Simpson, W.A. Tadros and Henry Wright, authorized the
release of this report on 24 November 1999.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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Air 1994
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports
Print View

These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
1994 Air Investigation Reports
A SAFETY STUDY OF SURVIVABILITY IN SEAPLANE ACCIDENTS
- Report Number SA9401
29 December 1994 - Engine Component Failure/Intentional Shutdown
Air Nova British Aerospace BAe-146-200 C-GRNV Newark, New
Jersey, U.S.A.
Report Number A94A0252
17 December 1994 - Collision with Snowbank Truro Flying Club
Cessna Aircraft Company C152 C-GREJ Debert, Nova Scotia
Report Number A94A0242
14 December 1994 - Tailstrike on Landing Canada 3000 Airlines Ltd.
Boeing 757-28A, C-FXOO Acapulco, Mexico
Report Number A94F0048
12 December 1994 - Nosewheel Failure on Landing Régionair Inc.
DHC-6-200 (Twin Otter) C-FJCL Tête-à-la-Baleine, Quebec
Report Number A94Q0225
06 December 1994 - Risk of Collision Between Air Alliance DeHavilland
DHC-8-102 C-FGRY and Inter Canadien Fokker F.28 MK 1000 CFCRI Quebec City Airport/Jean Lesage International
Report Number A94Q0220
03 December 1994 - Loss of Control/Spin Department of National
Defence Bellanca 8GCBC Scout C-GQIM Mountain View, Ontario
Report Number A94O0316
23 November 1994 - Instrument Approach Ground Impact Air Satellite
Cessna 402B C-FFAS Havre-Saint-Pierre, Québec 1.5 nm E
Report Number A94Q0215
02 November 1994 - Risks of Collision Between Bearskin Lake Air
Service Ltd. Fairchild SA-227AC Metro III C-GYHD and Canadian
Regional Airlines Ltd. Fokker F-28 MK. 1000 C-GTUU and Between
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Bearskin Lake Air Service Ltd. Fairchild SA-227AC Metro III C-GYHD
and Private Operator Cessna 152 C-FGEK and Between Canadian
Regional Airlines Ltd. Fokker F-28 MK. 1000 C-GTUU and Southern
Aviation Ltd. Cessna 414 C-FSAL Winnipeg Intl Airport, Manitoba
Report Number A94C0232
22 October 1994 - Collision with Terrain Cessna 172M Skyhawk CGFVF Brantford Airport, Ontario
Report Number A94O0279
19 October 1994 - Forced Landing Main Rotor/Tree Strike Abitibi
Helicopters Limited Aerospatiale SNI AS 350BA (Helicopter) Tumbler
Ridge, British Columbia 31 nm WNW
Report Number A94P0244
15 October 1994 - Stall and Loss of Control During Initial Climb
Champion/7EAC C-GUHX Sainte-Marie-Salomé, Quebec
Report Number A94Q0198
27 September 1994 - Uncontrolled Descent Spin Beechcraft B35
Bonanza N8784A Port Maitland, Ontario 12 nm SW
Report Number A94O0265
24 September 1994 - VFR Flight into Adverse Flight Conditions HéliHarricana Inc. Eurocopter AS350B Écureuil (Helicopter) C-FPHI
Kuujjuaq, Québec 38 mi NE
Report Number A94Q0182
17 September 1994 - Amended Report Flight Control Failure Pacific
Coastal Airlines de Havilland DHC-6-100 Twin Otter C-FDMR Port
Hardy, British Columbia 56 nm N
Report Number A94P0215
15 September 1994 - Power Loss Forced Landing Universal
Helicopters Newfoundland Limited Bell Helicopter Textron 206L Long
Ranger C-FUHL Porcupine Point, Labrador
Report Number A94A0180
12 September 1994 - Collision with Terrain Piper PA 32-301T Saratoga
N8337M Rancheria, Yukon Territory 6 nm NNW
Report Number A94W0169
04 September 1994 - Left Wing Failure in Flight Tieratorn/Tierra II
(Ultralight) C-IFHO Blouin Lake, Québec
Report Number A94Q0167
02 September 1994 - Tail Rotor Drive Shaft Failure During Hover Great
Slave Helicopters Ltd. Bell 206B JetRanger III (Helicopter) C-FPQS
Walmsley Lake, Northwest Territories
Report Number A94W0162
31 August 1994 - Air Proximity Safety Not Assured Between Time Air
Shorts SD360, Cc-FCRB and Department of National Defence
Lockheed CT-133, T-BIRD, 133543 Vancouver, British Columbia 17 nm
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S
Report Number A94P0206
28 August 1994 - Collision with Terrain Cessna 150G C-FKMJ
Canmore, Alberta 6 nm N
Report Number A94W0157
27 August 1994 - Fuel Starvation Cessna 182 C-FAQC Notre-Damede-Lourdes, Quebec
Report Number A94Q0164
22 August 1994 - Controlled Descent Forced Landing Mooney M-20C
CF-MBV Ross River, Yukon Territory 50 nm SW
Report Number A94W0155
19 August 1994 - Hydraulic System Failure Canadian Airlines
International Ltd. Boeing 737-242C C-GNDC Winnipeg, Manitoba
Report Number A94C0166
19 August 1994 - Collision with Terrain Piper PA-46-310P Malibu CGSEV Killarney Airport, Ontario 4.4 nm NE
Report Number A94O0219
14 August 1994 - Collision with Tree Rainbow Airways Incorporated
Cessna A185E Skywagon C-FVZM Noganosh Lake, Ontario
Report Number A94O0213
14 August 1994 - Loss of Control due to Main Rotor Component
Progressive Failure Les Hélicoptères Abitibi Ltée Aerospatiale
AS350BA Astar (Helicopter) C-FHAG Smoky Tower, Alberta 12 nm SE
Report Number A94W0144
11 August 1994 - In-Flight Loss of Control Supermarine Aircraft Inc.
PZL M18A Dromader Little Muskrat Lake, Ontario
Report Number A94C0160
03 August 1994 - Loss of Control During Climb Les Ailes de Charlevoix
inc. Cessna 421C Golden Eagle C-GVPB Charlevoix, Québec 2 km SE
Report Number A94Q0140
26 July 1994 - Fuel Contamination Frontier Helicopters A Division of
Conair Aviation Ltd. Bell 206B JetRanger III (Helicopter) C-GLGF
Watson Lake Airport, Yukon 1.8 nm S
Report Number A94W0124
26 July 1994 - Power Loss Athabaska Airways Ltd. Bell 206B III
JetRanger C-GELT Porcupine Plain, Saskatchewan 19 nm S
Report Number A94C0141
24 July 1994 - Loss of Control Stall Champion 7GCB Citabria C-GGTD
Boily Lake, Québec
Report Number A94Q0131
20 July 1994 - Air Proximity Event Between Samaritan Air Service
Limited Learjet 35A C-FHLO and Jetall Holdings Corporation Convair
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340/580 C-GJTU Toronto/Lester B. Pearson Intl Airport, Ontario 25 nm
SW
Report Number A94O0194
29 June 1994 - Collision with Terrain Cessna 188 Agwagon C-GYUD
Marengo, Saskatchewan 2 mi S
Report Number A94C0119
27 June 1994 - Brake Malfunction Provincial Airlines Ltd. Piper PA-31350 Navajo Chieftain C-GWLW Fox Harbour, Newfoundland
Report Number A94A0124
27 June 1994 - Loss of Directional Control Following Tail Rotor Strike
During Autorotative Landing Okotoks Flight Centre Inc. Hughes 269C
(Helicopter) C-FQCN Okotoks Air Park, Okotoks, Alberta
Report Number A94W0108
27 June 1994 - Wing Failure Taylorcraft BC12D-85 C-FXWA Sylvan
Lake, Alberta 3 mi SW
Report Number A94W0107
26 June 1994 - Fuel Exhaustion Buffalo Airways (1986) Ltd. Douglas
DC-3C C-FROD Fort Simpson Airport, Northwest Territories .5 nm SW
Report Number A94W0106
23 June 1994 - Collision with Terrain Harbour Air De Havilland DHC-2
Beaver C-FDTI Sandspit, British Columbia 34 nm W
Report Number A94P0121
19 June 1994 - Loss of Control on Take-off Zenair CH701 C-FFEW
Croche Lake, Quebec
Report Number A94Q0114
18 June 1994 - Bird Strike Wisconsin Aviation Incorporated Cessna 441
Conquest N441CA Fort Frances Airport, Ontario
Report Number A94C0105
15 June 1994 - Overshoot Landing Transport Air Piper PA 23-250 CGPJQ Îles-de-la-Madeleine, Quebec
Report Number A94Q0110
05 June 1994 - Collision - Wave Consolidated Aeronautics Inc, LA-4200 Lake Buccaneer, C-GOCU Cooks Bay, Ontario
Report Number A94O0142
01 June 1994 - Controlled Flight into Obstacle and Terrain Keewatin
Air Limited Swearingen Merlin II C-FFYC Thompson, Manitoba
Report Number A94C0088
31 May 1994 - Loss of Separation Risk of Collision Between Canadian
Regional Airlines Aerospatiale ATR-42-300 C-FQCP and Canadian
Regional Airlines Aerospatiale ATR-42-300 C-GICY Timmins Airport,
Ontario 10 nm SW
Report Number A94O0137
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25 May 1994 - Collision with Terrain Blue Ice Flightseeing Inc. Piper
PA-32-260 C-GQKF Stewart, British Columbia 17 nm NW
Report Number A94P0098
25 May 1994 - Stall During Initial Climb Piper PA-12 Super Cruiser CGEDA High Prairie Airport, Alberta
Report Number A94W0078
15 May 1994 - Stall/Spin Tail Winds Light Aircraft Inc. Aces High Cuby
II (Advanced Ultralight) C-FQYD Kenaston, Saskatchewan 8 nm W
Report Number A94C0074
10 May 1994 - Tail Rotor Transmission Separation Northern Mountain
Helicopters Ltd. Hughes Helicopter 369D C-GPDH Messalinka Camp,
British Columbia
Report Number A94P0084
24 April 1994 - Aviation Occurrence Report VFR Flight into IMC - Loss
of Control Southern Interior Flight Centre Ltd. Cessna 172M C-GIWX
Hope Slide, British Columbia
Report Number A94P0074
24 April 1994 - Fuel Starvation Collision with Terrain Piper PA-28-140
Cherokee Cruiser C-GQPI Little Grand Rapids, Manitoba 27 nm W
Report Number A94C0065
14 April 1994 - Near Collision with Building Provincial Airlines Ltd.
Swearingen SA226-AT Merlin C-GTMW Sydney, Nova Scotia
Report Number A94A0078
04 April 1994 - Engine Failure Hard Landing Turbowest Helicopters
Limited Aerospatiale AS350B Astar (Helicopter) C-FHBG High Prairie,
Alberta 62 nm NE
Report Number A94W0037
18 March 1994 - Aviation Occurrence Report Loss of Engine Power
Canadian Helicopters Limited Aerospatiale AS 350B, Astar (Helicopter)
C-GAHG Golden, British Columbia 30 mi N
Report Number A94P0047
15 March 1994 - Stall at Low Altitude Edmonton Flying Club Bellanca
8KCAB Decathlon C-GWZE Villeneuve, Alberta
Report Number A94W0032
14 March 1994 - Flight in Unfavourable Weather Fleet 80 Canuck CFEBF Holden Lake, Quebec
Report Number A94Q0038
13 March 1994 - Loss of Propeller in Flight and Cabin Depressurization
Inter-Canadien ATR 42-300 C-GIQV Val D'Or, Québec 53 mi SE
Report Number A94Q0037
08 March 1994 - Declared Emergency/Wheel Failure Advance Air
Charters McDonnell Douglas DC-8-62F C-FHAA Calgary International
Airport, Alberta
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Report Number A94W0026
05 March 1994 - Uncontained Engine Failure Air Canada McDonnell
Douglas DC-9-32 C-FTMG Regina, Saskatchewan
Report Number A94C0034
24 Febuary 1994 - Aviation Occurrence Report Missing Aircraft Piper
PA-28-140 C-GXGB Lake Ontario
Report Number A94O0056
23 Febuary 1994 - Aviation Occurrence Report Runway Excursion
Bearskin Lake Air Service Ltd. Fairchild SA227-AC Metro III C-FFZN
North Bay Airport, Ontario
Report Number A94O0055
29 January 1994 - Flight into Terrain - Westland Helicopters Inc. Bell
206 BIII JetRanger (Helicopter) C-GRAH Houston, British Columbia 2.5
mi N
Report Number A94H0001
27 January 1994 - Loss of Altitude Control During Circling Approach
Millar Western Industries Limited IAI 1124A, Westwind II C-FMWW
Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan
Report Number A94C0014
21 January 1994 - Runway Excursion Air BC British Aerospace BAe
146-200 C-FBAB Terrace, British Columbia
Report Number A94P0016
20 January 1994 - Runway Excursion Calm Air International Ltd.
Hawker Siddeley HS 748-2A C-GDOP Thompson, Manitoba
Report Number A94C0009
11 January 1994 - Collision with Surface of Ice Trans-Côte Piper PA31-310 C-GDOU Strait of Belle-Isle, Québec
Report Number A94Q0002
11 January 1994 - Engine Failure on Initial Climb Amphibec (Ultralight)
C-FPXF Rivière-du-Loup, Québec
Report Number A94Q0003
04 January 1994 -Controlled Flight into Terrain Preferred Flights Inc.
Piper PA31-350 Navajo Chieftain C-GNPG Bathurst, New Brunswick
Report Number A94A0003
Updated: 2002-12-05
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Air 1995
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports
Print View

These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
1995 Air Investigation Reports
A SAFETY STUDY OF EVACUATIONS OF LARGE, PASSENGERCARRYING AIRCRAFT - Report Number SA9501
20 December 1995 - Near collision with stationary aircraft between
Canadian Airlines International Ltd. BOEING 737-200 C-FCPN and
Carson Air Ltd. PIPER PA-42 CHEYENNE C-FWCC Calgary
International Airport, Alberta
Report number A95W0234
12 December 1995 - Collision with Person Viking Helicopters Ltd.
AS350 BA (Helicopter) C-GDLY Sept-Îles, Quebec 160 nm NW
Report Number A95Q0236
05 December 1995 - Fire in Baggage Compartment Inter Canadien
Fokker F-28 MK 1000 C-FCRI Jean Lesage International Airport,
Quebec
Report Number A95Q0232
05 December 1995 - Elevator trim tab failure Canadian Airlines
International BOEING 737-200 C-GCPS Vancouver, British Columbia
60 nm E
Report number A95P0272
28 November 1995 - Uncontrolled Descent/Collision with Terrain Aero
Commander 700 N9920S Castlegar, British Columbia 15 nm SE
Report Number A95W0210
25 November 1995 - Collision with Frozen Lake Eagle Air Services
Piper PA-31-325 Navajo C-GOLM Wollaston Lake, Saskatchewan 1
nm NE
Report Number A95C0250
22 November 1995 - Amended Report - Collision with Trees Navair
Charter Inc. Piper PA-31 (NAVAJO) C-GKNB Kamloops, British
Columbia 7 nm ESE
Report Number A95P0268
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14 November 1995 - Engine Failure Air Canada Airbus A320-211 CFFWJ Montreal International (Dorval) Airport, Quebec 45 nm W
Report Number A95O0232
02 November 1995 - Collision with Terrain Niagara Helicopters Ltd. Bell
206L-3 Long Ranger III (Helicopter) C-FLYO Montreal International
(Mirabel) Airport, Quebec 20 mi SW
Report Number A95Q0218
01 November 1995 - Component Failure/Landing gear torque link
Canadian Regional Airlines FOKKER F28-Mk1000 C-FCRK Calgary
International Airport, Alberta
Report Number A95W0202
26 October 1995 - Mid-Air Collision Between Cessna 180 C-FYKD and
Cessna 150 C-GLHJ Saint-François-de-Laval, Quebec
Report Number A95Q0215
22 October 1995 - Aviation Occurrence Report Controlled Flight into
Terrain Cessna 402 N67850 Wabush, Newfoundland 23 nm NW
Report Number A95Q0210
19 October 1995 - Rejected Take-off/Runway Overrun Canadian
Airlines International McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30ER C-GCPF
Vancouver International Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A95H0015
19 October 1995 - Fuel Exhaustion Canadian Helicopters Ltd.
Aerospatiale AS 350B ECUREUIL (Helicopter) C- GVMS Canmore,
Alberta 25 nm SW
Report Number A95W0194
15 October 1995 - Collision with Vehicle Air France Boeing 747-200 FBPVV Montreal International (Mirabel) Airport, Quebec
Report Number A95Q0206
01 October 1995 - Propeller Failure Pelican C-IAZR Chenail-du-Moine,
Québec
Report Number A95Q0199
27 September 1995 - 27 September 1995 - VFR into IMC Controlled
Flight into Terrain Western Straits Air de Havilland DHC-3 (Turbine)
Otter C-FEBX Campbell River, British Columbia 7 nm NW
Report Number A95H0012
26 September 1995 - Separation in flight Cowling Contact Airways Ltd.
BEECH KING AIR 100 C-GNAA Edmonton, Alberta 50 NM N
Report Number A95W0180
16 September 1995 - Loss of Separation between Canada 3000
BOEING Company 757 C-FOOH and American Airlines Inc BOEING
Company 767 N322AA Natashquan, Québec
Report Number A95A0167
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09 September 1995 - Airframe Failure Wing MAGAL CUBY II
(ULTRALIGHT) C-IEXR LEGAL, Alberta 4 NM W
Report Number A95W0166
18 August 1995 - Loss of Control Collision with Terrain Piper PA-34220T Seneca III C-GTOG Teslin, Yukon
Report Number A95W0153
28 July 1995 - Collision with terrain in adverse weather CESSNA 310Q
C-FAKW Caledon, Ontario 2 mi W
Report Number A95O0150
27 July 1995 - Power loss in left engine ditching confortair PIPER
NAVAJO PA31-350 C-GVWM Sept-Îles, Québec 24 mi S
Report Number A95Q0142
07 July 1995 - Engine power loss mechanical malfunction Skyteck
Aviation Ltd. BELL 206B JETRANGER (HELICOPTER) C-GXNM
Drydec, Ontario 4 mi NW
Report Number A95C0149
04 July 1995 - Loss of Power Air Alma Inc. Bell 206L-1 Long Ranger
(Helicopter) C-GLBA Fontange, Quebec 1 mi W
Report Number A95Q0118
01 July 1995 - In-flight Loss of Propeller Blade Classair Aviation Inc.
Normand Dubé Aviation Aerocruiser (Ultralight) C-FCOL Lavaltrie,
Quebec
Report Number A95Q0115
28 June 1995 - Collision with Water Northern Mountain Helicopters Bell
205A-1 (Helicopter) C-GNMR Leaf Rapids, Manitoba
Report Number A95C0139
27 June 1995 - Engine Fire and Evacuation Air Canada McDonnell
Douglas DC-9-32 C-FTMD Vancouver International Airport, British
Columbia
Report Number A95P0138
18 June 1995 - Risk of Collision Between Air Canada Airbus Industrie
A320 -FNNA and Canadian Airlines International Boeing 737 C-GFCP
Broadview, Saskatchewan
Report Number A95C0127
17 June 1995 - Flight into Adverse Weather Ground Impact
Transportair Cessna 182RG C-GBXO Bégin, Quebec 3.5 nm N
Report Number A95Q0104
06 June 1995 - Risk of Collision Between Air Transat Lockheed L-1011
C-FTNC and Inter-Canadien Aérospatiale ATR 42 C-GXCP Quebec
VOR 19 nm SW
Report Number A95Q0098
05 June 1995 - Landing Gear Failure Capsizing Enterlake Air Services
Ltd. (Selkirk Air) Beech Aircraft Corporation 3T Beech 18 C-FSFH
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Bradburn Lake, Manitoba
Report Number A95C0110
13 May 1995 - Collision with Terrain Cessna U206F C-GJGM BaieSaint-Paul, Quebec
Report Number A95Q0090
11 May 1995 - Runway Overrun Royal Aviation Inc. Boeing Company
727-217 C-GRYR St. John's, Newfoundland
Report Number A95A0093
09 May 1995 - In-flight Separation Aérotech Aviation Beaver RX650 CIDFL Saint-Mathias, Quebec
Report Number A95Q0086
01 May 1995 - Mid-Air Collision Between Bearskin Airlines Fairchild
Metro 23 C-GYYB and Air Sandy Inc. Registration PA-31 Navajo CGYPZ Sioux Lookout, Ontario 12 nm NW
Report Number A95H0008
06 April 1995 - Loss of Off-wing Slide in Flight Air Canada Boeing 767233 C-GAUH Vancouver, British Columbia
Report Number A95P0073
08 March 1995 - Risk of Collision Between Delta Air Lines Lockheed
L1011 N740DA and British Airways Boeing 747 G-AWNH North Atlantic
Report Number A95A0046
01 March 1995 - Runway Overrun Lignum Ltd. Mitsubishi MU-300
Diamond C-GLIG Jasper-Hinton Airport, Alberta
Report Number A95W0034
01 March 1995 - Altitude Related Event - Uncontrolled Deviation
TAROM - Romanian Air Transport Airbus Industrie A310-325 YR-LCA
Near Rivière-du-Loup, Quebec
Report Number A95H0004
25 February 1995 - Wirestrike Government of Canada, Canadian Coast
Guard Bell 206L (Helicopter) C-GCHN Margaree River, Nova Scotia
Report Number A95A0040
21 February 1995 - Controlled Flight into Terrain Bearskin Lake Air
Services Ltd. Beechcraft A100 C-GYQT Big Trout Lake Airport, Ontario
3 mi NW
Report Number A95C0026
21 January 1995 - Collision with Vehicle Royal Air Maroc Boeing 747400 CN-RGA Montreal (Mirabel) International Airport, Quebec
Report Number A95Q0015
11 January 1995 - Controlled Flight into Water Canada Jet Charters
Limited Learjet 35 C-GPUN Masset, British Columbia 8 nm NW
Report Number A95P0004
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Air 1996
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports
Print View

These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
1996 Air Investigation Reports
19 December 1996 - Power Loss/Collision with Terrain Beaver Air
Services Ltd. Piper PA31-310 Navajo C-GERV Pukatawagan, Manitoba
Report Number A96C0267
06 December 1996 - Collision with Level Terrain Chrysler Aviation Inc.
Learjet Corporation L36A N14TX Stephenville, Newfoundland
Report Number A96A0207
06 November 1996 - Uncommanded Gear Retraction Perimeter Airlines
(Inland) Ltd Swearingen SA226-TC Metro C-GYRD Winnipeg,
Manitoba
Report Number A96C0232
23 October 1996 - Loss of Control and Runway Excursion Propair Inc.
Swearingen SA226-TC C-GKFS Puvirnituq, Quebec
Report Number A96Q0176
23 October 1996 - Aircraft Broke Through Ice Bell 206L-1 LongRanger
(Helicopter) C-GZAA Snare River, Northwest Territories
Report Number A96W0204
22 October 1996 - In-flight Fire Perimeter Aviation Ltd Beech Aircraft
Corporation 95-B55 Baron C-GCIK Thunder Bay, Ontario 28.5 nm W
Report Number A96C0223
20 October 1996 - Collision with Terrain Telford Aviation Inc. Piper PA31-350 Chieftain N744W Eel River Crossing, New Brunswick
Report Number A96H0005
16 October 1996 - Transmission Spindle Mount Failure Transwest
Helicopters Ltd. Bell 214B-1 (Helicopter) C-GTWH New Denver, British
Columbia 10 nm SE
Report Number A96P0231
30 September 1996 - Collision with Water Castle Rock Exploration
Corp. De Havilland DHC-2 Beaver C-FFHF Portage Lake, Labrador 3
km NE
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Report Number A96A0175
24 September 1996 - Losses of Separation between Air Ontario de
Havilland DHC-8-301 C-GUON and Canadian Airlines International
Douglas DC-10-30 C-GCPI and between Air Canada Airbus A320-211
C-FDSN and Canadian Airlines International Airbus A320-211 C-FLSI
Toronto/Lester B. Pearson International Airport, Ontario
Report Number A96O0196
23 September 1996 - Engine Failure/Forced Landing Trans North
Turbo Air Ltd. McDonnell-Douglas 369D (Helicopter) C-GDMP Fire
Lake, Yukon
Report Number A96W0185
16 September 1996 - Loss of Control Spiral Cessna 150 C FQZC
Bellis, Alberta
Report Number A96W0178
07 September 1996 - Collision with Water Wayco Aviation Cessna 180J
C-FRLI Knot Lake, British Columbia
Report Number A96P0201
18 August 1996 - Controlled Flight into Terrain Harbour Air Limited De
Havilland DHC-3 Otter C-GCMY Alliford Bay, British Columbia 18 nm S
Report Number A96P0178
17 August 1996 - Loss of Control (Stall) Orillia Aviation Ltd Cessna 150
C-GAXG Orillia, Ontario
Report Number A96O0153
14 August 1996 - In-flight Engine Fire and Separation Air North
Douglas DC-4(C54A-DC) C-FGNI Bronson Creek, British Columbia
Report Number A96P0175
12 August 1996 - Smoke in the Cockpit American Airlines Inc. Boeing
767-223 N316AA Sydney, Nova Scotia 44 nm NE
Report Number A96A0146
12 August 1996 - Rejected Landing/Loss of Control First Air DHC-6
Series 300 C-GNDN Iqaluit, Northwest Territories 85 nm NW
Report Number A96Q0126
27 July 1996 - Risk of Collision Between Martinair Holland Boeing 767
P-HMCL and Air France Boeing 747 F-BPVS Stephenville,
Newfoundland 45 nm NW
Report Number A96A0138
22 July 1996 - Controlled Flight Into Terrain Cargair Ltée Cessna 172N
C-GBZG St. Pauls Inlet, Newfoundland
Report Number A96A0134
21 July 1996 - Collision with Terrain Cessna 150, C-FLYU Powell
River, British Columbia
Report Number A96P0132
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20 July 1996 - Capsizing at Take-off Cessna U206F C-GNUG Rivière
des Prairies, Quebec
Report Number A96Q0114
18 July 1996 - Engine Fire Royal Aviation Inc. Boeing 727-217 CGRYC Toronto/Lester B. Pearson International Airport, Ontario
Report Number A96O0125
07 July 1996 - Loss of Control - Stall Piper PA-28-151 Warrior CGHWH Nelson, British Columbia 30 nm East
Report Number A96P0112
06 July 1996 - VFR Flight Into Adverse Weather Rusty Myers Flying
Service Beech D18S C-FBGO Sioux Lookout, Ontario 35 nm SE
Report Number A96C0126
27 June 1996 - Loss of Control Spin Trentair Aviation Ltd Cessna 150
M C-GNCF Peterborough, Ontario
Report Number A96O0105
26 June 1996 - Main Rotor Strike Pemberton Helicopters Inc. Bell 206B
II, C-GJPK Squamish, British Columbia 10 nm East
Report Number A96P0105
16 June 1996 - Power Loss/Hard Landing Nova Scotia Department of
Natural Resources McDonnell Douglas 369E C-FGJK Shubenacadie,
Nova Scotia
Report Number A96A0099
16 June 1996 - In-flight Fire Wildcountry Airways Ltd. De Havilland
DHC-3 Otter C-FMEL Cochenour, Ontario 5 nm E
Report Number A96C0091
15 June 1996 - Flight into Terrain Piper Comanche PA24-250 N6541P
(USA) Pelican Narrows, Saskatchewan
Report Number A96C0092
09 June 1996 - Loss of Wheels on Landing Inter-Canadien Fokker F-28
Mk1000 C-FCRI Quebec/Jean Lesage International Airport, Quebec
Report Number A96Q0083
01 June 1996 - Loss of Separation Between Northwest Territorial
Airways Boeing 737-210C C-GNWI and Northwest Airlines Boeing
747-451 N666US Winnipeg, Manitoba 160 nm NE
Report Number A96C0081
30 May 1996 - Controlled Flight into Terrain Les Transports Aéro 2000
Inc. Piper PA-31 Navajo C-GRPM Nouveau-Québec Crater, Quebec
Report Number A96Q0076
09 May 1996 - Collision with Terrain Buffalo Narrows Airways de
Havilland DHC-3 Otter C-GDOB Terrace, British Columbia 30 nm e
Report Number A96P0082
26 April 1996 - Collision with Terrain/Ice Canadian Helicopters Limited
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Western Division Bell 206B Jetranger (Helicopter) C-FZSI Mould Bay,
Northwest Territories 9 SM S(T)
Report Number A96W0072
26 April 1996 - Collision with Terrain Canadian Helicopters Limited
Eurocopter AS-350BA (Helicopter) C-GRGK Revelstoke, British
Columbia, 50 nm North
Report Number A96P0064
18 April 1996 - Loss of Separation Between Newfoundland
Government Air Services Beechcraft King Air A-100 C-FGNL and
Provincial Airlines Limited Fairchild SA227AC C-FIPW St. John's,
Newfoundland
Report Number A96A0057
08 April 1996 - Take-off/Landing Event Air Canada Canadair CL 6002B19 Fredericton, New Brunswick
Report Number A96A0050
03 April 1996 - Runway Overrun Kelowna Flightcraft Air Charter Ltd.
Boeing 727-172C C-GKFT Moncton, New Brunswick
Report Number A96A0047
23 March 1996 - Broke Through Ice/ Sank in Water Aeronca 11CC
Super Chief C-FNGV Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario 5 nm E
Report Number A96O0048
12 March 1996 - Loss of engine power/stall CESSNA 177RG Cardinal
C-GWNW Airdrie, Alberta
Report Number A96W0055
10 March 1996 - Fire on Take-off Piper Apache PA-23 C-FYXT SaintMathias Aerodrome, Quebec
Report Number A96Q0034
08 March 1996 - Tail Strike on Landing Canadian Airlines International
Boeing 767-375 C-FOCA Halifax, Nova Scotia
Report Number A96A0035
26 February 1996 - Controlled Flight Path into a Tree Aero Academy
Ltd. Cessna 172N C-GQVU Centalia/Huron Airpark, Ontario 0.5 nm W
Report Number A96O0034
19 February 1996 - Control Difficulty Tail Strike Air Canada Boeing
747-433 Combi C-GAGL Toronto/Lester B. Pearson International
Airport, Ontario
Report Number A96O0030
15 February 1996 - Risk of Collision Between Wildcountry Airways Ltd
Piper PA-31-350 Chieftain C-FPIO and Fast Air Ltd Piper PA-31-325
Navajo C-GMDL Dryden, Ontario 18 nm NW
Report Number A96C0018
08 February 1996 - In-Flight Collision with Trees GC-Air Nord Inc.
Beech A100 King Air C-GAVI Peterborough, Ontario
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Report Number A96O0021
13 January 1996 - Loss of Situational Awareness Helijet Airways Inc.
Sikorsky S-76A (Helicopter) C-GHJL Victoria Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A96P0006
10 January 1996 - Controlled flight into terrain CESSNA T210M
Centurion C-GPID FLIN FLON airport, Manitoba 1.5 mi S
Report Number A96C0002
Updated: 2004-02-27
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Air 1997
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports
Print View

These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
1997 Air Investigation Reports
16 December 1997 - Collision with Water Terry Air Cessna 402C CGKWV Mackenzie, British Columbia 23 nm N
Report Number A97P0351
10 December 1997 - Main Rotor Blade Separation in Flight Rupert's
Land Operations Inc. Hughes 369D (Helicopter) C-FDTN Provost,
Alberta, 14 km N
Report Number A97W0254
09 December 1997 - Collision with Terrain Sowind Air Limited Embraer
EMB-110P1 Bandeirante C-GVRO Little Grand Rapids, Manitoba
Report Number A97C0236
07 December 1997 - Mid-Air Collision between Cessna 172M C-GEYG
of Cargair Ltd. and Cessna 150H C-FNLD Mascouche Airport, Quebec
Report Number A97Q0250
29 November 1997 - Rejected Take-Off - Runway Overrun Ministic Air
Ltd. Beech 1900D C-FYSJ Island Lake, Manitoba
Report Number A97C0229
30 October 1997 - Flight Control System Malfunction Columbia
Helicopters Inc. Boeing Vertol BV-234 (Helicopter) C-FHFH Comox
Lake, British Columbia
Report Number A97P0303
30 October 1997 - Controlled Flight Into Terrain McMurray Aviation
Piper PA-34-200T Seneca C-GPRL La Loche, Saskatchewan 8 nm W
Report Number A97C0215
22 October 1997 - Crash on Take-off Piper Malibu PA-46-350P CFLER St-Mathieu-de-Beloeil Airport, Quebec
Report Number A97Q0222
20 October 1997 - Collision with Terrain Yellowhead Helicopters
Limited Bell 206B II (Helicopter) C-GWXJ Gordondale, Alberta 8 nm
SW
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Report Number A97W0227
04 October 1997 - Collision With Terrain Mitchinson Flying Service
Limited Cessna 152 C-GZCT Vanscoy, Saskatchewan 4 nm S
Report Number A97C0195
20 September 1997 - Loss of Separation Between Canadair CL-6002B16 Challenger N8MC and British Airways Boeing 747-400 G-BNLK
Iqaluit, Northwest Territories 40 nm NW
Report Number A97H0012
12 September 1997 - Power Loss/Collision with Trees/Terrain Manan
Air Services Inc. Piper PA-31-310 C-FZVC Grand Manan Island, New
Brunswick
Report Number A97A0173
06 September 1997 - Uncontained Engine Failure Canadian Airlines
International Boeing 767-375ER C-FTCA Beijing, China
Report Number A97F0059
05 September 1997 - Power Loss - Forced Landing Aviation Career
Academy Limited Zenair CH2000 C-GSOA Bell Island, Newfoundland
Report Number A97A0170
01 September 1997 - Loss of Centerline Landing Gear Air Canada
Airbus A340-313 C-FYLD Frankfurt, Germany
Report Number A97H0008
22 August 1997 - Wire strike on take-off Piper Aztec PA23-250 CGFNT Squaw Lake, Quebec
Report Number A97Q0183
21 August 1997 - Loss of Control Bearskin Lake Air Service Ltd
Fairchild Metro 23 C-GYTL Winnipeg, Manitoba 18 nm NE
Report Number A97C0168
10 August 1997 - Collision with Terrain Cessna 180K C-GIGK Aux
Mélèzes River, Quebec
Report Number A97Q0168
10 August 1997 - Main Transmission Failure - Forced Landing
Universal Helicopters Newfoundland Ltd. Bell 206L C-GJBC Goose
Bay, Labrador 27 nm N
Report Number A97A0157
03 August 1997 - Collision With Terrain Nelson Mountain Air Limited
Cessna 337D Super Skymaster C-FYOC Salmo, British Columbia, 11
nm SE
Report Number A97P0211
30 July 1997 - Collision With Terrain Northern Mountain Helicopters
Inc. Bell 206B (Helicopter) C-GVQK Bear Valley, British Columbia
Report Number A97P0207
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28 July 1997 - In-Flight Break-up Cessna 210F C-FSEX Milan, Quebec
Report Number A97Q0158
24 July 1997 - Engine Failure Fireweed Helicopters Ltd. Bell 206B
(Helicopter) C-FNIQ Dawson, Yukon 60 nm North
Report Number A97W0142
09 July 1997 - Damage to Aircraft - Over-Stress Department of
Transport Aircraft Services Bell 206B JetRanger (Helicopter) C-FDOE
Nordegg Recreational Campground, Alberta
Report Number A97W0130
01 July 1997 - Gear-Up Landing Cougar Helicopters Inc. Eurocopter
AS332L Super Puma (Helicopter) C-GQCH St. John's, Newfoundland
Report Number A97A0136
23 June 1997 - Stall - Spin Douglas De Nien Sparrow Hawk CF-ASQ
Grand Valley (Private Aerodrome), Ontario
Report Number A97O0103
17 June 1997 - Fuel Exhaustion Kenn Borek Air Ltd. de Havilland
DHC-6 Twin Otter, C-FPAT Yakoun Lake, British Columbia
Report Number A97P0169
14 June 1997 - Controlled Flight Into Terrain Mountain Cessna A185F
Skywagon N4758E Lac Morin, Quebec
Report Number A97Q0118
13 June 1997 - Wheels-Up Landing - Unintentional North American
Airlines Ltd Swearingen SA226-TC C-FEPW Ottawa/Macdonald-Cartier
International Airport, Ontario
Report Number A97O0100
08 June 1997 - Loss of Control - Stall Piper J4A C-GFLE Ponsonby,
Ontario
Report Number A97O0096
30 May 1997 - Loss of Separation between Air Canada Boeing 767 CGAUB (ACA109) and Morningstar Air Express Inc. Cessna 208
Caravan C-FEXX (MAL7072) Vancouver, British Columbia
Report Number A97P0153
17 May 1997 - Loss of Separation Between Central Mountain Air
Beechcraft 1900D C-GCML and Air BC de Havilland DHC-8-300 CFACV Vancouver, British Columbia
Report Number A97P0135
16 May 1997 - Loss of Separation - No Risk of Collision Between
Canadian Regional Airlines Ltd. de Havilland DHC-8-300A C-FTAK and
Vancouver Professional Flight Centre Cessna 172M C-GHNV
Vancouver, British Columbia 15 nm S
Report Number A97P0133
14 May 1997 - Reversed Elevator Trim Tab Control Kelowna Flightcraft
Ltd. Convair 340/580 C-GKFO Hamilton, Ontario
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Report Number A97O0077
19 April 1997 - Loss of Cyclic Control - Collision with Terrain Coulson
Aircrane Ltd. Sikorsky S-61N (Helicopter) C-GBRF Stave Lake, British
Columbia
Report Number A97P0094
17 April 1997 - Risk of Collision Between Air Atlantic British Aerospace
Jetstream 41 C-FTVQ and Department of National Defence Lockheed
T-33 Pirate 61 Fredericton, New Brunswick 16 nm SE
Report Number A97H0004
15 April 1997 - Loss of Engine Power Ottawa Aviation Services Inc.
Diamond DA20-A1 Katana C-FTKZ Cornwall Regional Airport, Ontario
Report Number A97O0055
18 March 1997 - Loss of Control Government of Canada Department of
Transport Aircraft Services Directorate Beechcraft King Air A90 CFCGE North Bay, Ontario
Report Number A97O0043
12 March 1997 - Risk of Collision between Avionair Inc. Swearingen
Aviation Metro II C-GBXX and Air Canada Canadair Ltd. CL-600
Regional Jet C-FSKI Ottawa/MacDonald-Cartier International Airport
Report Number A97H0002
11 March 1997 - Loss of Separation between Cypress Jetprop Charter
Ltd. Convair CV580 C-GTTG and Canadian Regional Airlines de
Havilland DHC-8 C-GTAI Vancouver, British Columbia 8 nm S
Report Number A97P0057
01 March 1997 - Roll-Over On Landing Alpine Helicopters Limited Bell
212 (Helicopter) C-GALI Mica Creek, British Columbia 3 nm SW
Report Number A97P0044
17 February 1997 - In-Flight Breakup Cessna A185F C-GCTI SeptÎles, Quebec 21 nm N
Report Number A97Q0032
28 January 1997 - Rejected take-off/Runway excursion Propair Inc.
Beechcraft Super King Air 200 C-GCEV Sept-Îles Airport, Quebec
Report Number A97Q0015
11 January 1997 - Collision with Terrain Mountain High Helicopters
Limited Aerospatiale Eurocopter AS-350BA (Helicopter) C-FJJH
Kimberley, British Columbia 10 nm West
Report Number A97P0009
10 January 1997 - Risk of Collision between ATR 42-300 C-FTCP of
Inter-Canadien Aérospatiale and a convoy of snow removal vehicles
Quebec/Jean-Lesage International Airport, Quebec
Report Number A97Q0005
03 January 1997 - Loss of Directional Control Nakina Outpost Camps
& Air Service Ltd. Cessna 208B Caravan C-FTZF Nakina Airport,
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Ontario
Report Number A97O0001
Updated: 2005-01-27
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Air 1998
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports
Print View

These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
1998 Air Investigation Reports
30 December 1998 - Collision with Trees Knighthawk Air Express
Limited Dassault-Breguet Falcon 20D C-GTAK St. John's,
Newfoundland
Report Number A98A0191
17 December 1998 - Risk of Collision Between NAV CANADA
Canadair CL-600-2A12 and Transport Canada Airport Maintenance
Vehicle, Staff 61 Terrace Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A98H0004
15 December 1998 - Collision with Terrain Cessna 172M C-GDTK
Liverpool, Nova Scotia 2 nm West
Report Number A98A0184
07 December 1998 - Loss of Control Air Satellite Inc. Britten-Norman
BN2A-26 C-FCVK Pointe-Lebel, Quebec
Report Number A98Q0194
04 December 1998 - Loss of Visual References / Flight Into Terrain
Hélicoptère Colibri Inc. Bell 206L-1 LongRanger (Helicopter) C-GLBH
12 nm SW of Saint-Michel-des-Saints, Quebec
Report Number A98Q0193
03 December 1998 - Rejected Take-off / Runway Overrun First Air /
Bradley Air Services Limited Hawker Siddeley HS-748-2A C-FBNW
Iqaluit, Nunavut
Report Number A98Q0192
23 November 1998 - Controlled Flight into Terrain Regency Express Air
Operations Cessna 208B Caravan N9352B Mount Tuam, British
Columbia
Report Number A98P0303
12 November 1998 - Loss of Control / Stall Airventures Aviation Piper
PA-23-250 Aztec C-GZOV Toronto City Centre Airport, Ontario
Report Number A98O0313
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27 September 1998 - Loss of Separation Between Air Canada Boeing
747-238 C-GAGC and Air Canada Boeing 747-400 C-GAGM 55 North
Latitude and 10 West Longitude
Report Number A98W0216
14 September 1998 - Engine Failure Martinair Holland N. V. Boeing
767-300 PH-MCI Calgary International Airport, Alberta
Report Number A98W0192
02 September 1998 - In-Flight Fire Leading to Collision with Water
Swissair Transport Limited McDonnell Douglas MD-11 HB-IWF Peggy’s
Cove, Nova Scotia 5 nm SW
Report Number A98H0003 HTML PDF [32,687 KB]
31 August 1998 - Loss of Control/Hard Landing Canadian Helicopters
Ltd. Eurocopter AS350B ASTAR (Helicopter) C-FSLF Slave Lake,
Alberta 22 mi S
Report Number A98W0181
13 August 1998 - In-Flight Main Rotor Blade Separation AG-Rotors Inc.
Bell 47-G2 (Helicopter) C-FODS Windsor, Ontario 3nm E
Report Number A98O0214
06 August 1998 - Runway Overrun Wasaya Airways Ltd. BAe 748-2A
(HS-748-2A) C-GTAD Kasabonika, Ontario
Report Number A98C0173
04 August 1998 - Collision with Water Harbour Air Ltd. de Havilland
DHC-2 Beaver C-FOCJ Kincolith, British Columbia
Report Number A98P0215
27 July 1998 - Stall/Collision with Trees on Take-off Piper PA 28-151
C-GDVL Espanola West, Ontario
Report Number A98O0190
22 July 1998 - Loss of a Propeller in Flight Aéro 3000 Piper PA-31P CGAFG 20 nm north of the VOR Watertown, New York, U.S.A.
Report Number A98F0033
20 July 1998 - Loss of Separation between Air Canada Boeing 747-400
C-GAGN and Air France Airbus A340 F-GLZL North Atlantic, St.
John's, Newfoundland 125 nm S
Report Number A98H0002
18 July 1998 - Spin-Loss of directional control, Laurentide Aviation
Cessna 152 C-GZLZ Lac Saint-François, Quebec
Report Number A98Q0114
18 July 1998 - Amended Report Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Control Rotorcraft Precision Helicopters Inc. Bell 206B CGPGA Grande Prairie, Alberta 56 nm SW
Report Number A98W0155
16 July 1998 - Main Landing Gear Collapsed Transport Canada Beech
A100 King Air C-FDOR Ottawa MacDonald-Cartier International
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Airport, Ontario
Report Number A98O0184
15 July 1998 - Loss of Control -- Collision with Water Air Rainbow
Midcoast (444316 B.C. Ltd.) de Havilland DHC-2 MKI C-GCZA Saturna
Island, British Columbia
Report Number A98P0194
20 June 1998 - Loss of Separation Between Piper Aircraft Comanche
PA-24 N6857P and Piper Aircraft Twin Comanche PA-30 C-FFMW and
Operating Irregularity Between Piper Aircraft Comanche PA-24 N6857P
and Fairchild Industries Merlin 3 SA-226-TC C-GMET Victoria, British
Columbia
Report Number A98P0164
18 June 1998 - In-flight fire—Landing gear well Propair Inc.
Swearingen SA226-TC C-GQAL Mirabel / Montréal International
Airport, Quebec
Report Number A98Q0087
17 June 1998 - Tail Rotor Pitch Link Failure Helijet Airways Inc.
Sikorsky S-76A (Helicopter) C-GHJL Vancouver, British Columbia
Report Number A98P0156
08 June 1998 - Loss of Control - Stall Toronto Airways Ltd. Cessna
150M C-GSCN Coppins Corners, Ontario 1.5 nm S
Report Number A98O0139
18 May 1998 - Engine Failure / Forced Landing V. Kelner Airways
Limited Pilatus PC-12 C-FKAL Clarenville, Newfoundland 1.5 nm SE
Report Number A98A0067
14 May 1998 - Fuel Exhaustion Avionair Inc. Piper Navajo PA-31-350
C-GUVK La Grande 3 Airport, Quebec, 4 nm SE
Report Number A98Q0069
07 May 1998 - Loss of Directional Control Highland Helicopters Ltd.
Bell 206B JetRanger II (Helicopter) C-GHHT Whitecourt, Alberta 30 nm
N
Report Number A98W0086
01 May 1998 - In-Flight Wing Separation Skyhopper (Amateur-Built) CFRDG Smiths Falls-Montague (Russ Beach) Airport, Ontario 2 mi S
Report Number A98O0104
28 April 1998 - Aircraft Control Difficulty Air Labrador DeHavilland
DHC-8-102 C-GAAN St. John's, Newfoundland
Report Number A98A0055
25 April 1998 - Jamming of Elevators in Flight Air Alliance de Havilland
DHC-8-102 C-FHRC Québec/Jean Lesage International Airport,
Quebec
Report Number A98Q0057
23 April 1998 - Loss of Power/Loss of Control Yukon Helicopters Ltd.
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Hughes 369HS C-FZXC (Helicopter) Waasagomach, Manitoba
Report Number A98C0070
21 April 1998 - Risk of Collision Between Canada 3000 Airbus SA320212 C-GVXF and Semitool Inc. Rockwell International 690C N48BA
Calgary, Alberta
Report Number A98W0079
17 April 1998 - Engine Fire in Flight Shadow Forest Services Ltd. Piper
PA-31 Navajo C-GBFZ Port Hardy, British Columbia, 50 nm NE
Report Number A98P0100
31 March 1998 - Loss of Control Helico Air Services Ltd. Bell 206B
(Helicopter) C-GQKV Trenton, Nova Scotia
Report Number A98A0042
28 March 1998 - Impact with the Ground Hémisph-Air Services Ltd.
Piper PA-34-200T, C-FCYV Québec/Jean-Lesage International Airport,
Quebec
Report Number A98Q0043
20 March 1998 - Loss of Control - Stall Piper PA-23-250 N456MR St.
John's, Newfoundland
Report Number A98A0038
18 March 1998 - Scrape Wingtip on Landing AllCanada Express
Limited Boeing 727-260 C-FACM Hamilton, Ontario
Report Number A98O0054
14 March 1998 - Collision with Object All West Air Services Ltd. Piper
PA-34-200 Seneca 1 C-GRFE Grande Prairie, Alberta
Report Number A98W0043
26 February 1998 - Mid-Air Collision between Transport Air Cessna
172 C-GXSD and Aérotaxi Diamond DA 20-A1 Katana C-GADA StHubert Airport, Quebec
Report Number A98Q0029
20 February 1998 - Collision With Terrain Interlake International Pilot
Training Centre Diamond Aircraft Industries Inc. DA-20-A1 Katana
Kinosota, Manitoba 3 nm NE
Report Number A98C0030
18 February 1998 - Runway Overrun Reliant Airlines Inc.Dassault/Sud
Fan Jet Falcon N212RPeterborough Airport, Ontario
Report Number A98O0034
01 February 1998 - Operating Irregularity Air BC Ltd. British Aerospace
BAE146 Flight ABL814 Vancouver, British Columbia 30 nm N
Report Number A98P0018
20 January 1998 - Unstabilized Approach/ Hard Landing Alberta
Citylink British Aerospace Jetstream 31 C-FBIE Lloydminster, Alberta
Report Number A98W0011
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20 January 1998 - Engine Fire and Crash on Take-off Air Nunavut Ltd.
Piper PA31-350 Navajo Chieftain C-FDNF Sanikiluaq, Northwest
Territories
Report Number A98Q0007
19 January 1998 - Loss of Rotor RPM and Forced Landing BigHorn
Aviation Inc. Eurocopter AS-350D (Helicopter) C-GBRC Cranbrook
VOR Site, British Columbia
Report Number A98P0022
15 January 1998 - Controlled Flight Into Terrain Airco Aircraft Charters
Piper PA-31-350 Chieftain C-FZBW Rainbow Lake, Alberta
Report Number A98W0009
Updated: 2004-01-29
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Air 1999
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports
Print View

These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
1999 Air Investigation Reports
28 December 1999 — Loss of Control Cessna 208 Caravan Amphibian
C-FGGG Abbotsford Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A99P0181 HTML PDF [102 KB]
24 December 1999 — Engine Fire Air Canada Airbus A320-211 CFGYS Calgary International Airport, Alberta
Report Number A99W0234 HTML PDF [86 KB]
22 November 1999 — Runway Overrun/Collision with Approach Lights
Bearskin Lake Air Services Fairchild Metro SA-227-AC C-FFZN
Dryden, Ontario
Report Number A99C0281 HTML PDF [89 KB]
20 November 1999 — In-flight Collision Between ERCO Aircoupe 415C
C-GHFB and Pacific Flying Club Cessna 152 C-GPFE Cloverdale,
British Columbia
Report Number A99P0168 HTML PDF [371 KB]
15 October 1999 — Operating Irregularity Between Air Nova de
Havilland Aircraft DHC-8-100 C-GONN and Inter-Canadien Avions de
Transport Régional ATR-42-300 C-FTCP Halifax International Airport,
Nova Scotia
Report Number A99H0005 HTML PDF [97 KB]
13 October 1999 — Collision with Object – Wirestrike Lakeland Airways
Limited Cessna A185F C-GDIV Temagami, Ontario 6 nm S
Report Number A99O0244 HTML PDF [77 KB]
10 October 1999 — Collision with Terrain Compton Airways Ltd.
Cessna 172M C-GUVC Bancroft, Ontario 1 nm W
Report Number A99O0242 HTML PDF [88 KB]
02 October 1999 — Fuel Contamination – Loss of Engine Power North
Star Air Ltd. de Havilland DHC-2 Beaver (Seaplane) C-GZBQ Pickle
Lake, Ontario 6 nm N
Report Number A99C0245 HTML PDF [85 KB]
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26 September 1999 — Collision with Boat West Coast Air Limited de
Havilland DHC-2 Beaver C-GSUE Vancouver Harbour, British
Columbia
Report Number A99P0136 HTML PDF [1,468 KB]
24 September 1999 — Landing Short Air Canada Airbus A320-211 CFKCO St. John's, Newfoundland
Report Number A99A0131 HTML PDF [93 KB]
29 August 1999 — Engine Power Loss / Forced Landing Sowind Air
Ltd. Piper PA-31-350 C-GHMK Princess Harbour, Manitoba
Report Number A99C0208 HTML PDF [1,331 KB]
20 August 1999 — Midair Collision Between Cessna 177RG Cardinal
C-GWYY and Mooney M20C C-GASL Penticton, British Columbia
Report Number A99P0108 HTML PDF [211 KB]
15 August 1999 — Collision with Terrain A.A.L. Air Alps (Glacier Air)
Eurocopter AS350BA (Helicopter) C-GDWF Squamish, British
Columbia, 3 nm W
Report Number A99P0105 HTML PDF [194 KB]
12 August 1999 — Controlled Flight Into Terrain Régionnair
Inc.Raytheon Beech 1900D C-FLIH Sept-Îles, Quebec
Report Number A99Q0151 HTML PDF [416 KB]
05 August 1999 — Risk of Collision Between Korean Air Boeing 747200 HL-7471 and Lufthansa German Airlines Boeing 747-200 D-ABZH
JOWIT Intersection (58º40' N, 110ºW), Alberta
Report Number A99W0144 HTML PDF [85 KB]
13 July 1999 — Runway Incursion Between Adler Aviation Cessna
Golden Eagle 421C C-GTGR and National Flying Academy Piper
Seminole PA-44 C-FPMH Kitchener-Waterloo Regional Airport, Ontario
Report Number A99H0004 HTML PDF [47 KB]
11 July 1999 — Loss of Control / Impact with the Ground Cosmos
U.L.M. Inc. Cosmos Phase II ES C-IFEK Saint-Mathias-de-Richelieu,
Quebec
Report Number A99Q0134 HTML PDF [73 KB]
11 July 1999 — Loss of Control / Collision with Terrain Mooney M-20F
C-GGIK St. Andrews, Manitoba 2 nm SE
Report Number A99C0157 HTML PDF [85 KB]
04 July 1999 — Power Loss — Fuel Starvation East West Helicopters
Ltd. Bell 214B Helicopter C-GEWT Kaslo, British Columbia 35 nm NW
Report Number A99P0075 HTML PDF [1,387 KB]
25 June 1999 — Loss of Engine Power / Collision with Terrain Blue
Water Aviation Services Ltd. de Havilland DHC-3 Otter, C-FIFP Long
Haul Lake, Manitoba
Report Number A99C0137 HTML PDF [41 KB]
14 June 1999 — Loss of Control After Take-off Thunder Airlines
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1999/index.asp
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Limited Beech Aircraft Corporation A100 C-GASW Thunder Bay
Airport, Ontario
Report Number A99H0002 HTML PDF [39 KB]
09 June 1999 — Power Loss / Forced Landing Athabaska Airways Ltd.
Sikorsky S55B/T (Helicopter) C-FUNT Pelican Narrows, Saskatchewan
16 nm NW
Report Number A99C0127 HTML PDF [39 KB]
07 June 1999 — Loss of Separation Between Province of Manitoba
Piper PA-31 Navajo C-GRNE and Brandon Flying Club Mooney M20C
C-GKGY Winnipeg International Airport, 5 nm West
Report Number A99H0003 HTML PDF [56 KB]
24 May 1999 — Collision with Terrain Mitsubishi MU-2B-40 Solitaire
N701K Parry Sound / Georgian Bay Airport, Ontario 1nm W
Report Number A99O0126 HTML PDF [42 KB]
16 May 1999 — Mid-air Collision Between Cessna 172D C-FBVW and
Cessna 172 C-GWAC 108 Mile Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A99P0056 HTML PDF [44 KB]
01 May 1999 — Loss of Separation Between Air Canada Airbus
Industrie A320 G-FNNA and Canadian Airlines International Boeing
737-200 C-GQBH Calgary, Alberta 6 nm NE
Report Number A99W0064 HTML PDF [140 KB]
01 May 1999 — Collision with Terrain Points North Air Services de
Havilland DHC-3 C-FASV Points North Landing, Saskatchewan 22 nm
NW
Report Number A99C0087 HTML PDF [41 KB]
28 April 1999 — In-Flight Fire Aerospatiale AS 355 F1 Twinstar
(Helicopter) C-GTUI Fairview, Alberta 10 nm E
Report Number A99W0061 HTML PDF [703 KB]
23 April 1999 — Obstructed Elevator Control Cessna 172 C-FKHS
Lac-à-la-Tortue, Quebec
Report Number A99Q0075 HTML PDF [32 KB]
13 April 1999 — Loss of Control Myrand Aviation Cessna 335 C-GMZV
Gaspé, Quebec
Report Number A99Q0062 HTML PDF [310 KB]
06 April 1999 — Loss of Control / Spiral Canadian Flight Academy Ltd.
Cessna 152 C-GGGK Valentia, Ontario
Report Number A99O0079 HTML PDF [33 KB]
31 March 1999 — Injuries to Person While Deplaning Air Canada
Boeing 767-200, C-FBEM St. John's, Newfoundland
Report Number A99A0046 HTML PDF [67 KB]
19 March 1999 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Provincial Airlines
Limited de Havilland DCH-6-300 Twin Otter C-FWLQ Davis Inlet,
Newfoundland 2nm NNE
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1999/index.asp
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Report Number A99A0036 HTML PDF [593 KB]
10 March 1999 — Wing Strike on Landing Delta Air Lines Boeing 727200 N8873Z Calgary International Airport, Alberta
Report Number A99W0043 HTML PDF [42 KB]
27 February 1999 — Runway Incursion Between Air Canada Airbus
Industrie A319-100 C-FZUL and Calgary Flight Training Centre (CFTC)
Cessna 172 C-GVLO Calgary, Alberta
Report Number A99W0036 HTML PDF [41 KB]
26 February 1999 — Collision with Wire Canadian Helicopters Limited
Bell 206B C-FOAH Entrance, Alberta
Report Number A99W0034 HTML PDF [36 KB]
19 February 1999 — Controlled Flight into Terrain (Lake)Slave Air
(1998) Ltd. Beech King Air C90 C-GSAX Slave Lake, Alberta 3 nm NW
Report Number A99W0031 HTML PDF [56 KB]
18 January 1999 — Loss of Separation Between Air Canada Boeing
767-233 C-GPWB and Canadian Airlines International Boeing 767-300
C-FCAG Langruth, Manitoba, 35 nm W
Report Number A99H0001 HTML PDF [145 KB]
13 January 1999 — Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT) Kelowna
Flightcraft Air Charter Ltd. Douglas DC-3C C-GWUG Mayne Island,
British Columbia
Report Number A99P0006 HTML PDF [194 KB]
04 January 1999 — Controlled Flight Into Terrain Régionnair Inc.
Beechcraft 1900C C-FGOI Saint-Augustin, Quebec
Report Number A99Q0005 HTML PDF [115 KB]

Updated: 2004-03-31
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Air 2000
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports
Print View

These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
2000 Air Investigation Reports
31 December 2000 — Controlled Flight Into Terrain – On Approach
Piper Aerostar 602P N88AT Okanagan Mountain, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0244 HTML PDF [590 KB]
31 December 2000 — Collision With Trees Airborne Energy Solutions
Ltd. Hughes 500D Helicopter, C-GXQI Fox Creek, Alberta, 45 nm West
Report Number A00W0267 HTML PDF [75 KB]
18 December 2000 — Incident – Runway Overrun Antonov Airlines
Antonov 124-100 UR-82029 Windsor Airport, Ontario
Report Number A00O0279 HTML PDF [4,489 KB]
04 December 2000 — Gear-Up Landing Department of Transport
Aircraft Services Beechcraft King Air A100 C-FDOU Ottawa/Gatineau
Airport, Quebec
Report Number A00H0007 HTML PDF [83 KB]
02 December 2000 — Loss of Aileron Control Canada Jet Charters Ltd.
Learjet 35A C-GDJH Vancouver, British Columbia, 30 nm NW
Report Number A00P0225 HTML PDF [73 KB]
27 November 2000 — Runway Overrun Canadian Regional Airlines
Fokker F-28, C-GKCR Fredericton, New Brunswick
Report Number A00A0185 HTML PDF [406 KB]
13 November 2000 — Engine Failure Canadian Airlines International
Boeing 737-217, C-GKCP Fredericton, New Brunswick
Report Number A00A0176 HTML PDF [75 KB]
06 November 2000 — Collision with Terrain Keystone Air Service Ltd.
Piper PA-31-350 Chieftain C-GZFK, Winnipeg International Airport,
Manitoba,
2 nm S
Report Number A00C0260 HTML PDF [377 KB]
01 November 2000 — Loss of Power and Collision with Water, West
Coast Air de Havilland DHC-6 (Twin Otter) C-GGAW, Vancouver
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Harbour, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0210 HTML PDF [289 KB]
31 October 2000 — Main-Rotor Blade Failure Prism Helicopters Ltd
MD Helicopter 369D, C-GXON Mt. Modeste, British Columbia
5 nm NW
Report Number A00P0208 HTML PDF [969 KB]
25 October 2000 — Aviation Investigation Report Runway Incursion
Between Air BC Ltd.de Havilland DHC-8-100 and Horizon Air de
Havilland DHC-8-200 Vancouver International Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0206 HTML PDF [102 KB]
12 October 2000 — Collision with Terrain on Take-off Piper Aircraft PA24-250 Comanche, N6917P Rendell Creek Airstrip, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0197 HTML PDF [81 KB]
08 October 2000 — Hazardous Situation - ATC Irregularity Nav Canada
Vancouver Area Control Centre Vancouver, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0199 HTML PDF [78 KB]
08 October 2000 — Collision with Terrain Summit Air Charters Ltd.
Short Brothers SC-7 Skyvan C-FSDZ Port Radium, Northwest
Territories
Report Number A00W0217 HTML PDF [185 KB]
06 October 2000 — Smoke in Cabin from Overheated Fan Transport
Canada Cessna 550 C-FJCZ Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec
Report Number A00Q0141 HTML PDF [106 KB]
03 October 2000 — Engine Failure - Forced Landing Ottawa Aviation
Services Diamond DA 20-A1 C-GOAS Ottawa, Ontario
Report Number A00O0214 HTML PDF [207 KB]
02 October 2000 — Power Loss - Mechanical Malfunction Canadian
Helicopters Eurocopter AS 350BA C-GATX Fort Nelson, British
Columbia, 90 nm E
Report Number A00W0215 HTML PDF [228 KB]
02 October 2000 — Loss of Control Cessna 310R, C-GRSJ Golden,
British Columbia, 3 nm NNE
Report Number A00P0195 HTML PDF [71 KB]
28 September 2000 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Cessna 185F
N90151 Smithers, British Columbia 80 nm NW
Report Number A00P0194 HTML PDF [72 KB]
27 September 2000 — Runway Excursion Hydro-Québec Convair Liner
340 (580) C-GFHH La Grande 4, Quebec
Report Number A00Q0133 HTML PDF [74 KB]
22 September 2000 — Collision with Terrain Seair Services 1990 Ltd.
de Havilland DHC-2T Beaver C-FOES Clearwater, British Columbia, 18
nm NW
Report Number A00P0184 HTML PDF [82 KB]
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15 September 2000 — Runway Overrun Miami Air Inc. Boeing 727200A N806MA Ottawa, Ontario
Report Number A00H0004 HTML PDF [86 KB]
14 September 2000 — Input Freewheel Unit Malfunction Helijet
International Inc. Sikorsky S-61N/SP (Helicopter) C-GHJU Vancouver
Harbour Heliport, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0182 HTML PDF [801 KB]
13 September 2000 — Fan Cowl Separation Skyservice Airlines
Incorporated Airbus A320-232 C-GTDC Toronto/Lester B. Pearson
International Airport
Report Number A00O0199 HTML PDF [285 KB]
13 September 2000 — Difficulty to Control Ontario Fun Flyers Inc.
Cessna 150G C-FVDR Kingston, Ontario
Report Number A00O0210 HTML PDF [744 KB]
06 September 2000 — Loss of Separation NAV Canada Winnipeg Area
Control Centre Lumsden, Saskatchewan, 45 nm W
Report Number A00C0211 HTML PDF [91 KB]
29 August 2000 — Risk of Collision between Air Canada Airbus
Industrie A319-114 C-FYJB and Cessna 152 C-GFBJ Montréal
International Airport (Dorval), Quebec 1 nm West
Report Number A00Q0116 HTML PDF [103 KB]
26 August 2000 — Runway Incursion Air Canada Airbus Industrie
A319-114 C-FYJG Montréal International Airport (Dorval), Quebec
Report Number A00Q0114 HTML PDF [100 KB]
17 August 2000 — Collision with Water Whistler Air Services Ltd.
Cessna 185 Floatplane, C-GEJC Green Lake, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0157 HTML PDF [80 KB]
14 August 2000 — Loss Of Control – Collision With Water Royal
Canadian Mounted Police Cessna 208 Caravan I, C-GMPB Teslin
Lake, British Columbia
Report Number A00W0177 HTML PDF [90 KB]
23 July 2000 — Runway Excursion Royal Air Maroc Boeing 747-200
CN-RME Dorval / Montréal International Airport, Quebec
Report Number A00Q0094 HTML PDF [228 KB]
19 July 2000 — Loss of Control - Spin Shearwater Flying Club Cessna
150M C-GLJK Porter's Lake, Nova Scotia
Report Number A00A0110 HTML PDF [42 KB]
17 July 2000 — Loss of Control – Collision with Terrain, Piper PA-25150 C-GSRG, Harding, Manitoba
Report Number A00C0162 HTML PDF [77 KB]
01 July 2000 — Loss of Control Bellanca 65-CA Aeronca C-FAUX Fort
Steele, British Columbia
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/2000/index.asp
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Report Number A00P0115 HTML PDF [70 KB]
22 June 2000 — Collision with Terrain Trans North Turbo Air Limited
Bell 206L-3 Longranger (Helicopter) C-FJAL Llewellyn Glacier, British
Columbia
Report Number A00P0107 HTML PDF [73 KB]
19 June 2000 — Loss of Control Avnorth Aviation Ltd. de Havilland
DHC-2 C-GAXE Hotnarko Lake, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0103 HTML PDF [84 KB]
13 June 2000 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Grand Aire Express Inc.
Dassault-Breguet Falcon 20E N184GA Peterborough Airport, Ontario
0.5 nm W
Report Number A00O0111 HTML PDF [112 KB]
13 June 2000 — Loss of Control Cessna 180E C-FEGS McIvor Lake,
British Columbia
Report Number A00P0099 HTML PDF [92 KB]
12 June 2000 — Cabin Depressurization WestJet Airlines Ltd. Boeing
737-200 C-FGWJ Kelowna, British Columbia, 120 nm NE
Report Number A00P0101 HTML PDF [95 KB]
01 June 2000 — Collision with Fence Bailey Helicopters Ltd. Bell 206B
(Helicopter) C-GIFR Helmet, British Columbia
Report Number A00W0105 HTML PDF [82 KB]
01 June 2000 — Collision with Terrain Stits Playmate SA-11A (Amateur
built) C-FWFU Kamloops, British Columbia 3 nm N
Report Number A00P0094 HTML PDF [78 KB]
30 May 2000 — Loss of Control - Stall Aerial Recon Surveys Cessna
177B Cardinal C-GPML Calling Lake, Alberta
Report Number A00W0109 HTML PDF [251 KB]
30 May 2000 — Loss of Separation NAV Canada Vancouver Area
Control Centre – West Sector Tofino, British Columbia 17 nm E
Report Number A00P0090 HTML PDF [90 KB]
27 May 2000 — Loss of Separation / Safety not Assured Between Air
Canada Boeing 767-233 C-GAUP and Skyservice Airlines Inc. Cessna
Citation 650 C-FJJC Montreal, Quebec 5 nm W
Report Number A00H0003 HTML PDF [102 KB]
20 May 2000 — Loss of Control – Collision With Level Ice Helicopter
Transport Services (Canada) Inc. Bell 206L LongRanger (Helicopter)
C-GJOL Resolute, Nunavut 35 nm SW
Report Number A00C0099 HTML PDF [82 KB]
11 May 2000 — Rejected Take-off / Runway Overrun Air Canada
Douglas DC-9 C-FTLM Edmonton International Airport, Alberta
Report Number A00W0097 HTML PDF [76 KB]
10 May 2000 — Tail-Rotor Gearbox Malfunction Chinook Helicopters
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/2000/index.asp
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Ltd. Bell 47 G2 (Helicopter) C-FKNQ Abbotsford, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0077 HTML PDF [73 KB]
10 May 2000 — Department of Transport Aircraft Services (Canadian
Coast Guard) Bell 212 C-GCHG Cabot Island, Newfoundland
Report Number A00A0076 HTML PDF [377 KB]
06 May 2000 — Loss of Control / Stall Atlantic Aviation Academy Inc.
Piper PA-28 Cherokee Warrior II C-GQHE Sydney, Nova Scotia
Report Number A00A0071 HTML PDF [80 KB]
27 April 2000 — In-flight Break-up Bell 206B-III (helicopter) C-GFSE
Beloeil, Quebec
Report Number A00Q0046 HTML PDF [478 KB]
15 April 2000 — VFR Flight into Terrain--Reduced Visibility Cessna
172RG C-GBEJ Fox Lake, Yukon Territory
Report Number A00W0080 HTML PDF [79 KB]
12 April 2000 — In-flight Icing / Loss of Control Accent Aviation Cessna
310I C-GWWO Calgary, Alberta
Report Number A00W0079 HTML PDF [81 KB]
11 April 2000 — Incorrect Assembly of Aileron Control System Cessna
172L C-FAXL Maniwaki, Quebec
Report Number A00Q0043 HTML PDF [42 KB]
11 April 2000 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Gander Area Control
Centre Sydney, Nova Scotia 95 nm N
Report Number A00H0002 HTML PDF [158 KB]
31 March 2000 — Air Proximity Event Between West Coast Air de
Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter C-GQKN AND Cessna 172 N8522U
Victoria International Airport 8 nm N Victoria, British Columbia
Report Number A00P0047 HTML PDF [205 KB]
23 March 2000 — Loss of Control Rotorway Exec 90 (Helicopter) CGZXE Innisfail Airport, Alberta
Report Number A00W0072 HTML PDF [74 KB]
22 March 2000 — Collision With Trees Jetport Inc. Israel Aircraft
Industries Astra SPX Fox Harbour, Nova Scotia
Report Number A00A0051 HTML PDF [387 KB]
17 March 2000 — Loss of Control on Go-around Points North Air
Services Inc. Douglas Aircraft Company DC-3 C-FNTF Ennadai Lake,
Nunavut
Report Number A00C0059 HTML PDF [725 KB]
17 March 2000 — Loss of Control – Collision with Terrain Cessna 180J
C-GRPR Smoothstone Lake, Saskatchewan 10 nm SE
Report Number A00C0060 HTML PDF [101 KB]
13 March 2000 — Midair Collision Between Island Air Flight School &
Charters Inc. Cessna 172 C-GSAR and Cessna 337 Skymaster Chttp://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/2000/index.asp
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GZYO Toronto/City Centre Airport 18 nm NE
Report Number A00O0057 HTML PDF [146 KB]
06 March 2000 — Runway Incursion Between Alberta Citylink British
Aerospace Jetstream 31-12 C-FBIJ and Air BC Limited de Havilland
DHC-8-311 C-GABP Calgary International Airport, Alberta
Report Number A00W0062 HTML PDF [357 KB]
27 February 2000 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Athabaska Airways
Ltd. Piper Navajo Chieftain PA-31-350 C-FATS Stony Rapids,
Saskatchewan
Report Number A00H0001 HTML PDF [88 KB]
21 February 2000 — Engine Power Loss – Mechanical Malfunction
Schweizer 269C (Helicopter) C-GFJO Prince George, British Columbia
20 nm S
Report Number A00P0026 HTML PDF [75 KB]
07 February 2000 — Controlled Flight onto Ice TGH Holdings Limited
(Terry Air) Piper Navajo Chieftain C-GBFZ Williston Lake, British
Columbia
Report Number A00P0019 HTML PDF [306 KB]
20 January 2000 — Power Loss Turbowest Helicopters Limited
Eurocopter Lama SA 315B (helicopter) C-FJJW Goldbridge, British
Columbia
Report Number A00P0010 HTML PDF [87 KB]
13 January 2000 — Operating Irregularity Central Mountain Airways
Beech 1900D C-FCMP Vancouver, British Columbia 20 nm NE
Report Number A00P0009 HTML PDF [112 KB]
13 January 2000 — Collision with the ground Cargair Ltd. de Havilland
DHC-2 Mk. 1 Beaver C-FIVA Lake Adonis, Quebec
Report Number A00Q0006 HTML PDF [97 KB]

Updated: 2004-11-12
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Air 2001
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports
Print View

These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
2001 Air Investigation Reports
31 December 2001 — Controlled Flight Into Terrain 10263 Aviation Ltd.
(Ursus Aviation) Cessna 172N C-GGFT Fort Good Hope, Northwest
Territories
30 nm S
Report Number A01W0304 HTML PDF [113 KB]
18 December 2001 — Loss of Engine Power, Hard Landing Arctic
Sunwest Charters Ltd. Eurocopter EC120B (Helicopter) C-GRTA
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories 5 nm E
Report Number A01W0297 HTML PDF [80 KB]
11 December 2001 — Aircraft Misidentification-Safety Not Assured Nav
Canada Vancouver ACC - Terminal Specialty Regency Express
Cessna 208B C-GRXZ Regency Express Piper PA-31 C-GRXX
Victoria Airport, British Columbia, 10 nm N
Report Number A01P0305 HTML PDF [187 KB]
03 December 2001 — Accident Pacific Professional Visual Flight
Training Cessna 152 C-GJKE Boundary Bay Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A01P0296 HTML PDF [302 KB]
08 November 2001 — Input Freewheel Unit Failure Dwayne Air 2000,
Ltd. Eurocopter SA315B Lama C-GXYM Sawtooth Mountain, British
Columbia
Report Number A01P0282 HTML PDF [70 KB]
02 November 2001 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Stage Air Ltd.
Cessna 208B C-GGUH Inuvik, 4 nm N Northwest Territories
Report Number A01W0269 HTML PDF [1,730 KB]
24 October 2001 — Landed Beside Runway Air Canada Regional
Airlines De Havilland DHC-8-100 C-FDND Peace River, Alberta
Report Number A01H0004 HTML PDF [1,307 KB]
23 October 2001 — Runway Incursion Between Avitec Tractor 197 with
Airbus A310 in tow and Air Canada Boeing 767-200 C-GAUH
Toronto/Lester B. Pearson International Airport, Ontario
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Report Number A01O0299 HTML PDF [593 KB]
15 October 2001 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Deh Cho Air Ltd.
Piper PA-31-350 Navajo Chieftain C-GIPB, Fort Liard, Northwest
Territories
Report Number A01W0261 HTML PDF [155 KB]
11 October 2001 — Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT) Perimeter
Airlines (Inland) Ltd. Fairchild SA226TC C-GYPA Shamattawa,
Manitoba
Report Number A01C0236 HTML PDF [191 KB]
08 October 2001 — Loss of Control and Stall Piper PA-23 C-FDJZ
Mont-Joli, Quebec 22 nm SE
Report Number A01Q0165 HTML PDF [76 KB]
08 October 2001 — Loss of Control and Collision with Water Air SaintMaurice Inc. de Havilland DHC-2 Mk 1 C-GPUO Mollet Lake, Quebec
Report Number A01Q0166 HTML PDF [364 KB]
05 October 2001 — Power Loss - Fuel Starvation Delta Helicopters
Ltd. McDonnell Douglas 369HS (Helicopter) C-FCVV Fort Simpson,
2nm South, Northwest Territories
Report Number A01W0255 HTML PDF [83 KB]
27 September 2001— Loss of Control and Collision with Terrain
Perimeter Aviation Beech 95 Travel Air C-FCNU Winnipeg International
Airport, Manitoba 2.4 nm N
Report Number A01C0230 HTML PDF [121 KB]
13 September 2001 — Loss of Control after Take-off Beech UC45-J
N45N Swan Lake Airstrip, Yukon Territory
Report Number A01W0239 HTML PDF [71 KB]
02 September 2001 — Engine Power Loss Bearskin Lake Air Service
Ltd. Pilatus PC-12/45 C-FIJV Red Lake, Ontario
Report Number A01C0217 HTML PDF [40 KB]
24 August 2001 — Engine Power Loss Pitts S2A-E C-GMWT
Invermere, British Columbia
Report Number A01P0207 HTML PDF [68 KB]
20 August 2001 — Structural Failure Helio Courier C-FOMI Valemount,
British Columbia, 37 nm SE
Report Number A01P0203 HTML PDF [78 KB]
13 August 2001 — Loss of Control - Collision with Terrain Canadian
Helicopters Bell Helicopter Textron 206B C-GLRA Juniper Station, New
Brunswick 42 Km NE
Report Number A01A0100 HTML PDF [172 KB]
13 August 2001 — Collision With Terrain Wahkash Contracting Ltd.
de Havilland DHC-2 C-GVHT Mackenzie Lake, British Columbia, 4 nm
NE
Report Number A01P0194 HTML PDF [98 KB]
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/2001/index.asp
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09 August 2001 — Collision With Terrain Helimax Ltd.Hughes 369D
(500D) Helicopter C-GYTY Baffin Island, Nunavut, 69º10' N 074º21' W
Report Number A01Q0139 HTML PDF [81 KB]
03 August 2001 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Cessna 182 D-EDOG,
Timmins, Ontario
Report Number A01O0210 HTML PDF [304 KB]
30 July 2001 — Loss of Control - Uncontrolled Rotation Canadian
Helicopters Aerospatiale AS 350BA C-FVVH Grande Cache, Alberta,
13 nm W
Report Number A01W0190 HTML PDF [72 KB]
26 July 2001 — Collision with Terrain Gulf Air Taxi Inc. Cessna A185F
N3800Q Haines Junction, Yukon Territory, 25 nm SW
Report Number A01W0186 HTML PDF [72 KB]
23 July 2001 — Loss of Separation and Risk of Collision NAV Canada
Vancouver Area Control Centre - Nootka Sector KELSY Intersection,
British Columbia
Report Number A01P0171 HTML PDF [118 KB]
22 July 2001 — Engine Power Loss - Forced Landing Horizon
Aerosports (1982) Ltd. Pilatus PC-6T C-GROO Abbottsford, British
Columbia
Report Number A01H0003 HTML PDF [275 KB]
20 July 2001 — Cargo Door Opening on Take-off Bradley Air Services
Ltd. (First Air) Boeing 727-225 C-FIFA Corcaigh International Airport,
Ireland
Report Number A01F0094 HTML PDF [90 KB]
18 July 2001 — Overturned on Water Landing Cessna U206G CFHMW Cultus Lake, British Columbia
Report Number A01P0165 HTML PDF [88 KB]
18 July 2001 — Risk of Collision Between Cargair Ltd.Cessna 172N CGIXH and Air Canada Regional Inc. de Havilland DHC-8-102 C-GONH
Dorval / Montréal International Airport, Quebec 6 nm NE
Report Number A01Q0122 HTML PDF [52 KB]
13 July 2001 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Winnipeg Area
Control Centre – Red Lake, Ontario, 35 nm SE
Report Number A01C0155 HTML PDF [56 KB]
07 July 2001 — Collision with Power Line Northwest Flying Inc. de
Havilland DHC-2 Beaver (Seaplane) C-FNFO Nestor Falls, Ontario, 2
nm NW
Report Number A01C0152 HTML PDF [166 KB]
04 July 2001 — Risk of Collision NAV CANADA Edmonton Area
Control Centre-Alsask Sector Empress VOR, Alberta, 40 nm W
Report Number A01W0160 HTML PDF [135 KB]
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27 June 2001 — Fuel Exhaustion Bell 212 C-FXDS Operated by
Canadian Helicopters Limited Roberval, Quebec 80 nm N
Report Number A01Q0105 HTML PDF [88 KB]
20 June 2001 — In-flight Collision Between Robinson R22 Mariner
Helicopter C-FFFM and Cessna 170B C-GKGG Uxbridge, Ontario
Report Number A01O0164 HTML PDF [1,638 KB]
18 June 2001 — In-flight Break-up Cessna 210L Centurion C-GPMC
Lake Lavieille, Algonquin Park, Ontario
Report Number A01O0165 HTML PDF [261 KB]
17 June 2001 — Engine Stoppage on Take-off Cessna 172N Skyhawk
C-GMHU Toronto / Buttonville Municipal Airport, Ontario, 1.4 nm WNW
Report Number A01O0157 HTML PDF [378 KB]
14 June 2001 — ILS False Localizer Capture Shaw Communications
Inc. Bombardier CL-600-2B19 C-FSJR Victoria International Airport,
British Columbia
Report Number A01P0129 HTML PDF [76 KB]
10 June 2001 —Loss of Separation Nav Canada Winnipeg Area
Control Centre Latitude 64º00' N, Longitude 080º00' W, Nunavut
Report Number A01C0115 HTML PDF [76 KB]
09 June 2001 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Area Control Centre
Vancouver Terminal – Arrival Low Vancouver International Airport,
British Columbia
Report Number A01P0127 HTML PDF [283 KB]
08 June 2001 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Vancouver Area
Control Centre DUXAR Intersection, British Columbia, 110 nm NW
Report Number A01P0126 HTML PDF [78 KB]
05 June 2001 — Collision With Terrain Piper PA-31-310 Navajo CGMTT Charlottetown, Newfoundland and Labrador, 1.5 nm W
Report Number A01A0058 HTML PDF [85 Kb]
31 May 2001 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Edmonton Area
Control Centre Edmonton, Alberta
Report Number A01W0129 HTML PDF [232 KB]
25 May 2001 — Engine Power Loss - Collision with Trees Piper PA-28140 C-FXUF Russell, Manitoba
Report Number A01C0097 HTML PDF [276 KB]
25 May 2001 — Loss Of Control – Collision With Terrain Air Spray
(1967) Ltd. Cessna T 310Q C-FGZR Red Earth Creek, Alberta, 33 nm
NE
Report Number A01W0118 HTML PDF [77 KB]
22 May 2001 — Landing Event – Hard Landing First Air Boeing 737210C C-GNWI Yellowknife Airport, Northwest Territories
Report Number A01W0117 HTML PDF [80 KB]
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16 May 2001 — In-flight Break-up BC Helicopters Robinson R22B
Helicopter, C-FHRL Abbotsford, British Columbia, 10 nm E
Report Number A01P0100 HTML PDF [79 KB]
12 May 2001 — Air Proximity – Safety Not Assured Nav Canada
Vancouver Area Control Centre Air Canada – Airbus A320 and Cessna
172M New Westminster, British Columbia
Report Number A01P0111 HTML PDF [135 KB]
28 April 2001 — Forced Landing – Dynamic Roll-over Heli-Max Ltd.
McDonnell Douglas 369E (HU50) C-FMHM Baker Lake, Nunavut, 26
nm N
Report Number A01C0064 HTML PDF [84 KB]
04 April 2001 — Runway Overrun Royal Aviation Inc. Boeing 737-200
C-GDCC St. John's International Airport, Newfoundland
Report Number A01A0028 HTML PDF [100 KB]
04 April 2001 — Loss of Control - Collision with Terrain Canadian
Helicopters Limited Robinson R22 Beta (Helicopter) C-GVAR Toronto /
Buttonville Municipal Airport, Ontario, 10 nm NW
Report Number A01O0099 HTML PDF [278 KB]
03 April 2001 — Multiple Engine Flame-outs Air Canada Regional
Airlines de Havilland DHC-8-100, C-GANS Sydney, Nova Scotia
Report Number A01A0030 HTML PDF [139 KB]
30 March 2001 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Cessna 210F N5812F
Teslin, Yukon
Report Number A01W0073 HTML PDF [79 KB]
27 March 2001 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Montréal Area
Control Centre Massena, New York
Report Number A01Q0053 HTML PDF [120 KB]
25 March 2001 — Main-Rotor Blade Failure Helifor Industries Ltd.
MD Helicopters 369D C-GHFL Eclipse Camp, Port Hardy,
British Columbia
Report Number A01P0061 HTML PDF [72 KB]
15 March 2001 — Loss of Control – Tail-Rotor Drive Decoupling
Schweizer 269B, C-FRHO Victoria International Airport, British
Columbia
Report Number A01P0047 HTML PDF [73 KB]
15 March 2001 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Vancouver Area
Control Centre Vancouver Terminal Specialty Vancouver, British
Columbia
Report Number A01P0054 HTML PDF [82 KB]
14 March 2001 — Loss of Control Piper PA-30 N8736Y St. John's,
Newfoundland
Report Number A01A0022 HTML PDF [85 KB]
05 March 2001 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Gander Area
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Control Centre Sydney, Nova Scotia, 23 nm SE
Report Number A01H0002 HTML PDF [104 KB]
20 February 2001 — Loss of Control Aéropro Piper PA31-350 C-GNIE
Val-d'Or, Quebec
Report Number A01Q0034 HTML PDF [85 KB]
15 February 2001 — Power Loss - No. 2 Engine Skyservice Airlines
Inc. Airbus A330-300 C-FBUS Columbo, Sri Lanka
Report Number A01F0020 HTML PDF [83 KB]
24 January 2001 — Loss of Separation – Nav Canada-Edmonton Area
Control Centre, Edmonton International Airport, Alberta, 15 nm E
Report Number A01W0015 HTML PDF [90 KB]
24 January 2001 — Collision Between Lufthansa German Airlines
Boeing 747-430 D-ABTD and Hudson General De-icing Beta Truck,
Toronto/LBPIA Central De-icing Facility, Ontario
Report Number A01O0021 HTML PDF [277 KB]
20 January 2001 — Loss of Control Cessna 172M, C-FFJF Victoria,
British Columbia 6 nm S
Report Number A01P0010 HTML PDF [71 KB]
15 January 2001 — Loss of Main-Rotor Drive Hayes Heli-Log Services
Ltd. Sikorsky S61N (Shortsky) Helicopter, C-FHFS Porteau Cove,
British Columbia
Report Number A01P0003 HTML PDF [334 KB]
13 January 2001 — Loss of Control on Take-off PA-28-140 C-FXAY
Mascouche, Quebec
Report Number A01Q0009 HTML PDF [76 KB]

Updated: 2005-06-20
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Air 2002
Reports
Marine Reports
Pipeline Reports
Rail Reports
Air Reports
Print View

These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
2002 Air Investigation Reports
20 November 2002 — Risk of Collision NAV CANADA Vancouver
Control Tower Vancouver, British Columbia
Report Number A02P0299 HTML PDF [455 KB]
12 November 2002 — Gear-Up Landing Canada Jet Charters Limited
Cessna Citation 550 C-GYCJ Sandspit Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A02P0290 HTML PDF [43 KB]
24 October 2002 — Aircraft Difficult to Control Jazz Air Inc. de
Havilland DHC8-311 C-FACF Toronto/Lester B. Pearson International
Airport Toronto, Ontario
Report Number A02O0349 HTML PDF [284 KB]
20 October 2002 — Engine Power Loss in Flight Cathay Pacific
Airways Airbus A340-300 B-HXN Timmins, Ontario 40 nm W
Report Number A02P0261 HTML PDF [145 KB]
17 October 2002 — Cockpit Fire - Precautionary Landing Air France
Boeing 777-228ER F-GSPZ Churchill, Manitoba 290 nm NE
Report Number A02C0227 HTML PDF [266 KB]
15 October 2002 — Collision with Water Prism Helicopters Limited MD
Helicopters 369D C-FLDW Porcher Inlet, British Columbia
Report Number A02P0256 HTML PDF [289 KB]
28 September 2002 — Collision with Terrain Deraps Aviation Inc. De
Havilland DHC-3 Otter C-FLGA Natashquan, Quebec 57 nm
Report Number A02Q0130 HTML PDF [77 KB]
18 September 2002 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Toronto Area
Control Centre Toronto, Ontario 15 nm SE
Report Number A02H0002 HTML PDF [87 KB]
11 September 2002 — Wheels-Up Landing Prince Edward Air Inc. PA31-350 (Navajo Chieftain), C-GYYJ Halifax International Airport, Nova
Scotia
Report Number A02A0108 HTML PDF [76 KB]
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11 September 2002 — Tail Rotor Drive Shaft Coupling Failure Alpine
Helicopters Ltd. Bell 212 C-FHDY Pink Mountain, British Columbia 20
nm W
Report Number A02W0178 HTML PDF [83 KB]
10 September 2002 — Runway Overrun Arrow Air Incorporated DC-863F N441J Gander International Airport, Newfoundland and Labrador
Report Number A02A0107 HTML PDF [229 KB]
07 September 2002 — Loss of Control and Collision with Terrain Orillia
Aviation Limited Cessna 172P C-GNRJ Lake St. John, Orillia, Ontario
Report Number A02O0287 HTML PDF [406 KB]
04 September 2002 — Collision with Terrain Airco Aircraft Charters Ltd.
Piper PA-34-220T (Seneca III) C-FRKZ High Prairie, Alberta 07 nm SE
Report Number A02W0173 HTML PDF [430 KB]
02 September 2002 — Engine Failure and Loss of Control Mooney
M20E C-FWII Québec/Jean Lesage International Airport, Quebec
Report Number A02Q0119 HTML PDF [81 KB]
25 August 2002 — Risk of Collision NAV CANADA Toronto Airport
Control Tower Toronto/Lester B. Pearson International Airport Toronto,
Ontario
Report Number A02O0272 HTML PDF [107 KB]
18 August 2002 — Loss of Control/Collision With Ground Canadian
Helicopters Bell Helicopter Textron 212 C-GDVG Goose Bay,
Newfoundland and Labrador
Report Number A02A0098 HTML PDF [1,451 KB]
15 August 2002 — Engine Power Loss - Component Failure Western
Aerial Applications Ltd. Eurocopter SA 315B Lama Helicopter C-GGHG
McBride, British Columbia 20 nm S
Report Number A02P0179 HTML PDF [1,007 KB]
08 August 2002 — Loss of Main Rotor Drive Croman Corporation
Sikorsky
S-61L (helicopter) N346AA Wendle Creek, British Columbia
Report Number A02P0169 HTML PDF [48 KB]
07 August 2002 — Engine Power Loss Transwest Helicopters Ltd. Bell
214B-1 (helicopter) C-GTWH Smithers, British Columbia, 10 nm S
Report Number A02P0168 HTML PDF [221 KB]
14 July 2002 — In-Flight Separation of Right Wing Gilles Léger Super
Chipmunk C-GLSC Saint-Stanislas de Kostka, Quebec
Report Number A02Q0098 HTML PDF [865 KB]
11 July 2002 — Drive Shaft Failure and Collision with Terrain
Helicopter Transport Services Bell 205 C-FPAZ Chitek Lake,
Saskatchewan
Report Number A02C0161 HTML PDF [76 KB]
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01 July 2002 — Aircraft Stall on Take-off Regency Express Flight
Operations Cessna 172N C-GRIL Boundary Bay Airport, British
Columbia
Report Number A02P0136 HTML PDF [89 KB]
29 June 2002 — Transwest Air Limited Cessna A185F (Seaplane) CGALM Engemann Lake, Saskatchewan
Report Number A02C0145 HTML PDF [86 KB]
28 June 2002 — Loss of Engine Power and Forced Landing Blue
Water Aviation Services de Havilland DHC-2 Mk1 Beaver C-FEYQ
Sasaginnigak Lake, Manitoba 10 nm S
Report Number A02C0143 HTML PDF [1,198 KB]
27 June 2002 — Loss of Separation Nav Canada Edmonton Area
Control Centre Edmonton, Alberta 60 nm S
Report Number A02W0115 HTML PDF [81 KB]
20 June 2002 — Loss of Separation NAV CANADA Gander Area
Control Centre, CYMON Sector Gander, Newfoundland and Labrador
180 nm ENE
Report Number A02A0079 HTML PDF [80 KB]
19 June 2002 — Main Rotor Blade Failure Helifor Industries Ltd. MD
Helicopter Inc. 369D (Helicopter) C-GHFA Kamloops, British Columbia
Report Number A02P0126 HTML PDF [1,276 KB]
14 June 2002 — Tail strike on take-off and Aircraft pitch-up on final
approach Air Canada Airbus 330-343 C-GHLM Frankfurt/Main Airport,
Germany
Report Number A02F0069 HTML PDF [102 KB]
11 June 2002 — Fuel Exhaustion - Collision With Terrain Keystone Air
Services Ltd. Piper PA 31-350 Navajo Chieftain C-GPOW Winnipeg,
Manitoba
Report Number A02C0124 HTML PDF [84 KB]
06 June 2002 — VFR Flight Into Adverse Weather Collision With
Terrain Cessna 182P Skylane C-GASB Needle Peak, British Columbia
Report Number A02P0109 HTML PDF [80 KB]
02 June 2002 — In-Flight Engine Fire / Forced Landing Campbell
Helicopters Ltd. Bell 205A-1 Helicopter C-FMQN Tobin Lake,
Saskatchewan
Report Number A02C0114 HTML PDF [514 KB]
27 May 2002 — Engine Power Loss / Forced Landing United States
Department of the Interior Cessna TU206F (Amphibious) N753 Swan
River, Manitoba
Report Number A02C0105 HTML PDF [74 KB]
21 May 2002 — Seat Failure and Loss of Control Bluenose Soaring
Club Schempp-Hirth KG Cirrus (Glider) C-GUIL Stanley Airport, Nova
Scotia
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Report Number A02A0065 HTML PDF [121 KB]
20 May 2002 — Loss of Control and Collision With Terrain Northern Air
Support Ltd. Bell 206L4 C-FVEF (Helicopter) Three Valley Gap, British
Columbia
Report Number A02P0096 HTML PDF [285 KB]
18 May 2002 — Nose Landing Gear Actuator Failure Voyageur Airways
Beechcraft King Air A100 (BE-10) C-GISH North Bay Airport, Ontario
Report Number A02O0131 HTML PDF [80 KB]
13 May 2002 — Cargo Bay Fire Air Canada Boeing 767-300 C-GHML
Toronto/Lester B. Pearson International Airport, Ontario
Report Number A02O0123 HTML PDF [298 KB]
09 May 2002 — Nose Down and Over on Take-off Float-equipped
Cessna 180F C-FQCF Des Passes Lake, Quebec
Report Number A02Q0054 HTML PDF [40 KB]
25 April 2002 — Risk of Collision Nav Canada Winnipeg Area Control
Centre - Prince Albert Sector Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 50 nm E
Report Number A02C0079 HTML PDF [203 KB]
25 April 2002 — Window Failure and Rapid Depressurization Labrador
Airways Beech 1900 D C-GLHO Stephenville, Newfoundland and
Labrador 38 nm ESE
Report Number A02A0046 HTML PDF [40 KB]
18 April 2002 — Loss of Control and Collision with Terrain Silverline
Helicopters Inc. Schweizer 269C (300C) C-GGUV SU34 Hare Field,
Ontario
Report Number A02O0105 HTML PDF [113 KB]
16 April 2002 — Runway Excursion Perimeter Airlines (Inland) Ltd.
Swearingen SA226-TC Metro II C-GIQF Winnipeg, Manitoba
Report Number A02C0072 HTML PDF [107 KB]
08 April 2002 — Collision with Terrain Valley B Aviation Robinson R22
Beta Helicopter C-FVBG Manning Alberta 20 nm W
Report Number A02W0064 HTML PDF [140 KB]
27 March 2002 — Runway Excursion Air Canada Regional Airlines
(JAZZ) Fokker F-28 MK 1000 C-FCRK Saint John, New Brunswick
Report Number A02A0038 HTML PDF [87 KB]
26 March 2002 — Loss of Control - Rotorcraft Bighorn Helicopters Inc.
Eurocopter AS350D C-FBHX Blairmore, Alberta 12 nm N
Report Number A02W0057 HTML PDF [40 KB]
05 March 2002 — Operating Irregularity Nav Canada Winnipeg Area
Control Centre La Ronge, Saskatchewan 33 nm N
Report Number A02C0043 HTML PDF [210 KB]
22 February 2002 — In-flight Engagement of Collective Lever Lock
Héli-Inter Inc. Eurocopter AS 350 BA C-FPOO Val-d'Or Airport,
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Quebec
Report Number A02Q0021 HTML PDF [157 KB]
14 February 2002 — Collision with Tree and Ground Coastal Aviation
Ltd. Cessna 172L, C-GFAL Brookfield, Nova Scotia 10 nm ENE
Report Number A02A0015 HTML PDF [39 KB]
01 February 2002 — In-flight Engine Nose Dome Detachment Westjet
Airlines Boeing 737-200 C-FAWJ Abbotsford Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A02P0021 HTML PDF [195 KB]
20 January 2002 — Collision with Terrain Air Tuteurs ltée Piper PA28161 C-GBQY Patapedia River Valley, New Brunswick
Report Number A02Q0005 HTML PDF [177 KB]
17 January 2002 — Cabin Entertainment System Fire Air Canada
Airbus A330-300 C-GFAF Vancouver International Airport, British
Columbia
Report Number A02P0010 HTML PDF [40 KB]
08 January 2002 — Air Proximity - Risk of Collision Between Pacific
Coastal Airlines Shorts SD-3-60 C-GPCJ (PCO909) and Central
Mountain Air Beechcraft 1900D C-FCMR (GLR689) Campbell River,
British Columbia
Report Number A02P0007 HTML PDF [143 KB]
04 January 2002 — Operating Irregularity Nav Canada Communication
Equipment Failure Vancouver Area Control Centre
Report Number A02P0004 HTML PDF [81 KB]

Updated: 2005-06-13
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These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
2003 Air Investigation Reports
06 November 2003 — Maintenance Error - In-Flight Fuel Leak Air
Canada Airbus A330-300 C-GHKX Vancouver International Airport,
British Columbia
Report Number A03P0332 HTML PDF [438 KB]
04 November 2003 — Elevator Control Restriction at Take-off Air
Canada Jazz de Havilland DHC-8-102 C-GONJ Ottawa/MacdonaldCartier International Airport Ottawa, Ontario
Report Number A03O0302 HTML PDF [816 KB]
09 October 2003 — Engine Power Loss and Forced Landing Toronto
Airways Limited Cessna 172N C-GZLJ Toronto/Buttonville Municipal
Airport 2 nm SSE Toronto, Ontario
Report Number A03O0285 HTML PDF [361 KB]
04 October 2003 — Loss of Control/Stall Scenic Air Services Ltd. Piper
PA-18-150 C-FIWV Linda Lake, British Columbia
Report Number A03W0210 HTML PDF [148 KB]
27 September 2003 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Les Ailes de
Gaspé inc. PA-31-310 C-FARL Gaspé, Quebec
Report Number A03Q0151 HTML PDF [91 KB]
16 September 2003 — Power Loss and Dynamic Rollover Trans North
Turbo Air Ltd. Bell 206B (Helicopter) C-GCHC Mayo, Yukon Territory
80 nm N
Report Number A03W0194 HTML PDF [78 KB]
11 September 2003 — Collision With Terrain Wasaya Airways Cessna
208B Caravan C-FKAB Summer Beaver, Ontario
Report Number A03H0002 HTML PDF [394 KB]
29 August 2003 — Collision With Terrain de Havilland DHC-2 Mk. 1 CGHAF Penticton, British Columbia 11 nm NE
Report Number A03P0265 HTML PDF [74 KB]
11 August 2003 — Risk of Collision NAV CANADA Vancouver Area
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Control Centre - West Specialty Port Hardy, British Columbia, 26 nm W
Report Number A03P0244 HTML PDF [528 KB]
26 July 2003 — Fuel Exhaustion and Forced Landing Institut
aéronautique de la Capitale Cessna 172M C-GSZC Québec, Quebec
Report Number A03Q0109 HTML PDF [70 KB]
18 July 2003 — Collision with Terrain Pacific Professional Visual Flight
Training Ltd. Cessna 172M C-GDPD Approximately 24 nm NNW of
Harrison Hot Springs, British Columbia
Report Number A03P0199 HTML PDF [340 KB]
16 July 2003 — Collision with Terrain Air Spray (1967) Ltd. Lockheed
L-188 Electra C-GFQA Cranbrook, British Columbia 2.5 nm south
Report Number A03P0194 HTML PDF [1,672 KB]
13 July 2003 — Loss of Power - Mechanical Malfunction Delta
Helicopters Ltd. Bell 204B C-GTNP Manning, Alberta 75 nm NE
Report Number A03W0148 HTML PDF [297 KB]
07 July 2003 — Controlled Flight into Terrain Beech 58TC Baron,
N6058T Toronto City Centre Airport, Ontario, 3 nm SE
Report Number A03O0171 HTML PDF [250 KB]
04 July 2003 — Collision with Water Héli-Star Inc. Bell 206 Jet Ranger
(Helicopter) C-GNPI Boucher Lake, Quebec
Report Number A03Q0092 HTML PDF [409 KB]
24 June 2003 — Engine Failure and Forced Landing on Water Mooney
M20E C-GOEN Wasaga Beach, Ontario 5 nm WSW
Report Number A03O0156 HTML PDF [74 KB]
18 June 2003 — Navigational Error-Fuel Shortage Kelowna Flightcraft
Air Charter Ltd. Convair 580 C-GKFJ Gisborne, New Zealand 300 nm
ESE
Report Number A03F0114 HTML PDF [162 KB]
05 June 2003 — Loss of Control on Water Ministry of Natural
Resources de Havilland DHC-6-300 (Amphibious) C-GOGC Lake
Wicksteed, Ontario
Report Number A03O0135 HTML PDF [471 KB]
31 May 2003 — Controlled Flight Into Terrain Fraser Valley Skydiving
Centre Ltd. Cessna 182 C-GHKH Chilliwack Airport, British Columbia
7.5 nm E
Report Number A03P0133 HTML PDF [72 KB]
22 May 2003 — Engine Failure - Forced Landing Whiteshell Air Service
Ltd de Havilland DHC-3 Otter C-GGON Lac du Bonnet, Manitoba 2 nm
E
Report Number A03C0118 HTML PDF [126 KB]
22 May 2003 — Risk of Collision Between Helijet International
Incorporated Sikorsky S-76A (Helicopter) C-GHJL and Harbour Air Ltd.
de Havilland DHC-3 C-FRNO Active Pass, British Columbia
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Report Number A03P0113 HTML PDF [332 KB]
23 April 2003 — Loss of Pitch Control and Collision With Terrain
Transwest Air Limited Beech 99A, C-FDYF Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan, 6 nm SW
Report Number A03C0094 HTML PDF [292 KB]
09 April 2003 — Loss of Control - Inadequate Rotor RPM Trek
Enterprises Inc. Robinson R44 Helicopter C-GRDI Peace River, Alberta
10 nm SE
Report Number A03W0074 HTML PDF [76 KB]
25 March 2003 — Spiral Dive - Collision with Terrain Langley Flying
School Piper PA-28-140 C-GNUD Langley Airport, British Columbia, 6
nm NE
Report Number A03P0068 HTML PDF [80 KB]
13 March 2003 — Flight Control Malfunction Government of Canada
Department of Transport Beech King Air C90A C-FGXU Dauphin,
Manitoba
25 nm SW
Report Number A03C0068 HTML PDF [607 KB]
05 March 2003 — Communications Failure and Loss of Separation
NAV CANADA Gander Area Control Centre Gander, Newfoundland
and Labrador
Report Number A03H0001 HTML PDF [367 KB]
14 February 2003 — Loss of Control and Collision With Terrain
ComputaPlane Ltd. Cessna 210N, N104WF Goose Bay, Newfoundland
and Labrador, 5 nm E
Report Number A03A0022 HTML PDF [179 KB]
11 February 2003 — Runway Excursion Skyservice Airlines Inc. Airbus
A320-212 C-GJUP Windsor, Ontario
Report Number A03O0034 HTML PDF [327 KB]
04 February 2003 — Fuel Starvation / Forced Landing ComputaPlane
Ltd. Cessna 188B N6606Q Badger, Newfoundland and Labrador 19
nm WNW
Report Number A03A0013 HTML PDF [76 KB]
02 February 2003 — Loss of Directional Control Canjet Airlines Boeing
737-200 C-FGCJ Halifax International Airport, Nova Scotia
Report Number A03A0012 HTML PDF [112 KB]
29 January 2003 — Collision with Terrain Bearskin Lake Air Service
Beech 99 C-GHVI Pikangikum, Ontario 2 nm NW
Report Number A03C0029 HTML PDF [73 KB]
21 January 2003 — Loss of Control - Collision With Terrain Province of
Ontario, Ministry of Natural Resources Eurocopter AS 350 B2
(Helicopter) C-GOGN Mekatina, Ontario
Report Number A03O0012 HTML PDF [5,218 KB]
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11 January 2003 — Collision with Windrow Labrador Airways Ltd.
Beech 1900D C-GLHO St. John's International Airport Newfoundland
and Labrador
Report Number A03A0002 HTML PDF [208 KB]

Updated: 2005-09-01
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These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
2004 Air Investigation Reports
21 September 2004 — Landing Gear Collapse and Runway Excursion
Northern Dene Airways Ltd. (Norcanair) Fairchild SA-227-AC Metro III
C-FIPW La Ronge, Saskatchewan
Report Number A04C0174 HTML PDF [403 KB]
18 July 2004 — Aerodynamic Stall and Loss Of Control Bluenose
Soaring Club Schreder HP 18 (Amateur-Built Glider) C-GSTL CCW4
Stanley Airport, Nova Scotia
Report Number A04A0079 HTML PDF [66 KB]
14 June 2004 — Collision with Water de Havilland DHC-2 Mk 1 CGJST Gatineau, Quebec
Report Number A04H0002 HTML PDF [194 KB]
07 June 2004 — Upset on Water Landing Big River Air Ltd. Cessna
A185F Seaplane C-GVYE Taltson River (Ferguson's Cabin) Northwest
Territories
Report Number A04W0114 HTML PDF [153 KB]
18 May 2004 — Loss of Control and Collision with Terrain Pickerel Arm
Camps de Havilland DHC-2 Mark I Beaver C-GQHT Fawcett Lake,
Ontario
Report Number A04C0098 HTML PDF [78 KB]
15 May 2004 — Main Rotor Overspeed - Difficult to Control Royal
Canadian Mounted Police Eurocopter AS350-B3 C-FMPH Tabusintac,
New Brunswick
2 nm E
Report Number A04A0050 HTML PDF [73 KB]
08 May 2004 — Loss of Control Cessna 305A C-GYHF Thetis Island,
British Columbia
Report Number A04P0158 HTML PDF [611 KB]
08 April 2004 — Loss of Control / Parachute System Descent Cirrus
Design SR20 C-GEMC Mount O'Leary, British Columbia
Report Number A04P0110 HTML PDF [123 KB]
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Report Number A04P0110 HTML PDF [123 KB]
31 March 2004 — Control Difficulty Air Canada Jazz DHC-8-300 CGABP Québec/Jean Lesage International Airport, Quebec
Report Number A04Q0041 HTML PDF [78 KB]
12 March 2004 — In-flight Collision Between Canadian Fishing
Company Cessna 185, C-GGBT and Corilair Charters Ltd Cessna 185,
C-GTNE Nanaimo, British Columbia 20 nm N (Nanoose Bay)
Report Number A04P0057 HTML PDF [68 KB]
08 March 2004 — Separation of Main Rotor on Runup Hélicraft 2000
Inc. Schweizer 269C-1 (Helicopter) C-FZQF Saint-Hubert, Quebec
Report Number A04Q0026 HTML PDF [278 KB]
04 March 2004 — Loss of Visual Reference - Collision with Terrain
Standard Ag Helicopters Bell 206B Jet Ranger Helicopter C-FIHL Swift
Current, Saskatchewan 4 nm SW
Report Number A04C0051 HTML PDF [75 KB]
03 March 2004 — Risk of Collision on the Runway NAV CANADA
Vancouver Tower Vancouver International Airport, British Columbia
Report Number A04P0047 HTML PDF [150 KB]
29 February 2004 — Collision with Water Lake LA-4-200 Buccaneer,
C-GHJE Fraser River near Ruskin, British Columbia
Report Number A04P0041 HTML PDF [73 KB]
25 February 2004 — Landing Beside the Runway Bradley Air Services
Ltd. (First Air) Boeing 737-210C C-GNWN Edmonton International
Airport, Alberta
Report Number A04W0032 HTML PDF [210 KB]
19 January 2004 — Nosewheel Axle Failure Air Canada Airbus A321211, C-GJWI Toronto/Lester B. Pearson International Airport Toronto,
Ontario
Report Number A04O0016 HTML PDF [499 KB]
15 January 2004 — Loss of Directional Control and Runway Excursion
Bearskin Lake Air Service Ltd. Fairchild SA227-AC, C-FYAG Dryden
Regional Airport, Ontario
Report Number A04C0016 HTML PDF [88 KB]
13 January 2004 — Loss of Separation NAV CANADA Montréal Area
Control Centre - La Grande Sector La Grande, Quebec 160 nm SSW
Report Number A04Q0003 HTML PDF [177 KB]

Updated: 2005-07-14
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Air 2005
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These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
2005 Air Investigation Reports
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Annex A EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Following a series of losses of separation between aircraft at Lester B.
Pearson International Airport in Toronto in late 1988, the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board decided to conduct a special investigation of the
safety aspects of the current air traffic control situation in Canada. A
detailed file review was conducted on 217 occurrences which had been
investigated by either Transport Canada or the CASB. In addition, more
than 80 interviews with representative controllers and users of the Air
Traffic Services (ATS) system were conducted. No attempt was made
to forecast operational requirements or assess technological
capabilities beyond the end of the century. Nor was there any attempt
to address capacity issues such as those imposed by current severe
runway limitations at Toronto and Vancouver. Rather, the focus is on
resolving current safety shortcomings in the system.
The special investigation showed that the Canadian ATS system
handles thousands of flights daily, and losses of separation between
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aircraft are infrequent. Nevertheless, the unsafe conditions that from
time to time develop to the point where there is a real risk of collision
are cause for continuing concern. Safety deficiencies were identified in
the areas of equipment, staffing and workload, training, supervision,
operating procedures, human performance factors, information transfer,
and management.
This report includes 48 Aviation Safety Recommendations to improve
on the current levels of safety in the provision of air traffic control
services in Canada. In many cases, appropriate remedial action has
already been initiated by the Department of Transport. For example,
programs like the Radar Modernization Project and the Canadian
Automated Air Traffic System are well advanced.
The most serious shortcoming in the provision of air traffic services
today concerns the availability of sufficient qualified air traffic controllers
to meet the increasing operational demand. Due to the long lead-times
required, resolution of this serious shortcoming will take several years.
Innovative measures beyond those traditionally used by the
Government of Canada may be required.
While this special investigation has not been exhaustive, the data
examined and the witness statements provided are representative of
problems with serious safety implications across the country. Although
the ATS system is operating well in most respects, urgent Ministerial
attention to the major issues addressed in this report is required to
correct the identified deficiencies and to ensure the safe separation of
aircraft in Canada. In particular, the current staff shortages must be
redressed in order to facilitate implementation of many of the
recommendations.
Success in sustaining the requisite levels of safety will be predicated
upon the Government's recognition of the breadth and depth of the
problems and its assurance of the necessary resources to correct the
growing shortcomings.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
From time to time, since its inception in October 1984, the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board (CASB)* has been concerned over the level of
safety in the provision air traffic control (ATC) services in Canada. Staff
and Board Members monitoring Transport Canada's Civil Aviation Daily
Occurrence Reporting System (CADORS) noted the frequency and
potential gravity of occurrences with a risk of collision -- either on the
ground or in the air. Following a review of the overall situation, in May
1986, the Board convened a public inquiry into the problems of
potential conflicts between aircraft and between aircraft and vehicles on
the ground. The CASB's report on that special investigation was made
public in August 1987 and included 28 Aviation Safety
Recommendations to reduce the risks of collisions involving aircraft on
or near the ground at Canadian civil airports. The response by the
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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Department of Transport to these recommendations was generally quite
favourable, and numerous actions have been initiated to reduce the
frequency of occurrences with a risk of collision on the ground.
_________________________________
*See Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.
Subsequently, the Board continued to examine safety issues deriving
from the risks of collisions between aircraft in flight. Occurrence data on
operating irregularities in the provision of ATC services were examined
for system-wide safety deficiencies. Based upon this analysis, a CASB
project was undertaken for the investigation and analysis of ATC
occurrences involving large passenger-carrying aircraft. Work on this
project continued into the late fall of 1988.
Following a series of losses of separation between aircraft at Lester B.
Pearson International Airport (LBPIA) in late 1988, the Board met with
key representatives of the Canadian aviation community to discuss the
safety aspects contributing to operating irregularities in the provision of
ATC services in Canada. Pursuant to these discussions, the Board
called upon the Minister of Transport to cause an independent public
inquiry to be convened to address all aspects of the Canadian ATC
system -- including issues of management, airport capacity, and
efficiency of the ATC system. The Board also decided on 21 February
1989 to conduct a Special Investigation of the safety aspects of the
current ATC situation in Canada.
1.2 Aim
The objectives of this Special Investigation were as follows:
a) To identify safety deficiencies in the Air Traffic Services (ATS)
system contributing to occurrences involving loss of separation between
aircraft in flight under the control of a Canadian ATC unit; and
b) To make recommendations to alleviate these safety deficiencies.
1.3 Scope
The scope of this Special Investigation was confined as follows:
a) The investigation and analysis were limited to those aviation
occurrences that:
-- involved at least one aircraft operating under instrument flight rules
(IFR) and aircraft weighing more than 5 700 kilograms;
-- occurred in the Toronto or Vancouver Terminal Control Areas (enroute traffic within these terminal control areas was considered only as
it affected arrivals and departures); or
-- occurred en-route in high-level airspace under Canadian control.
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b) Factors deriving from airport capacity limitations, aircraft equipment,
or flight-crew capabilities were only included to the extent that they
affected controllers' or flight crews' abilities to safely fulfil their
responsibilities with respect to maintaining safe separation of aircraft in
flight.
1.4 Conduct of This Special Investigation
A special database including 710 occurrences which took place
between 01 January 1985 and 31 December 1988 was created. Of
these, comprehensive data were available on only the 75 which had
been investigated by the CASB and the 362 which had been
investigated through Fact Finding Boards conducted by Transport
Canada. From these 437 occurrences that had been investigated, a
random sample of 217 incidents from Toronto, Vancouver, and highlevel airspace was selected* for a detailed file review by CASB safety
analysts.
_________________________________
*This sample included over 60 per cent of the incidents at Toronto and
Vancouver, 58 per cent of the high-level domestic airspace incidents,
and 37 per cent of the North Atlantic incidents in the special database.
More than 80 interviews were conducted with representative controllers
and managers in Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, and Gander. In
addition, discussions were held with representatives of the ATC
Occupational Health Program, the Canadian Air Traffic Control
Association (CATCA), the Canadian Airline Pilots Association (CALPA),
the Air Transport Association of Canada (ATAC), the Canadian
Business Aircraft Association (CBAA), with personnel of the ATS
Training Centre in Cornwall, Ontario, and with personnel of Transport
Canada Head Office.
The professional services of two retired air traffic controllers were
retained to assist in the preparation of a comprehensive staff report
which analysed the material acquired through the detailed file review, a
literature search, and the interviews held with representative personnel.
Discussions were again held with the principal representatives of the
aviation community to confirm the technical accuracy and balance of
the staff report.
This Report on the CASB's Special Investigation into Air Traffic Control
Services in Canada therefore draws upon the factual basis of the
Canadian occurrence record, as well as the collective views of the
many people who participated in this Special Investigation. It is
deliberately presented in a summary format. (The CASB Staff Report is
available for those wishing more background to the findings and
recommendations contained in this report.)
1.5 General Observations
The Canadian ATS system handles thousands of flights daily, and
losses of separation are infrequent. By almost any standard but that
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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required for aviation safety, the error rate in the ATS system would be
considered to be remarkably low.
Throughout this Special Investigation, the CASB has been impressed
by the dedication and willingness of all the controllers and managers
who participated to meet the operational demands SAFELY -regardless of how difficult. Indeed, even when the criteria for the
separation of aircraft were violated, more often than not there was little
or no real risk of collision. Nevertheless, the unsafe conditions that do
from time to time develop to the point where there is a real risk of
collision are cause for continuing concern.
This Special Investigation Report is the culmination of more than a
year's concentrated efforts. It has examined in considerable detail, as
well as from the broadest perspectives, the contributing factors to
potentially dangerous loss-of-separation occurrences. There are few
quick fixes. The pursuit and maintenance of safety in the provision of
ATC services will be a never-ending quest.
There have been no midair collisions involving aircraft over 12,500
pounds maximum take-off weight in Canada since 1970. However, the
vast majority of the 710 reported incidents in the 1985 to 1988 period
involved at least one large aircraft (maximum take-off weight of more
than 50,000 pounds or 23 000 kilograms), operated by a scheduled
operator, flying under IFR. The majority of the reported incidents were
technical losses of separation rather than serious risks of collision.
Evasive action by one or both aircraft was reported in 19 per cent of
the incidents.
The number of occurrences is higher than expected at the busiest
airports. It is not surprising that incidents increase as airports become
busier. However, an analysis of four years' data for some 60 airports
suggests that the number of incidents increases approximately as the
square of the number of movements. This is reflected in relatively high
numbers of reported incidents at Toronto and Vancouver.
Human performance factors were assigned by the CASB's safety
analysts in 88 per cent of the 217 files selected for detailed review;
planning errors, judgement errors, and lapses in attention accounted for
almost 60 per cent of these.
In 43 per cent of the occurrences, staffing considerations were noted;
either a supervisor was working a control position or an inadequate
number of staff was on duty at the time of the majority of these
occurrences. Indeed, the staffing shortages at the busiest Area Control
Centres (ACCs) are critically affecting the ability of the ATC system to
provide IFR services. Supervisors are often filling operational control
positions during most of their time on duty, thereby compromising the
quality of the supervision given to the operational controllers. Rising
workload at these Centres is exacerbating the staff-shortage situation.
Therefore, heavy reliance is placed upon the use of voluntary overtime
by controllers to keep all essential operating positions open during
peak periods; (the only practical alternative is to restrict traffic).
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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Because of the current remuneration formula for overtime, a few
controllers are accepting an excessive number of overtime shifts during
their scheduled days off.
The current staff shortage is being exacerbated by the inability of the
ATS training system to meet the operational demand for controllers.
Attrition rates, both in basic training and during qualification training at
operational units, are considered to be excessively high. The length of
time required to qualify a controller for an operating licence is also
considered to be excessive. Although Transport Canada has forecast a
"get-well" date of 1994 wherein there will be a sufficient number of
operational controllers to meet operational demands, this projection
may be overly optimistic.
Transport Canada is placing heavy reliance upon equipment
modernization to improve controller productivity. If the Canadian
Airspace Systems Plan (CASP) can be implemented in full without
slippage, an appropriate margin of safety for related problems should
be maintained in Canadian Domestic Airspace. However, should the
major programs of the CASP be delayed, for whatever reasons, serious
questions remain about the near-term gains possible in controller
productivity through equipment modernization.
In 44 per cent of the files reviewed, operations factors were found to be
present, usually involving procedural, coordination, or supervisory
considerations. There was some evidence of controllers cutting corners
to handle current traffic levels with current controller availability.
Furthermore, there was some confusion expressed with respect to the
correct interpretation of some standard operating procedures.
Safe air traffic control is highly dependent upon effective information
transfer. The occurrence record shows that at least half of all ATS
losses of separation have causal or contributory factors which are
directly attributable to breakdowns in the information transfer process -usually in oral communications.
From a national management perspective, the most serious problem
facing the ATC community has been shortcomings in the effective
planning for the training and maintenance of a full and productive
operational controller workforce. Partly as a consequence of this
planning failure, there appears to be some fundamental breakdowns in
effective employer/employee relationships.
This Special Investigation has also highlighted shortcomings in the
current processes followed in Canada for the investigation of incidents
involving the loss of separation between aircraft. On the one hand, the
CASB investigates selected incidents involving a risk of collision
against one set of standards of investigation; on the other hand,
Transport Canada investigates those occurrences not investigated by
the CASB to a different set of standards. These different approaches
have resulted in shortcomings in the information available for safety
deficiency identification and validation.
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The balance of this Report summarizes the more critical safety
deficiencies identified in the comprehensive staff report and includes 48
Aviation Safety Recommendations to improve the level of safety in the
provision of ATC services in Canada. The recommendations are
organized to follow the principal themes of equipment, staffing and
workload, training, supervision, operating procedures, human
performance factors, information transfer, and management issues.
2.0 Equipment*
During the file review phase of this Special Investigation, it was
determined that equipment-related problems were found to be
contributory in less than 10 per cent of the occurrences. However,
during the field survey phase of the investigation, considerable
feedback was received regarding a potentially worsening situation with
respect to equipment adequacy. It is believed that many occurrences
involving human performance factors may have been precipitated by
equipment shortcomings; e.g., missed readback errors due to
improperly fitting head-sets, misunderstood clearances due to
frequency congestion, etc. Shortcomings in equipment then can lead to
controller anxiety, stress, and fatigue.
It would appear that, in many ways, the current equipment capabilities
are being stretched to their capacity. There are few maintenance
spares for some key types of equipment, and, therefore, there is little
growth potential in the ATC system as it is presently equipped.
Significant replacement or modernization of many of today's deployed
equipment systems is warranted.
_________________________________
*Further background information on equipment-related problems is
contained in chapter 4 of the Staff Report on the CASB's Special
Investigation into ATC Services in Canada.
2.1 Modernization
Transport Canada does have a coherent and ambitious equipment plan
to ensure the safe and effective control of aircraft into the next century.
The Canadian Airspace Systems Plan (CASP) contains a development
and integration strategy for modernizing and improving the facilities and
equipment used in the provision of air traffic services. The heart of
Canada's ATC system modernization is the Canadian Automated Air
Traffic System (CAATS) project. CAATS will provide extensive
automation leading to the on-line acquisition, processing, display, and
transfer of flight data. It incorporates extended use of automation in
conflict prediction and resolution to permit increased control, capacity,
and efficiency. Common controller work stations will be provided with
common modular hardware and software, and air/ground data link will
be provided for automatic two-way transfer of information (e.g.,
clearances, weather, etc.). The Minister of Transport announced the
Government's decision to award the initial contract of $380 million for
the first phase of CAATS in November 1989. However, the flight data
processing systems and displays are not expected to be operational
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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much before the end of 1996.
The ongoing Radar Modernization Project (RAMP) offers significant
improvements for the processing of surveillance and weather data from
radar sources. Related improvements to the Radar Data Processing
System (RDPS) will include the capability to display hazardous
weather, integrate radar data from different sources, provide conflict
alerting, etc. While the first RAMP radar displays have been received,
integrating all the related systems into the CAATS will likely take until
1996. In the meantime, increasing operational demands on the ATS
system, coupled with increasing maintenance problems and a general
lack of equipment capability for unforeseen down-time and/or system
expansion, are straining current equipment capabilities to the fullest.
Individual controller workload can be expected to increase further at
busy centres, unless significant interim measures are taken to increase
controller productivity.
While current plans in Transport Canada to upgrade equipment reflect
a coherent and balanced appreciation of technological capabilities visáá-vis projected operational demands, the implementation time frames
leave the ATS system vulnerable to overload in the short-term.
Therefore, the CASB recommends that:
The Treasury Board ensure the provision of the resources required by
Transport Canada to complete the Radar Modernization Project and the
Canadian Automated Air Traffic System without delay.
CASB 90-01
Even with the timely implementation of the major CASP projects,
currently deployed systems will require continuing attention to bridge
the intervening period. Furthermore, there is a backlog of approximately
400 unsatisfactory condition reports and equipment change proposals;
many of these have not been actioned because Transport Canada
currently does not have the engineering capability to make the required
operational improvements. Incremental improvements to the
effectiveness and safety of the current ATC system can still be
achieved. In some cases, off-the-shelf equipment may be available.
The potential for attaining these improvements at relatively low cost
should not be overlooked as the major Crown projects are
implemented. Therefore the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport pursue incremental improvements in
equipment capabilities through enhancements to currently deployed
systems.
CASB 90-02
2.2 Real-Time Surveillance on the North Atlantic
Notwithstanding the establishment of Minimum Navigation Performance
Specification (MNPS) Airspace over the North Atlantic and
notwithstanding the quality of on-board navigational equipment today,
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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gross navigational errors continue to create serious losses of
separation and sometimes risks of collision over the North Atlantic.
Potential conflicts in the eastbound and westbound flows (of up to 300
aircraft each way each day) are identified using computers at Gander
and Shanwick, respectively; furthermore, the flows are well organized
on each side of the ocean under domestic radar coverage. However,
once the aircraft depart coastal radar coverage, the current system is
extremely vulnerable to non-recognition of conflict and non-detection of
serious navigational errors. Nearly 17 per cent of the occurrences in
the special database of this Special Investigation occurred over the
North Atlantic in Canadian-controlled airspace.
Canada is working through the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) on a special committee on Future Air Navigation Systems
(FANS) in examining the necessary communications, navigation, and
surveillance systems necessary for transoceanic travel. One such
system is known as Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS), whereby
aircraft will automatically transmit their positional data derived from onboard area navigation systems to ATC facilities via an air/ground data
link. Controllers will then have the necessary surveillance system to
monitor the flow of air traffic and detect potential conflict situations.
Regrettably, such a real-time surveillance system appears to be years
from operational implementation. However, Canada, as one of the
nations providing ATC services over the North Atlantic is attempting to
take a lead role in influencing the development and implementation of
improved communication, navigation, and surveillance systems over
the North Atlantic. Toward this end, Transport Canada hosted an
international meeting of the special committee on FANS in Ottawa in
November 1989. Furthermore, Transport Canada is investigating tying
current data link into the Northern Airspace Control System to facilitate
development of ADS.
In view of the continuing frequency and magnitude of gross navigation
errors involving large passenger-carrying aircraft over the North Atlantic
Ocean, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport continue to urgently seek international
cooperation through ICAO to implement a real-time surveillance
capability over the North Atlantic.
CASB 90-03
The CASB notes that there is a similar requirement for such real-time
surveillance in the northern parts of Canada for the Montreal,
Winnipeg, and Edmonton Flight Information Regions (FIRs). As
surveillance systems for the North Atlantic are implemented, coverage
should be extended into the Canadian Minimum Navigation
Performance Specification Areas of the Northern and Arctic Control
Areas.
2.3 Direct Controller/Pilot Communications (DCPC) Over the North
Atlantic
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The absence of real-time surveillance over the North Atlantic is
exacerbated by the continuing inability of oceanic air traffic controllers
to communicate directly with aircraft overflying the Atlantic. Today's
communications rely upon high frequency (HF) radios requiring
specialist radio operators as intermediaries between pilots and
controllers. Although 16 minutes is considered to be normal, routinely
30 minutes is required to relay a simple message. With such delays in
processing mandatory positions reports, it is difficult, if not impossible,
for controllers to keep an up-to-date mental picture of the evolving air
traffic situation. Ironically, some air carriers are beginning to install "sky
phones" (a satellite-based commercial telephone system) to permit
passengers the opportunity to communicate directly across the Atlantic
in real time.
Such high quality voice communications systems are not now available
for flight operations. However, several airlines, such as Air Canada,
have equipped some of their aircraft with an Air Ground
Communications System (AGCS) that provides a data link from shorebased facilities to the aircraft. In a joint Air Canada/Transport Canada
experiment, some Air Canada aircraft are now receiving their IFR
oceanic clearances automatically via this system; a hard copy of the
clearance is actually delivered to the flight crew through the on-board
data link printer, thereby obviating the need for oral communications. In
the future, the use of satellites to permit both very high frequency
(VHF) DCPC and expanded data link AGCS applications should further
reduce current weaknesses in controller/pilot communications.
On 08 July 1987, an L1011 passed beneath the rear fuselage of a
Boeing 747 with less than 100 feet vertical separation with both aircraft
westbound at flight level 310 over the North Atlantic. While this
occurrence was precipitated by a gross navigational error by the L1011,
it could have been averted had ATC queried an error in the L1011
crew's estimated time of arrival over the next reporting point.
Consequently, the CASB recommended that:
The Department of Transport modify air traffic control procedures to
ensure that any discrepancies of five minutes or more between pilot
and ATC estimates on the North Atlantic be challenged at once to verify
the estimate; and
(CASB 88-03)
The Department of Transport take immediate steps to provide more
timely and reliable controller/pilot communications in the Gander
Oceanic Control Area.
(CASB 89-06)
Today's transoceanic communications problems are related to
exclusive reliance upon an outmoded technology. In view of the
continuing increase in transoceanic travel, the total unacceptability of
HF communications for the timely control of air traffic, the absence of a
real-time surveillance capability, and the quality of oral and/or data link
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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air/ground communications technologically feasible through satellitebased systems today, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport seek international cooperation through
ICAO to speed up the implementation of a satellite-based
communications system to facilitate direct controller/pilot
communications in the Organized Track Structure over the North
Atlantic.
CASB 90-04
Improvements in communication, navigation, and surveillance systems
over the North Atlantic will undoubtedly be highly dependent upon
satellite-based systems. It is the view of the CASB that the need is
greatest for improvement in the communications and surveillance
systems. Aircraft meeting Minimum Navigation Performance
Specifications are technically capable of accurate transoceanic
navigation. Therefore, in developing such satellite-based systems,
priority should first be given to enhancing DCPC, perhaps coincident
with providing real-time surveillance in oceanic control areas through
the use of ADS Systems, before embarking on satellite-based
navigation systems.
2.4 Technology Enhancements
While Transport Canada is undertaking a most ambitious, high
technology approach to enhancing the ATS system, requiring highly
complex systems integration, Transport Canada is also making use of
relatively low-cost computerized systems to enhance controller
productivity and safety. For example, the Northern Airspace Control
System (NACS) is an automated system for non-radar control in
Canada's far north by the Montreal, Winnipeg and Edmonton ACCs.
Based upon pilot position reports, flight-planned tracks and speeds,
and known upper level winds, this system computes projected aircraft
estimates along the flight-planned track and gives the controller a
coloured visual display. The algorithm used in the NACS does have a
conflict prediction capability. The Gander Automated Air Traffic System
(GAATS) calculates flight estimates for particular degrees of longitude
taking into account the winds aloft. The computer algorithm does have
the capability for predicting conflicts in traffic for eastbound traffic, and
Transport Canada is developing a universal conflict prediction capability
for the GAATS. The Gander Automated Message Processing System
(GAMPS) is being developed to provide more direct communications
between pilots and controllers, by routing messages directly from the
International Flight Service Station to the appropriate controllers.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, there is some evidence that full
advantage is not being taken of the technological capabilities available
today through such relatively low-cost computerized equipment. For
example, the majority of occurrences in the Gander Oceanic Control
Area involve westbound traffic, but GAATS does not yet have a
westbound conflict prediction capability comparable to that available for
eastbound traffic; nor does it possess a visual display analogous to the
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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excellent colour presentation available on the NACS. Furthermore,
GAATS will not be automatically updated, based on the position
reporting to be passed through GAMPS.
In the area of training, there is a similar lack of application of available
technologies. For example, at the ATS Training Centre, there is little
reliance on computer-assisted learning for individual students. At the
unit level, significant complaints were heard about the difficulties in
introducing new materials to a large staff with irregular working hours;
video presentations or computer-assisted learning modules could be of
help in bridging such information gaps.
In view of the foregoing examples of available technologies and the
need to improve controller productivity, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport accelerate the application of existing
micro-computer-based systems.
CASB 90-05
2.5 Airborne Collision Avoidance System
At the present time, Canada has not adopted a plan to implement
some form of airborne collision avoidance system on large transportcategory aircraft. In the United States, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) has adopted strong requirements for the
implementation of a Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System
(TCAS). Such equipment will be required on all commercial aircraft with
more than 30 seats entering domestic United States airspace after 31
December 1993. Given the frequency and severity of loss of separation
occurrences involving transport-category aircraft during IFR operations
in Canada, some form of airborne collision avoidance system is
required for Canadian flight operations. When the normal means for
maintaining safe separation fail, flight crews on these aircraft must have
the necessary information in order to initiate appropriate avoiding
action. Therefore, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport promulgate operational requirements for
the fitment of airborne collision avoidance systems on specified
transport-category aircraft, with a target date for implementation of 31
December 1993.
CASB 90-06
2.6 Control Tower Layout
Airport controllers in both Vancouver and Toronto towers were critical
of the workspace layout in their units. At both airports, the evolution
and addition of new equipment over the last 10 to 15 years have left
consoles crowded and badly placed. At Toronto for example, the only
source of Mode C altitude information, a slaved Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT) display of the arrival radar display, is suspended from the ceiling
between two airport controller positions. High ambient light and
reflections have made this display impossible to see during the day
shifts unless the controllers physically move from their operating
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positions. Several controllers complained of the constant need for
"rubber necking" to read instrumentation, scan displays, and look
outside the tower. In one Fact Finding Board report, it was noted that
the controller had to move 15 feet from his work station to visually
check the Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE) display. The
Confidential Aviation Safety Reporting Program has also received
reports from tower controllers expressing concern over the location of
the Operational Information Display System (OIDS) screen. Providing
timely response to requests for information, while simultaneously
monitoring aircraft activities, can pose serious problems for airport
controllers.
In busy towers, the airport controller's workload is highly tactical in
nature, requiring almost instantaneous decision-making. The current
lack of integration of information requires tower controllers to monitor
several displays and information sources to make critical decisions,
such as the spacing between landing and departing aircraft under
instrument meteorological conditions (IMC). It is understood that
preliminary planning has been initiated by Transport Canada to improve
the layout of the tower cabs at both Vancouver and Toronto.
In view of the inefficiencies in the layout of airport controller's
information displays, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport accelerate the improvement of control
tower layouts with a view to implementing an ergonomically efficient
configuration.
CASB 90-07
2.7 Indicator Modules (IMs)
The current IMs (the controllers' radar presentations) were introduced
in 1978. Feedback was received at all four of the ACCs visited during
this Special Investigation that a shortage of between one and four
indicator modules (IMs) exists at each Centre. Further expansion of the
ATS system will require the opening of additional control sectors of
airspace, each radar sector requiring another IM. The Special
Investigators were told that, being of older design, procurement of
additional IMs is unlikely. Thus, future expansion of the number of
sectors or the replacement of unserviceable units will be seriously
hampered until the new equipment associated with the RAMP starts to
come on-line. In view of the vulnerability of RAMP implementation to
delays and in view of the limited expansion capability for the provision
of IFR services in the short-term due to the non-availability of extra IMs
in the Centres, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport ensure the continued availability of high
quality radar presentations for each sector in the busiest specialties
employing radar separation criteria, pending the implementation of the
RAMP equipment.
CASB 90-08
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2.8 Frequency and Telephone Availability
Feedback was received at all four of the ACCs visited, expressing
dissatisfaction with VHF frequency and telephone availability, in
particular with respect to the shortage of backup VHF frequencies.
(Transport Canada reports that, subsequent to this investigation, an
Area Control Centre Emergency Communications System is being
completed at all ACCs to provide controllers with an enhanced back-up
capability.) Further, while the continuing addition of PeripherAL (PAL)
frequencies is facilitating DCPC throughout much of Canada,
controllers foresee continued requirements for more PAL stations.
Insufficient frequency availability can lead to frequency congestion,
which, in turn, can exacerbate the many forms of human error
contributing to information transfer problems. For example, virtually
non-stop voice communications by controllers can discourage pilots
from seeking clarification of misunderstood clearances. Even with 14
HF frequencies available, the Gander Flight Service Station reports
difficulty in coping with today's volume of traffic.
Dedicated telephone lines are also reportedly saturated in many cases,
making it extremely difficult for timely coordination of information. For
example, telephone communication between Gander, Edmonton,
Montreal, and Reykjavik, Iceland was by one shared telephone line
(653). With rising traffic levels, too many controllers were apparently
trying to coordinate information on this single line. (Since the
investigation Transport Canada has introduced a new line (403) to
facilitate coordination between Montreal and Gander.)
One recent Transport Canada Fact Finding Board measured utilization
rates during the hour preceding an occurrence and found a telephone
utilization rate of 57.6 per cent and a radio frequency utilization rate of
74.2 per cent. Given the dependence of safe air traffic separation upon
effective communications and coordination, such utilization rates can
compromise the timeliness of communications.
Controller workload and anxiety could be decreased by reducing the
frequent saturation of today's communication systems. Therefore, the
CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport provide additional radio frequencies and
dedicated telephone lines where the level of current voice
communications is impeding the timely transfer of information essential
to safe flight.
CASB 90-09
2.9 Head-Sets
During the field survey, many controllers expressed dissatisfaction with
their head-sets. Controllers are reportedly missing readbacks of
clearances due to poor fitting head-sets. Apparently, many of the headsets currently in use are not robust enough to stand up to repeated use
and are not comfortable enough to be worn during a complete shift.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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Since the effectiveness of the information transfer process between
controllers and between controllers and pilots is so dependent upon
quality aural reception, the disciplined wearing of a comfortable and
reliable head-set is fundamental to safe ATC operating practices.
The difficulties in finding a head-set that will be acceptable to all users
are recognized. Worn over long periods of time, even the most
comfortable of gear can become a source of annoyance. In an effort to
offer as much flexibility as possible, Transport Canada now offers
controllers a choice of three modern technology head-sets. The
performance of these head-sets and their reliability is being closely
monitored by Transport Canada.
Given the susceptibility of oral communications to breakdowns due to
human error and given the frequency with which communicationsrelated factors are contributory to air traffic control occurrences, the
CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport ensure that:
a) each controller is provided with a personal head-set of his/her choice
which is compatible with the system; and
CASB 90-10
b) each controller makes appropriate use of this head-set at all times
when occupying a control position.
CASB 90-11
3.0 Staffing*
Based on this Special Investigation, the Board has determined that the
most serious problem facing the ATC community today is the shortage
of qualified controllers in most of the ACCs and in the Toronto Control
Tower. The shortage seems to be the result of a combination of factors
which unfolded in the early and mid 1980s.
_________________________________
*Further background information on staffing-related problems is
contained in chapter 5 of the Staff Report on the CASB's Special
Investigation into ATS Services in Canada.
The Resource Alignment Project (undertaken by Transport Canada in
1982) found that productivity gains and traffic declines had been such
that the then current allocation of operating IFR controllers was
approximately 150 Person Years (PYs) in excess of 1982 operational
requirements. At about the same time, approximately 130 controller
positions were found to be surplus when it was decided that
supervisors must be qualified and available to perform controller duties.
In Fiscal Year 83/84, an A-Base Review Team found an additional
controller surplus, particularly in airport control towers, due in large part
to a dramatic slowdown in the number of flights conducted under visual
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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flight rules (VFR). In 1985, in accordance with the Government's policy
to "downsize", a further 182 positions within ATS were earmarked for
elimination, most of these being non-operational specialists.
It appears that Transport Canada over-reacted to the short-term traffic
declines of the early 1980s and disregarded its own long-term forecasts
(which had included "high-low" ranges in recognition of forecast
uncertainties and short-term fluctuations). It was thus unprepared for
the high traffic growth rates of the past five years, which resulted from
economic recovery and the air carrier restructuring which occurred
under economic regulatory reform.
To some extent, the Department of Transport appears to be placing an
excessive reliance on technological gains to meet increasing
operational demands, rather than pursuing parallel people-oriented
programs for improving controller productivity. According to the
Canadian Airspace Systems Plan:
"Against a projected doubling in traffic growth by the year 2000,
modernization of the ATC system, principally through the
comprehensive use of automation provided by CAATS, will ensure little
or no growth in the number of air traffic controllers, compared with the
present growth rates without automation. However, the implementation
of CAATS will result in a significant increase in productivity."
As of 01 December 1988, the ATS Branch had a total resource
allocation for air traffic controllers of 1,924 PYs and had a controller
strength of 1,831 personnel. At some units, such as Toronto and
Gander, the staff shortages are more acute than the system-wide
figures would indicate. In spite of the overall shortage within the ATS
branch, several units are currently staffed above their allocated
strength. Indeed, according to Transport Canada's most recent
calculations, "six airports satisfied the benefit/cost criteria for airport
control service discontinuance." Furthermore, with the exception of the
"top 10" airports, air traffic at the other 50 towered airports collectively
remains 9 per cent below the 1980 level, suggesting a less than
optimal alignment of personnel resources.
In the past, staff attrition at ACCs was substantially overcome through
voluntary transfer of controllers from the terminal control units or airport
control towers. However, since the 1970s, it has been increasingly
difficult to attract controllers from such sources to the busy ACCs.
Several disincentives to transfer to the Toronto and Vancouver ACCs
include increased work stress levels present at busy ACCs; high cost of
living associated with the larger urban centres; and personal concerns
over the potential failure to check-out, coupled with no guarantee of
being able to return to their previous assignment in the event of failure.
Notwithstanding existing financial incentives, appeals for volunteers to
relocate are falling on deaf ears.
On 18 August 1989, the Minister of Transport announced a series of
initiatives to deal with the increasing air traffic in the southern Ontario
region. Among these initiatives were the continued recruitment of
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experienced air traffic controllers from other jurisdictions and expansion
of the annual enrolment (from 216 to 312) in Transport Canada's Air
Traffic Services Training Centre. This initiative has potential to provide
some relief in the mid- to long-term; however, given the current leadtime necessary to fully train an ab initio controller candidate and the
historic high attrition which occurs during training, significant alleviation
of current staffing shortages is not expected for the short-term.
A significant number of controllers, supervisors, and managers
interviewed during the field survey phase of the investigation were of
the opinion that the situation may get much worse, before improvement
is seen. They foresee increased controller attrition and an ageing
controller population seeking early retirement. Transport Canada's 1988
Air Traffic Services Staffing Plan does not foresee recovery from the
current staffing crisis until at least 1994; this forecast assumes no
growth in baseline controller requirements beyond 1991. In other
words, continued traffic growth into the 1990s and/or any slippage in
the achievement of the expected productivity gains through increased
automation will push this forecast get-well date even further into the
future.
To cope with the staff shortage, Transport Canada relies heavily upon
voluntary overtime and must implement traffic restrictions and flow
controls on aircraft movements. From a safety point of view, staff
shortages frequently result in single-controller sectors, sector
consolidation, increased controller workload, fewer relief breaks and
days of rest, etc. -- all of which can have a detrimental impact on the
safety margins of human performance. As already stated above, the file
review of this Special Investigation noted staffing considerations in 94
(or 43 per cent of the 217) incidents analysed. (The impact of such
staff shortages on workload and human performance are further
discussed later in this report.)
Given current staffing problems, a new departmental approach is
needed for more effective forecasting, recruiting, training, and resource
allocation to provide sufficient air traffic controllers to meet current and
anticipated operational demands. To this end, the CASB recommends
that:
The Treasury Board develop a program of additional financial
incentives to attract qualified air traffic controllers to relocate to busier
air traffic control units; and
CASB 90-12
The Department of Transport reallocate some of the controllers from
under-utilized airport towers to busier facilities.
CASB 90-13
To reduce the current financial disincentives for controllers to relocate
to large urban centres, the CASB recommends that:
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The Department of Transport study the feasibility of relocating Area
Control Centres from large urban centres to areas with lower costs of
living.
CASB 90-14
4.0 Workload*
The general view is that workload within the ATC system has risen
dramatically in the past five years. Traffic growth has been significant,
and it has been accompanied by considerable increases in traffic
complexity. This increase in workload has not been accompanied by a
corresponding increase in the number of air traffic controllers.
Workload-related factors were identified in 35 of the 217 incidents
examined during the file review of this Special Investigation, (i.e., 16
per cent).
_________________________________
*Further background information on workload-related problems is
contained in chapter 5 of the Staff Report on the CASB's Special
Investigation into ATC Services in Canada.
To cope with this increased workload, additional sectors are kept open
and are often staffed by a single controller (vs. the desired two or three
persons). Indeed, staff shortages at some ATC units now mean that it
is not always possible to have enough controllers on duty to staff the
number of sectors requisite for the traffic volume and complexity. When
this occurs, there remains little option but to close the sector by
combining it with another. Flow control is also increasingly implemented
in order to match workload with capability, particularly in the airspace
around Toronto.
There is wide consensus among the controllers and in the literature that
both IFR and airport controllers require a break after a work period of
between one and a half and two hours in busy control positions. Longer
periods of work, especially work involving concentrated and demanding
effort, result in a rapid slowing down of the decision-making process, a
distinct degradation of alertness, and difficulty in forming verbal
messages. During periods of staff shortages for the open sectors, the
capability to provide adequate relief and rest breaks is being
compromised.
4.1 Overtime
Transport Canada's principal means for coping with periods of
excessive workload is voluntary overtime. This has lead to a significant
increase in the number of hours worked by individual controllers and a
corresponding decrease in the number of their days off. In the eyes of
many, overtime has become the glue that holds the ATC system
together. There is a strong consensus among controllers, supervisors,
and some managers that the situation is rapidly nearing safe limits.
Shift records were examined in both the Vancouver and Toronto ACCs.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp001/90sp001.asp
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While the reliance on overtime varies by specialty or subunit, typically
management is relying on at least one fifth of all shifts to be filled by a
controller working overtime. Given the generous working arrangements
for controllers (generally five days on and four days off), the total
amount of overtime worked divided by the number of controllers
available is not alarming. However, individual case histories differ
dramatically from the averages.
Overtime shifts are allocated on a voluntary basis. Some controllers
prefer to do little or no overtime. Supervisors and on-the-job instructors
tend not to be available for overtime. Because of the financial
incentives, a few controllers are seeking an excessive number of
overtime shifts. The performance of controllers in this latter group is
suspect from a safety perspective -- especially over the long-term.
Dependent on local work agreements, a controller typically is scheduled
to work 17 or 18 shifts a month. A review of work records found that
some controllers worked 25 to 28 shifts in a 30-day period. Indeed, the
Investigators heard of one controller who had worked 31 shifts during
the month of May 1989. Yet, the average number of shifts (regular and
overtime) worked by all controllers may have only been 21 under such
circumstances.
As a result of remuneration provisions for overtime in the collective
agreement, there is considerable financial incentive for controllers to
work multiple, consecutive days of overtime. Originally designed to be a
disincentive to management to rely on overtime, the remuneration
provisions become a strong incentive for controllers desiring to
substantially increase their income. After working two days of overtime,
controllers receive 2.5 times their normal salary for the third and
subsequent days of overtime worked. Cases have been reported where
controllers are working five, six, or even seven overtime shifts during
their four days off. Some controllers are not volunteering for an
overtime shift or two for fear of upsetting a colleague's run on overtime
at 2.5 times the normal pay rate. Indeed, there was anecdotal evidence
that some controllers are collaborating to manipulate the shift schedule
so as to maximize the financial gain for individual controllers.
According to the collective agreement, controllers must be granted a
paid day off after working nine straight days. Yet, the review of work
records revealed isolated cases where individuals had worked far in
excess of the prescribed limit -- apparently without expressed disquiet
by either Transport Canada management or CATCA.
Excessive reliance on overtime presents serious potential for controller
fatigue and may exacerbate the current staffing shortage through
increased sick leave and, ultimately, increased controller attrition. To
achieve a safer and more equitable distribution of the workload, the
CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport set a limit on the number of work shifts
permissible in a nine-day cycle, the minimum number of days off
between shift cycles, and the maximum number of hours worked in any
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24-hour period.
CASB 90-15
In view of the current staff shortages and the possible lead-times
required to achieve the foregoing changes, further action is required to
discourage the current inequitable distribution of overtime. Therefore,
the CASB recommends that:
The Treasury Board immediately take steps to remove the financial
incentive to work excessive multiple shifts of overtime on consecutive
days.
CASB 90-16
5.0 Training*
The objective of the ATS training program is to "develop, maintain, and
improve, on a continuing basis, during the career of each individual, the
technical skills and proficiency required by the ATS Branch." While
current training concerns are focusing on training for initial qualification
and licensing, training must be considered in the context of a full
career. Current controller shortages are in part attributable to a freeze
on training in 1982 and delays in reopening ab initio training in the mid1980s -- even though staff shortages were by then being forecast by
ATC management.
_________________________________
*Further background information on training-related problems is
contained in chapter 6 of the Staff Report on the CASB's Special
Investigation into ATC Services in Canada.
5.1 Training Production
Policies and procedures for the recruitment and selection of
prospective air traffic controllers are developed at the national level.
The actual responsibility for controller recruitment and selection has
been delegated to Regional Managers for ATS and General Managers
of the ACCs. Each region is allocated a specific number of basic
training positions at the ATS Training Centre at the Transport Canada
Training Institute (TCTI) on an annual basis. The Investigation Team
was told of significant delays between the actual regional selection of
controller candidates and their assignment to a class at TCTI;
apparently, delays of six months to a year are not unusual in placing
selected candidates. Many personnel interviewed believe that the
candidates with the most initiative and qualifications are capable of
finding attractive alternative employment during such lengthy delays.
Transport Canada recognizes this problem.
The training process itself is long and arduous. Once training
commences, typically a controller can expect to spend between 15 and
30 months in basic training and unit qualification training before being
licensed as a qualified air traffic controller. Because of the current
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critical staff shortages, Transport Canada is exploring several initiatives
to reduce the time spent to achieve an initial qualification status.
Current plans include shortening of the basic ATC course by streaming
candidates to either IFR or VFR control duties. These changes will
permit increasing the annual intake of the training system from the
current 216 to 312, with the hope for a corresponding increase in
output.
To a large extent, current training is limited by the capability of
operational units to conduct on-the-job training (OJT). To qualify at an
operational unit, new controller candidates have been required to
demonstrate proficiency in all positions of the subunit to which they
have been assigned. Thus, it has not been unusual for a controller
candidate to spend a year at an operational unit before fully qualifying
as a licensed air traffic controller.
In the past, some controllers received an educational base for a full
career in ATC through community college programs. These trial
programs were terminated in the early 1980s. While such programs
could not provide relief for the short-term needs of the ATS system, for
the longer term, community college programs conceivably could obviate
the need for basic training at a national training centre. It is understood
that Transport Canada is again considering the merits of such
programs, as well as the possibility of initiating controller training
through the private sector.
In view of the growing gap between operational demands and the
availability of qualified air traffic controllers, training production must
urgently be increased to ensure a continued satisfactory margin of
safety in the provision of air traffic services. New initiatives will be
required. The CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport speed up the entry of the best controller
candidates recruited, directly into the ATS training system.
CASB 90-17
The Department of Transport adopt the concept of specialization during
basic training for the VFR and IFR concentrations.
CASB 90-18
The Department of Transport restructure qualification training at the unit
level, through further specialization in particular sectors of a specialty if
necessary, to prepare trainees for operational duties within six months
of assignment to the operational unit.
CASB 90-19
The Department of Transport find alternate means to provide the
necessary educational basis for a full career in air traffic control through
private sector or community college programs.
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CASB 90-20
5.2 Attrition
Production of sufficient numbers of qualified controllers has been
compromised by continuing high attrition during training. Since June
1987, just under 50 per cent of students who commenced basic training
at TCTI have successfully completed the course. Success rates in
qualification training differ greatly between airport control towers and
IFR units. Over the past years, there has been a steady increase in the
requirement for direct-entry of IFR candidates at ACCs. Attrition rates
among these direct-entry IFR candidates are substantially higher than
those for new controllers who initially assume VFR control positions. At
control towers, success rates are approximately 80 per cent; at IFR
units success rates are about 20 per cent. There has been no
significant change in these rates for at least 20 years.
During the field survey, Investigators received comment that controller
recruiting and selection processes could be more effective; in the
opinion of some, good candidates were being unnecessarily screened
out. Because ATC is a complex activity, it has been difficult to devise
effective selection procedures; the attributes and characteristics of a
successful controller are still being debated. Transport Canada has
continued to review its selection criteria and screening processes over
the past year.
The Investigators also received frequent comment that good candidates
are unnecessarily being screened out of the system through the
training process. For example, current duty assignment practices do not
take into account the strengths and weaknesses demonstrated by
individual students during basic training; rather duty assignments are
made prior to commencement of the basic training phase. Hence,
students with strong VFR aptitudes may wash-out in training during the
difficult IFR phase, or students with the necessary aptitudes but who
have demonstrated a slower learning rate may be inappropriately
assigned to a most demanding operational unit. Better use of student
strengths, as demonstrated in the basic training phase, offers the
potential for a significant reduction in student attrition during
qualification training.
The Investigators frequently heard the view that the system expects too
much of new controllers and that they need to be eased into the
system more slowly. Ab initio candidates today are frequently assigned
positions at busy ACCs where they are expected to perform at or near
the top of the operating controller levels. There are few, if any,
occupations outside of ATC which expect such rapid advancement.
Undoubtedly, such demands contribute substantially to high attrition
during qualification training.
An apprenticeship training program would permit controllers to be
trained at their individual learning rates in progressive steps.
Competency would increase gradually, and individuals would be
permitted to build upon experience gained as an operational controller.
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Through an apprenticeship program, the focus would be on training
and developing successful candidates to meet the prescribed
standards, rather than eliminating those who fail to perform at the
highest levels of controller competency -- before even being granted a
licence! In other words, the fundamental training philosophy of the ATS
system needs to emphasize student development rather than further
selection. Transport Canada reached an agreement with the employee
association in December 1989 for the development of an
apprenticeship-type training program. Such efforts are to be
encouraged.
Until recently, controllers in training who failed to check out upon
completion of qualification training were released from the employ of
Transport Canada. Candidates who were unable to qualify at what are
considered to be the most difficult units (e.g., direct-entry IFR at
Toronto ACC) may well have been able to qualify for less demanding
positions. Indeed, as noted above, attrition rates among direct-entry
IFR candidates have historically been much higher than those for
controllers who initially assume VFR control positions. After several
years of experience within the system, individuals who have had
difficulty in qualifying at the toughest operational units may be able to
qualify where they had previously been unsuccessful. However, until
recently, they were lost forever to the ATC system -- most after a
significant investment in training. Recycling of unsuccessful candidates
to less demanding units would seem to be a more effective and
efficient use of all available resources. Transport Canada reports that
initiatives in this direction have begun.
Since continuing high attrition in training is delaying recovery from the
current controller shortages, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport validate, and modify if necessary, its
selection criteria and screening processes to absorb most training
attrition during basic training.
CASB 90-21
The Department of Transport, when assigning controller candidates to
operational units, consider the individual's performance during basic
training.
CASB 90-22
The Department of Transport implement its apprenticeship-type training
program as soon as possible to develop air traffic controllers by
assigning them progressively more demanding operational duties.
CASB 90-23
5.3 Instructor Availability
Transport Canada is experiencing difficulties in attracting a sufficient
number of qualified candidates for instructional positions at its ATS
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Training Centre and for on-the-job instructor (OJI) positions in
operational units. The Training Centre is in stiff competition from
operational units for the best people; as of July 1989, the Training
Centre was operating with six fewer instructors than their established
need. Because the Training Centre is not a formal part of the ATS
Branch and because Training Centre controllers do not maintain
operational proficiency, instructors at the Centre can become isolated
from the mainstream of their career development. (The longer they
have been away from operational duties, the more likely that their
instruction is vulnerable to currency and relevancy problems -- thereby
further isolating them from their operational colleagues.)
In the Regional schools at the ACCs, instructors normally forfeit the
opportunity for significant financial remuneration from working overtime
as an active controller in the ACC. As instructors, they also must
accept responsibility for the actions of their students. Within the
operational units, OJIs increasingly find that the current supplement (of
$2.50 per hour) is not worth the added responsibility of "putting one's
licence on the line everyday." The OJI is faced daily with the task of
balancing the maximization of training value with the maintenance of
safe operating standards in the real world.
Success rates in training and the overall quality of ATC services
provided is critically dependent upon the quality of instruction received
during training. Therefore, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport develop incentives to attract experienced,
operational controllers to periodically assume instructional duties at the
ATS Training Centre, in the Regional schools, and as on-the-job
instructors.
CASB 90-24
5.4 Instructor Training
Instructors selected for duties at the ATS Training Centre receive a
three and a half week instructors' course before assuming instructional
responsibilities. Controllers selected for OJI duties are required to
attend locally conducted seminars on training techniques; however,
current staff shortages are precluding some OJIs from completing the
seminar program. In view of the extremely high attrition rates
sometimes being experienced at the ACCs and to develop the
pedagogical skills necessary to help the trainees attain their maximum
potential, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport devote increased attention to providing
formal instruction for the qualification of on-the-job instructors.
CASB 90-25
5.5 Simulation
The use of simulation in ATC training is lagging significantly behind
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current technology and contrasts unfavourably with the increased use
of simulation as an effective training tool found in other segments of the
aviation industry. According to the Canadian Airspace Systems Plan
(1988):
"Recent studies have shown that the cost per successful trainee is
inordinately high. More effective training systems capable of accurately
simulating the ATC environment have been identified as a means of
reducing controller training cost."
The ATS Training Centre utilizes an IFR simulator (vintage 1974) which
has significant differences from the actual IFR system currently in use
in the ACCs; i.e., the Joint Enroute Terminal System (JETS).
Simulators at the regional training schools have even less capability
than those found at the Training Centre.
Transport Canada has initiated a National Air Traffic Control Simulator
(NATS) Program with the goal of providing the tools necessary not only
to train novice controllers but also to permit periodic evaluation of
controller proficiency.
Given current staff shortages and high wastage rates during training,
simulation offers considerable potential for improving training
effectiveness. Therefore, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport accelerate development and
implementation of full-mission and part-task simulators for use in basic,
qualification, and recurrency training.
CASB 90-26
5.6 Refresher Training
All operational controllers are required to undergo refresher training
each year. However, over the last several years, staff shortages have
resulted in many controllers not receiving the required refresher
training. At best, managers have only been able to approve an average
of two or three days of refresher training a year, all of which is done on
overtime.
On a day-to-day basis, controllers use a portion of all the separation
criteria and techniques available to them. Yet they must keep their
skills sharp to cope with any unusual operating circumstances. For
example, radar controllers must be capable of providing procedural
separation in the event of radar failure. In view of the need to maintain
currency on all required control techniques applicable to the specialty
or subunit, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport revitalize the refresher training program
to assist operational controllers in meeting the standards prescribed in
MANOPS.
CASB 90-27
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6.0 Supervision*
As in most team endeavours, it is the first-line supervisors who set the
operational tone which determines the effectiveness of team
performance. The first-line supervisors are principally responsible for
assuring the day-to-day quality in the air traffic control services
provided by their subunits. Yet, there was overwhelming consensus
among those interviewed during the field survey phase of this Special
Investigation that first-line supervision at many units is, at best
inadequate, and at worst non-existent. Apparently, many supervisors
are spending up to 90 per cent of their time at control positions within
the subunit and are therefore unable to perform the traffic
management, workload balancing, quality assurance and overseeing
functions.
_________________________________
*Further background information on supervision-related problems is
contained in chapter 7 of the Staff Report on the CASB's Special
Investigation into ATC Services in Canada.
A difference of opinion exists between personnel at operational units
and those at Transport Canada Headquarters regarding working
supervisors. Operational unit personnel believe that staff shortages are
creating the need for supervisors to work control positions. ATS
Headquarters management are of the opinion that excessive supervisor
"on sector time" is for the most part "elective" and is not a system
requirement.
Ironically, during high traffic periods when supervision is most needed,
supervisors are least available to fulfil the supervisory function. In part,
this is attributable to Transport Canada's operating philosophy that the
supervisor should be the last person called in to control during peak
periods and the first controller to back out of a control position when
the workload begins to subside.
The supervisor was found to be working a control position in 72 of 217
(or 33 per cent of) loss of separation occurrences examined in the file
review of this Special Investigation. Following a serious loss of
separation occurrence at Toronto on 06 November 1988 when
designated tower supervisors were working control positions, the CASB
recommended that:
The Department of Transport take immediate steps to ensure that
designated controllers are maintaining an operational overview of the
evolving air and ground traffic situation in each of the Toronto ATS
units during busy traffic periods.
CASB 88-18
The Department of Transport has responded favourably to this
recommendation by increasing the supervisory complement at the
Toronto ACC to permit dual supervisory coverage in all specialties
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during an eight-hour period when traffic is heavy. In addition, Transport
Canada is planning to extend this operational overview capability
during high traffic periods in all ACCs and major towers. Due to current
staff shortages and the difficulties in attracting qualified controllers at
some units to become supervisors, any real increase in the number of
supervisory staff available may be some time away.
Nevertheless, in view of the importance of the supervisor in ensuring an
equitable distribution of workload, maintaining the requisite levels of
operational standards and discipline within the specialty, as well as
maintaining an operational overview and coordinating the necessary
strategic planning to cope with all contingencies, a fundamental change
in the role of the supervisor must be adopted immediately. For
example, establishing a maximum percentage during any one shift
permissible in a control position and limiting a supervisor from
controlling above a specified Pace Level might ensure a more effective
supervisory presence. Therefore, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport establish and enforce operational
restrictions on supervisors performing in a direct control position.
CASB 90-28
6.1 Incentives to Supervise
Among controllers there has been a perceived degradation in the role
of the first-line supervisor; consequently, many controllers do not aspire
to become supervisors. They question the wisdom of taking on
additional responsibilities for little or no personal advantage; e.g., the
financial incentive is less than $2,000 per year, and there is less
opportunity to work overtime. Other controllers expressed the view that,
under the current circumstances, supervisors have an unusually heavy
workload and associated responsibilities and are often placed in
positions where their licence is "on-the-line"; yet they perceive that they
receive little support from management and are not respected by
working controllers. In one centre, six supervisors have recently chosen
to leave the supervisory ranks.
In order to attract the most suitable controllers to the supervisory role,
the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport develop and implement a program to
enhance the status of operational supervisory personnel, including
monetary or other incentives, if necessary.
CASB 90-29
6.2 Training for Supervisors
While the first-line supervisor is currently faced with a very difficult task,
little or no formal preparation is provided for first-line supervisors. More
often than not, operational controllers advance to supervisory positions
without any specific training on how to be an effective supervisor. Since
the effectiveness of an ATC team is directly influenced by the quality of
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supervision, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport immediately develop and implement a
dedicated training program on the principles of supervision for all
controllers being prepared for operational supervisory responsibilities.
CASB 90-30
6.3 Quality Control
Concerns over the effects of inadequate supervision extend into the
conduct of quality control programs. To help identify weaknesses in the
performance of individual controllers, several quality control programs
are conducted at the unit level, normally annually; (e.g., a knowledge
verification test, a phraseology improvement program, over-theshoulder evaluations, etc.). However, since supervisors are often
spending the majority of their time in operational control positions,
many are not available to carry through these quality control programs.
Furthermore, there was some evidence received that the content itself
of some of these programs had lost its relevance and impact over time;
consequently, even when implemented, the effect was often
perfunctory only.
Like refresher training, a realistic program of continuing evaluation of
the individual's performance is required to ensure that each controller is
maintaining his/her skills and knowledge and is applying them in
accordance with the requisite standards.
Therefore the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport improve performance evaluation for
operational controllers to ensure that standards are consistently
applied.
CASB 90-31
7.0 Operating Procedures*
In recent years, there has been a continuing evolution in ATC operating
procedures. Increased traffic levels and complexity, coupled with
changing aircraft performance capabilities, have necessitated these
changes. Frequently, changes have been introduced to rectify
shortcomings identified through the investigation of ATS operating
irregularities. With procedures in such a state of flux, there is a
widespread perception among controllers that there is excessive
procedural change. Nevertheless, the Investigation found that Transport
Canada has a rational and coherent system for the development of
new operating procedures, including validation of significant procedural
changes through operational simulations at the ATS Research and
Experimentation Centre in Hull, Quebec.
_________________________________
*Further background information on procedures-related problems is
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contained in chapter 8 of the Staff Report on the CASB's Special
Investigation into ATC Services in Canada.
As traffic increases and the ATS system becomes stretched,
adherence to established procedures becomes critical to safe
operations. While this need is widely recognized, some controllers are
cutting corners on occasions, trying too hard to get the job done or to
provide a level of service for which they are not capable. Many
controllers interviewed attributed non-compliance errors (or nonstandard application of procedures) to the lack of supervision in the
subunits; as one controller stated: "different controllers, different crews,
different supervisors equal different application."
Of the 217 occurrence files reviewed in detail during this Special
Investigation, procedures-related problems were noted in 52 files; i.e.,
approximately 25 per cent of occurrences.
7.1 Introduction of New Procedures
There are significant shortcomings in the current methods used to
introduce procedural changes. When a particular procedure has served
controllers well for 15 or 20 years, there is natural resistance to
changing it which must be overcome. When significant changes are
introduced, they must be available with sufficient lead-time and in both
official languages in order to properly disseminate the information and
to permit its discussion and assimilation by controllers -- before the
effective date of implementation. Furthermore, for complex procedural
changes, "hands-on" familiarity in a simulator or introduction to the new
procedures under light to moderate traffic conditions may be advisable.
Items requiring mandatory briefings warrant standardized presentations
of a consistently high quality, so as to bring all controllers quickly up to
a point where they can safely implement the new procedures. The use
of computer-assisted learning and/or video packages could help in this
regard.
In view of the importance of the consistent implementation of
standardized operating procedures to the safe separation of flights, the
CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport revise its current processes for the
implementation of new procedures to ensure adequate controller
familiarity by providing:
-- necessary lead-time;
-- consistency and quality of mandatory briefings; and
-- an opportunity for controllers to practise complex new procedures
under low workload, if necessary.
CASB 90-32
7.2 Transfer of Control
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One area of concern that frequently arose during the field survey phase
concerned the transfer of control from the IFR arrival controller to a
tower controller under visual meteorological conditions (VMC). It is
quite common that, once an airport controller has sighted an IFR
arrival, control of that aircraft is transferred to the airport controller.
Visual separation criteria rather than instrument separation criteria are
then applicable. This greatly assists in the expeditious flow of traffic.
However, there appears to be considerable confusion among VFR and
IFR controllers as to the correct procedures to be followed -particularly under IMC when there is a transfer of communications but
no transfer of control responsibilities.
In view of the apparent different interpretations by controllers as to the
correct procedures to be followed for the transfer of control from
terminal to tower controllers, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport provide clarification to controllers
regarding the criteria, procedures, and consequences for the transfer of
control of IFR arrivals from a terminal controller to a tower controller
under instrument meteorological conditions.
CASB 90-33
7.3 VFR/IFR Mix
With increasing air traffic volumes, mixing VFR and IFR traffic in high
density areas is becoming increasingly difficult. Human performance
limitations are the limiting factor and underly the shortcomings in the
traditional precept of "see and be seen." Recognizing that the airspace
around Toronto and Vancouver is being used to its capacity during
peak periods, the Department of Transport is attempting to introduce
legislation that would require aircraft to be fitted with automatic
pressure altitude reporting equipment, responding to Mode C
interrogations in this airspace. This equipment would simplify air traffic
control and flight procedures by permitting controllers to identify aircraft
found in the proximity of another aircraft and to determine the altitude
at which it is flying. The equipment permits an automatic exchange of
information, thus reducing the volume of information required verbally
between pilots and controllers. These changes, which require an
amendment to Air Navigation Order (ANO) Series II Number 10, have
not yet been put into effect.
Although VFR traffic has been essentially eliminated at Lester B.
Pearson International Airport, approximately one-half of the traffic in
the Vancouver area operates under VFR. Conflicts between VFR and
arriving IFR aircraft in the Vancouver area remain common. Several
controllers expressed concern over the adequacy of the current system
of 10 entry points into the Terminal Control Area. Controllers also
expressed the view that, notwithstanding their best efforts, they are
currently unable to adequately provide VFR traffic information to IFR
aircraft. (This situation has undoubtedly been aggravated by the
absence of a Mode C altitude reporting requirement.) Furthermore,
many aircraft operating under VFR in Class D airspace, just outside of
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the Vancouver Terminal Control Area, are not required to communicate
with an ATC unit. The Canadian Airspace Review (undertaken by
Transport Canada in 1985) made several recommendations for
improving control of VFR traffic operating near major airports. These
recommendations have not yet been fully implemented.
On 01 December 1989, the Transponder and Automatic Pressure
Altitude Reporting Equipment Order (ANO Series II No. 10) was
amended. Aircraft operating in the airspace surrounding Toronto and
Vancouver must now be equipped with automatic pressure altitude
reporting equipment responding to Mode C interrogations. This
equipment will simplify air traffic control by reducing the volume of
information which must be exchanged between pilots and controllers.
In view of the continuing hazard to flight created by the mix of VFR and
IFR traffic in and around major Canadian airports, particularly at
Vancouver, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport re-evaluate the adequacy of the current
Class C airspace dimensions and designated entry points for the
Vancouver Terminal Control Area.
CASB 90-34
7.4 Opening and Closing of Sectors
During the field survey, considerable feedback was received with
respect to perceived inadequacies in existing procedures for the
opening and closing of sectors. Considerable judgement is required
with respect to the timing of sector opening and closing. Such
judgement is totally dependent upon effective supervision. However, as
pointed out earlier, there are serious shortcomings in the availability
and quality of supervision available to operational controllers today.
During this Special Investigation, problems were noted with respect to
timely decisions regarding the opening of sectors, the availability of
qualified personnel to man a new sector when required, the adequacy
of sector briefings upon opening or collapsing a sector, etc. Intercontroller coordination requirements are particularly acute during sector
briefings when a relieving controller assumes a position or when a
sector is opened or closed. (Of the 370 Fact Finding Board reports in
the database, 17 cases of inadequate sector briefings were recorded.)
In view of the vulnerability of the ATC system to human errors during
opening, combining, or closing sectors, and given current and expected
staff shortages, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport prescribe operating guidelines for the
timing, staffing, and transfer of responsibilities for opening and closing
sectors.
CASB 90-35
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8.0 Human Performance Factors*
By far the most common contributory factors in ATS incidents were
those that involved the human part of the system. Of the 217 incidents
studied in the file review, contributory human factors were identified in
a 182 or 88 per cent of the occurrences. These included problems in
planning, judgement, inattention, workload, forgetfulness, distraction,
information transfer, etc. Hence, maintenance of the required safety
standards will require an improved understanding of the human element
of the ATS system so as to be able to shape a working environment
and procedures which are more tolerant of any shortcomings in human
performance. To this end, Transport Canada is to be encouraged in its
planning to co-host a major international symposium on the factors
affecting human performance in ATC in the fall of 1990.
_________________________________
*Further background information on human performance factors in ATC
is contained in chapter 9 of the Staff Report on the CASB's Special
Investigation into ATC Services in Canada.
8.1 Vigilance
Inattention, forgetfulness, lack of vigilance, or whatever name one
chooses to call it, appears to be contributory in approximately 50 per
cent of all ATS occurrences. Human reliability in performing tasks
which require constant attention is poor. Since the number of actual
midair collisions is still extremely small, the various redundancies built
into the system are generally adequate to compensate for this shortfall.
However, the designers and operators of the ATC system must seek
the highest possible reliability; i.e., the lowest possible human error
rate.
There is a paradox in that ATC occurrences often happen during
periods of light, non-complex traffic. Indeed, nearly 75 per cent of the
inattention errors analysed during the file review occurred under
relatively low workload/complexity situations (i.e., at Pace Level Four or
below).
Research conducted on behalf of the FAA in the U.S.A. has shown that
vigilance tasks are stressful. People feel less attentive and more
fatigued, irritated and strained after doing a vigilance task than they
were before -- irrespective of personality type. Furthermore, older test
subjects have demonstrated greater performance decrements over twohour test sessions in vigilance tasks requiring visual scanning than
younger test subjects. Given the age distribution of the current
Canadian air traffic controller population, vigilance-related occurrences
can be expected to continue at a disproportionately high rate.
Closely related to the problem of vigilance is distraction. Of the 217
occurrences of the file review, 22 cases of distraction were noted. The
multiple tasks of the controller (i.e., monitoring, communications, flight
data preparation, interaction with the computer, etc.) are all highly
vulnerable to distraction.
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Complacency and boredom may also contribute to the frequency of
attention-related occurrences. For example, sustaining a sharp, critical
mind is extremely difficult for an oceanic controller whose job is
essentially one of monitoring the progress reports of as many as 40 to
50 aircraft on paper strips as these aircraft transit for several hours
under the controller's surveillance. Several suggestions have been
offered for minimizing the hazards of inattention or vigilance-related
occurrences. It is believed that full-time active supervision helps
maintain the necessary controller discipline essential to good vigilance
and that well-rested controllers are less likely to make errors resulting
from inadequate vigilance. Since psychologists have found that the
human being is inherently badly suited for the monitoring function;
automated systems can be adapted to monitor human performance and
render alerts when appropriate. The conflict alerting capability planned
for the Canadian Automated Air Traffic System might help alert an
inattentive controller to a developing conflict situation.
In its report on a Special Investigation into the Risk of Collisions
Involving Aircraft On or Near the Ground (issued in August 1987), the
CASB recommended that:
The Department of Transport initiate a multi-disciplinary study on the
most effective means for sustaining vigilance, particularly for air traffic
controllers under periods of low activity rates.
CASB 87-41
As of 05 September 1989, Transport Canada was still only planning to
"take action to determine the methodology and personnel requirements
to conduct an analysis of means of sustaining vigilance." In view of the
frequency and potential consequences of controller inattention,
research, such as that sought through CASB Recommendation 87-41,
is required to determine more effective means for sustaining controller
vigilance. In addition, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport accelerate all technical initiatives with a
potential for providing controllers with automated conflict prediction and
alerting.
CASB 90-36
8.2 Fatigue
Typically, a controller's shiftwork cycle is highly disruptive to natural
body rhythms. Continuously working a cycle of two days, two evenings,
and a midnight shift can have the effect of throwing the body into a
constant state of internal disarray. It is believed that, just as eastbound
flights have the most adverse effects on long-distance pilots, quick
changes in shift patterns (i.e., only eight hours off between shifts) are
most disruptive to controllers' natural body cycles. Research has
demonstrated that the human being is fairly tolerant of changing
workshifts but is less tolerant of changing sleep cycles. Indeed, some
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controllers spoke of difficulties in getting to sleep following a midnight
shift -- regardless of how tired they felt.
The need for regulating controllers' work and rest periods has long
been recognized. Indeed, the current work cycle of Canadian air traffic
controllers (generally 5 days on, 4 days off) inherently compensates for
the disruptive effects of the rotating shift schedule during the five-day
period. The collective agreement does make provision for a generous
amount of time-off for controllers. If the four days off are days of rest,
then the detrimental effects of shiftwork are minimized. However, if a
controller works during what is supposed to be a period of recuperation,
there is cause for concern.
As discussed earlier, management must put extensive reliance on the
use of overtime to make the ATS system operate today. There was
almost universal concern expressed by the controllers that excessive
overtime is an inappropriate use of time-off and only exacerbates the
naturally fatiguing effects of shiftwork.
While analysis of the ATS incidents shows a decline in the frequency of
occurrences compared to the number of days worked, no conclusion
can be drawn in the absence of normative data. There has been no
systematic analysis of data for controllers working in excess of six
consecutive days either in Canada or abroad. The controllers
interviewed believe that the current pace of life induced by overtime
requirements can not be safely maintained and that mistakes are being
made. In spite of the very lucrative nature of today's overtime routine,
the controllers strongly expressed the view that further restrictions on
controller working hours are required.
Unfortunately, the assessment of fatigue is very subjective by nature. It
is difficult to accurately and consistently measure. Therefore, there is
often insufficient evidence to assign fatigue as a causal or contributory
factor to an ATS occurrence. Nevertheless, there is general agreement
on the effects of fatigue on human performance; e.g., reduced attention
span and ability to concentrate, indecision, inability to formulate simple
verbal messages, etc. While some of these effects can more easily be
measured than others, there has been little or no research in Canada
as to how they pertain to air traffic controllers.
Given the frequency of inattention errors, decision-making errors,
information transfer and coordination problems, etc.; given the naturally
fatiguing effects of a rotating shift cycle; and given the exacerbating
effects of the current workload and overtime situation, further
restrictions on the work-rest cycles are required. In addition to the
restrictions recommended in CASB 90-15, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport make and enforce further restrictions on:
-- the maximum number of hours which can be worked at a particular
control position without a relief break; and
-- the minimum number of rest hours between shifts; and
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CASB 90-37
The Department of Transport, in cooperation with the Department of
Health and Welfare and international authorities, initiate a program of
research into the adverse effects of circadian disrhythmia and sleep
deficits on air traffic controllers' job performance; and
CASB 90-38
The Department of Transport initiate research into the effects of
regularly working overtime shifts during normal days of rest on
individual controller's job ¬performance.
CASB 90-39
8.3 Aeromedical Considerations
Studies done during recent years have concluded that stress has been
accorded a much greater influence in ATC than can be substantiated.
The interviews of this investigation's field survey suggest that the
challenge of dealing with heavy and complex traffic is one of the major
satisfiers for a controller. While life's more mundane stressors, such as
family problems, probably exist in the same amount as in any other
occupation, these stressors seem to be magnified by the requirements
of shiftwork and extensive overtime requirements. There is also some
evidence that many controllers are experiencing morale problems -generally related to current employee/ management relations and the
current working situation.
A major research project conducted by the FAA examined air traffic
controllers' psycho-physiologic and patho-physiologic responses to
work. The study found that the test population of controllers was found
to have an increased incidence of hypertension compared to findings in
other such studies, regardless of the criteria applied. Controllers
experienced 2.5 acute health change episodes each year, resulting in
significant numbers of lost days from work. Some controllers
experienced a slightly increased risk of developing peptic ulcers. Half of
the controllers examined in the research were diagnosed as having at
least one psychiatric problem, the most prevalent being a disturbance
of impulse control. Thirty-five of the controllers examined in the study
developed "burnout", defined as a syndrome that includes a
generalized anxiety about work, accompanied by a dread of going to
work. While no objective physical findings characterize these
controllers, they all experienced a deep belief in the phenomenon,
suggesting the possibility of a self-fulfilling prophecy. If these findings
have application in Canada, they could have important consequences
given the rising average age level of Canadian air traffic controllers.
Transport Canada has endeavoured to meet air traffic controllers'
aeromedical requirements through the Air Traffic Control Occupational
Health Program (ATCOH). Medical doctors, nurses, and psychologists
are available on a part-time basis to provide counselling to those who
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request it. Interviews with ATCOH staff indicate that there has been a
steady increase in stress-related complaints, usually the result of
excessive overtime. A typical patient has been controlling traffic for 20
years, feels tired but can't get to sleep, is working too much overtime
but likes or needs the money, has no other activities and therefore
lacks balance in his life.
In view of the importance of individual health and well-being to the
long-term effectiveness of the controller workforce, the CASB
recommends that:
The Department of Transport initiate a major lifestyle modification
program for air traffic controllers through its Air Traffic Controllers'
Occupational Health Program.
CASB 90-40
8.4 Visual Perception
In at least 9 per cent of the reported occurrences involving IFR aircraft
in the database of this Investigation, one of the aircraft was operating
under VFR. Typically, either a large aircraft on an IFR approach came
into conflict with a light VFR aircraft just outside Class C airspace, or an
IFR aircraft cleared for a visual approach came into conflict with other
IFR traffic cleared for a visual approach or with VFR traffic. In both of
these cases, the primary responsibility for collision avoidance rests with
the pilots using the "see and be seen" principle.
For a number of reasons, the "see and be seen" principle is not
working well around major airports; for example:
-- IFR pilots' assumption that radar separation is being provided from
all other traffic including VFR traffic;
-- Controllers' over-reliance on secondary radar digital data tags for the
identification of small aircraft;
-- Controllers' assumptions that non-Mode C returns in the control area
extensions represent aircraft operating below the floor of Class C
airspace;
-- Increasing procedural complexity and cockpit automation, resulting in
reduced look-out and increased pilot pre-occupations within the cockpit;
-- Generally higher approach speeds of IFR aircraft, resulting in
reduced time available for conflict recognition and evasive manoeuvres;
and,
-- Increasing traffic densities, placing pressures on controllers and
pilots to adopt visual approaches to expedite traffic.
Given all the natural limitations of the human eye, in busy terminal
areas, extra measures are required to assist pilots. Mode C altitude
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reporting transponders, VFR corridors, airspace classifications, and
ATC procedures are some of the possible means for coping with these
visual limitations. To reduce the reliance of pilots on visual acquisition
of other aircraft in busy terminal areas, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport take additional measures to ensure the
safe and orderly passage of aircraft operating in visual meteorological
conditions in the airspace around Canada's major airports.
CASB 90-41
9.0 Information Transfer*
In 197 of the 362 Fact Finding Boards included in the database of this
Special Investigation, a contributory or cause-factor relating to
"communications" was assigned by Transport Canada; e.g., incorrect or
unclear phraseology, failure to acknowledge or verify, inadequate
coordination, inadequate sector briefing, transposition error, data
posting error, data processing error, etc. In other words, in over half of
the ATS occurrences investigated, communications- or informationtransfer-related problems were found to be contributory.
_________________________________
*Further background information on information-transfer problems is
contained in chapter 10 of the Staff Report on the CASB's Special
Investigation into ATC Services in Canada.
In the United States, the frequency of communications-related
problems may be even higher. Based on an analysis of approximately
70,000 reports to the U.S. Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS),
approximately 80 per cent of the reports filed by pilots and controllers
referred to ineffective information transfer via verbal communications.
Consequently, in the United States, an industry working group was
formed to identify significant communications areas of concern. The
working group identified 12 areas for concern:
-- Similar sounding alphanumerics
-- Controller hearback problems
-- Phraseology
-- Enunciation
-- Head-sets vs. speakers
-- Radio discipline
-- Intra-cockpit communications
-- Inter-controller coordination communications
-- Blocked or simultaneous transmissions
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-- Stuck microphones
-- Readback problems
-- Initial radio contact
The working group concluded that, if each and every pilot and
controller recognized the 12 areas of concern identified by the working
group and took action to eliminate the occurrence of particular
problems existing in their own verbal communications loop, the benefits
would be immediate in the quest to eliminate communications
breakdowns.
Most of the concerns raised by the American working group pertain to
the Canadian occurrence experience. In addition, the file review and
field survey phases of this Special Investigation revealed considerable
mutual misunderstanding between pilots and controllers of their
respective workloads. For example, one Boeing 737 pilot traversed 140
miles of Toronto Centre's airspace prior to contacting the Centre. On
the other hand, one Fact Finding Board Report was critical of a pilot
who allowed 66 seconds to elapse before contacting an arrival
controller as instructed. While these are extremes, these two
occurrences reflect a mutual lack of understanding and respect for the
workload and responsibilities of other personnel key to the aircraft
separation function.
In view of the frequency of irregularities and failures in the oral
information transfer process and given the importance of effective intercontroller and controller/pilot communications to the safe separation of
aircraft, the CASB believes that industry-wide action is required.
Transport Canada, the professional associations such as CALPA and
CATCA, and owners and operators could all play a role in improving
the information transfer process. Promotional materials (e.g., safety
articles, posters, videos, etc.) and familiarization visits (by pilots to ATC
facilities and by controllers to cockpits of aircraft in flight) could help
improve mutual understanding of the vulnerability of the oral
communications process to human error.
9.1 Callsigns
With the expansion of the industry, many new airlines are adopting
similar sounding company designators and/or flight numbers. While
callsign confusion has caused few recent ATC loss-of-separation
occurrences in Canada, feedback from pilots suggested that the
problem is real and is growing. For example, companies operating in
Canada now have a company designator with the term "Canadian" or
"Express" in it, and, in many cases, flight numbers are virtually
identical. Callsign confusion due to similar-sounding flight identifications
is becoming a world-wide issue. Since the early 1970s, there have
been efforts to develop computer programs that would permit
alphanumeric callsign assignments with little or no risk of confusion with
other aircraft operating in a particular airspace sector for periods of up
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to two hours. Indeed, the Investigators witnessed a demonstration of
one very simple program (by the International Federation of Airline
Pilots Associations) that converts current flight numbers to an
alphanumeric format to be used in conjunction with the company
designator for radio telephony purposes. Because the base includes
the alphabet (vice 10 digits), this system would substantially reduce the
statistical probability of similar sounding call signs/"flight numbers"
occurring over the R/T at the same time and location -- regardless of
the actual flight numbers assigned by the company; i.e., the system
would be transparent to all but the flight crew and ATC. In view of the
potential consequences of a flight crew inappropriately responding to a
clearance or instructions intended for another aircraft due to callsign
confusion, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport and the Department of Communications
develop and implement improved procedures for the assignment of
callsigns (including company designators and flight numbers) to be
used during radio telephony.
CASB 90-42
9.2 Phraseology
While incorrect or unclear phraseology was cited in only 17 of the 362
Fact Finding Board Reports in the database, shortcomings in
phraseology are much more commonplace. In examining the ATC
tapes following an ATS operating irregularity, Transport Canada's Fact
Finding Boards frequently identify a large number of deviations from
standard phraseology during the preceding minutes leading up to the
occurrence -- even though they may not be directly contributory. While
many of these are minor, they reflect a sloppiness which could
eventually contribute to a breakdown in effective communications. For
example, abbreviating callsigns, improper phonetics, grouping of
numbers, omission of the term "flight level", incorrect pronunciation of
numbers, etc. are frequently noted as deviations from the standard
phraseology prescribed in MANOPS.
As noted previously, one of Transport Canada's quality control
programs in ATS is the Phraseology Improvement Program (PIP).
However, due to staff shortages and supervisory concentration on
particular control positions, such programs are not being fully
implemented. Indeed, in one occurrence, the Fact Finding Board
determined that in a 15-minute period during which the loss of
separation occurred, the controller committed no less than 64
procedural or phraseology errors.
Since the effectiveness of information transfer in aviation is highly
dependent upon the use of standard phraseology, and given the
widespread deviations from prescribed phraseology identified by Fact
Finding Boards, clearly more emphasis on Transport Canada's
Phraseology Improvement Program for air traffic controllers and flight
service specialists is required.
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9.3 Coordination
Of the 362 Fact Finding Board Reports in the database, inadequate
coordination was cited by Transport Canada investigators 77 times.
Indeed, coordination with other controllers, both inside and outside the
unit, and with pilots is a critical element in effective air traffic control.
Growing workload, single-controller sectors, inattention and distraction,
procedural problems, and airspace configuration can all contribute to
breakdowns in inter-controller coordination. Given the volume of oral
information transfer required today, increasingly, efforts must be made
to reduce coordination requirements between controllers and between
controllers and pilots.
Transport Canada recognizes that many breakdowns in information
transfer occur because of the need for controllers to regularly intervene
in coordinating the communications process. Several initiatives
currently being implemented will alleviate this condition; these include:
a) Inter-centre linking of the National Flight Data Processing System
(NFDPS);
b) Gander Automated Message Processing System (GAMPS) to link
the Centre with the International Flight Service Station;
c) Enhancements to the Gander Automated Air Traffic System
(GAATS); and
d) The Canadian Automated Air Traffic System.
Recent changes to the legislation requiring a transponder with a Mode
C capability for operations in Class C airspace and the control zones at
Toronto and Vancouver should also reduce the coordination
requirements. In addition, Transport Canada has assessed the
feasibility of effecting electronic hand-offs from one ACC to another
using the Joint Enroute Terminal System (JETS); it was concluded that,
because of the complexity, it would not be practicable given the limited
time that JETS will remain in service.
9.4 Gander Paper Handling
As mentioned earlier, Gander Oceanic Control relies very heavily upon
HF radio communications with all the attendant problems, including the
need for third party involvement in the communications process. This
requires the International Flight Service Station at Gander to process
2,000 to 3,000 HF messages per day. Copying or typing errors often
occur at this intermediary level as the requisite information is recorded
for onward transmission. Ten teletypes and a team of operational
support staff are then required to receive and run the information from
the machines to the appropriate controllers. The resultant "paper-mill"
has considerable potential for error.
Given the inherent vulnerabilities of the antiquated system of flight
following using paper flight data strips in Gander Oceanic Control, and
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given the inherent vulnerabilities of oral communications through a third
party using paper messages, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport take immediate steps to streamline the
message handling process created by today's absence of direct
controller/pilot communications in the Gander Oceanic Control Area.
CASB 90-43
10.0 Management*
10.1 National Planning
In many respects, the quality of the current ATS system in Canada is a
direct function of the quality of the long-term planning executed at the
national level of the Department of Transport. To this end, Transport
Canada does have several coherent plans to ensure the continuing
effectiveness of the Air Navigation System beyond the year 2000. For
example, the Canadian Airspace Systems Plan (CASP) identifies $5
billion worth of equipment considered necessary to modernize the
diverse systems that comprise the Air Navigation System. If the more
critical elements of the CASP can be implemented in accordance with
the milestones therein, (e.g., RAMP and CAATS), then the long-term
equipment needs of the Air Navigation System should be well met. To
reflect user requirements, the Department pursues a rigorous
consultative process with representatives of the aviation community.
For example, in 1985 the Canadian Airspace Review was undertaken in
cooperation with the aviation community; this review resulted in 600
recommendations, most of which are reported to be in various stages
of implementation.
_________________________________
*Further background information on management-related problems is
contained in chapter 11 of the Staff Report on the CASB's Special
Investigation into ATC Services in Canada.
As mentioned earlier in this report, the most significant shortcoming in
Transport Canada's national planning for the provision of air traffic
services is in the area of staffing. The conflicting objectives of
"downsizing" in government and accommodating growing air traffic
levels have not been satisfactorily reconciled. It would appear that the
Department's staff planning has focused more on meeting political and
central agency requirements than on operational needs. Apparently,
the standard tools for staff planning (e.g., multi-year operational plan,
multi-year human resources plan, etc.) have failed to identify current
and forecast shortcomings in staffing air traffic controllers positions and
have offered too little remedial action too late. Transport Canada's
current national staffing plan for air traffic controllers projects a get-well
date of 1994. In other words, there will be at least four more years of
operations under conditions of staff shortages. This situation is
conducive to continued operating irregularities whereby the desired
level of safety is frequently being compromised, increasing controller
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disenchantment and therefore early retirements of controllers, etc.
Higher than forecast activity levels or controller attrition will only
exacerbate this situation. A coherent, long-range, system-wide
approach to staffing requirements for the ATS Branch, with new and
innovative thinking, will be required to bridge the gap to the forecast
get-well date. In view of the diverse ways by which current and
expected staff shortages can undermine safety, the CASB recommends
that:
The Treasury Board and the Department of Transport provide the
necessary resources in a timely manner to ensure resolution of the
current staff crisis in the ATC system.
CASB 90-44
10.2 Operational Decision-Making
The frequency of planning and judgement errors in the loss of
separation occurrences reviewed reflects a fundamental need for
change in the ATC system. (Planning or judgement factors were
assigned by the Investigators in 163 of the 217 occurrences examined
during the file review phase.) Today's ATC philosophy places almost
exclusive reliance on tactical ATC methods. In other words, as
workload increases additional controllers are introduced and/or the
airspace is further subdivided; controllers then apply standard
separation criteria in real-time as the air traffic situation evolves. To
date, potential conflicts in air traffic are identified only as they occur. In
many cases, they could be predicted and resolved earlier -- as early as
the flight planning phase; (the Gander Automated Air Traffic System is
an example). Mode C or Mode S transponder equipment and
automated hand-offs from one controller to another offer potential for
reducing controller workload and coordination requirements. The Radar
Modernization Project (RAMP) will have a conflict alerting capability
which will also assist. But for the longer term, further software
developments are required to build upon these technological gains so
as to reduce the tactical workload by identifying potential conflicts as
early as the flight planning stage.
Given today's technological capabilities and given the demonstrated
weaknesses in the current ATC philosophy which is largely based upon
tactical decision-making by controllers, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport refine its operating philosophy so as to
achieve increased strategic decision-making and decreased tactical
decision-making by controllers for the safe separation of aircraft.
CASB 90-45
10.3 Employee/Management Relations
During the field survey phase of this Special Investigation, considerable
feedback was received that an unhealthy "we/they" syndrome is
developing in the provision of ATC services. While differences in
perspective between management and employees are normal, there is
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sufficient anecdotal evidence to indicate a potential for serious
breakdowns in employee/management communications which could
adversely affect safety.
The Investigators were generally impressed with the shared perspective
of problems facing the ATC community today, as indicated by
journeymen controllers up through the various levels of supervision and
management, to the unit chief level. However, at the national level,
there seems to be significant differences in perspective. At the
operational units visited, there was considerable consensus concerning
the effects of high workload, excessive overtime, lack of effective
supervision, etc. on controller morale and performance. At the national
level, such issues were seen as largely self-induced at the local level.
Such fundamental differences do little to enhance employee confidence
in management (or vice versa).
Employee confidence in management seems to be cyclical. New senior
management at two of the Centres visited has reportedly contributed to
significant improvements in local morale. However, at all four of the
units visited, comments were received from every level of management
interviewed, on the totally unsatisfactory first-line supervisory situation
today. This general breakdown in the supervisory chain has in large
measure broken managerial contact in the operational units.
Confidence in management is further eroded by a pervasive sense that
"nobody is listening to us"; any failure of management to respond to
individual controller's concerns (e.g., as expressed through the
Operational Conditional Reporting program) further contributes to this
feeling.
While the investigating team found nothing to indicate any general lack
of competence by today's air traffic controllers, the investigators did
hear surprising comments with respect to the handling of weak
controllers; for example, in particular subunits, not all ATS operating
irregularities or breakdowns in controller discipline are being
appropriately reported to management. Given the absence of an
effective managerial presence, some controllers may even be taking
the issue of controller competence into their own hands -- protecting
their peers (and possibly even supervisors) from time to time and
reporting occurrences on any member who does not fit into that team
well. Yet even when management is aware of a weak controller, given
current staff shortages, they have been reluctant to take action.
Safe separation of air traffic is dependent upon the maintenance of the
highest standards of discipline and performance. In view of the
apparent shortcomings in employee/management relations in the
busiest centres, the CASB recommends that:
The Department of Transport implement measures to re-establish an
effective managerial presence in ATC operations.
CASB 90-46
10.4 Safety Promotion
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Transport Canada has very effective safety promotion programs in
place throughout the aviation community for pilots, owners and
operators, and servicing and maintenance personnel. There does not
seem to be an equivalent level of attention given to the promotion of
aviation safety in the ATS Branch. While the effectiveness of safety
promotion programs in reducing aviation occurrences is difficult to
measure, the CASB notes that organizations with good safety records
almost invariably foster safety awareness among their employees
through safety promotion programs. Therefore the CASB recommends
that:
The Department of Transport develop and implement a comprehensive
program for the promotion of safety awareness throughout ATS
operations.
CASB 90-47
10.5 Unit Evaluations
The ATS Branch has an Evaluation Division which has a two-fold
responsibility: conducting unit evaluations across the country and
convening Fact Finding Boards for the investigation of ATC operating
irregularities. At the time of the field survey phase of this Special
Investigation, only one of the four ACCs visited had recently undergone
a comprehensive unit evaluation by the Evaluation Division. Since
1988, there has been a concentrated effort to increase the evaluation
effort. Thus, Transport Canada reports that, as of November 1989, two
more of the four ACCs had been evaluated and that all ATC units have
been evaluated within the last three years, which is in keeping with
their ATS evaluation policy. Nevertheless, it is suspected that the
Division's heavy involvement in the investigation of ATC operating
irregularities may have compromised its ability to systematically
conduct unit evaluations. In other words, by focusing on individual
occurrences, the Evaluation Division may have missed the opportunity
to reduce the number of occurrences through the early identification of
problem areas during unit evaluations.
The current staffing crisis, the frequency of serious ATC operating
irregularities, the forthcoming implementation of significant equipment
enhancements, forecast traffic growth for the next decade, and
anticipated high staff turnover, all suggest a need for an extraordinary
effort to ensure the maintenance of quality control. Therefore the CASB
recommends that, during this highly dynamic period:
The Department of Transport increase its efforts for monitoring ATC
operations through unit evaluations to ensure the consistent application
of prescribed standards and procedures.
(CASB 90-48)
10.6 Investigation of ATS Occurrences
Following any reported ATS occurrence, the CASB decides whether or
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not the circumstances warrant a CASB investigation. If not, Transport
Canada may conduct a Fact Finding Board into the ATS operating
irregularity.
Notwithstanding the quality of Fact Finding Board reports reviewed by
the CASB, there is a perception among the controllers interviewed that
independence and objectivity are lacking in Transport Canada's Fact
Finding Board process. Mr. Justice Charles L. Dubin stated in his
"Report of the Commission of Inquiry on Aviation Safety", (May 1981,
Volume 1):
"Virtually all the same arguments in favour of an independent tribunal
for accident investigation apply with equal force to incident
investigation. For these reasons, I am of the opinion that the jurisdiction
to investigate all incidents relating to civil aircraft should be assigned to
an independent tribunal ... That would include incidents which may be
related to air traffic controllers ... "
While the CASB investigated 75 of the 710 loss of separation
occurrences in the database used for this Special Investigation, the
CASB's focus has been on those occurrences where the circumstances
brought the aircraft closest to an accident. Yet, in the 362 Fact Finding
Board Reports in this investigation's database, there were many which
involved aircraft that were dangerously close to each other; in 17 per
cent (of 207 occurrences) Transport Canada judged that there was a
real risk of collision and in a further 18 per cent, there was a critical loss
of separation.
Indeed, in 103 occurrences in the database, the loss of separation was
such as to warrant the initiation of evasive action by the pilot.
Notwithstanding the fact that there have been no midair collisions
involving an aircraft over 12,500 pounds maximum take-off weight in
Canada since 1970, the factors contributing to loss of separation
occurrences frequently have potential for creating real risk for collision.
Therefore, to maintain a safe ATS system, the factors contributing to
such losses of separation occurrences should be fully investigated,
understood, and recorded on an individual basis, so as to facilitate
analysis and understanding on a macro-basis. Historically, neither the
CASB nor Transport Canada has consistently identified and recorded
the pertinent human performance factors contributing to risk of collision
occurrences.
During the file review phase of this Special Investigation, it was found
that under Transport Canada's Fact Finding Board process, managerial
considerations do not appear to have come under the same critical
scrutiny as individual controllers' work habits and procedures; for
example, it is believed that equipment, staffing, and supervisory-related
problems have often created the operational context which facilitated
air traffic controllers' errors. In reviewing the occurrences investigated
by CASB, the Special Investigators also found shortcomings with
respect to the consistency of data recorded by the CASB for future
analytical purposes. In part, this is attributable to the slow development
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of an adequate ATS expertise on the CASB staff and slow definition of
the investigation and reporting standards for incidents involving losses
of separation between aircraft.
In view of the diverse and pervasive nature of the shortcomings in the
ATS operating system today as revealed through this Special
Investigation, the CASB has decided to improve the investigation of
ATS occurrences by:
-- Redefining the decision-making process by which the CASB decides
to investigate risk-of-collision occurrences.
-- Increasing the in-house capability of the CASB to investigate ATS
occurrences by creating new controller positions for the investigation
and analysis of ATS occurrences.
-- Developing improved standards for the consistent collection and
recording of data relating to ATS occurrences, regardless of whether
the CASB or Transport Canada investigates the occurrence.
-- Requiring that final reports on any ATS occurrences investigated by
Transport Canada are formally monitored by the CASB to facilitate
macro-analysis.
Progress on these initiatives will be reported to Parliament.
11.0 Conclusion
The CASB believes that the foregoing report provides a balanced
perspective on the overriding safety considerations in the provision of
air traffic services in Canada. While the examination has not been
exhaustive, the data examined and witness statements provided are
representative of problems with serious safety implications across the
country. This special investigation does not focus on any single event
but takes a broad view of the ATS system.
The Board acknowledges the initiatives of the Minister of Transport and
his officials both in response to and in parallel with the Board's work
over the past year. In some cases, the Board is aware that appropriate
safety action has been completed; so no recommendation is made. In
other cases, corrective action has been initiated, but a safety
recommendation has been made to encourage ministerial support in
resolving the associated safety deficiency. Although the ATS system is
operating well in most respects, urgent ministerial attention to the major
issues addressed in this report is required to correct the identified
deficiencies and ensure the safe separation of aircraft. In particular, the
current staff shortages must be redressed to facilitate implementation of
many of the other recommendations.
Success in sustaining the requisite levels of safety will be predicated
upon the Government's recognition of the breadth and depth of the
problems and its assurance of the necessary resources to correct the
growing shortcomings.
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This report and the safety recommendations therein have been
adopted by the Chairman, K.J. Thorneycroft, and Members:
L. Filotas
W. MacEachern
A. Portelance
B. Pultz
R. Stevenson
F. Thurston
Member N. Bobbitt abstained.
ANNEX A
GLOSSARY
ACC - Area Control Centre
ADS - Automatic Dependent Surveillance
AGCS - Air Ground Communications System
ANO - Air Navigation Order
ASDE - Airport Surface Detection Equipment
ASRS - Aviation Safety Reporting System
ATAC - Air Transport Association of Canada
ATC - Air Traffic Control
ATCOH - Air Traffic Control Occupational Health
ATS - Air Traffic Services
CAATS - Canadian Automated Air Traffic System
CADORS - Civil Aviation Daily Occurrence Reporting System
CALPA - Canadian Airline Pilots Association
CASB - Canadian Aviation Safety Board
CASP - Canadian Airspace Systems Plan
CATCA - Canadian Air Traffic Control Association
CBAA - Canadian Business Aircraft Association
CRT - Cathode Ray Tube
DCPC - Direct Controller/Pilot Communications
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
FANS - Future Air Navigation System
FIR - Flight Information Region
GAATS - Gander Automated Air Traffic System
GAMPS - Gander Automated Message Processing System
HF - High Frequency
ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organization
IFR - Instrument Flight Rules
IM - Indicator Module
IMC - Instrument Meteorological Conditions
JETS - Joint Enroute Terminal System
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LBPIA - Lester B. Pearson International Airport
MANOPS - Manual of Operations
MNPS - Minimum Navigation Performance Specification
NACS - Northern Airspace Control System
NATS - National Air Traffic Control Simulator
NFDS - National Flight Data Processing System
OIDS - Operational Informational Display System
OJI - On-the-job Instructor
OJT - On-the-job Training
PAL - PeripherAL
PIP - Phraseology Improvement Program
RAMP - Radar Modernization Project
RDPS - Radar Data Processing System
TCAS - Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System
TCTI - Transport Canada Training Institute
VFR - Visual Flight Rules
VHF - Very High Frequency
VMC - Visual Meteorological Conditions

Updated: 2002-09-20
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1.0 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Accidents in which the aircraft was operated under Visual Flight Rules
(VFR) into adverse weather conditions occur regularly, claiming a
disproportionately high number of fatalities each year. They involve
professional pilots, private pilots and business pilots who fly general
aviation aircraft and chartered commercial aircraft, including fixed-wing
aircraft and helicopters.
The regularity with which these accidents have occurred, and the
seriousness of the continuing loss of life, prompted the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board (CASB) to initiate a comprehensive and
systematic examination of the issue. In March 1990, when this report
was nearing completion, the CASB was replaced by the Transportation
Safety Board of Canada (TSB), under whose auspices this report is
now published.
During the last two decades, a number of foreign government agencies
have undertaken measures to more fully understand these types of
accidents. Recent studies emphasize both the complex decisional
nature of continued VFR flight into adverse-weather and the often fatal
consequences. This Safety Study is the first comprehensive review of
the topic in Canada in recent years, and builds upon these earlier
works.
1.2 Aim
The objective of this study is to examine the contributing factors to
accidents which involved the initiation or continuation of flight under
VFR despite adverse weather conditions.
Particular attention is made to:
-- the requirements for obtaining and retaining an Instrument Flight
Rules (IFR) rating; and
-- the capability of and the requirement for Air Traffic Services (ATS) to
assist VFR pilots in distress due to deteriorating weather.
1.3 The Conduct of The Safety Study
The scope of the safety study was confined to accidents which involved
Canadian-registered aircraft in Canadian territory, over the ten year
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period between 1976 and 1985. There were 352 weather-related
accidents occurring to Canadian registered aircraft; of these, nineteen
occurred outside of the country and were excluded. Information from
the remaining 333 accident investigations was extracted from the CASB
data base and analyzed in relation to all Canadian occurrences during
this period. Consequently, the seriousness of the issue was assessed,
and the trends specific to the accidents in the study population were
identified and examined.
The accident data were analyzed in two ways. First, accidents were
clustered to simplify the identification of patterns. Accidents with similar
characteristics were assigned to the same cluster. Clusters were
examined individually and comparatively to identify distinct trends.
Second, the accidents were examined in the context of particular safety
issues identified in the findings of individual investigations, other safety
studies, and secondary source material. The accident experience was
examined in the context of the classic "man/machine/ environment"
model of safety analysis.
By this process, the trends identified by numerical tabulation were
examined in the light of any apparent deficiencies which existed in the
regulations, the industry practices, and/or the general operating
practices in the aviation environment. The analysis accounted for
revisions to the regulations which have occurred during the years 1986
to 1990.
The detailed staff report of the safety study on which this final TSB
report is based is available under separate cover.
1.4 Report Format
The material from the staff report has been organized in this TSB final
report into seven sections to facilitate analysis. Section 2 pertains to the
regulations which generally govern VFR flight. Section 3 addresses
safety deficiencies particular to VFR flight at night, while Section 4
focuses on issues pertaining to pilot licences and licence
endorsements. Section 5 deals with the commercial operating
environment in Canada, Section 6 with aircraft equipment, and Section
7 with such Transport Canada (TC) responsibilities as safety promotion
and the dissemination of aeronautical weather information. The report
contains recommendations which pertain to the operation of all VFR
flights in Canada, some which relate to only commercial operations,
and some which are specific to only fixed-wing or helicopter operations.
To assist in locating recommendations which pertain to specific aircraft
categories or types of operations, the reader is directed to Appendix B
of this report, where a cross-reference is located.
1.5 General Observations
A comparison of this category of accident to all other accidents to
Canadian-registered aircraft verified the need to more fully examine
accidents occurring to VFR flights in adverse weather conditions.
Although they involved only 352 of the 5,994 accidents recorded
between 1976 and 1985 (6% of the total), they accounted for 23% of
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all fatal accidents and took the lives of 418 persons, or 26% of all
fatalities during the ten year period. Even though the annual number of
accidents involving aircraft governed by VFR which initiated or
continued flight into instrument meterological conditions (referred in this
report as "VFR-into-IMC" accidents) has declined over the period (as
have all aviation accidents), the annual number of fatalities in VFR-intoIMC accidents has remained generally constant. In other words, VFRinto-IMC accidents have claimed an annual proportion of aviation
fatalities that has increased with time.*
____________________________
*Although not all of the investigations for the period 1985-1988 have
been finalized and the cause factors assigned, the data which is
available suggests that the seriousness of VFR-into-IMC accidents
continues. During the years 1985 to 1988, VFR-into-IMC involved 23%
of the fatal accidents occurring to Canadian-registered aircraft, and
accounted for 22% of the fatalities.
Canadian Registered
Aircraft Accidents 1976 1985
Number of Number of
Number of Fatal Number of Serious
Accidents Accidents Fatalities Injuries
Continued VFR Flight
into Adverse Weather 352 177 418 105
All Accidents 5,994 761 1,618 1,031
The Canadian accident experience exhibits similarities to the accident
record of other nations. Approximately 12.7% of all the Canadian
accidents during this period involved fatalities, but fully 50.2% of
Canadian VFR-into-IMC accidents resulted in fatalities. A recentlyreleased National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) study came to
similar conclusions regarding the American accident record: 17.3% of
U.S. General Aviation accidents between 1975 and 1986 resulted in
fatalities, but 72.2% of VFR-into-IMC accidents were fatal.** Clearly,
accidents that result from pilots initiating or continuing VFR flight into
adverse weather constitute a significant portion of the annual aviation
fatalities in North America.
____________________________
**U.S., National Transportation Safety Board, General Aviation
Accidents Involving Visual Flight Rules Into Instrument Meteorological
Conditions, Report No. NTSB SR-89/01, February, 1989, pages 3-4.
A comparison between Canadian pilots involved in VFR-into-IMC
accidents and all other Canadian accident pilots yielded few
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differences; indeed, the pilot age, experience, and licence-type were
generally similar. Although VFR-into-IMC accident pilots were slightly
younger and had flown fewer hours, almost one fifth of the VFR-intoIMC accidents involved pilots with more than 3000 hours total flying
time.
The most common types of operations involved in VFR-into-IMC
accidents were recreational flying, charter operations, business flying
and specialty operations (primarily flying training). In comparison with
the averages for all accidents, the most notable feature was the higher
incidence of accidents involving charter operations in VFR flight into
IMC. Whereas charter operations account for less than 19% of all
accidents, they comprised almost 27% of the VFR-into-IMC accidents.
This is cause for concern: charter aircraft, most of which regularly carry
fare-paying passengers, are subject to stringent regulatory controls,
and are piloted by experienced pilots. Consequently, the analysis of
these accidents focused on the underlying causes which could be
identified in the circumstances surrounding the accident flights.
VFR-into-IMC accidents tended to occur in the more remote areas of
Canada. Four out of ten took place in the "sparsely settled region" as
defined in the Air Navigation Orders (ANOs). Lacking the facilities to
operate conventionally-configured aircraft in these areas, over one
quarter of the aircraft were float- or ski-equipped. Half of the VFR-intoIMC accidents took place where the terrain was mountainous or hilly.*
Typically, accidents involving general aviation aircraft occur over flat
areas (i.e. 22% occur in mountainous/hilly terrain).
Specific conclusions derived from the safety study along with
appropriate recommendations are categorized and discussed in the
following sections: VFR flight; night VFR flight; pilot licensing; industry
practices; aircraft equipment; and the role of the TC safety
infrastructure.
____________________________
*A further 13% occurred over rolling terrain.
2.0 VFR FLIGHT
Reduced to its most simple terms, this study examines the ramifications
of Air Regulation 542 which states:
"When operating in accordance with VFR, aircraft shall be flown with
visual reference to the ground or water unless otherwise authorized by
the appropriate air traffic control unit...."
This regulation is intended to permit safe flight by pilots who possess
the most basic skills of navigation and piloting. The section which
follows summarizes observations regarding VFR weather minima,
Special Visual Flight Rules (SVFR), VFR flight in mountainous terrain,
and the practice of `scud-running'.
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2.1 VFR Weather Minima
VFR visibility minima of three miles and one mile have been prescribed
for flight by fixed-wing aircraft within controlled and uncontrolled
airspace, respectively; i.e. these VFR weather minima, particularly in
uncontrolled airspace, permit pilots to fly in conditions whereby visual
reference to the earth's surface is limited. Consequently, these
regulations implicitly assume that orientation by other than reference to
a natural horizon may be required to maintain control during VFR flight.
Seventy-four accidents occurred to pilots who lost control of the aircraft
in reduced forward visibility; 80% of these (59) occurred in uncontrolled
airspace, where the visibility minimum is one mile. It is extremely
difficult to judge one mile forward visibility from a moving aircraft. In
some cases, the accidents occurred in weather conditions which met or
exceeded the legal minima. In other cases, it is likely that the pilots had
difficulty in accurately determining one mile flight visibility from the
moving aircraft, and flew into conditions less than those prescribed by
regulation. A visibility of one mile leaves no margin for error, and
permits pilots to fly in weather conditions in which there is inadequate
outside reference to ensure consistent aircraft control. Therefore, the
Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport establish VFR visibility minima which will
permit pilots to retain control of their aircraft by outside reference.
TSB-A90-65
Canadian regulations are, in many ways, more stringent for commercial
operations than for private operations. However, the criteria for weather
minima during day VFR operations for commercially-operated aircraft
are the same as those governing any other VFR flight, placing a large
number of fare-paying passengers at risk. American weather minima
reduce this risk by being more restrictive for commercial VFR
operations; Part 135 operators in the U.S. may not conduct flight under
VFR in uncontrolled airspace when the ceiling is less than 1000 feet
unless the flight visibility is at least 2 miles.
Although these limitations exceed the Canadian provisions, the NTSB
in the United States has recently proposed even higher visibility
limitations for commercial operations. NTSB recommendation A-89-91
proposes that the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA):
"Restrict 14 CFR Part 135 air carrier (fixed-wing) passenger flights from
operating in uncontrolled airspace under visual flight rules (VFR) in less
than the basic VFR weather minimums of a 1000-foot ceiling and 3
miles flight visibility".
The NTSB supported this recommendation by information from three
accidents in which 14 persons had died. The TSB believes that the
circumstances of the 111 accidents between 1976 and 1985 which
occurred to Canadian operators warrants similar regulatory revisions.
The Board believes that commercial passenger-carrying operations
conducted in Canadian uncontrolled airspace in flight visibilities of one
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mile will continue to experience a high accident and fatality rate.
Accordingly, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport increase the VFR weather minima for
fixed-wing commercial operations in uncontrolled airspace.
TSB-A90-66
2.2 VFR Minima Mountainous Terrain
The accident data, both in Canada and in the United States, clearly
indicate that mountainous terrain is most unforgiving to VFR pilots
when weather conditions are poor: 51% of the Canadian VFR-into-IMC
accidents occurred in mountainous or hilly terrain. VFR aircraft often
transit the mountains through narrow valleys, where they may be
subjected to strong winds and severe turbulence. Weather conditions
which are highly changeable due to local effects, and variations in
topography combine to create areas where VFR flights operate at high
risk. Furthermore, the turning radius of many aircraft is increased at the
higher altitudes at which they often operate through mountainous
terrain.
Transport Canada has designated certain areas of Canada as
"Mountainous Regions", and introduced more stringent rules to
safeguard IFR flight in mountainous terrain. The need for higher VFR
weather criteria has also been recognized, but only for the coastal
regions of British Columbia; there, the minimum flight visibility for VFR
flight in uncontrolled airspace is two miles. In most of the Designated
Mountainous Regions of Canada, the one mile VFR flight visibility
minimum is applicable. The Board believes that this minimum is
inadequate. Accordingly, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport increase the minimum flight visibility for
VFR flight in all designated Mountainous Regions to two miles.
TSB-A90-67
2.3 Special VFR (SVFR)
Canadian regulations can permit VFR flight in controlled airspace in
weather conditions below the VFR weather minima. SVFR can be
authorized during the day or night. During the years 1976 to 1985 in
which the studied accidents occurred, SVFR could be authorized in
weather conditions ranging from ceilings of 500 feet and three miles
visibility, to ceilings of 700 feet and one mile visibility. ANO Series V,
No. 1 was amended in June 1990, and now SVFR is permitted when
the visibility is one mile, making the Canadian criteria similar to those
of the U.S. and the U.K. However, SVFR flight at night, when inclement
weather can not be readily discerned prior to entry, is restricted in the
U.S. and the U.K. to pilots and aircraft certified for IFR flight. Such
additional restrictions to night SVFR flight have not been included in the
amendment to the Canadian regulations.
This study found only six accidents involving SVFR operations. Four of
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the six occurred during daylight, four occurred when forward flight
visibilities were reduced (as opposed to two in which the pilots flew into
cloud) and four of them occurred after the pilots lost control of the
aircraft. While acknowledging that the accident data are scarce in this
regard, the Board believes that in view of Canada's topography, low
population density (which affects ground lighting and other visual
references), and variable weather, the recent reduction in SVFR
weather minima could increase the incidence of VFR-into-IMC
accidents in Canada. The new weather minima for SVFR flight will
permit greater use of SVFR in weather conditions worse than those
which permitted the studied accident flights to occur. Accordingly, the
Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport reconsider the decision to reduce SVFR
weather minima to visibilities of one mile.
TSB-A90-68
Canadian regulations make no distinction between day and night
SVFR. The American and British regulations, restricting night SVFR to
specially qualified pilots flying aircraft equipped for IFR flight, take
account of the additional risk of operating in poor weather in low-light or
no-light conditions. To obviate conditions in which non-qualified pilots
are at risk of encountering adverse weather conditions which require
instrument flying skills, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport restrict the authorization of night SVFR to
pilots who are instrument-endorsed and who operate aircraft certified
for instrument flight.
TSB-A90-69
2.4 VFR-Over-The-Top
Two hundred sixty-six of the accidents (80%) occurred in the enroute
phase of flight. The options available to the pilots who encountered the
first indications of impending inclement weather included: continuing
flight in the adverse conditions in the belief that conditions would
improve; conducting a 180 degree turn; or "ducking under" and
proceeding around obstacles and inclement weather with the intention
of reversing course if conditions deteriorated further. The latter practice,
commonly termed `scud-running', has resulted in pilots regularly
operating in weather conditions which jeopardize safe flight.
Regulations in the United States provide American pilots with the
options of flying `VFR-On-Top' and `VFR-Over-The-Top' (eg: remaining
above and clear of cloud). By flying `VFR-On-Top', U.S. pilots on an
IFR flight plan may fly above a cloud deck and in Visual Meterological
Conditions (VMC), navigating their IFR-equipped aircraft by means of
navigation aids. VFR-Over-The-Top permits the VMC operation of a
VFR-equipped aircraft above a cloud deck when it is not being
operated on an IFR flight plan. It is not clear to what extent `VFR-OnTop' or `VFR-Over-The-Top' provisions have prevented certain types of
VFR-into-IMC accidents in the U.S. However, the Canadian operating
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conditions and the Canadian accident data suggest that Canadian VFR
pilots need additional options with which to make decisions when
encountering adverse weather enroute.
One such option would be a form of `VFR-Over-The-Top' which has
been adapted from the American practice and which has received the
support of members of the Canadian aviation community for some time.
VFR-Over-The-Top would permit pilots to climb in visual meterological
conditions (VMC), proceed enroute above inclement weather, and
descend in VMC at a destination which had been forecast for
conditions surpassing VMC for a period extending before and after the
intended time of arrival. VFR-Over-The-Top (in other than high density
areas) could provide a safe alternative to `scud-running' and permit
pilots to operate in weather conditions for which they are presently
trained. To reduce the number of Canadian accidents occurring
enroute, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport prescribe conditions and procedures for
the conduct of VFR-Over-The-Top in Canada.
TSB-A90-70
3.0 NIGHT VISUAL FLIGHT
Accidents occurring in other than daylight conditions comprised a
disproportionately large number of VFR-into-IMC accidents.
Approximately 10% of all Canadian accidents occur during the hours of
darkness, which parallels estimates of the general level of night flying
activity (also 10%). However, VFR-into-IMC accidents occurring during
the hours of darkness accounted for almost 30% of the total study
accidents. Analysis pointed to three issues: night VFR weather minima;
the conditions for obtaining and maintaining a night endorsement; and
weather briefings.
3.1 VFR Weather Minima
The consequences of flying in reduced visibilities are exacerbated
when operating at night, in light conditions which do not permit
sufficient warning for the pilot to see and avoid worsening weather
conditions. Inadvertent entry into IMC when the actual conditions can
not be seen can be minimized by reducing the possibility of occurrence.
Other countries employ weather minima to reduce the probability of
aircraft encountering adverse weather, even during daylight conditions.
For instance, in the United States VFR weather minima were recently
introduced which prohibit daytime recreational pilots from flight in
visibility of less than three statute miles. This measure reduces the risk
of bad- weather encounters, and is even more effective for flights at
night when bad weather is not so easily detected.
The high proportion of fatal night accidents attributable to adverse
weather is in part the consequence of pilots initiating flight in weather
conditions which are legally acceptable, but which deteriorate. The first
indication to the night-flying pilot can be the inadvertent entry into IMC.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/90sp002/90sp002.asp
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The Board believes that, to reduce this risk, VFR flight at night should
be restricted to more favourable weather conditions. Accordingly, the
Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport increase VFR weather minima for night
flight so as to reduce the risk of inadvertent flight into poor enroute
weather conditions.
TSB-A90-71
3.2 Night Endorsement
The night endorsement qualifies the private pilot to fly during the hours
of official darkness. To obtain this endorsement, the pilot undergoes a
minimum of ten hours training in basic instrument flight manoeuvres.
The intent is to prepare the pilot for inadvertent entry into IMC and to
familiarize the pilot with aircraft control in conditions in which there is no
apparent horizon. Five of the instrument training hours can be acquired
in a simulator. No evaluation of competency is required prior to
endorsement, nor are there re-certification requirements for the
continued exercise of privileges of the endorsement.
Twenty-four studied accidents which occurred at night resulted from a
loss of aircraft control, often after the apparent onset of vertigo. To
understand the circumstances of such occurrences, the training,
experience and skills of the accident pilots were examined. The
accident pilots had seldom obtained additional instrument training after
acquiring the minimum experience for night endorsement. Since
instrument flying skills are perishable and require regular practice to
maintain even a modicum of proficiency, the criteria for obtaining and
maintaining a night endorsement apparently do not adequately reflect
the skills required to cope with inadvertent entry into adverse weather.
There is a higher probability of these circumstances occurring at night.
At present there is no method of ensuring that a minimum level of skill
in flying on instruments has been achieved prior to receiving a night
endorsement; an evaluation of a pilot's skills under the type of vertigoinducing conditions encountered in adverse weather at night appears to
be warranted. Furthermore, at present there is no method of ensuring
that a minimum level of proficiency has been retained after the issue of
a night endorsement; therefore, some form of recurrency training and/or
testing also appears to be warranted. Such training and testing should
focus on the instrument flying skills required for the safe conduct of
night visual flight, skills which are considerably less complex than those
required, for instance, to conduct a complete instrument approach.
In view of the disproportionate frequency of VFR-into-IMC accidents
which occurred at night, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport revise conditions for the issue and
maintenance of a night endorsement by:
a) including a practical evaluation of the pilot's skill prior to issue of the
endorsement; and
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b) verifying continued proficiency on a recurrent basis.
TSB-A90-72
3.3 Night Weather Briefing
In light conditions in which hazardous weather conditions can not be
detected until they have been encountered, it is essential that pilots
have appropriate information before initiating flight. Seventeen
accidents that occurred in other-than-daylight conditions involved pilots
who did not use available weather briefing facilities.
Weather information can be obtained by phone, by remotely-located
computer terminals, or in-person at a weather office. There are no
regulations specifically requiring a weather briefing before VFR flight;
yet the probability of inadvertent entry into IMC at night could be
reduced if pilots had appropriate information upon which to base their
decision to initiate or defer a flight. This applies to all night flights, both
private and commercial, but the Board is particularly concerned about
the safety of the air transportation system used by fare-paying
travellers. The Board believes that the Department of Transport should
encourage private pilots to obtain a weather briefing prior to conducting
a flight at night, but that the requirement for operations conducted by
commercial pilots should be more stringent. Therefore, the Board
recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that, prior to initiating night flight
under VFR from locations for which weather briefing facilities exist,
pilots engaged in commercial passenger-carrying operations obtain a
weather briefing.
TSB-A90-73
4.0 PILOT LICENSING
4.1 Private Pilot Licence
Examination of the VFR-into-IMC accident data identified a number of
deficiencies in the criteria for acquisition of a Private Pilot Licence.
However, a number of initiatives presently underway in TC are likely to
redress many of these deficiencies. Specifically, the introduction of five
hours instruction in basic instrument flying skills and the addition of pilot
decision-making training to the syllabus for the Private Pilot Licence will
supplement the knowledge and skills required for flying under VFR in
Canada. Aviation physiology will also be introduced to the curriculum
for the Private Pilot Licence. Furthermore, plans by Transport Canada
to divide the written examinations for the Private and Commercial Pilot
Licence into components, each of which shall require a passing grade,
should ensure that every pilot has obtained a minimum level of
meteorological knowledge at the time of licence issue.
TC has introduced these modifications in response to licensing
discrepancies identified by Justice Dubin,<$FInquiry Into Aviation
Safety in Canada (1981-1982) 3 volumes.> industry representatives,
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TC's own officials, and CASB investigations. The Board is encouraged
by this progress, and finds no reason to make further recommendations
at this time.
Examination of the accident data identified a large number which
occurred enroute to relatively inexperienced pilots, and a
disproportionately high number which occurred to flying/school aircraft
in B.C. The minimum experience of 45 flight hours required for a
Canadian Private Pilot Licence includes eight hours of cross-country
flight, during which the candidate must have completed at least one
solo cross-country flight. This is considerably less experience than that
required for the U.S. private pilot licence, in which 13 hours of the total
40 hours must be amassed in cross-country flight.<$FU.S.
requirements include a minimum of three hours dual and 10 hours solo
(FAR 61.109); Canadian requirements include two hours dual and three
hours solo. Personnel Licensing Handbook, Volume 1, Chapter 4, 128>
The large number of weather-related accidents in the enroute phase
suggests that a re-examination of this licence requirement is warranted.
However, the simple introduction of additional cross-country flying
hours would not necessarily provide a solution, as total flying hours
could be accumulated several years prior to licence issue. Furthermore,
pilots seldom acquire substantially more than 8 hours cross-country
flying hours, even when significantly more than the 45 hour minimum
total has been amassed. Accordingly, to improve cross-country piloting
skills, the training curriculum, flight training practices, and standards of
evaluation require examination.
In light of the large number of enroute accidents occurring to
inexperienced private-licensed pilots, and particularly in consideration
of the high proportion of VFR-into-IMC accidents occurring to flying
club/school aircraft in B.C., the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport modify the training curriculum, flight
training practices and standards of evaluation for cross-country flight
training for the Private Pilot Licence.
TSB-A90-74
4.2 Licence Validity
Pilots who had acquired less than 1000 hours total flying time
accounted for 56% of the accidents studied. Many of these pilots had
acquired very low annual accumulations of flying time over an extended
period. Presently, private pilots in Canada are required to satisfactorily
complete a written examination only once, prior to licence issue.
Without a means of regularly verifying pilots' comprehension of
meterological phenomena, their knowledge may diminish to the extent
that they can no longer reasonably assess the forecast conditions or
the actual weather encountered enroute. Such pilots would undoubtedly
have difficulty in making appropriate decisions when they are about to
encounter IMC conditions. While this is particularly true of pilots who fly
infrequently, a general erosion of the practical aspects of meteorology
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can be expected amongst most recreational pilots. Accordingly, the
Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport periodically verify minimum levels of
knowledge in meteorology as a requirement for the continuing validity of
the Private Pilot Licence.
TSB-A90-75
Many accident pilots, particularly private pilots, had flown little in the
period leading up to the accident. Thirty-nine percent of the privatelicensed pilots had flown 20 or less hours in the previous 90 days.
Accident pilots characteristically encountered conditions which required
appropriate and timely decisions while they operated their aircraft in
deteriorating visibilities through hazardous terrain. Effective decisionmaking can be impaired if pilots lack confidence in their skills.
Furthermore, a disproportionate amount of time and effort may be spent
by non-current pilots in the operation of the aircraft, detracting from
their assimilation of important cues which would aid in a timely
decision. It is impossible to measure the degree to which currency
might have influenced the circumstances underlying many of these
accidents; nonetheless, the circumstances surrounding many of the
accidents examined in this study, in conjunction with the findings of
independent studies on factors which induce stress in the aviation
environment,<$FSee for instance: Dr. Michael Thomas Managing Pilot
Stress (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1989).> strongly
suggest that a lack of currency and/or proficiency consistently
jeopardizes rational decision-making.
In the U.S., after the introduction of a mandatory biennial review of
proficiency in November 1974, there was a "one-time 10 percent
decrease in fatal accident rates beyond the existing long-term declining
trend in accident rates".<$FThe United States Government Federal
Register, volume 54, number 59, Wednesday March 29, 1989,
p. 13035> U.S. authorities have been sufficiently satisfied with the
safety dividends accrued by such regulatory requirements that they
recently have broadened the provisions to make them more
comprehensive.
The Inquiry into Aviation Safety in Canada, conducted by Justice Dubin,
recommended similar regulations for Canada. Officials from Transport
Canada have spent considerable time examining this issue, and plan to
introduce measures shortly that will require proof of currency for the full
exercise of licence privileges. Essentially, all pilots wishing to carry
passengers will be required to conduct five take-offs and landings in
the previous six months, and pilots who have not operated an aircraft in
five years will be required to successfully complete a written
examination to revalidate their licence. These measures are a step in
the right direction. However, they will not fully meet the intent of Justice
Dubin's recommendation. Furthermore, they are unlikely to reap the
benefits to safety that the American provisions have achieved, nor to
significantly influence the circumstances surrounding accidents such as
these examined in the study, particularly those which occurred during
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cross-country or night flight. Consequently, to enhance proficiency
through the regular practice of flying and navigational skills, thereby
reducing the recurrence of weather-related accidents to pilots with
minimal recent experience, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport introduce more stringent requirements for
currency of all Canadian licensed pilots which will enhance proficiency
in flying and decision-making skills.
TSB-A90-76
In summary, analysis of the accident data concluded that the
proficiency of private pilots would be enhanced by regular attendance
(perhaps every five years) at a refresher ground school for a
comprehensive review of such important topics as pilot decisionmaking, navigation and meteorology.
4.3 Licence Privileges
As noted earlier in this report, eighty percent of the VFR-into-IMC
accidents (and 89% of the fatalities) occurred during the enroute phase
of flight. Consequently, the study considered the training and skills in
cross-country flying required for licence acquisition, the privileges
extended to the licence holder, and the conditions encountered while
exercising the privileges of the licence.
Much of the flying training for the Private Pilot Licence focuses on
aircraft handling, with relatively few hours dedicated to cross-country
flying skills. However, the privileges attached to a licence permit a
person, immediately upon licence issue, to fly in conditions which can
surpass the knowledge and skill in cross-country flying achieved in
initial training. Although inexperienced pilots account for the majority of
all accidents in all phases of flight, the adverse-weather-related crosscountry accidents are of particular concern because they claim so many
fatalities. The accident record indicates a discrepancy between the
training requirements and the experience necessary to conduct crosscountry flights. In addition to supplementing knowledge and skill during
initial licence training, as proposed earlier, further measures are
considered necessary to reduce the frequency of accidents during
cross-country flights.
The concept of a restricted-privilege Private Pilot Licence is being
explored in the United States, where a pilot with a `recreational' licence
with reduced privileges is permitted to fly in restricted locations in more
conservative weather minima. To reduce the number of fatalities
involving inexperienced pilots engaged in cross-country flying, the
Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport assess the feasibility of amending the
privileges of the Private Pilot Licence to require additional licence
endorsements for the conduct of cross-country flights with passengers.
TSB-A90-77
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The night endorsement to the Canadian Private Pilot Licence permits
unrestricted VFR night flight. British regulations are not so permissive:
night-endorsed pilots there are not permitted to conduct cross-country
night flight unless they also are instrument-rated and are operating an
IFR-certified aircraft. This restriction ensures that pilots operating under
VFR at night (who have a greater likelihood of unexpectedly
encountering IMC) are capable of maintaining controlled flight by sole
reference to flight instruments.
Nearly a quarter of the other-than-daylight accidents occurred after the
pilots lost control of the aircraft. In consideration of the high proportion
of night VFR-into-IMC accidents (see Section 3), most of which occur
enroute and many of which result from the pilot having inadvertently
encountered IMC, only suitably qualified pilots, flying aircraft certified
for IFR flight, should be permitted to conduct cross-country flights at
night under VFR. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport develop a licence endorsement which
permits VFR cross-country flight at night only in aircraft equipped to
maintain control of the aircraft by reference to flight instruments.
TSB-A90-78
4.4 Instrument Endorsements
In undertaking this study, there was concern about the role which
possession of an instrument rating might play in reducing the number
of adverse-weather-related VFR accidents. It had been suggested that
American provisions are more amenable to obtaining and maintaining
an instrument rating than Canadian provisions. It was hypothesized that
if a pilot could obtain an instrument rating more easily, and if it could be
renewed with minimal inconvenience, more pilots might file IFR flight
plans when confronted with poor weather.
Many difficulties were encountered in examining this issue. Meaningful
comparisons of each nation's accident experience are hampered by the
inability to measure the impact of differences in regulations, the
operating environment, the aviation infrastructure, weather conditions,
etc. Furthermore, there was insufficient data from Canada and the
United States to compare the rates of accidents amongst instrumentrated and non-instrument-rated accident pilots; this rendered much of
the discussion hypothetical. Nonetheless, the analysis which was
possible proved instructive.
In Canada in 1985, 1.2% and 15.5% of the Private and Commercial
Pilot Licence holders, respectively, possessed instrument ratings;
whereas 14.1% and 83.3% of Private and Commercial Licence holders
in the U.S. were instrument-endorsed. Comparison with the findings of
the study conducted by the NTSB indicated that American
commercially-employed pilots were proportionately less involved in
VFR-into-IMC accidents than Canadian commercial pilots.
Consequently, there was at least a general indication that instrument
ratings had played some role in reducing American adverse-weatherrelated accidents in VFR operations. However, it was not possible to
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determine the degree to which the lesser incidence for commerciallicensed pilots in the American data was associated with differences in
the operating environments of the two nations, as compared with the
knowledge and flying skills associated with the training and experience
of an instrument-rated pilot.
Both Canadian and American pilots with instrument flying experience
were less likely to be involved in VFR-into-IMC accidents; and U.S.
commercially-licensed pilots (who generally possessed instrument
ratings) were less apt to be involved in VFR-in-IMC accidents
compared to their Canadian counterparts (who generally did not
possess an instrument rating). The Board does not wish to degrade the
traditionally high safety standards for IFR-endorsed pilots flying IFR;
however, any procedures which facilitate obtaining and maintaining
instrument flying skills and which could lead to a reduction of VFR-intoIMC accidents should be explored. In light of the high involvement of
non-instrument qualified pilots in VFR-into-IMC accidents, the Board
recommends that:
The Department of Transport develop means by which instrument
endorsements could be more readily obtained and maintained by
Canadian-licensed pilots.
TSB-A90-79
Approximately half of the VFR-into-IMC accidents in Canada occurred
to aircraft being operated for private-recreational purposes; the
remaining half occurred to aircraft being operated for commercial or
private-business purposes.<$FApproximately 35% were engaged in
commercial operations, and 15% were private-business aircraft.> The
aviation and insurance industries generally use flying experience (often
measured by total flying hours or experience acquired on aircraft types)
to assess risk in the hiring or insuring of pilots. Generally, possession
of an instrument rating is only considered when IFR flying will be
required. Yet, the limited involvement of instrument-qualified pilots in
VFR-into-IMC accidents suggests that an important indication of a lowrisk pilot is being overlooked. A pilot with superior qualifications can be
expected to be less at risk at incurring the financial and property loss
associated with an accident. Acknowledging the reduced risk,
incentives such as a reduction in insurance premiums for companies
and the introduction of salary bonuses for VFR pilots with instrument
endorsements could be expected to positively influence the safety of
many types of commercial VFR operations. Therefore, as a means of
increasing the competence of commercial pilots employed in such VFR
operations, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport promote the adoption of incentive
programs in the aviation and insurance industries to encourage
increased use of IFR-qualified pilots in VFR commercial operations.
TSB-A90-80
4.5 Helicopter Commercial Pilot Licence
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Of the 33 helicopter accidents in the study, 27 occurred when pilots
encountered whiteout conditions in which they were not able to visually
maintain adequate reference to the ground to avert the accident. When
pilots encounter whiteout, they must transition from visual flight and fly
away from the hazard by sole reference to the aircrafts' instruments.
Only one of the helicopter pilots had an instrument rating. Of the
remainder, two had acquired some actual instrument flying time, but
neither of these pilots had accumulated more than 20 instrument hours.
Since July 1987, a candidate for a Commercial Pilot Licence for
helicopters has had to obtain 20 hours of instrument flight time
(combined actual and simulated). Before this, no instrument training
was required. Therefore, all the accidents studied involved pilots who
had not been required to have instrument training to obtain a licence.
Their lack of instrument flying experience is believed to be
representative of the experience of most helicopter pilots presently
employed in commercial operations. These experienced pilots fly in
remote locations year-round often over featureless, flat terrain. Their
inexperience in basic instrument flying can be expected to lead to a
continuation of weather-related accidents in whiteout conditions.
The safety study suggests that more recently licensed helicopter pilots,
who have acquired basic instrument flying experience to obtain their
licence, will find that their instrument flying skills will deteriorate if not
practised. Therefore, the benefit of one-time exposure to advanced
flying skills acquired during licence training and necessary for a safe
recovery from whiteout conditions, may be lost. There is no requirement
to undergo refresher training in basic instrument flying as a condition of
licence-revalidation, However, a commercially-employed pilot is
required to submit to an annual Pilot Proficiency Check (PPC). An
evaluation of a pilot's basic instrument flying skills during the PPC
would ensure that commercially-employed helicopter pilots, regardless
of when they had obtained their licence, would regularly demonstrate
proficiency in skills necessary for coping with the major cause of VFR
helicopter accidents in adverse weather. Therefore, the Board
recommends that:
The Department of Transport require verification of proficiency in basic
instrument flying skills for commercially-employed helicopter pilots
during annual pilot proficiency flight checks.
TSB-A90-81
5.0 INDUSTRY PRACTICES
5.1 Risk Management Commercial Operations
Approximately 35% of the accidents occurred to aircraft engaged in
commercial operations. This proportion was considerably larger than
that of commercial operators involved in American adverse-weatherrelated accidents (23%), even after the commercial flying hours of each
country had been considered. This suggested that specific influences in
the Canadian operating environment might have played an important
role. When the Canadian accident data were examined on their own, it
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was found that the involvement of commercial operators in VFR-intoIMC accidents was disproportionately high when compared to all
Canadian accidents, when compared to other categories of Canadian
commercial accidents, and when compared to all adverse weatherrelated accidents.
Detailed analysis of these accidents found that the accident pilots were
generally experienced in aircraft handling, even in adverse weather
conditions. Consequently, the analysis focused on the circumstances
which led to the flights being initiated or conducted in conditions which
jeopardized the safety of the flight.
Many remote commercial operations are conducted in an environment
of high physical and economic risk by aviation safety standards.
Northern transportation is seasonal, and intensely active during the
long summer hours of daylight. There are many pressures on the
company, the client, and the pilot to get the job done, and failure to
complete assignments can be measured in harsh economic terms. This
industry is conducted in a most unforgiving physical environment, which
often is intolerant of such short-term operating expedients as continuing
flight into adverse weather. The annual record of commercial accidents
occurring in adverse weather is testimony of an industry's inability to
manage the risk of providing a safe air transportation service to the
remotely-located communities and resource camps in Canada's
hinterland.
Furthermore, the constituent parts of the industry's environment which
affect the national safety record are not likely to change of their own
accord in the future: commercial pilots are generally experienced and
skilled; extremes of climate and geographic conditions will always
prevail; even the economic determinants of low-capital investment and
high economic risk will likely continue to exist.
The provision of air transportation services in this environment leads to
pressures from management, the client, and the pilots themselves. To
control or minimize the influences of these pressures requires excellent
risk management practices. Indeed, a number of U.S. studies which
examined the air charter industry in Alaska in the early eighties verified
that sound operating practices and effective management of risk led to
an improved company safety record. Transport Canada has undertaken
a number of initiatives in the last decade to improve risk management
procedures in the aviation sector. Some programs have aimed
at influencing pilot decision-making before and during the flight, while
other safety management programs, such as the Company Safety
Officer Program and the Executive Safety Seminar aim at instilling the
tenets of effective risk management amongst those responsible for the
operation of a safe air transportation industry. Regrettably, many
commercial weather-related accidents continue to be characterized by
inappropriate operational decisions.
As a result of individual accident investigations, the CASB issued a
number of Recommendations which sought change in particular
aspects of the industry operations, changes which were intended to
alter the management of risk industry-wide. Although most of the
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recommendations were accepted by TC, the findings of this study
suggest that they have not had the cumulative effect of altering industry
practices. Until there is a major evaluation of the conduct of high risk
operations in a demanding and unforgiving physical environment an
evaluation involving such principal participants as government
departments (in their roles as clients and as regulatory agents), the
insurance industry, financial institutions, commercial operators and their
employees the Board believes that the factors which affect impaired
decision-making will remain unattended and that the management of
risk in this demanding environment will be less than optimal. Without a
reassessment of the methods by which many small, commercial
operations are conducted, the Board fears the continuation of a high
fatality rate associated with VFR-into-IMC commercial accidents.
Rather than issue recommendations at this time to address this
concern, the TSB will continue to monitor the safety of remote
commercial operations.
5.2 Regulatory Standards for Commercial Operations
The air regulations are designed to ensure that the safety of the air
transportation system does not fall below a minimum level. The
regulatory standard for commercial operations is generally more
stringent than those governing the private operation of aircraft, and is
intended to provide a high standard of safety for the fare-paying
passenger. Moreover, Canadian international air carriers and the larger
domestic air carriers have traditionally adopted practices and
procedures which further reduce the probability of an aviation
occurrence. This `margin of safety' which characterizes many of the
larger commercial operations is not usually found in many of the
smaller commercial operations, a segment of the industry which made
up a large proportion of the VFR-into-IMC accidents.
This report has already commented on measures which would enhance
the safety of many remotely-located commercial operations. The
employment of instrument-qualified pilots; the operation of aircraft with
enhanced communication equipment, certified for instrument flight
rules; effective company safety programs; improved facilities and
procedures for flight planning; and better use of pre-flight weather
information are a few measures which the Board believes could reduce
the incidence of VFR-into-IMC accidents involving commercial
operations.
However, the Board believes that in light of the accident record of small
commercial operations, and considering that there is, in general, a
lower voluntary `margin of safety' built into these operations, the
regulations may require revision to safeguard the interests of the farepaying public. The Board's concern is heightened in view of recent
studies which have concluded that the accident rate for small
companies operating fixed-wing aircraft in Canada has increased
significantly in the past five years<$FSee for instance: "Evaluation of
the Contribution of Aviation Safety Regulation and Aviation Safety
Programs to Aviation Safety in Canada". Prepared by Sypher: Mueller
International, 1990. page 3-19.>.
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While examining commercial VFR-into-IMC accidents, it became clear
that a number of major users of Canadian aviation charter services
stipulate additional safety criteria when they contract air charter
services. Major clients of Canadian charter services are demanding a
higher standard of safety than the existing regulations and industry
practices can provide. Oil companies, many air ambulance services,
and a number of agencies and departments from various levels of
government have adopted such practices.
The following are several examples of the higher standards demanded:
-- Mandatory passenger briefings are recorded and signed by a
designated passenger;
-- extra survival equipment or overwater life-support equipment is often
carried;
-- many aircraft are equipped with additional navigation and radio
communications equipment, with the stipulation that unserviceabilities
in this equipment render the aircraft unserviceable;
-- additional aircraft maintenance facilities are sometimes stipulated;
-- the experience and training levels required for pilots under contract
far exceed the legal minima;
-- pilots are independently tested for pilot proficiency; and
-- company facilities are audited by agents of the client.
The many examples of higher safety standards found in the course of
the study suggest that TC's standards and audit procedures no longer
meet the expectations of major clients of charter services. In light of the
accident data, the Board believes that serious consideration must be
given to instituting additional safety criteria into the regulatory standard,
thereby ensuring that a high standard of safety is provided for all
passengers who use the air transportation system. TC officials may
wish to evaluate the existing practices of major clients of air charter
systems to ascertain the most effective means by which the incidence
and seriousness of VFR-into-IMC accidents could be reduced.
Accordingly, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport revise the safety standards for
commercial operations to include requirements designed to reduce the
probability and seriousness of VFR-into-IMC accidents.
TSB-A90-82
6.0 AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
6.1 Radar Altimeters
Analysis of the accidents revealed few equipment deficiencies for either
fixed-wing aircraft or helicopters. However as noted earlier, 27 of the 33
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helicopter accidents occurred in whiteout conditions, and many of these
occurred while in controlled flight. Many VFR-into-IMC helicopter
accidents occurred as a result of inadvertent descent while flying over
featureless terrain in conditions that often made it impossible for the
pilot to accurately determine the altitude of the aircraft above the
ground. Such descents could have been detected by the pilot if the
aircraft had been equipped with an automated warning device, such as
a radar altimeter, to signal the pilot of the ground's proximity. Only two
accident helicopters were equipped with radar altimeters. In light of the
conditions encountered in many of the helicopter accidents, where
inadvertent descents were undetected by the pilot, the Board
recommends that:
The Department of Transport require all helicopters engaged in
commercial passenger-carrying operations be equipped with radar
altimeters.
TSB-A90-83
6.2 Helicopter Instrumentation
The frequency with which helicopters crashed in whiteout conditions led
the Board to recommend that commercial helicopter pilots regularly
demonstrate sufficient proficiency in basic instrument flying skills (see
section 4.5). However, it is well known that many commercial
helicopters are not equipped with an artificial horizon, an important
instrument for aircraft control when flying by sole reference to
instruments. To ensure that commercial helicopter pilots operate aircraft
adequately instrumented to escape from whiteout conditions, the Board
recommends that:
The Department of Transport require all commercially-operated
helicopters to be equipped with appropriate instrumentation for the
conduct of basic instrument flying.
TSB-A90-84
7.0 OTHER TC SAFETY MEASURES
7.1 Safety Promotion
A large proportion of VFR-into-IMC accidents were attributable to
inappropriate or faulty decision-making by pilots. TC safety promotional
programs endeavour to illustrate that sound decision-making requires
analysis of relevant information in the context of appropriate knowledge
and consideration of the consequences of risk-taking. Through the
production and distribution of newsletters, flyers, posters and audiovisual presentations, and by the development of safety programs aimed
at influencing the safety of commercial operations, TC officials "market"
the safety message.
In each TC region, a Regional Aviation Safety Officer (RASO) with a
small staff supervises the company safety programs in the region,
conducts confidential aviation safety surveys when requested by
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commercial operators, and liaises directly with the aviation public. The
Headquarters staff in Ottawa produce the highly acclaimed safety
newsletters and the instructional material for the various safety
programs and the national safety campaigns. Approximately 28 fulltime persons in the TC regions and Headquarters are dedicated to
these responsibilities.
In light of the preference of the aviation industry to be informed rather
than regulated, it is likely that additional resources expended on safety
programs would positively influence industry practices and enhance
aviation safety. Such an enhancement of decision-making skills by
improved safety promotion would address the root cause of many
accidents in Canada, not just VFR-in-IMC accidents.
This study did not attempt to evaluate TC's allocation of resources or
the efficiency of its safety promotion activities; consequently, the Board
will not make Recommendations regarding the allocation of resources
to safety promotional programs in TC at this time. It does, however,
heartily endorse the programs in-place, and encourages officials to
continue to influence aviation safety through the development in the
aviation industry of sound decision-making skills.
The study identified 44 private-business category accidents, which
accounted for 55 fatalities in 29 fatal accidents. The pilots were
generally experienced and Private-licensed, and were often operating
in sparsely-settled areas. Circumstances of the flight often suggested
the presence of personal or economic pressures to initiate or complete
the flight. Commercial operations characterized by similar pressures
are targeted by TC officials for regular auditing, and for speciallydesigned safety programs; however, no such measures specifically
address private-business category operations. The Board, while
respecting the limited resources presently allocated for safety
promotional activities, believes that valuable safety dividends could be
achieved by targeting private-business pilots with safety material
relevant to their particular operating circumstances. To reduce the high
number of fatalities in this category of accident, the Board recommends
that:
The Department of Transport develop and implement speciallydesigned safety promotional programs to reduce the incidence of
private-business category VFR-into-IMC accidents.
TSB-A90-85
7.2 TC Regulatory Audit and Certification
At least one-third of the studied accidents involved operations which
were subject to TC audits. These audits seek to ensure that companies
and pilots are adhering to minimum safety standards. Section Five of
this report dealt with the Board's concerns about industry practices,
many of which are not influenced by regulatory criteria; this section
addresses the effectiveness of regulatory procedures to evaluate an
important aspect of a company's safety, the pilot's inflight skills. At
present, the skill of commercially-employed pilots operating small,
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multi-engined fixed-wing aircraft in VFR operations is evaluated by an
annual PPC. The PPC focuses on aircraft handling skills and essential
technical knowledge required for the safe operation of the aircraft.
Technical piloting skills were seldom found wanting in the accidents
examined in this study, suggesting that the present method of
evaluating pilots' skills do not address the root causes of most
commercial VFR-into-IMC accidents. The study indicates that without
some means of evaluating pilots' decision-making skills, professional
inadequacies will go undetected until after an accident has occurred.
This principle has led to a number of recent initiatives in the aviation
industry. Line Oriented Flight Training (LOFT) and Cockpit Resource
Management (CRM) have improved pilot decision-making skills
throughout the world in larger commercial operations. TC is presently
undertaking measures to incorporate an evaluation of Pilot decisionmaking skills into the Private Pilot Licence flight test. The Board
supports this, and it believes that similar initiatives to train and evaluate
pilots employed in smaller commercial operations in decision-making
skills would reduce the incidence of VFR-into-IMC accidents.
Accordingly, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport devise and implement a means of
regularly evaluating the practical decision-making skills of
commercially-employed pilots engaged in small air carrier operations.
TSB-A90-86
7.3 Weather Recording and Briefing Facilities
The adequacy of weather recording, forecasting and briefing as it
pertained to VFR-into-IMC accidents was examined. Limitations in the
accident data sometimes hampered the analysis of this issue; however,
weather forecasting was found to be generally accurate, and
inaccuracies seldom played a significant role in the occurrences.
Weather observation sites logically tend to be located at or near
airports, where the regular measurement of weather phenomena is
required for aircraft movements. Conversely, few observation sites are
located in sparsely inhabited areas. In mountainous terrain, local
conditions may vary widely from valley to valley, and differ significantly
from the general area forecast. Such variations, particularly if they
occur enroute, are apt to go undetected.
Advances in technology are leading towards automated measurement
of weather phenomena. Transport Canada plans to have an Automated
Weather Observation System (AWOS) partially in place by 1993.
However, it will be well into the new century before fully functioning
AWOS are installed at the locations initially designated for AWOS
across Canada. TC will initially locate AWOS only in support of IFR
operations; once these IFR sites are in-place, a limited number of
observation sites may be positioned in locations such as selected
mountain passes to support VFR operations. The Board is concerned
that TC's introduction of AWOS to support IFR operations only may not
take adequate account of the Canadian accident experience, and may
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not be the most effective utilization of this technology. In light of the
frequency of fatal VFR-into-IMC accidents involving aircraft operating
enroute through mountains and sparsely-inhabited regions, where
deteriorating local weather conditions go unobserved with often fatal
consequences, the Board believes that enroute VFR flights warrant a
higher priority in being served by AWOS. Accordingly, the Board
recommends that:
The Department of Transport locate automated weather measuring
devices in support of VFR operations in the areas of highest risk in
mountainous terrain.
TSB-A90-87
The Board recognizes that AWOS sites will not be in-place for many
years. Presently, TC maintains a limited number of contract weather
observation sites, particularly in British Columbia. Local inhabitants
under contract are trained to operate basic weather observation
equipment. Thus, at relatively little expense, TC disseminates
information about adverse weather conditions at remote, enroute
locations which otherwise would go unreported.
The Board believes that while AWOS is being introduced in the next
decade, additional manned observation sites would be an inexpensive
means of enhancing the reporting of adverse enroute weather in the
sparsely-settled regions, particularly in mountainous terrain.
Accordingly, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport examine the policy for the contracting of
manned weather observation services with a view to expanding the
service in remote locations of highest risk.
TSB-A90-88
Weather briefing facilities were not available to pilots in over one-third
of the accidents occurring in the sparsely-settled area. Fifty percent
and 33% of the pilots in the helicopter and mountain-commercial
accident groups, respectively, had no access to weather briefings prior
to the accident flight. The Board is concerned that this situation
persists; facilities exist which can provide remotely-located pilots with
timely weather information. High Frequency (HF) communications
equipment permits long-distance communications between an aircraft
and a ground-based weather briefer, even when the aircraft is on the
ground, several hundred miles distance from the briefer. Furthermore,
technological advances, including satellite relays, are effectively
reducing the remoteness of many locations in Canada. In light of the
large proportion of pilots engaged in remote commercial operations
who did not have ready access to weather briefing facilities prior to the
accident, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport promote the upgrading of weather briefing
facilities where required, for remotely-located commercial operations,
and encourage commercial operators to provide crews with the means
of obtaining a weather briefing for all flights.
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TSB-A90-89
Transport Canada has recently introduced a transcribed weather
service aimed at improving the provision of weather information to
pilots. With prior coordination, taped weather information can be
transmitted at a predetermined time on an Non-Direction Beacon (NDB)
frequency. In this manner, commercial operators or private recreational
pilots can obtain weather information prior to or just after departure
from remote sites at which no briefing facilities exist. Regrettably, TC
officials report that this service is seldom requested. Earlier sections of
this report have emphasized the need for pilots to have timely and
accurate weather information for sound decision-making. In light of the
large number of VFR-into-IMC accidents which occurred in remote
locations where no weather briefing could be obtained through
traditional methods, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport publicize the availability of Transcribed
Weather Services at remote locations.
TSB-A90-90
8.0 CONCLUSION
Accidents involving continued VFR-into-IMC account for a
disproportionate number of fatalities each year. The causes and
contributing factors to these accidents have recurring themes. These
include inappropriate pilot qualifications or proficiency for the conditions
encountered, and serious shortcomings in the permissable weather
minima for VFR flight, in pilot training, and in pilot licence privileges. In
some cases, current industry practices and limitations in aircraft
equipment and weather briefing facilities exacerbated the
circumstances leading up to the accidents. Since the phenomenon is
not limited to any particular sector of the aviation community, diverse
action is required. The Board believes that full implementation of the
recommendations made in the report will go a long way towards
redressing the pervasive conditions leading to this type of accident
which annually claims so many fatalities.
ANNEX A
SELECTED DEFINITIONS
Ceiling:
The lowest height at which a broken or overcast condition exists, or the
vertical visibility when an obscured condition such as snow, smoke or
fog exists, whichever is the lower.
Commercial Aircraft:
An aircraft operated or available for operation for hire or reward.
Commercial Air Service:
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Any use of aircraft for hire or reward.
Controlled Airspace:
An airspace of defined dimensions within which air traffic control
service is provided.
Daylight:
In respect of any place in Canada, the period of time in any day when
the centre of the sun's disc is less than 6" below the horizon, and in
any place where the sun rises and sets daily, may be considered to be
the period of time commencing 1/2 hour before sunrise and ending 1/2
hour after sunset.
Day VFR:
In respect of the flight of any aircraft in Canada, a flight conducted in
accordance with VFR during the hours of daylight.
Flight Visibility:
The average range of visibility at any given time forward from the
cockpit of any aircraft in flight.
Instrument Flight Rules:
The rules set forth in the Air Regulations and in the orders and
directions made by the Minister thereunder.
IFR:
The instrument flight rules.
IFR Aircraft:
An aircraft in IFR flight.
IFR Flight:
A flight conducted in accordance with the instrument flight rules.
IFR Weather Conditions:
Weather conditions below the minima prescribed for VFR flight.
Night:
In respect of any place in Canada, the period of time when the centre of
the sun's disc is more than 6" below the horizon and, in any place
where the sun rises and sets daily, may be considered to be the period
of time commencing 1/2 hour after sunset and ending 1/2 hour before
sunrise.
Night VFR:
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In respect of a flight of any aircraft in Canada, a flight conducted in
accordance with VFR during the hours of night.
Serviceable:
In respect of an aircraft or aircraft part, in a fit and safe state for flight.
Special VFR Flight:
A visual flight authorized by an air traffic control unit to operate within a
control zone under meteorological conditions that are below VFR
weather conditions.
VFR:
The visual flight rules.
VFR Flight:
A flight conducted in accordance with the visual flight rules.
VFR Weather Conditions:
Weather conditions equal to or above the minima prescribed pursuant
to section 543 of the Air Regulations.
Visibility:
The distance at which prominent unlighted objects may be identified by
day and prominent lighted objects may be identified at night.
Visual Flight Rules:
Means the rule set forth in Division III of Part V of the Air Regulations
and in the orders and directions made by the Minister thereunder.
ANNEX B
CROSS-REFERENCE OF
SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
TITLE
All Operations
TSB-A90-65 VFR visibility minima
TSB-A90-67 VFR minima, mountainous regions
TSB-A90-68 SVFR weather minima
TSB-A90-69 Night SVFR
TSB-A90-70 VFR-Over-The-Top
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TSB-A90-71 Night VFR weather minima
TSB-A90-76 Licence Currency
TSB-A90-79 Instrument Endorsements
TSB-A90-87 AWOS, mountainous regions
TSB-A90-88 Manned weather observation sites
TSB-A90-90 Transcribed weather services8
Private Operations
TSB-A90-72 Night endorsement
TSB-A90-74 Licensing requirements
TSB-A90-75 Licence recurrency
TSB-A90-77 Licence privileges, cross-country
TSB-A90-78 Night cross-country endorsement
TSB-A90-85 Safety Promotion, private-business
Commercial Operations (All)
TSB-A90-73 Weather briefings
TSB-A90-80 IFR-qualified pilots
TSB-A90-82 Regulatory standard
TSB-A90-86 Pilot evaluation
TSB-A90-89 Weather briefing
Commercial Operations (Fixed-wing)
TSB-A90-66 VFR weather minima
Commercial Operations (Rotary-wing)
TSB-A90-81 Basic instrument flying skills
TSB-A90-83 Radar altimeters
TSB-A90-84 Flight instruments
ANNEX C
GLOSSARY
ADF - automatic direction finder
agl - above ground level
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asl - above sea level
ATC - Unit Air Traffic Control Unit
ATS - Air Traffic Services
AWOS - Automated Weather Observation System
CASB - Canadian Aviation Safety Board
CRM - Cockpit Resource Management
DOT - Department of Transport
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
HF -high frequency
IFR - Instrument Flight Rules
IMC - Instrument Meteorological Conditions
LOFT - Line Oriented Flight Training
NDB - non-directional beacon
NTSB - National Transportation Safety Board
PPC - Pilot Proficiency Check
RASO - Regional Aviation Safety Officer
SVFR - Special Visual Flight Rules
TC -Transport Canada
TSB - Transportation Safety Board of Canada
VFR - Visual Flight Rules
VMC - Visual Meterological Conditions

Updated: 2002-09-20
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose
of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or
determine civil or criminal liability.
Runway Excursion
Canair Cargo Ltd. Convair 580 C-GQHB
Tofino, British Columbia
21 July 1993

Print View

Report Number A93P0131
Synopsis
The aircraft, a Convair 580, was on a flight from Vancouver, British Columbia, to Tofino with
four crew members and 47 passengers on board. When the aircraft landed at Tofino, it touched
down about midway down the 5,000-foot runway. The aircraft ran off the end of the runway
and came to rest 150 feet past the runway end. There were no injuries; however, the aircraft
sustained substantial damage.
The Board determined that the descent profile flown during the approach procedure resulted in
the aircraft not being in a position to land safely; the captain elected to continue rather than
conduct a missed approach, and the aircraft touched down with insufficient runway remaining in
which to stop. Contributing to the occurrence were inadequate monitoring, by both the air
carrier and Transport Canada, of aircraft operations remote from the company's main base.
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OCCURRENCE NUMBER: A93P0131
TYPE OF OCCURRENCE: Runway Excursion (Accident)
DATE OF OCCURRENCE: 21 July 1993
LOCAL TIME: 1740 PDT
LOCATION: Tofino, British Columbia
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT: Convair 580
REGISTRATION: C-GQHB
TYPE OF OPERATOR: Air Carrier
TYPE OF OPERATION: Domestic Charter
DAMAGE CATEGORY: Substantial
PILOT LICENCE: Airline Transport - Aeroplane
Pilot-In-Command
PILOT HOURS

Last 90 Days

Total

All Types

120

5,700

On Type

120

2,700

PILOT HOURS

Last 90 Days

Total

All Types

124

2,528

On Type

124

452

Co-Pilot

INJURIES
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Fatal

-

-

Serious

-

-

Minor

-

-

None

4

47

All times are PDT (Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) minus seven hours) unless
otherwise indicated.
See Glossary for all abbreviations and acronyms.
1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
Canair Cargo Flight 801, C-GQHB, a Convair 580, departed from Vancouver, British Columbia,
at 1705 Pacific daylight time (PDT1) on a charter flight to Tofino. The aircraft carried two pilots,
two flight attendants, 47 passengers, and approximately 1,200 pounds of baggage.
The flight proceeded initially via radar vectors, and then direct to the Tofino non- directional
beacon (NDB2). At approximately 1728 PDT, the aircraft was cleared for an approach to the
Tofino Airport. The flight crew elected to fly the NDB A instrument approach procedure to
Tofino, and radioed their intentions to Nanaimo Flight Service Station (FSS) through the Tofino
remote communications outlet (RCO). The crew made the required blind radio transmission on
the aerodrome traffic frequency (ATF) at Tofino.
After completing the instrument approach procedure, the crew proceeded with a landing on
runway 28. The aircraft touched down near the midpoint of the 5,000-foot long runway, and the
crew was unable to bring the aircraft to a stop; it ran 150 feet off the end of the runway. The
crew shut down both engines, and, after determining that the passengers could safely exit the
aircraft, lowered the airstair door and evacuated the passengers. There were no injuries.
1.2 Flight Crew Qualifications
1.2.1 Captain
The captain obtained his private and commercial licences in 1984. Prior to 1989, he was
employed outside of Canada on heavy turbine aircraft types. In 1989, he was employed on SA226 aircraft with a company operating from Toronto, Ontario, and received a type endorsement
on Convair 580 aircraft in 1990, including an upgrade to captain status in July 1990. He joined
Canair Cargo Ltd. in July 1990 as a Convair 580 first officer, and was upgraded to captain in
June 1991. His most recent flight check on the Convair 580 was 18 January 1993, when all
items were listed as satisfactory.
The occurrence flight was the captain's second flight into Tofino. His first was earlier in the day,
when the first officer had performed a landing on runway 15 using the same flap setting (flap
28). Flap 40, the other landing flap setting available, gives improved landing distance
performance.
1.2.2 First Officer
The first officer obtained her private licence in 1986, commercial licence in 1987, and multiengine and instrument ratings in 1988. She had been employed as a pilot in British Columbia
since 1989, having flown a number of aircraft types including the Convair 580, and was familiar
with the Tofino Airport. She began her employment with Canair Cargo Ltd. as a first officer in
April 1993.
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The first officer's most recent aircraft flight check on the Convair 580 was in May 1993, when
the check pilot noted that it was a generally well-handled pilot proficiency check and instrument
flight rules renewal check.
1.2.3 Route and Airport Qualifications
Air Navigation Order (ANO) Series VII, No. 2, the Air Carriers Using Large Aeroplanes Order,
Section 56, refers to "Route and Airport Qualifications" and requires that an air carrier ensure
that a pilot is not assigned to act as pilot-in-command of an aeroplane unless he is qualified for
the route to be flown and the airports to be used.
The qualifications listed in the ANO state that a pilot has to have conducted an approach under
supervision into each airport or have been suitably briefed. The captain in this occurrence had
not flown into Tofino prior to the occurrence date. Company personnel conducted a briefing with
the pilot two days prior to the occurrence date.
1.2.4 Cockpit/Crew Resource Management (CRM) Training
The flight crew members had not received a separate course of instruction in cockpit/crew
resource management, nor was a separate course of instruction required by regulation.
Crew coordination training was included as part of the company flight training and line checks.
1.3 Aircraft Technical Information
The aircraft was certified and maintained in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures. The aircraft was not equipped with an optional anti-skid braking system. Nor was it
equipped with an intercom communication system between the pilot and first officer. Ambient
noise made cockpit communication between the captain and first officer difficult. Neither
system was required by regulation.
1.4 Aircraft Loading
The aircraft weight and centre of gravity were within the prescribed limits. A copy of the weight
and balance, along with the passenger manifest, was left at the Vancouver dispatch base.
The estimated take-off weight for the occurrence flight was 52,405 pounds. The forecast
landing weight, as calculated by the first officer prior to departure, was 50,905 pounds.
1.5 Environmental Conditions
The accident occurred at 1740 PDT, during the hours of daylight. The actual weather report
(SA) at Tofino, recorded by Environment Canada at 1700 PDT, reported the conditions to be as
follows: cloud ceiling estimated 3,000 feet broken (7/10 stratocumulus), 9,000 feet broken (2/10
altocumulus), 12,000 feet overcast (1/10 altostratus), visibility greater than 15 miles,
temperature 16 degrees Celsius, dew point 10 degrees Celsius, wind from 150 degrees true at
3 knots, altimeter setting 29.92 inches of mercury.
Witness reports indicate that the wind at the airport at the time the aircraft was landing may
have been as high as 15 knots, in a direction favouring a landing on runway 15.
1.6 Tofino Airport
The Tofino Airport is situated on the west coast of Vancouver Island, at an elevation of 79 feet
above sea level (asl). Three runways, each 5,000 feet long, are arranged in a triangular
pattern.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0131/a93p0131.asp
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(See Appendix C.)
All runways have displaced thresholds due to high terrain on the approach. The threshold of
runway 28 is displaced 700 feet, reducing the usable runway length to 4,300 feet. The
Aeronautical Information Publication, section 3.3.1, "Aerodromes," states that "the displaced
threshold portion of the runway may be used for landing; however, it is the pilot's responsibility
to ensure that the descent path can be safely adjusted to clear all obstacles."
The sole navigation facility associated with the airport is the Tofino NDB and it is located 2.8
nautical miles (nm) from the threshold of runway 28.
1.7 Approach Procedure - Tofino
A 7,500-foot asl safe quadrantal altitude is located within 25 nm of the Tofino NDB. A nonstandard shuttle pattern at the Tofino NDB is used to descend to the procedure turn altitude of
2,900 feet asl.
NDB A (Appendix B) is the sole approach procedure specified for the Tofino Airport. The
procedure specifies that, descending from a minimum sector altitude of 7,500 feet asl, the
aircraft should be established in the procedure turn altitude of 2,900 feet prior to intercepting
the initial inbound approach track of 312 degrees magnetic (inbound to the Tofino NDB). Upon
track interception, the aircraft can descend further to 1,000 feet asl. After crossing the beacon
inbound to the airport, a partial left turn is required, and the aircraft can descend to 600 feet
asl, where a circling approach to land is permitted. Circling in the quadrant north of the airport
is not permitted unless visual flight rules (VFR) conditions prevail.
1.8 Track and Approach - Occurrence Flight
The captain was performing "pilot flying" duties, and the first officer, "pilot not flying" duties. The
first officer was in contact with Vancouver Centre during the en route portion of flight, and she
contacted Nanaimo FSS at 1718 PDT to obtain the 1700 PDT weather and current airport
information.
The aircraft reached the Tofino NDB at approximately 1733 PDT, at 7,500 feet asl, and the
crew began the descent to the procedure turn altitude of 2,900 feet asl. The captain had
briefed the first officer that he would fly a modified racetrack procedure turn, planning to
descend to the procedure turn altitude. The crew proceeded outbound on the procedure turn to
a distance of approximately 10 nm before turning inbound.
At 1738 PDT, the first officer reported on the Tofino traffic frequency that the aircraft had
crossed the Tofino NDB (inbound), at an altitude of 1,500 feet asl (500 feet above the
published altitude). Data from the flight data recorder indicate that the aircraft was at an
airspeed of approximately 150 knots. The crew then aligned the aircraft with runway 28, and
flew a straight-in approach to touch down on runway 28.
Evidence obtained from the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) indicates that the aircraft had only
descended to 1,500 feet asl at the final approach fix, and that the final approach speed was
consistently above the target speed. The airspeed deviation was called twice by the first officer
and acknowledged by the captain. The tail wind was evident to both crew members, although
neither proposed abandoning the approach.
1.9 Runway Overrun
After touchdown, the captain realized that the aircraft would not stop on the remaining runway.
He intentionally turned the aircraft to the right as the aircraft rolled off the end of the runway so
that both engines would not be damaged in a manner that would interfere with passenger
egress.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0131/a93p0131.asp
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Tire marks on the runway show that the aircraft moved left of the runway centre line prior to
exiting the runway. The aircraft came to rest on a heading which was 90 degrees to the right of
the runway heading.
1.10 Wreckage Examination
The left propeller struck the ground, and the propeller and reduction gearbox separated from
the aircraft. One blade separated from the propeller hub and was later located some distance
from the aircraft.
There was a vertical propeller slice, approximately two feet long, in the fuselage adjacent to the
left propeller. There was a hole in the airstair door, about midway up and near the aft edge,
probably made by a gear (from the ruptured gearbox) which was found on the ground below.
There was also a hole below and aft of the left cockpit window with another section of gear
embedded in it. All fuselage damage was confined to the outside aircraft skin.
Both nose-wheel tires and the rim of the left nose-wheel sustained substantial damage.
There was no damage inside the aircraft. Cabin blankets and pillows were stowed in the open
overhead racks, and the galley equipment was stowed normally.
After the occurrence, the wing flaps were cycled to full extension, and operated normally.
When the aircraft was pulled back onto the runway, the brake discs were very noisy because of
gravel picked up during the overrun. When the gravel was blown out of the discs with
compressed air, the brakes were quiet while the aircraft was towed to a parking spot. When the
brakes were applied, the discs were observed to be firmly held.
The right propeller had cut through low bushes, but there was no other evidence of power on
the right engine. No damage to the right engine or propeller occurred.
1.11 Flight Recorders
The aircraft was equipped with a Sundstrand FA-542 five-parameter foil-type flight data
recorder (FDR) and a Sundstrand V-557 CVR.
The five parameters available on the FDR were as follows: pressure altitude, airspeed,
heading, vertical acceleration, and time. Transport Canada had issued a waiver, through a
grandfather clause, that allowed the company to use such a recorder. Current legislation would
require the aircraft to have a digital FDR with a minimum of 17 parameters.
When the FDR was recovered, heading, airspeed and vertical acceleration traces were
readable, but the altitude trace was not. Data indicated that the aircraft touched down at a
speed of approximately 111 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS). A decrease in vertical
acceleration to approximately 0.8 g for 3.5 seconds and a slight decrease in speed during that
time were consistent with the aircraft bouncing on touchdown. Integration of derived
groundspeed over the time of the bounce indicated a float after the bounce of approximately
550 to 700 feet, taking into account the reported tail wind conditions.
The airspeed data from the FDR was not considered to be valid below 100 KIAS, so that the
actual touchdown point on the runway could not be determined.
The CVR recording was of fair quality, with some sound obscured by engine background noise.
Crew conversation was recorded by a cockpit area microphone since no intercom was installed.
1.12 Flight Planning
The company had conducted charter flights to Tofino since May 1993. A company-issued route
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0131/a93p0131.asp
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manual listed phone numbers and operational procedures. Included in the route manual listing
for Tofino was the statement that "Best runway for landing is runway 28."
Canair Standard Operating Procedures, Section 6.5.3, "Unfamiliar Airports," states "The
minimum runway length to be used [for landing] is that set down in the Aircraft Operations
Manual."
1.13 Landing Performance Information
There were three sources of landing performance information available to the flight crew, as
follows:
(1) Runway analysis charts (Appendix A) prepared by Jeppesen for the operator; these charts
are calculated using aircraft performance data, temperature, wind and obstacle information in
the airport area;
(2) Performance tables in the company Convair 580 Aircraft Operating Manual (AOM);
(3) Performance graphs in the Convair 580 Airplane Flight Manual (AFM).
Accepted company practice was to use the runway analysis charts for determining take- off
and landing distances. Company standard operating procedures (SOPs) refer to the use of
runway analysis charts for determining the maximum take-off weight for a particular runway at
an airport; the SOPs do not refer to these charts for obtaining landing information.
The company aircraft operating manual also provided a landing distance reference table. This
table, which was reportedly not normally referred to by the company flight crews, is an
extrapolation of aircraft performance data and is a conservative summary of that data for use in
"normal" operations. It does not account for anomalies such as obstacles or adverse runway
conditions.
Company personnel stated that 28-flap landing performance for an equivalent length runway at
another airport of the same altitude above sea level (Campbell River, British Columbia) could
be used to establish a landing performance reference.
The crew did not specifically calculate, by any of the means available, the landing distance
required or the maximum allowable weight for landing on runway 28 with either a 28- flap or
40-flap setting. Calculations made from the available sources would have shown that, using the
full runway length of 5,000 feet, the required landing distance for a flap 28 landing would be
just within limits; with a two-knot tail wind, there would not be sufficient runway available.
There was no discussion in the cockpit when the captain briefed that the landing configuration
was to be 28-degree flap. Company SOPs did not include landing performance data as an item
to be briefed prior to landing.
1.14 Crew Coordination/
Company Standard Operating Procedures
Review of the CVR information showed that the flight crew discussed the approach procedure
in an abbreviated fashion, and that all required briefing elements (as per the SOP) were not
completed. That briefing omitted required items, including approach timing and minimum
descent altitudes.
An item shown in the Transport Canada Instrument Procedures Manual (TP2076) as an
essential planning element when preparing for an approach is "the rates of descent required
during various stages of the approach." These were not briefed during the occurrence
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0131/a93p0131.asp
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approach.
Company SOPs require that the activities of the pilot flying (PF) be monitored by the pilot not
flying (PNF) during the approach and landing phase of flight. Deviations from normal flight
profiles are to be announced to the PF. Although the first officer noted deviations to the
required approach profile and reference speeds, and communicated them to the captain, the
approach continued unchanged.
1.15 Passenger Safety
The cabin crew consisted of two persons, a purser and a 1st flight attendant. The purser was
seated in the flight attendant jumpseat at the rear of the cabin near the rear service door exit.
She stated that she was not aware of a problem until shortly before the aircraft departed the
runway. After the aircraft came to rest, she began a 15-second silent count, as specified in the
flight attendant procedures, before initiating emergency actions. She stated that, part way into
that silent count, she heard the "remain seated, remain seated" instruction on the cabin publicaddress (PA) system from the first officer, then heard four chimes and saw the pilot light on the
intercom, which indicated to her that the flight crew was attempting to contact the cabin crew.
She then used the interphone to contact the flight crew, but got no response. Shortly thereafter,
the captain appeared in the cabin, opened the airstair door, and instructed her to lead the
passengers out.
The captain had determined that there was no fire before allowing the passengers to descend.
Passenger evacuation proceeded in an orderly manner, and there were no injuries. The flight
attendants then led the passengers away from the aircraft.
The 1st flight attendant was seated near the centre of the cabin. After the order to evacuate the
passengers was given, she proceeded to the rear of the cabin to follow the passengers off.
1.16 Transport Canada Monitoring
Transport Canada Ontario Region, the region in which the company was based, is responsible
for supervising and monitoring the operation of the carrier. The company was described by
Transport Canada Ontario Region staff as being cooperative in all aspects of regulatory
monitoring, and overall a respected operator.
When the company began operations in Vancouver, in the Transport Canada Pacific region, the
Transport Canada Ontario Region office did not request that Transport Canada Pacific Region
monitor the company's operations in Vancouver on their behalf. Transport Canada Ontario
Region staff indicated that there was some difficulty in requesting another region to assist with
their monitoring function, due to limited resources.
1.17 Pilot Decision Making
A fundamental element in making correct decisions when flying an aircraft is maintaining
adequate situational awareness--that is, knowing what is happening around you. Situational
awareness is the starting point in the decision-making process; appropriate action or correct
decisions cannot be expected unless the information the decisions are based upon is
reasonably complete and accurate. In general, breakdowns in situational awareness are
caused by faulty acquisition and processing of this information.
When a pilot is performing a task with which he or she is familiar, such as landing, there is a
natural tendency to refrain from using all the cues available. Because certain cues are
anticipated, an unconscious filter will tend to select those cues which quickly reinforce the
pilot's perception of his or her ability to accomplish that particular task. Not only may this
assessment be flawed, but there is significant resistance to changing that assessment, even in
the presence of what would objectively appear to be very compelling evidence.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0131/a93p0131.asp
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2.0 Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The investigation identified that certain operating practices established by management were
not being effectively transmitted to the operating personnel, and that the regulatory agency
(Transport Canada) did not effectively monitor the company operations when the company was
operating at bases remote from the supervising regional office.
Operating irregularities that allowed this aircraft accident to occur include the crew's use of an
aircraft configuration that did not allow for adequate margins for landing performance (stopping
distance) and the captain's inadequate handling of the aircraft during the approach.
2.2 Company Management
The operating practices of the company, as directed at the management level of Director of
Flight Operations and Chief Pilot, were not effectively transmitted to the flight crews. Policies
distributed by the company in the form of Standard Operating Procedures and other manuals
were not put into effect at the operating level at the Vancouver base.
Specifically, the pilots did not use the runway analysis charts for calculation of landing distance.
The result was repeated company operations into airports where the runway length available
for landing was marginally acceptable or insufficient according to the required runway length
indicated by the charts.
2.3 Transport Canada Monitoring
Because Transport Canada did not monitor the operations of Canair Cargo at their Vancouver
base with the same frequency that they would have in the Ontario region, they were not able to
ensure that all company operations were being performed to the required standard.
2.4 Aircraft Configuration/Use of Runway Analysis Charts
The landing performance charts for Tofino indicated that a safe landing could only be
conducted with a flap 40 setting, yet there was no discussion in the cockpit when the captain
briefed that the landing configuration was to be 28-degree flap. Company SOPs did not include
landing performance data as an item to be briefed prior to landing.
Thus, the flight crew used an aircraft configuration that may not have allowed for adequate
margins for landing performance (stopping distance).
2.5 Approach Effectiveness
The weather at the time of the approach was suitable for a visual approach to the airport, after
the aircraft had completed the procedure turn and was established inbound to the airport. The
crew conducted a visual approach, but the captain did not maintain the required descent profile
to ensure a safe touchdown near the runway threshold and stop the aircraft in the distance
available.
The published approach procedure calls for a descent to minimum descent altitude and then a
circling procedure for landing; however, the captain elected to fly a visual straight-in procedure
to runway 28.
The crew's lack of appreciation of the situation was exacerbated by the absence of the final
approach descent planning information. If the required descent rates had been briefed prior to
the approach, there might have been more indication to the crew that the approach was not
proceeding normally.
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The combination of excessive altitude to be lost on final approach, a higher than target
airspeed on final approach, and a tail wind component led to the aircraft not being in the
required position to execute the straight-in landing on runway 28.
Both crew members were qualified and experienced on the aircraft type. The captain had not,
however, flown on this operation or into this airport prior to the day of the occurrence. The first
officer had fewer flying hours on type and in total, but was familiar with the Tofino Airport.
2.6 Pilot Decision Making
Throughout the approach, the captain received, and acknowledged, information from the first
officer which indicated that the aircraft was above the optimum descent profile and desired
speed. Further, comments about the significant tail wind encountered on the approach were
made by both crew members. Notwithstanding these cues, and the perspective provided from
the cockpit, the captain continued with the approach.
The first officer could have been more assertive in expressing her discomfort with the approach
profile. However, neither crew member had CRM training; the lack of assertiveness and the
lack of corrective action by the captain were responses which could have been expected from a
crew without such training.
The incorrect descent profile, higher than normal approach speed, and tail wind should have
dictated a missed approach; the captain, however, elected to continue with a landing, which
resulted in a long touchdown and insufficient runway remaining on which to stop the aircraft.
The following laboratory reports were completed:
LP 086/93 - Flight Data Recorder Report; and
LP 087/93 - Cockpit Voice Recorder Repor.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings
The aircraft's weight and centre of gravity position were within limits.
The aircraft was certified in accordance with existing regulations and approved
procedures.
There was no evidence found of any airframe failure or system malfunction prior to or
during the flight.
A five-parameter foil-type FDR was installed on the aircraft. The company had been
granted a waiver to permit the installation.
The captain's aircraft handling during the approach procedure resulted in the aircraft not
being in a position to carry out a safe landing.
The captain elected to continue the landing attempt after an unsatisfactory approach,
and the aircraft touched down about midway along the runway at a speed of
approximately 111 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS).
The aircraft touched down at a point on the runway which left insufficient distance
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0131/a93p0131.asp
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The aircraft touched down at a point on the runway which left insufficient distance
remaining in which to stop.
This was the second time that the captain had flown in to Tofino Airport, and the first
time he had been there while performing the "pilot flying" duties.
The captain had not received specific company training on landing performance
requirements at the Tofino Airport, although he had been briefed.
The flight crew used an aircraft configuration that may not have allowed for adequate
margins for landing performance (stopping distance).
The captain's approach briefing did not conform to the requirements specified in the
company SOPs.
The operating practices of the company at the management level were not effectively
translated to the operating personnel.
The regulatory agency (Transport Canada) did not effectively monitor the company
operations when the company was operating at bases remote from the supervising
regional office.
The company did not provide a separate course of instruction in cockpit/crew resource
management or pilot decision making, nor was such training required by regulations.

3.2 Causes
The descent profile flown during the approach procedure resulted in the aircraft not being in a
position to land safely; the captain elected to continue rather than conduct a missed approach,
and the aircraft touched down with insufficient runway remaining in which to stop.
Contributing to the occurrence were inadequate monitoring, by both the air carrier and
Transport Canada, of aircraft operations remote from the company's main base.
4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
4.1.1 Regulatory Audits and Surveillance
Analysis and information from this investigation and 18 others led to the identification of
shortcomings in the regulatory audit process of air carriers. In particular, it was found that
Transport Canada's (TC) audits lacked depth, and that the verification of corrective action
following the audits was inadequate. Therefore, the Board recommended that:
The Department of Transport amend the Manual of Regulatory Audits to provide for more indepth audits of those air carriers demonstrating an adverse trend in its risk management
indicators;
(A94-23, issued December 1994)
The Department of Transport ensure that its inspectors involved in the audit process are able to
apply risk management methods in identifying carriers warranting increased audit attention;
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/earlier/a93p0131/a93p0131.asp
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(A94-24, issued December 1994)
The Department of Transport develop, as a priority, a system to track audit follow-up actions;
and
(A94-25, issued December 1994)
The Department of Transport implement both short and long term actions to place greater
emphasis on verification of required audit follow-up action and on enforcement action in cases
of non-compliance.
(A94-26, issued December 1994)
4.1.2 Flight Recorder Legislation
Over the years, the Board has made several recommendations concerning deficiencies in the
retrieval and quality of flight recorded data and in the lengthy process required to update flight
recorder legislation. Notwithstanding the emphasis that the Board has put on the importance of
flight recorders for investigation and accident prevention purposes, there has not been
significant progress in addressing these flight recorder deficiencies. Therefore, the Board
recommended,inter alia, that:
The Departments of Justice and Transport promulgate the new Orders on flight recorders
without further delay; and
(A94-03, issued January 1994)
The Department of Transport streamline its processes to facilitate the timely Canadian
implementation of updated flight recorder requirements.
(A94-04, issued January 1994)
In response, TC has indicated that it intends to issue two interim circulars to facilitate industry
adjustment to the new flight recorder regulation expected to come into law in early 1995. Also,
TC stated that new regulations will refer to associated standards, which should facilitate
amendment action in a timely way. The Department of Justice has advised that it is prepared to
carry out its regulatory functions as quickly as possible to ensure that the regulations proposed
by TC can be promulgated with the least possible delay.
4.2 Action Required
4.2.1 Crew Resource Management and Decision Making
Several factors led to the accident aircraft not being in the required position on final approach
from which a safe landing could be executed. However, the accident could have been
prevented if a decision had been made to discontinue the landing.
The Board has investigated several recent occurrences3 where inappropriate decisions have
been made by aircrew, although cues were available which should have alerted them to
potentially dangerous situations. While this occurrence at Tofino hinged upon a pilot decision at
a critical point in the approach and landing phase, inappropriate decisions occur in almost all
aspects of flight operations. (See Appendix D for some examples of aviation occurrences with
probable decision-making implications.)
3 TSB occurrences A90P0337, A91A0198, A91C0083, A92P0015, A93H0023, A94H0001,
A94W0026, and A94A0078
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The Board recognizes that there are pressures in commercial aviation to "get the job done" and
that these pressures undoubtedly affect decision making. Nevertheless, informed operators and
trained aircrew should be able to handle these day-to-day operational decisions safely. In this
vein, it is understood that crew training under real-world decision-making situations increases
the likelihood of safe operational decisions. Subsequent to a DC-8 runway excursion at
Moncton, New Brunswick (A91A0198), the involved carrier undertook several corrective
measures, including the use of simulator training to assist crews in the decision-making
process during approaches in reduced visibilities (such as the conditions encountered in the
occurrence). In its final report on the occurrence, the Board encouraged such preventive action
taken by the aviation community independent of regulatory requirements. However, the Board
also expressed concern that other operators and aircrew without benefit of similar training
programs and guidelines on the handling of critical decisions might continue to place their
aircraft in unsafe situations.
Like the Convair 580 aircrew involved in the Tofino occurrence, most of the aircrew involved in
the other incidents/accidents had not received formal crew resource management (CRM) or
pilot decision-making (PDM) training. (The operators and aircrew involved in the occurrences
listed in Appendix D may have subsequently taken action with respect to CRM and PDM
training.) In its Commercial Pilot Survey (1991), Levels III to VI Air Carrier Operations, the TSB
found that only 22 per cent of the respondents indicated that CRM training was provided by
their employer and that decision-making training was available to only 27 per cent. Other
countries have recognized the merits of this type of training; reportedly, the Federal Aviation
Administration in the United States will require, by late 1995, resource management training for
airlines to improve communication and co-ordination among crew members.
In its Safety Study of VFR Flight into Adverse Weather (1990), the Board supported TC's
initiative to evaluate pilot decision-making skills in the Private Pilot Licence flight test, and
recommended that the Minister of Transport devise and implement a means of regularly
evaluating the practical decision-making skills of commercially employed pilots in small air
carrier operations (TSB A90-86). TC responded that Pilot Proficiency Checks would provide an
assessment of a pilot's ability to make reasoned and timely decisions when faced with a
simulated emergency situation. TC also indicated that it would keep abreast of developments in
the field of decision-making training and assessment, and would not hesitate to introduce
improvements.
The eight referenced occurrences and the one at Tofino involved a total of 188 crew and
passengers on board nine aircraft; eighteen fatalities resulted. The potential for more serious
consequences was high. All of these occurrences were after the issuance of TSB
recommendation A90-86 and for the most part involved small air carriers. The "inappropriate
decisions" taken in these occurrences were not linked to emergency situations that would
normally be tested on Pilot Proficiency Checks. Furthermore, the Board understands that there
are still no requirements or established guidelines for ongoing training and evaluation of
decision-making skills in the routine situations that commercial pilots face day-to-day.
While the commercial aviation community has broadly embraced the concepts of CRM and
PDM training, formal programs are only being administered on a voluntary, ad hoc basis.
Consequently, ineffective resource management and faulty decision making continue to
contribute to unsafe situations in commercial air transportation. Notwithstanding the many
pressures in the commercial flying environment that come to bear on operators and aircrew,
the Board believes that, with the correct tools and skills, the likelihood of inappropriate
decisions can be reduced. While some large air carriers can develop the necessary training on
their own, other operators will require direction and assistance in setting up meaningful training
programs. Therefore, to ensure that all operators and aircrew involved in commercial aviation
have access to training for better coping with day-to-day operating decisions, the Board
recommends that:
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The Department of Transport establish guidelines for crew resource management (CRM) and
decision-making training for all operators and aircrew involved in commercial aviation; and
A95-11
The Department of Transport establish procedures for evaluating crew resource management
(CRM) and pilot decision-making (PDM) skills on a recurrent basis for all aircrew involved in
commercial aviation.
A95-12
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this occurrence.
Consequently, the Board, consisting of Chairperson, John W. Stants, and members Gerald E.
Bennett, Zita Brunet, the
Hon. Wilfred R. DuPont and Hugh MacNeil, authorized the release of this report on 17 February
1995.
Appendix A - Runway Analysis Charts
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Appendix B - Approach Procedure for Tofino Airport
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Appendix C - Aerodrome Chart for Tofino Airport

Appendix D - Some Occurrences in which Decision Making was a Factor
A90P0337: It was found that the crew of a B-737 attempted a second approach in marginal
weather at an intended destination prior to proceeding to an alternate airport even though the
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fuel for the second approach had not been calculated in the fuel load.
A91C0083: Although there were several pre-flight indications of a hydraulic system malfunction
on a HS 748, the captain elected to conduct the flight.
A91A0198: The crew of a DC-8 continued with a landing in marginal weather, although
adequate visual references had not been acquired by the pilot flying.
A92P0015: The operator scheduled a flight of a float-equipped Beech 18 in unfavourable
conditions and an inexperienced pilot attempted a heavy weight take-off in the marginal
weather.
A93H0023: A night flight in a HS-748 with electrical problems was initiated from Sandy Lake,
Ontario, and the aircraft struck the ground shortly after take-off.
A94H0001 (investigation ongoing): A VFR chartered helicopter struck a ridge in mountainous
terrain during a flight in known poor weather.
A94W0026 (investigation ongoing): At Calgary, Alberta, the take-off of a charter DC-8 with
83 persons on board was continued with two failed tires.
A94A0078 (investigation ongoing): The crew of a Swearingen SA226-AT on a courier flight
nearly collided with a building while on approach for landing at Sydney, Nova Scotia.
Appendix E - Glossary
AFM - Airplane Flight Manual
ANO - Air Navigation Order
AOM - Aircraft Operating Manual
asl - above sea level
ATF - aerodrome traffic frequency
CRM - cockpit/crew resource management
CVR - cockpit voice recorder
FDR - flight data recorder
FSS - Flight Service Station
KIAS - knots indicated airspeed
NDB - non-directional beacon
nm - nautical mile(s)
PA - public address system
PDM - pilot decision making
PDT - Pacific daylight time
PF - pilot flying
PNF - pilot not flying
RCO - remote communications outlet
SA - actual weather report
SOP - standard operating procedure
TC - Transport Canada
TSB - Transportation Safety Board of Canada
UTC - Coordinated Universal Time
VFR - visual flight rules
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Investigation Report
Loss of Separation Between
Piper Aircraft Comanche PA-24 N6857P and
Piper Aircraft Twin Comanche PA-30 CFFMW
and Operating Irregularity Between
Piper Aircraft Comanche PA-24 N6857P and
Fairchild Industries Merlin 3 SA-226-TC CGMET
Victoria, British Columbia
20 June 1998

Print View

Report Number A98P0164
Summary
A Skys Un-Limited Air Service Limited aircraft, C-FFMW, a Piper Twin
Comanche, was on an instrument flight rules training flight that
originated from Pitt Meadows, British Columbia. At 1039 Pacific
daylight saving time, the aircraft was cleared to the Victoria airport for a
straight in instrument landing system / distance-measuring equipment
27 approach, via the IMPOR STAR, the standard terminal arrival route.
N6857P, a Piper PA-24 Comanche, which departed Aurora, Oregon,
was flying instrument flight rules inbound to Victoria airport from the
south. The controller had cleared N6857P to fly a heading of 360
degrees for radar vectors for runway 27 and to maintain an altitude of
3000 feet. N6857P and C-FFMW closed to 1.87 nautical miles laterally
and 300 feet vertically in an area where 3 nautical miles or 1000 feet is
the minimum required radar separation. To re-establish the proper
spacing, C-FFMW was vectored south through the localizer and
N6857P was vectored north and then parallel to the localizer for a
visual approach to runway 27.
A Navair Charter Inc. aircraft, C-GMET, a Fairchild Merlin 3 on left
downwind for runway 27, had been cleared by the Victoria airport
controller to turn onto left base. At the same time, the pilot of N6857P
had acquired the airport visually and manoeuvred his aircraft onto right
base for runway 27; the two aircraft were now converging. The Victoria
airport controller gave instructions to C-GMET to turn directly toward
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0164/a98p0164.asp
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the button of runway 27; N6857P elected to fly an orbit (360 degree
turn). Spacing was re-established, and all three aircraft landed without
further incident. At the time of this occurrence, on-the-job training was
being conducted in the Victoria terminal specialty within the Vancouver
Area Control Centre. The weather at the time was 3800 feet overcast,
with 20 nautical miles visibility.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
Loss of Separation
C-FFMW was cleared by the trainee terminal controller to the Victoria
airport for a straight in instrument landing system / distance-measuring
equipment (ILS/DME) 27 approach, via the IMPOR STAR. As there
were a number of arrivals to the Victoria airport, the trainee planned to
sequence this aircraft as number three in the approach sequence. At
1043:54 Pacific daylight saving time (PDT), (1) the trainee controller
instructed C-FFMW to reduce airspeed to 110 knots, if practicable. One
minute later he directed C-FFMW to descend to 3000 feet, (2) adding
the imperative "now" to the instruction.
A review of the recorded radar information showed that the aircraft was
not tracking the Vancouver VOR (very high frequency omnidirectional
radio range) 157 degree radial toward the IMPOR intersection
accurately, but was consistently west of track by as much as 2 nautical
miles (nm). The trainee controller did not take any action to advise the
aircraft of the observed deviation. This resulted in the aircraft turning
inbound earlier than normal to intercept the localizer, which resulted in
an unexpected decrease in spacing with the aircraft ahead. During a
previous conversation, the on-the-job instructor (OJI) had cautioned the
trainee about the possibility of C-FFMW turning in on a tighter track if
no correction was initiated. The OJI did not intervene at this point.
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Figure 1-Loss of Separation at 1045 PDT
The trainee had cleared N6857P to fly a heading of 360 degrees and to
maintain an altitude of 3000 feet. The trainee had informed the pilot of
N6857P that the flight was to be number four, behind C-FFMW, for
landing at Victoria. At 1041:45, the trainee advised the airport controller
in Victoria tower during a 14-second exchange that he had rearranged
the arrival sequence to place N6857P as number two, behind an
instrument flight rules (IFR) arrival already established on the ILS
approach and ahead of C-FFMW. However, at 1045:11, the trainee
notified N6857P that the sequencing plan would not work, and he
instructed the pilot of N6857P to climb to 4000 feet and to turn left to a
heading of 340 degrees. Six seconds later, while still at his position at
the adjacent console and without coordinating with the trainee, the OJI
took over control of the arrival traffic. He instructed N6857P to turn
further left to a heading of 300 degrees and to descend to 3000 feet.
Shortly thereafter, he instructed N6857P to turn left to a heading of 280
degrees to intercept the final approach course. At the same time, he
instructed C-FFMW to turn left onto a heading of 170 degrees and to
descend to an altitude of 2500 feet. He advised the pilot that he was
going to vector the aircraft through the localizer for spacing.
At 1047:21, the pilot of N6857P reported visual contact with the aircraft
ahead, which was also on an IFR approach but in communication with
the Victoria tower. The OJI then cleared N6857P for a visual approach
to runway 27, following the aircraft ahead. N6857P was within 4 nm of
the airport.
Operating Irregularity
At the time N6857P received the visual approach clearance, C-GMET,
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0164/a98p0164.asp
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flying under visual flight rules (VFR), was established in the left-hand
circuit pattern for runway 27 and was in communication with the
Victoria tower. At 1046:38, the Victoria tower airport controller had
instructed C-GMET to extend the downwind leg because there were
several IFR aircraft on final for runway 27. At 1047:08, C-GMET was
assigned the number three position for landing behind N6857P. When
the airport controller saw that N6857P was being vectored north of the
approach, he became uncertain as to the terminal controller's intention
with respect to N6857P. As a result, the airport controller instructed CGMET to continue downwind, and stated that he would advise the
aircraft when to turn to base leg.

Figure 2-Operating Irregularity at1048 PDT
At 1047:37, the airport controller queried Victoria terminal on the hotline
as to whether N6857P was definitely out of the approach sequence, but
he received no response. Seven seconds later, having observed
N6857P turning away from the approach course, he cleared C-GMET
to turn onto base leg. Eight seconds later, upon seeing N6857P turning
toward the approach course for runway 27, the airport controller again
called Victoria terminal on the hotline and asked what they were going
to do with N6857P. The trainee controller replied that N6857P was
visual and was following the traffic ahead that was just crossing the
threshold of runway 27. However, this traffic was another IFR aircraft
on approach to runway 27 and not C-GMET in the circuit. Moments
later, at 1048:04, N6857P checked in on the tower frequency. The
airport controller immediately realized that there would be a conflict
between the two aircraft and instructed C-GMET to turn directly toward
the button of runway 27. When queried as to whether there was
sufficient spacing behind C-GMET, the pilot of N6857P replied that an
orbit was preferred to increase the spacing with the traffic ahead and
that he had the traffic in sight. Both aircraft landed without further
incident.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0164/a98p0164.asp
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The OJI was a licensed controller with 28 years of air traffic control
(ATC) experience and was trained as an OJI in January 1994. The
trainee had 2.5 years of ATC experience. The trainee was sitting in
front of the radar indicator module (IM) normally used by Victoria
terminal controllers. The OJI, who was monitoring the trainee's
activities, was sitting in front of a vacant IM about 10 feet to the left of
the trainee's position but with his headset plugged into the
communication jack immediately beside the trainee's jack.
On-the-Job Training (OJT)
It was not an unusual practice for OJIs to sit back, away from their
trainee, in order to provide a sense of independence and instill
confidence in the trainee. Although this OJI was not the regular
instructor for this trainee, he had worked with the trainee on a number
of occasions and was familiar with the trainee's capabilities. As a result,
he chose to monitor the trainee's actions from an adjacent vacant
console. The ATC Manual of Operations (MANOPS) states that the OJI
must be able to assume operation of the position at any time without
requiring the trainee to provide any details of the sector operation.
Furthermore, the ATC MANOPS states that the position used for OJT
must provide the OJI with the capability of monitoring all land lines and
monitoring and overriding all radiotelephony frequencies. The OJI was
capable of monitoring all communications but could not override the
trainee's transmissions or access the hotlines and landlines in order to
communicate with other Air Traffic Services (ATS) positions.
Two communication jacks are provided at each controller position, one
for the OJI and one for the trainee, enabling both to listen to all radio,
hotline, and landline communications, and to transmit on the selected
radio frequencies. However, only the trainee is able to select and talk
on a hotline or landline. Should OJIs have to use the hotline or landline
circuits, they must first depress an override button on the panel located
above the integrated communication control system (ICCS). Such
action cuts the trainee off from using either hotline or landline
communications. By selecting a second button on the same panel, the
trainee is also prevented from transmitting on the radio frequencies.
The normal procedure for controllers in the Area Control Centre (ACC)
is to push both of these buttons if the OJI requires control of the
communication. In this occurrence, the OJI was too far away from the
circuit transfer and pre-empt buttons to quickly assume control.
In order to qualify as an OJI, a controller must pass the basic OJI
course and receive refresher training every three years. This refresher
training requirement for all ATC personnel was instituted in May 1998.
The OJI involved in this occurrence had not as yet completed the
refresher training.
Supervision
The supervisor in the Victoria terminal specialty in the ACC was
monitoring the developing situation from the data position, beside the
trainee. The supervisor did not have direct access to the hotline to the
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0164/a98p0164.asp
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Victoria airport controller from his position, but he could use the
landline. In an effort to assist the OJI, who was now controlling the
traffic without the benefit of the hotline, the supervisor passed
information to the Victoria tower that the terminal controller was
vectoring N6857P north of the approach until the pilot was visual with
the IFR traffic ahead. The supervisor did not know specifically with what
position in the Victoria tower he was coordinating, and he did not get a
confirmation that the information was understood, nor that it should be
passed immediately to the airport controller.
The workload and complexity at the Vancouver ACC were considered
moderate; the staffing was judged to be adequate. The supervisor was
working as data controller for the Nanaimo sector. All required
equipment was working satisfactorily.
The workload at Victoria tower was considered moderate to heavy, the
complexity was assessed as complicated, and staffing was adequate
for the workload. The tower supervisor was working in the airport radar
position at the time of the occurrence and was not aware of the
developing problem until after all the aircraft involved had landed. Due
to high traffic levels, the four control positions in the tower--clearance
delivery, ground control, airport position, and tower radar--are required
to be staffed almost continually during the day shift. The supervisor is
the only person available to sit in a position while a controller takes a
break. This results in the supervisor working in a control position 70 to
80 percent of the time during a shift. The supervisor, airport, and
ground controllers were removed from duty after the operating
irregularity, in accordance with established procedures; however, this
took some time as there were no relief controllers available immediately
to take over these positions.
Unbeknownst to the airport controller, the ground controller at Victoria
was informed at 1047:00 by the Victoria terminal supervisor working at
the data position that Victoria terminal would retain control of N6857P.
The aircraft was to be vectored to the north of the localizer for a visual
approach as soon as the pilot reported the traffic ahead in sight. The
dial feature on the landline to Victoria tower is set to automatically ring
at all consoles in the tower; however, it is the normal practice for the
ground controller to answer that line, not the airport controller. The
ground controller did not clearly understand the content and importance
of the information regarding the type of approach and sequencing
being passed by the data controller; the terminal and airport controllers
normally coordinated airborne traffic on the direct hotline. The ground
controller advised the airport controller only that the terminal was taking
some traffic to the north. The airport controller interpreted this to mean
that N6857P was being taken out of the approach sequence.
Sections C.1.2 and C.2 of a letter of agreement between the Victoria
tower and Vancouver ACC stipulates that, wherever possible, the ACC
will provide Victoria tower with an arrival sequence, ensure the
sequence remains valid, and pass any changes in the sequence before
the aircraft involved reaches 10 miles from touchdown. In addition,
communications are to be transferred when an arriving aircraft is
between 6 and ten miles from touchdown. This procedure was not
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0164/a98p0164.asp
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followed.
Both the loss of separation (N6857P and C-FFMW) and the operating
irregularity (N6857P and C-GMET) are classed as air proximity--safety
not ensured.
Analysis
On-the-Job Training
The OJI took over control of the air traffic from the trainee without prior
coordination or consultation. The need to solve the conflict between
N6857P and C-FFMW required immediate action, which did not leave
time for communications with the trainee. Once the conflict was
resolved, the OJI made the decision to continue vectoring N6857P
toward the airport for an approach. However, the OJI was unable to
issue a clearance to N6857P until the pilot had visual contact with the
aircraft ahead. This necessitated vectoring the aircraft north of course
and eventually away from the approach course until the pilot visually
sighted the aircraft ahead. The OJI also had to retain the aircraft on his
frequency, well inside the normal communications transfer point
specified in local procedures. After clearing N6857P for the approach,
the OJI instructed the pilot to contact Victoria tower.
The pilot turned the aircraft sharply toward the southwest to align it with
the final approach course. With respect to N6857P, the OJI did not
coordinate his actions with the airport controller at any time, nor was he
able to respond to the airport controller's queries regarding N6857P.
Without access to communication and in the rush to fit N6857P back
into the traffic flow, the OJI did not have access to all the required data
to ensure a safe and efficient approach sequence. The OJI was
unaware of the airport circuit traffic and the effect his actions were
having on tower operations.
OJIs must have immediate and unrestricted access to all
communications resources required to safely carry out all control
responsibilities specified in ATC MANOPS. In this situation, the OJI was
monitoring the activity of the trainee while sitting in front of a
unoccupied IM located approximately 10 feet to the left of the trainee's
IM. However, the OJI's headset was plugged into the communication
jack immediately beside the trainee. The OJI was comfortable with the
trainee's ability and with monitoring the trainee from a distance. Since
no standards specify how close OJIs must be to the trainee, it was
acceptable practice for OJIs to establish their own criteria. No additional
procedures were developed for situations where OJIs felt it
advantageous to remove themselves from a close monitoring situation.
There is also no specific information for controllers outlining the
hazards of restricted access to communications.
There is no formal policy on the best method for assuming control of a
position between an OJI and a trainee. It is left to each controller's
discretion how the transfer takes place and how formal the changeover
should be. The procedure can be as simple as the trainee ceasing to
talk when the OJI starts, or as formal as saying "I have control". (For
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0164/a98p0164.asp
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example, formal procedures have been established for the handover of
control in the multi-crew cockpit of an aircraft.) A formal procedure
between the trainee and the OJI, using such wording as "I have control"
or "You have control", would be an effective practice and leave no
doubt as to who is to do the controlling and communicating.
Although OJIs have full responsibility for maintaining safe and efficient
control of their traffic, whether working alone or monitoring a trainee,
there are occasions where a loss of separation is imminent or has
already occurred. Recovery from this type of situation usually takes
extraordinary and sometimes extreme measures to rectify quickly. Such
measures may involve requests for an aircraft to rapidly climb,
descend, or turn. The pilot must be immediately informed that a rapid
response is required to ensure a situation does not worsen. Controllers
are not provided with training to help them respond appropriately to this
type of situation, whether as a trainee or an OJI. Teaching and
practising the most efficient techniques to re-establish separation once
it is lost (potentially or actually) would provide controllers the tools
necessary to recover quickly from what could be a very dangerous
situation. For example, pilots are taught how to recognize and recover
from unusual aircraft attitudes, recognizing that they may find
themselves in this situation unintentionally. Similar training would
benefit controllers who find themselves in an unfortunate event, such as
a loss of separation, in order to enable them to re-establish the
required separation more effectively and quickly.
Coordination
The Victoria terminal data controller attempted to assist the OJI by
passing information concerning N6857P from his position to Victoria
tower. No direct voice hotline circuit is available to the data controller,
only a landline circuit. The landline circuit is normally used to pass flight
information concerning aircraft still on the ground at Victoria airport and
is normally answered by the ground controller. The terminal data
controller did not take into account how his unexpected information
may be perceived by the individual answering the line, and he did not
convey the relative importance of the information that needed to be
relayed to the airport controller. When a non-standard method for
relaying information is used, controllers must use extra caution to
ensure that the information is accorded the required priority and to
confirm that the information has been properly understood. This was
not done; thus, important information was missed during its onward
transmission. Direct access by the data controller to the Victoria airport
controller may have resulted in more complete and timely coordination.
With all the required information at hand, the Victoria airport controller
would have been in a better position to sequence his own traffic with
that of the inbound IFR traffic.
Supervision
The Victoria tower supervisor's duties include replacing controllers
when they take breaks and conducting preliminary investigations when
an operating irregularity occurs. At the time of the occurrence, the
supervisor was replacing the tower radar controller; therefore, he was
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unable to provide proper supervision. In order to complete a preliminary
investigation after this occurrence and ensure the involved controllers
were removed from duty, the tower staffing was reduced below the
minimum required to fill all four control positions.
Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors
The trainee did not correct the flight path of C-FFMW, which was
consistently west of the Vancouver VOR 157 degree radial flying
toward the IMPOR intersection, and the OJI did not intervene.
The OJI was unable to access the landline communications
panel from his position at the adjacent console. This would have
enabled him to communicate with other control agencies, such as
the Victoria airport controller.
The OJI and the trainee did not establish an action plan
specifying the process and circumstances under which the OJI
would intervene.
The trainee did not prevent C-FFMW from turning early to
intercept the localizer, even though the OJI had cautioned him.
With N6857P and C-FFMW on converging tracks, the trainee
cleared both aircraft to the same altitude (3000 feet).
The trainee changed the approach sequence of N6857P ahead
of C-FFMW on the approach to runway 27 at Victoria without
communicating this plan to the OJI.
The OJI did not inform the Victoria airport controller regarding his
plan of action for N6857P.
The Victoria terminal data/supervisor did not ensure that
information passed to Victoria tower regarding the arrival
controller's intention for N6857P was correctly understood.
The Victoria ground controller did not correctly understand the
information regarding N6857P, nor did he seek clarification.
The Victoria ground controller did not correctly relay to the
Victoria airport controller the information that N6857P would be
continuing with a visual approach to runway 27.
The Victoria airport controller was unable to communicate with
the arrival controller to confirm the arrival sequence and
intentions of N6857P.
The arrival controller did not switch N6857P to the Victoria tower
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98p0164/a98p0164.asp
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The arrival controller did not switch N6857P to the Victoria tower
frequency until the aircraft was well within the Victoria airport
controller's airspace.
Other Findings
At the Victoria terminal specialty, the workload and complexity
were moderate, and the staffing was within the norms
established for the traffic level.
At Victoria tower, the workload was moderate to heavy, the
complexity was high, and the staffing was within the norms
established for the workload.
Although trained as an OJI in January 1994, the OJI had not
received the triennial OJI refresher course.
Safety Action
Following the occurrence, the Vancouver ACC's Manager of Operations
issued Operations Bulletin 98-171 (File: 5410-2-7) to all control staff,
explaining the operation of the integrated communication control
system (ICCS) circuit transferring and pre-empt controls. A selfadministered OJI refresher study course was also instituted.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 24 May 2000.
1. All times are PDT (Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) minus seven
hours) unless otherwise noted.
2.

All altitudes are above sea level unless otherwise noted.

Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Investigation Report
Spin--Loss of Directional Control
Laurentide Aviation
Cessna 152 C-GZLZ
Lac Saint-François, Quebec
18 July 1998

Print View

Report Number A98Q0114
Summary
At about 0850 eastern daylight time, a flight instructor and a student
took off on a local training flight from runway 25 at Montréal/Les Cèdres
Aerodrome, Quebec. The student pilot was practicing spins and
recoveries. The student initiated a spin to the left, his sixth of the day,
at an altitude of 3 600 feet above sea level. The first five spins were to
the right. The aircraft entered the spin normally. After one and a half
turns, the flight instructor asked the student to recover. The student
applied pressure on the right rudder pedal, as taught by the flight
instructor, and the rotation did not stop. The flight instructor took over
the controls and applied pressure on the right rudder pedal to stop the
rotation, but the rotation did not stop. The aircraft, by then, was
established in a stabilized spin, rotating to the left, and continuing its
descent. The flight instructor applied full power for a moment, then full
flaps, to no avail. Throughout the recovery attempt, the flight instructor
continued in his efforts to avoid the crash. The aircraft struck the
surface of Lac Saint-François. The student pilot sustained serious
injuries but managed to evacuate the sinking aircraft through the right,
rear window. He then tried to pull out the unconscious flight instructor,
but without success. A fisherman close to the scene rescued the
student and transported him ashore where emergency vehicles were
standing by. The flight instructor did not evacuate the aircraft and died
in the accident.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
The 1300 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) weather observation
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taken at Montreal International Airport (Dorval), about 20 miles east of
the accident site, was 5 000 feet scattered, 25 000 feet scattered,
visibility 25 miles, temperature 20.3 degrees Celsius, dew point 13.3
degrees Celsius, wind direction 280 degrees at eight knots, and
altimeter setting 29.85 inches of mercury.
The flight instructor occupied the right-hand seat. He was certified and
qualified to conduct the flight in accordance with existing regulations.
He had a total flying time of 1 140 hours, with 1 000 hours on the
aircraft type, and about 645 hours of instructional time. He had recently
passed the airline transport pilot licence written exams. He was
recognized by the chief instructor and his peers as a very serious flight
instructor and as being truly professional in his work. There was no
evidence that incapacitation or physiological factors affected the flight
instructor's performance.
The student pilot occupied the left-hand seat. He had a student pilot
permit, and was under training to obtain a private pilot licence.
The Cessna 152 Pilot's Operating Handbook recommends the following
with regard to spins:
Where feasible, entries be accomplished at high enough
altitude that recoveries are completed 4 000 feet or more
above ground level.
It was a normal procedure at the flying school to enter spins at about 3
500 feet above sea level (asl) (3 400 feet above ground level (agl)).
Transport Canada's Flight Instructor Manual states that:
All practice spin recoveries should be completed no less
than 2 000 feet above ground, or at a height
recommended by the manufacturer, whichever is the
greater.
The student entered a left spin with the following procedure: as the stall
approached, he pulled the elevator control to the full aft position and
applied left rudder pedal so that full left rudder deflection was reached
almost simultaneously with full up elevator. The student was uncertain
whether he had both feet solidly on the rudder pedals when he applied
full left rudder. It could not be determined during the investigation to
what extent the right rudder pedal was depressed during the spin
recovery attempt.
Cessna recommends the following recovery technique in the Cessna
152 Pilot's Operating Handbook:
Verify that ailerons are neutral and throttle is in idle position.
Apply and hold full rudder opposite to the direction of rotation.
Just after the rudder reaches the stop, move the control wheel
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0114/a98q0114.asp
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Just after the rudder reaches the stop, move the control wheel
briskly forward far enough to break the stall. Full down elevator
may be required at aft center of gravity loadings to assure
optimum recoveries.
Hold this control input until rotation stops. Premature relaxation
of the control inputs may extend the recovery.
As rotation stops, neutralize rudder, and make a smooth
recovery from the resulting dive.
The aircraft was retrieved from the water of Lac Saint-François, and an
assessment of the damage was made. The damage pattern and the
hydro-forming of the bottom skin of the fuselage revealed that the
aircraft spun into Lac Saint-François entering the water at a relatively
low forward velocity. The rear of the fuselage buckled downward, and
the empennage hinged downward relative to the fuselage, breaking
open the fuselage-to-empennage splice at the top. The engine, with the
nose, instrument panel, and controls, hinged downward relative to the
cabin. The aircraft ended upright, on its nose, submerged in 20 feet of
water. The examination of the aircraft, after it was recovered, revealed
that the flaps were extended approximately 30 degrees--the specified
maximum travel for the Cessna 152. The damage to the propeller was
consistent with an engine at idle power at the time of impact. There
was continuity with all the controls. The rudder was found locked in a
full left deflection.
The rudder components and the front end of the aircraft were sent to
the TSB Engineering Laboratory in Ottawa, Ontario.
It was observed that the rudder stop plate on the right-hand half of the
rudder horn was firmly jammed behind its stop bolt on the fuselage.
The rudder was deflected 34 degrees measured perpendicular to the
hinge line, whereas the maximum allowable deflection for setting the
stops is 23 degrees. When the rudder was released from its jam, the
deflection was 23 degrees. It required 36 pounds of steady pull on the
trailing edge of the rudder to break the rudder out of its jammed
position. This steady pull of 36 pounds equated to 180 pounds if the
force was applied to the rudder pedal. However, given that the direction
of cable pull tended to increase the jamming by closing the horn, it
would not have been possible to break the rudder jam with the
application of right rudder.
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Figure 1 - Rudder jammed in 34-degree deflection.
The examination revealed that the empennage of the aircraft had been
damaged before the accident. The right elevator tip trailing edge had
been broken and repaired with aluminium foil tape, and the rudder
bottom tip had two cracks of about 1.5 inches extending from a rivet
hole which had been stop-drilled and painted. No record was found of
these repairs. The examination also indicated interference between the
up elevator and the 34-degree left rudder such that the elevator had left
a circular mark on the rudder. The trailing edge of the elevator could
not be moved downward past neutral because of this interference.
A 50-hour engine inspection (1) was carried out by an apprentice
mechanic the day before the accident. During the check, the right pedal
rudder bar return spring, P/N 0310196-13, and a spring attachment
bracket for this spring, which was welded to P/N 0411526-2 rudder bar
assembly, were found to be broken. The return spring supplied a
tension force of about 10 pounds per inch of stretch and balanced the
force exerted by the matching left rudder bar return spring. The two
return springs maintain tension in the rudder cables that connect to the
right and left halves of the rudder horn. Without the right rudder pedal
return spring, the right rudder cable slackens. The left rudder pedal
return spring will then tend to pull the right pedal toward the pilots,
which facilitates deflection of the rudder to the left.
The broken pieces of the rudder control system were removed by the
apprentice mechanic during the check, but were not replaced. The
apprentice mechanic then requested the opinion of an aircraft
maintenance engineer (AME), the person responsible for company
maintenance. The AME decided that the aircraft could be returned to
service without being repaired. The defects in the rudder control
system were not entered in the aircraft's journey logbook or technical
logbook as required by the Transport Canada-approved company
Maintenance Control Manual (MCM). On completion of the check, the
aircraft was signed out, in the journey logbook and in the technical
logbook, as being airworthy and released to service on 17 July 1998.
The person responsible for company maintenance judged that the
absence of the spring and bracket would not affect the flight
characteristics of the aircraft and decided to release it for service until
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replacement parts could be installed.
Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs) standard 571.10 (4), item (d) of
the Types of Work table specifies that:
Work that disturbs engine or flight controls -- That the
system has been inspected for correct assembly, locking
and sense of operation, by at least two persons, and the
technical record contains the signatures of both persons.
Information Note: One of the signatures required by this
section may be that of the person who has signed the
maintenance release.
The Laurentide Aviation Maintenance Policy Manual (MPM) contains
procedures that are in agreement with this standard. This required
Standard of Airworthiness was not accomplished on the accident
aircraft.
Laurentide Aviation was using a snag book (not the journey logbook)
for the flight instructors and pilots to report defects found on aircraft.
The journey logbooks were not available to students and instructor
pilots for viewing or for recording times or defects. Transport Canada
did not approve the use of a snag book in the Laurentide Aviation
MCM, and Transport Canada inspectors were not aware of the use of a
snag book. The person responsible for the maintenance reviewed the
snag book each morning and took note of all defects in order to take
corrective action. A column for corrective action taken was then
completed by the person responsible for the maintenance once the
defect had been repaired. No corresponding entries were made in the
journey logbook. In this occurrence, the flight instructor and the student
were not aware of the missing rudder return spring since no entry was
made in the snag book with regard to that defect. The occurrence flight
was the first flight after the inspection.
According to the Laurentide Aviation MCM, the president of the
company is responsible for appointing a manager to be responsible for
the maintenance control system. The person responsible for the
maintenance control system must record aircraft defects and ensure
that defects are rectified in accordance with the company's MCM
before the aircraft is released to service. That person is also
responsible for removing an aircraft from operation for non-compliance
with CARs or for any safety reasons. A maintenance control system
dispatch procedure is also in place to ensure that aircraft are not
operated unless they are airworthy and maintained in accordance with
the operator's maintenance policy.
Laurentide Aviation is a Transport Canada-approved flight training and
air taxi operator. It holds an approved maintenance organization (AMO)
certificate. As an operator, it must present two separate manuals for
approval by Transport Canada:
A Maintenance Control Manual (MCM), which stipulates that a
flight training unit that operates an aircraft or a helicopter shall
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0114/a98q0114.asp
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flight training unit that operates an aircraft or a helicopter shall
establish and comply with a maintenance control system that a)
consists of policies and procedures regarding the maintenance of
aircraft operated by the flight training unit; b) meets the
requirements of this subpart; and c) is described in the flight
training unit's MCM.
A Maintenance Policy Manual (MPM), which stipulates that an
approved maintenance organization (AMO) certificate holder
shall establish, maintain and authorize the use of an MPM, that
contains information to ensure the efficiency of the AMO's
maintenance policies dealing with the subjects set out in Chapter
573 of the Airworthiness Manual.
The MCM, revision 3, was approved by Transport Canada on 25
November 1997 and the MPM was approved by Transport Canada on
26 November 1997.
The Cessna 152 does not operate under a minimum equipment list
(MEL) system. It is then important to note in written records any item
related to the airworthiness of the aircraft and items required by the
CARs.
CARs section 406.40 stipulates that:
A flight training unit that operates an aeroplane or a
helicopter shall establish and comply with policies and
procedures to ensure that an aircraft is not operated
unless it is
(a) airworthy;
(b) appropriately equipped, configured and maintained for
its intended use; and
(c) maintained in accordance with the flight training unit's
maintenance control manual.
CARs section 406.41 stipulates that:
A flight training unit that operates an aeroplane or a
helicopter shall establish and comply with policies and
procedures that meet the personnel licensing standards
for
(a) recording aircraft defects, including defects that are
detected during aircraft operation or during the
performance of elementary work or servicing;
(b) identifying defects that recur and reporting those
defects as recurring defects to maintenance personnel;
(c) ensuring that defects are rectified in accordance with
the requirements of these Regulations; and
(d) subject to Sections 605.09 and 605.10, scheduling the
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rectification of defects whose repair has been deferred.
Part 1, section 1.2, entitled "Authority" of Laurentide Aviation's MCM,
requires that the procedures of the MCM be followed at all times to
ensure compliance with CARs and to ensure efficiency of the MCM and
that, in case of conflict between the MCM and the CARs, the CARs will
prevail. Also, in part 1, section 1.2, entitled "Authority" of Laurentide
Aviation's MPM, it is required that the procedures of the MPM be
followed at all times to ensure compliance with CARs and that, in case
of conflict between the MPM and the CARs, the CARs will prevail.
A review of the journey logbook and the technical logbook revealed
that the company had not met all of the requirements of its MPM, as
approved by Transport Canada on 26 November 1997. The rudder
control defect was not logged, and corrective action was not carried
out.
The last Transport Canada maintenance audit of the company before
the accident had been conducted in 1991.
Transport Canada also conducted flight tests and base inspections in
December 1993, October 1995, and June 1998. During these
inspections, Transport Canada did not report any anomalies regarding
the maintenance operations of the company. In the period 20
September to 07 October 1999, Transport Canada conducted a
regulatory audit of the company. Amongst the discrepancies noted, and
pertaining to discrepancies discovered during the investigation into this
accident, were the following: 1) many publications which were
supposed to be on hand were missing and many technical and
regulatory publications were not kept up to date; 2) the procedures
established in the MPM were not followed regarding the "Recording of
Maintenance," and many deficiencies were found in the technical
records of many aircraft (14).
From 17 January to 04 February 2000, Transport Canada conducted a
maintenance audit of another flight school operator at Saint-Hubert
Airport, Québec. During the audit, Transport Canada inspectors found
discrepancies that led to the grounding of 22 aircraft for various
reasons. Following this maintenance audit, the operator, on 15
February 2000, submitted a Service Difficulty Report (SDR) after
inspecting its fleet of 10 Cessna 152 aircraft. On five of these aircraft,
there was evidence that the rudder stop plates on the rudder horns had
ridden over the stop bolts. Transport Canada also submitted an SDR
on the same subject. TSB investigators visited the operator the next
day for preliminary examinations of the five aircraft with the rudder
problems.
On 22 February 2000, four TSB investigators met at the flight school at
Saint-Hubert, with representatives of Laurentide Aviation, Transport
Canada, and Cessna, to examine the aircraft with suspected rudder
anomalies to determine if rudder anomalies were related to the
circumstances that led to the accident involving C-GZLZ. It was
determined that a very hard left rudder pedal input could cause the
right side of the rudder horn to deflect slightly and over-travel and hang
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up momentarily on the stop plate (bumper) on the top of the stop bolt.
Witness marks were evident showing that this had occurred on
previous occasions. However, a slight application of right rudder pedal
would release the rudder. During those tests, it was not possible to
make the rudder horn stop plate override the stop bolt and hook behind
and below it, as was found in the accident aircraft. It was noted during
these tests that the rudder was being stopped from further over-travel
in its movement by contact with the left elevator. Witness marks found
on the accident aircraft correspond with previous contact between the
rudder and elevator.
To better understand whether and how the rudder could have overtraveled and jammed on the accident aircraft, additional tests were
conducted on a similar aircraft. The test conditions included removing
the right rudder bar return spring and disconnecting the right rudder
cable. As with a loose rudder cable, this facilitated over-deflection of
the rudder to the left. It was also determined that moving the elevator to
a position more than two-thirds up--increasing the clearance between
the rudder and the elevator--permitted further travel of the rudder. In
that condition, a very hard left rudder pedal input permitted the rudder
to over-travel and the stop plate locked below and behind the stop bolt,
exactly as had been found in the accident aircraft. The rudder was
locked irreversibly and had to be released by levering the rudder horn
with a screwdriver. A second test, with the rudder cable reconnected,
but slightly loose, and with other conditions the same, again led to a
locked rudder. These tests showed that the design and condition of the
stop bolt and rudder horn stop plate allowed the stop plate to overtravel the stop bolt and jam.
On 14 March 2000, Cessna notified TSB investigators that it is
developing a new design for the rudder horn stop bolt to preclude the
possibility of over-travel of the rudder. Cessna has notified the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) Aircraft Certification Office that it is
developing a Service Bulletin to offer the new configuration for all
Cessna 150s and 152s produced after 1966. Transport Canada and
the FAA are considering airworthiness actions.
The following Engineering Branch report was completed:
LP 89/98 - Investigation of a Locked Rudder.
This report is available upon request from the Transportation Safety
Board of Canada.
Analysis
The weather conditions were appropriate for the flight. The flight
instructor was qualified and had experience appropriate to the flight
being conducted. Although the minimum altitude recovery of 4 000 feet
agl recommended by the manufacturer was not followed by all the flight
instructors at Laurentide Aviation, it is likely that a higher altitude would
not have enhanced the flight instructor's chances of recovery from the
spin in this occurrence.
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However, the failure to follow specified altitude restrictions for spin
exercises increases the risk of such operations and deserves attention
by Transport Canada by means of reminding operators of such safety
precautions.
It was presumed that the lack of a rudder bar return spring would not
affect the flight operations of the aircraft, and the aircraft was released
for flight. In reality, because the spring was missing, the aircraft was not
airworthy. Further, the required entries were not made in either the
snag book or the journey logbook. Had the logbooks reflected the
defect and been available to the pilots, the flight instructor likely would
have been aware that the rudder bar return spring was missing and
would have had the option of refusing to operate the aircraft in that
condition. There was no communication from the maintenance
personnel to the flight crew member about the maintenance actions
taken on the aircraft in relation to the rudder system.
The requirement to conduct independent inspections is intended to
provide a further check of an engine or flight control system which has
been disturbed during maintenance. The objective is to increase the
likelihood that the system is going to operate properly. Work was done
on the flight control system in the form of inspection, removal of broken
parts, discussion, and decision making. The absence of the rudder bar
return spring and its attachment bracket arguably resulted in a
disturbance to the flight control system which ought to have required an
independent inspection. No independent check was completed and
Transport Canada maintains that this is not required in these
circumstances because no work was done on the rudder control
system. In any event, the removal of the rudder return spring meant
that the flight authority was no longer valid because the aircraft no
longer conformed to its type certification.
During the maintenance audit of the flight school operator at SaintHubert Airport, discrepancies were noted that led to the grounding of
several aircraft, including five Cessna 152 aircraft with reported rudder
over-traveling. The audit revealed that there were scratches or score
marks on the five airplanes that indicated that the rudder horns had
over-traveled above and beyond the stop bolt at some time. The
preliminary findings regarding rudder over-traveling led to additional
examinations and tests by the TSB, Transport Canada, Cessna, and
Laurentide Aviation personnel on 22 February 2000.
The tests conducted on 22 February 2000 revealed that, under certain
conditions, the rudder can over-travel and jam in an irreversible
condition, exactly like the condition of the rudder found on the accident
aircraft. A full up, or nearly full up, elevator and a full rudder input are
the control inputs used for spin entry.
The implications of removing the broken rudder bar return spring from
the accident aircraft were not apparent to the Laurentide Aviation
maintenance personnel. However, the recent examinations and tests
confirmed that the absence of the return spring, in combination with
other factors such as incorrect rudder rigging, condition of the rudder,
and rudder horn or stop plate condition and alignment, set the stage for
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irreversible jamming of the rudder during application of controls for spin
entry.
It can therefore be concluded that the aircraft entered a left spin with
the rudder locked at a 34-degree deflection. With the rudder jammed
the way it was, no amount of right rudder pedal force would have
released the jammed rudder, as the direction of cable pull tends to
increase the jamming by closing the horn.
The actions proposed by Cessna to design a new rudder horn stop bolt
assembly should provide protection against future jamming of the
rudder--if the new design is installed on the aircraft. However, the
Service Bulletin planned to offer the new configuration will not be
mandatory without regulatory airworthiness actions.
Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors
During a practice spin exercise, the rudder locked in a full left
deflection, which could not be overcome by the crew.
The aircraft was released for flight with a rudder bar return spring
missing, which, in combination with other factors, probably
allowed the rudder to lock in a full left deflection.
Tests conducted on an aircraft similar to the accident aircraft
showed that the design and condition of the stop bolt and rudder
horn stop plate allowed the stop plate to over-travel the stop bolt
and jam.
Because the direction of cable pull tends to close the mouth of
the horn, increasing the jamming effect, applying right rudder
force would only have tightened the jam rather than broken it.
Other Findings Related to Risks to Persons, Property and the
Environment
The aircraft was released for flight with a rudder bar return spring
missing, and without the required documentation being entered
in the journey logbook and technical logbook regarding the
missing spring and the work performed on the rudder system.
Thus, the aircraft did not meet the airworthiness requirements for
flight.
Laurentide Aviation maintenance personnel released an aircraft
for flight in an unsafe condition.
No entry was made in the aircraft journey logbook or technical
logbook indicating that a rudder bar return spring was missing
from the aircraft, and the flight instructor was unaware that the
spring was missing.
Routinely, the company was using a snag book to keep records
of discrepancies and repairs instead of making the required
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of discrepancies and repairs instead of making the required
entries in the journey logbook and in the technical logbook. This
method of recording was not approved by Transport Canada, nor
was it in accordance with the company's Maintenance Control
Manual (MCM) and Maintenance Policy Manual (MPM).
Tests conducted on 22 February 2000 confirmed that, under
certain conditions, the rudder will jam at full deflection.
Safety Action
Action Taken
On 14 March 2000, Cessna notified the TSB that it had designed a
rudder horn stop bolt with a larger head diameter to prevent over-travel
of the rudder following a hard rudder input. Cessna has notified the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Aircraft Certification Office about
this matter and expects to issue a Service Bulletin offering the new
configuration rudder stop bolt for all Cessna 150s and 152s built after
1966. A time frame for these actions was not specified.
On 09 May 2000, Transport Canada issued Service Difficulty Alert
(SDA) No. AL-2000-04 following information gathered during the tests
carried out at Saint-Hubert on 22 February 2000. The SDA discusses
the accident circumstances and outlines details regarding the
inspection of the rudder control system.
Action Required
While stated action by Cessna to develop a Service Bulletin designed
to prevent over-travel of the rudder is appropriate, the Board is
concerned that, since the proposed Service Bulletin will be voluntary,
not all Canadian-registered Cessna 150s and 152s will be modified.
Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport issue an Airworthiness
Directive to all Canadian owners and operators of Cessna
150 and 152 aircraft addressing a mandatory retrofit
design change of the rudder horn stop bolt system to
preclude over-travel and jamming of the rudder following a
full rudder input.
A00-09
Any mandatory airworthiness actions to retrofit Cessna 150 and 152
aircraft with newly designed rudder horn stop bolt systems will likely
take considerable time to complete. In the meantime, these aircraft will
be flying with a known safety deficiency. The circumstances of this
accident suggest that the serious implications of the broken or missing
rudder cable return spring were not fully understood. Moreover, the
possibility of an irreversibly jammed rudder during intentional spin entry
by full rudder deflection was not understood until this accident
investigation was completed. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport, in conjunction with the
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Federal Aviation Administration, take steps to have all
operators of Cessna 150 and 152 aircraft notified about
the circumstances and findings of this accident
investigation and the need to restrict spin operations until
airworthiness action is taken to prevent rudder jamming.
A00-10
The required logbook entries regarding the maintenance performed on
the rudder system were not made, and it was evident that the operator,
in general, did not maintain the aircraft journey logbooks in accordance
with the Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs). Therefore, the Board
recommends that:
The Department of Transport take steps to ensure that
operators and maintenance personnel are aware, in the
interests of safety, of the importance of proper
maintenance of aircraft journey logbooks and are aware of
their responsibilities in this regard.
A00-11
The FAA, as the regulatory body in the state of design and
manufacture, has primary responsibilities with regard to continuing
airworthiness of both the Cessna 150 and 152 aircraft. Therefore, the
Board recommends that:
The National Transportation Safety Board review the
circumstances and findings of this investigation and
evaluate the need for mandatory airworthiness action by
the Federal Aviation Administration.
A00-12
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of
this report on 06 July 2000.
1. Maintenance Program Q 2129 R3, as approved by Transport
Canada.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for
the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to
assign fault or determine civil or criminal liability.
Aviation Investigation Report
Rejected Take-off / Runway Overrun
First Air / Bradley Air Services Limited
Hawker Siddeley HS-748-2A C-FBNW
Iqaluit, Nunavut
03 December 1998

Print View

Report Number A98Q0192
Synopsis
At approximately 1536 eastern standard time, First Air flight 802, a Hawker Siddeley
HS-748-2A, serial number 1759, was on a scheduled flight from Iqaluit to Igloolik,
Nunavut. On board were two flight crew, one flight attendant, one loadmaster, and
three passengers. During the take-off run on runway 36, at the rotation speed (VR ),
the captain rotated the aircraft; however, the aircraft did not get airborne.
Approximately seven seconds after V R , the captain called for and initiated a rejected
take-off. The aircraft could not be stopped on the runway, and the nose-wheel gear
collapsed as the aircraft rolled through the soft ground beyond the end of the
runway. The aircraft hit the localizer antenna and continued skidding approximately
700 feet. It came to rest in a ravine in a nose-down attitude, approximately 800 feet
off the declared end of the runway. The flight attendant initiated an evacuation
through the left, main, rear cabin door. The two pilots evacuated the aircraft through
the cockpit windows and joined the passengers and the flight attendant at the rear of
the aircraft. The flight attendant was slightly injured during the sudden deceleration of
the aircraft. The aircraft was substantially damaged.
Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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Appendix A __ Glossary
1.0 Factual Information
1.1 History of the Flight
First Air flight 802 was scheduled to depart Iqaluit at 1430 eastern standard time on
03 December 1998 for a direct flight to Igloolik. (1) The departure was delayed
approximately one hour due to the change of aircraft and a delayed arrival. The
ramp personnel loaded the aircraft and blew the snow off the wings and the
elevators. The aircraft taxied to the active runway, and the crew requested
clearance. Meanwhile, the First Air load planner was trying to get the final figures of
the weight and balance. The aircraft taxied to position and waited for the final weight
and balance figures. The flight service station (FSS) enquired about the delay and
fixed a time limit for take-off.
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After the crew received the final figures from the load planner, the aircraft was
aligned with the runway centreline. The captain then started the take-off roll, which
was conducted at night, with limited visual references. At 1536, the power levers
were advanced to the take-off power range. By 70 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS),
snow that had accumulated on the wings during taxi was observed blowing off the
aircraft as it accelerated down the runway. The critical engine-failure recognition
speed (V1) was called, and rotation was initiated at the target rotation speed (VR ) of
115 KIAS, with approximately 3700 feet of runway remaining. The elevator was
deflected, and the nose began to pitch up.
The captain relaxed the elevator controls somewhat--the elevator angle reduced by
about 1º __ when the aircraft approached what he thought was the take-off attitude.
When the aircraft did not get airborne as expected, he pulled back on the controls a
second time. The aircraft had reached 121 KIAS, with 2800 feet remaining during the
second attempt. The aircraft did not get airborne and the captain called for a reject
as the aircraft accelerated through 127 KIAS. He retarded the power levers as the
aircraft reached a speed of 131 KIAS and was approximately 1750 feet from the end
of the runway. The captain applied full braking, and the full-fine pitch stop lever was
applied for aerodynamic braking.
When it became apparent that the aircraft would not stop on the runway, the captain
steered the aircraft to the left in an attempt to avoid the localizer antenna. The
aircraft was travelling at approximately 100 knots as it went off the end of the
runway. As the aircraft rolled through the soft ground, the nose-wheel gear
collapsed. The right wing hit the localizer antenna, and the aircraft continued
skidding on its belly through heavy rocks. It came to rest in a nose-down attitude
approximately 800 feet off the declared end of the runway.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
The flight attendant sustained minor injuries to her shoulder during the impact
sequence.
1.3 Damage to Aircraft
Approximately 100 feet off the end of the runway, the nose-wheel assembly broke in
overload. The nose gear separated, and the aircraft continued skidding on its belly.
The aircraft subsequently struck the localizer transmitter array approximately 425
feet beyond the end of the paved runway surface, causing the right wing to separate
from the fuselage. Both main landing gears collapsed as the aircraft started skidding
over large rocks. The two propellers were damaged when they contacted the ground
after the nose gear collapsed. The belly of the aircraft sustained severe damage as
the aircraft continued skidding. All the electrical systems in the belly compartment
were damaged, and the aircraft lost all its electrical power, rendering the radios
unserviceable.
1.4 Other Damage
The aircraft broke through the airport perimeter fence. The localizer antenna was
completely torn from its concrete attachments during the impact sequence.
1.5 Personnel Information
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The captain joined First Air on 01 August 1997 and was initially employed on
Hawker Siddeley HS-748-2A aircraft. He had flown a variety of aircraft, including the
Dash 8, Shorts 330, and Shorts 360. He attained captain status on the HS-748 in
October 1997. At the time of the accident, he had accumulated 8000 hours total
flying time, including 800 hours as captain on the HS-748. The captain held an
airline transport pilot licence endorsed for the HS-748, a group-1 instrument rating,
and a category-1 medical certificate. The captain had successfully completed his last
line check on 15 November 1998 and his last recurrent training on 16 April 1998.
These flights were both very well flown and managed. The occurrence flight was his
third flight of the day.
The first officer joined First Air on 14 June 1996 as a first officer on DHC-6 aircraft
and, subsequently, on HS-748. He had accumulated 2143 hours total flying time,
including 117 hours as a first officer on the HS-748. He held an airline transport pilot
licence endorsed for the HS-748, a group-1 instrument rating, and a category-1
medical certificate. The first officer had successfully completed his last line check
and last combined pilot proficiency check and instrument rating renewal flight on 14
November 1998. These flights were both well flown. The first officer was doing his
line indoctrination at the time of the accident.
The flight attendant joined First Air in June 1998. She completed her initial training
and was qualified to fly on all aircraft operated by First Air. In October 1998, she
completed her recurrent training, which included crew resource management training.
Line indoctrination on the HS-748 was completed in November 1998. At the time of
the occurrence, she had flown eight flights on the HS-748.
1.6 Aircraft Information
The aircraft maintenance records indicate that the aircraft had been maintained in
accordance with the company's maintenance control manual and applicable
airworthiness standards. The investigation did not reveal any failure or system
malfunction prior to the flight. The aircraft's brakes, anti-skid system, and tires
functioned properly throughout the rejected take-off.
At the time of the occurrence, the outside temperature was minus 2.1 degrees
Celsius. The ground personnel de-iced a company B727 parked adjacent to the HS748 before take-off but did not de-ice the occurrence aircraft. The snow covering the
wings was blown off the wings with leaf blowers. Company procedures require that
all critical surfaces be de-iced when precipitation is falling and the temperature is
higher than minus 2 degrees Celsius, which was the case for the occurrence flight.
The crew of the HS-748 were aware of this situation but decided to not de-ice the
aircraft. The snow that accumulated on the wings during the ground operations
reportedly blew off during the initial stage of the take-off run. Studies have shown
that icing can significantly affect the lift performance of an aircraft's wings and
elevators. Following the occurrence, the company changed the temperature limit from
minus 2 degrees Celsius to minus 10 degrees Celsius in order to increase the safety
margin.
A pilot may decide to use water methanol to increase power and shorten take-off
distances. However, document number AO.1.8 in the HS-748 aircraft flight manual
requires the use of water methanol for take-offs when a runway has snow, slush, or
water on its surface. Water methanol was not used for the occurrence take-off. The
use of water methanol for the take-off would have shortened the take-off roll by
approximately 1000 feet.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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The accident aircraft is a "combi" model designed to carry passengers and cargo in
the aircraft cabin. The aircraft has a maximum seating capacity of 44.
Cargo/baggage stowage areas are located forward and aft of the passengers' area.
The forward cargo/baggage area is located between the passenger cabin and the
flight deck. A movable bulkhead separates the passenger cabin from the forward
cargo/baggage area.
Shortly after the accident, the aircraft was unloaded station by station and the
contents weighed by TSB investigators. The following table presents First Air's preflight calculations and the TSB's post-accident calculations. The weight and balance
limits of First Air and Hawker Siddeley are included for comparison purposes.

Zerofuel
weight
Ramp
fuel
Taxi fuel
Gross
take-off
weight

Table 1 - Calculations and Limits
Calculated by
Calculated after First Air limits
Hawker
First
the
Siddeley
Air
accident
limits
Weight
Index Weight
Index Weight Balance Weight Balance
(pounds)
38 240
20.9
38 697
19.7 38 500 21.1 to 38 500 19.0 to
34.2
34.5
8100

3

8100

__

100
46 240

__
23.9

100
46 697

__
22.7

__

__

__

__

__
__
__
__
46 500 23.7 to 46 500 21.6 to
35.3
37.2

First Air voluntarily changed the C of G limits from the original Hawker Siddley limits
to represent curtailment, principally needed for movement of flight attendants from
the back to the front of the aircraft during flight. Transport Canada had approved
these new company limits, which are listed in the approved company operations
manual.
For the occurrence take-off, the aircraft's actual gross take-off weight was 46 697
pounds, which is almost 460 pounds heavier than the weight calculated by First Air
before the flight, and approximately 200 pounds over maximum gross weight. The
actual C of G was at an index of 22.7, which was outside the First Air forward limit of
23.7, but within the manufacturer-specified forward limit of 21.6.
The aircraft configuration was changed at the last minute when extra baggage was
loaded in the front section of the cargo compartment. The new figures were
evaluated by the loadmaster and passed to the load planner. The loadmaster did not
use a scale to evaluate the excess baggage loaded. This evaluation was made
quickly because the aircraft was waiting on the runway, in position for take-off.
Transport Canada-approved company procedures require that baggage be weighed
on a scale.
This underestimation of the baggage weight explains the discrepancy in weight and
C of G calculations. With a forward C of G position, aircraft performance is affected,
and more back pressure must be applied on the controls to achieve the pitch-up
attitude required for take-off.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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Based on the ambient pressure altitude and temperature conditions, and 7! degrees
take-off flap setting, the aircraft was performance limited to a WAT (weight-altitudetemperature) weight of 45 100 pounds for single-engine climb considerations. The
aircraft was estimated to be about 1600 pounds over the WAT weight published in
the HS-748 Aircraft Flight Manual. A take-off planning worksheet is normally required
to evaluate the engine-out performance of the aircraft when obstacles are present.
The captain did not do the calculation of the WAT limit during the flight planning.
1.7 Meteorological Information
The reported weather conditions at 1500, approximately 36 minutes before the takeoff, were as follows: precipitation ceiling 800 feet obscured, visibility one statute mile,
light snow showers, temperature minus 2.1 degrees Celsius, dew point minus 3.0
degrees Celsius, winds from 360 degrees true at two knots, altimeter setting 29.47
inches of mercury, and stratocumulus cloud with 10/10 coverage.
1.8 Communications
When the pilot called the FSS to advise he was starting the engines, he requested
instrument flight rules clearance to Igloolik. The FSS specialist issued the wind
information and the altimeter setting to the pilot. The specialist did not include
information on the condition of the runway, although the FSS manual of operations
requires this information to be passed. A review of recorded FSS communications
earlier in the day revealed that information concerning the runway condition was not
included in communications with other departing aircraft.
The pilot reported for a runway 36 departure, received the air traffic control (ATC)
clearance, and taxied to position on runway 36. At 1536:24, the pilot began the takeoff roll; this was the last communication from the aircraft to the FSS.
At 1536:51, the monitor and control unit alarm panel in the FSS indicated an overall
instrument landing system fault. The specialist found it unusual to see the entire
instrument landing system show a fault, but did not take any specific action at the
time. The alarm had resulted from the aircraft striking and breaking a portion of the
localizer antenna.
Within three minutes of the registered take-off time, the specialist thought the flight
had departed, and a communication search was initiated, with calls to the Montréal
Area Control Centre and the First Air / Bradley dispatcher at Iqaluit; neither agency
was in contact with the aircraft. The specialist then instructed an airport security
worker to proceed onto the runway and initiate a search. The aircraft was found off
the end of the runway about 13 minutes after the recorded take-off time.
1.9 Aerodrome Information
Iqaluit Airport is a certified airport served by a single asphalt-surface runway, 8600
feet long by 200 feet wide, designated 18/36. The field is 110 feet above sea level.
The airport manager is responsible for ensuring that essential maintenance services,
contracted to a private company, are provided both winter and summer. The
superintendent of airport field maintenance, hired by the company, is responsible for
carrying out the maintenance activities, such as snow and ice removal operations.
The Iqaluit Snow Removal Plan, dated 08 July 1996, details the policies, norms,
guidelines, and responsibilities pertaining to snow and ice removal from traffic areas
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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at Iqaluit Airport. It provides direction to the services involved in winter operations to
ensure that airport surfaces are kept safe. According to the Canada Flight
Supplement, snow removal operations at Iqaluit Airport may vary from day to day to
accommodate flight schedules. The runway is checked twice every day: once before
the first scheduled flight of the day and again in the afternoon. A Notice to Airmen
(NOTAM) must be issued as soon as any section of the airport movement area is
closed.
The Snow Removal Plan specifies that runway surface condition (RSC) reports will
be issued each time there is a major change in the RSC, each time the runway is
cleared after spreading sand or de-icing products, each time the runway has been
cleared of snow, after an accident or incident involving aircraft on the runway, and in
response to a reasonable request by an air carrier or pilot. A friction index report,
using a decelerometer-equipped vehicle, is provided only when the runway is
covered by ice, compacted snow, or powder snow less than 2.5 centimetres deep, or
when de-icing products or sand have been spread onto an ice-covered runway.
Decelerometer readings are not provided (because they are not valid) when the
runway is covered by powder snow more than 2.5 centimetres deep, water, or slush.
A decelerometer reading, termed a Canadian runway friction index (CRFI), of 0.40
would indicate good braking action whereas a reading of 0.25 or below would
indicate poor-to-nil braking action. Charts published in the Canada Flight Supplement
equate the CRFI reading with recommended landing distances and RSC for use by
aircrew.
On the day of the accident, three NOTAMs were issued concerning the RSC. The
first RSC report was sent out at 0945: runway 18/36 was 90% covered with a trace
of loose snow and a 10% trace of compacted snow, temperature was minus three
degrees Celsius, and the CRFI was 0.41. Another RSC report was issued at 1445:
runway 18/36 was 90% covered with loose snow, and the CFRI was 0.40. A postaccident RSC report was completed by airport field maintenance staff at 1605:
runway 18/36 was 100% covered with a trace of loose snow, the temperature was
minus two degrees Celsius, and the CFRI was 0.21.
Between 0945 and 1505, snow-clearing operations were conducted between flights.
Light snow was falling throughout the period, but the centre 100 feet of runway was
reportedly kept clear, and the RSC had not changed from the 0945 reading. No snow
clearing or RSC reading was done after 1505 (roughly 30 minutes before the takeoff) because of traffic. Photos of the runway, taken within an hour after the accident,
show that the runway was covered with snow and that snow was compacted where
vehicles had been. The RSC report after the accident did not mention compacted
snow.
1.10 Flight Recorders
1.10.1 General
The flight recorders were analyzed at the TSB Engineering Laboratory. The cockpit
voice recorder was an Allied Signal solid-state voice recorder. The recorder was in
good condition, and the data were recovered. The cockpit voice recorder recorded
the last 30 minutes of audio from the pilot, copilot, and cockpit area microphone
channels. The internal communications were of good quality on the radio channels,
indicating the use of hot microphones. The recording began while the aircraft was on
the ramp at Iqaluit, approximately 19 minutes before engine start, and ended during
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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the impact sequence.
The flight data recorder was an Allied Signal solid-state flight recorder. The recording
contained approximately 26 hours of data, including the rejected take-off and nine
previous flights. The recorder was in good condition, and the data were recovered.
The quality of the accident data was good.
1.10.2 Pre-Take-Off Segment
The flight controls were checked for full and free movement five seconds before
commencing the take-off roll. The flight data recorder indicated full movement of the
elevator surfaces.
1.10.3 Take-Off Roll and Reject
The initial portion of the take-off roll was uneventful, with the captain performing the
take-off. All engine parameters and annunciator lights were normal and remained
stable throughout the take-off roll, which lasted 38 seconds. The acceleration rate
was consistent with the loose snow-covered runway surface conditions that existed
during the accident take-off.
At the dispatched gross take-off weight (46 240 pounds) and with take-off flaps at
7.5 degrees, the operations manual indicates V 1 and V R target speeds of 109 KIAS
and 115 KIAS, respectively. The V 1 decision speed was called through
approximately 103 KIAS (call led by about 6 knots). At V 1, the aircraft was estimated
to be approximately 4800 feet from the end of the runway (including the 200-foot
overrun). Approximately 6.1 seconds after V 1, rotation was called, and aircraft
rotation was initiated at the target speed of 115 KIAS, with approximately 3700 feet
of runway remaining. The elevator was deflected, and the nose began to pitch up.
The aircraft had reached 121 KIAS, with 2800 feet remaining, when it initially
reached 7.6 degrees nose up. At the start of the rotation, the elevator and pitch rates
were about 1 degree per second. The nose pitched down to 6.7 degrees as the pilot
relaxed the back pressure. The elevator was deflected nose up a second time to a
maximum of approximately 7.0 degrees, at an increased elevator rate of about 2
degrees per second (see tables 2 and 3). Following the second nose-up elevator
input, the nose began to respond, pitching up more rapidly (2 degrees per second).
The elevator was then deflected nose-down (control inputs checked) from 7.0
degrees to 5.8 degrees, at a rate of 0.6 degrees per second. The maximum pitch-up
attitude subsequently attained was 8.3 degrees, with speed increasing through 126
KIAS (11 knots above V R ). This was followed again by a reduction in pitch attitude to
6.6 degrees. From elevator/pitch data, the pitch response mirrored the elevator
inputs during the two rotation attempts, with pitch attitude decreasing as control
inputs were checked.
However, previous flight data indicated that, with elevator deflections similar to the
occurrence take-off but with higher elevator rates, the nose continued to rotate
(beyond 8 degrees), and the aircraft lifted off. On the occurrence take-off, the aircraft
did not lift off the runway. The slight dip in a pressure altitude, typical of lift-off (in
ground effect) as noted on previous take-offs, was not apparent. Table 2 outlines the
maximum elevator deflections applied, the elevator rates, and the maximum pitch
attitudes attained during the accident flight and during three previous flights.
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Table 2 - Maximum Elevator Deflection / Rate and Pitch Attitude on
Flight
Maximum Maximum elevator Maximum pitch
elevator
rate
attitude
deflection (degrees/second)
(degrees)
(degrees)
Accident flight
7
2.2
8.3
Flight 2
4.1
2.9
11.5
Flight 5
6.2
3.5
9.5
Flight 9
6.5
2
10

Rotation
Aircraft
take-off
weight
(pounds)
46 697
44 871
45 660
46 405

The HS-748 operations manual states that the captain, at V 1, should rotate the
aircraft smoothly to 10 degrees pitch up until the aircraft gets airborne. The captain
applied the usual back pressure on the control column, but the aircraft did not seem
to respond to his actions by rotating normally and getting airborne. Table 3 outlines
the key events and the corresponding time, speed, and runway distance information.
Table 3 - Matrix of Key Events
Event
Elevator
Pitch Speed Distance Distance
deflection attitude (KIAS) travelled remaining
(degrees) (degrees)
(feet)
(feet)

UTC
Time to
(hrmn:sec)
V1
(seconds)
2036:29.0
-36.6
Start takeoff
2036:48.8
-16.8 70-knot call
2037:05.6
0
V 1- call
2037:11.7

6.1

2037:13.2

7.6

2037:14.7

9.1

2037:16.1

10.5

2037:16.2

10.6

2037:16.7

11.1

2037:17.2

11.6

2037:18.8

13.2

2037:19.2

13.6

http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp

Elevator
deflection
begins
Elevator
goes
above +4
Peak
elevator
(initial)
Peak pitch
(initial)
attitude
Increased
control
pressure
Elevator
goes
above +5.5
Peak
elevator
(final)
Peak pitch
attitude
(final)
Rejected

-8.3

1

0

0

8600

-8.2
-3.9

1.6
1.9

1300
3800

7300
4800

2

3.2

4900

3700

4

3.7

68
103
(target
109)
115
(target
115)
116

5200

3400

5.2

5.2

119

5500

3100

4.6

7.6

121

5800

2800

4.6

7.6

121

5850

2750

5.5

7.6

122

5900

2700

7

7.1

124

6050

2550

5.7

8.3

126

6400

2200

5.6

7.3

127

6500

2100
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2037:20.8

15.2

2037:23.5

17.9

2037:24.5

18.9

2037:30.0

24.4

2037:30.7

25.1

take-off
initiated
(column
checked
forward)
Power
reduction
(maximum
speed)
Maximum
deceleration
Rejected
take-off
called
Runway
departure
Impact
sounds/
Gear
collapse

3

3.3

131

6850

1750

-8.1

1.1

127

7400

1200

-8.3

1.4

123

7600

1000

-8.4

0.4

96

8600

0

-8.3

-3.6

94

8700

-100

1.11 Fire
A large amount of fuel was spilled when the right wing separated from the fuselage
during the impact with the localizer antenna. However, crash switches were activated
and, during the impact sequence, the engines shut down and the fire extinguishers
discharged automatically, preventing a fire.
1.12 Survival Aspects
1.12.1 Aircraft Configuration
There are five designated emergency exits and two flight deck windows on the HS748-2A. (2) The aft passenger door and the aft baggage door are the primary
emergency exits. The passengers' door opens out and aft, locking against the
outside fuselage by means of a gust lock. The baggage door operates in the same
manner except it opens out and forward. Neither door has a window. Two over-wing
exit windows, one on each side of the aircraft, are designated as secondary or
alternate exits. The fifth exit, the crew/freight door, is in the forward baggage area on
the port side of the aircraft. However, this door is an alternate exit only, because it is
close to the propellers and unsupervised. On flight 802, the starboard over-wing exit
was not accessible because of the aircraft configuration.
1.12.2 Emergency Evacuation
When the captain called the reject, the first officer (F/O) did not call and advise the
ATC facility. Further, a message was not sent over the public address (P/A) system
to advise the flight attendant and passengers to brace. Immediately after the aircraft
came to a stop, the flight attendant, who had no communication with the front crew,
evacuated the passengers through the aft passenger door.
The HS-748 overrun list and the emergency checklist call for the following:
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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-

HP COCKS......................... OFF
BOOST PUMPS................. OFF
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.... OFF
CABIN P/A......................... BRACE
ATC..................................... BROADCAST
BATTERIES........................ OFF

Captain
Captain
Captain
F/O
F/O
F/O

When the captain rejected the take-off, he did not identify the emergency or refer to
the emergency checklist. He did not call for the overrun drill, and none of the above
items were called out loud or completed. Afterward, the captain did not call for
emergency evacuation.
According to the manufacturer, BAE Systems, closure of the mechanically operated
HP cocks only prevents fuel from entering the engines, whereas closing the
electrically operated LP cocks shuts off the lines upstream of the nacelles. Thus, in
the event of disrupted fuel components within the nacelle itself (e.g. the fuel heater),
selecting the HP cocks to OFF will not prevent leakage of fuel. If the aircraft finishes
in a nose down attitude due to gear collapse, all the fuel in the affected wing will be
free to drain away. Moreover, the LP cocks are not connected to the crash switch
circuit and, therefore, will not close automatically in the event of its activation.
Clearly, this can prevent a significantly increased fire hazard following an overrun.
The Emergency and Abnormal Procedures Checklist in the HS-748 Operations
Manual was reviewed, and the overrun drill and emergency evacuation drill were
compared. The overrun drill does not mention "FLAPS 27". When following the
emergency evacuation drill, the flaps are selected at 27 degrees and used as slides
to descend from the tops of the wings to facilitate passenger evacuation. The flaps
were not lowered to 27 degrees before the evacuation; they remained in the 7degree position. All the passengers and the flight attendant evacuated the aircraft by
the air-stairs.
1.12.3 Emergency and Survival Equipment
The accident aircraft was equipped with the required emergency and survival
equipment, such as flashlights, fire extinguishers, protective breathing equipment,
first-aid kit, fire axe, emergency locator transmitters, and survival gear. In addition,
company procedures required that each flight attendant have a personal flashlight
readily available at all times. The aircraft did not have a megaphone, nor was one
required by regulations.
1.12.4 Emergency Lighting
This aircraft has two types of emergency lighting: fixed emergency lighting in the
cabin ceiling and aisle path lighting. In the aircraft ceiling, six lighting panels with four
light bulbs in each panel run the length of the cabin. The fourth bulb, the emergency
light, lights automatically in the event of a crash and is activated by an inertia switch
on the front spar web. The HS-748-2A is also equipped with the intervalve system of
aisle path emergency lighting. The system is a set of dual lights just below every
third aisle seat on the starboard side. A strobe light is beside each exit. Each unit
has a self-contained battery pack that is automatically activated by a total loss of
aircraft power if the emergency light switch in the flight deck is armed. The lights will
last for approximately 20 minutes.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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The ceiling emergency lights and the intervalve system can be manually activated
using an emergency light switch in the flight attendant control panel. Although the
switch has two possible positions, on and armed, it is witnessed wired in the armed
position to ensure that the system activates automatically in an emergency.
However, should the automatic system fail, the emergency lights can be turned on by
breaking the witness wire and moving the emergency switch to the on position. The
emergency lighting is designed to activate when vertical acceleration exceeds 3 g.
The maximum vertical acceleration recorded on the flight data recorder for the
occurrence flight was 2.4 g, which was not sufficient to activate the emergency
lighting. The flight attendant could not find the emergency light switch on the flight
attendant control panel in the dark. The light switch was not visible, and no
requirement to that effect is listed in the certification standards for transport-category
aircraft.
1.12.5 Crew Preparedness Issues
According to the First Air Flight Attendant Manual, a rejected take-off is an abnormal
situation for which flight attendants are advised to maintain a high-alert awareness of
their surroundings. They are advised to remain seated, with their seat belts and
shoulder harnesses securely fastened while the aircraft is still moving. The flight
attendant did not shout the "brace" command to the passengers. Once the aircraft
has stopped or turned off the runway, flight attendants are to remain seated and
assess conditions while awaiting the captain's instructions. If they notice an
emergency situation developing at that time, they are to assess the situation further,
getting out of their seats only if necessary. If, in their estimation, the situation is an
emergency, they are to advise the flight deck immediately.
1.12.6 Aircraft Evacuation Decision Making, Passenger and Crew Evacuation
When the aircraft came to a complete stop, the flight attendant released her seat
belt, stood up, and assessed the situation. Given the obvious need to evacuate, she
did not wait for a command from the flight deck; she immediately initiated the
prescribed emergency evacuation procedures.
Neither the ceiling emergency lights nor the intervalve aisle path lighting system
activated. In accordance with the operator's evacuation procedures, the flight
attendant attempted to activate both systems manually by turning the emergency
light switch to the on position. Although she knew the location of the switch, she was
unable to find it in the dark. The flight attendant could have used her personal
flashlight or the onboard emergency flashlight to find the emergency light switch.
However, given the time required to do so and the risks inherent in delaying an
evacuation, she chose not to.
The flight attendant's next objective was to open the primary exit, the aft passenger
door. This area of the aircraft was very dark. To find the door handle, she used her
flashlight. At that point, the flight attendant noticed that the stowed air-stairs had
dislodged on impact and were partially blocking the exit door. Nevertheless, she was
able to access the handle and open the door. Initially the gust lock did not engage. A
second attempt was made. This time the door locked against the aircraft fuselage in
the fully-open position.
The flight attendant was able to push the air-stairs out the door to make a walkway
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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to the ground. She shouted the appropriate commands for the passengers to exit the
aircraft, counted them as they departed, and then exited herself. The flight attendant
did not take any emergency/survival equipment from the aircraft.
The captain and the first officer were already outside the aircraft when the flight
attendant opened the aft passenger door. The cargo in the forward baggage
compartment shifted on impact, blocking access to the port over-wing exit and the
crew/freight door. The flight crew evacuated through the sliding windows in the
cockpit.
1.12.7 Emergency Rescue Services
No firefighting or emergency response service was stationed at the airport. The
municipal fire department assumes responsibility for emergency response service to
the Iqaluit Airport and ensures a response within 20 minutes of notification. The fire
department is staffed with paid and voluntary personnel. All personnel were provided
with a three-day course in aircraft firefighting theory that emphasized safety aspects
and what not to do, but were not provided with hands-on practice. The available
firefighting equipment included two front-line pumpers, capable of dispersing foam to
fight fuel-fed fires, and one mini-pumper.
The municipal fire chief arrived at the airport ahead of the rest of the fire trucks. He
was advised by radio that an aircraft had crashed and that it was 20 feet outside the
airport perimeter fence, to the right of the airport. The fire chief was unsure as to the
exact location of the accident because the specialist did not clearly describe whether
the accident was at the approach or departure end of runway 18. The fire chief
thought the accident may have occurred at the south end of the airport. When he did
not see any sign of activity or other vehicles on the south side of the airport, he
quickly arrived back at the airport terminal building. On the way back to the airport,
he instructed his vehicles to proceed to the site at the north end of the runway. There
is no perimeter road or other access to this part of the airport except via the runway.
The momentary confusion as to the location of the accident did not significantly delay
the response, but had the potential to do so. The FSS does not use an airport map
with a superimposed grid system to describe locations for response vehicles. This
type of map is, however, available and is included in the current airport emergency
response manual. The International Civil Aviation Organization recommends:
A grid map of the aerodrome and its immediate vicinity should be
provided for the use of the aerodrome services concerned. Information
concerning topography, access roads and location of water supplies
should be indicated. This map should be conspicuously posted in the
rescue and fire fighting vehicles and such other supporting vehicles
required to respond to an aircraft accident or incident. Copies should
also be distributed to public protective agencies as desirable.(3)
A survey of three Ontario airports and one Quebec airport revealed that their
emergency response plans contained airport grid maps and that response agencies
have access to the airport emergency response plans. The airport grid map is, in
those cases, not available to the operators of the emergency response vehicles and
is not used when relaying the location of the accident site. Terminology familiar to
operators working on the airport, such as runway/taxiway designators or other known
reference points, is not always understood by drivers of emergency response
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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vehicles and could be ambiguous to anyone. For example, during an exercise, one
fire truck proceeded to the opposite end of the runway after receiving instructions
from the FSS.
1.13 Tests and Research
1.13.1 Aircraft Performance Analysis
The TSB Engineering Laboratory conducted a detailed aircraft performance analysis
to evaluate those factors that potentially contributed to the rejected take-off accident.
The aircraft's performance during the rejected take-off was compared to its
performance on three take-offs that were successful earlier on the day of the
accident and that used the same configuration. To assess wing performance during
the rejected take-off, it was necessary to establish a baseline of performance for the
aircraft under non-ice conditions.
The following conclusions have been extracted from TSB Engineering Report LP
135/98__ Flight Data and Voice Recorder Analysis:(4)
The maximum pitch attitude eventually attained was less than that observed
on previous flights despite more elevator input being applied.
The performance analysis suggested that the aircraft was under-rotated as a
result of a forward C of G loading and that the generated lift never exceeded
the aircraft's weight during the take-off attempt.
Although atmospheric conditions were conducive to contamination and the
aircraft was not de-iced, it could not be determined if contamination was
present or if it degraded the aircraft performance during the attempted take-off.
The performance analysis indicated that, during the initial rotation attempt, the
aircraft had not reached sufficient pitch attitude to achieve flight, and the pitch
attitude was not maintained.
The pitching moment resulting from the additional elevator input was
essentially negated by the pitching moment from wing lift, due to the forward C
of G position and the relatively slow rate of elevator input.
After the additional elevator inputs were applied, pitch attitude and speeds
were approaching the conditions required for flight.
1.13.2 Rejected Take-off Decision Making, Certification Criteria
The HS-748 was issued a type certificate, number A-87, in accordance with the
Canadian Aviation Regulations. As part of this certification, the manufacturer must
demonstrate to Transport Canada the performance data that are included in the
Transport Canada-approved aircraft flight manual.
In the context of a field-length-limited take-off, V 1 is the maximum speed at which
the rejected take-off manoeuvre can be initiated and the airplane stopped within the
remaining field length. According to the definition of V 1 in the United States Federal
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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Aviation Regulations, the pilot must recognize the engine failure and take initial
stopping action to reject the take-off by V 1. If the pilot's stopping action is initiated at
a speed higher than the field-length-limited V 1, insufficient runway will remain to stop
the aircraft on the runway.
The balanced field length was calculated by the crew to have been 5250 feet, based
on the aircraft flight manual supplement and the temperature and weight of the
aircraft that day and considering that no water methanol was used. Given that the
runway length is 8600 feet at Iqaluit and that the manufacturer's recommended
aircraft configuration and power settings were used, there should have been enough
runway to accelerate to V 1, reject, and stop on the runway.
According to the manufacturer, assuming the calculated aircraft weight and existing
weather conditions, the gross ground run to the point of rotation for a dry runway
should have been 4232 feet. The gross braking distance following abort of the takeoff (including the delays for power reduction and brake application) from the V 1
speed of 109 KIAS should have been approximately 1918 feet. The effect of
continuing the ground roll to 131 KIAS with all wheels on the ground would have
significantly increased the braking distance. For the occurrence take-off, the
acceleration to the target V R of 115 KIAS was about 15% slower than the
acceleration based on take-off data in the aircraft flight manual.
1.13.3 Rejected Take-off Training Issues
In 1989, in reaction to take-off accidents resulting from improper rejected take-off
decisions and procedures, a joint Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) / industry
team studied what actions might be taken to improve take-off safety. The team
studied approximately 3000 rejected take-offs that occurred between 1959 and 1990.
The FAA published the team's findings in April 1993 in a publication entitled Take-off
Safety Training Aid and in a flight crew briefing video entitled Rejected Take-off and
the Go/No-Go Decision. The training video emphasizes the need to adhere to the V 1
decision-making concept and highlights the inevitability of an overrun if a rejected
take-off is initiated after V 1. In its discussion of rejected take-off situations, Take-off
Safety Training Aid states that a take-off should not be rejected once the aircraft has
passed V 1 unless the pilot has reason to conclude that the airplane is unsafe to fly.
The study concluded that in most overrun accidents, the pilots, using visual cues, did
not accurately assess the amount of runway remaining or the aircraft's ability to stop.
The FAA/industry analysis of the 74 rejected take-off occurrences that resulted in
overruns indicates that a number of these rejected take-offs involved crew
uncertainty about the ability of the airplane to fly, as well as unidentifiable loud
bangs, vibrations, and other characteristics that were later assessed as indications of
engine stall or engine failure.
First Air pilots receive training in rejected take-off scenarios during annual recurrent
flying training. The training is designed to provide the crew with experience in
decision making before and after V 1. However, this training is not conducted in a
simulator; it is conducted on the actual aircraft. Because no simulator exists for this
type of aircraft, it is very hard to simulate a rejected take-off, at V 1 and gross weight,
in different scenarios such as with an extreme C of G position. These simulations
could easily be reproduced on modern simulators, giving the pilots a realistic feel of
the aircraft.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98q0192/a98q0192.asp
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In this occurrence, based on the back pressure that he had applied and the nighttime
visual cues, the pilot concluded that the aircraft was unsafe to fly. He felt that he had
achieved the required pitch for take-off and that the aircraft should have therefore
lifted off.
2.0 Analysis
2.1 General
The aircraft was maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and
the applicable regulations. The aircraft systems were operated as designed and did
not contribute to the overrun or adversely affect the evacuation of the aircraft.
Other than the slower than predicted acceleration during the take-off run, and the
aircraft not getting airborne as anticipated by the crew, the performance of the
aircraft matched the performance predicted by the manufacturer.
Although the front-end crew did not call "brace" and "evacuate" on the public
address system, the evacuation of the aircraft went well. No one used an over-wing
emergency exit; therefore, the fact that the flaps were not lowered at the 27-degree
position did not affect the evacuation. The flight attendant, with the exception of not
shouting the "brace" command and not activating the emergency lights, reacted to
the rejected take-off and subsequent evacuation in accordance with established
procedures. She only had a very short time to realize that the aircraft was going off
the end of the runway.
2.2 Aircraft De-icing
Although it was company procedure to de-ice critical surfaces in these weather
conditions, the crew decided not to de-ice the aircraft. Instead, the ground personnel
blew the snow off the wings with leaf blowers. While the snow that accumulated on
the wings before take-off reportedly blew off during the initial stage of the take-off
run, the possibility that some ice or snow contamination remained could not be ruled
out. However, this possibility must be considered in the context of the performance
data available from the flight data recorder.
2.3 Use of Water Methanol
Water methanol was not used for the occurrence take-off. Use of water methanol
would have reduced the normal take-off distance by up to 1000 feet. Because the
rejected take-off was not initiated as prescribed in operational manuals, the
consequences of using water methanol could not be determined with certainty.
2.4 Influences on the Decision to Reject
The captain thought that he had provided sufficient control back pressure and that
the aircraft had achieved appropriate pitch attitude for take-off. Consequently, when
the aircraft did not take off as expected, he concluded that the aircraft was not
performing properly, and he rejected the take-off. However, the flight data recorder
data indicate that the aircraft did not attain sufficient pitch attitude. The captain's
inability to accurately assess the pitch attitude was probably influenced by the
heavier-than-normal elevator control forces and the limited nighttime visual
references.
Although First Air pilots are trained in take-off and rejected take-off scenarios during
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their annual recurrent training, no simulator exists for this type of aircraft.
Consequently, they did not receive practical training with the C of G at the forward
limit that existed for the occurrence take-off.
2.5 Performance Issues
2.5.1 General
The distance used for the aircraft to accelerate to the target V R of 115 KIAS was
around 15% longer than predicted, probably due to the loose snow on the runway. In
addition the braking action was not ideal, as revealed by the post-accident CRFI
reading of 0.21 and the slippery runway conditions reported by the crew.
Following his decision to reject, the captain retarded the power levers as the aircraft
reached a speed of 131 KIAS and was approximately 1750 feet from the end of the
runway. Although the data from the flight data recorder confirmed that the full-fine
pitch stop lever was applied for aerodynamic braking and that maximum wheel
braking was applied, the aircraft had surpassed V 1 when the reject was initiated.
Even under ideal conditions from the planned V R of 115 KIAS, 1900 feet would have
been required to stop the aircraft. Consequently, at the point when the reject was
initiated, at 131 KIAS, there was not sufficient runway remaining on which to stop the
aircraft. The poor braking action would have further lengthened the stopping
distance.
2.5.2 Aircraft Load Control Factors
Overall control of the weight and balance of an aircraft relies on everyone involved in
the process adhering to established and proven procedures. The extra baggage
loaded onto this flight, without the baggage being weighed, suggests a lack of
appreciation, by the persons involved, of the critical nature of their role in ensuring
that the aircraft weight and balance always remain within limits. The effect of the
excess baggage was not evaluated in accordance with company and Transport
Canada procedures. The aircraft was, in fact, almost 200 pounds over its maximum
take-off weight, and the C of G was forward of the First Air forward limit.
The performance degradation caused by an additional 200 pounds to an aircraft like
the HS-748 at maximum gross weight can be viewed as negligible. However, the
load-control discrepancies noted for this flight probably resulted in the aircraft being
over its maximum design zero-fuel weight and its maximum design take-off weight.
The aircraft was also approximately 1600 pounds over the WAT limit. However, this
condition was not a contributing factor in the accident.
A forward C of G loading condition typically requires greater elevator control forces
for take-off rotation. Flight crews become familiar with the typical column forces and
displacements experienced on take-offs in a variety of C of G and weight
configurations. With elevator trim typically set to the neutral take-off position for the
HS-748, variable loads in day-to-day operations would result in variable column
forces and displacements experienced on rotation. Although the trim position could
not be determined from the recorders, it was reportedly found in the neutral position
after the accident. The C of G positions on the previously reviewed flights were not
as far forward as on the accident flight, and the pilot-flying likely did not frequently
encounter a take-off weight near the maximum permissible with the C of G outside
the operator's forward limit. During the initial rotation attempt, the nose stopped
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rotating when the pilot-flying checked forward on the control column, and the aircraft,
in fact, started to pitch down. At this point, the aircraft had not reached sufficient
pitch attitude to achieve flight, and the pitch attitude was not maintained as the
aircraft continued to accelerate. There is a general reluctance to apply control inputs
much beyond the normal amounts expected, both in terms of displacement and
force.
The pitch control system on the HS-748 is such that control column forces increase
progressively with more elevator deflection. On the accident flight, an additional 1.8
degrees of elevator deflection was applied, over the typical amounts characteristic of
previous flights, at a higher rate, when the pilot felt that the aircraft was not lifting off
during the initial rotation. After pulling the additional amount (maximum elevator
deflection applied was approximately 30% of full nose-up elevator travel) and
accelerating 11 knots above V R , the aircraft still did not lift off, and the take-off was
rejected. The elevator performance (elevator/pitch rates) appeared consistent with
previous flights, indicating no significant elevator performance degradation. During
the second rotation attempt, the nose stopped rotating again and began to drop
when the elevator input was checked, mirroring the elevator inputs. During the
accident take-off, the amount of force applied to the controls did not result in the
aircraft reaching the 10-degree pitch-up attitude required for a normal take-off.
However, the elevator control could have been moved much further aft.
2.6 Emergency Response
The response to the occurrence by the emergency response service, airport
authorities, and company personnel was not well coordinated. Initially, there was a
delay because the FSS specialist was uncertain of the aircraft's location and because
he had not received a radio call advising him of the rejected take-off. Subsequently,
although grid maps of the airport were available, the FSS, fire trucks, and intervening
teams did not use these maps for orientation, which contributed to a further delay in
reaching the aircraft. Most airport emergency response plans use a grid map to
facilitate a rapid, orderly response to a crash site. The emergency response time is
critical in a crash, but was not critical in this accident.
3.0 Conclusions
3.1 Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors
The captain rejected the take-off at a speed well above the engine-failure
recognition speed (V1) with insufficient runway remaining to stop before the
end of the runway.
The far-forward position of the centre of gravity contributed to the pilot not
rotating the aircraft to the normal take-off attitude.
The aircraft never achieved the required pitch for take-off. The captain's
inability to accurately assess the pitch attitude was probably influenced by the
heavier than normal elevator control forces and the limited nighttime visual
references.
The loadmaster did not follow the company- and Transport Canada-approved
procedures to evaluate the excess baggage added to the aircraft, which led to
a discrepancy of 450 pounds and a C of G position further forward than
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a discrepancy of 450 pounds and a C of G position further forward than
expected.
The performance analysis suggested that the aircraft was under-rotated as a
result of a forward C of G loading and the generated lift never exceeded the
aircraft's weight during the take-off attempt.
3.2 Findings as to Risk
The aircraft was approximately 200 pounds over maximum gross take-off
weight.
The aircraft accelerated more slowly than normal, probably because of the
snow on the runway.
Although atmospheric conditions were conducive to contamination and the
aircraft was not de-iced, it could not be determined if contamination was
present or if it degraded the aircraft performance during the attempted take-off.
Water methanol was not used for the occurrence take-off. Use of water
methanol may have reduced the consequences of the rejected take-off.
The captain did not call for the overrun drill, and none of the items on the
checklist were covered by the crew.
The co-pilot did not follow the emergency checklist and call air traffic control to
advise of the rejected take-off or call over the public address system to advise
the passengers to brace.
The aircraft lost all its electrical systems during the impact with the large rocks,
rendering the radios unserviceable.
No HS-748 simulator exists that could be used to train pilots on the various
take-off and rejected take-off scenarios.
There was confusion regarding the aircraft's location. The flight service station,
fire trucks, and intervening teams were not using an available grid map for
orientation.
There is a risk associated with not de-icing aircraft before take-off in weather
conditions such as those on the day of the accident.
There is a risk associated with not calculating the WAT limit and performance
of an aircraft during an engine-out procedure in an environment with
obstacles.
3.3 Other Findings
The aircraft's brakes, anti-skid system, and tires functioned properly
throughout the rejected take-off.
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4.0 Safety Action
4.1 Action Taken
4.1.1 First Air
First Air has changed the definition of "dry snow"(5) in its de-icing manual. According
to the revised manual: "Any time there are precipitations prior to taxi or take-off, and
the temperature is warmer than minus 10 degrees Celsius, the critical surfaces of the
aircraft must be de-iced with the approved de-icing fluid."
In December 1998, after the accident, First Air audited all the weight and balance
documents and found discrepancies. All cargo agents received additional training
based on the audit's findings. A computerized weight and balance system has been
developed and is being implemented.
First Air, after being advised of the comments of the manufacturer with regard to the
item "LP COCKS", is currently evaluating, in coordination with Transport Canada, the
feasibility of modifying the HS 748 Overrun Emergency Checklist to include the item:
"LP COCKS - OFF".
4.1.2 Government of Nunavut
Following the accident, the Government of Nunavut re-opened the airport fire station
and hired a fire chief and three firefighters. One new Oshkosh T3000 fire truck was
purchased and delivered at Iqaluit. A second truck was repaired to enter service in
the summer of 1999.
4.1.3 Transportation Safety Board
The TSB sent a Safety Advisory Letter to Transport Canada advising that grid maps
were not always used during emergency response. Grid maps are a reliable and
efficient tool to minimize emergency response time when guiding emergency
vehicles to a crash site. The advisory letter suggested that Transport Canada review
the requirement for airport operators and applicable agencies to use grid maps to
guide all emergency vehicles during an emergency response.
On 14 August 2000, Transport Canada notified the TSB that it had received the
Aviation Safety Advisory dealing with the use of grid maps during emergency
response to crashes. In response to the advisory, Transport Canada, Civil Aviation,
Aerodrome Safety has just completed the drafting of a new Airport Emergency
Planning requirement, both a regulation and a standard, that will address the issue
raised by the subject advisory. This new section, which will replace the existing
Emergency Response section, will impart more direction on the development and
use of grid maps, as well as provide a list of all parties provided with them.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation into this
occurrence. Consequently, the Board authorized the release of this report on 25
September 2001.
Appendix A __ Glossary
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AIP
ATC
C of G
CRFI
FAA
F/O
FSS
g
hr
KIAS
mn
NOTAM
P/A
RSC
sec
TSB
V1

Aeronautical Information Publication
air traffic control
centre of gravity
Canadian runway friction index
Federal Aviation Administration
first officer
flight service station
the force of gravity
hour
knots indicated airspeed
minute
Notice to Airmen
public address
runway surface condition
second
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
critical engine-failure recognition speed

VR

rotation speed

UTC
º
ºC
ºF

coordinated universal time
degrees
degrees Celsius
degrees Fahrenheit

1. All times are eastern standard time (coordinated universal time [UTC] minus five
hours) unless otherwise noted.
2. In addition to the five emergency exits, two sliding windows in the flight deck
could be used in an emergency. However, these windows are very small and difficult
to access and therefore not considered suitable emergency exits for passengers. A
third cargo door, comprising a large portion of the aft port side of the fuselage, slides
forward along the fuselage when opened but is not an emergency exit. Neither the
flight deck windows nor the aft port cargo door are shown on the aircraft safety
features card in accordance with Canadian Aviation Regulation 704.44.
3. International Standards and Recommended Practices, Annex 14: Aerodromes,
Volume 1: Aerodrome Design and Operations, Attachment A: Guidance Material,
supplementary paragraph 16.1.4, 2nd edition, 1995.
4. This report is available upon request from the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada.
5. Snow with limited water content normally flies into a "cloud" when kicked and
dissipates rapidly. Outside temperature is generally below -2C (28F). Dry snow can
become wet if exposed to bright sun or radiant heat. (Reference: Ground Icing
Operations Program__ First Air, Weather Phenomena, chapter 5, page 5.)
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Risk of Collision
Between Canada 3000
Airbus SA320-212 C-GVXF
and Semitool Inc.
Rockwell International 690C N48BA
Calgary, Alberta
21 April 1998

Print View

Report Number A98W0079
Summary
At about 1935 mountain daylight time (MDT), a Canada 3000 Airbus
320, designated CMM368, took off from runway 28 at the Calgary
International Airport for Toronto Lester B. Pearson International Airport,
to climb to 7,000 feet for vectors. On contact with Calgary Departure,
CMM368 was cleared to climb runway heading to maintain flight level
(FL) 250. At about this time, a Turbo-Commander 690, designated
N48BA, departed Calgary runway 34 for Kalispell, Montana. On contact
with Calgary Departure, N48BA was cleared to climb to FL 210, and
was given two right turns, the last to a heading of 150°M. During initial
climb, CMM368 was given two left turns then cleared direct to the
Empress Intersection; the heading was 090°M. When CMM368 was at
about 12,000 feet and 300 KIAS, a traffic collision avoidance system
(TCAS) Traffic Advisory (TA) was received, with the target displayed at
the eleven o'clock position at 3 to 4 miles, 700 feet below and climbing.
Immediately thereafter, a Resolution Advisory (RA) was received with
the command "DESCEND CROSSING DESCEND". The captain
initiated a descent. At this time, the pilot of N48BA sighted CMM368,
turned right, and increased his rate of climb. At about the same time, a
second RA commanded the pilot of CMM368 to "INCREASE
DESCENT". CMM368 came within 500 feet horizontally and 500 feet
vertically of N48BA in an area where either 3 nm horizontal or 1,000
feet vertical separation is required. Prior to the risk of collision, the last
air traffic control (ATC) communication with either aircraft was at
1939:50 MDT.
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Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
Other Factual Information
Assignment of take-off runways are predicated, in part, by noise
abatement procedures as published in the Canada Air Pilot and, in
part, by NAV CANADA ATC Sector Procedures Manual. Canada Air
Pilot published Noise Abatement Procedures for Calgary state:
Subject to operational requirements ICAO Annex 16
Chapter 2 aircraft with northern or eastern designations will
be assigned runway 34 for take-off.
CMM368 requested and was cleared for a runway 28 departure. Noise
abatement procedures require an A320 type aircraft using runway 28 to
"climb on the LOC 281 o to 6 500 feet ASL before proceeding on
course." ATC issued climb and turn restrictions based on noise
abatement requirements and subsequently turned the aircraft left,
based on arriving and departing traffic, after it had climbed sufficiently
not to be a noise problem.
ATC Operations Letter #97/12 specifies procedures to be used for the
control and coordination of flights operating within airspace assigned to
the Calgary Terminal Specialty. At the time of the occurrence, a tworunway system (co-active runways) was being used in Calgary. Based
on these standard operating procedures, north and eastbound traffic
were being released from runway 34, and south and westbound traffic
were being released from runway 28. CMM368 was eastbound and
requested and received clearance to depart from runway 28. N48BA
was taxiing from the south end of the airport and, to reduce taxi time,
was cleared to depart from runway 34. Departing instrument flight rules
(IFR) traffic is maintained at altitudes of 9,000 feet and below until clear
of arriving IFR aircraft which is restricted to 10,000 feet until over
specific geographical locations, unless otherwise coordinated between
the arrival and departure controllers.
The Departure Controller was coordinating traffic with the Arrival
Controller and, based upon arriving traffic, cleared both aircraft to their
flight planned altitudes as soon as he considered it to be practical. On
initial contact with the Departure Control, CMM368 was cleared to FL
250. Two minutes later, N48BA first contacted the Departure Controller
and was cleared to FL 210. At the time, CMM368 was in a climb, west
of Calgary at 8,500 feet and 190 knots.
The NAV CANADA ATC Manual of Operations (MANOPS) provides
direction for controllers with respect to vertical separation standards.
Part 4, paragraph 482.3, states in part:
You may assign an altitude to an aircraft, only after an
aircraft previously at the altitude, or an aircraft climbing or
descending through the altitude, has reported or is
observed (JETS):
A. leaving or passing the altitude; or Part 5,
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paragraph 503.8 states in part:
You may use validated altitude readouts to determine
aircraft altitudes as follows:
D. Consider an aircraft to have passed an
altitude, when its altitude readout value has
changed by 300 feet or more in the
appropriate direction.
At the time, N48BA was cleared to FL 210, CMM368 was passing
through 8,500 feet and had been cleared to FL 250. The aircraft were
being vectored towards the same airspace, thus requiring positive
separation.
On initial climb off runway 28, the speed and rate of climb of CMM368
was about 190 KIAS and 3,200 feet per minute (fpm). Once on course
to Empress Intersection, the captain selected a managed speed to 320
KIAS which resulted in a rate of climb of about 800 fpm while the
aircraft was accelerating. N48BA was climbing at about 180 KIAS and
1,800 fpm.
At 1939:50(1) , 1 minute 20 seconds before CMM368 communicated a
TCAS descent, CMM368 was about 10 nm south-west of the airport in
a left turn climbing through 10,100 feet at 230 KIAS and N48BA was
about 4 miles north-east of the airport in a right turn climbing through
7,200 feet. The air traffic controller assessed that the vertical and
lateral spacing would remain adequate for the intended tracks. He then
turned his attention to other aircraft under his control. He recalls that it
was not until CMM368 called a TCAS descent that he looked at the two
aircraft targets on his radar screen.
During the period from just before CMM368 took off and the time of the
loss of separation, traffic conditions at Calgary International Airport
were reported as being moderate and of moderate complexity. Staffing
in the Calgary Terminal Specialty met unit standards. The shift
supervisor was staffing one of the terminal positions in a relief capacity,
as is customary for the scheduling of staff breaks. The weather at the
time was visual meteorological conditions (VMC) with high thin
scattered cloud.
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Flight CMM368 operated from Calgary International Airport at the same
time each weekday. With exposure and experience, air traffic
controllers gain knowledge of aircraft climb profiles and are able to
predict, with a high level of confidence, climb rates and ground speeds
for various types of aircraft. However, where more that one flight profile
is available to the pilot, such as is the case for the A320 aircraft, and
when the pilot has not received any restrictions based on altitude,
airspeed, or geographic location, the air traffic controller may not be
aware of the pilot's intentions.
The original performance specifications for the ATC radar data
processing system (RDPS) software included provisions for aircraft
conflict alert detection. During testing in the late 1980s and early
1990s, the RDPS conflict alert function was found to have several
faults and was not considered acceptable for operational use. Software
testing of a conflict alert function is currently underway with on-site
testing planned for late in 1998. Operational acceptance is expected to
be a lengthy process.
Analysis
When a two-runway system is in use at Calgary International Airport,
normal departure procedures result in north and eastbound traffic
departing from one runway while west and southbound traffic depart
from the other runway. This procedure eliminates the need to have
flight paths cross after departure, and provides positive lateral
separation. Normal procedure for the two aircraft involved would have
been for CMM368 to take off from runway 34 and N48BA to take off
from runway 28. However, due to the location on the airport of
executive aircraft, they are normally released from runway 34 when that
runway is active. The controller's willingness to shorten the taxi
distances for both aircraft resulted in a change to the normal flow of
departure traffic. Furthermore, had both aircraft departed runway 34,
separation would have been assured because of the direction of flight
after departure.
As the aircraft were being vectored to crossing tracks, adherence to
appropriate ATC MANOPS would have assured separation. When
N48BA contacted the Departure Controller, CMM368 was climbing and
passing through 8,500 feet. Thus, the appropriate altitude clearance
limit for N48BA would have been 8,000 feet.
Any deviation from defined procedures adds to the workload of a
controller in the form of extra vigilance and communications. If extra
safeguards are not put in place at the time of the deviation or additional
time available to monitor the situation until positive separation is
achieved is not available, then there is a higher risk of something going
wrong. The pressure to move traffic quickly, without undue delay, was
the overriding factor in the decision to allow the two aircraft to depart
from non-standard runways. The tower and departure controllers have
available to them an electronic display which indicates, among other
information, the departing runway. The Departure Controller can deny a
non-standard departure if traffic warrants. In this case, the controller
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chose to allow the departures to proceed. Based on previous
experience and judgement, the Departure Controller vectored both
aircraft to a position from which they could commence their own
navigation to the cleared outbound route. At this point, the Departure
Controller determined that adequate spacing existed to allow each
aircraft an unrestricted climb. Previous experience with these types of
aircraft reinforced this perception. In the mind of the controller, the task
to separate these two aircraft was now completed and only required
sufficient radar monitoring of the flights to ensure a timely hand-off to
the next sector.
The change in rate of climb of the A320 aircraft was not detected
because the Departure Controller did not sufficiently monitor the
progress of this flight. His experience did not include the possibility of
the aircraft performance changing and affecting the spacing established
with the other aircraft. The distraction caused by other control
responsibilities and an inadequate periodic scan of the radar display
resulted in the failure of the controller to detect this change. There have
been a number of recent TSB reports (A97C0144, A97H0007,
A98H0002) where controllers have not detected impending conflicts
because of inadequate scanning techniques and the absence of
additional progress reports requested by the controller. A deviation from
normally expected procedures therefore requires additional safeguards
to ensure that the safety margins intended by the standard procedures
are maintained. This usually requires extra vigilance by the controller or
additional checks and balances to be incorporated to ensure that the
required separation standards are satisfied.
Once the air traffic controller turned CMM268 east towards the
Empress Intersection and N48BA south, he checked their respective
altitudes and ground speeds. Based on the experience he had gained
in controlling other A320 aircraft departures at Calgary, he expected the
A320 to continue its climb rate of about 2,500 fpm thus achieving
greater than the minimum separation requirements for the two aircraft
during their crossing. He did not anticipate that the pilot of the A320
would change his flight profile and thus reduce the aircraft climb rate to
about 800 fpm while increasing the speed by about 100 knots. He
assumed that certain profiles would be flown and did not recheck the
progress of either aircraft until collision avoidance was being taken by
the aircraft.
Prior to reaching 10,000 feet, the pilot was cleared to a higher altitude
without airspeed restrictions. On reaching 10,000 feet, the pilot selected
a higher speed which results in the aircraft rate of climb being reduced
until that speed is attained. The profile flown by the A320 aircraft was
consistent with normal operating procedures for the A320 aircraft.
There are several tools available to controllers to assist them in
monitoring traffic under their control. One non-radar tool is specifying
reports from the crew of the aircraft such as altitude or position reports
in addition to any already prescribed. This alerts the controller should a
situation change from what was expected, and allows the controller to
confirm that the originally envisaged plan is unfolding as desired. The
RDPS provides two functions to assist the controller in accurately
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determining the position of the aircraft. The first is called a predicted
track line (PTL), which projects a line from selected aircraft along its
current heading, and which can be set for any variable time period from
1 minute to 20 minutes. The second tool is called a range bearing line
(RBL) which will display a line joining two aircraft targets, an aircraft to
a ground position or two ground positions, and show range and bearing
data. This information is updated for each sweep of the radar. Neither
of these two tools would have prevented the loss of separation or
provided an audible or visual alarm to the controller. However, had
either been used in this situation, it may have provided a reminder to
the controller that the unusual flight path of the two aircraft, different
from the normally used procedures, required an extra level of
monitoring.
The PTL and RBL do not satisfy the requirements of a conflict alert
tool. This type of system would provide some type of warning to the
controller that a loss of separation is imminent and that action is
required to resolve it. The RAMP radar system was to have this
capability functioning when the system was commissioned. Technical
problems, which persist to this day, have prevented the conflict alert
system from being implemented. There are operational conflict alerting
systems in use in other parts of the world. This type of tool would
provide an additional safeguard, much as TCAS does, to avoid losses
of separation or mid-air collisions.
Findings
Staffing in the Calgary Terminal Specialty met unit standards.
The controller's workload was assessed as moderate with
moderate complexity.
The supervisor was staffing a position in relief during scheduled
break rotation.
All necessary equipment was serviceable at the time of the
occurrence.
Co-active runways were being used at Calgary International
Airport.
North and eastbound traffic normally depart from runway 16/34
and south and westbound traffic normally depart from runway
10/28 during co-active runway operations.
Based on their direction of flight, both aircraft took off on the nonstandard runways.
Procedures for assuring positive separation of aircraft, as
specified in NAV CANADA ATC MANOPS, were not followed.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/1998/a98w0079/a98w0079.asp
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specified in NAV CANADA ATC MANOPS, were not followed.
The air traffic controller did not monitor the progress of the two
aircraft for a period of about two minutes prior to the TCAS alert.
A risk of collision occurred when CMM368 came within 500 feet
horizontally and 500 feet vertically of N48BA in an area where
either 3 nm horizontal or 1,000 feet vertical separation is
required.
Causes and Contributing Factors
A risk of collision occurred when the departure air traffic controller did
not follow ATC MANOPS separation criteria for two aircraft which were
to occupy the same airspace, and then did not adequately monitor the
progress of the two aircraft for a period of about two minutes. The
reason for not monitoring the aircraft involved was based on controller
expectations.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 28
April 1999.
1. All times are MDT (Coordinated Universal Time minus six hours)
unless otherwise noted.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. It is not
the function of the Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal
liability.
Aviation Occurrence Report
Loss of Control/Hard Landing
Canadian Helicopters Ltd.
Eurocopter AS350B ASTAR (Helicopter) CFSLF
Slave Lake, Alberta 22 mi S
31 August 1998

Print View

Report Number A98W0181
Summary
The pilot of the Eurocopter AS350B helicopter, serial No. 1975, was on
approach for landing at a remote site with a load of five fire-fighters. At
about 20 feet above ground level (agl) on final, while reducing the rate
of descent for landing, the pilot heard the low rotor horn. He was
unable to control the descent rate, and the helicopter landed hard. The
helicopter contacted the ground on the tail stinger and the right skid
then bounced forward. The tail boom separated and the forward
extension of the right skid tube broke off. The right forward cross tube
dug into the soft sand surface, the helicopter pitched nose-down,
pivoted in a clockwise direction, and fell on its right side. The engine
(Turbomeca Arriel 1B) continued to run and was shut down by the pilot.
The four passengers in the rear bench seat slid to the right as the
helicopter fell on its side, forcing the right rear cabin sliding door off its
track. The passenger sitting in the right rear seat fell partially out of the
helicopter, and his upper body was pinned between the sliding door
and the fuselage. The other passengers managed to lift the fuselage
enough to rescue the trapped passenger. The occupants were taken to
a local hospital for treatment. Ce rapport est également disponible en
français.
Other Factual Information
The landing site was a large, unprepared sand pad located beside a
creek at about 2 300 feet above sea level (asl). Three sides of the
landing site were bordered by 75- to 80-foot tall trees. The approach
was conducted from the east over shorter trees along the creek bed. At
the time of the occurrence, 1740 mountain daylight time (MDT), the
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temperature was reported to be about 17 degrees Celsius, and the
wind light and variable.
The helicopter's weight and balance was within limits and the centre of
gravity was within the normal range. The maintenance log-books
contained no evidence of uncorrected deficiencies relevant to the
circumstances of the occurrence. The fuel sampled was of the proper
grade and quality, and contained no contamination. The emergency
locator transmitter (ELT) activated on impact. Reference to the Aircraft
Flight Manual determined that the helicopter was capable of hover out
of ground effect in the conditions existing at the time of the occurrence.
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight in accordance with
existing regulations, and had flown a total of about 5 000 hours of
which about 275 hours were on type. The pilot reported that the low
rotor horn sounded while he was on final at about 20 feet agl and that,
despite application of collective, a high rate of descent developed that
could not be arrested. He was unable to recall any instrument readings
during descent. The main rotor (NR) speed is normally 385 rpm, and
the low rotor speed warning (horn/light) activates at 360 rpm.
Following examination of the wreckage, the engine was run in a test
cell. It was determined that the bleed valve (Le Bozec - part No.
9550158260) was operating erratically and would occasionally close at
a slower rate than normal. When the bleed valve was functionally
checked on a test bench, it initially stuck in the open position. The
bleed valve is an electro-pneumatic component that helps to prevent
surging and compressor stall during engine acceleration by bleeding a
certain amount of air from the outlet of the axial compressor overboard.
It normally closes at 96 per cent gas generator (NG) speed and opens
at 94 per cent NG speed. A delay in the closure of the bleed valve
would result in a loss of engine performance. Test cell data indicated a
loss of about 63 shaft horsepower (47 kW) if the bleed valve does not
close.
Examination and testing of the bleed valve, as observed by TSB
Engineering Branch personnel at an authorized overhaul facility,
determined that the component had been incorrectly assembled when
manufactured. The rack and pinion gearing that operates the butterfly
valve had not been correctly indexed when it was assembled, resulting
in the butterfly valve not opening fully. Following functional testing in the
as-received condition, the bleed valve was disassembled, and when the
butterfly valve gears were assembled correctly, the bleed valve
operated normally. It was also determined that contamination had been
deposited on the internal surfaces of the valve components. The air
discharge from the engine compressor (P2) contains concentrated fine
particles of dust and sand, ingested by the engine in normal operation.
These deposits can result in reduced clearances and binding in the
operation of the valve. Dust contamination was found in the small filter
installed in the P2 inlet line fitting. The overhaul facility indicated that
the contamination found in this valve is typical of the valves received
for repair. The operator's records indicate a significant number of bleed
valve replacements in its AS350 fleet. Service Difficulty Reports (SDR)
indicate six reported failures of this valve in service. The bleed valve
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had accumulated about 2 071 hours since manufacture, and is
normally overhauled "on condition." This bleed valve had never been
overhauled.
Examination of the helicopter wreckage indicated that considerable
structural distortion had taken place in the passenger cabin, resulting in
the right rear sliding door partially disengaging from its tracks. When
the helicopter rolled on its right side, the weight of the four rear seat
passengers sliding to the right, combined with cabin distortion, forced
the sliding door open, allowing the right rear passenger to partially fall
out. It was reported that the trapped passenger was in severe distress
from the weight of the helicopter on his upper body. The rear seat
passengers were wearing lap-belts, but not the available shoulder
harness. The short duration of the flight may have influenced the
passengers in not using the two-point shoulder harness provided.
Analysis
The analysis will focus on the operational effect of a malfunctioning
bleed valve and the use of shoulder harnesses.
Failure of the engine to develop full power due to a slow-closing bleed
valve at a critical stage of flight could result in the pilot raising the
collective control excessively and over-pitching the main rotor blades.
Over-pitching further reduces main rotor rpm which increases the rate
of descent. Recovery from this situation would require lowering the
collective which in this case would not be possible due to ground
proximity.
Had the rear seat passengers been wearing correctly tightened
shoulder harnesses, the tendency to slide sideways during rollover may
have been reduced. The timely action of the passengers in lifting the
helicopter off the trapped passenger likely saved his life.
The following TSB Engineering Branch Laboratory report was
completed:
LP 109/98 - Bleed Valve Examination
Findings
The pilot was certified and qualified for the flight.
The bleed valve malfunctioned during descent preventing the
engine from developing full power.
The pilot, while attempting to arrest the rate of descent, applied
collective pitch which resulted in over-pitching of the main rotor.
The pilot was unable to arrest the rapid descent and landed
hard.
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The bleed valve was incorrectly assembled when manufactured
and contaminated, resulting in erratic operation.
The rear right cabin sliding door was forced open during rollover,
trapping a passenger.
The timely action of the passengers in lifting the helicopter off the
passenger likely saved his life.
Causes and Contributing Factors
The helicopter pilot was unable to control the rate of descent while on a
steep final approach because of a malfunctioning engine bleed valve
and landed hard. The cause of the bleed valve malfunction was
contamination and incorrect assembly during manufacture.
This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's investigation
into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, consisting of
Chairperson Benoît Bouchard, and members Maurice Harquail, Charles
Simpson and W.A. Tadros, authorized the release of this report on 14
October 1999.
Updated: 2002-10-06
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These documents are the final versions of occurrence investigation
reports as approved by the Transportation Safety Board. The TSB
assumes no responsibility for any discrepancies that may have been
transmitted with the electronic versions. The printed versions of the
documents stand as the official record.
1993 Air Investigation Reports
A SAFETY STUDY OF PILOTING SKILLS, ABILITIES, AND
KNOWLEDGE IN SEAPLANE OPERATIONS
- Report Number SSA93001
REPORT OF A SAFETY STUDY ON VFR FLIGHT INTO ADVERSE
WEATHER - Adopted 13 November 1990
- REPORT NO. 90-SP002
REPORT ON A SPECIAL INVESTIGATION INTO AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL SERVICES IN CANADA - Adopted 02 March 1990
- REPORT NO. 90-SP001
04 December 1993 - Loss of Control During Single-Engine Operation
Waglisla Air Ltd. Grumman G21A Goose C-FUMG Prince Rupert,
British Columbia 4 mi S
Report Number A93P0249
03 December 1993 - Marine Power Loss/Loss of Control Arctic Wings
and Rotors Pilatus Britten-Norman BN2A-20 Islander C-GMOP
Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories 7.7 mi SE
Report Number A93W0204
01 December 1993 - Collision with Terrain Fonds du Service Aérien
Gouvernemental Shorts SD3-30 Variant 300 C-FPQE Umiujaq,
Quebec
Report Number A93Q0245
28 November 1993 - Cabin Fire Northwest Airlines Boeing 727-200
N278US Montreal International (Dorval) Airport, Quebec
Report Number A93Q0242
25 November 1993 - ATS Related Event Between Air Ontario Ltd. De
Havilland DHC-8 C-GONX and Canadian Forces Canadair Ltd. CT-114
Tutor Sault Ste. Marie Airport, Ontario
Report Number A93O0382
10 November 1993 - Controlled Flight into Terrain Air Manitoba Limited
Hawker Siddeley, HS 748 Series 2A C-GQTH Sandy Lake, Ontario
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1 nm NW
Report Number A93H0023
12 October 1993 - Controlled Flight into Terrain Athabaska Airways
Limited Cessna 310R C-GILR Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan 1 mi NE
Report Number A93C0169
09 October 1993 - Loss of Control Beech B58P Baron C-FKSB Toronto
Island Airport, Ontario 1.8 nm W
Report Number A93O0343
24 September 1993 - Loss of Tail Rotor Authority Tail Rotor Drive Train
Failure Campbell Helicopters Ltd. Bell B205A-1 (Helicopter) C-FJTF
Edson, Alberta 48 nm S
Report Number A93W0159
21 July 1993 - Runway Excursion Canair Cargo Ltd. Convair 580 CGQHB Tofino, British Columbia
Report Number A93P0131
11 September 1991 - Runway Excursion Piper PA 23-250 Aztec CGIFD Chilliwack, British Columbia
Report Number A91P0194
22 October 1990 - Trans Provincial Airlines Piper PA-31-350 Chieftain
C-GKIY, 39 nm North of Terrace, British Columbia
Report Number A90P0340
Updated: 2002-09-23
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A SAFETY STUDY OF
SURVIVABILITY IN SEAPLANE ACCIDENTS
Report Number SA9401

Print View
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The aircraft nosed down and then flipped over onto its back. The pilot escaped through
the right door, but the passenger, although his seat-belt was released, failed to exit the
aircraft and drowned.... Neither the pilot nor the passenger was wearing a life jacket,
although they were available in the aircraft; both were wearing parkas and hip-waders. 1
The Transportation Safety Board (TSB) recently completed an analysis of seaplane
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accidents 2 that occurred in Canada over the 15-year period from 1976 through 1990.
During that period, there were 1,432 such accidents; and 452 people died in 234 of
these accidents.
The TSB examined these 1,432 accidents in order to identify underlying safety
deficiencies in seaplane operations. Using this database, the Board recently completed
a safety study addressing shortcomings in piloting skills, abilities and knowledge.3 This
second study deals with occupant survivability in seaplane accidents.
Of the 234 fatal accidents examined, 96 (41%) occurred during the take-off phase, and
87 (37%) occurred during the approach and landing phase. 4 In 48% (103) of the 216
fatal accidents where the accident site was described fully in the occurrence records,
the aircraft terminated in the water. Less than 10% of the 276 occupants involved in
these 103 accidents escaped unhampered from these aircraft.
2.0 OBJECTIVE
This study aims to advance aviation safety by identifying factors affecting occupant
survivability in seaplane accidents that terminate in the water.
3.0 SCOPE
Information from the 103 fatal accidents that terminated in the water (resulting in 168
deaths) was examined from the point of view of impact survivability and post-impact
survival.
A myriad of issues pertaining to post-crash survivability arose that could only be
examined through a file-by-file examination of accident and autopsy data. Did the
deaths occur predominantly as a result of impact-related forces, or as a result of postimpact drowning? To what extent were lap belts and shoulder harnesses used? Did the
drownings occur in the cabin as a result of egress difficulties or did they occur outside
the aircraft? Were personal flotation devices available to the occupants? If so, were they
used and were they effective?
The study examines the potential for egress of the occupants in the 103 fatal accidents,
the causes of death, and the use of personal restraint systems and flotation devices.
4.0 EXAMINATION OF SPECIFIC ISSUES
4.1 Emergency Egress
The circumstances surrounding each of the fatalities were examined to determine the
location of the deaths. The fatalities occurred predominantly within the confines of the
aircraft cabin.
Of the 168 occupants (including pilots and passengers) who died in the 103 accidents
known to have terminated in the water, 118 (70%) were located inside the aircraft, 37
(22%) were located outside the aircraft, and 3 (2%) were found onshore. 5 Half of the
occupants drowned while trapped in the confines of the cabin. Of the 63 pilots who died,
49 (78%) were located inside the aircraft, 10 (16%) were located outside the aircraft,
and one (2%) was found onshore. 6
Table 1 indicates that less than 10% of the 276 occupants escaped unhampered from
the aircraft cabin.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/sa9401/sa9401.asp
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Escaped unhampered 23 (8%)
Escaped with difficulty 72 (26%)
Did not escape 121 (44%)
Undetermined 44 (16%)

The aircraft fuselage often buckled during impact, bending doors and door-opening
mechanisms. Aircraft sometimes flipped upside-down, making it difficult to maintain
situational awareness. The flaps, which are at least partially lowered on most aircraft
during take-offs and landings, may have prevented egress through outward-opening
exits. Disoriented occupants may have panicked as icy cold water rushed into the cabin
in the seconds following impact. Some of the aircraft involved in water-impact accidents
did not have a rear exit, making evacuation for the rear-seat passengers difficult. In
these cases, the only egress route for passengers would have been to crawl over the
front seats and through the crew door(s). Actuating a simple door-opening mechanism
can become an almost impossible task in cold dark water when the aircraft cabin is
vertical or upside-down. This may be compounded by the fact that the opening
mechanism of some doors is not so simple (with more than one handle or lever to
actuate) and few are standard.
Recognizing the difficulties of emergency egress from seaplanes in the water, following
a fatal DHC-2 Beaver accident, the TSB recommended in 1992 that "the Department of
Transport require that the exits of DHC-2 aircraft be marked clearly." 7 In response,
Transport Canada (TC) issued an Airworthiness Directive requiring the inspection and
rectification of door placards.
A 1988 study conducted by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board (CASB) 8 cited eight
occurrences in which the occupants exited the aircraft successfully but drowned
attempting to swim to shore. The report found evidence that "occupants sometimes
drown while attempting to reach life jackets stowed in the rear of the cabin or under
seats. Often the aircraft became inverted in the water, suspended by the floats. The
occupants then swam to the surface whereupon one would dive back to the aircraft to
retrieve the life jackets."
4.2 Causes of Death
The causes of death for the 168 fatalities (including pilots and passengers) from
accidents which occurred on the water fell into four major categories as follows: 18
(11%) of the deaths occurred during impact; 17 (10%) of the occupants were
incapacitated during the impact sequence from non-fatal impact forces and
subsequently drowned; 113 (67%) died from drowning; and 3 (2%) died from exposure. 9
When the causes of death for the pilots (63) were examined in isolation, a similar
pattern emerged: 9 deaths (14%) occurred during impact; 9 pilots (14%) were
incapacitated from non-fatal impact forces and subsequently drowned; 42 (67%) died
from drowning; and one pilot (2%) died from exposure. 10
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Although only 20% of the deaths (35 persons) occurred outside the cabin, the majority
(30 or 86%) of these deaths were attributed to drowning.
4.3 Personal Restraint Systems
The front of the left float touched first, and the aircraft flipped over immediately. The
pilot, who was not wearing his seat-belt, sustained facial injuries on impact. There was
no indication that the pilot had tried to leave the aircraft. Death was by drowning.
Several recent studies have concluded that shoulder restraints offer significantly more
occupant protection than lap belts. 11 12 Also, crashworthiness studies conducted in the
United States and Canada during the past decades have consistently concluded that the
probability of surviving impact forces is significantly enhanced if occupants of small,
general aviation aircraft are protected by upper-torso restraint.
Occupants of a float aircraft may drown in a sinking aircraft if they are unconscious; loss
of consciousness is normally caused by a head trauma. Passengers who are restrained
and protected during the impact sequence so that they maintain consciousness stand a
better chance of successfully exiting a sinking aircraft. An effective restraint system may
secure the occupants of the aircraft during even cart-wheeling impact forces, better
enabling them to find the exits if the aircraft comes to a stop inverted and begins sinking
in the water.
In almost half of the accidents, no information regarding the availability of shoulder
harnesses for the passengers was recorded. Nonetheless, where the information was
recorded, 60% of the passengers did not have shoulder restraints available; of the
remaining 40%, over half did not make use of available shoulder restraint systems.
Although only accident data was examined, it is likely that a large proportion of the
passengers of seaplanes generally do not use upper torso restraint systems, even when
they are available. The scarcity of the data regarding the occupant restraint issue
precluded establishing a relationship between the actual use of shoulder harnesses by
passengers and successful egress.
Information concerning the use of shoulder restraints by pilots was more complete.13 In
31 (62%) of the 50 cases where the data was recorded, pilots were operating aircraft
that had not been equipped with shoulder harnesses. Of the 19 pilots who did have
shoulder harnesses available, 13 (68%) were not using them at the time of the accident.
This contrasts sharply with a finding in a 1990 study on shoulder harnesses in small
commercial aircraft which indicated that "approximately 25% of shoulder harnesses are
not used in aircraft in which they are fitted." 14 This suggests that use of shoulder
harnesses in seaplane operations is much lower than the use generally in commercial
operations.
Where the TSB has recorded data for the period 1976 to 1990, 58 out of 347 front-seat
seaplane occupants (17%) received fatal or serious injuries when they were not
restrained by a shoulder harness, whereas 8 out of 79 (10%) received the same type of
injuries when an installed shoulder harness was used. 15
In 59 of the fatal accidents examined, no information regarding the use or the availability
of lap belts was recorded. In the accidents where such information was recorded, 42 of
the occupants (95%) had lap belts available, and 38 of those 42 occupants (90%) used
them. Where lap belt information was recorded, all aircraft were equipped with lap belts
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for the pilot, but 8% of the pilots did not use them. It was not evident why occupants
almost always used lap belts, but tended not to use shoulder harnesses.
Canadian regulatory requirements for the installation and use of shoulder harnesses on
land-configured aircraft are less comprehensive than the regulations of the United
States and Australia. 16 In 1987, the CASB concluded that pilots of small aircraft had the
responsibility to assist passengers in the event of an accident, and therefore should be
properly restrained to avoid injury. Thus, the CASB recommended that "the Department
of Transport require the installation of shoulder harnesses, where practicable, in the
flight crew seats of all commercial aircraft, regardless of their date of manufacture."17
In 1988, TC acknowledged the desirability of protecting persons occupying flight crew
positions by the addition of shoulder harnesses to commercial aircraft manufactured
after 1978; TC also undertook to conduct a study on the feasibility of introducing
legislation for the retrofit of shoulder harnesses on small aircraft manufactured before
1978. The 1990 study by Sypher: Mueller18 recommended that all small commercial
aeroplanes be fitted with shoulder harnesses in the front seats within five years.
After a floatplane accident in which all the occupants received incapacitating head
injuries, the TSB recommended that "the Department of Transport expedite legislation to
require the use of a seat-belt and shoulder harness during take-off and landing of small,
commercial fixed-wing aircraft."19 An amendment to Air Navigation Order (ANO) Series
II, No. 2, the Aircraft Seats, Safety Belts and Safety Harnesses Order, appeared in Part I
of the Canada Gazette on 1 January 1994. The amendment changes regulatory
requirements regarding seat-belt and shoulder harness installation and use for flight
crew on board small commercial fixed-wing aircraft; it addresses most of the TSB's
concerns in that regard. Publication in Part I is for consultation purposes only; there is
no certainty that the ANO amendment will come into force.
4.4 Personal Flotation Devices
Perhaps the most significant (and intuitively obvious) difference in cause of death in
seaplanes compared to landplanes is the frequency of drowning. As shown earlier, only
11% of the fatalities in the seaplane accidents terminating in the water were attributable
to the impact forces. The majority of the victims survived the impact but subsequently
drowned. Had these accidents occurred on land, a large percentage of them might have
been non-fatal. 20
The majority of those who drowned were trapped in the aircraft. However, drowning was
also the most common cause of death (86%) of those who exited the aircraft. Personal
flotation devices would probably have saved the lives of many who drowned outside the
aircraft.
The Air Navigation Order titled the Life-Saving Equipment Order (ANO Series II, No. 8)
specifies that one life jacket for each person on board must be carried on board
seaplanes and specifies the standards that the life jackets must meet. Section 5(1) of
the Life-Saving Equipment Order states that:
... every life jacket required to be carried on board an aircraft ... shall be stowed in such
a manner as to be easily accessible to the person for whose use it is intended.
There are two types of life jackets: inflatable and non-inflatable. The inflatable type is
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less bulky and can easily be stowed under a seat or can be worn by the seaplane
occupant during take-off and landing; it is also more expensive than the non-inflatable
type and more subject to critical damage (punctures) if left unprotected. Non-inflatable
jackets are commonly used on board ships, but they do not meet Technical Standards
Orders C13C which is incorporated by reference in the Air Navigation Order Series II,
No. 8. New types of life jackets which incorporate new technology fabrics, multi-layer
concepts and adjustable securing harnesses are coming on the market. Some of the
newer models can be worn permanently for extended periods of time and are damage
resistant so that they can be worn in the work environment (by jetty staff, for example).
The 1988 CASB Study21 considered the implications of the language of the Life-Saving
Equipment Order, cited above. The Board believed that while life jackets might have
been accessible (i.e. they were carried on board the aircraft in a location where there
was no physical barrier restricting access to them by occupants in an upright aircraft),
they often were not readily available to the occupants after an accident. The
circumstances of many accidents occurring on water do not permit passengers to locate
and don life jackets stored in the rear of the aircraft. This is particularly true if the aircraft
is inverted, or otherwise submerged or partially submerged. For these reasons, the
CASB recommended that life jackets on float aircraft be stowed so as to be easily
accessible to each seated passenger, and that the wearing of life jackets when
operating on or near the water be made mandatory for float operations. 22
In 1989, TC drafted a revised Air Navigation Order Series II, No. 8 that incorporated the
recommendations regarding the accessibility of life jackets stemming from its study on
life-saving equipment. However, the draft did not include the mandatory wearing of a life
jacket during take-off and landing on water. In 1992, in the Osprey Wings DHC-2
floatplane accident report (91C0122), the TSB restated its concern regarding the
inadequacy of the regulations governing the stowage and wearing of life jacket on
floatplanes. To date, no significant change to the regulations has been promulgated.
A file by file examination was conducted to assess the availability and use of life jackets.
Information about the availability of life jackets was not recorded for 67% of the
fatalities. Of the 55 fatalities for which information was available, 47 occurred on board
aircraft which were carrying life jackets. It was found that 32 of the 47 occupants for
whom life jackets were available did not use them.
There is no conclusive evidence as to why the life jackets were not used when they
were available. In fatal accidents, life jackets may not have been used because they
could not be found, reached or donned. Unfortunately, data for non-fatal accidents,
indicating whether the survivors had difficulty locating, donning or using their life jackets,
have not been systematically captured. However, there is both intuitive and anecdotal
evidence that accessibility is a factor. For example, one reporter to the Confidential
Aviation Safety Reporting Program (CASRP) wrote:
In the case of the Norseman that flipped over in high winds, the pilot reported that the
only problem he had was getting a life vest. After he was in the water he had to cut the
bag to get at the life jacket... I had to use a life vest and found the hardest part was
trying to get the damn thing on in a Beech 18... Most of the cases in seaplanes, you do
not have time before hand to get one on... I have my pilots hang life vests out of the
bags behind their two front seats; but this does not solve the problem... If the Regs
stated that all flight crew wear life vests, I for one would welcome it.
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The instinct of persons in an inverted cabin of an aircraft that is sinking in cold dark
water is to get out as soon as possible, without fumbling for a life jacket. If they were
wearing a life jacket and managed to find an open exit without the egress being
hampered by clothes or the life jacket, then their chances of survival would be
considerably enhanced by the personal flotation device. A videotape produced by TC,
Aviation (Central Region) demonstrates that it is almost impossible for even a healthy
person in a controlled test environment to don a life jacket in cold water. This
demonstration tends to support the 1988 CASB study 23 which found not a single
instance in which the occupants donned life jackets after the accident and prior to
evacuating the aircraft.
It is often difficult, after a fatal accident, to determine the role that personal flotation
devices might have played. In many of the otherwise survivable fatal accidents, the
occupants may not have gotten out of the aircraft due to a combination of impact
injuries, confusion, and panic. In any event, life jackets for seaplane occupants can
undoubtedly best serve their purpose if:
-- they are worn during take-off and landing;
-- they do not hamper the movements of the wearer because of their size and
configuration; and
-- they do not provide flotation until activated by the wearer.
4.5 Passenger Briefings
The pilot had advised his passengers not to wear seat-belts; he believed that seat-belts
would hamper the chances of escape should the aircraft overturn during the take-off or
landing phase of flight.
As suggested earlier, passengers may have had difficulty locating their life jacket and
operating the aircraft's exit mechanisms. For commercial operations, ANO Series VII,
No. 3 states that an "air carrier shall provide every passenger aboard any aeroplane
operated by him at the place where such passenger is seated information respecting
the emergency equipment and exits on that aeroplane." Section 6 of the Life-Saving
Equipment Order (ANO Series II, No. 8) states that "No person shall fly an aircraft en
route over water ... unless, prior to commencing the over water portion of the flight, all
passengers are informed of the location and method of use of the life-saving equipment
carried for their use." As discussed in the CASB's 1988 study, this regulatory focus on
the "en route" phase is not understood--particularly since most accidents occur during
the take-off, and approach and landing phases.
The regulatory requirements for commercial operations are quite extensive. However,
effective fulfilment of the Life-Saving Equipment Order is dependent upon interpretation.
Section 6 appears to require a demonstration of the life jacket, as is customary in large
passenger aircraft, but the wording of the regulation is not clear in this respect. Legally,
information regarding the location and use of exits and emergency equipment can be
provided without a demonstration. Although a pictorial presentation on a safety card or
on a placard can serve the purpose, the Board believes that a demonstration would be
more effective, particularly when the actuating mechanisms for doors, windows and
emergency exits are complex or non-standard.
4.6 Cabin Loading
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/sa9401/sa9401.asp
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The aircraft overturned sometime after landing, most likely due to wind and sea
conditions. The unsecured cargo would have hindered the pilot's attempt to escape from
the overturned aircraft.
Section 218 of the Air Regulations states that "no person shall fly or attempt to fly any
aircraft unless ... the equipment and any cargo carried are secured so as to prevent
shifting in flight and are not so placed as to block or restrict the exit of passengers in an
emergency."
The accident record for the study period indicates that "shifted cargo" and "improperly
secured load" were recorded as contributing factors in only four accidents, one of which
was fatal. In two of these recorded cases, egress was prevented either because the
internal load shifted during the crash sequence, or because the load had been placed in
front of an exit, preventing the exit's use; i.e. the Regulations had not been followed.
Although the fatal accident record provides little conclusive evidence that unsecured
cargo or baggage is a systemic safety issue, a TSB survey conducted in 1991 indicated
that a quarter of the respondents either usually, almost always or always flew with
unrestrained cargo. Also, 14% of the respondents answered that there were seldom or
never adequate tie-down points and restraints to satisfactorily restrain cargo or baggage
in the event of a forced landing or emergency procedures.24
There are also indications of a safety deficiency regarding improperly stored cargo in
reports to the CASRP as one reporter to the CASRP wrote:
...overloading of the B-18 sometimes by 1000 lbs... so that there is no exit out of the
rear door. [There is] no pilot door. If there was a crash, [the] pilots would be trapped
inside and no way out... Overloads in the north are a common thing, especially on floats,
but there is no excuse for a captain or owner-pilot who overloads a twin. He is
endangering not only himself but also the people in the small villages and reserves. Also
the co-pilots are forced to be under these dangerous conditions and some of these guys
are too young or inexperienced to say no.
The extent to which there was unrestrained internal cargo or baggage in the accident
aircraft might explain why many occupants failed to exit aircraft involved in survivable
accidents.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
Fatalities in seaplane accidents terminating in the water are frequently the result of postimpact drownings. Most drownings occur inside the cabin of the aircraft. Most survivors
who were able to exit the aircraft experienced some difficulty in doing so. The similarity
of the location and causes of death for the pilots and the other occupants indicates that
all occupants were similarly at risk during, and particularly after, an accident on water.
The causes of death underscore the hazard of operating aircraft from the water's
surface. Relatively few of the deaths in seaplane accidents on the water occurred during
the impact sequence. However, those who survived often encountered difficulty in
exiting the aircraft. Over two-thirds of the fatalities occurred when occupants who were
not incapacitated during the impact drowned. Of the occupants who successfully exited
the aircraft and subsequently died (one fifth of all fatalities in the water), almost all died
as a result of drowning rather than from impact-related injuries.
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Failure to successfully exit a sinking aircraft is common for persons who suffer a trauma
sustained because of a lack of appropriate restraint at the time of the accident. Yet, few
occupants of seaplanes involved in water-accidents had taken advantage of available
upper-torso restraint. Even pilots, who are more aware of the importance of being
adequately restrained during an accident, and who are responsible for assisting
survivors to exit the stricken aircraft after an accident, were often not using the shoulder
harnesses that were available.
Because of limitations of the accident data, little is known about the role life jackets
could have played in survivability. Nevertheless, the accident evidence continues to
support the thrust of the recommendations made in the CASB's 1988 study--most of
which have not been satisfactorily implemented.
While it is not clear why many occupants of seaplanes involved in survivable accidents
fail to safely egress, a good understanding of the location and operation of emergency
exits, emergency equipment and life jackets may be essential to survivability.
Industry practices with respect to flying with unrestrained cargo may be exacerbating the
consequences of upset on the water by trapping occupants in the cabin.
6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Personal Flotation Devices
In view of the continuing vulnerability of the occupants of seaplanes in accidents on the
water to drowning, and since nearly four-fifths of fatal seaplane accidents which
terminated in the water occurred during the take-off or the approach and landing phase,
the Board, having considered advances in permanent wear, damage resistant, inflatable
life-jackets, recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that all occupants of seaplanes wear a personal
flotation device during the standing, taxiing, take-off, and approach and landing phases
of flight.
A94-07
6.2 Personal Restraint Systems
Although the majority of fatal seaplane accidents in the water involve drowning,
approximately one-tenth of these victims were incapacitated from non-fatal impact
forces. The availability and use of personal restraint systems could have facilitated a
successful egress for many of these victims.
The amendment to ANO Series II, No. 225 , which would require the fitment of seat-belts
and shoulder harnesses and their use by flight crews on board small commercial fixed
wing aircraft, has not been promulgated. Consequently, a significant proportion of
Canadian seaplanes (most of which were manufactured before 1978) continue to
operate without shoulder harnesses available--even for the flight crew. Given that the
1990 Sypher: Mueller study 26 estimated that the front seats of aeroplanes could be
retrofitted with shoulder harnesses for approximately $2,000, the Board does not
understand TC's apparent reluctance to require retrofit.
In view of the vulnerability of seaplane pilots to drowning following non-fatal accident
impact forces, the Board recommends that:
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/sa9401/sa9401.asp
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The Department of Transport require the fitment of lap belts and shoulder harnesses in
seaplanes and require their use by all pilots during take-offs and landings before the
1995 seaplane season begins.
A94-08
6.3 Compliance
The accident record seriously draws into question the attitude of some seaplane pilots
towards basic safety measures. Even when shoulder harnesses were fitted in the
aircraft, two-thirds of the accident pilots were not using them; some of them did not
even secure the lap belt. Only half of the accident passengers who had shoulder
harnesses available wore them--perhaps a reflection of the example set by their pilots.
Similarly, despite the availability of life jackets on many of the accident aircraft,
apparently few occupants wore them, or had a personal flotation device sufficiently
close to use.
The Board recognizes that more stringent regulations alone will not alter current
behaviour patterns which exacerbate the fatality rate. Furthermore, enforcement of
regulations pertaining to seaplane operations in Canada presents a formidable challenge
on a day-to-day basis. Nevertheless, in view of the continuing disregard of basic safety
provisions by many pilots and operators in seaplane operations, the Board recommends
that:
The Department of Transport implement a national safety awareness program,
promoting the use of personal restraint systems and personal flotation devices in
seaplane operations as soon as practicable; and
A94-09
The Department of Transport investigate options for imposing strong sanctions on
owners and operators who flagrantly disregard the basic tenets of safety in seaplane
operations, and make public its findings within one year of the receipt of these
recommendations.
A94-10
6.4 Passenger Briefings
Many of the occupants of the accident aircraft were not experienced in seaplane
operations. Often they were fare-paying passengers who were unfamiliar with the
aircraft, its personal restraint systems, its life-support equipment, emergency egress
routes, etc. These passengers could have benefitted from a pre-flight briefing prior to
the take-off or landing on water. The provision of such safety briefings was
recommended in the 1988 CASB study; 27 but regrettably, the recommendation has not
been satisfactorily implemented.
In order to improve the survival of passengers in the event of a seaplane accident, the
Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport establish and promote specific pre-flight briefing
requirements for passengers for commercial seaplane operations from or to water.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/sa9401/sa9401.asp
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A94-11
Again, the Board recognizes the difficulty of enforcing such a requirement. Whereas a
TC inspector cannot be omni-present, perhaps the fare-paying passengers themselves
can be better informed regarding seaplane safety and encouraged to report unsafe
practices to TC; e.g. inadequacy of passenger briefing, non-availability of personal
restraint systems and personal flotation devices, excessive or improperly secured cargo,
etc. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport provide all commercial seaplane operators with safety
information brochures, including procedures for reporting unsafe operating practices, to
be made available to all fare-paying passengers.
A94-12
7.0 APPENDICES

APPENDIX A PHASE OF OPERATIONS
(NOTE: The following definitions are extracted from the ICAO Definitions manual (Doc
9569) or the ICAO ADREP manual. In certain cases, the definitions are complemented
by explanations mostly based on information obtained from various parts of these
manuals.)
TAXIING: Movement of an aircraft on the surface of an aerodrome under its own power,
excluding take-off and landing, but including, in the case of helicopters, operation over
the surface of an aerodrome within a height band associated with ground effect and at
speed associated with taxiing, i.e. air-taxiing.
TAKE-OFF PHASE: The operating phase defined by the time during which the engine is
operated at the rated output.
EN-ROUTE PHASE: The part of the flight from the end of the take-off and initial climb
phase to the commencement of the approach and landing phase.
APPROACH PHASE: The operating phase defined by the time during which the engine
is operated in the approach operating mode.
(NOTE: This definition is ambiguous because it is unclear what is meant by "the
approach operating mode" of an engine; jet engines, in particular, are not operated in a
different mode during the en-route and approach/landing phases. The new coding for
the phases of operation sheds some light on this matter: "approach" includes holding (in
the process of completing an approach), intermediate approach (from first fix to final
approach), final approach, circuit pattern and missed approach/go-around.
LANDING: Landing is not defined in the ICAO Definitions. As stated before, it is not a
phase on its own as it accompanies "approach" to make the "approach and landing
phase." The new coding, under "landing," lists level off/touchdown, landing roll, aborted
landing (after touchdown) and other.
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2 The word "seaplane" is used by Transport Canada for licensing purposes and
includes floatplanes, flying boats and amphibious aeroplanes.
3 A Safety Study of Piloting Skills, Abilities and Knowledge in Seaplane Operations,
TSB, 1993.
4 See Appendix A for the definitions of phases of flight.
6 In three cases (5%), the location of the body was not recorded.
8 The Carriage and Use of Overwater Life-Support Equipment in Canada, CASB Report
No. 88-SP001, 1988.
9 In 17 cases (10%), the cause of death was not recorded.
10 In two cases (3%), the cause of death was not recorded.
12 "Shoulder harness use is the most effective method of reducing fatalities and serious
injuries in general aviation airplane accidents" in Small Aircraft Crashworthiness,
Volume 1 TP 8655E, Prepared by Sypher: Mueller International Inc., July 1987, page
46.
13 In 13 accidents this information was not recorded for the pilots.

15 The accidents taken into consideration were those where the impact damage was
severe or moderate.
16 Sypher: Mueller, 1990, Op. Cit.
17 CASB Recommendation 87-58.
18 Op. Cit.
20 Only 0.2% of land-based aeroplanes' nose-over or nose-down accidents on take-off
or landing are fatal, but 10% of these accidents are fatal in seaplane operations.
22 CASB Recommendations 88-26 and 88-25 respectively.

26 Op. Cit.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
When the airplane landed the visibility in the cabin was virtually non-existent at heights higher than one foot above the cabin floor. The
survivors stated that they barely possessed the strength and mental capacity to negotiate the exits.1(A83F0006)
From 1978 through 1991 there were 18 evacuations of large, Canadian-registered, passenger-carrying aircraft. In addition, there were 3
evacuations in Canada of foreign aircraft. These 21 occurrences involved 2,305 passengers and 139 crew members and resulted in 91
fatalities and 78 serious injuries. Some 36 fatalities and 8 serious injuries occurred during the evacuation process.
1.2 Objective
This safety study examines the Canadian experience with respect to the evacuation of passengers from large aircraft and identifies safety
deficiencies associated with communications during evacuations, exit operation, passenger preparedness for evacuations, and the presence of
fire, smoke, and toxic fumes.
1.3 Scope and Methodology
The selection criteria for this study were aviation occurrences involving large, Canadian- registered, passenger-carrying aircraft with cabin
attendants as crew members, which resulted in an evacuation and which occurred between 1978 and 1991. Occurrences involving foreignregistered aircraft were also considered if the occurrence was in Canadian airspace and the other criteria were met. The 21 occurrences
selected are listed in the Appendix.'
The occurrence data were reviewed on a file-by-file basis. When information was not available in published reports, then statements given by
crew members, passengers, and airport personnel were considered.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/sa9501/sa9501.asp
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Related studies conducted by foreign organizations were reviewed, as were foreign reports of occurrences involving remarkably successful or
catastrophic evacuations. The proceedings of selected symposia and conferences, aviation journals, periodicals, and newsletters related to
cabin safety were also reviewed.
Relevant Canadian Air Navigation Orders (ANO), Airworthiness Standards and Directives, Notices of Proposed Amendments, and Technical
Directives in relation to cabin safety were studied. Corresponding regulatory documentation from the United States Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) in the United Kingdom was also reviewed. In addition, Canadian air carrier
guidelines and procedures were consulted.
2.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CANADIAN EVACUATION EXPERIENCE
2.1 General
For the purpose of this study, an evacuation is defined as the disembarkation (planned or otherwise) of passengers because of an existing or
perceived emergency. The term evacuation is used in a generic sense and includes precautionary evacuations, abnormal deplanings, and
emergency egress situations.
This section provides a brief overview of the characteristics and outcomes of the 21 evacuations studied. Table 1 contains general data as to:
the reason why an evacuation was required, or the lead event; the phase of flight during which the lead event occurred; whether the
evacuation was "planned" or "unplanned" 2; whether the evacuation occurred on land or in the water; and the time required to complete the
evacuation.3

LEAD EVENT
Fire

8

Engine Failure

5

Runway Excursion

3

Component/System Failure 2
Misc.

3

PHASE of FLIGHT
Ground

1

Take-Off

6

En Route

5

Landing

9

PLANNED/UNPLANNED
Planned

8

Unplanned

13

LAND/WATER
Land

21

Water

0

TIME TO EVACUATE
More Than 90 Seconds

14

90 Seconds or Less

5

Unknown

2

2.2 Injuries
Four occurrences resulted in fatalities. Non-fatal injuries were incurred in 15 occurrences, while six evacuations were injury-free. Table 2
summarizes the injuries recorded in the 21 evacuations.

.............................................Crew.................7....................6................126.................139
...................................Passengers...............84..................72...............2149...............2305

Thirty-six fatalities occurred during the evacuation process, while 13 resulted from impact. The cause of death was not documented for 42
passengers.
Eight serious injuries occurred during the evacuation process. The cause of injury was not recorded for 52 occupants who suffered serious
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/sa9501/sa9501.asp
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injuries.
Six passengers were known to have been injured when they exited via over-wing exits.
At Calgary, three passengers sustained bone fractures of varying severity when they jumped to the ground from the leading edge of the wing.
A fourth fractured his ribs and pelvis when he fell from the wing to the ground after slipping on fire suppressant foam. (A84H0003)
In 1986, one passenger chipped an ankle bone when he exited a B-737 via the over-wing exit at Kelowna. (A86P4053)
At Regina, a passenger injured his back when he exited a DC-9 by the over-wing exit. (A83H0005)
Minor injuries were also sustained by passengers using the evacuation slides. Examples include a bruised tailbone when a passenger was not
caught at the bottom of the slide, bruises and lacerations when several people fell off the slide onto the tarmac, and injuries which occurred
because of people "piling-up" on the bottom of the slide when they were not able to get off quickly enough before the next passenger came
down.
2.3 The Cabin Environment
The presence of fire, smoke, or toxic fumes created evacuation difficulties in 11 of the evacuations reviewed. (This issue is discussed further in
Section 3.)
In 3 of these 11 evacuations, there were 89 deaths and 25 serious injuries.
Visibility was severely restricted or totally obscured in four evacuations where a cabin fire existed.
The combination of fire, smoke, and/or toxic fumes was lethal in three of four occurrences where fatalities were incurred.
A reduction in the number of available exits was recorded in 9 of 11 evacuations where fire and smoke were factors.
Passenger seats failed in three of the four fatal occurrences. Failed passenger seats impeded egress and resulted in some passengers being
trapped inside the aircraft.
There were two occurrences where passengers were trapped in seats which had failed, one seat piled on top of the other. (A78H0002,
A89C0048)
On one occasion, the forward cabin attendant seat was in the folded-down position throughout the evacuation, creating an obstruction at a
primary exit door. There was no explanation documented as to why the seat was in the down position. (A78H0002)
There was no record of restraint systems having failed on impact.
In one occurrence, 9 of 45 survivors indicated that they had experienced difficulties with seat-belts. Some had difficulty releasing the seat
buckle. Others had been unable to locate the seat buckle because their bodies had shifted during the crash and the seat buckles were not
positioned where the passengers had expected them to be. (A89C0048)
Debris was a significant obstruction to the evacuation process in four of the occurrences reviewed. As a result of debris, escape paths and
access to exits were blocked, passenger movement was hindered, and the evacuation process was prolonged.
In the 1978 evacuation at Toronto, debris seriously restricted egress, hindered passenger movement, and prolonged the evacuation process.
Three of seven exits, two of which were primary door exits, were completely blocked by debris. Overhead bins collapsed on top of people,
injuring and trapping many of them. The spilled contents in the aisle obstructed passenger flow and blocked the right forward over-wing exit. A
heavy water tank, located directly above the rear cabin attendant's seat, fell, hitting the cabin attendant and fracturing his hip. Not only was the
cabin attendant unable to assist in the evacuation, but the water tank blocked the entrance to the rear tail cone exit. The right forward galleydoor exit was completely blocked by galley debris. (A78H0002)
At Cranbrook, B.C., in an evacuation of a B-737, two survivors who escaped through the right rear emergency door encountered difficulty
opening the door because of debris blocking access to the exit. (A78H0001)
In 1983, at Regina, the galley refrigerator door and side liquor unit did not remain secure and the contents spilled on the floor, blocking access
to the two primary front door exits. The purser had to scramble to clear the debris before the evacuation could commence. (A83H0005)
At Dryden, evacuation difficulties were also encountered as a result of debris, consisting of bodies, failed passenger seats, some with
occupants still in them, parts of the aircraft, collapsed overhead bins, carry-on-baggage, clothes, etc. Survivors described debris in varying
depths of 2-3 feet, in some cases totally covering and immobilizing them. (A89C0048)
2.4 Exit Operation
Cabin attendants reported difficulty operating emergency exit doors in four evacuations and difficulties associated with over-wing exits were
encountered in three occurrences. Over-wing exits are frequently opened by passengers, as cabin attendants are often not stationed at these
exits.
In four occurrences, the captain made a decision to disembark the passengers via the forward airstairs because no immediate threat to life
was perceived. In each instance, the crew was unable to deploy the airstairs and, following significant delays, was forced to use the
evacuation slides.
Slides were deployed in 15 of the evacuations. There were problems related to the slides in seven occurrences. The two most common
problems were the angle of the slide and deployment. Both problems occurred five times each. (This issue is discussed further in Section 4.)
2.5 Communications
In eight evacuations, the cabin crew and/or passengers were unable to hear the initial evacuation command and/or subsequent directions.
Public Address (PA) systems were inoperable during four of these evacuations and were inaudible during the other four evacuations.
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Communication difficulties between the flight and cabin crew were seen to have jeopardized or potentially jeopardized the evacuation process
in two occurrences. (This issue is discussed further in Section 5.)
2.6 Passenger Behaviour
In 11 occurrences, inappropriate passenger behaviour was encountered. Faced with an unexpected life-threatening situation, passengers
typically reacted in one of two ways: overt panic (screaming, crying, hysteria, aggressiveness) or negative panic (inaction, freezing). (The issue
of the behaviour of passengers seated in exit row seats is discussed further in Section 4.)
There were two occurrences in which passengers might not have perceived the danger they were in and therefore reacted in an inappropriate
manner.
There were nine occurrences in which passengers stopped to retrieve carry-on baggage and attempted to take it with them as they exited the
aircraft. This was despite having been specifically told not to by the cabin attendants.
Passengers often insisted on exiting the aircraft via the same door they entered. There were also several occasions when passengers seemed
to be fixated on a particular exit and made no attempt to look for an alternative escape route.
As the chance for survival decreases, passenger motivation for survival increases, resulting in competitive behaviour. The accident report from
the Calgary accident states, "There was some pushing, and several people went over seat backs to get to the exit ahead of others already in
the aisle." (A84H0003) Commenting on passenger behaviour in an emergency, Muir concludes:
"In a situation where an immediate threat to life is perceived, ... the main objective which will govern their [passenger] behaviour will be
survival for themselves, .... In this situation when the primary survival instinct takes over, people do not work collaboratively. The evacuation
can become very disorganized, with some individuals competing to get through the exits. The behaviour observed in the accident which
occurred at Manchester (Air Accidents Investigation Branch, 1989), and in other accidents, including the fire at Bradford City, UK (Taylor,
1990), supports this contention." 4
2.7 Evacuations Post 1991
A search of the Transportation Safety Board (TSB) data base identified seven occurrences involving evacuations of large passenger-carrying
aircraft from 1992 to mid 1994. Preliminary analysis indicates that evacuation difficulties similar to those identified in this study were
encountered. Wind hampered and/or prevented use of evacuation slides in two occurrences. The PA system was inoperable in one occurrence
and inaudible in a second. Inappropriate passenger behaviour was documented in two occurrences as was ineffective crew communication.
3.0 FIRE, SMOKE, AND TOXIC FUMES
Fire, smoke, and/or toxic fumes were present in three of four fatal accidents examined in this study and caused serious injuries to many of the
survivors.
The following excerpts from the report of the occurrence at Calgary help to illustrate the severe conditions that can exist during an evacuation
when fire, smoke, and/or toxic fumes are present.
Shortly after the evacuation commenced, fire melted windows along the left side of the aircraft. When the windows melted through, heat and
smoke entered the aircraft, and the cabin environment quickly deteriorated. Substantial quantities of smoke also entered through the right
over-wing exit and right rear service door.
Those passengers who had been seated beside the windows nearest the fire experienced some singeing of hair and clothing. Smoke
obscured visibility almost totally during the latter stages of the evacuation.
Smoke conditions were worse in the aft section of the cabin. Passengers who exited via the rear exit reported that they were unable to see the
exit and were required to follow the person ahead to locate it. By the time most had reached this exit, the smoke had lowered to about knee
height. The bottom portion of the door and the slide were all that was visible. The passenger who was the last one to exit via the over-wing
exit reported he had to drop to his knees to breathe fresh air before he was able to reach the exit. Only when he neared the exit, did it become
visible through the smoke. (A84H0003)
The presence of fire, smoke, and/or toxic fumes presented the greatest risk to a successful evacuation by restricting visibility, limiting
communications, reducing the number of available exits, affecting passenger behaviour, and decreasing occupants' mental and physical
capacities. Fire, smoke, and/or toxic fumes were identified as hazards in 11 evacuations and were present in three of four fatal occurrences.
Thick black smoke severely restricted or totally obscured visibility in four occurrences where a cabin fire existed. As a result, passengers were
unable to see the exits. In Cincinnati, the location of two passengers' bodies indicated that, in their attempt to get out of the aircraft, they had
unknowingly passed an available exit.5
In the same occurrence, cabin attendants who were exposed to smoke and toxic fumes experienced great difficulty communicating orally. As a
result, some passengers were unable to hear the emergency briefing.
A reduction in the number of available exits was recorded in nine occurrences. Fire and smoke also blocked egress in those occurrences
where breaks in the fuselage were avenues of escape.
In three occurrences, it was found that burns and inhalation of smoke and toxic fumes limited passengers' mental and physical abilities,
thereby obstructing or prohibiting their attempts to reach, operate, and negotiate emergency exits or egress through breaks in the fuselage.
Existing Risk Mitigation
There are several regulatory provisions which are designed to protect aircraft occupants from the risks associated with the presence of fire,
smoke, and toxic fumes and thus increase the chances for a successful evacuation. As well, the industry has developed operating procedures
to reduce or eliminate the effects of these hazards to crew and passengers. In the light of the high risks associated with the presence of fire
and smoke as evidenced by the Canadian experience, the Board examined two areas of risk mitigation related to fire, smoke, and toxic fumes,
namely protective breathing equipment for both crew members and passengers, and fire hardening of aircraft interiors. These areas were
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examined in the context of their potential to limit the risks encountered during the evacuation process.
3.1 Protective Breathing Equipment
She [the flight attendant] saw light grey smoke had filled the lavatory from the floor to the ceiling, but she saw no flames. The flight attendant
closed the door but not before she had become dizzy from inhaling the smoke. (A83F0006)
Twenty-three passengers died from smoke and toxic fume inhalation as a result of an in-flight fire in the rear lavatory of a DC-9. (A83F0006)
The lavatory was completely filled with smoke that severely restricted visibility and impaired breathing. As a result, the cabin attendant incharge was unable to locate the source and exact nature of the fire or to fight it effectively. In the investigation report of this occurrence, the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) stated;
"... had an oxygen bottle with a full-face smoke mask been available and used, it might have encouraged and enabled him to take immediate
and aggressive actions to fight the fire, as set forth in the company manual."6
Canadian Industry Practice
In addition to the protective breathing equipment (PBE) provided for the flight crew, some air carriers provide at least one portable PBE unit for
crew members who may be required to fight cabin fires on non-combi aircraft. Such units are normally located on the flight deck. Portable PBE
is carried either to fulfil operating requirements, as specified in the type certification of some aircraft, or as a result of a particular carrier's
desire to enhance cabin attendants' capabilities to fight fires. The TSB has been advised that some air carriers do carry PBE units in the
cabin.
Regulations in the United States and United Kingdom
PBE for flight crews has been a mandatory requirement in the United States for over 45 years. In 1987, partly as a result of the DC-9
occurrence at Cincinnati, the FAA amended Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 121-337, Protective Breathing Equipment, such that air carriers
operating transport category aircraft must provide PBE, not only to flight crew, but also to other crew members who are responsible for fighting
fires on board the aircraft. One portable PBE unit is required at each hand-held extinguisher station. There is no requirement to provide
passengers with any form of PBE; indeed, there are regulations which specifically prohibit passengers from bringing PBE which contains
compressed oxygen on board air transport aircraft.
In the United Kingdom, PBE is mandatory for both flight and cabin crew. Such equipment must be provided for each cabin attendant required
to be carried under safety regulations and must be readily accessible to them at their assigned stations. Supernumerary cabin attendants
would not figure in the number of PBE units required. PBE is not required for passengers.
Transport Canada Regulations
ANO Series II, No. 9, the Oxygen Equipment Order, stipulates PBE requirements for operation of large commercial aircraft. PBE is defined in
the Order as "... equipment to cover the eyes, nose and mouth, or the nose and mouth if accessory equipment is provided to protect the eyes,
that will protect the wearer from the effects of smoke, carbon dioxide or other harmful gases." In accordance with the Order, air carriers
operating pressurized aircraft in a commercial air service must provide "each flight crew member on duty at his station protective breathing
equipment." There is no regulatory requirement to provide cabin attendants, other than those working on combi aircraft, with PBE.7
Nevertheless, ANO Series VII No. 2, Section 45, "Emergency Procedures Training" clearly implies that all cabin attendants are expected to
fight cabin fire.
Similarly, there is no regulatory requirement to provide passengers with PBE. Several years ago, Transport Canada participated in an
international feasibility study addressing the safety benefit of providing "smoke hoods" 8 for passengers. The results of the study were
published by the CAA in 1987. 9 It was concluded that the number of lives saved by smoke hoods each year would be "modest" (179 lives over
20 years, or approximately 9 lives per year world-wide) and that the time required to don the apparatus might increase the time required to
evacuate an aircraft, thereby causing a greater loss of life. Mandatory carriage of smoke hoods as passenger safety equipment was not
recommended. Neither Transport Canada nor any of the other countries who participated in the study (United Kingdom, United States and
France) have subsequently proposed any regulatory amendments to require PBE for passengers. 10
There remains the question of voluntary carriage of passenger PBE, by carriers
or by individuals. In accordance with The Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act, passengers travelling on Canadian commercial air carriers
are prohibited from bringing on board passenger transport aircraft those smoke hoods which provide oxygen from a cylinder of compressed
gas. Introduction of oxygen into the cabin environment, other than the oxygen found in the emergency overhead oxygen-mask system, which
is designed for passenger use during an in-flight depressurization, is currently viewed as a hazard in the event of an in-flight fire. However,
small, gaseous oxygen or air cylinders required by passengers for medical use are accepted as carry-on baggage or, with the operator's
approval, as checked baggage. Canada has recently asked ICAO to examine, from a dangerous goods perspective, the issue of smoke hoods
containing a cylinder of compressed gas.
Passengers are permitted to carry filtration-type smoke hoods on board Canadian aircraft but current filtration-type smoke hoods would not be
as effective as smoke hoods which have a self-contained source of breathable oxygen.
Recommendations
In the context of the actual evacuation process, there is no direct evidence that a lack of PBE for cabin crew resulted in fatalities or injuries
during evacuations. Yet, there is a paradox in that cabin attendants are expected to fight cabin fires, but, in many cases, they are not provided
with PBE in the aircraft cabin. Ready access to portable PBE could improve their ability to fight fires and have the effect of reducing the risks
faced by occupants during an evacuation. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that sufficient portable protective breathing equipment units with full-face masks be carried in the
passenger cabins of transport aircraft for cabin crew. A95-01
In the light of the number of fatalities that occur when fire, smoke, and/or toxic fumes are present, the Board believes that further research is
required to determine whether passengers should be given the opportunity to carry appropriate protective breathing equipment. Accordingly,
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the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport re-evaluate research regarding protective breathing equipment (PBE) for passengers with a view to determining
the feasibility of the carriage of appropriate protective breathing equipment, on a voluntary basis. A95-02
3.2 Flammability Requirements for Aircraft Cabin Interiors
Smoke inhalation or burns was the primary cause of death for 36 of the 49 fatalities where cause of death was recorded. (Although the cause
of death for 42 passengers was undocumented, it is suspected that a large number of these deaths were also fire-related as they occurred in
accidents where there was a fire in the aircraft cabin.)
The FAA at the Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) in the United States analyzed the reports of 58 survivable or partially survivable aircraft
accidents that occurred between 1970 and 1993; preliminary findings are that smoke inhalation and/or burns were the primary causes of death
in 95% of the fatalities which occurred during evacuations.11
United States Regulations
In 1986, and again in 1988, the FAA issued improved flammability standards or requirements for materials used in the interiors of passenger
transport aircraft.12 Current standards further restrict the amount of heat that can be released and smoke that can be emitted when aircraft
cabin interior materials are exposed to fire, i.e., all large interior surface materials installed above the floor in compartments occupied by the
crew or passengers.
The new standards were based on the results of full scale fire-testing conducted by the FAA and apply to all aircraft manufactured after 19
August 1990 and operated under Part 121 (Certification and Operations: Domestic, Flag, and Supplemental Air Carriers and Commercial
Operators of Large Aircraft) and 135 (Air Taxi Operators and Commercial Operators). The FAA predicted that, potentially, 9-16 lives per year
could be saved if all aircraft operated by American air carriers were equipped with interiors that met the improved flammability standards.
Aircraft already in service are required to comply when they undergo the first substantially complete replacement of the cabin interior
components. Therefore, a mandatory retrofit by a specific compliance date is not required.
Notwithstanding the intent of the regulations, the FAA is currently beingcriticized by the United States General Accounting Office (GAO), an
independent government monitoring agency, for slow progress in fireproofing aircraft cabins. The GAO suggests that "Under the airlines'
current practice of replacing, rather than modifying, aircraft, the entire fleet is not expected to comply with the stricter flammability standards
until 2018 at the earliest."13 Consequently the GAO recommended that the "FAA reassess whether to issue a regulatory requirement
mandating a specific date for all aircraft in the fleet to comply with the latest flammability standards for cabin interiors."14
Regulations in United Kingdom
Airworthiness requirements in the United Kingdom (UK) mirror the improved flammability standards established by the United States (US). In
1987, CAA Airworthiness Directive 61 was revised to introduce new heat release and smoke emission standards. 15 As in the US, application
is limited to new aircraft and
in-service aircraft subject to major interior replacement. In a 1991 report 16 , the CAA stated that, "This latest standard is seen as a major
contribution to cabin fire safety ...."
Transport Canada Regulations
Air Navigation Order, Series II, No. 28, entitled the Flammability Requirements for Aeroplane Seat Cushions Order, specifies the flammability
requirements for seat cushions and compartment interiors of large aircraft operated by Canadian air carriers. The intent of the legislation is to
minimize fire propagation when it does occur and to limit the amount of heat, smoke, and toxic fumes released during combustion. The
legislation is applicable to those aircraft for which an initial type approval or an initial type certificate was issued after 01 January 1958. While
the Order is consistent with the original cabin-fire protection standards issued by the FAA and the CAA,17 it does not meet the current
improved flammability standards of either country.
One of the findings of the commission of inquiry into the F-28 crash at Dryden, Ontario, in 1989 was that "Aircraft interior furnishings burned
and gave off heavy sooty smoke and toxic gases; and burning, molten-plastic-like material fell on passengers." 18 Numerous aircraft occupants
sustained serious or fatal injuries as a result of smoke inhalation and burns. It was noted that although "... Transport Canada has attempted to
adopt the new FAA standards for cabin interiors in the proposed Improved Flammability Standards for Compartment Interior Materials Order
(ANO Series II, No. 32) ... As of October 1, 1991, ANO Series II, No. 32, had not been promulgated...." 19 The Commissioner recommended
that "Transport Canada press for the adoption of standards for aircraft interiors that would prevent the rapid spread of fire and the emission of
toxic fumes."20 It is understood that Transport Canada is currently addressing this issue.
Conclusion
Since Transport Canada is in the process of developing improved flammability standards, the Board is not recommending that further safety
action be taken at this time. However, the Board is concerned about the length of time required to put such new standards into effect and will
monitor industry progress in this area.
4.0 EXIT AND SLIDE OPERATION
Problems in operating emergency exits and deploying emergency slides delayed many evacuations, potentially compromising the success of
the evacuation.
4.1 Emergency Exit Doors, Over-wing Exits, Airstairs
Cabin attendants reported experiencing difficulty operating emergency exit doors in four evacuations.
In one instance, high winds made it extremely difficult to open the exit door on a B-737. (A82H0001)
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In another occurrence, the purser was able to "crack the door open," or unlatch it, but experienced problems moving the door to the fully open
position due to "drag" from the slide. (A84H0003)
In December 1986, at Goose Bay, Labrador, one cabin attendant was unable to open the emergency exit door. She was then assisted by a
male, "able bodied" passenger to no avail. When a second male passenger provided assistance, the door was finally opened. During the
investigation interview, the cabin attendant stated that she felt the aircraft's "power assist" system did not work. In the same occurrence, the
cabin attendant assigned to another exit started to open the exit door, but a male cabin attendant stepped in and opened it for her. From their
statements, it appeared that both the cabin attendants felt that males could open the door faster because of their strength. (A86H4902)
At Toronto in 1978, one of the cabin attendants cracked an emergency exit door open but was unable to fully open the door with the slide
attached. Cabin attendants are required to be taught how to open a door under adverse conditions, and the resistance to expect 21 . In this
particular accident, the cabin attendant had sustained back injuries. It was not possible to determine to what extent her injuries might have
prevented her from opening the door or if her difficulties were due to inadequate training. This particular exit door was closed and opened after
the accident. There was no evidence of structural damage. (A78H0002)
Difficulties associated with over-wing exits were encountered in two occurrences because of inappropriate passenger behaviour. This type of
exit is frequently opened by passengers, as cabin attendants are not normally stationed at an over-wing exit. (Passenger behaviour in exit row
seats is discussed further in section 4.3)
In three separate occurrences, all involving B-737 aircraft, the captain decided to disembark the passengers via the forward airstairs because
no immediate threat to life was perceived. In each instance, the crew could not deploy the airstairs; following significant delays, the evacuation
slides were used. It is suspected that the airstairs could not be lowered because there was no power source available. (A86A0024, A89C0115,
A89P0018)
A fourth occurrence in which it appeared that the immediate danger had passed also resulted in the captain ordering an evacuation via the
airstairs. The cabin crew were unable to lower the airstairs of the DC-9 aircraft. The airstairs had been difficult to retract on two previous stops.
Eight minutes later, passengers were evacuated using the slides. It was subsequently determined that the difficulty in operating the airstairs
was caused by a sticking airstair hand-rail actuator. (A86Q4036)
Conclusion
The Board does not consider that specific safety action regarding operation of emergency doors or over-wing exits is warranted at this time.
However, the Board is concerned that four evacuations were significantly delayed because crew could not deploy the airstairs, possibly due to
their false expectations that the airstairs could be deployed without power.
4.2 Slide Failures
Slides were deployed in 15 of the 21 evacuations examined. In seven of the evacuations where slides were used, there were problems related
to their deployment or to their angle of inclination. These problems occurred five times each.
In one occurrence, the aircraft's attitude at rest was such that the escape slides did not reach the ground. In another occurrence, the slides
were so steep that it was felt serious injuries would arise if they were used. In a third occurrence, the rear slide was at a very steep angle but
was used anyway. Passengers' body weight increased the slide angle even more, resulting in minor injuries.
There were two occurrences where the slides did not deploy automatically. (A82H0001, A89C0115) In both occurrences, they were deployed
manually. However, on deployment, one slide went straight down into the ground and had to be repositioned from the outside before the exit
was usable.
At Wabush, neither of the rear slides deployed properly. The slides were twisted, tangled, and curled back, almost under the aircraft, and they
were only partially inflated. Both exits were temporarily blocked while fire fighters repositioned the slides. (A86A0024) At Gatwick, one slide
deployed in a manner such that the top of the slide was at an angle relative to the door sill. The slide was above the sill level at the aft end of
the door aperture, but could still be used. (AAIB EW/C1174) Finally, there was one occurrence where the R4 slide would not deploy either
automatically or manually. (A86A4936)
Wind had an adverse effect on the use of escape slides. In two evacuations where slides were used, the wind blew them up against the sides
of the aircraft, thereby preventing their use until someone was able to exit the aircraft via another exit, reposition the affected slide, and hold it
in place. Other exits were unusable for the entire evacuation. Wind velocity was recorded as southeast 17 knots gusting to 22 knots in one of
these occurrences and at approximately 18 gusting to 28 knots in the second. (A82H0001, A83H0005)
There does not appear to be a simple explanation why some slides did not deploy automatically or properly. In one instance, the problem was
traced to excessive clearance between the bar on the door and the aft latch on the floor, which allowed the bar to pull free. In other cases, the
attitude of the aircraft at rest was unusually nose high or low. As a result, slides were either too steep (such that they didn't reach the ground,
or were so steep that passengers would have been injured had they used the slide) or curled up under the aircraft as there was not enough
space to deploy properly.
In cases where the angle of the slide was too steep to be used safely or the slide did not reach the ground, either the main aircraft landing
gear or the nose gear had collapsed, altering the normal attitude of the aircraft at rest. The optimal sliding angle for normal sill heights is
approximately 36 degrees. As the angle of the slide "... increases beyond 45 degrees, the speed of sliding increases fairly rapidly. At
approximately 48 degrees the evacuees have a tendency to hesitate before entering the slide because of its steep appearance."22 Even when
an exit is still usable, if the angle of the slide is steep, the evacuation may be slowed as a result of passenger behaviour.
Existing Risk Mitigation
Canadian Industry Practice
Canadian air carriers train cabin attendants to pull the manual slide deployment handle as a precautionary measure each time an inflatable
slide is required. Therefore, should the slide not deploy automatically as designed, manual deployment has already been activated and no time
is lost. In addition, cabin attendants are trained to assess slide conditions (angle, inflation, etc.) to determine if the slide can safely be used
before commencing evacuation of passengers from that particular exit. Some air carriers train their cabin attendants to brief the first two
passengers who go down the slide to stay at the bottom of the slide and assist other passengers who are evacuating, as well as to hold the
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slide steady if it is being buffeted by the wind.
Transport Canada Regulations
A Transport Canada Airworthiness Standard23 covers evacuation slides and states that, for every aircraft exit that is more than six feet above
the ground, there must be a self-supporting slide which deploys automatically when the exit opening mechanism is actuated and which must
be fully inflated within 10 seconds. The slide must be of sufficient length such that, if any of the landing gear has collapsed, the slide will reach
the ground at an angle which allows for a safe evacuation of the aircraft occupants. In addition, escape slides must be designed to withstand
25-knot winds directed from the most critical angle such that, with the assistance of one person, the slides remain usable throughout an
evacuation.
Recommendation
Since 7 of 15 evacuations requiring slides were hindered as a result of problems related to deployment and/or angle of inclination, it appears
that the intent of the current Airworthiness Standard is not being achieved. Given that the use of effectively deployed escape slides may be
critical to the success of an aircraft evacuation, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport, in concert with industry, re-evaluate the performance of escape slides on all large passenger-carrying aircraft
registered in Canada, to confirm that they can be functionally deployed in accordance with the criteria of the Airworthiness Standard. A95-03
4.3 Passenger Behaviour in Exit Row Seats
I asked one guy to open a door and he wouldn't, he just stood there...I told another fellow, I got stern with him "open that door"...before he
opened it, he said to me "How? How do you open it?"...after the hatch was opened he just set it down then, right in the doorway, he didn't
bother getting out of the window...he just stood there with the door open and the wind blowing in and the snow blowing in and I said to myself
that's the last straw, if nobody is going to move, I am. (A83H0005)
There was no direct evidence to demonstrate that persons who were not capable of performing the prerequisite duties for an emergency
evacuation were seated in exit row seats. However, some passengers who were seated in exit row seats did not quickly or correctly open
emergency exits, resulting in delays in evacuations. In addition to the example at Regina cited above, the following examples also illustrate
inappropriate passenger behaviour:
Following the uncontained engine failure on take-off at Calgary, the right over-wing exit was eventually opened by the male passenger seated
next to it; he did so only after the urging of several passengers seated nearby. He then placed the hatch inside the aircraft in such a way that it
obstructed passenger movement. The exit hatch was later thrown out of the aircraft by someone else. (A84H0003)
At Kelowna, the passenger sitting in the seat adjacent to the left over-wing exit made no attempt to open the exit, nor did she respond when
directed to open the exit by a cabin attendant. A second passenger sitting in the exit row reached over the woman and opened the over-wing
exit, but was unable to throw the hatch out the opening as the first passenger was in the way. The exit hatch was placed on the seat but slid
unto the floor, creating an obstruction to egress. The hatch was later removed by a cabin attendant who, at that point, took control, and
oversaw the evacuation at the left over-wing exit. (A86P4053)
The ability to successfully perform a given task depends, to a large extent, on familiarity with the task. Most airline passengers have never
opened an aircraft emergency exit before. Although passengers might obtain some degree of task familiarity by reading the safety information
card, a 1989 survey of Canadian air travellers revealed that only 29% read or looked at the card. 24,25
Existing Risk Mitigation
Canadian Industry Practice
It is common practice for Canadian air carriers to prohibit certain passengers from sitting in emergency exit rows. Such "restricted" passengers
commonly include families with infants or children, pregnant women, unaccompanied children, incapacitated passengers, and disabled
passengers. Identification of restricted passengers is based on visual screening by customer service agents when passengers check in for
flights at the airport and by the cabin crew during boarding.
Regulations in the United States and United Kingdom
In March 1990, the FAA amended the FARs such that air carriers operating under 14 CFR 121 and 135 (except on-demand air taxis with nine
or fewer passenger seats) must screen and brief passengers seated in exit row seats. In addition, a crew member must verify that no
unqualified person occupies an exit seat. Air carriers "may not seat a passenger in an exit row seat who is not able (as defined by the
amendment) and willing, without assistance, to activate an emergency exit and to take certain additional actions needed to ensure safe use of
the exit in an emergency in which a crew member is not available ...." 26
The CAA has taken a similar position with regard to exit row seating. In May 1986, and again in July 1986, the CAA issued a notice to public
transport operators concerning seat allocation and passenger briefings at Type III and Type IV exits. "Many self-help exits are heavy, some
are in excess of 60 lbs., and we [the CAA] therefore consider it prudent to allocate the seats which form the access route from the cabin aisle
to the exit only to passengers who appear physically capable of operating and/or assisting with the operation of the exit."27 Operators are
encouraged to provide a discrete briefing to passengers seated in Type III and IV exit rows directing their attention to the passenger safety
card containing exit operation information.
Transport Canada Regulations
On 23 April 1994, a proposed amendment to Air Navigation Order Series VII was published in the Canada Gazette Part I. The amendment
states that "An air carrier shall ensure that, prior to take-off, every passenger seated next to a window emergency exit is informed by a crew
member that the window is an emergency exit and how the exit operates."
The proposed amendment does not state which passengers are prohibited from sitting next to a window emergency exit. However, operating
procedures specifying restrictions regarding exit row seating are normally found in air carriers' Flight Attendant Manuals which must be
approved by Transport Canada before an air carrier can obtain an operating certificate.
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Conclusion
The evidence shows that passengers occupying exit-row seats have frequently demonstrated a lack of knowledge and determination to open
the exits under emergency situations. However, in view of the proposed amendment and in the light of the restrictions regarding exit row
seating which are included in Flight Attendant Manuals, the Board does not believe that further safety action is required at this time.
5.0 COMMUNICATION
In an emergency evacuation, effective communications among the crew members and with the passengers is essential for a timely, orderly,
effective response.
5.1 Public Address Systems
In eight evacuations, the cabin crew and/or passengers were unable to hear the initial evacuation command and/or subsequent directions. PA
systems were inoperable during four evacuations.
In the DC-9 occurrence at Toronto, the cabin attendant in-charge advised the passengers via the PA system to stay calm and remain seated
until the exits were opened. Those passengers seated beside over-wing exits were instructed to open them. The PA was inoperative and no
one heard these instructions. (A78H0002)
In a second DC-9 occurrence, the cabin attendant in-charge discovered that the PA system was not working when she attempted to conduct
an emergency briefing prior to the evacuation. Subsequently, the emergency briefing and command to evacuate the aircraft were given without
the aid of the PA system. The cabin attendants experienced great difficulty shouting their instructions because of thick black acrid smoke and
toxic fumes which filled the cabin. As a result, many passengers were unable to hear the pre-landing emergency briefing, the command to
evacuate, or the shouted verbal commands directing them to the exits. (A83F0006)
At Saskatoon, immediately following the runway overrun, the PA system was operable and was used to make two announcements. The first,
made by the cabin attendant in-charge, advised the passengers to stay calm and remain seated. The second announcement was made by the
captain of the B-737. He explained what had happened, that he did not feel there was any immediate danger, and that he would get back to
the passengers with additional information. The aft cabin attendant could not hear the PA announcement and walked forward to row 18 before
she was able to hear what was being said. (A89C0115)
After assessing the situation, the captain decided to evacuate the aircraft via the forward airstairs. By this time the engines had been shut
down and there was no power source for the PA system. Because the PA system was inoperable and verbal commands could not be heard
clearly throughout the cabin, cabin attendants were forced to walk from one end of the aircraft to the other to relay information, thereby
delaying the evacuation.
In a similar situation, also involving a B-737, the final transmission given over the PA system was to evacuate the aircraft. From that point, the
PA was inoperative. Unfortunately, the passengers did not respond to the initial command to evacuate. Using the PA system, the right forward
cabin attendant issued a second command to evacuate. (She was unaware the PA was not working until advised by an investigator following
the occurrence.) Finally, the right aft cabin attendant began to shout verbal commands when she realized that the passengers did not perceive
danger and were unaware they were to evacuate the aircraft. On this third command to evacuate, the passengers responded. (A89P0018)
PA systems were inaudible during four evacuations.
In one occurrence, the captain made an announcement on the PA to evacuate the aircraft using the slides. The cabin attendant in-charge,
seated at the rear of the aircraft, was unable to hear the evacuation command. A cabin attendant in the forward cabin heard a male voice on
the PA system but could not hear what was being said. The cabin attendant in-charge walked from the aft cabin to the flight deck where the
captain gave her the command to evacuate. It is unknown if the cabin attendants were unable to hear the evacuation command as a result of
some problem with the system or because of noise being made by the passengers. (A82H0001)
A similar problem was experienced on an L-1011. The command to evacuate was made on the PA, but the cabin attendant stationed at the
rear of the aircraft did not hear it. She began evacuating passengers from the rear cabin only after she saw other doors being opened.
(A86A4936)
During the evacuation at Regina in 1983, the flight crew allowed the engines to continue operating during the evacuation. As a result, the
captain's announcement to evacuate the aircraft, made with the PA system, was not heard over the roar of the engines. (A83H0005)
Realizing there was an emergency and that an evacuation was required, the cabin attendant in-charge shouted the command to evacuate the
aircraft. She was not heard beyond the mid-cabin area. Since the cabin attendant at the rear of the aircraft did not hear the evacuation
command, she did not begin to evacuate passengers until she saw that the front main exit had been opened. Throughout the evacuation
process, the passengers located beyond mid-cabin were unable to hear any instructions given by the forward cabin attendants. As a result, the
cabin attendant in-charge had to walk through the cabin to alert passengers who were waiting in line to use the over-wing exit that the front
exit was available.
In 1983, following a double engine flame-out due to fuel exhaustion, the cabin attendant in-charge gave a full emergency briefing using the
aircraft PA system. Due to the nature of the emergency, the PA system was operating on battery electrical power. Volume on the PA system is
designed to decrease by 6 decibels on engine shutdown. This, coupled with the fact that battery power was continuously being drained,
caused the output level of the PA system to be very low towards the end of the briefing. As a result, it was difficult for passengers to hear the
emergency briefing. (A83H0006)
It is noted that at least one battery-operated hand held megaphone is available on most large passenger-carrying aircraft. Such megaphones
are carried for use inside the aircraft when the PA system is not working (e.g., to give the passenger emergency briefing for a planned
evacuation); following an evacuation, they may be used outside the aircraft to facilitate communication. However, the Board understands that
the majority of air carriers train cabin attendants not to use megaphones during the actual conduct of an evacuation. It is felt that using
megaphones to issue commands during an evacuation would expose cabin attendants to an unacceptable risk of being injured.
Recommendation
The Board is concerned that, as a result of inoperable or inaudible PA systems, some cabin crew and/or passengers were unable to hear the
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initial command to evacuate and/or subsequent directions in eight occurrences. The Board is currently investigating the evacuation of a DHC-8
where announcements made by the captain on the PA system were inaudible by the cabin attendant and the passengers. Since cabin crew
and passengers continue to be placed in a position of increased risk of delay in evacuations due to inaudible commands or instructions, the
Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport review the adequacy of power supplies and standard operating procedures for PA systems in an emergency for
all Canadian operators of large passenger aircraft. A95-04
5.2 Crew Communication
Ineffective crew communication jeopardized or potentially jeopardized the likelihood of a successful evacuation in three occurrences. A brief
description of the communication problems identified in each of the three occurrences follows.
Following the double engine flame-out due to fuel exhaustion on a B-767, at least two cabin attendants were under the impression they were
about to crash, partially as a result of the use of improper terminology by the cabin attendant in-charge. They were briefed by the cabin
attendant in-charge that "they were going in." The accepted terminology would be a "forced landing," which implies some element of control by
the flight crew. In this case, inappropriate communication may have contributed to the stress and anxiety felt by the cabin crew, and could
have adversely affected their judgement and decision-making ability. (A83H0006)
At Calgary, following the uncontained engine failure, approximately 45 seconds elapsed before the cabin attendant in-charge was able to enter
the flight deck to tell the flight crew there was a fire. The flight deck door had been locked in accordance with standard company procedures.
(A84H0003)
Meanwhile, the aft cabin attendant attempted to notify the flight deck of an engine fire by using the aircraft interphone system. Although the
signal tone was heard on the flight deck, it went unanswered because the first officer mistook the tone for that associated with the passenger
cabin attendant call button. The aft cabin attendant contacted the cabin attendant in-charge stationed at the front of the aircraft via the
interphone. He advised the cabin attendant in-charge that there was a fire and the aircraft should be stopped. The cabin attendant in-charge
did not confirm that the information had been received and understood; consequently, the aft cabin attendant did not know if he had been
successful in transmitting this vital message.
Inadequate communication between the cabin and the flight deck resulted in a significant delay before the flight crew was aware of the
existence and seriousness of the fire and contributed to the fact that the evacuation was not initiated until one minute 55 seconds following the
rejected take-off.
No specific command to evacuate the aircraft was given to the passengers. Furthermore, it does not appear that additional instruction or
commands normally given during the evacuation process (e.g., "Leave everything behind," "Come this way," etc.) were given. In a situation
such as this, where the cabin was filled with smoke and visibility was obscured, a loud voice can act as a beacon guiding passengers to the
nearest exit.
The success of the evacuation was attributed in part to the fact that almost all the passengers were frequent air travellers familiar with the
Boeing 737 and that there were no children, elderly, or disabled passengers on the flight.
The planned evacuation of the B-737 in Vancouver was delayed when the cabin attendant in-charge attempted to lower the forward airstairs to
evacuate the aircraft with no power source available. The captain maintains that he said to evacuate via the "front exits." The cabin attendant
in-charge believes he said "front airstairs." The passengers heard "front doors." Everyone seemed to hear something different. In addition, the
cabin attendant in-charge was not advised, nor did she question, why the aircraft was being evacuated. Therefore, she was unaware that, after
the aircraft engines had been shut down because of a fire in the APU, there would be no power source available to operate the airstairs.
(A89P0018)
Effective crew coordination is crucial to a successful evacuation, but ineffective crew communication leads to ineffective crew coordination. As
evidenced by the occurrence data, poor crew communication may result in unnecessary injuries or fatalities and unnecessary exposure to risk
for passengers and aircrew alike.
In 1987, the Canadian Aviation Safety Board (CASB), predecessor agency to the TSB, made recommendations to enhance crew
communication. 28 Currently, the TSB is investigating at least four occurrences where the absence of effective crew communication might have
placed both passengers and aircrew in positions of unnecessary risk.
Research published by both the FAA and the NTSB reflects the communication concerns highlighted by the Canadian occurrence data. In
1988, the FAA published a study which stated "... the key to improving cockpit and cabin crew coordination lies in improving the
communication between the two crews and in increasing each crew's awareness of the other crew's duties and concerns."29 As recently as
1992, the NTSB determined that ineffective crew coordination as a result of ineffective crew communication remained a serious problem in
emergency situations. 30
Existing Risk Mitigation
Canadian Industry Practice
Two common approaches to improve crew communication are joint crew training and enhanced aircraft communication systems.
The Board understands that some large air carriers conduct some form of joint crew training, while others have plans to do so. The extent or
the frequency of such joint training is not known (e.g., briefings versus realistic simulation); nor is it known how many of the smaller carriers
provide any joint crew training.
Crew communications are normally transmitted via the interphone or the PA system. For example, in an emergency situation, the cabin crew
contacts the flight deck using the aircraft interphone system. The interphone chimes on the flight deck and has to be answered by one of the
flight crew. In those aircraft where an interphone is not available or immediately accessible, the cabin crew must go to the flight deck to
communicate directly with the flight crew.
The Board has been advised that one large air carrier has installed a "hot-line" or "open interphone" system in many of their aircraft which
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provides an open communication line between certain cabin attendant stations and the flight deck. In addition, on aircraft such as the B-747,
B-767, B-757, and the A320, conference call capabilities provide direct access between cabin attendant stations and the flight deck.
On the flight deck, standard operating procedures require confirmation of communication between flight crew (e.g., "You have control," "I have
control"). Similar procedures are also in place for certain communications between Air Traffic Control (ATC) or ground personnel and the flight
crew. Standard operating procedures, facilitating communication feedback or acknowledging receipt of communication, do not exist between
cabin and flight crew or among cabin crew.
Transport Canada Regulations
In 1987 (in response to safety recommendations made by the CASB) and again in 1989 (Policy Letter AARBC 1989, No. 19), Transport
Canada voiced concern that "the lack of crew communication during recent aircraft accidents, particularly those involving fire-on-the-ground
and evacuation, reinforces the need for joint crew training." In January 1993, Transport Canada assured the TSB that it was its practice to
encourage commercial operators to review their "... training procedures to ensure that information critical to the safe operation of their aircraft
can be communicated to the cockpit crew in a timely and effective manner." 31
While Transport Canada strongly suggests that air carriers provide joint crew training, to date, such training is not mandatory. Air carriers are
required to incorporate in their Operations Manual a section providing guidance for operational personnel entitled "Aeroplane Ground
Emergency Procedures and Co-ordination." Cabin attendant training syllabi and manuals must contain the same type of information. Both are
approved by Transport Canada.
With regard to effective aircraft communication systems, Transport Canada requires that all air carriers operating aircraft employing cabin
attendants employ an interphone system or other direct means of communication with the flight deck. In 1988, following consultation with
industry, Transport Canada determined that it was not feasible to require modification of aircraft systems to allow alternative emergency
alerting in transport category aircraft.
Recommendation
Ineffective crew communication created an environment in which passengers and crew were exposed to unnecessary risks during the
evacuation process in at least 3 of the 21 occurrences examined.
Notwithstanding Transport Canada's efforts to promote effective crew communication by encouraging air carriers to implement joint crew
training, the Board believes that lack of, or ineffective, crew communication continues to place the lives of aircraft occupants at risk during
evacuation of large passenger-carrying aircraft. In view of the Canadian accident experience and demonstrated problems in crew coordination
on a global basis, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that air carriers implement an approved joint crew emergency training program with emergency
simulations for all air crew operating large passenger-carrying aircraft. A95-05
6.0 PASSENGER PREPAREDNESS
Passengers' lack of preparedness to act appropriately during an evacuation was evident in several occurrences.
There were two occurrences in which passengers might not have perceived the danger they were in and therefore reacted in an inappropriate
manner.
Following an APU fire as the B-737 taxied to the terminal, the captain stopped the aircraft, shut down the engines, and ordered an evacuation.
However, he did so by announcing that the aircraft would have to be evacuated by the front exits. This announcement did not convey any
sense of urgency. The captain did not give the standard evacuation command "Evacuate, Evacuate." Initially, no commands were shouted by
the cabin attendants. (A89P0018)
The passengers did not respond to the captain's announcement to evacuate the aircraft. Given the manner in which the evacuation command
was communicated, the initial lack of communication on the part of the cabin attendants, and the location of the aircraft, approximately 6-10
feet from the gate, it is possible that the passengers did not realize that anything unusual had taken place. They were expecting to hear an
announcement telling them to leave the aircraft.
Passengers continued, in an unhurried manner, to retrieve their personal belongings and prepare to deplane. Finally, the aft cabin attendant
realized that the passengers were unaware of the need to evacuate the aircraft and began shouting the standard evacuation commands in a
loud voice. Her actions were effective.
At Gatwick, when the Boeing 747 turned off the runway, tail pipe fires were observed on three engines. Shortly after, the aircraft was stopped
and an evacuation was ordered by the captain. Statements submitted by the cabin crew indicated that passengers did not initially respond to
the command to evacuate. They seemed to be under the impression that the aircraft was parked for disembarkation. Overall, there was
confusion and misunderstanding as to the necessity to evacuate the aircraft as quickly as possible. Despite being advised to leave everything
behind, many passengers insisted on retrieving their carry-on baggage. When confronted at the exits by the cabin attendants, some
passengers tried to return to their seats to stow their baggage in the overhead bins. One cabin attendant said "There was no panic. I even
heard [passengers] comment 'this is not serious, look what they are making us do.'" (AAIB EW/C1174)
During several evacuations, passengers seemed to be fixated on a particular exit and made no attempt to look for an alternative escape route.
Passengers will often try to exit the aircraft via the same door they entered, regardless of better options.
In the evacuation at Calgary, passengers seated in the first seven rows chose to use the left forward exit door, the same door by which they
had entered the aircraft. This despite the fact that the right forward exit door was visible, open, and manned by a cabin attendant. A cabin
attendant had to stand in the middle of the passage between the two exits and aggressively direct passengers to the right forward exit door. In
addition, passengers in the vicinity of the right over-wing exit continued to stand in line to use this exit even though the two forward exits were
completely free for use. They did not look around to see if an alternative exit was available. (A84H0003)
At Kelowna, when the flow of passengers exiting via the over-wing exit had stopped, the cabin attendant responsible for the over-wing exits
redirected passengers who were standing in line waiting for the left forward exit to use the over-wing and rear exits. She had to yell several
times to get their attention and convince them to turn and come the other way. (A86P4053)
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There were four occurrences where passengers did not move away from the aircraft following the evacuation, even though in some cases the
aircraft was on fire. Some passengers smoked, while others took pictures. Clearly, some passengers did not perceive that danger still existed
after they had managed to get out of the aircraft.
6.1 Pre-Landing Briefings
Emergencies leading to an evacuation occurred more often during the "landing" phase of flight than during any other phase of flight: such was
the case in 9 of 21 occurrences 32 . As evidenced by the occurrences at Vancouver and Gatwick, passengers might be less prepared to
evacuate an aircraft when an emergency happens during the landing phase.
During the landing phase, passengers might be in a state of low arousal, e.g., they may be fatigued or bored following a long flight, or perhaps
they are just waking up after having slept through the flight. In addition, particularly for those passengers who are afraid of flying, there may be
a feeling of relaxation as the flight nears completion, based on the expectation that "It's almost over" or "We're down, we're safe." Again, the
result is a low level of arousal. Their ability to perform life-saving actions or tasks during an evacuation may be negatively affected.
A second possible explanation that passengers might be less prepared to evacuate during the landing phase is that they forget the information
presented during the pre-take-off safety briefing. There are several reasons why passengers might forget this information. The first is limited
exposure or lack of repetition because the passenger safety briefing or demonstration is presented only once. In the majority of evacuations
(which are unplanned), there is no time to review safety information with the passengers. Thus, passengers who did not hear the pre-take-off
safety briefing are unlikely to get a second opportunity to be briefed.
Passengers can obtain and review the information they require from the safety features card. However, as previously mentioned, fewer than
one third of Canadian airline passengers surveyed reported reading the safety features card. Unaided recall of specific items on the card was
low.
If, during an evacuation, passengers are unable to perform certain tasks properly as a result of inappropriate arousal levels, or they are unable
to remember where their nearest or alternative emergency exit is located or how to operate it, they might be unable to exit the aircraft
successfully; they might also obstruct or prohibit egress of other passengers.
Existing Risk Mitigation
Canadian Industry Practice
Currently, Canadian air carriers routinely make pre-landing announcements requesting that passengers return to their seats, fasten seat-belts,
place seatbacks and table trays in the upright and locked position, and stow carry-on-baggage in preparation for landing.
Transport Canada Regulations
In April 1994, a proposed amendment to ANO Series VII, Nos. 2, 3 & 6, regarding bilingual safety briefings was published in the Canada
Gazette. The proposed amendment stated that "An air carrier shall ensure that all passengers on board an aeroplane are provided with a
standard safety briefing, ... prior to each landing." The proposed standard safety briefing required prior to each landing would have included
the basic pre-landing announcement currently made by Canadian air carriers with one addition: "on flights of two hours duration or more, the
location of emergency exits and exit location signs" was to be included. Passengers would not, however, be advised to review the safety
features card.
The Board has since been advised that Transport Canada has abandoned its original proposal and will now require pre-landing briefings only
on flights in excess of four hours.
Over the years, various organizations and cabin safety specialists have advocated pre-landing safety briefings as an effective means of
enhancing passenger preparedness and, ultimately, passenger performance during an evacuation.33 There is a general consensus that
passengers should be reminded to relocate their primary and alternative exits, review the safety card, and, when appropriate, be advised of an
overwater approach.
Recommendation
While the Board agrees with Transport Canada's recent initiative to require a standard safety briefing prior to landing on certain flights, there is
concern that safety information found only on the safety features card, such as exit operation, recommended brace positions, floor proximity
emergency path lighting, use of the escape slides, and life jacket location and donning instructions, will not be reinforced prior to landing.
Since most emergency evacuations are unplanned and occur during the landing phase, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport encourage carriers to include sufficient detail in their pre-landing briefings to prepare passengers for an
unplanned emergency evacuation. A95-06

3 In accordance with Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 25, aircraft manufacturers must conduct full-scale demonstrations to show an
airplane's evacuation capability. All passengers and crew must be evacuated from the aircraft to the ground within 90 seconds. The 90-second
limit is a certification standard. Internationally, industry accepts 90 seconds as a reasonable estimate of the survivable time in an evacuation
where fire is present.
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8 "Smoke hoods are protective head coverings that prevent wearers from breathing the smoke, particulates and toxic gases generated in a
fire. ... two general types of smoke hoods have evolved in the marketplace: one has a self-contained source of breathable oxygen, and the
other filters ambient air for breathing." Flight Safety Foundation, "Getting Out Alive Would Smoke Hoods Save Airline Passengers or Put Them
At Risk?" Cabin Crew Safety, January/February 1994.
9 U.K. Civil Aviation Authority, "Smoke hoods: net safety benefit analysis," CAA Paper 87017, November 1987.
10 Members of the aviation industry who continue to promote passenger smoke hoods fault the model on which the above-referenced study
was based and maintain that the probability of a successful evacuation (increased survivability) will be enhanced as passengers will not be
incapacitated by smoke and toxic fumes. Smoke hoods are perceived as particularly beneficial in the event of an in-flight fire where
passengers may be exposed to a potentially lethal environment for a relatively long period of time.

12 "Improved Flammability Standards for Materials Used in the Interior of Transport Category Airplane Cabins," Final Rule DOT/FAA Federal
Register, Vol 53, No. 165, 25 August 1988, pp. 32, 564:
FAA Regulatory Amendment No. 25-61
FAA Regulatory Amendment No. 121-189
FAA Regulatory Amendment No. 25-66
FAA Regulatory Amendment No. 121-198
13 United States General Accounting Office, "Slow Progress in Making Aircraft Cabin Interiors Fireproof," Report to Congressional Requesters,
Aviation Safety, January 1993.

15 "Improved Flammability Test Standards for Cabin Interior Materials," Civil Aviation Authority Airworthiness Notice No. 61, March 1987.
16 Improving Passenger Survivability in Aircraft Fire: A Review, Civil Aviation Authority Report, 1991.
17 "Flammability Requirements for Aircraft Seat Cushions," DOT/FAA Final Rule, Federal Register, Vol 49, No. 209, October 26, 1984, pp. 43,
188; and "Aircraft Seats and Berths - Resistance to Fire," Civil Aviation Authority Airworthiness Notice No. 59, Issue 3, December 1986.
18 Virgil P. Moshansky, Commissioner, Commission of Inquiry into the Air Ontario Crash at Dryden, Ontario, Final Report, Volume I (Ottawa:
Minister of Supply and Services Canada, 1992) p. 300.

20 Ibid. MCR 39, p. 300.

25 It has been suggested that passengers who fly regularly receive specialty training in the operation of emergency exits on a voluntary basis.
Such passengers could then be routinely assigned exit row seating. Industry, particularly cabin attendants, are reluctant to adopt this proposal.
They are concerned that passengers trained in this manner might unnecessarily initiate an evacuation and that, without continued refresher
training, passengers would be confused, as the location and operation of emergency exits varies greatly.

27 N.J. Butcher, "United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority Policy On Cabin Safety," Proceedings of Fifth Annual International Aircraft Cabin
Safety Symposium, February 22-25, 1988.

29 K.M. Cardosi & M.S. Huntly, Cockpit and Cabin Crew Coordination, DOT/FAA/FS-88-/1, 1988.
30 NTSB, Flight Attendant Training and Performance During Emergency Situations, Special Investigation Report, PB92-917006, June 1992.
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7.0 APPENDIX
INJURIES INJURIES INJURIES
DATE NUMBER

LOCATION AIRCRAFT FATAL

SERIOUS MINOR/NONE

FIRE/SMOKE SLIDES
LEAD
PLANNED
PRESENT
USED
EVENT/REMARKS

11Feb78

A78H0001

Cranbrook,
B-737
B.C.

42

5

2

YES

NO

NO

Go-around,
obstruction on runway

26Jun78

A78H0002

Toronto,
Ont.

DC-9-32

2

47

58

NO

YES

NO

Tire failure on take-off
roll/Runway excursion

29Dec81

A81A0039

Sydney,
N.S.

HS-748

0

1

18

NO

NO

NO

Hydraulic failure, no
braking/Taxiing to
ramp

2Jan82

A82H0001

Sault Ste.
B-737
Marie Ont.

0

0

122

NO

YES

NO

Hard landing

12Regina,
May- A83H0005
Sask.
83

DC-9-32

0

0

62

NO

YES

NO

Gear collapsed on
landing

2Jun83

DC-9-32

23

3

20

YES

YES

YES

In-flight cabin fire

0

0

69

YES

YES

YES

Fuel exhaustion/forced
landing

A83F0006

Cincinnati,
Kentucky

23A83H0006 Gimli, Man. B-767
Jul-83
22Mar84

A84H0003

Calgary,
Alta.

B-737-200 0

4

115

YES

YES

NO

Uncontained engine
failure on take-off

20Apr86

A86Q4036

Montreal,
Que.

DC-9-32

0

0

89

NO

YES

YES

Smoke in
cockpit/enroute

13Gander,
A86A4936
Jul-86
Nfld.

L1011-100 0

0

356

YES

YES

NO

Engine fire

14Kelowna,
A86P4053
Jul-86
B.C.

B737-275

0

0

81

NO

YES

NO

Runway
excursion/hydroplaning

20Wabush,
A86A0024
Jul-86
Nfld.

B737-200

0

1

63

NO

YES

NO

Engine failure/rejected
take-off

12Dec86

A86H4902

Goose
Bay, Nfld.

B747-131

0

0

328

YES

NO

YES

Fire warning in cargo
hold/enroute

17Jan88

A88H0001

Vancouver,
B737-200
B.C.

0

0

38

YES

YES

NO

Engine failure/rejected
take-off

18Jan89

A89P0018

Vancouver,
B737-217
B.C.

0

0

65

YES

YES

YES

APU fire/after landing

10Mar89

A89C0048

Dryden,
Ont.

F-28

24

17

28

YES

NO

NO

Ice on wing on take-off

5Jun89

A89O0249

Toronto,
Ont.

F-28

0

0

69

NO

NO

YES

Smoke in cabin/during
climb

22Jun89

A89C0115

Saskatoon,
B737-217
Sask.

0

0

78

NO

YES

YES

Runway excursion on
landing/Improper
procedures

7Aug90

AAIB
Gatwick,
EW/C1174 England

0

0

456

YES

YES

NO

Tail-pipe fires on three
engines

0

0

122

NO

YES

YES

Acrid fumes in
cockpit/enroute

0

0

36

YES

NO

NO

Engine failure/rejected
take-off

B747-200

18Edmonton,
May- A91W0088
B767
Alta.
91
29Nov91

A91H0012

RiviereAuxSaumons,
Quebec

HS-748

Updated: 2002-10-04
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1.0 BACKGROUND
After a take-off run of approximately one mile, the aircraft became airborne near the
end of the lake. It struck tree tops on the shore and continued to fly over rising ground
until it struck trees on a ridge 1,300 feet from the lake. The aircraft crashed inverted
and was destroyed by fire. Examination of the wreckage did not reveal any malfunction
of the engine, airframe or controls. It was estimated that the aircraft was overloaded by
approximately 200 lbs.1
Between 1976 and 1990, there were 1,432 seaplane2 accidents in Canada. During this
period, 452 people died in 234 seaplane accidents. Figure 1 shows the seaplane
accident experience by year. 3
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Since there is no requirement for seaplane operators to report the number of hours
flown, the accident rate (number of accidents per one hundred thousand hours) is
unknown. Seaplanes account for 19% of the Canadian aircraft fleet and 18% of the
total number of accidents. However, in most parts of Canada, seaplanes operate only
about six months of the year. Thus, the number of seaplane accidents would appear to
be disproportionately high. Unfortunately, different annual utilization rates for
landplanes and seaplanes are unknown.
It is observed, however, that aeroplanes which are most frequently float equipped, such
as Piper Cub "derivatives" (J3, PA11, PA12, PA14, PA18, PA20, PA22), Cessna 172,
Cessna 180, Cessna 206, Beaver, and Otter, have more fatal accidents on floats than
on wheels. When these aeroplanes are on wheels, 10% of the accidents are fatal, but
when on floats, 17% are fatal.
The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) conducted an examination of these
1,432 seaplane accidents in order to identify areas of seaplane operations where safety
deficiencies might exist and which might require further study.
For analysis purposes, accident investigation agencies around the world, including the
TSB and its predecessors, use the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Accident/Incident Data Reporting (ADREP) system. Under ADREP, accidents are
assigned standardized contributing factors 4. During the initial examination of the
seaplane accidents, it appeared that contributing factors which could be associated with
the pilots' levels of skills, abilities, and knowledge had been cited in a significant
number of cases. Contributing factors such as "improper operation of...," "pilot selected
unsuitable area," "operation beyond ability," "pilot failed to...(abort take-off, maintain
control, follow procedures)," and "improper decisions" were frequently cited.
2.0 OBJECTIVE
This study aims to advance aviation safety by examining the seaplane accident record
and identifying safety deficiencies associated with the levels of skills, knowledge, and
decision-making abilities of pilots engaged in seaplane operations.
The study first describes the characteristics of seaplane accidents which differentiate
them from other aeroplane accidents. It then considers the factors which have
contributed to these accidents and examines the training and background of the pilots
involved. Finally, the report describes the safety deficiencies identified and proposes
safety actions to correct them.
3.0 LIMITATIONS
Information from the accident files was analyzed in the context of the total Canadian
fixed-wing seaplane accident record. However, the lack of normative data results in a
lack of standards for evaluation. Therefore, because of the lack of information on nonaccident seaplane pilots, the issues could not be analyzed in the context of all
seaplane flying in Canada. This is not a serious limitation, however, as the focus of this
study is on seaplane pilots who did have accidents.
4.0 THE ACCIDENTS
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Of the 1,432 accidents examined, 359 resulted in at least one fatality or serious injury.
These 359 accidents will be referred to as "serious accidents" for the purposes of this
study.
4.1 Phase of Flight
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the accidents during the study period by phase of
flight. (Appendix A provides the ICAO definitions of the phases of flight used in this
report.)

It can be observed that en route accidents account for a little less than a quarter of all
accidents, but for more than a third of the serious accidents. Nevertheless, the focus of
this study will be on those aspects of seaplane operations which differentiate them from
other flying operations.
Except for small aerodynamic differences, handling seaplanes en route does not
require skills and knowledge markedly different from those required for flying
landplanes. Therefore, en route accidents involving seaplanes will not be examined in
this study. For information purposes, the data concerning en route accidents is
contained in Appendix B. It is worth noting that 23% of en route seaplane accidents are
cases of VFR flight into adverse weather, a safety issue addressed by the TSB in a
1990 5 report.
4.2 Types of Accidents
The following sections indicate the most frequent types of accidents for each phase of
flight. (Appendix A gives the ICAO definitions of the types of occurrence used in this
section.) In some cases, there are two types of occurrence for the same accident. In
this study, only the first type of occurrence is taken into account in order to avoid using
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the same information twice. Generally, the second occurrence is triggered by the first
one.
4.2.1 Standing and Taxiing

During the standing and taxiing phase, most accidents involved losses of control,
propeller contacts, nose down/over, and collisions. As far as serious accidents (not on
graph) are concerned, 15 resulted from propeller contact, 3 from nose down/over, and
2 from loss of control.
As engine power was reduced and the mixture pulled to cut-off, a passenger got out of
the right door and walked forward on the float, presumably to tie the aircraft down. He
walked into the propeller and received a fatal head injury.
4.2.2 Take-off
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Take-off accidents are those which occur between the beginning of the take-off run
and the first power reduction after becoming airborne (see Appendix A for ICAO
definitions). As can be seen in Figure 4, loss of control was, by far, the most frequent
type of accident.
The most frequent types of serious accidents during take-off were loss of control in
flight (47 accidents), engine failure (31 accidents), and collision with objects
(16 accidents). Loss of control on the water surface and dragged wing were also
frequent on take-off, but seldom resulted in serious or fatal injuries.
The engine failed as the pilot initiated a left turn after take-off from a lake. The pilot
continued the turn in an attempt to land on a suitable water surface. Witnesses saw the
aircraft dive into the lake after apparently stalling at about 150 feet. Subsequent
inspection revealed fuel starvation as the cause of the engine failure.
4.2.3 Approach and Landing

http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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During the approach and landing phase, although hard landings were the most
frequent types of accident, loss of control in flight resulted in the largest number of
serious accidents (15). Collisions with objects resulted in 12 serious accidents and
nose down/over on the surface resulted in 11 serious accidents.
Following an uneventful flight, the aircraft was touching down in a light crosswind. The
pilot reported that the wind lifted the left wing and caused the nose of the right float to
dig in and the right wing-tip to strike the water. The aircraft nosed down and then
slowly nosed over, coming to rest inverted.
4.2.4 Summary
The following table summarizes the most frequent types of accidents. En route
accidents are excluded from this table 6.
Figure 6 Most Frequent Types of Seaplane Accidents(En route accidents excluded)

Type of accident

Number

Loss of control (in the air and on the surface) 315
Engine failure

http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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Collision with objects

128

Dragged wing

106

Nose down / Nose over

84

Hard landing 7

83

In the following section, the contributing factors cited in seaplane accidents will be
examined, in particular those factors associated with the types of occurrence of most
relevance to this study. For instance, although propeller strikes are often serious, they
are relatively rare occurrences which are normally not related to pilot knowledge, skills
or decision-making, except when it is established that an injured passenger had not
been briefed adequately by the pilot regarding the danger of the propeller. In an article
titled "Strike one and you're out!" published in Issue 1 of Aviation Safety REFLEXIONS
magazine, the consequences of inadequate safety briefing regarding the propeller were
emphasized through selected excerpts from seaplane accident report summaries.
Because this study looks at piloting skills, abilities, and knowledge, little attention will be
dedicated to propeller strikes.
5.0 THE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
The ten most frequently cited contributing factors in the 1,432 seaplane accidents
which occurred during the review period are listed in Figure 7. These factors accounted
for approximately one-third of all factors cited. The contributing factors are defined in
Appendix A.
Figure 7 Most Frequently Cited Contributing Factors

Contributing Factor

Citations

Failed to obtain/maintain flying speed

161

Selected unsuitable area for take-off, landing, taxiing 137
Unfavourable wind

130

Improper wind compensation

118

Improper landing flare

86

Inadequate pre-flight preparation

78

Failed to follow approved procedures, directives

77

Operation beyond ability

72

Failed to see or avoid objects or obstructions

56

Glassy water

53

From this list of most frequently cited contributing factors, it appears that the accident
seaplane pilots lacked the necessary skills, knowledge, and abilities to operate safely.
The factor "Failed to obtain/maintain flying speed" can result from poor technique, poor
judgement, lack of knowledge or combinations of all three.
"Selected unsuitable area," "Inadequate pre-flight preparation," "Failed to follow
approved procedures/directives," and "Operation beyond ability" are factors which
suggest poor judgement and/or inadequate training.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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"Unfavourable wind," "Improper wind compensation," "Improper landing flare," "Failed to
see/avoid objects," and "Glassy water" are factors which are associated with poor
technique.
These deficiencies are also apparent when, in the following sections, one looks at the
most frequent contributing factors cited in the most common types of serious accidents.
5.1 Loss of Control During Take-off
5.1.1 Loss of Control on the Water During Take-off
The four-seat float-equipped aircraft was being flown in support of a geological survey
team. Two members had been picked up and the pilot was making his second crosswind take-off attempt; the wind was from the left at 10 to 15 knots. The aircraft
weathercocked left and developed an uncontrollable yaw. A float dug in and the aircraft
came to rest on its back.
Accidents involving loss of control on the water during take-off had the following
contributing factors cited:
Improper wind compensation 16
Failed to maintain directional control 14
Premature lift-off 9
Unsuitable area 9
Unfavourable wind 9
Sudden wind shift 6
Operation beyond ability 5
Rough water 5
The majority of the factors are related to the wind, (improper wind compensation,
unfavourable wind, sudden wind shift, rough water), and suggest a lack of proper
technique in dealing with various wind conditions. A seaplane is affected much more by
wind during landing and take-off on water than is a landplane on a runway. For
example, the steering of the aircraft is more difficult because there are no brakes and
no nose or tail-wheel steering (this is particularly noticeable during the first part of the
take-off when the aerodynamic rudder cannot totally compensate for the propellerinduced yaw). Lakes are frequently surrounded by hills which can cause unpredictable
shifts in wind speed and direction. On rough water, there is a natural tendency for pilots
to pull the aircraft out of the waves as early as possible to get away from the pounding
of the take-off surface; however, rough water is often a consequence of strong gusty
winds, and it is not unusual that an aircraft gets airborne on a gust and drops back
onto the surface during a lull. A longitudinal oscillation when the aircraft is on the step
can quickly develop and cause the aircraft to nose-over.
5.1.2 Loss of Control in Flight During Take-off
Loss of control in flight is either a stall or a situation in which an aircraft goes out of
control and strikes the ground, water or objects.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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After taking off in the narrowest part of the lake, the pilot, at a height of about 20 ft,
turned abruptly to the left towards the longer section of the lake. The aircraft stalled and
struck the water in a nose-down, right-wing-low attitude.
The most frequently cited contributing factors in loss-of-control accidents during takeoff were:
Failure to maintain flying speed 72
Pilot selected unsuitable area for take-off 24
Premature lift-off 20
Unfavourable wind 19
Operation beyond ability 15
Downdrafts and updrafts 15
Inadequate pre-flight preparation 14
Misused flaps or other high-lift devices 13
Failed to follow approved procedures 12
Failed to abort take-off 12
Improper operation of primary controls 10
Improper wind compensation 10
Many of these factors bring to mind a lack of skill or knowledge on the part of the pilot.
Factors such as "Failure to maintain flying speed," "Premature lift-off," "Misused flaps,"
"Improper operation of primary controls," and "Improper wind compensation" are
frequently related to poor technique or a lack of skill. Factors such as "Unsuitable area,"
"Inadequate pre-flight preparation," and "Failed to follow approved procedures" might
demonstrate a lack of knowledge. Factors such as "Operation beyond ability" and
"Failed to abort take-off" can result from poor judgement.
5.2 Engine Failure During Take-off
The take-off was normal until the aircraft reached the end of the lake, when, at a height
of about 350 feet above ground level, the engine was heard to sputter and lose power.
As the aircraft commenced a turn to the right, the engine regained power, and the
aircraft then continued back on course. About one-half mile further on, the engine again
lost power, and the aircraft again commenced a right turn. As the aircraft turned, the
nose suddenly pitched down, and the aircraft spun to the ground. The aircraft was
consumed by post-impact fire, and both occupants were fatally injured. The pilot had
refuelled the aircraft from a water-contaminated drum of fuel, without using a filter or
water trap, and the engine lost power due to water in the fuel.
The leading contributing factors in accidents involving engine failures on take-off are:
Water in fuel 21
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Engine failure for undetermined reason 21
Inadequate pre-flight preparation 11
Improper operation of powerplant controls 11
Carburettor icing 10
Fuel starvation 8
Fuel mismanagement 7
Improper use of carburettor heat 7
"Water in fuel" ties with "Engine failure for undetermined reason" for number one
contributing factor. It is surprising that fuel problems (water in fuel, fuel starvation, fuel
mismanagement) are the most frequent contributing factors in take-off accidents since,
in that phase of flight, no build-up of events has yet had time to develop: the pilot is not
lost and out of fuel, no change of tank should be involved, and vapour-lock is
improbable because the low altitude and the use of boost pump when applicable
should preclude such a phenomenon.
On seaplanes, carburettor icing on take-off is a greater risk than on landplanes
because of the high level of humidity, due in part to the water-spray on some models,
during the take-off run.
"Improper use of carburettor heat," "Improper operation of powerplant controls," and
"Inadequate pre-flight preparation" are behaviours which denote lack of knowledge or
judgement.
5.3 Collision With Objects During Take-off
The most frequently cited contributing factors in collisions of seaplanes with objects
during take-off are:
Pilot selected an unsuitable area for take-off 23
Failed to see and avoid objects 14
Hit hidden obstruction 11
Inadequate pre-flight preparation 10
Updrafts / downdrafts 10
Failed to abort take-off 8
Operations beyond ability 7
Unfavourable wind 6
Loaded improperly 5
The most frequently indicated factor, "Pilot selected an unsuitable area for take-off,"
suggests that the pilot exercised poor judgement. "Inadequate pre-flight preparation,"
"Failed to abort take-off," and "Operations beyond ability" also reveal behaviours in
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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which poor judgement would have been a factor.
5.4 Loss of Control During Approach and Landing
5.4.1 Loss of Control in Flight During Approach
The pilot was attempting to land on a narrow strip of water situated between an island
and shore. He encountered turbulence at tree top level and the aircraft stalled, dropped
a wing, and struck the surface of the lake.
The contributing factors most frequently cited in the case of accidents involving loss of
control during approach and landing were:
Failed to maintain directional control 12
Improper wind compensation 11
Unfavourable wind 10
Improper operation on ground 8
Unsuitable area selected for landing 6
In this case, more than three-quarters of the accidents attributed to the most frequently
cited contributing factors indicate a failure on the part of the pilot to take the proper
action.
These accidents were generally characterized by a stall, or a stall followed by a spin at
low altitude while turning from base leg to final. Many of the visual cues and approach
aids that are available to land-based aircraft are not there for seaplanes about to land
on the water. Wind direction and strength may be difficult to gauge in the absence of an
appropriately located wind sock, especially where local geography may affect the winds
in the landing area. Mountainous or hilly terrain on the final approach may alter the
pilot's perception of the correct approach angle. In the absence of a clearly defined and
visible landing area, the turn from base to final can be easily misjudged and result in
excessive angles of bank during a critical manoeuvre for landing. The illusions created
by the topography and drift at low altitude can also contribute to approach accidents.
5.4.2 Loss of Control on the Water During Landing
On arrival, the pilot carried out a flapless landing on glassy water and, just after
touchdown, the aircraft's left float dug in. The aircraft pitched down, turned left, and the
right wing struck the water. The aircraft then pivoted right, and the left wing struck the
water. The force of both impacts shattered the windscreen and caused substantial
damage to both wings.
The most frequently cited contributing factors in the case of loss of control on the water
during landing are almost identical to the ones listed above for loss of control in flight
during take-off:
Failed to maintain directional control 12
Improper wind compensation 11
Unfavourable wind 9
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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Improper operation on ground 8
Unsuitable area for landing 6
A case-by-case review of the accident records revealed that the majority of the loss of
control accidents occurring during landing on water happened in cross-wind or glassywater conditions. In numerous instances, the proper landing technique was not used.
A balked glassy-water landing frequently entails a loss of control. If the flare is too high,
the aircraft stalls and the nose or one wing drops. If there is no flare, and with the
slightest yaw and/or pitch down, the front end of one float hits the water first and
creates an immediate and violent unbalance. In a stalled, nose-down condition, the
aircraft usually noses over.
Many factors, particularly the ones which appear on top of the list under each of the
most frequent types of occurrence, use wording such as "failed to...," "improper
...(action)," "unsuitable area for...," etc. Such wording leads one to believe that the
accident pilots' behaviour was affected by a lack of knowledge or skill in the process of
operating the aircraft controls or in electing the best course of action to follow. It is
therefore appropriate to consider now the characteristics of the seaplane pilots as well
as the seaplane operating and regulatory environment.
6.0 THE ACCIDENT PILOTS
6.1 Licence Category

Figure 8 breaks out the accidents by licence category. The charts indicate little
significant difference between commercial and private pilots overall. In the absence of
normative data regarding the seaplane pilot population (e.g., hours flown in each
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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category), it is not possible to determine whether one category of licence holder has a
higher accident rate than the other.
However, when one looks at the breakdown of licence holders involved in the four most
common serious accidents, some differences are apparent, as can be seen in Figure 9.

While commercial and private pilots are spread fairly evenly in the case of collisions
with objects and loss of control during take-off, it can be observed that, in accidents
caused by loss of control during landing and engine failures during take-off, more
private pilots were involved (see data in Table 4 of Appendix B). Other data regarding
"engine failure on take-off" accidents show that 34% of accidents involving private
pilots were serious while only 17% involving commercial pilots were serious. This
indicates that, when the engine fails, commercial pilots are more likely to avoid serious
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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injuries to themselves and their passengers than are their private counterparts.
6.2 Experience
Figure 10 shows the proportion of total accidents 8 that took place when pilots had
500 hours of flight or less in aeroplanes with a given undercarriage configuration, i.e.,
land or sea. The 500-hour mark was selected because, past that point, the accident
versus experience curve flattens out. (This trend is already perceptible past the 300hour mark in Figure 10.) As expected, pilots in the zero to 100-hour category assume
the largest share of accidents. However, this is more so in the case of seaplane
accidents than landplane accidents. It can be observed (for accidents where pilot
experience is known) that 21% of the seaplane accidents occurred to pilots with
100 hours or less on seaplanes, compared with 17% for landplane accidents. This
difference bears even more weight when considering that the majority of seaplane
pilots have a total experience which includes landplane flying before upgrading to
seaplanes; therefore, a 100-hour-on-seaplane pilot would typically have 160 to
200 hours total experience. The four percentage point difference (21%-17%) suggests
that recently trained seaplane pilots may not be adequately prepared to operate that
type of aircraft since they account for a higher proportion of accidents than their
landplane counterparts, even though they probably have already acquired more total
flying experience.

Above 100-hours flight experience, the difference is in the opposite direction and it
never reaches the magnitude observed in the first 100 hours on configuration.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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The above figure shows the five most common accident types which happened to pilots
with less than 100 hours in sea-configured or land-configured aeroplanes. For the five
accident types combined, it can be observed that seaplanes account for a greater
percentage of the total number of accidents. The differences are particularly noteworthy
in the case of engine failures, collisions with objects, and dragged wing occurrences.
For the first two types of occurrences, the higher percentages belong to landplanes, but
for the last one, dragged wing, seaplanes account for a significantly higher percentage,
even though float-equipped aircraft are more likely to be of high-wing construction.
Dragged wing accidents are generally associated with cross-wind, high wind, or glassy
water take-offs and landings, for which no training is required by Transport Canada
(TC) before the issuance of a seaplane rating (see section 7.2).
The overall percentages for the five types of occurrences may indicate that a greater
proportion of low time seaplane pilots (21%) than landplane pilots (17%) would be
lacking the necessary skills, knowledge, or decision-making abilities to safely operate in
their particular environment.
7.0 THE OPERATING AND REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Seaplane operations are generally conducted in the more remote parts of Canada. The
operating conditions are demanding in that landing and take-off surfaces are not
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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specifically prepared and marked, local topography can cause local variable wind
conditions and restrictions to visibility, there is little supporting infrastructure available,
etc.
By their nature, seaplane operations require a high degree of independence in problem
solving. Updated weather information may not be readily available for pilots. Generally,
there is not a control tower or even a Flight Service Station immediately available to
relay safety-sensitive information. When in doubt, pilots have little recourse to discuss
alternatives with personnel from the supporting infrastructure -- or even colleagues.
Such operating conditions pose a problem for the regulator too. Simply put, the
vastness and remoteness of the areas where seaplane operations are conducted
hamper effective surveillance of such flight operations.
7.1 Attitudes Towards Safety
Given this operating milieu, it is perhaps not surprising that a distinct operating culture
seems to have evolved. There is a romantic mystique with respect to remote or
wilderness flight operations from the water. Some have written about the "bush pilot"
syndrome, and a bush pilot folklore has evolved in Canada. Such folklore is not always
consistent with safe flight operations.
At the time of the accident, all seats, including the pilot's seat, had been removed from
the aircraft to accommodate a load of particle board. During the take-off, the pilot was
sitting on the boards and secured by a lap belt.
The pilot had advised his passengers not to wear seat-belts. He believed seat-belts
would hamper the chance of escape should the aircraft overturn during the take-off or
landing phases of the flight.
The rear seat was not installed, and the passenger, who was seated on one of the
canisters, was without a seat-belt.
Reportedly, the pilot usually did not attach his seat-belt and lock his door until after
taking-off.
These excerpts from seaplane accident summaries illustrate cases where basic safety
procedures were not followed, as if pilots had their own ideas about safe operating
practices. Apparently, flying unfastened passengers or passengers seated on canisters
sometimes is not perceived as dangerous; and, contrary to the weight of evidence,
even wearing a seat-belt is sometimes perceived as dangerous.
In addition, flying overloaded aircraft, particularly in commercial operations, sometimes
appears to be an acceptable procedure in seaplane operations.
The take-off was attempted 800 lbs overweight (DHC-3 Otter).
The overload was computed to be 455 lbs (DHC-2 Beaver).
The aircraft was overweight by 454 lbs (Cessna 185).
A pilot who flies an overloaded aircraft can, in effect, be operating as an untrained test
pilot, since the flight characteristics of the overloaded aircraft as well as the effects on
the airframe have not been documented. Notwithstanding these facts, experienced
bush pilots have admitted that flying overloaded aircraft is a fact of life in remote area
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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commercial operations. The problem is not new: in 1925, J.R.K Main wrote in
"Voyageurs of the Air" that "overloading an aircraft was general practice, but the degree
of overloading varied."
These attitudes towards aircraft occupant restraint and weight limitations are but two
examples of a problem which, although probably limited to a few individuals or to small
pilot communities, may have serious consequences. The checks and balances built
into the system are occasionally disregarded. It appears that, notwithstanding the safe
procedures approved by the regulator, tips from friends, hearsay, local recipes, and
tricks are sometimes being followed by some seaplane pilots.
Safe practices may indeed be learned through word of mouth, although only by those
fortunate enough to be acquainted with the most seasoned seaplane pilots. However,
learning from the experience of other pilots may also lead to the propagation of unsafe
practices.
7.2 Training and Certification Requirements
The operation of seaplanes requires different techniques or skills and knowledge from
those required for landplane flying. Although poor technique, poor judgement and lack
of knowledge are not unique to seaplane operations, the unregulated and unpredictable
environment in which seaplanes usually operate can be less forgiving of such
deficiencies. Furthermore, decision-making abilities and judgement are called upon
frequently in these operating conditions. It appears, from this examination of the
accident record, that seaplane pilots are not acquiring or applying the requisite skills
and abilities to reduce their operating risks.
The frequency and severity of seaplane accidents involving pilot knowledge, skills, and
techniques, as well as judgement and decision making, call into serious question the
adequacy of current Canadian requirements for training seaplane pilots.
The training requirements to obtain a seaplane rating are set out in Chapter 5 of the
Personnel Licensing Handbook, Volume I, Part II. According to the handbook, the
minimum conversion training to be completed in order for an applicant to be issued a
seaplane endorsement consists of:
(a) Five (5) hours of conversion training including:
(i) not less than three (3) hours dual instruction, and
(ii) not fewer than five(5) take-offs and 5 landings as sole occupant of the aeroplane,
except for 2 crew aircraft, in which case the take-offs and landings shall be done as
pilot in command;
(b) The following exercises shall be included in the conversion training:
(i) taxiing,
(ii) sailing,
(iii) docking,
(iv) take-offs, and
(v) landings; and
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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(c) Experience on glassy water, rough water as well as in crosswind conditions is
recommended.
The conversion training may be provided by the holder of a Commercial, Senior
Commercial or Airline Transport Pilot Licence endorsed for the aircraft being used in
the conversion training provided that such holder has acquired at least 50 hours as
pilot-in-command of seaplanes [...].
Of note, these minimum requirements address only the basic knowledge and skill
required to operate seaplanes. For ratings such as an instructor's rating, an instrument
rating, or a type rating, TC has established specific requirements for knowledge and
skill training and testing. TC even publishes Flight Test Guides for those ratings so that
applicants are made fully aware of required flight test standards and parameters. The
basic seaplane endorsement, however, requires only a certain number of practice flying
hours, without any ground instruction and without any flight test.
7.3 Trainers' Qualifications
Any commercial pilot with 50 hours of pilot-in-command time on a seaplane is
automatically granted the right to provide seaplane ground and flight instruction. His or
her ability to teach has not been assessed, certified, and periodically re-assessed by
TC. His or her "track record" is not maintained by TC since there is no testing for a
seaplane rating. Therefore, there is no means for assessing a seaplane instructor's
effectiveness as an instructor 9.
On the other hand, TC does require that a trainer be specifically qualified as a flight
instructor to teach night flying. These instructors must be certified by TC and must be
periodically reassessed.
7.4 Learning and Decision Making
Seaplane pilots have to rely on their own experience and advice from others in the
seaplane environment to develop their skill and knowledge. TC acknowledges the need
for more in-depth learning in its Flight Training Manual. The summary of Exercise
Twenty-Six, "Floatplanes," states:
At the completion of a float endorsement training course, remember that unless a
course is lengthened to cover all the possible situations a float pilot might encounter,
then an endorsement is merely a licence to learn. Approach situations you have not
met during training with caution and the assistance of an experienced instructor or float
pilot. (emphasis added)
It is well recognized that pilots continue to learn as they gain experience. Ironically,
however, this "licence to learn" takes no account of what the bearer will be doing with
the endorsement. The seaplane endorsement is identical for both the private pilot and
the commercial pilot; yet the latter may "learn" about seaplane operations while
carrying fare-paying passengers.
As discussed earlier, information shared between pilots can convey both truths and
fallacies. Potentially dangerous acts and decisions which are apparently validated by
personal success may become common practice.
TC has promoted a program of "Pilot Decision Making" designed to assist pilots in
recognizing their own unsafe behaviour or thoughts and in reinforcing safety behaviour.
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/reports/air/studies/ssa9301/ssa9301.asp
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The value of such a program is well recognized. However, there is no indication that
these efforts are having an effect on reducing either the frequency or the severity of
seaplane occurrences (the total number of seaplane accidents and the number of
serious accidents have remained relatively stable since the early eighties).10
7.5 Proficiency
Generally, seaplane operations are conducted during the months of May to October. In
more northern latitudes, ice conditions may limit operations to only two to three months.
Consequently, the maintenance of currency in techniques for taking off from and
landing on water surfaces suffers. Operating a seaplane in a remote environment
requires skill and judgement, traits which can erode with the passage of time. The
higher proportion of fatalities associated with seaplane accidents underlines the high
costs of a lapse in skill.
Currency requirements have been historically weak in Canada, and the subject of
safety critique on a number of occasions 11 . More recently, TC has moved to require
five take-offs and landings in the previous six months if the licence holder wishes to
carry passengers. No special provision has been made, however, for the operation of
seaplanes.
7.6 Periodic Flight Review
In March 1992, TC published in the Aeronautical Information Publication (A.I.P.
Canada) an Aviation Notice titled "Proposal to introduce a flight review." The proposal
would require a pilot to successfully complete a flight review (ground and flight subject
matters) within each 24-month period. The Aviation Notice mentions that: "The proposal
is the result of numerous studies indicating that recurrent training is essential to the
maintenance of pilot competency. Also, as a member of the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO), Canada has an obligation to meet the ICAO requirement that its
member states, once having issued a licence, must ensure the holder maintains
competency." At the time of writing this report, no change of regulations or ANO has
been made on this issue, nor has Canada filed a difference from ICAO standards.
The proposal states that, "for the purpose of the flight review, sea and land class
aeroplanes shall be deemed to be the same class. For example, an aeroplane pilot
whose licence is endorsed for single and multi-engine land and sea aeroplane may
complete the flight review requirement in a multi-engine land aeroplane."
This study demonstrates that, in many facets of their operations, landplanes and
seaplanes differ so much, particularly in the taxiing, take-off, approach and landing
phases, that skills applied in one class of aeroplane are not necessarily transferable to
the other class. A flight review in a landplane would not ensure the competency of a
seaplane pilot.
7.7 Commercial Pilot Proficiency Check
The Air Navigation Order (ANO) Series VII No.3, Standards and Procedures for Air
Carriers Using Small Aeroplanes in Air Transport Operations applies to most
commercial seaplane operations because the majority of such operations are carried
with small aeroplanes (12,500 pounds maximum certificated take-off weight). This ANO
specifies, among other things, the training and crew qualification requirements for
commercial pilots engaged in air carrier operations. Under the provisions of the ANO,
the air carrier "shall establish and maintain a ground and flight training program to
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ensure that each pilot is adequately trained to perform his assigned duties, including
those relating to abnormal and emergency procedures."
An air carrier is specifically required, under the ANO, to provide ground training for a
pilot before he serves as a crew member; such training includes company operations
specifications, operations manual, type of aeroplane to be flown, etc. There is also a
specific requirement for annual recurrent ground training which applies to surface
contamination (airframe icing) and emergency procedures.
In a Commercial Pilot Survey conducted by the TSB in 1991 on Level III to VI air
carriers, 14% of the respondents reported that recurrent training never occurred or
occurred less than once a year. Moreover, 29% of the pilots who only flew single
engine aeroplanes reported the same; the majority of commercial seaplane pilots fly
single-engine aeroplanes.
Regarding pilot qualification, the ANO states that to act as pilot-in-command or secondin-command of an aeroplane, the pilot must have completed within the preceding
90 days on the same type of aeroplane at least three take-offs and landings. It is
apparently a current practice among seaplane operators to have the pilots conduct solo
self-training (re-familiarization) at the beginning of the season to comply with the threelanding requirement and with the emergency training requirement. In April 1991, a pilot
who had just reported for work at the start of the seaplane season was killed during a
self-checkout session as he attempted landing on glassy water.
The ANO specifies that the air carrier shall "ensure that each crew member during
emergency procedure training actually performs each emergency function or action
appropriate to his duties, except where it can be shown that emergency functions can
be adequately learned by demonstration."
Commercial pilot emergency training seems effective in ensuring the skills of
commercial seaplane pilots when they face an actual emergency. For example, the
data show that in case of an engine failure, commercial operations are less likely to be
involved in a fatal or serious accident.
There is no annual pilot proficiency check (PPC) requirement for commercial pilots who
fly single-engine aeroplanes. However, passing such a check every 12 months is
mandatory for commercial pilots who fly multi-engine aeroplanes. In 1988, in an
accident report concerning a six-seat seaplane, the CASB recommended that "the
Department of Transport institute a method of ensuring the proficiency of pilots who are
engaged in the commercial operation of single-engined aircraft in VFR operations only."
Through its Air Carrier Advisory Circular (ACAC) No.0015R dated 21 September 1992,
Transport Canada informed the community of its decision to implement a certification of
competence for pilots involved in single-engine aeroplane commercial VFR operations.
However, the proposed amendment states that the pilot shall have, "within the
12 months preceding and on the most complex aeroplanes in which he/she is to act,
been certified as competent by the Chief Pilot or his/her delegate, in the performance
of all those Pilot Proficiency Check items contained in Schedule IV (Schedule C), which
are applicable to single-engine aeroplanes." This proposed new PPC would ensure the
proficiency of pilots engaged in the commercial operation of single-engined aircraft.
However, the safety benefits of such a proficiency check would be lost if it were
performed on a landplane when the pilot is to operate seaplanes.
7.8 Summary
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Seaplane operations are carried out in an unforgiving environment that requires special
skills, knowledge, and decision-making abilities. In populated areas, transport activities
are exposed to the scrutiny of the regulator and the public. Seaplanes are usually
operated in remote areas; as a result, a distinct culture about their operations has
evolved largely unchecked over the years. Consequently, seaplane pilots tend to
acquire skills and knowledge through trial and error, peer example, and hearsay; this is
not the most appropriate way to develop the required abilities.
Sound and proven basic training and proficiency checking would normally be the
antidote to the propagation of unsafe flying practices. Unfortunately, there remain
several anomalies with respect to the regulator's role in seaplane operations. There is
no TC ground school syllabus and requirement; there is only sketchy TC flight training
guidance; there is no TC requirement for training in demanding skills such as glassy
water, cross-wind and rough water operating conditions; there is no TC training
experience and certification requirement for seaplane trainers, no TC knowledge or skill
test for the issuance of a seaplane rating, no TC seaplane currency requirement, and
no TC periodic seaplane pilot flight review or proficiency check, not even for
commercial pilots. There is no question that most Canadian seaplane pilots operate
skilfully and safely, in an unforgiving environment. At the same time, the accident
record strongly indicates a safety deficiency with respect to pilot proficiency (lack of
knowledge, lack of skill, and/or lack of decision-making ability).
8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This examination of the occurrence record confirms that the incidence and severity of
seaplane accidents is disproportionately high in comparison to landplanes. Loss of
control during take-off, engine failure after take-off, collision with objects during takeoff, and loss of control during approach and landing are the most frequent types of
accident resulting in serious injuries or fatalities. The most frequently cited contributing
factors in these accidents strongly indicate serious shortcomings in pilot knowledge,
skills or techniques, and/or judgement in decision-making. In sum, the evidence calls
into question the adequacy of current practices and requirements for initial and
recurrent training from water.
8.1 Training
Presently, for training a pilot to fly seaplanes, it is assumed that the pilot need only be
familiarized with the general handling characteristics of that class of aircraft. There are
seldom any formal ground school sessions where the principles and practices of
seaplane operations are explained, nor is any ground school required by regulations.
Yet a pilot must be knowledgeable about a number of different operations and
techniques to safely operate such aircraft. For example, knowledge of docking
procedures, passenger safety procedures, float and hull design and construction, water
leakage and drainage procedures, and proficiency in sailing, docking, glassy water,
cross-wind and rough water take-offs and landings, etc.
In view of the frequency of seaplane accidents in which the pilot demonstrated
inadequate knowledge of the practices and procedures for reducing the risks in
operating seaplanes, or in which the pilot demonstrated inadequate technique or skills
for the existing conditions, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport prepare comprehensive ground and flight training syllabi
for the alternate seaplane endorsement;
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A93-14
and that
The Department of Transport consider including mandatory dual flight instruction in
glassy water, cross-wind and rough water conditions in the alternate seaplane
endorsement flight training syllabi.
A93-15
8.2 Trainers' Qualifications
Seaplane conversion training may be conducted by any holder of a Commercial or
Airline Transport Pilot Licence with 50 hours pilot-in-command experience on
seaplanes. The pilot giving the training does not need to have ever submitted to a test
of knowledge on seaplane operations, nor have any experience in training or flying
training. In light of the circumstances of many of the occurrences which were studied, it
is unrealistic to expect meaningful training, evaluation, and recommendation from a
pilot whose only qualification is a minimum experience on seaplanes. Given the
seasonal and remote nature of seaplane operations, maintaining quality control in the
provision of sound pilot training for safe flight operations is a significant challenge. Yet,
the occurrence record strongly indicates a need for improved methods for developing
seaplane pilots' knowledge, skills, and judgement. In view of the unique requirements
for safe flight operations from water, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require an endorsement to the Commercial and Airline
Transport licences for seaplane instruction which would entitle the holder to provide
alternate seaplane flight and ground school training to pilots.
A93-16
8.3 Evaluation and Certification
The attainment of a given standard of knowledge or skill, particularly in the field of
motorized equipment operation, generally requires some type of examination. Still, in
the case of seaplane operations, a pilot is not required to demonstrate that he or she
has acquired an acceptable level of skill, knowledge and decision-making ability. A pilot
only needs to have flown the number of seaplane flying hours set out in the Personnel
Licensing Handbook to obtain a seaplane rating; there is no requirement to pass a
written, oral, or flight test. As a result, TC has no evidence that the applicant has
reached a minimum proficiency standard. Although it is normally the trainer's
responsibility to recommend the applicant for the seaplane rating, there is room for a
wide variety of proficiency level assessments among trainers since there are no
established proficiency standards.
To ensure that a minimum level of knowledge, skill, and decision-making ability has
been attained after the completion of all required training, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport implement a specific knowledge and skill test for the
alternate seaplane endorsement;
A93-17
and that
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The Department of Transport require that all seaplane endorsements be recommended
by a seaplane instructor who has been designated as seaplane flight examiner.
A93-18
8.4 Flying Currency for Passenger Operations
Recently, TC has moved to require five take-offs and landings in the previous six
months if the licence holder wishes to carry passengers. However, no special provision
has been made for the operation of seaplanes.
The Board does not believe that the conduct of five take-offs and landings in a
landplane several months before a flight in a seaplane takes adequate account of the
unique skills required to operate a seaplane, nor adequately safeguards the lives of the
passengers aboard such aircraft. Accordingly, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport develop currency requirements appropriate for seaplane
operations for pilots wishing to carry passengers on seaplanes.
A93-19
8.5 Periodic Flight Review
For the purpose of its proposed biennial flight review, TC states that sea and land class
aeroplanes shall be deemed to be the same class. Since unique skills and knowledge
are required to fly seaplanes, demonstration of skill in a landplane will not confirm
competence in the specific skills required for seaplane operations. Therefore, the Board
recommends that:
The Department of Transport establish a mandatory periodic flight review on seaplanes
for the maintenance of the operating privileges of a seaplane endorsement.
A93-20
8.6 Commercial Seaplane Pilot Proficiency Check
A proposed new pilot proficiency check (PPC) to be implemented by TC would require
an annual check on the most complex single engine aeroplane that the pilot is to
operate commercially in VFR. However, for commercial pilots engaged in seaplane
operations, the expression "most complex aeroplane" might not always mean a
seaplane.
The frequency of seaplane accidents involving commercial pilots suggests
shortcomings with respect to the current practices for ensuring pilot proficiency.
Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport require that a pilot proficiency check be performed on a
seaplane if the pilot seeking the certification of proficiency is to operate seaplanes
commercially.
A93-21
Similarly, there is a requirement for pilots engaged in commercial operations to have
completed within the preceding 90 days, on the same type of aeroplane they are to
operate, at least three take-offs and landings. This requirement only applies to the type
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of aircraft, not the landing gear configuration. A seaplane pilot could therefore satisfy
the requirement by having flown the same type of aircraft on wheels or skis in the
preceding 90 days. By doing so, the intent of recency for take-offs and landings is
defeated. Therefore, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport amend the 90-day requirement for commercial seaplane
pilots so that the take-offs and landings must be performed on a seaplane.
A93-22
8.7 Seaplane Pilots' Seminars
The decentralized nature of seaplane operations throughout Canada's remote regions
requires that skills and techniques (beyond those acquired in initial seaplane training)
be developed and passed on by experts in the field. These generally sound operating
practices do not lend themselves to traditional regulatory controls. Therefore, seaplane
pilots require alternative means for acquiring information to refresh and enhance their
knowledge for safe seaplane operations.
Some industry representatives have indicated that local seminars would be an effective
way of bringing experienced seaplane pilots together to share their experience
regarding verified techniques and procedures with their peers. Therefore, in order to
reinforce the foundation upon which certified seaplane pilots can build their piloting
skills, abilities, and knowledge, the Board recommends that:
The Department of Transport, in collaboration with seaplane pilot associations and
other aviation industry associations, require Seaplane Pilots' Seminars to be conducted
regionally every year at the beginning of the normal seaplane season in strategic
locations.
A93-23
9.0 APPENDICES
APPENDIX A ICAO DEFINITIONS
(NOTE: The following definitions are extracted from the ICAO Definitions manual
(Doc 9569) or the ICAO ADREP manual. In certain cases, the definitions are
complemented by explanations mostly based on information obtained from various
parts of these manuals.)
1) PHASE OF OPERATIONS
TAXIING: Movement of an aircraft on the surface of an aerodrome under its own power,
excluding take-off and landing, but including, in the case of helicopters, operation over
the surface of an aerodrome within a height band associated with ground effect and at
speed associated with taxiing, i.e. air-taxiing.
TAKE-OFF PHASE: The operating phase defined by the time during which the engine
is operated at the rated output.
EN-ROUTE PHASE: The part of the flight from the end of the take-off and initial climb
phase to the commencement of the approach and landing phase.
APPROACH PHASE: The operating phase defined by the time during which the engine
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is operated in the approach operating mode.
(NOTE: This definition is ambiguous because it is unclear what is meant by "the
approach operating mode" of an engine; jet engine, in particular, are not operated in a
different mode during the en-route and approach/landing phases. The new coding for
the phases of operation sheds some light on this matter: "Approach" includes Holding
(in the process of completing an approach), intermediate approach (from first fix to final
approach), final approach, circuit pattern and missed approach/go-around.
LANDING: Landing is not defined in the ICAO Definitions. As stated before, it is not a
phase on its own as it accompanies "Approach" to make the "Approach and landing
phase." The new coding, under "Landing," lists: Level off/Touchdown, Landing roll,
Aborted landing (after touchdown) and other.
2) SELECTED TYPES OF OCCURRENCE
COLLISION TERRAIN/WATER CONTROLLED: Occurrences in which an aircraft under
control of the pilot, strikes level ground or water, or fails to clear a hill or a mountain
along its flight path.
COLLISION GROUND/WATER UNCONTROLLED: Occurrences in which an aircraft
capable of being controlled, but not under control of the pilot (disorientation, lack of
ability/experience, incapacitation, etc.) strikes level ground or water, or fails to clear a
hill or a mountain along its flight path.
COLLISION TERRAIN/WATER CONTROL UNKNOWN: Occurrences in which it could
not be established whether the pilot was in control of the aircraft.
COLLISION OBJECTS: Occurrences in which an aircraft in-flight or on the ground
collides with an object on the ground.
DRAGGED WING/ROTOR TIP, POD OR FLOAT: Occurrences in which an aircraft
drags a wing or rotor tip, a pod or a float while taxiing, taking-off or landing, without
loss of directional control. (Note: When this is the result or a "Loss of control on
ground/water" or a "Hard landing" use one of these two classifications, as appropriate.
HARD LANDING: Occurrences in which an aircraft touches down with an abnormally
high vertical speed.
LOSS OF CONTROL ON WATER: Occurrences in which a loss of directional control or
sudden swerve is experienced while taxiing, taking-off or landing.
LOSS OF CONTROL IN FLIGHT STALL: Occurrences in which the aircraft spins,
spirals or mushes into the ground or water as a result of a stall.
LOSS OF CONTROL IN FLIGHT OTHER: Occurrences, other than stalls, in which the
aircraft goes out of control and strikes the ground, water or objects.
NOSE-DOWN: Occurrences in which an aeroplane noses down on to the ground,
water or runway without going on its back (inverted).
NOSE-OVER: Occurrences in which an aeroplane goes over on its back (inverted).
PROPELLER/ROTOR CONTACT: Occurrences in which a person is seriously or fatally
injured on the ground as a result of contact with a rotating propeller or rotor.
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3) SELECTED CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
ATTEMPTED OPERATION BEYOND EXPERIENCE/ABILITY LEVEL: Refers to cases
in which the pilot is not qualified in the type of aircraft or operation involved, or
attempted flight under conditions beyond his experience and ability.
FAILED TO FOLLOW APPROVED PROCEDURES, DIRECTIVES, INSTRUCTIONS,
ETC.: Disregard of standard procedures, written or verbal instructions, directives,
operations manuals, etc., when such are known by, or available to, the pilot.
FAILED TO OBTAIN/MAINTAIN FLYING SPEED: Failure of the pilot to obtain and/or
maintain sufficient airspeed for the conditions involved.
FAILED TO MAINTAIN DIRECTIONAL CONTROL: A general code used when the
cause of the loss of control is not clear. Generally used in conjunction with loss of
control during take-off or landing.
FAILED TO SEE OR AVOID OBJECTS OR OBSTRUCTIONS: Used where there is
complete failure to see and avoid objects or obstructions other than aircraft and also
where the pilot sees the object or obstruction too late to avoid it.
IMPROPER OPERATION, POWERPLANT CONTROLS: Improper operation of the
powerplant through improper use of throttles, supercharger, cowl flaps, carburettor
heat, mixture controls, propeller controls, etc., under the conditions and circumstances
involved.
IMPROPER IN-FLIGHT DECISIONS OR PLANNING: The failure to use good
judgement or follow good operating procedures while in-flight. Examples are: failure to
refuel en route when reasonable prudence would require it (or failure to resolve
problems arising in flight); miscalculated fuel consumption; poorly planned approach,
etc.
IMPROPER OPERATION OF PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROLS: Refers to pilot
"technique" in the operation of flight controls in the air. Includes trim control. Excludes
flaps, spoilers.
IMPROPER LANDING FLARE: Levelling off too high on a landing or failure to break
glide properly and flying into the ground.
IMPROPER COMPENSATION FOR WIND CONDITIONS: Failure to make proper drift
corrections or allowances for the wind conditions prevailing when taxiing, taking off or
landing.
INADEQUATE PRE-FLIGHT PREPARATION AND/OR PLANNING: Refers to ground
preparation for flight. The pre-flight check of the aircraft and its equipment, the planning
of the flight, weather briefing, fuel reserve, etc., are examples of action which could be
improperly performed or omitted.
LACK OF FAMILIARITY WITH AIRCRAFT: Refers to lack of experience with the aircraft
involved for the type of operation attempted. It is not used interchangeably with
"attempted operation beyond experience/ability level" as it is more specific and could
apply to a pilot of broad general experience.
MISMANAGEMENT OF FUEL: Refers to the improper operation of, lack of attention to,
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the fuel supply. Examples are the failure to turn the proper tank on or to switch to the
proper tank. Includes miscalculation of fuel consumption.
MISUSED OR FAILED TO USE FLAPS (OR OTHER LIFT DEVICES): Factor of pilot
judgement, training, lack of familiarity with the aircraft or carelessness.
SELECTED UNSUITABLE AREA FOR TAKE-OFF, LANDING, TAXIING: Includes all
cases where a pilot selected an unsuitable area for taxi, take-off or landing. Excludes
cases where the pilot exercises normal and reasonable precautions, but encounters
hidden hazards or conditions not easily determined. Excludes forced landings unless
the pilot definitely had the choice of a more suitable area.
APPENDIX B SUPPORTING DATA
Table 1 Accidents by Phase of Flight
Table 2 Serious Accidents by Phase of Flight
Table 3 Standing and Taxiing Accidents
Table 4 Take-off Accidents
Table 5 En Route Accidents
Table 6 Approach and Landing Accidents
Table 7 Summary of Types of Accidents
Table 8 Types of Serious Accidents
Table 9 Seaplane and Landplane Configuration Experience
Table 10 Most Frequent Accident Types Occurring to Pilots With Less than 100 Hours
on Aeroplanes in Given Configuration (Landplane/Seaplane)
Table 1 Accidents by Phase of Flight
Phase of Flight

No. of Accidents Private

Commercial

Standing and Taxiing

115 8%

59 7%

56 10%

Take-off

498 35%

310 35% 188 35%

En route

325 23%

198 22% 127 24%

Approach and Landing 494 34%

331 36% 163 31%

Total

898

1432

534

Table 2 - Serious Accidents by Phase of Flight

Phase of Flight

No. of Accidents Private Commercial

Standing and Taxiing

20 10

17%

10 18%

Take-off

122

83 27%

39 21%

En route

143

86 43%

57 47%
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Approach and Landing 74

54 16%

20 12%

Total

233

126

359

Table 3 Standing and Taxiing Accidents

Type of Accident Total

Private Commercial

Collision

13

6

7

Loss of Control

22 (2 serious)

16

6

Propeller Contact 16 (15 serious) 6

10

Nose down/over

15 (3 serious)

10

5

Dragged wing

8

7

1

Total

74

45

29

Table 4 - Take-off Accidents

Type of Accident

Total

Private Commercial

Loss of control in flight

137 (47 serious) 96 (23) 41 (22)

Engine failure

98 (31 serious)

68 (23) 30 (5)

Collision with objects

68 (16 serious)

39 (5) 29 (9)

Loss of control on surface 56

30

26

Dragged wing

39

20

19

Total

398

253

145

Table 5 En Route Accidents

Type of Accident

Total

Private Commercial

Engine failure

140 (27 serious) 89

51

Collision with water/terrain 62 (48 serious)

27

35

Loss of control

35

18

Forced/precaution landing 21

13

8

Total

164

112

53 (42 serious)
276

Table 6 Approach and Landing Accidents

Type of Accident

Total

Private Commercial

Hard landing

80

53

27

Dragged wing

59

40

19

Loss of control on surface 56

39

17

54 (11 serious) 38

16

Nose down/over
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Collision with object

47 (12 serious) 27

20

Loss of control in flight

44 (15 serious) 35 (12) 9 (3)

Wheels-down landing

40

32

8

Engine failure

31

19

12

Overrun

30

17

13

Total

441

300

141

Table 7 Summary of Types of Accidents

Type of Accident

Total Private Commercial

Loss of control in flight

181

131

50

Loss of control on surface 134

85

49

Engine failure

130

88

42

Collision with objects

128

72

56

Dragged Wing

106

67

39

Nose down/over

84

56

28

Hard landing

83

56

27

Table 8 Types of Serious Accidents
Type of Accident

Total Private Commercial

Loss of control in flight

62

45

17

Engine failure

36

30

6

Collision with objects

28

17

11

Nose down/over

18

11

7

Propeller contact

15

6

9

Collision with terrain/water 14

8

6

Loss of control on surface 11

7

4

Hard landing

8

1

9

Table 9 Seaplane and Landplane Configuration Experience
SEAPLANE

LANDPLANE

% of total
accidents

Number of
accidents

% of total
accidents

Unknown 509

46%

2,089

46%

0 100

21%

801

17%

101 200 62

6%

360

8%

201 300 36

3%

231

5%

301 400 36

3%

156

3%

401 500 25

2%

120

3%

Hours

Number of
accidents
234
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Over 500 205

18%

839

18%

Table 10 Most Frequent Accident Types Occurring to Pilots With Less than 100 Hours
on Aeroplanes in Given Configuration (Landplane/Seaplane)

SEAPLANE

LANDPLANE

Hours

Number of
accidents

% of total
accidents

Number of
accidents

% of total
accidents

Control Loss

44

32%

78

29%

Engine Failure 25

18%

88

33%

Collision
(Objects)

22

16%

70

26%

Dragged Wing 29

21%

4

2%

Nose
Down/Over

12%

27

10%

17

1 All events quoted in this study are excerpts from CASB or TSB accident investigation
report summaries.
2 The word "seaplane" is used by Transport Canada for licensing purposes and
includes floatplanes, flying boats or amphibious aeroplanes.
3 Although the number of seaplane accidents was down significantly in 1992
(accounting for only 10% of all aircraft accidents), they still resulted in more than one
third of the fatalities.
4 For the ICAO definition of some selected contributing factors, see Appendix A.
5 Report of a Safety Study on VFR Flight into Adverse Weather (Report #90-SP002)
6 All data pertaining to amphibious aeroplanes are included in this study. Aircraft in that
configuration account for less than 18% of seaplane accidents. Accident coding does
not allow for the discrimination of cases where amphibious aeroplanes were being, or
were intended to be, operated as landplanes. However, a case-by-case review of the
five most frequent types of occurrence in the standing, taxiing, take-off, approach and
landing phases (630 occurrences) indicates that only 7% of seaplane accidents
occurred to amphibious aeroplanes which were not being, or not about to be, operated
from or onto water.
7 Three hard landing accidents occurred during aborted take-offs.
8 Note that flight experience was unknown in 46% of the cases in both seaplane and
landplane accidents. See Appendix B, Table 9.
9 TC maintains a computerized record of every aviation licence test; results of flight
tests are downloaded into the instructor's file, the examiner's file, and the applicant's
file.
10 The "Commercial Pilot Survey (1991) Level III to VI Air Carrier Operations"
conducted by the TSB indicates that 27% of the pilots reported that Pilot Decision
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Making training was not provided by their employer.
11 See, for example, Justice C. Dubin's Inquiry Into Aviation Safety in Canada (1982),
Volume 3, recommendation 215, and the TSB's Safety Study of VFR Flight Into
Adverse Weather (1990), Recommendation TSB-A90-76
Updated: 2002-09-20
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